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Hello As an avid outdoors man and resident of Washington I would respectfully rushed you to reinstate the spring bear hunt. Sincerely Pierce Steinke 2/2/2022 8:09 AM Email
I support this rule change. There should absolutely be a spring bear season. -Stan Rowden Sent from my iPhone 2/2/2022 8:40 AM Email
The Washington state spring bear hunt should absolutely commence. Predator management is an important facet in overall wildlife management. Harvest guidelines set by WDFW district biologists should be implemented. Andy Kelso P.O. 
Box 656 Graham WA 98338 Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 8:41 AM Email

Hello I am urging you to reinstate the 2022 spring bear hunt in WA. There is ZERO scientific evidence that this hunt is detrimental to bear populations with virtually no sows with cubs affected last year. Boars are a bigger threat to cubs of 
their own species than hunters will ever be and this hunt effectively reduces the number of mature boars on the landscape. There is no biological or scientific basis for not having this traditional hunt. Every single opposing argument I ve 
heard unfortunately even from within the WDFW Commission is rooted in emotion misunderstanding and outright lies. Fulfill your duty as commissioners and bring back the 2022 Spring Bear hunt. Best Kevin Graham Hunter Angler and 
Conservationist

2/2/2022 9:02 AM Email

I have drawn spring bear two separate times and was unsuccessful on the hunt. I now have 5 points for the hunt I was putting in for with excellent odds of drawing this year. Do not take spring bear away as it is not at all an easy hunt for 
hunters. I ask that you do not take away this hunt from hunters Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 9:15 AM Email

To whom it may concern I support a spring 2022 bear hunt. There is plenty of science from reputable research that shows a sustainable population of bears that can withstand a hunting season. Please continue with progress towards 
reinstating a spring 2022 bear hunting season. Sincerely Dr Jerry Han

2/2/2022 9:26 AM Email

I am new to hunting this 2022 season will be my third season hunting I am in favor of keeping spring bear open for hunting. As a responsible hunter it is our job to harvest black bear they destroy new tree growth kill baby elk and deer 
which will destroy the future population if left untamed we can ethnically harvest a number of black bear while making sure that future bear deer and elk all have a future along with the working forest. Thank you for your time Luke miller

2/2/2022 9:34 AM Email

All I am writing in favor of the spring bear hunt for 2022. This season has a long standing history in this state and is well documented that it is not doing an irrevocable harm to the black population in this state. This state is facing a huge 
need for ways to manage large carnivore and having a spring bear hunt is crucial in this endeavor. Please look with the state biologists and WDFW managers who agree with this sentiment and follow their advice. Respectfully Brian Fuchs

2/2/2022 9:34 AM Email

Please re-open the spring black bear season. This should be a general season with female mortality quotas and a 1 bear limit (which would go against the 2 bear yearly limit). Tyler Pike | President | Northcomm LLC | phone: 509.668.8021 
| email: tyler.pike@northcomm.com | site: www.Northcomm.com | address: 353 Malaga Alcoa Hwy Wenatchee WA 98801

2/2/2022 10:16 AM Email

This season needs to once again be open. It is ridiculous to close this down as it happened. Sent from my iPhone 2/2/2022 10:40 AM Email
Hello The spring bear hunt MUST go on. It is an illogical attack on sound science and common sense to not have this hunt. The anti hunting community needs to be overruled. I am sick of them using emotion to manipulate society with 
completely false information. I am not a trophy hunter I hunt to provide food for my family. Do the right thing period. Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 11:04 AM Email

To whom it concerns: I am in strong favor of Washington state reinstating the spring black bear season. I am an avid active hunter and have been hunting our state for 32 years. I am a master hunter with the state and have appreciated 
the education and opportunities I ve had to work with the bios and enforcement officers over the past decade. I believe in the management model and feel strongly that removing the season without considering the experts ( your 
biologists and wardens input) is a big miss . I have hunted all around our state and cannot remember ever seeing so many bears ( especially the past 5 years.) I am not writing this email to get something for me. My wife and I have been 
fortunate to harvest 5 black bears between us 3 of them during the spring permit hunt and 2 of them being old boars aged by your bios at 11 and 20 years old! Thankful to spend our dollars on good management.The removal of this 
effective management tool will have costly ramifications down range to our struggling deer populations and many other game animals that your bios are working so hard to protect. Thank you for considering our concerns. The health of 
this states hunting future is at stake. Sincerely Cris Tupen Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 11:40 AM Email

I believe that the spring bear season should continue because the people who hunt also care about sustaining the population and dont intentionally kill a mother bear with a cub. 2/2/2022 11:43 AM Email
As an employee of wdfw is it discouraging to see y all s wildlife management decisions being made based from emotion and not science. To not have a spring bear hunt would effect several other species who need predators populations 
controlled. I don t hunt deer and elk but I know bears feast on fawns and calves. It s is crucial that bear populations are managed properly. Don t be the department of failure and waste. I used to be proud to say I work for f&w. Do better 
for everybody s sake. Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 12:29 PM Email

Yes we need a spring bear season it s a must I live in south pacific county and our bear population is out of control on the Long Beach peninsula every day there are issues in South Pacific County with bears getting into garbage cans and 
destroying public property and there are so many bears that in the spring the reading our Blacktail deer fawn s and our Roosevelt elk Calf s we have a predator problem in Pacific County and Washington Fish and wildlife needs to do 
something about it. So the black bears or a huge problem there in the cranberry bogs eating berries and the farmers are trying to survive. The timber companies are having problems in the tree farms with the Bears stripping the bark and 
killing the trees. And the elk and deer between disease and the predators their populations are having a tough time thriving. And with total chaos during hunting season with to long seasons and too many people in the woods it s a total 
mess in Western Washington. And yes you need to have a spring bear season and unit 681 684 and you need to increase the permits. Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 12:29 PM Email

https://www.change.org/p/jay-inslee-wa-fish-wildlife-commission-bring-back-spring-bear-hunting-for-washington-state-2022-season?redirect=false This one email should count as 20 000 plus in support of spring bear. The link is for a 
change.org petition indicating this. Best Douglas Boze Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 1:00 PM Email

To whom it may concern I am writing this email in strong support of a spring bear hunting season for 2022. Taking away emotion from this decision the science is fully in favor of a spring bear season. There is no evidence of a spring season 
being detrimental to a healthy bear population. I do not believe the thought of law suits by extremist enviro mentalists should stop the state from allowing a spring bear season. It shouldn t be forgotten that the real environmentalists in 
this state are the hunters who understand sustainable resources and healthy herd populations. Respectfully submitted Josh Bender Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 1:06 PM Email

Hello Bring back Spring Bear Hunting Season. It is based on sound wildlife conservation the population of Black Bears support the season and even the biologists at WDFW and the Director support it. And why oh why wouldn t there be a 
spring bear season in order to help the ungulate populations which are being devastated by bear predation in the spring. Bring back the spring bear season. Thank-you Brad Thomsen 425-890-4649

2/2/2022 1:38 PM Email

My name is Douglas Bowes. I am calling on behalf of the 20,000 people who have signed the change.org petition requesting that the spring bear hunt for Washington be brought back again. That is 20,000 people over 20,200 as of 
February 2nd, 2022. Requesting that it be brought back, follow the science, bring it back. Thank you.

2/2/2022 1:39 PM ProjectVoiceMail

This state likes to take advantage of every dollar it can from hunter to home owners. The voice of the hunters isn t heard because we leave it up to you and the biologist to look at numbers and loss rates for the animals you are managing. 
People who don t pay into the great outdoors cry the loudest any you listened to that cry. What about the other animals that are not doing as well. The 4 bears per square mile and the healthiest population of bears in the US. The hunters 
are counting on you to make sure you have done your job in managing this great resource. I think public comment should only be allowed for people that pay for hunting licenses we are the ones that care if the animals live or die. I have 
helped in restoration projects and any other areas I can. We should open spring bear hunting with out a permits. The deer elk and moose population in our state are suffering due to bear and other predator population explosions. Sent 
from Yahoo Mail on Android

2/2/2022 2:33 PM Email

Activate public spring bear hunt this is a necessity. We are watching you. Sent from ProtonMail mobile 2/2/2022 4:57 PM Email
The Ungulate population especially Elk and Moose are being decimated outside of private valley land where they are safer around homes. Predators are already going unchecked by this State and destroying these Ungulate populations to 
the point populations are well below 50% of what they were five years ago. Black Bear take a serious toll on fawn and calf s in the spring adding further impact to an already dire situation. Do your jobs and advocate for ALL wildlife and 
not just your precious cash cow predators that you have some romantic ideal of. The lack of actual management here in NE WA is obvious and the emotional irrational decisions making is glaringly obvious. This is not a Disney movie. 
Please stop managing our wildlife as if it were. DO SOMETHING! Sent from my iPhone

2/2/2022 4:59 PM Email

Don t make seasons so short that working people like me only get 3 to 4 days to hunt. I buy a tag to try and save money on my groceries. If I take time off work that is counter productive! You guys really need to get a copy of Idahos 
regulations. And throw ours in the trash you basically need a law degree to make sense of our regs. Not even joking if your stopped by fish and game it doesn t matter how hard you tried. If they are in a bad mood or don t like the way you 
look. They will be able to find something to ticket you for.

2/2/2022 5:39 PM Email

I support the hunt. Thank you Joe Tri-Cities WA. 2/2/2022 6:51 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Prescott

2/2/2022 7:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Wright

2/2/2022 7:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Hassan

2/2/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Miller

2/2/2022 7:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/2/2022 7:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Lankhaar

2/2/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Rhoades

2/2/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Gay

2/2/2022 7:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leo Berliner

2/2/2022 7:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Thrall

2/2/2022 7:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Halbleib

2/2/2022 7:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Guy Duplantier

2/2/2022 7:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Blair

2/2/2022 7:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Timmons

2/2/2022 7:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Skees

2/2/2022 7:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Garcia

2/2/2022 7:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trent Strickland

2/2/2022 7:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Paulazzo

2/2/2022 7:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mason Eacker-Rude

2/2/2022 7:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trever Knighton

2/2/2022 7:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Blackwell

2/2/2022 8:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely TJ Downes

2/2/2022 8:00 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton St. John

2/2/2022 8:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Davis Edmondson

2/2/2022 8:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Fong

2/2/2022 8:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lael Brewster

2/2/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Portieles

2/2/2022 8:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elijah Costello

2/2/2022 8:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Fonseca

2/2/2022 8:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alexander Walechka

2/2/2022 8:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Arroyo

2/2/2022 8:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Douglas Boze

2/2/2022 8:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Sams

2/2/2022 8:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles Whitwam

2/2/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Gurka

2/2/2022 8:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Prickett

2/2/2022 8:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and aligns with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Berry

2/2/2022 8:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Glover

2/2/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Prawitt

2/2/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Jenewein

2/2/2022 8:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Don Henson

2/2/2022 8:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alexander Bauer

2/2/2022 8:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adrienne Olufs

2/2/2022 8:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Gedlund

2/2/2022 8:21 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Please 1) Approve the regulatory changes needed to 
reinstate the Spring Bear Hunt into perpetuity and 2) commit to data and science based wildlife management prioritizing the use of regulated hunting to accomplish wildlife goals to ensure success for diverse and valued species 
throughout the ecosystem. Sincerely Mike Costello

2/2/2022 8:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Franny Eacker

2/2/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kile Jones

2/2/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey O Day

2/2/2022 8:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brenton Scott

2/2/2022 8:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Giddings

2/2/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Hedlund

2/2/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John McNamara

2/2/2022 8:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. As a lifelong resident of this state I would like to see 
traditions carried on for generations to come. Sincerely Tim Galde

2/2/2022 8:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Daniels

2/2/2022 8:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sound science done by outdoorsman biologists even 
botanists all support proper management of wildlife for healthy ecosystems and human/animal interaction. We all need there to be a spring bear season 2022. Sincerely Colin Rouaud

2/2/2022 8:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Raphael Arias

2/2/2022 8:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gavin Herbert

2/2/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Troy Fortier

2/2/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ken Mcclain

2/2/2022 8:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely L. Bullough

2/2/2022 8:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Please lead with science follow the hard work of bios with 
years experience in the field and give us our traditional spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Keenan Milligan

2/2/2022 8:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Bourdo

2/2/2022 8:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Pickett

2/2/2022 8:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Jones

2/2/2022 8:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Roberts

2/2/2022 8:44 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Nelson

2/2/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Will DeRover

2/2/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Will DeRover

2/2/2022 8:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Will DeRover

2/2/2022 8:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Balas

2/2/2022 8:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Hardes

2/2/2022 8:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Hughes

2/2/2022 8:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely michael carris

2/2/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Fragale

2/2/2022 9:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alyssa Smith

2/2/2022 9:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Williams

2/2/2022 9:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dale Willey

2/2/2022 9:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Melissa Talboom

2/2/2022 9:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Philip Bischof

2/2/2022 9:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Codi Williams

2/2/2022 9:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ray Sigmon

2/2/2022 9:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared DuVal

2/2/2022 9:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Berry

2/2/2022 9:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Mifsud

2/2/2022 9:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Taylor

2/2/2022 9:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Evans

2/2/2022 9:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke VandenBrink

2/2/2022 9:15 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/2/2022 9:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Jennings

2/2/2022 9:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Washington has one of the highest black bear 
populations of the western states and yet there is currently no longer a draw spring bear hunt on the table. Based on the bear numbers it is my opinion that Washington residents should have OTC bear hunting opportunities similar to our 
neighboring states of Oregon and Idaho. This would increase our success in conservation efforts to do our part in ensuring healthy ungulate populations. Sincerely Dan Kathman

2/2/2022 9:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Kathman

2/2/2022 9:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randall Rasmussen

2/2/2022 9:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles Keyes

2/2/2022 9:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Johnson

2/2/2022 9:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Schuetze

2/2/2022 9:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Norris

2/2/2022 9:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Coonce

2/2/2022 9:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Van DYken

2/2/2022 9:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Dage

2/2/2022 9:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Price

2/2/2022 9:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris LaVeque

2/2/2022 9:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Hedden

2/2/2022 10:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Johnson

2/2/2022 10:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wagner Boze

2/2/2022 10:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amy Boze

2/2/2022 10:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Dinuis

2/2/2022 10:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chanz Robison

2/2/2022 10:13 PM Email



I have followed the zoom calls and have listened to both sides of the committee. It s always concerning to have anti hunters on a fish and game committee but am willing to listen to what they have to say. The most concerning part is that 
Is there making decisions for hunter s based on non hunter s hurt feelings through the lens of Media and lack of information. These are not people who live in this state hunt in this state have put in time and money for the hope of hunting 
in this state. I obviously feel strongly about bringing back the Spring bear hunt as I have invested time and money into the tag draw. I m curious to see the the plan to plan to reimburse all of the hunters who have put money into the draw 
that has been taken away from them for the Spring bear hunt. Again this hunt has been taking away based on other people s feelings. We have a very healthy bear population in Washington.. The Spring bear hunt was taken away based 
on is a based on social media s feelings and not science. I don t think they considered the feelings of the hunters and the pocketbooks of the hunters. Again how are the hunters going to be reimbursed for the money that they put in to a 
hunt that was taken away it s taken away from them based on anti hunting groups feelings. I hope Washington considers righting this wrong and bringing back our hunting rights. Respectfully Kris Cantrell Cantrell Outdoors 425.344.7055 
Sent from my Verizon Samsung Galaxy smartphone Get Outlook for Android

2/2/2022 10:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sean White

2/2/2022 10:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy E Erickson

2/2/2022 10:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lyndsey Braun

2/2/2022 10:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Schultz

2/2/2022 10:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Barry Siragusa

2/2/2022 10:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Preston Whitman

2/2/2022 10:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Cheney

2/2/2022 10:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Saechao

2/2/2022 10:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zac Zinn

2/2/2022 11:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Moro

2/2/2022 11:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Munoz

2/3/2022 12:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Krout

2/3/2022 12:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Donnie Wheeler

2/3/2022 12:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Hartz

2/3/2022 12:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brenden Essig

2/3/2022 1:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Attila Sipos

2/3/2022 1:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Walton

2/3/2022 2:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles Jackson

2/3/2022 2:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Corcoran

2/3/2022 2:29 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kim Espat

2/3/2022 3:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Hill

2/3/2022 3:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Rill

2/3/2022 3:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Smith

2/3/2022 3:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Derr

2/3/2022 3:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aristeo Ayala

2/3/2022 3:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth Tompkins

2/3/2022 3:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austyn Schlosser

2/3/2022 4:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Phaup

2/3/2022 4:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher George

2/3/2022 4:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Neifert

2/3/2022 4:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent West

2/3/2022 4:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Louis Crum

2/3/2022 4:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tavis Rogers

2/3/2022 4:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hilary Mothershead

2/3/2022 4:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Covey

2/3/2022 4:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Kezar

2/3/2022 4:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/3/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rueben Caballero

2/3/2022 4:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Mitchell

2/3/2022 5:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Price

2/3/2022 5:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Jaramillo

2/3/2022 5:02 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kade Smith

2/3/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Rose

2/3/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Ramerman

2/3/2022 5:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curt Teaster

2/3/2022 5:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randi Clark

2/3/2022 5:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Demboski

2/3/2022 5:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kristopher George

2/3/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jerrod Hoppe

2/3/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony ONeill

2/3/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Manning

2/3/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Carsner

2/3/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cory Baker

2/3/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rylan Lynam

2/3/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff VanCleave

2/3/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert OMalley

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Mickey

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Ramirez

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wyatt Sebright

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colin Bright

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Smith

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Werner Neubauer

2/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Gruin

2/3/2022 5:07 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Rasimowicz

2/3/2022 5:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Thank you for following the science that shows this hunt 
is sustainable and necessary. Sincerely Gerald Frey

2/3/2022 5:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Penn

2/3/2022 5:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely josh wilder

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Young

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cathy Matthieu

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Kelley

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Kimmes

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Saucier

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I am a 27 year old female hunter and absolutely know 
and believe in having this hunt. Washington state has an over-population of bears and all predators. We need these predator hunts to help increase deer elk and other species populations. Washington state needs to follow the science and 
not make emotion-based decisions. We need hunt commissioners on the hunters side not against us! As hunters we are the true conservationist! Sincerely Kareena Dumbach

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Maio

2/3/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daryl Anderson

2/3/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glenn Steele

2/3/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Zook

2/3/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Wilson

2/3/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zach Gant

2/3/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW From a management view im not sure how doing away with the spring bear season makes any sense...I urge you to make decisions based on science real science steming from real experienced Wildlife Biologist. I believe the 
decision to get rid of the season was based on political pressure. The decision should be based off of what s best for the herds. Not just bear population but deer elk and everything else. Please reconsider the spring bear season make it a 
decision on fact based science and not a decision on money and agenda. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first 
place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife 
Conservation. Sincerely Richard Loar

2/3/2022 5:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ken Heard

2/3/2022 5:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phillip Newton

2/3/2022 5:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Ross

2/3/2022 5:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnmark Eneks

2/3/2022 5:12 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Pearson

2/3/2022 5:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Chapa

2/3/2022 5:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stetson Hamilton

2/3/2022 5:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Hosey

2/3/2022 5:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Moroz

2/3/2022 5:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phil Cox
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryaan Taylor
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Barr
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kaleb Tallmage
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Looman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Skeels
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Vitellaro
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Brink
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christian Mckee
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Larson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marion houston
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David McCasland
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Diehl
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Slattery
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Wappler
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Crawford
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Arisman

2/3/2022 5:20 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gustavo Gomez
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Larry Proffer
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keaton Kvanduch
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Waterman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brodee Bell
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Haezebrouck
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Silva

2/3/2022 5:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ed Morris
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Rankin
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Cox
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David McDaniels
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Anna
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Ledford
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Vonderach
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JASON LANKFORD
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Bozarth
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elizah Robinson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bass Lien
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregory Ratajczak
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Warren Wolf

2/3/2022 5:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colten Tholen
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Lee

2/3/2022 5:28 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Reardon
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Polansky
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scot Augustine
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Minturn
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Dear WDFW I am not a Washington resident but have friends that own a ranch in WA and from listening to them I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should 
have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the 
North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Carl Aune
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Beran
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Littrell
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Rich
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Syacsure
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Axtman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Ferreira
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hyatt Sutton
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bobby Lockett
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trent Pannell
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Van every
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Cox

2/3/2022 5:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Olsen
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Troy Bennett
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Heredia
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joell Adair
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blaine Hille
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spencer Singer
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jonn forslund
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Jalbert
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Cafiso
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Kikel
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Meinert
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gordon Cook
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Scheurer
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derrel Odom
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Harbaugh
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Wilson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Emnriquez
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JOHN STALLONE
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Shuler
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tadd Mullarkey
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Campbell

2/3/2022 5:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Miller

2/3/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jimmy Shaw

2/3/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Whitehair

2/3/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Trimpey

2/3/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Cameron

2/3/2022 5:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Hill

2/3/2022 5:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I think it is necessary that WDFW bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. 
Sincerely john STALLONE

2/3/2022 5:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring season has a long standing tradition to act as tool within wildlife management provides economic value to the state and supports the 
North American Model of Conservation generating a passion for these animals to ensure they are around for generations and generations to come. Sincerely David Hoff

2/3/2022 5:41 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Tuggle

2/3/2022 5:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Schillinger

2/3/2022 5:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Kowal

2/3/2022 5:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Mcconnell

2/3/2022 5:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Wilson

2/3/2022 5:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Braden Mehlig

2/3/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Gray

2/3/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Kowalski

2/3/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Lenik

2/3/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Jefferson

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Dantona

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brady Peay

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Furthermore your proposals to add a seal to the pelt are 
ridiculous due to the fact that hunters are currently having enormous problems getting access and open offices to have even bobcats sealed. Reporting of the harvest I wholeheartedly agree with but making it more difficult for hunters 
such as sealing pelts will cause increases manpower for harvestable resource that is already overpopulated secondary to scientific fact and studies. Sincerely Joel Swecker

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jason olson

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Rhodes

2/3/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Dodson

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan McIntosh

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Sherwood

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Raux

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samantha Kujala

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Benoit

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rick Capozza

2/3/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Codoni

2/3/2022 5:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Adams

2/3/2022 5:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Belcher

2/3/2022 5:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Giesler

2/3/2022 5:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Hunting is conservation and at the heart of the North 
American model for conservation. It manages heards of animals in areas where they could come into conflict with humans while letting them flourish in the remote wilderness. Sincerely Caleb Baker

2/3/2022 5:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Maki

2/3/2022 5:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Oliveira

2/3/2022 5:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Thede

2/3/2022 5:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Vonaesch

2/3/2022 5:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Williams

2/3/2022 5:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Barker

2/3/2022 5:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Morgan Gresser-MacGregor

2/3/2022 5:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Frank Guenther

2/3/2022 5:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charley Brown

2/3/2022 5:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Davis

2/3/2022 5:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Ritchie

2/3/2022 5:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kelly Rhoades

2/3/2022 5:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leland Reinier

2/3/2022 5:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Woolley

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Doyle

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jake long

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dennis Mayhew

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Miller

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Charbonneau

2/3/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derrick Brasel

2/3/2022 5:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Grubb

2/3/2022 5:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Crowley

2/3/2022 5:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Oehler

2/3/2022 5:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Theis

2/3/2022 5:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Kenny

2/3/2022 5:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aidan Downey

2/3/2022 5:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Betts

2/3/2022 5:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Mons
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Menz

2/3/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Geremy King

2/3/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Smith

2/3/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Crawford

2/3/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Kowalski

2/3/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Redder

2/3/2022 6:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shane Rasmussen

2/3/2022 6:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Burden

2/3/2022 6:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Los

2/3/2022 6:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Doyle

2/3/2022 6:04 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely STEPHEN NOTEBAERT
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alexander Cernik

2/3/2022 6:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Combs
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Weber
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Bauman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Davis
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Micah Stansfield
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Juszczyk
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely MICHAEL BECKNER
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Powers
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Domingue
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Rapp
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Levi Kary
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brodie Goette
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Erickson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Crabtree
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Roberts
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kendel Ward
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David de Cesare
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rusty Truman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Haws
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Younkin

2/3/2022 6:13 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John C
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Beelner
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandt Lyman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Varriale
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dereck Prepchuk
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Kimball
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Brown
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shannon Shambley
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. As long as humans are present and managing other 
species this species needs to be managed as well. Sincerely John Pate
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sean Campbell
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Cass
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Tice
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Neil Pugliese
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Johnson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Malin
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Morris
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dennis Mcclure
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave MOWLES
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Zane
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Will
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Hussman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Kuehn
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sean Bordner
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Johnson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Langway
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Reeves
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brenden Essig
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Carl Brooks
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Scofield
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyler Jones
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Belding
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Wintrip
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Sammons
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Emanuel Contreras
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Mahony
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Nickelson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Newman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Rosenthal
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Levi Mcisaac
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Oswalt
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Maria Carter
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Chapman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I also want to see 2021 removed from the title of the 
hunt. Spring bear needs to be an annual event just like a quality tag. Not something that is open for debate each year. Sincerely Benjamin Rossman
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The North American Model for Wildlife Conservation is by 
far the leading conservation model in the world proven since its founding. So many success Sincerely Shane Viager
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely BRIAN SMITH
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Andersen
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Johnson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rocky Bowker
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christian Harrington
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kalla Robb
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely MIGUEL PEREZ
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Tamminga
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Corcoran
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Dendy
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Allen
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Dittmer

2/3/2022 6:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Hunting as a management tool for predators is vital to 
both the ungulate prey species population and as a deterrent for human and predator conflict. Sincerely Colter Wisti
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Harpole

2/3/2022 6:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Aparicio

2/3/2022 6:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dell OLIVER

2/3/2022 6:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Thomson

2/3/2022 6:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Titus

2/3/2022 6:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Darrah

2/3/2022 6:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Koenig

2/3/2022 6:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Starnes

2/3/2022 6:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Cuomo

2/3/2022 6:40 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Vogt

2/3/2022 6:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony DeMatteo

2/3/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW To whom it may concern I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Malatesta

2/3/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Walker Hammond

2/3/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darren McCall

2/3/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Birchfield

2/3/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Goble

2/3/2022 6:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Remington Baker

2/3/2022 6:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garett Yoder

2/3/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Baker

2/3/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrett Talley

2/3/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Fabian Vereda

2/3/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seamus Duffy

2/3/2022 6:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Sullivan

2/3/2022 6:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Owen Bacon

2/3/2022 6:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Watkins

2/3/2022 6:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Stauffer

2/3/2022 6:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heinzer

2/3/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Perkins

2/3/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Gregory

2/3/2022 6:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shane Dakan

2/3/2022 6:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Hairston

2/3/2022 6:50 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Calder Russell

2/3/2022 6:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely SCOTT BURGESS

2/3/2022 6:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Strong

2/3/2022 6:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Braeden Burns

2/3/2022 6:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Seaman

2/3/2022 6:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Black

2/3/2022 6:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Amdahl

2/3/2022 6:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bob Stice

2/3/2022 6:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Vella

2/3/2022 6:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Sarjeant

2/3/2022 6:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Teddy Carpenter

2/3/2022 6:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Javier Romero

2/3/2022 6:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jean Cabalette

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Permin

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Houck

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wendy Miller

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Miller

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gunnar Allen

2/3/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Nieblas

2/3/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JACK Moore

2/3/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Peter

2/3/2022 7:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/3/2022 7:00 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Epping

2/3/2022 7:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Smith

2/3/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Moon

2/3/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mytch Blight

2/3/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathon Porter
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Tod

2/3/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Smith

2/3/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Smith

2/3/2022 7:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Vogelgesang

2/3/2022 7:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gideon Koster

2/3/2022 7:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Dykes
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Dahme
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Rebechini

2/3/2022 7:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Ripley

2/3/2022 7:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Roberts
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Heath Brown

2/3/2022 7:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cody knight
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Mix

2/3/2022 7:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Without question our black bear populations in 
Washington have been on the incline while other species have been on the decline. Fawn survival rates in Okanogan County alone have severely dropped. Highly due to the predation of the strong black bear population in traditional 
fawning areas. To dismiss any form of the harvest of black bear we are left with is strictly based on emotion and not rational scientific evidence. Sincerely Lance Manning
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Reid Lamson

2/3/2022 7:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alana Villafan

2/3/2022 7:09 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Hemmer

2/3/2022 7:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely George Fletcher

2/3/2022 7:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devin Thomas

2/3/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kylon Gillispie

2/3/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW My name is Patrick Huffaker from Centennial CO. I am 26 years old and hold a B.S. in Wildlife Biology because of my education and professional experience I fully believe in the North American Model of Wildlife Management. 
One of the 7 tenants of the NAMWM is using science as the basis for decisions when it comes to wildlife. The decision in WA to stop the spring bear hunt is NOT based on science but rather emotion and this is wrong. I am in full support of 
the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of ALL species. 
Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Thanks Patrick Huffaker Sincerely Patrick Huffaker

2/3/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Ham

2/3/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the Spring Bear Season beginning 2022 and beyond. The spring bear season should never been taken away as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rick Ross

2/3/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colin Friday

2/3/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Pace

2/3/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trey Rodarte

2/3/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clay Johnson

2/3/2022 7:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rodney Gladney

2/3/2022 7:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Burbank

2/3/2022 7:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Stangel

2/3/2022 7:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stuart Mobbs

2/3/2022 7:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Bring back hounds in wa Sincerely Shaun Seymour

2/3/2022 7:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marc Lucchesi

2/3/2022 7:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am a wildlife and environmental economics professional in NYC and I m in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as 
sound management of ALL species is necessary for healthy populations and greater biodiversity of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of 
Wildlife Conservation. Stand with science and wildlife professionals please. This is a matter for biologists not John Q Public. Sincerely Brant MacDuff

2/3/2022 7:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Kondelis

2/3/2022 7:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Further the Washington bear population is amongst the 
highest in the country. I would speculate that numbers would remain healthy if we move to an over-the-counter spring bear season. Sincerely Brandon Burt

2/3/2022 7:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Addington

2/3/2022 7:18 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bernard Seariac

2/3/2022 7:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zach Brady

2/3/2022 7:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Tuck

2/3/2022 7:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Scott

2/3/2022 7:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Neuschwanger

2/3/2022 7:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Thank you for taking the time to read my comments. 
Sincerely Darrin Boyd

2/3/2022 7:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Coty Calvin

2/3/2022 7:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Douglas

2/3/2022 7:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Maurilio Maldonado Jr

2/3/2022 7:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Martin

2/3/2022 7:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species.The added stipulations will remind hunters to be sure of 
their targets and enable the department with harvest statistics. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Hood

2/3/2022 7:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Bartley

2/3/2022 7:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Poetzl

2/3/2022 7:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Meza

2/3/2022 7:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Dix

2/3/2022 7:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Hatter

2/3/2022 7:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cevin Ladwig Jr

2/3/2022 7:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Williams

2/3/2022 7:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Jeffers

2/3/2022 7:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The language surrounding the take of sows with cubs 
should be left alone as the limited methods of take greatly reduce the ability to judge the target. If bait or hounds were allowed then legally prohibiting the take of sows with cubs would be acceptable but that is not the case. Sincerely 
Keith Naulty

2/3/2022 7:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Brescia

2/3/2022 7:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mathew Volkmer

2/3/2022 7:29 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Bushey

2/3/2022 7:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Laik Hoskin

2/3/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Graber

2/3/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Hurn

2/3/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JAMES GALLIMORE

2/3/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Spring bear season is the only time I visit your state spending money at local businesses. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never 
been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American 
Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Long

2/3/2022 7:33 AM Email

Just wanted to express my support for managing our game and seasons per the biologists data and science based methods. I support spring bear hunting as a way to help manage game and provide another opportunity for recreation and 
economic income. Thank you Ross

2/3/2022 7:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Hart

2/3/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Schomburg

2/3/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Brown

2/3/2022 7:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Hansen

2/3/2022 7:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric welsch

2/3/2022 7:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randy Donis

2/3/2022 7:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. To me Washington is one of the ideal west coast states with varying beautiful landscape and a great mix of urban and wilderness along with the 
opportunity to continue the uniquely American tradition of hunting wild game on public land to feed one s self and their family. See yet another attempt to remove what is a great food source from the tables of families who might not be 
able to afford the rising prices of quality beef/pork as well as removing it from those who choose to remove themselves from the industrial complex as much as possible is sad and negates the real image of what Washington is to a lot if 
people. Washington is a states that others looks to and see as a forerunner in efforts to combat climate change and the negative impact people are having on the world as a whole. Forcing people away from procuring their own meat and 
into the industrial complex just furthers the dire situation we are entering into as a global people. For these reasons I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should 
have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the 
North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Cesena

2/3/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jess Garza

2/3/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elizabeth Osborn

2/3/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Wells

2/3/2022 7:39 AM Email

From: Montgomery Samantha J (DFW) Sent: Thursday February 3 2022 7:34 AM To: Rule Making (DFW) Subject: FW: Spring bear hunt cid:image001.png@01D818D0.74425CC0 Sam Montgomery (she/her) Communications Manager 
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife samantha.montgomery@dfw.wa.gov 360-688-0721 From: Jacob Lindemulder Sent: Thursday February 3 2022 5:51 AM To: Montgomery Samantha J (DFW) Subject: Spring bear hunt External 
Email For the good of our wildlife management statewide please reinstate the spring bear season Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

2/3/2022 7:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joanna Tuck

2/3/2022 7:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ubaldo Dias

2/3/2022 7:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clinton Tetens

2/3/2022 7:42 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Meschke

2/3/2022 7:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rebecca Spring

2/3/2022 7:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely MARK HUSKEY

2/3/2022 7:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely matthew siepert

2/3/2022 7:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jerry Conway

2/3/2022 7:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mychal Cohn

2/3/2022 7:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/3/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Erik Scarr

2/3/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Medeiros

2/3/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Owens

2/3/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW Hello WDFW! I am writing to you in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Erik Scarr

2/3/2022 7:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Plass

2/3/2022 7:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Crawford

2/3/2022 7:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael V

2/3/2022 7:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Little

2/3/2022 7:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Brinkman

2/3/2022 7:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Aliment

2/3/2022 7:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Burks

2/3/2022 7:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kurt Hoyt

2/3/2022 7:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Ceja

2/3/2022 7:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Rogers

2/3/2022 7:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ROBERT PIERPOINT

2/3/2022 7:52 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Taylor

2/3/2022 7:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Duncan

2/3/2022 7:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Schroeder

2/3/2022 7:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/3/2022 7:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear 
hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Herrett

2/3/2022 7:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Court Martin

2/3/2022 7:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Erik Arend

2/3/2022 7:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Lauger

2/3/2022 7:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Beirold

2/3/2022 7:56 AM Email

I fully support the continuation of Washington s spring bear season. Managing our wildlife with science based information should always be the standard operating procedure. Hunting is not a social issue it is a wildlife management tool 
that benefits both the health of game animal populations and humans at the same time. Rory O Connor

2/3/2022 7:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Knight

2/3/2022 7:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Johnson

2/3/2022 7:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Carson

2/3/2022 7:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ED HITCHCOCK

2/3/2022 8:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Hubert

2/3/2022 8:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Merrill

2/3/2022 8:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ronald Johnson

2/3/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corbin Rowe

2/3/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kelly Herwick

2/3/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alison crowley

2/3/2022 8:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Raydon Houck

2/3/2022 8:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Lee

2/3/2022 8:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Barnhurst

2/3/2022 8:16 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Levi Hollo

2/3/2022 8:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Perry Hall

2/3/2022 8:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Kump

2/3/2022 8:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Bairos

2/3/2022 8:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Crider

2/3/2022 8:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Barrett

2/3/2022 8:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Canute Sweeney

2/3/2022 8:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darin Thoreson

2/3/2022 8:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I support reinstating the spring black bear hunt in Washington. As a hunter and resident of the state it is concerning to me that wildlife management decisions would be unduly influenced by social pressure. The WDFW is 
tasked with managing wildlife for healthy populations and hunter opportunity; please remember this when making your decision. This state has a robust black bear population and an eager contingent of hunters who have historically 
been given the opportunity to apply for a spring bear tag. There is no reason to change that. If social pressure is a concern of the agency I would recommend an education campaign to explain to the public how our wildlife biologists use 
the scientific process to set hunting seasons and quotas. Sincerely Josh Ouellette

2/3/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lane Grant

2/3/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely KURT EISENACH

2/3/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Williams

2/3/2022 8:24 AM Email

Please reinstate the spring black bear hunt and follow what the fish and game biologists determine not what the counsels emotional feeling s on spring bear hunting. Sent from Mail for Windows 2/3/2022 8:24 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyrone Redinger

2/3/2022 8:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spenser Simas

2/3/2022 8:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Shrock

2/3/2022 8:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Heapy

2/3/2022 8:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Burkholder

2/3/2022 8:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Carlson

2/3/2022 8:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Rachiele

2/3/2022 8:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW 2022 Spring Bear Season. Sincerely Brad Marlow 2/3/2022 8:29 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Kersey

2/3/2022 8:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ann White

2/3/2022 8:30 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Leighty

2/3/2022 8:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Sanchez

2/3/2022 8:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Adamson

2/3/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Thomsen

2/3/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pete Skarda

2/3/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clay Hamann

2/3/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW We need to manage wildlife based on science and biology not emotion. There s a lot of black bears and people like to eat them! Sincerely Mark Hannah 2/3/2022 8:34 AM Email
Dear WDFW To Whom It May Concern I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is 
necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Thank you Sincerely Eleigh Kelly

2/3/2022 8:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Allan

2/3/2022 8:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Courtney Chappell

2/3/2022 8:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tayler Cain

2/3/2022 8:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chip Martin

2/3/2022 8:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Pease

2/3/2022 8:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Jopson

2/3/2022 8:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Criss Stewart

2/3/2022 8:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pierce Steinke

2/3/2022 8:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Thomas

2/3/2022 8:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Saunders

2/3/2022 8:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Runge

2/3/2022 8:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Ball

2/3/2022 8:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devon Kartchner

2/3/2022 8:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sarah Chapman

2/3/2022 8:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christine Dabbaghian

2/3/2022 8:43 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brennan Cusick

2/3/2022 8:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Hergenrader

2/3/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathan Paul

2/3/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

2/3/2022 8:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/3/2022 8:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jamie Hussell

2/3/2022 8:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Butcher

2/3/2022 8:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely dan charboneau

2/3/2022 8:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rub n Ram rez

2/3/2022 8:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely tyler foster

2/3/2022 8:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Roy Taylor

2/3/2022 8:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/3/2022 8:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gilbert Porter

2/3/2022 8:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Bennett

2/3/2022 8:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Calvin Hedeen

2/3/2022 8:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

2/3/2022 8:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Javier Huerta

2/3/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Conservationists (hunters) fully understand and witness 
firsthand the need to keep spring bear and all predator hunting opportunities open in order to sustain the populations and health of ungulates as well as all predators. The sustainable quota of harvested bears isnt met year after year wich 
proves the need to keep opportunities as well as EXPAND them. Sincerely Brian Wilson

2/3/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Mattis

2/3/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Walker

2/3/2022 9:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Finn

2/3/2022 9:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Wilson

2/3/2022 9:03 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Bushey

2/3/2022 9:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amber Dubs

2/3/2022 9:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely SOVATH NA

2/3/2022 9:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ramiro Carrillo

2/3/2022 9:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/3/2022 9:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christian Williams

2/3/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jefg Proctor

2/3/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Simpson

2/3/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyzer Bailey

2/3/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Drehsen

2/3/2022 9:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Lane

2/3/2022 9:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Roger Spain

2/3/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Delbo

2/3/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charlie Palmer

2/3/2022 9:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Mills

2/3/2022 9:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Sandau

2/3/2022 9:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Locke Anderson

2/3/2022 9:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colt Mclaughlin

2/3/2022 9:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Parker

2/3/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dominic Cisneros

2/3/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Florenzen

2/3/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Puent

2/3/2022 9:26 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Neagle

2/3/2022 9:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Florencia

2/3/2022 9:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Easton Meyer

2/3/2022 9:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Schroder

2/3/2022 9:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Markus Euteneier

2/3/2022 9:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Hamar

2/3/2022 9:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Solbrack

2/3/2022 9:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Wisman

2/3/2022 9:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Jackson

2/3/2022 9:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Megan Hecock

2/3/2022 9:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Nielsen

2/3/2022 9:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Erickson

2/3/2022 9:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Pacanowski

2/3/2022 9:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. When we stop using sound science to manage our species 
the value our species have will only decline and the species as a whole will suffer. Sincerely Clinton Cawley

2/3/2022 9:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brannan Byrd

2/3/2022 9:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Trumpowsky

2/3/2022 9:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Camron Malcolm

2/3/2022 9:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kimo Kalihi

2/3/2022 9:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I would like it clarified that submission of a lactating sow 
pelt is not indicative that a sow with cubs has been shot. It is always possible that the sow s cubs have been killed by coyotes a boar or other natural causes. Enforcement of a prohibition on killing a sow with cubs should be limited to 
direct observation or admission. Sincerely James Pickard

2/3/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Southard

2/3/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shaun Cochran

2/3/2022 9:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Smith

2/3/2022 9:43 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/3/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ethan Kjellberg

2/3/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Strole

2/3/2022 9:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Wildlife management should always be based on science. 
Hayden Miles Wildlife Biologist Sincerely Hayden Miles

2/3/2022 9:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Tibbetts

2/3/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Morris

2/3/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keith Wolford

2/3/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I do not think that the decision on our right to hunting black bear in the spring was an ethical decision it wasn t backed by science it was purely based off anti hunting which it should be yea I m only 17 i know what I say doesn 
t mean much but spring bear season was one of the two season I looked forward to every year given I haven t harvested a bear it was a time for me to spend with my mom or my dad hell even my sister in the woods in search for a 
opportunity at a bear so I ask that you guys reconsider and do it based off science not opinion Sincerely Dillan Krause

2/3/2022 9:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Loyko

2/3/2022 9:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Peterson

2/3/2022 10:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Foster

2/3/2022 10:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JACK SHELTON

2/3/2022 10:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/3/2022 10:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Berg

2/3/2022 10:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jessica Hansen

2/3/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am a WA resident an avid sportsmen and passionate about the wildlife in the PNW. My family and friends are extremely upset with the commissions previous decisions about the 2022 Bear season. The commissions 
exhibited an extreme lack of understanding and acknowledgement of the states own wildlife biologists and their research and opinions. They also exhibited a severe lack of acknowledgement of the roles that hunters/sportsmen play in 
wildlife conservation of ALL SPECIES. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Blickenstaff

2/3/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andras Tigyi

2/3/2022 10:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Black bear hunting is an important way for families to 
spend time together afield and many outfitters rely on black bear hunting revenues to feed their families. Sincerely Alexander Kennedy

2/3/2022 10:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brice Haskill

2/3/2022 10:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Luvara

2/3/2022 10:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely valeria cannon

2/3/2022 10:28 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bart McManus

2/3/2022 10:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Berkompas

2/3/2022 10:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Cleary

2/3/2022 10:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradly Potila

2/3/2022 10:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blaine Jackson

2/3/2022 10:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Courtney Gordon

2/3/2022 10:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michelle Schultz

2/3/2022 10:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Denham

2/3/2022 10:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Dillavou

2/3/2022 10:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

2/3/2022 10:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Hanson

2/3/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Hendrickson

2/3/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Turner

2/3/2022 10:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Covert

2/3/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stewart Farnum

2/3/2022 10:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Ozenbaugh

2/3/2022 10:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrod Fischer

2/3/2022 10:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Foster Wisman

2/3/2022 10:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Ross

2/3/2022 11:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Francis Steward

2/3/2022 11:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. This was a ridiculous emotional based decision with no 
factual backing. Sincerely Brendan Cook

2/3/2022 11:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth Bent

2/3/2022 11:02 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Mueller

2/3/2022 11:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Kamen

2/3/2022 11:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Bagwell

2/3/2022 11:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been jeopardized in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Fey

2/3/2022 11:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Willi Schmidt

2/3/2022 11:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Kemp

2/3/2022 11:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Bognuda

2/3/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kellen Smalley

2/3/2022 11:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Hammer

2/3/2022 11:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Bowers

2/3/2022 11:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Snyder

2/3/2022 11:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Kline

2/3/2022 11:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Walker Thompson

2/3/2022 11:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW Thank you all for your commitment to our wildlife. As an avid hunter I care greatly for the well being of our critters. I expect the state biologist wildlife managers hunters and all interested parties to always be analyzing the 
ethics opportunities and pros and cons of all the different hunting fishing and trapping opportunities we have in our great state. I was frustrated when the vote for a spring hunt for 2022 didn t initially pass. As I stated I believe we should 
always be monitoring our harvests and the ethics behind it. I was puzzled however when a hunting season was halted in order to gather more information. I m thankful we don t pause deer seasons occasionally so the wildlife managers 
can spend a little extra time looking at last years harvest data. I m in full support of moving forward with a permanent spring bear season. However I understand if new information comes to light things may need to change. As a backpack 
style hunter several time I have been a few miles from a road in a wilderness area when I ve shot a bear. Depending on the size of the bear and if anyone is with me it may take two trips for me to get the meat out on my back pack. It s a 
very pleasurable and rewarding misery. It would be very unfortunate I had to make a third trip back for the head. I have a couple bear skulls on my desk so I have no use for anymore I would prefer them to just go back to the earth. I may 
want to keep the hide to give away as a gift sometimes. Would just as much data be gathered if just a tooth needed to be mailed in? I do think the sex of the bears should be getting reported. I am all in favor of giving more data from our 
harvest in order to make sure we are taking care of the species. I just want to do it in the most efficient way. Thanks again for your commitment to taking care of our wildlife. Sincerely Doe JesJardin

2/3/2022 11:30 AM Email

Hey there I believe that the bear hunt should continue there is a great population of bear out there and a dwindling number of viable elk offspring. I believe that this hunt would have positive effects throughout our ecosystem system here 
in SW WA. Joe R. Jackson Hatchery Specialist II Cowlitz Trout Hatchery 165 Osprey ln. Toledo WA 98591 (626) 622 8393 Joseph.jackson@dfw.wa.gov

2/3/2022 11:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Jacobson

2/3/2022 11:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Barnes

2/3/2022 11:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Wilson

2/3/2022 11:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Boze Doug

2/3/2022 11:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Max Leyva

2/3/2022 11:42 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Handy

2/3/2022 11:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Casey

2/3/2022 11:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Machado

2/3/2022 11:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Moore

2/3/2022 11:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Young

2/3/2022 11:53 AM Email

I would like to see the tag become OTC and the season lengthened. 2/3/2022 11:54 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Engebretsen

2/3/2022 11:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Deymonaz

2/3/2022 12:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely AJ ElChaar

2/3/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rafael Moreno Jr

2/3/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randy Boeckmann

2/3/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Sirs We should all be ashamed that we allow this blood-sport to continue in any form. If only a shortened season is an option then I vote for the shortest possible time these congenital deviates have to play their sick sport. Also yes to 
no kill of cubs or mothers with cubs. Charles Malmgren Bothell WA

2/3/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Francis Ryan

2/3/2022 12:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Townsend

2/3/2022 12:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Billy Harvey

2/3/2022 12:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Certainly establish a female harvest quota. Mandatory 
inspections done in a timely manner should be carried out. Create opportunity for hunters to hunt and support wildlife conservation through hunt dollars. Use science-based wildlife management and keep making adjustments where 
necessary ad warranted without resorting to closing an entire season. Sincerely Rochelle Gravance

2/3/2022 12:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dusty Davis

2/3/2022 12:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Traster

2/3/2022 12:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Middlecamp

2/3/2022 12:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Johnsen

2/3/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Schmidt

2/3/2022 12:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Wren

2/3/2022 12:55 PM Email

I strongly support a Spring Bear hunt. There are too many bears in Eastern Washington ! I monitor several dozen trail cameras in GUM 105 and had a 76% reduction in photos this Jan. compared to last year. Deer and elk fawns and calves 
are being destroyed by predators including black bears. Do the people that oppose a Spring Season realize the biggest cause of bear cub mortality is male bears ? Male bears kill both male and female cubs. If their concern is bear 
populations then they need to know that a regulated Spring Season actually HELPS bear populations.

2/3/2022 12:55 PM Email



Dear WDFW Bears need to be controlled and Hunting is the best way to do that. Remember people eat bears as food. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season 
should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with 
the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garret Licon

2/3/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Orr

2/3/2022 12:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Dockter

2/3/2022 12:58 PM Email

I favor a Spring Bear Season. 2/3/2022 1:02 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Amrein

2/3/2022 1:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Hale

2/3/2022 1:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathan Walker

2/3/2022 1:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Fulton

2/3/2022 1:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Butler

2/3/2022 1:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

2/3/2022 1:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Ballesteros

2/3/2022 1:13 PM Email

The Spring Black Bear Season should be held. Only people that buy a fishing or hunting license or an Access Pass should be allowed a voice in this matter. If people will not invest in Conservation they should have no voice in the decisions 
that effect Conservation.

2/3/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Smith

2/3/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Wagley

2/3/2022 1:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Briody

2/3/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clell Laugharn

2/3/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Lansford

2/3/2022 1:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Taylor

2/3/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Park

2/3/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Leavitt

2/3/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McCarthy

2/3/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CHAD KELLER

2/3/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jesse neace

2/3/2022 1:43 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leroy Romero

2/3/2022 1:50 PM Email

My name is Robert Haney. I'm calling from region six and I support the spring bear hunt as long as it's maintained. Sustainable. Thank you. Have a good day. 2/3/2022 1:56 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Arlen Bradeen

2/3/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Lawson

2/3/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Baxter

2/3/2022 2:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andy Dansereau

2/3/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Bruha

2/3/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Miller

2/3/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pattrick Buck

2/3/2022 2:27 PM Email

My name is Douglas. I am contacting you in regards to the 20,289 people who have signed the change.org petition to bring back spring bear hunting in Washington state. I strongly support this as do 20,289. Other individuals. This hunt 
should be reinstated. I.

2/3/2022 2:26 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Gallimore

2/3/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Long

2/3/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Cotton

2/3/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Mowen

2/3/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Denney

2/3/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Aiken

2/3/2022 2:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pat Nurisso

2/3/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Lauterbach

2/3/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicole Nurisso

2/3/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Over population of predators can lead to lower 
populations in ungulates and imbalance in the ecosystem. As humans we are part of that system and our involvement in ethically and sustainably hunting is part of what maintains that balance. Arguments on emotion that portray all 
hunters as killing for trophy are far from adequate or accurate and should not guide our state policy. Those policies should follow science and fact. Sincerely Brent Richardson

2/3/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Michlitsch

2/3/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/3/2022 2:54 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Beaumont

2/3/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Levi Collier

2/3/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CAROL HEIL

2/3/2022 2:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rebecca Roiland

2/3/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Rebel

2/3/2022 3:07 PM Email

With a ranching/farming operation in Klickitat-Clark counties I fully endorse strict adherence to WDFW hunting WAC/rules and agency policy/procedures for hunting on my land. I have considered the proposed changes and find them 
appropriate given the current hunting stressors statewide. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Ilene Le Vee Olympia WA

2/3/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Boze

2/3/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Schedler

2/3/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. A new 72 hour rule seems appropriate as far a banning 
female and cub harvest this seems needless as the data from WDFW shows hunters avoid harvesting Sows with or without cubs. Sincerely Gabriel Garza

2/3/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samantha Garza

2/3/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samantha Garza

2/3/2022 3:13 PM Email

I encourage you to reinstate the 2022 spring black bear season. Estimates show that our great state has approximately 25 000 black bears. https://wdfw.wa.gov/hunting/requirements/bear-identification-testing#: :text=Approximately 25 
000 black bears are and state-listed endangered species. Even if you factor in 20% error on estimates that s still 20 000 bears putting Washington in the top 5 for black bear populations in the US. Neighboring states with very similar 
population numbers are reducing tag costs and removing limitations on spring bear harvest in order to solicit hunters to help with predator management. As you know our state s Southeast elk numbers are at a 30 year low and part of the 
reasoning behind that is an overabundance of predators. Mule deer herds are also struggling in parts of the state. Of the big 3 predators (Cougars Wolves and Bears) the only one that WDFW has a proper tool to help them in managing is 
black bears and the number of spring bear permits given is part of that. With a 22% success rate during the 2020 spring bear season that accounted for only 145 bears taken there is no impact to the overall population of black bears in 
Washington State this in fact means that more black bear harvest is necessary if we hope to help struggling deer and elk numbers. Wildlife agencies throughout the Northwest agree on these management practices when it comes to black 
bear management. Please make your decisions based on the best available scientific data Washington wildlife depend on it. Jesse Lamb Sportsman Sent from Outlook

2/3/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The season is a valuable means to control problem bears as well as provide quality food for Washington hunters their friends and families. I believe 
the decision to not approve the hunt was made based on il-informed opinions from people not familiar with the hunt or hunting in general. I support making wildlife decisions on the facts and science and careful consideration of the 
opinions of the biologists. Sincerely Jason Hopkins

2/3/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Holland

2/3/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Black bear populations in WA state are very high and 
need to be controlled via hunting as conservation. They decimate ungulate populations (i.e. Deer and Elk fawns) and caused significant property damage both commercial and residential. I currently live in east King County near Duvall WA. 
For the past several years I have had a big sow and cubs causing damage and mischief to my personal property and neighboring properties. Just this fall the sow pushed over a fence and grabbed a nice 10pt whitetail buck head from my 
backyard! I am also an avid deer and elk hunter (mostly in eastern WA locations) and catch multiple bears on all of my various game cameras each year. Plus find the evidence of multiple bear and cougar kills while scouting hunts areas 
each Spring and Summer into the fall archery hunts each September. Therefore I d definitely request that WDFW implement the Spring Bear season as an annual hunt without further delay. I also believe more permits should be allowed 
rather than fewer. The bear populations throughout the state are quite high! Plus with our state s disastrous wolf policies and terrible cougar management policies the ungulate populations need our help controlling predator populations. 
Sincerely Edwin Turner

2/3/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marcus Warne

2/3/2022 3:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bodi McCaskill

2/3/2022 3:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lance Mitchell

2/3/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hannah McCoy

2/3/2022 3:32 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg Thompson

2/3/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Wilson

2/3/2022 3:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryder Bricker

2/3/2022 3:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brennan Williams

2/3/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sidney Aulds

2/3/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kraig Krum

2/3/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Smalley

2/3/2022 4:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Mundell

2/3/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Van Dyke

2/3/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Boze

2/3/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathan Norman

2/3/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phillip Crewse

2/3/2022 4:25 PM Email

Hello. I a Washington resident am writing to put my support in for a spring bear hunt. It is plainly obvious there is a large population of black bears in our state. In fact predators need controlled across the west. Thank you to our 
commissioners that vote with science. Josh Wilder Lake Stevens WA

2/3/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Sandri

2/3/2022 4:30 PM Email

I am for allowing a spring bear hi t in our state. We have a large bear population and this was a management tool used to keep balance! These were generally damage hunts protecting timber as well. Don t allow emotions to rule let listen 
to the science Next let s open up wolf hunting before it s to late! Thank you Richard Milligan (360)791-0306

2/3/2022 4:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Weese

2/3/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandin Hartsock

2/3/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Lattin

2/3/2022 4:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joey Duval

2/3/2022 4:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Lehman

2/3/2022 4:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Clabaugh

2/3/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Les Candler

2/3/2022 4:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Wenzek

2/3/2022 4:59 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Abdill

2/3/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Meeker

2/3/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Brlcastro

2/3/2022 5:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Melton

2/3/2022 5:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colby Fitzgerald

2/3/2022 5:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Megan Keller

2/3/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elijah Keller

2/3/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Micsky

2/3/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brady Huffman

2/3/2022 5:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Nienow

2/3/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Staley

2/3/2022 5:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Robinette

2/3/2022 5:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Boulanger

2/3/2022 5:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ulysses flores

2/3/2022 5:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Malchow

2/3/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Wallace

2/3/2022 6:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Giudici

2/3/2022 6:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ali Burgess

2/3/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Earl

2/3/2022 6:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Lingwall

2/3/2022 6:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curt Myers

2/3/2022 6:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Davis

2/3/2022 6:34 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Grant Sharp

2/3/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Bubolz

2/3/2022 6:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russell Carone

2/3/2022 6:41 PM Email

I strongly support this spring bear hunt which qualified WDFW staff have determined is sustainable. I further contend that it is incumbent on the Fish and Wildlife Commission (who by statute are required to maximize hunting 
opportunities when compatible with healthy wildlife populations) to approve this hunt.

2/3/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Ritter

2/3/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back a permanent Spring Bear Season starting in 2022. Bear harvest in Washington state is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is part of the North 
American Model of Wildlife Conservation a model that has proven to increase cultural value and habitat protection for species it has been employed on. It is disappointing that the commission acted to remove opportunity in the name of 
requesting additional science instead of requesting additional science in order to make a future informed decision. No Commissioner or scientist has argued that there is imminent threat to the black bear species in Washington or 
elsewhere to justify this decision. This deductive action was counter to the Commission s purpose of providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities and should continue to be reversed. Sincerely Bryant 
Helvey

2/3/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Arroyo

2/3/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Betts

2/3/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Betts

2/3/2022 6:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW This proposal as written aids in the scientific management of a renewable resource. it will improve Washington s ability to respond to changes on the landscape. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring 
Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific 
evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Radandt

2/3/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Wilkins

2/3/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brenton Taft

2/3/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Day McCormack

2/3/2022 7:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/3/2022 7:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/3/2022 7:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randall Burgess

2/3/2022 7:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christian Wilcox

2/3/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Mendoza

2/3/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Jayne

2/3/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW My name is Tyler Florence and I have lived in Washington for 7 months. I moved here specifically for the outdoors. Hunting and fishing are more than just a hobby for me they are my life. Conservation of animals and nature 
are above all other concerns to me and caring for them is incredibly important to me. Many hunters are just like me. The spring bear season is supported by science and the biologists agree that we should have a spring bear hunt. Please 
don t let this be taken away from us. I want to build my business here and become a lifelong Washington resident. Seeing this hunt take place would mean the world to me and show me that my representatives understand and listen to 
science and not just the emotional response from a small number of people who want to take this away from hunters. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season 
should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with 
the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Florence

2/3/2022 7:49 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Olson

2/3/2022 7:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species based on the scientifically proven North American Model. However I am encouraged and appreciative of the commission s decision to revisit the seasons. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence 
provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lueddeke

2/3/2022 7:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Smith

2/3/2022 8:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Downard

2/3/2022 8:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. The spring hunt provides an opportunity to add valuable food in my freezer while spending time outdoors with my kids after the winter. Furthermore Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence 
provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rudy Rodriguez

2/3/2022 8:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Smith

2/3/2022 8:27 PM Email

I am asking that you open the Spring Bear Hunt and ensure it is instated year-over-year by default. Washington State has had a Spring Bear season for almost half a Century without adverse effects. The bear population continues to grow. 
Animals need to be managed by science not political agenda and not informed by out-of-state activists. Thank you in advance Scott Boggs Carnation WA

2/3/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Oliveira

2/3/2022 8:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Ellis

2/3/2022 8:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Presnall

2/3/2022 8:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Duane Sessions

2/3/2022 9:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesus Mendoza

2/3/2022 9:22 PM Email

Don t make conservation decisions based on peoples feelings bring back spring bear. Please! 2/3/2022 9:25 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Rubalcaba

2/3/2022 9:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Plecque

2/3/2022 9:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Stewart

2/3/2022 9:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Bolson

2/3/2022 9:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brenden Essig

2/3/2022 10:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Giglia

2/3/2022 10:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Johnson

2/3/2022 10:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Plude

2/3/2022 10:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Smith

2/3/2022 11:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely evan burch

2/4/2022 12:31 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathaniel Cutshall

2/4/2022 12:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pat Long

2/4/2022 1:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Antrim

2/4/2022 1:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Sweetman

2/4/2022 1:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Anderson

2/4/2022 3:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Allow biologist to manage wildlife not politicians. 
Sincerely Thomas Anderson

2/4/2022 3:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Prescott

2/4/2022 4:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Pratt

2/4/2022 4:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Gruey

2/4/2022 4:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/4/2022 5:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Dye

2/4/2022 5:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bill Loesch

2/4/2022 5:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Szallar

2/4/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ron Rockwell

2/4/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph ONeil

2/4/2022 5:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Thomason

2/4/2022 5:55 AM Email

Bye not allowing for a spring bear season you are losing another tool to manage bear populations/predators in WA. A fall season does very minimal harvesting of Bears. If you don t want to further effect your ungulate populations you 
need to have a spring season. There are black bears everywhere on the coast especially units 681 684 Williams Creek and Willapa hills to name a few. Sent from my iPhone

2/4/2022 5:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spencer Christensen

2/4/2022 6:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cade Luckett

2/4/2022 6:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely timothy davis

2/4/2022 6:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Foor

2/4/2022 6:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Bailey

2/4/2022 6:26 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Rowan

2/4/2022 6:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Billy Jacobson

2/4/2022 6:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Skyler Watkins

2/4/2022 6:48 AM Email

2/4/2022 6:56 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Reyes

2/4/2022 7:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russ Files

2/4/2022 7:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Melody Mclellan

2/4/2022 7:14 AM Email

Spring hunt should have never been taken away. Every unit should have permits available. Stop taking away opportunities that are based on opinions. Run the department based off science and provide the people with opportunities 2/4/2022 7:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/4/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Keisling

2/4/2022 7:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Luger

2/4/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Fillbach

2/4/2022 7:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Spell

2/4/2022 7:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I fully support the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. My understanding of the bear population data from WDFw biologists is that the bear population is healthy and a spring hunt will be sustainable for the 
foreseeable future. We should be a state that manages our wildlife based on science and our values. As someone who s family has lived in Washington for eight generations we deeply value hunting. Please ensure sustainable hunting 
happens into the future by restoring the spring bear hunt. Sincerely Ryan Niemeyer

2/4/2022 7:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Hound hunting was taken away as a valuable tool to 
manage these predators please do not take away the ability to manage all together. Sincerely Zac LaPierre

2/4/2022 7:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Gorsuch

2/4/2022 8:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Boggs

2/4/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Bushey

2/4/2022 8:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lisa Akers

2/4/2022 8:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I also believe that bear hunting is the number 1 
recruitment animal for new hunters and an opportunity to learn about all wildlife. There is no weapon restriction and the season is generous. Removing spring bear is not just unbased off of the science and data but you are also taking 
away one of the best opportunities for new hunters to get involved. Sincerely Johnny Mack

2/4/2022 8:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

2/4/2022 8:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am a Washington resident and in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Judith Long

2/4/2022 8:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Molinaro

2/4/2022 8:52 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Owen

2/4/2022 9:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Smyth

2/4/2022 9:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Ferris

2/4/2022 9:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cole Cochran

2/4/2022 9:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rick Fellows

2/4/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/4/2022 9:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenton Bass

2/4/2022 9:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW Dear WDFW I applaud your move to return the Washington spring bear hunting season. While I do not believe predators need to be managed I strongly believe in providing as many hunting opportunities as possible for all 
outdoors men and women who wish to spend time and recreate outdoors building relationships with each other and with nature and supporting the conservation of wildlife. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 spring 
bear hunting season. Data-driven and science-based management of all species must be the standard for the healthy populations of wildlife. The sustainability of bear hunting is supported by scientific evidence provided by WDFW 
biologists and is in-line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Thank you for continuing to support this nature-based recreational opportunity based on strong data and science. Sincerely Josh Brann

2/4/2022 9:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely River Johnson

2/4/2022 9:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JUSTIN CARROLL

2/4/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Errickson sr

2/4/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ethan Beck

2/4/2022 9:54 AM Email

The spring bear hunt should be reinstated. It was established with sound scientific analysis. Hunting is a management tool. It s ridiculous when a few emotional uninformed people send the liberals into a tizzy. Roger M. Foszcz 910 W. 11th 
St. Port Angeles WA 98363 360-457-8330

2/4/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Akers

2/4/2022 9:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David McGee

2/4/2022 10:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan McKee

2/4/2022 10:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Rubert

2/4/2022 10:56 AM Email

I figured I would submit my comments here as well as it has my contact information and would be more than willing to help craft language supporting my proposed amendment to the proposed amendment. Please continue to allow the 
annual spring bear hunt annually. Please also remove the year as proposed. I do not support the idea of outlawing harvest of cubs or mothers with cubs as this is unenforceable unless witnessed. Instead i recommend the following 
wording. Hunting of a spring black bear can occur every year for those who either do not harvest or those who harvest a mature male black bear. In the even that a female bear is harvested the hunter will not be punished but a 2 year cool-
off period will be instituted where the hunter cannot hunt black bear (allowing for 1 female every 3 years to be harvested). In the event a cub is harvested a 4 year cool-off period will be instituted where the hunter cannot hunt black bear 
(allowing for 1 cub every 5 years). Many hunters are not the best at identifying the age of bears and instead of punishing hunters from harvesting females with young and young we incentivize the harvest of mature male bears. This also 
will result in more truthful reports of harvest as many hunters would be inclined to not carry out their illegal harvest to have it reported as such. Thanks John R Holwege MPA Emergency Management Coordinator Madigan Army Medical 
Center Office: (253) 968-4087 Mobile/Text: (208) 954-9224 Email: john.r.holwege2.civ@mail.mil

2/4/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spencer Shanholtzer

2/4/2022 11:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW 20 000 people have signed a change.org petition in support of spring bear. hunting. This should be considered. I fully support spring bear hunting. Sincerely Doug Boze 2/4/2022 11:17 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Pellissier

2/4/2022 11:20 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Croy

2/4/2022 11:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/4/2022 11:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely TODD BOYER

2/4/2022 11:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marianne Boyer

2/4/2022 11:28 AM Email

To whom it may concern If I m correct out of 180 bears taken last spring only 1 was a lactating sow. Doesn t look like there s a problem to me. The data also shows we have a very healthy (and increasing bear population). Please don t try 
to dictate our hunting opportunities. Let the WDFW do their job managing the wild game. Increasing the bear population (by removing the spring hunt) will have negative effects on other game i.e. deer and elk populations. Hunters serve 
a valuable purpose in maintaining healthy game populations and we truly are looking to provide meat for our families. Please take a hard look at your motivation in this petition/rule and take the emotion out of it. Look at the data and 
allow us to maintain the Spring Bear Hunt. And not only keep it but expand it! Jon Kimball Snohomish WA Avid bow hunter

2/4/2022 11:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jaxon Grogan

2/4/2022 11:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Staggs

2/4/2022 11:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Johnson

2/4/2022 11:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hailey Richardson

2/4/2022 12:10 PM Email

To Whom it may concern I am emailing to show my support of the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080. This is not a political issue. The proposal is coming from experts in the field of Conservation. We must listen and accept the 
science. Those that are trying to influence decisions based on bias specifically from Out-Of-State anti-hunting organizations should be ignored. Their agenda is not based on science. Please adopt the amendment. Thank you Bill Mann

2/4/2022 12:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blythe McGrath

2/4/2022 12:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Winston

2/4/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darrell Chalupa

2/4/2022 12:52 PM Email

We need to follow the science that supports a healthy bear population. Numerous articles and studies show that a spring bear hunt keeps and healthy and sustainable bear populations. Joseph Hawks Assistant Project Manager Northwest 
Cascade Inc. Direct 253-848-2371 ext. 4404 Cell 253-579-6391 Fax 253-848-2545 cid:image015.png@01D37A53.1B6C6840 cid:image016.png@01D37A53.1B6C6840 P.O. Box 73399 Puyallup WA 98373 P Please consider the environment 
before printing this email. Confidential and Privileged Information: This message and any attachments are intended for the addressee only and are privileged and confidential. If you are not the addressee then please DO NOT read copy 
distribute or use the message or the attachments. If you have received this message in error please notify the sender immediately and delete it. Thank you

2/4/2022 1:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin James

2/4/2022 1:04 PM Email

Yeah, my name's Brad Thompson and I am in favor of bring back the 2022 spring black bear hunt in Washington state. The fish and wildlife commission are working on bringing back that spring season based on rule making issue, and that 
needs to be straightened down. So bring back the spring season and, you know, wildlife should be managed by sound scientific wildlife management practices by the biologists at the department, and not some unconfirmed governor 
appointees to a commission based on their opinions and pop ity polling done on the internet. There needs to be found wildlife management period. And so I am calling to, you know, bring back the 20, 22 spring bear season, which had 
been in place for like 43 years. So there is certainly a, you know, there there's certainly a basis for having the spring bear season, the wildlife biologists and the science behind the spring season has been described and is related to the 
devastating effects that black bears are having on the GUI populations in Washington state. And the department knows that the elk calves and deer fall in the spring are being decimated by black, in various regions of Washington state 
and the biologists. They know this, but the there's, well, there's a couple of commissioners who have subordinated sound, wildlife management, and instead are inserting non wildlife science into their opinions and abusing their position 
of trust on the wildlife commission. And in fact, you know, some of 'em are not even confirmed to the commission, but the way the law works, they're able to vote. So, you know, bring back sound wildlife management practices based on 
science in Washington state, Because otherwise this whole thing just looks like a anti wildlife decision. And it's kind of sad that there are anti wildlife people on the fishing game commission, because if they cared at all about out the 
balance of wildlife in the state of Washington, they would want the predator populations to be managed to offset the ungulate populations, which are being unfairly targeted by an exploding bear and Cougar and Wolf populations in the 
state of Washington. I think I've talked enough. So I'm just gonna wrap this up. Thank you very much and have a good day.

2/4/2022 1:06 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Reid Lamson

2/4/2022 1:14 PM Email



My name is Jonathan Clifton, and we already had a comment period for this spring bear hunt. And the w DFW itself gave their opinion on the matter, which was to keep the hunt going. But the activists on the commission voted against 
the w DFW itself and against the outdoorsmen of Washington state. It's only three out of the nine commissioners actually hunt or fish. Why should we think that you care about our opinions this time? I would like to think that you would 
do the right thing and reinstate the spring bear hunt. But when we have people in the commission who wanna reintroduce grizzly bears shut down fishing in order to promote Orca, whales, try to train cougars and coyotes to leave their 
cattle alone and other, such ridiculous things. How can we as outdoorsmen have any faith in your agency to do what's right, both for conservation and for hunters and fishermen in this state, your goal is to create hunting opportunities. 
And I understand that. So why not create an opportunity to limit a species that is thriving or not even limit, just allow a harvest of a species that's thriving and do the right thing for the people that support your agency. You're turning your 
back on us and we are slowly but surely starting to turn our back on you as well. You're going to drive away all the high hunters and fishermen in the state. If you don't start doing things that are right for the environment for actual 
conservation and for the pro the prolonging of an American tradition of being outside and pursuing gain animals, please do the right thing. This time, pay attention to the science, pay attention to the biologists, pay attention to the 
hunters and fisherman and disregard the opinions of a bunch of loud whiny activists on the west side of the mountains, that a lot of these commissioners care about more than the people that actually hunt and fish, please do the right 
thing.

2/4/2022 1:33 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zach Bogatz

2/4/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Bullion

2/4/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Martin

2/4/2022 1:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cole Kristensen

2/4/2022 2:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samong Yang

2/4/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Noel Ferguson

2/4/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Affleck

2/4/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I hunt to provide food for my family and to ensure that I 
and my family know exactly where our food comes from. Let s continue to manage this resource in such a way that allows us to continue to do so. Sincerely Bradley Joyce

2/4/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Beisley

2/4/2022 3:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Scientific data of our populations also would support 
further expanding of the spring hunts and general OTC hunts as well. We must do more to protect our ungulate prey animals with all the expansion of predators in this state. Sincerely Travis Arnott

2/4/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/4/2022 4:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in support of the 2022 spring black bear hunting season. Black bear populations in Washington are strong and healthy and that is proof that a spring bear hunt is sustainable as the hunt has occurred for a number of 
years. Bears in Washington are not lethargic in the spring and cub orphaning due to harvest is nearly nonexistent. Overall cub orphaning may actually be less due to boar harvest. Some have claimed the spring bear hunt is a trophy hunt 
but that is not rooted in reality. Sincerely Drew Savas

2/4/2022 5:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Tonlino

2/4/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Carter

2/4/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keifer Rogers

2/4/2022 5:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Sprinkles

2/4/2022 5:37 PM Email

Thank you for giving us a spring bear season. Sent from my iPhone 2/4/2022 6:07 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lucas Bivens

2/4/2022 6:08 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting isn t about the money but with special permits and permits for general season it not only provides income for conservation but many hunters from around the country come to the state of 
Washington specifically to hunt bears due to their healthy populations. Among other things that Washington state has to offer hunting in the great outdoors is most likely top 10 reasons people come here. Bear hunting is backed by 
scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Francisco Vazquez

2/4/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gavin Davis

2/4/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Downs

2/4/2022 6:33 PM Email

To whom it may concern Let it be known that I support the Amendment provided by Spring Bear Petition 102. This is something the WDFW Wildlife Commission needs to vote YES on. Experts in their field have provided ample research 
and data to show justification to make sound decision making on this and previous proposals for Spring Bear 2022. Unfortunately the Commission has let Washingtonians down by allowing their judgement be clouded with politics and 
anti-hunter agendas. This is unacceptable and embarrassing. Follow the science and recommendations from the experts and vote Yes to adopt this amendment. Thanks you for your time Kaila Nakanishi Sent from my iPhone

2/4/2022 6:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW Shooting female black bears is always discouraged especially when she has cubs in tow. I don t know a hunter that would harvest a female with cubs. The vast majority of hunters contrary to what some anti-hunting activists 
may think are ethical. However it cannot be outlawed to harvest females because identification is virtually impossible unless you are looking at their genitalia up close. Additionally I don t think tag numbers should be reduced in any unit. 
There was an obvious reason WA increased the harvest limit to 2 bears a few years ago.....over population. Please follow the science and trust our biologists. #removelornasmith I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 
Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific 
evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Perez

2/4/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Arroyo

2/4/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Bridenburg

2/4/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John OCoy

2/4/2022 7:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Groves

2/4/2022 7:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leif Bierer

2/4/2022 7:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabe Achord

2/4/2022 7:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am a Washington citizen. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Waxman

2/4/2022 8:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kathleen Engel

2/4/2022 8:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anton Tereshchenkov

2/4/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lee Aipperspach

2/4/2022 9:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Daniele

2/4/2022 9:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Mattox

2/4/2022 10:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Earl Nord

2/4/2022 10:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Adams

2/4/2022 10:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Kirsch

2/5/2022 12:12 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/5/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bob Norton

2/5/2022 5:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Abdill

2/5/2022 5:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Smith

2/5/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Byrum

2/5/2022 5:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Pace

2/5/2022 6:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keith LaClair

2/5/2022 6:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ronald Arroyo-Lopez

2/5/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Orwig

2/5/2022 7:08 AM Email

I support spring black bear hunting in Washington. Their population is doing well so this resource should be made available to hunters in the spring. I believe the spring hunt is unique and in many areas gives hunters more opportunity to 
evaluate bears (determine age and presence of cubs) that are out feeding in open areas. Owen Bacon Sent from my iPhone

2/5/2022 7:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Betts

2/5/2022 7:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Isaiah Heacock

2/5/2022 8:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely D Boze

2/5/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW 20 000 plus signed a change.org petition to bring back spring bear hunting in Washington. Those signatures should be considered. Sincerely D Boze 2/5/2022 9:07 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Thomsen

2/5/2022 9:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Peterson

2/5/2022 9:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely julo jimenez

2/5/2022 9:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ralph Pierce

2/5/2022 9:56 AM Email

Thank you for providing a comment period on this important hunt. My family and I strongly support a spring bear hunting opportunity in this state. Bear meat is quality meat and we look forward to having some in our freezer each year. 
This bear hunt is biologically justified. Do not bend to the pressure of the anti hunting groups. I and other hunters support any regulation prohibiting harvesting sows with cubs. No one wants to kill a sow with cubs or a cub. This is the best 
time of year to be selective and harvest a boar. Sows with cubs are actually more difficult to find as they seek more secluded areas away from boars. Anti hunters do not know these facts and don t care to learn the truth. Thank you Steve 
Furrer Olympia WA

2/5/2022 10:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clinton Myers

2/5/2022 11:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Wagner

2/5/2022 12:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Please use science rather than politics when making 
decisions that affect our wildlife. Sincerely Ian Elstrom

2/5/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darren Rudd

2/5/2022 12:28 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron DeMiguel

2/5/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW Please follow the recommendations of the biologists and others with the WDFW and bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bears are great and beautiful and wonderful. They also need to be managed. Hunters help in that 
regard. I urge you to honor the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation and respect the longstanding connection between wild bears and human hunters. Thank you. Sincerely John Eliason

2/5/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Traylor

2/5/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Burgess

2/5/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Hershey

2/5/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Young

2/5/2022 3:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Wagley

2/5/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Taylor

2/5/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Wind

2/5/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charlie Billett

2/5/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/5/2022 6:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Candyce Miller

2/5/2022 7:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Ritter

2/5/2022 7:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Grubb

2/5/2022 7:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Donald Parco

2/5/2022 8:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Coy

2/5/2022 10:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. This season should not be jeopardized. I trust the state biologists to identify when a species population is robust enough for management practices. 
They have done so here. Science-based management is a central tenet of the North American model of wildlife management. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the state s long 
established management practices. I appreciate your time and efforts. Sincerely Keaton Hille

2/5/2022 10:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Newby

2/5/2022 11:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I was late to the news because of work but was very surprised to hear about the Washington spring bear season. I expect that the state biologists and professionals working with our natural resources be listened to. I hope 
that going forward that will be the case. I am aware that Washington can support a spring bear season responsibly and expect those people who represent the general population of the state take the advise of the professionals and 
maintain the season. Sincerely Graeme Hallowell

2/5/2022 11:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phillip Doiron

2/6/2022 5:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Knouff

2/6/2022 5:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Bowman

2/6/2022 5:18 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Hess

2/6/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tavis Rogers

2/6/2022 7:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Coppens

2/6/2022 7:28 AM Email

I feel like the spring season is needed to help manage our bear population. As it is we have too many running around and I feel like wdfw should have more bear and cat hunting available like Idaho and have more options. Our elk and 
deer numbers are down from previous years and it s a big issue stemming from cats and bears (in spring) killing Caves and fawns. I think if spring season is taken then something else should be given back to us for fall season. Like running 
hounds again or baiting something to help manage these predators. Thanks for listening god bless Sent from my iPhone

2/6/2022 8:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Shields

2/6/2022 8:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christy Cressler

2/6/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Goodger

2/6/2022 9:30 AM Email

I wanted to lend my voice to the spring bear proposal.I am in support of continuing the spring bear permit processKevin RenardSent from my Galaxy 2/6/2022 9:55 AM Email
I m 75 years old a retired biologist for the Federal government and have hunted in Wash. State for 50 years. I ve shot one black bear while hunting elk in the Colockum. I live in the rural Entiat Valley and used to see black bears regularly in 
the 70 s. Now it seems rare to see a black bear. I m willing to listen to anyone who can explain to me the biological reasons to have a spring bear season but I see it more as a WDFW attempt to entertain hunters who have nothing else to 
do in the spring. Traditionally all game animals have been hunted in the fall. When I lived in Alaska for 8 years I did hunt grizzly bears once in the spring mostly observing bears. Most of the spring bear hunting is done in open country 
where you can glass bears at a distance and quickly determine which ones have cubs. It s illegal in Alaska to shoot sows with cubs. I would guess that most black bears in Washington are shot by deer or elk hunters. One big opposition to 
spring bear season is the possibility of shooting a sow with cubs. I ve heard that just this year has it become illegal in Wa St. to shoot sows with cubs. It s very difficult in timbered and brushy terrain to tell if a black bear has cubs. I m 
concerned that in an attempt to sell licences WDFW has created many more seasons and opportunities and a lottery system for hunters to spend more money applying for multiple opportunity tags. Give WDFW more money from the 
general fund and less lottery fund raising. Joe Kelly PO Box 252 Ardenvoir Wa. 98811 509-784-2852

2/6/2022 9:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Bradbury

2/6/2022 10:07 AM Email

Commissioners: I ve testified & collaborated with WDFW in vain on this issue for many years. Fortunately my small acreage of timberland in Grays Harbor has aged out of significant risk of annual bear damage but not before having over 
60% of my family planted timber crop being significantly damaged. Being able to effectively & reasonably protect future timber crops will be one of several factors my family will consider when deciding whether to keep this land forested 
after the next harvest rotation (prox 2030-2035). This meaningful petition will primarily help industrial land owners (& hunters) but should be enhanced to additionally respect and appreciate our small family forest owners who have 
about half the private forestland in Washington. When a 40 acre hot spot of damage occurs on industrial lands that s a significant & understandable problem - when you only have that 40 acre hot spot it s CATASTROPHIC to your families 
ultimate returns on your 40-50 year crop investment. No sane person would endure (as I tried to do for 10 years) the bureaucratic nightmare of legally trying to protect their forestland from abnormal bear damage. FUBAR is the only way 
to describe our current situation despite good intentions of at least some Commissioners & WDFW staff. If the Commission & WDFW can t find a way to be part of the solution the end result is clear: more not less scofflaws; and most 
important an ever increasing loss of critical habitat for the very critters we are collectively trying to protect. By trying to assuage the emotional albeit heartfelt concerns of city folks rather than relying on the expertise within WDFW (and 
landowners providing the habitat) would seem to me a dereliction of your responsibilities to all forest dependent critters. To survive our forests and our forest dependent critters require multiple use concepts & support. Please don t 
forget the highly disadvantaged but critical small family forest owners who desperately want to be part of the solution. Respectfully Ken Miller

2/6/2022 11:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peyton wackerman

2/6/2022 12:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Raymond Wineman

2/6/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Melissa Talboom

2/6/2022 3:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Paynter

2/6/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Wright

2/6/2022 5:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Wright

2/6/2022 5:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Reader

2/6/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Decker

2/6/2022 6:11 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Robinette

2/6/2022 6:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Donald Brown

2/6/2022 6:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Claxton

2/6/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely michael hemby

2/6/2022 7:09 PM Email

To whom it may concern I urge the WDFW commission to put political and social opinions aside when evaluating the spring black bear season in Washington State. Black bear hunting is a traditional use practice that has been around for 
thousands of years. Lets listen to the biologists that are in charge of managing these populations. Spring black bear hunting is opportunity for hunters to help manage the black bear population put food on their tables and exercise this 
traditional use practice. Thank you Colten Burke Mountlake Terrace WA Resident

2/6/2022 7:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Rotter

2/6/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Hill

2/6/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Ratley

2/6/2022 9:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Warren Erickson

2/6/2022 9:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Reimer

2/6/2022 9:36 PM Email

Please have a spring bear hunt. I live in Mason Country. Bears overrun The woods. I see more bears than deer. Thank You. Calvin Rowan. Sent from the all new AOL app for Android 2/6/2022 10:02 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/6/2022 11:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely GEORGE NORTON

2/7/2022 3:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Blevins

2/7/2022 4:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/7/2022 4:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/7/2022 4:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Black

2/7/2022 4:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Personally I would never hunt a bear and this decision 
would do nothing to change my plans for spring but I am against any wildlife management decisions being pushed by citizens and enacted by politicians or political appointees that are not based on the science and sound wildlife 
management practices. This is a slippery slope. Today it is black bears in Washington tomorrow it could be blacktail deer. Sincerely Tim Harris

2/7/2022 5:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Wagner

2/7/2022 6:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Ellsworth

2/7/2022 6:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Tucker

2/7/2022 7:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Rutherford

2/7/2022 8:02 AM Email



I support the hunting of bear in the Spring and would suggest that it is great.y expanded to allow increased hunting opportunity. With an expanded number of tags I would suggest that at the same time Fall bear harvest be reduced (but 
only upon advisement from biologist) to compensate for the increased Spring harvest. Thus but Spring and Fall bear hunts would be allowed by drawing only. I realize this is beyond the scope for this particular rule making but it should be 
food for thought for the future. Also: The above document does not provide any justification for having pelts and heads inspected. Not all bear hunters even want to pack a pelt out. If this inspection is about aging we simply could submit 
a tooth. Mark Zoller Raft Guide / President Zoller s Outdoor Odysseys inc 509-493-2641

2/7/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Quick

2/7/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregg Kyle Price

2/7/2022 9:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely BART HILL

2/7/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ANDREW SCHRAM

2/7/2022 9:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Brown

2/7/2022 10:57 AM Email

I am in favor of the spring bear hunt with even a longer time frame than proposed. The damage they do to the fawns and elk calves are way too high and detrimental to the conservation and required hunting opportunity we are due. 
There needs to be statewide spring bear hunts instead of only limited areas as the science proves the loss of our elk herds to predation.

2/7/2022 11:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Cedergreen

2/7/2022 11:57 AM Email

Please do not use emotions to ban the spring bear hunts. Bear populations are growing drastically and I have seen a decrease in fawn production in the areas I hunt. Follow the science and not emotions. Let the hunts continue this year 
and years to come unless the hunting would hurt the populations. Thank you. Joe Caler

2/7/2022 1:13 PM Email

WDFW I am writing in support of bringing back the limited spring bear hunt. This is a great opportunity for all hunters. It generates much needed funds for WDFW the State and helps property owners mitigate damage from bears. I 
support the ban on shooting females with Cubs. I don t know any hunter who would knowingly do that anyway. It is unethical. I hope the commission would not ban the harvesting of females without Cubs. It is literally impossible to 
differentiate between a boar and a sow unless the sow has Cubs. I am grateful the commission has decided to re-evaluate the ban on spring bear hunting. The goal of the commission is to create hunting opportunities for the citizens of the 
state. I encourage the commission to vote to continue the permit only spring bear season. Sincerely Matt Steadman Sent from my iPhone

2/7/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Armstrong

2/7/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely nik schriener

2/7/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dion Nelson

2/7/2022 2:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Tullis

2/7/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Koch

2/7/2022 5:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 
Sincerely Zach Mohr

2/7/2022 6:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicole Hart

2/7/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Kyle

2/7/2022 7:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Bergquist

2/7/2022 8:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Sas

2/7/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Christopherson-Schorn

2/7/2022 8:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Will DeRover

2/7/2022 8:24 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Alarcon

2/7/2022 9:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Brannon

2/7/2022 10:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradley Spooner

2/8/2022 3:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Halbleib

2/8/2022 4:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Alton

2/8/2022 5:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Klingenberg

2/8/2022 6:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/8/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Link

2/8/2022 7:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Slattery

2/8/2022 9:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lukus Troyer

2/8/2022 9:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Dowell

2/8/2022 9:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Valley

2/8/2022 10:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Erik Aubuchon

2/8/2022 10:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Oliveira

2/8/2022 11:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Handel

2/8/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Harrison Farr

2/8/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Frith

2/8/2022 12:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/8/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Longley

2/8/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Kruse

2/8/2022 1:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul McDonald

2/8/2022 1:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CLINT WILLIS

2/8/2022 2:15 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Sorensen

2/8/2022 2:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Siegel Gavin

2/8/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Otis

2/8/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/8/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Olson

2/8/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Lewis

2/8/2022 6:56 PM Email

Wa Fish and Wildlife I fully support the spring bear hunting permits. I also believe it would be better to have a general spring bear season. The bear population is very healthy and it would provide great opportunities for sportsmen to 
expand their time in the field. Harvest can be monitored and seasons could be adjusted in the following year if necessary. Thank youMike Cassidy Lakebay Washington Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

2/8/2022 7:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Furthermore I believe it would be fantastic if the season 
did not have to be approved on an annual basis by the commission. Additionally I support the modification and change in regulations to make it illegal to harvest female black bears with cubs. That being said who it is determined if a 
female bear had a cub/s needs to be carefully thought out so that hunters aren t wrongly convicted. Females that recently lost cubs would be lactating so I don t believe the presence of milk would be a reliable indicator. A scenario that 
could and would likely occur is a female bear being harvested after her cubs have already been killed of natural causes (i.e. other predators or infanticide). I would suggest that for a conviction to occur there would have to be a witness or 
a conservation officer would have to return to where the bear was harvested and physically see a cub without an adult female bear at the site. Thank you for reconsidering the spring black bear hunt. Using science and following the North 
American model of conservation to make management decisions is the right thing to do. Sincerely Dalton Lebeda

2/8/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/8/2022 8:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Willson Brimhall

2/8/2022 8:28 PM Email

Please reinstate the Spring Black Bear hunt. It is important to my whole extended family and associated club members. I know mixing politics and biology is hard but my friends and family do vote based on issues like this. I do not see how 
it is beneficial to include this as a current concern but changes like this where we deviate from Data and science cause many of us to rethink how we vote and contribute politically. Best Regard John

2/8/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyke Maple

2/8/2022 9:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Franklin

2/8/2022 10:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Smith

2/8/2022 10:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Rush

2/9/2022 12:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Edward Lange

2/9/2022 2:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Berzins

2/9/2022 4:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/9/2022 4:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Klein

2/9/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Hunt

2/9/2022 6:13 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Salsman

2/9/2022 7:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/9/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Kelly

2/9/2022 9:03 AM Email

Yeah. Hi, my name's Robert Brian, 67, lifelong was resident. I just would, would urge the commission to use the best science that we can come up with and, and do do the job, which is part of which is to serve the sportsmen the, in the 
state. So I don't agree with, with no spring bear hunt doesn't look like there were any good reasons for it other than political sensitivities. So on a, on another note, not maybe five, 10 years ago, I got to know some fireman from 
Jacksonville, Florida, and I told him where I was from. The first thing they told me was, oh, I hear you've got a lot of anti hunters in your game department, which embarrassed me literally is far away that the other corner of the country. 
And it seemed to be common knowledge. And in my personal opinion, there is no room for anti hunters in the Washington fish and wildlife. And, and, and I think that the department and the commission should instigate measures that, 
that make sure we don't have those things. It it's counter. I think it's counter to the, the very reason for distance of, of the department of fish and wildlife. Okay. Thanks.

2/9/2022 9:13 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shane Frost

2/9/2022 9:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elias Sarver-Wolf

2/9/2022 9:42 AM Email

Please find attached the public comment of Safari Club International on the 2022 Spring Bear Season rulemaking. Thank you. Christopher J. Tymeson J.D. State and Local Liaison Mobile: 785 640 1946 ctymeson@SCIfirstforhunters.org 
cid:image001.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 cid:image002.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 World Headquarters 501 2nd Street NE Washington D.C. 20002-4916 www.safariclub.org cid:image003.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 
cid:image004.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 cid:image005.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 cid:image006.png@01D81DB8.A541F1E0 A close up of a logo Description automatically generated

2/9/2022 11:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Thouvenot

2/9/2022 11:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Kress

2/9/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/9/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Teddy Elwell

2/9/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Bryan

2/9/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Cozzo

2/9/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Hill

2/9/2022 1:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hector Melendrez

2/9/2022 1:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of Washington holding a 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bear hunting in the spring or fall is supported by good data provided by WDFW biologists. Sincerely Bart George 2/9/2022 1:56 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Denbleyker

2/9/2022 2:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Landreth

2/9/2022 2:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William deRover

2/9/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Please bring it back! Sincerely Jessica Murphy

2/9/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my honest opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary 
for the healthy populations of all species. It should come back bigger than ever and people be able to hunt bears. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of 
Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jessica Murphy

2/9/2022 3:12 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Mcconnell

2/9/2022 3:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Dowell

2/9/2022 3:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dale Wilsey

2/9/2022 4:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Glitsky

2/9/2022 4:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Cheek

2/9/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Hooper

2/9/2022 4:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/9/2022 5:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Mueller

2/9/2022 5:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Lattin

2/9/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Lehman

2/9/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/9/2022 7:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CAROL HEIL

2/9/2022 7:38 PM Email

I d like to voice my support for the Spring Bear season. I appreciate that WDFW has studied the bear populations and identified where robust populations exist and can be effectively reduced by hunting. Bill Dunlap Kirkland WA 2/9/2022 8:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CHAD RANDALL

2/9/2022 10:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Earsing

2/10/2022 4:04 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue. Regards Christopher LaCivita 3075 French Hill DrPowhatan VA 23139

2/10/2022 4:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/10/2022 4:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Hadsell

2/10/2022 5:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Streepy

2/10/2022 5:46 AM Email

The spring bear season should be continued. It is an important management tool and has no long term detrimental effect on the bear population. By law the commission is to maximize hunting opportunities. There is no reason that this 
limited entry hunt doesn t continue as it has for decades. Sent from my iPhone

2/10/2022 6:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Malfavon

2/10/2022 6:42 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kristina Hayes

2/10/2022 6:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Houck

2/10/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Rau

2/10/2022 7:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I would urge you to actively participate in the spring bear 
season just by going for a weekend trip to look for and watch bears during this time. If you look at data gathered by the state listen to biologist s opinions and have your own anecdotal data it would be clear that the anti hunting narrative 
is based on emotion and falsehoods. Emotions have no place in wildlife management. Sincerely Corey Matson

2/10/2022 8:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/10/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Plant

2/10/2022 9:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

2/10/2022 10:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Heather Crivello

2/10/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Parsons

2/10/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Wittmier

2/10/2022 12:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Johnson

2/10/2022 12:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Stanek

2/10/2022 12:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Hillyard

2/10/2022 12:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Baker

2/10/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Opolka

2/10/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Guy Duplantier

2/10/2022 12:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Mora

2/10/2022 12:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Schuetze

2/10/2022 12:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cevin Ladwig Jr

2/10/2022 1:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rodger Holscher

2/10/2022 1:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The fact that the original reasoning was devoid of any 
considerations for the actual scientific reasoning is beyond egregious. We manage our animal populations with numbers and science not emotions and feelings. Sincerely Kirby White

2/10/2022 1:14 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Brentin

2/10/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Deez Nuts

2/10/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. We also need to change the rules to where the 
commission doesnt need to make rules every year for the season to continue. Only if there is scientific evidence should the commision make a rule change or season change. Sincerely Parker Jensen

2/10/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I support bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away based on public opinion as bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is 
inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sound management of all species is necessary for healthy populations. Sincerely Leanna White

2/10/2022 1:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Owen Barden

2/10/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Hostomsky

2/10/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael McCorkle

2/10/2022 1:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bruce Mabrey

2/10/2022 1:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Doyle

2/10/2022 2:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg Obray

2/10/2022 2:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jessica Marquez

2/10/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hayden Uresk

2/10/2022 2:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Holmes

2/10/2022 2:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Atkinson

2/10/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW Thank you for reconsidering this season closure after many folks like myself were very upset from the initial ruling. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear 
season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is 
inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Edberg

2/10/2022 3:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nolan Asplund

2/10/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Arroyo

2/10/2022 3:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cevin Ladwig Jr

2/10/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sally Stommen

2/10/2022 4:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Gleissner

2/10/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Schad

2/10/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Judd

2/10/2022 7:17 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sophie Matterand

2/10/2022 7:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Cole

2/10/2022 7:48 PM Email

I am in total support of hunter opportunities for spring bear hunting permits. This can address forest landowner damage control that is extremely costly to landowners while curbing large bear numbers or specific bear population areas 
with inappropriate feeding patterns. WDFW and landowners need this tool and these permits.

2/10/2022 7:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glen Steelhammer

2/10/2022 7:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Brannon

2/10/2022 8:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Evans

2/10/2022 9:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Boswell

2/11/2022 2:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jaja Jaimah

2/11/2022 3:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Jones

2/11/2022 4:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Guillermo Sabatier

2/11/2022 4:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mathew Volkmer

2/11/2022 5:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Siebels

2/11/2022 5:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony DeMatteo

2/11/2022 6:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Hunters do more for conservation and management than 
any other demographic of outdoor enthusiasts. Special interest groups rely of feelings and misinformation to sway decisions against scientific results. The decision to cancel the spring bear season was a result of voting on feeling and 
emotions of those who do not fully understand the whole scope of conservation. Let s get back to following data that supports wildlife conservation that includes management through hunting seasons. Sincerely Jordan Arnold

2/11/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Caleb Johnson

2/11/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Tetemanza

2/11/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/11/2022 7:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Eastis

2/11/2022 8:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Kelly

2/11/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Snode

2/11/2022 8:51 AM Email

Spring bear hunts serve multiple purposes: reduce depredation to forest resources and preserve the economy they provide; manage bear populations; and fulfill WDFW s mission of providing wildlife recreation opportunities. Spring bear 
hunts have been successfully offered for years without negative populations consequences. The science of WDFW supports continuing spring bear hunts. As a Master Hunter and member of the Master Hunter Advisory Group I support 
spring bear hunter and solicit the Commission to listen to the agency biologist and allow this spring bear hunt to continue. Thank you.thom thom woodruff 360-870-3999

2/11/2022 8:52 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cole Sjeklocha

2/11/2022 9:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Reimer

2/11/2022 9:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hayden Allen

2/11/2022 9:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jim solberg

2/11/2022 9:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitch Campbell

2/11/2022 11:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sutter Stolte

2/11/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Buxton

2/11/2022 2:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Porter

2/11/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

2/11/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/11/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colby Byers

2/11/2022 4:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Also Lactation dose not necessarily mean that a sow had 
cubs if a hunter shoots a sow with out cubs. She could have lost her cubs from many other events leading up to a hunter shooting the sow. Hunters do not purposely hunt cubs or sows with cubs. Sincerely Jonathan Norman

2/11/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jerad Treanor

2/11/2022 6:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Yahnke

2/11/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Bashaw

2/11/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Also all commissioners that follow feelings over science 
should immediately be removed from the commission before any more feelings based decisions are made that will cause irreparable damage to our ungulate population. Sincerely Carl Matson

2/11/2022 11:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Hajnosz

2/12/2022 3:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keigan Cisneros

2/12/2022 6:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Dunlap

2/12/2022 6:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Adkins

2/12/2022 7:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

2/12/2022 8:57 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Zambrzycki

2/12/2022 9:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW As a concerned hunter and advocate of accurate wildlife management I m opposed to the removal of the spring bear season of 2022 in Washington. Over predation of any species is detrimental in all aspects. From the 
predation of turkey poults and eggs eaten by fur bearers of the Midwest to the wolfs predation on the ungulate population throughout the Rockies all predators need to be managed through hunting and trapping. Bears are no different. 
Thank you and please trust the sportsmen out there with boots on the ground. Sincerely Brodie Goette

2/12/2022 10:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Stallone

2/12/2022 12:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Anuszewski

2/12/2022 2:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alexander Mcinerny

2/12/2022 3:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Megan Keller

2/12/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Johnson

2/12/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derrel Odom

2/12/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Jennings

2/12/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gunnar Casey

2/12/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitch Campbell

2/12/2022 4:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/12/2022 4:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Les Candler

2/12/2022 4:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Thrall

2/12/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curt Teaster

2/12/2022 4:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Mosby

2/12/2022 4:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Barrett

2/12/2022 4:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Edward Andrews

2/12/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Williams

2/12/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy White

2/12/2022 4:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Doyle

2/12/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Tuggle

2/12/2022 4:52 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan McIntosh

2/12/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Raborn

2/12/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Ghilarducci

2/12/2022 5:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Syacsure

2/12/2022 5:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Harlow

2/12/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Dowell

2/12/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Felix Morales

2/12/2022 6:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Tingey

2/12/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Mackey

2/12/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Moro

2/12/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hayden Hermanson

2/12/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/12/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Fonseca

2/12/2022 6:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Keisling

2/12/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/12/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Blackburn

2/12/2022 7:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Trumpowsky

2/12/2022 8:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Aliment

2/12/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Davis Edmondson

2/12/2022 8:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Laura Perry Edmondson

2/12/2022 8:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Ellis

2/12/2022 8:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ryan frazier

2/12/2022 8:55 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Izan Ramos

2/12/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spenser Simas

2/12/2022 9:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Winter

2/12/2022 10:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg Ratajczak

2/12/2022 11:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lance Meads

2/13/2022 4:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Narinkiewicz

2/13/2022 4:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Shooltz

2/13/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. We/and the wildlife deserve science-based management 
of said wildlife. Keep animal cuteness based politics out of wildlife management. Sincerely Jessie Cahill

2/13/2022 5:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Hogan

2/13/2022 5:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Plath

2/13/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/13/2022 6:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/13/2022 7:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wendy Miller

2/13/2022 7:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jacob long

2/13/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Gortowski

2/13/2022 7:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Sciacca

2/13/2022 7:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Valenzuela

2/13/2022 8:23 AM Email

I am in favor of the spring bear hunt my god the bears are numerous and out of control 2/13/2022 8:25 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Donnie Wheeler

2/13/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Lane

2/13/2022 9:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Roberts

2/13/2022 10:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Courtney Gordon

2/13/2022 10:54 AM Email

Stop the bear hunt. Most Americans do not support the killing of bears. Sport hunters will use any excuse to add more animals and seasons to their kill list. Killing bears will NOT create a healthy bear population as claimed by some killers 
chomping at the bit to shoot more animals. Thank you Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

2/13/2022 11:00 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Mares

2/13/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Houck

2/13/2022 11:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colby Byers

2/13/2022 12:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ramiro Carrillo

2/13/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg McKenzie

2/13/2022 1:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Maxwell

2/13/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffery Holbrook

2/13/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Tweet

2/13/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Gabbard

2/13/2022 4:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Matteo

2/13/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Hudson

2/13/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW While I do not live in the state of Washington I believe it is important to support measures I feel are significant. From my understanding the spring bear hunt is a necessary part of maintaining a healthy black bear population 
and the concern of sows with cubs being killed is unwarranted. The number of incidents in which it occurs is extremely low. I would like to see wildlife managed by those who are best qualified and decisions regarding it left to those whose 
agendas are not political . Sincerely Maxwell Kobe

2/13/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Furthermore no one cares more about the healthy 
populations of wildlife more than hunters do. Sincerely Eric Knutson

2/13/2022 6:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Knutson

2/13/2022 6:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Henley

2/13/2022 7:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David BUSHEY

2/13/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Hicks

2/13/2022 8:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Michlitsch

2/13/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Ryan

2/13/2022 10:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Hairston

2/14/2022 4:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Miller

2/14/2022 5:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Fix

2/14/2022 5:30 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wade Howard

2/14/2022 5:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/14/2022 6:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jamie Costarella

2/14/2022 6:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Ferris

2/14/2022 6:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron DeMiguel

2/14/2022 7:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ANDREW SCHRAM

2/14/2022 8:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Wilmes

2/14/2022 8:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devin McCracken

2/14/2022 8:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Nickelson

2/14/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Dinuis

2/14/2022 9:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Christiansen

2/14/2022 9:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Corcoran

2/14/2022 9:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Mack

2/14/2022 9:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Braden Tethal

2/14/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely aron beckley

2/14/2022 9:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Gay

2/14/2022 9:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pieter Saayman

2/14/2022 10:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Orwig

2/14/2022 10:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Walton

2/14/2022 11:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Garza

2/14/2022 11:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Rossman

2/14/2022 11:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joel Swecker

2/14/2022 12:11 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Parker

2/14/2022 12:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Kroeker

2/14/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Neuschwanger

2/14/2022 2:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

2/14/2022 2:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russ Files

2/14/2022 2:51 PM Email

Hello Thank you for all that you do for the Washington Wildlife. I am writing in response to the Spring Bear Rule Making Process/petition. In the spirit of full cander I am a hunter and I am raising hunters. I do not specifically pursue bears 
on a regular basis but i do apply to bear hunts and i purchase tags every year. That being said i was utterly disappointed to hear the results of an eliminated spring bear hunt seemingly due to a technicality with available voting 
commissioners. This does not appear to fall under the description of proper wildlife management. It has all the signature looks of a hidden agenda to slowly eliminate hunting opportunities. I support reinstating the spring bear hunts in 
WA. Thank you for your consideration.

2/14/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Stewart

2/14/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Zaleski

2/14/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW As a proponent of wildlife a d healthy ecosystems am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as 
sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The 
natural world has always involves humans. Too many today see our presence as separate from nature. This is far beyond the case. Thousands up in thousands of years prove this. Though what we have done to the natural world with 
modern society has produced a strain on wildlife and wild places. As a result we have to carefully manage the wildlife in order to aid (not solve) the balance of the biota. Bear is included in this management. The removal of bear hunting 
lacked backing from science. I urge thst WDFW refers to science and field observations when making decisions from now on. Sincerely Luke Klingler

2/14/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Miller

2/14/2022 6:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Hart

2/14/2022 7:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Rogers

2/14/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Teddy Elwell

2/14/2022 8:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/14/2022 8:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Kemp

2/14/2022 8:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leander Geist

2/14/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Grant Saari

2/15/2022 12:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/15/2022 2:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Menz

2/15/2022 2:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Billie Cooper

2/15/2022 4:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Morris

2/15/2022 5:30 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bart Snead

2/15/2022 5:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Reeves

2/15/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rocky Bowker

2/15/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pierce Steinke

2/15/2022 8:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Collins

2/15/2022 9:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Lawhorn

2/15/2022 9:47 AM Email

My name is Douglas Bowes. I would like to message that I am in support of the spring bear rule change. That is all in support of the spring bear rule change. Thank you. 2/15/2022 9:55 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Cox

2/15/2022 10:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely D B

2/15/2022 10:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rich Mayes

2/15/2022 10:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Swanson

2/15/2022 10:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Hairston

2/15/2022 11:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Turner

2/15/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

2/15/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Griff

2/15/2022 12:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kraig Kiger 18080 Danson RdGrand Rapids MN 55744

2/15/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Holland 509 N 15th StSelah WA 98942

2/15/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Barney Hammond 3107 52nd AveGreeley CO 80634

2/15/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kris Killorn 104 W Madison AveBelgrade MT 59714

2/15/2022 1:13 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JIM ZUBILLAGA 15651 Robles Del-OroSaratoga CA 95070

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards MISSY CORN 389 Tipton StSpringfield CO 81073

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew Bergren 496 Barrington RdSignal Mountain TN 37377

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dean Emede 11380 Swan Creek RdSaginaw MI 48609

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dusty Essick 1994 State Hwy HHHighlandville MO 65669

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brad Thomsen 18908 92nd Ave WEdmonds WA 98020

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Denison 620 Teller StSalida CO 81201

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Brown 5046 Leeds Manor RdHume VA 22639

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Kimbell 950 Aerie DrPark City UT 84060

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Benzmiller 1907 Center StOkeechobee FL 34974

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Bishop 220 Sweetbrier Branch LnJacksonville FL 32259

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Phillip Christensen 2504 W Sample AveFresno CA 93711

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alexander Atkins 473 Westgate DrState College PA 16803

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Christopher Johnson 3735 Mt Blackburn AveSan Diego CA 92111

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Perry 1438 Washington SWichita KS 67211

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian McLaughlin 2707 N Big Spring StMidland TX 79705

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Manuel Rios 3851 Chiles Pope Valley RdSt. Helena CA 94574

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Wilson 10619 S Lightbody RdGlasford IL 61533

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Tarkowski 1008 Hidden LnRochester Hills MI 48309

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Miller 249 E Fakkema RdOak Harbor WA 98277

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Thurkettle 1661 Broadview DrGeorgetown Township MI 49428

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DAVID VANKIRK 90 Sherks Church RdAnnville PA 17003

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ron Drey 2530 Raleigh StDenver CO 80212

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jonathan Scheid 96 Nancy LnTrenton NJ 08638

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Glaser 5220 Indian River DrLas Vegas NV 89103

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Berg 2142 Nondorf StDyer IN 46311

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sheldon Turner 109 Sand Dollar DrSitka AK 99835

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ryan Athey 1653 N 22nd StLaramie WY 82072

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Edmonds 658 Altamira CtVista CA 92081

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Larry Hann 589 Hills Pond RdWebster NY 14580

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Thompson 50 SE Main StWinston OR 97496

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Horton 1300 Harvest Ridge LnProsper TX 75078

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Scott Wolland 6807 Edgefield CtSuffolk VA 23435

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Cary Cerna 8714 116th Ave SENewcastle WA 98056

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bob Pencek 5001 Independence DrKokomo IN 46902

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Konwinski 2852 Colonial WayBloomfield Hills MI 48304

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Glen Coates 2231 Little Weiser River RdIndian Valley ID 83632

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Cherington 2642 E Estrella StGilbert AZ 85296

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Jayo 656 N NassauMesa AZ 85205

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wesley Anshelm 1500 Harding StSummerland BC V0H 1Z9

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Terrence Melby 3430 Mario RdReno NV 89523

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kurt Engelmeier 1388 Sargent AveSaint Paul MN 55105

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeffrey Satterfield 1325 S Meadows PkwyReno NV 89521

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Herrett 721 85th Dr SELake Stevens WA 98258

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ali Wolpern 3125 Rebich LnDillon MT 59725

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Box 78 W Katina CtBozeman MT 59718

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Kauffman 727 Steeplechase RdSalunga-landisville PA 17538

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jacob pickett 1185 Oakville Cross RdNapa CA 94558

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DONALD BLACK 23210 Greater Mack AveSt. Clair Shores MI 48080

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bruce Brock 30 Plymouth StLe Mars IA 51031

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ray Grover 71772 US-30Colo IA 50056

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steve Basarich 8821 Muraoka DrGilroy CA 95020

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Meyerl 100 Heaven LnMars PA 16046

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George DeKornfeld 1014 Clove RdHobart NY 13788

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steve Mathisen 5216 Rosedale St NWGig Harbor WA 98335

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Buck 24746 Camarillo StDana Point CA 92629

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Olivia Opre 110 Penny LnColumbia Falls MT 59912

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Dunleavy 330 W Hollow RdNescopeck PA 18635

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steve Murnan 4665 G StOmaha NE 68117

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Amy Callender 1549 Wildwood LnMadisonville TX 77864

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Garth Rasmusson 3280 Ramer Selmer RdRamer TN 38367

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Eldred 155 Starlight AveWenatchee WA 98801

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sean Ryan 334 Eagles Blf WyHoschton GA 30548

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Larsen 1265 Sunniwood PlRochester MI 48306

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shaun Eilders 5671 Boys Ranch RdHahira GA 31632

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Peter Wagner 518 Penning RdChehalis WA 98532

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tatiana Kloos 22005 Mohawk DrSmithsburg MD 21783

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Slone 1087 Ponderosa DrShow Low AZ 85901

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Christoffers 28505 Cedar Point RdEaston MD 21601

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Stermer 14216 NE 104th CirVancouver WA 98682

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sean Richards 6196 Filkins AveRancho Cucamonga CA 91737

2/15/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronald Carter 20015 106th St Ct EBonney Lake WA 98391

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Shull 293 Shorewood CtFox Island WA 98333

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Luttrell 93 Loafers LnWoodland Park CO 80863

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jimmy Padgett 2612 French Creek DrNew Albany IN 47150

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dan Wyant 1997 NJ-31Clinton NJ 08809

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Hill 26460 Tierra Vista LnSalinas CA 93908

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Troy Huczel 3109 E Kristal WayPhoenix AZ 85050

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jon Lee PO Box 2157Missoula MT 59806

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tipton Wagner 322 S St NEWashington DC 20002

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Erik Kari 10407 France Ave NMinneapolis MN 55443

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Fox 208 Old Orchard RdStroudsburg PA 18360

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Stevens 902 Larkspur LnSt. Marys GA 31558

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daryl Krugman 8513 Makaha CirPapillion NE 68046

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Pat Henscey 708 Waco StDayton TX 77535

2/15/2022 1:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Sullivan 203 Valhalla DrEvergreen AL 36401

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kyle Carlson 6551 Freeport DrLittleton CO 80130

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards HOWARD STAFFORD 941 NW 110th CtOcala FL 34482

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Vanarsdale 7960 E Tanner LnPrescott Valley AZ 86315

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Belknap 15022 E 36th AveWA 99037

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Callahan 201 Breezy WaySelah WA 98942

2/15/2022 1:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dalton Richards 720 Stoneridge DrBozeman MT 59718

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Clint Dye 2660 S 800 EPrice UT 84501

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Werkmeister 57150 Jaguar LnMankato MN 56001

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Griffin 2800 Marlea CtImlay City MI 48444

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards C Adderson 114 Camano LnPort Ludlow WA 98365

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Beaudin 3178 108th StWI 53126

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Simone Caliumi 45-50 Pearson StQueens NY 11101

2/15/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rich Winkler 20 Turtle KnlsMonroe NY 10950

2/15/2022 1:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brandon Keller 302 Johnson StEnumclaw WA 98022

2/15/2022 1:20 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Thompson 2325 Foothills RdCheyenne WY 82009

2/15/2022 1:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jerry Scolari PO Box 5070Reno NV 89513

2/15/2022 1:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Timothy Parvis 2241 Umstead LnLeland NC 28451

2/15/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Powell PO Box 2751Pinetop AZ 85935

2/15/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank Neuner 1545 Almond CtDowners Grove IL 60515

2/15/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nicholas Allen 1603 Amblewood LnMillcreek UT 84124

2/15/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dan Jenkins 562 Blackburn RdFriedens PA 15541

2/15/2022 1:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bruce McArthur 4704 Mirabella PlLutz FL 33558

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dennis Whitney 297 Dublin RdGranville NY 12832

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Lithgow 10302 LeClerc Rd NCusick WA 99119

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randi Toews 3468 gold creek road Cranbrook

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kelly Wesner 8348 Banquo DrDallas TX 75228

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daniel Nelson 2940 Hope StKlamath Falls OR 97603

2/15/2022 1:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ed Morris 10225 W Manslick RdLouisville KY 40118

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Hill 3408 28th Ave SFargo ND 58103

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely brayden weekley

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Erik Heggland 4801 E Kokanee Bay CtCoeur D alene ID 83814

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Justin Gaglio 22114 Ruby RunSan Antonio TX 78259

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nathan Wright 14261 157th Pl NEWoodinville WA 98072

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Haversang 129 Philhower AveCalifon NJ 07830

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronald DeCausemaker PO Box 7816Stockton CA 95267

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Ponterio 3732 Andreen StSpring Valley CA 91977

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kyle Krzesinski 5427 Baronet DrKaty TX 77493

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeffrey Ciallella 16201 Lindbergh StLos Angeles CA 91406

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Gardner 16055 Edmands DrReno NV 89511

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Sexton 2697 V a de ArbolesGilbert AZ 85298

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards TERRY HERMAN 7800 Meadow Vista DrReno NV 89511

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Connor Weber 6716 Hillpark DrLos Angeles CA 90068

2/15/2022 1:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Douglas Wessels Forrest IL 61741

2/15/2022 1:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Best 2002 Farmgate DrFloyds Knobs IN 47119

2/15/2022 1:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Garrett Skelton 14446 US-95Coeur D alene ID 83814

2/15/2022 1:27 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tony Gengo 218 E LincolnwayValparaiso IN 46383

2/15/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brad Mills 115 Mountain StDeloraine MB R0M 0M0

2/15/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards RODERICK SHELTON 811 Asheville HwyGreeneville TN 37743

2/15/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Ratz 58 Ratz lanePorter TX 77339

2/15/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards kevin higgins 11516 Pacific StOmaha NE 68154

2/15/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Russell Jeter 1004 Commercial AveAnacortes WA 98221

2/15/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Atkins 8443 Sky Line DrPinon Hills CA 92372

2/15/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards GAYLEN HARKEN 12685 NW 126th CtPlatte City MO 64079

2/15/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nicholas Heim N99W14660 Twin Meadows DrGermantown WI 53022

2/15/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Aaron Blankenship 5359 SW Natchez StTualatin OR 97062

2/15/2022 1:29 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joe Knight 1327 Loma Sola AveUpland CA 91786

2/15/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joe Burdelsky 1224 Woodcock CtBethel Park PA 15102

2/15/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gene Parish W10161 County Rd FFWonewoc WI 53968

2/15/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Walton 4840 Ridge Top CirAnchorage AK 99508

2/15/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Donovan 7011 E Eagle Point PlTucson AZ 85750

2/15/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards joshua zigman 3276 Rosecrans StSan Diego CA 92110

2/15/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gary Netzer 6208 NW 196th StRidgefield WA 98642

2/15/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John LaBanc 4897 Basingstoke DrSuwanee GA 30024

2/15/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carson Bowlin 325 S 1st StChelan WA 98816

2/15/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Mahany 5591 Michigan BlvdClayton CA 94517

2/15/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Hansen 15 NH-132New Hampton NH 03256

2/15/2022 1:33 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Philip West 126 Belle LnRockmart GA 30153

2/15/2022 1:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rich Baird 4818 US-50Fayetteville OH 45118

2/15/2022 1:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Brown PO Box 88Grangeville ID 83530

2/15/2022 1:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Spink 5571 Hill LnMarianna FL 32448

2/15/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew Law 36736 S Calle DiamanteTucson AZ 85739

2/15/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards anthony perkins 5024 N Lisa LnLas Vegas NV 89149

2/15/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Arthur Bradshaw 15 Prickly Pear DrCarlisle PA 17013

2/15/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Timothy Johnson 1012 Johnson DrCleveland AL 35049

2/15/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronnie Keys 1006 Howe DrCollege Station TX 77845

2/15/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John McLaurin 1218 Highborne Cay CtTexas City TX 77590

2/15/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Kerri 11620 Eagle Peak DrSparks NV 89441

2/15/2022 1:38 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lester Giese 3 Windy Hill RdClinton Township NJ 08801
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anne Freed 1000 Artessa CirFranklin TN 37067
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Leslie Cole 7230 Old Agnes RdPoolville TX 76487
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dan Fussell 706 Cartwright StSan Augustine TX 75972
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Corinna Slaughter 207 Yorkshire DrBirmingham AL 35209
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bob Andersen 6963 Riverdale DrHorace ND 58047
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Opsata 2705 175th St SEBothell WA 98012
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Allen Ernst 27258 Balmoral Pl NEKingston WA 98346
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark McMorris 5732 Sunmist DrYorba Linda CA 92886
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Centofanti 1276 Yates StDenver CO 80204
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kirk Hazlett 19625 Ireland WayLakeville MN 55044
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Barrentine 624 Aubrey Cir SGreenwood MS 38930
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Carlson 936 NE Benton StNewport OR 97365
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Zagrodnik 15354 Orogrande CtOak Forest IL 60452
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ramon Hollingsworth 31468 Armada Ridge RdRichmond MI 48062
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Peracchi 4447 N Van Ness BlvdFresno CA 93704
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards CURTIS BROWN 1121 5th AveNew Brighton PA 15066
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stu Boren 4049 W Lake Ellwood RdFlorence WI 54121
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matt Vejar 1024 Half Dome CtMerced CA 95340
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Coburn 81497 Badger Creek RdTygh Valley OR 97063
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Corey Frauenfelder 12407 N Howard AveTampa FL 33612
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Thompson 3549 Greenbrier DrDallas TX 75225
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Nelson 6301 228th Ave EBuckley WA 98321
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brent Nations 541 Pronghorn RdCraig CO 81625
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Billy Dippel 629 Nomad DrSpicewood TX 78669
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jim Crews 729 Davis Crossing RdCanton MS 39046
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Adam Swantner 2801 SE Blairmont DrVancouver WA 98683
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards S. Plymale 2049 Ranch Gate TrailCastle Rock CO 80104
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Skyler Alderton 2801 SE Blairmont DrVancouver WA 98683
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Kissel 103 Beverly DrHampstead NH 03841

2/15/2022 1:56 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Oropallo 4578 W Lake RdAuburn NY 13021

2/15/2022 1:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michelle Carter 20015 106th St Ct EBonney Lake WA 98391
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daniel Callahan 113 Hunt Club DrCollegeville PA 19426

2/15/2022 1:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Gensicki 27 Mansfield RdNorth Haven CT 06473

2/15/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kornelius Potz 23921 Lake DrCrestline CA 92325

2/15/2022 2:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Barthel 16480 73rd Ave NOsseo MN 55311

2/15/2022 2:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Benjamin Tamp 13245 Idyl DrLakeside CA 92040

2/15/2022 2:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rick Tolley 145 W Northshore DrMoses Lake WA 98837

2/15/2022 2:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards KARL BROSIG 2413 E Hwy 80Midland TX 79706

2/15/2022 2:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sam Roberts 9931 Dillwood RdOakdale CA 95361

2/15/2022 2:02 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JAMES COOKE 16287 Hemlock Dr.Spring Lake MI 49456

2/15/2022 2:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Michael 3048 County Line RdLumpkin GA 31815

2/15/2022 2:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Darrell Vincent 1580 11th StFirebaugh CA 93622

2/15/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sy Gilliland 3713 Alpine DrCasper WY 82601

2/15/2022 2:06 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bryan Brooks 36239 Clear Lake DrEustis FL 32736

2/15/2022 2:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amy Boze

2/15/2022 2:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards larry habitz 305 Mill Pond DrFenton MI 48430

2/15/2022 2:08 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Hannah clark 3980 E Kokopelli LnFlagstaff AZ 86004

2/15/2022 2:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kendall Onysko 7830 St Helena HwyNapa CA 94558

2/15/2022 2:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards john huskey 1714 N Valrico RdDover FL 33527

2/15/2022 2:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Neilson 28425 NE 17th StCarnation WA 98014

2/15/2022 2:11 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gregory Allen 655 Sanborne StCastle Rock CO 80104

2/15/2022 2:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Cochran 330 Snuff Mill RdWilmington DE 19807

2/15/2022 2:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Keith Johnson 11590 W Bernardo CtSan Diego CA 92127

2/15/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Doug Yff 6703 Rushmore StGeorgetown Township MI 49428

2/15/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Troy Matson 2068 Greer RdSadler TX 76264

2/15/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kev Gamadia 450 Deer Creek LnCape Girardeau MO 63701

2/15/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Walter Vereda 5754 Sprinter LnBonita CA 91902

2/15/2022 2:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lisa Dahmer 600 Co Rd 216Rifle CO 81650

2/15/2022 2:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lisa Hauer 7167 Emerald AveDublin CA 94568

2/15/2022 2:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Beakler 2775 Meadow Cross WayYork PA 17402

2/15/2022 2:17 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Darin Fiedeldey 7850 E Miami River RdCincinnati OH 45247

2/15/2022 2:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Cassidy 15900 155th St NEFoley MN 56329

2/15/2022 2:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wes Millar 302 Fairway CirEdgerton WI 53534

2/15/2022 2:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Denise Welker 7354 Love RdFulshear TX 77441

2/15/2022 2:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Bailey 914 N 500 WHuntington IN 46750

2/15/2022 2:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronald McAlpin 111 W College AveDevine TX 78016

2/15/2022 2:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carlton Clardy 4519 Nora s Path RdCharlotte NC 28226

2/15/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Ford 713 Ripley StPhiladelphia PA 19111

2/15/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Powell 25505 Co Rd 53Kersey CO 80644

2/15/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Morrison 5318 Santa Anita AveTemple City CA 91780

2/15/2022 2:31 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lyndsey Kotrla 2001 Co Rd 101Hutto TX 78634

2/15/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Howard Trimble 1480 Soldier Creek RdGrants Pass OR 97526

2/15/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Farr PO Box 2110Monroe LA 71207

2/15/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Philip DeMunck 29550 Lofton AveChisago City MN 55013

2/15/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Vanderbeek 1465 W 6500 SHyrum UT 84319

2/15/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lane Holmes 2305 Cleary AveMetairie LA 70001

2/15/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Yosel 1051 NW South Shore DrLake Waukomis MO 64151

2/15/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dakota Hoagland 12567 122nd StOskaloosa KS 66066

2/15/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Doherty 11130 Dixon LnReno NV 89511

2/15/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards KEVIN STRAIN 4600 Kastania RdPetaluma CA 94952

2/15/2022 2:44 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jesse Skyles 5932 176th Dr SESnohomish WA 98290

2/15/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeffery Hensley 120 35th Pl WClear Lake IA 50428

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Donald Perry Decatur AL 35601

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rich Davis 21273 MC Rd P.3Dolores CO 81323

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Don Snyder 7423 147th Ave SESnohomish WA 98290

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Wissner 20428 86th Ave Ct ESpanaway WA 98387

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chet Decker 46865 Pine Valley DrMacomb MI 48044

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Shannon 7083 E Eagle Feather RdScottsdale AZ 85266

2/15/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard King 7 Sunnyside LnSheridan MT 59749

2/15/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Browne 30 Isleworth DrHenderson NV 89052

2/15/2022 2:50 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Blake Naugle 2610 Haynes Club Cir SWGrayson GA 30017

2/15/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Britt 2126 N Talkington DrFlagstaff AZ 86001

2/15/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dale Kayser 1130 C StSparks NV 89431

2/15/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards gary markofer 1 Haven CtSacramento CA 95831

2/15/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Kroger 208 Citizen StBay St. Louis MS 39520

2/15/2022 2:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rylan Lynam 3 Teton Park RdMoose WY 83012

2/15/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/15/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tarra Stoddard 617 Elrod RdPiedmont SC 29673

2/15/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lee Morgan 6013 Dream Dust DrNorth Richland Hills TX 76180

2/15/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Charles Ude 34 Chip Shot CtMills River NC 28759

2/15/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Manuel Reyes 155 Curtin AvePemberton Township NJ 08015

2/15/2022 3:02 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Pete Traphagen 460 Creelman LnRamona CA 92065

2/15/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Dummer 2014 Buena Creek RdVista CA 92084

2/15/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Babaz 1524 Brookhaven TraceAtlanta GA 30319

2/15/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Graber

2/15/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Raymond karas 9209 Sheldon RdPlymouth MI 48170

2/15/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Olmscheid 901 1st AveAlbany MN 56307

2/15/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jim Gatti 1429 Valencia AveStockton CA 95209

2/15/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards gary filizetti 690 Gibraltar DrMilpitas CA 95035

2/15/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Hobgood 511 Acacia AveGaribaldi OR 97118

2/15/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jacob Penn 4625 Tetakawi CtLas Cruces NM 88007

2/15/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ron Traister 1325 Toppers RdGreensburg PA 15601

2/15/2022 3:10 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Sheehy 8 Hidden View DrWalden NY 12586

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ernie Colantino 12763 Albee RdLawtons NY 14091

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Zlotek 39460 Hills Creek RdSpringfield OR 97478

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rodger Clow 22047 SE 288th StBlack Diamond WA 98010

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Collins 26 Torrington LnBluffton SC 29910

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Womack 5100 Garden Valley RdGarden Valley CA 95633

2/15/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Johnny Dabbaghian 1523 Sinaloa AvePasadena CA 91104

2/15/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Weskamp 1008 Eggleston StFort Collins CO 80524

2/15/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Braden Mehlig 3532 Neville WayNazareth PA 18064

2/15/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Neil Barbour

2/15/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Charles Brown 1100 Co Rd 196TX 76401

2/15/2022 3:16 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kyle BROWN 7002 Topaz Dr SWTacoma WA 98498

2/15/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DANIEL DISANTO 14677 Deerhaven LnNevada City CA 95959

2/15/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Barry Laiche 237 S Washington StMarksville LA 71351

2/15/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Wilson 7745 S 3530 WWest Jordan UT 84084

2/15/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Graybiel 1705 Lockspur CtFlower Mound TX 75022

2/15/2022 3:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew Pedroncelli 10004 Signal Ave NEAlbuquerque NM 87122

2/15/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Conry 38 Ridgeview DrAsheville NC 28804

2/15/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Rust 2153 18th StRice Lake WI 54868

2/15/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Niedzialek 1711 Berkshire DrFullerton CA 92833

2/15/2022 3:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Terrence Pitts 86054 Meadowoak CtYulee FL 32097

2/15/2022 3:23 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bryan Schultz 303 Ellinwood AveReedsburg WI 53959

2/15/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shane Davies 21333 SE 277th PlMaple Valley WA 98038

2/15/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards WILLIAM COLE 17551 N Havasupai DrSurprise AZ 85374

2/15/2022 3:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frederick Good 15 Spinnaker StMarina Del Rey CA 90292

2/15/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tim Combs 4303 S Kent StKennewick WA 99337

2/15/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nathan Collier 316 Luther Carter RdPetal MS 39465

2/15/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Greg McCord 7806 Windswept LnHouston TX 77063

2/15/2022 3:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Abel Guerra 302 E Coma AveHidalgo TX 78557

2/15/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Witkins PO Box 969Langley WA 98260

2/15/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Purcell Ronald Lynn IN 47355

2/15/2022 3:31 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Douglas Nagle 19286 Babler Forest RdWildwood MO 63005

2/15/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/15/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Patrick Patterson 261 Wild Rose CirChico CA 95973

2/15/2022 3:38 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Long PO Box 3216Jackson WY 83001

2/15/2022 3:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Maloney 815 N Washington StBismarck ND 58501

2/15/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kimi Cavin 1810 Deborah DrSt. Louis MO 63125

2/15/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Fain 906 Valle Vista DrAthens TX 75751

2/15/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Susan Skold 1020 Briar RidgeWest Des Moines IA 50265

2/15/2022 3:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Chestnut 5190 Rd 1.9 NEMoses Lake WA 98837

2/15/2022 3:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alex Brown 810 Dogwood LnDalton GA 30720

2/15/2022 3:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Arick 19300 Lake Lindsey RdBrooksville FL 34601

2/15/2022 3:43 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kendra Edwards 1535 E Scotwood DrWasilla AK 99654

2/15/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George Blankenship 132 Whistle DrHarrison City PA 15636

2/15/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Eley 1100 W Plumb LnReno NV 89509

2/15/2022 3:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Walter Goddard 515 W Mt Vernon StSpringfield MO 65806

2/15/2022 3:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ygnacio Valenzuela 3233 Glenda CtPleasanton CA 94588

2/15/2022 3:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Watson 500 N Berkeley WayMedford OR 97504

2/15/2022 3:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nicholas Palma 300 Ridge RdCedar Grove NJ 07009

2/15/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ron Lara 4251 Kiwi LnChico CA 95973

2/15/2022 3:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bruce Wheeler 3859 Old McHenry RdLong Grove IL 60047

2/15/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bradley Martin 7902 S Susquehanna TrailPort Trevorton PA 17864

2/15/2022 3:53 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wallace Canterbury 19 Gamba DrGlenwood Springs CO 81601

2/15/2022 3:55 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dell Bean PO Box 1277Fort Collins CO 80522

2/15/2022 3:55 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Brei 5100 N Hidden Valley RdTucson AZ 85750

2/15/2022 3:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jerry Hendricks 8415 Edgemont WayColorado Springs CO 80919

2/15/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Croote 29 Dunning RdBallston Spa NY 12020

2/15/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Evans 2263 Murray AvePittsburgh PA 15217

2/15/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Albert Veilleux 2523 E Beaver Lake Dr SESammamish WA 98075

2/15/2022 3:59 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew Wood 42 Quail Covey CtChico CA 95973

2/15/2022 4:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JOHN THOMANN N20 W30076 Glen Cove RdPewaukee WI 53072

2/15/2022 4:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Evan Martin 1363 Pepper Villa DrEl Cajon CA 92021

2/15/2022 4:01 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Victor Rodriguez 14157 La Rue StSan Fernando CA 91340

2/15/2022 4:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Egan Box 555 Stony Mtn MbStony Mountain MB R0C 3A0

2/15/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daniel Bennett 3460 Solokar RdValley WA 99181

2/15/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Morgan 781 W 54th StCasper WY 82601

2/15/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Charles Haggard 812 Parkersburg TurnpikeStaunton VA 24401

2/15/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Elston 15717 62nd Ave NEKenmore WA 98028

2/15/2022 4:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW As a lifelong member of Washington state I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound 
management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely 
Kyle Brown

2/15/2022 4:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Glenn Steele 22994 Capitola RdTyaskin MD 21865

2/15/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Alford 215 Brushy Hill RdSpicewood TX 78669

2/15/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely brian richmond

2/15/2022 4:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Goss 906 Virginia AveLodi CA 95242

2/15/2022 4:12 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Finney 504 93rd Dr SELake Stevens WA 98258

2/15/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Scott Roberts 35702 W Orcutt RdBenton City WA 99320

2/15/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Cotton 1536 Camp Rotary RdCrawfordsville IN 47933

2/15/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ray Shulund 9711 W Euclid RdSpokane WA 99224

2/15/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rob Davis 7565 Wolf RdSalisbury MD 21801

2/15/2022 4:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronald Pitts 6026 Willow Glen DrWilmington NC 28412

2/15/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Keith 1120 Berwick TrailNashville TN 37115

2/15/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Stoerzinger

2/15/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stephen Brown 1458 Merritt AveEnumclaw WA 98022

2/15/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Ritchie

2/15/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Harrell 4954 Woodruff CirSt. George UT 84790

2/15/2022 4:21 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Harlow 1051 Town Line RdGulliver MI 49840

2/15/2022 4:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tatro Somero 1472 Lake RdBurbank WA 99323

2/15/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards LeRoy Anderson 49263 225th AveMcgregor MN 55760

2/15/2022 4:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Tacia 20727 13 Mile RdBig Rapids MI 49307

2/15/2022 4:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Bullock 1380 Bates RdCottonwood AZ 86326

2/15/2022 4:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Vickery 1545 Ar 69B HwySage AR 72573

2/15/2022 4:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Kneeland 6133 Boardman Rd NWOlympia WA 98502

2/15/2022 4:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DAVID LEWALLEN 5380 Westside RdRedding CA 96001

2/15/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Victor Smith 4000 Newell DrAmerican Canyon CA 94503

2/15/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Vogt 3400 Bonnie RdAustin TX 78703

2/15/2022 4:47 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chad Meaux PO Box 60639Lafayette LA 70596

2/15/2022 4:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth Hall

2/15/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Bettys 4546 6 Mile RdMarne MI 49435

2/15/2022 4:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Michael

2/15/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rene Blanc 630 Taft AveEl Cajon CA 92020

2/15/2022 4:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jonathan Avila 54 W Morton AveFresno CA 93706

2/15/2022 4:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dwayne Svitak 265 2nd RdHowells NE 68641

2/15/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Nobles 5566 E Hinsdale CirCentennial CO 80122

2/15/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeffrey Lynett 63334 Turnberry WayWashington MI 48095

2/15/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards paul marquard 242 B AveCoronado CA 92118

2/15/2022 5:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Vincent Viola 5820 Eldora DrColorado Springs CO 80918

2/15/2022 5:10 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Barner 10339 SE 304th PlAuburn WA 98092

2/15/2022 5:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards alan Pfiefer 7238 10th St SERochester MN 55904

2/15/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Pardini

2/15/2022 5:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Fidel Mercado

2/15/2022 5:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Peterson

2/15/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Benny Caiola 3 Fenbrook DrLarchmont NY 10538

2/15/2022 5:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Craig Willis

2/15/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Naleway

2/15/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Quick

2/15/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Matz 2814 Hillvale AveWest Lawn PA 19609

2/15/2022 5:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brannan Byrd

2/15/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Trumpowsky

2/15/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andy Moeckel

2/15/2022 5:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Wilson 1154 Wellesley GreenTuscaloosa AL 35406

2/15/2022 5:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robin Wise

2/15/2022 5:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ray Meckel 864 Kurt LnSunset TX 76270

2/15/2022 5:29 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bart Bruno

2/15/2022 5:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Schweiter 5410 79th Pl NEMarysville WA 98270

2/15/2022 5:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matt Moore 46430 Franke RdSoldotna AK 99669

2/15/2022 5:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Duba

2/15/2022 5:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Quinn 3035 Louis StFranklin Park IL 60131

2/15/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Johnson

2/15/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Maguire 18195 Knollwood BlvdMonument CO 80132

2/15/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Hurt

2/15/2022 5:38 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kim Kokesh 11637 Kelly LnOrchard City CO 81410

2/15/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Kaneshiro 95-1036 Kahualea StMililani HI 96789

2/15/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Andersen 525 N Harold StFort Bragg CA 95437

2/15/2022 5:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Thompson 441 Price Creek RdBig Bar CA 96010

2/15/2022 5:40 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Warren Turner 64 Jacob CtAnniston AL 36207

2/15/2022 5:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Garrett Moody 327 Garrard Creek RdRochester WA 98579

2/15/2022 5:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John LoFaro

2/15/2022 5:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Keith Richardson 2930 Union Square RdNew Windsor MD 21776

2/15/2022 5:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colby Allen

2/15/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Christopher Gatch 184 Owen CirWeatherford TX 76087

2/15/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Katie Barker 5765 Bozeman DrPlano TX 75024

2/15/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Van Diepen 20930 Sumpter Stage HwyBaker City OR 97814

2/15/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jason styger

2/15/2022 5:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Kilmon

2/15/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Fernando Lusvarghi 15487 Creed RdDiamond OH 44412

2/15/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Hunter PO Box 83456Fairbanks AK 99708

2/15/2022 5:59 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew McCauley

2/15/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Timmons

2/15/2022 6:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Craig Vanarsdale

2/15/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alessandro Marini

2/15/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Carta

2/15/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Lindsay

2/15/2022 6:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards ALAN NIEBEL 3236 Creighton DrManheim PA 17545

2/15/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards marc taylor 72131 36th AveCovert MI 49043

2/15/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Streeter

2/15/2022 6:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jonathan Axness 2502 6th Ave EWilliston ND 58801

2/15/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jerry rathsburg 4375 Lake Harbor RdNorton Shores MI 49441

2/15/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Pound 2131 Piedmont WayPittsburg CA 94565

2/15/2022 6:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Klaus 312 Doe RunGeorgetown TX 78628

2/15/2022 6:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Terry Woosley 3222 Susileen DrReno NV 89509

2/15/2022 6:17 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Wilson 672 Spring Creek PkwySpring Creek NV 89815

2/15/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Radosevich 601 Peach CtFairfield CA 94534

2/15/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Davis

2/15/2022 6:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brandon Houston 995 I-35EWaxahachie TX 75167

2/15/2022 6:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Douglas

2/15/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Kulik 4320 Kings Canyon RdCarson City NV 89703

2/15/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Scott Seward 1166 Voltaire DrLake Arrowhead CA 92352

2/15/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Hill

2/15/2022 6:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Keith Connors 9202 Highland Oak DrTampa FL 33647

2/15/2022 6:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Kelsp

2/15/2022 6:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Mora

2/15/2022 6:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Wehrli

2/15/2022 6:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Engebretsen

2/15/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Marc Dolce 3925 Boardman AveKlamath Falls OR 97603

2/15/2022 6:34 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Staley

2/15/2022 6:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Byron Harrington 5049 NY-23Norwich NY 13815

2/15/2022 6:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jess Nelson

2/15/2022 6:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hadlee Sullivan

2/15/2022 6:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jesse Shertzer 2128 Miller RdHummelstown PA 17036

2/15/2022 6:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Carson Guymon

2/15/2022 6:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Marshall

2/15/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samong Yang

2/15/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Waayenberg

2/15/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garett Yoder

2/15/2022 6:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stuart Mobbs

2/15/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Gonzales 9423 W County Line RdMilwaukee WI 53224

2/15/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Zwicker 19211 Vaughn AveCastro Valley CA 94546

2/15/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mason Davis

2/15/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ken Jamison

2/15/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mason Eacker-Rude

2/15/2022 6:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cory Causey

2/15/2022 6:55 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/15/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Nale

2/15/2022 6:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Arroyo

2/15/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brice Sandahl

2/15/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tom Mattusch 723 San Carlos AveHalf Moon Bay CA 94019

2/15/2022 7:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Doyle Patterson 419 Bedford StHamilton MT 59840

2/15/2022 7:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sean Lacey 2451 S Timberline RdFort Collins CO 80525

2/15/2022 7:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JOHN MELLEMA 4787 Wisteria AveFremont MI 49412

2/15/2022 7:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lucas Zoeller

2/15/2022 7:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Millar

2/15/2022 7:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Harp Finkle

2/15/2022 7:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Johnson

2/15/2022 7:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Ellison

2/15/2022 7:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JOHN LOGAN PO Box 4Malo WA 99150

2/15/2022 7:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Slikkers 6535 Creekwood LnHolland MI 49423

2/15/2022 7:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Emmett Luck

2/15/2022 7:22 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam McKay

2/15/2022 7:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordon Quach

2/15/2022 7:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alexander Kennedy 1640 Kerrybrook DrKaysville UT 84037

2/15/2022 7:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Harrison Farr

2/15/2022 7:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Atkinson

2/15/2022 7:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Harris

2/15/2022 7:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Sandau

2/15/2022 7:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Ingram

2/15/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Raymond Rowe

2/15/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phil Bischof

2/15/2022 7:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Francis Steward

2/15/2022 7:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kelli Masters

2/15/2022 7:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Schubach 103 Willis DrMill Hall PA 17751

2/15/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Gaida 13619 105th Ave NWGig Harbor WA 98329

2/15/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Morrell Tim 6814 Golden Crest RdBismarck ND 58503

2/15/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sarah Rowe

2/15/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Gowan

2/15/2022 7:46 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rouhana Mansour 2910 N Powers BlvdColorado Springs CO 80922

2/15/2022 7:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Zinovyev

2/15/2022 7:50 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Stewart 17315 Klee CirSpring TX 77379

2/15/2022 7:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Goekler

2/15/2022 7:51 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Marvin Winter 3946 Shirley RdNorth Collins NY 14111

2/15/2022 7:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Ilk

2/15/2022 7:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Kinsey

2/15/2022 7:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitch Neve

2/15/2022 8:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Powers

2/15/2022 8:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brennen Trickler

2/15/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Mikunda 37355 Arctic Tern RdSoldotna AK 99669

2/15/2022 8:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyler Hamacher

2/15/2022 8:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank Jimenez 34720 Paintridge RdWoodland CA 95695

2/15/2022 8:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eddie McMillan

2/15/2022 8:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/15/2022 8:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Parsons

2/15/2022 8:14 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard MATTHES 26410 187th Ave SECovington WA 98042

2/15/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tate Hale

2/15/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aidan Downey

2/15/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gary Smith 21623 Rock Wall RdRawlings MD 21557

2/15/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Meyer

2/15/2022 8:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Tillemans 3118 S Tumbleweed RdBishop CA 93514

2/15/2022 8:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Christopher Carusona 3590 S Western WayTucson AZ 85735

2/15/2022 8:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Hadsell

2/15/2022 8:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Anderson 345 Klofta CtReno NV 89510

2/15/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Britt Crane

2/15/2022 8:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Allen Dillon 5514 S Greenwood StLittleton CO 80120

2/15/2022 8:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Wegner 500 NW 10th CirGrimes IA 50111

2/15/2022 8:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Berthiaume 1760 Lambert DrClarkston WA 99403

2/15/2022 8:27 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Bonfiglio

2/15/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Jacobs 300 Fieldcrest CirCoppell TX 75019

2/15/2022 8:32 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Allan Baker 4717 Belmar CtEdmond OK 73025

2/15/2022 8:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Galde

2/15/2022 8:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Giddings

2/15/2022 8:44 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Klacsan 42121 SE 102nd StNorth Bend WA 98045

2/15/2022 8:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Plattner

2/15/2022 8:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert King 10 Moonbeam CtSpanish Springs NV 89441

2/15/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rodger Holscher

2/15/2022 8:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jack Burnham 8630 Skookumchuck Rd SETenino WA 98589

2/15/2022 8:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Greg Limbach 5995 N Slope RdHelena MT 59602

2/15/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Andrus

2/15/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wyatt Vogsland

2/15/2022 9:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Peltier

2/15/2022 9:02 PM Email

Hello I am writing in support of continuing the spring bear season. I hope that members of the commission will listen to biologist and the science that supports having a season. Even it that means reducing tags in areas. So again I Support 
the spring bear season! Thank you Jeremy Franz

2/15/2022 9:03 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Adam Wallace 25998 Rolling Hills Pl NEPoulsbo WA 98370

2/15/2022 9:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phil Fitzgerald

2/15/2022 9:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gerrett Stier

2/15/2022 9:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Schlender

2/15/2022 9:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Everson 1058 Nautical DrWarrenton OR 97121

2/15/2022 9:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lawrence McCloud 7435 Tahoe LnShingletown CA 96088

2/15/2022 9:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Baxter

2/15/2022 9:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Kirschman

2/15/2022 9:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kendal Tillemans 21432 Creekside DrRed Bluff CA 96080

2/15/2022 9:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards brian ham 2560 Della Roccia CtOro Valley AZ 85737

2/15/2022 9:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dallas Hamilton

2/15/2022 9:43 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lee Walsh 302 Westover CtRoseville CA 95661

2/15/2022 10:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Bogue

2/15/2022 10:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kim Espat

2/15/2022 10:28 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards bobby glover 9620 Willow AveCotati CA 94931

2/15/2022 10:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Herbert

2/15/2022 10:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Dugas 4485 Tivoli StSan Diego CA 92107

2/15/2022 11:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Alarcon

2/16/2022 12:07 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Schiavone 202 George StPen Argyl PA 18072

2/16/2022 12:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Baggett

2/16/2022 1:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devin Leenhouts

2/16/2022 1:32 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Goebel 109 SE 3rd AveNorwood Young America MN 55397

2/16/2022 2:06 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Zarych 212 S New Hampshire AveAtlantic City NJ 08401

2/16/2022 2:25 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Painter 101 N View StGalax VA 24333

2/16/2022 2:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Errickson

2/16/2022 3:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Schmidt

2/16/2022 3:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Riley Finnegan

2/16/2022 3:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Snape

2/16/2022 3:42 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Hughes 901 Powder Horn DrRound Rock TX 78681

2/16/2022 3:43 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bill Galli 16 Parker StNorth Adams MA 01247

2/16/2022 3:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marc Vander wilt

2/16/2022 3:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elias Sarver-Wolf

2/16/2022 4:07 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew Ramirez 3105 Pleiades LnCreston CA 93432

2/16/2022 4:11 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards dana brown 180 Riverbend DrMcdonough GA 30252

2/16/2022 4:13 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Martin 108 Hope DrMontgomery AL 36110

2/16/2022 4:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Hoerner

2/16/2022 4:16 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Ritinski 339 Lynwood DrSeverna Park MD 21146

2/16/2022 4:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/16/2022 4:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Younkins

2/16/2022 4:25 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andy Cannon 16814 Cecelia LnSpring Lake MI 49456

2/16/2022 4:26 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Martens 3337 Tt AveWellman IA 52356

2/16/2022 4:31 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bradford Frost 8628 Freedom TrailColumbus GA 31820

2/16/2022 4:32 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Phil Hockman 1744 Main StMechanicsburg PA 17055

2/16/2022 4:34 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Sample 907 SW 104th StSeattle WA 98146

2/16/2022 4:38 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JERRY HANSEN 8200 Brianna CtSacramento CA 95829

2/16/2022 4:39 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards owen malone 7129 State Rte 2422Wingo KY 42088

2/16/2022 4:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Shover

2/16/2022 4:42 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tom Peterson 18812 Crescent RdOdessa FL 33556

2/16/2022 4:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Batson

2/16/2022 4:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/16/2022 4:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Brown

2/16/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Spierings

2/16/2022 5:00 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lowell Stevens 2900 Shiloh LnGoshen KY 40026

2/16/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Schell

2/16/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Darryl Eason 6001 Woodland HwyNew Orleans LA 70131

2/16/2022 5:05 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely kevin jones

2/16/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jack Mulvihill 22 Forest RdUtica NY 13501

2/16/2022 5:13 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Curt Caldwell 1316 Lourdes RdMetamora IL 61548

2/16/2022 5:15 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jim Company 5909 Burleson RdAustin TX 78744

2/16/2022 5:19 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Duane Kramer 5005 Patton RdBellingham WA 98226

2/16/2022 5:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dillon Mahr

2/16/2022 5:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Mosby

2/16/2022 5:24 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Wagner 1151 Cumberstone RdHarwood MD 20776

2/16/2022 5:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shan Rasmussen

2/16/2022 5:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adrian Salazar

2/16/2022 5:28 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremiah Johnson 8084 CO-165Rye CO 81069

2/16/2022 5:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Cochran

2/16/2022 5:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jackson Engel

2/16/2022 5:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Salazar

2/16/2022 5:39 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Springer 3800 N Co Rd 200 WPaoli IN 47454

2/16/2022 5:40 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathan Hsieh

2/16/2022 5:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Anderson

2/16/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mia Anstine 1001 Williams StIgnacio CO 81137

2/16/2022 5:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Grant Sharp

2/16/2022 5:47 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Russell Brice 4966 AZ-95Parker AZ 85344

2/16/2022 5:57 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Geoffrey Corn 27349 Co Rd 31Springfield CO 81073

2/16/2022 6:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Norby

2/16/2022 6:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Keppers

2/16/2022 6:06 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Rocke 15230 Kingston CtBrighton CO 80602

2/16/2022 6:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Roy Hoglund

2/16/2022 6:17 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Charchut 105 Ocean PkwyOcean Pines MD 21811

2/16/2022 6:18 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kathy Tourney 5909 Horseshoe TrailSedalia CO 80135

2/16/2022 6:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Jarmin

2/16/2022 6:29 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wesley Greene 1370 Co Rd 9Louisville AL 36048

2/16/2022 6:32 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael McKowen 3725 Linfield LnLima OH 45806

2/16/2022 6:34 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Drake 811 Rd UWaco NE 68460

2/16/2022 6:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Combs

2/16/2022 6:40 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards PETER CIMELLARO 5118 E Flower StPhoenix AZ 85018

2/16/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Waliezer 31511 NE Healy RdAmboy WA 98601

2/16/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chad Tiller 10030 WV-152Wayne WV 25570

2/16/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jamie Costarella 927 Hacienda CirRohnert Park CA 94928

2/16/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

2/16/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Kupiec 9221 Creekwood Lake TrailGrand Blanc MI 48439

2/16/2022 6:51 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Harry Mattox W239S5850 WI-164Waukesha WI 53189

2/16/2022 6:57 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eddie Langford 4385 High Noon DrBulverde TX 78163

2/16/2022 7:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brody Harris

2/16/2022 7:21 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards thomas manning 904 S Center StCasper WY 82601

2/16/2022 7:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christian Williams

2/16/2022 7:23 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Fraher 295 Eastgate Industrial PkwyKankakee IL 60901

2/16/2022 7:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely DJ Evans

2/16/2022 7:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Moss

2/16/2022 7:45 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Beach 217 Valley DrBurbank WA 99323

2/16/2022 7:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Therrien

2/16/2022 7:58 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards THOMAS FORD 7635 Kenzi St SEOlympia WA 98513

2/16/2022 8:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Evans

2/16/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Nicoll

2/16/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Broderson

2/16/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Morris

2/16/2022 8:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marc Sparling

2/16/2022 8:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Emry Seegmiller

2/16/2022 8:18 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Kowalski 9350 W Villa HermosaPeoria AZ 85383

2/16/2022 8:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Tuss

2/16/2022 8:21 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards LARRY COGGINS 5020 Horseshoe TrailSedalia CO 80135

2/16/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Lundstrom

2/16/2022 8:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Max Hanson

2/16/2022 8:30 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jimmy Burnett 2705 Serenata DrRoswell NM 88201

2/16/2022 8:32 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jonathan Pemberton 1652 N 2100 W StProvo UT 84604

2/16/2022 8:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Fong

2/16/2022 8:43 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Fiorella 9548 26th Bay StNorfolk VA 23518

2/16/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Beisley

2/16/2022 8:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Smith

2/16/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kavan Dewar

2/16/2022 9:00 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Larry Gilbert 117 US-52Moncks Corner SC 29461

2/16/2022 9:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Strouf

2/16/2022 9:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Smith

2/16/2022 9:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Morgan Bednorz

2/16/2022 9:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Jauregui

2/16/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Betts

2/16/2022 9:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daylen Kunkel

2/16/2022 9:24 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Currey 113 N Park SquareFruita CO 81521

2/16/2022 9:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/16/2022 9:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryce Wells

2/16/2022 9:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ramin Youssefzadeh

2/16/2022 9:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Will Pedersen

2/16/2022 9:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cody knight

2/16/2022 9:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Heapy

2/16/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ted Spraker 49230 Victoria AveSoldotna AK 99669

2/16/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rebecca Palmer

2/16/2022 9:46 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank McLean 5856 Dutch Elm DrJoplin MO 64804

2/16/2022 9:47 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Allan Doyle 175 Fontainebleau BlvdMiami FL 33172

2/16/2022 9:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Newman

2/16/2022 10:02 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jimmy Ivory 21770 Pinewood StPerris CA 92570

2/16/2022 10:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Holliday

2/16/2022 10:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Codi Williams

2/16/2022 10:08 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Russell Morgan PO Box 635Gaston OR 97119

2/16/2022 10:12 AM Email



Dear WDFW As a Democratic Voter and avid Hunter I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound 
management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely 
Aaron Johnson

2/16/2022 10:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Weingartner

2/16/2022 10:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christine Dabbaghian

2/16/2022 10:25 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steve Harner BishopBishop CA 93514

2/16/2022 10:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thao Xiong

2/16/2022 10:31 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George Britton 440 Schuler LnDillon MT 59725

2/16/2022 10:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Green

2/16/2022 10:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Wilson

2/16/2022 10:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brennan Cusick

2/16/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Hess

2/16/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Larry Agnelli

2/16/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Fortney

2/16/2022 10:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Hurn

2/16/2022 10:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Berkompas

2/16/2022 10:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Kelly

2/16/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cameron lankhaar

2/16/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wyatt Kulikov

2/16/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Ceja

2/16/2022 10:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ty Hillman

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Harbaugh

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colter Wisti

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Kelly

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Bendig

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chelsy Taylor

2/16/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Johnson

2/16/2022 10:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rylan Lynam

2/16/2022 10:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Turner

2/16/2022 10:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glenn Steele

2/16/2022 10:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton Toller

2/16/2022 10:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alison Crowley

2/16/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Lauver

2/16/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brodee Bell

2/16/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Frisk

2/16/2022 11:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lukus Troyer

2/16/2022 11:02 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wayne Bliss 5459 Evaline StLas Vegas NV 89120

2/16/2022 11:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keith Bleeker

2/16/2022 11:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Maio

2/16/2022 11:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clay JOHNSON

2/16/2022 11:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Middlecamp

2/16/2022 11:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely marty johanson

2/16/2022 11:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Pace

2/16/2022 11:13 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Alexander 6591 BellflowerCurtice OH 43412

2/16/2022 11:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randall Burgess

2/16/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Briody

2/16/2022 11:17 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kelly Hill 360 N 730th E StSoda Springs ID 83276

2/16/2022 11:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Collins

2/16/2022 11:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Birchfield

2/16/2022 11:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Ward

2/16/2022 11:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Amdahl

2/16/2022 11:23 AM Email

Follow the science and not emotion. Thank you -- Chad Miller 2/16/2022 11:25 AM Email
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bob Gielissen N4791 Ringhand RdMonticello WI 53570

2/16/2022 11:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Hill

2/16/2022 11:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Grant Saari

2/16/2022 11:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connorcc Pankratz

2/16/2022 11:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW continuing to have a 2022 Spring Bear Season. Sound scientifically-based management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Encouraging management based on 
emotional or sociological factors NOT supported by the years of hard work from our state biologists is frivolous and unwarranted. Bear hunting is backed by many years of strong scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is 
inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg Zeren

2/16/2022 11:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marshall Caldwell

2/16/2022 11:31 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Halter 1616 Swallows Nest LoopClarkston WA 99403

2/16/2022 11:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Lenik

2/16/2022 11:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Schneider

2/16/2022 11:35 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hank Gallacher

2/16/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Palmer

2/16/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Brown

2/16/2022 11:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Johnson

2/16/2022 11:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pat Farmer

2/16/2022 11:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Byrum

2/16/2022 11:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Adkins

2/16/2022 11:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Brinkman

2/16/2022 12:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Glarner

2/16/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Costello 2330 Geary StWest Sacramento CA 95691

2/16/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

2/16/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glenn Miller

2/16/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Emily Talka

2/16/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Katie Carter

2/16/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

2/16/2022 12:11 PM Email

Come on.. Why are we listening to voices outside of the state? The comment page for the spring bear hunt is accessible by anyone with internet access. It s obvious to anyone with a brain that there is an effort here to drown out the 
voices of hunters within Washington State with activist opinions from elsewhere in order to push an agenda or at least drown out what may otherwise be overwhelming one-sided support for the activity. Regardless the North American 
Model of Conservation states science is the proper basis for wildlife policy and management not opinion or conjecture in order to sustain wildlife populations. If the science tells us that the hunt is sustainable and necessary to manage 
wildlife populations why are we going against the science in favor of opinion and conjecture? There is also an effort by WDFW based on your proposed 10 year plan to promote the idea that hunting is on the decline leading to a fallacy 
that the agency needs to pivot and provide more opportunities to non-hunting recreation and to increase these efforts in the future. No one is complaining about providing more opportunity to enjoy the beauty of Washington s public 
lands. However when you take away one opportunity in favor of another you re not creating opportunity you are only shifting from one constituency base to another. License sales hit record numbers last year in complete opposition to 
this false narrative. Let s base our decisions on facts and science. The department that manages our culturally significant historic hunting rights is infested with people who are in direct opposition to us having these lands and rights and it s 
important to identify these people as they work to undermine the stated goals of the department. RCW 77.04.012 Mandate of department and commission The commission shall attempt to maximize the public recreational game fishing 
and hunting opportunities of all citizens including juvenile disabled and senior citizens. Best Regards Jon Talmadge Washington Resident

2/16/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Uminski

2/16/2022 12:13 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stephen Hoginski 39 Mill Hill RdMadbury NH 03823

2/16/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ashley Pettit

2/16/2022 12:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shane Clark 1231 E FM 875Midlothian TX 76065

2/16/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Williams 1315 Bouslog RdBurlington WA 98233

2/16/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Leonard Wolf 17312 E Scribner RdSpokane WA 99217

2/16/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Murphy 3817 Sonoma BendFlower Mound TX 75022

2/16/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matt Tindall 5340 SW 64th AveDavie FL 33314

2/16/2022 12:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bruce Ostrowski 230 Thompson RdSedro-woolley WA 98284

2/16/2022 12:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frederick Hoenke 6 Middle Island Point RdMarquette MI 49855

2/16/2022 12:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Marcus Sanchez

2/16/2022 12:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ryan Taylor 5210 S Wallbridge RdDeer Park WA 99006

2/16/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

2/16/2022 12:48 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Reed

2/16/2022 12:50 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mitch BLEDSOE 5262 209 StLangley BC V3A 6E9

2/16/2022 12:53 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Marianno 1861 Minnesota StFairfield CA 94533

2/16/2022 12:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Jayne

2/16/2022 1:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Gagnon

2/16/2022 1:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Lusch 230 Argonne AveLong Beach CA 90803

2/16/2022 1:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Slane

2/16/2022 1:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Slusser

2/16/2022 1:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Bitely 739 Fonger St NESparta MI 49345

2/16/2022 1:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/16/2022 1:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Roseland

2/16/2022 1:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Plant

2/16/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Blake Bognuda 1500 CA-1Santa Maria CA 93455

2/16/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jackson Wagner 2225 Hawkins StCharlotte NC 28203

2/16/2022 1:19 PM Email

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left un-managed they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations. Regards Joel R.

2/16/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lance Mccardle

2/16/2022 1:35 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Hicks

2/16/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Bolser

2/16/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Young

2/16/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Peterson

2/16/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Weston Stoltzfus

2/16/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Jubran

2/16/2022 1:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Harpole

2/16/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely TROY SARKINEN

2/16/2022 1:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Kinney

2/16/2022 1:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremie Lewis

2/16/2022 1:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Vonaesch

2/16/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charlotte Knitowski

2/16/2022 2:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Langway

2/16/2022 2:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Hendrickson

2/16/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Mares

2/16/2022 2:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Lampers

2/16/2022 2:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Martin

2/16/2022 2:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Snode

2/16/2022 2:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/16/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sean Duff

2/16/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrett Talley

2/16/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colin Miller

2/16/2022 2:38 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Westford

2/16/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chad Clements 6064 Thorneycroft DrShelby Township MI 48316

2/16/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Burkhardt

2/16/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Reed

2/16/2022 2:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Gentry

2/16/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Mastroberti

2/16/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Bodner

2/16/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gus Lundquist

2/16/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Butz

2/16/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Patrick Tucker 301 Winding Hills DrClinton MS 39056

2/16/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph ONeil

2/16/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Wike

2/16/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Pate

2/16/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Syacsure

2/16/2022 3:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathon Lauritsen

2/16/2022 3:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Prawitt

2/16/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Kemp

2/16/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Draper SW Amsterdam LnScappoose OR 97056

2/16/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brando Jud

2/16/2022 3:58 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Buckwalter

2/16/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Hoex

2/16/2022 4:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Patrick Wallace 3608 Haynie AveDallas TX 75205

2/16/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Starnes

2/16/2022 4:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Blackwell

2/16/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andy Anderson

2/16/2022 4:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chip Martin

2/16/2022 4:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/16/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Henry Rocha 15821 W Lacey BlvdLemoore CA 93245

2/16/2022 4:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Oxendine

2/16/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ken Heard

2/16/2022 4:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards tom sullivan 1072 Paiute Trail FiFox Island WA 98333

2/16/2022 4:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Holt

2/16/2022 5:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW In this modern era I can t believe a professional organization would willfully ignore science directly in the face of the very group that understands that science best conservationist hunters. I am in full support of the WDFW 
bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting 
is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Litz

2/16/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trever Knighton

2/16/2022 5:21 PM Email

Hello I am writing to submit my comment that I am opposed to spring bear hunting. Thank you Regards John 2/16/2022 5:21 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Lee

2/16/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Drew hill 18827 Hill RdKlamath Falls OR 97603

2/16/2022 5:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rafael Aguilar

2/16/2022 5:30 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Musser

2/16/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Tonlino

2/16/2022 5:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Blevins

2/16/2022 5:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Broc Bowers

2/16/2022 5:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Flsvin

2/16/2022 5:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicolas Scroggins

2/16/2022 5:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Baudhuin

2/16/2022 5:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tate Miller

2/16/2022 5:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Torryn Heffelfinger

2/16/2022 6:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Warner

2/16/2022 6:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Angus Farrand

2/16/2022 6:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rachel Tompkins

2/16/2022 6:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cathy Matthieu

2/16/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trey Everett

2/16/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Pandolph

2/16/2022 6:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Groves

2/16/2022 6:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Loessberg 11550 Gee Norman RdBelgrade MT 59714

2/16/2022 6:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wesley Moore 9205 Galaxia Way NEAlbuquerque NM 87111

2/16/2022 6:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Baxter

2/16/2022 6:20 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Sheaffer

2/16/2022 6:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zach Pearl

2/16/2022 6:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I fully support the WDFW 2022 Spring Bear Season. Spring bear should have never been removed in the first place as scientific management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is 
backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Arterburn

2/16/2022 6:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nicholas Ruckwardt 561 Wildwood DrSedro-woolley WA 98284

2/16/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Beau Bridgman

2/16/2022 6:53 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Halbersleben 777 N Maple StAinsworth NE 69210

2/16/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Lott

2/16/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Phaup

2/16/2022 7:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for a 
healthy ecosystem. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in-line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Bruns

2/16/2022 7:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Siegel

2/16/2022 7:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Miller

2/16/2022 7:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mark Hiegler

2/16/2022 7:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russell Rogers

2/16/2022 7:28 PM Email

Hey, my name is Colby. I'm a Washington state hunter, and I am calling in support for continuing our spring bear hunt opportunity. So I I've been told there's a group of anti hunt wanting to see our opportunity to hunt spring black bears 
taken away from us for no other reason. Other than that, it's trophy hunting, I guess, is what they call it. So I, 100% reject that statement from that group that is mislabeling us as Washington state hunters. We are hunters. We are 
gatherers. We provide meat for our families, and there is no trophy hunting involved in taking of a black bear during the springtime. So I am in 100% support of the continuing of our spring bear hunt. Again, it's an opportunity you must 
apply for a draw and have your ticket drawn to even have the opportunity to go out into the field and hunt black bears in the spring. This is not a general hunt. It is not open to the general public. This is a draw system hunt that should and 
must continue in Washington state. My name is Colby and I support spring bear hunting. Thank you.

2/16/2022 7:27 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Craig Mullen

2/16/2022 7:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derrick Karn

2/16/2022 7:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Macie Kulikov

2/16/2022 7:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Early

2/16/2022 7:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathon Mirray

2/16/2022 7:39 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shannon Kulimkov

2/16/2022 7:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rafael Moreno Jr

2/16/2022 7:41 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Troy Baareman 1275 108th St SWByron Center MI 49315

2/16/2022 7:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Caitlin Voehl

2/16/2022 7:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Castanon

2/16/2022 8:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brayden Davis 4303 Bryce DrAnacortes WA 98221

2/16/2022 8:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Lukes

2/16/2022 8:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely noe coria

2/16/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Buth

2/16/2022 8:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Barker

2/16/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Thurman

2/16/2022 8:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/16/2022 8:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CAROL HEIL

2/16/2022 8:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Whitaker

2/16/2022 8:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Delapine

2/16/2022 9:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russell Emeterio

2/16/2022 9:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Boggs

2/16/2022 9:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kelli Masters

2/16/2022 9:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sheldon O Donnal

2/16/2022 9:44 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Miller 2348 Maple StSutter CA 95982

2/16/2022 9:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/16/2022 10:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Mache

2/16/2022 10:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Warren Bezanson

2/16/2022 10:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Hampton

2/16/2022 10:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Beau Tindall

2/16/2022 11:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dwayne Cossey

2/16/2022 11:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Stiger

2/16/2022 11:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Sweetman

2/17/2022 1:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stuart Joyce

2/17/2022 2:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/17/2022 3:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Lane

2/17/2022 3:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Roberts

2/17/2022 3:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Baker

2/17/2022 4:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/17/2022 4:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ethan Johns

2/17/2022 5:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Branson Barr

2/17/2022 5:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Bahr

2/17/2022 5:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Wilson

2/17/2022 5:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/17/2022 5:58 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Christopher guikema 33 Rd 25531Aztec NM 87410

2/17/2022 6:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Overly

2/17/2022 6:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Mckee

2/17/2022 6:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Bishop

2/17/2022 6:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dallas Kimminau

2/17/2022 6:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Zwack

2/17/2022 6:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Phillip Cooper

2/17/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/17/2022 6:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Elizah Robinson

2/17/2022 6:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Alvarez

2/17/2022 6:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Karum

2/17/2022 6:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Moore

2/17/2022 6:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ethan Jones

2/17/2022 6:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth King

2/17/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Christianson

2/17/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Salazar

2/17/2022 7:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Fontana

2/17/2022 7:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Fowler

2/17/2022 8:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/17/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I already bought a guided hunt for this season. My mon got it for me at no small part to her it would be very sad if we couldn t go. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion 
the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW 
biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Szuhaj

2/17/2022 8:07 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nelson Smith 477 Midnight AvePueblo CO 81005

2/17/2022 8:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rayna Robertson

2/17/2022 8:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leah Rooslet

2/17/2022 8:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Aguillard

2/17/2022 8:15 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stanley Towarnicki 11313 Stella Blue DrLolo MT 59847

2/17/2022 8:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

2/17/2022 8:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Teddy Carpenter

2/17/2022 8:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kalla Robb

2/17/2022 8:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Woody

2/17/2022 8:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Duane Sessions

2/17/2022 9:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Craig

2/17/2022 9:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Link

2/17/2022 9:20 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Winegar 17869 Hillandale LnGrand Haven MI 49417

2/17/2022 9:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Wunderlich

2/17/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I was born and raised in Inglewood and spent most of my 
childhood years in south Los Angeles. The outdoors in particular hunting potentially saved my life without a doubt showed me a different world existed. The L.A. basin as you may know life for disadvantaged minority youth doesn t always 
look positive. Being of mixed race decent I know very well what prejudice looks and feels like. When I started hunting for the first time in my life prejudice did not exist. Hearing stories of bear and deer hunting may have been odd but 
intrigued me and caused me to venture out into our local mountains. This current effort by HSUS is chocked full of prejudice towards my demographic so here again I find myself in a underrepresented minority. My ask is that you please 
look at the success across our great nation and remarkable state that the impact the North American Model of Wildlife conservation has had. Look to the science the biologist and the experts in the field. As a ethnic minority who found a 
better life through hunting I beg you to also understand that there is in fact human good life changing good that comes from being a conservationist hunter. People thrive species thrive across the board from sound science based 
management through hunting. Sincerely Guy Duplantier Sincerely Guy Duplantier

2/17/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Luvara

2/17/2022 10:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely roman Lopukh

2/17/2022 10:07 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Corcoran

2/17/2022 10:13 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ammon Barlow 1270 S State StGenola UT 84655

2/17/2022 10:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Carl Barner

2/17/2022 10:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Russell Hunter

2/17/2022 10:16 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alvin Fischer 2837 Clubhouse RdCosta Mesa CA 92626

2/17/2022 10:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Platek

2/17/2022 11:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Janes

2/17/2022 11:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Walker

2/17/2022 11:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I have had my tent taken down by black bears twice once 
when I was in it I believe we need to keep this season in tack or something bad will happen. Checks and balances in life as hole is a good thing . It sustains a health life for all involved . Sincerely Todd FISHER

2/17/2022 11:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/17/2022 11:22 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Botts 3013 Cumming AveCumming IA 50061

2/17/2022 11:25 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Slagle 1524 Thistle CtOakley CA 94561

2/17/2022 11:35 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Kastella 353 Loftus RdPort Townsend WA 98368

2/17/2022 11:54 AM Email

My name is Anthony Kastella of Port Townsend. I am Committee Chair of the Hunter Ed and Outdoor Conservation Issues of the Jefferson County Sportsmen s Association. Our club has over 700 members and we are a very Active Gun club. 
We have a trap Club that meets twice weekly. We have pistol Competitions three weekends a month. We have a Rifle competition once a month. JCSA is the home Range for training by Port Townsend Police Jefferson County Sheriff Office 
US Custom Office in Port Townsend the Coast Guard of Port Townsend The US Border Patrol. Our Range is one of thirteen in the USA to host an annual Glock Match which brings in an average of over 200 shooters over 3 days of 
competition. We recently completed Sound Abbatement shooting booths on our rifle range. That was a 228 000 project which is now paid in full. What should be Known by Washington Fisf and Game is we are local and many and 
dedicated. Our hunters are keeping our ears to the Ground. At this point curtailing Hunting Seasons based on sound Biologgical information is not what we expect from Washington Fish and Game. Thank You for your Attention Anthony 
Kastella On Thu Feb 17 2022 at 11:55 AM Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Autoreply wrote: image: Logo Thank you for your email ------------------------------ We ve received your e-mail and have included in the comments for this 
rule making. Thank you for taking the time to reach out - your input is vital to healthy public dialog! Sent by PublicInput.com 16 West Martin Street Raleigh NC 27601 Privacy policy

2/17/2022 12:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matz Shumway

2/17/2022 12:32 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JEFF HEIM N88W24120 N Lisbon RdSussex WI 53089

2/17/2022 12:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Georgelas

2/17/2022 12:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Fodge

2/17/2022 12:59 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jeff hartland 13016 N 64th StScottsdale AZ 85254

2/17/2022 1:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casie Hampton

2/17/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation which includes that wildlife is in the public trust and is 
therefore a resource of the people. Sincerely Collin Sischo

2/17/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cliff Porter

2/17/2022 1:43 PM Email

Hello. My name is Luke Dan brink. I wanted to call in support of spring bear season. I also wanted to call in support of using science based management from our biologists to determine hunting seasons and opportunity instead of just 
using, you know, emotions and, and different things going on outside of the science. So thank you so much for your time. Hope you have a great rest of your day.

2/17/2022 1:50 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Baylin

2/17/2022 2:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Griesinger 106 Autumn Oaks CtImperial MO 63052

2/17/2022 2:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Reimer

2/17/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Merrill

2/17/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Hedlund

2/17/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Juszczyk

2/17/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Sincerely DAVID RAGSDALE 2/17/2022 3:24 PM Email
Dear WDFW Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion on the 2022 Spring Bear Season. First I should state that I am a biologist by trade and I believe that best available science and data should drive natural resource 
management decisions. That is NOT what we saw from the Commission during the October 21st meeting. Stephanie Simek large carnivore biologist presented information on the current population status harvest history male:female 
ratios and provided data on lactating females and other pertinent information. She then touched on research results from a calf elk mortality study in the Blue Mountains which shed light on the elk population decline that hunters and 
biologists have been observing for over a decade. Based on her professional expertise and research data she made the recommendation to the Commission to continue the Spring Bear Permit Season in similar numbers to previous years. 
Instead of appreciating the information presented and using it to inform their decision several commission members contradicted Mrs. Simek not based on data or science but based on their feelings towards bears. Related to this topic I 
believe that Lorna Smith has demonstrated an inability to provide quality and rational leadership. Her unwillingness to listen to biologists or recognize opinions that contradict her values is not the type of dogmatic person that should hold 
a seat on the F&W Commission. I recognize that this panel is appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the legislature by rule but that process is not being followed and the public is suffering for it. I am also sending my comment to the 
Natural Resources Committee and requesting that the state Senate strive restore some credibility to the Department and the Commission. Sincerely Jarred Johnson

2/17/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Turpin

2/17/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Szobody

2/17/2022 3:49 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Claire Stanton

2/17/2022 4:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jackson Davis

2/17/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Host

2/17/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared James Host

2/17/2022 4:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely kevin newton

2/17/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Grubenhoff

2/17/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Censner

2/17/2022 5:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Poppe 107 Sun StGray TN 37615

2/17/2022 5:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Hecock 52850 Fitchville-Eastern RdNew London OH 44851

2/17/2022 5:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Davie Parten 11010 AR-156West Fork AR 72774

2/17/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Williams

2/17/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Turner

2/17/2022 6:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Williams

2/17/2022 6:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Van Alstine

2/17/2022 8:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Atlas McKinley

2/17/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Qualteri 4590 W 109th AveWestminster CO 80031

2/17/2022 9:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Reynolds

2/17/2022 10:09 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Dinuis

2/17/2022 10:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Henschen

2/18/2022 2:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Miller

2/18/2022 3:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Napier

2/18/2022 3:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Snively

2/18/2022 4:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/18/2022 4:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ADRIYN TORGUSON

2/18/2022 5:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Budd

2/18/2022 7:16 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stuart Taylor 4849 Selwyn DrWinston-salem NC 27104

2/18/2022 7:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wes Mahan

2/18/2022 7:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Roubos

2/18/2022 7:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bud Hartrampf

2/18/2022 8:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Carlock

2/18/2022 8:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/18/2022 8:57 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Gotshall 5110 SW 114th WayFort Lauderdale FL 33330

2/18/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely MARC SLATCOFF

2/18/2022 10:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/18/2022 10:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jennifer Rinn

2/18/2022 11:49 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brad Luhman 2617 23rd St SSt. Cloud MN 56301

2/18/2022 12:11 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Moore

2/18/2022 12:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/18/2022 12:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely will hoppe

2/18/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lesco Brandon

2/18/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Simpson

2/18/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rueben Caballero

2/18/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Malachi Cryder

2/18/2022 3:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Herz

2/18/2022 4:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Bridenburg

2/18/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Isaiah Heacock

2/18/2022 5:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely matthew johnson

2/18/2022 5:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW Bring back hunting! It s time to start managing wildlife with data and facts not fellings. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never 
been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American 
Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stetson Hamilton

2/18/2022 6:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Leingang

2/18/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/18/2022 6:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Les Candler

2/18/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curtiss Moses

2/18/2022 6:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haley Tolerton

2/18/2022 6:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Fonseca

2/18/2022 7:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Preston Whitman

2/18/2022 7:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Theresa Thornton

2/18/2022 7:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devan Black

2/18/2022 8:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Ellis

2/18/2022 8:36 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Ramsden

2/18/2022 8:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon LaMont

2/18/2022 8:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gavin Turbak

2/18/2022 8:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Harrison

2/18/2022 8:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Shuler

2/18/2022 8:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/18/2022 9:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/18/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hadlee Sullivan

2/18/2022 9:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Barlow

2/18/2022 9:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/18/2022 9:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dusty Davis

2/18/2022 10:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam East

2/18/2022 10:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dee Reynolds

2/18/2022 11:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Lockwood

2/18/2022 11:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brendan Heselton

2/19/2022 1:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Philip West

2/19/2022 1:44 AM Email
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2/19/2022 1:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Halbleib

2/19/2022 2:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ty Hillman

2/19/2022 3:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Black

2/19/2022 3:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/19/2022 4:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Raley

2/19/2022 5:29 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Robert

2/19/2022 6:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kayla Brauer

2/19/2022 6:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jett Blakeman

2/19/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Garnett

2/19/2022 6:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Vonaesch

2/19/2022 7:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Fancher

2/19/2022 7:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Thouvenot

2/19/2022 7:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I fully support the WDFW to bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season and future seasons. In my opinion the spring bear season should be used as a wildlife management practice for all species and is necessary maintain healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists in scientific peer review literature and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. However groups opposed to 
hunting or to the lethal removal of bears often advance their position through emotional appeal and unsubstantiated sensationalized or flawed claims (Ugalde 1991). It is the responsibility of the WDFW to refute false claims made by 
those groups and support ethical hunting by restoring the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Sincerely Brian Kusche

2/19/2022 8:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kip Evans

2/19/2022 8:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Holland

2/19/2022 8:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brianna Merritt

2/19/2022 8:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Emhoff

2/19/2022 8:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan McIntosh

2/19/2022 9:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kellen Vawter

2/19/2022 9:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Baker

2/19/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Barry Siragusa

2/19/2022 10:09 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ali Moayeri 21055 SE 8th PlSammamish WA 98075

2/19/2022 10:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Berry

2/19/2022 10:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/19/2022 10:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Rill

2/19/2022 10:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Douvia

2/19/2022 11:14 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Roberts

2/19/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Schultz

2/19/2022 11:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Teifel

2/19/2022 11:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Gibbons

2/19/2022 12:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chip Martin

2/19/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Sammons

2/19/2022 12:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rachel Benedict

2/19/2022 2:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dakota Benedict

2/19/2022 2:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathaniel Cutshall

2/19/2022 2:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan McKinney

2/19/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Syacsure

2/19/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kareena Dumbach

2/19/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tadd Mullarkey

2/19/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ang Price 114 Bailey LnHeflin AL 36264

2/19/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Ceja

2/19/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Aparicio

2/19/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Watts

2/19/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/19/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Kvamme

2/19/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Harpole

2/19/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

2/19/2022 3:31 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Moore

2/19/2022 3:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryce Phillips

2/19/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Luvara

2/19/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Felix Morales

2/19/2022 4:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Rose

2/19/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curtis Teaster

2/19/2022 4:38 PM Email

Hello I live in region 2 locally Okanogan county We are overwhelmed with blackbear and stopping the spring bear will just explode the population more as an example I have some friends who took 4 bears leagaly in the same area and 
there is plenty more in an area of less than 100 acres we have to manage a little better Thankyou William Davis Sent from Mail for Windows

2/19/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/19/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Taylor

2/19/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Langway

2/19/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cortney Nalley

2/19/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Norm King

2/19/2022 5:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Streepy

2/19/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Wilson

2/19/2022 5:19 PM Email

Thank you for your confirmation. ________________________________ From: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Autoreply Sent: Sunday February 20 2022 12:39 AM To: MICHEAL DAVIS Subject: Re: spring blackbear Logo Thank 
you for your email ________________________________ We ve received your e-mail and have included in the comments for this rule making. Thank you for taking the time to reach out - your input is vital to healthy public dialog! Sent by 
PublicInput.com 16 West Martin Street Raleigh NC 27601 Privacy policy

2/19/2022 5:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colin Rouaud

2/19/2022 5:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Leger

2/19/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Coughlin

2/19/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. The elimination of the Spring Bear Season deprived WDFW a valuable asset to manage the black bear population. Poorly managed bear populations can lead to an increase in human-bear conflict. Bear 
hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The North Sincerely Joshua Troop

2/19/2022 5:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Hardes

2/19/2022 6:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Mueller

2/19/2022 6:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Foster

2/19/2022 6:48 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nile Anderson

2/19/2022 6:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/19/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/19/2022 7:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rick Mattis

2/19/2022 7:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Thurman

2/19/2022 7:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spenser Simas

2/19/2022 8:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alex Rosenthal

2/19/2022 8:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sean Duff

2/19/2022 8:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Helms

2/19/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Giflia

2/19/2022 10:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hobie Hebert

2/19/2022 10:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Onusko

2/20/2022 4:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan McKinney

2/20/2022 4:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/20/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Adkins

2/20/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Reyes

2/20/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Lutz 279 S Linwood Beach RdLinwood MI 48634

2/20/2022 5:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Banister

2/20/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gerald Gross W5745 Struble RdNeillsville WI 54456

2/20/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alaina Franssen

2/20/2022 7:04 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Burbank

2/20/2022 7:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/20/2022 7:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Hicks

2/20/2022 9:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. As a 33 year resident of Washington state it is my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound 
management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. It s also a 
heritage activity for thousands of families in the state and a source of non industrialized meat and a one more means of staying connected with our shrinking natural world. Sincerely Spencer Schairer

2/20/2022 9:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Hess

2/20/2022 9:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/20/2022 9:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke VandenBrink

2/20/2022 10:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dennis Reynolds

2/20/2022 10:06 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Raymond Strohmeyer 1118 Jefferson StGretna LA 70053

2/20/2022 10:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Arthur

2/20/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Herz

2/20/2022 1:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Lyons

2/20/2022 2:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards ROY LEE 633 W Shoshone PlSpokane WA 99203

2/20/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/20/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Brentin

2/20/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Scheurer

2/20/2022 3:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

2/20/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Figari

2/20/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Wright

2/20/2022 4:16 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Gallimore

2/20/2022 4:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Helbling

2/20/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Lamkhaar

2/20/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Calder Russell

2/20/2022 5:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Grubenhoff

2/20/2022 5:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Hopkins

2/20/2022 6:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tayler Cain

2/20/2022 7:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jimmy Daniels

2/20/2022 7:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Bennett

2/20/2022 7:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely donald Parco

2/20/2022 8:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/20/2022 8:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Thouvenot

2/20/2022 9:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Hardy

2/21/2022 3:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keaton Kvanduch

2/21/2022 3:58 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Schmitt 16407 Cedar Ridge RdDubuque IA 52002

2/21/2022 4:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick WACHSMUTH

2/21/2022 4:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trent Pannell

2/21/2022 5:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/21/2022 5:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Looman

2/21/2022 5:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Harvey

2/21/2022 6:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Tonlino

2/21/2022 6:27 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Boggs

2/21/2022 6:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Parker Jensen

2/21/2022 6:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

2/21/2022 6:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/21/2022 6:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim McNamara

2/21/2022 6:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Dowell

2/21/2022 7:21 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brianne Smith

2/21/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely A. Bryan Osler

2/21/2022 7:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Hamilton

2/21/2022 7:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Kauffman

2/21/2022 7:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Pickard

2/21/2022 8:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Newby

2/21/2022 8:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Reeves

2/21/2022 8:29 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ashton Caselli 1439 Hunter Lake DrReno NV 89509

2/21/2022 8:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Howerton

2/21/2022 8:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Cameron

2/21/2022 8:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Harith Jones

2/21/2022 9:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Annie Kier

2/21/2022 9:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Orning

2/21/2022 9:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Chambers

2/21/2022 10:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Sandau

2/21/2022 10:44 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Raymond Rowe

2/21/2022 10:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Spencer Shanholtzer

2/21/2022 10:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

2/21/2022 10:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Heflin

2/21/2022 11:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mason Eacker-Rude

2/21/2022 11:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Portieles

2/21/2022 11:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/21/2022 11:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Gilham

2/21/2022 11:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Huchi Xiong

2/21/2022 11:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Oliphant

2/21/2022 11:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Boone

2/21/2022 11:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Loar

2/21/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Bingley

2/21/2022 11:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Bolson

2/21/2022 11:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Thayer

2/21/2022 11:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Brescia

2/21/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kaden Roszman

2/21/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Carl Matson

2/21/2022 11:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Tuggle

2/21/2022 11:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Miller

2/21/2022 11:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Douglas Boze

2/21/2022 11:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Benton

2/21/2022 12:01 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/21/2022 12:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shane Rasmussen

2/21/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ryan ellison

2/21/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Blanchard

2/21/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Simpson

2/21/2022 12:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Berry

2/21/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Wilson

2/21/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Ritchie

2/21/2022 12:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sheldon O Donnal

2/21/2022 12:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Betts

2/21/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Pankratz

2/21/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Vitellaro

2/21/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tanner Scheurer

2/21/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Munoz

2/21/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Frisk

2/21/2022 12:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Thurman

2/21/2022 12:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Younkin

2/21/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Beaumont

2/21/2022 12:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Miller

2/21/2022 12:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Brannon

2/21/2022 12:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zach Gant

2/21/2022 12:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely CHATTAN MCPHERSON

2/21/2022 12:39 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Ramerman

2/21/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Bozarth

2/21/2022 12:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Hairston

2/21/2022 12:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JAMES GALLIMORE

2/21/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rylan Lynam

2/21/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Klooster

2/21/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradly Bagent

2/21/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Jones

2/21/2022 12:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Heidi Herz

2/21/2022 12:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Crawford

2/21/2022 12:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Hussman

2/21/2022 12:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Schedler

2/21/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Jimenez

2/21/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Mack

2/21/2022 12:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely evan burch

2/21/2022 1:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Starnes

2/21/2022 1:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Fresquez

2/21/2022 1:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ethon Pawlaczyk

2/21/2022 1:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher George

2/21/2022 1:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/21/2022 1:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Hasenjaeger

2/21/2022 1:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Douglas

2/21/2022 1:19 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Warner

2/21/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Wipfli

2/21/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jorge Valenzuela

2/21/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Belding

2/21/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jennifer Rinn

2/21/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Chapman

2/21/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Woupios

2/21/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shannen Herz

2/21/2022 1:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Bullock

2/21/2022 1:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Park

2/21/2022 1:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Scott

2/21/2022 1:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Barlow

2/21/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Jones

2/21/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Nelson

2/21/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Sams

2/21/2022 1:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Beau Bridgman

2/21/2022 2:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Reid Lamson

2/21/2022 2:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John McNamara

2/21/2022 2:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. I m a conservation historian in NYC and study regulated hunting as part of my work. Where you see regulated hunting you see greater biodiversity 
and more citizens interested in conservation. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brant MacDuff

2/21/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Dodson

2/21/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Torgeson

2/21/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kraig Krum

2/21/2022 2:35 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/21/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Campogiani

2/21/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Rieker

2/21/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely JASON LANKFORD

2/21/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Stop giving into these crazy ass liberal groups that know 
absolutely nothing about game management! I m so sick of you idiots and your dumbass policies. Sincerely Brandon Williams

2/21/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Rowan

2/21/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Adamson

2/21/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth Tompkins

2/21/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Conner Hasecuster

2/21/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Lyons

2/21/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jason Butler

2/21/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Grant Johnson

2/21/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Barritt

2/21/2022 3:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Somers

2/21/2022 3:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I strongly support reinstating the 2022 Spring Bear Permit hunt. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. furthermore it 
provides important food and fat/grease for families around the State each year. This resource is in no danger of impacting populations on GMU or regional scales and should be expanded to include the Pasayten and Sawtooth 
Wildernesses in north central Washington. These area are large and remote which would result in very low harvest success rates. Sincerely Jarred Johnson

2/21/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Dalbec

2/21/2022 3:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Pease

2/21/2022 3:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McCarthy

2/21/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jamie Costarella

2/21/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Heitstuman

2/21/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan McKinney

2/21/2022 3:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

2/21/2022 4:00 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/21/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Olson

2/21/2022 4:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Miller

2/21/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dee Reynolds

2/21/2022 4:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Schroder

2/21/2022 4:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Florence

2/21/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brendan Cook

2/21/2022 4:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Bourdo

2/21/2022 4:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Arnott

2/21/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Marquard

2/21/2022 4:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devin Leenhouts

2/21/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Cardin

2/21/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Wappler

2/21/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

2/21/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Simon Everett

2/21/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Walton

2/21/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Brincefield

2/21/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Landgren

2/21/2022 5:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/21/2022 5:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ROBERT YOUNG

2/21/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely MARK NEWKIRK

2/21/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Rodin

2/21/2022 6:10 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kim Espat

2/21/2022 6:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keifer Rogers

2/21/2022 6:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel DiGristina

2/21/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/21/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Keith Wolford

2/21/2022 6:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kris Cantrell

2/21/2022 6:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Nadler

2/21/2022 6:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles Keyes

2/21/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Korbin Pyne

2/21/2022 7:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Foster Wisman

2/21/2022 7:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ray Sigmon

2/21/2022 7:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew McCauley

2/21/2022 7:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Swanson

2/21/2022 7:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tj Banta

2/21/2022 7:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cade Luckett

2/21/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darin Jurasevich

2/21/2022 7:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bennett Tuchawena

2/21/2022 7:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Joyce

2/21/2022 7:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amy Boze

2/21/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Wissner

2/21/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Smith

2/21/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Harrell

2/21/2022 8:42 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Zane

2/21/2022 8:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cevin Ladwig Jr

2/21/2022 8:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stacy Dalbec

2/21/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seplyna Dalbec

2/21/2022 9:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lester Stoltz

2/21/2022 9:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Ramos

2/21/2022 9:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Beau Tindall

2/21/2022 9:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rich Mayes

2/21/2022 9:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Moss

2/21/2022 9:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacey Williams

2/21/2022 9:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Melissa Halligan

2/21/2022 9:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles Watts

2/21/2022 10:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael McCorkle

2/21/2022 11:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordon Thelen

2/21/2022 11:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Les Candler

2/22/2022 1:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glenn Steele

2/22/2022 2:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/22/2022 3:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dale Wilsey

2/22/2022 3:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Redder

2/22/2022 3:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Jacobson

2/22/2022 4:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rueben Caballero

2/22/2022 4:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/22/2022 4:55 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Solbrack

2/22/2022 5:05 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Leonard 15435 Osius RdChelsea MI 48118

2/22/2022 5:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tate Miller

2/22/2022 5:11 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wade Howard

2/22/2022 5:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. It would be a shame to see the best wildlife management 
system in the world get degraded by Washington commissioners who ignore science. Sincerely Josh Eggleston

2/22/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely tom boed

2/22/2022 5:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely kevin jones

2/22/2022 6:04 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Connor 1048 Yorkwood RdMansfield OH 44907

2/22/2022 6:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Emhoff

2/22/2022 6:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Burbank

2/22/2022 6:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely walker thompson

2/22/2022 6:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Wilen

2/22/2022 6:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blaine Hille

2/22/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Warnick

2/22/2022 6:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Hammer

2/22/2022 6:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Skinner

2/22/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Bushey

2/22/2022 7:16 AM Email

Yes, how you doing my name? Isty I'm a graduate university of Florida school of forestry resource conservation. You cannot allow this bear hunt at all. And the fact that there was a threat on your lives shows the extent of the need to not 
allow any bear hunting at all. Any bear hunting will mean that you are.

2/22/2022 7:25 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alan Berg

2/22/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Charbonneau

2/22/2022 7:45 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely matthew siepert

2/22/2022 7:51 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rachel Tompkins

2/22/2022 7:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Galde

2/22/2022 8:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amy Boze

2/22/2022 8:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely russ Carone

2/22/2022 8:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Rebel

2/22/2022 8:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Swanson

2/22/2022 8:40 AM Email

Yes. Hi, I'm calling regarding the spring black bear homes, proposal that to reinstate it. And I would just like to say unequivocally opposed to this. I, I think it's just, it's just an amazingly cool thing to even template doing. I can't believe it's, 
it's even being considered. I understand that one member of the board had to resign or resigned and was threatened. So I I'm very sorry that there's so much, you know, a Canon about this issue, but it's pretty clear to anybody who has 
half a heart and half a brain, that this would be a, a, a horrible, horrible thing to allow to take place. And I hope you will consider my, my opinion. Thank you very much.

2/22/2022 8:46 AM ProjectVoiceMail

My name is Michelle Ray. My message is I oppose the spring bear hunt and I oppose almost everything. The idiot state of Washington is doing. So get some bones, get some balls and let's make a difference. Thank you. 2/22/2022 8:48 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Levi Kary

2/22/2022 8:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott McGhee

2/22/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Hegnes

2/22/2022 9:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Peterson

2/22/2022 9:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aubrey Schermerhorn

2/22/2022 9:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Karum

2/22/2022 9:39 AM Email

Hi, this is Andrea Galvin. I'm calling to state that I firmly and categorically oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington. It's wrong. It's imoral it's beneath us. It's beneath our dignity. It's cruel. It reflects poorly on the state of Washington. In 
fact, the holy United States, please do not allow this to happen in 2022 or ever. Thank you.

2/22/2022 9:43 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW At what point do you trust the science? Our deer and elk numbers in the blue mountains are struggling badly. You want to impose a rule change to add more predators and pressure on a struggling ecosystem. WDFW you have 
the information on the calf elk collaring program. You can see the kill rate of our baby elk. Blue tongue also destroyed our whitetail herd. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the 
spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists 
and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Riley Mclaughlin

2/22/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Choromanski

2/22/2022 9:49 AM Email

Hi, my name is William Sawer and I'm calling about the spring bear hunt. It should be canceled. It's crazy to do that, please cancel it. Thank you. Bye. 2/22/2022 9:49 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/22/2022 10:04 AM Email

I think it s a great idea to illuminate the shooting of sows with cubs. But on the same note we should eliminate all killing doe Deer with Fawns we should not be able to hunt them and the same thing goes with elk we should not be able to 
harvest a cow elk with a calf. So we should not be able to kill Black bear cubs Fawn deer Calf elk until they re at least a year old. I think that this would be a great thing for the game commission to adopt. It s getting to the point where 
predators are running out of food sources our elk and deer populations are declining and so what goes along with that is lack of food for predators wolves black bears grizzly bears cougars coyotes bobcats And with more predators they 
have a tendency to push the elk and deer down on private lands/displaces them to private lands. So then the predators follow and they find easy Pickens on livestock or domesticated animals. And win predators displays big game animals 
from their normal high country feeding areas this creates issues down in the private land in the winter months of overgrazing. Sent from my iPhone

2/22/2022 10:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kelli Masters

2/22/2022 10:15 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garth Bergman

2/22/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Dinuis

2/22/2022 10:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Williams

2/22/2022 10:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrod Shelton

2/22/2022 10:36 AM Email

My name is Lisa. And I just wanna say that I'm strongly opposed to any spring bear hunting or any bear hunting. It is extremely cruel to go trophy hunting. I'm just actually shocked that that's even legal in the United States. Most people do 
not condone trophy hunting. Most people are actually a against killing bears, just for fun for your kicks. So again, my name is Lisa, and I'm just saying that I strongly oppose any killing of bears anytime or any animals for trophies. Thank 
you. Bye.

2/22/2022 10:35 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryson Murdock

2/22/2022 10:38 AM Email

Good morning. My name is Karen jock. I am calling to express my very, very strong opposition to the spring bear hunt bear hunting is about trophy hunting, which I think is unethical to begin with, but to have a hunt in the spring that will 
kill mother bears. Who've given birth leaving orphaned. Baby bears, I think is way beyond cruel and unethical. There are no grounds for approving an activity in which trophy hunters, sociopathic life destroying trophy hunters. Kill for the 
pleasure of killing and leave orphaned young animals. I hope your department has the decency to act with compassion and appropriateness. Thank you so much for your time.

2/22/2022 10:38 AM ProjectVoiceMail

My name is Karen Drennan and I oppose the spring bear hunt for bears. This contradicts the science research and the management plan of the game association. And it's again, science and I am totally opposed to it. Thank you very much. 2/22/2022 10:39 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Yes. Hi, my name is Karen Renn and I'm against the spring bear hunt. And this is against science research and management plan to do this horrific action and I totally against having this done. It's it's totally wrong. Thank you very much. 2/22/2022 10:42 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derek Mattox

2/22/2022 10:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Wallace

2/22/2022 10:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alyssa Smith

2/22/2022 10:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ed Turner

2/22/2022 11:04 AM Email

This is Bonnie Kohler and I object to the spring bear hunt. It is cruel. Thank you. 2/22/2022 11:06 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Hi, my name is Mova. I just wanted to leave a comment that I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you. My number is 6 5 0 7 1 4 4 9 1 6. Thanks. 2/22/2022 11:06 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Please oppose the spring bear hunt, please. Don't reinstate it. This is Ruthie Weller, 2 5 4 3 1 5 7 5 8 0. Thank you very much. 2/22/2022 11:07 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Krause

2/22/2022 11:13 AM Email

Bikeman Newsletter Hallo Herr ️ Charlotte liked you! Click Here: http://inx.lv/6K8k?pw89i ️ z5ve6c vielen Dank für Ihre Anmeldung zu unserem Newsletter. Um den Newsletter freizuschalten klicken Sie bitte auf folgenden Link: 
https://www.bikeman.it/index.php?shp=1&cl=newsletter&fnc=addme&uid=41918930927cd214690d4ec5ddfe852d&lang=0&confirm=5be527d8999662b5b61b01097e38f05d Ihr Bikeman Team -- Bitte fügen Sie hier Ihre vollständige 
Anbieterkennzeichnung ein.

2/22/2022 11:20 AM Email

Vielen Dank für Ihre Registrierung im Bikeman eShop Hallo Herr ️ Charlotte liked you! Click Here: http://inx.lv/6K8k?pw89i ️ z5ve6c vielen Dank für Ihre Registrierung bei Bikeman! Sie können sich ab sofort auch mit Ihrer E-Mail-Adresse 
(springbearpetition102@publicinput.com) einloggen. Ihr Bikeman Team -- Bitte fügen Sie hier Ihre vollständige Anbieterkennzeichnung ein.

2/22/2022 11:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Brown

2/22/2022 11:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirby Wendt

2/22/2022 11:30 AM Email

My name is LaRay Vaughn. I live in quick attack county in Washington state. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 11:37 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan DeLaiarro

2/22/2022 11:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Keller

2/22/2022 11:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am a WA resident and I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all 
species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Blickenstaff

2/22/2022 12:01 PM Email



I, I would just like to leave a comment that I, I am not in favor. I oppose the spring bear hunt, I think is the most idiotic thing. And I think you folks and you, law enforcement and politicians should oppose the bear. Its utterly ridiculous. Is 
there no sympathy to the wildlife? I remember I used to see bears and, and I mean they have a hard enough life as it is. And, and then here comes some idiotic hunter that thinks he needs to shoot a bear because he needs to feed his 
family. When he can't go down to the local market and just buy a chicken, you know, like everybody else, he feels like he's going he's out in the wilderness. You know? And I don't know what, you know, fantasy world he's in, but 
somebody, I just even take a crack pot of these idiots hunters. Okay. Well thank you very much. I live in Washington. Thank you.

2/22/2022 12:01 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Schanbacher

2/22/2022 12:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Allen

2/22/2022 12:17 PM Email

Hi, my name is Caroline van have, and I'm just calling to say that I'm totally against the spring bear hunt. I think it's absolutely cruel and wildlife should be left alone, man. Doesn't own the planet. We share it with other beings and to kill 
and hunters who have a passion to kill innocent animals who very often run away from them. That's pretty callous. So I would ask everyone at the wildlife association to please do not condone the spring bear hunt. Just shut it down. 
Thank you again. My name is Caroline van.

2/22/2022 12:20 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Flinn

2/22/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pat Long

2/22/2022 12:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Barnes

2/22/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Micah Young

2/22/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW Black bear hunting in this country is a time honored tradition and the bear population in Washington is healthy and able to sustain harvest. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my 
opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by 
WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Peterson

2/22/2022 12:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Smith 11784 Hurd RdPerrysburg NY 14129

2/22/2022 12:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Deitz

2/22/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Coppens

2/22/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Igor Persky

2/22/2022 1:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cody dunfee

2/22/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremiah Schuetze

2/22/2022 2:07 PM Email

Hi, my name is Rebecca Davenport. I'm a Seattle Seattle resident, and I play the protagonist in a book series, launching mid-March called UV real life experience. You hold the dream. I am calling on behalf of, of the Washington bears and I 
am in favor of increased protection. I think the ban on, on hunting them should stand. And I did post to my Facebook. I do have a digital storyboard. That's quite beautiful. And if you care to check it out, you can find me. It's a, it's like a 
niche PR marketing platform, but you can find me at grow home divinity with Tracy. Marie is the, the handle. All right. Thank you.

2/22/2022 2:20 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Heather Aldrich

2/22/2022 2:29 PM Email

Yes. My name is Laci Pitt. I'm calling from Enid, Oklahoma. I'm against the killing of animals, just as trophies. I understand that people sometimes kill animals to eat them deer and that kind of thing, but there's no reason to try to 
exterminate the bear population, just to have a trophy. So I am against that. I signed the petition and I just wanted you to know that there are people who feel that this is gruesome. It is not a sport to kill an innocent animal, just to have 
their hide or their head or their horns on your walls. So I hope that something is done about it. Thank you for taking my comment. Bye bye. Bye.

2/22/2022 2:19 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW There is still time. Let s do the right thing and get the spring bear hunt back on track for 2022. It s time to put politics and emotion aside and do what s right for our wildlife. Sincerely jeffrey miller 2/22/2022 2:55 PM Email
Please Limit Bear Hunting Bears aid in the dispersal of seeds without which our ecosystems are single handedly destroyed. Thank you Jessica Claudio DVM 2/22/2022 2:57 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Peterson

2/22/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jay Worm

2/22/2022 3:05 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Green

2/22/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradley Gulledge

2/22/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. It s also an important part of WA culture; I was taught by my dad 
and now I can t wait to pass along the tradition to my children when they get older. Please make the right decision and trust the science and experts not a small vocal minority that don t understand actual data or facts. Sincerely Peter 
Stewart

2/22/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton Bond

2/22/2022 3:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Malachi Knisely

2/22/2022 3:44 PM Email

Hi, this is Dr. Jessica CLA I'm calling on behalf of the black bears, and I believe we need to ban hunting completely. We are not dispersing seed. Like we need to, when we don't have our black bears in the wild, it's a loss of biodiversity and 
we need that to survive. The human species is going to go extinct. If we are unable to.

2/22/2022 3:44 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hi, my name is Dr. Jessica CLA a lack of bio diversity will destroy us. We need to save the bears. We do not need to murder them through countless hunting practices. It's unsustainable to our existence. It's the hollow, same extinction 
going on right now. The sixth math extinction and that's caused by us. We need to stop this now.

2/22/2022 3:45 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Stoerzinger

2/22/2022 4:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Stiger

2/22/2022 4:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Haydin Dinuis

2/22/2022 4:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Burke

2/22/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jade Delong

2/22/2022 5:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Berry

2/22/2022 5:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/22/2022 5:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Keisling

2/22/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Connor

2/22/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joshua Peniston

2/22/2022 5:36 PM Email

Hi, this is Kim gr I'm calling just to let you know that I oppose this spring bear hunt. I think it's cruel. It's unnecessary in this day and age. We're not cavemen hunting to eat and stay alive. So it's particularly curl in the spring when the bears 
are just waking up. So please permanently ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you. Bye.

2/22/2022 5:38 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hello. My name is Ian Scofield and I strongly oppose the legislation or the rules that are currently being discussed regarding the spring bear hunt. I would please ask that you would reconsider and not vote in favor of this because it's a 
horrible practice that is going to only continue, do cause issues for the bear population and is primarily due to the fact that humans continue to take away habitat, leaving them nowhere else to go. This is not going to solve the problem. 
This is only a bandaid.

2/22/2022 5:38 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. This model has proven to be wildly successful in the 
restoration and management of many species that everyone would like to see thriving at a healthy population. I firmly believe that the lack of a spring bear season ensures eventual overpopulation and damage to bear habitat and the 
species itself as well as other competing and non competing species. Unsound management of one species creates a snowball effect in which habitat and fellow species all suffer. Please consider the above statements and opinions but 
more importantly the science and research by which they were derived. Thank you for your time. Sincerely Josh Vincent

2/22/2022 5:45 PM Email

Concerns or caring citizen who just supports protecting wildlife. And I just wanted to respectfully ask you to support protecting wildlife and especially black bears, and to please not allow for them to be hunted. I just think they're a really 
special part of our natural legacy and deserve to be safeguarded as such. So thanks so much for your time and consideration and for protecting animals and our environment. And I hope that you have a really great rest of your day. Thanks 
again, and take care. Bye-bye that's really.

2/22/2022 5:44 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Titus

2/22/2022 5:50 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Heapy

2/22/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Herschel Miller

2/22/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW Keep the bear hunt Sincerely Michael Schanbacher 2/22/2022 6:02 PM Email
Dear WDFW The bear hunt is important to keep. Sincerely Michael Schanbacher 2/22/2022 6:03 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Castle

2/22/2022 6:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Randi Toews

2/22/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam McKay

2/22/2022 6:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Myers

2/22/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Harlicker

2/22/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kenneth Domingue

2/22/2022 6:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chandler Tenney

2/22/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Javier Romero

2/22/2022 6:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jose Miranda

2/22/2022 7:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew White

2/22/2022 7:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Gese

2/22/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/22/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Hicks

2/22/2022 7:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/22/2022 7:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Slane

2/22/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amy Hayes

2/22/2022 7:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Dahme

2/22/2022 7:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Dahlen

2/22/2022 8:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Tibbitts

2/22/2022 8:26 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Conor Brandt

2/22/2022 8:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

2/22/2022 8:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Lee

2/22/2022 9:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael V

2/22/2022 9:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Bowman

2/22/2022 10:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawndrae Huff

2/22/2022 10:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Lockwood

2/22/2022 11:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jon Soensen

2/22/2022 11:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Connor Rock

2/23/2022 4:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/23/2022 4:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/23/2022 4:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Shooltz

2/23/2022 5:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Zajac

2/23/2022 5:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Maxwell

2/23/2022 5:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samantha Laubenstein

2/23/2022 5:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Wilson

2/23/2022 6:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scoot Fincher

2/23/2022 6:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Jaklich

2/23/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Bird

2/23/2022 6:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Renaud

2/23/2022 6:47 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Grubenhoff

2/23/2022 6:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Wilson

2/23/2022 6:57 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David McDaniels

2/23/2022 7:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Shook

2/23/2022 7:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Fulton

2/23/2022 7:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Newby

2/23/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/23/2022 8:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chad Woodruff

2/23/2022 8:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/23/2022 8:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/23/2022 8:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cameron lankhaar

2/23/2022 8:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Perry Hall

2/23/2022 9:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rebecca Spring

2/23/2022 9:19 AM Email

I strongly support the spring bear hunt. It's a little concerning to me that certain members of the commission keep debating our own states science about how many bears we have, et cetera. When if we look at the reports provided by our 
biologists, they clearly answer all of those questions. So I encourage the commission to stop nit our science and to follow the science and to please reinstate the spring bear hunt for the sake of our elk and deer and other ungulates. Our 
state has a healthy bear population and can support it. And I support a spring bear hunt. So thank you.

2/23/2022 9:21 AM ProjectVoiceMail

From: Martha Hall Sent: Monday February 21 2022 9:38 AM To: Szvetecz Annie (DFW) Subject: Flawed rule-making process again External Email Hello Annie Szvetecz I m sending you a copy of a letter I m sending to commissioners because 
of your work with rule-making. I hope that you are as interested as I am in having the best possible rule-making processes. Unfortunately WDFW s process for the newest proposal to have spring bear hunting is already very flawed. Flaws 
so far include these: 1. Lack of adequate information for the public so we can provide substantive comments 2. Timing of when the WDFW Wildlife Program provides information - too late for the public to use in preparing our written 
comments or comments at the public hearing. After listening to the discussion about what policies apply to spring bear hunting at the end of the commission last Saturday I had to write a letter about the confusion and how meaningful 
this is. You may not know this but I ve questioned the policies used by the Wildlife Program for spring bear hunts for several years without getting any answer so I must assume that their habit of quoting one brief section of page 101 from 
the Game Management Plan is the policy they use. If so this raises many issues about why they can choose only one small quote from one page while ignoring other much more substantive sections that also pertain to spring bear hunting. 
Their use of this one small quote really seems to be arbitrary and capricious. During this discussion at the last commission meeting I was totally perplexed by the answer as all of WDFW s top managers were part of this discussion; they don 
t know and they won t have the answer until staff briefs the commission on spring bear hunts on March 11th which is immediately before the public hearing. WOW ! This confusion really requires a letter ! Staff also said at this meeting 
that info on the impacts of a major change in this proposal removing the date will also not be presented until that briefing. This means the public will not have any of this information on either topic until the briefing on March 11th which 
is just before the public hearing begins. This is the time-line for this proposal: written comments can be submitted between Feb. 1st and March 12th. This time-line means the public will not have this important info in time to use it as we 
prepare our written comments or the comments we provide at the public hearing. Many people have already turned in their written comments. Environmental laws included a lot of rules for process for a reason. The hope is that if the 
public provides substantive comments maybe these will provide new and different ideas. It is impossible to do this if we do not receive all of the information and receive it in time to use it in our comments. Too often comments actually 
are little more than a yes or no vote which is an entirely different kind of comment that may be used for something entirely different. This lack of adequate information means the rule-making process for the spring bear hunt proposal is 
already very flawed which has been happening very year with spring bear hunts. My guess is that this is why commissioners havge approved them over and over. Now the public is involved and we are asking the right questions and not 
getting answers. This is especially egregious this year because the new proposal includes major changes to what is usually proposed. The attached letter discusses these process issues so I think you might be interested. At the meeting 
when this discussion was happening all of WDFW s top managers were there as well as the commission.No one gave any thought to how the timing of staff s answers would negatively impact the ability of the public to provide substantive 
comments. I guess the public s role in the rule-making process is not a high priority at WDFW. This is unfortunate in a state agency. Thanks for all of your efforts to improve WDFW s rule-making process Martha Hall
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From: Commission (DFW) Sent: Tuesday February 22 2022 9:56 AM To: Bonagofski Heather L (DFW) ; Szvetecz Annie (DFW) Subject: FW: Letter with attachment for Commissioners For the record. From: Martha Hall Sent: Tuesday February 
22 2022 9:01 AM To: Commission (DFW) ; Szvetecz Annie (DFW) Subject: Letter with attachment for Commissioners External Email To: The WDFW Commission Office Topic: Request to send this e-mail with an attached letter to all of our 
WDFW commissioners From: Martha Hall Anacortes WA I would like to have this e-mail and the attached letter sent to all of our commissioners. I am very concerned about the lack of basic information being provided to the public 
regarding the new spring bear hunting proposal. During a discussion of spring bear hunting at the end of Saturday s commission meeting one of the commissioners asked a question that I ve asked many times what policies if any guide 
decision-making on spring bear hunting and how is the Game Management Plan used and does it contain policy. He said knowing this is important. Yes and it is important to the public too. Top WDFW managers were at this meeting but 
they could not provide an answer to this question. The commissioner was told the answers would be provided as part of the staff s briefing at the special March 11th meeting on the spring bear hunting proposal. This proposal also asks for 
major changes in this special hunt. These changes could result in major impacts for black bear management. These have not yet been disclosed. The commission was told that these too will be presented at the same briefing on March 
11th. The public is very interested in this information too. WDFW s failure to provide important information like this to the public in time for the public to prepare substantive comments on this information is unacceptable during the rule-
making process. Our time to provide written comments is February 1 to March 12th. Our public hearing is on March 11th immediately following this staff briefing. Unfortunately not providing adequate information or providing it during 
the staff briefing has been happening on spring bear hunting proposals for many years. This is one of the reasons why these special hunts are so controversial and opposition to these hunts has been increasing. For several years 
commissioners have promised a better process that included providing adequate information to the public and some commissioners who also care about the details. Why does WDFW continue to allow its Wildlife Program staff to 
continue mismanaging spring bear hunting? The attached letter explains these problems with the rule-making process and others. Laws that require public participation in decision-making were adopted because people believed 
substantive comments from the public might add new information and insights to the decision-making process which could improve the decisions. This cannot happen when WDFW fails to provide the public with all of the important 
information about its proposal and when this is not provided in a timely manner so we have time to think about it and include it in our comments. Commissioner McIsaac has said he wants information far enough ahead for the same 
reasons. So does the public. I hope the new commission will finally address these problems. Previous promises have not helped. Instead we have a new and very different spring bear hunt proposal with many major changes that is being 
fast-tracked because of a 4 to 3 commission vote in January. As predicted the costs of this decision are high for black bears and for the public. This did not have to happen. I hope commissioners will take the time to read the letter 
attached to this e-mail. Thank you Martha Hall
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I support spring bear hunting -Jon 2/23/2022 9:28 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rudy Rodriguez
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️ Wendy want to meet you! Click Here: https://clck.ru/c2n8M?g26r1 ️. Harbor http://harbor.elliptics.com/confirm/u.4dc377f9_vdvlakMVfBZ!loc=bebc200 Registration Complete 2/23/2022 9:47 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Spellman
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My name is Michelle Lewis and I oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 2/23/2022 9:59 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Flores and I oppose the spring. 2/23/2022 10:24 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Hello, my name is Yvonne Forres and I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing the bears. Thank you. Bye. 2/23/2022 10:29 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. kenzie campbell 1919 165th Pl NE Bellevue WA US kenzie5000@gmail.com
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amos Medford
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cooper Lange
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Dacus
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Walt Fridley
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Koball
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brady Palmer
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Hedges
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shannon Meadors 13413 NW 38th CtVancouver WA 98685
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

2/23/2022 11:57 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Swanson
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/23/2022 12:48 PM Email

Hi, I'm calling to say that I opposed spring bear hunting Spring bear hunting. Washington are exceptionally cool. Since trophy hunters can show mother bears and Cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and Cubs are most vulnerable 
merging from their den. Following hibernation, Please, please support a permanent van on spring bear hunting.

2/23/2022 12:51 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Ocskasy
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Gerhart
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely frank condarcuri
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Martin Roper
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Remington Ellis
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Mary Oconnell 2841 friendly grove road ne OLYMPIA WA US mmoc@pacbell.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Anna Gullickson 6997 Nahahum Canyon Rd Cashmere WA US dearrieta@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Connie Heimbignet 22331 NE 70th St Kirkland WA US ddchkirk@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Noushin Safaie 604 11th Ave E Seattle WA US noushinsafaie@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janelle Church 13947 Rainier View Dr Se Yelm WA US turnips-08beefy@icloud.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Kelly Sperber 28412 NE 66th Ave Battle Ground WA US ksperber@roadrunner.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. diana balgaard 1641 Bellevue Ave Apt 412 Seattle WA US balgaarddiana573@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lisa Bedker 1125 278TH ST NE Arlington WA US squirrel.bait@outlook.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision rather than appeasing 
the group who most wants to inflict the damage - the hunters - and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Franni Holman 3706 Burke Ave N Seattle WA US franni@catbirdseatmarketing.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. 9401 52nd St Se Snohomish WA US conbec@outlook.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Barbara Potgieter 2929 1st Ave Apt 921 Seattle WA US doublejoy97@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jeannine Frazier 6115 Ne 182nd St Kenmore WA US jeannine@delphena.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Saphire Blue 13335 Sw Reddings Beach Rd Vashon WA US liszka.saphire@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Candice Cassato 6417 54th Ave NW Olympia WA US cand47@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Steve Hamlin 18926 11th Ave. NE Shoreline WA US stevehamlin1@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Karena Klock 714 S Junett St Tacoma WA US karena.klock@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Mary Robinson 30016 57th Pl S Auburn WA US toshirofan@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Julie Taylor 4405 230th Pl SW Mountlake Terrace WA US julietaylor4405@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Erica Shirk 3101 Glendale Dr W University Place WA US eoshirk@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Nadia Erdolen 5243 Waldron Dr Ne Lacey WA US nadia.erdolen@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. ANDREW CORNER P.O. BOX 333 EDMONDS WA US acorner3@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Erica Shirk 3101 Glendale Dr W University Place WA US eoshirk@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. KRISTI MANDT 1115 East Denny Way Seattle WA US kristi@mma401k.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ruth Arterburn 18024 112Th Ave Se Renton WA US 4ruth7@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Sally Beynon 3939 Brothers Ct Gig Harbor WA US salleek16@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. mia heavyrunner 4576 westway drive se port orchard WA US miamoonbeam1313@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Prasanna Kumar Y R 3932 167th St SE Bothell WA US prask2@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. John Saunders 520 N. J St Tacoma WA US friedenstrasse7@outlook.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Sheryl Kimura 6011 Roosevelt Way NE Unit B Seattle WA US sherylkimura@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Alison Larson 26900 242nd Ave Se Maple Valley WA US aelarson55@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sandi Scarlett 2341A Bodie Mountain Rd Colville WA US cajunsmom@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Ruth King 6945 Mill Ct SE Lacey WA US ruthnk@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:08 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Danielle Kanso 4310 NE 56th St Vancouver WA US kansofamily@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Carrie Pilger 1232 159th Pl SW Lynnwood WA US pilger.carrie@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Christine Mullie 657 twisp Winthrop eastside rd Winthrop WA US mulliechristine@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ofra Peters 14714 E 17th Ave Spokane Vly WA US ofrap54@icloud.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ilka Mcgrady Po Box 73 Grapeview WA US ilkad1@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Kristi Hendrickson 2103 29th Ave S Seattle WA US khendrickson33@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Michaela O Bryan PO Box 691 Grayland WA US spiralmountain@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Animals are under terrible stress already due to the effects of climate change. We should be finding ways to HELP them survive rather than decreasing their numbers even more. And the cubs will need our 
protection even more. Please do not reinstate the hunt!!! Sincerely Ms. Sue Shonka 4249 Overlook Ct. Gig Harbor WA US shonkasue@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Shelly Laurie 457 Edwards Pl E Wenatchee WA US shelly.laurie@treetop.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Donna Shaver 2407 Se 152nd Ave Vancouver WA US pseu@pacifier.com

2/23/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lydia Condrea 16808 11th Pl NE Shoreline WA US lydiacondrea@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Patrice Weidner 401 E 5th St Apt 101 Port Angeles WA US patriceweidner@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:12 PM Email

LEAVE THE KILLING OF BLACK BEARS ALONE! WHY DO HUMANS HAVE TO GET THEIR FINGERS IN EVERYTHING! NO BLACK BEAR HUNTS!!!!!! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear 
hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is 
one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful 
death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from 
their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild 
populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Ronni Moyer 211 W. 28th St Vancouver WA US ronnimoyer@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss stephanie peron 10220 50th place west MUKILTEO WA US sauseyp77@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. SUZAN RICKEY 15809 N. E. 56th Way REDMOND WA US suzric26@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Heather Van Vorous 2336 32nd Ave S Seattle WA US heather@helpforibs.com

2/23/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Michael Cotta 1202 N 46th St Seattle WA US loomdrummer@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Dessi Armstrong 9217 NE 164th Ave Vancouver WA US dstoilkov@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. adrian whorton 4533 W Laurel Dr NE Seattle WA US awhorton2@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Juley Karns 11414 E 25th Ave Spokane valley WA US emankarns@msn.com

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Angela Isaacs 11609 Ne 61st Ln Kirkland WA US soxay@earthlink.net

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Marcia Driver 14520 E Broadway Ave Spokane Vly WA US marciad1954@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Timothy Lynch 2607 Harris Ave Richland WA US tgcjl@msn.com

2/23/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Karen Leifker 6285 KRISTEN CT NINE MILE FLS WA US karenleifker@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Robert Blumenthal 2812 NE 62nd St. SEATTLE WA US rblument@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Julie Moore 7257 Tracyton Blvd Nw Bremerton WA US julielmoore2@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Lynne Mcdonough 14314 214th Way Ne Woodinville WA US lynnem518@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Crystal Curtis 38721 Auburn Enumclaw Rd Se Auburn WA US moonlunaus@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. joe sheeran 1707 gala way ellensburg WA US sheeranj@cwu.edu

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jeannine Sielinski 5533 163rd Ct NE Redmond WA US j9marie@live.com

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Stop being heartless and learn the ecosystem! People kill black bears just because they want to kill something. Let these bears live! Enough die in fires and other natural causes. People do not need 
to kill bears! Bears are more intelligent and compassionate than the idiots killing them! We MUST make this a better world for animals and it starts with you!!! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 
spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. 
Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a 
slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get 
separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at 
managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Leslie Mix PO Box 2456 Kirkland WA US leslie@academiclink.us

2/23/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Barlow

2/23/2022 3:21 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sharon Galloway 7515 12th Ave Ne Seattle WA US sharon@live-wires.com

2/23/2022 3:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Miriam Danu 146 Polo Park Drive Bellingham WA US aquila_danu@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sandy Petrarca 323 N 83rd st Seattle WA US smpetrac@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. frank Kroger 1504 e Alder st Seattle WA US frankkroger@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sara Cardace 111 First St. Ave S. Seattle WA US scardace@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:24 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Barbara Robinson 4012 NNevada SPOKANE WA US br99207@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Paula Sjunneson 1916 Pike Pl Seattle WA US psjunneson@me.com

2/23/2022 3:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Mary Guard 453 Rockledge Rd Friday Harbor WA US guard52@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Veronica Craker 1775 Columbia Park Trl Apt 123 Richland WA US vncraker@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Carole Olson 1550 NW 195th St Shoreline WA US caroleolson98@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Deborah Adatto Po Box 99790 Seattle WA US deborah.adatto@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Erin Heilig 23903 E Winter Pine Ln Newman Lake WA US erinheilig@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Frances Porter 520 NW 54th St. Vancouver WA US quinlandpdx@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Suzannah Winstedt 527 W Simpson Ave. McCleary WA US swinstedt@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Monica Takiguchi 14200 Tukwila International Blvd B Tukwila WA US fantasyminx@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:28 PM Email

WTF IS WRONG WITH YOU MONSTERS! BENDING OVER FOR WHITE MALES! I LL JUST BET YOU ARE COMMIES! A Cold War Veteran well trained to recognize&report Traitors I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to 
suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers 
are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood 
loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers 
frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to 
be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Valerie Mcnulty PO Box 971 Burlington WA US vam4metoo@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Jason Vanbruaene 8837 17th Ave SW Seattle WA US noesis_kiitos@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. John Sailer 1240 W Sims Way Pmb138 Port Townsend WA US sailerinport@msn.com

2/23/2022 3:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Elizabeth Murray P.O. Box 1121 Poulsbo WA US emurray404@aol.com

2/23/2022 3:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Tuhin Banerjee 1644 Naples Ln. Richland WA US dr.tuhinbanerjee@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Linda Chase PO Box 1440 Snoqualmie WA US chaselinda360@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: My family and I are disappointed that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Are you aware that black 
bears are especially vulnerable in the spring after a winter hibernation they are desperately searching for food and mother bears are caring for cubs? Do you know that Washington is one of only eight states that still allow bear hunting 
during this critical period? Are you aware that many hunted animals are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection and a slow sad and painful death? We understand that the 
new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring however there is no way to guarantee that a solo bear doesn t have offspring. Additionally black bear cubs stay with their mothers for 17 
months if the spring black bear hunt goes forward orphaned cubs will undoubtedly be left to suffer and starve. We strongly urge the F&W commission to abide by the previous decision. We strongly urge the F&W commission to NOT 
reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Pamela Gross & family 2341 Bailer Hill Rd Friday Harbor WA US pamelag@rockisland.com

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. S C 18005 Fremont Ave N Shoreline WA US boobahrools@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sean O Dell 14011 143rd Ave Se Renton WA US sw_odell@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Candice Townsend 382 Nw Paulson Rd Poulsbo WA US rainymountaincountry@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Anita Scheunemann 6316 199TH Loop SW ROCHESTER WA US arscheu@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. corina bakke 23565 130th Ct SE KENT WA US corinabakke@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

-----Original Message----- From: Brian and Alia Scoggin Sent: Wednesday February 9 2022 6:04 AM To: Rules Coordinator (DFW) Subject: Spring bear External Email On behalf of a family that has been hunting the blue mountains since 1937 
please leave spring bear seasons alone. The sportsman that put the in effort to draw hunt and finally harvest are responsible and not going to be shooting sows with cubs anyway. I m 34 years old and have been hunting the Blues for 
about 26 years. Even in those 26 years I have seen our deer and elk numbers crash. Much of that is because of our lack of hound hunting for bears and cougars. Please don t take away or reduce the one shiny spot we actually have in 
predator control all the while making WDFW plenty of money! Thank you for your time. Sent from my iPhone

2/23/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Krista Mcgee 28748 Songlark Blvd NE Kingston WA US dudie186@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Barbara Thompson 10013 NE Hazel Dell Ave #206 Vancouver WA US b1@gosideways.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Angie Kelsay 406 Prospect Avenue MUKILTEO WA US angieccs@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Tamara Kustka 4110 S 144st Tukwila WA US sassafrass400@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Your previous decision to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt was the correct one. You may have made that decision because you know that is a particularly vulnerable time for black bears as 
they emerge from hibernation often with cubs and needing to find food. I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. 
Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. That is not a worthy or proud statistic but instead a shameful and unnecessary one. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but 
rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy 
way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and 
orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Your previous decision was 
the humane correct one. Sincerely Mrs. Nancy Jacobs 12203 NE 37th St. Bellevue WA US bnjacobs@frontier.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jain ****inson 4312 239th St E Spanaway WA US vondomic@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Garcia

2/23/2022 3:35 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Aren t these bears coming out of hibernation with cubs in many cases? How can you allow the murder of a mother and leave her cubs? This is shameful and unconscionable. STOP IT! Hunters are not concerned with 
bear families or what happens to the bears and the ecosystem as a result of people hunting. They are concerned with the hunt only and getting their target and perhaps bragging and showing off what they killed with a high power rifle 
from a distance - not very brave or fair to claws and teeth that have to be up close and personal . This is antiquated behavior at this point in time from primitive times when tribes depended on the hunt to survive and celebrated the kill 
because if they did not get food they would die. We do not live in those times anymore and we have killed most of other species on earth and we have to stop if we want anything left. This is a sad fact of our huge human population and 
we ALL are going to have to give up certain things to bring back health to this earth and have a life support system that works for everyone - including us. Bear hunting in the spring when cubs are vulnerable is one of them that needs to 
stop if we want a healthy bear population for the ecosystem first and then hunters who don t seem to value any other species besides themselves can cull the population and feel justified in killing another living creature...which to me is 
one of the saddest commentaries about us... Sincerely MS. Angie Dixon 6949 Humphrey Rd Clinton WA US angied@whidbey.com

2/23/2022 3:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Cassandra Coleman 17259 NE 156th Ct Woodinville WA US cassandralcoleman@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. michael maghakian 3111 Brandywine Court Bellingham WA US mmaghakian@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Antoinette Bonsignore 12411 Ne Totem Lake Way Unit 102 Kirkland WA US antbonsignore@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Collette Riopelle 2909 Walnut St Bellingham WA US clastant@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lorna Wagner 968 Philpott Rd Colville WA US stillcrazytoo@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:38 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Penelope Moore 9412 218thSt St Ct E Graham WA US pennewithane@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Michelle Crow 6127 St Andrews Dr Mukilteo WA US michellecrow@everettdentist.com

2/23/2022 3:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ann Bradshaw 110 E 10th St # B Snohomish WA US abradsha7@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Vivienne Bembridge 7901 127th Ave Se Newcastle WA US vivienne@davecpa.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sally Kiepe 1717 Rockefeller Ave. Apt 250 Everett WA US sallyss1023@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. C J 728 N Cook St Spokane WA US prettyinpink999@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Wendy Bowman 2613 Judd St SE Lacey WA US wbowman17@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Aileen Taylor 13408 E 22nd Ave Spokane Valley WA US aileent575@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jessica Walsh 8323 Ne 162nd Ct Kenmore WA US jlwalsh81@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Lin Boulay 328 Laurel St. Shelton WA US linboulay@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jennifer Gindt 1513 S 32nd Ave Yakima WA US jengindt@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. karen kapscady 1758 Alki Ave Sw Upper Unit Seattle WA US kkapsca@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Ben Rall 2217 W Crown Ave Spokane WA US intolerantleft@protonmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Thor Thompson 10302 14th Ave. Nw Seattle WA US tthompsonseattle@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Elizabeth Hilpert 1216 S Hills Dr Wenatchee WA US lizzylizajane@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Julie hay 7506 88Th Ave Sw Lakewood WA US deboluvslucy@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Robin Campos 503 E Kamilche Ave Montesano WA US campossmith_07@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Emma Turton 9211 NE 15th Ave Apt B315 Vancouver WA US empinkflamingo@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. M Murray 1 Pike St Seattle WA US murrml@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Tracy Hazen 2918 Cascade Rdg. E Wenatchee WA US tracyahazen@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Terry Jongejan 9327 45th Pl Se Snohomish WA US terry_jongejan@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Jean Thornsbury 36721 6th Ave Sw Federal Way WA US jean_thornsbury@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Ed Loosli 500 State Route 409 Cathlamet WA US ed-l@sbcglobal.net

2/23/2022 3:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Kristine Gaffney Po Box 3813 Omak WA US kgomak@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Barbara Blackwood 11916 E 25th Ave Spokane Vly WA US barbara.bb@comcast.net

2/23/2022 3:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Marv Serhan 5835 Nw Inglewood Court Camas WA US marv@marvserhan.com

2/23/2022 3:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jane Mcintosh 14430 NE 22nd Ave Vancouver WA US jane@mcintosh.com

2/23/2022 3:54 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. KARNEN APPUDORAY 3107 14th Avenue Ct NW Puyallup WA US fortyauto@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Neal Umphred 9301 Avondale Road Northeast REDMOND WA US nealumphred@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Steve Green 12719 Country Club Place Burlington WA US malogatos@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Richard Nedbalek 4668 Bedford Ave Bellingham WA US richard.nedbalek@gmail.com

2/23/2022 3:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Paula Hooser 4208 S 223rd St Kent WA US paula_hooser@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 3:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. David Ryan 1072 Woodside Ln Langley WA US davidcoleridgeryan@mac.com

2/23/2022 3:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron McLain

2/23/2022 3:57 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Patricia Domke-Armstrong 5513 Bay Ridge Dr Blaine WA US petlover_22@msn.com

2/23/2022 3:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Shelby Woolever 304 Sycamore St Woodland WA US shjelvik@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 3:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Kathleen Sailer 1240 W Sims Way Pmb138 Port Townsend WA US jksailer@msn.com

2/23/2022 3:58 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Shannon Fitzsimmons Des Moines WA US lbbluff@msn.com

2/23/2022 4:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Will Luu 422 Summit Ave E Apt 702 SEATTLE WA US sftrance78@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 4:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Ji-Young Kim 19230 25th Ave Se Bothell WA US jiyoungk98@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Meaghan Casey 1048 Edmonds St Edmonds WA US mlbc13@aol.com

2/23/2022 4:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. There are too many variables that happen when cubs are born in the Spring. Spring is not the time to be killing bears. Humanity begins with each one of us. Be Humane. Sincerely Ms. Leslie McIntosh Unit 209 
Bellingham WA US bellinghamwa51@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Teresa Acosta 14816 Bothell Way NE Apt 138 Lk Forest Pk WA US teresa@acosta.net

2/23/2022 4:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Paula Olson 111 Nw Columbia Dr Apta1 Oak Harbor WA US pjcancer71@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: This is OUTRIGHT POLITICAL BS the bar to moral and ethical integrity common sense and social and ecological benefit AGAIN OVERWRITTEN BY SOCIALLY SICK SELF-SERVING DARK MONEY FUNDED 
BACK ROOM POLITICAL NEGOTIATIONS TO RE-WRITE REGULATIONS AT THE WHIM OF THE POLITICALLY WEALTHY and POWERFULLY CONNECTED. I an so sick of this SLEAZY POLITICAL MORAL and ETHICAL EQUIVOCATION by supposed 
public representatives working to benefit the public not sleazy gutless impotent social lunatics! This time within months of receiving an intelligent WDFW decision comes this ludicrously obvious political reversal after previously voting to 
suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers 
are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood 
loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers 
frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to 
be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to GROW A BACKBONE and abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Patrick Conn 22018 126th Ct Se Kent WA US 
nvr2l82conntactme@comcast.net

2/23/2022 4:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Shelley Eckersley 1841 Edwards Point Roberts WA US crocks.dahlias-0t@icloud.com

2/23/2022 4:04 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Bob Delastrada 1516 Decatur St. Sw Unit 130 Olympia WA US bobdelastrada@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Valli Hale 7717 97 ave sw Lakewood WA US valli76hale@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Patricia Beckman 4911 S 283rd Pl Auburn WA US trish@trishbeckman.com

2/23/2022 4:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Tyler Johnson 9112 Ash Ave Se Snoqualmie WA US tyler.s.johnson@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Michelle Morris 2027 Ferry St. Shelton WA US michymich93@outlook.com

2/23/2022 4:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Addy Brights 1416 NW 46th St Ste 105 # 424 Seattle WA US addybrights@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Marie Weis 248 Shorewood Ct Fox Island WA US marieweis@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 4:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Stephanie Holman 2703 11th Ave W Seattle WA US psholman@mac.com

2/23/2022 4:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Charles Hartik PO Box 461 Tonasket WA US kallex33@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:11 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Julie McGuire 10337 11th Ave Nw Seattle WA US janickols@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Rebecca Glass 18003 Stone Ave N Shoreline WA US bkglass@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ron Good PO Box 862 Port Townsend WA US ronportergood@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Tracy Ouellette 14078 Mactaggart Ave. Bow WA US tracyjouellette@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Kimberly Pelarski 350 1st Ave. W Apt 605 Seattle WA US klawsandpawspetsitter@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Terry Saxe 677 Middle Satsop Rd Montesano WA US wraith39@centurylink.net

2/23/2022 4:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Maude Dews 510 Forsyth Ln Unit 211 Edmonds WA US sandrock88@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:19 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Betsy Grimes 17830 SE 58th PL BELLEVUE WA US betsygrimes@comcast.net

2/23/2022 4:19 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Michael Nielsen 505 N 7th Ave Sequim WA US wsucougar1@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:20 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lelia Cosimbescu 3808 Equestrian Dr. West Richland WA US lcosimbescu@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jeri Delaney 3459 108th Ave Se Bellevue WA US jeridelaney2@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:27 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Eleanor Israel 10024 138th Ave SE RAINIER WA US eleanorisrael1@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:27 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Steven Omdal 12770 Eagle Dr Burlington WA US sao.652652@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Gary Dayton 111 194th St E Spanaway WA US gdblue123@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Cynthia Cooper 10703 Phinney Avenue North Seattle WA US shanreal@aol.com

2/23/2022 4:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Malisa Harding-DeOchoa 10408 Pine Ct Pasco WA US malisadeochoa@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Teri Hall 2524 Queen St Bellingham WA US terimh@comcast.net

2/23/2022 4:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Francse Hansen 1455 Maple St Clarkston WA US rebamacenswine@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:32 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Angela Hoy 21823 Se 249th Pl Maple Valley WA US angela_hoy@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 4:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was upset to hear that after voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt. They are going to have it There are cubs that need their mother they will die without her. It is wrong to allow this 
hunt to take place. It is sick & wrong& ado many cubs will die! What is wrong with people? They are not yours to decide to murder or not. I ask you to stop this murdering from taking place. Sincerely Ms. Sharon Rose 20130 8th Ave S Des 
Moines WA US sharonrose7773@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Brett Renville 9810 NE 202nd St Bothell WA US farmergiles33@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:37 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sheila Markman 606 Nw 88th St Seattle WA US sheilamarkman@msn.com

2/23/2022 4:37 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Merrin McKeon 94-1 Schafer Meadows Ln Montesano WA US merrinmckeon@outlook.com

2/23/2022 4:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Theresa Sullivan 15321 virginia lp. poulsbo WA US theresa15321@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Cynthia Cavalle 1048 Edmonds St Edmonds WA US cacavalle@aol.com

2/23/2022 4:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Randy Williams 50 University St Apt 903 Seattle WA US randywilliams777@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Hallmar Calderon Herrera 606 Lilly Rd Ne Apt 313 Olympia WA US hallmar71@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Anita Aleksejev 1960 Saturna Pl Point Roberts WA US ajacks@pointroberts.net

2/23/2022 4:42 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Diane Bigelow 1715 S 66th Ave Yakima WA US dilowdiane@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Ruth Heyes RN 3415 Q st Vancouver WA US karunaheart@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Patricia Trapp 2609 W Decatur Ave Spokane WA US ttrapptiger5@aol.com

2/23/2022 4:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Maria Kjaerulff P. O. Box 1685 Gig Harbor WA US maria@mariabarnowl.com

2/23/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Campbell

2/23/2022 4:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Stéphanie Royer 410 w Roy st Seattle WA US ladisteph@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jauna Beeks 21 Bird Creek Rd Glenwood WA US jlbeeks3159@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Elaine Wood 136 E Rockwood Blvd Spokane WA US flamingocity@q.com

2/23/2022 4:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Ronald Reed 7510 S. Mountain Springs Ln. SPOKANE WA US ron1173@outlook.com

2/23/2022 4:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jan Goegan 16804 37th Ave Nw Stanwood WA US jangoegan@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:46 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lisa Wathne 2801 Ne 195th St. #20 Lake Forest Park WA US lisawathne@comcast.net

2/23/2022 4:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. MaryJo Fontenot 1142 Isaacs Ave. Walla Walla WA US fontenmj@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:48 PM Email

Message to Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife s Fish and Wildlife Commission; I strongly encourage you re voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt which the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black 
bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical 
period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs 
less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers 
for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and 
not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Louise Batten Apt. O-302 OLYMPIA WA US apogeep30@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Carol Torres 109 W . Park Ave Selah WA US cstar7325@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Anne Milligan 137-D Hilltop Dr Sequim WA US anna.arts@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 4:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Wendy Beasley 902 214th Pl SW Lynnwood WA US pergobarb@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 4:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janice Wilfing 167 Sunset Pl Sequim WA US jwilfing12@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Pamela L Hernandez 5736 59th St NE Seattle WA US phernandez52@gmail.com

2/23/2022 4:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. I have been hiking in the Cascade 
Mountains since 1972 and have only once had the thrill of seeing a bear in the wild. The bear was running across an alpine meadow with its long fur waving and shimmering in the sunlight. It was a magnificent creature. I hate to think that 
in these times with climate changes and human encroachment making it even harder for wild creatures to survive that the State of Washington might make it even harder for me to view one of these animals in our stunning mountains --- 
a symbol of wilderness. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter 
during this critical period. Additionally hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Thank you very much for your 
consideration. Sincerely MR. john hastil 511 N 83rd St seattle WA US craigfish2020@outlook.com

2/23/2022 4:54 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Ernetta Skerlec 6801 77th St W Lakewood WA US ernieskerlec@earthlink.net

2/23/2022 4:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Lydia Sherwood 27 VALLEY CREST WAY Bellingham WA US bravols1@aol.com

2/23/2022 5:01 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jorden Ruggles 19738 156th Ave ne Woodinville WA US jordieruggles@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Chelsea Norvell 280 Elliott Rd. Cowiche WA US catsrkool1992@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely matthew johnson

2/23/2022 5:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Judith Derby 2057 Victoria Ave Port Townsend WA US judyderby@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 5:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Teresa Mirante 18709 23rd Ave NE Lake Forest Park WA US termir@msn.com

2/23/2022 5:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Gianina Graham 5442 160th PL NE REDMOND WA US gianina.graham@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lori Greenfield 5841 125th Pl Sw Mukilteo WA US greenfieldl@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sarah Lane 11906 Venice Loop Ne Bainbridge Is WA US sal@inkshedinc.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Diana Sonne 8520 Evanston Ave N Apt 203 Seattle WA US deeahnah1945@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Donna Arnold 10608 17th Ave S Apt F Tacoma WA US harleysgirlz2@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Cris Gonzales 2990 Upland Way Ferndale WA US tlcgonzales@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Halle Corbett 1951 31st Ave W Seattle WA US hallecorbett@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Courtney Wilson 124 Barbara St Sequim WA US courtneywilson78@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Zhana Alendar 700 N 160th St. Apt A305 Shoreline WA US alendar_zhana@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Maxine Clark 8731 Highway 112 Sekiu WA US maxclark90@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Diana Fries 8368 Road E.5 SE Othello WA US friesdm@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Michael Gourley 1414 10th Avenue Seattle WA US dodgy.sons.09@icloud.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Adam Udovich 4500 Martin Way E Spc 113 Olympia WA US audovich77@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Luana Schneider PO BOX 28972 BELLINGHAM WA US luasch@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Nancy Boderick 52804 N Frazier Rd Benton City WA US nboderick@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Diane Sullivan 1231 SW Kalama Loop Oak Harbor WA US dianealida@mac.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Caroline Conroy 13301 Se 307th Street Auburn WA US carolinegreen355@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jennifer Forbes 10306 Holman Rd N Apt 206 Seattle WA US jennforbes@gmail.com
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely will hoppe
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Cindy Parsons PO Box 6106 Bellevue WA US grapevinehats@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jacqueline Draszt 3155 E 11th Ave Spokane WA US jacquelinedraszt@me.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Abigail Houghton 4305 S Webster St Seattle WA US frogwitch@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lori Stefano 22440 Vale Ct Se Yelm WA US lorilstefano@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Amanda Mikalson 1608 E S Riverton Ave Apt A303 Spokane WA US occamsbroom@icloud.com
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Bunn
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Josh D 16034 NE 105th CT Redmond WA US joshisintheclouds@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Maya Hartford 2715 E Smith Rd Bellingham WA US nwhartford@broadstripe.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Jim Wingate 16320 N Hatch Rd Colbert WA US james.wingate@ymail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Desiree Nagyfy 1120 E Westmoreland Rd Deer Park WA US dnagyfy@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Susan Hansch 1520 Vista Dr Puyallup WA US hanschsusan@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Barbara Tountas 20407 30th Ave NE SEATTLE WA US babaanntee@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 5:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Cynthia Lachance 11002 SE Petrovitsky Rd # B102 Renton WA US clachance33@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:42 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I am disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Leave the bears alone! How many 
animals must we kill?? Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their 
slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would 
prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs 
typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to 
abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Julie Tzucker 5733 122nd Ave SE Apt 141 Bellevue WA US jtzucker@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Donna Doyle 6045 Merlot Ln SE Lacey WA US donnadoyle@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 5:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Jody Caicco 23402 Ne 108th St Vancouver WA US jodycaicco@icloud.com

2/23/2022 5:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Grace Padelford 11807 100th Ave NE B101 Kirkland WA US gapadelford@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Beverly Roberts 5701 Lerch Rd Snohomish WA US bevroberts224@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Katelyn Lundberg 3705 105th Pl SE Everett WA US lundberg06@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 5:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chanaan Nusbaum

2/23/2022 5:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Karen Fortier 28129 Florence Acres Rd Monroe WA US klfortier@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 5:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was angered and disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are 
especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many 
animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year 
old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months 
wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate 
the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Earl Benson 2409 Lisa Lane Bellingham WA US earl.benson@wwu.edu

2/23/2022 5:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Neli Uzunova 3251 S 180th Pl Seatac WA US neli_u@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 5:48 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Young

2/23/2022 5:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Kathryn Okawa 2620 143rd St SW # A Lynnwood WA US okawak@aol.com

2/23/2022 5:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Ginger Goldman 688 110th Avenue NE Bellevue WA US gingergold@comcast.net

2/23/2022 5:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Taylor Reed 6101 NE 44th Circle VANCOUVER WA US skettix@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Dan Schneider 814 NE 84th St Seattle WA US dlschneiderx@outlook.com

2/23/2022 5:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Klaudia Englund 7630 Cypress Way Anacortes WA US klaudia.englund@gmail.com

2/23/2022 5:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Joan Hunt 22100 86th Ave. W Edmonds WA US hhjh@frontier.com

2/23/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Bane

2/23/2022 5:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Alexander Kinsey

2/23/2022 5:59 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and n Libby PO Box 
1922 FRIDAY HARBOR WA US celadondahlia@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 6:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Steve Juliano 12514 se Mc gillivray Vancouver WA US srufusrat@aol.com

2/23/2022 6:00 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Llyn Brickley 4815 Baker Dr. Everett WA US llyn@brickley.org

2/23/2022 6:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Stop allowing the slaughter of the public s wildlife. Sincerely Ms. jeri ichikawa 21903 Ne 227th Ave Battle Ground WA US sachan1313@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Christina Dyson 7581 old Redmond rd Redmond WA US christinadyson@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 6:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Julie A Olson 18121 145th Ave Se Renton WA US jolson9870@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Claudia Clement 6618 Hunt Highlands Loop Gig Harbor WA US cclement.sb@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Connie Domenech 103 Blake Way Friday Harbor WA US mamacat@interisland.net

2/23/2022 6:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Thanh Nguyen 29643 22nd Ave S Federal Way WA US aydtxn@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janet Nace 15000 Ne 249th Ave Brush Prairie WA US janet_nace@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Raymond Collins 3306 NE 202nd St. Lake Forest Park WA US winit48@comcast.net

2/23/2022 6:14 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sandy Gese P.O. Box 623 Ione WA US zoot_mama@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Burke

2/23/2022 6:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Darren Rudd

2/23/2022 6:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Holly Rennhack 15103 30Th Dr Se Mill Creek WA US holly_rennhack@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 6:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Torah Wolf 3323 E 55th Ave Spokane WA US genieofthelamp@rocketmail.com

2/23/2022 6:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Cheri Pysson 418 N. Govan Ave Sequim WA US cheripysson@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Brandie Deal 301 225th St Sw Bothell WA US laughsalot0579@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Emily Levine 5040 MLK Jr Way S Seattle WA US levine.emily@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Alyne Fortgang 1001 Vinton ct Seattle WA US alyne16@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Jackie Williamson 4122 E Woolard Ct Colbert WA US williamsonjackie@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 6:24 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. jacqueline conquest PO BOX 351 Carnation WA. 98014 Carnation WA US ladyofthesun@msn.com

2/23/2022 6:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. jalien shandler 1730 labounty #3-18 ferndale WA US 7jalien@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Helena Fantin 13807 48th Dr SE Snohomish WA US helena.fantin@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Lynn Graham 358 S Garden St Bellingham WA US animalwelfare77@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Bobbi Gohr 24120 104th Pl W EDMONDS WA US bobbigohr@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jeannie Park 8228 Green Lake Dr N Apt 310 Seattle WA US themonk15@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Tracy O Donnell 24134 22nd Pl S Des Moines WA US tracyodonnell.kw@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Tyler Otto 23901 Se 241st St Maple Valley WA US tylertt8@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Stephen Winslow

2/23/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Hendrickson

2/23/2022 6:32 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Linda Wasserman 1510 N Steele St. Tacoma WA US coolauthor2@gmail.com

2/23/2022 6:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Lewis

2/23/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

2/23/2022 6:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Franklin Zalar

2/23/2022 6:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. pete mandeville 1815 E Center St Spokane WA US pete.mandeville@att.net

2/23/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lance Olson

2/23/2022 6:45 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Briana McRee 18045 248th Ave. SE Maple Valley WA US b.mcree@msn.com

2/23/2022 6:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Hosey

2/23/2022 6:47 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Elizabeth Walton 944 210th Ave NE Sammamish WA US lizwalton@comcast.net

2/23/2022 6:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Ignorance is not bliss anymore! Animal cruelty abuse and murder are federal crimes!!! Stop ignoring public opinion!!! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 
spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. 
Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a 
slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get 
separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at 
managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. retro jet PO BOX 868 Mckenna WA US retrojet@ywave.com

2/23/2022 6:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. B Moody 7908 Ne 159th St Vancouver WA US vegan@comcast.net

2/23/2022 6:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Stephanie Edwards 13316 Evermore Ln Sw Port Orchard WA US sedwards29@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 6:52 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Scott Species 1922 9th Ave. # 401 Seattle WA US sspecies@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Janet Kimoff 19439 1st Ave S Normandy Park WA US jkimoff@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Adamson

2/23/2022 6:57 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. John Gieser 7754 25th Ave. NW Seattle WA US johngieser@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregory Smith

2/23/2022 6:59 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Mark Meyers 5206 California Ave SW #6 SEATTLE WA US mr.markmeyers@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 7:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Tika Bordelon 1400 Hubbell Pl Seattle WA US tikab1@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Diana Jung 4107 NE 35TH AVENUE VANCOUVER WA US pmdiana7@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. thor t 1211 aquavisw gig harbor WA US thort@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 7:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. j g 3011 n 30 tacoma WA US jgold@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 7:12 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Colleen Carey 3514 S Jefferson Dr Spokane WA US crcarey49@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kathie Grignon 2463 road 10.2 ne Moses lake WA US shukat@msn.com

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Kim Macabio 1618 E Weile Ave Spokane WA US kpr5958@ymail.com

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS j j 2210 minor ave e seattle WA US spksea@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Michael Essi 120 Broadway Seattle WA US michaeljessi@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Hannah Vuong 5506 240th St SW Mountlake Terrace WA US hkvuong@uw.edu

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Marguerite Winkel 2012 W 3rd Spokane WA US pegartista@earthlink.net

2/23/2022 7:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lucas Zoeller

2/23/2022 7:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Matthew Cloner PO Box 58623 Tukwila WA US mcloner@earthlink.net

2/23/2022 7:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lynette Mclean 2310 NE 13TH PL Renton WA US joelynette03@msn.com

2/23/2022 7:20 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Larry Mahlis 9611 12th Ave NE Seattle WA US larrymahlis@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 7:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Stephanie Morgan 11416 NE 189th st. Battle Ground WA US sporsche911@aol.com

2/23/2022 7:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Greg Stone

2/23/2022 7:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Vicki Stanton 30111 8th Ave SW Federal Way WA US vkstanton@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Missy Timberman 7721 23rd Ave Nw Seattle WA US mtimberman62@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Keali Nowak 1339 s 279th st Des Moines WA US nowakkeali@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Dawn Everett 4401 80th St NE Unit 41 Marysville WA US dawnreverett@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 7:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Broc Bowers

2/23/2022 7:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Gillian Ellis 1223 NE 104th St Seattle WA US gillianmaeellis@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS ileana vasquez 300 lenora st seattle WA US ileanavasquez@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 7:36 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Margaret Placher 5326 W. Shawnee Ave. Spokane WA US mplacher1@outlook.com

2/23/2022 7:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Stephanie Sargeant 1601 SE SPINAKER WAY vancouver WA US sjsgt68@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/23/2022 7:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Vicki Francks 6303 Ne 181st St Kenmore WA US vnfrancks@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 7:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Kerry Masters 23712 E 3rd Ave Liberty Lake WA US klmasters420@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Susan Costello 15624 Ne 159th St. Woodinville WA US sherborn3@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. thomas kenison 16617 Marine View DR SW Burien WA US thk2@comcast.net

2/23/2022 7:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Rebecca Brown 2224 E S Riverton Ave Apt 106 Spokane WA US beccabr88@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Michelle Goff 5127 150th Street Se Everett WA US michellegoff@msn.com

2/23/2022 7:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Elaine Somers 24406 132nd St. SE Monroe WA US elsomers@comcast.net

2/23/2022 7:50 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Beth Hall 5408 Fisher Ct Se Olympia WA US ccus12@aol.com

2/23/2022 7:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Darlene Maurer 350 Overland Dr Cle Elum WA US dargirl13@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Debbie Chewning 8618 55th Pl NE Marysville WA US dchewning_4@msn.com

2/23/2022 7:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Judy Bluhm 10720 Auburn WA US jbluhm@comcast.net

2/23/2022 7:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Swati Mewara 324 Central Way KIRKLAND WA US mewara.swati@gmail.com

2/23/2022 7:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. Oh for **** sake! This is still a thing? THEY WERE HERE FIRST. Knock it off. I 
urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Tracy Mosier 114 Peninsula Dr Kelso WA US tracya80@icloud.com

2/23/2022 7:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sylvia Berrios 1319 SE Ellsworth Rd Apt 18 Vancouver WA US dodgecali08@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Nadia Duffy 2526 29th Ave. W Seattle WA US wnkduffy@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Alexis Lund 19732 166th Ave. NE Woodinville WA US lexilund@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:04 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Erik LaRue 17567 Maiben Road BURLINGTON WA US pacific2626@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Johnson

2/23/2022 8:05 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Chris Northcross 400 Wall St Apt 310 Seattle WA US chrsnrthcrss@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Debbie Metzler 14620 Holiday Dr Nw Gig Harbor WA US metzlerdk@comcast.net

2/23/2022 8:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Darlene Baker 22016 Se 28th St Sammamish WA US darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 8:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sally Sheck 5757 Overlook Avenue Ne Tacoma WA US sallydmander@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robeet Long

2/23/2022 8:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Guitierez

2/23/2022 8:19 PM Email

There is zero reason to allow black bears to be killed in our state. Their killing is unnecessary and immoral. My family hopes you will not allow the hunting of black bears especially in the vulnerable springtime. I was disappointed to learn 
that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a 
long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries 
ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear 
doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. 
Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Tracy Hendershott 1314 4th Pl Kirkland 
WA US lichen@sprynet.com

2/23/2022 8:23 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Cynda Cleveland 10007 Woodlawn Pl SW Lakewood WA US arrowcutting@aol.com

2/23/2022 8:23 PM Email

To whom it may concern: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring 
when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not 
killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with 
offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in 
danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear 
hunt. Sincerely Cathy Albrecht 844 Hindley Ln Edmonds WA US cathyalbrechtabc@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:26 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Tammy Brazeau 27888 Shannon Ln Ne Kingston WA US tjbrazeau@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Loren Schrag

2/23/2022 8:27 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Brynn Walters 3210 Bay Rd Ferndale WA US brynn.fortune@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Heidi Shuler 16004 Ne 85th St Vancouver WA US shulerh60@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 8:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. David Todnem 6509 S Mount Angeles Rd Port Angeles WA US dormtodnem@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. JAY ZHANG 14712 Se 184th Pl Renton WA US jiazhu@aol.com

2/23/2022 8:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Susan Thiel 1810 172nd. St. E Spanaway WA US susanthiel1948@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Deb Gilbertson 4212 Ne 203rd St Lk Forest Pk WA US deb.gilbertson@comcast.net

2/23/2022 8:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Karla Romano 2623 46th Ave W Seattle WA US karla-romano@comcast.net

2/23/2022 8:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Gregory Stanton 30111 8th Ave SW Federal Way WA US ioastan@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 8:40 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Hernan Navas 4805 244th. Street Mountlake Terrace WA US hernannav@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Sharren Davis 15423 NE 14th St Vancouver WA US sherrie.davis@me.com

2/23/2022 8:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Noriko O. 506 26th Ave Seattle WA US nosada99@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Cheryl Race 17451 Ahtanum Rd Yakima WA US iwonder78202@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission It s just not fair; it s unbecoming behavior for a true sportsperson. I mean they re just waking up! The bears they shoot may very well be mothers with brand new cubs or with cubs that will starve to 
death waiting for mom to come and feed them. And for what?? So some person can have a bearskin rug for a trophy to show off to their like-minded friends. And the worst part of it is that a lot of bear meat gets wasted because in 
general it doesn t taste good!! Ever had someone try to feed you bear sausage? I have and it was gross. They are not hunting bear to feed their families. They just want the trophy lying on the floor. And what s up with after previously 
voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it?? I mean what the heck is a vote for if complaints can get it changed back? That s more unsportspersonlike behavior. And 
picking on bears when they ve just come out of hibernation starving searching for food for themselves and their young is just plain yellow-bellied lily-livered downright COWARDLY behavior. The fact that Washington is one of only eight 
states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period speaks volumes!! THE STATE OF WASHINGTON SHOULD NOT BE ON THAT LIST!! The spring bear hunt should be PERMANENTLY banned. I urge the commission to abide by the 
previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. It should be PERMANENTLY banned. Sincerely Ms. Leslie Holladay 3924 W Northwest Blvd Spokane WA US tuffywuffers@msn.com

2/23/2022 8:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Erin Clancy 720 N 95th St Apt B Seattle WA US erinkennedyclancyesq@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Michael Garten 3420 Burke Ave N Seattle WA US mdgarten@icloud.com

2/23/2022 8:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lesley Clapham 6947 CoalCreek Pkwy SE Newcastle WA US lesleyorjo@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 8:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Kim Underwood 12111 Clover Creek Dr. SW Lakewood WA US sunnyfurdays1@gmail.com

2/23/2022 8:56 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Rachael Swanson 7001 Ne 139th St Vancouver WA US rjdayne@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Florence Harty 1130 Nw Baker Dr White Salmon WA US flharty@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. E Fraser 15039 Wallingford Ave N Shoreline WA US roxy848@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Angela Jensen 1416 w 7th Ave 2 Spokane WA US amethystwings32@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradley Lassiter

2/23/2022 9:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Thank you for your attention. Please cancel the bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Christine Parker 10104 Se 212th Street Kent WA US abcm2tve@aol.com

2/23/2022 9:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Arlene Mccann 929 SW View Dr Port Orchard WA US wavmccann@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 9:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Judy Masbaum 47239 SE 137th St NORTH BEND WA US jlargetree@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janet Baker 141-B Chimacum Creek Drive Port Hadlock WA US mau_bastet_ra@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:21 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was more than disappointed--I was angry-- to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black 
bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical 
period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs 
less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers 
for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations--as well as being cruel and unnecessary. I urge the 
commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt just because a few hunters want to kill more bears including mothers and their cubs for no reason at all except for their desire to KILL. You should 
be looking into eliminating all bear hunts not adding more. Sincerely Ms. K.. Youmans PO BOX 291 Roslyn WA US oyoumans@inlandnet.com

2/23/2022 9:22 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jordan Anderson 7053 NE 145th St. Kenmore WA US jordanelisha@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 9:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. kathryn luster 16055 Ne 6th St Bellevue WA US kathrynluster@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Jodi Gibson 1924a S 254th Pl Des Moines WA US jodihunnie@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Nancy White 13311 E Forrest Ave Spokane Vly WA US nancypendletonwhite@comcast.net

2/23/2022 9:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: As a native and present Washingtonian I was deeply disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to 
reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter 
during this critical period a mark of shame that we would allow this brutal and cowardly practice. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection 
a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get 
separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at 
managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Removing it removed a mark of shame for our state; reinstating it would be to indelibly cast us as 
backward. Sincerely Ms. Linda Carroll 215 W Waverly Pl. Spokane WA US lindalouise701184951@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Virginia Leggett 2700 Maple St Apt 108a Bremerton WA US virginiableggett@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. sonia cobo 16809 Ne 117th St Redmond WA US scobo@comcast.net

2/23/2022 9:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. Hunting bears is cruel and counter-productive in the first place but hunting 
them in spring when young cubs are present is especially abominable. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Marilee Meyer 113 Columbus Ave. Port Angeles 
WA US marilee.meyer@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jack Siadek

2/23/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely BRANDON HURST

2/23/2022 9:43 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely rodney bond 10960 w Ridge Tree Court NINE MILE FALLS WA US eagles1961@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 9:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Robert Detamore 9811 110th St Ct Sw Lakewood WA US jackl51@comcast.net

2/23/2022 9:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Julie Hustad 16320 N Hatch Rd Apt 334 Colbert WA US jhustad17@gmail.com

2/23/2022 9:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Diana Covington 719 S Orchard St. Tacoma WA US ladyofthelake_9@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 9:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Bogue

2/23/2022 9:59 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Virginia Graves 8814 129th Avenue Ct Anderson Is WA US ginger2dogs@gmail.com

2/23/2022 10:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Phyllis Chinn 6334 Ne 158th St Kenmore WA US pchinn125@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 10:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Laura Toussaint 14301 SE 21st St Vancouver WA US toussaintlaura@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 10:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Rebecca Smolsnik 6227 Spradley Rd Anacortes WA US rebeccasmolsnik@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 10:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Ariele Gold 340 26th Ave Seattle WA US ariele.gold@gmail.com

2/23/2022 10:04 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Elizabeth Lengel 12901 S Wildwood Ln Anacortes WA US lengels@mac.com

2/23/2022 10:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Kevin Oyama 2123 Ne 82nd St Seattle WA US kdoyama@comcast.net

2/23/2022 10:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Haru Nanase 16720 North Rd Apt A204 Bothell WA US helloopio@gmail.com

2/23/2022 10:35 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Monica Callaghan 6606 Flora Ave S Seattle WA US mmcal1976@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 10:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Nick Barcott 1318 N Lake Stickney Dr Lynnwood WA US nbarcott@msn.com

2/23/2022 10:53 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Steven Uyenishi 7301 40th Ave. NE Seattle WA US suyenishi@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 10:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sarah Hopkins 2612 River Vista Lane Mount Vernon WA US hopkinss761@gmail.com

2/23/2022 11:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Christopher Vidrine 23329 76th Ave W Edmonds WA US thisguyruns@gmail.com

2/23/2022 11:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Please do NOT reinstate a spring black bear hunt! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting 
to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter 
during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the 
hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with 
their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the 
previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jane Halton 11021 27th Ave NE Seattle WA US jehalton@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 11:14 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. deb Kalahan 4845 NE 5TH street Renton WA US callie7588@hotmail.com

2/23/2022 11:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Judy Summers PO Box 39642 Lakewood WA US judysummers1958@gmail.com

2/23/2022 11:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Listen to the MAJORITY of the voters and protect Black bears --just because a VOCAL MINORITY harangues you does not make it right to change our wild animal policies --PROTECT BLACK BEARS-- I 
was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately 
searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather 
run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way 
to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and 
orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janet Needler 
617 Bayside Rd Bellingham WA US janneedler@comcast.net

2/23/2022 11:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Gina Spadafore 5701 Orchard St W University Place WA US ginaspadafore@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 11:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. I believe the removal of the spring bear season was unwarranted and bias. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW 
biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Right this wrong. Sincerely Codi Williams

2/23/2022 11:31 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Donna Mclain 4655 Pennsylvania St. Longview WA US donnaptc@earthlink.net

2/23/2022 11:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Karen Olson 18121 145th Ave SE Renton WA US k60cat@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 11:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Ginny L 16647 Se 27th St Bellevue WA US morekimcheeforme@gmail.com

2/23/2022 11:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. A L 7711 NE 175th St. Kenmore WA US aliljeg@yahoo.com

2/23/2022 11:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Toshie Rae 4818 lakeside dr Langley WA US toshiemom@gmail.com

2/24/2022 12:00 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Barbara Cornwell 414 Taylor St Ryderwood WA US barbaracornwell@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 12:00 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Rhonda Schwarz 930 Trosper Rd Sw Spc 24 Tumwater WA US skyeravn@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 12:16 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Freddie Morales 2108 N Houk Rd Apt 5 Spokane Vly WA US freddie.morales55@gmail.com

2/24/2022 12:30 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: As a Washington resident I want to state that I appose the Spring Bear hunt and want permanent protection for our Black Bears. I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend 
the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring 
for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or 
infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers 
frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to 
be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. marty fortner 2305 1st Ave # A Seattle WA US mchiapuzio@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 12:48 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Teresa Hopper 1232 Ridgeway Pl E Port Orchard WA US walksalone05@aol.com

2/24/2022 12:58 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Matthew Boguske 8500 148 Ave NE #B1005 Redmond WA US mboguske@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 1:22 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kelley Coleman-Slack 1811 34th Street Bellingham WA US kelleycoleman77@gmail.com

2/24/2022 1:31 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Jamie Walkush 520 Olympic View Dr Coupeville WA US walkushjamie@gmail.com

2/24/2022 1:36 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Helen Gilchrist 5202 78 th CT Olympia WA US gilhegirl@gmail.com

2/24/2022 1:39 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Groves

2/24/2022 2:00 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pat Long

2/24/2022 2:09 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Marsha Robbins 15065 Sidney Rd Sw Port Orchard WA US robbinsmn@icloud.com

2/24/2022 2:18 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jenny Buchanan 651 Chestnut Ave. Richland WA US jennerbee@live.com

2/24/2022 2:30 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Chryse Leblanc 1420 Western Ave Apt 1001 Seattle WA US polyschore@icloud.com

2/24/2022 3:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jamie Hussell

2/24/2022 4:30 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Santiago Bermudez 13th Ave SW Seattle WA US santibermudezl@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 4:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/24/2022 4:59 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Carol Affleck 9144 45th Ave SW Seattle WA US cjaffleck@aol.com

2/24/2022 5:14 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Joseph Piecuch Po Box 555 Suquamish WA US joepiecuch@gmail.com

2/24/2022 5:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Wilson

2/24/2022 5:26 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brett Stayton 7905 S Hosmer StTacoma WA 98408

2/24/2022 5:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Cowling

2/24/2022 5:30 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Susan Hoppler 155 So 330th St Unit A Federal Way WA US susanhoppler@comcast.net

2/24/2022 5:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Derrel Odom

2/24/2022 5:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Espinoza

2/24/2022 6:28 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Kim Ballard 1428 w James pl KENT WA US forgivethemlord@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 6:46 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Katrina Cantera 4308 Eld Ln NW Olympia WA US katcantera@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 6:50 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Janice Baird 209 82nd Drive Se Lake Stevens WA US baird.janice@gmail.com

2/24/2022 6:50 AM Email

Hi, my name is Samantha and I'm calling to ask to state that I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington. These bears are simply trying to survive on the planet on which they were born, just like everybody else. And it, the 
hunting is exceptionally cruel and catches Cubs and their most vulnerable state. As they're emerging from their dens falling hibernation. This is just completely barbaric and cruel. And I really hope you will not allow this hunt to take place 
in Washington in the spring. Thank you.

2/24/2022 6:50 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kathryn Jacobs 117 Eldorado Pl Chelan WA US kjacobs@pennelynn.com

2/24/2022 6:54 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Kamen 135 Potrero LnSanta Barbara CA 93105

2/24/2022 6:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/24/2022 6:58 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. M. Miller 3993 Gentlebrook Ln Unit 25 Bellingham WA US miller1407@att.net

2/24/2022 7:00 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. ROBIN HIRSCH PO Box 193 Orcas WA US robinhirsch@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 7:12 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Trey Milhoan PO Box 1114Vail CO 81658

2/24/2022 7:18 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Maureen Buckley 67 Bay View Dr Point Roberts WA US mbuckley50@mac.com

2/24/2022 7:18 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kaylynn Wilson 16632 Muskrat Dr SE Rainier WA US rightsofanimals8@gmail.com

2/24/2022 7:20 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Tamela Roberson 5627 Colby Ave Everett WA US iskroff.for@gmail.com

2/24/2022 7:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

2/24/2022 7:25 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Elizabeth Sundquist 8613 NE 169 Place Kenmore WA US esundquist@comcast.net

2/24/2022 7:26 AM Email

I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately 
searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather 
run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way 
to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and 
orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Barbara 
Mericle 5105 133rd St Sw Edmonds WA US jmericle@att.net

2/24/2022 7:30 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Barker

2/24/2022 7:33 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Maria Walker 4401 S Perry St Spokane WA US maria@mariawalkerhomes.com

2/24/2022 7:35 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Michelle Nelson 34677 56th Ct S Auburn WA US emlnelson@msn.com

2/24/2022 7:40 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Dori Rea-Doble 8824 218th St. Sw Edmonds WA US dorireadoble@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 7:40 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sandra Bazzani 18425 Ne 95th St Unit 40 Redmond WA US smbazzani@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 7:48 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lee & Marjorie Kuhre 2523 122nd St. NW Gig Harbor WA US kuhre@comcast.net

2/24/2022 7:52 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Vivienne Bembridge 7901 127th Ave Se Newcastle WA US cooks33@comcast.net

2/24/2022 8:04 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Richard Schwartz 402 28th St. NW Long Beach WA US woxof97@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:06 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Chris Mcginnis 1732 Washington Ave Mukilteo WA US jackiechris@msn.com

2/24/2022 8:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Bushey

2/24/2022 8:13 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Stephanie Bell 21507 42nd Ave S Apt E1 Seatac WA US jasperjosh@comcast.net

2/24/2022 8:14 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Barbara Townsend 2514 85th Dr Ne Lake Stevens WA US townsbarb4@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:26 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Carrie Lancaster 1226 Kiely Dr SE Olympia WA US carriedlancaster@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:28 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: STOP THE SENSELESS SLAUGHTER! Humans are disgusting to think killing is fun. I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and 
Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight 
states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And 
although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and 
because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I 
urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. kym harris P.O. Box 1097 Tracyton WA US kymberleeharris@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 8:28 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Marty Brusco 204 Farview Dr Vancouver WA US mbrusco@aol.com

2/24/2022 8:32 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Heather Peters 23329 76th Ave W Edmonds WA US hjpeters2@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:32 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Audineh Asaf 16115 N Meadowdale Rd Edmonds WA US audinehasaf@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:34 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sharon Parshall 4348 336th Pl SE Fall City WA US parsshar@icloud.com

2/24/2022 8:38 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Pamela Chase 3200 Lorne St Se Tumwater WA US chasepawli46@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:40 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. David Canada 31726 Dotson Rd Monroe WA US dave6712@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Westman

2/24/2022 8:46 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Susan Arthur 3909 E Fourth Plain Blvd # 55 Vancouver WA US susanarthur57@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:50 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. diane marks 728 caroline port angeles WA US shenyen@wavecable.com

2/24/2022 8:56 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Why do humans think they have a right to kill an innocent animal? I wish bears could defend themselves and shoot back! The only population that needs population control is the human population. Save a animal. 
Shoot a pedophile animal abusers and anyone who thinks it s ok to shoot a innocent animal who s done nothing wrong to you. Sincerely Michelle Treece-Pang 4045 49th Ave SW Olympia WA US michelletreecepang@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 9:04 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Frances Marquart 8610 Nixon Ave SW Lakewood WA US femarquart@gmail.com

2/24/2022 9:10 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Judith Newman 1703 Texas St Bellingham WA US rivervocis1@gmail.com

2/24/2022 9:10 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Alexis Mummert 1108 E Newark Ave Apt 2 Spokane WA US amummert1962@gmail.com

2/24/2022 9:18 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Ioana Woods 11907 SE 186th St Renton WA US danaspuc@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 9:20 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Skyler Alderton 2603 34th StWashougal WA 98671

2/24/2022 9:23 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Jane Reder 24026 221st Ln Se Maple Valley WA US reder.jane2@gmail.com

2/24/2022 9:28 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely aaron senegal 16500 SE 1st St. Unit 81 Vancouver WA US preacherfox@comcast.net

2/24/2022 9:30 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Lyle Wirtanen 930 Hedine Rd Walla Walla WA US tash81176@gmail.com

2/24/2022 9:32 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Scott Lancaster 1226 Kiely Dr SE Olympia WA US slancast1932@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 9:36 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. I AM NOT OK WITH HAVING BEAR HUNTING IT SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED THEY NEED TO BE PROTECTED NOT KILL THIS NEED TO END NOW! Sincerely Miss Julia Lynch 1516 Sunrise Drive Clarkston WA US 
julialynch43@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 9:38 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ruth Dunlop 741 Old Gardiner Rd. Sequim WA US rdunlop@embarqmail.com

2/24/2022 9:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Myers

2/24/2022 9:51 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Nadine Wallace 2709 N Cedar St. Tacoma WA US mardine1@comcast.net

2/24/2022 9:54 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Gabriele Beatty 28641 16th Ave S Apt E2 Federal Way WA US gabriele.beatty@gmail.com

2/24/2022 10:02 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Donna Anderson 12700 NE 245th Ave Brush Prairie WA US toots6944@aol.com

2/24/2022 10:02 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Krissi Ballard 215 pike st se Auburn WA US meemawkimmie@icloud.com

2/24/2022 10:14 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Joyce Lewis 3084 Galena Dr Camano Island WA US islandgryl@gmail.com

2/24/2022 10:24 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Dianna Moon 18711 E Shirl Moon Road Prosser WA US themoonchild4@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 10:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Ayers

2/24/2022 10:46 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Thomas Trescone 525 E Harrison St Apt 105 Seattle WA US tomtrescone@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 10:54 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Fiona Segretti 20795 Kahler Drive Unit H8 Leavenworth WA US tulliappl3@icloud.com

2/24/2022 11:04 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that 
still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the 
new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black 
bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the 
commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sophie Tinney 7809 101st ST NW Gig Harbor WA US babygrrl28@gmail.com

2/24/2022 11:08 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Brenda Michaels 353 S Edwards Rd Port Townsend WA US brenda@conscioustalk.net

2/24/2022 11:23 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Valerie Horton 2794 Towne Rd Sequim WA US littlefoxx77@gmail.com

2/24/2022 11:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Johnson

2/24/2022 11:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Whitney Robinson

2/24/2022 11:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Arthur Roxby

2/24/2022 11:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Adkins

2/24/2022 11:42 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Beverly Johnston 9803 118th St E Puyallup WA US johnston9803@gmail.com

2/24/2022 11:42 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Thora Nelson 26150 Dulay Rd. NE Apt. 203 Kingston WA 98346 US nelsonthora@gmail.com

2/24/2022 11:58 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: If all the animals were gone man would die from a great loneliness of spirit. These are the of words of Chief Seattle . If the state of Washington thought enough of this man to name our largest city 
after him surely the Fish and Wildlife Commission will continue to honor his name and can understand the wisdom of this wish by opposing the reinstatement of the spring black bear hunt. I was disappointed to learn that after previously 
voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and 
mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing 
to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as 
mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is 
proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Janis Fensch 3605 Vining St Bellingham WA US 
jfensch2013@gmail.com

2/24/2022 12:01 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Mylinda Humble 25204 Ne Berlin Rd Battle Ground WA US grottodove@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Garza

2/24/2022 12:09 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Tamara Lange 945 N 80th St Seattle WA US tnlange@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 12:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Mark Bradley 2992 River Rd Sequim WA US carthedral@msn.com

2/24/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregg Kyle Price

2/24/2022 12:37 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Amber Austin 1201 W 39th St. Vancouver WA US pootsi@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 12:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kathryn Kirschner 3585 Shorthorn Drive NW Bremerton WA US kathrynk29@gmail.com

2/24/2022 1:32 PM Email

This sounds horrendous IT NEEDS TO STOP. 2/24/2022 1:34 PM Email
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Antonia Dorn 6006 21st AVE SW SEATTLE WA US antoniapdorn@gmail.com

2/24/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kyle Gerhart 1678 Fentem RdGustine CA 95322

2/24/2022 1:52 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Robert Walling 14100 Linden Ave N Apt 471 Seattle WA US mayfaire5469@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 1:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ROY E LEE

2/24/2022 1:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Ian Marshall 2220 Westridge Ave W Tacoma WA US caliskaterboy@gmail.com

2/24/2022 2:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Mark Walstead 31580 23rd Ave S Federal Way WA US mjwalstead@me.com

2/24/2022 2:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Madsen

2/24/2022 2:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Robert Lindberg 2406 NE 139th St Apt 303 Vancouver WA US buddhaseeker3@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 2:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. victoria hoagland 7621 Woodland Rd Ferndale WA US vbh5068@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 2:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matt Zartman 1141 Cloverton DrColumbia PA 17512

2/24/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Curl

2/24/2022 3:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrett Talley

2/24/2022 3:46 PM Email

Hello, my name is Wyat Gibson and on behalf of ethical hunters, I would like to encourage you to band spring bear hunts. Thank you very much. 2/24/2022 3:49 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Demboski

2/24/2022 3:53 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Hannah Liu 3008 NE 141st St Vancouver WA US hannahstormliu@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 3:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Forrest Glasgow

2/24/2022 4:13 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Pamela Pule 407 21st Ave Seattle WA US pbpule@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Lambert

2/24/2022 4:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Elaine Peterson 1109 E Franklin Ellensburg WA US epet461@fairpoint.net

2/24/2022 4:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Pamela Bendix 7161 Ne Hidden Cove Rd Bainbridge Island WA US pmbendix@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Phaup

2/24/2022 4:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/24/2022 4:27 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Elizabeth Harnasch 12754 98th Pl. NE Kirkland WA US beth.harnasch@gmail.com

2/24/2022 4:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Gilbertson

2/24/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Wilson

2/24/2022 4:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David DeVries

2/24/2022 5:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bazor

2/24/2022 5:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Valerie Emery 16306 Northeast 81st Street Vancouver WA US emeryvalerie37@gmail.com

2/24/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Micsky

2/24/2022 5:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Hurt

2/24/2022 5:52 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Leigh Phillips 4500 Martin Way E #6 Olympia WA US leigh_sophie@live.com

2/24/2022 6:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. JoDee Lackey 17643 SW Janell Court Beaverton WA US jodee.lackey@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 6:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

2/24/2022 6:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

2/24/2022 6:53 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS 14113 Kimber PL SE Olalla WA US darlaklein@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 6:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Anita Richards P.O. Box 4924 Pasco WA US addrich81@gmail.com

2/24/2022 7:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christoph Runyon

2/24/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/24/2022 8:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Hollu Cooper 160 Duncan road Kelso WA US hnhuston@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 8:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Lauren Eynon 12838 Se Newport Way Bellevue WA US l.eynon@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 8:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. No to bear hunts in Washington. Sincerely Lawrence Brightwell 59 Honeycomb Ln Bellingham WA US capitolalb@comcast.net

2/24/2022 8:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Devan Black

2/24/2022 8:43 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Susan Smith 5024 64th Ave W University Pl WA US ladybugsmith2@gmail.com

2/24/2022 8:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicolas Peterson

2/24/2022 9:49 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dakota Boyd 2175 Bear Trap Rd Point Roberts WA US dboyd900@hotmail.com

2/24/2022 9:49 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Teresa Logan 3103 Brandywine CT BELLINGHAM WA US tressalog@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 10:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jami Martinez 24494 Polte rd Sedro Woolley WA US jami08.jm@gmail.com

2/24/2022 10:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Alexis Quinones 19123 3rd Ave Ne Poulsbo WA US alexisq82@yahoo.com

2/24/2022 11:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. MS. Park Street 5 New york NY Sincerely FMX T. fmxt@mailinator.com US

2/25/2022 1:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Fragale

2/25/2022 1:37 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Steve Mack 3430 Fender Dr Lynnwood WA US sdmackm@aol.com

2/25/2022 1:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Denton Hale

2/25/2022 2:12 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Amy Zelaya 1524 Park Ave Snohomish WA US angl4me1@comcast.net

2/25/2022 3:20 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Alicia Mcalpine 860 Kieko Way Camano Island WA US ladyalise@att.net

2/25/2022 3:28 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Shea

2/25/2022 4:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/25/2022 4:55 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Darllene Boydston 19028 97th Ave Court East Puyallup WA US arizonagirl728@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 5:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cameron Van Kilsdonk

2/25/2022 5:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Smith

2/25/2022 5:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Rankin

2/25/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely BAKER LEAVITT

2/25/2022 7:41 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Joni Benson-Graves 14014 20th Street Ct SW Lakebay WA US jonigraves9@gmail.com

2/25/2022 7:56 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Mechelle Hannahs 10607 50TH AVE E TACOMA WA US mjh_seattle@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 7:58 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Teri Stehr 22940 10th Ave. S. #204 Seattle WA US teri_stehr@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 8:00 AM Email

I strongly support leaving spring bear hunt open and bring back bear baiting. 2/25/2022 8:01 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Emily Van Der Veer

2/25/2022 8:23 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Greg Maloney Po Box 2091 Chelan WA US maloneygl6@gmail.com

2/25/2022 8:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Chambers

2/25/2022 8:36 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. D Baldez 17120 154th St NW Gig Harbor WA US vdonna37@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 9:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Walker

2/25/2022 9:16 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. N Hale 21780 ne 147th pl Duvall WA US 02_choir_ceiba@icloud.com

2/25/2022 9:18 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: Black bears in Washington are facing greater pressure and fragmentation of habitat from the excessive development and incursion by people into our forests. No animals are safe from this 
onslaught of human impacts and there is no end in sight. I live in an area where the bears are being forced out of THEIR habitats by developers and they are wandering into nearby communities because they have no where else to go. The 
bear s population does not need controlled...our human population needs controlled! Recreation and development pressures have not been mitigated for the real impacts they cause to our ecosystems. Removing an annual review of the 
spring bear hunt is short sighted and frankly stupid. It certainly is not following conservation measures but bowing to the lobbyists of primarily sport hunters which I think are deplorable. If they hunt for food that is fine with me but the 
term sport associated with the killing or maiming of any animal is inhumane and deplorable! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is 
attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their 
slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would 
prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs 
typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to 
abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Andrea Presler 307 W. Arizona Ave. Roslyn WA US apresler2002@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 9:20 AM Email

Why is the Fish and Wildlife Commission reinstating the black bear hunt? The commission used common sense and empathy suspending the hunt. What went wrong? And WHAT IS WRONG WITH HUMANS THAT MANY ENJOY KILLING 
INNOCENT ANIMALS?! I have been a child advocate for many years. This hunt hurts them morally and environmentally. There is no need to kill black bears. And they are an essential part of our ecosystem. Please make sure the Black bear 
hunt is suspended again! Terry Jongejan Snohomish Washington

2/25/2022 9:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cian Craig

2/25/2022 9:26 AM Email

The Washington state citizens who live east of the Cascades need to secede from the woke western part of the state. WBin Montana 2/25/2022 9:38 AM Email
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Martha Rios 7037 18th Ave Ne Seattle WA US mriosy57@yahoo.com.mx

2/25/2022 10:02 AM Email

Hello Please see the attached spring bear hunt 2022 rulemaking comment on behalf of the Northwest Animal Rights Network (NARN) and its members and supporters. Thank you. Respectfully Hannah Thompson-Garner -- Hannah 
Thompson-Garner JD Director of Policy and Legislative Affairs Wildlife Committee Chair Board Member Northwest Animal Rights Network (NARN)

2/25/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Roger Rothschadl

2/25/2022 10:20 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Randy Williams 50 University St Seattle WA US randywilliams777@gmail.com

2/25/2022 10:43 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Judy Albert 3609 Fraser Street Bellingham WA US albertj2848@gmail.com

2/25/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick George

2/25/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Siverson

2/25/2022 11:20 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bradley Gulledge

2/25/2022 11:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Vic Pollow

2/25/2022 11:37 AM Email
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2/25/2022 11:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

2/25/2022 12:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Smythe

2/25/2022 12:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andy Dansereau

2/25/2022 12:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation and additionally has no demonstrated detrimental effect 
on the Black Bear population in Washington State. Sincerely Robert Kroger

2/25/2022 12:26 PM Email

Hi, my name is Braden Barco and I support spring bear hunt, rule change and the petitions. So I hope that that goes forward. Thank you. Bye. 2/25/2022 12:41 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Casey Williams

2/25/2022 12:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Wisman

2/25/2022 12:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Michelle Goff 5127 150th Street SE Everett WA US michellegoff@msn.com

2/25/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Piotter

2/25/2022 1:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Katherine Nelson 9445 S 232nd St Kent WA US nicoeli3@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 1:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jay Turley 35804 SE 27th Pl Fall City WA US jay@breakwaterinvestment.com

2/25/2022 1:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/25/2022 1:31 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Cherie Warner 645 SW MIES Pullman WA US cheriedwarner@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 1:33 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Ramona Chun 7041 E Dakota St Port Orchard WA US dapple2_2000@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Haynes

2/25/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Cozzo

2/25/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Vella

2/25/2022 1:49 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kresimir Lackovic 5220 Creditview RdBrampton ON L6Y

2/25/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Denbleyker

2/25/2022 2:31 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is reinstating the killing of Black Bears. Shooting wild animals 
especially black bears when they are desperately searching for food is cruel. Animal cruelty is a crime. Those who commit crimes are criminals. Those who allow criminals to commit crimes are accessors to crime. I urge the commission to 
abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Respectfully Kenny Cochran Professional Firefighter (Ret.) IAFF union local #452 36215 SE Mount Norway Drive Washougal WA USA 98671 kdk36215@aol.com

2/25/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Bryan

2/25/2022 3:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Alycia Staats 7344 39th Ave Ne Seattle WA US alyciastaats@gmail.com

2/25/2022 4:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Beasley

2/25/2022 4:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Metzger

2/25/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Charney

2/25/2022 4:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lisa Siegfried 12819 98th Pl Ne Kirkland WA US siegfriedlisa82@gmail.com

2/25/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Mares

2/25/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Lee

2/25/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Bridges

2/25/2022 5:36 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Miller

2/25/2022 6:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Maxwell Ray

2/25/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dave Martens

2/25/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Landin

2/25/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregory Grimminger

2/25/2022 7:29 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Christine Novick 11975 Olalla Valley Rd. SE Olalla WA US cnovick04@yahoo.com

2/25/2022 8:07 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Nika Rucker 1111 Brentwood Dr # A Bremerton WA US taylor.rucker1990@gmail.com

2/25/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Terry Morgan

2/25/2022 8:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Sousa

2/25/2022 9:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shawn Dean

2/25/2022 10:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am curious about the protocol in place to ensure commissioners are not influence or are bias to special interest groups. Particularly Commissioner Smith and Western Wildlife Outreach. Additionally Commissioner Smith 
stated under oath that she personally don t have a stance against bear hunting but also claims spring bear hunting is unethical. This needs explanation. Fully support spring bear hunting. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/25/2022 10:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Aiken

2/26/2022 4:06 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/26/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Minturn

2/26/2022 5:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Logan Metesh

2/26/2022 6:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Thomason

2/26/2022 6:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely KYLE MCLAUGHLIN

2/26/2022 7:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Miller

2/26/2022 7:34 AM Email

Good morning I would like these spring hunts against bears and other animals to be abolished permanently. On this earth everyone and animals have the right to live. Thank you. Alain VANMOLKOT Nivelles 1400 belgique 2/26/2022 7:37 AM Email

Dear Sir/Madam Please stop the spring bear hunt in Washington state where bears are hunted while emerging from their dens and mothers are killed; orphaning their cubs. Please find humane solutions to wildlife management. Thank-
you V. Ticknor 1430 Birchwood Ave 302 Bellingham WA 98225

2/26/2022 7:52 AM Email



End this especially cruel bear hunt that kills mother and baby bears. There are humane ways to manage bear populations without resorting to slaughter. End the Spring slaughter permanently. Linda Michaels Twin Falls Idaho 2/26/2022 8:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

2/26/2022 8:17 AM Email

Dear Sirs Please - you must not allow this barbaric massacre of helpless bears and cubs to go ahead. Do not allow this sick perverted bloody obsession with killing to go ahead. It is sickening the mother bears are massacred for the savage 
scum to enjoy killing - it is indefensible. It sickens the civilized world Thank you for listening Viv Shore England UK

2/26/2022 9:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Comton Richards

2/26/2022 9:19 AM Email

YOU ARE A VERY DISGUSTING PEOPLE AND CAN YOU FEEL THE HEAT BECAUSE HELL IS COMING:))))))))))))))))))))))) ALL THAT PARTAKE IN THE RUTHLESS KILLING OF THESE BEARS WAKING UP IN SPRING TO GREET GODS BEAUTIFUL EARTH IS 
SICK!!!!!!!!!!!!!! KARMA IS A BITCH AND MAY ALL OF YOU MAKING LAWS/BOUNTIES ON THEIR PRECIOUS HEADS AND PARTICIPATING IN THE KILLING OF THESE FAMILIES SEE A VERY SIMULAR FATE GOD IS WATCHING AND JUDGEMENT DAY 
IS NEAR:))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) CAN YOU ALL FEEL THE HEAT HA HA HA:))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))HELL IS OPENING FOR YOU SICK 
****S!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YOUR MAKER SATAN/DEVIL IS CALLING YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GO THE **** HOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/26/2022 9:20 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Steve Layman 915 NW 59th St Seattle WA US stevelayman@hotmail.com

2/26/2022 9:24 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Susan Priem 1017 Greenview Ave SW Ocean Shores WA US supriem@aol.com

2/26/2022 9:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/26/2022 10:00 AM Email

Dear Commissioners Last spring 124 black bears who emerged from their dens to greet the spring were shot to death by hunters in Washington s annual spring hunt including at least one lactating mama bear who likely left orphaned cubs 
behind according to data presented to the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW). The annual spring hunts although a staple in the state since the 1970s are controversial with numerous groups saying that sluggish and 
starving bears emerging from long winter hibernations are easy targets and that the killings can orphan vulnerable cubs who then likely die from exposure to the elements predation or starvation. image: image.png Last November WDFW s 
Fish and Wildlife Commission stopped plans for a 2022 spring bear hunt with a split 4-4 vote with commissioners in favor saying the hunt was necessary bear management and opponents saying there was no evidence that the spring hunts 
were needed especially given that an estimated 2 000 bears were massacred in fall hunts. But now the WDFW is reconsidering after receiving a petition from a pro-hunting group with plans to grant 664 special permits that they anticipate 
will lead to the death of at least 145 black bears this spring. The proposed amendments also would make the spring hunt permanent rather than conditional upon the current yearly renewal process. While the proposed rule would on 
paper prohibit hunters from killing cubs less than one-year-old or female bears sighted with offspring in tow foraging mothers aren t always with their cubs and hunters can t always accurately tell the sex of a bear before they shoot her. 
Washington is one of only eight states that permit the spring hunts despite 80 percent of people in Western states saying they oppose the cruel practice according to a 2019 study by the pro-hunting organization National Shooting Sports 
Foundation. This cruel spring killing whose proclaimed benefits aren t backed by data or science must not take place in Washington this year or any other year. I am joining thousands of animal lovers urging the Washington Department of 
Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review and also end these cruel hunts for good. Thank you for your attention Louis

2/26/2022 10:06 AM Email

Thank you Sent from my iPhone 2/26/2022 10:09 AM Email
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Linda Maloney 530 Yarrow Pl Chelan WA US maloneygl23@gmail.com

2/26/2022 10:14 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Souza 14345 Acacia StSan Leandro CA 94579

2/26/2022 10:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Alfieri

2/26/2022 11:20 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely June Yamrick 6109 57 Avenue Vancouver WA US kokoewok@gmail.com

2/26/2022 11:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Riley

2/26/2022 12:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/26/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kirk Bahr

2/26/2022 1:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Cece P 4310 So. Holden St. SEATTLE WA US cedzcandy2938@yahoo.com

2/26/2022 1:24 PM Email

I am a resident of Skamania County WA where there are numerous black bears (as well as an ever growing human population/visitor footprint). I am writing to you to denounce the proposal for a shortened spring hunt. In fact I would very 
much like to see a permanent end to these killings. Over many years of residency I have seen bear cubs on my own property and adjoining public roads without their mother in evidence. I cannot say for a fact that these cubs were 
orphaned already but that is a distinct possibility. I have had numerous hunters ask me if I had any problem bears and proceed to talk about their propensity to shoot. Long ago a radio collared hunting dog showed up on my property near 
dusk in pursuit of a wounded bear. His owner was half an hour behind and did claim the dog but a homeowner cannot feel comfortable knowing that an injured animal may be nearby overnight. I know how to properly respond to a bear s 
visit without any killing involved. Orphaning cubs by hunting only increases problems with hungry bears who become troublesome to those who do not properly secure their garbage or animal feed and too often residents are careless and 
claim bears adults or cubs were a threat to themselves and proceed to kill without regard to hunting season or what problems killing may create for other neighbors. It is really not so difficult to follow guidelines for living peaceably with 
bears. I don t have a garage yet have never had a trash can or compost bin raided in nearly 40 years. I know some people claim to like bear meat and trophy skins. To me this is a disgusting waste of an animal s life who is quite willing to 
retreat into the forest if not baited into habituation by human practices. We have lost enough wildlife and education is key to coexistence! I hope you will consider my comments when weighing the possibility of reversing the split decision 
regarding a 2022 hunt. Joy Marley -- Earth laughs in flowers (Emerson)

2/26/2022 2:21 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Margo Clark 7901 196th St Sw Apt 15 Edmonds WA US margoclark@comcast.net

2/26/2022 3:00 PM Email

This is not necessary! Why you people think this is ok is beyond me!!! This is murder plain and simple!!!! Why don t you take votes from all over instead of from all your trophy hunters!!!? That s all they are makes me sick to my stomach 
these people are so evil!!! They don t think their lives matter and they also have cubs!!! Their is no reason whatsoever that makes this ok!!! These lowlife trophy hunters wait outside their dens and kill them when they come out!!! You 
need to stop this violent killings!!!! I hope these people rot in hell!!!! Sent from my iPhone

2/26/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Klein

2/26/2022 4:00 PM Email

Spring bear hunting is not allowed in 42 of the United States because it s barbaric. The animals are at their weakest so it s not really a fair fight to ambush them as they are awaking from hibernation and leaving their dens. Also even 
though this petition states that female bears with cubs cannot be hunted many a time a female is without her cub(s) as she hunts and the average hunter with a loaded gun is not going to be able to discern a male from female bear when 
faced with one. I stand proudly with the majority of Washington residents who want to ban the spring bear hunt permanently. Thank you.

2/26/2022 4:23 PM Email

am i signing the DO NOT KILL BLACK BEARS -- Tony Hayden s Aloha Photographic Studio and Gallery 595 E. Ash St. Lebanon OR 97355 541.905.6112 Aloha Photographic Studio and Gallery Totem pole Janis Taki 2/26/2022 5:25 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joe Reyes

2/26/2022 5:36 PM Email

The numbers of female bears and cubs lost to a hunt are way too many. There was a huge fall hunt and is there room for a Mating and birth process here? We have no problems in Minn. With overabundance certainly not to interfere with 
cubs need for care. Bears are an important part of the Pacific northwest ecosystem in eating fish and otherwise control and participation . Please protect these innocent animals as they break hibernation and care for yheir young.

2/26/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Knapp

2/26/2022 6:53 PM Email

Please stop the Bear hunts! Is it really necessary? Leaving cubs behind is cruel and unwarranted when hunters shoot Mama. Sincerely Mrs. Stephanie Torres Sent from my iPhone 2/26/2022 7:39 PM Email
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Mary L. Citkovich 197B Witham Rd. Colville WA US locitko@yahoo.com

2/26/2022 9:48 PM Email



Dear Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife I would like to urge that the annual spring bear hunt be permanently banned. This cruel hunt serves no purpose. Bears are targeted when they emerge from hibernation hungry and slow. 
They are often wounded and suffer before dying in agony.. Mother bears are killed leaving their cubs to die of starvation or exposure to the elements. Most people in Washington State are opposed to the hunt. Please end it for good. 
Yours sincerely Alice Fewings The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.

2/27/2022 2:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

2/27/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph ONeil

2/27/2022 5:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Bouwman

2/27/2022 6:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Heinz Kalkhoff

2/27/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Matson

2/27/2022 8:58 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Casshondra Vermeer 18204 96th Ave E Puyallup WA US cutiecass1000@hotmail.com

2/27/2022 9:04 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Katie Vladimirova 6002 NE 108th Ave Vancouver WA US vipkatie@gmail.com

2/27/2022 9:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyle Jaramillo

2/27/2022 9:36 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Barb Benson 21425 SE 416th St. Enumclaw WA US leeb1290@aol.com

2/27/2022 9:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dakota Lyseng

2/27/2022 10:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kristin Lehmann

2/27/2022 10:13 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. David Todnem 6509 S Mount Angeles Rd Port Angeles WA US dormtodnem@gmail.com

2/27/2022 10:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely jim solberg

2/27/2022 10:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

2/27/2022 11:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Micah Love

2/27/2022 11:50 AM Email



Hunting is a critical tool for wildlife management and the WDFW has effectively managed all wildlife resources in the state. Black bears are no exception. The state issues fewer than 700 permits and the harvest is fewer than 200 animals in 
areas where WDFW wildlife biologists have determined there would be no/minimal impact to the overall population. The same groups that oppose spring bear hunting because a hunter may inadvertently take a sow with cubs are the 
same groups that eliminated the most effective tools and methods for avoiding a sow with cubs; the use of hounds and bait stations. As a result the WDFW has moved the seasons to maximize the likelihood of a harvesting a boar which 
emerges from their den early while minimizing the likelihood of a sow with cubs which emerges from their den late spring/summer. All hunters want a sustainable resource and there is no danger to the state bear population. In fact 
should hunting be removed there is great danger that the environmental carrying capacity for the bear population may become inadequate for bears to survive hibernation- and we could find mass starvation and death replacing hunting 
as a means of population control. This is a biological fact that is usually not considered by anti-hunting proponents. It s also a wholly immoral means for maintaining a stable population when there is an effective ethical beneficial and 
revenue generating tool that utilizes the resource in the most human. Bears are valuable because of the hunting opportunity in the State of Washington. Eliminating bear hunting including spring bear hunting and you eliminate their 
value. I support spring bear hunting. Thanks Chris

2/27/2022 12:09 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Amy Larimore 13803 NE 88th St. Vancouver WA US amy_larimore@yahoo.com

2/27/2022 12:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Vidette Buchman 12616 40th Ave East Tacoma WA US vbuchman@comcast.net

2/27/2022 1:39 PM Email

Hello, my name is Claire Curtis. I was calling because I am up in opposition to the spring bear hunt. It's really cruel bears and bear Cubs are their most vulnerable state and it contradicts the wildlife agency's own science research and game 
management plan. I just ask that you please have, have compassion and for the bears and just please don't allow this spring bear hunt to go through and please allow the, just uphold the vote to prevent it from happening. Thank you so 
much. Have a, a great.

2/27/2022 1:56 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sabrina Baker 2200 S Meridian Apt K202 Puyallup WA US crazy_beautiful253@icloud.com

2/27/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Savage

2/27/2022 2:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Andrea Villa 622 Se 11th Way Battle Ground WA US villa.andrea7@gmail.com

2/27/2022 4:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Tommy Villa 622 SE 11th Way Battle Ground WA US rustbag@gmail.com

2/27/2022 4:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Beth

2/27/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Swanson

2/27/2022 7:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rahn Axtell

2/27/2022 7:58 PM Email

As a native and current resident of Washington I am deeply ashamed that my state permits the barbaric cowardly and unsportsmanlike spring bear hunt in which hunters are allowed to slaughter bears emerging from hibernation. It was a 
relief that the commission suspended the 2022 hunt and horrifying that it is now considering reinstating it permanently. This is the exact opposite of the action that the commission should be undertaking. The commission should remove 
this mark of shame from our state by permanently prohibiting it. Linda Carroll 215 West Waverly Place Spokane WA 99205 Sent from my iPhone

2/27/2022 9:37 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was horrified to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. I urge you in the strongest possible 
terms to withdraw all attempts to hunt black bears in the spring! Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one 
of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful 
death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from 
their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be utterly ineffective at 
managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Bruce Barnbaum 31417 Mountain Loop Highway Granite Falls WA US barnbaum@aol.com

2/27/2022 10:09 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Williams

2/27/2022 10:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Judith Cohen 1608 E.Republican St SEATTLE WA US jctcohen@yahoo.com

2/27/2022 11:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Bunn

2/28/2022 12:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ty Sager

2/28/2022 1:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Graham Davis

2/28/2022 4:49 AM Email

Hello Please do not allow this hunt. WA is known for its beautiful wilderness and wildlife but if there is no wildlife then the state looses much of what attracts visitors. I moved to WA because I wanted to be closer to the mountains and 
wildlife. I do not want to be closer to people that want to do it harm. It is sickening that these animals are targeted just to be made into a rug or hung on the wall. The idea that this is to keep populations low is laughable. The numbers are 
already low do to poaching climate change hunting food scarcity from all the other animals that are also being hunted. Humans are over populated but we are so quick to place the blame elsewhere. Hunters cannot possibly tell the 
difference between a male and female especially if the female is away from her cubs. Additionally with people so trigger happy and excited to murder innocent beings do you really think they care at all if they murder a female and leave 
her cubs to die? No they don t. Lastly why is there even still debate when the commission is receiving death threats from the supporters? Shouldn t that speak to why this should not happen? Clearly these people are capable of killing their 
own kind as well. Please I beg you do not allow this. Preserve our state and its resident humans and non-humans alike. Thank you Amanda

2/28/2022 5:09 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tristan Niesen

2/28/2022 5:58 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Mary Roditi 1847 27th Ave NW Olympia WA US marynadyn@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton Evans

2/28/2022 7:50 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Linda Bainbridge 4459 Towhee Ln Greenbank WA US lkgbirder@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Pawlowski

2/28/2022 9:29 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Gilbertson

2/28/2022 9:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mic O Brien

2/28/2022 10:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dwayne Cossey

2/28/2022 11:03 AM Email



Thank you for considering my input! On Thu Feb 17 2022 at 9:09 AM Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Autoreply wrote: image: Logo Thank you for your email ------------------------------ We ve received your e-mail and have 
included in the comments for this rule making. Thank you for taking the time to reach out - your input is vital to healthy public dialog! Sent by PublicInput.com 16 West Martin Street Raleigh NC 27601 Privacy policy

2/28/2022 11:05 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Prasanna Kumar Y R 167TH ST SE Bothell WA US prask2@gmail.com

2/28/2022 11:19 AM Email

Dear Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and Fish and Wildlife Commission: My name is Lex and I am a resident of Yakima Washington. I am writing today to voice my strong opposition to Washington s proposed spring bear hunt 
for 2022. In deliberations in November several commissioners voiced concern about the current data regarding black bear populations and the impact of spring hunts on those numbers. As you saw during that first public comment period 
there also is significant resistance to the possibilities of orphaning young bear cubs or shooting adults when they are emerging from their dens after long hibernations. Regardless of the limited number of permits issued or the number of 
corpses harvested there is no honor in using high-powered firearms to massacre bears as they are emerging sluggish and starving to greet the spring. While the proposed rule you are considering would on paper prohibit hunters from 
killing cubs less than one year old or female bears sighted with offspring in tow foraging mothers aren t always with their cubs and hunters can t always accurately tell the sex of a bear before they shoot her. That s clearly evidenced in 
data that was presented to your Commissioners last year in which at least one of the female bears who was killed was identified as lactating. Please do not bow to pressure from hunting lobbyists and rush through this killing spree 
especially when several of your Commissioners have requested a study and more data about how these hunts impact our beautiful state s bear populations. You will need to justify your actions to the public as studies show that a majority 
of Americans -- 80 percent -- do NOT support spring hunts of bears specifically because of the cruelty associated and right now my understanding is that you don t currently have updated data to do that. I am also writing to you as the 
Senior Editor of Lady Freethinker a nonprofit media organization that works toward a more compassionate world for all species and to let you know that we have published a petition urging you to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt AND to 
end all spring bear hunts. The petition has now been signed by 39 279 people including 616 people from Washington who OPPOSE these bear hunts. You can see the petition here: https://ladyfreethinker.org/sign-stop-brutal-spring-black-
bear-hunt-in-washington-that-kills-mothers-and-orphans-cubs/ The 616 Washingtonians who have signed our petition and would like to be included during this public comment period as being OPPOSED to the 2022 spring bear hunt (and 
to also see an end to all spring bear hunts moving forward) as well as their specific comments they would like you to consider are attached via the Excel file. Their names and zip codes also are included for any verification purposes. Please 
let me know if you have any issues in opening that document and it is pasted here: First Name Last Name Zip Code Public Comment Frank Carter 99403 Teresa Abel 99403 James Mulcare 99403 Sevda Cenkci 99370 Ouida Burns 99362 Liz 
Mccord 99354 Steven Knoll 99354 Lelia Cosimbescu 99353 Rebecka Muth 99353 Cameron Mcelroy 99352 Lola Schiefelbein 99352 Tabitha Carlson 99352 stop this cruel madness. Heather Berg 99337 Herb Champlin 99337 Stephanie 
Turner 99337 Mollie Greenough 99336 Stop animal cruelty! Fay Payton 99324 This cruel spring killing whose proclaimed benefits aren t backed by data or science must not take place in Washington this year or any other year. Nancy 
Boderick 99320 Stephen Reidel 99320 Lori ann Ashbeck 99320 Lanie Cox 99224 Maria Walker 99223 Jacqueline Draszt 99223 Ann Michaud 99223 Marcia Mueller 99223 I am against animal cruelty Susanne Murray 99223 Lynn Gillett 
99223 Renee Barnes 99223 Sabrina Jacklin 99216 Linda Carver 99216 Elicia Spotts 99216 Nancy White 99216 Katy Randall 99212 Please don t kill these are Gods innocent creatures Jeremy Thigpen 99208 Jeanette r Miner 99208 Cheryl 
Sanders 99207 C J 99207 Barbara Blackwood 99206 Christa Link 99206 Laura Haley 99205 Michelle Bell 99205 Linda Carroll 99205 Angela Jensen 99204 Gerald Rolwes 99203 Kathy Hay 99201 Marguerite Winkel 99201 Debera Jacobs 
99200 Kenneth Wigington 99171 Heather Raftery 99164 Deb Peet-walker 99163 Donald King 99156 Nena Cook 99156 George Beasley 99156 Laura Patterson 99114 Sandi Scarlett 99114 Marilyn Wilson 99109 Yvonne Schwenger 99089 
Yvonne Schwenger 99089 Ute M ller 99086 Pat Belair 99037 Donna Wilson 99029 Breena Hurst 99029 Karen Leifker 99026 Ronnie Foster 99026 Erin Heilig 99025 Cheryl Gierke 99025 The bear hunt should only be allowed in very special 
circumstances and at no time should females ever be taken. Renee Mace 99022 Jim Wingate 99019 Terrie Pohl 99019 Wayne Cosby 99016 Ashleigh Mejstrik 99011 Sandy Mattison no 99006 Desiree Nagyfy 99006 Sally Shackelford 99006 
Brenda Wray 99006 This is absolutely disgusting. These cruel Spring hunts should be banned forever. Julie Hustad 99005 Amanda Klauk 99005 Judy and terry Weinmann 99005 Rosanne Anderson 99004 Kimberly Smiley 99004 Danita 
Barton 98926 This cruel practice must end now! Hunting for sport can never be justified!!! Hunters need to be educated about the balance of Nature and the role bears play in that balance. Think about the bigger picture here not just the 
selfish interest of the hunters. Chelsea Norvell 98923 Gianina Graham 98922 Travis Margoni 98908 Diane Bigelow 98908 Sherri Biro 98904 Dawnelle Chen 98902 stop animal suffering Michelle Thompson 98901 Charlene Koreski 98901 
Kristine Gaffney 98841 This is almost a \ canned\ hunt! What do these people get out of killing these bears at this time of the year? If they HAVE to be hunted then change the season dates - let the cubs have a chance to learn and live! 
Cherry Butler 98841 India Mcbride 98837 Kathie Grignon 98837 Natacha Bouy 98835 Kristal Kurran 98826 Betsy Kraus 98816 Allie Jordan 98801 Eve Terrier 98800 Veronique Sanna 98800 Vanessa Lavigne 98800 Veronique Terpereau 
98800 Alexandra Munteanu 98725 Angela Long 98686 Jane Mcintosh 98686 Joan Turpin 98686 Becky Dealy burke 98685 Daniel Harrigan 98685 Vincent Madhavan 98685 This is barbaric We need our wildlife Sarah Hafer 98684 Jennifer 

                                      

2/28/2022 11:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Mora

2/28/2022 11:53 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Fiona Segretti 20795 Kahler Drive H8 Leavenworth WA US tulliappl3@icloud.com

2/28/2022 11:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mitchell Bishop

2/28/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Betances-LeBlanc

2/28/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely peyton wackerman

2/28/2022 12:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Joseph Helland

2/28/2022 12:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists. Sincerely R R

2/28/2022 12:47 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Rumi Kusdogan 14045 NE 6th Pl Bellevue WA US r.kusdogan@gmail.com

2/28/2022 12:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Giddings

2/28/2022 1:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Harrison Farr

2/28/2022 1:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Haynes

2/28/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Lattin

2/28/2022 1:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

2/28/2022 2:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Burns

2/28/2022 2:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Hart

2/28/2022 2:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tony Chapman

2/28/2022 2:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brent Mast

2/28/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathaniel Cutshall

2/28/2022 2:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Addington

2/28/2022 2:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely DAVID RAGSDALE

2/28/2022 2:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am a lifetime Washington resident and avid hunter. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as 
sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 
Sincerely Colby Allen

2/28/2022 2:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lorraine Johnson Seattle WA 98125 Lorraine.d.johnson@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Chlebowski Bellevue WA 98006 Pschlebowski@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tor Svanoe Point Roberts WA 98281 torwegian@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jean Thornsbury Federal Way WA 98023 jean_thornsbury@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janice Wilfing Sequim WA 98382 jwilfing12@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ji-Young Kim Bothell WA 98012 jiyoungk98@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Natalie Boydstun Seattle WA 98144 nat.boydstun@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sara Stock Edmonds WA 98020 saradstock@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
There is simply no need for this! Sincerely Gary McLaughlin Wahkiacus WA 98670 sacgwm@mac.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James Wagonfeld Seattle WA 98104 jimwagonfeld@me.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gwen Nolte Lakewood WA 98498 gwennolte@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Gielgens Kirkland WA 98034 kaaren_53@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely P Caver Seattle WA 98103 caver.pat@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jean Schwinberg Seattle WA 98115 jeanschwinberg@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charles Wilfing Sequim WA 98382 cwilfing@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ken Mincin Redmond WA 98052 kenmincin@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kendra Williams Seattle WA 98126 kendrawb@bithead.net

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Salovich Randle WA 98377 salovich@outlook.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mary n Vancouver WA 98683 seagoddess75@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kriss Kevorkian Olympia WA 98507 drkkevorkian@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Samantha Attwood Carnation WA 98014 samantha.attwood@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gabe Mukobi Camas WA 98607 gabrielmukobi@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Valarie Matinjussi Bellingham WA 98225 valariematinjussi@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. It should also be sporting--no bear baiting no dogs no traps! Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue 
it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Thank you. Sincerely Virgene Link-New Anacortes WA 98221 linkerwan@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shelly Mendoza Longview WA 98632 a7xgirl469@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elena Rumiantseva Seattle WA 98115 coficat24@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sabine Bestier Gig Harbor WA 98332 sabinebestier@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Harrie Kessler Kirkland WA 98034 Harrie@nwlink.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tiffany Dodge Seattle WA 98103 tiff@hedgendary.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Grace Padelford Kirkland WA 98034 gapadelford@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Erik LaRue Burlington WA 98233 pacific2626@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Wepking Duvall WA 98019 smwepking@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I care and I vote based entirely on wildlife and wilderness protections. This is horrifying. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black 
bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s 
simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Heather Van Vorous Seattle WA 98144 heather@helpforibs.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristi Mandt Seattle WA 98166 kristi@mma401k.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jay White Tacoma WA 98401 Flyngfree@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Eileen Keim Seattle WA 98126 eileenkeim7@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Suzanne Steel Blaine WA 98230 creatrix3@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rebecca Larsen Wenatchee WA 98801 annlarsen56@icloud.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Will Luu Seattle WA 98102 sftrance78@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Emily Baumgardner Olympia WA 98506 emily.boehr@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Rosenthal Seattle WA 98133 elizabethemmetrosenthal@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicole Wilson Redmond WA 98053 nicoleachapman@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debra Thompson Olympia WA 98502 Debrathompson@live.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jill Timm Wenatchee WA 98801 jtimm@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kimberly Seater Seattle WA 98146 mattphotos@quidnunc.net

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Gieser Seattle WA 98117 Johngieser@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission End this cruelty please! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted 
in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Kyle Comanor Seattle WA 98115 comanor@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely BYRON WILKES Edmonds WA 98020 JOPANDBW@FRONTIER.COM

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kenneth R Weeks Lyle WA 98635 kjweeks@embarqmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kevin Gallagher Seattle WA 98155 kevingal@uw.edu

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Hand Bainbridge Island WA 98110 dfhand3645@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicky H Bellingham WA 98225 niniekjava@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stormey Dove Bellevue WA 98007 stormey66@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robin Hordon Kingston WA 98346 robinhordon@juno.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carrie Campbell Seattle WA 98198 aaflygirl77@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Margaret Bach Santa Monica CA 90402 mnlbach@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please consider ending this practice. It is an inhumane practice and fits no where in our modern world. Why ever would we consider this an appropriate activity. Other states refuse to allow 
these hunts. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is 
inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of 
year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Andrea Zinsmeyer-
Wiser Seattle WA 98199 andreawiser@mac.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Inga Rouches Fall City WA 98024 irouches@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Crimson Strong Renton WA 98056 crimsonstrong@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Angeline Zalben Seattle WA 98105 ang.zalben@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should NEVER hold another bear hunt . Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring for good 
reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. NO valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s ZERO reason to continue it. Do away with this inhumane and selfish killing. Sincerely Den 
Mark Wichar Vancouver WA 98660 deedub@webtv.net

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Andrea Faste Seattle WA 98117 amfaste@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Toni Sammons Port Ludlow WA 98365 tonisammons79@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anna Gullickson Cashmere WA 98815 Dearrieta@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely adam udovich Olympia WA 98516 audovich77@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely nena cook Newport WA 99156 cooknena@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Annie Rein-Weston Seattle WA 98117 areinweston@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hunting bears is an archaic and outdated sport . This is not something that we should be doing period. Please stop this practice. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only 
eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re 
most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this 
hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jack Jensen Kenmore WA 98028 jjensen554@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charles Collier Redmond WA 98052 chcollier@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission This hunt is wrong. You have to know it s wrong. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good 
reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Wendy Wolf North Bend WA 98045 wendysknapsack@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Valerie Holland Sequim WA 98382 wawaland@olypen.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Achala Devi Port Townsend WA 98368 oceanofdevotion@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Richard Johnson Bellingham WA 98227 jazzpacnw@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gregory Penchoen Auburn WA 98002 gapenchoen@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jerry Kessinger Lynnwood WA 98087 jerrykessinger@me.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. I am 
completely against these hunts! That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If 
Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Lori Koon Seattle WA 98177 loriekoon@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Amy Mower Maple Falls WA 98266 almower@earthlink.net

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely MONIQUE RUSSELL Spanaway WA 98387 ronnandmo@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Colleen McDonald Edmonds WA 98026 COLLEEMC@microsoft.com

2/28/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dori BAILEY Chimacum WA 98325 theeblackwolf@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lorraine Hartmann Seattle WA 98125 lorrainehartmann@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jared Howe Seattle WA 98108 jaredchowe@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Arntson Bothell WA 98012 dchristiemusic@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Hand Bainbridge Island WA 98110 dhand6@juno.com

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael J. Dabrowski Seattle WA 98133 dabrowsk@uw.edu

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Noah Ehler Carnation WA 98014 nehler559@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carolita McGee Port Angeles WA 98362 lbr8.anmlz@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Fortier Monroe WA 98272 klfortier@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely anne Whirledge-Karp Bellingham WA 98229 anne@awish.net

2/28/2022 2:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharon Anderson Poulsbo WA 98370 hadaverde@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karla Romano Seattle WA 98199 karla-romano@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sandra Gehri-Bergman Puyallup WA 98371 s.gehri-bergman@outlook.com

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Irene Blomberg Lopez Island WA 98261 fmsllc@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Gould Seattle WA 98115 biancneve@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jesse Mallory Kennewick WA 99337 jmallory5@charter.net

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa M. Mintz Kavas Lynnwood WA 98087 lmkavas@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission In a world that s losing specie diversity on an alarming trajectory for Washington state to allow black bear hunting is unconscionable. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. 
Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re 
most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this 
hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Cynthia Cannon Tacoma WA 98422 cj.cannon@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert Hoffmann Eastsound WA 98245 roberthoffmann11197@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gail Dominick Montesano WA 98563 Gail.p.dominick@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Judy Masbaum North Bend WA 98045 jlargetree@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There is no justification to hunt bears that have not threatened any person. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are 
among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or 
science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Sandra Maloff Vancouver WA 98683 smaloff3@me.com

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Actually there is no good reason to ever allow this hunt - it s merely an excuse for hunters to practice their brutality. Do you really think that these people need to eat 
bear meat? Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely lynda erickson Redmond WA 98053 
lerick@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Conchi Kenmore WA 98028 jlconchi@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. No hunting. Sincerely Wendy Bowman Lacey WA 98503 wbowman17@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Suzanne Nevins Brinnon WA 98320 ohsusieq@mac.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Judy Avery Avery Chattaroy WA 99003 judysspace@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julia N Allen PhD DVM Edmonds WA 98020 DrJNA@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stan Isley Yakima WA 98902 stanisley@charter.net

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kaisie Hubschmitt Buckley WA 98321 kaisiehubschmitt@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ricky Taylor Everett WA 98208 taylorrl@outlook.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Let 
s work together on ending speciesism. Sincerely Angie Kelsay Mukilteo WA 98275 angieccs@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW Please listen to the biologists paid to bring science to the table. Keep opinions of others out of a science based decisions. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring 
bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is 
inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Dalum

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James Williams Mukilteo WA 98275 redwolf500@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sandy Covich Puyallup WA 98373 slcovich@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brian Graham Everett WA 98203 brian.graham42@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Washington should not allow black bear hunting 
period. There s no need for bear meat and no excessive bear count that suggests legitimate management other than protection from humans. Killing for fun should not be a sport. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best 
science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Scott Harrison Gig Harbor WA 98332 scottj.harrison@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Drew Yoder

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Helen Curtis Spokane WA 99208 critters6@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cathy Brandt Issaquah WA 98027 brandtonsquak@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There s something profoundly disturbing and wrong with your thinking; you should be appalled and embarrassed to be a party to this type of painful and despicable killing. What s wrong 
with you people? I ll bet there s a few of you connected to special interest groups that pay you to keep these hunts viable am I right! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black 
bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s 
simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Suzanne Dant Camano Island WA 98282 Suzannebdant@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tyler Johnson Snoqualmie WA 98065 tyler.s.johnson@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely j j Seattle WA 98102 spksea@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diana Nessly Bothell WA 98011 dcolenessly@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely ken johnston Edmonds WA 98026 kenjohn_98026@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Heather Murawski Renton WA 98058 ndnwoman404@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Burrows Spokane WA 99201 johnbcoyote@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cathleen Burns Friday Harbor WA 98250 commcomm2@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely R. A. Larson Mount Vernon WA 98274 rayakama@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chris Elder Acme WA 98220 osoelder@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Keith Johnson Nine Mile Falls WA 99026 keithjca@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission With climate change drought wildfires and more needlessly adding to the stress wildlife faces for the sake of a small number of hunters is pretty grotesque Washington state should never 
hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear 
mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. 
Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Paul Franzmann Walla Walla WA 99362 paulie627@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington State should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. We must work together to protect this great resource and allow these glorious creatures to thrive in our state. Please do away with this inhumane killing. Let us cherish our 
blessings. Sincerely Richard Waltman Gig Harbor WA 98332 richardwaltman45@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mary Jane Gibson Edmonds WA 98026 maryjane@gibson.org

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ruth Darden Seattle WA 98115 dseattlered@seanet.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elyette Weinstein Olympia WA 98501 elyette_w@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Jones

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mia heavyrunner Port Orchard WA 98366 miamoonbeam1313@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Darlene Baker Sammamish WA 98075 darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ann Pryich Mount Vernon WA 98273 aprijich@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rex Olsen Bainbridge Island WA 98110 rextolsen@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janice Klinski Olympia WA 98506 jazklinski@earthlink.net

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Lindquist Seattle WA 98177 rbgardener@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christopher Fuentes Seattle WA 98188 chris.e.fuentes@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheryl Waitkevich Olympia WA 98506 cwaitkevich@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chrid Eston Bremerton WA 98312 ceaton2184@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cari Johnson Seattle WA 98117 sosphyrnas@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Heidi Page Woodinville WA 98077 hcpage@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Geoffrey Richards Poulsbo WA 98370 Geoffrey.Richards327@Gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. This is outright murder of these innocent animals at a time when their babies are being born and are very vulnerable. Only eight 
states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jan Weisel Woodinville WA 98072 weiscon@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:43 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Bears leaving hibernation are nearly starved and their meat is inedible. If 
Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen in the fall when the bears are well fed and their meat is edible. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely David Painter Richland WA 99354 db_painter@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission We need to make more room for wildlife not slaughter it. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few 
animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports 
this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue 
it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jeff Brender Lynnwood WA 98037 hayfay@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am very concerned about this issue and thought it had already been decided not to have a spring bear hunt in Washington State. I firmly believe Washington state should never hold 
another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. There is a good reason for not allowing this practice. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. A significant number of Washingtonians have already expressed opposition to this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Thank you for your consideration in this matter. Sincerely Paula Shafransky Sedro Woolley WA 98284 pshafransky@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gianina Grahan Redmond WA 98052 gianina.graham@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Coleen Dove Bonney Lake WA 98391 jazzmo81072@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rich Hladky Bremerton WA 98310 richhladky@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ben Moore Mountlake Terrace WA 98043 dabull66@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dorothy Michaelson Seattle WA 98199 dorothykm@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hi I come from a family that hunted. I hunted growing up in Pennsylvania & North Carolina. I have no problems with hunting. I oppose spring bear hunting since bears are just coming out of 
their dens with newborn cubs. The mothers are hungry & if they die their cubs die too. If I remember right Pennsylvania didn t allow spring bear hunting when I was a kid & North Carolina Banned it later. I am 70 years old. Sincerely Alan 
Stewart Sequim WA 98382 alanstew@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Calvert Spokane WA 99206 jennifercalvert@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ileana Vasquez Seattle WA 98121 vasquez.ileana@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Meghan McCutcheon White Salmon WA 98672 meghan.mccutcheon@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristin Otto Seattle WA 98166 treedance.kdo@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely PAM BONAVENTURA Medina WA 98039 limoncello.tao@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washingon must END the spring bear hunt. Only 8 states allow this inhumane and unsportsmanlike practice. This unethical hunt targets mother bears and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. As you are fully aware there is NO management rationale or science to support this barbaric hunt. It is your responsibility to END this callous and reprehensible spring bear hunt. There is absolutely no credible excuse for it to be 
condoned or continued. If Washington allows black bear hunting it must happen at another time of year so it doesn t put sows and their cubs at risk. Washingtonians overwhelmingly oppose this hunt and there is no scientific basis for it to 
continue. Please do away with this inhumane and unethical hunt and make it a PERMANENT prohibition. Sincerely Hal Enerson Port Angeles WA 98362 ensn@fastmail.org

2/28/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake Westman

2/28/2022 2:45 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alice Hassel Camano Island WA 98282 alice.hassel256@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I m shocked to learn that Washington state still allows bear hunting. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the 
spring. This is so cruel and unnecessary. I believe bear hunting is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Wendy Feltham Port Townsend WA 98368 wfeltham9@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Bear hunting in M A R C H ????? THIS IS JUST INSANE!!! ENOUGH OF THIS CRAZYNESS!! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black 
bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s 
simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Stephen Bailey Deming WA 98244 stilltruckinsb@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Lamb Langley WA 98260 btlamb@whidbey.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Everitt Allen Bellingham WA 98229 yogaforallages@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Also spring is when birds nest and sing and many migrate in with many more people going out to bird watch and take spring hikes. There should be SOME time of year 
when people can feel safe walking in public lands without fearing being shot by hunters ---at least in the spring! . Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Shelley Simcox Bremerton WA 98312 shelleyron@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michelle Jones Fall City WA 98024 cascadiaflora@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rose Custer Seattle WA 98117 rdcuster@earthlink.net

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charlie Reed Spokane WA 99203 creed@dermsos.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Holman Seattle WA 98119 psholman@mac.com

2/28/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joseph Jowdy Ferndale WA 98248 jjjowdy@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alii Bek South Bend WA 98586 aliimbek1@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I urge your action to prevent this from reoccurring. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals 
the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this 
cruelty. If Washington must allow black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Like most Washingtonians I oppose this hunt and if you chose to ignore a citizen s plea the best science 
shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Steven Greenebaum Lynnwood WA 98037 stevenwrite@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Timothy Roehl Olympia WA 98513 turoehl@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anna Svetogorska Issaquah WA 98027 anyasvet@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:47 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring just as 
groggy mothers emerge from hibernation with their newborn cubs. When hunters gun down bear parents orphaned cubs starve to death or succumb to the elements. There s no scientific reason for this cruelty. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please stop this unnecessary and merciless killing spree. Sincerely Lori Stefano Yelm WA 98597 
lorilstefano@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Larry Mahlis Seattle WA 98115 larrymahlis@Hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Phiip Conrad Bainbridge Island WA 98110 Kelcon7@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Peters. Kirkland WA 98033 nano.peters@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William Hoffer White Salmon WA 98672 sunengser@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Forest Shomer Port Townsend WA 98368 inspass@whidbey.net

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Maria Magana Burlington WA 98233 mariamagana@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristen Garcia Edmonds WA 98026 kleach.garcia@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Tountas Seattle WA 98155 babaanntee@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pamela Hallock Spanaway WA 98387 pwbadger15@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission STOP ALOWING THE KILLING OF OUR NATIVE WILDLIFE! Your Policy # C-700X states in part: All species habitats and ecosystems are important. Our work must strive to protect all native fish 
and wildlife even common species because we understand the value of preserving functional ecosystems. How can you allow inhumane bear hunting that targets bear mothers and cubs? You are not the Washington Department of 
Hunting and Fishing although you act like it. Your mandate is conservation not killing! The following is a prepared statement that I approve of: Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice 
and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid 
management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science 
shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely James Loran Port Angeles WA 98362 jvlcml@olypen.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Heather Allison Bainbridge Island WA 98110 heather.beinlove@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marie Bailey Bellingham WA 98229 mariebailey777@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dwight Locke Port Orchard WA 98366 dwightlocke@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely NANCY RASMUSSEN Seattle WA 98166 nancyinburien@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:49 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Louetta Jensen Puyallup WA 98374 ljthewriter@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. Allowing 
the hunt of the animals continues to weaken our state s process towards protecting all wildlife. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale 
or science supports this cruelty and no one needs to be able to hunt these bears for their health and wellbeing. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. I beg 
of you as a young person living in Washington state to protect the lives of these vulnerable animals. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this 
inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Lis Grove Mercer Island WA 98040 lis@grove.cx

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Mrks Port Angeles WA 98362 shenyen@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Do you know how intelligent and feeling bears are? They are closer to us than many would like to admit. It is wrong to hunt them. It is unfair to an animal that was here before we were. 
Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Sally Vogel Lacey WA 98503 
sallyvogel@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Smith Bellingham WA 98229 zetaclaw@q.com

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Oh my Lord....you have got to be kidding. We have to write to you to stop the possibility of a merciless and absolutely inhumane bear hunt in which these beautiful creatures are just 
emerging from their dens and we shoot the mothers leaving babies orphaned and abandoned???? Can this be real? And for these murderous and greedy hunters we are considering making it a permanent thing??? Jesus. Washington state 
should NEVER hold another bear hunt. Only eight ignorant states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. WHY....???? The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike not to 
speak of disgusting.... targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason 
to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely J J Lindsey Olympia WA 98501 jhawk@gglbbs.com

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Force North Bend WA 98045 ceforce5@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Sailer Port Townsend WA 98368 sailerinport@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ligia Ercius-DiPaola Belmont CA 94002 Ligija@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jimmye AngellErickson Walla Walla WA 99362 jimmyedell@hotmail.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Don Thomsen Spokane WA 99202 don_a_t@live.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Mattson Seattle WA 98116 nmattson33@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Sailer Port Townsend WA 98368 jksailer@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kacy Walters Bellevue WA 98008 kacywalters@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katharine Brindley Mercer Island WA 98040 kmwbrindley@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:51 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kimberly Leeper Seattle WA 98116 kimberly.leeper12@gmail.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely ROCKLIN PERROTT Olympia WA 98512 rocnhill@q.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely nancy wiechmann Clinton WA 98236 imgurm@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. I believe 
the hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable is disgusting and should not be allowed. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows 
black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I urge you to please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Johan Luchisnger Woodinville WA 98072 luchsingerj@baylisarchitects.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mary Elizabeth h. Zimmerman Bainbridge Island WA 98110 melihandy@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James Mulcare Clarkston WA 99403 JSMulcare52@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Our 
world is in such a state of chaos let the choices we mark regarding our environment demonstrate a stride towards balance and respect. It means a lot to me. Thank you. Sincerely Jennifer Dalby Vancouver WA 98684 jnfer72@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Angela McCullagh Seattle WA 98177 angiemccullagh@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 2:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Batzlaff

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Deborah Gandolfo Kirkland WA 98033 deborah.gandolfo@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hunting black bears in the spring as they emerge from hibernation when they re most vulnerable is inhumane and unsportsmanlike. It s what cowards do. Washington state is one of only 
eight states that allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt. There s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this disgustingly inhumane opportunity for cowards to kill. 
Sincerely Mark Ashley Bainbridge Island WA 98110 mashed@outlook.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gregor Greig Silverdale WA 98383 gregorgreig@astound.net

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Abigail Fanestil Sequim WA 98382 abbiesroad@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stuart Smith Wenatchee WA 98801 wagmorebarkless@protonmail.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission The people who lobby loudest are those that want to exploit a resource in this case a species of wild animal black bears. Do not listen to them. You are in your official position to manage 
bears to the advantage of all of us including the bears. Please do so. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in 
the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Walter Jorgensen Olympia WA 98501 waltjorgensen@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shinel Sands Puyallup WA 98375 shinelmsands@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheryl Biale Olympia WA 98512 cherylab214@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bonnie Brownfield Monroe WA 98272 airbornbb@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Frank Koterba Bellingham WA 98229 fwkphotography@gmail.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
There is NO NEED for this! Sincerely Howard Lazzarini Everett WA 98208 lazzarini.howard@gmail.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dan Schneider Seattle WA 98115 dlschneiderx@outlook.com

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Laura Winds Lummi Island WA 98262 lawinds@openaccess.org
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this barbaric practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. As a Washingtonian I am ashamed to see this disgraceful 
slaughter go on year after year. During a time of mass extinctions and habitat loss due to climate change the old fashioned ideas about killing animals for pleasure must be thrown out. If Washington has a rationale for black bear hunting 
then at least it should happen at another time of year so that it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. But I have yet to hear any scientific evidence that supports so-called hunts of this kind. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and it is 
time to end this barbaric practice that demeans us all. Please take action to do the humane thing the scienticly sound thing and do away with this unnecessary and inhumane killing. Sincerely Randall Potts Bellingham WA 98226 
randallpotts@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please...let s not even entertain such an inhumane and ridiculously egregious idea as this. LEAVE THE BEARS ALONE with their cubs and their home. Washington state should never hold 
another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. This is totally UNACCEPTABLE. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear 
mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely RJ J. Olympia WA 98501 jhawkjani@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Turnoy Eastsound WA 98245 davidgeri@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marjorie Millner Vancouver WA 98685 MMillner2@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Wolfgang Loera Bellevue WA 98005 WOLF57327@COMCAST.NET

2/28/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jenny O Neill Chehalis WA 98532 haseltine6@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely j h Port Angeles WA 98363 kimgroom@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Lawson Seattle WA 98115 chakolaw@netscape.net

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheryl Swent Seattle WA 98133 tnewswent@msn.com

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Laura Brindley Seattle WA 98121 lbrindle@wellesley.edu

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tamar Lowell Port Townsend WA 98368 dustylowell@email.com

2/28/2022 2:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Linn

2/28/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Don Rogers. MD Olympia WA 98502 djrogers4@hotmail.com
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Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Satah Bauman Bellingham WA 98229 sarahweilbauman@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tiffany Anderson Bellingham WA 98225 tiffanys.a.robot@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Stevenson Issaquah WA 98027 bbstvnsn15@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely kathy lane Vancouver WA 98663 gorgegirl999@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lin Higley Mead WA 99021 llhigley@comcast.net

2/28/2022 2:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William McGunagle Spokane WA 99207 acelticone@aol.com

2/28/2022 2:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Erin Neubauer Bellevue WA 98004 neubauererin@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 2:58 PM Email

From: Commission (DFW) Sent: Monday February 28 2022 2:42 PM To: Barbara Baker ; Donald McIsaac ; Anderson James R (DFW) ; John Lehmkuhl ; Smith Lorna D (DFW) ; Melanie Rowland ; Linville Molly F (DFW) ; Thorburn Kim M (DFW) 
; Tim Ragen Cc: Rule Making (DFW) Subject: FW: Spring Black Bear Hunt Proposal CR-102 From: Jean Davis Sent: Monday February 28 2022 2:34 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Spring Black Bear Hunt Proposal CR-102 External Email 
Commissioners: I completely oppose the proposed Spring Black Bear Hunt. There is no actual management need only a spurious badly written and unproven statement of that need . There are many more thousands of Washingtonians 
who do not hunt than there are hunters but the hunters seem to be flooding the public comment site. Numbers matter but just because you receive more pro hunt comments than con only means the hunting groups are organized. It does 
NOT mean that more people want to hunt than do not want to hunt. I suggest that you multiply every opposition comment by 100 (low-ball; multiply by 1000 to be more realistic) to have a more reasonable feel of what the citizens of 
Washington believe relative to this proposed hunt. This current proposal has no enforcement of the prohibition on killing female bears with cubs and the killing of cubs and the date has been removed meaning you never again have to 
approve the hunt - just schedule it. That s patently cruel to the bears and makes the commission non-responsive to the public. That is not how Washington operates. Bears are not on this earth to provide humans with sport. Often the 
bears are wounded in great pain and some cannot be tracked to finish the kill so they die a miserable death. Also too many of these hunters are killing just to say they did and for the pleasure of the kill. That is so wrong! Please do not 
approve CR-102 and do not approve any other plan for a Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for your time Jean Davis Hoquiam WA

2/28/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. It is 
time to take care of all living creatures on earth while there is still time to do the right thing! Sincerely Laureen Elizabeth Sequim WA 98382 laureenelizabeth1@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Black bears occur in every mainland state in the USA but only eight states allow this practice. Black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring and that 
practice needs to be stopped now. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Lynn Erckmann Kirkland WA 98033 lynn.erckmann@gmail.com

2/28/2022 2:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charles O Clair Friday Harbor WA 98250 cnroclair@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Felicity Devlin Tacoma WA 98406 felicitydevlin@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric McCaslin

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joseph Mabel Seattle WA 98115 jmabel@joemabel.com

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely GLENN FRANKO Port Angeles WA 98362 gfranko@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jonathan Hartman Camas WA 98607 doctorjonny1@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John H Spanaway WA 98387 hartsojd@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Loeser Mercer Island WA 98040 kwloeser@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Farrar Sammamish WA 98075 sfarrar228@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely steve graham Bellingham WA 98226 stevlg1gm@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Greg Onsel Arlington WA 98223 gjonsel@outlook.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicole Bickel Graham WA 98338 nikki9179@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lynn Rosenblum Bellingham WA 98225 roseyvt68@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Hanna Loeffler Bellingham WA 98225 hanna_loeffler@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Rosen Mercer Island WA 98040 bobbyrass@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gordon Philip Baldwin Seattle WA 98122 malatestamaquis@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tracy Ouellette Bow WA 98232 tracyjouellette@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. What special interests are behind continuing it? If 
Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Tryna Lyons Seattle WA 98106 trynalyons@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kim Helland Seattle WA 98177 kthelland@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely anne hayward Snohomish WA 98290 hayonthlak@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Elaine Woo Bellevue WA 98005 elainewoo@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Our 
state is better than this. Sincerely Kim Mack Shelton WA 98584 rootsafrica@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michaela Wehner Kirkland WA 98033 elkes.mw@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Aaron Boley Winthrop WA 98862 aaronrboley@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely K.. Eggers Addy WA 99101 lullabyguy@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dennis Pennell Vancouver WA 98685 dennisnpennell@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I for one strongly oppose it and would like to see 
Washington do the right thing for the bears. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Kristina Gravette Issaquah WA 98027 ktgravette@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joni Dennison Federal Way WA 98003 manifestjkpd@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sarah Cutler Blaine WA 98230 Sarahtcutler@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Klaudia Englund Anacortes WA 98221 klaudia.englund@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janelle Church Yelm WA 98597 Janellechurch8@me.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission This was already decided. It is a slap in the face to the public who took time off to address this matter. Stop making this political! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. 
Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re 
most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this 
hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jennifer Enriquez Ilwaco WA 98624 enriquez.jennifer@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert O Malley

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alexandra Edvardsen Bainbridge Island WA 98110 aledvardsen@me.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elaine Green Bellingham WA 98229 posterpage@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Fairchild Seattle WA 98118 fairchildjl@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Meg Cssey Edmonds WA 98020 mlbc13@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brydian Forrest Seattle WA 98122 brydian@gigglewax.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission First and foremost thank you so much for the work you ve already done on this important matter. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this 
practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid 
management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science 
shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Mahria Zook Edmonds WA 98026 mzook12@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debra Braden Spanaway WA 98387 debrasbraden@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Jacobson Seattle WA 98146 kajacobson3584@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Emily Van Alyne West Richland WA 99353 oceanminded09@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Garry Plesha Battle Ground WA 98604 garry@tcuweb.com

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dan Snyder University Place WA 98467 dmso17@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Taylor Everson WA 98247 mjtaylor@u.washington.edu

2/28/2022 3:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. It is inhumane meaning hunters are making 
themselves inhumane in the process of killing. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows 
there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Mechthild Rast Seattle WA 98105 mera577@mac.com

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Price

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Stop killing bears! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in 
the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Janet Pinneo Issaquah WA 98027 jgpin73@q.com

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Taaff Seattle WA 98136 b_taaff@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lara Harris Entiat WA 98822 satoristar@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gene Wheeler Darrington WA 98241 genewheeler1@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sofia Kotlayr WA 98910 sofiakotlyar@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There is no reason for Washngtn State to allow bear huntng at any time of the year but it is especially cruel to allow it in the spring. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. 
Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. Hunting should not be allowed period! The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and 
cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this 
inhumane killing. Sincerely Peter Christ Camas WA 98607 peteroboe@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sara Montgomery Moxee WA 98936 Sheskis@outlook.com

2/28/2022 3:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely L Sherwood Bellingham WA 98225 bravols1@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathryn Plitt Gig Harbor WA 98332 kbplitt@icloud.com

2/28/2022 3:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Bear hunters do not make up the majority of Washington s residents and I see no data from you indicating that most Washington residents approve of this hunt. Can you provide that? Or 
scientific data justifying the need for this hunt? Without that data approving this hunt just makes you The Commission look beholden to bear hunter groups and willing to ignore wider public opinion. Is that what you really want? I would 
like to think not but it s up to you to prove such an assertion incorrect. Sincerely Linda Fraidenburg Olympia WA 98502 fraidenl45@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Amy Kiba Vancouver WA 98685 amykiba@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Losa Di Lauro Sammamish WA 98074 pinepet@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Missy Timberman Seattle WA 98109 mtimberman62@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Eric Ross Colbert WA 99005 ecross72@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Weis Bellingham WA 98226 scarabbeetle@shaw.ca

2/28/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patrick Hickey Bremerton WA 98337 soileddude@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Henry Fly Port Townsend WA 98368 hankfly@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michelle Carter

2/28/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Liane Bennett West Richland WA 99353 vegas6311@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely JoAnn Polley Poulsbo WA 98370 polley65@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:12 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ronald Carter

2/28/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Monte Swenson Colbert WA 99005 Monte.swenson@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sylvia Ford Lakewood WA 98498 sinderla2101@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mana Iluna Bellevue WA 98007 manailuna1@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Blackwood Spokane WA 99206 barbara.bb@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marilyn Heuser Snohomish WA 98290 ursagalaxy11@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Miranda Danver Olympia WA 98512 sdanver7@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Morgan Mason

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely R J Gunner Everett WA 98204 wammack8@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission You cannot eat a bear. A dead bear will not heal a trophy hunter ego. Never. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are 
among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or 
science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Linda Anderson Sedro Woolley WA 98284 lindagdunaway@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely William Winstanley Wenatchee WA 98801 wpwin@genext.net 2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email
Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Shouse Everett WA 98201 sshouse64@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Norm Conrad Mount Vernon WA 98274 nsconrad@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I m so shocked that in this state where the citizens love and respect nature - bear hunting is even allowed!!!!! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow 
this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No 
valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best 
science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely maryanne trengove Everett WA 98203 maryannet2002@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Hayden Spokane WA 99224 Gncrh@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristin Felix Olympia WA 98502 kristinrfelix@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Daniel Henling Seattle WA 98107 dhenling@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:15 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Enz Lill Spokane WA 99201 nelill6060@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debbie Thorn Fall City WA 98024 thorndebbie@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joy Turlo Bonney Lake WA 98391 joy2rlo@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katherine Nelson Kent WA 98031 nicoeli3@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jean Boyd Walla Walla WA 99362 rickandjeanboyd@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Is it really necessary to display the fur of a dead black bear in the living room or bed room? There should be no black bear hunting (a sport really?) and certainly not in Washington. It is cruel 
inhumane and unsportsmanlike as it likely targets bear mothers and cubs. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Please do away with the hunting of black bears. Sincerely Renee Stephan Bellingham WA 98226 
reneestephan@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely NANCY SOSNOVE Everett WA 98201 nsosnove@nexusmarine.com

2/28/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am strongly opposed to Washington holding another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. It s despicable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows 
black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please listen to them and not 
the hunters. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Greg Weber Arlington WA 98223 Gregweber@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Melissa Dannelet Tacoma WA 98406 mdannelet@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Beth Wilmot Edmonds WA 98020 wilmotb@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Laura Bailey Seattle WA 98112 laebailey@mac.com

2/28/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert E Gigliotti Bow WA 98232 beyondsamsara@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Eric Zimdars Bothell WA 98012 ezimdars@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. I am not a 
hunter. When I heard of this inhumane practice of killig bears just as they emerge from hiburnation is cruel and inhumane. What is wrong with us. . The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they 
re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this CRUELTY. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose 
this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. So change the hunting season to fall if you need to hunt ! Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Frances Pavlas Bose Pullman WA 
99163 francy@pavlasbose.com

2/28/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kim Thornadtsson Bellingham WA 98225 vikette_swede@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Therese Livella La Center WA 98629 harvestofpeace@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:20 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tod Johnston Port Townsend WA 98368 todjjohnston@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Graham

2/28/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sarah M Seattle WA 98117 sarah.b.mundal@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Greg Espe Seattle WA 98115 gregespe@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Richard Horner Seattle WA 98107 rrhorner@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Lambert Carnation WA 98014 johnslambert55@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheryl McRill Mount Vernon WA 98273 mcrillc@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. IF Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Anyone can see the logic in this. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this 
inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Toni Penton Snohomish WA 98296 tspenton@frontier.com

2/28/2022 3:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Peter Michaels Seattle WA 98136 p.michaels@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Cody Stocker

2/28/2022 3:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Darcy Leach Olga WA 98279 darcykl@umich.edu

2/28/2022 3:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Winters Black Diamond WA 98010 ladygreyreiver@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gregory Doell

2/28/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Bear hunting is vitally important for both hunters and 
ecosystems. An unregulated predator population can creep into residential neighborhoods causing disturbances and damage. Bringing back the bear season will help many hunters who rely on these creatures for their fat and meat to 
maintain their lifestyle. Sincerely Peter Baer

2/28/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. We 
have neighborhood bears (live next to the National Forest) and we love them. They are only a nuisance if people leave garbage out. A mama and her two cubs entertained us last summer. DON T ALLOW HUNTERS TO KILL THEM! They were 
here first and can be managed by people who are supposed to protect them the Fish and Wildlife Service! Sincerely Kirsten Sweet Leavenworth WA 98826 shyest.basest_0h@icloud.com

2/28/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gary Brill Seattle WA 98133 garyalanbrill@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Loree Hollander Bainbridge Island WA 98110 7perfectspiders@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:26 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Hubbird Steilacoom WA 98388 twominclip@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael And Barbara Hill Mineral WA 98355 theelbehills@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Beth Eisenbeis Bothell WA 98011 bethe22@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robin Zahler Snohomish WA 98290 rrzahler@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely susan richardson Fall City WA 98024 susan@susan-richardson.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joseph Franetic Friday Harbor WA 98250 franeticja@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patricia Halsell Seattle WA 98103 pathalsell@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janet Swihart Long Beach WA 98631 janetswihart@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Heather Nicholson Friday Harbor WA 98250 Heatherfold@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Greg Willett Gig Harbor WA 98329 gregory.willett@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Guy Pinneo Issaquah WA 98027 gpin8589@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Madelyn Hart Seattle WA 98117 BugBoxMonk3@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ellen Strope Kettle Falls WA 99141 eswildlifeartist@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Petty

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mary OConnell Olympia WA 98506 mmoc@pacbell.net

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janet Jordan Olympia WA 98501 janetjordan@fastmail.fm

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mary Guard Friday Harbor WA 98250 Guard52@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thaddeus Kozlowski Lacey WA 98503 thkoz78@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ronald Bond Langley WA 98260 crimsonwolf62@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jan grant Friday Harbor WA 98250 Jan.grant04@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mariann Carrasco Orcas WA 98280 mcarrasco98@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seth Warren

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely JoAnna Redman-Smith Kent WA 98031 mojofeline@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jody Caicco Vancouver WA 98682 jodycaicco@icloud.com

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Frederick Stone Everett WA 98208 fstone1118@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nathan Trimble Port Townsend WA 98368 master.twizted@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely George Norris Sequim WA 98382 georgetnorris54@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Judith LeGrande Kent WA 98031 jlegrande44@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Stop this madness please. Sincerely Scott Buchner Port Townsend WA 98368 scottpbuchner@icloud.com

2/28/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steven Uyenishi Seattle WA 98115 suyenishi@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brenda Seifert Yakima WA 98908 brendag45@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gabriel Newton Seattle WA 98166 gabenewton@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Denise Echelbarger Camano Island WA 98282 denie51@icloud.com

2/28/2022 3:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely CHRIS Battis Bellingham WA 98225 cdbattis@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:35 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ruth King Lacey WA 98503 ruthnk@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Middleton Seattle WA 98117 middleman50@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please do not allow a Washington state bear hunt this March or ever again. It is a cruel practice which targets sleepy mother bears just as they re emerging after hibernation with their cubs. 
It absolutely breaks my heart. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. In fact science has shown us that animals have complex deep emotions. Therefore this isn t simply hunting bears : it s shooting and killing 
groggy mothers creating traumatized orphan cubs. It s simply wrong. Please do away with this astonishingly cruel practice. Sincerely Blythe Horman Seattle WA 98125 blythe.horman@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anita Bryant Seattle WA 98105 feathy@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jolie Misek Olympia WA 98513 joliemisek@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Nelson Graham WA 98338 northcoast42@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Wasserman Tacoma WA 98406 coolauthor2@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Bingley

2/28/2022 3:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jerry Golden Seattle WA 98125 jeribou@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission As a wildlife supporter I believe thatWashington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows 
to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Our state can do better than murdering these wild animals. Leave them alone!!! Sincerely Linda Gregory Bellingham WA 98225 zgrbell3@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Critchlow Lummi Island WA 98262 critchl@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW Remove Lorna Smith she lied under oath stating she doesn t have anything against bear hunting but finds spring bear hunting unethical. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my 
opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by 
WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/28/2022 3:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Duane Niatum Seattle WA 98107 niatumd@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lester Thompson Seattle WA 98199 oldnap@outlook.com

2/28/2022 3:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joanne Dobson Seattle WA 98146 jold57@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

2/28/2022 3:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shary B Seattle WA 98101 shary50@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:40 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel McVicker

2/28/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lori Danielson Issaquah WA 98027 lddanielson@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Unless you can present verifiable proof that black bears are some threat or cause some environmental damage there is NO REASON FOR THE SPRING BEAR HUNT . Only eight states allow this 
practice and black bears are among the few animals this state allows to be hunted in the spring. It s ILLEGAL in other states for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. SO QUIT IT. The howls and screams of a small number of trophy hunters and other gun nuts ARE NOT LOUDER THAN ALL OF OURS. And the really really bad news: WE 
VOTE TOO. Sincerely Steve Ditore Seattle WA 98125 zykotek@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Eleanor Dowson Bothell WA 98012 eleanordowson@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Pletcher Redmond WA 98053 jenp321@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely EUGENE KIVER Anacortes WA 98221 froghollow@sisna.com

2/28/2022 3:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Amy Amoroso Lake Stevens WA 98258 amy_amoroso@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lindy A Von Dohlen Pasco WA 99301 lindyland2@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Morris Williams Vashon WA 98070 moclairity@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pamela Gross Friday Harbor WA 98250 pamelag@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Bindi Vancouver WA 98660 profs2000@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Catherine Bovey Anacortes WA 98221 cathybovey@aol.com

2/28/2022 3:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katie Koteles Lake Stevens WA 98258 rebelpriestess@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please end black bear hunting permanently. It is at best unsportsmanlike and at worst terribly cruel to hunt bears as they emerge from hibernation often with small cubs. I am perplexed that 
this is still allowed. Sincerely Sandy Shettler Seattle WA 98115 sshettler@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Cross Port Orchard WA 98366 annecross62@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. I 
am demanding that that this egregious act be stopped now. What ignorant person or persons would allow this needless killing to continue? Sincerely Clifford Ballard Mattawa WA 99349 nellieirwin@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Caroline Ostrowski Vancouver WA 98665 ostrowcaroline@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:48 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pawiter Parhar Sammamish WA 98074 pawiter.parhar@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Qat Boaterre Bellingham WA 98226 QQQQKT@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debbi Pratt Seattle WA 98199 debbi77777@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Laura Huddlestone Seattle WA 98106 blackdubh@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Matt Johnson Vancouver WA 98663 northfalke@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tara Demers Port Angeles WA 98362 demerst13@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Melissa Frederick Federal Way WA 98023 jimmyboyssis@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Roy Farrant Seattle WA 98105 farrantj@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patricia Hansen Friday Harbor WA 98250 pathansendc@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I have not and do not hunt bear but I follow conservation and biology closely as an outdoorsman. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence 
provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Curt Peterson

2/28/2022 3:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dan O Keefe Vashon WA 98070 danny@dannyokeefe.com

2/28/2022 3:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Guy Chan Seattle WA 98195 guychan@uw.edu

2/28/2022 3:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lois ward Olympia WA 98516 loisward@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hi: Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Especially because black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. This targets bear mothers 
and cubs when they re most vulnerable. There s no reason to continue killing bears. Thank you. Dr. Demian Sincerely Dr. Demian Seattle WA 98146 demian@buddybuddy.com

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington State should never hold another bear hunt and especially not in the spring when orphaned cubs could starve to death or die from the inclement weather. Only eight states allow 
this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No 
valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best 
science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Ellen Kritzman Vashon WA 98070 ekritzman@centurytel.net

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Connie Nelson Vancouver WA 98684 Nelson8908@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ryann Medlin Stevenson WA 98648 rlmedlin@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should not hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Importantly If Washington allows black bear 
hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Mark Sawyer Port Angeles WA 98362 msawteach@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christine Anderson Hannas Spokane WA 99223 cahannas@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely MaryAnn Mabbott Woodinville WA 98077 maryann@mabbott.org

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert Brown Tacoma WA 98466 larkbrown@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joann Perrett Bellevue WA 98006 jgperrett@cywren.com

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Bakke Olympia WA 98501 susan.bakke.b3@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Barbara Temple-Thurston Tacoma WA 98406 templeba@plu.edu

2/28/2022 3:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janet Riordan Seattle WA 98177 janetmriordan@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kay S. Lacey WA 98503 akscamry@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Nowlis Kingston WA 98346 nowlisfamily@me.com

2/28/2022 3:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission WTF? You will allow new mothers coming starving out of the den with their new born cubs to be hunted down and killed? What kind of wildlife management is this? This idea is inhumane 
and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science could support this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year 
so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. I most strongly oppose this hunt Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely MARIAN ROH Port Townsend WA 98368 marianroh8@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. NO valid management 
rationale or science supports this crueltY putting cubs and their mothers at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely David J Hunt Spokane WA 99203 davidjameshunt@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen McBeth Bellevue WA 98008 kathemcbeth@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jill Gustafson Wenatchee WA 98801 Kangaroospring@msn.com

2/28/2022 3:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve Green Burlington WA 98233 malogatos@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Bisset Renton WA 98056 ResistanceGranny@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Annie Johnston Monroe WA 98272 anniejohnston1974@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:58 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janice Pollard Seattle WA 98178 janpollard@comcast.net

2/28/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thomas Swoffer Ravensdale WA 98051 swofftr@q.com

2/28/2022 3:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dallas Hamilton

2/28/2022 3:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW Hunters and hunting seasons are an important part of both wildlife conservation and wildlife management. Wildlife management must be backed by science rather than emotional appeals from members of the public who are 
ignorant of the many factors that impact wildlife populations. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as 
sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 
Sincerely Ian Grant

2/28/2022 3:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Crockett Stultz

2/28/2022 3:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alexandra Pearson Seattle WA 98105 alexandrabronwyn@gmail.com

2/28/2022 3:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Terribly cruel to allow bear hunting at the time of year when they are emerging from hibernation. If hunting is necessary to reduce their population please hold it at another time of year. 
Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Susan Bogan Seattle WA 98112 
palmspringssusan@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely M Lou Christ Seattle WA 98103 Mnortie@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer C Woodinville WA 98072 jenalah@netscape.net

2/28/2022 4:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Baine Federal Way WA 98023 bowtyguy@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janet Saupp Orting WA 98360 janetksaupp@msn.com

2/28/2022 4:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christine Mullie Winthrop WA 98862 mulliechristine@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:03 PM Email

Dear Commissioner: Please do not allow a Washington state bear hunt this March: or preferably ever again. It is a cruel heartbreaking practice which targets sleepy vulnerable mother bears just as they re emerging after hibernation with 
their cubs. The mother bears have been hibernating all winter: they neither ate or drank during those months but instead gave birth and nursed their young. They have lost a significant percentage of their body weight and they are 
weakened and vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. In fact science has shown us that animals have complex deep emotions. Therefore this isn t simply hunting bears : it s shooting and killing groggy 
mothers creating traumatized orphan cubs. It s simply wrong. Please do away with this astonishingly cruel practice. Sincerely Blythe Horman 12311 32nd Ave NE Apt 505 Seattle WA 98125 (206) 579-7750

2/28/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Hanshaw

2/28/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Javaux

2/28/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ed Kraynak Blaine WA 98230 edkraynak@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Florie Rothenberg Seattle WA 98126 frothenberg@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:05 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Martha ****ens Olympia WA 98516 m****ens@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lynn Lamb Sequim WA 98382 Artemis13Owl@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharon S Vander Pool Bonney Lake WA 98391 vanderpoolss@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Scott Cecile Everett WA 98208 VegAtheist@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Stoll

2/28/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Lau Redmond WA 98052 Barbarahlau@msn.com

2/28/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington should never hold another black bear hunt. I am from Washington state raised up by my father in the forest of the Okanogan where I learned to love and respect the creatures of 
the forest. The spring black bear hunts allowed in Washington State are abhorrent. These hunts target black bear sows and cubs when they are most vulnerable as they are emerging from their winter dens. Sows are groggy easy to kill and 
their vulnerable cubs are left to die from exposure starvation and attacks by predators. Killing weak vulnerable animals is not sport! This is unadulterated cruelty. My family are hunters - principled hunters. We do not target females and 
their young. We evaluate before we shoot if we cannot drop the animal dead with a single shot we do not shoot. And we shoot only for winter meat. Bear meat is not good meat. We humans need to finally learn that the creatures that 
inhabit our forests and wild lands are integral to the ecosystems that make this earth livable for humans. We need the black bear to stabilize our forest ecosystem. And as far as I know black bears are not a threat to livestock. They are 
vegetarians shy forest feeders that prefer to stay as far away as possible from human contact. All this to say that there is no management rationale for the spring kill of black bears. Taking out groggy females and leaving vulnerable 
newborn cubs to die is outright cruelty and shows the worst side of human nature. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I urge you to permanently end this abhorrently-
cruel spring-killing of black bear sows and cubs. Sincerely Catherine Caron Spokane WA 99207 kateri@doncaron.com

2/28/2022 4:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Penne Moore Graham WA 98338 pennewithane@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. As a Washington state resident who holds fishing licenses and has held a hunting license I m appalled this is even under 
consideration. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and 
cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jeff Renner Sammamish WA 98074 jeffrenner3@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Colleen Bonin Battle Ground WA 98604 colliebonin@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I think hunting bears should be illegal in general. Right now it is still legal and unnecessary. Hunting should at the very least be limited to periods that do not endanger bear cubs right after 
parental hibernation. I am totally opposed to the Spring bear hunt and am writing to you directly to put a stop to it. Your actions matter just as much as mine. Thank you. Sincerely Jason Alarid Kenmore WA 98028 
jason_alarid@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton Harris

2/28/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert Jensen Lacey WA 98503 rvmijensen@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Andrew LeFort Port Angeles WA 98362 alefort48@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Candice Cassato Olympia WA 98502 cand47@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please Stop the Cruelty! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Gretchen Kaufman Pullman WA 99163 Gkaufman10@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:16 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tim Durnell Rice WA 99167 dtdurnell@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lauren Ranz Bellingham WA 98229 lrranz@icloud.com

2/28/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Felicia Durand Olympia WA 98506 feliciadurand@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stacy Parr Kenmore WA 98028 stacy_parr@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sara Buetow Bellingham WA 98226 sarabuetow@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tina Brown Anacortes WA 98221 ZeroBridgeWon@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Johnson Port Orchard WA 98366 nancyjhomes@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Wendy Ysasi Seattle WA 98102 wendy.ysasi@ysasi.com

2/28/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Rosenkotter Deer Harbor WA 98243 skye@alumni.ucdavis.edu

2/28/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Veronica Fairchild Seattle WA 98118 fairchildv@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bonnie Roemer College Place WA 99324 bonnie@wintermistfarm.com

2/28/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please stop this foolishness. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely JANET M BARRETT Richland WA 99352 janetmbarrett@charter.net

2/28/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonathan Middleton

2/28/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sue Nickerson Battle Ground WA 98604 suenick574@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marty Crowley Port Townsend WA 98368 puddleduck@whidbey.com

2/28/2022 4:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Bell Seattle WA 98198 jasperjosh@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission We must stop this slaughter Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Elizabeth Husband Freeland WA 98249 husband@whidbey.com

2/28/2022 4:22 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julia Brasch Seattle WA 98102 jbrasch564@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and it is shameful that Washington is one of them as a state that prides itself on its beautiful 
environment and its conservationism. Despite this black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs 
when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Black bears are a critical part of our state s forest ecosystems so killing off the next generation and their mothers could have massive impacts 
on entire ecosystems. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason 
to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Judah Joy Easley Duvall WA 98019 jjoyeasley@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Crowell Seattle WA 98115 crowcat55@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susanne Phipps Spokane WA 99212 sphipps409@live.com

2/28/2022 4:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Wilson Milton WA 98354 michael@lionhoundproductions.com

2/28/2022 4:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Maxine Clark Bonney Lake WA 98391 maxclark90@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely LUCAS WITT Battle Ground WA 98604 legoman111@icloud.com

2/28/2022 4:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Warren Sheay Bellingham WA 98225 wsheay@msn.com

2/28/2022 4:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leo Berliner

2/28/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julie Moore Bremerton WA 98311 julielmoore2@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steven Whalen Olympia WA 98512 seaguy@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marcia Hartshorn Port Townsend WA 98368 marciamljh@aol.com

2/28/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Fred Greef White Salmon WA 98672 fredgreef@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jai Boreen Sedro Woolley WA 98284 jailoon@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jerry King Spokane WA 99223 jerryjkking@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cornelia Teed Bellingham WA 98225 joteed2000@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:29 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William Persky Olympia WA 98501 mp.64@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Guros Montesano WA 98563 jpguros@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Nelson Seattle WA 98133 jennnel@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Walther Soeldner Valleyford WA 99036 waltsoe@duck.com

2/28/2022 4:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elva Munro Ferndale WA 98248 celticlady13@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Wight Edmonds WA 98026 bawight@frontier.com

2/28/2022 4:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Kartchner

2/28/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There is no need to have any wildlife hunted especially if it s a female bear with cubs. Please ban bear hunts in the decreasing undeveloped land left for them to live. Washington state should 
never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear 
mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. 
Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Pamela Babitsky Seattle WA 98166 idraft80@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Berggren Seattle WA 98112 elizabethberggren@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Antoinette Bonsignore Kirkland WA 98034 antbonsignore@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington Fish and Wildlife allows black bear 
hunting -bowing to the small hunter/killer group - the hunt should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. My preference along with most Washingtonians is that there be NO bear hunts. Furthermore the 
mission of Fish and Wildlife is to protect wildlife not to let hunter/killers make orphans of bear cubs. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Blood lust by the few 
hunter/killers should have no say in your determination. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely O. Youmans Roslyn WA 98941 oyoumans@inlandnet.com

2/28/2022 4:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Travis Schlesener

2/28/2022 4:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kira Misura Seattle WA 98103 kira.misura@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janis Hadley Seattle WA 98119 hadleyjan@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission To the Commissioner of WA Fish and Wildlife: This is a truly despicable action! To hunt mother bears and their cubs is absolutely unacceptable. NO true hunter would hunt like this.This is 
barbaric and purely blood lust. I ask you to please forbid this slaughter. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted 
in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Susan Burnett Seattle WA 98133 truebluemorpho@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeremy Muskus

2/28/2022 4:40 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kirsten Randall Tacoma WA 98408 kirstenrandall@outlook.com

2/28/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Hopkins

2/28/2022 4:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Aileen Kane Spokane WA 99209 mexi_nugget@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rebecca Nimmons Bellevue WA 98006 raintalk@nwlink.com

2/28/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Lindsay Langley WA 98260 llindsay@whidbey.com

2/28/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Deborah Vanderbilt Port Townsend WA 98368 dvander20@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Butler Olympia WA 98501 srtworks@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission It is long past the time that this cruel and outrageous hunting tradition be stopped. There is no good reason for allowing it to continue; hunters don t need to kill groggy mama bears with 
newborn cubs so they to assuage their desires for trophies to brag about. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Amanda Sue Rudisill Olympia WA 98512 stapleton23@q.com

2/28/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charlotte Rovelstad Bainbridge Island WA 98110 milagrosx2@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Hannah Gardner Lynnwood WA 98036 hannahgardne@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should NEVER hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s 
for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. IF Washington allows black bear hunting it 
should happen at another time of year --Say in the winter--so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. And it would be less attractive to hunter/killers. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity RIGHT NOW. Sincerely Karen Youmans Roslyn WA 98941 oyoumans@inlandnet.com

2/28/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Elkins Anacortes WA 98221 rustyanne1@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 4:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ann May Milton WA 98354 cargoannie@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Selim Uzuner Carnation WA 98014 uzunerselim@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Ryan Pullman WA 99163 kathleen.a.ryan@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julie Hustad Colbert WA 99005 jhustad17@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:48 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steve Snowden

2/28/2022 4:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington must allow black bear hunting it 
should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Sean Morrison Seattle WA 98117 sean.c.morrison@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Bechtholt Port Orchard WA 98367 kaliel@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 4:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julia Sidelnikova Black Diamond WA 98010 jsidelnikova18@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rena Bailey Poulsbo WA 98370 piggysue222@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Black bears are critical to forest ecosystems and help keep our state wild. Hunting them is inherently inhumane and unsportsmanlike especially at the time of year when they re most 
vulnerable. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane 
and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely William Koopman Olympia WA 
98513 wkmpa@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tallia Fierro Tenino WA 98589 rosiesdog2015@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jay Maisano

2/28/2022 4:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Myrna Lipman Seattle WA 98133 myrnalipman@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Molly Sutor Spokane WA 99224 stuff2do57@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Sturdivant

2/28/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jeff lane Kirkland WA 98034 pol@jlanephotos.com

2/28/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Colin O Neill Seattle WA 98115 cojamone@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julia Otero Black Diamond WA 98010 jotero18@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Pisca

2/28/2022 4:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kevin Milliken Bellevue WA 98006 jkevinm@icloud.com

2/28/2022 4:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Why is Washington State one of only eight states allowing the cruel and pointless black bears hunts? I suspect the WFWL Commissioners allow this just to collect more tag fees for the 
budget. You have no idea how much respect you lose by allowing unwarranted hunts. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Janet Marx Port Angeles WA 98362 janetmarx_76@msn.com

2/28/2022 4:55 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Douglas Kruth Sequim WA 98382 dkruth@mac.com

2/28/2022 4:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Francse Hansen Clarkston WA 99403 rebamacenswine@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patsy Shuler Seattle WA 98125 patjshuler@comcast.net

2/28/2022 4:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Why is Washington State one of only eight states that allow hunting of back bears in the spring especially when mother bears and their cubs emerge from their dens. It kills the mother bear 
leaving the cubs to die too. There is no doubt this is unsportsmanlike. There is no doubt this is inhumane There is no scientific or other reason for this except these hunters just want to put a bear trophy on the wall. This is just flat out 
vanity and misplaced bravado. Some would say hunt them at another time. I say don t hunt them at all. There is no reason. We don t eat black bears as a rule and it is only a trophy sport. Spring hunting black bears is cruel and another 
times of the year it is unwarranted for any reason. We don t need hunting just to salve someone s ego. Our ancestor s hunted for food. Please stop this gross practice now in the Spring and as far as I am concerned anytime of the year! 
Sincerely Connie Andrews Vancouver WA 98686 cfandrews22@outlook.com

2/28/2022 4:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Skeels

2/28/2022 4:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tallia Fierro Tenino WA 98589 tallafalla4@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am a biologist and I strongly oppose this outlandish practice. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few 
animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports 
this cruelty. What is sport about this?? If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s 
simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Carol Eckert Tacoma WA 98466 cpup6501@gmail.com

2/28/2022 4:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Rozler Seattle WA 98103 tigger516@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dalton Boutain

2/28/2022 5:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely G Abbott Olympia WA 98506 med32g@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Errickson

2/28/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brandie Deal Bothell WA 98021 laughsalot0579@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ana Verlaine Seattle WA 98118 anasophieverlaine@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Theresa Skager Tacoma WA 98406 theresaskager@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Van Cleve Seattle WA 98105 amsvc6@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Taylor Port Townsend WA 98368 emtseattle@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

2/28/2022 5:06 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Farrell Bow WA 98232 jfarrell@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patricia PERRON Seattle WA 98117 patriciaperron@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Judy Farrell Bow WA 98232 jfarrell@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should NEVER hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s 
for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington must allow black bear hunting it 
should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Better yet ban bear hunting altogether as there is absolutely no bear overpopulation problem. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science 
shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Sanford Ohren Bellingham WA 98226 shohren@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Frame

2/28/2022 5:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rob Orr

2/28/2022 5:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anita Gwinn Amboy WA 98601 alunamcwolf@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elaine Naylor Olympia WA 98501 enaylor@mta.ca

2/28/2022 5:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mark Hoshi Schenectady NY 12345 hoshihoshisan@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Danielle White Seattle WA 98116 plumedserpentess@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bryan McAuliffe Cashmere WA 98815 bryan_mcauliffe@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Donald Torrie Seattle WA 98105 mmtorrie@msn.com

2/28/2022 5:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristin Gearin Seattle WA 98115 dharmadog7@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Margo Robinson Everett WA 98208 bmtmr@frontier.com

2/28/2022 5:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Peter

2/28/2022 5:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jonathan Bailey Port Townsend WA 98368 01122020movement@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Why do Washington State hunters want to kill the bear cubs. Killing the next generation of bears sounds like a lousy wildlife conservation plan. The hunt is also unsportsmanlike targeting 
bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. This does not speak well of hunters. No valid management rationale should supports this kind of sportsmanship. Are hunters really agreeing with this insanity? Sounds more like a plan 
to bag some revenue for the Department of Fish and Wildlife. Sincerely Mike Weatherby Auburn WA 98001 oldsaltysailor@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:10 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Suzanne Scollon Freeland WA 98249 suzie@geosemiotics.net

2/28/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zachary Allen

2/28/2022 5:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The ungulates depend on bear management. If not I will 
promise your elk herds will take a magnificent hit. It s all over nat geo so it s no secret. Not to mention more human/bear interactions. For the sake of wildlife management there absolutely needs to be a season. Sincerely Preston Wells

2/28/2022 5:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely kat thomas Seattle WA 98122 kathomas206@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dustin Hurter

2/28/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should not allow bear hunts in the Spring targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If 
Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Safoora Yousefi Bellevue WA 98004 safoora.yousefi1192@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chris Guillory Port Angeles WA 98362 chris_no51@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ashley Pontious Seattle WA 98133 ashley.pontious89@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mary Jo Wilkins Kennewick WA 99337 maryjo.wilkins@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elisabeth Daniels Seattle WA 98122 ejoyd57@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jim anderson Tacoma WA 98404 chicagoman2@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joel Flank Seattle WA 98107 joelf847@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Barber Seattle WA 98177 carolbarber@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Warren Bothell WA 98012 mwarren@myuw.net

2/28/2022 5:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Divya Rathor Sammamish WA 98075 divya.rathor@outlook.com

2/28/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Only eight states allow spring hunting and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted during that season. This sad inhumane irrational and unscientific practice 
targets the mothers and young cubs when they re most vulnerable. If our state allows black bear hunting it should be at other times of the year to better protect them. We are all part of the animal kingdom & we humans need to better 
respect the other species. Sincerely Sandra King Kelso WA 98626 sking360@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carrie Pilger Lynnwood WA 98087 pilger.carrie@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:25 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheri Kunz Woodinville WA 98077 cheri_kunz@msn.com

2/28/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William Crimbring Silverdale WA 98383 crimreaper1@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lakhan Clark

2/28/2022 5:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tanara Saarinen Gig Harbor WA 98335 sawhetowl@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Melinda Parke Seattle WA 98103 melindap317@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Stevens Spanaway WA 98387 animalfreak98037@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michelle Pavcovich Seattle WA 98125 ladiabla333@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Killing mothers with babies? Really sounds like a sport. Come On!!!! What kind of people need to do this? They need therapy not guns and permission!! Washington state should never hold 
another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers 
and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Barbara Noble Sequim WA 98382 nobledq@centurylink.net

2/28/2022 5:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Andrea Corwin Olympia WA 98516 andral@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ellen Cupp Bremerton WA 98312 ecupp@wavecable.com

2/28/2022 5:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely DEBRA WOLFLEY Port Orchard WA 98367 debrawolfley@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Hylton Lopez Island WA 98261 stephylton@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 5:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gill Fahrenwald Olympia WA 98507 anvilman@orcalink.com

2/28/2022 5:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debbie Spear Snohomish WA 98296 birdresqr@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thomas Libbey Seattle WA 98146 thomas_libbey@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Reid Seattle WA 98144 davereid88@mac.com

2/28/2022 5:38 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cindy Burbank Lakewood WA 98499 catsnhawks4me@msn.com

2/28/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Matthew Boguske Redmond WA 98052 mboguske@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Glenn Maneman Everett WA 98208 gamalma@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kenyon

2/28/2022 5:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Fran Mason Port Angeles WA 98362 pipmsn@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. A very small number of hunters should not allow sway the 
commission s decisions when the vast majority of residents and tourists want to to see bears alive. They are a valuable part of the ecosystem and post little danger to humans. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Venberg Camano Island WA 98282 diane@kittystarservices.com

2/28/2022 5:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely STEPHEN NICHOLS Yelm WA 98597 SDNI@FAIRPOINT.NET

2/28/2022 5:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
STOP HUNTING BLACK BEARS!! Sincerely Patty Teubner Kirkland WA 98034 teubnp@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sherri Pierson Olga WA 98279 sherri.a.pierson@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Donna Snow Lacey WA 98503 dsnow3@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Holbrook

2/28/2022 5:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sandra Ciske Seattle WA 98116 sciske@drizzle.com

2/28/2022 5:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Hunt Bellingham WA 98226 gb47eg@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William Goodwin Seattle WA 98125 anandashik7@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission This is sport? No this is appalling. Please stop this insanity. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few 
animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports 
this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue 
it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Sherri Dysart Shelton WA 98584 sherridysart@gmail.com

2/28/2022 5:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another Spring bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and that s eight states too many. A Spring hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike 
targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and 
sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Edward Loosli Cathlamet WA 98612 Ed-
L@sbcglobal.net

2/28/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Lee Lacey WA 98503 kathyjlee60@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:51 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please protect these animals and their ecosystem! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals 
the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this 
cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. 
Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Lora Mason Seattle WA 98103 masonlo@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Endres Newport WA 99156 jmmendres@tds.net

2/28/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely ric lewis Marysville WA 98270 brianjl56@comcast.net

2/28/2022 5:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Constance Knudsen Seattle WA 98117 connieflateboe@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 5:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeanie Bein Bellingham WA 98229 DRJEANIE@COMCAST.NET

2/28/2022 5:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tobi Solvang Fall City WA 98024 tobi.solvang@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 5:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this barbaric practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Tulika Kumar Seattle WA 98103 tshail@silentmedia.com

2/28/2022 5:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John S Seattle WA 98133 jleestim@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jill Cole Seattle WA 98105 julkica@aol.com

2/28/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan and Mr.Peter Risser Friday Harbor WA 98250 srisser@rockisland.com

2/28/2022 5:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeanne Keyes Renton WA 98057 jkelloggkeyes@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Hewitt Renton WA 98059 lisamayhewitt@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission It s hard to say who s more glaringly out of touch with the needs and opinions of the people of our state: drunk drivers doing 100mph on the wrong side of the highway or a brick-headed 
Fish & Wildlife Commission that actually thinks it might be a good idea to allow a black bear hunt in the spring. I d call it a tossup. Get real or better yet just go home and let the bears and the rest of the people of this state get on with 
living peaceful lives. I get it really. You want some good instagram shots of you in the spiffy GI duds you got for Xmas with a newly slain sow and three newly orphaned cubs bawling on the periphery. You know manly stuff. Truly anyone 
pushing a spring bear hunt is sick. I wouldn t trust you to mow my yard. Resign already. Get the hell out and stop menacing the public. Stop menacing the bears. If behaving in a halfway civilized manner that doesn t involve wanton 
bloodlust with Ma Nature s finest creatures is too much you there s always Idaho. Sincerely James Scarborough Bellingham WA 98225 jims701@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state never should hold another spring bear hunt! Only eight states now allow this practice yet black bears are among the few animals WA state allows to be hunted in the 
spring. There s a good reason for NOT allowing spring bear hunts. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. 
If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane hunt. Sincerely Bobette Jones Seattle WA 98115 bobettejane@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Fails Fails Arlington WA 98223 cte300@comcast.net

2/28/2022 6:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Emhoff

2/28/2022 6:09 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James Felizola Olympia WA 98502 globalgardener@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Todnem Port Angeles WA 98362 dormtodnem@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Y. Yagin Port Orchard WA 98367 jrtsnme@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely alisha leviten Seattle WA 98155 dalishious@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please stop this merciless unnecessary killing spree. There is no reason for this except bloodlust. Please don t allow it. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight 
states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely melinda hirsch Bellevue WA 98005 melindash@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam East

2/28/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. I 
have read where Lewis County and possibly other counties do not keep count of their bears and so do not know if the population is healthy. By hunting bears in the spring future generations of bears could be eliminated. The bears coming 
out of hibernation have lost a lot of their weight and would not be good eating meat which means only their hides would be used and the rest of the bear would go to waste. Please stop spring hunting and give these mama bears and her 
cubs a chance at life. Sincerely Pat Whitinger Mossyrock WA 98564 rodpatw@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lois Hanson Seattle WA 98105 lois1230@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission The brutal bear hunt I hear that is happening in Washington state is truly inhumane. Why do we allow bears to be hunted at all and why in the spring especially when the mothers are 
coming out of hibernation and have baby cubs dependent on them?? This sounds barbaric to me. Sportsmanlike...not hardly!! I oppose this spring hunt...and all hunting of bears...and many many of us in WA do. What entertainment is 
there is killing an animal especially a particularly vulnerable one? Sincerely Bonnie Bledsoe Seattle WA 98125 bonnielynnseattle@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katherine Wiese Ridgefield WA 98642 kampw49@comcast.net

2/28/2022 6:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marilyn Nelsen Sequim WA 98382 maja9@aol.com

2/28/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Teresa Baxter Seattle WA 98199 teaquebaxter@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely **** Harrison

2/28/2022 6:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julie Soukup Yakima WA 98902 prittycutejules@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Stern Seattle WA 98166 michael.stern901@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barb sim Sim Seattle WA 98105 barbsim@comcast.net

2/28/2022 6:29 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely D Hubenthal Spokane WA 99205 daydreamdesign13@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dennis Smith Deming WA 98244 safetywork46@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Aisha Farhoud Seattle WA 98105 mingamoomu@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:31 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. James French 9233 Interlake Ave N Apt 301 Seattle WA US forrestfrench@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Andrew leask Leask Seattle WA 98155 afleask@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Bastian

2/28/2022 6:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Desiree Navyfy Deer Park WA 99006 dnagyfy@msn.com

2/28/2022 6:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity!!! 
Sincerely Kjersten Gmeiner MD Seattle WA 98125 gmeiner.k@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I live only a few miles from Sequim and have bears who live on my property year round and come here with their cubs. I am so pleased to share with them. Those who hunt them are not 
welcome here or anywhere. You must be mad to even think they can be hunted. Why? for what reason except for . Do the right thing. Stop hunting all wild animals! Sincerely Charlotte Watts Sequim WA 98382 woodukdr@olypen.com

2/28/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

2/28/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There is no justification for this whatsoever and it is cruel inhumane unnecessary. Please do your job. End it permanently. Sincerely Judith Taylor Port Angeles WA 98362 
judithtaylor.email@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathy Taylor Gig Harbor WA 98335 yogakt@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

2/28/2022 6:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

2/28/2022 6:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
With recent forest fires and the expectation that these forest fires will increase in the coming year this is an attack on the wildlife we are tasked with defending and maintaining their genetic diversity. PLEASE PLEASE stop this inhumane 
practice. No more hunting! Sincerely Kitty candelaria Silverdale WA 98383 allowedtogrowold@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christine McCann Kent WA 98032 spikemike693@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Sullivan Oak Harbor WA 98277 dianealida@mac.com

2/28/2022 6:41 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice. Black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Claire Alkire Sequim WA 98382 cmavol@olypen.com

2/28/2022 6:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Norman Husser Seattle WA 98155 wys-dad@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ann Becherer Bellevue WA 98004 annbecherer@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cynda Cleveland Lakewood WA 98498 Arrowcutting@aol.com

2/28/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jamie Peltier Everett WA 98208 jamielharker@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Crowley

2/28/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Yvette LaRose Vancouver WA 98685 Stupidchairs@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Duncan

2/28/2022 6:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely V Mangum Spokane WA 99206 crystalreikispokane@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Bryan Talamantez

2/28/2022 6:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Furthermore removing access to public areas by 
forbidding off trail travel is anti American ecological model and a thinly veiled attempt to hinder law abiding access to the great outdoors. Sincerely Joshua Mcvey

2/28/2022 6:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patricia Kenny Vancouver WA 98682 pak31749@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely James Forslund

2/28/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cathy Browne Ridgefield WA 98642 icetopaz49@live.com

2/28/2022 6:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely SHARON E. STROBLE Seattle WA 98119 Sestroble@mac.com

2/28/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tina Ethridge Seattle WA 98101 tinaethridge925@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state needs to stop this needless practice. Bears deserve to have time to raise their young without the threat of stupid humans. Washington state should never hold another 
bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs 
when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Christina Moehring Vancouver WA 98684 coaggie@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 6:49 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I am one of the Washingtonian that opposes this hunt and 
as a senior citizen and a veteran I am appalled that my elected leaders would allow this deeply flawed concept to move forward. I will certainly keep this in mind during the next voting cycle. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Tracey Loyd Everett WA 98208 loydtg@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Susan Duncan

2/28/2022 6:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mark Ogloff Sumas WA 98295 crmujn@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely clemence perslin Vancouver WA 98686 wayneperslin@aol.com

2/28/2022 6:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another 
time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing!!! Sincerely Julie Glover Clinton WA 
98236 julieg@whidbey.com

2/28/2022 6:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely M Wilson WA 98735 marwil40@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 6:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Stop this practice of killing black bears ! Certainly stop the practice of killing mother bears in the spring when they are vulnerable with young cubs!! Bears are part of the forest ecosystem. 
Humans have infringed upon THEIR habitats! STOP KILLING THE BEARS!!!!!!!!!! Sincerely Paula Overholtzer Yacolt WA 98675 paulako@centurytel.net

2/28/2022 6:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Why is Washington State one of only 8 states that allow new mother bears to be murdered so that their helpless cubs starve or freeze to deaht? There is no practical reason for this permit. 
Bears are not enough of a nuisance to justify this disgusting sport . Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in 
the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Sophia Keller Seattle WA 98146 keltiawind@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please please help restore nature s cycles for humans who do not benefit when we try to be like a god and mess with nature. There are countless studies showing why a BALANCE is 
important. Conservation is critical. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. If Washington allows 
black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. There s a good reason spring 
hunts are not allowed in most states and should not be allowed in our state. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports 
this cruelty. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Lori Gudmundson Bellingham WA 98227 lori@davidmilton.com

2/28/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Suong Huynh Kirkland WA 98034 nsuongh@gmail.com

2/28/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pamela Borso Custer WA 98240 borsope@aol.com

2/28/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Caylen B Seattle WA 98125 caylen206@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sara Burgess Seattle WA 98112 saraburgess1@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Yonit Yogev Olympia WA 98502 Yonityogev@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheri Pysson Sequim WA 98382 cheripysson@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:03 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jane Barron 1202 S 3rd St. Dayton WA US don@daytondataservices.com

2/28/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rajwantee Robinson Seattle WA 98188 rajwanteer@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. As an animal lover who deeply cares about our fragile ecosystem please protect the bears from early hunting. Sincerely Nikki C Bellingham WA 98225 
cassidy.67@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Denice Soundview Spokane WA 99217 soundviewdenice@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Finley Marysville WA 98270 1sufinley@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:06 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely David Byers

2/28/2022 7:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. I strongly oppose the inhumane hunting of bears in the spring. Humans must do better than this. We must show stewardship and respect for the life of wild creatures 
that god has put on this earth. We must stop exploiting and destroying god s creation. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Pamela Turner Bellingham WA 98226 pturner239@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alice Gray Port Orchard WA 98366 aliattitude7@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julie Lawell Seattle WA 98136 jlawell@uw.edu

2/28/2022 7:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. We 
must act now before it s too late. Sincerely Eliza Kronenberger Seattle WA 98146 ekronenbe@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pat Ellison Long Beach WA 98631 patell2163@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never ever hold another bear hunt. The hunt is INHUMANE and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid 
management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this cruel and unnecessary killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathy Notenboom Woodinville WA 98072 kathy@notenboom.org

2/28/2022 7:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joyce Grajczyk Kent WA 98031 jag4848@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sandra Heffernan Coupeville WA 98239 sandy_heffernan@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Sheflo Poulsbo WA 98370 karensheflo@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Evan Daniels

2/28/2022 7:20 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James E Allen Vancouver WA 98684 chocks97369@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharron Coontz Olympia WA 98512 sharron.coontz@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jean Pauley Seattle WA 98112 jeanlunnemann@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Noel Barnes Renton WA 98058 n2barnes@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely FRED FROEHLICH

2/28/2022 7:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christine Novick Olalla WA 98359 cnovick04@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jack Hirsch Bellevue WA 98006 jackhh1@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Peacock Seattle WA 98125 nbpeacock@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samuel Mendoza

2/28/2022 7:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Why is this still a thing? They were here first for **** sake. 
Just stop. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Tracy Mosier Kelso WA 98626 tracya80@icloud.com

2/28/2022 7:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hopefully our state is more humane then the states that have massacred wolves. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears 
are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or 
science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Peter Andrews Roy WA 98580 interdependence@gmx.com

2/28/2022 7:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Loomis Renton WA 98058 naomiyaline@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity This 
is not even hunting. It s killing for sport. And when mother bears are vulnerable and are killed that is a certain death sentence for the cubs. Does Washington really want to be known as the state that allows this barbarian practice??? 
Sincerely Debra Meinema Davenport WA 99122 meinemoose@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nick Szumlas Seattle WA 98116 szumlasnl@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Dunn Vashon WA 98070 jdunn936@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:36 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rebecca Trull

2/28/2022 7:37 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marquam Krantz Bainbridge Island WA 98110 marquamk@msn.com

2/28/2022 7:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve Shapiro Seattle WA 98144 shapirosm@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Russell Spivey Greenacres WA 99016 russellspivey@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Margaret Garlan Seattle WA 98105 a.garlan@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joann Reisman Wellington FL 33414 feistyfilly4u@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jane Erickson Sequim WA 98382 janeyerickson@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William Golding Tacoma WA 98402 willgolding92@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Harmon Bellingham WA 98229 61harmons@gmail.com

2/28/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Stoltz Heisson WA 98622 eastoltz@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Then why do it at all? Please do away with this inhumane thrill kill opportunity. It makes no sense whatsoever in today s world. We should be honoring the wildlife which shares 
the state with us. Sincerely Mark Blitzer Seattle WA 98117 pfeffer828@comcast.net

2/28/2022 7:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission As a native and current Washingtonian and a lifelong environmentalist I know that Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this disgraceful practice 
and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane cowardly bloodthirsty and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane slaughter that 
puts the mark of shame on our state. Sincerely Linda Carroll Spokane WA 99205 lindalouise701184951@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 7:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dax Permenter

2/28/2022 7:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Claire Yang Sammamish WA 98075 dingdangclaire@outlook.com

2/28/2022 7:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely h t Orting WA 98360 geneophotos@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 7:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve Bear Port Townsend WA 98368 bear@alpenfirecider.com

2/28/2022 8:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sarah Kliegman Tonasket WA 98855 skliegman@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jayson Luu Kent WA 98030 jayjay_p3@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:01 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Giuliani Port Townsend WA 98368 nancygiuliani@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Chilberg

2/28/2022 8:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I request that you do everything in your power to end hunting season for bears during the Spring. Only eight states allow hunting of black bears during the Spring because of the inherent 
cruelty of killing mother bears after hibernation which causes cubs to starve to death. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at a time of year when the cubs can survive on their own. Most Washingtonians oppose this 
hunt and the science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Donna Rowland Seattle WA 98126 rowland_donna@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Berger Lyle WA 98635 bergerspark@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tina Carter Seattle WA 98133 riesling@pobox.com

2/28/2022 8:05 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Andersen

2/28/2022 8:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rachel Wilson Auburn WA 98001 wolfre26@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Just a quick reminder that we moved into their territory not the other way around we left human food in all the places that we shouldn t have introducing them to our feeding habits. 
Washington state which I once believed was always ahead of the curve (meaning that we could think and see beyond 5 years). These barbaric and cowardly. attacks on bears is incredibly inhumane letting hunters attack mother bears and 
her cubs in their dens. I hunt deer and elk but we are sportsmen and respect what we hunt. Please stop it now Spring is just around the corner. Thank you We should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and 
black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s 
simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Robby Robinson Copalis Beach WA 98535 robbrobinsonvo@icloud.com

2/28/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debbie Mahder Battle Ground WA 98604 missonyxk9@msn.com

2/28/2022 8:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathryn Page Seattle WA 98106 kjmpage@Hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Roberta R Czarnecki Everett WA 98204 bonrosec@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Goodsole Spokane WA 99217 cagoodsole@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert Dimond Kingston WA 98346 qedproof@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ruth Heyes RN Vancouver WA 98663 karunaheart@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James I Redmond WA 98052 az_zel@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sue Boivin Seattle WA 98107 wwnickdo@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:17 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dan Beebout

2/28/2022 8:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jan Ellis Port Townsend WA 98368 janellis16@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lori Erbs Acme WA 98220 lorieji@cs.com

2/28/2022 8:22 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bear hunting is backed by decades of scientific data provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife 
Conservation. Sincerely Brad Marlow

2/28/2022 8:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please stop this senseless slaughter! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows 
to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely kym Harris Kailua Kona HI 96740 kymberleeharris@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Remove anti fishing and hunting game commissioners 
from their positions as they are acting against their mandates. Anyone else who would perform their job in direct contrast to their job responsibilities would lose their job without question. Sincerely Luke Butters

2/28/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Scott Bellingham WA 98226 scottytravels7@Gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely tomdog Klisuric Castle Rock WA 98611 tomdogk@outlook.com

2/28/2022 8:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tiffany Welo Auburn WA 98092 famous_peanut@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ursula Mass La Conner WA 98257 ursmas919@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Valerie Krull Olympia WA 98502 vkrull@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 8:35 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wayne Bryant

2/28/2022 8:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Veneta Angelova Redmond WA 98052 veneta.tashev@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeannie Park Seattle WA 98103 themonk15@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John Frasca Port Townsend WA 98368 frascaj@integra.net

2/28/2022 8:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Larsen Seattle WA 98122 gogogreenmonkey@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy Naslund Port Townsend WA 98368 NASLUNDNL@YAHOO.COM

2/28/2022 8:45 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rene Fuentes Issaquah WA 98027 mandrfuentes@msn.com

2/28/2022 8:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kevin Milam Seattle WA 98117 m.lilliston@comcast.net

2/28/2022 8:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tom Krebsbach Lynnwood WA 98036 tkrebsbach@frontier.com

2/28/2022 8:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. I also heard of all the bears that were killed last spring 
you only had one lactating sow checked in which doesn t even mean she had cubs with her they probably died of other natural causes. I also would hate to see Washington lose funding from spring bear hunters and have to spend money 
euthanizing problem bears when there gets to be so many bears they move into neighborhoods for easy meals. It happened in California hunters use to kill about 300 cougars a year there and then they got rid of hunting well now there 
state wildlife agencies have to euthanize about 300 cougars a year so now instead of making money off cougar harvests there spending money. Sincerely Dustin Merriman

2/28/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dana Davoli Seattle WA 98117 danadavoli@avvanta.com

2/28/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Addison Barrett Olympia WA 98501 abcreatures677@icloud.com

2/28/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ronald Coburn

2/28/2022 8:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gretchen Daiber Leavenworth WA 98826 rocklady@tumwater.net

2/28/2022 8:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sonna Dee Simpson Vancouver WA 98684 sonnadee50@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shelley Block Winthrop WA 98862 shelllblock@outlook.com

2/28/2022 8:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ilse Dorrah Kent WA 98031 iogoshi@comcast.net

2/28/2022 8:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michelle Jacobsen Seattle WA 98112 michellecja@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lauren Sewell Seattle WA 98102 sewellauren@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jean Jensen Graham WA 98338 Jeans4U@msn.com

2/28/2022 8:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gail Sklar Tacoma WA 98466 gjsklar@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:57 PM Email

Dear Commissioner: Please do not allow a Washington state bear hunt this March or preferably ever again. It is a cruel heartbreaking practice which targets sleepy vulnerable mother bears just as they re emerging after hibernation with 
their cubs. The mother bears have been hibernating all winter: they neither ate or drank during those months but instead gave birth and nursed their young. They have lost a significant percentage of their body weight and they are 
weakened and vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. In fact science has shown us that animals have complex deep emotions. Therefore this isn t simply hunting bears : it s shooting and killing groggy 
mothers creating traumatized orphan cubs. It s simply wrong.Please do away with this astonishingly cruel practice. Sincerely Bill Abelson9715-B Roosevelt Way NE Seattle WA 98115

2/28/2022 8:58 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane and horrible killing 
opportunity. Leave these majestic animals in peace! Sincerely Deborah Kaye Blaine WA 98230 deborahwkaye@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Phebe Schwartz Bellingham WA 98225 phebess@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. It 
does no good for anyone. Sincerely Gregory Wemhoff Bremerton WA 98311 huskerlabrat@gmail.com

2/28/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jenny Adams Everett WA 98208 shibori52@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:00 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joanna Buehler Issaquah WA 98027 jabuehler1967@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathy Vennum Spokane WA 99212 kathyvennum@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission We must protect sows and cubs! We regularly see black bears near our home. I love them they represent freedom and wildness to me. Their lives are precious to me. They belong here. 
Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I personally strongly oppose bear hunting in our great state of Washington. The majority of 
people in Washington state oppose it! Don t let a vocal minority who want to kill bears cloud your judgement. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. No bear hunts in Washington! Especially the spring bear hunt! Sincerely 
Alice Flegel Rochester WA 98579 nostampz@outlook.com

2/28/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. A fall hunt should be enough. Please do away with this 
inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Gary Albright Snohomish WA 98296 galbright68@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nick Barcott Lynnwood WA 98087 nbarcott@msn.com

2/28/2022 9:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tracey Stinson Seattle WA 98103 beautygrrl67@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 9:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission We need to clean up our act here in Washington. We should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows 
to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Maradel Gale Bainbridge Island WA 98110 mkgale@uoregon.edu

2/28/2022 9:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should NEVER hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s 
for good reason. The hunt is INHUMANE and UNSPORTSMANLIKE targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. NO valid management rationale or science supports this CRUELTY! If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. MOST Washingtonians OPPOSE this hunt and the best science shows there s simply NO reason to continue it. PLEASE do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Margery Barlow Packwood WA 98361 margery@lewiscounty.com

2/28/2022 9:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Nelson Vancouver WA 98661 spiritguided77@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 9:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Lee

2/28/2022 9:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Feoria Rhinehart Bremerton WA 98310 medhead93@msn.com

2/28/2022 9:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marie Hoffman Seattle WA 98103 marie.h.hoffman@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:21 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brenda Thul Vancouver WA 98687 humbird4me@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I value bears as part of nature free to be wild. There are so many fewer of them than us. Please consider this plea. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states 
allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. 
No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely 
Kirsten Harma Redmond WA 98052 kirsten.joy.harma@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dawn Malone Seattle WA 98148 dawnsingerfrench@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Thanks for your consideration. Sincerely Michael Olcsvary Lynnwood WA 98036 olcsvary@frontier.com

2/28/2022 9:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely De Kalahan Renton WA 98059 callie7588@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission It s extremely frustrating that the spring bear hunt is back on the table because the hunters just can t seem to take no for an answer. I guess not being able to kill bears in the sring is just too 
much for them. Spring is when bears are coming out of hibernation with their cubs so killing the mothers will also be a death sentence for the cubs as they won t be able to survive without their mothers or are the cubs also on the kill 
list?? This is more like a massacre than a hunt. Please take it off the table once and for all. Too bad hunters can t find something less bloodthirsty to do with their time. Please stop catering to this cruel special interest group whose 
members comprise a minority of citizens. Most people don t hunt yet our voices seem to get lost over the loud whining of the hunters when they don t get their way. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight 
states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Gayle Janzen Seattle WA 98133 cgjanzen@comcast.net

2/28/2022 9:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathryn Vinson Seattle WA 98107 vinsonkathryn@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joan Bowers Seattle WA 98101 jebbo101@comcast.net

2/28/2022 9:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gloria McClintock Mount Vernon WA 98274 gammerglo@aol.com

2/28/2022 9:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mike Lyman Colville WA 99114 Mike@MikeLyman.com

2/28/2022 9:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sara Hoerlein Bellingham WA 98229 sara.hoerlein@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

2/28/2022 9:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leland Hirschel

2/28/2022 9:39 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Harry Abbott Everett WA 98206 harry.abbott22@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely louise oney Seattle WA 98125 irelandoney@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Seniuk Seattle WA 98125 straw2gold@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 9:44 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Helen Gilchrist Olympia WA 98512 gilhegirl@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Arly Crawte Poulsbo WA 98370 arlyangel@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:48 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chris Hawkins Seattle WA 98188 sharkpoop@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alison Quinn Seattle WA 98103 qalison@msn.com

2/28/2022 9:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Phil Pennock Seattle WA 98117 obiecat@earthlink.net

2/28/2022 9:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bryan Ward Seattle WA 98146 brainwar23@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 9:54 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kim Strunk Port Angeles WA 98362 kimodactyl@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Craig Chatburn Seattle WA 98199 craigchat65@gmail.com

2/28/2022 9:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. It is an obscenity to target animals when they are caring for their young. This practice belongs in the dustbin of history. Please do away with this grotesque and inhumane killing 
opportunity once and for all. Sincerely Marilee Meyer Port Angeles WA 98362 marilee.meyer@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 9:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bernadette Powers Spokane WA 99201 bernadettepowers@mac.com

2/28/2022 9:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Meryle A. Korn Bellingham WA 98226 meryle.korn@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diane Lang Seattle WA 98125 dilang48@outlook.com

2/28/2022 10:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ernetta Skerlec Lakewood WA 98499 ernieskerlec@earthlink.net

2/28/2022 10:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission How is Washington state the Evergreen State party to such a non-friendly approach to wildlife? This is terrible. They were here first and they deserve to be here for a very long time. A Spring 
hunt for black bears (one of only 8 states because it s an evil practice) is unfair and not in the best interests of the long-term survival of black bears in WA State. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs 
when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. And so why is it being considered as an allowed practice? Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Jennifer Hall 
Spokane WA 99203 crackrup@comcast.net

2/28/2022 10:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Paul DeMars Sammamish WA 98075 paultdemars@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael RESIDENT Spokane WA 99205 48mjbski@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:08 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tessa Knight Kent WA 98032 Evans719@comcast.net

2/28/2022 10:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am an attorney in Spokane and I am a former chairperson of the Washington State Bar Association s Animal Law Section. My comments are my own and do not represent the views of 
either the Bar Association or the Animal Law Section. I have been an attorney for more than 37 years and over that period of time I have had numerous interactions with state fish and wildlife officials. I can say that based on my actual 
experiences fish and wildlife officials are not friends of wildlife. Apparently they view their mission as assuring that there are enough animals to be hunted and killed. In my opinion our state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight 
states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. The practice of allowing a spring bear hunt is clearly being advocated for by trophy hunters. The spring bear hunt is 
inhumane and unsportsmanlike. It targets mother bears and cubs when they re most vulnerable. Perhaps this is like shooting fish in a barrel. There is no skill required to shoot and kill a groggy bear leaving the cubs motherless. Many of the 
cubs will die but apparently the Fish and Wildlife Commission doesn t care. There is no valid management rationale or science than supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so 
it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I urge you to stop pandering to special interests such as trophy hunters and do away with this 
inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Cheryl Mitchell Spokane WA 99205 MiLawOff@aol.com

2/28/2022 10:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. It is 
well past time to start acting civilized isn t it? Sincerely Thom Peters Snohomish WA 98290 voice4wild@aol.com

2/28/2022 10:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clayton Bond

2/28/2022 10:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely MONICA CALLAGHAN Seattle WA 98108 mmcal1976@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Peter Effertz Bellingham WA 98229 petereffertz@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kimberly Teraberry Seattle WA 98112 kteraberry@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 10:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. This 
obscene to kill mothers and leave their babies to starve. What kind of person does this? Sincerely Molly Ciliberti Sammamish WA 98074 Molly.ciliberti@comcast.net

2/28/2022 10:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathlene Croasdale Redmond WA 98052 kthln_croasdale@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mia L Mercer Island WA 98040 mia.dancer@icloud.com

2/28/2022 10:27 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Srijan Chakraborty Seattle WA 98155 srijan@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely T P Vancouver WA 98660 live4todday@aol.com

2/28/2022 10:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shirley Gazori Bothell WA 98012 sgazori@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stacee Anderson Spokane WA 99228 Mtngipa@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tom Murawski Renton WA 98058 tndbrothers@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:43 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharon LeVine Seattle WA 98119 sweetumsseattle@yahoo.com

2/28/2022 10:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lawrence Magliola Sequim WA 98382 lawrence.magliola@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am strongly opposed that Washington holds spring bear hunts. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely James Cronin Spokane WA 99201 jjcro2112@hotmail.com

2/28/2022 10:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely james hipp Bellingham WA 98226 jrhipp010@gmail.com

2/28/2022 10:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jake Allen

2/28/2022 10:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Glen Eastman

2/28/2022 11:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dana Lund Lopez Island WA 98261 cindilund56@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lesley Morgan Tacoma WA 98445 lesleymorganjd@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elaine Nelson Port Townsend WA 98368 elaine.zynrgy@me.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please end the practice of killing mama bears and all other bears in Washington State. Humans are ruining the entire earth. We should be the ones changing our ways instead of purposefully 
killing other species. Bears are a valuable species and are part of the ecosystem on which WE depend in order to survive. Killing them is unthinkable. Thank you Nichole Carubia MA CCC-SLP NBCT Washington state should never hold 
another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers 
and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Nichole Carubia Anacortes WA 98221 ncarubia@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ashley Fowler Deasy Seattle WA 98117 ashleyfwlr@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely John McGill Sequim WA 98382 mcgilllpc@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sheryl Sparling Lynden WA 98264 ssparling47@mac.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cameron Vail Bellingham WA 98225 cameron@currentandfurbish.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cheryldene Phillips Spokane WA 99212 caphillipsoriginals1@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely susan falls Enumclaw WA 98022 secrethideawaygardens@comcast.net

3/1/2022 12:00 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another spring bear hunt. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Pat Wolff Bainbridge Island WA 98110 partwolff@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission It s idiotic to me that people don t recognize that as we overpopulate certain area and intrude into wild territory that we will confront various animals who are nomadic in nature. And I hope 
that WA state never holds another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike 
targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and 
sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Derek Benedict Lynnwood WA 98036 
dsbened@frontier.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission There shouldn t be any spring bear hunts period. I don t care if you re a hunter. Holding them in the spring is inhumane. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another 
time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians don t support this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Stop these hunts now. They re unnecessarily cruel. Sincerely Joanna 
Vintilla Seattle WA 98133 joanna@sirvin.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carolyn Long Port Angeles WA 98362 carlong20@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Leen Ashford WA 98304 macleighin@aol.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Trasoff Ferndale WA 98248 strasoff@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristina Peterson Bothell WA 98012 peterson_t_kristina@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Beverly Johnston Puyallup WA 98373 johnston9803@centurylink.net

3/1/2022 12:02 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cynthia Bentley Bellingham WA 98225 CWithGod@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:02 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Holger Mathews Seattle WA 98134 ginja69@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:02 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lin Spellman Gig Harbor WA 98335 lin.jim@comcast.net

3/1/2022 12:10 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Paige Heggie Seattle WA 98103 paigeheggie@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:11 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Hawkins Yakima WA 98908 alhawkins13@msn.com

3/1/2022 12:27 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Hunting Black Bears --- are you kidding me?? Hunters should stick to culling the numbers on wildlife that would explode in numbers without their actions (deer) and NOT predators. It sounds 
especially cruel to allow this in the Spring when Bears are most vulnerable. Bruce Sincerely Bruce Hall Bremerton WA 98337 bhall@olympic.edu

3/1/2022 12:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and Washington should not be among them. Black bears are among the few animals Washington 
allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they have just awakened from hibernation and are most vulnerable. No valid management 
rationale or science supports this cruelty. Human morality shouldn t either. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Conservation-minded individuals like me believe bears have as much right as humans to share this planet. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharon Enzi Walla Walla WA 99362 happytrailsenzi@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Larry Karns Seattle WA 98155 karnslj@cs.com

3/1/2022 12:31 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I have had the privilege of seeing bears in the wild and even accidentally getting quite close to one. They are a natural beautiful part of Washington state ecosystems and they deserve to live 
full lives. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane 
and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Markus Charlson Seattle WA 
98103 markuscharlson425@gmail.com

3/1/2022 12:41 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathryn Lambros Seattle WA 98117 dklambros@comcast.net

3/1/2022 12:42 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Ring Seattle WA 98126 scring67@comcast.net

3/1/2022 12:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jackie DeVincent Seattle WA 98122 ideajdevi@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:22 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dorothy Newkirk Pullman WA 99163 CambricCollies@pullman.com

3/1/2022 1:49 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve V Port Angeles WA 98362 sevols.ear@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:50 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Donna Hamilton Maple Valley WA 98038 donnabrattychick@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 1:57 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
What kind of people came up with such a ludicrous idea?! This is horrific and ugly and this law needs to be changed as quickly as possible! I suppose people who think this is a good thing also carry their assault weapons strung over their 
shoulders in public!! How macho! Sincerely Noel Orr Seattle WA 98155 tepeefortwo@comcast.net

3/1/2022 2:25 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Eric Fosburgh Seattle WA 98112 ericfosburgh@gmail.com

3/1/2022 2:28 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely sandy gardner Sequim WA 98382 sandygardner33@aol.com

3/1/2022 3:20 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Fortmann Ferndale WA 98248 lfortmann5@gmail.com

3/1/2022 3:44 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sierra Sanchez Seattle WA 98125 latherapist@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 4:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jarrett Talley

3/1/2022 4:23 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alice Isackson La Conner WA 98257 alisack6193@gmail.com

3/1/2022 4:32 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Put a STOP to this rule!! These macho people who think 
walking around yelling about their 2nd Amendment rights is the right thing to do must be behind this ridiculous idea!! There is NOTHING fair or responsible about this. It s just slaughtering furry moms and letting furry babies suffer and 
die!! Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity! Sincerely M. Lou Orr Seattle WA 98155 youandmekid@comcast.net

3/1/2022 4:44 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joseph Piecuch Suquamish WA 98392 joepiecuch@gmail.com

3/1/2022 5:02 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely E C Seattle WA 98107 ekclark@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 5:27 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely JIM SAWYER Edmonds WA 98026 jim.sawyer@seattlechildrens.org

3/1/2022 5:36 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chris Nolasco Lynnwood WA 98087 cln5@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 5:42 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mary johnson Silverdale WA 98383 mjuniverse@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 5:44 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anthony Anderson Ashford WA 98304 asand@uw.edu

3/1/2022 5:46 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dennis Ledden Sequim WA 98382 lcs5779@gmail.com

3/1/2022 5:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Hill

3/1/2022 5:55 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should continue and expand the spring bear hunt. As a small forest landowner in Grays Harbor I have hundreds of trees girdled and killed every year by bears in the Spring 
when the sap is flowing. This generally occurs after we have spent 200 an acre to thin the trees for good forest health and growth. There are over 30 000 bears in Washington state and this hunt removes less then 500 problem bears. 
Please allow us to remain good stewards of the land and do not remove this valuable management tool. Sincerely Tom Atkins Ravensdale WA 98051 litespeed1@msn.com

3/1/2022 5:58 AM Email

I oppose the bear hunt because it is cruel. Arlene Berry 3/1/2022 6:00 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely hunter barker

3/1/2022 6:11 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Penelope Johansen Montesano WA 98563 penj3@comcast.net

3/1/2022 6:26 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Siptroth Belfair WA 98528 flybill2@wavecable.com

3/1/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Suzanne Hamer Woodinville WA 98072 tedsuza@gmail.com

3/1/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Randall Kuhns Seattle WA 98116 rhkuhns@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 6:34 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pat Belair Veradale WA 99037 giyangel2@comcast.net

3/1/2022 6:38 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chad Evans Port Orchard WA 98366 icvans@gmail.com

3/1/2022 6:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gavan Yates

3/1/2022 6:46 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Russ Gibson Tacoma WA 98466 tr00per666999@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 6:46 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Todd Stoltey Seattle WA 98107 tstoltey@gmail.com

3/1/2022 6:55 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. These 
days I find myself ashamed to be a human being and this kind of thing is why. If any other sentient being was to look at this practice of hunting something during the season when babies are being born and brought up in the world it 
would deem us to be immoral monsters. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. 
If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do 
away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Gay and David Santerre Buckley WA 98321 santerre@tx3.net

3/1/2022 6:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Daniel Hamar

3/1/2022 6:57 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Stephanie Butler Sequim WA 98382 butlersl@live.com

3/1/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Leslie Spurling Seattle WA 98133 lesliespurling@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely cath ellis Orcas WA 98280 cathellis@aol.com

3/1/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Valerie Rapport Twisp WA 98856 vtrueblood@earthlink.net

3/1/2022 7:11 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Wathne Seattle WA 98155 lisawathne@comcast.net

3/1/2022 7:13 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Betsy Grimes Bellevue WA 98006 betsygrimes@comcast.net

3/1/2022 7:22 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Is this for real? Washington state MY state allows hunters to kill groggy black bear mothers emerging from hibernation with their newborn cubs? Are you allowing this inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike hunt targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable? I can t believe that you would support this cruelty. Most Washingtonians especially me oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please stop this inhumane killing hunt. Sincerely Shari Harris Wenatchee WA 98801 sharipaxx@gmail.com

3/1/2022 7:24 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shatoiya De La Tour Chimacum WA 98325 agreatredhead@icloud.com

3/1/2022 7:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

3/1/2022 7:33 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Kenneth Clark Seattle WA 98146 Kc77@uw.edu

3/1/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jini Fisher Issaquah WA 98027 msmoxon@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 7:36 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely dan charboneau

3/1/2022 7:36 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jessica mcnamara Tonasket WA 98855 jessmcna@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 7:36 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joanna Prideaux Spokane WA 99202 prideauxjoanna@gmail.com

3/1/2022 7:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Mains

3/1/2022 7:45 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Liz Campbell Seattle WA 98103 zil1000campbell@gmail.com

3/1/2022 7:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cole Grabow Seattle WA 98109 cmgrabow@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I support spring bear hunting in Washington and I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place. Bear 
hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists. Sincerely Drew Savas

3/1/2022 8:12 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carolyn Boyles Mead WA 99021 gcarolynlb@sbcglobal.net

3/1/2022 8:12 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sean ODell Renton WA 98059 sw_odell@comcast.net

3/1/2022 8:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Fincher

3/1/2022 8:14 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Emily Matthews Seattle WA 98117 emilysmatthews@outlook.com

3/1/2022 8:15 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thomas Trescone Seattle WA 98102 tomtrescone@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:15 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Genevieve Shank Friday Harbor WA 98250 genevieveshank@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

3/1/2022 8:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Please do not let social pressure dictate game 
management practices. Predator control is a necessary part of game management. It reduces bear/human interactions and protects ungulate populations. Sincerely Daniel Shreve

3/1/2022 8:18 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt and NEVER in the spring. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Regina Hauptmann Auburn WA 98002 regina_hauptmann@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 8:18 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mary Easton Cosmopolis WA 98537 magroves196@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 8:22 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leon Brown

3/1/2022 8:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Mcdade

3/1/2022 8:28 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dennis Milam Seattle WA 98102 denmilam@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 8:49 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathy Leitch Woodinville WA 98072 kfoxglove46@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:52 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Paul Bakke Olympia WA 98501 bakke456@Hotmail.com

3/1/2022 8:58 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and VERY 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this 
hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Tiffany Stilwater Kenmore WA 98028 tiffanystilwater@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:58 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Killing these animals are cruel and should stop permanently. As a Washingtonian who oppose this hunt I can also support my demand with science to drop the hunting 
practice forever. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely A au Seattle WA 98109 aau.ssc@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jesse Calhoun Seattle WA 98133 jescalh7@aol.com

3/1/2022 9:02 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Emily Thoms 250 32ND ST APT 104 BELLINGHAM WA US emilyjthoms93@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:02 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. This hunt 
is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting at all it should happen at another 
time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity forever. Sincerely D. 
Gail Jordan East Wenatchee WA 98802 dg19jordan@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:04 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kyler Peruchini

3/1/2022 9:05 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steven Greene Camano Island WA 98282 segreene55@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:06 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am a lifelong Washingtonian parent and avid outdoor sportswoman. I feel very strongly that Washington state should never hold another spring bear hunt. Only eight states allow this 
practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. Most states ban spring hunting for very good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs mothers 
and cubs! when they are most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it does not put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there is simply no reason to continue it. Please listen to Washington s citizens and do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Thank you for considering my comments. 
Sincerely Suzann Daley Seattle WA 98177 shopper@daley.com

3/1/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt in the spring. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the 
spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear 
hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Linda Kinsel Anacortes WA 98221 killerprunes@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Heather Beaird Chehalis WA 98532 blaizesmama@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 9:08 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathryn Jacobs Chelan WA 98816 kjacobs@pennelynn.com

3/1/2022 9:09 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Philip Condit Snohomish WA 98290 philipmcondit@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. After all you don t eat their meat do you? So this becomes 
a cowardly act performed merely to show how manly you are. Just stop killing defenceless animals! Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Patricia Rodgers Kirkland WA 98034 patriciarodgers780@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:12 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Wuest

3/1/2022 9:15 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely James Feit Port Townsend WA 98368 jsfeit48@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Chambers

3/1/2022 9:20 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another spring black bear hunt. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid 
management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting at all it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk and be heavily restricted. It should be targeted and 
allowed only as a last resort. Bear hunting for sport needs to be banned. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve Scott Olympia WA 98506 Scott.steve@comcast.net

3/1/2022 9:23 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I cannot fathom how my state supports the inhumane practice of allowing spring bear hunts. Taking advantage of groggy bears coming out of hibernation is beyond inhumane. It would 
appear that for some climate change isn t working fast enough to make bears extinct in our state and killing mothers and their cubs when they are most vulnerable may just do the trick. I hope you will stop this terrible policy as I believe 
that the vast majority of Washingtonians agree with me in wanting to preserve our ever-diminishing wildlife including bears. We know from science that biodiversity is key to a healthy planet but just as importantly I believe we have a 
moral responsibility to cherish all life and share the planet with all creatures. Please stop the spring bear hunts today and for forever. Sincerely Sharon Burke Seattle WA 98126 sburkewashington@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Matthew Anderson Seattle WA 98133 anderson.gtr@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:30 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ken Alspach Woodland WA 98674 kealspa@wa-net.com

3/1/2022 9:37 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Miranda Scalzo Seattle WA 98119 mirandascalzo@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 9:41 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Leslie Quenell Lopez Island WA 98261 mossknitter@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Don t allow an aggressive lobby to overshadow common sense and human decency. Spring Bear Hunting causes extended suffering and in my view actually drives Bears into residential areas 
by disrupting their natural Spring feeding and nursing behaviors. The repeated stress may have Life-long negative effects on maternal Bear health and on the survival and health of off-spring. A stressed Bear cannot recover well from the 
deprivations of hibernation and the physical depletion of birth and nursing. A stressed Bear cannot provide appropriate cub nurturance under such circumstances. We live with Bears by expecting them to respect our Lives and our family-
rearing zones -- we need to respect theirs. Thank You. Sincerely Jhana Chinamasta Olympia WA 98512 jhana.chi@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:44 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely George and Audrey Rasmussen Fam. Fdn Bellingham WA 98229 geranz@icloud.com

3/1/2022 9:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Walker

3/1/2022 9:51 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lindsay Rahmun Seattle WA 98133 rahmunfamily@peak.org

3/1/2022 9:52 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Randee Blackstone Bellingham WA 98225 randeecb@me.com

3/1/2022 9:54 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thomas Gilmore Bellingham WA 98225 tgilmore66@comcast.net

3/1/2022 9:55 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathy Wilson Port Ludlow WA 98365 kwilson@warrior-priestess.com

3/1/2022 9:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. My children and I love viewing wildlifeand not killing 
them.The vast majority of Washington residents agree with me and my kids.Bear hunters have a Fall huntand that is enough to serve this tiny minority of State residents.The Board had already suspended the Spring hunt. That decision 
was correct and it should be permanent. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Peter Hapke Seattle WA 98144 peter@hapkelaw.com

3/1/2022 10:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marie Weis Fox Island WA 98333 marieweis@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 10:05 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Elizabeth Beuthel Mercer Island WA 98040 Erbeut@msn.com

3/1/2022 10:10 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tom Radandt

3/1/2022 10:10 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ann Bradley Bothell WA 98011 Eiyan@aol.com

3/1/2022 10:15 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dorothy Knudson Walla Walla WA 99362 dpknud@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 10:16 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rollin Odell Kingston WA 98346 rolodell4@gmail.com

3/1/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sally Hodson Olga WA 98279 sallyhodson@wildhaven.com

3/1/2022 10:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Garrett Roberts

3/1/2022 10:21 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington State should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Priya Ganesan Redmond WA 98052 priyagan@gmail.com

3/1/2022 10:22 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I am a Washingtonian. I live in Vancouver WA. I AM SICKENED BY THIS ACTION (INACTION). My elected officials and you civil servants paid by MY taxes are obviously paid off by Hunting 
Groups. STOP IT NOW THAT IS N O W. The only hunt I want to go on is for the hunters. Maybe I should go and bag a redneck? Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are 
among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or 
science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Christopher Toyne Vancouver WA 98660 cftoyne@gmail.com

3/1/2022 10:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please stop this cruel practice! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow these hunts and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be 
hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. There should be strict regulations with special licenses required. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows 
there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing right now! Sincerely Dominica Lord-Wood Port Townsend WA 98368 manypaths9@outlook.com

3/1/2022 10:31 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely bob Rodgers Brush Prairie WA 98606 rodgersengr1@comcast.net

3/1/2022 10:41 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kalama Reuter White Salmon WA 98672 kalama@embarqmail.com

3/1/2022 10:42 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sharon Parshall Fall City WA 98024 parsshar@icloud.com

3/1/2022 10:50 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission As a former biologist for the U.S. National Park Service I am appalled that the WFWC is caving in to special interest groups. Black bear hunting serves no purpose other than to give a select 
number of trophy hunters a narcissistic ego boost. Meanwhile the majority of Washingtonians look on in horror as their opposition to the bear hunt is suppressed. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and 
cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most 
Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Martha Atkinson Valley WA 99181 marcieatkinson@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 10:53 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steve Knutzen Anacortes WA 98221 cal227@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 10:58 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Gail Atkins Raymond WA 98577 gailatkins@comcast.net

3/1/2022 11:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Annette Lu Olympia WA 98501 annelinlu@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:04 AM Email



Dear WDFW WDFW: Bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season! In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is 
inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Please bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season! Sincerely Robert Liefveld

3/1/2022 11:05 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lucile Flanagan Seattle WA 98177 lflanaganski@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely THOMAS MIFSUD

3/1/2022 11:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Mifsud

3/1/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lucy Flanagan Seattle WA 98177 lflanaganski@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:17 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicholas Kovalcik Redmond WA 98053 nick.kovalcik@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 11:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paul Kunz

3/1/2022 11:35 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ann Summy Seattle WA 98101 ann.summy@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:42 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Leslie McClure Olympia WA 98516 lespetmcc@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:47 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Richard Hodgin Seattle WA 98115 rshodgin@comcast.net

3/1/2022 11:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW Though the other side of this may show up in masses they are a combination of purposely misled and uninformed people. The North American model of wildlife conservation has proven itself to work humane society of the us 
misleads it s supporters to paint all hunters as blood thirsty savages that kill only for grip and grins and bragging rights. I believe if any fraction of hsus supporters realized just how much money time and effort hunters have invested in 
learning and protecting our beloved wildlife you would see a very small percentage of people continue to back their anti hunting agenda. Please oppose this anti hunting effort and support the spring bear hunt. Thank you for your time. 
Chris McKelvy Sincerely Chris McKelvy

3/1/2022 11:52 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Most Washingtonians oppose bear hunts. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals that Washington State allows to be hunted in the spring. Targeting 
bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable is inhumane and unsportsmanlike. No valid management rationale or science supports this. If Washington continues to allow black bear hunting it should at least happen at another 
time of year so that cubs and sows at not put at risk. Sincerely Samantha Solomon Spokane WA 99205 sollmon@comcast.net

3/1/2022 11:52 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Angie Dixon Seattle WA 98102 angied@whidbey.com

3/1/2022 11:53 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Emily Thompson Ridgefield WA 98642 emalaga65000@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 11:56 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marci Koski Vancouver WA 98682 limnixie@gmail.com

3/1/2022 11:58 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Hepfer Seattle WA 98101 anneoverseas@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please listen to us. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in 
the spring. That s for good reason. This hunt as they come out of hibernation is absolutely inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science 
supports this cruelty! If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. But don t bring it back. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows 
there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Thank you. Judith Buczek Camano Island Sincerely Judith Buczek Camano Island WA 98282 raven@frontier.com

3/1/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jabe Curtis

3/1/2022 12:11 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Steven Knoll Richland WA 99354 stevenwknoll@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Johnson

3/1/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission I STRONGLY OPPOSE BEAR HUNTING especially IN the SPRING. This is cruel to vulnerable cubs. I own forest property near Mt. Rainier; the bears are part of the natural habitat there. 
Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and 
unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it 
doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Karen Ireland Yakima WA 
98908 kipath@aol.com

3/1/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Janet Hada Snohomish WA 98290 juradh23@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely William McColl Blaine WA 98230 bmccoll@comcast.net

3/1/2022 12:53 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Kent

3/1/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dan O Keefe Vashon WA 98070 danny@dannyokeefe.com

3/1/2022 1:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tom Patricia Moreland Port Townsend WA 98368 tomdpatl@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Amy C Fisher Lacey WA 98503 amycfisher360@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Thank you for your time. Sincerely Allison Phillips Olympia WA 98512 kiirkas@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Scott

3/1/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Where I live a black bear roams in the spring and summer months. He/she wanders around looking for blackberries that grow everywhere. This beautiful creature is out minding it s own 
business exploring. We moved from Portland Or to Kalama Wa in 2020 and this is when I first saw a black bear in person walking across the street to enjoy some berries. This is when I realized I was invading the bears territory not the bear 
invading mine. I live in an area of wildlife that settled here long before there was a develoment. There are deer bob cats coyotes and a black bear that have lived here long before it was turned into a neighborhood. I don t understand the 
necessity to hunt them down kill them especially in March when mother bears and their cubs are most vulnerable. This hunting is inhumane and unsportsmanlike totally cruel. Washington state should stop black bear hunting. Only eight 
states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Paula Hamilton Kalama WA 98625 paula.bills@comcast.net

3/1/2022 1:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lylanya Cox Spokane WA 99224 laniecox@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 1:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
There is no reason for this practice and it must be stopped. We are way past the point where we can afford to treat our fellow passengers on this earth with such cruel disregard. Just look where centuries of that have brought us to. You 
know this is wrong so STOP it! Isn t there enough pain and senseless killing right now to satisfy those who find pleasure in such things? Sincerely Melanie Hamilton Silverdale WA 98383 mlhamilton2000@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 1:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Theresa Sullivan Poulsbo WA 98370 theresa15321@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:21 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Seriously this kind of hunting endangers the black bear population as a whole which could make it less likely they could even be hunted. If people need to hunt the **** bears they should do 
it in a sustainable way or soon there won t even BE bears to hunt! Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in 
the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Bonnijo Chervenock Seattle WA 98103 catofwhatever@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 1:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Laurie Gogic Kirkland WA 98034 laurie.gogic@frontier.com

3/1/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dulan Knapp

3/1/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely M Chessin Seattle WA 98103 Mchessin@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely nadine wallace Tacoma WA 98407 mardine1@comcast.net

3/1/2022 1:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Raymond Gill Bothell WA 98021 don.gill41@gmail.com

3/1/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jonah Hewitt

3/1/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Julie Holtzman Snohomish WA 98290 paleobotanybabe@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 1:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Betty Terrell Seattle WA 98103 bettyrterrell@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rowen Kade Everett WA 98204 rowenkade@gmail.com

3/1/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thomas Brigham Pullman WA 99163 brigham61@frontier.com

3/1/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Randall Spokane WA 99203 dsrandall@comcast.net

3/1/2022 3:05 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Karen Flood Everson WA 98247 karenmac9371@gmail.com

3/1/2022 3:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Liz Enger Enumclaw WA 98022 engerski@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 3:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ben Rall Spokane WA 99205 intolerantleft@protonmail.com

3/1/2022 3:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mike Thompson Shelton WA 98584 mike.sthompson@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anita Montgomery Olympia WA 98512 montgomery.anita@comcast.net

3/1/2022 4:09 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Cherie Warner Pullman WA 99163 cheriedwarner@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 4:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marilee Henry Kirkland WA 98034 marilee@henrythorson.com

3/1/2022 4:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tyler Otto Maple Valley WA 98038 tylertt8@gmail.com

3/1/2022 4:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicole Dedamm Snohomish WA 98290 nicolekincaidsemail@gmail.com

3/1/2022 4:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Amanda ****inson Yakima WA 98902 bettyyakima@aol.com

3/1/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeffrey Nosbaum Seattle WA 98121 JNosbaum@aol.com

3/1/2022 4:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charles H Sarin Bellingham WA 98229 chskilak88@comcast.net

3/1/2022 4:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely V. A. Maxwell Spokane WA 99202 v3amax@gmail.com

3/1/2022 4:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Reimer

3/1/2022 4:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shannon Sorem Seattle WA 98115 ssorem@costco.com

3/1/2022 4:59 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Christine Perkins Bainbridge Island WA 98110 c2cperkins@gmail.com

3/1/2022 5:17 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Wendy Schultz Colville WA 99114 wendys.71@live.com

3/1/2022 5:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nicole Echols Tacoma WA 98409 medusa0001@gmail.com

3/1/2022 5:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should not allow the hunting of black bears in the Spring. Targeting mothers and cubs in the Spring when they are most vulnerable is inhumane and unsportsmanlike. 
Orphaned cubs are left to starve to death or succumb to the elements. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. The best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. On the contrary the science shows 
black bears are critical to healthy forest ecosystems. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt. At minimum black bear hunting should be restricted to late Summer and Autumn like deer and elk so it doesn t put cubs at unnecessary risk. 
Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Dawn Murin Seattle WA 98116 dawn.murin@wizards.com

3/1/2022 5:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Josefina Lopez Kent WA 98031 little.pepita@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Perry Wong Kent WA 98031 perrymwong@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 5:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Carlock

3/1/2022 5:29 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Riley Kirkpatrick

3/1/2022 5:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kaitlin K Seattle WA 98126 Sidney1216@aol.com

3/1/2022 5:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ryan Schultz Snohomish WA 98290 schultzry@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 5:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mary mahoney Pasco WA 99301 mmmahoneylaw@gmail.com

3/1/2022 5:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rita Costa Cashmere WA 98815 ritaloumadison@icloud.com

3/1/2022 5:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dennis Bahr Snohomish WA 98296 dennisbahr@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 6:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Serena Donnelly Camas WA 98607 donnelsd@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kathleen Guest Olympia WA 98502 kathleen_21@msn.com

3/1/2022 6:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Payden Kent

3/1/2022 6:34 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susan Betourne Mukilteo WA 98275 betourne1967@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 6:51 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sally Evans Pullman WA 99163 salwurster@gmail.com

3/1/2022 6:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alley Perry Tacoma WA 98421 alley777wsh@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 7:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/1/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Stoerzinger

3/1/2022 7:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clint Copeland

3/1/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tika Bordelon Seattle WA 98101 tikab1@gmail.com

3/1/2022 7:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Adam Farrell Blaine WA 98230 infofarrell@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:01 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charlene Lauzon Lynnwood WA 98036 oceanlvr1111@hotmail.com

3/1/2022 8:03 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sherry Pennington Kent WA 98032 jpennw3@gmail.com

3/1/2022 8:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Catherine Escalante Tacoma WA 98465 cescalante1701@outlook.com

3/1/2022 8:07 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Hinkle

3/1/2022 8:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jodi Gibson Seattle WA 98198 jodihunnie@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 8:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lynn Johanna Battle Ground WA 98604 ladywillow@earthlink.net

3/1/2022 8:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Arreola

3/1/2022 8:21 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kimberly Smiley Cheney WA 99004 Kimberlysmiley23@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 8:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Darlene O Grady Monroe WA 98272 darlene@turtletraxx.com

3/1/2022 8:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jayne Ahrens Renton WA 98057 jaynez@yahoo.com

3/1/2022 8:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Fonseca

3/1/2022 8:52 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

3/1/2022 8:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dianne Faletti Silverdale WA 98383 diannefaletti@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:16 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Wanda Hughes Mercer Island WA 98040 hughessan@comcast.net

3/1/2022 9:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely GERALD PATTERSON Anacortes WA 98221 jerrysvx@aol.com

3/1/2022 9:26 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patrick McKee Mercer Island WA 98040 patmckee@sbcglobal.net

3/1/2022 9:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. What s 
wrong with our state? That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with 
this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Corliss Harmer Seattle WA 98103 corlissjane@gmail.com

3/1/2022 9:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nancy White Spokane WA 99216 nancypendletonwhite@comcast.net

3/1/2022 9:48 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s 
cheating! Bears are just coming out of hibernation and they re just hungry. Please don t kill them! That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No 
valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best 
science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Carol Smith Sedro Woolley WA 98284 nanacarol5659@icloud.com

3/1/2022 9:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jan pierson Port Townsend WA 98368 janthenewageman@olypen.com

3/1/2022 10:07 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Scavezze Woodinville WA 98072 barb@scavezze.com

3/1/2022 10:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Steven Wisti

3/1/2022 10:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Nina Minsky Port Orchard WA 98366 Nminsky1@gmail.com

3/1/2022 10:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Randall Parks Pasco WA 99301 rgp7690@hotmail.com

3/2/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katherine Smith Point Roberts WA 98281 4katherinesmith@gmail.com

3/2/2022 12:07 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kasey Mulligan

3/2/2022 12:11 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. This could easily lead to decimation of the black 
bear population which would threaten forest ecosystems. If Washington must allow black bear hunting it cannot happen in Spring or Summer so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best 
science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Marni Wiebe-Keogh Edmonds WA 98026 marniwk@gmail.com

3/2/2022 12:21 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Karen Curry Pullman WA 99163 pink50peony@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 1:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marsha Adams Shelton WA 98584 adams_marsha@fastmail.fm

3/2/2022 3:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Fann

3/2/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jamie Howell

3/2/2022 7:03 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kari Brennan Portland OR 97213 kabrenn@rei.com

3/2/2022 7:04 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Ward 9509 NW 17th AveVancouver WA 98665

3/2/2022 7:05 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely JOANNE KELLY Seattle WA 98115 kellynepal@gmail.com

3/2/2022 7:05 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katrina Jones Kennewick WA 99337 jones.kak@gmail.com

3/2/2022 7:14 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

3/2/2022 7:34 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Daniel Brant Port Townsend WA 98368 dnlbrant@gmail.com

3/2/2022 7:58 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Chrissy Bailey Spokane WA 99201 chrissybailey2000@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 8:03 AM Email

Spring bear Hunt Sent from Mail for Windows Hello I would like to offer some observations on the spring bear hunt. Last year I drew and hunted the Dayton unit (162) bear hunt as did my girlfriend. I own 40 acres of land with a view of 
Robinett Mtn. We hunted approximately 25 days for spring bear. We seen a total of 45 bear in that time I was careful to try and not count the same bear twice. In one day from the deck of my property looking towards Robinette rd I 
counted 9 different bear in the 2 square miles i Can see . we only hunted between the payne hollow rd on Jasper to the Robinette with the south FK of the Touchet in the bottom. So maybe 10 square miles had a population of bear that 
large and I am sure we didn t see the whole population. My concern is the devastation of the elk herd. In my time owning property over 15 years I have seen a drop in total elk numbers I realize bear is only one factor but the fact remains 
15 years ago from the deck I could count herds in every drainage up the draw of the SF Touchet In April for example. Totaling hundreds of elk. I just returned from a visit there Late February where in a 10 day visit we seen just 2 elk . The 
department had an awesome elk herd built up with great opportunity it is GONE. Spring bear hunting is a tool to help the elk survive calving season.. There way to many bear in the Blue mountains. (Amongst other Predator s cougar # s 
are way up as well) The hunt must go on. Feel free to call me for more information on my observations of the Blue Mountain region. Sincerely Ron Stoller 360-942-6180

3/2/2022 8:50 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tamela Roberson Everett WA 98203 iskroff.for@gmail.com

3/2/2022 8:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

3/2/2022 8:58 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Carol Delima Edmonds WA 98020 crldelima@aol.com

3/2/2022 9:03 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Diana S Harrison Bellingham WA 98226 mama.meeda@gmail.com

3/2/2022 9:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kendall Coppersmith

3/2/2022 9:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Hunting seasons and regulations should set by hunters 
not anti hunters that are tearing down our way of life. I do t care who you are somewhere in your family history there was a person that hunted for their food. Sincerely Brent Siden

3/2/2022 10:13 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joseph Raap Washougal WA 98671 homeboy1@frontier.com

3/2/2022 10:18 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alec Corbett Gig Harbor WA 98332 aleccorbett@msn.com

3/2/2022 10:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely john eckman

3/2/2022 10:54 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristen Meston Woodinville WA 98077 kmeston@gmail.com

3/2/2022 11:08 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ulrike Silkey Poulsbo WA 98370 uly_g@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 11:14 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barry Saver Seattle WA 98105 bsaver@gmail.com

3/2/2022 11:28 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marie-Ange Berchem Garden Grove CA 92845 majube@pt.lu

3/2/2022 11:36 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. I m 
not opposed to hunting in general but I do oppose hunting that is unnecessarily cruel or unsporting. Taking bears in the spring at the risk of orphaning cubs is inhumane and hungry bears become easy targets for hunters laying in wait at 
natural food sources. I am also appalled by the behavior of those that directed vitriol and threats towards the commissioners who originally voted to suspend the spring bear hunt. Sincerely Jeff Laik Kent WA 98042 jefflaik@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 11:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Akers

3/2/2022 11:56 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Bruce Gundersen Poulsbo WA 98370 pb4404and@comcast.net

3/2/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jennifer Gindt Yakima WA 98902 jengindt@msn.com

3/2/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jane Leavitt Seattle WA 98144 jeleavitt@aol.com

3/2/2022 12:43 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lisa Love Arlington WA 98223 llove@commoncentsbookkeeping.net

3/2/2022 12:49 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Val Schroeder Camano Island WA 98282 hightide@wavecable.com

3/2/2022 12:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alfred Ferraris Port Townsend WA 98368 acferr@wavecable.com

3/2/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Mazzone Easton CT 06612 annemaz1971@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Arlene Mazzone Easton CT 06612 aritamaz@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should end spring bear hunts. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale 
or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no 
reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Kelly Berry San Rafael CA 94903 kellyberr@hotmail.com

3/2/2022 1:36 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another Spring bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Ian Anderson Seattle WA 98111 mash4077clinic@hotmail.com

3/2/2022 1:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Annika Swenson Seattle WA 98116 widget043@gmail.com

3/2/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barrow Family Luton LU3 3hu mstjbarrow@ntlworld.com

3/2/2022 2:22 PM Email

Please stop the killing of black bears in the spring or any other time for that matter! They deserve to live with their new cubs unless they have done something wrong which they haven t. Their only crime is being alive which is not a crime. 
Focus on letting all of nature co-exist peacefully. Stop the insanity of looking for and then killing these innocent bears. They deserve to live as much as anyone else. Mary birds2cats@embarqmail.com

3/2/2022 2:38 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission The Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission needs to get its act together and stop allowing spring bear hunts. This is an extremely cruel practice in the light of mother bears exiting their 
dens with cubs at this time. If a mother is killed by a hunter then the cubs will die as well as they will starve to death or be killed by predators. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black 
bear hunting to control the population it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. It should also prohibit the killing of sows if they have cubs with them. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Nellie Diaz Kent WA 98030 nelliediazemail@gmail.com

3/2/2022 2:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William Green

3/2/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jillian Mayo Vancouver WA 98663 j_mayo07@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 3:20 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Nelson Spokane WA 99202 Bbecknel1@msn.com

3/2/2022 3:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Charlene Donovan Vancouver WA 98684 charlene47donovan@gmail.com

3/2/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ben Barrett

3/2/2022 4:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ed Speakman

3/2/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Tonlino

3/2/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists whose primary objectives includes the perpetuation of wildlife in the state of Washignton. and is inline with the North American 
Model of Wildlife Conservation. This is a limited draw-only hunt and presents an excellent opportunity for people to get outdoors and fulfill a traditional human activity whose roots predate civilization. Sincerely Ben Harrison

3/2/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marcelo Nasif Tucson AZ 85718 marcelonasif@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 4:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michael Gan Pueblo CO 81007 mfgan@hotmail.com

3/2/2022 5:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Brandon Bee Spokane WA 99216 bees_brandon@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/2/2022 5:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Harrison

3/2/2022 5:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

3/2/2022 5:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kara Harms Bothell WA 98012 karalee70@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 6:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Mechelle Hannahs Tacoma WA 98446 mjh_seattle@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 6:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nick Klein

3/2/2022 6:45 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Claudia Lee Miller Oroville WA 98844 clmiller079@gmail.com

3/2/2022 6:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gaige Powers

3/2/2022 7:04 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Brietzke

3/2/2022 7:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in support of the WDFW to bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is part of the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely 
Zach Mohr

3/2/2022 7:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Galen Diemer

3/2/2022 7:32 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Pickett

3/2/2022 7:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brian Lacey

3/2/2022 7:41 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. I have observed for years how Washington State seems to 
engage in both a regressive and illogical conservation program; one that squarely views animals as a human commodity versus living beings with rights to not experience violence and slaughter for a thrill kill. We need to progress and 
move past a 19th century approach to wildlife. It continually surprises me that we have a Fish and Wildlife Dept. that so misrepresents the prevalining views of the community that wildlife deserves protection at the expense of a minority. 
Sincerely Steffany Black Issaquah WA 98029 w_sblack1@comcast.net

3/2/2022 7:41 PM Email

As an avid bear hunter and conservationist I have seen the growth and expansion in Black bear numbers across Washington state triple in the areas I have hunted over the past 10 years. The science backs up and proves that this is a 
sustainable hunting season. I truly believe within the carry capacity of the land and overall quantity of bears in each individual area that not only should we continue to have spring bear hunting but we should also look at considering 
giving out more tags and or allowing baiting to be re-introduced as Idaho still does. I went from seeing one to three Bears per day 10 years ago to now seeing anywhere from 7 to 12 bears per day. We must continue to harvest Bears to not 
only illuminate conflict with people that continues to grow but also to assist in saving the birthing of other animals that they feed on in the spring time

3/2/2022 7:57 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rebecca Brown Spokane WA 99207 Beccabr88@gmail.com

3/2/2022 8:18 PM Email

Please reinstate the hunt. Bears need to be managed. Thank you Justin. 3/2/2022 8:18 PM Email
Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission As a living wildlife journalist for The Capital Times newspaper for 9 years I have borne witness to a lot of macho cruelty - wanton cruelty because our state agencies have just been killing 
businesses for the few. Since the 1800 s when state and federal agencies were set up by hunters and trappers to farm the wild for killing fodder it has been a disaster of massive death and massive cruelty. I sent your board long established 
studies about bear biology and how baby cubs do not go off their mother s milk until mid-July. They cannot protect themselves and know little of the world. They are totally dependent on mothers. And mothers leave their cubs safely 
miles from bait stations in safety - and mothers cannot be easily discerned from male bears because their nipples are less than a centimeter in size even while milking. Their mammary glands are not enlarged because the cubs empty them. 
And hunters with their adrenaline rush and urgency to destroy a bear often do not really care if it is a mother with cubs or a male. Most of the bears killed in the fall in the Wisconsin slaughter are yearlings just 75 - 90 pounds. They just 
look big to the untrained eye and lust for killing a trophy. I was contacted by a retired homicide detective who followed a truck into a registration station. He said the bear dead in the back of the truck looked too small to be legal. ( Any 
bear of any size in Wisconsin is legal ) While the men were registering the bear he examined her. She had 11 arrow holes in her and he could see her death had been a brutal one. When the men emerged ( she weighed 90 pounds ) - he 
asked them about her. The men said that the dogs had caught her on the ground first - then she treed and they shot her a few times and when she fell they let the dogs have some fun with her before they killed her. Predator hunters 
trophy hunters and trappers seem to enjoy cruelty more than most hunters. All killing is cruel of course - and unnecessary during the extinction of half of life on earth. With livestock 60% of mammals on earth now being readied as very 
young animals for the horrors of the slaughterhouse with 36% of mammals on earth humans doing just about everything cruel and wrong and with only 4% all the WILD mammals left - we need to STOP KILLING OUR WILDLIFE altogether 
and trash state agencies and start anew building a COOPERATIVE Department of PEACE with fellow mortals who weave the world together for us in ways we imperfectly understand. We are in ecosystem collapse. Large mammals are being 
trophy killed off the planet. We are in the endgame and need to transform our state agencies for a first time democracy representing the 95% of us humans who do not kill wildlife - and the 99.9999% of species we NEED for our and their 
survival on a human over-populated not so sapiens domination. End bear hunting trapping killing contests and protect your wildlife. They are just like our cats and dogs yet more wise and creative and wonderful than you can imagine! I 
live in the country - we can learn so much from them. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Patricia Randolph Portage WI 53901 Madravenspeak@gmail.com

3/2/2022 8:42 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely ReformTheFillibuster R Sequim WA 98382 prrnbsn@gmail.com

3/2/2022 8:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to condone this heartless killing. Please put an end to this inhumane 
practice. Sincerely Ella Melik Colbert WA 99005 ella.melik@gmail.com

3/2/2022 8:52 PM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Tamie Borst Edmonds WA 98026 tam.marie@yahoo.com

3/2/2022 10:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gabriel Garza

3/2/2022 11:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Pat A. Hazelwood MO 63042 equeus@att.net

3/3/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Grace Padelford Kirkland WA 98034 gapadelford@gmail.com

3/3/2022 12:01 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lynn Ledgerwood Olympia WA 98501 lledgerwood@comcast.net

3/3/2022 5:06 AM Email

I support a Spring Bear Hunt and the science supports it as well. It also contributes to the local economies of rural areas. -- Derek Fogle 3/3/2022 5:59 AM Email
Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely David Peha Redmond WA 98053 quest447@gmail.com

3/3/2022 6:07 AM Email

My name is Jonathan Norman and I am a resident of Washington state. I support having a spring bear hunt and the science that supports it is sufficient. We need to play an active roll in the management of the animals on our landscape. 
We need to listen and follow the science provided to us by our state biologists. When we don t follow the science and information of our biologists if upsets the balance of the system that s been put in place. We need to manage and 
protect the animals we enjoy. The North American model of wild life conservation is the blue print for intelligent intervention as it pertains to the care management and use of our wildlife. We need to be following the directions and 
information that is presented to us from the state biologists. Not decisions or assumptions based on emotions we have. A healthy threshold is needed in regards to predators and their carrying capacity on the landscape. If predators are 
not properly managed and hunting them is taken away as a tool to use the rest of the wildlife on the landscape suffers immensely. There is a plethora of negative impacts that happen when hunting is removed as a management tool. 
Cannibalism from bores targeting and killing cubs. Whether that is to push the female bear back into estrous or they see the cubs as food. Disease or starvation due to bears killing too many elk calf s and deer fawns. This lowering the 
number of ungulates to the point that there isn t enough food on the landscape to support the high numbers of bears. Along with the dangers of unwanted human/ bear interactions due to over population of bears and them moving into 
more urban areas. I don t support removing hunting seasons or limiting the use of hunting as a tool. When you look at the science there is more then enough evidence of bears on the landscape to have a spring bear season while 
maintaining a sustainable number of bears. I believe that by removing or suspending the spring bear hunting season it will negatively impact the rest of our game species. By removing the spring bear season against the directive of our 
state biologists and the information that they have collected was a ignorant oversight by the council. We need to bring back the spring bear season and purposefully and actively manage our bear population. Jonathan Norman

3/3/2022 6:21 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Teresa Crawford Colton WA 99113 trccarson.tcc@gmail.com

3/3/2022 6:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Larry Glickfeld Wenatchee WA 98801 cascadexpr@aol.com

3/3/2022 7:37 AM Email

We ve received another 1000 of these. Thanks! -----Original Message----- From: Beverly Johnston Sent: Thursday March 3 2022 7:32 AM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Please oppose spring bear hunting in Washington! External Email Dear 
Commissioner As a Washington resident I am writing to urge you to oppose spring bear hunting. Each year the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife allows trophy hunters to kill black bears during the spring when these iconic wild 
animals have just emerged from their dens after a long winter. Spring hunts are especially cruel as mother bears are trying to provide for young dependent cubs who were born during the winter hibernation. A mother bear needs to pack 
on the calories and provide for her newborn cubs not be chased down and killed by trophy hunters or watch her newborns die at the hands of a trophy hunter. While the draft proposal would make it unlawful for hunters to kill cubs or 
mothers with cubs this is not enough to protect these vulnerable animals. Mother bears often leave their cubs in a tree and forage long distances from them making her an open target for trophy hunters. Spring is a time when bears 
should be foraging for food after their long hibernation not being chased down and killed by trophy hunters. Thank you for your consideration. Beverly Johnston 9803 118th St E Puyallup WA 98373-3533

3/3/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Santino Castellanos

3/3/2022 8:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nik Schriener

3/3/2022 8:10 AM Email

I strongly support the spring bear season and spring bear permits. The science supports the bear population is far more then healthy enough to allow spring bear hunting in order to regulate the unnecessary deaths of fawns calves and 
cubs. Thank you for your consideration. Aaron Gedlund Sent from my iPhone

3/3/2022 8:24 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Natalie Chapin Bellingham WA 98225 cl.rose@yahoo.com

3/3/2022 8:25 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Natalie Chapin 501 E Illinois St Bellingham WA US cl.rose@yahoo.com

3/3/2022 8:28 AM Email

-----Original Message----- From: warrenhazen@gmail.com Sent: Wednesday March 2 2022 2:03 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Spring Blackbear season fall Black bear season issues. External Email We need to start out with how many 
black bears do we have in the state of Washington and how many black bears do we have in each game unit. We need to have surveys on populations and age class in each game unit. So here we go with the issues how many can we 
harvest between user groups and other issues. General bear season spring bear season tribal hunting vehicle collisions with bears how many are being killed throughout the state how many bears are being killed by law enforcement 
agencies poaching a black bears lack of harvest over harvest Predators eating black bears. Now the issues with black bears doing damage to private property undulates populations black Bears are overharvesting their food sources 
overpopulation in game units agricultural damage humans are loving our state lands federal lands to death and our displacing black bears out of these wild spaces livestock damage/killing damage to orchards cranberry bogs crops Small 
tree farms tree damage large tree farms damage to crops. Rem remember in the hundreds of thousands of acres that state parks manages there is no bear hunting. And some federal fish and wildlife areas in the state of Washington do 
not allow bear hunting. Damage to fish runs like endangered salmon steelhead Black bears eating these fish why there on the spawning beds trying to spawn overharvesting out of our rivers and streams by black bears. When populations 
of black Bears are over abundant what does it cost to state of Washington for all the calls and staff to go out and check on the sites with Black bear conflict. How many nuisance calls does Washington Fish And Wildlife Biologist every year. 
I ve been a resident for 60 years in the state of Washington and in that 60 years I have not seen a decline in the bear population it is overwhelming how the Black bear population has increased in the last two decades. Ever since we got rid 
of using bait for the hunting of black bears and hound hunting for black bears the population has exploded and our undulate population has decreased. Black bears affect all Washingtonians and non-residence how many black bears cross 
out of Canada and into the state of Washington the same thing goes from Oregon to Washington and Idaho to Washington how does this affect black bear populations. Washington Fish And Wildlife and Commission represents 7.5 million 
Washingtonians and millions of Non-residencenon-residence/vacationers that enjoy our state. Opportunity is a nasty word. It s going to destroy the quality of hunting and fishing in the state of Washington. We need to use words like 
conservation extreme conservation quality of life quality of hunting quality of fishing quality of experienceing Wildlife enjoying Wildlife . And in the state of Washington we use the word opportunity. Remember wildlife first human needs 
second. Sent from my iPhone

3/3/2022 8:41 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Residents of Washington state pride ourselves on our appreciation for nature both plants and animals and protection of our public lands and waterways. Spring hunts of black bears in our 
state flies in the face of our commitment to nature to ecodiversity and to sustainable natural environments. Our state should immediately stop the inhumane practice of spring killing of black bears when the cubs and their mother are 
emerging to seek food sources. Hereafter Washington state should forbid such bear hunts. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. 
The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at 
another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely 
LeeAnn Chastain Eastsound WA 98245 lanchastain@yahoo.com

3/3/2022 9:43 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Grace Huang Seattle WA 98199 statesofgrace@yahoo.com

3/3/2022 9:45 AM Email

Sent from Mail for Windows I support the spring bear hunt. Have been able to hunt this and it is good quality hunt. There is a large population of bears in these units. The whitetail and mule deer populations are being negatively impacted 
by them. Looking forward to being able to apply for a tag and hunting again in spring.

3/3/2022 10:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Douglas Trautmann

3/3/2022 11:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Only eight states allow the practice of Hunting Black Bears in the Spring. For good reason! The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Black Bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. If Washington allows 
black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt alltogether and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away 
with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Michael Mendiola Mukilteo WA 98275 mamendiola59@gmail.com

3/3/2022 11:40 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another spring bear hunt. If they hold one at all. Only eight states allow spring bear hunts and Black Bears are among the few animals the state allows to 
be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike. It targets bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington 
allows any black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose Bear Hunts alltogether and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please 
do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. No more Spring Bear Hunts! Sincerely Carol Papworth Mukilteo WA 98275 cgpapworth@msn.com

3/3/2022 11:44 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Johnny Mack

3/3/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Susa Oram Edmonds WA 98026 susa.e.oram@gmail.com

3/3/2022 12:22 PM Email

To Whom it May Concern I strongly OPPOSE WDFW allowing a spring black bear hunting season. Even though WDFW discourages the taking of sows with cubs it is very likely that some of these bears will be killed leaving their young cubs 
to die of starvation. This is a cruel and unethical practice that is not allowed in a number of other states. It should not be allowed in Washington State either. Thank you for the opportunity to register my opinion regarding this important 
decision. John Day 6368 Erwin Rd. Sedro-Woolley WA 98284 (360) 856-0644

3/3/2022 12:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

3/3/2022 1:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Patrick Blackwell

3/3/2022 1:15 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Krissi Ballard 215 pike st se Auburn WA US meemawkimmie@icloud.com

3/3/2022 1:28 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Linda Frankel Hurst TX 76053 lfp80@sbcglobal.net

3/3/2022 1:37 PM Email

Washington Fish And Wildlife should not allow blackbear sows with Cubs to be harvested. And they should not allow doe with fawns to be harvested and cow elk with calves should not be harvested. And this takes place during the early 
archery season. We we should eliminate all either sex general seasons. Sent from my iPhone

3/3/2022 2:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Schanbacher

3/3/2022 2:23 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Marsha Beck Spokane WA 99208 local7818@q.com

3/3/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nicholas Plattner

3/3/2022 3:38 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Delma Moyers Richland WA 99354 dlmoyers2@hotmail.com

3/3/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

3/3/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

3/3/2022 4:33 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely mary elizabeth zimmerman Bainbridge Island WA 98110 melihandy@gmail.com

3/3/2022 5:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/3/2022 5:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

3/3/2022 6:06 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely CAROL ELSE Lakewood WA 98498 l.else@comcast.net

3/3/2022 6:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kelley Coleman-Slack Bellingham WA 98229 kelleycoleman77@gmail.com

3/3/2022 6:30 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Teresa Trail Issaquah WA 98027 teresa.m.trail@gmail.com

3/3/2022 6:44 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Coleman Byrnes Port Angeles WA 98362 swampdog9244@gmail.com

3/3/2022 6:55 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Lindsay Myers Concrete WA 98237 ryderdog55@hotmail.com

3/3/2022 7:14 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shirley Rogers Renton WA 98058 shirlrog55@gmail.com

3/3/2022 7:38 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely brian leets

3/3/2022 8:24 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debra Gilbertson Seattle WA 98155 deb.gilbertson@comcast.net

3/3/2022 8:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jenni Thornton

3/3/2022 8:48 PM Email

Washington Commissioners Please vote NO and reject ALL future spring bear hunts in Washington. I strongly oppose ALL spring bear hunts and am requesting the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commissioners to vote NO and reject all 
spring bear hunts in Washington state. It s extremely cruel and inhumane to kill female bears with cubs. It is also extremely cruel to kill any bear just coming out of hibernation and having a difficult time finding food due to human 
environmental destruction. Climate change has had a ripple effect with failure to survive at every turn in the circle of life due to rising temperatures lack of water and extensive year-round forest fires. The Washington Fish and Wildlife 
Commissioners could help find solutions to this crisis to reduce environmental degradation so that future generations humans and wildlife have a fighting chance to survive. I am a longtime Washington resident and senior citizen. I grew 
up with hunting and fishing. I listened with amazement to the stories told by African safari hunters speaking to my grade school classrooms. Those days are over. Wildlife is in crisis worldwide. Washingtonians recognize the wildlife in our 
state needs your help. Thank you Barbara Banks

3/3/2022 9:19 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another spring bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. 
That s for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting 
it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Caroll Vrba Gifford WA 99131 caroll.vrba@yahoo.com

3/3/2022 9:40 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Thank you. Sincerely Roberta Adams Olympia WA 98508 rlawa@comcast.net

3/3/2022 9:50 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington should never hold another bear hunt. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. Worse it serves no legitimate 
purpose: No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so as not to put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and 
the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane slaughter. Sincerely Sean Edmison Redmond WA 98052 sedmison@hotmail.com

3/4/2022 12:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

3/4/2022 4:56 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

3/4/2022 5:37 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Blackmer

3/4/2022 6:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Conner Vrana

3/4/2022 6:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

3/4/2022 6:49 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anne Doane Camas WA 98607 anne@thedoanes.net

3/4/2022 7:30 AM Email

Iv lived and hunted Washington for 40 years and in last ten years iv never seen W.F.A.W BE SO DRIVEN BY BAD IDEAS!!!you should get back to manigment of our wildlife and fisheries and stop being afraid of all the save the animals 
groupes that you no and sportsman no have no clue.do what s right not what they want thanks .

3/4/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Corey Matson

3/4/2022 9:30 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeannine Pinnt Bothell WA 98011 jeanninemariep@yahoo.com

3/4/2022 9:59 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tami Arroyo 2171 E 52nd Terrace Bellingham WA US whutbox@gmail.com

3/4/2022 10:02 AM Email



I am absolutely opposed to allowing spring hunting of Black Bear. I live on the edge of wilderness that has no roads for over 40 miles up into Canada and I have only seen a black bear once near my home in the last dozen years. This is far 
less than the occurrences in areas with healthy populations. Allowing spring hunting is terribly short sighted and cruel which is why most states do not allow it. Most hunters cannot tell sow bears from male bears so there will be mistake 
after mistake taking out the sows and committing their cubs to starvation. A central part of WDFW s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Allowing a spring hunt will condemn hundreds of cubs to 
death causing an unnatural drop in population that could in no way be considered wise or sustainable . Sincerely Terri Wilde Rockport WA

3/4/2022 10:57 AM Email

Dear Commissioners: While the the rule is suppose to protect females and cubs how accurate are some hunters in distinguishing the difference between males and females particularly at a distance? The answer is only known after the fact 
that is after the kill. It is not necessary or prudent to have a spring hunt. It is in fact counterproductive to sustaining the bear population for future hunting. Sincerely Betty Winholtz

3/4/2022 11:16 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Barbara Wallesz Bellingham WA 98229 wallesz@comcast.net

3/4/2022 11:29 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ravinder Bajwa Redmond WA 98052 bajwa679@yahoo.co.uk

3/4/2022 11:43 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Bauman 4001 Summitview AveYakima WA 98908

3/4/2022 11:49 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Ravinder Bajwa 7615 238th Ave Ne Redmond WA US bajwa679@yahoo.co.uk

3/4/2022 11:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matthew Traylor

3/4/2022 12:03 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Richards

3/4/2022 1:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Glenn Rasmussen 307 S Satus AveWapato WA 98951

3/4/2022 1:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Patricia Parsley Stanwood WA 98292 ****andpat3@gmail.com

3/4/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sammy Low Stanwood WA 98292 cougarcreek7@gmail.com

3/4/2022 2:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joanna Stiehl Olympia WA 98506 purplerats@outlook.com

3/4/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Thibaud Peltier Everett WA 98208 sekirai biodiversity@gmail.com

3/4/2022 4:31 PM Email

I am an avid outdoors person and it is striking how seldom I see a black bear. In fact I see more bear hunters than bears every year. I would advocate no bear hunt at all and certainly not in the spring when a female with cubs can be 
mistakenly killed. Keith Kemplin Bellingham Sent from Mail for Windows

3/4/2022 5:31 PM Email



I was appalled to learn about the Washington Spring Bear hunt. This is cruel beyond comprehension. Spring bear hunts will inevitably orphan bear cubs and leave them to die . The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. Even 
though the new proposed rule purports to prohibit the killing of sows with cubs State wildlife officials and other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. Hunters are unable to 
distinguish between female and male bears and nursing mothers will often stow their baby cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring. Spring bear hunting violates basic principles of ethical hunting and fair chase. 
In spring black bears are at their most vulnerable state weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation. Food is scarce requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover The majority of people disapprove of spring bear hunting. Only 
15% of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting. Although Washington has not been polled separately we can assume opposition to spring bear hunting is even higher here. Canceling the spring bear hunt does not mean less 
hunter opportunity. The spring bear hunt does not have a separate bag limit. This means that even if the spring bear hunt is cancelled bear hunters can still kill the same number of bears each year they will just have to kill them later in the 
season. Spring bear hunting means illegal baiting. Commercial tree farms set up hundreds of feeding stations every spring in an attempt to stop hungry bears from peeling trees to eat their sapwood. WDFW has no idea where these 
feeding stations are but it still allows spring bear I sincerely hope that the Commissioners reconsider this terrible action. I also respectfully request a response to this email. Sincerely Joanne L LaBaw Sequim WA

3/4/2022 5:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/4/2022 7:01 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

3/4/2022 7:03 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should not have bear hunts especially in the spring when they are just coming out of hibernation. There is no reason for this and most people do not want it so don t allow 
it! It is cruel and unneeded. Sincerely Katherine German Bellevue WA 98006 Nicknkat2@msn.com

3/4/2022 7:51 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Miller

3/4/2022 8:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Beisley

3/4/2022 9:12 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the 
best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Mary Emmons Leavenworth WA 98826 freetofly50@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 12:02 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Munn 32401 Gwinn RdProsser WA 99350

3/5/2022 12:25 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Anita Das Seattle WA 98125 anitaandeliot@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 4:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

3/5/2022 4:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

3/5/2022 6:03 AM Email

Greetings! I am a young person who supports safeguarding wildlife especially large predators like bears. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and I hope you will too. Spring hunts for bears are especially cruel. Most states do not allow it. 
Bear cubs are born while sows are denned up for winter and emerge with their sluggish and hungry mothers in spring. While WDFW discourages killing of sows with cubs (and they propose to make it illegal but haven t) most experienced 
hunters cannot tell the difference between males and sows and cubs are not always right with the mothers. Cubs of sows shot in a spring season will die of starvation. This is unethical and unnecessary trophy hunting. Thanks for your time 
Rebecca Canright -- Frigate birds fly for months over the ocean and can engage in both regular sleep and use half their brain at a time to sleep during soaring or gliding flight. image: 5241657aa4e54f16d6f4ac9733ae3be9.jpg (707 800) 
Compassion for all creatures great and small.

3/5/2022 6:36 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely W F Warren OH 44484 WilliamForeman91@yahoo.com

3/5/2022 8:51 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ryan Munn 36402 Gwinn RdProsser WA 99350

3/5/2022 9:36 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Munn Prosser WA 99350

3/5/2022 9:54 AM Email

I strongly encourage the commission to approve the spring bear season permit hunts. The Blue Mountain Elk population is under population goals and is close to not being sustainable partly because of predation. The bear population 
according to WDFW biologists is healthy enough to allow sustained harvest. The season has been in existence for years and the bear population can and has in the past sustained this harvest. Do not allow you re none hunters and fellow 
commissioners to turn this into a political attack on the hunting sports because that s what is happening. Sent from Mail for Windows

3/5/2022 10:09 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Katherine Bos Gig Harbor WA 98335 katherinebos@centurytel.net

3/5/2022 10:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Moss

3/5/2022 10:37 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kelli Munn 32401 Gwinn RdProsser WA 99350

3/5/2022 11:01 AM Email

To whom it may concern please permanently stop the bear hunt - it is inappropriate to kill animals for sport. If bears cause issues then authorities should take care of the situations. Thank you Holly Brewer 3/5/2022 11:30 AM Email
Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jini Fisher Issaquah WA 98027 msmoxon@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 12:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. Tara Chase 12615 37th Ave E Tacoma WA US taramchase@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Chambers

3/5/2022 2:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michelle Hiseley Spokane WA 99224 dmhou90@aol.com

3/5/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alycia Staats Seattle WA 98115 alycia.staats@gmail.com

3/5/2022 3:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Shane Viager

3/5/2022 3:10 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Joan Miller Seattle WA 98126 jemskink@gmail.com

3/5/2022 3:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Zack Ellis

3/5/2022 4:10 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Lars Webb

3/5/2022 5:04 PM Email

March 5 2022 I am writing to state my opposition to the rule making for the spring bear hunt. I am opposed for several reasons. The proposal is to make the hunt permanent so it does not have to be approved each year. This change 
means virtual abandonment of wildlife management principles. It appears to be setting the number of annual permits at approximately 664 permits split across set GMUs no matter what happens to bear populations. It also assumes only 
145 bears will be killed. Would 664 killed bears be sustainable? Is anything environmental considered in this fixed number like bears lost to wildfires? Where is the science behind these numbers? The proposal prohibits killing female bears 
with cubs. This is a nod to the concern about orphaned cubs but is completely unenforceable. Also a female might leave her cubs behind in a safe place while she goes looking for food or they might not be visible in tall grass or shrubs. 
There is no way to ensure protection of cubs during a spring bear hunt except to have no hunt. The hunt is unethical. The bears are slow weak and hungry as they come out of winter. They may be forced to forage in open areas. There is 
no element of fair chase in this hunt. Also private forest managers set up bear feeding stations to protect their trees. If hunters are allowed in these areas this is the equivalent of bear baiting which is illegal. Both of these situations make 
this not a hunt but target shooting. You do not allow hunting of any other animals (except turkeys for some reason) in spring. This is an acknowledgement that spring puts extra stress on animals as they are raising and protecting their 
young and they should be left alone. There is no reason bears should be singled out as an acceptable species to kill in the spring. Finally the proposal states that a central part of the Department s mandate is to provide recreational hunting 
opportunities. From the WDFW website the Department is dedicated to preserving protecting and perpetuating the state s fish wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial 
opportunities. That does not state that hunting is central far from it. The first part of the mission is primary; if those goals aren t met you can t have any hunting. Also fish and wildlife opportunities are not just about hunting. There are 
many more campers hikers and wildlife watchers than there are hunters. I think it is safe to say there would be more opposition than support from them. Please do not approve a spring bear hunt this year or any year. Sincerely Marlene 
Penry Ocean Shores WA

3/5/2022 5:13 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

3/5/2022 5:14 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Neil Hart 18044 Peterbilt Ln SWRochester WA 98579

3/5/2022 5:22 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Sue Jarrard Castle Rock WA 98611 suejarrard@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 7:08 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am fully supporting the Spring Bear Hunt. 32 000-35 000 bears in Washington (overpopulated) with only an average 8% harvest success on ALL seasons when the sustained average is 14-16%. This is a problem as the Spring 
Bear hunt is a control method from a conservation aspect secondary to providing meat for families of successful hunters. Sow w/cub harvests and lethargic bears is completely and scientifically unproven. Out of 146 spring bears harvested 
in 2021 a single digit number of sows were harvested and ONLY 1 was lactating. This is sustainable method to control the population as well as promote safety for both deer/elk calves/fawns. KEEP IT ON THE SCHEDULE- KEEP SPRING BEAR 
HUNTING!! Sincerely Joel Swecker

3/5/2022 7:35 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Vanassa Lundheim Everett WA 98203 vanassa220@yahoo.com

3/5/2022 7:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. As a 20 plus year Washingtonian I vehemently oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane 
killing opportunity. Sincerely Glenna Johnson Redmond WA 98052 vinson90@hotmail.com

3/5/2022 10:39 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared Neiss

3/5/2022 10:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/6/2022 7:16 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Chapman

3/6/2022 7:45 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Spring black bear hunts are cruel and I support ending the practice in our state forever. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most 
vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt 
and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely stephanie smith Spokane WA 99210 pseudoluslucy@yahoo.com

3/6/2022 8:18 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeffrey Chapman

3/6/2022 8:26 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Otis

3/6/2022 8:33 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Coughlin

3/6/2022 9:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nate Axtman

3/6/2022 9:13 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Colton Titus

3/6/2022 9:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Hunter Gracey

3/6/2022 9:48 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely melodie martin Seattle WA 98102 martincat@earthlink.net

3/6/2022 9:50 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Michael Turner

3/6/2022 9:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Craig Feyk Edmonds WA 98020 cfeyk@outlook.com

3/6/2022 12:54 PM Email

My name is Diana Koach. That's D I a N a K O E C K. And I'm from anyways, my message is I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt, please, please. Don't let these hunters name and kill these for sport. It's hardly sporting. My number is 
7 1 4 6 5 4 7 2 3 0. And once again, please stop the spring bear hunt. They're just having Cubs. Come on. Thank you. Bye-bye.

3/6/2022 2:00 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Glen Anderson Lacey WA 98503 glenanderson@integra.net

3/6/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Debbie Dahmer Port Saint Lucie FL 34953 voicescarryforanimals@aol.com

3/6/2022 3:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Trevor Webberley

3/6/2022 5:08 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Shannon FitzMaurice Greenbank WA 98253 shannonmfitz@gmail.com

3/6/2022 5:31 PM Email

To Whom it May Concern I am writing to voice my opposition to the spring bear hunt. Spring hunts for bears are especially cruel. Most states do not allow it. Bear cubs are born while sows are denned up for winter and emerge with their 
hungry mothers in spring. While WDFW discourages killing of sows with cubs (and they propose to make it illegal but haven t) most experienced hunters cannot tell the difference between males and sows and cubs are not always with 
their mothers. Cubs of sows shot in a spring season will die of starvation. This is unethical and unnecessary trophy hunting. Thank you for your consideration of my comments. Sincerely Amy Hansen

3/6/2022 6:07 PM Email

Umm, hi, my name is Patricia. My zip code is 98, 4 7, and I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you. Bye. 3/6/2022 6:45 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mic O Brien

3/6/2022 8:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

3/6/2022 8:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Franklin

3/6/2022 8:59 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely D Boze

3/6/2022 10:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Candyce Miller

3/6/2022 11:09 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission My family and I (four voting and taxpaying residents of Washington) agree that this state should never (or rarely for exceptional ecosystem need) hold another bear hunt in the spring. We 
also agree that spring hunts are inhumane and unsportsmanlike. They target mother bears and cubs when they re most vulnerable. We think no valid management rationale or science can support such cruelty for these sentient animals. If 
Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and mother bears at risk. We understand that most Washingtonians oppose spring hunts and that best scientific studies show there s 
simply no reason to continue them. Please STOP this inhumane and unwise killing practice especially in light of the climate change conditions we are experiencing and all the impacts they have on bear habitat and stresses on the bears. 
We know bears can be nuisance animals but that only means humans are not conducting themselves properly in coexisting with them. Bears are keystone species in their habitats and should be valued as such especially in these changing 
times. Sincerely Lys Burden Port Townsend WA 98368 WPburden@aol.com

3/7/2022 3:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Crivello

3/7/2022 5:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Clarence Rushing

3/7/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Amanda Wittmier

3/7/2022 6:37 AM Email



From: Robert Harriman Sent: Friday March 4 2022 8:38 PM To: Commission (DFW) ; Director (DFW) Cc: Gardner Eric S (DFW) ; Simek Stephanie L (DFW) ; Windrope Amy (DFW) ; Aoude Anis (DFW) ; Bear Steve H (DFW) ; Gardner Eric S 
(DFW) ; Bear Steve H (DFW) ; McBride Tom A (DFW) ; Commission (DFW) ; Mark Pidgeon Hunters Heritage ; Pamplin Nathan (DFW) ; Garrison Kyle R (DFW) ; Pozzanghera Stephen (DFW) ; Simek Stephanie L (DFW) ; Aoude Anis (DFW) ; 
Hoenes Brock D (DFW) ; Commission (DFW) ; Gardner Eric S (DFW) Subject: 2022 spring bear special permits & Seasons testimony to Wildlife Commission for decision Mar 18 External Email March 11 2022 Commission email: 
COMMISSION@dfw.wa.gov WDFW Dir email: Kelly.Susewind@dfw.wa.gov Washington Wildlife Commission & WDFW 600 North Capitol Way Olympia Wa 98501-1091 Subject: Commission public testimony comments to WDFW hunting 
WACs changes for March 18 Commission meeting decisions Ref: WAC 220-415-080 2022 spring bear Special Permits dropping dating per approved commission acceptance of petition Attn: Wildlife Commission WDFW director & CR-102 
Contact: The Borderline Bassin Contenders a hunting & fishing conservation club since 1973 appreciates the Commission & WDFW allowing & taking public testimony comment on the above subject and the above referenced WAC 
proposal. Our BBC comments additions and/or explanations are as follows: 1. The BBC is in favor of aligning with the current and appropriate hunting season (spring 2022) and the dropping of dating of the WAC according to accepted 
petition by WDFW & passage of petition with exceptions amending protection language of not allowing harvest of spring sow bears with cubs. 2. The BBC is not in favor of reducing permits in hunt unit 684 resulting harvest with a 
reduction from 10 to 6 will always result in lower harvest so saying unlikely to have impact is not make sense. Hunting pressure is just that hunting pressure if you want to manage for conflicts agricultural reasons predator status etc the 
more hunting pressure the better. It is up to the hunter to get permission on private lands ahead of time not the WDFW. 3. The BBC is okay with unfrozen animal inspection but please also understand from a hunters point of view that 72 
hrs without freezing can lead to a pretty stinky rotten situation pending weather conditions. 4. The BBC would like to stress that We are very much in favor of Spring Bear hunting. In the beginning there was a few spring permits and now 
has grown to 645 permits. This is not just a few people that hunt bear this is a major hunt management process and promotes a lot of economic benefit to wildlife and WDFW cost of management. The spring bear hunt popularity has risen 
to the point where applying for permit person as myself for over 10yrs has only drawn 2 times. The spring bear hunt also correlates quite well with spring turkey hunts & especially adds to coffers of WDFW & retail market of both harvest 
styles. 5. Pease note that many concerned hunting clubs as well as the BBC helped put in Spring Bear season when it was in it s first origin. At the time of first origin the WDFW & hunting community were fighting a big migration of bears 
killing off elk calving in lower southwest Washington where bears were migrating as far as 25 to 50 miles or more. Since then a lot of predation on elk calving has occurred (more not less) promoting this spring harvest more than ever 
before and with added cougar predation on top of that only exaggerates the elk calving problems the Commission & WDFW has been addressing on previous meetings. 1. During that time period including presently the BBC & WDFW 
learned of the Agricultural concerns especially in forest re-prodding concerns where bears bend over new evergreen trees break the tops to suck out fresh sap thereby damaging and sometimes killing the trees. This was not only happening 
to the private timber lands but also to DNR lands. Let s not forget DNR timber harvests are the #1 mandate to the funding of our statewide school system. 2. The now revised WAC hunt language & recommendations by WDFW now 
making it illegal to harvest sow bears with cubs in the spring - is acceptable by the BBC but it is very important to note boar bears kill cubs in the spring to cause more sow breeding. That is why spring bear hunting promoting boar harvest 
is another very important management tool in controlling a high-end predator such as the black bear. This is especially needed when included in a comprehensive predator management approach that includes all animal predators (ie 
wolves cougars coyotes bobcats etc.) also (see testimony info sent in previously Feb 22 2022 by GMAC member Roy Lee )as testimony to the WDFW & Commission of very informational documented comprehensive bear/prey studies done 
all over the union addressing these very issues. The BBC would ask the WDFW & Commission to review & use those studies again as a part of this BBC testimony especially for the data science and knowledge provided. Thanks for the 
opportunity to comment and especially thanks to the Commission for their dedication towards our consumptive & non-consumptive fish & wildlife resources. Sincerely cid:0401aa58-2fd5-4ee3-805e-1a2ecb2b2b1e@icloud.com

3/7/2022 7:46 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

3/7/2022 8:31 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Johnson 298 Piper StRichland WA 99352

3/7/2022 8:32 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kerry Disher

3/7/2022 8:34 AM Email

-----Original Message----- From: Leonard Parks Sent: Saturday March 5 2022 10:39 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Rules Change for Spring Bear Hunt External Email WDFG Commission I m writing to voice my opposition to the rules 
change to regarding the Spring Bear Hunt. 1) Any spring hunt should not be permanent should be evaluated each year based on conditions from year to year. 2) Should not be a state wide season instead could include zones with excessive 
bear populations. 3) Opposed to harvesting bears in the spring due to cub mortality. 4) Needs to be monitored and evaluated with science based on annual data and need for responsible wildlife management practices. Thank You for your 
consideration of my input. Leonard Parks Spokane Washington

3/7/2022 8:48 AM Email

From: standupfor Sent: Friday March 4 2022 11:34 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Bear Huntng External Email Dear Sir/Madam In 2021 a proposed spring bear hunt was thankfully defeated. The new proposed rule before the 
Commission is worse and would establish a permanent spring bear hunting season. Given that bear hunting serves no legitimate science-based management purpose and threatens the continued health and survival of the species such a 
hunt is unacceptable. Furthermore 85% of people in Western states disapprove of spring bear hunting. The following paragraphs detail my objections to spring bear hunting. Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly susceptible to 
overkill. A female reaches adulthood at approximately four years old she then gives birth to 2-3 cubs per year and has litters every 2-3 years (depending on food resources which are compromised by increasing wildfires and drought). 
Trophy hunters target breeding adults which disrupts the animals social structure and further slows reproduction. Holding a spring season hunt will result in orphaned bear cubs because during the spring season sows are still nursing cubs. 
The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation. State wildlife officials and scientists agree that there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned in spring bear hunting seasons. Hunting bears neither makes 
people safer nor does it stop human-bear conflicts. Rather than putting time and resources into opening a black bear hunting season the Commission should be focused on expanding public education about non-lethal preventative 
measures. Numerous studies cite the fact that killing bears does not stop human-bear conflicts but it does radically reduce bear population sizes which is neither desirable nor needed. The reason bear hunts do not reduce conflicts is 
because trophy hunters generally remove non-problem bears from the population: that is the individuals not involved in nuisance behaviors. Instead hunters attempt to target large male bears to acquire an impressive trophy but bears 
living near humans are typically unavailable to hunters because hunting is not permitted in urban areas. Bear hunting is not science-based and serves no legitimate management purpose. Indeed bears are rarely hunted for anything other 
than trophies. The hunt is out of line with Washington s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state weak from hunger and winter hibernation. Current scientific understanding acknowledges 
bears as feeling thinking self-aware beings who value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly ethical coexistence demands respect and consideration for bears in relevant policies and regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears 
explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding. Black bears should be protected and recognised as an important umbrella species and ecological actors who increase the biodiversity of 
ecosystems. They contribute community benefits through their top-down regulatory effects on ecosystems and are important in maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits bears disperse seeds across vast 
distances-even more seeds than birds. They open up forest canopies and amend soils through their various behaviors including by spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams. Bears also cause small-scale 
ecological disturbance to the canopy which allows the sun to filter to the forest floor and thus increasing biodiversity. Climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington s bears. Given these uncertainties stopping human-caused 
mortality should be prioritized over hunter demand. Extreme climate events catalyzed by climate change such as record-level wildfires in 2021 late season frosts and droughts have negative impacts on bears in particular through habitat 
destruction and reductions in food sources. Yours faithfully Adam Smith Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.

3/7/2022 8:51 AM Email



From: Marlene P Sent: Saturday March 5 2022 5:13 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Opposed to Spring Bear Hunt External Email March 5 2022 I am writing to state my opposition to the rule making for the spring bear hunt. I am 
opposed for several reasons. The proposal is to make the hunt permanent so it does not have to be approved each year. This change means virtual abandonment of wildlife management principles. It appears to be setting the number of 
annual permits at approximately 664 permits split across set GMUs no matter what happens to bear populations. It also assumes only 145 bears will be killed. Would 664 killed bears be sustainable? Is anything environmental considered 
in this fixed number like bears lost to wildfires? Where is the science behind these numbers? The proposal prohibits killing female bears with cubs. This is a nod to the concern about orphaned cubs but is completely unenforceable. Also a 
female might leave her cubs behind in a safe place while she goes looking for food or they might not be visible in tall grass or shrubs. There is no way to ensure protection of cubs during a spring bear hunt except to have no hunt. The hunt 
is unethical. The bears are slow weak and hungry as they come out of winter. They may be forced to forage in open areas. There is no element of fair chase in this hunt. Also private forest managers set up bear feeding stations to protect 
their trees. If hunters are allowed in these areas this is the equivalent of bear baiting which is illegal. Both of these situations make this not a hunt but target shooting. You do not allow hunting of any other animals (except turkeys for 
some reason) in spring. This is an acknowledgement that spring puts extra stress on animals as they are raising and protecting their young and they should be left alone. There is no reason bears should be singled out as an acceptable 
species to kill in the spring. Finally the proposal states that a central part of the Department s mandate is to provide recreational hunting opportunities. From the WDFW website the Department is dedicated to preserving protecting and 
perpetuating the state s fish wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities. That does not state that hunting is central far from it. The first part of the mission is primary; if 
those goals aren t met you can t have any hunting. Also fish and wildlife opportunities are not just about hunting. There are many more campers hikers and wildlife watchers than there are hunters. I think it is safe to say there would be 
more opposition than support from them. Please do not approve a spring bear hunt this year or any year. Sincerely Marlene Penry Ocean Shores WA

3/7/2022 8:52 AM Email

From: Janice Sent: Saturday March 5 2022 6:21 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Stop Spring Bear Hunt CR-102 External Email Dear Commissioners I am vehemently opposed to spring bear hunts in my state of Washington as well as all 
others. How obscene to encourage killing of bears when they are first coming out of and groggy from hibernation. Can we verify we are not killing nursing mothers!? Come on! Add poaching and illegal baiting and it violates all things 
ethical about hunting and membership in the human race. For all we know bears are being over hunted (managed) in WA. Where s the valid scientifically derived data? Please let s use ethics and science to drive our decision-making. STOP 
these spring bear hunts. Advocate for coexistence. Let s do something Washingtonians can be proud of. Thank you. Janice Brookshier

3/7/2022 8:52 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Walker

3/7/2022 9:05 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tucker Baker

3/7/2022 9:25 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ricks Munn 107202 S 293 Pr SWProsser WA 99350

3/7/2022 9:43 AM Email

The attachment contains my comments on the spring bear hunt proposal. My comments to WDFW staff are the same as my comments to commissioners. From Martha Hall Anacortes WA Pondfrog.mh@gmail.com 3/7/2022 10:08 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gary Strassburg

3/7/2022 10:59 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Castanon

3/7/2022 11:11 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Dana Walsh Long Beach WA 98631 dana@diamondbaker.com

3/7/2022 11:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Lehnhoff

3/7/2022 11:25 AM Email



I am a resident of NW Washington State and I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt for all of the reasons below and especially since I live here and am afraid now to walk in the woods here due to laws like these that are completely unnecessary 
for the community that actually live here in the wilderness for the reasons of keeping it this way. Having witness over 95 000 000 trees being removed from the forests here in NW Washington (I am keeping a log daily in Pacific County and 
recording it) I fear with the removal of the black bear habitat and now this law asking to Kill more of them with neither real purpose or scientific reason but for trophies or to appease the lumber industry that has devastated the old 
growth in this area and is apparent every day of my life here. Please don t approve this law and keep in mind all of these are important reasons for NOT passing it. - 85% of people in Western states disapprove of spring bear hunting. - 
Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly susceptible to overkill. - A female only reaches adulthood at approximately four years of age. She then gives birth to 2-3 cubs/year and has litters only every 2-3 years (depending on food 
resources which are compromised by increasing wildfires and drought). Trophy hunters target breeding adults which disrupts the animals social structure and further slows reproduction. - Holding a spring season hunt results in orphaned 
bear cubs. During the spring season sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation. - State wildlife officials and scientists agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned in 
spring bear hunting seasons. - Hunting bears does not make people safer nor does it stop human-bear conflicts. Rather than putting time and resources into opening a black bear hunting season the Commission should instead be focused 
on expanding public education about non-lethal preventative measures. - Numerous studies cite the fact that killing bears doesn t stop human-bear conflicts but it does radically reduce bear population sizes which is not desirable or 
needed. - Bear hunts do not reduce conflicts because trophy hunters generally remove non-problem bears from the population; that is the individuals not involved in nuisance behaviors. Instead hunters attempt to target large male bears 
to acquire an impressive trophy but bears living near humans are typically unavailable to hunters because hunting is not permitted in urban areas. - This trophy bear hunt is unethical and unjustified. - Bear hunting isn t science-based and 
serves no legitimate management purpose. - Bears are rarely hunted for anything other than trophies. - The hunt is out of line with Washington s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state 
weak from hunger and winter hibernation. - Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as feeling thinking self-aware beings that undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly ethical coexistence demands respect and 
consideration for bears in relevant policies and regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding. - Black bears should be protected - they 
are an important umbrella species and ecological actors who increase the biodiversity of ecosystems. - Black bears contribute community benefits through their top-down regulatory effects on ecosystems. - Black bears are important in 
maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits bears disperse seeds across vast distances even more seeds than birds. They open up forest canopies and improve soil health through their various behaviors 
including spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams. - Bears cause small-scale ecological disturbance to the canopy that allows sun to filter to the forest floor increasing biodiversity. - Climate related 
impacts seriously threaten Washington s bears. Given these uncertainties stopping human-caused mortality should be prioritized over hunter demand. Extreme climate events catalyzed by climate change such as record-level wildfires in 
2021 late season frosts and droughts have negative impacts on bears in particular through habitat destruction and reductions in food sources. Sincerely R. Barrymore WA Resident 98586

3/7/2022 11:27 AM Email

Please bring back spring bear. To many bears now. Need to reduce the numbers in my neck of the woods. Calvin Rowan 3/7/2022 11:33 AM Email
I am a full-time resident in rural Washington and am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. I have listened to the October 22 2021 public hearing on the spring bear hunt as well as the November 15 and 19 Special Commission 
meetings on this issue. Below are my comments. According to the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife a spring bear hunt provides a longstanding recreational hunting opportunity maintains Washington s hunting heritage 
and reduces bear human conflicts. When black bears emerge from their dens in spring they may have lost up to 30% of their pre-den weight and nursing females may lose as much as one-third of their weight. In addition for several weeks 
after they emerge black bears are lethargic (in part because their metabolism is not yet back to normal) and they do not tend to roam far. So I m wondering how WDFW can possibly call this hunt fair chase when black bears are so easy to 
find and kill during this period. And how can this possibly be construed as being ethical? As to WDFW s claim that a spring bear hunt maintains Washington s hunting heritage I would counter that claim with the fact that the majority of 
Washingtonians do not hunt and enjoy seeing bears in the wild. Regarding WDFW s other claim that a spring bear hunt helps to reduce human-black bear conflicts and timber damage and helps with management issues WDFW has not 
conducted any formal research or a monitoring program to assess the impacts of a spring hunt on timber damage or human black bear conflicts and thus WDFW has no evidence or data to support either claim. Further WDFW does not 
define what is meant by conflict . WDFW s wildlife biologist Stephanie Simek says that the intent of the spring bear hunt is to provide another bear hunting opportunity while addressing bear management issues . But she never describes 
what exactly constitutes conflict . So by conflict is WDFW referring to bears getting into peoples garbage? Eating birdseed? Rummaging through open compost piles? Breaking into cabins? What exactly? In any case the majority of these 
issues could readily and easily be addressed through extensive public education and outreach. Why does WDFW feel that it is better to just kill bears instead of doing more to educate the general public about their responsibility to avoid 
such situations (e.g. 1) making sure trash is inaccessible to bears (and that includes other things that smell enticing to a bear such as a bag of fertilizer); 2) taking down bird feeders (seed and suet) and sugar water feeders for hummingbirds 
particularly in the spring and fall; 3) containing compost in secure bins that bears cannot open; and 4) making noise when they are out hiking or recreating in bear country)? After listening to the public and special commission meetings I 
have come away with the understanding that it is more important to WDFW to appease a group of hunters than it is to take into account the needs and desires of all people in this state. And WDFW does not explain why black bears need 
to be managed in the first place. Bears already self-regulate by only having cubs once every couple of years with most cubs not surviving to adulthood. Where is the evidence that we are at carrying capacity in terms of black bears in 
Washington State? How much value does WDFW place on the life of a bear vs the needs of hunters? Former Commissioner McIsaac claimed in one of the sessions that there has been 48 consecutive years of a spring bear hunt without 
overharvesting . Given that WDFW does not know how many black bears there are in the state he has no foundation for this claim. It seems to me that before issuing hunting tags for black bear WDFW needs to have a far better handle on 
and understanding of all other forms of human-caused bear mortality such as poaching unreported (or under-reporting) by hunters vehicle collisions the effects of wildfires on bear habits and habitats climate change impacts and human 
encroachment on black bear habitat. To me it seems that the spring black bear hunt is really just another opportunity for hunters to kill bears. Thank you for your time. Kim Des Rochers PO Box 1064 Winthrop WA 98862 P.S. I suggest that 
WDFW do away with their outdated euphemisms of cull harvest and take when what the agency really means is kill . The agency may also want to consider not viewing wildlife as a resource .

3/7/2022 11:35 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kevin Jones

3/7/2022 11:36 AM Email

I am in support of having a spring bear hunt. Thank you! https://wdfw.wa.gov/sites/default/files/about/regulations/filings/2022/WSR 22-04-107.pdf - Stan Rowden Sent from my iPhone 3/7/2022 12:48 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brayden Ailor

3/7/2022 2:21 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Donovan Wargo

3/7/2022 2:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Blake McClard

3/7/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Spring bear hunts are unnecessarily cruel. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring.The hunt is inhumane 
and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose 
this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing. Sincerely Deane Wang Seattle WA 98136 deane.wang@uvm.edu

3/7/2022 2:34 PM Email

Hi, good afternoon. My name is angel and I want to make my report to the discussion. I think it's important to stop the bird hunting seasonal, because I believe that it's description of the health system and the wildlife. So I really, really 
believe that those animals needs to be part of the wildlife system. And as a mental health professional, I really try to see the, and the quality of many patients toward animals founded by hand in practices. So please don't make America 
mentally sick again. Thank you.

3/7/2022 2:50 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Robert Meyer Seattle WA 98104 meyerrw@mac.com

3/7/2022 3:15 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Jones

3/7/2022 4:41 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Caroline Chaparro 2001 H St Vancouver WA US cec345678@gmail.com

3/7/2022 4:50 PM Email

To Whom It May Concern; I m opposing the spring bear hunt. I feel that there is too much of a chance for a sow with young cubs to be killed. Which would leave orphaned cubs behind that may starve to death without their mother bear. 
We need to move toward creating habitats for ALL wildlife verses eliminating them allowing them to live in peace. Let s keep the wildlife WILD! John C. Bromet

3/7/2022 5:11 PM Email

Again, this is Ellen Pryer, P R I O R. And I'm in Covington, Washington. And I'm asking you again, please do not hunt down bears in, in our state or anywhere for that matter. They should be protected wildlife and respected. Thank you. 3/7/2022 5:28 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hello, my name is Ellen Pryor, P R I O R I'm in Covington, Washington. I'm asking you to please do not hurt bears in any shape or form I hate hunting to begin with, and please make sure that these bears are not hunted down and that they 
are li they are allowed to live. Like wildlife are supposed to free and in the wild and protected. Thank you.

3/7/2022 5:27 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Myron Gabbert

3/7/2022 5:44 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/7/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

3/7/2022 6:26 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott McGhee

3/7/2022 6:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Kristine Weeks Yakima WA 98908 kristi0592@gmail.com

3/7/2022 7:52 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission How is this still legal? You all know full well that the majority of Washington citizens do NOT support this practice and that hunting groups who are pressuring you represent an ever-
dwindling minority. Please stop this practice asap. Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s 
for good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it 
should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing 
opportunity. Sincerely Allison Clemons Vashon WA 98070 allison.clemons@gmail.com

3/7/2022 7:52 PM Email

Please do not believe that the country is in support ofmassacring bear families for the fun of people who love to have an excuse touse their guns. Rather let them gohiking or snowshoeing in the woods. Whymust they go out as a family 
even to kill for fun? What kind of children does this create? I grew up walking trap lines and hunting withmy Dad post WWII and we did it for necessity and that was understood. I was taught that we use all parts of huntedcreatures. We 
did not cut off heads orremove the best steaks and leave bodies in the woods. If you wish to eat bear you must skin it immediately. Killing for competitionover the biggest pile of dead bodies is the kind of mindset that createschildren who 
will shoot their classmates as they have been trained to celebratekilling with no feeling or empathy. Please do not be responsible for supporting this type of bloodlust and lossof Christian ethics.

3/7/2022 7:53 PM Email

Please see the attached letter submitted on behalf of the Washington Sierra Club Wildlife Committee. Susan Kane-Ronning PHD 3/7/2022 8:31 PM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Florence

3/7/2022 8:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Scott Boggs

3/7/2022 8:37 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Adamson

3/7/2022 8:53 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely jim minick Lyle WA 98635 jiminick@gorge.net

3/7/2022 9:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Todd Olson

3/7/2022 11:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Josh Judd

3/8/2022 5:17 AM Email



From: oceanpeak@comcast.net Sent: Monday March 7 2022 8:31 PM To: Commission (DFW) ; SpringBearPetition102@PublicInput.com Cc: Kloepfer Nichole D (DFW) Subject: Letter regarding spring bear hunt External Email Please see the 
attached letter submitted on behalf of the Washington Sierra Club Wildlife Committee. Susan Kane-Ronning PHD

3/8/2022 7:37 AM Email

From: Shawn Ryan Sent: Monday March 7 2022 6:58 PM To: Commission (DFW) Cc: Susewind Kelly (DFW) Subject: Spring Bear Hunt External Email Commissioners I am a resident of Clark County and have been a hunter for 45 years. I 
write to you in support of the spring bear hunt. The 2015-2021 Game Management Plan ( GMP ) provides for the consideration of predator management by WDFW consistent with Objective 3 of the Plan when black bears are determined 
to be the likely cause of prey population declines or suppression. GMP p. 104. The WDFW is conducting a multi-year monitoring of calf elk survival in the Blue Mountains. The Blue Mountain elk population is below objective and has been 
by as much as 25% as reported in the Blue Mountains Elk Herd Management Plan (2020). The initial monitoring of elk calves last summer showed minimal calf survival (less than 20%) with cougars and black bears being the primary cause 
of mortality. That study is not complete but the initial findings are that black bear predation is putting significant downward pressure on the Blue Mountain elk population. Objective 3 of the GMP provides for the WDFW to implement 
predator-prey management actions that include managing predators to benefit prey populations where there is evidence that predation is a significant factor inhibiting the ability of a prey population to attain population management 
objectives. The first-listed management action is recreational hunting seasons. Eliminating the spring bear hunt without evidence that the spring bear hunt is detrimental to the bear population objectives is not only remiss but is in direct 
contravention of the GMP. The Blue Mountain calf survival study is not complete; however the preliminary evidence is stark: cougars and bears are the primary cause of elk calf mortality. Cougars and bears are killing elk calves at a rate 
that will further reduce the Blue Mountain elk population. Objective 3 of the GMP requires the WDFW to implement strategy to reduce predator populations when the predators are preventing the prey population from achieving the 
management objectives. Eliminating the spring bear hunt does exactly the opposite of the WDFW s own mandate. Eliminating the spring bear hunt while waiting for further study of bear population impacts on the elk herd or on the 
sustainability of the spring bear hunt would also be a dereliction of the Department s duty. The Blue Mountain elk population will continue to suffer decline during the study period while the preliminary evidence supports the spring bear 
hunt. The Blue Mountain elk population study should continue. If more spring bear hunt study is necessary it can be conducted while the spring hunt continues. Shawn P. Ryan Law Office of Shawn P. Ryan Sixth and Main Building 1050 SW 
6th Ave. Suite 1100 Portland OR 97204 (503) 417-0477 (360) 601-7291 cell www.sryanlaw.com We are now required by federal law to inform you that any tax advice in this communication is not intended or written to be used and cannot 
be used by the recipient for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer.

3/8/2022 7:38 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jeffrey Hartman Arlington WA 98223 jjhartman@outlook.com

3/8/2022 9:59 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Alice Dees Bellevue WA 98008 alicedees@msn.com

3/8/2022 10:14 AM Email

My name is Maria. And again, to the Springer hunting, I seen that under the climate crisis and may diversity laws, we can support this practice any longer. Again. Thank you. 3/8/2022 10:47 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Please allow there to be a spring bear hunt this year while more data is gathered ! I don t see any data that indicates the spring bear season will threaten the conservation of our lovely bears here in Washington Sent from my iPhone 3/8/2022 11:04 AM Email

I am a concerned human wildlife was put on earth just like humans all have a place humans have no right to keep murdering innocent animals they are not food they just want to live in peace just like humans hope too. Innocent animals 
are not for humans to kill stop using excuses that they need controlled! Seven billion humans against a few animals is blasphemy! Nancy Austin

3/8/2022 11:16 AM Email

I visit your beautiful state twice a year. I find it hard to believe that you would allow a bear hunt. I am therefore urging you not to allow this hunt to go forth Thank you for your time and trouble Ruthann Wheeler Inkers@verizon.net Sent 
from my iPhone

3/8/2022 11:37 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Alyne Fortgang 10011 vinton ct nw Seattle WA US alyne15@yahoo.com

3/8/2022 11:42 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. As 
is always the case it is not the bears who are the problem it is the humans who insist on changing the world to suit their biases and so are destroying our natural environment and wildlife. Sincerely Linda Knypstra Bellingham WA 98229 
topaz04@comcast.net

3/8/2022 11:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Ridilla

3/8/2022 12:01 PM Email

Message to Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife s Fish and Wildlife Commission: I am VERY disappointed to hear that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is 
attempting to reinstate it. Why in the world would you back down on your decision reinstate this hunt when black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and 
mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing 
to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as 
mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is 
proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I am strongly asking the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Best regards MS. Sandy Labowitz 10539 13th Ave NW Seattle WA 
US thesmiths2@mac.com

3/8/2022 12:03 PM Email

My name is Elizabeth Hillis and I been a full time resident of the Lost River/Mazama area of the Methow Valley for the past 39 years. I write today to state my vehement opposition to a Spring Bear hunt. I believe it is a ridiculous answer to 
the problem of human Bear interactions. Cruel to the orphaned Cubs and please don t pretend only male adults will be shot. Educate the humans teach them to control their dogs let the bears raise their young in peace. Respectfully 
Elizabeth Hillis Mazama WA Sent from my iPad

3/8/2022 1:29 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

3/8/2022 2:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

3/8/2022 2:53 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commissioners I am writing to let you know that I am strongly opposed to allowing a spring bear hunt anywhere in Washington State. I have lived in rural Washington for 45 years and have very rarely even seen a 
bear let alone experienced any conflict with one. I find the idea of hunting bears when they first emerge from hibernation abhorrent and unethical. And the possibility of orphaning cubs is an unacceptable risk. There are non-lethal ways to 
deal with damage to timber plantations and other human-bear conflicts. This should not be used as an excuse for a cruel practice that most states have already banned. I am quite sure that the majority of Washington residents agree with 
me on this. I can only conclude that certain commission members are bowing to special interests by revisiting this vote again. This is giving our state a really bad reputation. The bear hunting season is already ridiculously long without 
adding on more ways to harass and terrorize these amazing animals. Thank you for your time and consideration Martha Bray 6368 Erwin Ln Sedro-Woolley WA 98284 Sent from Mail for Windows

3/8/2022 3:37 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Please reconsider the hunting of black bears altogether and at the very least consider postponing the spring hunt to another time. I have hiked backpacked and climbed throughout the 
Cascades and Olympics over the past 4 decades and each time I have seen a black bear there s a moment of awe. Here is an animal that embodies wildness. Washington is a better place with black bears around. Washington state should 
never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when 
they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians 
oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. Sincerely Tom Perkow Bellingham WA 98229 perkowt@hotmail.com

3/8/2022 4:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Reimer

3/8/2022 4:56 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission WASHINGTON STATE SHOULD NEVER HOLD ANOTHER BEAR HUNT. THE FACT THAT YOU RE TRYING TO PUSH THAT THROUGH NOT ONLY FOR THIS YEAR; BUT MANY MORE YEARS TELLS ME 
ALL ABOUT THE TYPE OF PERSON OF PEOPLE YOU ALL ARE. YOU LACK INTEGRITY. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for good reason. The 
HUNT is INHUMANE and UNSPORTSMANLIKE TARGETING BEAR MOTHERS and CUBS WHEN THEY RE re MOST VULNERABLE. NO VALID MANAGEMENT RATIONALE OR SCIENCE SUPPORTS THIS ABJECT INTENTIONAL BRUTALLY VISCIOUS 
CRUELTY. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. 
I INSIST THAT YOU DO AWAY WITH THIS INHUMANE KILLING OPPORTUNITY. Sincerely Whitney-Bear Bradsher Mountlake Terrace WA 98043 WOLFBEAR0928LAMAR@GMAIL.COM

3/8/2022 5:08 PM Email

I am against the Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife s efforts to institute a 2022 Spring Bear Hunt and worse their efforts to make it permanent. First I would like to make it clear that I am not against hunting. For years I had a 
residence in Yaak Montana and many of my friends and neighbors there relied on wild game for food supply. They respected the animals and the residents there resented the trophy hunters that killed just for fun . I have followed the sad 
slaughter of wolves and cougars in Washington State sanctioned through the policies of the WDFW (with a personal incident occurring close to my property). I had not until recently followed the controversial spring bear hunts. Reviewing 
the materials regarding this issue I discovered that many other states are banning spring bear hunts for good reasons ethical and scientific. I also discovered that the overwhelming majority of the Washington population opposes spring 
bear hunting so I am at a loss to understand why WDFW would consider sanctioning this when their primary mission is to protect and preserve wildlife. Bears are being over hunted in Washington. WDFW representatives have stated that 
their jobs are hard and data is difficult to gather . Yet words like robust and stable are used freely to describe bear populations even though data is hard to gather. Studies show that bear hunting does not reduce tree damage or conflict. 
Hunters claim recreational killing of black bears manages problem bears. But the larger issue is how to manage problem people causing the conflicts with their improper food storage garbage dogs and lack of precautions. Aside from that 
most of the hunts and the bears killed are well removed from communities and areas where conflict might occur. Of course there is the ethical issue of killing bears in a weakened vulnerable state emerging from hibernation. An Ontario 
study made it clear how difficult it is to distinguish which bears are nursing mothers and most hunters took the shot with the resulting effect of death for the cubs. It is my hope that WDFW instead of pandering to special interests and a 
minority of consumers as they have in the past will respect the values of the majority of the populace and preserve our wildlife by banning spring bear hunts. The WDFW nicely calls the hunted animals a harvest like the animals are wheat 
instead of living mammals like ourselves. At least they should call it what it is. Thank you for reviewing my comments. Rita Kinney Spokane Washington

3/8/2022 5:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. sheila markman 606 nw 88 th Seattle WA US sheilamarkman@msn.com

3/8/2022 6:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

3/8/2022 6:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/8/2022 7:45 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Andrew Shuler

3/8/2022 8:49 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

3/8/2022 8:55 PM Email

Please see the attached letter regarding my comment in favor of a Spring bear season. Best Conor Brandt 3/8/2022 9:50 PM Email
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lindsey Koon 21417 17th Pl W Lynnwood WA US lindseykoon@yahoo.com

3/8/2022 10:04 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Jennifer Rhyne 11511 82nd Avenue Ct E Puyallup WA US rhyneflute@yahoo.com

3/8/2022 10:19 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Ellen Webber 12300 31st Ave ne Seattle WA US webberellen@hotmail.com

3/8/2022 10:26 PM Email

Hello my name is James Capehart. I just read your proposal to amendments of the bear hunting season. I think this is a complete overreach! Tyranny if you will because if this passes the conservation of animals is taken away from hunters 
and totally government controlled. I SAY NO!!! To this rule. I agree with so of the changes it wants to make but in order to get them you have to loss all your rights? That is ridiculous. This government keeps pushing and taking from the 
American people and we are sick of it!!! As a sportsman God fearing animal loving conservationists this (bill) is trash!!!!!! We will keep our rights and our heritage you keep the lies and the B.S. propaganda. God Bless Thanks James 
Capehart Double J Archery

3/9/2022 3:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tim Larson

3/9/2022 5:37 AM Email

I am very much apposed to having a spring bear hunt. Wanda Myers 25 Old Twisp Hwy Twisp Wa 98856 Sent from my iPhone 3/9/2022 7:38 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Pierce Steinke

3/9/2022 8:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely justin ulsh

3/9/2022 8:06 AM Email

I am very opposed to initiating a spring black bear hunt. I do not see any need to increase the hunting schedule for black bears. As an retired person who hikes as much as possible seeing a bear is a highlight of any outing. It is extremely 
rare for me to even see sign of a bear much less have a bear sighting. I live on the east slope of the North Cascades 8 miles up the Twisp River. This area has been decimated by fire making it very difficult on all the wildlife. Especially as the 
emerge in the spring with their young. Please do not make their lives more difficult at this time for what trophy hunting. Big NO to spring bear hunting! Signed Marlene Firth PO Box 972 808 Twisp River Road Twisp WA. 98856 (509) 997-
9707

3/9/2022 8:31 AM Email

Hello I have attended previous public comment periods listened to the WDFW testimony and read information on the Spring Bear Hunt. I live in a rural area of Spokane County and spend a majority of my time outdoors recreating. I do not 
in general oppose hunting. However I am strongly opposed to reopening the discussion of a spring bear hunt and especially opposed to making it a permanent opportunity. The spring bear hunt is not hunting game for food; it is simply 
trophy hunting. It serves no purpose for managing the bear population which nature does naturally. It is in my view unethical and I personally know of several hunters who are opposed to this because it takes advantage of bears who are 
weak and lethargic from their winter hibernation. Again this is killing not hunting. This is another example of a very small minority of people manipulating a system for purely selfish purposes. This small lobby pushed to overturn the 
previous commission s vote forced out a previous commissioner who was opposed to the hunt then forced through another vote with the commission imbalanced in the favor of the hunt. Moreover some hunters made lewd threatening 
and evil comments about commissioners and others who oppose this hunt. Everyone speaks of following the science but the truth is the WDFW has not provided any scientific rationale for supporting this spring hunt and in fact any stated 
management need rationale contradicted the Department s own published science annual game reports and game management plans. Please do the sensible thing follow the science let nature take its natural course and defeat this 
proposal for a 2022 and permanent black bear spring hunts. Black Bears pose virtually no threat to people when appropriate precautions are followed. Thank you Jerry Anderson

3/9/2022 8:45 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely adrian whorton Seattle WA 98105 awhorton2@comcast.net

3/9/2022 9:04 AM Email

Attached please find our comments urging the Commission to REJECT the proposed Spring black bear hunt. Thank you for considering our views and please advise if there are any questions or you need more information. Scott Beckstead 
cid:image001.png@01D83397.A2DB50F0 Scott Beckstead Director of Campaigns 737 Tanglewood St. Sutherlin OR 97479 M 541-530-3460 cid:image002.png@01D83397.A2DB50F0 https://www.facebook.com/wppacelle W 
AnimalWellnessAction.org W CenterforaHumaneEconomy.org Helping Animals Helps Us All.

3/9/2022 9:25 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Patricia Hnasko 8814 12th ave s Seattle WA US pjhsea@gmail.com

3/9/2022 9:40 AM Email



I strongly urge the Fish and Wildlife Commission to disallow a Spring Bear Hunt one of the 70% of Washington Citizens who feel this way. This hunt is unusually cruel and inhumane and totally unnecessary. I fully support the science 
behind the letter the Sierra Club has written included below. William Gregory Sedro-Woolley WA March 7 2022 On behalf of the Washington Chapter of the Sierra Club we appreciate the opportunity to submit comments to the Fish and 
Wildlife Commission regarding the recent petition to reconsider permitting the spring bear hunt. The Washington State Chapter of the Sierra Club includes over 100 000 members and supporters working to protect communities and the 
planet. With over 3.5 million members nationally the Sierra Club has the largest membership of all environmental public advocacy groups in the United States. We are the oldest engaged and enduring grassroots organization in the United 
States. The Sierra Club supports ethical hunting and science-based management of wildlife that reflects biodiversity among all species. After full consideration of available peer-reviewed science the Sierra Club continues to oppose the 
reinstatement of the spring bear hunt in 2022. We strongly oppose any proposal to cancel the Commission s annual review of this spring hunt. The Commission needs to consider any pertinent information that includes but is not limited 
to new science as well as new or revised population estimates. The Commission then needs to evaluate current data to determine the overall need and appropriateness of the hunt for each year. The stated role of the Fish and Wildlife 
Commission (the Commission) and the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) is to preserve protect and perpetuate fish wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial 
opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish and wildlife populations (RCW.77.04.020) The Commission has a responsibility to set policy to preserve protect and perpetuate the fish and wildlife of Washington state using best 
available science while considering the shared values of all Washington residents. The current management appears to focus on a narrow range of species rather those species residing within an ecosystem. Sierra Club opposes the spring 
bear hunt for the following specific reasons: 1. The integrity of the Fish and Wildlife Commission depends on its ability to follow through with its commitments to WDFW and the public based on the promises made at the November 2021 
meeting to gather and review the relevant science and data that will determine the appropriateness of each spring bear hunt on an annual basis. The Commission ought not renege on its November 2021 commitment to conduct annual 
reviews prior to making a determination. The context for the Commission s reversal and subsequent decision to entertain the spring bear hunt petition must not be forgotten. All community members had equal opportunity to make their 
voices heard in a public process through written and public comment prior to the November 2021 vote. The Commission must respect that decision and follow through with their commitments. Those who did not participate in the 
November hearing or who engaged in uncivil discourse regarding this issue should not be rewarded by having the Commission revisit this decision. We strongly oppose the Commission ignoring the process and vote that occurred in 
November 2021. 2. In addition to maintaining healthy and diverse wildlife populations the law (RCW 77.04.012) mandates that The department shall conserve the wildlife and food fish game fish and shellfish resources in a manner that 
does not impair the resource. Impair means to diminish in ability value or excellence. This higher standard appears twice in the mandate raising the threshold for deciding changes to the spring bear rule. We submit that killing bears at 
their most vulnerable post-hibernation time including killing sows with cubs diminishes the value and excellence of Washington s black bear populations. 3. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) has not furnished any 
data or science supporting the need for management to kill bears during the spring. Black bear density is not uniform across the landscape and can vary based on habitat quantity and quality (Koontz 2021). Further bear estimates are 
calculated by populations on a broad level (Aoude September 2021; Morrow 2017) but the populations may vary between areas based on density and harvest data estimates. According to the Issue Statement for the Harvest Guidelines in 
WDFW s 2015-2021 Game Management Plan: In some cases by the time a decline is detected bear numbers may have been reduced to a point where it could take as long as 15-years to recover the population (Game Management Plan p. 
103) The Commission must protect its ability to preserve protect and perpetuate fish wildlife and ecosystems by regularly examining changing demographics including where bear numbers are in decline and where hunting should be 
permitted. Without adequate science data and a commitment to regular review of new information the Commission s analysis will not be sufficient to respond to population and density changes over time. 4. Eliminating spring bear hunts 
can actually be favorable for hunters. Since the 1992 abolition of spring bear hunts in Colorado along with the ban of hunting bears with dogs and bait the number of bear hunters has increased as has the percentage success rate among 
bear hunters number of bears killed size of bears killed and the income generated for Colorado Parks and Wildlife through bear tag sales. In recent years hunter success has essentially doubled the pre-1992 numbers (Willoughby April 30 
2016). 5. While the new proposal makes killing sows with cubs illegal there may be an incentive to not report an accidental kill further skewing data collection. Sows often stow their cubs while they forage making it difficult to discern 
when a cub is present. WDFW s October report of preliminary 2021 hunt data indicated that of the 124 bears killed in the spring season 45 were sows but only one was confirmed as lactating. Using this data we cannot conclude whether 

                                     

3/9/2022 9:45 AM Email

Dear WDFW Are you for or against data backed science? For or against healthy wildlife populations? For or against over a centuries worth of data that supports hunting playing a major role in the betterment and overall health of our 
wildlife. - Bear hunting is supported by those who want to protect wildlife. - Bear meat is consumed by hunters willingly (it s also a law to keep the meat) and this tenet roundly rejects the deceitful notion of trophy hunting put forth by 
anti-wildlife/anti-hunting organizations. - Bear hunting its limits and quotas are controlled by state wildlife officials to keep bear numbers at a healthy population. - Bear hunting helps ungulate populations remain healthy by keeping 
predator/prey numbers balanced. Bear are a major contributor to fawn/calf predation. Anti-Hunting = Anti-Wildlife. Anti-Hunting goals will hurt wildlife. Anti-hunting doctrine is saturated with deceit. Anti-Hunting orgs ignorantly and 
ironically aim to destroy healthy wildlife populations and make wildlife suffer. This cult needs to be dismissed as dangerous to our eco-systems habitat wildlife and nature itself. HFW Sincerely charles whitwam

3/9/2022 10:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. I hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 
Sincerely TALON POWERS

3/9/2022 10:06 AM Email

I am writing to express my opposition to the reinstatement of the spring bear hunt in 2022 for reasons that are articulated in the Sierra Club of Washington s letter dated March 7 2022. Thank you for your consideration. Kirk Johnson 1718 
Lindsay Loop Mount Vernon WA 98274 Sent from Mail for Windows

3/9/2022 10:10 AM Email

Good Morning I am contacting the Commission to request that you reject the petition requesting approval for a Spring bear hunt. Trophy hunters often take advantage of these hunts to target lactating mother bears just coming out of 
hibernation. This leaves young cubs motherless and alone to starve to death. Again I request that you reject the petition for a Spring bear hunt! Respectfully Katherine A. Smith PhD Sent from my iPhone Sent from my iPhone

3/9/2022 10:44 AM Email

From: Warren L. Ellison BA - biology MD Member of 9 week biology expedition to Peru tropical jungles 1968. For 30 plus years I have hunted in Asotin and Garfield counties. During that time I have observed the steady decline of elk mule 
deer and white tail deer and while I recognize some bad winters and natural events that affected the population predators must be included. Early on in that time the primary predators were bears and cougars and to some extent coyotes. 
As you know the manner of hunting cougars and bears was restricted ie. eliminating hound hunting and bear baiting. It has never been uncommon to see bears and bear-sign. Cougars are seldom seen but cougar-sign and tracks in the 
snow reveal they are not uncommon. Years ago wolves started showing up in this area. They too are quite reclusive but are regularly heard at night. Early on I saw one in Asotin county and observed it from a distance for better than 30 
minutes as it in turn observed and walked close to a group of cattle. My son was in that same area the next day and a wolf-likely the same one by description-came within 40 feet of him on the dead run as he was using a predator call for a 
large bear known to be in the area. He was surprised but held fire and fortunately the wolf stopped and turned away When I informed a WDFW official of that event and that two of us had seen a wolf in that remote area I was promptly 
told that there were no wolves in Washington. They were at the time acknowledged to be in Idaho and Oregon. A friend had a similar experience in Garfield county with a WDFW official after seeing three wolves together at about the 
same time there. It is my understanding that about 125 elk calves were captured and tagged in the spring of 2021. By late 2021 only about 10 were still alive. That is a terrible survival rate and probably inaccurate in that elk calves at or 
shortly after birth are heavily preyed upon by bears. Those calves killed at or shortly after birth could not possibly be tagged and therefore the survival rate is likely even worse than the study suggests. Since so many of the 125 calves were 
taken by predators (not human hunters) why does it make sense to further limit the hunting of predators in this case by limiting spring bear hunting? I was told that approximately 140 black bears were killed during the 2021 spring hunt. 
Of those totals approximately 70% were boars and 30% were female only one of which was lactating. A major predator hunted by humans was much more selectively taken than the elk calves taken by predators in the 2021 elk calf 
survival survey. I recognize that it can be difficult to determine with 100% accuracy the gender of a predator from a distance. It can get a little dicey if one gets close enough for 100% determination when the animal is still alive but the 
numbers above suggest at least that the hunters are doing a pretty good job. There are too many predators and as a consequence the elk and deer herds are suffering. Limiting hunting of elk and deer is at best a temporary fix and will 
significantly cut into WDFW licensing and permitting revenues. When the predators start running out of deer and elk they will turn more and more to domestic animals. It is absurdly ridiculous to expect farmers and ranchers who are 
already operating on pretty slim margins to take up and pay for 24/7 protection of their cattle and land. Open up spring bear hunts. Allow hound hunting and even bear baiting at least until there is evidence that such is hurting predator 
populations too much. At least it will give the elk and deer herds and even cattlemen a chance at survival as well. Idaho allows wolf hunting as well as hound hunting of bears and cougars and even bear baiting. There doesn t seem to be a 
shortage of bears cougars and wolves in Idaho. Finally the elk and deer herds are not just for hunters. Many people including myself enjoy seeing them at any time of the year. That is much more difficult over the past 10-20 years. The 
animals are just not as plentiful. Thank you Warren L. Ellison

3/9/2022 10:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely William deRover

3/9/2022 10:58 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Christopher Asay

3/9/2022 11:32 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Theodore Nelson 16222 Crystal Creek CtSpring TX 77379

3/9/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ron Drey 2530 Raleigh StDenver CO 80212

3/9/2022 12:01 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Evan Martin 1363 Pepper Villa DrEl Cajon CA 92021

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Conry 38 Ridgeview DrAsheville NC 28804

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kris Killorn 104 W Madison AveBelgrade MT 59714

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DONALD BLACK 23210 Greater Mack AveSt. Clair Shores MI 48080

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Charchut 105 Ocean PkwyOcean Pines MD 21811

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nathan Wright 14261 157th Pl NEWoodinville WA 98072

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only 8 states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. The hunt is 
inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable--just as groggy mothers emerge from hibernation with their newborn cubs. Orphaned cubs starve to death or succumb to the elements. No 
valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should happen at another 
time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Wildlife managers postponed this spring s bear hunt but now it s back on the table and could become permanent unless the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission acts. Black bears 
are critical to forest ecosystems and help keep our state wild. Hunting them is inherently inhumane and unsportsmanlike especially at the time of year when they re most vulnerable. Commissioners please stop this unnecessary and 
merciless killing spree and do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. THANK YOU. Sincerely Judy Silverstein Spokane WA 99223 judysilverstein@yahoo.com

3/9/2022 12:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ronald Carter 20015 106th St Ct EBonney Lake WA 98391

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards MISSY CORN 389 Tipton StSpringfield CO 81073

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rick Tolley 145 W Northshore DrMoses Lake WA 98837

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Timothy Parvis 2241 Umstead LnLeland NC 28451

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Herrett 721 85th Dr SELake Stevens WA 98258

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Box 78 W Katina CtBozeman MT 59718

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Haversang 129 Philhower AveCalifon NJ 07830

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dwayne Svitak 265 2nd RdHowells NE 68641

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Glenn Steele 22994 Capitola RdTyaskin MD 21865

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards anthony perkins 5024 N Lisa LnLas Vegas NV 89149

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George Blankenship 132 Whistle DrHarrison City PA 15636

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Aaron Blankenship 5359 SW Natchez StTualatin OR 97062

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brent Broekemeier 7138 Parkwood LnCastle Rock CO 80108

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Collins 26 Torrington LnBluffton SC 29910

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rodger Clow 22047 SE 288th StBlack Diamond WA 98010

3/9/2022 12:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Hannah clark 3980 E Kokopelli LnFlagstaff AZ 86004

3/9/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Darrell Vincent 1580 11th StFirebaugh CA 93622

3/9/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Lehmann 12120 Victoria Hills RdRockville VA 23146

3/9/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dean Emede 11380 Swan Creek RdSaginaw MI 48609

3/9/2022 12:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Larsen 1265 Sunniwood PlRochester MI 48306

3/9/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joe Knight 1327 Loma Sola AveUpland CA 91786

3/9/2022 12:09 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Dunleavy 330 W Hollow RdNescopeck PA 18635

3/9/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Sheehy 8 Hidden View DrWalden NY 12586

3/9/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven SHULL 293 Shorewood CtFox Island WA 98333

3/9/2022 12:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randi Toews 3468 gold creek road Cranbrook

3/9/2022 12:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Berg 2142 Nondorf StDyer IN 46311

3/9/2022 12:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ed Morris 10225 W Manslick RdLouisville KY 40118

3/9/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Slikkers 6535 Creekwood LnHolland MI 49423

3/9/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Farr PO Box 2110Monroe LA 71207

3/9/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Goebel 109 SE 3rd AveNorwood Young America MN 55397

3/9/2022 12:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Susan Skold 1020 Briar RidgeWest Des Moines IA 50265

3/9/2022 12:11 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John McLaurin 1218 Highborne Cay CtTexas City TX 77590

3/9/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Troy Huczel 3109 E Kristal WayPhoenix AZ 85050

3/9/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Radosevich 601 Peach CtFairfield CA 94534

3/9/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Shannon 7083 E Eagle Feather RdScottsdale AZ 85266

3/9/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dalton Richards 720 Stoneridge DrBozeman MT 59718

3/9/2022 12:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Gonzales 9423 W County Line RdMilwaukee WI 53224

3/9/2022 12:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Arick 19300 Lake Lindsey RdBrooksville FL 34601

3/9/2022 12:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Peter Wagner 518 Penning RdChehalis WA 98532

3/9/2022 12:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bob Andersen 6963 Riverdale DrHorace ND 58047

3/9/2022 12:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chad Tiller 10030 WV-152Wayne WV 25570

3/9/2022 12:15 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Kowalski 9350 W Villa HermosaPeoria AZ 85383

3/9/2022 12:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jacob pickett 1185 Oakville Cross RdNapa CA 94558

3/9/2022 12:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Wegner 500 NW 10th CirGrimes IA 50111

3/9/2022 12:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Alexander 6591 BellflowerCurtice OH 43412

3/9/2022 12:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lisa Hauer 7167 Emerald AveDublin CA 94568

3/9/2022 12:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Coburn 81497 Badger Creek RdTygh Valley OR 97063

3/9/2022 12:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ernie Colantino 12763 Albee RdLawtons NY 14091

3/9/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jerry Scolari PO Box 5070Reno NV 89513

3/9/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Beaudin 3178 108th StWI 53126

3/9/2022 12:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Erik Kari 10407 France Ave NMinneapolis MN 55443

3/9/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rene Blanc 630 Taft AveEl Cajon CA 92020

3/9/2022 12:19 PM Email
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tom Mattusch 723 San Carlos AveHalf Moon Bay CA 94019

3/9/2022 12:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Hansen 15 NH-132New Hampton NH 03256

3/9/2022 12:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Maloney 815 N Washington StBismarck ND 58501

3/9/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Meyerl 100 Heaven LnMars PA 16046

3/9/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Patrick Patterson 261 Wild Rose CirChico CA 95973

3/9/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeremy Olmscheid 901 1st AveAlbany MN 56307

3/9/2022 12:22 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Cassidy 15900 155th St NEFoley MN 56329

3/9/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Russell Brice 4966 AZ-95Parker AZ 85344

3/9/2022 12:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brad Luhman 2617 23rd St SSt. Cloud MN 56301

3/9/2022 12:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Ponterio 3732 Andreen StSpring Valley CA 91977

3/9/2022 12:24 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Sexton 2697 V a de ArbolesGilbert AZ 85298

3/9/2022 12:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Eley 1100 W Plumb LnReno NV 89509

3/9/2022 12:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eddie Langford 4385 High Noon DrBulverde TX 78163

3/9/2022 12:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Drew hill 18827 Hill RdKlamath Falls OR 97603

3/9/2022 12:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lee Walsh 302 Westover CtRoseville CA 95661

3/9/2022 12:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Fraher 295 Eastgate Industrial PkwyKankakee IL 60901

3/9/2022 12:28 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Allen Dillon 236 S 3rd StMontrose CO 81401

3/9/2022 12:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Eric Matz 2814 Hillvale AveWest Lawn PA 19609

3/9/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kyle Krzesinski 5427 Baronet DrKaty TX 77493

3/9/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Art Bradshaw 15 Prickly Pear DrCarlisle PA 17013

3/9/2022 12:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Belknap 15022 E 36th AveWA 99037

3/9/2022 12:32 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nathan Collier 316 Luther Carter RdPetal MS 39465

3/9/2022 12:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shaun Eilders 5671 Boys Ranch RdHahira GA 31632

3/9/2022 12:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Werkmeister 57150 Jaguar LnMankato MN 56001

3/9/2022 12:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Terrence Pitts 86054 Meadowoak CtYulee FL 32097

3/9/2022 12:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lee Morgan 7315 E 390 RdOologah OK 74053

3/9/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sheldon Turner 109 Sand Dollar DrSitka AK 99835

3/9/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Beach 217 Valley DrBurbank WA 99323

3/9/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jon Lee PO Box 2157Missoula MT 59806

3/9/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Fabian Vereda 355 N Johnson AveEl Cajon CA 92020

3/9/2022 12:43 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Kemp

3/9/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeffrey Satterfield 1325 S Meadows PkwyReno NV 89521

3/9/2022 12:46 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Barrentine 624 Aubrey Cir SGreenwood MS 38930

3/9/2022 12:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Bailey 914 N 500 WHuntington IN 46750

3/9/2022 12:47 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards TERRY HERMAN 7800 Meadow Vista DrReno NV 89511

3/9/2022 12:48 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lawrence McCloud 7435 Tahoe LnShingletown CA 96088

3/9/2022 12:49 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Slone 1087 Ponderosa DrShow Low AZ 85901

3/9/2022 12:50 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Thompson 2325 Foothills RdCheyenne WY 82009
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George DeKornfeld 1014 Clove RdHobart NY 13788
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Munn 32401 Gwinn RdProsser WA 99350
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dale Kayser 1130 C StSparks NV 89431
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Rocke 15230 Kingston CtBrighton CO 80602
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards larry habitz 305 Mill Pond DrFenton MI 48430
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stephen Hoginski 39 Mill Hill RdMadbury NH 03823
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards PETER CIMELLARO 5118 E Flower StPhoenix AZ 85018
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Greg McCord 7806 Windswept LnHouston TX 77063
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kelly Hill 360 N 730th E StSoda Springs ID 83276
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I have a Masters of Science degree in Biology so yes I believe in science. but I also know that individuals & entities can use scientific findings to advance their own agenda. this world is not simple and there are always many factors to 
consider. I agree with the following statement made by Dan Paul the Washington State Director for the Humane Society of the United States: It is appalling and reckless that they would change course and once again consider a hunt that 
serves absolutely no purpose for the species management and is a chance for trophy hunters to kill bears with ease when they are in a weakened vulnerable state just waking up from winter hibernation. This is not conservation and serves 
no purpose. The time has come to stop spring bear hunts in our state.
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Kupiec 9221 Creekwood Lake TrailGrand Blanc MI 48439
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Niedzialek 1711 Berkshire DrFullerton CA 92833
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Pete Traphagen 460 Creelman LnRamona CA 92065
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards jerry rathsburg 4375 Lake Harbor RdNorton Shores MI 49441
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gerald Gross W5745 Struble RdNeillsville WI 54456
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brad Mills 115 Mountain StDeloraine MB R0M 0M0
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards KARL BROSIG 2413 E Hwy 80Midland TX 79706
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Bunn
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Gardner 16055 Edmands DrReno NV 89511
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tom Dabbs 7199 Karen RdTrimble MO 64492
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jerry Hendricks 8415 Edgemont WayColorado Springs CO 80919
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shannon Meadors 13413 NW 38th CtVancouver WA 98685
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely charles whitwam
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Watson 500 N Berkeley WayMedford OR 97504
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kevin Maguire 18195 Knollwood BlvdMonument CO 80132
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Hello. My name is Connor Brant. I reside in Spokane Washington. I'm a member of the Washington chapter of backcountry hunters and anglers and inland Northwest wildlife council. And I'm a lifelong fisherman and hunter. I wanna to 
voice my support for a spring bear season, as I will not be able to participate in the public comment meeting this week, due to my work schedule, I support this hunt for many reasons. The spring hunt is clearly sustainable, which is 
something WDF W's own. Biologists have demonstrated and testified to repeatedly bare meat is delicious, and I rely on it to feed my family a natural, healthy Ingra inorganic protein opponents of this hunt has said that the spring hunt is 
one such argument is that bears are lethargic this time of year, as they're just emerging from their dens. However, the scientific data does not support this WDF w data shows den emergence generally occurs in mid to late March and early 
April. Yet hunter harvest data shows the majority of bears are harvested in the later half of the season between May 15th and June 15th. If bears are lethargic, wouldn't more bears be harvested during the earlier half of the season. In 
addition, the average success rate of the spring hunt is between 20 and 30%. So if bears were easy to kill this time of year, wouldn't that success rate be much higher. Another argument opponents have made is that hunters are killing with 
Cubs. Once again, the data, the data does not support this assumption of the 150 bears harvested last spring, only one bear was a lactating female. In addition, if there isn't a spring bear season, I am deeply worried about the potential 
loss in revenue for WDF w this could be an upwards of over a hundred thousand dollars, the money that could be used for both hunting and non-hunting related activities that benefit wildlife and habitat conservation. I'm worried that 
conservation efforts as a whole would be diminished by this loss of revenue caused by not having a spring bear season. I'm in favor of w DFW trying to engage in more non-hunting related activities. Believe me, I would much rather seek 
people outside caring about wildlife and habitat than staring at a screen all day. But why do hunters have to lose a season to achieve this goal for those who don't support a spring bear hunt? What about this as a solution? How about 
those that are not in favor of bear hunting also apply for a spring bear tag. If they're successful in drawing me tag, then they simply just don't have, don't go out and harvest a bear. This would continue to provide revenue for WDF w but 
would also allow those who want to harvest a bear, the opportunity to do so. Furthermore, if any of you or anyone for that matter are concerned about the ethics of this hunt, consider this an invitation to join me on a spring bear hunt in 
the future. I'd love to share with you my beliefs and opinions and show you what a SP spring bear hunt actually entails. And I'd love to hear your thoughts and perspectives as well. In conclusion, I'll leave you with this. I love to hunt, and I 
love the wild places that I've gotten to travel to on my hunting adventures. I love wildlife. I love bears. I get excited every time I see a bear, even when I'm not hunting for them, what I want most is a healthy bear population that will exist 
for years to come. Hunting is an effective man management tool and a key component in the north American model of wildlife conservation. A model that has brought back wildlife populations, including the black bear from near 
destruction just a century ago, please don't abandon this model. It has proven to work and continues to work. Please don't be persuaded by anti hunting rhetoric spread by those who have likely never been hunting in the their life. Please 
don't let social or political pressures influence wildlife management. When this occurs, it's the wildlife that suffers, please trust your biologists and the science and follow their recommendations. They're the experts. And please follow your 
mandate to maximize the public recreational, fishing and hunting opportunities for all citizens who here in Washington. Thank you for taking the time to listen to me and please vote to reinstate the spring bear hunt.
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My name is Merritt Symes and I oppose this petition.It is irresponsible and inhumane. Commissioner Lorna Smith admitted the bear population models the WDFW uses are old fashioned unreliable and they don t know exactly what their 
bear population is yet the harvesting of black bears is doubled. I say this is therefore an inhumane petition to increase harvesting of bears if numbers are not known. Especially when black bears are so vulnerable coming out of hibernation 
groggy weak and hungry. Bears are an easy target in Fall harvest so in Spring a harvest would be a slaughter not a hunt. Also many bears would have cubs with them not able to fend for themselves. If you kill these adults you kill two or 
three other bears as well. Cancel this petition! Sincerely Merritt Symes I refer to an exert from Northwest public broadcasting quoting Commissioner Kim Thorburn Commissioner Lorna Smith Commissioner Simek and Director Kelly 
Susewind.: At today s meeting Commissioner Kim Thorburn said Washington s black bear population is healthy and the hunt is popular. Each permit had 11 applicants last year she said. Our mandate is to provide opportunity when 
conservation is not impared Thorburn said. We have lots of information that conservation of bears is not impared by this hunt. However Commissioner Lorna Smith said the number of permit applications is due to the success rate of the 
hunters. The reasons for the success of the hunt are the bears are an easy target Smith said. In addition Smith said the bear population models the Fish and Wildlife Department has used in recent years seems to be old fashioned. We don 
t know exactly what our bear population is because the model by our own admission is not that reliable Smith said and we ve doubled the harvest limit. Simek said the department is using the best available science to study bear 
populations. At this point in time we re not using a method that is unfounded or hasn t been used in the past Simek said. Fish and Wildlife Director Kelly Susewind said while approving the bear hunt might be a hard decision it s not a 
complex decision. He said the professional staff on the ground said these bear hunts do not impair or cause a concern for the bear populations.
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Glaser 5220 Indian River DrLas Vegas NV 89103
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Cary Cerna 8714 116th Ave SENewcastle WA 98056
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards paul marquard 242 B AveCoronado CA 92118

3/9/2022 1:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Russell Jeter 1004 Commercial AveAnacortes WA 98221

3/9/2022 1:30 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Corey Frauenfelder 12407 N Howard AveTampa FL 33612

3/9/2022 1:30 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Loar

3/9/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John LaBanc 4897 Basingstoke DrSuwanee GA 30024

3/9/2022 1:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Drake 811 Rd UWaco NE 68460

3/9/2022 1:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anne Freed 1000 Artessa CirFranklin TN 37067

3/9/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Blake Naugle 2610 Haynes Club Cir SWGrayson GA 30017

3/9/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Babaz 1524 Brookhaven TraceAtlanta GA 30319

3/9/2022 1:35 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Manuel Rios 3851 Chiles Pope Valley RdSt. Helena CA 94574

3/9/2022 1:36 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Evans 2263 Murray AvePittsburgh PA 15217

3/9/2022 1:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely evan burch

3/9/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Carlson 936 NE Benton StNewport OR 97365

3/9/2022 1:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kendall Onysko 7830 St Helena HwyOakville CA 94562

3/9/2022 1:40 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards DAVID VANKIRK 90 Sherks Church RdAnnville PA 17003

3/9/2022 1:40 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Garrett Moody 327 Garrard Creek RdRochester WA 98579

3/9/2022 1:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Timothy Johnson 1012 Johnson DrCleveland AL 35049

3/9/2022 1:46 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mark Martens 3337 Tt AveNorth English IA 52316

3/9/2022 1:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Adam Swantner 2603 34th StWashougal WA 98671

3/9/2022 1:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ignacio Flores

3/9/2022 1:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard MATTHES 26410 187th Ave SECovington WA 98042

3/9/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Gregory Allen 655 Sanborne StCastle Rock CO 80104

3/9/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Lusch 230 Argonne AveLong Beach CA 90803

3/9/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dakota Hoagland 12567 122nd StOskaloosa KS 66066

3/9/2022 1:57 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Peracchi 4447 N Van Ness BlvdFresno CA 93704

3/9/2022 1:58 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jonathan Scheid 96 Nancy LnTrenton NJ 08638

3/9/2022 1:58 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Thomsen

3/9/2022 2:03 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Powell PO Box 2751Pinetop AZ 85935

3/9/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Schweiter 5410 79th Pl NEMarysville WA 98270

3/9/2022 2:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Scott Wolland 6807 Edgefield CtSuffolk VA 23435

3/9/2022 2:05 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mitch BLEDSOE 5262 209 StLangley BC V3A 6E9

3/9/2022 2:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Michael Luttrell 93 Loafers LnWoodland Park CO 80863

3/9/2022 2:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards William Bettys 4546 6 Mile RdMarne MI 49435

3/9/2022 2:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dan Jenkins 562 Blackburn RdFriedens PA 15541

3/9/2022 2:13 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ang Price 114 Bailey LnHeflin AL 36264

3/9/2022 2:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Destry Wilcox

3/9/2022 2:23 PM Email



To the Fish and Wildlife Commission I urge you to reject a petition calling for a Spring Bear Hunt. I have lived worked and raised a family in Washington since 1990. I pay a staggering amount in taxes so government will find solutions that 
are humane to animals and humans. I expect that these funds don t go to archaic solutions that are inhumane and thoughtless. In springtime bear hunts trophy hunters take advantage of black bears coming out of hibernation and kill 
lactating mother bears leaving baby cubs orphaned and unable to survive on their own. Regardless of motherhood bears should not be hunted and certainly not for a sport the other team doesn t know they are playing. I understand the 
Dept of Fish and Wildlife recommended the Fish and Wildlife Commission approve the hunt and has implemented other inhumane approaches such as killing baby deer in wildlife rescue centers. That archaic solution forced rescue centers 
to close their doors after being devastated by the barbaric killing of animals they cared for. That was a loss. The notable Human Resources problems at the agency add to the reputation for questionable judgement as well as bizarre and 
inappropriate management. A state agency promoting hunting is not something I value. I urge you to manage fish and wildlife humanely and operate with the charge that animals deserve kindness and respect. I truly appreciate the 
wildlife corridors and crossings being established and protected. That is progress I value. Thank you for your consideration. Copying the state legislators for the 22nd Legislative District. Kristina Hermach | 360.951.9559 Pecked out from my 
iPhone

3/9/2022 2:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Cherington 2642 E Estrella StGilbert AZ 85296

3/9/2022 2:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Sullivan 203 Valhalla DrEvergreen AL 36401

3/9/2022 2:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Tarkowski 1008 Hidden LnRochester Hills MI 48309

3/9/2022 2:32 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Maria Kjaerulff Gig Harbor WA 98335 maria@mariabarnowl.com

3/9/2022 2:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frederick Hoenke 6 Middle Island Point RdMarquette MI 49855

3/9/2022 2:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Browne 30 Isleworth DrHenderson NV 89052

3/9/2022 2:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randall Martin 108 Hope DrMontgomery AL 36110

3/9/2022 2:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ryan Taylor 5210 S Wallbridge RdDeer Park WA 99006

3/9/2022 2:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Atkins 8443 Sky Line DrPinon Hills CA 92372

3/9/2022 2:54 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daniel Callahan 113 Hunt Club DrCollegeville PA 19426

3/9/2022 2:55 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Moore 44402 Sterling HwySoldotna AK 99669

3/9/2022 2:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Johnson

3/9/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Glen Coates 2231 Little Weiser River RdIndian Valley ID 83632

3/9/2022 3:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards kevin higgins 11516 Pacific StOmaha NE 68154

3/9/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Curt Caldwell 1316 Lourdes RdMetamora IL 61548

3/9/2022 3:09 PM Email

Dear Sir or Madam: I strongly oppose the rule making that would make the spring bear hunt permanent. There is no reason to have a spring bear hunt. The only rationale given in the proposed rule making is to provide hunters with 
recreation. That s a flimsy unacceptable reason. No other animal is singled out to be hunted in spring except perhaps non-native turkeys. Why? Because even the ordinary urban layman knows that after a winter animals are stressed they 
re hungry they re under weight and they have young to care for. At this very vulnerable time this proposed rule would allow bears to be killed. It s cruel and unjustified. Bears are not commodities for people to toy with. The consequences 
for bears are high. Bear cubs get orphaned when their moms are killed. The rule cynically prohibits killing females with offspring one year old or under 50 pounds knowing full well that this can t be prevented. State wildlife officials and 
other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. The after the fact monitoring and reporting requirements in the proposed rule are of no use. The bear is shot; the deed is done; the 
cubs are orphaned and left to starve. This is simply unacceptable. Washington public values oppose this barbaric practice. Only 15% of people in western states favor spring bear hunting. Why? Because it s considered barbaric by most 
people. Washington is only 1 of eight states that allows this brutal practice. And which states are they? They are the great states of Idaho Montana and Wyoming that are also killing wolves indiscriminately. The majority of people don t 
want to be part of that club. WDFW has refused to consider the impact of climate change on bear populations. For example although one game management unit in the Blue Mountains was devastated by a fire during the 2021 season the 
Department still wants to allow people to hunt black bears there this spring. On the one hand WDFW seeks to score public relations points with stories about how it is saving bear cubs from wildfires while on the other hand it seeks to 
allow hunters to orphan bear cubs in the same areas through spring hunts. Not an Effective Management Tool. Spring bear hunts are not an effective management tool. For decades WDFW rationalized a spring bear hunt to address 
management needs such as decreasing timber damage and reducing bear-human conflicts. Now WDFW wants to continue the spring hunt even though it has admitted it is not effective at addressing any of these concerns. For the first 
time WDFW has conceded that the spring hunt is really for recreation not to manage bear conflict which WDFW acknowledges is largely attributable to human behavior and environmental conditions. Now the sole reason to have a spring 
bear hunt is for FUN! Please do the right thing and don t adopt this rule. It s cruel and unnecessary. Thank you Christine Psyk 2104 E. Thomas St. Seattle WA 98112

3/9/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Van Diepen 20930 Sumpter Stage HwyBaker City OR 97814

3/9/2022 3:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Rich Davis 21273 MC Rd P.3Dolores CO 81323

3/9/2022 3:12 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Purcell Ronald Lynn IN 47355

3/9/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chad Clements 6064 Thorneycroft DrShelby Township MI 48316

3/9/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Phillip Christensen 2504 W Sample AveFresno CA 93711

3/9/2022 3:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Charles Haggard 812 Parkersburg TurnpikeStaunton VA 24401

3/9/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Harrell 4954 Woodruff CirSt. George UT 84790

3/9/2022 3:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Steven Zagrodnik 15354 Orogrande CtOak Forest IL 60452

3/9/2022 3:21 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Matthew Mullins 809 S Emerson StChelan WA 98816

3/9/2022 3:31 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Marc Dolce 3925 Boardman AveKlamath Falls OR 97603

3/9/2022 3:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Griffin 2800 Marlea CtImlay City MI 48444

3/9/2022 3:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ygnacio Valenzuela 3233 Glenda CtPleasanton CA 94588

3/9/2022 3:41 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kresimir Lackovic 5220 Creditview RdMississauga ON L5V 1T6

3/9/2022 3:49 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Nobles 5566 E Hinsdale CirCentennial CO 80122

3/9/2022 3:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards JOHN LOGAN PO Box 4Malo WA 99150

3/9/2022 3:58 PM Email

I support the spring bear hunt and support science based wildlife management. Andy Kelso Sent from Mail for Windows 3/9/2022 4:03 PM Email
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Patrick Tucker 301 Winding Hills DrClinton MS 39056

3/9/2022 4:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Everett Atkins 8979 Martin Rd NWQuincy WA 98848

3/9/2022 4:07 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Philip DeMunck 29550 Lofton AveChisago City MN 55013

3/9/2022 4:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Richard Gaida 13619 105th Ave NWGig Harbor WA 98329

3/9/2022 4:11 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Thomas Batzlaff

3/9/2022 4:12 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Qualteri 4590 W 109th AveWestminster CO 80031

3/9/2022 4:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards James Vanderbeek 1465 W 6500 SHyrum UT 84319

3/9/2022 4:22 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tim Morrell 6814 Golden Crest RdBismarck ND 58503

3/9/2022 4:23 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Terrence Melby 3430 Mario RdReno NV 89523

3/9/2022 4:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sean Ryan 334 Eagles Blf WyHoschton GA 30548

3/9/2022 4:29 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bradford Frost 8628 Freedom TrailColumbus GA 31820

3/9/2022 4:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards benjamin jergens 3224 96th St ETacoma WA 98446

3/9/2022 4:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Vickery 1545 Ar 69B HwySage AR 72573

3/9/2022 4:43 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Albert Veilleux 2523 E Beaver Lake Dr SESammamish WA 98075

3/9/2022 4:45 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jason Slagle 1524 Thistle CtOakley CA 94561

3/9/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards David Everson 1058 Nautical DrWarrenton OR 97121

3/9/2022 4:52 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Edward Edmonds 658 Altamira CtVista CA 92081

3/9/2022 4:54 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank Thomas 33336 Mulholland HwyMalibu CA 90265

3/9/2022 5:03 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Carl Barner 10339 SE 304th PlAuburn WA 98092

3/9/2022 5:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Sean Richards 6196 Filkins AveRancho Cucamonga CA 91737

3/9/2022 5:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Connor Weber 6716 Hillpark DrLos Angeles CA 90068

3/9/2022 5:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards ALAN NIEBEL 3236 Creighton DrManheim PA 17545

3/9/2022 5:17 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ray Shulund 9711 W Euclid RdSpokane WA 99224

3/9/2022 5:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank Jimenez 34720 Paintridge RdWoodland CA 95695

3/9/2022 5:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bradley Martin 7902 S Susquehanna TrailPort Trevorton PA 17864

3/9/2022 5:26 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Miller 249 E Fakkema RdOak Harbor WA 98277

3/9/2022 5:27 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Anthony Rust 2153 18th StRice Lake WI 54868

3/9/2022 5:34 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Philip West

3/9/2022 5:36 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commissioners I appreciate your willingness to receive comments on the new Spring Bear Hunt Rule. However I find this frustrating since we have already submitted comments in November 2021 and the 
Commission had voted not to allow the 2022 bear hunt to take place. This new rule extends the spring bear hunt into perpetuity which I strongly oppose. If passed the Commission would be reneging their responsibility to oversee the bear 
populations of Washington State on a yearly basis.This is not acceptable. Ethics Washington (RCW 77.04.012) mandates that The department shall conserve the wildlife and food fish game fish and shellfish resources in a manner that does 
not impair the resource. In addition the law states to maintain healthy and diverse wildlife populations. This mandate goes beyond counting bears but requires that they are not impaired and I would argue that the spring bear hunt does 
impair bears. When the bears are weak and hungry they are allowed to be hunted. Bears are impaired if they are being hunted while foraging for food when they are in a weakened state coming out of hibernation. They need time to build 
up their strength. Tree Farm managers can kill bears if they are in an area of tree stripping and can kill bears the year after even though there may be no stripping happening that year There is no regulation about how many bears or of 
what age and sex can be killed. Female bears may be doing the most stripping since their bodies are so depleted after nursing the cubs since February in their torpored state.Therefore more females are being killed leaving orphaned young 
to die. This is not conservation and this is not humane. Tree Farm Feeding Stations Feeding stations byTree Farms are unregulated by WDFW. WDFW doesn t know where these feeding stations are located but hunters do. The feed while 
carefully formulated can have additional attractants added and there is no monitoring of the stations by WDFW. There are few rules for timber companies . Anis Aoude WDFW Game Division Manager states As far as feeding bears there 
are no rules around it. In a staff report about concerns from 2015 a wildlife specialist writes The Agency does not state what acceptable supplemental feed is or how and when it should be deployed. Reports dating back years show the 
feeding program is a concern for WDFW staff. Due to a lack of clear regulation and oversight there s not much guidance for staff about what constitutes a violation or how to deal with it. 1 Recreational Hunting There are many reasons 
why Spring Bear Hunts are not allowed in many states: ethical as well as abundance issues. Colorado has found that eliminating spring bear hunts can actually be favorable for hunters. Since the 1992 abolition of spring bear hunts along 
with the ban of hunting bears with dogs and bait the number of bear hunters has increased as has the percentage success rate among bear hunters number of bears killed size of bears killed and the income generated for Colorado Parks 
and Wildlife through bear tag sales. In recent years hunter success has essentially doubled the pre-1992 numbers (Willoughby April 30 2016). (Washington State Sierra Club Wildlife Committee Comment March 7 2022) The new policy 
being considered CR-102 also changes several important factors about the hunt. First of all this is now a recreational hunt. WDFW has recreational hunting for bears from August 1 to November 15. WDFW has not shown any data or 
information to justify a spring bear hunt for recreational value. WDFW has not disclosed what the negative impacts on the bears are aside from stating that bear numbers are stable in Washington State. What is the impact on distinct 
geographically focussed regions and bear production in those regions? WDFW states that the fall hunting is poor in these regions why? Killing of Lactating Bears and Cubs The new CR-102 has added that the killing of female black bears 
with offspring is prohibited and I am in agreement with this policy. I am wondering why this is not prohibited for all bear hunts. The problem arises if the cubs are not present at the time then a hunter has no way of knowing if the bear 
has cubs. The cubs may be first year or second year because cubs stay with the mother until they are about 1 years of age. If they kill the bear and it was a lactating mother will it be reported? Secondly WDFW has stated that orphaned 
cubs had virtually no chance of survival. Again the question begs to be asked is this conservation and humane? Is WDFW going to require this for all bear hunts? I appreciate your time in considering my points as well as the many other 
comments submitted. I would say that this issue has really raised my awareness of the management of all wildlife in our state. I do appreciate the many things that WDFW does right and well and will try to point these out when 
commenting to the Commission. The Spring Bear Hunt needs to be re-evaluated and it cannot continue just because bears were allowed to be hunted in the past. Everything in life changes and this is one of those things that has to be 
discontinued for the benefit of bears and people. ! Bear feeding program criticized for baiting | king5.com Sincerely Judith Akins Bellingham WA

3/9/2022 5:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rylan Lynam

3/9/2022 5:57 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely charles whitwam

3/9/2022 6:08 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Kneeland 6133 Boardman Rd NWOlympia WA 98502

3/9/2022 6:09 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Robert Kulik 4320 Kings Canyon RdCarson City NV 89703

3/9/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Kenneth Opsata 2705 175th St SEBothell WA 98012

3/9/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Thurkettle 1661 Broadview DrGeorgetown Township MI 49428

3/9/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Drehsen

3/9/2022 6:39 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brent Nations 541 Pronghorn RdCraig CO 81625

3/9/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Douglas Nagle 19286 Babler Forest RdWildwood MO 63005

3/9/2022 6:56 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jimmy Ivory 21770 Pinewood StPerris CA 92570

3/9/2022 7:15 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Christopher Carusona 3590 S Western WayTucson AZ 85735

3/9/2022 7:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Aaron Keppers

3/9/2022 7:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Erik Heggland 4801 E Kokanee Bay CtCoeur D alene ID 83814

3/9/2022 7:20 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Pitts Ronald 6026 Willow Glen DrWilmington NC 28412

3/9/2022 7:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Erick Ericksen

3/9/2022 7:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brett Sams

3/9/2022 7:34 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Manuel Vasquez 9300 E Valencia RdTucson AZ 85747

3/9/2022 7:37 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Geoffrey Corn 27349 Co Rd 31Springfield CO 81073

3/9/2022 7:43 PM Email

Spring hunts are cruel; most states do not allow it. This is unfair to the hungry sluggish bears coming out of hibernation. The harvest has already been increased since 2019. I do not support this spring bear hunt. Karen Neubauer 2245A 
Lummi Shore Road Bellingham Washington 98226 360-758-7481

3/9/2022 7:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/9/2022 7:59 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Eckersley

3/9/2022 8:04 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Lisa Dahmer 600 Co Rd 216Rifle CO 81650

3/9/2022 8:12 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordon Quach

3/9/2022 8:33 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Craig Thompson 441 Price Creek RdBig Bar CA 96010

3/9/2022 8:47 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Ilse Dorrah Kent WA 98031 iogoshi@comcast.net

3/9/2022 9:00 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Doug Boze

3/9/2022 9:02 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Adam Wallace 25998 Rolling Hills Pl NEPoulsbo WA 98370

3/9/2022 9:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Mahany 5591 Michigan BlvdClayton CA 94517

3/9/2022 9:22 PM Email

Hello, my name is Idel stone. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane, inhumane to young Cubs who have just been born and need care. This is barbaric, please. I, I, I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:22 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear Commissioners: I am writing to urge you to OPPOSE a spring bear hunt that had already been rejected by the Commissioners in Nov. 2021. It is beyond appalling that following the vote a number of trophy hunting organizations 
launched a vicious campaign against the Commissioners who opposed the hunt specifically targeting recent appointees Fred Koontz and Lorna Smith. Those attacks demanded that Koontz and Smith be thrown off the Commission called 
for them to be hung and claimed there are no bag limits on politicians. Please tell me how you can justify bringing back this cruel and unnecessary hunt to appease brutal thugs who want innocent people who disagreed with them 
murdered. We supposedly live in a civilized society and guess what sometimes we don t always get our way and mature adults have to buck up and live with their disappointment. As we all know nobody said life is fair. WA is one of only 
eight states that allow a spring bear hunt due to the fact that mama bears are vulnerable when they come out of hibernation with their cubs so killing them in most states is off the table for humane reasons. While the hunters who so 
desperately want to kill bears in the spring say they would never kill a female bear there is no way to tell if a bear is a male or female. And cubs are not always with their mothers so mother bears could very easily be murdered leaving their 
cubs to starve to death. And to make the newest version of this bad rule even worse the spring hunt would be locked in forever and would no longer be required to be re-examined every year. This new change shows just how far WDFW 
has strayed from its previous rationale that spring bear hunting was necessary to serve management objectives and that it needed to be adjusted each year to fit those objectives. This is now a permanent spring trophy hunt pure and 
simple. This could have a very negative impact on the black bear population as the WDFW recently extended the fall hunting season from Aug 1 through though Nov. 15 resulting in MORE bears being killed without a spring hunt. The 
Commissioners should also be concerned that Washington has fewer black bears than previously thought. WDFW biologists have recent data showing that bear densities and mortality rates vary widely across the state and that bear 
populations may be up to 50% lower in most areas of the state so a permanent spring bear hunt could have a very negative impact on our black bear population in the future. Again I implore you to permanently ban a spring hunt as the 
majority of people in the state and country do not hunt and would not be calling for Commissioners who vote for spring bear hunting to be hung. The fact that the Commissioners have now bent over backwards to appease violent thugs 
who represent a small minority of the population shows just how irresponsible this decision is as it s based on fear with no credible science backing it up. For the bears Gayle Janzen Seattle

3/9/2022 10:25 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards HOWARD STAFFORD 941 NW 110th CtOcala FL 34482

3/9/2022 10:49 PM Email



To the Commissioners I oppose the proposed 2022 spring black bear hunt for the following reasons: Hunters cannot 100% of the time distinguish a male bear from a female bear. Female bears with cubs are emerging from their dens 
sluggish and underweight and they need to gain weight quickly to be able to feed their cubs. Female bears with cubs might not have their cubs by their side because they left them in a safe place away from predators (including humans) 
while the female feeds herself. Lactating female bears have been taken during the spring hunt in prior years (see the Responses Prepared by WDFW Staff to Commissioner Questions on the Black Bear Spring Special Permit Rule Nov. 10 
2021). Cubs who are orphaned have 0% chance of survival (as noted in this document) without some human intervention to care for them. In this document no mention is made of what happened to the cubs of the lactating females who 
were killed. Under-reporting by hunters is a known issue (and the above document cites a compliance rate of only 65%) so it is quite logical to assume that more lactating female bears were killed than the numbers shown in the above-
referenced document. This also means that more cubs were either killed at the same time as their mothers or they later starved to death after being orphaned. WDFW has already increased the number of bears that a hunter can take up 
to 2 bears per year. The long summer/fall hunting season that is currently offered provides ample opportunity for hunters even though females with cubs are still at high risk of being killed during this season. Cubs need their mothers even 
after they stop nursing to learn how to hunt and find food for themselves where to den etc. The loss of a single lactating female is one too many. WDFW has not established that the proposed spring hunt is absolutely necessary to reduce 
bear-human conflicts or to reduce timber damage. Non-lethal methods exist for both situations and bear-human conflicts are quite rare. Certainly not in the range of hundreds of conflicts (or we d be hearing about it on the news 
everyday). WDFW has not established that the spring hunt is absolutely necessary to comply with legislative obligations to provide recreational hunting opportunities since hunters already have a summer/fall hunting season. It should be 
noted that 2019 was a record year and 2020 wasn t far behind - this occurred after the number of bears that could be taken per hunter was increased to 2 bears. The opportunity to comment on this important issue is appreciated. 
Regards Mary Sinker Snohomish County Washington

3/9/2022 10:53 PM Email

Hello hunternation.org I am James Trenk Business Development (Manager). Do let me know if you would like to discuss a Website Redesign/Re-Development of your website hunternation.org SEO SMO PPC and Mobile Apps Development. 
If this is something that you are looking for let s set up a time to chat or call to discuss further steps! Thanks & Regards James Trenk Business Development (Manager). ---------------------------------------------------------- Note: If you are not 
interested please email with the subject line No and I will be happy to update my data base. image: beacon

3/9/2022 11:06 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bill Galli 16 Parker StNorth Adams MA 01247

3/9/2022 11:18 PM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Michelle Oberg AB T2A1K1 moberg33@me.com

3/10/2022 12:06 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Wesley Greene 1370 Co Rd 9Louisville AL 36048

3/10/2022 12:07 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joe Burdelsky 1224 Woodcock CtBethel Park PA 15102

3/10/2022 2:34 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Fernando Lusvarghi 15487 Creed RdDiamond OH 44412

3/10/2022 3:20 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Crowley

3/10/2022 3:32 AM Email

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Caroline Sévilla Boling TX 77420 caronyna@msn.com

3/10/2022 3:45 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Phil Hockman 1744 Main StMechanicsburg PA 17055

3/10/2022 3:47 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Connor 1048 Yorkwood RdMansfield OH 44907

3/10/2022 4:41 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Frank McLean 710 S Maiden LnJoplin MO 64801

3/10/2022 4:58 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bruce Brock 30 Plymouth StLe Mars IA 51031

3/10/2022 5:01 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Andrew VandeBoom 905 Fredonia AveFredonia WI 53021

3/10/2022 5:01 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Daniel Bennett 3460 Solokar RdValley WA 99181

3/10/2022 5:16 AM Email

Hello To whom this may concern I am wishing to help these bears by writing to you. You are the person! and people s power!!. How does that feel to be a true inner champion of the heart? for the bears and your world. You changing this 
terrible evil outcome for these lovely caring intelligent species. Our world needs people like you so can you change to help these beautiful animals today. ( Live on feeling great for what you ve done and achieved for them and others in 
their inhumane ordeals and fights ) for life. I wish to here at least from you many thanks for your contribution and time to help these animals. :). Sent from my iPhone

3/10/2022 5:17 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely John Stallone

3/10/2022 5:36 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Marvin Winter 3946 Shirley RdNorth Collins NY 14111

3/10/2022 5:37 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Hartland 13016 N 64th StScottsdale AZ 85254

3/10/2022 5:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jim Pohle

3/10/2022 5:41 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Bryan Schultz 303 Ellinwood AveReedsburg WI 53959

3/10/2022 5:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Gulbrandson

3/10/2022 5:53 AM Email

To WDFW I strongly OPPOSE the proposed 2022 spring black bear hunt it is unethical due to many sows and cubs being present at that time of year that could be mistakenly killed. Please consider canceling this unethical hunt. Pam Pritzl 
Camano Island WA Sent from my iPhone

3/10/2022 5:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the need for Bear hunting that is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. In particular if there is a demonstrated 
evidence of over population of a game species that do not support the local wildlife management objectives then a harvest is warranted. The question of spring female and cub harvest needs to be further investigated. As a hunter and 
wild game consumer I have to question the value of bear meat which is very lean coming out of hibernation. If I am concerned about the quality of meat going into the fall is far superior. If population control in targeted areas to support 
the wildlife objective then a limited targeted professional sharp shooter solution may be the best option. Sincerely John Haynes

3/10/2022 5:57 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Joseph Konwinski 2852 Colonial WayBloomfield Hills MI 48304

3/10/2022 6:15 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Benjamin Rossman

3/10/2022 6:22 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Tipton Wagner 322 S St NEWashington DC 20002

3/10/2022 6:28 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards alan Pfiefer 7238 10th St SERochester MN 55904

3/10/2022 6:30 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Abel Guerra 302 E Coma AveHidalgo TX 78557

3/10/2022 6:31 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Scott Seward 1166 Voltaire DrLake Arrowhead CA 92352

3/10/2022 6:34 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Reese McAlpin

3/10/2022 6:37 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jackson Wagner 2225 Hawkins StCharlotte NC 28203

3/10/2022 6:40 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Vance Qualteri 10902 W Louisiana AveDenver CO 80232

3/10/2022 6:41 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Weston Wagner 2410 Middlecoff DrGulfport MS 39507

3/10/2022 7:18 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards WILLIAM COLE 17551 N Havasupai DrSurprise AZ 85374

3/10/2022 7:44 AM Email



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Jessica Zickefoose Shelton WA 98584 Jjarczyk88@gmail.com

3/10/2022 7:47 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Duane Kramer 5005 Patton RdBellingham WA 98226

3/10/2022 7:53 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Marianno 1861 Minnesota StFairfield CA 94533

3/10/2022 7:53 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Henry Rocha 15821 W Lacey BlvdHanford CA 93230

3/10/2022 8:01 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Johnny Dabbaghian 1523 Sinaloa AvePasadena CA 91104

3/10/2022 8:03 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kendel Ward

3/10/2022 8:06 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Thompson 3549 Greenbrier DrDallas TX 75225

3/10/2022 8:20 AM Email

From: Montgomery Samantha J (DFW) Sent: Tuesday March 8 2022 9:30 AM To: Rule Making (DFW) Subject: FW: Spring Bear Hunt Proposal cid:image001.png@01D832CF.186D3960 Sam Montgomery (she/her) Communications Manager 
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife samantha.montgomery@dfw.wa.gov 360-688-0721 From: tracey wiese Sent: Monday March 7 2022 6:43 PM To: Montgomery Samantha J (DFW) Subject: Spring Bear Hunt Proposal External 
Email Hello. I oppose the 2022 spring bear hunt. It does nothing to preserve protect and perpetuate wildlife and ecosystems . It is cruel and unnecessary and most states do not allow it. Washington should not either. There has already 
been a 50% increase in killing of bears in the past 2 years there does not need to be more. I urge you to deny this proposal. Tracey Wiese Twisp WA Sent from Mail for Windows

3/10/2022 8:20 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ali Wolpern 3125 Rebich LnDillon MT 59725

3/10/2022 8:28 AM Email

This hunt is needed to control and maintain a healthy black bear population in this state s ecosystem. There must be scientific studies that have strong evidence to back a decision on this hunt. You cannot simply put an end to this hunt 
based on public opinion. Please let this decision be based on science. Thank you Todd

3/10/2022 8:29 AM Email



From: ANGELICA COLMENARES Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 7:05 AM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102 External Email Dear WFWD Commissioner Board My name is Angelica C and a big fan of black and 
brown bears. For instance I am utterly against reinstalling bear hunting season for the following reasons: I believe the Washington Fish and Wildlife Department should ban bear hunting because of permanent ecosystem damage. Hunting 
bears causes a negative indirect effect on wildlife balance that has not been contemplated in this rulemaking decision amend WAC 220-415-080. First hunting male bears can promote infanticide counterstrategies from the surviving male 
population. (Agrell et al. 1998 Ebensperger 1998 Palombit 2015). Female bears to avoid infanticidal males restrict foraging behavior and carry a nutritive cost (Steyaert et al. 2013). The reproductive costs imposed by habitat and diet 
selection constraints could decrease female reproductive success (Wielgus and Bunnell 1994 2000; Wielgus et al. 2001). Also bear hunting can indirectly contribute to negative population growth through increased juvenile mortality 
(Swenson et al. 1997 2001; Swenson 2003; Gosselin et al. 2015 2017). Cub survival was negatively correlated with the removal of males from the population (24% and 42% lower 0.5 and 1.5 yr after harvest respectively; Swenson et 
al.1997). Finally harvest by hunting is usually selective. In North America hunters may show preference toward more giant and older bears primarily males (McLellan and Shackleton 1988 Kohlmann et al. 1999). The disproportionate 
removal of older and male bears could disrupt population age and sex structure but it could also artificially select smaller and less reproductively successful phenotypes. As you can see there are multiple adverse effects on bear behavior 
and survival when humans selectively induce a bear control population. We also need to remember that bears play an essential role in the ecosystem. They help in seed dispersion; black bears eat a lot of fruit and vegetation so they are 
amongst the main seed dispersion agents. Also bears provide indirect food to other species such as bald eagles who land nearby to feed on the salmon leftovers and by dragging salmon carcasses through the forest they help enrich the 
soil. Finally bears act as a natural growth booster for trees and other forest cover vegetation when they deposit scat on the forest floors. Regarding using sport or game hunting as a conservation model I encourage exploring other 
successful alternatives to control wildlife. I come from Colombia where hunting has been banned since 2019; we don t get into the dilemma of harvesting or managing bear or any predator population there because we learn that animals 
possess more value alive and are crucial to balance the ecosystem. In 1996 Colombia signed the Biological Diversity Agreement and a National Biodiversity Policy a commitment to conserving its species richness. Now Colombia is the 
second most biodiverse country in the world. Colombia has sustainable economic growth with excellent ecotourist potential contributing to biodiversity conservation. Recently I visited another country Costa Rica and I was amazed at how 
this country manages and protects its Natural Resources. Hunting has been banned there since 2012 and is a role model country in terms of eco suitability. The law protects all big mammals and predators. My invitation is to review the 
model for wildlife conservation implemented by these two countries and contemplate introducing them as a part of your wildlife management. My last word in this discussion is that most of the U.S. population does not participate in-
game or sports hunts. Wild watchers are nearly twice as numerous as hunters according to a 2016 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). Why be no-hunters relegated to minority status or excluded entirely when deciding how wildlife is 
managed? It is antithetical and unequal that one group would be granted greater access to wildlife management because hunters make a significant monetary contribution to wild conservation. I firmly believe that other actors with vast 
expertise in wildlife conservation such as Native Americans and International conservation societies should participate in these wildlife decisions. Note: Because my daughters want to participate in this decision I have enclosed two letters 
supporting my opinion against Bear Hunting. Thank you for your time and serious consideration of my opinion. Kind Regards Angelica C.

3/10/2022 8:39 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Ron Lara 4251 Kiwi LnChico CA 95973

3/10/2022 8:43 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Richard Miller

3/10/2022 8:55 AM Email

Dear WDFW I m in 100% full support of Bear Hunting as it helps the overall bear population and ungulate population remain in a balanced healthy state. Sincerely charles whitwam 3/10/2022 9:14 AM Email
Hi, I wanted to log my opposition to the spring bear hunt. The, the Washington department of fish and wildlife has already voted on this and they voted it down. And the fact that it's back on the agenda is doesn't is unprofessional. And 
there's no reason it should be back on the agenda. Nothing has changed since it was voted down, and there's no reason to have a spring black bear hunt. There's plenty of opportunity already for hunters to kill bears. And the number of 
bears that can be killed has increased dramatically in recent years. It makes sense to study and see how things go with. What's already been changed before reinstating the spring black bear hunt. I strongly oppose bringing this for a Revo. 
Leave it, leave the vote that you already made on this.

3/10/2022 9:18 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear Commissioners Re: Spring Black Bear Rule Making Petition CR-102 Please deny the addition of a spring Black Bear hunt in 2022 and in all years. We think the duty of our Department of Fish & Wildlife is taking care of fish and wildlife. 
However WDFW seems to treat Black Bears as a commodity for selling hunting licenses (income for the state additional time for bear hunters) or as a pest which needs to be managed on behalf of commercial interests (timber companies). 
We accept a reasonable fall Black Bear hunting season but we are not convinced that spring hunting is necessary. One reason why we are opposed is that commercial tree farms set out feeding stations for bears in the spring trying to deter 
hungry bears coming out of hibernation from scratching trees for sap. Spring bear hunters take advantage of this feeding practice for easy killing. Thus hunters are avoiding the state-wide prohibition against bait hunting. It is known that 
WDFW turns a blind eye to this unethical hunting practice. This is not what we expect from the agency which ought to be conserving and protecting the state s wildlife. We are concerned that there doesn t seem to be a reason why such a 
long hunting opportunity actually benefits the bears or other wildlife. In making science-based decisions does Fish & Wildlife coordinate with other state agencies such as Ecology or Land Management? Spring bear hunts to prevent 
ungulate predation must be justified by studies based on ungulates and bears and studies of the general health of both. Also there is not agreement on whether or not bears do lasting harm to tree farms and should that even be the 
concern of the state? For example according to Suzanne Simard forest ecologist in Canada trees in natural forest can withstand spring bear scratching. Research on the Elwha River on the Olympic Peninsula has revealed that bears benefit 
the forest by bringing fish to the trees. A study on how trees fare with bears when all the lower vegetation is still present and at least some big trees remain might be instructive for timber companies as well as Fish & Wildlife. We 
recommend denying this petition because we are in favor of completely eliminating spring Black Bear hunting in Washington. Thank you for your consideration. Greg and Becky Durr Durr

3/10/2022 9:23 AM Email

Dear WDFW 100 % in support of Spring Bear Season. It s the most ethical approach to wildlife management. Sincerely Jilliane Zito 3/10/2022 9:25 AM Email
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chris Thalacker W9093 Black Otter CtHortonville WI 54944

3/10/2022 9:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Troy Hellman

3/10/2022 9:26 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Miller 2348 Maple StSutter CA 95982

3/10/2022 9:30 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Nicholas Ott 19 E Pattison StEly MN 55731

3/10/2022 9:32 AM Email

To the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission members - We are opposed to the spring bear hunt being considered by the Commission. A spring bear hunt would take advantage of bears in their most vulnerable state immediately after 
emerging from hibernation. It also would endanger females with young cubs possibly orphaning the cubs before they are able to survive on their own. There is no management need for a spring hunt. It is time to end the spring bear hunt 
within the State of Washington. Thank you for your consideration of our views. Nancy Strong and Michael Smart Omak WA

3/10/2022 9:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kile Jones

3/10/2022 9:49 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wesley Everett

3/10/2022 9:53 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brad Neuschwanger

3/10/2022 10:00 AM Email

Please stop the bear hunt. By the time you realize the decline in the number of bears it will be too late. It s time to take action to save them for our children and their children. Carolyn Lathrop 3/10/2022 10:02 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Naomi Yates

3/10/2022 10:02 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Adam Janke

3/10/2022 10:04 AM Email

Commissioners My name is Seann Mumford. I would like to voice my strong support for having a spring black bear season in 2022 and in subsequent years. I am a Washington resident and hunter. I have applied for spring black bear tags 
in the past and will do so this year if the hunt is authorized. WDFW biologists are confident that WA has a robust black bear population particularly in the spring bear units and that the population can support the proposed hunt. As such 
providing this hunt is consistent with statutory mandate of attempting to maximize hunting opportunities. Many of the commenters opposed to the proposed spring black bear hunt anthropomorphize black bears. These comments should 
be received but they should not influence how the Commission acts relative to the spring bear season or any other hunting season because they are antithetical to the mission/objectives of the WDFW. The statutory scheme under which 
the Commission operates makes clear that fish and wildlife are not to be treated the same as people but instead are to be considered and managed as resources for recreational and commercial consumption by humans. RCW 77.04.012. 
This includes black bears. People have a right to their opinions but not all opinions are relevant to the Commission s decisions/analysis. Finally I would just echo the comments that have been/will be presented to the Commission by 
groups like the Inland Northwest Wildlife Council Backcountry Hunters and Anglers and other conservation groups made in support of the 2022 spring black bear season. Thank you. Seann Mumford Sent with ProtonMail 
(https://protonmail.com/) secure email.

3/10/2022 10:19 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The harvest of large male bears inside of large wilderness 
areas creates habitat for younger males that would otherwise disperse out into areas that have a larger human presence. This harvest allows humans and bears to live together more harmoniously. Sincerely Naresh Clark

3/10/2022 10:22 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Greg Baisden 1123 S Meadowbrook CtWestville IN 46391

3/10/2022 10:22 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Katrina Pulham 312 Sunnydale Ln SERochester MN 55904

3/10/2022 10:22 AM Email

From: Dale Kelley Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 10:02 AM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Spring Bear Hunt External Email I am writing to express my deep concern regarding the Spring Black Bear Hunting Season in Washington - referred 
to as a long-standing recreational hunting opportunity . In fact it provides recreation for an incredibly small proportion of Washington s population. I totally disagree with any decision to allow for an annual hunt on malnourished mother 
black bears as they emerge from hibernation. Reasons against this are certainly valid! Spring bear hunt is especially cruel because to kill malnourished mother bears leaves young cubs vulnerable to sure starvation or predation and/or 
harsh exposure to the elements. This license would also allow hunters to kill newborn cubs and cubs of any age! WFWC has justified this hunt on claims that it boosts elk and deer populations whereas black bear nutrition comes 90% from 
ground plants not meat or trees as previously thought. Under the potential Spring Black Bear Hunt mother bears and their young babies would wake up hungry weak and vulnerable only to face the possibility of running from packs of dogs 
being killed with cubs left to starve or worse. The Spring hunt of vulnerable bears is also redundant to the annually held Fall bear hunt. Is the incredible cruelty of a Spring hunt to our precious wildlife what we citizens of Washington State 
want our reputation to be? This hunt is unnecessary and does not reflect Washington s long held conservation values. Thank you. Dale Kelley 102 Warbler Lane Port Ludlow WA. 98365 Dale Kelley

3/10/2022 10:24 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season Sincerely Travis Olson 3/10/2022 10:26 AM Email
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jesse Lattin

3/10/2022 10:27 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Seann Mumford

3/10/2022 10:28 AM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Bauman 4001 Summitview AveYakima WA 98908

3/10/2022 10:37 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Dummer 2014 Buena Creek RdVista CA 92084

3/10/2022 10:41 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Yegor Pisarchuk

3/10/2022 10:42 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Nathan Osborne

3/10/2022 11:00 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Forrest Glasgow

3/10/2022 11:28 AM Email

To whom it may concern: There is already a fall bear hunt so why is there a request for a spring bear hunt? The black bear hunt should be looked at more closely as the total population of bears in Washington State may be fewer this 
Spring from the increase of fires in the state. In many cases bears don t outrun fires and die from smoke inhalation or are severely burned in their dens. Are the State s population numbers correct? As with most hunts in Washington State 
there are always a number of humans that refuse to carry the proper permits so they are poaching? Has the State accounted for the number of bears poached by unlicensed hunters in recent years? When a hunter is excited and sees a 
bear how often do they shoot without checking sexual identification first? Cubs are often kept at a distance from a female s hunt for food so in excitement it is a likely possibility that a female black bear will be killed leaving a cub 
orphaned to die. This probably happens more often than the State is told. If the hunter hides the body and then possibly goes after another bear elsewhere in the area. The State can assure the public that this never happens? How many 
hunters will take their dog or dogs regardless? How many will put leg traps out just in case and capture or kill other predators or someone s pet? The numbers that you provided were insufficient to understand the population of Black 
Bears in the State or areas to be hunted and what the affect the number of killings for each area would have on the overall and individual populations of the species. I believe that before any more hunting is permitted the cause and effect 
should be looked at as well as the harm from flash fires throughout the state? I hold a Bachelor s of Science in Environmental Studies and Masters of Art in Policy from the UW. Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment. 
Corinne R. Hensley 11909 S. Fairway Ridge Lane Spokane WA 99224

3/10/2022 12:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Josh Youngren 3222 W Ann StPeoria IL 61605

3/10/2022 12:04 PM Email

Let s gather all the hunters dress half of them up in bear suits and let them Hunger Games it out. The event can be televised so everyone else can enjoy watching the Sport. Winners get to join an active war in another country so they can 
have even more recreational time with their families. In response to: WA s controversial spring black bear hunt could be revived. Here s how https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/was-controversial-spring-black-bear-
hunt-could-be-revived-heres-how/

3/10/2022 12:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. kenzie campbell 1804 W Augusta Ave spokane WA US kenzie5000@gmail.com

3/10/2022 12:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chase Johnson

3/10/2022 12:40 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris McKelvy

3/10/2022 12:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Gus Gerrits

3/10/2022 12:48 PM Email

Dear WDFW Hunting is heritage. Hunting is conservation. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound 
management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely 
Brian Wilson

3/10/2022 12:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Anthony Hendrickson

3/10/2022 12:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Luke Swanson

3/10/2022 12:58 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Claudio Burdisso 920 1st Ave N Apt 416 Seattle WA US cdbcdb@gmail.com

3/10/2022 12:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Debra Knutson 342 W Pine St Sequim WA US violetlulu89348@gmail.com

3/10/2022 12:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Lisa Sawoya 256 SW 137th St Burien WA US lsawoya@gmail.com

3/10/2022 12:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Laura Zerr 33916 186th Ave Se Auburn WA US godawgz5@msn.com

3/10/2022 12:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Giorgia Paolini 2319 216th pl ne Sammamish WA US giorgiap@microsoft.com

3/10/2022 1:00 PM Email

Hello, my name is Tracy Doherty, and I'm calling to ask that you please stop the spring bear hunt. There is no scientific need for this. And the hunters are using an emotional plea for this. A cruel hunt. Most people are opposed to this. So 
please listen to the will of the people. Plus I, and many people I know will not visit Washington and support the economy there. As long as the cruel hunt is allowed to go on. Thank you. My phone number is (831) 234-9478. Thank you for 
listening to my comments. Bye.

3/10/2022 12:46 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Rachel Gaspard 11501 NE 140TH ST KIRKLAND WA US rpgaspard@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Yvonne Leach 4 E 26th Street Spokane WA US yvonneleach@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Carol Love 201 McMahon LN SW Orting WA US clove201@msn.com

3/10/2022 1:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Chris Hoel

3/10/2022 1:03 PM Email



Please don t kill the bears. I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring 
when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not 
killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with 
offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in 
danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear 
hunt. Sincerely Sorina Thomas Steilacoom WA

3/10/2022 1:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Brandy Marty 9903 longmire St SE Yelm WA US anistonluvstoride@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Chantal Hart 14204 NE 47th St Vancouver WA US hartchantal727@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Janice Macarthur 1020 se Coffey rd Washougal WA US jkaym86@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Teresa Sesma Meyers 220 Foxpoint Rd Port Angeles WA US sonadora57@icloud.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Heidi Berry 4007 N Washington St Spokane WA US freespiritgypsysoul47@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Deanna Alegria 2132 Cascade Ave Richland WA US dalegria1@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Francesca Hansen 1727 4th st ne East wenatchee WA US fpnapolitano@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sheila Rue 8647 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle WA US sheilarue@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Rosemary Meert 11904 US HIGHWAY 12 RANDLE WA US rosemary.meert@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Maria Walker 4401 S PERRY ST Spokane WA US maria@mariawalkerhomes.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Mary Tveoy 5348 Parkridge Pl Sedro Woolley WA US barmusca@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Robin Movafagian 105 Ne 16th Ct Battle Ground WA US robin.mova@comcast.net

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Randall Daugherty 1405 W 6th St Aberdeen WA US randalldaugherty@sbcglobal.net

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. J Amy Sheffer 1805 24th Street ANACORTES WA US jmwith4k9s@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tracy Hazen 2918 cascade ridge East Wenatchee WA US hazzieak@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Steven Utt 528 N 72nd St Seattle WA US steveutt915@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kim Ballard 1428 w James pl Kent WA US forgivethemlord@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Michelle Arthaud 433 Magnolia Dr Bremerton WA US mlarth73@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Melissa Stone PO Box 5224 Bellingham WA US melissas@petaf.org

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lynette Mclean 2310 NE 13TH PL Renton WA US joelynette03@msn.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Noushin Safaie 604-11th ave East Seattle WA US noushinsafaie@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Nadia Erdolen 5243 Waldron Dr NE Lacey WA US nadia.erdolen@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Tracy Hopkins 6325 Bothell Way NE Kenmore WA US citykidstracy@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lisa Di Lauro 1454 224th Ave NE Sammamish WA US pinepet@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kate Weiss 14434 Bear Creek Rd NE Woodinville WA US kapparif@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Tyler Johnson 9112 Ash Ave SE Snoqualmie WA US tyler.s.johnson@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Gerald A Braswell 5914 HANNAH PIERCE RD W UNIVERSITY PL WA US braswell_2009@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. James Hooper 26410 ne 356th st Yacolt WA US hoopmedia@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Patricia Walat 2135 Kingsley Pl Port Townsend WA US trishwalat1@gmsil.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Stacie Addison 12718 58th Drive SE Snohomish WA US saddison3333@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kelley Coleman-Slack 1811 34th Street Bellingham WA US kelleycoleman77@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Pam Van 3206 Pine Bremerton WA US pamvan0@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Julia Nwakor 212 Broadway E Seattle WA US nwakor@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Susan Doupe 11051 24th Ave NE Seattle WA US susandoupe@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jill Yates 113 Taylor Sands Street Longview WA US booksbyyates@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jenna Taylor 2825 NE Alder St Bremerton WA US jennamarisa206@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Christine Giannini 3202 Crystal Springs Rd W University Place WA US c.gian7@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Manuel Garcia 37808n Chapman rd Elk WA US manuelmgarcia00@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Ben Rall 2217 W Crown Avenue Spokane WA US intolerantleft@protonmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lisa Holmes 6411 S Crestline St Spokane WA US rwandalady@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Katelyn Lundberg 3705 105th Pl SE Everett WA US lundberg06@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Linda Chase P.O. Box 1440 Snoqualmie WA US chaselinda360@gmail.com

3/10/2022 1:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Martha Faulkner 16003 197th AVE NE WOODINVILLE WA US mocky11@msn.com

3/10/2022 1:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Chet Decker 46865 Pine Valley DrMacomb MI 48044
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Dustin Centofanti 1276 Yates StDenver CO 80204
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Please don t allow this hunt to happen. How could you. Mother Bears and cubs just waking up. It s just beyond my imagination that WA would ever allow this. Please do not permit this. Thanks Joanne Sincerely MS. 
Joanne Smitchko 8144 Kitamat Way Blaine WA US joanneinalaska@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Terri Haney 4320 196th ST SW B115 Lynnwood WA US kiznkitten@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Normajean Bowen 1037 65th Ave NE Seattle WA US normajeanb@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Paula Sjunneson 1916 Pike Place Ste12 Seattle WA US psjunneson@me.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Elaine Green 109 Windward Bellingham WA US posterpage@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sue Boivin 2824 NW 58th Street Seattle WA US sueboivin@me.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Bryan Sulaiman 17902 72nd ave e Puyallup WA US sulaimanibryan@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kimberlee Henning 7011 Puget Beach Rd NE Olympia WA US tomkimmer@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Nathalie Collins-Moon 2529 Vista View Dr Tacoma WA US natian_1999@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Darlene Baker 22016 Se 28th St Sammamish WA US darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:18 PM Email

Hello. My name is Nui. I am a resident of Seattle for many, many, many years, and also as a resident and as citizen and a please, please. We are opposing the black bear hunting, please. And my name again is Nu and my phone number is 
two oh six three two four six eight three three two oh six three two four six eight three three. Just opposing, please, please stop hunting the black. Thank you.
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Beverly Roberts 5701 Lerch Rd Snohomish WA US bevroberts224@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Barbara Manning 1020 15th Ave E Seattle WA US dwgbam@comcast.net
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brant Williams
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Joslynne Davidson Bailey 245 Bremgartner Road Winlock WA US 68dragonlady9947@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Karla Romano 2623 46th Ave W Seattle WA US karla-romano@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sacha Swanson 13202 E 31st CT Spokane valley WA US 1cor13.4567@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Danial Border 13880 Kegley Rd Nw Silverdale WA US thewesterlies@gmail.com
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leonel Ruelas
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was extremely disheartened to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are 
especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many 
animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year 
old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months 
wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. As a camper and hiker in the Cascades since childhood I know how benign 
and beautiful these bears are and how important they are to the balance of nature. Please prevent this hunt as so many cubs will be separated from their mothers and so many bears will die long painful deaths if it is allowed to happen. I 
ve never seen any scientific evidence that hunts help to balance the ecosystem and there is just no good reason for this violence towards bears. I strongly urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring 
black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Katherine Pierini 715 30th Ave Seattle WA US kateypierinimassage@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Sharleen Mehemed 17162 114th LN SE Renton WA US sharmeh@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kellie Bourdin 2316 center road EVERETT WA US mrs.chefbourdin@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Laura Deleeuw 201 Union ave se Renton WA US ericandlaura1@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Cassandra Coleman 17410 30th Drive Se Bothell WA US cassandralcoleman@me.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Adriana Faria 17747 93RD AVE E PUYALLUP WA US adriana.faria@aol.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kristy Kriner 357 N 137th St Seattle WA US klkriner@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Tom Rarey 421 N. Military Rd Winlock WA US t_ra@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sharon Scott 734 20th Street Washougal WA US shscott1959@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Kyle Shephard 2117 N 52nd St. Seattle WA US sheph02@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Kelli Callahan 4029 180th PL SE Bothell WA US forensickc@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. VelindaDawn Ohrt 1400 12th Street Bellingham WA US purplefreakvelindadawn@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jessica Zickefoose 2331 E Crestview Dr Shelton WA US jjarczyk88@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Ruth Fruland 7744 43rd Ave NE Seattle WA US rfruland@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Rachel Hermansen 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia WA US rh444@frontier.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Colleen Hinton 16763 Maplewild Ave SW Seattle WA US colleenmhinton@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Lori Lindquist 6106 N. Wiscomb St. Spokane WA US lorimorancbtn@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Davette Munz 4500 Harbour Pointe Blvd # 413 Mukilteo WA US davettemunz@hotmail.com
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Hi, my name is Mary Jensen, J E N S E N. I am very opposed to the black bear spring hunting. Black bearers are very vulnerable in the spring. This is when they're just waking up from being in hibernation. They are searching for food, trying 
they're young. Baby bears do not mature until they're 17 months old, even though they may not be with their mother, they could come separated. And also you see mothers taken when they shouldn't be. I am again, very opposed. P P O S 
E to reinstating the spring black bear hunt. My phone number (360) 708-2615. If you need to verify that I am a Washington state resident. Thank you.
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Mike Souza 14345 Acacia StSan Leandro CA 94579
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ruth Lewis 1542 Coyote Trl Newport WA US theparnassus@frontier.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Beth Milton 923 Olympia Ave NE Olympia WA US kittykat1923@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Sarah Baker 1214 Bradner pl s Seattle WA US sarah.arielle.baker@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Barbara Orr 5502 116th St Sw Lakewood WA US bjosplace@yahoo.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Loralie Welch 1008 E Walton Ave Spokane WA US messyelephant@comcast.net
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Michael Cooper 1420 Terry Ave #2004 Seattle WA US mgcooper7@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lauren Kinne 1492 e clover Spokane WA US laurenrock3@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Elizabeth Dixon 12424 230 pl ne Redmond WA US bethitt@msn.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Treyessa Damitz-Moore 160 Sunset Dr Longview WA US tdamitz@gmail.com
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Hi I am extremely OPPOSE to the Spring Black Bear Hunt.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This hunt is totally very unfair to the Black Bears they are just waking up from their winter sleep. The baby bears stay with their Mom until they are at least 17 
months old. Humans are one of the cruelest living species on earth. Baby bears can die of starvation if their Mother is killed. How would you feel if you saw your Mother Killed in front of you or while you were hiding. PLEASE use some 
compassion here when voting. Thanks Mary Jensen 360 708 2615
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Danielle Kanso 4310 Ne 56th Street Vancouver WA US daniellekanso@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Keiko Suzuki 668 S Lane St. Seattle WA US blesshue@gmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Carolyn Childs 19429 21st Ave Court East Spanaway WA US carecatt@hotmail.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lily Horstmann 21728 NE Woodinville WA US lilyhorstmann@hotmail.com
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From: Chris Bachman Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 1:22 PM To: Commission (DFW) Cc: Director (DFW) Subject: RE: Spring Bear Hunting Proposed Rule Making External Email Nikki Will you please forward this to Commissioners as soon as 
possible with attachments. Thank you Chris Commissioners and Director Susewind Please find attached Kettle Range Conservation Group s comment regarding Spring Bear Hunting. For your convenience I have also attached our previously 
submitted comments. Thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your willingness to listen. Respectfully Chris Bachman March 10 2022 Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Natural Resources Building 1111 Washington St. SE 
Olympia WA 98501 commission@dfw.wa.gov RE: Spring Bear Hunting Proposed Rule Making Members of the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission: On behalf of Kettle Range Conservation Group our staff members and supporters we 
urge you to vote no on the proposed rule making for a spring black bear hunting season. Our reasons are outlined below. Kettle Range Conservation Group is a 501(c)(3) non-profit community charity founded in 1976 to defend wilderness 
protect biodiversity and restore ecosystems of the Columbia River Basin. Kettle Range Conservation Group works to preserve federal and state roadless areas to protect critical habitat for native terrestrial and aquatic species and to 
safeguard resources of clean water outdoor recreation and natural scenic beauty. We work with rural urban business government and community leaders taking a collaborative approach to natural resource sustainability and preservation. 
When four Commissioners questioned the science and population estimates supporting a spring bear hunt in December of 2021 they were not voting to eliminate a hunt they were voting to ensure that prior to killing black bears in the 
spring we could definitively state we had a healthy black bear population following an extended 2021 fall black bear season and a doubling of the bag limit from 1 to 2 bears in eastern WA. The extended season and increased bag limit 
increased the harvest by 50% statewide the highest in the past decade. Additionally these four Commissioners were taking responsibility for failing to get answers to questions about spring bear hunting posed prior to the previous vote in 
December 2020 a vote that allowed a spring bear hunt in 2021. Maximizing hunting and fishing should not jeopardize or imperil a species. Pausing a hunt to assess the state s currently unknown black bear population and conserve a 
species was all that was being asked. This is a reasonable request. This proposed rule has two problems. The petition and subsequently the proposed rule ask for removal of the year in the title. This is problematic to put in rule as removing 
the year from the title of the WAC puts this rule into effect in perpetuity. Prohibiting the harvest of females with offspring also in the proposed rule may result in these kills going unreported. It puts a hunter in a position of self reporting 
and being penalized for a violation if he unknowingly shoots a lactating female. I am not suggesting a lack of ethics among hunters I am offering that cubs are not always visible and it is nearly impossible to determine if a female is lactating 
prior to killing an animal. As I mentioned in 2021 the Department increased recreational bear hunting opportunity by doubling the bag limit in Eastern WA from one to two bears matching the limit in Western WA and by lengthening the 
fall season. With our current science methods the effect of this increase on population trends will likely take several years to detect. Bears are large mammals that reproduce slowly; over harvest is a concern in such species especially in 
areas where other forms of human-caused mortality are poorly understood. For example to prudently set harvest goals we need to know levels of bear mortality caused by poaching conflict removals unreported hunts unreported bears 
killed due to wounding loss and bears lost to vehicle collision. At Kettle Range we don t oppose subsistence hunting. We do support conserving species and allowing ecosystems to function holistically. This requires having all of the 
functional parts of an ecosystem present and wildlife populations present at appropriate levels. We are opposed to hunting black bear in the spring. There are only two other species hunted in the spring in Washington cougar due to a 
season extension from January 1-April 30 and non native wild turkeys where only males much more easily identified in the spring or bearded female birds are allowed to be taken in the spring hunt. Spring is a time when life renews itself. 
For that reason we have historically set hunting seasons for the fall when young of the year are weaned and no longer dependent on maternal supplemental nutrition. We simply do not hunt animals in the spring to allow an opportunity 
to secure the next generation. If the spring black bear hunt moves forward once again black bear will be hunted for all but one month of their active life cycle. Not only would we to see no spring black bear season but would like to see the 
fall black bear season shortened from its current 3.5 month duration to 2.5 months. Currently black bears are hunted every month they are active except July. So yes remove the spring hunt while newborns and yearlings are present and 
also remove the month of August from the fall season. Hunting bears in eastern WA when it s 90-100 degrees likely results in animals killed spoiling before they are secured by the hunter. Despite it being codified in WAC 220-415-090 - 
75% of hunters do not submit teeth allowing the department to age the black bear to understand huntings impact on population dynamics. How can the Department lacking 75% of the age data from dead bears have the necessary 
information to assess the black bear population increase bag limits extend fall hunting seasons and continue spring bear hunts? Quite simply this is not possible. A 2.5 month fall black bear season is still much longer than any ungulate 
season. And we know carnivore in the case of black bear-omnivore populations aren t nearly as numerous as ungulates. Humans are omnivores. We evolved as hunter gatherers and have been hunting and gathering for 2 million years. 
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Julia Lynch 1516 Sunrise Dr Clarkston WA US julialynch43@yahoo.com
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-----Original Message----- From: ROBERT B STEWART Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 11:56 AM To: Commission (DFW) Cc: wilsonhs@aol.com Subject: CR 102 Spring 2022 Timber depredation Black Bear discussion External Email As Father to 
a 4th generation of family tree farmers I have more than my share of Black bear experience regarding depredation of conifers on our family tree farms .especially Doug fir (SW Washington NW Oregon) Western Red Cedar (Olympic 
Peninsula Quinault Reservation) and Coast Redwood (Mendocino County California). Let me preface the following remarks on personal belief that the majority of the resident bear population co-exist in harmony with most landowners the 
majority of the time. It is only from 1 April til mid July when the sweet sap of the conifers is running and alternative sweet food (berries) is not yet available that a segment of some bears in certain watersheds turn to peeling trees for a 
source of sweetness. Many WDFW programs have been attempted through the years with variable short term success. One example was the feed barrel program which was relatively labor and monetarily costly. Other downsides of this 
program included intensified bear tree damage should barrels happen to run dry of food; also it was shown that the supplemental feeding program resulted in sows carrying off more twin births due to increased nursing ability of more 
nutritionally fit females . Resulting in growing population of bears (consequently depredation) down the road. My three minutes does not allow time to discuss the many other programs from snaring and sanctioned hound hunts to most 
recent designated spring foot hunts for controlling nuisance bruins. Suffice to say most implemented programs have been fraught with bureaucracy from delayed permitting approval post control paperwork and logistics of disposition of 
bear parts (teeth gall bladder stomach contents hide meat). I won t begin to describe the legal hoops and wickets required of the hound hunters or trappers. It is as if the state agency responsible for management of nuisance animals is 
purposely designing programs so cumbersome and ponderous that the bereft parties will just give up. Ironically the very agency placing obstacles in place of controlling problem bear is doing so at not only the expense of private 
timberland owners but at the expense of every Washington State citizen . these same problem bears are wrecking havoc on our state s public lands managed for timber revenue for school districts etc. This to the tune of hundreds of 
thousands of dollars each year. In conclusion this tax paying Washington citizen implores the WDFW to put more working tools into the nuisance animal tool box not less. Short of giving timberland owners a working solution to this 
serious 3 month a year problem . timberland owners should be awarded restitution in form of annual compensation for verifiable timber damage sustained. Hope springs eternal goes the saying; yet why is it I remain so skeptical of the 
department s ability to derive a fix for this serious problem they have through the many year been so far unwilling or unable to fix? Bob Stewart Sent from my iPhone
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Jonathan Hartman 2018 NW Sierra Ln Camas WA US doctorjonny1@gmail.com
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From: Tarzami Sima Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 12:42 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: To Request Permanently Ban Spring Bear Hunting In Washington External Email Dear Committee Members: My name is Dr. Sima Tarzami and I 
would like to have my comments to be heard by commissioners regarding to put a permanent ban on bear hunting in the upcoming March 11 Fish and Wildlife Commission special meeting. Over the past 11 years trophy hunters killed 
nearly half a million black bears in the U.S. In 2020 alone 50 000 bears were hunted in 32 states. The killing continues despite the fact that bears are beloved and valued parts of our natural world. I want to be a voice for bears. Let us 
remember what Mahatma Gandi said: The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated. Let us all try to coexist with wildlife so that we can live side by side with these species. Everyone can 
have a hand in keeping bears (and people) safe just by taking simple commonsense precautions. Bears capably self-regulate their own populations and don t need humans to do it for them. In short these trophy hunts simply cannot be 
justified and must be stopped. Thank you for your time Regards Dr. Tarzami Sima T Tarzami MS PhD Associate Professor Department of Physiology and Biophysics College of Medicine 520 W Street NW Howard University Washington DC 
20059 sima.tarzami@howard.edu (202) 806-5269 office

3/10/2022 1:57 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Pamela Bendix 7161 Ne Hidden Cove Rd Bainbridge Island WA US pmbendix@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 1:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jordan Anderson 7053 NE 145th St Kenmore WA US jordanelisha@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 1:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. I am pleading with you to show humanity -- this proposed killing of mothers and cubs is BARBARIC. We must be better than this. Sincerely Ms. Catherine Harper 122 W 1st St. Ste 1 Port Angeles WA US 
catherineharper8@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Renee Duprel 2601 W Plymouth St Seattle WA US reneeduprel@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 2:00 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Faith Larmay 7611 N Tucannon St Spokane WA US flarmay43@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Stacy Cuddeback 13409 133rd Ave Ne Kirkland WA US stacycuddeback@comcadt.net

3/10/2022 2:02 PM Email

Please vote to oppose the spring bear hunt proposal. Spring bear hunts are a danger to mother bears whose cubs are also killed when the mothers are hunted. We should be preserving our large forest mammals not killing them for sport. 
Andrew Mitchell

3/10/2022 2:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Andrea Villa 622 Se 11th Way Battle Ground WA US villa.andrea7@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Tommy Villa 622 SE 11th Way Battle Ground WA US rustbag@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Erika Ray 6790 Murray Avenue Southwest Seattle WA US erikaray7584@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kristin Mattsen 526 19th Ave E Seattle WA US kristinmattsen@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Maryann Murphy 1015 Turkey Rd Nw Olympia WA US cejitoplusnoel@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Linda Jones 1011 Tulalip WA US lindajassoc@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: It is ridiculous for authorities to claim that black bears are a threat to WA state timber stands. There is no science backing this disingenuous claim. There are no verified scientific or management 
reasons to reinstate the spring hunt. However there will be catastrophic consequences for sows and their offspring. The one thing that has been shown by rigorous studies is that hunting is ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge 
the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Lisa Jones-Engel 5716 17th Ave NE Seattle WA US ljengel.macaque@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:14 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Nancy Jones Hwy. 706 E. Ashford WA US hrpronj@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Derrick Munn @advAddress

3/10/2022 2:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Rose Ragan 9810 marine view dr sw Seattle WA US rose.ragan@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:20 PM Email

This is unacceptable their habitat and environment should support them-it is where THEY live and have lived before man came along . We are the intruders and they shy away where possible . The world is our responsibility and greed and 
blood lust have no place in it . Mrs Light UK Sent from my iPhone

3/10/2022 2:21 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. KARNEN APPUDORAY 3107 14th Ave Ct NW Puyallup WA US fortyauto@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 2:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Kathryn Luster 16055 NE 6th st Bellevue WA US kathrynluster@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 2:24 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Mark Walstead 31580 23rd Ave S Apt 326 Federal Way WA US walsteadm@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. salena conrado 660 Joy St Eatonville WA US salena.conrado@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright. They are merely wounded and run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection resulting in a slow and painful death. Although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of 
cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their 
mothers for 17 months . Wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting has proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous 
decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Emily Willoughby 17000 53rd Ave S Tukwila WA US emilya57@comcast.net

3/10/2022 2:30 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely cody frahm

3/10/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tod Holmstrom

3/10/2022 2:31 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Leo Stout

3/10/2022 2:34 PM Email



I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bears only exhibit aggression when they believe there is imminent danger to themselves or their cubs. We cannot simply continue to kill our natural wildlife and destroy the balance of nature because of 
unfounded claims of aggression because someone wants a trophy or because someone feels that they are simply in the way . We must learn to live with nature as we continue to encroach on our wildlife s natural habitat rather than 
decimating them. It s bad enough that hunters are allowed to enter bear caves lure them outside where they can be killed in the open and use traps that cause excruciating pain until death. Don t open the state to more demise for the 
bears. It s just wrong. Thank you.

3/10/2022 2:35 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Lauren Metz 4812 47th Ave S Seattle WA US n9537q@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:36 PM Email

Hello I strongly oppose allowing hunters to hunt for black bears in the spring; lactating females could be killed. There is already a fall black bear hunt available for those who think they have to kill a bear. John Edison Camano Island 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dr. Chris Mcvarish 430 16th St Bellingham WA US christine.mcvarish@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Miss Jeree Sharpe 1118 - 85th Drive Ne Lake Stevens WA US jereejs@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 2:42 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Shane Westcott 1815 Sunset DrHoldrege NE 68949

3/10/2022 2:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Aldora Perez 1101 Queen Anne Ave N. Apt. 302 Seattle WA US perezaldora77@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:42 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Julie Taylor 4405 230th Pl SW Mountlake Terrace WA US julietaylor4405@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Susan Kiplinger 450 E 13th Street La Center WA US susankip@comcast.net

3/10/2022 2:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Mark Hughes 700 N 160th St Shoreline WA US patience00799@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:52 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Luana Duncan 4204 Robin Rd W Tacoma WA US luana_3213@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 2:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Michele Becker 9703 27th Ave SE Everett WA US ourlife29@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Craig Feyk 9705 236th Pl SW Edmonds WA US cfeyk@outlook.com

3/10/2022 2:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jane Mcintosh 144 NE 22nd Avenue Vancouver WA US jane@mcintosh.com

3/10/2022 2:56 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Darlene Baker 22016 SE 28th St Sammamish Sammamish WA US darlene_baker2005@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 2:56 PM Email

I am AGAINST the proposal to allow a spring bear hunting season. The danger to mother bears and new cubs is much too great. There is already a Fall bear hunting season. That should be more than enough. Virginia Wolfe 7326 SW Maury 
Park Rd Vashon WA 98070

3/10/2022 2:57 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Meg Casey 1048 Edmonds Street Edmonds WA US mlbc13@apl.com

3/10/2022 2:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tammy Clower 3507 9th Ave Ct NW Gig Harbor WA US tamaraclower@gmail.com

3/10/2022 2:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Matt Johnson 115 E 32nd St Vancouver WA US northfalke@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Christopher Butler 1065 E Prospect St Seattle WA US c65butler@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:00 PM Email



Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Spencer Munn @advAddress

3/10/2022 3:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of bhieing torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dorothy Breen 29707 94th St Se Monroe WA US dbreen95@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 3:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Hooper Cheri 1211 S Liberty Dr Liberty Lake WA US cmilionis@msn.com

3/10/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Julie Berghammer 14018 East 5th Avenue Spokane Valley WA US julie.berghammer@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:10 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Cindy Coker 22233 Waite Mill Rd Granite Falls WA US teknoboy.wdsygrl@frontier.com

3/10/2022 3:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Debbie Chewning 8618 55th Pl NE Marysville WA US dchewning_4@msn.com

3/10/2022 3:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jean Power 1615 N 47th St Seattle WA US littlebirdyster@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards THOMAS FORD 7635 Kenzi St SEOlympia WA 98513

3/10/2022 3:21 PM Email

The spring bear hunt should be kept to in sure predator controll and a way of life 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Email
Hi I am writing to express my strong support for the spring black bear hunt. Though I am not a hunter I recognize the importance of the WDWF in establishing and maintaining certain levels of population for our wildlife. Revenue from 
hunting also provides significant economic support for other conservation initiatives. We should embrace the tradition and sport and people who pursue it - so long as the population of wildlife is healthy and can support it. According to 
the WDWF it can. So please reinstate the hunt. Respectfully JS

3/10/2022 3:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Margaret Placher 5326 W. Shawnee Ave. Spokane WA US mplacher1@outlook.com

3/10/2022 3:34 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sandra Carr 22910 90th Ave W Edmonds WA US scarr831@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:34 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: PLEASE END the continuous hunting of black bears! I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is 
attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their 
slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would 
prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs 
typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to 
abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. K. Roche-Zujko 4003 Montgomery Ct Mount Vernon WA US krzpoo2@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:36 PM Email

Please do not permit Spring bear hunting.Thank you Kathy O HalloranTumwater WA 98512Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G an AT&T 5G smartphone 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Email
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Brian Tillemans 3118 S Tumbleweed RdBishop CA 93514

3/10/2022 3:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Audrey Meade 4126 42nd Ave S Seattle WA US audreebee@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 3:42 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Ericson

3/10/2022 3:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jill Holdal 26032 walker valley rd Mount Vernon Mount Vernon WA US jillshorsetraining@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 3:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Maribel Monterroso po box 69472 Seattle WA US cnsaludyvida@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Judith Newman 1703 Texas Street Bellingham WA US rivervocis1@gmail.com

3/10/2022 3:54 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Price

3/10/2022 3:55 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Peggy Nielsen 20409 25th Ave NW Shoreline WA US pegnielsen206@msn.com

3/10/2022 4:02 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Melina Aloian 11928 SE 211th Pl Kent WA US melinamj9@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 4:02 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jeff Heil

3/10/2022 4:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brandon Bayliss

3/10/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Timothy Beagle

3/10/2022 4:16 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Larry Gilbert 117 US-52Moncks Corner SC 29461

3/10/2022 4:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Kim Howe 6807 26th Ave NE Seattle WA US kimhowe16@gmail.com

3/10/2022 4:22 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. wm Lastadius 62228 84th ave se Mercer Island WA US wrl007@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 4:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Patricia Kenny 15520 NE 82nd Circle Vancouver WA US pak31749@gmail.com

3/10/2022 4:28 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Watson

3/10/2022 4:29 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Caroline Boorsma 3365 Robertson rd Bellingham WA US carolineboorsma@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 4:32 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Audineh Asaf 16115 N Meadowdale Rd Edmonds WA US audinehasaf@gmail.com

3/10/2022 4:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Nicole Bell 1215 n proctor st Tacoma WA US nbell@mail-central.com

3/10/2022 4:44 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Heather MacVane 261 Country Ridge Dr Chimacum WA US heathermacvane@gmail.com

3/10/2022 4:46 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jacob Ware

3/10/2022 4:47 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Kelly Carter 4903 n cedar st Spokane WA US getcarter77@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 4:50 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Melissa Pothier 3125 Mountain View Rd E Port Orchard WA US melissa.kunselman@gmail.com

3/10/2022 4:52 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Nina Saechao 12256 3rd Ave SW SEATTLE WA US saechaonina@icloud.com

3/10/2022 4:54 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. George Beasley 323922 Highway 2 Newport WA US im2ez2c@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 5:00 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sandra Kelly 130 SE Cabana Avenue Shelton WA US sjk14403@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:02 PM Email

Although I do not participate in the spring bear hunt I believe it should be kept active for those who do. The hunt gets many people outdoors in the spring and delivers great meat for those fortunate to tag a bear. The population appears 
to be healthy. Thanks Tyler Swain

3/10/2022 5:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Sally Abbey 5208 211th Ave. SE Snohomish WA US abbeysally557@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Wendy Pum 224 173Rd St E Spanaway WA US cmaidun@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 5:06 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Meghan Hall 2301 19th Ct NW Olympia WA US mhall09@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jeffrey Sandler 2406 S Park Dr Spokane WA US jeffreysandler@rocketmail.com

3/10/2022 5:18 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Tyler Scott

3/10/2022 5:24 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Matt Johnson

3/10/2022 5:28 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Terri Inge 101 Acacia Pl Bellingham WA US terriwinge@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:30 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jo Harvey 204 Eastgate Ave N Pacific WA US cailinfili@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 5:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Page Lane 28606 192nd pl se Kent WA US pagelane@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 5:36 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Heather Steiner 201 W. Harrison St. Seattle WA US ladyh7@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:38 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Amanda Schellhase 13050 48th Ave S Seattle WA US schellhase123@gmail.com

3/10/2022 5:49 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Timothy Vining 1180 Wilson HwyGrandview WA 98930

3/10/2022 5:59 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Michelle Dice 510 G Street SW OLYMPIA WA US mdice65@gmail.com

3/10/2022 6:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Yajaira Ramirez 6708 Steilacoom Blvd sw Lakewood WA US yajaira.ramirez@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 6:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Lee Ann Collens 941 SW Harper Rd Port Orchard WA US rowdy0401@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 6:06 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Obaid Khan 6705 20th St E Apt 2 Fife WA US obaid_k@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 6:10 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Thomas Winegar 17869 Hillandale LnGrand Haven MI 49417

3/10/2022 6:14 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Shank

3/10/2022 6:18 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jeff Denison 620 Teller StSalida CO 81201

3/10/2022 6:19 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Roger Jobb

3/10/2022 6:26 PM Email

Hi, this is Julia. I just want to call to let you know that I do not support bear hunting. I would like that to not be happening. So that's why I'm calling. I do oppose the I'm not okay with it, so I would like it to end again. My name is Julia. Let 
me know that I'm not okay with it. It needs to end. I would like to oppose the hunt on the commission. So I want to end the bear hunting. I'm not okay with it. At least we need to restatement of the spring black bear hunt. So we need to 
end it. Thank you. Not okay with it.

3/10/2022 6:26 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely ANDREW OSBORNE

3/10/2022 6:38 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Justin Bacon

3/10/2022 6:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Cait Cassee 1951 Brainers Rd Freeland WA US caitcassee@gmail.com

3/10/2022 6:42 PM Email

I strongly oppose the unnecessary spring bear hunt. Listen to the majority of the residents of Washington State whom you work for instead of the vocal minority that get a cheap thrill from killing our wildlife. It s not 1950 any more and 
the Dept. Of Fish and Wildlife should now be about conservation not killing to truly represent the views of the majority of citizens in the state. Thanks Hans Kleinknecht.

3/10/2022 6:44 PM Email

Hi I would like to voice my opposition to the proposed Spring Bear hunt !! Regards Tom. 3/10/2022 6:44 PM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Leanna Swane 316 Dove Dr Camano Island WA US leannaswane@gmail.com

3/10/2022 6:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Cindy Wilbur 2111 SW 352nd Street Federal Way WA US cindymwilbur@gmail.com

3/10/2022 6:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mrs. JOAN HUNT 22100 86th Ave. W Edmonds WA US joanh2291@gmail.com

3/10/2022 7:02 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely DR. Aoife Hart 837 West Fulton St Seattle WA US aoifeassumpta@icloud.com

3/10/2022 7:04 PM Email

Good evening Please find comments from the Humane Society of the United States regarding the Spring Bear Hunt proposal attached. Thank you Dan Dan Paul Senior State Director Washington dpaul@humanesociety.org C 206-240-3804 
humanesociety.org HSUS-logo-2.jpg The Humane Society of the United States is the nation s most effective animal protection organization fighting for all animals for more than 60 years. To support our work please make a monthly 
donation give in another way or volunteer . facebook-icon-2.jpg twitter-icon-2.jpg blog-icon-2.jpg This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged 
confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent of the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or 
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error please notify me immediately at the telephone number above and delete this message from your computer. Thank you.

3/10/2022 7:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Joan Lichtenstein 9835 Silver Lake Road Maple Falls WA US russlichtenstein@outlook.com

3/10/2022 7:20 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Sharon-Shay Walsh 16710 Pacific way Long Beach WA US shayzzwayzz@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 7:26 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jill Callahan 133 Inglewood Drive Longview WA US jill4peace@comcast.net

3/10/2022 7:30 PM Email

As someone who grew up in a hunting family and who has hunted various game animals I see no sound basis for having a spring bear hunt. I wrote when the hunt was considered before and I m writing again to state my strong opposition. 
I ask that you vote against the spring Bear Hunt. Regards Bonnie Thie Sent from my iPhone

3/10/2022 7:33 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Samong Yang

3/10/2022 7:39 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Monica Callaghan 6606 Flora Ave S Seattle WA US mmcal1976@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 7:40 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Brennan Albrecht

3/10/2022 7:44 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Kristine Ross 143 N Razor Clam Dr Sw Ocean Shores WA US krissilovesstorm@gmail.com

3/10/2022 7:47 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Ryan Waterstraat

3/10/2022 7:56 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Taylor Cameron

3/10/2022 8:17 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Sam Kimmell

3/10/2022 8:23 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Kristopher Bates

3/10/2022 8:37 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tamara Lange 945 N 80th St Seattle WA US tnlange@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 8:46 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Janice White 52nd Ave Lynnwood WA US sojani2@gmail.com

3/10/2022 8:55 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. The spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Charles McDonald

3/10/2022 9:04 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sena Lekwa 805 E 5th St PORT ANGELES WA US lekwa99@gmail.com

3/10/2022 9:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Melody Hagerty 7300 NE Vancouver Mall Dr Vancouver WA US melody_hagerty@yahoo.com

3/10/2022 9:24 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards gary markofer 1 Haven CtSacramento CA 95831

3/10/2022 9:45 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Wendy Wiseman 304 17th St. Bellingham WA US wiseman@ucsb.edu

3/10/2022 9:54 PM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robin Folger

3/10/2022 10:16 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Angelia Kay 721 4th Avenue Kirkland WA US petnannyangie617@gmail.com

3/10/2022 10:20 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Paden Moreno

3/10/2022 10:27 PM Email

Friends of the White Salmon River P.O. Box 802 White Salmon Washington 98650 March 10 2022 WDFW Commissioners: I am commenting on behalf of Friends of the White Salmon River on CR-102 Current Spring Bear Rulemaking a 
proposed amendment titled AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 21-02-015 filed 12/28/20 effective 1/28/21) WAC 220-415-080 . We urge the Commission to reject the proposed amendment which can correctly be called a drastic 
change eliminating as it does annual rulemaking. In addition the proposed amendments go way beyond the request made in the approved petition which was to remove 2021 from the title. Is it really okay to do expand rule-making in this 
way? Perhaps it is but it doesn t seem right to us. Taking this drastic step requires convincing reasons which the Department has not provided. 1. Purpose not acceptable or legal The purpose as stated various places in WDFW materials is 
to carry forward a long-standing recreational hunting opportunity under a spring bear special permit. Promoting recreational hunting cannot be accepted as a reason for a drastic change that may have significant impacts on the 
population and social structure of black bears. Department decisions must not be made solely to satisfy one constituency and a constituency (recreational hunters) that is quite small at that. Yes the staff document does mention a few 
things like concerns for ungulate species neonate recruitment but without a single bit of explanation of how a spring bear hunt is related to or useful for these management concerns. management. RCW 77.04 012 clearly states The 
commission director and the department shall preserve protect perpetuate and manage the wildlife and food fish game fish and shellfish resources in a manner that does not impair the resource. The rule-making document does not once 
mention this mandate and the reasons given for the proposed changes do not include any observations or science on keeping the bear population itself heathy. In the staff document bears are basically just there to keep hunters happy. 
This is a pitifully inadequate idea of wildlife preservation and protection. 2. Reasons supporting proposal are completely inadequate. The section on page 2 titled Reasons supporting proposal is likewise inadequate. The only reason given is 
to support recreational hunting. Providing a sustainable recreational hunting opportunity may be one of the department s mandates but it is certainly not the only one. This one reason recreational hunting is not sufficient. The statements 
made about bear populations and the hunting kills being sustainable are made without a shred of evidence either here or in the presentation being made by staff at the meeting which I have reviewed online. 4. Amendment regarding 
taking a female bear with offspring. An added section Female black bear with offspring states It is unlawful to harvest/take a female black bear accompanied by one or more offspring or harvest/take offspring. Offspring are defined as less 
than one year old or less than 50 pounds. In the first place it is clearly impossible for a hunter to know the age or weight of a juvenile bear. Most importantly the statement about a female bear accompanied by offspring is nothing short of 
silly. A female bear out hunting especially one with very young offspring is not going to take her cubs with her. The use of the word accompanied allows hunters total freedom to shoot any bear seen alone of whatever sex. I think the 
Department is going to argue that this addition will decrease the danger to female bears with cubs but it does not do any such thing. 3. Amendment of Harvest Check Reasons supporting proposal says The edits to the language related to 
animal inspection would clarify to hunters the components necessary for harvest check and inspection . Any requirement to provide evidence of sex of the animal is removed. Also any requirement to identify the place where the bear was 
killed is removed. Why? This leaves the Department without information that is essential to evaluate the impacts of the spring bear hunt. It is very hard to see any justification for this change. Thanks for considering our comments on the 
spring bear hunt rulemaking. Patricia L. Arnold President 509-637-5749

3/10/2022 10:57 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Shaher Bano 929 Ne Ellis Dr Issaquah WA US shaherbanodar@gmail.com

3/10/2022 10:58 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Eileen Deutsch 2755 30th St. Port Townsend WA US shepherdlass@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 11:14 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Sharlene Sanborn 104 Nw 95th Cir Vancouver WA US skyveiwup@hotmail.com

3/10/2022 11:18 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Maryann Murphy 1015 Turkey Rd Nw Olympia WA US cejitoplusnoel@gmail.com

3/10/2022 11:26 PM Email

This is Bob burn. I'm speaking for my wife and sons and I, we are horrified that you continue to allow harvests up black bears. The word harvest. The tall is a disgrace. The, you should say killing the black bears. That's what you're doing to 
give some trophy hunters, the opportunity to say they bagged a black bear. Well, black bears are integral to our ecosystems and you should it be ashamed of yourself. And I hope you'll stop it.

3/10/2022 11:25 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Larry Hanson

3/10/2022 11:50 PM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Rich Nelson

3/10/2022 11:51 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Lola Schiefelbein 611 Cottonwood Drive Richland WA US lls7474@gmail.com

3/11/2022 12:24 AM Email

I strongly oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt. This time of year will leave many bears especially vulnerable and result in orphaned cubs. I also believe it is wrong to view animals as a recreational hunting/target opportunity. Bears are 
intelligent and generally leave humans alone unless people behave recklessly and provoke them. We are losing so many species and wildlife that the hunting for fun paradigm must change. 3adfd71b-5aea-41cd-9da8-9121dcd8ad16

3/11/2022 3:29 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tina Lewis 1752 Hassler Ln Burlington WA US surfangl324@hotmail.com

3/11/2022 3:40 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Austin Schock

3/11/2022 4:24 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Dennis Ledden 183 Webb Rd Sequim WA US lcs5779@gmail.com

3/11/2022 5:28 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. olga Veter 12508 NE 71st Street Vancouver WA US olgan_vet@yahoo.com

3/11/2022 6:20 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Laura Carpenter 70 Hummingbird Lane Cle Elum WA US lrcrpntr@gmail.com

3/11/2022 6:20 AM Email

Am very concerned that slaughter of animals is still allowed how can seven billion humans against animals be fair? Please let them live and keep uncaring humans from acting out their sadistic blood lust!! Thank you 3/11/2022 6:25 AM Email

Dear WDFW Do not outlaw the harvesting of female bears. The predator population is out of control in Washington state. As a Washington state resident I enjoy spending as much time as I can out side seeing this beautiful state and all 
the wonderful creatures God created. Over the last few years I have run into more bears than ever. Also I ve seen less and less deer and elk. Not just fawn and calves but mature adult deer and elk are becoming less and less. That is why we 
need to have predator control more than ever. If you want to predator control we have to harvest both male and female bear. Especially female bear. Please bring back the spring bear hunt as well as keep it legal to harvest female bear 
and cubs. Thank you gor taking the time to read this comment. I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as 
sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. 
Thank you! Sincerely Richard Parker

3/11/2022 6:34 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards John Bitely 739 Fonger St NESparta MI 49345

3/11/2022 6:45 AM Email

Please REJECT the petition calling for a Spring bear hunt. Trophy hunters take advantage of black bears coming out of hibernation and kill lactating mother bears leaving baby cubs orphaned and unable to survive on their own. Bears are 
sentient beings who care very much about what happens to themselves their family and their friends. Trophy hunting is an immoral and inappropriate conservation practice. It s not for conservation nor is it humane. 
https://www.humanesociety.org/resources/facts-about-spring-black-bear-hunting Thank you Tina Franklin Client Outreach Coordinator Fences For Fidowww.fencesforfido.org

3/11/2022 6:59 AM Email



Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Eric Williams

3/11/2022 7:01 AM Email

Dear WDFW I m a conservation historian and wildlife economist in NYC. My entire job is about ensuring wildlife populations and habitats are healthy protected and sustainable. That s why I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back 
the 2022 Spring Bear Season. To those unfamiliar with wildlife management I ask that you leave decision making to conservation professionals. As good as the intentions of the general public are they are led by their emotions and not 
sound ecological science gained by years of study and experience in the field. Wildlife science shouldn t be in the hands of the public any more than medical science should be. I could write a book about this issue but in order to save us all 
time I ll welcome you to reach out to me any time with questions about the hazards to bears and other wildlife this bill poses. Thanks for your time - Brant Sincerely Brant MacDuff

3/11/2022 7:05 AM Email

My name is Sue Flint, and I am calling to protest the proposed bear hunt, black bear hunt. That will be happening this year. Please do not hunt black bears or any wild animal period. The mothers are coming out of hibernation. They have 
babies with them. I say no to this proposed black bear hunt. Thank you. Bye.

3/11/2022 7:04 AM ProjectVoiceMail

This is Cynthia Rogers, R O D G E R S. Please stop spring bear hunting. It's archaic and stupid and bad in all ways. I can imagine both for the bear and our cultural population. Please stop all spring are hunting. 3/11/2022 7:05 AM ProjectVoiceMail
The hunting of the forest spring bears is inethical asinine and senseless and only for the sake of a hobby not ethics or reason. For the sake of the animals and the forest ecosystem the barbaric act of trophy hunting must be put to a 
permanent end moving forward despite the input of the senseless.

3/11/2022 7:10 AM Email

This is David Gardner resident of Seattle Washington. I'm calling to express my strong opposition to bear hunting. It's a shameful and obsolete practice and should not be allowed. Thank you. 3/11/2022 7:11 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Jeremy Thigpen 109 E Cozza Dr Spokane WA US caliguy905@gmail.com

3/11/2022 7:12 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Jim Company 5909 Burleson RdAustin TX 78744

3/11/2022 7:16 AM Email

Hi, my name is Cheryl brush and I am calling to voice my 100% no vote on a spring hunt of black bears. I found the description of the hunters who need to get out in the spring and stretch their legs. Totally disgusting. It is not smart 
conservation wise to be hunting mammals in the spring. So please vote. No thank you.

3/11/2022 7:36 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Kelly Higgins 4003 W Hood Ave. Kennewick WA US vegankittymomma@gmail.com

3/11/2022 7:46 AM Email

Hi, my name is Sherry Tucker. I've been born and raised in Washington state all of my life, and I want to protest the spring bear killing. It makes no sense whatsoever. We're trying to protect all of our ecology and to kill bearers with Cubs. 
We'll only with them on the endangered list. If there's no point, people do not need beer meat to keep alive. So I hope that you will reconsider this. I pro took last time and protested this. I love the wildlife. I love the nature. My family's 
been hiking in the Olympic forest for 70 years and there's been no problems with bear attacking us or anything else. We have respect for the bears they have for us. So please reconsider this and do not pass this legislation. Thank you.

3/11/2022 7:56 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Wardell Bennett

3/11/2022 8:01 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Jenifer Richmond 6714 46th Avenue Ct E Tacoma WA US jeniferrichmond1011@gmail.com

3/11/2022 8:08 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Carolyn Thayer-Azoff 2070 North 78th Street Seattle WA US thayer.carolyn@gmail.com

3/11/2022 8:10 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Peter Saunders

3/11/2022 8:10 AM Email

Image.jpeg Get Outlook for iOS 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Email
My name is Robert galling, G O w I N G. And I am against the spring black bear hunt against. 3/11/2022 8:09 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Hi, my name's Ann Kirk, K I R K. I'm calling to say, I'm totally opposed to the black bear hunt. It's just a blood thirsty sport. And I don't believe that people that are shooting black bear want to eat the meat. They just want to kill something. 
And the idea that you're gonna kill a mother bear and just let the Cubs starve to death is we can do better than that. So please, I, I utterly oppose this black bear hunt and I hope it doesn't go forward. Thank you.

3/11/2022 8:33 AM ProjectVoiceMail



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Barbara Soby 3121 West Government Way Seattle WA US bsoby@msn.com

3/11/2022 8:40 AM Email

Hello my name is Jenny Mathison. I am the founder of Rooster Haus Rescue a nonprofit based in Fall City dedicated to rescuing abused and neglected animals. I am deeply troubled by the prospect of a permanent spring bear hunt because 
it s unnecessary and we ve seen domestic animals fall victim to this as well. The spring bear hunt continues to be plagued with science that does not support its management effectiveness nor does the science indicate that the spring hunt 
will most definitely not harm the black bear population in Washington State. Additionally and most pertinent to my own concerns there are unanswered questions surrounding the baiting of bears to carry out spring hunts. WDFW is aware 
that some commercial tree farms set up bear feeding stations in the spring in what farms describe as an attempt to stop bears from peeling trees. The feeding stations inevitably cause bears to congregate and remain in the areas where 
feeding stations are even after the station s removal which leaves them vulnerable to hunters who are made aware of the increased and obvious presence of bears by the tree farm owners choosing to lure bears onto their property via 
feeding stations. However WDFW doesn t know where these feedings stations are what the bait is that is attracting bears and to what extent the bait aids in the spring bear hunt kill rates. As someone who frequently rescues abandoned 
domestic birds such as roosters and hens I have come across disturbing instances of what could possibly be bear baiting using chickens. Because of what I have witnessed as outlined below I ask that the Commission further investigate the 
use of illegal bait types as well as the presence of illegal feeding stations on tree farms before it makes any decisions on spring bear hunting. The following information is likely instances of illegal bear baiting using domestic birds. August 
5th 2019 Forks Area Rooster Haus Rescue was notified of multiple roosters dumped on the side of a road leading up to a logging road entrance. I found this unusual as they were dumped in an area that was very removed from any main 
road where they d be easily seen. When we arrived for the rescue we immediately saw what appeared to be a baiting area. Multiple dead roosters and hens had appeared to have been shot or killed by a blunt instrument. They were not 
killed by a non-human predator because they were bloody but their bodies were still in tact and they had been piled on top of one another and one was hanging from a low branch on a tree indicating that a human deliberately laid them 
out this way and that no wild animal had yet to feed off the bodies. We had been previously told that there were at least four live roosters so we began looking for them. As we walked through the woods we spotted a carcass of a rooster 
who had definitely been mauled and eaten by a non-human predator as there were feathers strewn everywhere. A hunter we met in the woods warned us to be cautious during our search because a lot of hunters were in the area. We 
later called the game warden who gave us reason to believe these roosters may have been intentionally placed in this area to bait coyote bobcat cougar and bear. He told us this was timber company property and that timber owners urge 
hunters to hunt on their property especially for bears because bears can sometimes damage trees. After some research in hunting forums we learned that chickens are often used by hunters for bait. Chickens specifically roosters are free 
and always given away plus they are loud so they easily draw predators to them making them the perfect bait. We also contacted WDFW however we have yet to hear from anyone regarding the use of chickens as bear bait leaving us to 
believe that WDFW has chosen to not follow up on this potentially illegal practice. September 2nd 2021 Port Orchard Rooster Haus Rescue was notified of multiple roosters wandering on the other side of a logging road service gate from a 
back road in Port Orchard. One of the Rescue s volunteers who lived in the area went to check on them. There was a sign with a phone number selling firewood that was posted on the property which I called in hopes of getting a hold of 
the owner to ask permission to rescue the roosters who were dumped on their property. I eventually got in touch with someone who explained that they were a timber company. After speaking to many people at the company explaining 
we re a 501(c)(3) animal rescue and domestic animals are at risk of dying on their property I was eventually told Rooster Haus Rescue would be sued if we stepped foot on the property and that the roosters were present on the property 
for a reason though they refused to say what the reason was. The staff member reiterated to me that the timber company did not care if the roosters died. This person also told us he had our volunteer on camera which was right where 
the roosters were so this is extra suspicious to me that the roosters were being used for baiting predators. Because timber companies feel that bears cut into their profits by destroying trees I suspect they are strategically placing roosters 
and hens on their farms to be used as bear bait. Please I ask that WDFW further look into bear baiting practices especially via the use of chickens as bait before spring bear hunts can move forward. Sincerely Jenny Mathison

3/11/2022 8:40 AM Email

Hi, my name is Mary Cormier and I am calling against the spring bear hunt. Thank you. Bye. 3/11/2022 8:43 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MR. Jeffery Schaefer 18931 81st Ave NE Kenmore WA US jefferyschaefer@comcast.net

3/11/2022 8:54 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jared DuWell

3/11/2022 9:00 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Megan Munn 32401 Gwinn RdProsser WA 99350

3/11/2022 9:15 AM Email

Hi, my name is Greg PRSA. I'm a resident of Woodenville, Washington, and I am against the spring bear hut. So please consider that as one man's opinion. Thank you. Bye. 3/11/2022 9:00 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Tam-Marie Borst 22124 90th Ave W Edmonds WA US tam.marie@yahoo.com

3/11/2022 9:17 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Shannon Bremer 8506 NE 13th Place Vancouver WA US sassyirishheart@gmail.com

3/11/2022 9:17 AM Email



Hello. My name is Robin R O B I N Fox that's F as in Frank O X, my husband, Bruce V R U C E quail, Q U a Y L E. And I are adamantly opposed to a spring bear hunt over any bear hunt and or any animal hunt, and just wanted to leave that 
feedback. Thank you. We live in Seattle. My number is 2 0 6 9 2 0 8 6 0 6. Thanks.

3/11/2022 9:17 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Yes, my name is Beth Kent, and I'm calling to oppos the spring black bear hunt. Thank you, please do not let this happen. Thank you, Beth Kent. Bye bye. 3/11/2022 9:18 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Dylan Sims

3/11/2022 9:23 AM Email

Yes. Hi, this is Beth Kent, my husband and I are voters in king county. And we'd like to oppose the black bear hunting proposition for the spring. Please do not let this happen to the young bears. Thank you. 3/11/2022 9:24 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Spring Bear Hunting should not be allowed or permitted. There should be more respect for a creature that can spend months hibernating without food in the wild. As an avid hiker I treasure the rare sightings of bears in their natural 
environment. Pete Butler should change from spending family time killing and eating bear jerky to taking up photography and shoot photos of the bears. ROBERT MEYER Seattle Wa 206-695-4823

3/11/2022 9:30 AM Email

We don t hunt any other mammals in the spring. Spring is the time of life renewal. Why would we make an exception for bear which would necessarily target hungry bears recently out of hibernation and can inadvertently kill mother 
bears with cubs a certain death sentence for the nursing young. I am NOT against hunting or hunters. I do however believe there should be common sense restrictions on hunting - like NO HUNTING BEAR IN THE SPRING. Please vote 
against allowing hunters to hunt bear in the Spring. Sincerely Tom Moore Port Townsend WA 206-427-3511

3/11/2022 9:38 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Jordan Lee

3/11/2022 9:40 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Yumi Petersen 24124 SE 20th St Sammamish WA US yumiph@gmail.com

3/11/2022 9:44 AM Email

Hello, this is Susan MCIL  I am calling to express a no vote for the spring bear hunt. The argument of recreation doesn't fly. They can do it and fall like most other hunters and the bare meat issue doesn't fly either because everybody pretty 
much in this world has a freezer. And like most people that hunt and fish, they have meat and they put it in the freezer and it can be used all year. So I fear for a slaughter of mother bears and baby bears. And again, I express my pre to 
vote. No thank you. Bye.

3/11/2022 9:49 AM ProjectVoiceMail

This is Tom gum, G U M P R E C H T. I own 311 acres in south Pierce county. The I'm calling in favor of spring blacker hunt. One has not been held in this particular unit that I am aware of. And I would advocate for a Springback black bear 
hunt in south Pierce county. The reason is that on trail camera, we see tremendous numbers of bears on the property all summer long. And to the, to the extent where we're almost fearful of walking on the property because of potentially 
stumbling onto a bear, the bears become reclusive in the fall and very difficult to hunt. As a result. The bear numbers, I don't think are adequately controlled. I think spring back bear is needed just to keep black bear numbers under 
reasonable limits, and also to make sure that the black bears realize that they shouldn't associate themselves with humans. I have a little bit of fear of humans to minimize unnecessary, bad human Blackberry interactions. Thank you.

3/11/2022 9:49 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Hi, my name is Martha Jordan, and I'm against the spring bear hunt. I'm from Montana. I've been around hunting a lot, and I feel it's really obvious that the female bear cannot is often not identified by hunters and her Cubs can not be 
with her at the time when they want to shoot her. And they're using dogs. So her they're all up, they could be up a tree, the Cubs or the mother, the mother has to forage for food and, you know, within a area where they're losing habitat 
in our state. And she has a lot of enemies to protect her Cubs from including male bears. And so definitely against the spring bear hunt. Thanks. Bye-bye.

3/11/2022 9:57 AM ProjectVoiceMail

I Shawn Brinsfield residing in King County oppose re-instating the spring black bear hunt. The hunt is unnecessary. The fun and pleasure of killing a living and feeling sentient being is not worth the pain and suffering which the bear will 
suffer when shot. Do not discount the pain of hot searing metal ripping away flesh nerves muscle and organs. And what about the cubs who may may not seen? Forgive me and I don t want to offend anyone but the bear hunt is a 
cowardly act. Sincerely Mr. Shawn Brinsfield

3/11/2022 10:00 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Linda Holsman Po Box 222 Brinnon WA US linda@pacificpointe.com

3/11/2022 10:08 AM Email

To Whom It May Concern I am writing to urge you to discontinue the Washington State spring black bear hunting season. I would like to make three points. First hunting lethargic and underfed animals is immoral Period. Secondly there is 
abundant evidence that spring black bear hunting leaves cubs without mothers. Orphaned cubs generally die. One bullet therefore can effectively kill the whole family. Many wildlife managers admit that there is no way to prevent the 
killing of nursing females during a spring hunt. Even when the killing of nursing females is prohibited hunters kill them unintentionally. Females tend to forage at great distances from their cubs and if pursued by hounds a mother leaves 
her cubs in a tree. Also females tend to not bring their cubs to bait sites . In addition as far as being able to identify the sex of a bear ..researchers themselves have difficulties determining the sex of a bear even at short distances; so 
naturally hunters also have difficulty determining the sex of bears even when they are attempting to avoid shooting females and are in close proximity. In short spring bear hunts leave cubs orphaned. Thirdly while WDFW has believed in 
previous years that spring bear hunting is necessary to reduce the bear population and thus avoid conflicts the reality is that hunters trappers and wildlife control agents often remove the wrong bears they kill the bears which are not 
involved in nuisance behaviors. Bear-resistant trash cans hazing programs and other humane methods work better to solve problems and are much more humane. I conclude that WDFW should discontinue the spring black bear hunting 
season. Sincerely Carol Gregg ariabookings@hotmail.com PS The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way in which its animals are treated. I hold that the more helpless a creature the more entitled it is to 
protection by man from the cruelty of man. Ghandi Please show the world how great this nation and the state of Washington truly are. Stop the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/11/2022 10:20 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Susan Costello 15624 NE 159th St. Woodinville WA US sherborn3@gmail.com

3/11/2022 10:27 AM Email

To Whom It May Concern: I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt in Washington State. It is cruel to hunt and shoot a bear just coming out of hibernation. If hunters want to shoot bears the Fall is better. Please protect our wildlife 
in our State. Thank you for your consideration. Samantha Everett Seattle WA 98126

3/11/2022 10:55 AM Email



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Diane Wolfson 20228 28th Ave SE Bothell WA US ahwatukee.one@frontier.com

3/11/2022 10:56 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Amanda Eggert 6292 N Star Rd. Ferndale WA US e.amanda@yahoo.com

3/11/2022 11:04 AM Email

This is Kate call I'm part of the 44th congressional district. And I very much oppose the spring bear hunting petition can't believe that there would be hunting of bears, especially in the is spring. Doesn't sound like there's a population 
problem. Anyway. Fair. You have it vote. I'm voting. No.

3/11/2022 11:15 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Please do not make the spring bear hunt a permanent season. I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in Washington. Susan Sweitzer 49930 SE Middlefork PL North 
Bend WA 98045 425.888.0899

3/11/2022 11:38 AM Email

First off I want to thank the commission and everyone else gathered this morning and being involved in this process. Regardless of which side you are supporting today. Healthy disagreement diversity of thought and ability to put 
differences aside to discuss important topics objectively is at an all time low in our modern day society. With that said I signed up today to support the Spring Bear season in 2022 and moving forward until science tells us otherwise. As 
someone who lives in upper Kittitas County I am blessed to live in bear country. I love seeing these majestic creatures and living among them. I want nothing more than the longevity of black bears in our state. As well as all other wildlife 
that was here before us. It is sad that I feel I need to say that because over the last 100 years hunters have put more time money energy blood sweat and tears into these animals and pursuit of these animals than any other group of 
civilians. But if you listen to a lot of the proposed ideas on the comment threads and throughtout this meeting we are labeled as bloodthirsty sow with cubs targeting monsters. And that is a stain on my name I am unwilling to accept 
because for me family and the men and women I surround myself in this community are anything but those things. Looking at the History of the North American Model of wildlife an animal that is hunted and has open seasons when 
sustainable harvest is available is a valued animal. Let s continue to support bears and other wildlife by maintaining legal regulated sustainable harvest when populations allow. -- Thank you Luke VandenBrink Recruiter 206-949-1060

3/11/2022 11:38 AM Email

Please stop the bear hunt. If these people want to challenge themselves and test their skills let them go fight Russians in Ukraine. Joni Brill 3/11/2022 11:46 AM Email
Chair Linville Commissioners & Staff My name is Lynn Mason. I am the mom of a teen. My family has a strong hunting & fishing heritage and tradition. I was taught that hunting is a privilege not a given. I am opposed to the spring bear 
hunt. Since 2019 bear hunting opportunities have been expanded to include an extension of the fall hunting season and doubling of the bag limits. This has resulted in a 50% increase in bear hunt kills. We don t know what kind of effect 
this mortality increase will have on the bear population and the ecosystem in general. WDFW doesn t know. We all won t know for many years. I m not a scientist but an increase in 50% kills on a large carnivore population who does not 
prolifically produce offspring does not seem like a sustainable practice. The reality is that we don t know what a normal bear population looks like since the #1 bear mortality cause is from humans. Hunting is not conservation. Regulating 
hunting is conservation. In addition the optics of the Spring Bear Hunt is not a good look. Allowing the hunting of bears in the spring when they are weak hungry and slow just out of hibernation or with young and lactating presents as 
unethical and makes the practice unpopular and unpalatable with the general population. Prohibiting the harvesting of offspring and females with offspring would NOT in fact minimize the potential of orphaning cubs. That added 
statement to proposed rulemaking has no teeth without a hefty fine. Even with a whopping fine it does not make spring bear hunting any more palatable to the majority of Washingtonians who are non-hunters and who increasingly want 
to use the forest lands for non-hunting recreation. The changes to the Washington Administrative Code to make the spring bear hunt permanent by removing the year to essentially lock in spring bear hunting removes any opportunity for 
future public input literally shutting out the public who loudly voiced their concerns on this topic thus giving no say in future years except to change the law. Bear hunters have in the last few years benefited from a significant increase in 
recreational bear hunting opportunities. The rest of us would also like to benefit from the right to enjoy the forests enjoy viewing & photographing wildlife protect & conserve wildlife and express our views and be heard and counted and 
non-hunting activity does not have any less value. The commissioners have the responsibility to manage our resources and listen to the people. Times change. Public opinion changes. People s ideas about ethical huntings changes. Our 
public agencies must change too. I trust you will listen to ALL of the voices. Lynn Mason Klickitat County WA Concerned Citizens of Klickitat County

3/11/2022 11:48 AM Email

Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Mike Kraft

3/11/2022 11:48 AM Email

Thank you commissioners my name is Brian Lynn I live in Liberty Lake Wash. and represent thousands of members of the Sportsmen s Alliance in Washington and nationwide. I d just like to make a quick comment in support of the bear 
season. Proper wildlife management including predator management plays an important role in maintaining our forests prey base and reducing human-wildlife conflict. Biologists at the Department of Fish and Wildlife support the hunt 
and have used the best available science and conservative estimates to illustrate sustainable take in just four areas on a limited scale to accomplish the aforementioned goals. While robust discussion concerning the science presented by 
the department is a foundation of our democracy what is taking place right now in the commission is paralysis by analysis often hinging on ideological beliefs around protectionism. It seems no science presented would be sufficient for 
some of the commission. But the other side of the coin is that no science exists or has been presented that proves black bears in Washington have been or are under any threat of overharvest. In fact black bears are thriving here and 
across the nation. While scientists might disagree over interpretations of data the bottom line is: what is taking place on the landscape and that is sustain timber damage predation of ungulates and human-wildlife conflict. We need to 
step back to the very beginning of this process and remember what these meetings were supposed to be about - and that is the regulations within the hunt. The number of tags available check-in times and such. It was never meant to be 
about the legitimacy of the spring permit hunt itself. If we are to talk about the acceptability or need for the hunt itself that is a different topic altogether. That s a discussion that should take place separately and with input from all 
stakeholders not within a regulatory discussion for a limited hunt in only four areas experiencing high levels of agriculture damage predation and conflicts with humans. It is for these reasons that the spring permit hunt was established to 
begin with and why it should move forward in 2022. Thank you for your time. Sincerely Brian Lynn Vice President Marketing and Communications Sportsmen s Alliance 609-902-1398 blynn@sportsmensalliance.org

3/11/2022 11:51 AM Email

Hi, this is Jerry Gio from red Washington. And my comment is this that the spring hunt is unethical and unneed, and certainly not scientifically supported for the future of the bear population. My bears to have allow the fall hunt to put, 
not to spring hunt. I'm against CR dash 1 0 2. I don't wanna see a spring bear hunt. Thank you. Goodbye.

3/11/2022 11:50 AM ProjectVoiceMail

This is Marlene Rito, F I O R I T O. I am very disgusted with the fact that you're gonna now a law, a law of the hunters, stupid hunters to kill these black bears. They have a right to live a normal life and human beings need to adjust to their 
they've been in hibernation and they're coming out and they they're, they're hungry. And who eats, who eats of the, there, who eats a bear? So why are they killing them? I'll never understand it. That's what happened with the, the 
wolves, the white wolves, the red wolves. I mean, hu humans are just, are just so disgusting when it comes to when it, when it comes to an animal's living or dying. And those who collect animal heads after they kill 'em are, are so are just 
even worse. And I know one for, for a fact that killed, it was a Trump, the Trump son that killed a endangered species, a sheep. And, and then he was arguing that he, he, why can't he bring that head home? And I thought, get a life. 
Anyway, I am, I am just up just up to my neck with what's going on in the world. I, I feel for the animals and they're, they're innocent. They they're, they're not doing anything that is a against their, they wanna, they wanna survive and we 
need to help them. Okay. I have that to say, and that's it for now. Bye.
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Thank you for the opportunity to speak at the public hearing today. I submitted the following remarks today and they were based on the Washington Sierra Club Wildlife Committee s letter that we submitted. After listening to the public 
comments I have a few comments: 1. Those speaking in favor of the spring bear hunt offered considerable anecdotal evidence but few facts regarding bear populations 2. Pro-spring bear hunting advocates did not appear in November but 
were well-organized today. Please consider the comments of those who also spoke against the spring bear hunt in November 2021. 3. Denigrating comments were made towards those who oppose the spring bear hunt accusing them of 
inappropriate behavior. This is offensive behavior. 4. Opposing a spring bear hunt is not opposing the fall bear hunt. 5. WDFW s responses to questions posed by the Commission were responded with no available data. My public 
comment: Thank you for the opportunity to speak on behalf of the Washington Sierra Club Wildlife Committee. The Washington State Chapter of the Sierra Club includes over 100 000 members and supporters working to protect 
communities and the planet. We are the oldest engaged and enduring grassroots organization in the United States. The Sierra Club supports ethical hunting and science-based management of wildlife that reflects biodiversity among all 
species. After full consideration of available peer-reviewed science the Sierra Club continues to oppose the spring bear hunt. Female bears are more at risk on corporate timberlands as they are responsible for 89% of the tree damage. 
WDFW s preliminary 2021 hunt data indicated that of the 124 bears killed in the spring season 45 were sows but only one was confirmed as lactating. Using this data we cannot conclude whether hunters are accurately identifying 
lactating females in the field or if the data is simply incomplete. Statistically approximately 16 of the 45 females would have been lactating and they would have left behind an estimated 36 orphaned cubs. Since cubs stay with their 
mothers through two hibernations and live independently at about 1-1/2 years a cub at least one year old and 50 pounds may not survive without its mother both in terms of forage and protection. In fact WDFW acknowledged in 
November 2021 that orphaned cubs have virtually no chance of survival. WDFW s 2015-2021 Game Management Plan states: In some cases by the time a decline is detected bear numbers may have been reduced to a point where it could 
take as long as 15-years to recover the population (Game Management Plan p. 103) Commission should evaluate this data with transparency due process and without intimidation to assure viable bear populations in all geographic areas. 
We urge you to abide by your November 2021 decision not to reinstate the spring bear hunt. Respectfully submitted Susan Kane-Ronning PHD

3/11/2022 12:02 PM Email

I support the spring bear hunt because it has been a long tenured hunt in washington. There is sound science to support the hunt and while the population is divided on the spring bear hunt it should be voted yes due to Stephanie s 
presentation and the fact that bears do cause some decline of the ungulate population. To correct Wildlife 1 the commission did not vote to not approve the hunt it was a tie and null vote. Secondly during the public comment period 
there have been extremely hateful comments left Let us kill the hunters that would be a wonderful hunt!!! This is what those that are opposing the hunt are saying while those that support the hunt are using science and positive 
thoughtful sentiment for supporting this hunt. The commission members should not vote no due to the fact that they are worried about mistrust in the commission. If they are voting based on public perception then they may need to 
step down because they are not voting for the public but rather voting no because they are worried about their personal perception. I support this hunt and encourage all of our commission members to vote yes to support the spring bear 
hunt in 2022 and beyond. Thank you Steven Chmielewski King County Resident Lifelong Washingtonian
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Dear WDFW I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season. In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. Sincerely Robert Dabkowski
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Hi, this is Kathleen Dwyer 4 2 5 4 8 1 9 3 0 8 as to the black bears. Please do not permit spring hunt season due to the animal's vulnerability. First coming out of hibernation and mothers and Cubs. It's crazy to do this just for the 
recreational value of it. Thank you.

3/11/2022 12:22 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hi, my name is Constance winter, and I am calling to voice my opinion about the bear hunt in spring. Please do not reinstate that the bears need to be left in peace so that they can raise their young without worrying about their being 
orphaned Cub. That will have a horrible death, please reconsider and do not implement spring bear hunts. Thank you.

3/11/2022 12:29 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Linda Scribner 4602 N Lincoln St Spokane WA US scribnerlinda71@gmail.com
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From: rickjoann.wakefield@comcast.net Sent: Friday March 11 2022 12:46 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Spring bear External Email So the spring bear webinar just ended. I was signed up to speak but you didn t get to me. I am a 
master hunter a hunter education instructor and a large land owner. I think it is important to note that the spring bear hunt was not voted down at the last meeting. It was left undecided because a tie vote. I also believe the reason there 
has been a spring bear hunt in the past is because the population can sustain the hunt. Commissioner Lehmkuhl had asked that question and questioned why we don t hunt other animals in the spring. We don t hunt deer and elk in the 
spring because their population can t sustain that hunt. Seasons for ungulates get adjusted shorter and longer permits raised and lowered as the population allows. Since banning baiting in 1996 bear populations have increased allowing 
more hunting of bears two tags are now authorized in this state because of the increased number of bears. Taking away the spring bear hunt will just have the population increase again and create more human/bear conflicts. Allowing the 
spring hunt will help manage the number of bears at a sustainable level that provides recreation while keeping a balanced ecosystem. I mentioned that I teach hunter education. We have 10-20 students a month 8 months out of the year 
take our class where I teach. There are many other classes throughout the state but just at the facility I teach at we teach up to 160 students a year every year. At that class on our field course we discuss at length bear hunting and the 
importance of taking your time to verify that there are no cubs in the area. Number for safety you don t want to find yourself in between a mother and her cubs. Number two for the ethics of it. A cub stays with it s mother for two years it 
is important to not shoot a mother with cubs. Most of our hunters won t be spring bear hunting they will be hunting August to November and cubs are still dependent on their mothers for that entire season. It was mentioned in the 
meeting that spring bear hunting only benefits a very small number of hunters. If you listened to the comments many of the hunters put in for 8 years prior to drawing a permit. That means that there are far more hunters getting benefit 
out of the spring hunt. It s a hope and a dream for thousands of applicants each year waiting to hear if they are one of the lucky 600 permit winners. I will say that spring is a great time to see multiple bears and ensure that you are taking 
a mature boar and not a sow or a sow with cubs. Hunters want to see a healthy sustainable bear population harvesting a sow with cubs is detrimental to their hunting future. One should note that more cubs are actually killed by mature 
boars looking to maintain territory and bring a sow back into heat. As humans continue to encroach on our wild spaces that leaves less habitat for bears. That means bears are left to take out their young or the younger immature bears 
end up in suburban areas causing human conflict. None of this is good for the bears or a pleasant ending at all. Our deer and elk populations are hurting do to predation by bears and cougars. I own two square miles of deer and elk winter 
range. That range becomes spring nursery range for deer and elk. It is sage brush and every spring I end with 5-8 different bears on game camera in that sage brush because that is where the elk are calving. It is decimating the elk herd. 
Bears need to be kept in check to maintain a healthy sustainable amount of ALL wildlife. The number one obstacle facing our wildlife populations today is loss of habitat. It is important to manage our game animal numbers so that they 
don t damage the habitat that is left or cause human conflict. I strongly urge you to bring back the spring bear season. Rick Wakefield
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From: Donna Snow Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 11:11 PM To: Commission (DFW) Subject: Oppose Spring Bear Hunt External Email Honorable Commission Members: I am writing to urge you to oppose sprint bear hunts in Washington 
State. Spring is when mother bears emerge from hibernation only to be gunned down by hunters leaving orphaned cubs to starve to death or succumb to the elements. And there s no scientific rationale for this cruelty. Black bears are 
critical to forest ecosystems and help keep our state wild. Spring hunting is inherently inhumane and unsportsmanlike especially at the time of year when they re most vulnerable. Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly susceptible to 
overkill. A female only reaches adulthood at approximately four years of age. She then gives birth to 2-3 cubs/year and has litters only every 2-3 years. Trophy hunters target breeding adults which disrupts the animals social structure and 
further slows reproduction. Holding a spring season hunt results in orphaned bear cubs. During the spring season sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation. The hunt is out of line 
with Washington s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state weak from hunger and winter hibernation. Black bears are important in maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through 
their foraging habits bears disperse seeds across vast distances even more seeds than birds. I urge you to oppose spring bear hunts in Washington State permanently. Sincerely Donna Snow 2421 Chambers Lake Lane SE Lacey WA 98503-
6967
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From: Sophia Ressler Sent: Thursday March 10 2022 5:10 PM To: Kloepfer Nichole D (DFW) Subject: Center for Biological Diversity Comments on Spring Bear Rule Language for Commission External Email Good Afternoon Nikki Hope you 
are doing well and gearing up for what I assume will be a lively hearing tomorrow! I am unfortunately unable to attend but wanted to make sure the Commissioners were sent the Center s comments separately from the Department s 
comment email address. I am also attaching our comments from October which are referenced in our new comments. I would really appreciate it if you could transmit these to the commissioners so they have them in case they are 
interested in reviewing. Appreciate your help always! Best Sophia Ressler (she/her) Staff Attorney Center for Biological Diversity phone: (206)399-4004 The information contained in this e-mail message may be privileged confidential and 
protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient any dissemination distribution or copying is strictly prohibited. If you think that you have received this e-mail message in error please notify the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments.
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I have commented previously on the addition of an unneeded and cruel spring bear hunt in Washington and my objections stand on the revised proposal. There is absolutely no reason to kill more bears in Washington. The Commission 
works to balance hunting with conservation but continually weights the desires (not needs) of a small percentage of hunters with the critical need to preserve wildlife and wildlife habitat. This needs to stop and this proposal is one place to 
correct the imbalance. Please vote no on the spring bear hunt proposal. Patricia Serie Sent from my iPad
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To the Fish and Wildlife Commission: I m writing to oppose the proposed rule that would create a permanent spring bear hunt. I lived in Washington for many years and my parents maintain a permanent residence in Kenmore where they 
are homeowners and registered voters. I oppose the hunt for two main reasons: (1) the spring bear hunt is cruel unethical and violates fair chase principles; and (2) this hunt is not backed by science and is not an effective management 
tool. The spring bear hunt targets bears at their most vulnerable state. Spring bears just emerging from hibernation are hungry disoriented and must forage for food in clearings with little cover. Moreover the spring bear hunt inevitably 
orphans cubs and leaves them to die. The Department knows this and purports to protect cubs by prohibiting the killing of sows but state wildlife officials agree that this policy cannot effectively protect cubs. Hunters are unable to 
distinguish between male and female bears while hunting so they inevitably kill sows and orphan cubs during the spring hunt. It is cruel and unethical and out of step with hunting norms to allow such a hunt in Washington. The proposed 
rule should be rejected. The spring bear hunt is also unsupported by science and does not serve the management goals that the Department claims are served by the hunt. The estimated bear population in Washington does not take into 
consideration the effect of climate change. There is also ample evidence that the state s bear population estimates are outdated and inaccurate. Absent stronger scientific evidence the hunt cannot be continued and cannot be made 
permanent. The Department has also conceded that the management goals purportedly served by the hunt are not actually problems that a spring bear hunt can effectively manage! The only reason this hunt exists is for recreational 
opportunity. Absent stronger justification a cruel and unethical hunt like the spring bear hunt cannot be tolerated purely on the basis of recreational opportunity. To be clear disapproving the hunt would result in no net loss to hunting 
opportunity. Hunters would be allowed to kill the same number of bears with or without a spring hunt because hunters would still have a fall hunt. Disapproving the spring bear hunt would just ensure that the bear hunt like every other 
hunt is subject to ethical principles. Washingtonians and ethical hunters overwhelmingly oppose the spring bear hunt. Make no mistake about this. To approve the spring bear hunt as a permanent rule would be a devastating betrayal of 
public trust and an abandonment of your roles as Commissioners. Please reject the proposed rule and advocate for more principled science-backed wildlife management in Washington. Sincerely Crystal Liu
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My name is Michael Barron. I'm definitely in favor of the spring bear hunt. Been fortunate enough over the years to draw a couple of different permits, never harvest as a spring bear, I've gotten a fall bear, but would sure hate to see the 
spring bear hunt. They eliminate based on some sort of political thought. Thank you.
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Hello. My name is Gail Wilcox. I live in port orchard. I've been reading about the spring bear hunt. I just wanted to ask you to consider canceling that all together hunters have the fall where they can hunt. And as an article, I'm reading the 
paper, I guess there's not too many other things that you shoot moms and babies in the spring. So I wouldn't recommend doing it with bears either. Thank you very much. Bye.
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Hi, my name is Lee Carney Hartman calling from north bend Washington. And I'm calling to oppose spring bear hunting this year or any year. Thank you for making a wise decision. It seems to me there isn't any reason to control the 
population at this point, and I appreciate you voting against the idea of having spring bear hunting. Thank you. Bye bye.
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Hello. My name is pat Harding and I am in very much in favor of spring black bear hunting. I've been doing it for years and have never had any issue about accidentally or even in shooting a, a, a mother with Cubs. That's that's well, you see 
the males come out first and it's just never been an issue. The, the people that are trying to get this done are the ones trying to take away hunting and, and guns. And it's, it's just a farce. It's, it's another way for liberals to get the throats 
of American citizens. So there's not an issue with female bears being harmed lactating with Cubs. It's very much not an issue from what I've seen in my many years of experience. I'm 71 years old and I buy the whole hunting fishing meal 
deal, hundreds of dollars worth. And I'm about to the point of just not doing it anymore, paying the government and they keep taking away more and more and more. There's so many bears. And what about they care so much about a 
female mother with Cubs. What about the wolves? What do you think they eat? They eat the deer with an elk with Fonds. What about them? What about those ponds? Not having a mother? I don't know. I just, I I'm sick of hire these 
liberals running the agenda of the state of Washington. And you guys going to take away the citizen's rights. Well, then I guess I'll possibly move out of state to some other more favorable place for freedom and Liberty. Either bring back 
the spring bear hunting or I'll, I'll move on without the Washington state fish and game. Thank you again. My name is pat Harding. I've been a lifelong hunter and fisherman. You can go back in your records and see, so it's spring bear hunt, 
or I move on from the state possibly tired of Insley too. Thanks. That's about all I got to say goodbye.
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I am providing these written comments in-lue of not getting to comment again during the public comment period portion of the Zoom meeting today. I couldn t help but notice that some commenters seem to have gotten very lucky in 
being selected to comment today as well as during the public meeting on January 14th. Does WDFW offer bonus points for those not selected I mean 2 squared should get me 4 hands to raise during the next one! You received many great 
comments today in support of continuing the spring bear season I echo many of those same sentiments. I will try to focus my remaining comment on aspects of the decision that I felt like weren t addressed thoroughly. I heard two main 
arguments from commissioners against allowing the spring bear season 1. that we don t have enough data and 2. that we need to manage wildlife based on social considerations. My response to #1 is that better population estimates 
likely won t change our estimates for the number of bears by any considerable amount but it will reduce the error bar associated with those estimates. I wonder what the existing sampling error is. If we utilize the lower end of the current 
estimate based on the error what is that population and would the anticipated take of 100-200 spring bears negatively impact the statewide population of bears? I think everyone wishes we had better estimates but there is only so much 
time effort and money. Does it really matter if there are 25k-30k bears or if there are 23 679 bears? Does that increased precision lead to meaningful management changes? It doesn t seem logical to stop a hunt that may take a couple 
hundred bears just because we don t know if there are 15 199k bears or 30 423k bears (I m just making up #s as an example). What is the bear population where the harvest of 100-200 bears would have a population scale? Can we say 
with some level of certainty we re above that? If so then the resistance to this hunt at least in my eyes is largely symbolic or the continued weaponizing of science to fit a bias and political narrative. Regarding #2 yes the public absolutely 
needs to have a say in the way our State s wildlife is managed. But bear hunters will never be in the majority we are a minority group; always have been and always will be. If we were to rule by majority then hunting is already dead. 
However our entire form of government is structured around limiting the tyranny of the majority. We constantly recognize the rights of minority groups. How are spring bear hunters any different than any other minority group? We are a 
group of individuals that find it is healthier for both us and the environment to harvest our own food; to acknowledge that humans are animals that are part and parcel with nature and not excluded and removed from it. That means we 
are genuinely connected with death we seek it and cause it as part of our life. When I kill the bear for food I become part bear. It is not as one commissioner said if we don t have this hunter that those bears are not killed. Bears die all the 
time and they kill all the time. This idea that by restricting spring bear hunters from directly shooting bears that it saves bears glosses over and diminishes the reality of the natural world. Despite what several commissioners have said I feel 
like this is part of the slow erosion of my culture. I feel it as an attack on my traditions and that people who don t know those traditions are passing judgement on the values of what makes me me. In our woke culture I find it hard to mesh 
the idea of this attack on hunting with our recognition of traditional cultures that differ from our own. There are plenty of things that other people do that I don t support but as long as those actions aren t don t directly hurt me I m not 
going to advocate against them. Lastly I would like to give a shout out to new commissioner Lehmkuhl. It is great to have a representative from the Wenatchee valley back on the commission. I love what you ve done with the land trust 
and hope to run into sometime in the foothills. I do not envy having to deal with us public we re jerks and for that I apologize. You should all get 1 000% raises for your efforts! Have a great day and a wonderful weekend. Adam Neff 
Cashmere WA CDLT member BHA member Wenatchee Sportsman s Association life member
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I was on the call earlier this morning and was not given the opportunity to provide my public testimony. Hunting to me is about community relationships supporting local and American businesses providing for my family and participating 
in wildlife conservation. I am a small business owner in Bellingham WA. I rely on the community to provide me with an income and in turn am very conscious of where I spend my money. Hunting provides the opportunity to support my 
local economy. I spend hundreds of dollars supporting my local sporting goods store my butcher archery shop (I met my best friend there) and gun range. Much of my gear I bought from hunting manufacturers is made in the USA. I 
purchase a hunting license and tags every year in multiple states I am a member of the Mule Deer Foundation and Western Bear Foundation and am proud to support wildlife conservation through these resources. After a successful 
hunting season I give friends and family steaks sausage jerky and ground meat. Last year I gave a gentleman who is fighting cancer and can no longer hunt all of the meat from an antelope I killed in Wyoming. He was extremely grateful 
and I was happy to be able to help. Last night I received a text from a guy I used to work with who retired a few years ago he said we are having elk tacos for dinner thank you. I bring jerky to work for everyone and regularly get smoked 
fish from my appreciative co-workers. Hunting is a way for me to interact and give back to my community. Most importantly I can provide high quality meat for my family. When my wife was pregnant her doctor suggested she not eat any 
red meat and only eat organic chicken and fish. When my wife told her that I hunt and asked is game meat ok? Her doctor was excited and said oh yes you can eat all of that you want. That is very healthy. In my house about 80% of the 
meat my wife and son eat is game meat and I am very thankful I can provide it. Hunting is a part of who I am how I interact with my community how I back my local economy and how I provide for my family. I support The North American 
Model of Wildlife and Conservation and the science that ensures the healthy management of all wildlife and I support the spring bear hunting season. Also I encourage the commission to listen to the advice they are getting from their own 
department. I wanted to state from the departments perspective I heard some statements about the harvest rate not being sustainable and I wanted to get clearly on the record that we do not believe that is the case with our 
management of black bear. - Eric Gardner Wildlife Program Director 3/11/22 Thank you Gerrett Stier Owner/President GMS Distribution 1985 Alpine Way STE 12 Bellingham WA 98226 260.312.2736 gstier@gmsdist.com
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Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Christian & Lea Andrade 146 Starlight Way Friday Harbor WA US olympiclights@rockisland.com
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From: Brad Thomsen Sent: Friday March 11 2022 1:45 PM To: Kloepfer Nichole D (DFW) Subject: Please get the following to the Commissioners if you can - Thank-you Importance: High External Email Hi Nikki I was only to stay on the call 
from 8:00am to 11:00am this morning. Can you please forward my comments that I would have provided to the Commissioners regarding this Spring Bear Hunt on that call? Thank-you ------------------------------------------------------- The first 90 
minutes this morning was some great political theater in the name of Science Sorry I was only to stay on the call from 8am - 11am and missed my chance to speak. Yes Science based Political Theater and Science Gamesmanship. That s 
what it was. Listening to some of the commissioners wanting to not have a 2022 spring bear season so as to have a science based bear population study is political gamesmanship. Pure and simple. Commissioners asking to cancel the 
current WDFW biologists science they don t agree with sounds a whole lot like the hysteria to cancel Joe Rogan for interviewing Dr. Robert Malone because some people did not like Dr. Malone s take on the government provided science 
regarding covid. Commissioner Baker mentioned this morning how the public does not put much trust in the commission. That is an understatement Please authorize the 2022 Spring Bear Hunting Season. And for Commissioner Bakers 
comments she visited a library to look for historical data about bears and bear hunting let me recommend a couple books to let her go further back in the history of black bears in Washington State black bear management black bear 
studies the WFPA etc. Back to when bears were not even regulated as a game animal in Washington State and why that was so. Since she only went back far enough to find one particular year (1981) that there was not a spring black bear 
season I feel compelled to recommend she and all the commissioners read the following three books: Black Bear of Washington It s biology natural history and relationship to forest regeneration. By Richard J Poelker and Harry D Hartwell. 
The book was published in 1973 by The Washington State Game Department. It is a record of what was arguably the greatest black bear population study ever undertaken in the State of Washington. The Cooperative Black Bear Study 
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Project W-71-R was a joint research effort by several state federal and private agencies. The majority of the data was gathered between the years 1963 - 1969 then became the book Black Bear of 
Washington Next I would like to recommend: The Education of a Bear Hunter by Ralph Flowers. For 20 years Ralph worked as a Forest Protection Agent; he was a Professional Hunter for the Washington Forest Protection Association. It 
goes in depth into the work of the WFPA work and studies of managing Black Bears in Washington State and Ralph s well documented work which has been cited in other books on Washington State Black Bear Management as well. And 
third I would like to recommend: Born Under A Stump The Life and Legend of Big Bill Hulet. Written by Russ Hulet In this book you will read of the man who many believe to have been the first Professional Hunter for the WFPA. To 
Commissioner Bakers point of her going to the library where she found a fact that there was one year that spring bear hunting did not occur you will read in Born Under A Stump of the time in Washington State when all restrictions were 
lifted on hunting black bear. So while some commissioners want to silence the science that does not support their anti spring bear hunting agenda there is also good science that has been presented by WDFW going back decades. I wish to 
challenge the anti spring bear hunting commissioners to explain why they get to pick and choose which science they want to believe. And as a few commissioners mentioned this morning about wanting to know when certain decisions 
regarding spring bear hunting guidelines in the Game Management Plan were or were not implemented I would challenge back to those same commissioners please show we the people where and when you believe the WDFW biologists 
stopped providing you commissioners the best black bear science. I have just presented you three historical books that document the good works the WDFW the WDFW biologists federal government agencies and private companies that 
have been working together to provide for decades for as long as words have been being printed on paper with ink to support the WDFW biologists having a lot longer history of doing good work regarding black bears and presenting the 
best in black bear science in this state than any of the commissioners have been working in wildlife fisheries or biology. Vote to have a 2022 Spring Bear Hunt. It is the right thing to do. Brad Thomsen 425-890-4649
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I would like to register my comment opposing the new spring bear rules. My reasons can be found by clicking the link below. https://livingsnoqualmie.com/op-ed-advocate-for-washington-state-black-bears-and-comment-to-defeat-a-new-
rule-allowing-spring-bear-hunting/ Thank you -- Melissa Grant Living Snoqualmie | 425.351.7750 www.livingsnoqualmie.com
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I oppose spring bear hunting. In the spring black bears are weak and sluggish when they emerge from hibernation and they are extremely vulnerable. Because of this spring hunting is not fair chase hunting. Spring hunting would also 
orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. State wildlife officials and other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs and hunters 
cannot distinguish between female and male bears (nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring). This is an unethical and inhumane rule and there is no scientific basis for it. 
Please do not allow this proposed rule to become law. Thank you Kathryn Haupt
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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards ROY LEE 633 W Shoshone PlSpokane WA 99203
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-----Original Message----- From: Renee Seacor Sent: Friday March 11 2022 1:54 PM To: Commission (DFW) Cc: Camilla Fox ; Michelle L. Lute PhD ; policy@projectcoyote.org; rseacor@projectcoyote.org Subject: Letter in Opposition to 
Spring Black Bear Hunt Rulemaking Petition External Email Dear Chair Linville and Commission Members On behalf of Project Coyote s Washington members and supporters and as wildlife experts and advocates with expertise in large 
carnivore ecology wildlife conservation and nature ethics we write to express our strong opposition to the proposed spring bear hunt. We strongly opposed last year s spring hunt and are disappointed the Commission is now considering 
enacting a permanent spring hunting season. In short this hunt serves no legitimate science-based management purpose lacks public support is ethically unjustifiable and threatens the continued health and survival of the species. We ask 
the Commission to consider these comments expressing the scientific and ethical case in opposition to establishing a permanent spring bear hunting season. Scientific Concerns Spring bear hunting lacks any legitimate science-based 
management purpose causes super-additive mortality in bear populations puts female sows at greater risk orphans cubs and occurs post hibernation when bears are physically distressed after months of hibernation. First black bear 
populations are highly susceptible to overkill and this hunt threatens the lives of breeding sows and cubs. Females reach adulthood at approximately four years of age and give birth to only 2-3 cubs in extended intervals of 2-3 years 
between litters. This slow reproductive potential means bears are extremely vulnerable to overhunting. To further aggravate the potential of overhunting this proposed hunt is taking place when bears are most vulnerable during the spring 
season. During this time bears show signs of significant physiological stress food supply is low nutrient loss during hibernation causes lethargy and female sows are still nursing cubs. A spring bear hunt inevitably results in orphaned cubs 
likely causing the death of cubs by either starvation predation or exposure. Despite WDFW s hapless attempts at regulating the hunting of sows state wildlife officials and scientists agree there is no definitive way to prevent orphaned cubs 
during a spring bear hunting season. Even the most seasoned hunters and bear researchers have difficulty telling male and female bears apart even at short distances. A mother with cubs can be mistaken for a lone bear if cubs are not 
within eyesight; terrain and vegetation can reduce the likelihood that a hunter could accurately access the bear s status. Second agency data has not provided clear evidence that the state s black bear population is either sustainable or 
healthy. One Washington study found that bear populations in the western range of the state had been overestimated by over 50 percent. Another study of a black bear population in Washington reported approximately 20 percent of 
their study bears were killed by poachers and even more died from uncounted wounding losses. WDFW has failed to consider that current bear population estimates may be overcounted making a spring bear hunt - let alone a permanent 
season - an even more significant threat to the population. Third human killing of bears is often super-additive which means kill rates both exceed naturally occurring mortalities and increase bear mortality further (as a side-effect). For 
example scientific evidence details how increased hunting pressure increases the likelihood of intraspecific conflicts such as the infanticide of cubs by incoming males or a mother s movem to suboptimal habitat (to avoid infanticide) which 
lowers recruitment and may increase human-bear conflicts (and more killing in response). Hence the targeting of breeding adults undoubtedly disrupts bears social structure and further slows reproduction. Forth WDFW has not fully 
considered how climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington s bears. Given climate uncertainties stopping human-caused mortality should be prioritized over hunter demand. Extreme weather events catalyzed by climate 
change such as record-level wildfires in 2021 late season frosts and droughts have negative impacts on bears particularly through habitat destruction and reductions in food sources. The combination of extreme climate events and 
anthropogenic factors can exacerbate super-additive mortality further as evidenced by the recent surges in bears being displaced by wildfires and the loss of cubs due to burn injuries. Lastly bear populations are limited by food supply and 
therefore when kept from anthropogenic food sources do not need hunting to regulate their populations and achieve densities seen in unexploited populations. Ethical Concerns Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as 
feeling thinking self-aware beings who undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Evolutionarily bears and humans share most of the chemical biological anatomical and to some extent cognitive and emotional structures allowing for the 
sharing of basic emotions and interests. Moreover black bears contribute community benefits through their top-down regulatory effects on ecosystems. These are scientific facts with ethical implications: given both the value bears place in 
their lives and wellbeing as well as their contributions to the environment and society ethical coexistence with bears demands their respect and consideration in relevant policies and regulations. A springtime hunt subjects bears to the 
cruel stress of being chased while recovering from months of hibernation during which time they are lethargic and therefore an easy target for hunters. Hunting bears during this vulnerable time is counter to hunters established ethics and 
a violation of the principle of fair chase. Moreover according to public polling a majority of Americans disapprove of a spring bear hunt and only 15 percent of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting. Spring bear hunting 
receives much stronger disapproval than other controversial hunting methods including baiting and hunting with dogs. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears not only explicitly dismisses relevant scientific concerns but also promotes 

                                  

3/11/2022 2:13 PM Email

Good day I am in full support of spring bear hunting for 2022 and every year after that if the science that WDFW CONTINUES to support it as it does currently and has in the passed. The WDFW has more than enough evidence to support 
spring bear hunting. The season should have never been shut down to begin with as it goes against the recommendations of WDFW and mandates of the commission per the WAC as stated in the online comments. Thank you Remington 
Becker

3/11/2022 2:16 PM Email

I am totally against hunting of black bear. They're one of the few natural animals left. I don't think that it's fair to hunt them. They should let them be. They're not doing anything to hurt. 3/11/2022 2:16 PM ProjectVoiceMail
I strongly oppose this proposed rule to allow spring bear hunting in our area. Hunting during this time is completely unfair. Bears emerge from their hibernation slow and groggy hungry vulnerable and many times with cubs in tow or 
nearby. Hunters won t be able to easily distinguish female bears from males and killing a mother bear will result in a slow death of her cubs. This is not something that is allowed in most other states and it should not be allowed here as 
well. Washington state is a place where most people enjoy nature and the wildlife that also call this area home. Thank you Cynthia Moore Sent from my iPhone

3/11/2022 2:18 PM Email

This is Denise Anderson. I live in enum, claw, Washington, and I'm absolutely against spring killing of any bear. In fact, I'm against killing bears at all, but in the spring, well, let's see here skinning it and taking the head to get it checked, to 
see if it's lactating. That, that means that it was, it had Cubs that were left orphaned. What the hell is wrong with you? People, the fall is all people need. And actually all they really need to be killing is deer and quail and birds, ducks, 
things like that. Bears do not ever need to be killed ever. I'm just appalled that you would consider letting people kill a female bear in the spring that has Cubs that will be orphaned and starved to death. Do you know how painful starving 
is? I'm just disgusted with you, people that are even considering this.

3/11/2022 2:20 PM ProjectVoiceMail

And alt, please do not allow spring hunting of the bears. Please, please, please do not allow hunting of the bears. They are endangered and they deserve their habitat. Last year, they killed lactating moms. We do not need bear meat. We 
are subsisting very well on the food we bought in the grocery store. Please do not allow the killing of these bear.

3/11/2022 2:27 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Yeah. Hi, my name's Bernard Lynn and I live outside of Yakima, Wil town called Kawachi. I'm calling about the black bear hunt. I am so much against this happening. It should not happen in the springtime, you know, you're gonna be killing 
mother bears and, and, and the Cubs, you know, we, we worry when animals think that they're gonna become extinct. And then when we're successful and the population starts rising, then our solution to the, to, to being very successful 
about helping the species is to kill 'em again. And I just never could understand that. I, I feel that's so wrong and I hope when somebody looks at this, they, they, they listen to all the, the comments that you, you get on this and, and please 
do not have this bear hunt go through. That's my opinion on this. Thanks for your time. Bye bye.

3/11/2022 2:30 PM ProjectVoiceMail

I. 3/11/2022 2:38 PM ProjectVoiceMail
My name is Ron chase. I am strongly opposed to the spring hunting of bear it's inhumane and should be outlawed. Thank you. Hang on. 3/11/2022 2:58 PM ProjectVoiceMail
This is Suzanne Rowan Washington state resident. And I am vehemently opposed to the spring hunting of bear, please outlaw this. It is absolutely cruel and unnecessary. Thank you. 3/11/2022 2:59 PM ProjectVoiceMail
https://publicinput.com/SpringBearPetition102 Hi There I would like to register my disappointment that you are using a tool where one person can enter hundreds of comments either for or against. This means that people can comment 
again and again and you are not receiving a fair assessment of the views of the public. It is not hard to find a tool that allows one person to register one view and that is all that they are allowed to do. I would like an answer around this 
and I have already notified my representative. Thank you Lucy

3/11/2022 3:07 PM Email

I own 311 acres of timberland in Unit 654 south Pierce County. I would like this unit opened to spring bear hunts. I see so so so many black bears on trail cameras that I am afraid of walking around the property without carrying a high 
power rifle from April through mid-November. I think there has been a sub-optimal level of bear harvest in this unit. A modest increase in harvest would enhance public safety. Tom Gumprecht. Seattle. Wash. Email: 
tgumprecht@gmail.com Cell phone: 206-819-0011 Sent from my iPhone

3/11/2022 3:14 PM Email

Hello, my name is Carl Snyder. I am calling to say that I'm against this spring bear hunt. I think it's unethical. So yeah, I'm against this spring bear hunt. I hope you don't approve it. Thank you. 3/11/2022 3:23 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Hello, my name is Kelly Barker. Yeah. So I'm a 74 year old Washington resident. My whole life born in Seattle long roots here. I've gotta tell you. Okay. I am board at the idea that people are gonna go out and shoot bears for entertainment. 
I, I just so you, this, you have to recognize that there are many, many, many, many people who feel the way that I do. I live in a log house. I in the woods in Dal, I love nature. I love animals. We got black bear coming here. And I gotta tell 
you, I mean, I come from family who hunted and had hunting dogs, hunting lodge. I detested, I have Hore it. It's not right. It's just murdering animals from fun. If, if, if we're such cave, people, such cave, men that we kill animals for sport, 
it's actually that article called entertainment, rec or recreation. Oh, recreation, murder, innocent, innocent animals in the spring just just mean out of hi nation. And he's like, oh, let's go murder. 'em that'd be fun. Anyway, you have to 
know many people feel the way I do. And it's, I'm really sorry that the commission or whoever it is, it's just sitting there thinking, oh, well, how many is it okay to kill just the whole, the whole concept. It's like, you know, it's like, it's like 
chicken, you know, c**k fighting. It's like, like, like bull fighting. It's just like, let's leave it. Let's leave it back in history. As something awful that we used to do call me if you want (206) 992-1447. Thank you.

3/11/2022 3:28 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Carol Tompson 6208 E Valley Springs Rd Spokane WA US catompson@aol.com

3/11/2022 3:40 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sylvia Ford 7015 92 Ave Ct SW Lakewood WA US sinderla2101@gmail.com

3/11/2022 3:48 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Mr. Peter Smith 14021 232nd Ave SE Issaquah WA US petertumpy@comcast.net

3/11/2022 3:50 PM Email

Dear Commissioners I write today to strongly oppose enacting a rule that would allow a Spring hunting season of Black Bears. Public opinion does not support this rule and the political dynamics behind this rule even being voted on at this 
point is disingenuous driven out of harassment of Commissioners by trophy hunting groups and turnover on the commission. This rule should not be voted upon without thorough review by all sitting members of the Commission and 
harassment by special interest groups should never be tolerated. This rule is not supported by science. There is no data that supports any benefit to removing black bears from the ecosystem. This is a trophy hunt only which is cruel 
disgusting and archaic. Washington does not currently support Spring hunting for any species other than turkey. To open this to bears means that animals weak from winter hibernation and attempting to rear their newborns would be 
targeted as trophies leaving the young animals alone to starve. The cruelty of that is unimaginable and will have compounding negative impacts on bear population statewide. A spring hunt is a significant violation of the ethics behind the 
hunter s own policies of fair chase since bears at this time have no choice but to forage in open areas for scarcely available food and a hunter would have no way of knowing whether a bear is male or female or rearing cubs or not. I 
urgently ask the commission to drop the suggestion of this hunt and expect the members to uphold protections for all animals across Washington State. Sincerely Lisa Billings 7249 Autumn Ave SE Snoqualmie WA 98065

3/11/2022 3:51 PM Email

As a resident of Snoqualmie WA I strongly oppose the proposal to have a Spring Bear Hunt! It is ridiculous to imagine that the State of Washington would approve an unnecessary trophy bear hunt. We have taken over a lot of the bears 
territory in Snoqualmie and see them regularly. As a community we are learning not to feed them or tempt them with garbage cans . I find it appalling that you would even consider a bear hunt that is not necessary. There is enough 
violence in the world right now so at least let the bears continue to live in peace. For the record I am a lifelong resident of Washington. Carol A. Klappenbach

3/11/2022 4:09 PM Email

Please don t allow the spring hunting of Washington s black bears. It is cruel and unnecessary and will lead to the unnecessary suffering and deaths of young cubs. Stacy Kolden Resident of Snoqualmie WA 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Email
From: wilsonhs@aol.com Sent: Friday March 11 2022 2:18 PM To: Commission (DFW) Cc: kenbonniemiller@gmail.com; hhansen@wafarmforestry.com Subject: Spring Bear Permit Comments External Email Dear Commissioners This 
written testimony is in lieu of testimony I had registered to give on 11 March 2022 but was never allowed to present. Timber damage by bears is still a big problem but no one is talking about it. I m Howard Wilson President of Grays 
Harbor Chapter of the Washington Farm Forestry Association (WFFA). We are an association of Small Forest Landowners who grow timber on our land. We also provide excellent critter habitat for all species. I ask that you support Spring 
Black Bear permits. Black bears are destroying hundreds of thousands of dollars of trees each year. Between April and July each bear that eats sap can damage or destroy 50 to 70 trees per day. These are generally 5 to 10 inch diameter 
trees (mainly Douglas Fir) that are 10 to 20 years old. Once destroyed or damaged they cannot be replaced until the next harvest. We have no cost effective tools to target problem bears. The spring bear hunt is very important to us as it 
helps reduce the number of bears and thus reduces the timber damage to our member s trees. Bear harvests in Washington State have greatly decreased over the years. In the 1950s and 1960s harvests were usually 5 000 or more bear 
per year. This has decreased to where the total recreational harvest for 2018 was 1 483 bears and for the year 2019 it was 2 185 bears. The spring hunt accounts for about 6% of the bears harvested each year. While the number may 
appear small these are targeted hunts in areas that experience substantial timber damage and at a time of the year when bears are destroying commercial trees. Please help us reduce our timber losses and allow Spring Black Bear permits. 
Sincerely Howard Wilson

3/11/2022 4:21 PM Email

My name is Tom Moore, 2 0 6 4 2 7 3 5 1 1. And I'm calling in to urge you to vote against allowing a spring hunting season for bears. It just makes no sense to me that we would hunt mammals in the spring and the bear being the only one 
that we would allow this for plenty of other time during the year to hunt bear, I'm not against hunting, just against hunting at a, at a terrible time, a very vulnerable time for bear and particularly the mother bear with their newly born. So 
please, please do not allow spring hunting of bears. Thank you.

3/11/2022 4:23 PM ProjectVoiceMail



11 March 2022 TO: Washington Fish and Wildlife Commissioners RE: Spring Bear Hunt Rule Change Proposal Dear Commissioners: My name is Rachel Haymon I have lived in Klickitat County for more than 30 years and I am one of the 
many people who prepared and waited for four hours to speak to you today (about the proposed rule changes to allow a Spring black bear hunt) but had no chance to do so. Therefore I am submitting comments to you in writing. First l 
want to say that I don t oppose hunting. I grew up in a family of multi-generational hunters who put meat on our table and I inherited a full appreciation of hunting ethics and culture as well as a great passion for the natural world. That 
said I nevertheless strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt rule change proposal before you and I implore you to vote NO on it. The way I see it there are at least two elephants are in the room here. Elephant number one is that DFW s 2022 
Status Report on bears makes it crystal clear that DFW does not yet know how the major changes to bear hunting rules that took effect 3 years ago has affected bears across WA and does not even pretend to know the effects on bears of 
rapid climate change and recent mega-wildfires. Such large fast changes to the bears world mean that data from the past is not predictive of the future. Let me repeat that. Rapid recent change in hunt rules habitats and human activities 
have changed conditions for bears and thus the future cannot be extrapolated from the past. We don t know how many bears we have whether or not they are in decline nor how many bears it now is safe to hunt. And I think it is highly 
problematic that WDFW game managers refuse to acknowledge this and won t wait a few more months until the data from their five year bear density study is available for you to review. All the talk today about traditions and 45 years of 
data and experience are nostalgic but are not scientific evidence pertaining to the current and future situation for bears in WA. The Commission was wise to suspend the hunt last Fall while staff finishes collecting bear density data. Since 
2018 hunter kills have doubled and total bear mortality has jumped up 40% a huge increase. Meanwhile wildfires are raging landscapes are rapidly altering as the planet warms and human development expands and biodiversity is 
plummeting. The first duty of WDFW is to protect preserve and perpetuate WA wildlife and since over-harvested bear populations take decades to recover a decision to simply pause the Spring bear hunt until density data is known is a 
reasonable precaution and a truly scientific approach to bear management. In today s staff presentation I heard NO new data supporting a case for using less caution. Instead game managers are asking not only to revive this year s Spring 
hunt but to make the Spring bear hunt permanent without annual assessment. One has to wonder why they are so eager to lock down a permanent hunt before the bear density study is finished when they are so close to finishing the 
study? Are they afraid of what the data will show? The rules proposal before you is irresponsible. It fails to protect wildlife and undermines the public s trust in your decision-making process. Which brings me to the second elephant in the 
room. WDFW has long ignored the polled opinions of a large majority of people in WA regarding the Spring bear hunt and has done just the opposite of what most people want. Although the Commission doubled opportunity to kill bears 
in WA and lengthened the Fall hunt it seems this still isn t enough to satisfy those who feel entitled to hunt bears almost year-round no matter what. There is an issue here of fairness to people (not to mention bears). The recreation and 
views of non-hunters deserve to be considered along with the hunters. The unwillingness of hunters to give an inch and their willingness to use bullying tactics must stop. DFW and the Commission must stop enabling and encouraging this 
tyranny. Although my family regularly hunts meat for the table during regulated seasons we are also conservationists. I see no reason why hunters cannot be conservationists as in fact they were until recent times. I hope we return to a 
time when all of us work together for sustainable healthy ecosystems because in the end this is what really matters. This is what you must do for posterity. The health of the bear population should be your top priority and this is why I beg 
you to vote NO on the proposed rules. Let the biologists finish their density study and show you the data before you change rules. My appreciation to you all for the work you do. It s a tough sometimes thankless but very important job 
and so much depends on it. So-- thank you. Yours sincerely Rachel Haymon

3/11/2022 4:29 PM Email

As a resident of Washington I am writing to urge you to please not allow spring bear hunting. I agree with Melissa Grant when she writes in her Living Snoqualmie article that Spring bear hunting violates fundamental principles of ethical 
hunting and fair chase. In spring black bears are weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation in their most vulnerable state. Food is scarce requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover. Please do not allow for such unethical 
hunting. One of my favorite parts of living in Snoqualmie has been being able to look out my window to see the black bears that roam the green belt. I have even had the privilege of seeing two bear cubs trotting along with their mother. 
Please do not support a rule that would cause cubs like these to be orphaned. According to Melissa Grant Even though the new proposed rule purports to prohibit the killing of sows with cubs state wildlife officials and other experts agree 
there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. Hunters cannot distinguish between female and male bears and nursing mothers will often stow their 
cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring. I urge you to reject this new rule that would orphan bear cubs. Thank you for your time Jenny L

3/11/2022 4:37 PM Email

Hi my name is Alex Bergsma. I am a Washington state resident. I believe spring blackbear should be open. I also believe that the video training and requirement for education about sow with cubs a requirement as mentioned in the 
meeting today. Please open spring black bear. Thank you Alex Bergsma

3/11/2022 4:39 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Randy Munn Prosser WA 99350

3/11/2022 4:40 PM Email

Adding to the comment below... all of which I agree with... - Spring is a time of year where bears are easier to see against snow and where bears are more concentrated in snow-free landscapes (see fair chase below) - Similarly Spring is a 
time of year when hikers are also more concentrated in snow-free terrain and this makes for very crowded recreational spaces. It does not make sense to add hunters into this mix ------------ Most people disapprove of spring bear hunting. 
Only 15% of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting. Although Washington has not been polled separately we can assume opposition to spring bear hunting is even higher here. Spring bear hunting receives much stronger 
disapproval than other controversial hunting methods like hunting fenced animals or hunting with bait or dogs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allows spring bear hunting. The others are Oregon Idaho Wyoming Montana 
Utah Arizona Oklahoma and Arkansas. WDFW singles bear out for spring hunting. Because of the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young Washington does not allow spring 
hunting of any other species except turkey. We allow no hunting of newborns except for bears and cougars. Spring bear hunting violates fundamental principles of ethical hunting and fair chase. In spring black bears are weak from hunger 
and sluggish from hibernation in their most vulnerable state. Food is scarce requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover. This new rule would orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. Even though the new proposed rule purports to 
prohibit the killing of sows with cubs state wildlife officials and other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. Hunters cannot 
distinguish between female and male bears and nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring. Hunters are only required to have skins inspected not carcasses making lactation 
difficult to determine and monitor the effects of a spring hunt

3/11/2022 4:44 PM Email

To Whom It May Concern: I d like to voice my concern and non support regarding Spring Bear hunts. I believe that they are unfair and unsportsmanlike as the animals are recently woken from hibernation or a quieter time of year with less 
activity. They are slower in speed and reaction as well as the females are often caring for cubs. It is hard to discern the bears sex not to mention whether or not she is caring for cubs less than a year old. A mis-identification of the bear s 
sex could very well cause 3 bears to die as cubs cannot survive on thier own the first spring. Also tree farmers and harvesters should account and plan for a percentage of their harvest to be damaged. People are moving further into the 
forests and farmers working on thin margins want animal & pest free environments but the wild animals were here first and are also critical links in the ecosystem and should be protected. The corporation should bear the cost of the farm 
or profit not the animals. If hunts are needed to control the population then hunt in the fall when the mothers are not as critical for their young s survival and the males are at a disadvantage due to hunger. The success rates of hunts in 
spring appear to be significantly higher than those in fall. Also if the law were to be passed allowing for Spring hunts my opinion would be that it should be re-approved annually or bi-annually not passed without an end date where the 
hunt would never need to be reapproved. Thank you for taking the time to read my thoughts and opinions. Sincerely Hillary Finnigan North Bend WA

3/11/2022 4:48 PM Email

I m submitting that I am in support of a Washington Spring Bear hunt. It should have never come to this and the commission needs to be in support of this or they need to be removed. The biology supports this hunt and you have 
environmentalists making decisions based on feeling and not facts. What ever happened to Trust the Science ??? Sent from my iPhone

3/11/2022 4:55 PM Email

Hunting groups may be more vocal but are in the minority regarding this proposal. The majority of Washington citizens do not support adding a spring hunt of bears. More bear meat is not needed to feed anyone and your previous vote 
on this concluded this extra hunt is not necessary for bear management. Spring bear hunting violates fundamental principles of ethical hunting and fair chase. In spring black bears are weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation in 
their most vulnerable state. Food is scarce requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover. Please vote NO to the spring bear hunt proposal. Thank you Daylin Baker North Bend WA

3/11/2022 5:09 PM Email



I m asking this committee to keep in place the ban on the spring bear hunt and go even further to make it permanent. The Department managers have not justified through their own published science that there is a MANAGEMENT need 
for the hunt. There is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned and suffering a cruel slow death as a result of the spring bear hunt. Nursing mothers could be killed when they set out to forage and are separated from their cubs. AND 
we know that hunters can t always distinguish between male and female bears. Wildlife is a public asset which the state needs to manage on behalf of ALL Washingtonians. Only 3% of our population hunts and only a miniscule fraction of 
THOSE hunters participate in the spring bear hunt. Clearly the spring bear hunting does not reflect the values and ethics of almost ALL Washington residents. Let s permanently end this inhumane hunt anything less diminishes our 
humanity. Alyne FortgangSeattle WA206-595-7770

3/11/2022 5:14 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards George Britton 440 Schuler LnDillon MT 59725

3/11/2022 5:23 PM Email

Hello, my name is Kara Palmy. It's K a R a P O M E R O Y. I'm calling about the spring bear petition 1 0 2. I am adamantly opposed as in no spring hunting of bears. It's it's imoral and awful should not be allowed. Thank you. 3/11/2022 5:24 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hi, my name is Gina Stanier. I live in fall city right off of Preston fall city road. And I would like to comment that I am vociferously and categorically, opposed to spring bear hunting in our beautiful little region. We have bears every year 
here, there, our baby, there are mamas. They belong here just as much as we do. My garage is not attached to my house. I'm very careful that I make some noise and I cannot believe that this is even coming up in our area. Please do not 
allow bear hunting in the spring in fall city or the invite. Thank you very much.

3/11/2022 5:25 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Hello Commissioners I was one of many who signed up to talk on March 11 meeting and didn t get a chance. I m not going to take up a lot of your time. I want to second folks like Douglas Boze Mike Hertz. I am a Hunter and agree with 
having the Spring Bear Hunt reinstated. I also want to thank the WDFW biologist for obtaining and submitting evidence of our healthy and sustainable Bear population Thank you David West. Sent from my iPhone

3/11/2022 5:32 PM Email

I oppose and I ask that you please oppose any and all types of bear hunting. Eric Boutin Fall CITY WA 3/11/2022 5:37 PM Email
Dear Commissioners I am one of the 148 people who were denied the opportunity to present public testimony today. It seems that only one fourth of those who registered were actually allowed to speak. If you knew in advance how 
many wanted their two minutes I think you should have arranged to provide more time for all of us rather than unceremoniously cut it off after only two hours. You could have scheduled an additional day for testimony or perhaps 
continued the testimony into the afternoon. Perhaps you could also investigate a more efficient method for scheduling speakers. I am not a technical wizard but possibly you could prepare a list of speakers and send out the list the day 
before so each one would know when his or her name would be called. Call a name un-mute that name and be ready to do the same with the next name in the list after two minutes (if that s the time limit). This might avoid spending so 
much time searching for names and un-muting etc. This may not be the best solution but I m sure someone can figure it out. If my name had been called today this is what I would have said: I m against making spring bear hunts 
permanent. Hunters already have a recreational bear hunt opportunity from August first to November 15th. Adding a spring hunt would increase bear hunting every year to 5-1/2 months while bears are not hibernating. Don t most 
hunting seasons take place in fall & winter because spring is a time of renewal for most life on earth? Every hunt should be determined based on scientific study of the population. That does not appear to be the case here with the 
department relying on reports from hunters and complaints from timber companies for population numbers and health. But if bears have been hibernating during winter how can the population condition in spring be known? Obviously it 
can t. We should monitor bear populations each year during spring and summer in order to determine numbers to be killed in fall. In Washington other species are hunted in fall. Limiting the bear hunt to fall only and during other hunts 
would benefit people like me who do not hunt but who seek recreation outside. Have you even considered exactly how much time non-hunters can be present in Washington woods without having to wear orange or fear for our lives? 
There are many more non-hunters than hunters in our state and the department needs to think about us and our safety by providing more time each year with no hunting. Until the WDFW can provide compelling evidence that a spring 
hunt is necessary for a healthy bear population this petition should be denied. Thank you for your consideration. Becky Durr

3/11/2022 5:49 PM Email

I am writing to express my concern with the new rule allowing spring bear hunting. Bears emerge from dens with cubs that are still nursing. Hunters can not see males from females. Mothers will be killed and cubs orphaned. No spring 
bear hunting. It s cruel and un-necessary. There are not enough or well-funded wild life rehabilitators in the state to care for orphaned cubs. Will DFW be providing wild life rehabilitation facilities hundreds of thousands of dollars to raise 
orphaned cubs? The majority of Washington citizens do NOT support this cruel sport. Withdraw your CR102. Michelle Underwood 360-866-1908

3/11/2022 6:11 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commissioners I would respectfully request the Fish and Wildlife commissioners seriously consider eliminating the spring bear hunt for the following reasons: There is already a bear hunt in the fall There is no need 
for two bear hunts. One hunt is sufficient. It seems as though there is a lot if guesswork involved by the Fish and Wildlife Commission with regard to the bear population count. If we don t really have accurate numbers we are not truly 
being responsible in our assessments and could really harm our bear populations. Spring is not the time to hunt bear. The risk of killing a female that might have cubs is just too great. We seriously need to be science driven when we make 
decisions that might affect the population of any species including bear. I am not at all convinced the science is a top priority with the decisions being considered regarding a spring bear hunt. Operating using pretty good or incomplete 
science is just not good enough when managing the bear or any species. Yes there has been a spring bear hunt for many many years. It is time for a change. Eliminate the spring bear hunt and please place much more emphasis on science 
and accurate population counts when considering the fall bear hunt. Respectfully Rick Flegel

3/11/2022 6:33 PM Email

Hello Commissioners I was registered to speak at the meeting but experienced technical difficulties. For some reason you all couldn t hear me. You tried three times to connect with me and I want to thank you for trying to let me speak. I 
oppose spring bear hunting. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. They are responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline so do the number of plant 
species found in their ecosystems which in turn affects other species. I find it absurd that there is no abundance estimate and no mandatory reporting. Wildlife is a public trust that must be managed to benefit all the trust s beneficiaries. 
For those of us non-consumptive users our objection to killing bears is considered emotional and unscientific. Yet your agency will afford hunters the right to kill just to offer a hunting opportunity. That s not science. Hunters proclaim that 
it s their heritage or tradition to hunt bears. That s not science. Special interests and hunting opportunities should never take precedence over science and the overwhelming opposition from your stakeholders. We are all a part of the 
public trust and all of the trust s beneficiaries including those who choose not to partake in the killing of bears should be considered. I hope you look at the bigger picture and are guided by your conscience when deciding what the future 
will look like down the road for bears and the health of our ecosystems as a whole. With appreciation Nicole Cordano -- Nicole Cordano | Campaign Director 727-481-9299 | nicolec@oneprotest.org | OneProtest.org This email and its 
attachments (if any) are for the intended recipient only. They may include confidential attorney-client or otherwise privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender and delete this message 
immediately. Please do not forward or distribute in any way without the express permission of the sender.

3/11/2022 6:53 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Joyce O Malley 17125 Hillside Dr NE Lake Forest Park WA US jomalley24@gmail.com

3/11/2022 7:08 PM Email

Dear Commission I would like to express my wish that spring black bear hunting would be prohibited. I live in an area where black bears are seen a few times each year and there has not been an issue with coexisting. Knowing the state 
black bears and their cubs are in at spring time it seems cruel and unfair to allow hunting at that time. The inability to recognize sows whose cubs may be safely stowed in a den while she s out will create unnecessary stress on all the 
wildlife population in addition to animal wildlife rescue nonprofits that will likely be called even more to attend to abandoned cubs. I do not see any justifiable reason to allow spring black bear hunting. Thank you. Sincerely Amanda Geers

3/11/2022 7:26 PM Email



I am glad you are adding a rule to prohibit the harvesting of female Bears during the spring hunt. The taking away of mothers from newborn and unweaned cubs is barbaric and lacking honor. Unfortunately there is no adequate method to 
tell the difference between females and males in the field. The Bear Identification Program on the WDFW web page is sorely lacking regarding how to discern between boars(males) and sows(females). Three poorly produced low-
resolution videos does not qualify as educating someone to make that distinction. It is really quite embarrassing. To quote one of the videos Telling boars from sows is no harder than telling a boy from a girl in humans. Really? Can you 
easily tell between a boy and girl human at 100 yards away in all situations? There is no easily identifiable predominate distinguishing characteristic to tell the difference between boar and sow bears. With what you have in place it is 
admitting sows will be killed and the new rule is meaningless. Please have some dignity. Please do not even consider having a spring Bear hunt. Thank you R. Thomas Twisp WA.

3/11/2022 7:35 PM Email

Hey guys, my name is Douglas Bowes. I am calling just to remind some of the commissioners that the spring bear hunts that are going on, those areas are actually usually behind lot gates. And they are well far away from any sort of active 
recreational areas. They're very small and they're often very remote. They're not your normal hiking trails. Also, I wanted to bring up that we hunt bear in the spring because that is when the deer and calves, excuse me, the deer farms and 
the elk calves drop. And it helps relieve some of that stress from the predators, including Cougar and bear. You'll note that we hunt Cougar in the spring. We hunt Turkey in the spring. We hunt Coyo in the spring, that type of stuff. So bear 
are not the only ones that we hunt. So again, pay attention to where those spring bear areas are that people actually they hunt because they are far away from hikers and realize that we hunt predators in the spring to relieve ungulate 
pressure. Thank you so much.

3/11/2022 7:41 PM ProjectVoiceMail

I vehemently OPPOSE spring bear hunting in Washington State. I have lived here for 54 years and say NO to this savagely cruel practice. Humanity numbers nearly 8 billion on this planet and yet there are still sick morons who advocate for 
culling wildlife because of some misplaced logic regarding species specific overpopulation that is merely in the thousands regionally. I propose forcing hunters to strap on antlers and wear bear hides and let the ****ers have at each other 
to satisfy their barbaric bloodlust. Now this is the type of culling we need in Washington State for the 21st Century. Greg Faber

3/11/2022 8:06 PM Email

Mike Craft I'm in support of the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/11/2022 8:08 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Paul Johnson 298 Piper StRichland WA 99352

3/11/2022 8:22 PM Email

Anti-hunters object primarily to risk of killing mothers with cubs. This is a red herring. Good rules and education efforts can mitigate this risk. Please support a small and reasonable Spring hunt. Please don t allow extremist political groups 
to bring harm to our wildlife management decisions. Thank you; Wes Thirkield (responsible hunter).

3/11/2022 8:38 PM Email

My name is Katherine Howard. I live in wallow wall of Washington, and I disagree with having a spring bear black bear hunt. It is cruel to hunt and target bears that are just out of hibernation. Also mother bears with Cubs is, can be killed 
and that would be death for the nursing young. Also the rule needs to be used specific and not to be, it needs to be checked over annually instead of being allowed to not reauthorize that. Thank you for my consideration. It's a very serious 
matter goodbye.

3/11/2022 8:40 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear Commission members: I am strongly opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt and to the hunting of bears under any circumstances. I ask that your actions be consistent with this view. Bears play an important ecological role and should be 
protected. I also ask that your actions as Commission members be based on sound science and not the opinions of interest groups. Thankyou for protecting the wildlife of Washington. Alison Anderson M.S. Environmental Planner Olympia 
Washington

3/11/2022 9:07 PM Email

This is very simple. I m not anti-hunting. I am however opposed to hunting when an animal is at its most vulnerable and an easy target. I am also opposed to the taking of animals when differentiating between males and females is 
impossible and a female at that time of year is most likely to have cubs. Abandoned cubs die a slow painful death. Please do not cave to groups who are pushing for this hunt. It s simply doing the right think to forbid spring hunting. Thank 
you Susan Burk

3/11/2022 9:47 PM Email

To the WDFW Commission This email is to notify the WDFW Commission that I support a Washington State spring bear hunt. I attended today s (03/11/2022) virtual meeting and was not called upon to voice my support for the hunt. 
Please vote to approve the 2022 spring bear hunt. Regards Gary Jackman Seattle WA

3/11/2022 10:25 PM Email

Courtney Hamilton. And you should vote now on doing a spring bear hunt. This is ridiculous. Really? What I, The bears are just coming out of hibernation. Are you kidding me right now? You should be ashamed. 3/11/2022 10:25 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Hello. I just wanted to put my input in on the spring bear hunt and I am strongly against it. I enjoy seeing this wildlife in nature and I hope that it continues so no need for a spring. Very hun. Thank you. 3/11/2022 10:41 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Teri Travis 16724 Juanita Dr Ne Unit D204 Kenmore WA US teritravis@msn.com

3/11/2022 11:02 PM Email

My name is Lori Carter. I am calling to advise you to vote against the spring bear hunt. Why vote? Why, why would you want to hunt bears that are just coming out of hibernation? So they wouldn't be particularly fat anyway. And if they, 
there are Cubs, why hunter is going to be careful enough to check, to see that a bear is not lactating. And I'm looking at the comment in the Seattle times by Pete Butler, president of the inland Northwest wildlife council saying getting out 
in that first hunt in the season who you shake that winter dust off you stretch your legs. End of quote. Well fine. Go ahead. Shake the winter dust off and stretch your legs, but doing without killing, maybe take pictures of the bears, but 
there is absolutely no need to kill them. Bye you.

3/12/2022 12:20 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MISS Karrina Henderson 115 Bear Mountain Road Morton WA US rinaxriot@hotmail.com

3/12/2022 3:54 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Alan Weskamp 1008 Eggleston StFort Collins CO 80524

3/12/2022 6:31 AM Email

Hunting groups may be more vocal but are in the minority regarding this proposal. The majority of Washington citizens do not support adding a spring hunt of bears. Bear meat is not needed to feed anyone and your previous vote on this 
concluded this extra hunt is not necessary for bear management. Spring bear hunting violates fundamental principles of ethical hunting and fair chase. In spring black bears are weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation in their 
most vulnerable state. Food is scarce requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover. Please vote NO to the spring bear hunt proposal. Thank you Brett Baker North Bend WA

3/12/2022 7:24 AM Email

To whom it may concern Please put an end to killing bears. Feed them more food. Make killing bears illegal. Poaching is illegal. Poaching is stealing. It s very clear this is wrong. No one should have the right to eliminate a species because 
they can t or won t figure out how to coexist. If you have a tree farm & this is a problem. Then feeding the bear should be factored in. - Mark Keely @CascadiaResist

3/12/2022 7:28 AM Email



To Whom It May Concern I live in Snoqualmie Valley with my husband and two children and urge you NOT to allow spring hunting of black bears in this state. I urge you to not allow any bear hunting! Three years ago we saw a mamma 
bear get hit by the car in front of us on Tolt in Carnation. There were two cubs behind her and we saw the look in their eyes. It was HEARTBREAKING. I called and reported it but other than that there was little we could do. To this day I 
have no idea if the mamma survived or what happened to those baby bears. My son who was 5 then was in tears having witnessed it. He wanted the driver in front of us who was not paying attention to be sent to jail! His favorite stuffed 
animal to this day is a black bear from the Salish Lodge who he has named Blackie. He hugged Blackie extra tight that night and still to this day asks me if I ever found out if that bear family was okay. We think of it EVERY time we drive 
past the spot where it happened. I feel strongly that humans are the ones who have encroached on the bears home. Please let s live in harmony with our local wildlife. We can co-exitst. Please do not allow for them to be hunted. It s cruel. 
Thank you Amy Fannon Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

3/12/2022 7:59 AM Email

You are no better than Russia. You take land that others occupy and kill the occupants. People can coexist in Washington with the black bears. We have for centuries. Slow the growth of Washington state suburban and urban areas. Leave 
the bears enough space to exist without having to resort to entering human communities. Co-exist with nature. We are not better than animals. We are smart resilient and have more resources than they do. It is humans that bear the 
responsibility of finding a way to keep them safe not the other way around. I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. 
Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this 
critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of 
cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their 
mothers for 17 months wild families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous 
decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt. Sincerely Ms. Robyn Christenson 14241 Ne Wood-Duvall Rd #328 Woodinville WA US robyntwenty16@gmail.com

3/12/2022 8:06 AM Email

Hello I would like to put my support into keeping spring Bear. I can see a massive Bear population across the entire state the numbers are here. The hunting statistics are hardly impacting numbers to begin with. I dont see any need to take 
it away. The fact our commissioners cannot see this makes me question what they truthfully represent. I feel this is a jab towards someone s personal feelings not conservation. If that s the case maybe our power should be put towards 
new representation for WA states Fish and game conservation efforts. Respectfully David M. LaPlante Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

3/12/2022 8:09 AM Email

Hi, this is Cheryl Hanson. I live near Whitesburg, Washington, right in the timber area where there's all sorts of wildlife. I am calling to say, absolutely not allow a hunt this spring for black bear. I have been first hand with horrible hunters 
who outside of hunting seasons kill elk and leave the bodies and just take the, the straps. I've come across on my own property hunters with dogs pound a that have tracked Cougar on my property, up in the trees. They come on your land, 
they shoot across your house. And the bears that we have here are amazing. They clean up the apples, the wild apples that drop, they clean up the blackberries. They add a lot to the environment and they were here before we were. So 
please do not allow the bear hunt this spring. And furthermore, not at all. I am so sick of hunters. They abuse and feel. They are entitled to everything. We have to stop this. Thank you.

3/12/2022 8:28 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Please forbid bear hunting this spring. Spring bear hunts are particularly cruel to females and cubs especially if the mother bear dies when the cubs can t care for themselves. Orphaned cubs are easy targets for hunters. Supposedly the 
spring bear hunt mitigates bear timber damage and minimizes human-bear interactions. However there is NO scientific evidence to support these claims. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on 
their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal they excrete even more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. So please do not resume 
this toxic pastime. Thank you. Peggy J. Printz Washington State Voter

3/12/2022 8:38 AM Email

I am concerned about the Spring Bear Hunt. I am concerned that it was voted against in November 2021 (because data is just not available to support it) and now because hunting groups submitted petitions the hunt is under review 
again. The data is not there. Last year there were 79 males 45 females and one lactating female killed in the spring bear hunt. Only one in 45 females was lactating meaning had cubs in the den or nearby that surely died too. How likely is it 
- only one lactating female killed? Isn t it enough that Washington has a bear kill in the fall? Please get good data. Please consider the ramifications of killing mothers with cubs. Please consider that most Washingtonians like to see wildlife 
not kill it.

3/12/2022 8:44 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Jill Johnson 28305 99th Av SW Vashon WA US info@jillsfarm.org

3/12/2022 8:48 AM Email

Please forbid bear hunting this spring. I live in the timber area near Waitsburg WA and see bear scat on my property. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also 
responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal they excrete even more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. Spring bear hunts are particularly cruel to females and 
cubs especially if the mother bear dies when the cubs can t care for themselves. Orphaned cubs are easy targets for hunters. Supposedly the spring bear hunt mitigates bear timber damage and minimizes human-bear interactions. 
However there is NO scientific evidence to support these claims. So please do not resume this toxic pastime. Thank you.Cheryl HansenWashington State Voter

3/12/2022 8:52 AM Email

WDFW Commissioners Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. Bears do not over reproduce. If there isn t enough food the fetuses will just get absorbed by the mother bears body while she hibernates. They have built in mechanisms to 
protect against too many of them being born. Any conflicts can be dealt with with education: most times it s people leaving things out (food attractants etc) that cause bears to come into conflict with humans. They are a cornerstone of 
any ecosystem and do not need hunting.Thank you Jamila Viandier

3/12/2022 9:01 AM Email

Susan Stein, resident Seattle, two voters in this household, strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/12/2022 9:06 AM ProjectVoiceMail
Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Wendy Yoker 7323 silent creek ave se Snoqualmie WA US wyoker@hotmail.com

3/12/2022 9:08 AM Email

Please ban hunting for sport in general and most certainly PLEASE ban WA spring bear hunting. We humans should be better than this. Stop thinking of animals as a sub class just because they live outside and don t speak English. So sad to 
think about cubs never seeing their mother again and being left to try and survive on their own. -Scott Shelley

3/12/2022 9:08 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Sara Easterly 10005 SW 178th St Vashon WA US sara_easterly@yahoo.com

3/12/2022 9:10 AM Email



I originally hoped to present this during the public comment period during the meeting on March 11th 2022 but there wasn t sufficient time for all of those who were interested to speak. My name is Ian Staeheli. I m a law student at the 
University of Washington and a resident of King County. I m writing this in my capacity as Co-President of our Environmental Law Society and I represent our board and current membership. I am writing to express my opposition to the 
proposed rule change because it undermines the primary purpose of the Department of Fish and Wildlife that is to preserve protect perpetuate and manage the state s fish and wildlife. The commission is allowed to authorize the taking of 
wildlife when the commission determines that taking does not impair the supply of these resources. Based on the Fish and Wildlife s own reports today s presentation and the presentation given by Ms. Simek last fall I do not believe the 
commission and the Department can say definitively that the spring bear hunt will not impair the black bear population in Washington. The Department s own Status and Trend Report and Game Management Reports and the information 
presented today make it clear that the Department does not have a reliable estimate of the black bear population trajectory or density in Washington. The department relies on information reported by hunters to monitor the health of 
the black bear population. The problem with this as the Department s 2020 Washington Game Status and Trend Report notes and as Commissioner Lehmkuhl shared earlier is that the hunter reporting rate of black bear harvests is 65% 
and just 25% of hunters who kill a black bear comply with mandatory tooth collection required under Washington law. Over 75% percent of hunters don t comply with the existing requirements. It s unclear from the presentation today 
how these new requirements imposed by this rule change will function any differently. This low rate of compliance with state regulatory requirements and statewide population monitoring processes makes these statistics wholly 
unreliable for use in assessing the health of Washington s black bear population and represent a failure by the Department to effectively manage this hunting permit program. The departments own reports make that clear. Those in favor 
of this rule say science-based population management is appropriate. And I agree. I want to share two quotes from the 2020 Status and Trend Report which was authored by the department s Bear and Cougar Specialists. T he data used to 
evaluate median ages and harvest guidelines (Table 1) is compromised. M edian ages and percent female metrics cannot accurately detect population trajectory. According to the Department s Game Management Plan black bears have a 
relatively low reproductive potential which makes them particularly sensitive to over-exploitation. Even when population data is reliable there is often a time lag between when a population begins to decline and when that decline is 
evident in sex and age structure data. There are perfectly valid reasons to allow for species management and that may involve special permitting for additional hunting opportunities. I myself am not opposed to providing hunting 
opportunities for residents of Washington. But it s clear from the departments own research and reports that it does not have sufficient information about the current state of the black bear population in Washington to say definitively 
that this rule change program would not adversely impact the health of the black bear population in Washington. It is also clear that the department is not effectively enforcing existing requirements for black bear hunting. In the absence 
of such information and given the extremely low-level of compliance by hunters with existing regulatory requirements I think it would be at best irresponsible and at worst reckless for the department to reinstate the spring black bear hunt 
indefinitely. For these reasons I urge the commission to stop the spring bear hunt. I thank the commissioners and Ms. Simek for their time and for the opportunity to speak on this important issue. Sincerely Ian Staeheli Ian Staeheli 
(He/Him/His) J.D. Candidate | 2023 University of Washington School of Law (253) 777-6198 | staeheli@uw.edu

3/12/2022 9:27 AM Email

Please do not permit any spring bear hunting. While others including the Sierra Club have provided a detailed response to this as a citizen of Washington State I simply urge you to recognize that bear cubs will be orphaned in this instance 
and that is unnecessarily cruel and unacceptable. Vicki Thomas Bellingham WA

3/12/2022 9:31 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. E J 19916 old owen rd Monroe WA US flyingskfarm@gmail.com

3/12/2022 9:33 AM Email

I am writing this letter in hopes that you will consider denying the spring bear hunt. These animals are just coming out of hibernation and many will have babies with them. Thank you for your consideration! Becky McLaughlin Wa Resident 
Zip 98065

3/12/2022 9:46 AM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission members: A spring black bear hunt is a bad idea for at least four reasons: 1. Starving cubs by killing their mother is wasteful and inhumane. Mother bears sometimes leave their den while their cubs are 
still inside. A mother bear is not visibly different from a male bear. As experience shows hunters sometimes kill lactating female bears by mistake. 2. Spring food for bears is sparse and nutritionally poor forcing bears to congregate in 
limited areas where it is available. This places them at an unfair disadvantage versus hunters. 3. A spring hunt introduces firearms and live ammunition into the outdoors during a season when non-hunters are also increasing their outdoor 
presence thus raising the risk of an accidental shooting. 4. A bear harvested in the spring is not a good source of meat for the hunter. Biologists have described the period between hibernation and the arrival of summer vegetation and 
fruits as a negative foraging period in which black bears actually lose weight. Some traditions deserve preservation because of good reasons that underlie them. A spring bear hunt is not one of them. Sincerely David Knibb 100-98th 
Avenue NE # E-6 Bellevue WA 98004-5461 dknibb@mindspring.com

3/12/2022 9:54 AM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Doh Driver 2508 NE 134th St Seattle WA US vegerific@gmail.com

3/12/2022 10:39 AM Email

Hi, my name is Joanne Fier, and I am horrified to read that you are planning a vote to possibly allow a spring black bear hunt. I wanna voice my opposition to this, and I think that fall hunt is enough. We don't need to be hunting black 
bears in the spring as well. Thank you for your time. Bye bye.

3/12/2022 10:39 AM ProjectVoiceMail

Spring bear hunting is unnecessarily cruel. Fall is bad enough but spring leaves orphaned cubs. People who do it have only themselves in mind- nobody here is hunting for food they re not helping control a population nothing useful. Just 
cruelty and pride in killing something. We encroach on habitat enough in this state. We don t need this on top of it. Andrew Baer

3/12/2022 10:50 AM Email

Please forbid bear hunting this spring. Spring bear hunts are particularly cruel to females and cubs especially if the mother bear dies when the cubs can t care for themselves. Orphaned cubs are easy targets for hunters. Supposedly the 
spring bear hunt mitigates bear timber damage and minimizes human-bear interactions. However there is little scientific evidence to support these claims. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on 
their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal they excrete even more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. So please do not kill 
momma bears and their cubs. Norm Nielsen Seattle WA

3/12/2022 11:02 AM Email

My, my name is Carol and I do not think we need a spring bear hunt. Thank you. Bye. 3/12/2022 11:10 AM ProjectVoiceMail
I am appalled that you would even consider having spring black bear hunting. To me, it is ludicrous stone age. These bears are tired from hibernating under fed and have Cubs. You have no way of determining if the bears are male or 
female or lactating females by simply recovering a hide again, no other, there's only a handful of states that would do this. And I would think the state of Washington should step up to the plate and do better than something of this nature 
I beg of you save the bears. My name is Gail. Steelo have a great day.

3/12/2022 11:11 AM ProjectVoiceMail

I want to respond to Dr. Stephanie Simek s comments regarding the number of lactating females that are killed during the spring bear hunt. This is an area that has not been investigated by WDFW until last year when they first time 
introduced pelt inspections. Inspecting pelts up to 8 days after a bear is killed is faulty methodology as it will be very difficult to ascertain lactation if the teat cannot express milk. WDFW and those commissioners who support the spring 
bear hunt are effectually stating they are okay with cubs starving as a result of unintended killings. Dr. Simek quotes an old (I think about 1995) paper out of British Columbia that says 2% of hunted bears were lactating sow but November 
that study was bears hunted over bait where you have longer to observe for sex and they harvested ovaries to look for proof of reproduction which is now thought to be unreliable. The new rule to make killing a lactating female and cubs 
illegal only makes it LESS LIKLEY that a hunter will report an accidental kill-we can assume most hunters don t intend to kill a lactating bear. Despite what they say most hunters cannot tell male from female black bears. An additional 10% 
or more bears die will from wounding and the hunter cannot find the bear and it dies without ever being reported. That estimate is from radio collared abandoned (dead) bears with gun wounds that are found by the tracking biologists. If 
WDFW truly wants to ascertain the number of lactating bears they should ask for gutted whole carcasses inspected within two days. This won t account for the accidental lactating females killed that are not reported but it will gather 
more valid and reliable data. The public continues to insist on science-valid social data from the Washington public on their values around spring bear hunting. Respectfully Susan Kane-Ronning PHD

3/12/2022 12:00 PM Email

Hello. I want to say that I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt. My name is peg firm. 3/12/2022 12:00 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission Washington state should never hold another bear hunt. Only eight states allow this practice and black bears are among the few animals the state allows to be hunted in the spring. That s for 
good reason. The hunt is inhumane and unsportsmanlike targeting bear mothers and cubs when they re most vulnerable. No valid management rationale or science supports this cruelty. If Washington allows black bear hunting it should 
happen at another time of year so it doesn t put cubs and sows at risk. Most Washingtonians oppose this hunt and the best science shows there s simply no reason to continue it. Please do away with this inhumane killing opportunity. 
Sincerely Rebecca Zavada Melrose FL 32666 rebeccazavada@aol.com

3/12/2022 12:10 PM Email

Hello. My name is Christy Leor. I live in gig Harbor where we do have the occasional bear that walks around. I want to say I'm really opposed to spring bear hunting. If they don't know the difference between a male and female bear from a 
distance and the ought not to be out there, shooting them leaves a lot of, or, and Cubs. That's not ethical at any rate. If they need to get out and stretch their legs and breathe fresh air, just go for a hike. Stretch those little legs. You don't 
have to go kill something. Thank you.

3/12/2022 12:10 PM ProjectVoiceMail

I am against allowing the Spring Bear Hunt. We should be good stewards of our bountiful resources and not decimate them. We also need to be a good example living WITH nature and not destroying it. Isn t it enough to know the hunt is 
wrong when the bears are just waking up to experience the emergence of Spring and many with new cubs? Horribly many sows could be killed and cubs orphaned and unable to live. It is also more educational for our youth to experience 
observing live animals in their element and not killing them. Last Fall our family drove through Cades Cove in the Smoky Mountains and there was a long line of cars with people observing a sow and her cubs in the field of grass. It was 
heartening to witness the joy of being able to observe such a nature wonder! I hope you see we need to take a step back and appreciate and conserve what we have. Thank you for reading this. Please say NO to the hunt. Sent from Yahoo 
Mail on Android

3/12/2022 12:43 PM Email

My name is Donna Long, and I am calling to say, I'm against the black, the spring black bear hunt. It is wrong, necessary and cruel. And it just it's something. We definitely just don't have the allow I sent, I sent a long email, so could back 
up what I'm feeling about this, but it is wrong. And I hope you can see that there's something that we should not allow and you will let vote know and will not allow it. Thank you very much. Bye.

3/12/2022 12:45 PM ProjectVoiceMail

No other mammals are hunted in the Spring as it is the time of life renewal! Mother bears are taking care of their cubs and this cruel plan to allow hunting can create more orphans. Hunting terrorizes the wildlife of Washington State! WA 
State this is shameful!!!!!! Sincerely Wendy Ysasi 117 E. Louisa Street Seattle WA 98102

3/12/2022 12:50 PM Email

I was outraged to hear that the Commission is again revisiting the Spring Bear Hunt proposal. It would be a cruel and inhumane hunt that will absolutely target mother bears and their cubs. The proposed rule requiring hunters to report 
the killing of any bear by sending body parts to the Wildlife Department to determine if it was a lactating female is preposterous and totally unenforceable. Who on earth is going to know when a hunter kills a bear in the woods when no 
one else is around to ensure compliance. SHAME on the Commission if they cave to the Hunting Lobby and approve this cruel and unnecessary Spring Bear Hunt which will leave many baby bears to starve without their mothers. All this 
because the hunters argue that they need the hunt for their Spring Recreation. HOW SICK IS THAT!!! You are supposed to be protecting our wildlife!!! Kathleen O Malley

3/12/2022 1:00 PM Email

To members of the Washington State Fish and Wildlife Commission I urge you to reject the Spring Bear Hunt petition. . In these springtime bear hunts trophy hunters take advantage of black bears ending their months of hibernation often 
killing lactating mother bears leaving baby cubs orphaned and unable to survive on their own. This is simply barbaric and it threatens the success and viability of the species itself. I oppose any state agency promoting trophy hunting and 
instead urge officials to instill humane management of all of our natural resources including fish and wildlife. For example the creation of wildlife corridors and freeway crossing are laudable examples of innovative management that 
respects preserves and enhances the life and habitat of animals. Thank you for your consideration. Clarence Moriwaki 155 Madison Ave N Bainbridge Island WA. 98110 206-491-2336 cc: 23rd District washington state legislators

3/12/2022 1:48 PM Email

Hello. My name is Anna Rena Lewis and I am a resident of king county, and I am strongly against springtime black bear hunting. Please do not allow any hunting of black bears in the springtime. Thank you. 3/12/2022 2:13 PM ProjectVoiceMail
Hello DO NOT PASS this ruling for SPRING BEAR HUNT. For 40 years I have enjoyed hiking the mountains in bear territory and a spring bear hunt would be horrific. See reasons below. WDFW singles bear out for spring hunting. Because of 
the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young Washington does not allow spring hunting of any other species except turkey. We allow no hunting of newborns except for 
bears and cougars. Spring bear hunting violates fundamental principles of ethical hunting and fair chase. In spring black bears are weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation in their most vulnerable state. Food is scarce requiring 
bears to forage in clearings with no cover. Sandra Barnett-Osborne Kirkland Washington

3/12/2022 2:26 PM Email

Patricia Griswold 2 0 6 6 7 3 7 6 3 8. Permission for the bear hunt is a terrible decision in this day and age primitive era thrills for killing animals for a cruel sport is not acceptable. Please drop this petition. It's also to, to think that out of 
state people can come and shoot our animals is also MIS apprehension. I'm totally against this. Thank you.

3/12/2022 2:45 PM ProjectVoiceMail

As a voter in Washington State I want to go on record as being against the Spring Bear Hunt. There is no justification for it. Bears are just leaving hibernation and there will be cubs. Hunters can t tell the difference between male and 
female bears which means there will be orphaned starving cubs. Again. There is no justification for the bear hunt. I live in an area near North Bend unincorporated King County. There are bears here and they don t bother anything. I just 
remember to keep the garbage and the bird feeders away from them. They do no damage. I would much rather live with more bears rather than a hunter with a gun who misses their target or comes on my property which is not public. Do 
not allow the Spring Bear Hunt. You have no justification. Deborah Saner 15726 451st Ave SE North Bend WA 98045

3/12/2022 3:14 PM Email

I would like to register my objection to allowing a Spring bear hunt. As a species we must try to put our wicked and aggressive impulses behind us and learn to be better people especially at this time of biodiversity loss and mass global 
habitat destruction. We are facing a mass extinction crisis- we desperately need to change our ways and learn to live in harmony with our fellow creatures. There are proven ways to manage bear/ human conflict that do not involve the 
slaughter of other sentient creatures. Gandhi said that a society is judged on how it treats its animals- he is right our decency and democracy flow from small kindnesses and a basis of doing the right thing. Killing for fun and enabling the 
immorality of those who enjoy cruelty can never be the right thing. Please show that you are better than the hunters by refusing hunting permits. The ecosystem will thank you and so will future tourists who numerous case studies show 
are likely to bring far more income to your local businesses for wildlife viewing purposes than for hunting. Kind regards Dawn Robinson Sent from my iPhone

3/12/2022 3:23 PM Email

This is Pam, Pam baker in east. Winche no to the bear hunt. Also, I'm concerned about cougars and wolves and what's happening in our state. Thank you. I. 3/12/2022 3:41 PM ProjectVoiceMail
To Whom it may concern: I am writing to express my opposition to the to the Fish and Wildlife Commission adopting the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 2021 Spring black bear special permits in order to allow a spring bear 
hunt. I have previously submitted comments during the initial proposal phase. I do not believe there is a need for a spring bear hunt. I think one hunting season for bear is more than sufficient. One hunting season for other species exists 
why should it be different for bears. I don t believe the reasoning for holding a spring hunt is valid even with the modifications proposed to not allow hunting females with cubs. WDFW does not have close to sufficient staff to enforce such 
a provision. There is no other clear non recreational benefit for holding a spring bear hunt. The WDFW does not data from a formal scientifically valid monitoring study to establish a link to bear population and sufficient damage to tree 
stands during the spring by bears to justify a spring bear hunt. Finally I believe a spring bear hunt when bears are emerging from winter hibernation in a weakened condition when females may have cubs is inhumane. I do not believe such 
a hunt meets the definition of sportsmanship. I request that the Commission not adopt the amendments to WAC 220-415-080. Attached below are my previous comments. Sincerely Druscilla Keenan 330 Dewey Pl E. Seattle wA 98112

3/12/2022 3:46 PM Email

My name is Sarah basket. I live in Seattle. I'm completely against the spring bear hunt of, of all the dirty tricks a human could pull. That's just about the lowest, just when they're hungry. Just when they're they have Cubs. I, I completely am 
against it.

3/12/2022 3:51 PM ProjectVoiceMail

I am in support of animal conservation and appreciate the hard work that the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to preserve a healthy balance of wildlife. The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation is the world s most 
successful system of policies and laws to restore and safeguard fish and wildlife and their habitats through sound science and active management. I am in support of the spring bear hunt and I support the North American Model of Wildlife 
Conservation.

3/12/2022 4:08 PM Email

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MS. Patti Hoyopatubbi 16915 430 th pl se North Bend WA US evergreens17@gmail.com

3/12/2022 4:28 PM Email

Hello, my name is Benjamin Billick and I live in Seattle, Washington. I am calling to inform you that I am strongly opposed to the creation of a spring black bear hunting season or a hunting season for black bear in any time of year for that 
matter. Thank you. Bye.

3/12/2022 4:39 PM ProjectVoiceMail



Hello WDFW Commissioners I was one of the 128 people waiting to testify at yesterday s webinar but was unable to speak. First I want to thank you all for taking the time to consider my written comments here as well as everyone else s 
comments yesterday. I feel very strongly that there should be no spring bear hunt. It is common sense to me that we must protect the Sows and cubs when the cubs are most vulnerable. I have hiked and camped in numerous places in 
Mason Thurston Jefferson King and Kittitas counties and have seen black bears occasionally. They are magnificent creatures and have caused no trouble for me. I would absolutely be heartbroken if a sow were killed especially if she had 
cubs! The fall bear hunt makes more sense as at least the cubs would have a chance of survival. It is disturbing to me that there is not better science being employed to inform WDFW and the public of more accurate black bear population 
numbers. Without accurate population numbers there can not be good management. It is also unacceptable to me that the proposed rule change does not state the year. The year is necessary for yearly review transparency and public 
trust. Because of these reasons and because the fall bear hunt affords plenty of opportunity for bear hunting I respectfully ask the Commision to refuse to authorize a spring bear hunt. Please do not reinstate the spring bear hunt and 
protect the mama bears and cubs. Sincerely Alice Flegel RN

3/12/2022 4:55 PM Email

Hello, my name is Linda Bernhard, and I completely disagree with any kind of option to hunt and kill bears that are coming out of hibernation and are hungry with babies. Your job is to manage, not a dilate wildlife. Okay, thanks a lot Tolu. 3/12/2022 5:16 PM ProjectVoiceMail

I am opposed to reinstating the spring bear hunt. I am not opposed to hunters being able to spend time with their families enjoying the outdoors in bear country during the spring. I object to their ability to convert a public natural 
resource such as bears to private property that they add to their freezer or use as rugs. This deprives other Washingtonians the opportunity to enjoy and observe bears in their natural environment. I generally don t place much confidence 
in anecdotal observations of population estimates. Several people mentioned during public testimony on March 11th that they have seen an increase in the number of bears over the past few years. I have had the opposite experience in 
that I have not seen a bear in the past five years. Most of my time in bear country is spent in the Naches and Cle Elum districts of the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest and adjacent WDFW and WDNR lands. This area has experienced 
several recent major wildland fires such as the Jolly Mountain Fire (36 808 acres 2017) Norse Peak Fire (52 056 acres 2017) Miriam Fire (5 400 acres 2018) Left Hand Fire (WDFW Rock Creek Unit 3 462 2019) Evans Canyon Fire (WDFW 
Wenas WLA 69 920 acres 2020) and Schneider Springs Fire (107 302 acres 2021). I realize that Yakima and Kittitas counties are not included in the spring bear hunt. My final comment is probably contrary to my desired decision to end the 
spring bear hunt. During the public hearing I thought of the title-body canon of statutory interpretation. The title is not part of the body of a law. (I thought of the trial of Kyle Rittenhouse last November in Wisconsin where the judge made 
a ruling from the bench that the title of a statute is not part of the statute. In that case the judge held that a law about possession of firearms applies to both hunters and non-hunters alike where hunter only appears in the title and but 
not the body of the law.) I took another look at the current WAC 220-415-080 and 2021 only appears in the title of the regulation. Under a similar analysis because 2021 or any other year does not appear in the text of the WAC application 
of the regulation is not limited to just 2021. Thus the spring bear hunt is permitted every year subject to the stated limitations such as the permit number and season dates.

3/12/2022 5:44 PM Email

Hi, this is Matt Barron from Renton. I have been a bear hunter in the past, and I think it is a bad idea to do spring bear hunts for all of the previous mentioned reasons. But nevertheless, no to spring bear hunts. Thank you very much. 3/12/2022 5:52 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Please see our comments as presented during public comments on March 11 attached. signature_920327362 Samantha Bruegger Executive Director Washington Wildlife First signature_227047591 (970) 531-6720 signature_191712603 
www.wawildlifefirst.org signature_1744659429 sbruegger@wawildlifefirst.org signature_445089591 2226 Eastlake Ave E #101 Seattle WA 98102 signature_826800888 signature_1329453112 signature_125990731

3/12/2022 6:00 PM Email

Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission As a proud hunter and conservationist I urge you to adopt the proposed rulemaking for the 2022 Spring Black Bear season. The proposed rulemaking in response to the citizen petition generally 
demonstrates responsible and sustainable management of black bears while maintaining high levels of opportunity for hunters. I believe that sound science-based conservation involving hunting as the primary management tool while 
maximizing opportunities for all huntable species including bears is necessary to the long-term health of wildlife. Besides providing hunter opportunity and funding for the department the spring bear season may also reduce negative 
human-bear interaction decrease depredation by bears and decrease deer fawn and elk calf mortality. Hunters have long paid the way for conservation both game and non-game wildlife and maximizing opportunity for hunting is also key 
to long-term funding for all conservation. Hunting benefits wildlife conservation. Please stand on the side of science hunting and conservation and support the Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue.Regards Stanley Towarnicki 11313 Stella Blue DrLolo MT 59847

3/12/2022 6:55 PM Email

My name is Charles. We of Mount Vernon, Washington. And I'm calling to give my opposition to spring bear hunt. I don't think it's appropriate with bears coming out of their Denning to then be subject to, to hunting and the potential for 
taking Sal bears with Cubs. Not yet we, so I'm calling to voice my opposition to any kind of spring bear hunt. Thank you for taking my call. My phone number is (360) 420-8986. Thank you, bye.

3/12/2022 6:57 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Dear WA Department of Fish & Wildlife I strongly oppose Spring black bear hunting. It is inevitable that Mother black bears with cubs will be shot and/or killed unnecessarily either by mistake or otherwise. Thank you Audrey Conner 3/12/2022 7:05 PM Email

I urge the Commission to not allow spring bear hunting. I am not opposed to responsible hunting however spring bear hunting is not reponsible. It is not ethical. It is not good sportsmanship. It is cruel and reckless. Spring bear hunting will 
result in orphaned young cubs starving to death when their mothers are killed --- Hunters cannot tell if a bear is male or female and lactating mother bears often temporarily leave their cubs in a safe spot. No one needs to hunt bears as a 
primary food source. It is done for trophies and pelts -- hardly a justification for exposing young cubs to suffering and starvation. Please do not allow spring bear hunting in Washington State. We are better than that. Thank youSydney 
Smith ZvaraSnoqualmie WASent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

3/12/2022 7:06 PM Email

I am absolutely opposed to the proposed bear hunt. It is cruel particularly to newborn bears whose mothers are killed. There is absolutely no reason to allow this bear hunt. Treeing birds with dogs and then shooting them when they are 
helpless is NOT a sport! Lynda Voigt Burien Washington

3/12/2022 7:27 PM Email

The spring bear hunt is an outrage. I expect better from the state of Washington. If people want to kill bears there is a fall season for that just like for every other game animal. To hunt bears just as they are coming out of hibernation is 
bad enough but rules or not females with cubs will certainly be shot sentencing their cubs to a truly cruel death. While proponents cite tree damage as a reason for the spring hunt that is quite a reach given that there is no research on the 
impact of a spring bear hunt on tree damage. Furthermore any bear related tree damage is minuscule in comparison to wildfires and commercial logging. As for the Inland Northwest WildlifeCouncil s argument to kill bears in the spring 
due to a need to Shake that winter dust off. You stretch your legs . Take a **** hike!!!!! Paul Johnson 3515 SW Seola Lane Seattle 98146 Sent from my iPad

3/12/2022 8:15 PM Email

Hi, my name is Kathy Madol and I do not like this black bear hunt. Things are bad enough without making things worse. We need to be relying on more things that are more urgent than killing a black bear. Thank you. 3/12/2022 8:37 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Message to Fish & Wildlife Commission: I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially 
vulnerable in the spring when they re desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals 
who are hunted are not killed outright but rather run off with grave injuries ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and 
female bears with offspring there s no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn t have offspring as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months wild 
families remain in danger of being torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore hunting is proved to be ineffective at managing wild populations. I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the 
spring black bear hunt. Sincerely MRS. Jessica Zickefoose 2331 E Crestview Dr Shelton WA US jjarczyk88@gmail.com

3/12/2022 9:02 PM Email

Stop the hunt and save the bears! The spring bear hunt is a tradition of cruelty that must be stopped. Tobi Zausner 3/12/2022 9:15 PM Email
The state of WA has a healthy population of bears that are causing economic damage to timberlands. It is time to put aside emotional arguments by non-hunters and get back to sound wildlife conservation policy. I am in favor of having a 
spring bear hunt. The folks who spoke against the hunt in the hearing owe a great debt to the hunting community who pay for the conservation efforts that support the animals that we all care about. Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely Sean Niemi 16614 Se 27Th St Bellevue WA 98008 Sent from my iPhone

3/12/2022 9:28 PM Email

It is time to rely on the current and available data that proves that a spring bear hunt SHOULD be held and that there is no data to suggest otherwise. Those appointed to the commision shall withhold their mandate and mission. Keep the 
conservation of wildlife and the promotion of hunting and fishing opportunities a process based on facts and data. On behalf of the hunting and fishing community I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Tommy Donlin

3/12/2022 9:54 PM Email



Hello WDFW commissioners I was able to sit in on the majority of the zoom meeting this Friday. It seems clear to the majority of people who understand scientific method as well as to the wdfw biologist that there is no reason to pause 
the spring bear hunt. Many issues were raised by those opposed many of which were based solely on emotion and lack of understanding these amazing creatures. I realize the commissions job is more involved than solely providing or 
Maintaining hunting opportunities but no where in its job description is it to placate the emotions of uninformed and likely uneducated( in regards solely to bears) anti hunters most of who have and will never contribute a dime towards 
conservation. I also caution the commission as many other hunters have we don t feel this is a discussion for solely the spring bear season. This is the first in a train of dominos with intent to first limit and then eliminate hunting 
opportunities in this state by people who hope for the unrealistic preservation ideology rather than conservation. Organizations like the humane society have targeted ethical hunting practices across this country and it s no coincidence 
the interest they have in halting the spring bear hunt. Unfortunately I realize there is an equal poor representation on the hunters side that screams anti predator kill them all mentality for anything that competes with our ability to hunt 
ungulates. For the majority of hunters that is not us we enjoy a balanced ecosystem and realize predators like all species in this state have a place here and we want to see them healthy in perpetuity. Many of us would be against this hunt 
if we really thought it poorly impacted the species or meant a lack of bears for future generations. We want to rely on the science of experts paid and practicing in the field of biology on seasons bag limits etc I realize you are tasked with a 
difficult decision I ask only you vote on the available science provided by experts. Thank you Warren Bezanson Sent from my iPhone

3/12/2022 10:09 PM Email

Hello Commissioners I d like to add my testimony my public opinion on the proposed Spring bear hunt. I am not in favor of the Spring bear hunt. I am also no longer a hunter but hunted as a youth. I ve been a resident of Washington State 
for over 35 years and an avid supporter and lover of all wildlife. I listened to the testimonials yesterday and was astounded that there were so many from big game hunters in my opinion over 80% that I began to question if hunters known 
by name were selected by WDFW over non-hunter testimonials. I feel it is unethical to hunt black bear or any animal for that matter during their breeding season. I believe it is common sense that there should be no additional Spring hunt 
to the fall hunt especially since WDFW does not have a solid number on Washington s black bear population. I believe in human beings evolving and it s well past high time to change our perspective on how mankind perceives animals and 
their right to life on this planet. We need Fed government State WDFW to start addressing and including the rights of wildlife on WA State public land. The government hunters and public do not own the black bear. The black bear is not a 
commodity but a sentient being that is rightfully born into their place in a diverse ecosystem by God s design that sustains all life on Earth. The biggest step towards mankind s evolution would be man putting the conservation of the earth 
and its diverse ecosystems first over the worship of his own ego and money. Kindest regards Shelley L. Block Winthrop WA Sent from my iPhone

3/12/2022 11:54 PM Email

Hello, this NA this is Beverly. The last name is F as in Friday. I S S as in Sam, E L. My phone number is (206) 334-6617. I am calling regarding spring bear petition 1 0 2. I am against having a spring bear hunt, and I do not feel it is necessary. 
And so I appreciate this opportunity shall voice that opinion. Thank you very much. And bye bye.

3/13/2022 9:05 PM ProjectVoiceMail

Bring back the spring bear hunt. I have property in GMU 335 and the bear population is healthy as I have ever seen. 2/1/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
All Ethical hunters don’t harvest females with cubs or cubs by their selves. As far as I know this hasn’t been a problem and the numbers show that the state can support a spring and fall black bear season,we should remove 2021 from the 
title for it locks us in to that years Status quo

2/1/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey

We absolutely should have a spring bear hunt. It should be OTC. Please get rid of t
all of the liberal anti hunting commissioners. We need management based on science and not feelings. 

2/1/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this proposal.  Black bear numbers are robust, and in some areas of the state, predation is a major factor limiting calf elk recruitment.  2/1/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Hello I vote in favor to keep spring bear hunts for the fact that they are needing to be managed to protect  the newly  birthed deer & Elk and to reduce them from wandering into public  neighborhoods. 2/2/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
This special permit hunt should have never been taken away in the first place.  Sound based scientific managment was not listened to only the outcry of social pressure by many people who dont even live in our state or are aware of how 
hunting and management take place.  

2/2/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey

I support retaining the spring bear hunt.  It's been used as an effective part of black bear management in our state for many years and it should continue. 2/2/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I don’t know of one bear hunter who takes a sow with cubs. This limited draw hunt has a take percentage of under 1% of the overall population. This needs reinstated. 2/2/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Hunters are not sadistically killing mothers with cubs. They are instead targeting male bears who, in the spring are looking to kill cubs so they can breed with more females. As females who lose their cubs 
come back into heat.

2/2/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey

We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission. 

Joe Kondelis
Western Bear Foundation

2/2/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear 2/2/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Keep our spring bear hunts going it is a good way to keep a healthy population 2/2/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
The comments made public regarding the discontinued spring bear program being suspended regardless of population sustainability and scientific fact is deplorable.  Hunting programs and opportunities can not now, or ever, be dictated 
by the minority social opinion. 

2/2/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

There is no scientific reason for discontinuing a Spring bear hunt. There needs to be no changes to the regulations as it is already illegal to kill a sow with cubs under a certain size. And, again, there is no scientific evidence that a large 
number of cubs are being orphaned during the Spring hunt. If this is actually a concern, then baiting should be allowed which would give a hunter much more time to study a potential target. 

2/2/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

All for Spring Bear,Seems like a good idea to change these rules so Spring bear season can continue. 2/2/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/2/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey

I strongly support having a spring bear season. 2/2/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this rule change to strike the year from the title of the WAC so as to have a spring bear season by default if motions to change permitting levels for any given year do not pass. 2/2/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Spring bear should absolutely not be canceled at any point. Solely based on the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation and that management of all wildlife, especially predators, be managed in a way that is science based and not 
based on personal agenda or opinion. This is a renewable resource, not some legislature. Please do the right thing and reinstate the 2022 Spring Bear season as well as all to come!  

2/2/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey

To allow a person/persons to override wdfw scientific data for the purpose of attaining agenda goals is ludicrous at best, deplorable for sure.  It matters not what specie is the topic, this form of social agenda and misinformation has no 
place in game management.  The commissioners who did this have a serious antihunting agenda and should be removed and disallowed from causing internal strife for wdfw.

2/2/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey

I support this rule change. 2/2/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I have hunted 7 of the previous spring bear permit hunts.  2021 was my first harvest.  It all went in the freezer, along with other game which is the bulk of meat that our family eats.  Some family members are unable to eat pork & beef.  I 
don't 'trophy' hunt.  I hunt to sustain my family.   Bear along with other carnivores need to be managed like the science shows.   Keep spring bear season in place as a management tool and recreational opportunity,

2/2/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey

I support this rule change. Spring Black Bear CR-102 2/2/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Keep the bear hunting. We have a strong population when compared with Oregon and Idaho. On top of that, they both allow otc spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
A spring bear hunt is absolutely essential. Managing the predator population is critical for the continued balance of wildlif. 2/2/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should happen every year and should never be in question. The only time a hunting season should be considered for removal is if the species is being over hunted. Washington has one of the most robust bear 
populations in the lower 48. If commissioners can’t protect hunting based on science then they have no place being on the commission. At that point they are just the puppets of anti hunting lobbyists. 

2/2/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

I like the idea of removing the year , not only does it continue rec opportunities but perseveres a valuable management tool that is the standard used in most western states, also supports the biologists in that they believe there is a 
population of bears that will support a spring season. 

2/2/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey



My family and I support the continuation of the Spring Black Bear hunt in Washington. Managing wildlife populations under the North American Wildlife Model should not be altered by emotional/social inputs. Biologists from WDFW have 
stated that Black Bear populations would not be harmed by a Spring Hunt. 

2/2/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey

Open spring bear! 2/2/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly support keeping and having a spring bear season in Washington state. I strongly support having a 2022 spring bear season.
The North American model of wild life conservation is the blue print for intelligent intervention as it pertains to the care, management and use of our wildlife. We need to be following the directions and information that is presented to us 
from the state biologists. Not decisions or assumptions based on emotions we have. 

There is a plethora of negative impacts that happen when hunting is removed as a management tool. 

I don’t support removing hunting seasons or limiting the use of hunting as a tool. When you look at the science there is more then enough evidence of bears on the landscape to have a spring bear season while maintaining a sustainable 
number of bears. I believe that by removing or suspending the spring bear hunting season it will negatively impact the rest of our game species. Including an increase of negative wildlife/ human interactions. We need to play an active roll 
in the management of the animals on our landscape. 

2/2/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of spring bear hunting. It is a necessary management tool to help manage wildlife on the landscape, and to remove it would only hurt Washington wildlife management programs. Additionally, from the 
published WA black bear data that was given by WDFW for this proposed rule change, I urge WDFW to open the spring bear hunt to an over the counter hunt, if not in all GMU’s, than in GMU’s with timber damage and poor fawn/calf 
recruitment. The bear population can sustain the increased harvest, and would help ease the stress on elk and deer populations that need it, or help ease the monetary loss on timber companies. For what it’s worth, if these changes were 
made I would support making it illegal to take a sow with cubs. Greatly appreciate you taking the time to consider these options!

2/2/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

Please follow the data and allow the annual spring bear limit hunt opportunities. The bear population in these units is thriving and can support the limited opportunity hunts. 2/2/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
spring bear should happen every year and be over the counter! It is a valuable revenue source for the department, allows hunters to feed their families with high-quality delicious meat, and helps sustain a healthy bear population. WDFW 
biologists support the hunt and they are the ones to listen to! Do not give in to emotions, trust the science, trust spring bear hunting!

2/2/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I’m a firm believer in sound management as it pertains to science and NOT emotions or politics. The spring bear season should happen every year as long as it’s sustainable. I don’t believe there needs to be a special voting section and a 
year to year review. Every permit is not going to be filled. If we are averaging 140-165 bears every year I don’t see an issue. Now if for 3-5 years we are averaging 4-500 bears then maybe we need a review. As for the harvesting of females 
or offspring being prohibited this sounds like just another restriction we as hunters have to deal with. 90% of the hunters I know will not harvest a cub or a sow with cubs. It’s already in the game regulations that WDFW prefers that you 
not harvest them. Any ethical hunter will follow that. Keep the season as it is. Don’t mess with it. I suggest we put more effort into the elk herds on the west side and find a root cause of the hoof rot. 

2/2/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

I strongly support continuing the Washington Spring Bear Season. The bear population will sustain a spring season and harvest. The spring bear season can be a management tool while generating revenue for the state. Let's use it as one.  2/2/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

Public servants on the Wildlife Board,

Conservation is a scientific endeavor, sustainably operated by means of quantifiable measures aimed at the goal of population preservation, animal health, and public enjoyment of wild places.  Among these key performance indicators is 
also the safety of non-hunters in wild places.  The role of hunters and wildlife agencies in this endeavor is also a scientifically quantifiable fact and very important. This spring bear hunt is a great example of how to accomplish these goals 
with great efficiency.  I see no reasonable argument for canceling it. Postponing it was a mistake, done for no good scientific reason conservation directed or otherwise.  I strongly support this bear hunt and will personally participate if and 
when it is reinstated.

Jake Jensen, M.S.  

2/2/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunt in Washington state. The science clearly supports it. I also believe unit 113 should also be among those available to draw. 2/2/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt should never have been eliminated. 
I am happy it is being returned to a reality.
I would also like to know how many members on the commission are hunters, can you tell me please? 

2/2/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continued proposal for spring bear.  In also fully support this petition to make it a yearly hunt and reviewed just like allbthe other big game hunts are every 3 years and takes out the loophole of the year being attached to 
the season.  Further more this spring bear hunt is supported by the biologists and the department and has been proven to be sustainable and have zero ill effects on bear populations.  This is a science and management issue not a social 
issue.  It is the duty of the department and the commission to maximize hunting opp6and that is what this hunt and petition do.  

Thank you for your time
Mike Herz

2/2/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunting season in WA. WA has a robust population of black bears, and this hunting opportunity would not pose a risk to the state's bear population, or even populations within individual GMUs. 2/2/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I am in full support of the reinstatement of the spring bear season. I really enjoy this hunt and it makes sense to keep it going. I would really appreciate it if the game commission would listen to the majority (which is the hunting 
community) and do what’s right for proper game management. Thanks!

2/2/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I am urging you to reinstate the 2022 spring bear hunt in WA. There is ZERO scientific evidence that this hunt is detrimental to bear populations, with virtually no sows with cubs affected last year. Boars are a bigger threat to cubs of their 
own species than hunters will ever be, and this hunt effectively reduces the number of mature boars on the landscape. There is no biological or scientific basis for not having this traditional hunt. Every single opposing argument I've heard, 
unfortunately even from within the WDFW Commission, is rooted in emotion, misunderstanding, and outright lies. Fulfill your duty as commissioners and bring back the 2022 Spring Bear hunt. 

2/2/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt in Washington state. I support the management of the species while providing some revenue for the state. No management is not the correct answer. Thanks for reconsidering spring bear hunting for 2022. 2/2/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly support keeping and expanding spring bear hunting opportunities.  Studys show that up to 80% of Americans support legal hunting, the WDFW commission needs to stop letting the noisy minority (anti-hunters) dictate how 
hunting opportunities are developed in this state. 
One needs to look no further than our own WDFW biologist recommendations for season setting, everything else is just noise.

2/2/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt, as well as the proposed rule change to prevent harvest of sows with cubs as well as juvenile bears. Our bear population is healthy, and there is no scientific basis for stopping the hunt from moving 
forward. 

Lastly, I support the rule change to make the hunt permanent with periodic reviews. 

2/2/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

While I am in support of the rule change of non take of sows with cubs.  This should be a separate discussion and rule.  This is not what the initial change was for.  I feel it is missing the point and trying to throw a rule on top of another.  
Make the non harvest of sows with cubs its own rule. 

2/2/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

Please reinstate the sustainable spring bear hunt on a permanent basis. Wdfw own biologists have and continue to present the case that the population can and will support this hunt. Let people have the chance to hunt bears in spring for 
sustainable meat and recreation. 

2/2/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey

There is no scientific evidence to support removing spring bear hunting seasons. I support reinstated the season that should never have been removed in the first place. 2/2/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey



I support the continuation of spring black bear hunting.  The population - based on the sound scientific evidence supplied by WDFW - is clearly healthy enough to support it.  The hunt also provides vital revenue and helps control bear-
related damage and conflicts.  No hunter ever wants to harvest a sow with cubs.  While accidents can sometimes occur, all hunters aim to harvest mature, healthy boars who will provide ample (and delicious!) meat, and their harvest 
helps to support healthy bear populations in general (as males can and do practice infanticide to bring females back into heat).  Let's continue to support intelligent, science-based wildlife management decisions, and maintain the spring 
bear hunt!

2/2/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey

I’m a hunter and I would urge you to let the biologists work be the deciding factor in all rules, limit, seasons and changes to hunting. The hsus does not care about the well-being of bears or any animals or the negative impacts an all out 
ban of predator hunting would have. Let the people that happily contribute their hard earned dollars to supporting the animals we love continue to pay to play. 

2/2/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

Stop the defunding of elk and deer offspring, for your emotional pleasure. 2/2/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
This special permit hunt should have never been taken away in the first place. Sound based scientific managment was not listened to only the outcry of social pressure by many people who dont even live in our state or are aware of how 
hunting and management take place.

2/2/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

i support the spring bear season. 2/2/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
The population of black bears is growing in our state and the harvest rate of hunters is quite low and has no impact on their populations at current levels.  This hunt is being attacked based upon emotions not scientific facts that the 
population is at harm. Hunters already only harvest boars so making it illegal is just making another rule where it's not needed. 

2/2/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

Given: WA State Black Bear Population between 25K - 30K and WDFW anticipates approximately 145 Black Bears taken annually ... 145/25,000 = .0058 ... that's .58% harvest (Less Than... Half of 1% of WA State Black Bear Population 
[<1%]) and considering Black Bears Spring Timber Damage (up to 70 Trees/Day per Adult(?) Bear [Ref: (Pg 1) https://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/pubs/pdfpubs/pdf03242832/pdf03242832dpi72.pdf] ... use Lincoln-Petersen estimate to determine 
Adult Population alone (excluding Juveniles) and that's considerable Spring tree damage.
Science is there ...
Yes, Fully Support Continuation of Spring Bear Hunt and Adopted Changes.

2/2/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey

Black bear populations are rising in this state. Stop taking away our hunting rights based on feelings! 2/2/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Follow the science. Science supports a spring bear season! 2/2/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I would like to see the evidence that shows black bear population declining. Did the state not recently choose to allow for hunters to harvest 2 black bears even on the same side of the mountains? This was decided, if I'm not mistaken, 
based on the fact that the black bear population is not only stable but flourishing. So why now, all of a sudden, would there be a need to drastically cut spring black bear hunting opportunities? Due to declining black bear populations? I've 
seen no evidence from biologist to suggest such. 

On the matter of making it illegal to harvest a sow with cubs. Most ethical hunters do not shoot a sow with cubs. I was presented that opportunity, though not illegal, and did not take the shot. I feel most would have done the same. So go 
ahead and make it illegal. But to essentially end the spring black bear hunt is a step not based in scientific data and would be to the detriment of other game and hunting opportunities that are already declining in this state.

2/2/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey

Follow the law and MAXIMIZE the hunting opportunity if it does not impair the resource.  Spring season for bears is well within management goals.
 RCW 77.04.012
Mandate of department and commission.
Wildlife, fish, and shellfish are the property of the state. The commission, director, and the department shall preserve, protect, perpetuate, and manage the wildlife and food fish, game fish, and shellfish in state waters and offshore waters.
The department shall conserve the wildlife and food fish, game fish, and shellfish resources in a manner that does not impair the resource. In a manner consistent with this goal, the department shall seek to maintain the economic well-
being and stability of the fishing industry in the state. The department shall promote orderly fisheries and shall enhance and improve recreational and commercial fishing in this state.
The commission may authorize the taking of wildlife, food fish, game fish, and shellfish only at times or places, or in manners or quantities, as in the judgment of the commission does not impair the supply of these resources.
The commission shall attempt to maximize the public recreational game fishing and hunting opportunities of all citizens, including juvenile, disabled, and senior citizens.
Recognizing that the management of our state wildlife, food fish, game fish, and shellfish resources depends heavily on the assistance of volunteers, the department shall work cooperatively with volunteer groups and individuals to 
achieve the goals of this title to the greatest extent possible.
Nothing in this title shall be construed to infringe on the right of a private property owner to control the owner's private property.

2/2/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

I suppory a spring permit season for bear as well as the restrictions related to cubs and sows with cubs.  Most ethical hunters have had this rule in place personally anyways.  The population of bears need managed and the spring season 
supports that effort.

2/2/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

As a hunter it is imperative that the spring black bear season continues! Black bears have a devastating affect on ungulates especially newborn offspring. Washington states ungulate population is already stressed and will only get worse 
with less black bear harvest. Politics needs to be removed from the wdfw if the department actually cares about managing wildlife. The argument that spring bear hunts are “trophy” hunts    Is completely ridiculous. The best eating bears 
are spring bears that is why they are sought after!

2/2/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

It’s insane spring bear permits weee taken away in the first place. There are alot of units that should expand spring bear hunt opertinities and should be considered. 2/2/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
The science supports a spring bear hunt! Period 2/2/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
There should be at least 1 permit, for all hunt units in the state, that hold a bear population of any kind. This would increase opportunities for hunters, and create a small amount of revenue for the state. There are plenty of bears around 
to support this.

2/2/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

We HAVE to be able to hunt spring bears in order to keep them in check. Our ungulate herds depend on us for predator management. 2/2/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I support having a spring black bear hunt and removing the annual burden of re-votes to sustain it. I, however, do not agree with the inspection requirement. We already have the tooth turn in and feel the additional funds and time 
required to inspect each harvested animal is a waste of resources on the departments behalf. The annual and minoot number of lactating bears harvested does not constitute such a blatant waste or funds required to maintain. I would 
however feel that bringing back hound hunting would ensure that all bears harvested are male by giving ample time for the hunter to make a positive identification of maturity and sex of an intended harvest. Bringing back the hound hunt 
would further generate funds by license sales and remove the need for the inspection all together, but if the inspection is required atleast the funds from license sales would offset that burden.

2/2/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting. The scientific research and evidence supports a healthy and robust population of bears in Washington state.  With these numbers that have been provided by WDFW it not only supports spring bear 
hunting but also shows future potential over population if not managed appropriately.  I also support the non harvest of sows with cubs or bears under 50lbs.  Bring back spring bear hunting so a resource can be utilized appropriately.

2/2/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

I feel like spring bear should be open for A proper game manegment Plan 2/2/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting plays an important  part of the balance of predators as well as other wildlife. Washington has a growing population of bears . Thank you for your consideration.  Brian Davis 2/2/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

Spring bear is a sound scientifically backed hunt.  It needs to not only happen, but also be expanded.  Killing sows with cubs should not be made illegal, just discouraged like it currently is.  Only one lactating sow was killed last year.  2/2/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey



Not only do I Strongly support a limited draw Spring Black Bear season, I also Strongly support an Over The Counter Spring Black Bear season in the GMU's where the bear population is getting high enough to warrant such a season.  
Mainly to mitigate ungulate depredation, tree damage to fragile ecosystems, and human/domestic animal/bear conflicts.. There is without a doubt enough Black Bears in the State of Washington to support a Spring season.  The WDFW 
Staff has gone above the mark on providing more than enough data to the commission to support this Spring hunt. Outside special interest groups and non-residents of Washington are pushing for emotional decisions and not decisions 
based on the scientific data and research brought forth by the WDFW staff.  Labelling Spring Bear hunters as "trophy" hunters and being unethical is all out blatant propaganda.  Hunters are required to harvest the meat of a Black Bear so 
the "trophy" label is a farce. There is no question that this season should have never been up for debate as being cancelled or suspended. The commission needs to do the right thing here and make the correct decision to KEEP Spring 
Black Bear season open.   No more delays should be needed to have "more time to study new information", as years worth of work and data has already been provided.  Thank you for your time.  Gary Strassburg, Oak Harbor, WA 

2/2/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 2/2/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting, the evidence is clear that hunting helps manage the animals and protect deer and elk fawns during the crucial time they are vulnerable 2/2/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Good morning. I am a life long resident of Washington and have been hunting for the past 20 years. I hunt because it gives me an outlet from the day to day hustle of life. Hunting also allows me to create unforgettable memories with my 
family. First and foremost though, hunting provides food for me and my family.
I would like to speak specifically about bear hunting. I know that there are a couple commissioners that believe that bear hunters are trophy hunters. On the contrary. I do not know one bear hunter that does not consume the meat from a 
bear they have harvested. In my opinion, bear meat is one of the best wild game meats out there.
In addition to the false narrative of "bear hunters are only trophy hunter's," I would like to add that hunters do more for our beautiful states wildlife than any other group of people. 
A recent study from the Blue Mountain elk herd showed an 80% die off rate of collared calves. State biologists, the people that should be deciding our harvest rates and quotas, have stated that predation was the root cause of the die off. 
From wolves to bears to cougars. Are there other reasons for the low mortality rate? Absolutely. But something has to be done to raise the numbers. Obviously raising harvest quotas on predatory animals is an easy solution. 
I am asking that the commissioners to allow state biologists to do the job they were hired to do and vote yes for a 2022 spring bear season. This hunt is in jeopardy because of commissioners admittingly voting no based off of emotion. 
"Follow the Science" and stop letting special interest groups control how the wild life is managed in our state. If these groups cared about all of Washington's wildlife instead of just the ones that they have been brainwashed to be vocal 
about, they would realize that by not controlling predators it is hurting the entire states wildlife population.
With a bear population of between 25000-30000 and a harvest rate of less than 200 bears, Washington states spring bear hunt should be an over the counter hunt. 
Washington has the 4th largest black bear population in the lower 48 states. 

2/2/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/2/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I believe that the Spring Bear hunt should continue. As has been a concern in the past with hunters harvesting sows. Which I believe was 1 in the whole spring bear. We have a large predator problem and this helps to somewhat control 
one of the predators 

2/2/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear hunt. I wish it was over the counter with more Western WA spring bear opportunities. 2/2/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt! 2/2/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. The science shows it. 2/2/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I support the special limited spring bear opportunity hunt in Washington State. WDFW has adequately reported with the most updated science they have to the commissioners. These facts not only support a spring bear hunt, but show 
that the bear population is growing. The data also shows that the majority of animals harvested are Boars. This is classified as recreational, but WDFW has shown this spring hunt is also used to mitigate timber damage, bear-human 
conflicts, and most importantly to help fawn/calf recruitment. Hunters already avoid harvesting cubs and females with cubs. Adding this rule would be just adding a needless rule. 
The 72 hour inspection rule seems reasonable. 

2/2/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

As a nonresident hunter in your state, i support a spring bear season. In Washington, less then 1% of the bear population is harvested during this season and the bears are increasing in larger numbers and the state has already had 
national news breaking stories about people dying from large predators; like the cyclist that was killed by a cougar, which the state is having a big problem with now that hunting has been over regulated and hound hunting as been made 
illegal. Your own fish and wildlife as said that spring bear hunting is a way to help reduce bear numbers to help deer, elk calf's and other wildlife from these large predators. Also a major amount of funding that the Washington fish and 
wildlife get from hunts like this, helps them to keep JOBS of fellows colleagues employed, like your the board of commissioners. Your locale businesses are negatively affected by this; the hunting industry is a multi billions of dollar business 
and this will hurt Washington small businesses. An out of state/nonresident hunter (like myself) will spend 10 time more money to hunt then a resident hunter; higher license fees, travel, food, gear, lodging ect. The other issue is that 
members of the board of commissioners have conflicting interests; their views and family members involvement with anit hunting and animal rights groups. In order to have a fair and unbiased decision on topics of the North American 
model of wildlife conservation, which is what the commissioners are hired and being paid to do; they cant be involved in the decision making process and shouldn't be allowed to vote for the rights of hunters. "keep the wolfs out of the 
hen house" Last, i would like to thanks the commissioners that are going their jop of supporting any hunting that scientifically sound and data shows that harvesting meets the biological surplus requirements or needs to be managed due 
to their predatory nature/danger to the public, Thanks you for your time and our family enjoys bear hams for thanksgiving's and Christmases, rendered bear fat is a great resource to make amazing pie crest and cooking oil. Please don't 
take away bear hunting cause they are a charismatic megafauna of anti-hunting and animals rights groups agendas. 

2/2/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunts should continue for the benefit of game management. The numbers and science clearly shows that a spring hunt is not only justifiable but necessary to maintain a healthy balance between predators and prey. We as 
hunters play a necessary part in that balance and should be allowed to continue in our passions and heritage without being stripped of our seasons with unjustifiable reasoning. I personally think anyone who doesn’t participate in hunting 
activities shouldn’t  have any say about seasons or regulations as they take no part in the actual management of our wild game. Hunters not only put their time in out in the field but also their money in tags, special draws, and permits. 
We as hunters care more about our wild game and are far more invested in it’s continued management and overall health than anyone and as such it should be up to us as a community to decide how these proposals and issue are 
resolved. Please open the spring hunt back up and use reasonable judgement and scientifically backed information when attempting to make changes in the future. Thank you

2/2/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting in WA should be reinstated. It was canceled on a technicality and that is wrong. The hunt should be managed based on science and not emotion. No matter what your stance is on hunting, this hunt is important for the 
future of bears and should looked at as such. 

2/2/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey

I Support Spring Bear Hunting. Should be an over the counter tag in all GMUs 2/2/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunts MUST remain open. The recent elk calf study in the Blue Mountains supports the management of these predators, undoubtedly!  The ungulate herds in the entire state are stressed and Washington state hunters can 
assist in helping the ungulates out by managing these bears. 
Please make the proper decision and keep the spring bear season open. 

2/2/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt.  The WDFW has shown that the population is stable or increasing and that hunters are incredibly successful at avoiding harvesting females with cubs.  The arguments against the 
spring bear hunt seem to rely on lingering societal misgivings of those who are against hunting in general, or with ambiguous language stating bears are "lethargic" after emerging from dens thus violating "fair chase".  Although this latter 
point is true, the lethargy period is short and does not overlap with the period where most bears are taken.  Hunters largely rely on spot and stalk techniques which are most successful when bears are highly active.  In my opinion, the 
WDFW has provided adequate data to justify a hunt; further delay to "study the issue" seems a convenient, politically driven excuse.  I urge the commission to consider where this ends - there seem to be forces against hunting that will 
not be satisfied until it ends as a management tool and cultural heritage as a whole.  After all, why continue a fall bear hunt when cubs mothers could potentially be killed?  Or an antlerless deer season where fawns mothers could 
potentially be taken?  I suspect efforts to appease this group will never win. 

2/2/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey

I support keeping the spring hunt. 2/2/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. As my family and I spend lots of time exploring the trails and camping. We come across bears all the time.I even been false charged by one with Cubs. If you were to ask me I would say the population is very 
healthy. 

2/2/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting. I TIRED of WA state restricting EVERY species we hunt, when we can hunt them (single season) and the ever increasing price of tags. Big game hunting should be a tag that covers all seasons, WA is more 
interested in the money grab for multiple seasons, special hunt draws ect.... we are NOT concerned with the satisfaction of the hunter who PAYS for these things.

2/2/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey

Washington State has had a Spring Bear season for years without any adverse effects. The population continues to grow. This is a Washington issue. Anyone out side of this state should have zero say in this issue. Animals need to be 
managed by science not political agendas.

2/2/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting.  Best time to hunt the boars is in spring. 2/2/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
Use science on this, real science not feelings. The deer and elk numbers are crashing!! We need bear hunts, the spring hunt is the best time of year to find boars, and see cubs w sow’s. Bear baiting is the best way to harvest specific bears, 
and avoid certain ones, but that as you know was voted away by an uneducated public. Don’t let this 2nd best way to harvest target bears be voted away. 

2/2/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the proposed changes which would allow the spring bear hunt to continue.  This is a proven effective management tool for keeping the bear population in balance.  The science as provided by the biologists with WDFW 
shows that our bear population is robust and supports the continuation of this season.  Science should be the guide, not individual social agendas. 

2/2/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting,, Cubs stay close to the Sow , and you can observe the bear and make a good decision if they’re alone, and stop letting the anti-hunters make decisions for bear hunting, or any wildlife management. 2/2/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Please approve the Spring bear season based of the game status not emotions. 2/2/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt, the population of bear in Washington is beyond healthy and the limited number of spring tags will not impact the overall population. This also has a trickle down effect on local economies as hunters travel and 
spend money in the smaller communities near the hunting areas where tags will be given. 

2/2/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt and rule making based on biology and not emotion. 2/2/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. We need to listen to the research presented by the WDFW. The regulations already state avoiding females with cubs and cubs. This is a needless rule addition. Setting up an inspection rule seems reasonable.  2/2/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

The commission has turned into Inslee's anti hunting puppets! We need to manage the predators in Wa! Bring back spring bear hunting, it is a great management tool and opportunity for sportsmen and women!! It is backed by science 
and data! Commissioners who vote based on anti propaganda and pressure and personal emotions should be removed from the position!!

2/2/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

I completely support the spring bear hunt. If you consider the money made from the draw combined with the low success percentages, it's not only a drop in the bucket for an already high bear population, but the funds could be used to 
make science-based decisions and employ game officers in the state.

2/2/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in WA state. Bears should be managed through hunting as any other big game animal. Bears are plentiful and hunters are already diligent to not shoot sows with Cubs. 2/2/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. Part of a healthy wildlife management plan is predator population control. Right now in Washington the ungulate population is in decline and the predator populations are increasing as 
wolves are moving in. Removing the spring bear hunt is another step backwards for our deer, elk and moose populations. Let’s be good stewards of our Washington state wildlife. Bring back spring bear season! 

2/2/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

We need to manage predators. Look what’s happened to California’s ungulate population. Look at the increase in bear-human conflicts in Colorado. Not only do I support a spring bear hunt, but I would ask that it be over the counter tags 
or increase draw tags. Adding the rule about harvesting females and cubs is needless as hunters avoid doing this already. The inspection rule seems okay. 

2/2/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

This state has a major predator problem you let the west side liberal brains take away baiting and hounds and now your letting them take this away. This is your job wdfw and your failing badly. Bring back the season. Stand up for what is 
right for wildlife management nt and pull ur heads out of your assess. Wdfw has become the laughing stock of game depts

2/2/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

The laws should be made based on science if the biologist say the bear population is that a good level and can handle a spring bear hunt then it should continue tree huggers and people that just don’t want to see bears get killed should 
not have a say or be in a place in office that makes the decision

2/2/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

Please consider opening this season. Everything must have a balance and removing this opportunity also affects calf and fawn mortality. Thank you. 2/2/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season . Based i science.  If our wildlife biologists say we need it. Then we should move to keep the season in place. I also believe non hunters should either support the science.  Or stay out of the conversation.  
Managing our wildlife is not about feelings. Hunters care for and do more for wildlife than any other group. 

2/2/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt. if the biologists say there is enough bears to support a hunt then we need to have the hunt. these type of decisions need to be based on science and not emotional views. 2/2/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
I understand there is a petition to establish a 2022 Spring Bear Special Permit Season and to be voted on during the Jan 21, 2022, commission meeting.  I strongly request that this is re-assessed and voted in favor of a 2022 Special Permit 
Spring Bear Season. I have been a licensed hunter for 20 years in Washington and given many dollars in the form of tags, licenses, special permits, raffles, and discover passes. It would be a disservice to ALL of our state’s great sportsmen 
and sportswomen to take away yet another hunting and fishing opportunity. Your own commission even states that this decision was not made of science or by biologist recommendations. WDFW is agreeing and siding with people who 
are NOT sportsmen and sportswomen and who, for the majority, have NOT contributed to WDFW funds in anyway. Some of which are not even from the State of Washington.
Please unsuspend and vote in favor of the 2022 Spring Bear Special Permit

2/2/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey

Give us back the spring bear hunting season that should have never been taking away in the first place! Make the spring hunt over the counter tags and get rid of the draw season.  Any wildlife council members who voted against the 
spring hunt should be forced to resign immediately since they value emotions from vocal minorities over science from biologist who are experts in their fields.

2/2/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey

The numbers show that "orphaned cubs" is a non factor on these spring hunts and is only being used as an excuse by the anti's in their fake propaganda. Listen to the bio's and the sportsmen with boots on the ground, they provide the 
facts! 

2/2/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

Hunting is a sport to all of us that have grew up doing it. Taking away a season of hunting is like taking away a days pay to some. We work hard to be able to get the opportunity to hunt bear during the spring, it's an excitement getting the 
chance to take down big game. I believe that we the people should have a chance at getting a spring bear season in 2022. 

2/2/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. In 2022 and future years.   Trust the biologist who spend there careers studying these predators.  2/2/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I am not a hunter but I enjoy the outdoors I see a lot of bears and other predators and less deer every year it seems like the Washington Department of Fish and wildlife is already doing a poor job managing predators and now this? There 
is constantly human predator conflicts where I live! Why are you not using the Sportsman as a tool to help manage the predators?

2/2/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

I'm not a hunter but I enjoy the outdoors. I see a lot of bears and other predators and less deer every year. It seems like the WDFW is already doing a poor job managing predators and now this? there is constantly human predator 
conflicts were I live! why are you not using the sportsmen as a tool to help manage the predators?  

2/2/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

I 100% support getting the spring bear hunt back on track and available for the 2022 spring season. This will offer a good opportunity for sportsman to get outdoors and enjoy the season that should have never been put on pause.. 2/2/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

I support the use of hunting as a tool in the management of wildlife and I encourage WDFW to reinstate the spring bear season based on science and not emotion. 2/2/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
There is no scientific evidence to support removing spring bear hunting seasons. I support reinstating  the season that should never have been removed. The science says the state needs this hunt. 2/2/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear season.  I was able to harvest a large mature boar years back using a cub distress sound.  The boar came in within 30 seconds ready to eat.  This goes to show you how much predation can occur during the 
spring season to ALL wildlife.  Spring bear hunting helps keep these balances in check.

2/2/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

Lorna Smith needs to be removed from her position, she has put her personal dislike of hunting in front of her responsibility as a commissioner 2/2/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 100% if wdfw estimates there are 25000 bears in washington state and 145 will be harvested in the spring bear hunt that is only a half percent of the population! I'm pretty sure that isn't going to effect the 
number in this state

2/2/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

I fully support Spring Bear hunting. 2/2/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I support reinstating the Washington spring bear hunt. All predators need to be properly managed and the spring hunts allow us to do so. Elk calf survival depends on properly managed bear population and without a spring hunt the elk 
and deer populations along with other animals will be greatly impacted. 

2/2/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

The spring bear season MUST stay in place. There is no scientific reasoning for the cancellation of this season. The North American model of wildlife conservation has proven to be successful. Part of that success is making SCIENCE based 
decisions. That is not what is happening in this situation. 

I urge the commission to follow the science and reinstate the spring bear season. 

2/2/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey



I strongly support a Spring bear season, predator management is extremely important to our ungulate populations. 2/2/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I don’t know of one bear hunter who takes a sow with cubs. This limited draw hunt has a take percentage of under 1% of the overall population. This needs reinstated. 2/2/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
A lot of bear hunters don’t pack the hide out which is a lot of weight and is really not needed maybe save the sex organs attached to the rear quarter or something and or pictures 
Not frozen is even harder to accomplish and getting some wardens to get time plus manipulating work schedules is very hard at the real point is what does the sec have to do with this hunt ? Sometimes you gotta take the hunters word if 
it was a boar or sow and have the tooth sent in !
BRING BACK OUR SPRING BEAR HUNT IN MONROE (448) there’s a ton of bear in here
Thank you Jacob Landis 

2/2/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

Washington State needs a Spring Bear hunting season. They are a beautiful species and all washington citizens should be able to enjoy them responsibly. 2/2/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Spring black bear should be reinstated. Common sense measure when the staffers and biologists even pushed to want/have it in the first place… 2/2/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring black bear hunt. Stop the unnecessary
slaughter of our wildlife.

2/2/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

Right your wrong commission! Bring back proper predator management and recreation opportunity. 2/2/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Listen to the biologists and manage our predator population.  Reinstate the spring bear seasons. 2/2/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
I am in support of the spring black bear proposal going forward this year and beyond. I am in support of sound wildlife management through the recommendations of wildlife biologist and state objectives. Black bear hunting in the spring 
time is an amazing experience I want to share someday with my kids and until then still have the opportunity to hunt myself if lucky enough to draw a tag. Thank you for your consideration! 

2/2/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

I am in favor of this spring bear proposal going forward. This needs to be allowed. The original decision was made based on emotion and not science. 2/2/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. We see more bear issues in some areas than ever seen before and the bears do not go to waste in our house ever. 2/2/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Spring bear should be allowed and is needed. Certain areas definitely are in need of balancing the bear population in any way possible 2/2/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Hunters are the true conservationists! They have done more for wildlife and habitat than all other groups combined! Stay out of their way! 2/2/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. It does nothing to hurt the population and is a great management tool as well as allowing people to put great meat in the freezer. 2/2/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
I’m in favor of having a spring bear hunt. The Spring hunt is a useful management tool. Please heed the advice of our WDFWL Biologists and reinstate the 2022 Spring Black Bear Hunt. Thank you 2/2/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Iam in support of spring black bear. Common sense predator control. Help the deer and elk population. 2/2/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I’m in favor of a spring bear hunt. I believe A decision on the topic should be based on science and not emotion. Hunters are the best for conservation of wildlife. 2/2/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and believe that the verbiage "a lactating sow would not be considered a violation, only an observed sow with cubs" should be included. 2/2/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
In huge favor of spring bear hunt and better predator management.  Follow the science. 2/2/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of spring bear. Bear population management needs to be science based, not “feelings” based from seattlites that hike twice a year on paved paths. 2/2/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring black bear season. The numbers are very strong. I am an avid hunter/ sportsman that has hunted this state for over thirty years. I have seen increased numbers of black bear over the past five years and strongly 
believe that sound, science based management (sportsmen, sportsmen’ dollars), is the best way to manage the population.
Thank you 

2/2/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey

Some commissioners argued that in the spring time bears are lethargic and vulnerable.  I would argue that these commissioners have never stepped foot in the field and used their own eyes to validate this absurd argument.  In the spring 
time the only time bears stop moving is to take an afternoon nap after they have gorged themselves on grasses or calve elk and fawn deer.  With that said I suggest that the commissioners and the department follow, and listen to the 
science which fully supports a spring bear hunt.  I fully support a spring bear hunt in 2022 and beyond.  

2/2/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear and the associated changes with the advice a change of "A lactacting sow does not indicate a live cub at the time of kill". A sow could easily have a dead cub but still be lactating, therefore, I suggest that a 
violation only occurs if a cub is located prior to or after the kill. 

2/2/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

Follow the science and ignore emotion based and PRE EXISTING anti hunting bias by some commissioners.... 2/2/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I'm in favor of spring bear.  It is scientifically proven to not impact bear populations and is a useful tool.  The science and data support this hunt. 2/2/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Spring bear season is a vital tool for bear management in Washington State, please keep the season open. 2/2/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
The erosion of our hunting traditions and reliance on feelings and emotion and not scientific reasoning will soon destroy what left we have for sportsman opportunities in Washington state.  The commissioners that have not been 
confirmed have clearly stated an emotional agenda, have no experience or desire to understand sportsman requests and quite frankly are anti-sportsman in their engagement, and voting on initiative.  We need to get back to a WDFW that 
is making scientific, tested initiatives and not serving an emotional agenda.  Revenue from non-sportsman is negligible at best but yet all of the decisions over the last two years are to continue to limit or eliminate opportunity.  This 
revenue will disappear as the youth recruitment will continue to decline due to zero opportunity.  The elimination of spring bear opportunity is certainly the first salvo of a continued march toward the elimination of harvest opportunities 
for all sportsmen.  The elimination of hound hunting by an emotional initiative has continued to be proven as foundational brick in the explosion of cat populations, continued suppressed harvest by the Governor and the Committee not 
based on scientific data continue to pose a huge threat to our declining ungulate populations here in WA.

2/2/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Spring Bear seasons should be continued state wide in with no reduction in quotes or harvest numbers.  Spring hunting is required to maintain a healthy evo system and to keep bear numbers from growing to the point where bear human 
interactions become too frequent with human injuries. Populations are up across the state. Keep historical spring bear seasons, qoutas.

2/2/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

With ungulate populations on the decline and predators on the rise we must manage these numbers by following data not opinions and feelings. Bear must be managed and we owe it to our deer and elk populations to do our part in 
protecting them during birthing season. 

2/2/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear season as an additional harvest opportunity with decreased amounts of pressure from crowded hunting. 2/2/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a responsible and scientifically based wildlife management tool that benefits the bear population, the deer and elk populations and also provides opportunities for hunters. The only arguments we have heard against 
spring bear hunting have been emotionally based arguments coming from anti hunting extremists. The WDFW biologists have unanimously supported and recommended that the spring bear hunt be continued, as we all know that 
Washington has a robust and growing black bear population. I am 100% in favor of listening to the sound, scientific recommendations based on the best tools we have available to us. In this case that would mean continuing with a spring 
bear hunt here in WA

2/2/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey

spring bear season should be continued because the people who hunt also care about sustaining the population and dont intentionally kill a mother bear with a cub. 2/2/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I urge the commission to support  spring bear hunting , the data shows that the population of bears will support hunting and the Benefits to hunting bears will help to increase the survival of our deer and elk population 2/2/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

As shown by WDFW that this season is viable with no negative impacts to the population. There is no reason to stop the season. The season should be open every year. I believe that we need to control these predators even more. As their 
numbers rise with cougar and wolf numbers on the rise. We are only hurting our ungulate by not reducing predators. If 1 lactating sow is such a concern to the opposition. Bring back bear baiting to allow the hunters to further identify 
thier target. 

2/2/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

Please bring spring bear hunting back. Washington state is a two tag state. That means we have the bear population and not much is being harvested. Washington state should have an over the counter spring bear hunt. That would help 
the ungulates numbers rise. 

2/2/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

I strongly support Spring bear hunting, Expanding the units with spring bear hunt opportunities would also be encouraged. The methow valley needs a spring
Bear hunt.  

2/2/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

Predator management needs to happen with a 2022 spring bear season. Our ungulate population is already drastically declining and bear numbers need to be controlled and kept in check. Science shows a the population can support a 
season. Emotions of commissioners feel otherwise. Listen to science and the data to make decisions. I support a spring bear season every year. 

2/2/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. 2/2/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
Chewuch needs a spring bear hunt! 2/2/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed changes. A long standing, sustainable opportunity shouldn’t need to be voted on every year. Protecting females with cubs and cubs themselves is also a common sense regulation. 2/2/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I would like to see the Spring Bear Season restored.  Based on the WDFW scientifically based data the hunt is supported.  Bear populations continue to be robust in the state.  Other adjacent states with similar population densities and 
hunter numbers support a spring bear season.  Where Washington utilizes a limited-quota hunting system these states have a general hunting season.  Our take numbers based on tags allotted are well within acceptable margins to allow 
the bear population to maintain or increase in size.  In my opinion it is a win-win situation with funding from perspective hunters helping with conservation efforts of all game species, boars being taken out of the areas thus allowing more 
cubs the opportunity to mature and the population to continue to flourish.

2/2/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

I urge the commission to support spring bear hunting , the data shows that the population of bears will support hunting and the benefits to hunting bears will help to increase the survival of our deer and elk population 2/2/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

Totally agree and accept the recent rule proposals. 2/2/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is viable and needed to maintain a healthy population of bear and their prey.  Please reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting plays an important part of the balance of predators as well as other wildlife. Washington has a growing population of bears 
2/2/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey

please support the spring bear season. I support changes. realize not every bear hunter gets drawn in some units its takes years before you are selected.  These hunts are managed with the best science.  thank you 2/2/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey

Pleas  follow the science and reinstate the spring bear season. 2/2/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Follow the science, not emotion in allowing a spring bear season. If the season limit is 2 bears, what is the problem taking one in the spring? Nothing, it means there are plenty. 2/2/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
Please implement the proposed changes to allow spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
I'm in support of spring bear hunting. The people who have the dedication to bear hunt in general also understand the need for management within the species, yet they wouldn't intentionally kill a mother bear with cub(s). In the spring, 
male bears seek out cubs to kill so the females will go back into heat, giving the males more opportunity to mate with them. Allowing hunting during that time gives the cubs a better chance at survival and keeping a better male/female 
balance in the coming years.  They call it wildlife management for a reason, it has to be managed to ensure a healthy existence for many species for the LONG TERM. This isn't an emotional situation, its a statistical one. 

2/2/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. There are plenty of bears to allow for the hunt without endangering the species. 2/2/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I support Washington State having a spring bear hunting season. There are more than enough bears in the state to sustain a spring bear hunt. Hunting is also a great way to manage these bears, save ungulates and bring revenue to the 
state. 

2/2/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt and I hope that hunters can enjoy a generous season during this time frame. 2/2/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Having a spring bear hunt will do nothing but benefit Washington State. 2/2/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Save our ungulates and forests. I urge the wdfw commission to reinstate the spring bear season. 2/2/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate Washington States spring bear season. 2/2/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
If anything, we need more hunter opportunity for bear hunting during the spring in Washington State. Give us our spring bear season back with more available tags and units, please. 2/2/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
I live in GMU121 and observe numerous bears every year.  The bear population appears to be robust and during the time that deer begin to drop fawns I can drive the side roads in the evening and observe bears heading out into the 
pastures in search of fawns.  I believe that Spring bear hunting will also help stop bear/human conflict in the prescribed areas.

2/2/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

This is a very special time of year for all animals. I’m 💯💯 for the spring bear hunt! Please base your vote of Scientific data vs personal emotions. Most all animals are vulnerable in the spring time yes, because they just survived a rough 
winter and are out foraging to replenish their fat supplies and get the nourishment they’re going to need to survive a rough fall. Please bring this special hunt back.

2/2/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

Chewuch needs a spring bear tag. LFG people. I support spring bear! 2/2/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear season, in keeping with the WDFW staff rec’s. The commissioner’s that voted against the season violated their duty to maximize opportunity, as the population is sustainable. Our ungulate populations are in 
trouble and predator populations increasing. I am not in favor of the prohibition against harvesting of sows or young, as there is already a recommendation against this practice in the rulebook, and this recommendation is honored by 
hunters. Piggybacking this prohibition onto a rule that should exist won’t change anything except waste the time of our WDFW agents, when thry are already stretched thin. Also, there should be a spring bear season in gmu 113, and 
spring bear tags should be OTC, but those are questions for another day.

2/2/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

The science has shown that our bear population can support a spring hunting season and hunting can be used as an effective conservation and management tool. Follow the science!! Open up the spring bear season!! 2/2/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

Spring bear should never have been removed. Bring spring bear back, the science backs it. 2/2/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear
2/2/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear season in Washington as hunting is a sound and effective management tool. The science has shown that our bear populations need to be managed and that the population numbers can support a hunting 
season.  Outlawing the harvest of females with offspring is fine also. In order to maintain a spring season into the future, the females need to be able to raise their offspring. Conservation!! 

2/2/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

First off we have a ENORMOUS predator issue in this state. 
Taking away spring bear for the reasons the committee is claiming goes entirely against the biologists recommendation. (Science for you liberals)
Also by taking away the spring season you have essentially stolen thousands apon thousands of $ from the sportsman and women of this state who apply for these tags every year. The state isn't gonna refund our $ if we have applied for 
say 10+ years right??? 
This whole removal of seasons and tags because of mismanagement of predators is a complete and udder failure by WDFW. Not a single person should have any say in this sort of BS if they aren't and active sportsman or women and 
understand what the hell they are doing. 

2/2/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey

The science has shown that our bear population can support a spring hunting season and hunting can be used as an effective conservation and management tool. Follow the science!! Open up the spring bear season!! The cancelation is 
only a political push to further restrict hunting. 

2/2/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

Please continue the spring bear hunt! This opportunity is extremely valuable and is shown to not damage the bear population. 2/2/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
I support  spring bear hunt  2/2/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
I would like to add my voice in addition to hundreds of others- I am in favor of a spring bear season. I have put for this draw year after year accruing points in hopes of playing my role in conservation and patiently waiting for my 
opportunity to draw. To close the season with very little data and incentive to close is very disheartening and seems to be made with little regard to the other wildlife and the overall benefit of the predator management. 

2/2/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

The Commission has no right to pull our Spring Bear hunt due to feelings instead of factual science. If you are a Commission member and you put your feelings first you are doing a disservice to the position you hold. 
I am not asking, I am telling you to do the right thing and continue the Spring bear season in the state of Washington. You folks on the Commission should be ashamed of yourselves!!!!!!

2/2/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunting season. 2/2/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Not only Are  the bear populations high for the select gmu’s they allow it in but also very abundent in the other gmu’s that are not open for spring bear permits. 2/2/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunting season, Washington bear population can more than support this hunt 2/2/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt, please use the science to get this hunt back and not your emotions commissioners! 2/2/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey



Please follow science and not emotional politics. Black bear populations are very healthy, in both GMU’s I hunt, 652 and 204. I support spring bear. 2/2/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. However, I would like more clarification around the prohibition of harvesting female black bears. While no ethical hunter would choose to take that animal, it is still important to me how it will be enforced. 
For example, a female bear may be lactating but have no offspring remaining. I trust you will take that into account when rule-setting for what looks to be an exciting and challenging season going forward.

2/2/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey

I am against spring bear hunting until the big timber companies, who petitioned to get this due to timber damage, give free access to those who draw the tag. It has become a money grab for the timber companies. 2/2/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed amendment to proceed with a spring bear season this year. Follow the science! 2/2/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Hunting, but I’m genuinely confused on how even this page can describe Washington States “black bear population as robust” - and a season was taken away? Even further than that, how a season could be taken 
away due to damage to a population without an accurate count on the population. 

2/2/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey

I support the Spring bear hunt and the amendment to remove the year from the title of WAC 220-415-080. The added rule to prohibit killing of a sow with cubs is unnecessary. I would like it clarified that a lactating sow does not mean a 
sow with cubs has been killed. The only way to enforce that rule should be by admission or if it is observed. As seen in the 2021 Spring Bear harvest statistics, hunters do not actively target a sow with cubs in the first place. Out of 145 
bears killed, 45 were sows and only one was a lactating sow. 

2/2/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting 2/2/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I 100% support spring bear season. It has become one of my favorite hunts throughout the year and I’ve finally located a bear I wish to harvest. Please don’t take this away!! Bring back spring bear!!! 2/2/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I support retaining the spring bear hunt, as well as opening it to statewide, non-permit, shared tag with the fall season. The rules should stay as previously stated to "avoid harvest of sow with cubs." Any ethical hunter will refrain from 
harvesting sows with this year's young cubs, there is no need to make this an enforcement issue especially with the data showing it's an already rare event.

2/2/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear 2/2/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in washington state.  As conservationist it is our duty to help manage the population of black bears in our state and the spring hunt plays an important role for us washingtonians.  2/2/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 2/2/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
20,000 plus people signed the petition to bring back spring bear hunting. This should be considered. 2/2/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear. Science before feeling's. 2/2/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/2/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
I’m in support of the spring bear season, there are no adverse effects using this season.  Idaho runs a general spring and fall season with dogs and bait.  They still have a great population of bears throughout the state

Oregon has a very liberal amount of spring tags and also have a bunch of bears too.  This also shouldn’t be voted on every year, just voted on this year and left alone like deer elk seasons.

2/2/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

https://www.change.org/p/jay-inslee-wa-fish-wildlife-commission-bring-back-spring-bear-hunting-for-washington-state-2022-season?redirect=false

20,000 plus in favor of bringing back spring bear. Follow science and bring it back.

2/2/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an excellent population management tool 2/2/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
I ask that WDFW and the WDFW commissioners follow their legislative mandate to provide recreational hunting opportunity for black bear, specifically in the spring.  It's been proven that the black bear population in  WA is not only 
sustainable, but flourishing.

2/2/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

I support spring hunting 2/2/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Lactation should not be a violation; cubs may have been killed because of boar infanticide. 2/2/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
I am in support of the Spring Bear hunt and making it such that the hunt is continuous in the future. That only adjustments to permits may be made year to year by removing the year from the WAC. I support the addition of making it 
illegal to harvest offspring and females with offspring. This is a good middle ground and what ethical hunters do regardless. I do not support the reduction of permit numbers for unit 684. I have never heard a hunter say there were too 
many other hunters out for a bear hunt. 

2/2/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear harvest as the science supports it and it helps support management of this great resource we have in Washington state. 2/2/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
When these hunts are in support of the commercial timber industry targeting only males or females without Cubs does not address the issue in a fair and appropriate manner. It is a learned trait that the females pass on. Self explanatory. 
Also, most large companies also are part of the bear feeding program. Feeding the bears changes the fecundity and increases the number of offspring. Again, not removing the females does not address the issue at large. While I don’t like 
to kill sows with cubs the overall agenda of the spring bear hunts need to be laid out in a non conflicting manner. Science based and open to all gmu’s with populations that can support it. No sex type restrictions. No special interest 
groups. The timber industry has the tools and resources to solve their own issues. Open your land up to access in the fall when bears should be hunted…

2/2/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey

I think the true purpose of WDFW wildlife management needs to be the most important focus of this conversation and be based in population management at the state and GMU level. The current seasons show that with harvest rates 
during spring amd fall seasons that there is a healthy population of black bears. If the population is in danger of being to small or too great in a GMU we should close, open, and modify seasons accordingly. Science and ge objectives, not 
emotions from either side should drive the management of wildlife.

The 2021 spring season was my first spring bear draw and I was successful in harvesting a mature male bear. It was one of my most memorable hunting experiences in 25 years as an active hunter. I would hate to see others lose this 
opportunity based on an emotional response by a vocal few. Even if this was the vocal majority to stop the hunt it would not be based in science and would ultimately harm wildlife and would be the wrong decision.

Please, follow the science regardless of the emotional reactions here.

2/2/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season, decision on wild life should be made on sound science based biology not ballet biology 2/2/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Bring back the Spring Black Bear hunt as it is supported by science and is a necessary tool of sound wildlife conservation. 2/2/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
Lactation only  means  the xow had a vub at some point  many boar  or another predator  took them 2/2/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season.  With the science showing a robust bear population the season should be a general spring hunt available to all hunters. 2/2/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Keep a fully open spring bear season. Don’t turn Washington into the disaster that California is with a massively growing bear population and a fast shrinking deer population 2/2/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I fully support the petition and a spring bear season in Washington state 2/2/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunting season. The numbers from biologists support the hunt. The impacts the bears have on trees, calves and fawns support the reason behind the hunt. 2/2/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
“Lactation” should not be considered a “violation”. A sow could easily be lactating and have a dead cub. This should be added to the rule. Bring back spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Lactation isn’t a sign of a violation. The sow could have easily lost her cub(s) from many different causes prior to someone harvesting during hunting season. 2/2/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I fully support the petition and a spring bear season in Washington state 2/2/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Keep emotion out of wildlife management, I fully support this petition and a spring bear season in Washington. 2/2/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey



I strongly support a spring black bear hunt. Out of roughly 665 permits awarded in 2021, 145 bears were harvested. One of those bears was a lactating female. A lactating female does not necessarily mean that she has a cub. She could 
have had a cub that has already died which is quite common. WDFW has provided each and everyone of you with scientific data supporting a spring bear hunt. Not only should the spring bear hunt continue, it should be an over the 
counter tag. Harvest rates would increase by much but revenue would increase exponentially. Anyone voting no for a spring bear hunt is is selfish and reckless and they are voting no based solely off emotions and personal agendas.

2/2/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear season. Please make sure to reinstate the season permanently so long as the bear population can support this opportunity. If the resource  (in this case, bear population) is not threatened, please do not strip 
this opportunity to utilize the resource from hunters.

2/2/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey

Spring bear is a necessity, reinstate it.  At a minimum the special draw season should be maintained.  In reality, spring bear should be OTC for residents.  2/2/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Yes this is a very good proposal to keep spring bear hunting opportunities when data and science supports the need for these hunts. Don't be fooled by the anti hunters and their agenda which is to close all hunting regardless of the 
reasons.. Full support for this hunt to continue..

2/2/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey

I think what alot of people don't realize is the closing of hunting seasons or hunting bans. Only usually results in taking the rights away from citizens. The animals usually still get killed. In this instance  western Washington bears are still 
going to be killed. I think the public should be made aware of the USDA trappers that are thinning the bear populations on private timber land. I work in the timber industry, and have witnessed this first hand over the last couple years. 
Humane society and the center for biological diversity, sued the state of Washington to end the use of hounds for bear timber depretation. Ever since then government trappers have been euthanizing bears on private timberland 
throughout Western Washington. I know for a fact that when a sow with Cubs gets caught in a USDA trapper snare, it gets used euthanize the same as a boar would. Therefore I do not support the rule change on taking Sows with Cubs. I 
also think that the state should stop timber companies from doing this and make them allow Washington citizens to be able to harvest bears on their property. I must note that these trappings are happing in the spring when spring bear 
hunts would occur. This is a similar thing that is going on with the state of California and their cougar population. There is still just as many cougars harvested in the state of California as there was when there was a hunting season. The 
only difference is they are all killed in the act of depredation instead of allowing the general public to hunt them. Left wing ideology, strip the citizens of their rights to be self-sufficient and let us rely on the government.

2/2/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear season. Please bring it back. On the issue of harvesting females with offspring, no ethical hunter would do such a thing. 2/2/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Spring bear needs to be reinstated. Our elk and deer herds get hammered by all the wolves, cougars, coyotes, and bears year round. They all need to be managed. There is no shortage of black bears in this state. Eventually there will be no 
need for fish and game when everyone stops hunting this state. Listen to the people that are out in the fields, not the ones sitting behind their desks.

2/2/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

I support to continue spring bear hunting as to have maintenance of the bear populations and to support the scientific means and analyzing of data to purpose actions based upon such. 2/2/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the rule adjustments.  Please keep in mind that just because a sow is lactating, this is not conclusive proof the bear had cubs at the time it was shot.  The cubs could have recently died/been eaten.  2/2/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey

I support the spring Bear season. Please leave the emotions out of the decision making process. Science and data driven decision making is what's right for all animals. 2/2/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Please open spring bear season Washington deer and elk babies need this… 2/2/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I support opening spring bear season back up as scheduled. 2/2/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/2/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Reopen spring bear season! 2/2/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I totally support opening up spring bear season for 2022 and beyond…there is a better population of black bears in this state than people realize. 2/2/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunts in the state of Washington as an important management tool to help reduce the over population of bears that are decimating our ungulate populations. 2/2/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Please return our spring bear hunt. There are many bears in my home county of kitsap, and very low deer numbers. This is a time that the does are birthing young fawns and the bears have their pick at that time of year of fawns. I found 
more than one pile of bear scat last year with parts of fawns in it which I know, is hard to understand or believe for many who aren’t in the forest as many days as some hunters are. Along with that, the thick country of some of these 
bears creates a serious struggle in actually finding black bears, so the more time in season (using both spring and fall season), the better management practices we have.

2/2/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

I think its time they put the hunters first,we as hunters pay for the rights to hunt  and we pay big,you people sit up there in your big city,all high and might,and make big buck but your not hearing what the true hunters  need and want ,we 
have planty of bears where i live,and  the true hunters  will do what they have to and make sure there not taking sows ,with cubs out,and like for most hunters  this is the only rime they really get out and relax  ,and spend  time doing what 
they love ,please look beyound  your selds and think about the oeople who pay you and don't for get we who live on the east side of the mountains  should  not play in your rolls in west side seattle is not the same ,,think of the people 

2/2/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

I support a Washington spring bear season. I also believe that it should be an over the counter tag in all GMU's with a general spring season in addition to the fall season. It is an effective tool in managing the bear population, which 
promotes healthier populations of ungulates as well. These decisions need to be based on scientific data. The data provided by WDFW biologists supports the need for harvest of bears during the spring. The large majority of hunters are 
ethical, and do take the time to ensure that they do not take a sow with cubs. Data proves that. Nobody respects and gives more back to the conservation model than hunters. 

2/2/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

I fully support this proposal.  It seems like a rational and science-based approach to the WA spring bear populations.  I do think more research would prove that with the highest black bear populations in the lower 48 states, that an over-
the-counter spring season would be sustainable in the long term as well, but continuing this hunt is a step in the right direction.  Thank you for providing opportunity to the sportsmen and sportswomen who provide so much funding and 
support for Washington's wildlife.  

2/2/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey

Many States with a great black bear population have spring bear hunts.  Allowing hunters to hunt in the spring when the boars come out of hibernating in the spring allow more boars to be taken during the time sows are giving birth.  
Boars kill the cubs.  In the long run harvesting more boars helps the bear population.  Also in the spring cubs stay closer to their mothers this helps hunters mistankingly harvesting a sow and doodling her cubs survival.   Lastly the deer and 
elk population are already low due to the amount of predators in this state!  Do not hurt them more by taking away this important tool of sportsmen to help keep the predator population in check.

2/2/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey

I think as hunters buying license and tags have the right to hunt spring black bear there are more bear then you think in western Washington 2/2/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
We need a spring bear hunt, it saves Washington’s valuable timber and creates opportunities for spring time hunts! This  is an amazing time to introduce new hunters/kids to our long history of hunting. This was an awful move by the 
commission and now you have the opportunity (due to hunters) to make a wrong a right. 

2/2/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

Do the right thing. This whole thing has been political from the start. We have the bears, we have the hunters, let’s keep this going. Thank you. 2/2/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Please proceed with allowing a current future spring bear permit hunt. This season is part of the management of all of states game populations and would allow for the use of a healthy renewable resource. There are such dense 
populations bears in most parts of the state, based on what I’ve witnessed our bear populations should be able to be hunted over the counter in the spring as they are in the fall. In Chelan Washington I have several game cameras up year 
round and it’s not uncommon to have as many bears on camera as I do deer. 

2/2/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

Well regulated Bear hunting is an important tool for our WDFW staff that manage these populations. Hunters are some of the best advocates for bears. We want sustainable populations of bears, so that we can hunt and eat them. My 
wife makes the best pies with rendered down bear fat. It is part of our culture and an important way that we connect to the land. 

2/2/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

I fully support a Spring bear hunt. This hunt should be reinstated. 2/2/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
There most definitely needs to be a spring bear season. It is the commissions duty to make management decisions that keep ecosystems healthy and balanced, not to take away hunting opportunity as a whole. I disagree with both 
requiring inspection, and "prohibiting" the harvest of females or offspring. It is the ethical responsibility to target a bear without offspring, but it can be impossible to tell the difference between sex at a shooting distance with average 
hunting equipment. This is unrealistic, and sets hunters up for failure.

2/2/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission

2/2/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

Hello, as a new hunter who can't eat store bought meat. Opportunity to put meat in my freezer is already so limited in our state this would be one more door closed. Less than 1% of our black bear population was harvested in the spring 
hunt. 

2/2/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey



Spring bear hunting is necessary for our deer and elk herds. The blue mt deer and elk numbers are nothing like 10 years ago.. Bears kills calfs and fawns and they need to be controlled. 2/2/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Me and my family fully support bear hunting. It should be noted that a lactating sow doesnt mean she has a live cub. This should be noted so lactation doesnt mean a violation of the proposed law. 2/2/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
It should be asked to Commission Smith what 'scientific evidence' could she see that would change her mind from spring bear being a "unethical hunt". If she cannot state any scientific evidence that couuld possibly change her mind, I 
would say she has an unethical position on the commission and should relieve herself of her duties.
Bring back spring bear hunting. I support it.

2/2/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey

There are no doubts that this hunt should be reinstated. I support spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey

https://www.change.org/p/jay-inslee-wa-fish-wildlife-commission-bring-back-spring-bear-hunting-for-washington-state-2022-season

20,277  people have asked to bring back spring bear. Next issue please. I fully support spring bear hunting.

2/2/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey

I support more of all hunting and fishing opportunities.  Bring back spring bear. 2/2/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
Spring bear 2022 is a must. Bring it back. Look at the ungulate predation in the blue mountains and the lack of elk calf retention. 2/2/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Please continue to move forward with reinstating the spring permit-only bear season and fulfilling your MANDATE of consumptive use of wildlife when and where appropriate. All science, and history, point to the appropriateness of the 
hunt, with a stable population. The current science and hunt is what has led to such a robust population to begin with -- casting doubt on the science now is illogical. Ungulate predation and timber damage are real, and it is part of the 
commission's mandate to protect sustainably protect all wildlife -- choosing bears (and other predators) over ungulates and what's happening in many areas, is irresponsible management.

2/2/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey

i support the spring bear hunt for 2022. predator populations are on the rise and endangering deer, elk, and moose populations. 2/2/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Spring bear is a vital tool in wildlife management. The bear population in eastern Washington is simply out of control. On one 1000 acres parcel that I hunt we have over 25 bear. That is entirely out of control. The tools we have been given 
to manage this population are ridiculous. Bring back baiting in the fall and allow hounds in high concentration areas. The elk and deer herds are being heavily effected as well due to the insanely high bear population. 

2/2/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear! With the population of bears we currently have in this state all GMUs should be over the counter spring bear 2/2/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
follow the science and allow spring bear hunting over the counter 2/2/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season 2/2/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
.6% total take last year in overall bear population.
That should be all you need to know. Wdfw mandate states that the they will supply hunting opportunities where applicable and sustainable. This is both.
Bring back spring bear hunting. There is no reason not too, except emotions from anti hunters.

2/2/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

with the decline of our deer and elk herds, it is more important than ever to predator hunt and spring bear offers a perfect opportunity to allow hunters to feed their families and keep bear populations in check. Bears reek havoc on new 
born fawns and calf's! Support Science! Support OTC SPring Bear!

2/2/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

 I would like to express my support for science based hunting regulations, and stress that as a certified hunter, I strongly support bear-hunting and the North-American conservation system going along with it.

It would be very disappointing to see these sustainable spring hunting opportunities being taken away from my fellow Washington hunters, and would further set a bad precedence case for other provinces and states, beyond State 
borders. That is why I as a BC resident who also had a WDWF non resident license in 2020, feel concerned about this potential regulatory change and allow myself to express my opinion. Thank you very much. 

2/2/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
20,000 people signed a petition on change.org to bring back spring bear hunting in washington and the science supports it. There you go. 2/2/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Let's bring this opportunity back! 2/2/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
The data provided by biologists supports this hunt...anything else would be against that data. So the choice is clear. Keep the hunt. 2/2/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Bring it back! 2/2/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Please give us a spring bear hunt in all counties of the state for a reasonable time and forget having to check in with game department. There is more bear in the area that I hunt than I can believe. Dead young deer w it’s bear sign all 
around them. I also have hunted the same area for 54 years. 

2/2/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear. 2/2/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Bear populations need to be kept in check also, not only for the health of their species but for the populations of elk and deer. As one of the commisioners stated more bears are havested during the spring 
than the fall hunts. I have a hard time beleiving a hunter would shoot a sow with cubs. If that were the true discrepancy then bring back bait hunting for bears, you can surely choose what you are harvesting. Anti hunters do not want 
anything harvested and will continue to try and close any and all seasons of hunting. Mr. Koontz made a point to say that his hunting guide friends claim that most hunters can't tell the differance between males and females, in which that 
doesn't matter unless the sow has cubs. I might be wrong, but if someone is hiring a guide, then maybe they have not spent much time around the species in which they are hunting. But in WA. state avid hunters spend a lot of time in the 
field and I would imagine they could tell the gender.

2/2/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and urge those making decisions to continue to use science based data and follow their mission statement.  Specifically this portion, "while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial 
opportunities".  If sustainability isn't in question, no opportunities should be removed/not allowed.

2/2/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

I support continuing the spring bear hunt. Given historical data on harvests ratios of boars to lactating sows, and the tendency of boars to actively hunt for cubs esp. in the spring, I ask that the board dives deeper into the concept of the 
positive impact that hunters could have on cub survival rates before this hunt is labeled as "unethical." 
Please work to further expand on the methods of determining whether or not a sow actively had cubs at the time of harvest, and to clarify to the hunting community the method of enforcement. Additionally, provisions should be made to 
strongly *discourage* the taking of sows w/ cubs (similar to billies/nannies in Alaska) without directly incriminating a hunter who got really unlucky. Where taking a lactating sow results in not being able to apply the following year, but 
means the impact of taking a sow who had recently lost her cubs would be minimized (unless it can be proven that the sow clearly had cubs). The reality is it will be very difficult to regulate whether or not a sow had cubs, so enforcing 
these types of rules is likely not going to be successful/fair. 

2/2/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt in Washington 2022 2/2/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. The scientific research and evidence supports a healthy and robust population of bears in Washington state. With these numbers that have been provided by WDFW it not only supports spring bear 
hunting but also shows future potential over population if not managed appropriately. Bring back spring bear hunting so a resource can be utilized appropriately.

2/2/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

Support the science, reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
I ask the WDFW committee to acknowledge science based research and to continue to allow a spring bear hunt in Washington state. 2/2/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
I would like a Spring black bear hunt. 2/2/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Save cubs from infanticide, reinstate bear hunting in spring 2/2/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
I would love the spring bear hunt back! 2/2/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Let’s all say it together so the commission can here:
Reinstate spring bear as backed by science.

2/2/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey



pro spring bear hunt! I whole heartedly support all hunting and fishing opportunities that are sustainable. It is sad that we have allowed commissioners who have limited knowledge or involvement be a part of making rules and 
regulations. We seem to have reached a point where Knowledge, facts, history, and good ol' common sense are being ignored to accommodate personal opinions and lobbying animal rights groups. its time to ignore the propaganda and 
outcry from the "public" and return to basing our rule making on facts from the biologists and WDFW who are employed to know the facts! 

2/2/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

Absolutely bring back spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I believe in following scientific data that is collected in a robust manner and then letting that data drive management of game species.  If the population can tolerate a certain number of permits than they should be issued and let people 
enjoy the resources that make the Pacific northwest the Pacific Northwest 

2/2/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

I am in favor of removing the year from the WAC and adding the stipulation to prohibit harvesting sows with cubs and harvesting cubs. 2/2/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
We have the population to sustain a spring bear season. Bring it back. 2/2/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of this proposal and of having a spring bear hunt in Washington. I think it is important that a lactating sow would not be considered a violation, only an observed sow with cubs. Idaho has similar language in that you cannot 
shoot a sow in the company of cubs. 

2/2/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey

As a hunter and conservationist, I fully support spring bear hunting due to the support of the scientific data. 2/2/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Pro hunt: I believe the biologists know best; plus there was only 1 lactating sow taken in 2021. The Spring Bear hunt has no impact on this robust black bear population, but it does provide a lot of money to the state that can be put 
towards conservation efforts.

664 hunters in the field is nothing if you're concerned about them "stressing" the bears. Very few of those hunters will even lay eyes on bear since we can't use bait or hounds in this state. The woods have lots of hikers and hunters out in 
the woods anyway (since they are placing cameras and scouting preseason for the fall and spring turkey hunters are out in the woods)

Hunting bears is not a trophy hunt, it's all about the meat. Do I want a bear rug? No, I want bear meat (this isn't 1890); it's much better than deer or elk. 

State biologists recommended keeping the hunt as a management tool - listen to the science! Washington state loses a lot of money that a lot of hunters would be spending to apply for that spring hunt, that money needs to be used for 
conservation efforts. 

Also, we rely on hunters in this state to turn in the poachers - there just simply aren't enough wildlife agents in the field to monitor what's going on out there. When you take the legal hunters out of the field you remove a lot of eyes and 
ears out of the woods. I have NEVER seen an agent while hunting in the field. But I've been checked a fair number of times while fishing.

Bears eat a lot of elk calves and deer fawns in the Spring, not to mention they compete with the wolves and cougars for food. Over the past 7 years I've seen a sharp decline in elk and deer numbers, and a lot more bears showing up on my 
game cameras. WA does a limited amount of game population monitoring in northeastern Washington where I hunt on public land (especially compared to neighboring states of Idaho and Oregon that have much healthier big game 
populations). 

I literally only started hunting in 2017 - for meat. Period. Grocery market meat isn't really organic, even if it says it is. Not to mention the omega-3 fatty acid content is much higher in the big game animals in the woods. It's more ethical to 
let the animals be free and use hunting as a tool to manage their populations than to farm them and let giant dairy and farming operations take over the natural resources. 

I provide meat for my family and extended family exclusively from hunting. Year round. I only take what I need, and do so legally. I also donate a lot of money to conservation efforts, like RMEF which has done a TON to provide millions of 
acres of elk habitat. Getting rid of the spring bear hunt in no way diminishes my chances of taking a black bear in this state. It just takes away money from the big game management plans and enforcement. I always apply for the spring 
bear hunt, but I literally never have a chance at drawing it, since there were only 664 permits out there. Thinking that this is a win is just a knee-jerk reaction.

Look at the big picture, and listen to the state biologists next time. They know what they're talking about when they say the Spring Bear hunt is a good management tool. Now we've thrown that tool in the trash. 

                                        

2/2/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear season. I support removing the year from the WAC to allow better transitions between seasons. 2/2/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Fully support the biologists and the conservation through hunting to not only manage the wildlife, but continue to enable the connectivity between the public and our amazing fauna. 2/2/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
We need our Spring bear Hunts . 2/2/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
I would argue that hunters have more of an appreciation for wild game and wild places than non-hunters. I believe wildlife biologists, in general, look at the facts and the data and formulate their analysis off of these. I am a hunter, 
conservationist, and have a science background. I support spring bear hunting as an affective tool for both predator management and game management as well. I believe the spring bear season should not only be reinstated, but 
expanded upon. 

2/2/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring black bear hunting season and associated rule changes.  2/2/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
Bring 
Back
Spring 
Bear
Hunting

2/2/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey

We need our spring bear hunts 2/2/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt for all years, I would also like to see more youth opportunities 2/2/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
We need Spring Bear Season, and Quit allowing the big timber comp. to hire hunter to kill all they can. 2/2/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey

Listen to biologist. Follow the science, not politics or emotion. Spring bear hunt is sustainable, ecological, and smart wildlife management. 2/2/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
It was dumb that spring bear hunting was taken away in the first place. The commission is full of people thinking with opinions and not facts. This is one of many reasons they need to be wiped out and start over with a balance. Bringing 
back spring bear hunting is a start and the science backs it. 

2/2/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt. The spring hunt will  benefit the the declining elk herd numbers in the Blue MT units. With the increased predators ie. cougars, wolf and bears the elk herd is being sacrificed. Hunting of these predators is 
hunting management. If they are not controlled we won’t have deer or elk to hunt in the near future. The calf elk mortality study by the WDFW shows this very clear. 

2/2/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey

I’m in Total support of having a spring bear season! Our Bear population Is thriving and without bait or hounds they are to hard to hunt spot and stalk method so there’s no way we would make the black bear population decline. It would 
be nice to have more spring bear opportunities in more eastern Wa units where our elk and deer herds need more help and where there’s a lot of bear human conflict such as Leavenworth

2/2/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt needs to continue. Predators have played a huge role in the declining Blue Mountain ungulates. The predators have to be controlled using sound scientific research. 2/2/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
There should be a spring bear special hunt. The total number of bears harvested is minuscule, we have plenty of bears to support an OTC spring bear hunt. We are allowed 2 fall bears in the state so why can’t one be spring and one fall?? 
Also, what’s the point of having biologist and doing research and data collection if you guys override it anyway?

2/2/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a Washington spring bear hunt to maintain a healthy population of Black bears in the state and well as continue a recreational use pattern that many people is this state care about and look forward to having a chance 
to participate in every year.

2/2/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey



I dont know of ANYONE that has ever shot a sow with cubs! 2/2/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion please. 2/2/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
i support spring bear hunting in washington state. 2/2/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I’ve never known a single hunter to have shot a Sow with cubs. Follow the science here, not your emotions. People act like spring bear hunters find bear caves and sit outside of them until a bear comes out. Nope! 2/2/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey

washington needs spring bear hunting to help manage a very robust population of black bears! 2/2/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
Hey…I support spring bear hunting 2/2/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I absolutely support spring bear hunting in our state of Washington, and other states as our populations are clearly above management objective and need to be managed by sportsman that pay for these rights and understand with the 
experience we have with our eyes and boots on the ground and see what damage they do to newborn elk calves and deer fawns.  

2/2/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt.

I would like to remind the commission that they are mandated to provide harvest opportunity if the science supports it. The science supports it. Reinstate it. 

2/2/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/2/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
We have a strong black bear population. Spring bear should continue and no needed addition about cubs. As far as i know cubs have not been targeted as a major concern except for by emotions of people with the lack of understanding. 2/2/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey

Please reinstate spring bear.  The science shows we can support it.  I am 100% in support of a WA spring bear hunt. 2/2/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Please open spring bear back up! If anything, spring bear hunting needs to be expanded. With strong bear populations, they need to be managed! We depend on you guys to make the right decision! 2/2/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"
Decisions should be based on sound wildlife management and not emotions.  I support a spring bear hunting season!

2/2/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey

Don't turn us into California 2/2/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Washington has more than a robust black bear population...it has a thriving black bear population! The fact that the season was removed in the first place was nonsensical and simply a political ploy from anti hunting organizations that 
operate out of emotion rather than fact. Not only should washington reinstate the spring bear season but they should open up more opportunity throughout the state to the GMU's that can allow for it

2/2/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey

I'm in full support of a spring bear hunt.  WA bear population is in great shape and can easily handle the harvest of 145 bears.  Also, evidence provided WDFW own biologist show that the harvest of females is extremely low. 2/2/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey

This is not a decision that should be made based on opinions and feelings. This is a decision that should be based on science. The WDFW has already made it clear that the science supports a spring bear hunt. Bring back the spring bear 
hunt. 

2/2/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey

Sensibly manage our wildlife, take out politics and feelings. We have too many predators. 2/2/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Black bears are the #1 predator of elk calves in WA state. The population of black bears....about 30,000 and the population of elk....about 60,000. Now add cougars, wolves and coyotes into the mix. What do you think will happen to these 
populations of elk and deer if we just keep letting these predators run rampant in our state. In 2020 there were 145 spring bears harvested.......out of approximately 30,000 in the state.....Let’s look at the science here and not follow our 
emotions. Please make the right decision.  

2/2/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey

Too much bears , hurting our elk and deer population 2/2/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
Science supports having a season and WDFW states they follow the science.  Take the emotions and politics of both hunters and non-hunters out of it and simply follow the science.  If a season is not held, then the imbalance of predators 
to prey in the ecosystem will continue to grow only creating more problems. The black bear population is healthier than it has ever been in recent years, so now it's time for WDFW to re-establish the spring season to help manage the 
population and keep everything in balance. 

2/2/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

Hello 

I have been working as a forester and wildlife biologist throughout the PNW for 12 years. I have seen first hand the extreme lack of predator management across this state. To take away spring bear hunting with out the actual science to 
back this decision up, is just morally wrong. Decision such as this needs to me made by actual wildlife biologist not by individuals who think bear hunting is morally wrong. This has been a very biased based discussion and I can’t even 
believe I still continue to live in Washington. 

2/2/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

In portions of GMU 154 the black bear population is overrunning and have had a significant impact greatly reducing the deer and elk population.   Moral hunters do not harvest bears with cursor the cubs.   Reestablish the spring hunt and 
enable permits for property owners. 

2/2/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey

I support the reinstatement of the spring bear season. Our bear population is very strong and our deer and elk populations are being decimated by predation. If our commission is actually concerned with sustaining our state’s wildlife they 
need to follow the proven North American conservation model. 

2/2/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey

Please reinstate the spring bear hunt. With the proper (and in place) stipulation that hunters shall not take mothers with cubs, this is a safe and humane season that can keep the population at healthy levels. 2/2/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
How many actually get harvested.

I support spring bear hunting.
Save the wildlife. 

2/2/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey

We definitely need a spring bear hunt in Washington. There’s a lot of bears in Washington and they’re taking a toll on the deer and elk populations. I’ve seen more bears in the last few years than I have in years before. There’s enough 
bears for a spring bear hunt and a spring bear hunt is needed to keep the number of predators down to a sustainable level for our ecosystem. Also all avid hunters have ethics and we all use our ethics to identify our target so we know we 
are not shooting a sow with Cubs. I had a spring bear tag last year and harvest a male. I took my time to watch the bear and make sure there was no Cubs with it. We need to look at the facts and science behind a spring bear season and 
not what others feel about it. 

2/2/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey

As someone who has hunted all over the state of Washington, I have seen the abundant bear populations that the state holds. I have also witnessed first hand the havoc that these predators can bring upon deer fawns and elk calves. 
These bears have a place in the ecosystem just as the other animals do, but they need to be managed as well. A spring bear season is vital to aiding in this management. It also helps bring in funds for further wildlife and habitat 
management with application fees and licenses. It would be detrimental all around to remove the WA spring bear season. 

2/2/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting! 2/2/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting!  2/2/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey
 I fully support the spring bear season!  Predator management needs to be changed in Washington.   I am no 50 years old and have watched hound hunting be eliminated, wolves enter Washington and this proposal to eliminate spring 
bear.  Over these years I have seen the drastic decline in blacktail deer populations, mule deer populations, whitetail deer populations, elk populations (elk now winter in non-traditional grounds because of predator issues).  I used to see 
lots of grouse and rabbits, and now you rarely see them.  Please step up and begin controlling predators in Washington, this spring bear season for 2022 is a good step.

2/2/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey

Please "follow the science" during the rulemaking process. A hollow appeal to emotion aimed at pleasing the portion of the state's population least impacted by this decision is the wrong way to go. Anthropomorphizing predators 
undercuts the hard work wildlife managers do to conserve our natural resources. Please consider their data based input, discard input that isn't grounded in reality, and decide accordingly.

2/2/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey



The evidence obtained by our wildlife biologists indicates that Washington is a state with a great population of black bears that can easily sustain itself and support spring bear hunting.  Bears and other predators must be managed at 
healthy levels through hunter harvest. The belief that predators have self managing populations is a religious perspective at best. The mere existence of hiking trails and roads not to mention cities already alter the landscape especially 
with snow and can give predators a distinct advantage over ungulates and other prey.  Over predation will result in devastation of both predator and prey populations in the long run.  Although females with cubs should never be targeted 
intentionally, it can be difficult to differentiate sex under some circumstances without the advantages of bear baiting.  So making it a crime to harvest a lactating female may criminalize people who are going out of their way to follow the 
law, but make an error in judging the animal.  Hunters as a whole care about the animals they hunt.  That they are harvested with care and humanely.  Hunter harvest is also far more humane than any other way animals naturally die on 
the landscape (predation, starvation,  cold, thirst, disease, car wreck etc).  Please support our WDFW biologist’s assessments.  Thank you

2/2/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey

The science is sound. Spring bear hunts should continue. The bear population is robust and healthy and can sustainably support the take of bruins. 2/2/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
Sound common sense game management says continue spring bear hunting in Washington.  Suggestions that it need to be curtailed are merely playing games with what is sound game management. 2/2/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
WDFW biologists support a spring bear hunt and we should follow their recommendations. The science supports their recommendation and this is a great opportunity to help sportsman play and active role in the conservation of our 
state’s ecosystem. I strongly support the spring bear season. 

2/2/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey

Please follow the counsel of the biologists in your own department and reinstate the spring bear season. 
Not only does this create a recreational opportunity and all the benefits that bring to a community but it will help our struggling elk population here in the Blues by removing a few of the predators that prey on their calves. 
Thanks for considering this. 

2/2/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

Establish a spring bear season. Using science to establish a season time and length 2/2/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
YES SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! 2/2/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Follow science and hold a spring bear hunt 2/2/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
As an owner of public land, please listen to the biologist. The actual numbers of bears is probably double what they estimate. In my area i am overun with bears. I would definately keep the spring season and double the amount of permits 
given what the success rate is.

2/2/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey

“Follow the science” - keep bear hunting open 2/2/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Yes, please allow a Spring Bear season in 2022 and beyond. Department staff have shown there is a healthy bear population that can sustain the level of harvest that happens in the Spring. 2/2/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
Bear hunts are good thing to manage bear human interactions and the bears affect on other populations like deer and elk. Spring bear season is important for humans and other species. 2/2/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
Hunters in Washington would appreciate it if Spring bear hunting continued as regularly scheduled. I see many bears throughout the year, 2021 was no different and the biologists I've spoken with agree the population can sustain a spring 
season. As far as requiring not being able to shoot sows why not see how many sows are actually harvested during the spring season before requiring that.  

2/2/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey

Please allow spring bear permits.  It is a great management tool and a great time to be in the woods. Many people have committed years to applying for these permits. There are an abundance of bears in all of the units that allow spring 
bear hunting.

2/2/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey

Follow the guidance of WDFW biologists. The removal of the spring bear tag has been a waste of time for everyone involved. Please, put this hunt back in place. 2/2/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey
There is no valid reason to end spring bear hunting.  We have a very robust bear population, and the risk of killing a nursing sow is extremely low.  Spring bear hunting should be otc like fall bear.  Allow hunters to take their bears in spring 
or fall, whichever they choose.  Idaho has over the counter spring and fall bear, 2 bear limit, and legal baiting and hound hunting, and with all of that their bear population is still strong.  No way will we endanger our bear population by 
going to otc spring, with baiting and hounds illegal.  The anti hunting commissioners ignoring the advice of our biologists to further their agenda has made wdfw lose all credibility.  Manage by facts, not emotion.  Reinstate spring bear.

2/2/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey

I do not support doing away with the spring bear season 2/2/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
This hunt should still happen. The biologists have studied this and say there is a sustainable population to do this. 2/2/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Follow the guidance of WDFW biologists. Please, put this hunt back in place.
Please allow spring bear permits. It is a great management tool, especially the management of calf and fawns killed by bear.Many people have committed a lot money and years to applying for these permits. There are an abundance of 
bears in all of the units that allow spring bear hunting.

2/2/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt in Washington state should continue as normal. With robust black bear populations that can sustain a managed hunt, there is no reason the hunt should not continue as usual. Hunters target solo bears, and more 
specifically males. Science needs to be followed rather than emotion. 

2/2/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey

I support the Spring Bear Permit season. The bear/predator population in our state is robust. Ungulate populations are not. Data compiled (though “lacking” to commission interpretation) by our tax/license/pass paying dollar shows this. 
Our paid professionals with expertise in their fields have said this. Someone with little skin in the game has no say. Thank you.

2/2/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunts should be allowed. Follow the guidance of the wildlife biologist who study the bears and propose the seasons. This I a great management tool to minimize deer fawns and elk calves being killed by bears. 2/2/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt should be reinstated in accordance with the recommendations of the state biologists. 2/2/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support keeping Spring Bear hunts. I think that we should keep it the way it has been previously. It will help keep elk and deer populations up. 2/2/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season as proposed. 2/2/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of a spring bear season. 2/2/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. 2/2/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
Maintain spring bear seadon 2/2/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Season 2/2/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear in Washington. These decisions should be based off the biological data. It is essential we stick to the biological data and not the social desires. Deer and Elk numbers will continue to 
decline if we are not able to manage predators. 

2/2/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey

Please follow actual science and not your emotional view. There are to many Bear and they are killing way to many young animals in the spring. They often stay within sight of the mother and will kill the fawn as soon as it hits the ground. 
Your own data for mortality rates for  newborn Ungulates is alarming. Bear are supreme predators and must be managed. You want to know why Elk numbers are dwindling? Look at the predators that are going largely unmanaged. 

2/2/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey

I very strongly support continuation of the spring bear hunt. I encourage the decision makers to carefully review the science regarding black bear population density in WA and the impact of hunting, including spring bear hunting on the 
species. Thank you

2/2/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring black bear season 2/2/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should take place as per the recommendations of our biologists. Because we cannot hunt with hounds or bait, the language surrounding sows with cubs should be kept the same as it was. Accidents happen, but with 
our allowable methods of take being limited, it can be difficult to identify a sow having cubs. For this reason, unless baiting or hounds are brought back, the language should be left alone.

2/2/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Trust the biologist! 2/2/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I have seen more bears the last 3 years than I have in my entire hunting seasons combined (24). These are in areas I have hunted every year is 24 seasons. They are getting over populated and have decimated the deer and elk populations 
juristically. During general deer rifle seasons I have seen more bear than deer throughout the season. These are GMU’s 568,578, and 388. Traditionally we have not had spring bear permits in these areas and that needs to change to help 
balance the populations for the prey of these predators (deer and elk). Elk and deer numbers across Washington are not outstanding in any region or GMU. Eliminating bear hunts which increases bear population will not help in any 
stretch of the imagination. Please take this comment seriously from an avid outdoorsman with boots on the ground year round. 

2/2/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey



I STRONGLY support the continuation of the spring black bear hunt.   This hunt is needed to help minimize the pressures our ungulant populations face during the spring fawning/calving season.  WDFW has data that support my claim.  
WDFW has posted clear data of elk calf mortality in the blue mountian regions.  You also have clearly stated that black bears in Washington are thriving and have a sustainable population.  Predator must be managed just as all animals.  
Let's not forget that one of WDFW's purposes is to perpetuate recreational hunting opertunites to the people of this state.  Please make science based decisions on what's best for hunters and wildlife.  Thank you.

2/2/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey

It is absolutely disturbing that wildlife conservation has come to this! Why are hunting seasons being made on emotional decision's rather than science based factual decisions? We already know there is a huge blackbear population in this 
state and there is no reason for seasons to be cut or eliminated. If anything they should be expanded! there are many units with huge bear populations  with no spring bear hunts. RIght out my door on 1 trail cam I had 13 different bears 
come by it and 0 spring bear season and the fall hunt the area is so difficult to hunt that next to 0 bears are being harvested. We are lucky on a good year to see 1-2 fawns survive June per 5-7 does. 2 years ago not 1 doe had a fawn survive 
June.    

2/2/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey

I STRONGLY support the continuation of the spring black bear hunt. This hunt is needed to help minimize the pressures our deer and elk populations face during the spring fawning/calving season. WDFW has data that support my claim. 
WDFW has posted clear data of elk calf mortality in the blue mountian regions. You also have clearly stated that black bears in Washington are thriving and have a sustainable population. Predator must be managed just as all animals. 
Let's not forget that one of WDFW's purposes is to perpetuate recreational hunting opertunites to the people of this state. Please make science based decisions on what's best for hunters and wildlife. Thank you.

2/2/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season because not only is it ethical but its essential to the circulation of Washington’s ecosystem. The WDFW have proposed so and I am in support of there findings. 2/2/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt, but one concern is the charge that could be given for shooting a female that happens to be lactating which would give the assumption of there being cubs even without actually seeing any. With differences 
between male and female being potentially difficult, especially for beginners, sometimes you may not have a lot of time to decide whether it's a shooter or not. If a penalty is created I think it should not be criminal charges for a first 
offense but perhaps 3 years where they can't apply for the spring bear hunt. 

2/2/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/2/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring bear season. It should not have been taken out to begin with the dumb technicality. Drop the date and let’s move on. I’m truly  happy to see all the other support for such an special hunt. 
Thank you.

2/2/2022 10:06 PM Online Survey

Please follow the numbers and reinstate the spring bear hunt. There are more than enough bears in Washington. 2/2/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt! 2/2/2022 10:24 PM Online Survey
I live in walla walla, and have since 1987, I support the spring bear, we have way to many predators in the blues, including wolves and cougars, on any given day during spring and summer you can see anywhere from 1 to 10 bears in the 
foothills, this unit 154 needs to be managed correctly going forward, our elk population was once the best in the world  but now is in a state where it will soon be completely wiped out if we don't do somthing about the bears, cougars 
and wolves, I support the harvest of spring bear and feel free to contact me anytime and I would be happy to show you the evidence.

2/2/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a Spring Bear hunt! Please stop managing our fish and game by emotion and let the biologists and science do the jobs they are there for. 2/2/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunting season, and science based management. 2/2/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season and science based management 2/2/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I don’t put in for the spring bear but I still support it. 2/2/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I support to continue to have a spring bear hunt Permit only. If the state decides to have no Spring Bear permits what will happen to the points that are already earned for individuals. I also feel that no spring bear hunt is not going to help 
with the control of bear. I certainly hope that this hunt will still be available.

2/2/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey

I strongly supported the spring bear hunt in Washington State! 2/3/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring black bear season. 2/3/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
More reason to move out of this state. People who don't hunt will never understand the science that goes behind everything. Not to mention the money we've spent on tags. Tell me these people have never eaten meat... we're getting 
ours the way you should. Such a **** shame ...this state has turned into a pile of crap.

2/3/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/3/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey

Hunters should not have to continually defend their right to hunt from unknown threats that file petitions. Any and all wildlife Management decisions should be made based on scientific grounds and not feelings. To the best of my 
knowledge even the fish and game department acknowledges that the bear populations in Washington are very robust and need management. The decision to cancel the spring bear hunt because there was a "feeling" among some 
groups that hunting bears in spring was "unfair" is not science based and should be dismissed outright. The whole reason for a spring bear hunt is because management objectives are not being met in the fall. Make all wildlife 
Management decisions about the science not feelings.

2/3/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey

Please keep the spring bear season. There is no scientific backing for cancelling it. 2/3/2022 2:41 AM Online Survey
Please reverse the decision to remove spring bear hunting opportunities. That decision was based purely on emotion and personal beliefs. The science is there, spring bear hunting is sustainable and necessary. 2/3/2022 4:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. There is no need to add the prohibition against shooting lactating females - hunters already avoid shooting sows with cubs, and the incidence of an accident is extremely rare. Adding the prohibition only 
wastes the time of WDFW agents when they are needed more elsewhere.

2/3/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey

Please reinstate the spring season. 2/3/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
Please keep the spring bear season. Wildlife decisions should be based off of science and sustainable practices. 2/3/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
I support having a spring black bear hunt. I wish the season would be longer and some OTC tags in areas with higher bear population. 2/3/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season.  In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species.  Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.   

2/3/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear and we need to follow the science not a personal agenda 2/3/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I’ll be the first to lay down my rifle if the population cannot support a limited spring bear hunt but that is not the case on our current state, the population is thriving. Please reinstate spring bear hunting and take care of the folks that fight 
so hard to fund wildlife conservation.

2/3/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey

I moved from Texas 2 years ago now and have found myself falling in love with what differences this state has to offer. Following the numbers of the hard work put in by the individuals with boots on the ground suggests and proves that 
this hunt is highly sustainable. Would love for individuals to consider personal opinions and data on separate pages and show the ability to vote appropriately based on the facts. 

2/3/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Please listen to the scientist who's job it is to monitor this population. 2/3/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey
I support the highly sustainable spring bear hunt. The science and facts prove it solid. 2/3/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
My name is Ryan Garrett from Stevens County. I support the reinstatement of this hunt. Bears are a game animal that is REQUIRED to be eaten by law. Removing this hunt based on the overinflated griping of special interest groups about 
“trophy hunting” was both ill informed, and a violation of the WDFW special commission mandate. The numbers show that concerns about shooting lactating sows are overblown to generate sympathy for the bears. Follow the numbers, 
not the hype and reinstate this season. I heard commissioner Smith use the phrase “precautionary pause” when it came to lethal predator control of any sort. I’m certain that this would have the wrong impact in an area such as the blue 
mountains. Caution should dictate that the status quo be maintained unless there is justifiable proof that shows a course correction needs to be made. That proof does not exist here. Stopping the season is an attack on a way of life, the 
fact that hunters are a minority in the state does not make that attack any more ethical. Hunters fund the majority of conservation through tag sales and excise taxes, eroding that support by chipping away at opportunity hurts the very 
animals animal rights groups want to “protect”. Reinstate the season, it’s the right thing to do. 

2/3/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey



I have worked in the forest industry for 17 years and i can say there is plenty of bears out there , since the use of bear hunting with dogs had been banned bears have be in the incline drastically in this state. We need to keep spring bear 
open to help manage the number of bears in Washington. They do a lot of damage to the deer and elk population in the spring. The bears,  cougars, coyotes , and wolfs take out a-lot of our deer and elk population when they are fawns 
and calf's. We need to do a better job of managing these predators if we want to keep our deer and elk population in washington 

2/3/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey

A fantastic opportunity and huge proponent of conservation that needs to be preserved and even expanded. I fully support the spring bear hunts. A great opportunity to put some delicious meat in the freezer and help our ungulate 
populations rebound in many areas.

2/3/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey

I FULLY support the Spring Bear hunt!  I'd also add that just because a sow is lactating doesn't necessarily mean she has cubs that are alive.  Boars kill cubs to bring a sow back in to heat to breed, and they also kill cubs for territorial 
reasons.  If baiting and hunting with dogs were still allowed it makes it far more easy to distinguish if a sow has cubs, as they stay at the bait area long enough to observe. Between that and the crazy idea that Spring Bear hunters are 
trophy hunters is so very misleading to the general non-hunting public.  The state of Washington has such an overabundance of Black Bears that the Spring Bear harvest is fully supportable. Commissioners bowing to outside "social" 
pressure from anti-hunting and animal rights groups has been exposed even more in the last 6 months.  The facts and science is right in front of them.  KEEP the spring bear hunt in Washington State!

2/3/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and decisions based on biology and not emotion. 2/3/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I hope that we can reinstate the spring bear hunt and potentially expand it's season down the road. As said before the wdfws biologists have recommended that we carry on with this hunt, I hope that the commission can push aside their 
emotions and make a vote based in science and trust in their own bios. 

2/3/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

We don’t step off our cabin porch without first viewing the surrounding area for bear and cougar. Over the last several years the population of bear in our area has grown. I can’t check a trail cam in our yard, (spring time),  without having 
bear on it. We are partly forested, but not that remote anymore. I made mention to a neighbor last year that we saw  lots of pregnant doe but not many fawns in the summer. A connection to the bear population? We support a spring 
bear hunt. 

2/3/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey

I fully support a Spring Bear Hunt. I urge the Commission to follow best science when determining hunting seasons and regulations. Spring Bear hunts are a very useful tool in managing bear populations in the state of Washington. I would 
support any rules that make it illegal to harvest cubs or sows with cubs. Please re-instate our Spring Bear Season and continue to follow the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation! 

2/3/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey

This is a great rule. I support a spring bear hunting rule ! I live in okanogan county all my life , and a active hunter and conservationist. The bears are a huge problem  in June on muledeer herds ! Our muledeer herds are in need of a 
population help and saving fawns is a major start , the bears are not scattered like they were when there was dogs to scattered them in past ! The bears group up in the spring fawning areas in June and eat the fawns like it’s a candy store . 
I have the proof in hunting the mule deer migration in the fall and it’s sad to see 1 fawn to around 8 does on there return to winter grounds . There is plenty of mature bucks to the does for breeding ! It’s the predators that is taking the 
toll on the muledeer populations 

2/3/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey

Please listen to the recommendations of the biologists of our state and reinstate this hunt. The bear population supports it, and by not reinstating it, our ungulate populations will suffer mightily. 2/3/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
As a Hunter and conservationist from Ohio, I look forward to Western bear hunts each spring which follow practical/good wildlife management based on science.  I look forward to passing this tradition to my two twin boys in future years 
as I hope you allow this season to continue, spring bear hunts ultimately help maintain an healthy bear population while bringing in out of state dollars and revenue. Keep spring bear hunting, true conservationist/ hunters give/care more 
than anyone. God bless—- Jon Sessler Republic, Ohio

2/3/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt should go forward in order to keep that balance between not only man and bear but also to protect the deer and elk fawns and calves, 2/3/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunting as it provides an important management tool to keep the robust bear population in check. It also helps keep the deer and elk population thrive, as they are already struggling with other unchecked 
predators.

2/3/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey

Please keep emotions out of wildlife management and bring back spring bear hunts for Washington. 2/3/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
My 11 year old niece was asking if she was going to be able to put in for spring bear this year. Reopen the sustainable season. Fully support 2/3/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I fully support the continuation of Washington's spring bear season. Managing our wildlife with science based information should always be the standard operating procedure. Hunting is not a social issue, it is a wildlife management tool 
that benefits both the health of game animal populations, and humans at the same time. 

2/3/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

Blue tongue has devastated the deer population. There is an over abundance of predators. Black bears being one of the main culprits. There are no shortage of black bears where I hunt Thats for sure. Although I do not hunt spring black 
bears I think it is extremely important to keep the population managed. The spring bear hunting season is a very important part of the management process. 

2/3/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey

The science provided and data that has been made available clearly show that spring bear hunting in Washington is sustainable.  I fully support a spring bear season whether it is by permit only, or a general season.  The concerns of certain 
commission members are purely emotional and irrational, females with cubs are never the target harvest of responsible hunters.

2/3/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

Man has changed the environment in Washington, we have taken away much of the land used by ungulates for human development. Predators must be managed just as much as ungulates, however; bears are much harder to hunt. 

Boar black bears kill fawns, calves and cubs. Boars usually wake sir from the den earlier as well. They are veracious in their search for protein. Opening and maintaining a spring black bear hunt will help cull large boars, rebounding both 
ungulate and bear populations. 

Bears also hurt our timber industries. We have an opportunity to lower populations in those areas as well as save the state money from hired hunters. The state I believe misses many opportunities to enlist our local hunters in assisting 
with identified nuisance areas instead of the state hiring and spending needlessly. Hunters are happy to assist in these instances, helping their neighbors and fellow Washingtonians as well as providing meat for their families.

We have the obligation as hunters to conserve, and manage populations of game to maximize opportunities at the same time. 

We need to have a continued spring bear hunt in order to best serve as stewards of the land.

2/3/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

My family and I are in support of a Spring Black Bear season including an additional rule that makes killing sows with cubs illegal. The science provided by WDFW staff clearly shows that the proposed season is modest and current 
population densities support a spring season. I would also encourage the commission to significantly increase the number of special permits available to hunters. 

2/3/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey

Please, please reinstate the spring black bear hunting opportunities!!  The Department’s own data support that the population is plentiful and can support a managed spring bear hunt. I have personally harvested one spring bear and can 
attest that they do tremendous damage to the timber industry. Additionally, spring bear are extremely wary and challenging to hunt- a far cry from the propaganda that they are groggy and unethical to hunt. So again, please reinstate 
spring black bear hunting in Washington. 

2/3/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

Please reinstate the spring black bear hunt.  All of wdfws counts and science shows the need to continue black bear spring hunting. We have record low numbers in our whitetail and moose, anything that can help to help the survival rate 
for fawns and calves is very much needed. 

2/3/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey

Multiple black bear hunting seasons per year puts completely unnecessary and harmful pressure on the population. I have encountered black bear hunting parties year after year in the same location in north central WA that have 
complained about the lack of bears. They say this after stating that they shot several the year before, and several the year before that in the same spot. They are unable to see the connection. This is just one small example of the pressure 
on bears. There is no "overabundance" of predators. Black bears don't typically predate upon deer or elk. They do minimal damage at most to timber and agriculture. Selfishness, fear, and ignorance is the name of the game for the 
average predator hunter (with a few exceptions).

2/3/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunt. It is our responsibility to control and manage the predators. Ignoring the science and the truth of what is happening to our deer fawns and elk calves is completely irresponsible. 2/3/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
If Washington state needs anything in terms of spring bear hunts its more spring bear hunts not less! The predator population is becoming out of hand in this state and the ungulates are suffering the consequences of decisions made from 
feelings not facts . 

2/3/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey

My family and I support spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey



The worst possible state we can be in is an unmanaged bear population - it's bad for the habitat (including management of other game species, forestry, etc.), and for bears themselves. Especially in the spring season when bear cubs are 
the most vulnerable, we must increase our management efforts. One of the biggest threats for cubs as we know are boars.

We should strictly follow the science here and trust our biologists. Following emotions is the worst thing we can do for bear population. 

2/3/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear seasons. 2/3/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is Washington State, needs to continue. These animals need to be managed just like any other animal. By continued management of these animals we are able to help the calf and fawn populations in Washington 
State. With out management of bears during the spring, we are setting the state up for failure in the ability to properly manage game that can have a great impact on other species. This hunt must continue as it has for years.

2/3/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is Washington State, needs to continue. These animals need to be managed just like any other animal. By continued management of these animals we are able to help the calf and fawn populations in Washington 
State. With out management of bears during the spring, we are setting the state up for failure in the ability to properly manage game that can have a great impact on other species. This hunt must continue as it has for years.

2/3/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

I fully support an annual spring bear hunt and adopting amendment language to make that more easily happen each year. The head and pelt inspection seems like a waste of resources because the female harvest is so low already in the 
spring. 

2/3/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the proposed changes.  A spring bear hunt provides opportunities to prevent male bears from engaging in infanticide, thereby further bolstering the bear population.  It is my sincere hope that the Commission will base 
future rule making on the science provided by WDFW biologists, rather than the emotional responses of anti-hunting organizations.  As a life long hunter, I completely support reductions or adjustments to harvest opportunities based on 
conservation needs as defined by the biologists working in the field.  I want my children and grandchildren to have the same love for the outdoors of our beautiful state that I have.  Thank you for listening.

2/3/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

I believe that the commission should adopt this rule. Science has shown that the bear population can support these hunts, and hunting is the preferred way of achieving management objectives while also providing revenue to the 
department & its programs.

2/3/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey

I fully support annual spring bear and changing language to institute a YEARLY spring bear hunt but with the ability to change the tag allocation as required through science and fact driven game management. Reporting of a kill should be 
the same for both spring and fall bear to keep rules consistent and help with managing costs and time. Whether that's a tooth and proof of sex or seeing the skull and proof of sex. Or just a tooth or just proof of sex

2/3/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey

i support a spring bear hunt 2/3/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunts and the bear population can still be sustainable with this hunt. 2/3/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I support regulated spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. Laws passed should be based off of fact and not sympathy. Predation is a dangerous blow to all animals and bears are a key culprit. 2/3/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Our Black bear population is out of control I live in until 105 and last year I saw 24 bears just driving back and forth to town out of the truck window 
I support spring hunting! 
We need it 

2/3/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

I think it's critical that people who are avid hunters and are in the woods regularly who see and know the populations of the bear be the ones who have the strongest input and help make the decisions that are best. I fully support a spring 
bear hunt! 

2/3/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

I fully support this rule change as the need for a spring hunt is necessary to help out elk  and deer herds we must follow the science and based on that the bear population would be unaffected and still be very healthy with this hunt   In 
place 

2/3/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey

"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable." I support a spring black bear season. WDFW management decisions should be based on whether the harvest is 
sustainable & not the politics or personal beliefs of some that would choose to end hunting. 

2/3/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting should 100% be a part of black bear management/ recreation in Washington state, reinstate this hunt. 2/3/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
First, I strongly support the spring bear season. 

However, I don't disagree with the sentiment of the rule, but I do question the application. 

Trying to sex a bear is not easy, in fact I would argue it's incredibly hard, harder than sexing a mountain goat. Yet we recognize that a mountain goat is so difficult we don't restrict harvest to just billies. 

Besides physical differences between boars and sows, which I admit I'm not sure I could even describe thoroughly, the big difference would be the presence of cubs. But there are several issues with that, 1) young cubs are often left in a 
safe place (like up a tree) while the mother is off foraging, and 2) by saying that the evidence of sex and the hide are evidence that the sow has cubs, we are really concluding is that she had cubs, we are ignoring the very real possibility 
that those cubs have already died. 

I do not think that the proposed changes to exclude sow harvest completely are warranted. And based on WDFW's own data sow are not hardly harvested anyway. 

My preferred approach would to continue to spring bear season as it has been historically. The second best approach would be to use a quota system for lactating sows. Once # number (10-20% of the total tags) are incidentally harvested 
the hunt closes. 

2/3/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

I support the proposed rule changes, however, I believe that if successful hunters are required to schedule inspections of unfrozen pelts within 72 hours, then the rule change should also include language requiring that WDFW inspection 
personnel must be available to complete the inspections within 72 hours as well (or hunters should be allowed to freeze the pelt to ensure that it does not spoil/degrade).  

2/3/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

Yes bring back spring bear hunt season. While you're at it bring back fall hound hunting for bears and cougar. The states elk and deer populations are in serious decline from all of the predators. You wonder why hunting license sales are 
down. It's because the chance of harvesting an elk or deer is very slim. 

2/3/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunt, please consider re-instating the spring black bear season 2/3/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
To say that the black bear population in Washington is "Robust"...is an understatement.  Your elk calf mortality study in the Blues is a specific example of that.  Spring bear season is a manageable opportunity that should be guided by 
specific science, not emotion.  Having a season in place, with guidelines is appropriate. 

2/3/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt. Please follow science and not feelings/emotions when making decisions regarding hunting/harvest decisions for wild game, especially from people who do NOT live in Washington. 2/3/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey

I'm confident the food value of Black Bears is somewhere between inconsequential to non-existent.      Absent evidence of environmental or human harm, why kill them ? 2/3/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I support offering the long standing opportunity for spring bear hunts. I also support prohibiting the harvest of sows with cubs. As for defining offspring, I think there should be additional details on what a 50lb offspring looks like. Cubs 
often have long hair and it can be difficult for first time permit holds to judge. Adding guideline comparisons such as shoulder height and body length may aid. 

2/3/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

If there is going to be game management of animals (deer, elk, sheep, goats), it needs to be ALL animals are managed included bears, cougars and wolves. The bear population in Washington state far exceeds the carrying capacity 
(supported by WDFW wildlife biologists) for an over-the counter spring and fall bear hunting season. The state should not be using tax-payer money to pay professional bear killers to use dogs to kill bears on private timberlands while the 
residents of this state are not allowed to hunt for bears. 

2/3/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear permits and the changes that are proposed. 2/3/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
I support the having the spring bear hunt, but would also allow hunting over bait to reduce unwanted harvest of cubs, and or bring back hunting with dogs 2/3/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey



Bear meat is delicious and nutritious, and we have an overabundance of black bears in this state. I don't object to the mother/cub restrictions but it's unclear how accidental killing of a sow with cubs will be handled, referring to penalties 
and how the department will look at voluntary v. involuntary reporting of such. Also, the reduction of tags in unit 684 is unnecessary. The concentration of hunters has not proven to be a safety issue and the population of bears in that 
unit is above holding capacity, as with most GMUs in WA.

2/3/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey

Fully support Spring bear hunt permits. Keep the predator population under control. I have never seen more predators than I have in the past 3 years with less time in the woods. 2/3/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I agree with spring bear hunts, let the biologists determine the number of tags available to sustain the bear population.  2/3/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
The four commissioners that originally voted to cancel the spring bear hunt should be ashamed of themselves. Why do you serve on the commission if your views do not align with science and fact, but feelings? I make a motion for the 
four commissioners to  resign, as your actions are deplorable. Do I have a second?

I fully support the proposal to have a limited spring bear hunt in light of the WDFW commission butchering the original vote.

2/3/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

Continue to make science based decisions when it comes to setting seasons and bag limits. WDFW’s own study’s show that the bear population is robust. Continue to have a spring and fall season that take advantage of this high bear 
population.

2/3/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Bear numbers in southeast Washington are too large and sufficient animals should be removed to insure numbers are reduced. Permit numbers here are not sufficient to equal birth rate. 2/3/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
I support this amendment 2/3/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
We have a very vulnerable ungulate population and this State has only made it harder on the ungulate population by passing more rules that allow predators to run roughshod over the vulnerable ungulate population.

I support a Healthy Black Bear Hunting season in Washington State. Save the deer. 

2/3/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunt, please follow the science. The bear population in Washington exceeds the carrying capacity.  It should be over the counter hunt. 2/3/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I fully support the proposal and highly encourage to the commission to adopt the proposed amendments. 2/3/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Determining the sex of a bear is next to impossible before getting “to” said bear. Make this discouraged but not outright illegal. No hunter is intentionally killing a sow with cubs. I do not agree with this provision within the amendment. I 
DO support a bear season.

2/3/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey

I fully support the proposal, and recommend formal adoption of the amended rule. 2/3/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Why does the WDFW continue to seek the input of people that do not fund the management of wildlife in our state? Many of these people are strongly opposed to the North American Model (which is the principle for why you exist as an 
entity). Why is someone that doesn’t contribute financially to our state’s wildlife management have an equal opinion? This needs to stop. There should be two separate categories of contributors when taking and reviewing feedback. 
Those that purchase hunting/fishing licenses, and those that do not. At the same time, they should not be weighed equally. 

With regard to the spring bear season. I am strongly in favor of continuing with the spring bear season as it is supported by the science. If the changes listed above are required to have a season, I will support the changes. But keep in mind 
that enforcement of these rules may be difficult to impossible, and the concern over taking sows with cubs is not supported by the science. It’s based on emotion. The objective of management is being accomplished in either case. The 
number of spring bear tags can be adjusted on a yearly basis based on harvest data as to prevent over harvest. With regard to the hide/pelt inspection, if WDFW fails to make themselves available during a 48 hour period, the requirement 
for check in should be nullified. 

2/3/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting benefits elk calf survival and fawn survival rates. Bring back spring bear seasons to help with ungulate populations and help boost revenue for wdfw. Wdfw needs both revenue and to protect our ungulate population. 
Protecting is in your mission statement!  

2/3/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

Need to control bear population.  Spring bear is the best way! 2/3/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"
Decisions should be based on sound wildlife management and not emotions. I support a spring bear hunting season 100 percent!

2/3/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey

I support maintaining and expanding spring bear hunts. 2/3/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring Black Bear hunting opportunities throughout the state.  By all accounts the population is "robust" and an important-renewable source of meat and fat for many families.  It is also a long-standing tradition in 
Washington which coincides with shed hunting and turkey hunting recreational opportunities.  If wildlife managers identify specific at risk populations, then harvest opportunities could be changed at the local level to meet management 
objectives. I also support removal of the date from the WAC, to simplify the rule making process.  Additionally, I strongly disagree with the onerous retention of hide and skull rules.  These items can weigh a lot (50-100 lbs) and the remote 
locations of some units make removal of those items along with meat and fat extremely difficult and dangerous.  Stephanie Simek, WDFW Large Carnivore Biologist, stated that there is also no evidence that suggests sows or cubs are being 
harvested at a higher or unsustainable rate during this spring season. 

2/3/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

Reinstate the spring bear seasons. You know we pay good money and the commission is totally slaking. I feel one should have a fishing/hunting license to comment. That should keep the friends of critters OUT!!!!!  Oh and extend it to the 
end of June, breading season you know.

2/3/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and expanding the spring bear hunt 2/3/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear season! 2/3/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
i strongly support a spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt opportunity and highly recommend all district biologists assess their GMUs to provide more open units for spring opportunities.  If I can take 2 bears in the summer/fall those GMUs should be open during the 
spring as well.  Bears are negatively effecting the mule deer fawn recruitment in GMUs where spring bear hunting is not allowed.  Spring bear meat has a much less chance of being waisted than a August-September bear when temps are 
in the 90+ deg range.  Start by approving this 2022 spring bear hunt and work to open more units in the future.

2/3/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

I'm in favor of a spring bear hunting season!! 2/3/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I support science based management.. open the spring season Thanks 2/3/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring bear hunting season. There was never any scientific reason to suspend it. 2/3/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and the changes. 2/3/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Bring back and continue spring bear hunting.  The bear population can support it.  Proper game management requires it.  Over the last two years, I have several game cameras spread over less than one square mile in GMU 105.  These 
cameras show at least 15 different bears spring thru fall.  While traveling I see them crossing paved roads.  Cougar and wolves aren't as frequently seen but maintain a presence.  

2/3/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

I have, unfortunately, witnessed first year cubs without mother's in the woods. And I've spoken with native of the lummi reservation, hunting off reservation, who seemingly have no problem shooting a site with cubs if the opportunity 
arises. Formerly, the answer to lone cubs is to waist the tag and harvest the cub as they rarely make it through first winter, and usually become pretty for the resident boar. I support the new rule. But in order for it to be effective, all 
participants in of reservation hunting need to show the same respect for the species, and be held to the same rules of operation. The spring hunt offers opportunities to take action really in the year against conflict bears rather than 
waisting enforcement funds on trapping and relocating. With the outlaw of dogs and bait, the spring and fall seasons are comparable in difficulty of hunt, and offers opportunity for lucky hunters, and revenue for the state through lottery. 
It makes no sense to end the spring hunt 

2/3/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

Please follow the WDFW biologist and science data. Keep spring bear hunting in Washington. 2/3/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I wholeheartedly support the spring Black Bear hunting opportunities in Washington state. I visit this great state each year to enjoy the bountiful outdoor recreation choices offered here. While I haven't hunted spring black bear, I believe 
having the ability to, should be protected. Game and fish management should be based on sustainable populations allowing us to utilize the renewable resource. I believe that from everything I have read the Black Bear population in 
Washington State as the capacity to maintain spring bear hunting. This is a traditional use of this resource and should be protected. The 2022 spring bear hunt should be reinstated. 

2/3/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

Fully support Spring Bear hunting.  Spring Bear should be a general season hunt and not permit only for many GMUs.   2/3/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey



I don’t understand the proposal to make it unlawful to kill a sow with cubs. It seems like the existing approach of trying to avoid killing a sow with cubs worked well. And now proof of sex is required to be attached to the hide, when hide 
retention wasn’t previously required. These seem like unnecessary changes without good justification. 

2/3/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Please open up the seasons as they have always been. 2/3/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
The job of the commission is to make decisions based upon the best science available (at least that is what we always hear).  If that is truly the case, then there should be no questions on what action should be taken.  Put your "money 
where your mouth is" and stop playing politics.  The experts in the field say that there should be a spring bear season and so should you.  I 100% support a spring season.

2/3/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

Hunting is a vital tool in game management. The predator population needs to be managed, spring bear hunting is a productive way of doing just that. I support the spring black bear hunting season 2/3/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt in Washington should go on. There is a very robust population of black bears in this state. Out of state voices and groups that target metro city seniors for money and opinions should have no voice in our science 
based hunting seasons!

2/3/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

100 percent approve of spring Bear hunt! Stop making decisions on emotion, and listen to your biologists, who support a spring Bear hunt too. 2/3/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt in Washington should be reinstated. 2/3/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly 2/3/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I support dropping the 2021 to allow for annual spring bear hunt, however, I also believe after being her in WA state forever 30 years.  And having hunted every one of those years.  And have drawn a few spring bears tags.  There are 
plenty of areas, especially north east and south eastern Washington, that can sustain an open spring season OTC, without a draw.  Especially up north.  Unit 117 for example I believe WDFW gives out 100 tags for the spring season.  And 
you know the success is rather minor due to heavy vegetation, and lack of baiting abilities, or hounds.  That area and other units alike, need a regular spring season.  This isn't a political issue for bear season.  And I don't know all of the dat 
you have.  But most data is retrieved via boots on the ground, of which I have 100's of hours and even more so, my trail cameras, and one at any given time can show numerous bears.  Walking through.  All different.  It is crazy the amount 
of bears up north.  thank you and please allow us to hunt.

2/3/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

I approve of the Spring Black Bear hunt. I approve of WDFW setting hunting seasons based on the best available science and not based on "social views" towards hunting and trapping. Keep politics out of science based wildlife 
conservation management decisions. Keep the spring black bear hunt a limited draw tag. WDFW's own science supports keeping the spring hunt. Follow the science. 

2/3/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

I fully support dropping the specific  year from the WAC so that it is in play annually without approval by the commission.  Further I would suggest the spring bear season permits increase or are made to be OTC with quotas since you are 
going to be requiring the animal to be checked within in 72 hrs.

2/3/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season.  In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species.  Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.

2/3/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

I stopped fishing in WA once the regulations became the size of a phone book and you had to hire a philly lawyer to translate. that's money that now goes to AK and ID, let's stop the micromanaging every single step a hunter takes. I'm 
sure all the anti-hunting organizations love spending money to stop hunting all together but once you eliminate the sportsman and self-sufficient folks are they still going to support conservation? oh AI forgot I live for a bit more in WA so 
we can just add a tax!!!!!! and as for science, please everyone myself included pick the "science" they prefer. such as we need wolves to control deer, oh wait now there are too few deer lets shorten season etc. etc. there are too many 
bear and cougars encountering humans, getting into trash etc. I know common sense is an oxymoron but let's use some, let's support spring season and add additional if needed so we don't have to pay to have problem animals removed. 
Support hunting and fishing in WA

2/3/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

I strongly believe that the state should make these decisions based on science rather than outside influences.  This is the North American model of wildlife conservation and it the reason our country has these wonderful wildlife 
populations. 

2/3/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt to reduce the number of fauns and elk calf s killed   by bears each spring. 2/3/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the retention of the spring bear hunting season.  Special permits provide the necessary guardrails and tools for Department biologists to manage appropriate harvest. 2/3/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
The tradition, our biologists recommendations, and ecological value of the spring bear hunt should not be ignored. If WDFW's role is to provide sustainable opportunities to hunt and fish, I think many sportsmen and women were 
confused about why this opportunity was being reconsidered in the first place. 
In the spring, hungry bears focus their feeding efforts on ungulate calves, bear cubs, and have a propensity to girdle and kill trees when they peel the bark to eat the cambium. Their relative lack of natural predators and population control 
on the landscape further intensifies our need to manage their populations to maintain other natural resource conservation objectives. Very few sows/cubs are killed in a typical season, in fact, last year, only one sow was harvested. There 
are also benefits from removing older, infertile males from the population.
Furthermore, while I was growing up, the ability to hunt a bear in the spring enabled my family to eat more wholesome and nutritious food than we would have otherwise had access to due to our financial situation. It was a way for me to 
bond with my father and grandfather and an opportunity for me to appreciate how cunning and beautiful bears can be, as well as foster a connection and reverence for my food and where it comes from. 

2/3/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

Regarding  Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102:

As 4th generation timberland owner in Washington, I am in support of Spring Bear hunts.
During the life cycle of some of our timber stands we have had devastating damage to young healthy standing trees. Upwards of 50 % of trees being damaged or destroyed. On a long term (40 years +) investment in that crop, this is a huge 
negative economic impact. Not every stand is damaged but the bears peel bark on the healthiest most vigorously growing in the stand. 
The damage is without warning and happens quickly. Being able to notify licensed hunters
that we have actively damaging bears would be a helpful tool for land owners and managers. 
With traditional damage control methods being unavailable, spring hunts should be reinstated.
Thank you,  W. Stewart

2/3/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear season, without the hunt more cubs will die due to being killed by males in order to get closer to females. Along with that there will be more damage to timber and more human encounters. I give full 
support to the season and encourage the season being a few days longer 

2/3/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey

I support the retention of Spring Bear season!
The population is strong in Eastern Washington and no reason to take it away.

2/3/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

All hunting regulations should be set by wdfw,Emotion from outsiders should have no bearing 2/3/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt.  The proposed amendments look reasonable to me.  Thanks 2/3/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I support maintaining a spring bear season. Not only is it scientifically proven to help population control for many species it also helps the public spend more time in the wood during a time that is showing signs of increased depression. It 
is needed for mental health also. 

2/3/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

100% support for ethical spring bear hunting and it’s hunters. 2/3/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I support the rule proposal. Bring back spring bear season. Allow WDFW biologists to sustainably manage the bear population and weigh there findings/recommendations heavily. 2/3/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly support Washington’s spring bear hunt.  The scientific data clearly supports that Washington’s bear population and harvest is sustainable and healthy.

I strongly support keeping the rules as they have been in previous years and not adopting this modification.  The harvest data shows hunters do not target sows with cubs, and the very few sows that are harvested with evidence of 
lactation (which does not mean necessarily she still had living cubs at time of hunter harvest) does not cause a population level impact.  Meaning, this rule change will do nothing positive for bear population of Washington, but only adds 
unneeded regulation.

2/3/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunts provide an opportunity for a more selective harvest.  Due to the small number of permits and the geographic distribution of those permits, the impact on black bear numbers is minimal. Spring seasons provide hunters a 
significantly different experience than traditional fall hunts. As others have said, the argument against spring seasons is because of an anti hunting or an anti bear hunting point of view.  That can be a persuasive and deeply held belief but  
should not be part of a discussion based on biology and resource management.

2/3/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey



I support the continuation of spring black bear hunting, and the consideration of adding additional units to the spring hunt for improved game management. 2/3/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
We have seen predator seasons and types of hunts disappear over the years. It does not account for encroachment by humans into the predator's areas. Where has the common-sense part of conservation gone?  Conservation is not 
something understood by all. I bet a majority of ethical hunters understand and understand that more enforcement and partnerships are needed to bring us back to an effective plan. Partnerships are with- Eyes in the woods and hunters 
in this state. Pheasants forever, Ducks Unlimited and Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation just to name a few. I have called for assistance in possible poaching scenarios and the dept. does not have the officers available to get to the spot in a 
timely manner. Now the dept has an even larger issue with enforcement staffing. Once these issues are dealt with you may be able to take care of numbers with more effectiveness! Keep the spring bear hunt going. Rob Schuler

2/3/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey

I support CR-102 in the continuation of the spring black bear hunt. I do not agree with the addition of prohibiting the take of females with offspring, in that this is currently not a practice of hunters, as demonstrated by only one of the 
bears harvested in the 2021 spring season being a lactating sow. Cubs often lag far behind females or are not seen due to the density of brush in the state. Prohibiting the take of sows with cubs, which again is extremely rare, only adds 
opportunity for punishment of honest hunters and has been added in an attempt to appease a misinformed minority who believes that orphaned cubs as a result of hunting is commonplace, which is not true. Adding a prohibition to an 
anomaly is unnecessary and counterproductive.

2/3/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

I support Following the hard work of our bios. Bring back our spring black bear hunting tradition.. support CR-102 2/3/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
I support Washington's spring bear hunt. Scientific evidence shows that bear populations in WA are growing and very healthy. This is a sustainable practice that directly aligns with the North American Model of Wildlife Management and 
Conservation. Based on previous years of harvest data it has been proven that sows comprise a fraction of the annual spring bear harvest. I do not support the rule changes. If the proposed new rules were voted into effect I do not believe 
the spring bear harvest data would change. it is very possible that the current spring sow harvest is accidental, bringing legal trouble to potential future offenders.

2/3/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

I support CR-102. I don't think limiting permits is a big issue from 10 to 6. It is what it is! Definitely, on board with the female and offspring taken off the list of potential harvests. The population is for sure strong. Thanks for providing this 
opportunity for good hunts.

2/3/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

Quit managing wildlife off public opinion and use the data your paid biologists present to you.   Reinstate a hound season for bears and cougars along with a spring general hunt for bears. 2/3/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Let’s bring back spring bear hunting.
And let’s go Brandon.

2/3/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring black bear hunt,  the data cleary shows that the population can support a hunt without having any negative impact to the states black bear population.  The citizens of this state deserve management based off of 
sound science and not emotions and feelings.  

2/3/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey

Bravo! A later start will give these congenital deviates enough time to kill each other with COVID before the season opens. 2/3/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Ask your selves, does this pass the smell test. Hunting animals in the spring when they are most vulnerable and sub adult is not in line with hunting ethics of fair chase. Just because this has occured in the past does not make it ethical and 
acceptable today. Thinking that untrained hunters can distinguish the size, let along the sex of a bear at distance is patently absurd. If there is a demonstrated damage, say in a commercial tree farm, that should be addressed with 
mitigation ( if not money how about the proven losser be given first options on tree thining on State forest lands). As a Fish and Wildlife Officer for 28 years I say that spring bear hunting has always been distasteful occurence and checked 
many hunters who vastly overestimated the size of bear in the distance ( you could easily set up a test for Commission and managers by putting different size bear silhouettes at various distance and analysis will give you real eye opener) 
dare you. Regardless of how you try to justify a disgusting endeavor it just doesn't Pass the smell test. Now think about why you allow and encourage hunting Big Game animals in the very hot weather of August and September, but that's 
another real smell test, please think about it. Overzealous should not be the driver here. Common sense and ethical behavior are non scientific determines that should equal or more weight than science of availability and sustainability 
because science has no conscience. Other factors to consider are Bear gall trafficking and Appearance of pandering to unsportsmanlike behaviour just because it was done in the past, think about all those things that were legal in the past 
such as no closed seasons, bounties, indescriminite trapping and hound hunting let alone the way people were treated. Stand firm, give the small group of petitioners there due and continue on the path of providing the opportunity for 
Fair Chase/Ethical recreational sport hunting and fishing activities making sure it passes the smell tests. Thank you 

2/3/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

I support a Spring Black Bear season and dislike the management based off personal and public opinion. Use the science to determine if a season can be cancelled, not personal feelings 2/3/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should have never been taken off of the table to begin with.  Lets get it back in the regulations book as a valid hunting opportunity. 2/3/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Hunting decisions need to made based on science not some personal opinions. If it was closed due to a low amount of animals myself and most hunters would fully support temporarily closing a season. But this is clearly not the case 2/3/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey

The science based information and  recommendations from the state biologist and the game department fully support and prove that this is a completely sustainable hunt.  I fully support this spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
The fact that this hunt was ever put on “pause” shows the bias and corruption of the wdfw and the governor of this state. 2/3/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Please bring back spring bear hunts. 2/3/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
Decisions based on human popularity are not what Washington state needs. Allow science to dictate hunting permits. 2/3/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and bring spring bear back. 2/3/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
Spring bear is scientifically proven to be sustainable and healthy for the ecosystem. It should be approved 2/3/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
We need to make spring bear a general season. Must permits that are drew people don't even hunt and the number that should be harvested never get harvested  2/3/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
We should have a spring bear season. This is a functional tool in sound wildlife management. Without it, the rest of the wildlife will suffer. 2/3/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Washingtons bear population is healthy and able to sustain a spring bear hunt. These are science based facts and and hunts should be approved. 2/3/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
As a licensed resident WA hunter, I support CR-102 in its entirety.  It is understandable that permit quantities need to be increased or decreased annually based upon the scientific data.  However, a spring bear season is absolutely 
necessary each year to maintain healthy populations of ungulates throughout the state of Washington.  The WDFW has my full support on the proposed rule making to establish spring black bear special hunting permits for a shortened 
2022 season and the proposed modifications to the harvest and inspection procedures for spring black bear seasons.

2/3/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

Spring bear season is completely backed by science. There is no reason NOT to have it. I fully support the season. 2/3/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Spring bear should be a thing, the black bear population is healthy. 2/3/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I’d love to debate the so called self proclaimed “fish and wildlife” officer of 28 years over their assumption that spring bear hunters are “untrained”. I assume they’ve heard of hunters education?
Reinstate spring bear season. Leave emotional argument out of it.

2/3/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

There should be a spring bear season, without question. There are no valid reasons either biologically, or ethically. The science and data more than support having a season. Do not succumb to the irrational and emotional arguments 
made by the people who clearly don’t understand the science or how the process works.

2/3/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

Re-enstate the spring bear season. Comments that it is detrimental to overall population numbers or cub survival are outright false. Rule making and season setting should be based on biological studies, not public emotional opinion. 2/3/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

Unit 101 is having a problem with the unit's whitetail population.  Predation  appears to be a big  factor in this decline.  I have more bear on my  trail cameras than whitetail.   Suggest you increase the number of spring bear permits for this 
unit. 

2/3/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey

We have way too many black bears in Washington state we need to keep the season open and I do not see any reason to lower permits in any unit so let’s keep our spring bear hunt going 2/3/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
In speaking with many fish and game officers through out the years, and also in my personal experience, the bear population is very hearty and border line out of control. In my penis years of leasing a small thousand or so acre parcel for 
hunting deer and bear from Pilchuck tree farm the number of bears on my cameras are into the double digits. Hunting bear is necessary as they have no natural predator and if left un checked / un maintained through hunting then the 
outcome will be disastrous to deer, elk, cattle, people, forestry ect... This recent movement by the so called cancel culture should not be given into their bulling attitudes just because they are loud. They are the ones who will come 
complaining when people start getting attacked on regular basis when out and about on trails, in parks, at their homes due to the over population. Our means of recreation as well as being able to provide food for our families should not 
be determined by a group of people who protest oil while blocking shipping lanes in their plastic kayaks made from oil bi products. Don’t take away our abilities to enjoy the outdoor activities that make our family bonds stronger. The 
stronger our families are, the stronger our country will be!!! God Bless and know that I am praying for God’s wisdom to be imparted to you not only in this matter but for your every decision!!! Sincerely Steve Gustafson Ephrata WA

2/3/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey



I don't see how a spring bear hunt will not result in orphaned cubs. I think it's cruel and inhumane. 2/3/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear season. 
Spring bear season is necessary for timber management and bear population control. The season is also an economic boost for small local communities. Stay professional managers of the big game resources and stay away from the 
uneducated anti-hunting groups that use labels like: trophy hunters, slaughterers, murderers, etc. They do not understand nature’s cruel ways of population control. Starvation, disease, poor genetics, death fighting, eating their own 
young, etc. would prevail. 

2/3/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey

I support an annual spring bear season based on the sustainability of the population. 2/3/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
Who pays your bills? The tree huggers feelings or conservationists tag and license fees? Please tell the demwit inslee you no longer work for the coward and his wolf lovers. Be men and women that stand up for science, facts and data 
instead of some city dwellers feelings and emotions. Blue mountains are crawling with bears and wolves. Wolves are killing elk daily. The bears are in hibernation so they aren't currently wreaking havoc on the elk just the wolves 24/7/365. 
I see more wolves than elk now a days. How stupid can humans be? Predators not kept in control will kill your jobs. No ungulates to hunt no reason for your jobs!!! WTFU
I live in the mts. I see and hear the predators daily. I'm not some biologist that works out there a couple days a week a few hours a day. I see the carnage. I hear the screams from the wolves eating their prey alive, pretty awesome if your 
fauci. To stop a spring bear hunt because of some rich liberals hurt feelings is par for the course as this shiothole country is turning into cesspool of idiots and cowards.

2/3/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey

Re-instate the spring bear season it is essential to help keep the population under control 2/3/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Please use science and conservation best efforts to monitor species and regulate hunting.  I am in favor of spring bear hunting the current methods of harvest. 2/3/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the Spring Bear hunt and the proposed amendment. Spring is a time for recovery of wildlife, not being hunted as they come out of hibernation. As Commisioner Baker made clear, we do not have the necessary 
information to make an informed scientific decision and doing so without this information is irresponsible and seems to cater to the hunting community at the expense of wildlife.

2/3/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

With a severely low Elk calf survival rate survey done by WDFW I believe a spring Bear hunt is crucial to our Elk and Deer population in the Blue Mountains.
Please allow the spring bear hunting 

2/3/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

Fully support the proposed amendments.  Black bear management is essential to maintaining healthy balance and the spring bear hunt is the most effective management tool for the species.  WDFW biologists have the local knowledge 
and science that supports the hunt.  Politics and social issues should not be considered for science based wildlife management.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

2/3/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

protect, perpetuate, and preserve the state’s fish, shellfish, and wildlife; conserve and authorize take so as not to imperil the resources; maximize hunting and fishing opportunities; and include volunteers in these efforts. (RCW 77.04.012) 2/3/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey

It should have been a red flag for WDFW legal when commission smith called spring bear hunting "unethical" in her opinion. Opinions should not base policy. Facts should.
Bring back spring bear, strongly support this hunt.

2/3/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Predators need management. Spring bear hunts help with this. Strongly support. 2/3/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Over 20,000 people have signed the change.org petition to bring back spring bear. This should be considered public comment.
Reinstate spring bear, manage with facts.

2/3/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey

Save elk calves and deer fawns.

Strongly support spring bear hunting.

2/3/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey

I'm fine with having limited special permit hunts in units where only limited take can be sustained. However, it seems contrary to logic that you can sustain a 3+ month fall season in most Washington units, and yet not be able to sustain 
ANY spring hunting whatsoever. Certainly, you could at least sustain a shorter fall season, and then the addition of a spring season. If anything, harvest rates should be lower in the spring, as much of bear country is less accessible due to 
deep snow, snowed in roads, washed out roads, etc.  Also, there is no incidental take while hunting other big game. Therefore, it wouldn't even need to be a 1-for-1 exchange of fall season for spring season. Rather, you could likely sustain 
a 2 month spring season by subtracting only 1 month from the fall.  You certainly should be providing every hunting opportunity that game populations can support, and a general spring season in units where you currently have 3+ month 
fall seasons, certainly fits the bill. 

2/3/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/3/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
strongly support the amendment, as an avid bear hunter it's about time, sows with cubs and bear cubs with the sow should have been protected years ago. it has been outlawed in Idaho for years. 2/3/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt with the proposed guidelines your agency has set. 2/3/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Amend for the future, sure. Reinstate a spring bear season for 2022 that never should have disappeared to begin with. 2/3/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed rules for a spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the proposed amendments to allow a spring bear hunt to take place in a sustainable way, without (or at least strongly limiting) the harvest of sows with cubs. I believe this is a step in a direction that is completely aligned 
with the mission of WDFW and the diverse uses of the wildlife resources of our state. 

2/3/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt and support the decision to reinstates what should have never been taken away.  2/3/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Roses are red violets are blue, I support spring bear hunting how about you? 2/3/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Open up the black bear season! 2/3/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey

If the conservation science rules that the black bear population is robust and the average yearly harvest is sustainable there is no reason to not reinstate the season. 2/3/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of maintaining the spring bear hunt -- and using the scientific input of our excellent wildlife biologists to periodically review the hunt & number of permits issued -- or whether the resource (number of bears) and harvest rates 
indicate that over-the-counter tags should be available.  And while I support discouraging the taking of sows, bears are notoriously hard to "sex" if the mother isn't in the immediate presence of her cubs.  While the harvest of sows is a 
small fraction of the number of bears taken, honest mistakes are going to happen and I fear that criminalizing those mistakes (rather than discouraging them in a rational way, like taking away bear hunting rights for the following year or 
two if a sow is accidentally taken) would have a chilling effect on the recruitment of new hunters.  

The number of bears harvested in this hunt is a fraction of one percent of the black bear population in Washington -- and the spring hunt is an important management tool to mitigate timber damage (yes, bears  damage young trees at a 
surprising rate) and mitigate human-bear interactions as folks sprawl their housing developments into the bears' habitat.  The North American Wildlife model, where hunters underwrite a significant portion of the costs of wildlife 
conservation through their purchases of hunting licenses and other hunting specific taxes (like the Pittman Robinson Act) has been hugely successful -- and creates a win-win, where the folks who wish to ethically harvest their own protein 
(by shooting and eating delicious game animals) can partake in a small share of the abundance of wildlife which we have (in abundance) because of their financial contribution.  Putting that aside for the sake of anthropomorphic 
emotional reactions to the concept of hunting would be a shame, and anathema to the Commission's mission of maintaining healthy wildlife populations and allowing hunting and fishing access to that abundance.

2/3/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey

Strongly support a Spring Black Bear season for several reasons not the least of which is that we are fortunate in Washington to have a healthy population.  By taking a few bears in the Spring it helps the deer and elk fawn's survival rates 
and in some parts of our State it might help bear/human conflicts. 

Also STRONGLY support a season only allowing the taking of boars.  Thanks in advance for keeping our season!!!!

2/3/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey

Continue to use spring hunting to manage black bears as WA has done for many years. 2/3/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I support the rule to maintain the spring bear hunt as we have in past years. 2/3/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey



Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting 2/3/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Thanks for prioritizing science and sound management over social pressure from the anti hunting crowd, many of whom are not even residents of washington 2/3/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I am for allowing a spring black bear hunt! 2/3/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
20,000 people signed a petition to bring back spring bear season in Washington.
This should be considered. I fully support spring bear hunting.

2/3/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey

I believe that no change is needed currently in the management of bears in Washington State. Please make your decision off of sound science and not emotions. We have a strong bear population in Washington and further restrictions on 
hunters are not wanted by hunters but more importantly they are unnecessary. 

2/3/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey

Follow the science. Bring back spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Commission Thorburn in her Op Ed even called out the blantent anti hunting bias by certain members of the commission. She is standing by the science and the mandate. Bring back spring bear. 2/3/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear season. 2/3/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Hello.  I'm writing in to address the petition related to Spring Black Bear CR-102.

I strongly support spring Black Bear hunting opportunities throughout the state. By all accounts the population is "robust" and an important-renewable source of meat and fat for many families. It is also a long-standing tradition in 
Washington which coincides with shed hunting and turkey hunting recreational opportunities. If wildlife managers identify specific at risk populations, then harvest opportunities could be changed at the local level to meet management 
objectives. I also support removal of the date from the WAC, to simplify the rulemaking process. Additionally, I strongly disagree with the onerous retention of hide and skull rules. These items can weigh a lot (50-100 lbs) and the remote 
locations of some units make removal of those items along with meat and fat extremely difficult and dangerous. Stephanie Simek, WDFW Large Carnivore Biologist, stated that there is also no evidence that suggests sows or cubs are being 
harvested at a higher or unsustainable rate during this spring season.

2/3/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey

I support the continuation of the spring bear season. 2/3/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
We strongly support the spring black bear hunt 2/3/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
I support bringing back spring bear hunting in Washington. I believe in the North American model of wildlife management and think that WDFW should have all of the tools possible at their disposal to effectively manage wildlife species.   2/3/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Manage predators with science. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
There is a very large population of bears in stevens county and the deer are having enough problems with wolves and do NOT need bears AND cougars added to their stress! Reduce the bear population and give the deer a break! Also.. 
baiting for deer AND elk should be allowed as it provides any hunter the opportunity to ensure a clean harvest.

2/3/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey

Predators need to be managed. It is easier to kill a bear than an elk in Washington due to the out of control wolf and bear populations. Hire commissioners who follow science and not personal biases. Thorborn is one of the only ones 
standing up for the people.

2/3/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

I am all for the spring bear hunt to go as usual. Predators in the west need to be hunted to control the populations. 2/3/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
Strong support of spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
Lets manage our predators with science and not emotion. I support spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
I support the science and the spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season.   And should go until June 30th. 2/3/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I strongly support reinstating spring black bear hunting in Washington.  Since the ban of bait and hound hunting the only effective bear management tool has been spring bear hunting.  Yes bear hunting in the fall do provide opportunities 
however most harvest is coincidental.  Spring bear hunting opportunities should OTC in most areas and areas that are not as productive could be draw only or closed.  Please utilize the the most updated scientific tools available and 
hunter resources to responsibly manage bear populations effectively before bears damage their food resources and habitats. 

2/3/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey

It is time to follow the science on this. The numbers more than justify having a spring bear season. WDFW do not let the emotional based anti-hunter crowds deter you from maintaining the season. 2/3/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
I support the science of conservation management and therefore agree that spring black bear hunting in Washington should be reinstated. Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in. 2/3/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 2/3/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear season 2022. Strongly support spring bear 2/3/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I support biologically sound hunting for spring bear. The rule changes are reasonable. 2/3/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
With the recent study that was published for the Blue Mt elk counts, they need to continue with spring bear hunt to manage the expanding numbers of bear. Do not shorten the season. 2/3/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
I think these rule changes would be good and the spring bear hunt should not end 2/3/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring black bear hunting season. 2/3/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Everyone talks about following the science these days.  Bears need to be managed and I am in support of spring bear season. It would be nice to see the commission stand up to some pressure and do the right thing and manage our game 
for future generations and keep a spring bear season and not bow to pressure and “feeling”

2/3/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey

My family and I support ethical fair chase spring bear hunting if recommended by biologists and wildlife managers 2/3/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/3/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
Pro conservation and pro spring bear hunting. Strongly support. 2/3/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. I do not support making it illegal to shoot a sow with cubs. Last year only one bear harvested was lactating, proving that hunters are being ethical and policing themselves. The department does a good job 
educating people and urging them not to shoot a sow with cubs. There is a small chance a hunter may accidentally shoot a sow with cubs even after watching for awhile because maybe the cubs never show themselves. I don’t believe the 
hunter should be charged for accidentally shooting one if they did everything they could to try and confirm it didn’t have cubs. 

2/3/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey

If data collected by state wildlife biologists shows that the black bear populations in the state of Washington will not be compromised, my family supports a permit based Spring Bear hunt that specifically targets male bears. 2/3/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt. I also would strongly support expanding the spring bear opportunity to include units on the west side of the state. (Specifcally the south cascades) anyone who spends time in these areas knows that 
deer and elk recrutment is suffering due in part by too many bears. 

2/3/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/3/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
I support an expansion of the prior spring bear hunts. 2/3/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt.  2/3/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a statewide spring bear season.  2/3/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring bear hunt. Let the biologists do their job to help manage the wildlife successfully as they have been doing. 2/3/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of having a spring black bear hunt 2/3/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
Bring back the Spring Bear Hunt. Bring back, way way back, bring back the Over The Counter Spring Bear Hunt. Bring back Science Based Wildlife Management. Bring back Wildlife Management Decisions made by the WDFW Wildlife 
Managers rather than the political appointees of the Govenor. Bring Back a balance between predators and prey animals. Bring back care and concern for ungulate calves and fawn survival rates....

2/3/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey

We’ve already failed at trying to safely hunt bears and it’s time to stop trying. Give them a break. See how many eagles we have now? Stop hunting them. Let Mother Nature take care of the food chain. The balance is in her hands, not 
ours. 

2/3/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey



I fully support the Washington spring bear season.  It is embarrassing that it is even on the table as a conversation piece.  The commission members need to remember why they are sitting in the position they are.  All facts presented have 
been for keeping the spring bear season, and the fact that personal agendas were allowed to be instated, shame on you.

Science and biologists presented all the facts to support spring bear harvesting.  Our ungulates are in dire need of calf and fawn retention, and predator management, albeit not the only metric that needs attention, is should be used as a 
primary act.  

It should also be noted, that any opinions employed, shall only be heard from individuals that actively participate in Washington Hunting.  An individual should be required to input their Wild ID to get their opinion in front of the 
commissioners.

2/3/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey

I fully support bringing back the spring bear hunt, it is a important step in predator management. It is imperative to have it to pressure on them. It is important for us as humans to continue to be a part of the food chain while being 
responsible hunters. Any one that thinks we need to take a step back and leave nature alone has forgotten that we are a part of nature as well.

2/3/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey

I support the Spring bear season. The facts and science show that hunting and specifically limited numbers for harvest is a sustainable and healthy way to manage wildlife. 2/3/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
I vote to open the spring bear hunt 2/3/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey
Open the Spring Bear Hunt, and ensure it is instated year-over-year by default. Washington State has had a Spring Bear season for almost half a Century without adverse effects. The bear population continues to grow. Animals need to be 
managed by science not political agenda, and not informed by out-of-state activists.

2/3/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey

The science and data never supported the removal of this hunt. Additionally, the science of conservation supports not only the species in question (bear) it also supports the management and conservation of the animals that bear prey 
upon. 
Additionally, this should be a wakeup call to the commission and the general public that outside influences are at play here.  The commissioners that supported the initial removal of this hunt should be embarrassed to the point of 
resignation as they are clearly not in support of sustainable management of Washington Fish and Wildlife.

2/3/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey

Best available science suggests that the spring bear hunt in WA is sustainable.  I support ethical hunting of bears in the Spring.  I resent the recent interference with this hunt, facilitated by politics, by people apparently motivated by their 
opinions and bound together with misinformation.  Bring back the Spring bear hunt.  Haven't we had enough of this partisanship?

2/3/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey

I fully support the WA Spring Bear Season. 2/3/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Bring back the hunt can the politics from the anti conservationists. The science must decided the season of each species and the numbers that need to be taken to maintain the ecosystem. A few states have not done this and they have 
been over run. 

2/3/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey

We fully support the spring bear hunt 2/3/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey
Trust the Science. If the spring bear hunt is not allowed then it shows that the commission does not respect science, only their own personal agendas. The science, the biologist, the history of this hunt are all clearly positive steps to 
wildlife management and have no harm to the public or bear populations. 

2/3/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey

We support the Washington Spring Bear hunt. The data is supportive that it is currently sustainable and works to the benefit of the habitat, bear population, other animal populations, hunter, and to reduce conflict with growing 
communities. All signs that we can see point to good reason to keep the season. 
Jake Collier, One Outdoors

2/3/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

Please leave season setting to our wildlife biologist, not political appointees, and reinstate the spring bear hunt. 2/3/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
A spring bear hunt is warranted and makes sense to contain the population numbers. 2/3/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
Trust the Science. If the spring bear hunt is not allowed then it shows that the commission does not respect science, only their own personal agendas. The science, the biologist, the history of this hunt are all clearly positive steps to 
wildlife management and have no harm to the public or bear populations.

2/3/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting and I support this proposal.  There is no valid reason not to have this hunt.  Bear populations are in great shape and this hunt in no way threatens bear over harvest.  Go with the science and not 
emotional pandering.

2/3/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey

I support retaining the spring bear hunt. It's been used as an effective part of black bear management in our state for many years and it should continue. 2/3/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of maintaining a spring bear season. Follow the science behind management and conservation. 2/3/2022 11:34 PM Online Survey
I also support having a spring bear hunting season.  2/3/2022 11:41 PM Online Survey
The proposed changes to the WAC are acceptable to protect management of sustainable bear hunting in WA. Permits should not be reduce to increase hunter experience in Unit 684. The season is 2mo long and crowding of 10 hunters is 
not likely and reasonable. If the unit can support 10 tags then that is what should be offered. Tags should not be cut for hunter experience but only if the unit cannot support the anticipated harvest. The 72 hour inspection should not be 
part of this rule change but a separate issue. None the less I’d support this addition to the regulations as all hunters ethically follow this rule naturally. However, a lactating female is not conclusive that the sow had cubs. Further protection 
or consideration should be considered for determining the illegal take of a sow bear. 

2/4/2022 1:37 AM Online Survey

Approve the 2022 spring bear hunting season. Do what is right. Follow the recommendations of the educated and science-driven biologists actually on the ground collecting the legitimate data. Social pressures shall not get in the way of 
science. Once again, approve the 2022 spring bear hunting season.

2/4/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey

We have a robust bear population and we have suffering ungulate populations. The Commission is bound to provide the people with maximum hunting opportunity and to protect wildlife - - providing a spring black bear hunt does BOTH 
of those objectives. Needless to say, I support the spring black bear hunt!  

2/4/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey

If the harvest is sustainable, give our WA sportsman more opportunities to hunt rather than taking those opportunities away! 2/4/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
Please approve the 2022 spring bear hunt.  Approve of no hunting sows with cubs.  Was drawn last year for spring bear. Every sow I saw with cubs, the cubs were with the sow.  Very easy to follow this rule.   The unit that I hunted had way 
to many bears.   Saw 5 or more bears every day I hunted.   

2/4/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey

Approve the spring bear hunt. 2/4/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
My family and I spend a considerable amount of time in the woods each and every year. We also spend a considerable amount of money on hunting/fishing licenses, tags and permits each and every year. I feel that we, the people who 
financially support the WDFW with these fees should have a weighted say on the direction the department takes. The commission should be listening to the state's experts (WDFW employees) not the concerned public who DO NOT know 
of what they talk about. The spring bear hunt SHOULD BE reinstated. This season has a positive effect on the predation of the newborn deer and elk that takes place every spring by the bears. When one of the commissioners mentioned 
the concern of the general public about bear hunting, what is he going to suggest the remedy be when he listens to the concern of some public when they cry out about taking does or cow elk, or any deer or elk? Will he cower down and 
want to eliminate them also? Come on, I have been hunting for over 60 years and we (as hunters) in general are fantastic conservationists. How can some of the commission be swayed by a few public comments when the professionals 
(WDFW) have opposing scientific evidence to the contrary. The moral of the department has to be extremely low because of this riff in the commission. The boots on the ground employees are doing the work and some of the 
commissioners are not respecting their dedication. As far as the proposed reporting time requirements, when we (my family and I) are on a hunting trip, we are quite aways away from even cell service. So, the time constraints of the 
proposed reporting requirements sometimes are not feasible. Again, my family and I spend a considerable amount of time and finances each and every year hunting and fishing in this state. If this department is going to continue to spiral 
downhill, then we will strongly consider doing our activities in another state. We now travel 3 hrs. one way to hunt deer, elk bear and turkey. So, we could be in a neighboring state enjoying our time just as easily.

2/4/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey

Approve spring hunt.... approve more units with permits.  Stop letting the timber companies manage the damaged areas it is a public resource not theirs 2/4/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
I hope you can see a way to continue the spring bear hunt. Here in NE Was. We have had a rough couple years. As you know we have the lions share of wolves, a ample supply of cougars and a large population of bears. 
  Hopefully you know we’ve had a severe blue tongue problem and a pretty hard winter on the deer and Elk.
  Please help us increase our ungulate herds. 
Thank You

2/4/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey



The spring bear hunt should continue as in prior years. I agree no sows with cubs. This year’s decision wasn’t in my opinion a fish and wildlife decision but a political one. Bring it back. 2/4/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
I support the adoption and rules of the new spring bear hunt. I encourage the comission to adopt the rules and follow the science backed research provided by the biologists to guide their decisions, and duty to preserve hunting 
opportunity, rather than emotions of people who do not understand or have not looked at what hunting accomplishes and why it is important.

2/4/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

concur with the the rule proposal 2/4/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY support a spring bear season. 2/4/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
This is purely political. Please continue as we have in the past. I support spring bear season. 2/4/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I agree with the proposal. All the adjustments make very good sense and will help support a quality management which should be the ideal. Thanks 2/4/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
Shouldn’t it be a red flag when a certain anti-hunting commissioner is spewing completely false statements about hunting bears in the spring? False accusations that have been proven so by science and experience. 2/4/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

I do not hunt bear. I have several family and friends that do. I suggest that conservation be considered here. As with that bad idea of banning dogs and the current cougar problem we need to be able to keep predators contained. 2/4/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

Continue the spring bear hunt season as it has been in the past and even consider raising the permit numbers-  there is no shortage of bears or any other predators-  our state is overrun with predators which are killing a significant % of elk 
calves and fawns.    

2/4/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey

I support the spring Bear season. Make it OTC. 2/4/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I support removing the year from the WAC to maintain the spring bear season year to year if permit adjustments are voted down. I also support the prohibition but note that lactating females don’t always imply they had cubs at the time 
of harvest, as they could have been killed by boars or other things. The prohibition should note that lactation is not a qualifier for determining female-with-cubs take.

2/4/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear seasons that are set by the WDFW with data showing that we can have a season. The WDFW should lead the way with science based decisions for all of Washington’s fauna including bear management. I fully support 
this amendment to conclude a spring bear season. 

2/4/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey

As hunters we are under constant attack from anti groups, this is just another example. One piece at a time, don’t think it will stop here. What’s next, no fall hunting bears because they are fattening up for winter? They will continue to 
use false narratives to try and pull on heart strings of uninformed and uneducated people on the subject. Remember the propaganda used against hound hunting!? It was all bs! We NEED spring bear hunting as a tool to properly manage a 
large and growing bear population in Washington 

2/4/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey

Spring bear MUST be kept if the department has any hope of maintaining support and their commitment to provide management based and grounded in science and health of ALL wildlife populations. Bear populations are healthy and 
well over what should be objectives in areas that should support healthy herds of ungulates. Spring bear seasons are designed to provide an excellent opportunity for this. Keep spring bear in place with expanded opportunities and see 
stable bear populations and a decrease in ungulate mortality in the young leading to more stable herds. Thank you

2/4/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

I support the reinstatement of spring bear season. Rules should be made based on science and not an emotional response. The science supports spring bear hunting. Bring it back. 2/4/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I support the reinstatement of the spring bear season. As someone who spends a large amount of time in the outdoors, hiking, hunting, camping and fishing WA state has a very healthy bear population. 2/4/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I support the reinstatement of the spring bear season along with the shortened season as proposed. Nice work WDFW! 2/4/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
All it takes is one emotional, uninformed person to start a controversy with the liberals. It's getting spooky. 2/4/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
I support the healthy management of bear populations and support Spring bear hunts as a tool to help with the overall management of the bear population in WA. 2/4/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Let’s follow the obvious science and allow spring bear hunting. Fully support this 2/4/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Fully support this all the way. Bring back spring bear. 2/4/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Please allow a spring bear season.  The population supports a managed harvest and the opportunity provides excellent food for consumption. 2/4/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring season with same permit numbers and rules that previously existed. There was no need to cancel the spring hunt and there is no current need to amend the rules from previous year. The population can support the 
hunt and the hunt obviously benefits other species as well.

2/4/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

I fully support the reinstatement of spring bear season. Huge tool to help with deer and elk herds-- 2/4/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. Lets go Brandon. 2/4/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring bear hunt with the old rules from 2021 with the same season length. No reason to change anything at all. 2/4/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear hunt. Please continue with the season. 2/4/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
Fully support bear hunting and the proposed rule. 2/4/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Please restore the spring bear hunt 2/4/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 2/4/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
20,000 people have signed a change.org petition supporting spring bear hunting. That should be considered in these comments. 2/4/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should be restored. The permit should be available over the counter. Hunters are a part of conservation. Listen to the people that use these lands and are given the incredible opportunity to hunt these majestic 
animals to sustain our families. Listen to the people who live this lifestyle. Not the folks who push pencils all day, that are clearly ignoring science and legislating with emotion instead of logic. Hunters can, and will be part of a sustainable 
predator management program. You just have to give them the chance. For what it costs to hunt in Washington state, you should be adding opportunities, not taking them away. Especially now, during the severe inflation and rise in 
grocery cost. Removing the opportunity to provide our families with this organic, healthy meat, is heartless. 

2/4/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

Please continue to allow the annual spring bear hunt annually. Please also remove the year as proposed. I do not support the idea of outlawing harvest of cubs or mothers with cubs as this is unenforceable unless witnessed. Instead, i 
recommend the following wording. 
Hunting of a spring black bear can occur every year for those who either do not harvest or those who harvest a mature male black bear. In the even that a female bear is harvested, the hunter will not be punished, but a 2 year cool-off 
period will be instituted where the hunter cannot hunt black bear (allowing for 1 female every 3 years to be harvested). In the event a cub is harvested, a 4 year cool-off period will be instituted where the hunter cannot hunt black bear 
(allowing for 1 cub every 5 years). Many hunters are not the best at identifying the age of bears, and instead of punishing hunters from harvesting females with young and young, we incentivize the harvest of mature male bears. This also 
will result in more truthful reports of harvest as many hunters would be inclined to not carry out their "illegal harvest" to have it reported as such.  

2/4/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

The need to follow the recommendations of WDFW biologists on this matter is of the utmost importance. If we are not going to follow their inputs, then why employ biologists and lets just follow the inputs from the folks that want to 
eliminate all harvests of Wildlife in the state.
**** Price-Moses Lake, Wa.

2/4/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt to be restored.  These hunts should be determined by the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation science based data. The WDFW biologist's have completed and shared their overall 
studies/findings showing that Washington States Black population is growing and thriving.   WDFW Director and Biologists have recommended to continue with the hunt with the data collected.  This recommendation should be followed     

2/4/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

*correction for my previous comment 
Washington States Black BEAR population is growing and thriving. WDFW Director and Biologists have recommended to continue with the hunt with the data collected. This recommendation should be followed

2/4/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

My name is Paul Qualey and I strongly support the opportunity to participate in a spring bear hunt. I don’t hunt bears myself but feel it is important to maintain or expand Our hunting and fishing opportunities wherever we can do so 
without harming the resource. For the health and well-being of our community and especially our children we need to encourage outdoor activities like fishing and hunting. If we want more folks to care about the outdoors we need to let 
them enjoy it. Thank you for the opportunity  to comment 

2/4/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

Washington should be expanding its spring Bear Hunt rather than restricting or eliminating it.  The bear population throughout the state has not just remained stable, it has substantially increased over the years.  This has also increased 
the number of bear human conflicts.

2/4/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey



I fully support bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear season and keeping the long-standing hunt for years to come. As an avid outdoorsman and one who believes heavily in conservation, I urge the Commission to listen to the science 
provided by their own biologists and continue managing bears properly. Their populations are healthy, abundant, and growing. 

2/4/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

It amazes me that non-hunters feel their emotional response to a situation is the answer and that obtained statistics don't matter. If I'm correct, out of 180 bears taken last spring only 1 was a lactating sow. Doesn't look like there's a 
problem to me. So, for you commissioners (and non-hunting activists), please don't try to dictate our hunting opportunities. Let the WDFW do their job managing the wild game. Increasing the bear population (by removing the spring 
hunt) will have negative effects on other game, i.e., deer and elk populations (although I’m sure you would just as soon that go away as well). I’m tired of non-hunters’ misconception that all we want to do is kill something. They fail to 
truly understand that hunters serve a valuable purpose in maintaining healthy game populations and that we truly are looking to provide meat for our families. Stop trying to manage something you know nothing about. Let the experts do 
that and keep your emotional opinions to yourself. 

2/4/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Please stop letting people who have no earthly idea what hunting and hunters is all about make decisions. There decision making as all about there anti hunting anti firearms beliefs and has NOTHING to do with the health of the herds of 
game animals in Washington State . SCIENCE NOT FEELINGS !!!!

2/4/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Chris Daniels / Yakima, WA
A spring bear season should take place in 2022 based on the science that supports the overall bear population and the fact that it is a public resource that we the citizens have a right to enjoy through the process of a fair chase hunting 
season. Furthermore as related the Blue Mountain herd, controlling the bear population will help the declining elk herd. I offer the following data;

Blue Mtn elk herd = 3600 animals, at a 25:100 bull to cow ratio = 2880 cows, 720 bulls
From WDFW study 125 collared calves resulted in 77 killed by predation or 62%
A Yellowstone study showed 16% of mature cow elk killed by predation
If we extrapolate data from Blue Mtn herd and this Yellowstone study (only reliable study I found), the calf and cow mortality from predation in the Blue Mtn herd is 775 animals (does not include any bulls which we can assume would 
add to the predation kill). Compare that number to the WDFW data from past 3 years available that shows hunters harvested 362 animals per year. In conclusion regards to the Blue Mountain elk herd, using data from the WDFW and 
reputable studies from the Yellowstone herd, the annual mortality from predators is 775+ animals and from hunters is 362. Clearly this is evidence that controlling the bear population will help the declining Blue Mountain elk herd and 
allowing a Spring Bear hunt is an effective tool in doing just that! Allow spring bear hunts for 2022 and beyond!

2/4/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. 2/4/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
Brandon Jewett/ Yakima, WA

I strongly support a spring black bear hunt. In fact, I think recent data from the Blue Mountains elk herd study would be a strong argument to open general bear season in the spring statewide. The Blue Mountain herd is not the only herd 
being affected by bear/ cougar predation.  It’s time to stop saying your decisions are based on science, and start actually basing decisions on science. It’s time to start listening to sportsmen, and using them as a valuable resource in 
decision making. Is it too much to ask that the people in charge of making decisions for us, actually listen to and trust us? The evidence is right in front of you. You just have to strap your boots on like the rest of us and see it for yourself. 
Re read your mission statement and take it to heart. Make the right decision.

2/4/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

I strongly urge a new spring bear season to control very high bear numbers and the declining deer and elk numbers, especially for the Yakima and Walla Walla herds. 2/4/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a reinstated and continued black bear hunt as advised by WDFW biologists. 2/4/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Support of the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.
This is not a political issue. 
The proposal is coming from experts in the field of Conservation. We must listen and accept the science. 
Those that are trying to influence decisions based on bias, specifically from Out-Of-State anti-hunting organizations should be ignored. Their agenda is not based on science. 
Please adopt the amendment. 

2/4/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

So, if I understand correctly, the WDFW biologists have recommended continuing a spring bear hunt based on their population studies, but some of the commissioners are against it because why?  Because of their feelings?  We, the 
people of Washington State, and specifically hunters, who spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on licenses, fees, tags, and permits, along with taxes collected on hunting ammo and gear from the Robinson-Pittman act, are the number 
one providers of funds for the maintenance of habitat for all wildlife.  Yet, we are often times ignored when it comes to making decisions about hunting seasons etc.  Hunters are the largest group of conservationists in the country, and if 
the science said that there were not enough bears to sustain a spring hunt, then I believe most of us would be first in line to say let's stop the hunt until populations are improved.  Some of our commissioners seem to have a personal 
agenda, with the underlying  goal of reducing hunting opportunities because they don't "feel" it is right.  Get the feelings out of the decision making and the anti-hunting people off of the commission.  Listen to the science and the 
biologists.  Allow the spring bear hunt to continue.

2/4/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

I agree with the new proposal to the rule change. I feel that a spring bear season is a good and needed tool to help control of bear population. It will also help the deer and elk herds for hunter’s. 2/4/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
i support spring black bear season 2/4/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
The Department and the biologists of then state both recommended and support this hunt.  To close a hunt on a technical issue and an emotional issue is not science based grounds to stop the hunt.  Thia goes against the mission and 
duty of the commission and the department to fully maximize hunting opportunities when available.  This is that opportunity.  I fully support this hunt.

2/4/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey



I’d like to see the WDFW come into a new era of science-based conservation policy and action planning. For too long the priority of this state department has been on recreation in the form of  hunting and fishing. Is this just longstanding 
culture, stemming from a time when we weren’t facing such intense human assault on the environment?  Have there been longstanding hiring practices at the WDFW, preferentially selecting biologists with bias towards hunting and 
fishing? Are biologists and leaders of the WDFW afraid to counter the aggressive expectations of hunters, or even perhaps financially rewarded on the side to act on their behalf? There seems to be this notion that conservation is 
managing ‘numbers of fish or animals” that fit into the little box that we as humans allow for them.  That is an archaic, paternalistic, and self-serving approach - and one that is going to implode. 

We’ve reached a point where its impossible to deny that human overconsumption of natural resources is spiraling quickly towards a point of no return.  As we continue to encroach upon natural spaces, some groups demand the 
continued right to use and abuse finite ecosystems. Historically WDFW has addressed fish and wildlife management in silos, and while using limited vision to create oversimplified causal relationships to manage complex problems…always 
seeming to somehow align with promoting more recreational opportunity to kill for sport. The Washington WDFW needs to step back and begin looking at our problem with lands and resources holistically. Artificially  controlling wildlife 
populations through hunting does nothing to address the underlying problems, and only exacerbates the future crisis. Don’t use human-bear conflict as an excuse to kill bears, when human encroachment is the problem that needs to be 
addressed. Don’t claim that killing a hundred bears is for the public good, when private timber companies will benefit. Regarding the concern for ungulate species neonate recruitment, it seems like this is being driven again by the desire of 
hunters to maintain a number of ungulate hunting permits. Does the bear get the ungulate for survival purposes, or does the human get it for sport? Our WDFW system is designed to doubly support the hunter. A tag for the bear in the 
spring yields more ungulate tags for the fall.

I challenge WDFW to manage with an eyes open, bias-free approach, incorporating a strong and realistic look to the future, and respecting the evidence of science. Work in tandem with the department of natural resources to maintain 
healthy habitat.  Value biodiversity and work incessantly to build and protect ecosystems that will be largely self-maintaining. This should be the primary focus. Reduce human impact, instead of reducing numbers of individual animals in 
response to human impact. Recreation should only be a secondary focus, and when this is considered, there should be equality. A single bear or wolf, can provide many, many campers or hikers the thrill and wonder of seeing them in their 
habitat.  Or one single hunter can have the self-centered experience of taking its life on a hunt. 

What IS the future for WDFW? What IS the WDFW concept of conservation? Is it control? Or is it the protection and prevention of misuse and exploitation? What is the WDFW doing now to assure  our state has future breadth and depth 
of fish and wildlife species? How is the WDFW addressing the threat of climate change and its impact to this place we call home? Let’s protect and promote our complex and astoundingly beautiful array of fish and wildlife for their value in 
the larger scheme of the ecosystem and the planet, rather than solely for a few individuals personal gratification.

2/4/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

I support this rule proposal. I appreciate the attempt to lock this in as a recurring season to avoid the drama around rule making every year. I haven't hunted spring bears before but hopefully this gives people interested some hope that 
investing in points for 4-6 years will lead to a hunt. The prohibition on killing sows with cubs or cubs makes complete sense and is something I think almost all hunters are trying their best to do anyways. 

Thank you for listening to the WDFW recommendations.

2/4/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey

I do not support the hunting of Big Game animals in the springtime when they are at there weakest and most vulnerable. Black Bear are indistinguishable as to sex, age and size at distance therefore increasing the chances of killing 
lactating sows and orphaning and therefore killing bear Cubs as well as shooting bear Cubs thought to be adults if the hunter even cared.

2/4/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

Washington state has the largest population of black bear in the lower 48. We should not have to go to Idaho for Spring Black Bear hunt. I support a Spring Black Bear hunt 2/4/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
If you support spring hunts for big game animals based only on scientific evidence then there is know reason to not have other big game spring seasons. Spring Elk season would delete post rut bull elk and thus reduce feeding competition 
and increase the herd size.

2/4/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Setting hunting seasons and rules of take is not soley a science based endevour but a mix of societal mores and science. If it was soley science based then the concept of "Sport" has no bearing. 2/4/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
There was an open comment period when the termination of the spring bear hunt was proposed, and the activists on the commission disregarded the opinions of outdoorsman and the WDFW itself in favor of pacifying loud, uninformed 
individuals so as to not upset the proverbial liberal apple-cart. The commission only has three people who claim to hunt or fish, so what are the odds that our opinions will be taken into account this time. For a self proclaimed "Science 
State" (Inslee's words) to disregard science and the people who actually spend time pursuing and studying these animals is abhorrent. Shame on the commission for taking this away in the first place, and I hope that they do the right thing 
this time, though my hopes aren't very high. 

2/4/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

Notice how many pro spring bear, support for this rule change? Funny, you would think that "cruel" hunters with their blood lust and desire to "orphan cubs" would be against this rule change, but no, they are not. Because, every single 
bear hunter I know adores bear cubs and cherishes being able to watch sows with cubs. Its because we target male bear. I fully support this rule. Bring back spring bear.

2/4/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting needs to be reinstated.  They should also add more units or hunt areas to the spring bear hunt. 2/4/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
This state is a joke . There doing the same thing with hunting as they do in Olympia. They make totally insane rules so there’s a uproar then wait for us to beg for something that’s half as bad and we count it as a win ..  if they purposed this 
originally everyone would have been angry. Now people are pulling for it .   I completely oppose this whole thing with the exception of the Cubs / sow with Cubs , that’s obviously a reasonable rule , But the rest is ridiculous.  I say put 
everything back the way it was !!!

2/4/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

You virtually can set up bait in NE Washington without a bear being on it within hours. Not sure what science is being followed but the population needs to be better controlled. I see more bears than bucks. 2/4/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose any spring bear big game hunting and bear baiting is illegal. 2/4/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 2/4/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. 2/4/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of spring bear.  
Those who do not hunt at all must have no sway in this vote.  You should only take the opinions of those who hunt (which includes me).

2/4/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

I vote in favor of the spring bear hunt.  I'm vote against anti-hunters. 2/4/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey

I want a spring bear season for 2022.

I listened to your facebook townhall.  I think it’s inappropriate for Mr. Susewind (around the 1 hour mark) to solicit the opinion of those non-hunters who don’t want the season.  It’s all wholly inappropriate and spurious that you allow 
ANYONE who does not hunt to provide testimony in support of no hunting.  Those people who don’t want hunting already aren’t doing it (and providing no monetary support through license sales, Pittman-Robertson, Dingle-Johnson, or 
other access fees).  You’re incorrectly allowing an appeal through emotion, rather applying science and the desires of the public.  It’s wrong to allow special pleading by a population segment that won’t participate in any hunting season.

2/4/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a limited, targeted spring bear hunt that would help reduce tree farm damages. 2/4/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Since the WDFW is funded mostly by all tax payers and hunting license sales make up less than 10 percent of the WDFW budget why should the Commission and the people of Washington and in fact tax payers in the United States not 
have a majority say in how the WDFW strives to meet it's mandate and not be swayed from common sense by the smallest wildlife user group in the state. Look at the WDFW revenue sources and see where Big Game license sales and 
even smaller, bear tag sales, fit in the overall scheme of things. Studies by state and federal government on the importance of wildlife should be an eye opener to bear hunters where they fit in all of this. Hunters, Big Game hunters, Bear 
hunters should strive to make their endeavour as non controversial as possible. 

2/4/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

The bear hunt should stand. Don’t let the public make the decision. The wildlife biologists should make the call based on data. 2/4/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear. Strong support 2/4/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey



The bear hunt should stand. There is no scientific reason to not hold the bear hunt. Hunting should not be influenced by non hunters that do not contribute to conservation and it should not be political. It should be backed by science and 
the sustainability of the resource. 

2/4/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Ask Commissioner Smith what science will cause her not to think spring bear hunting is “unethical”. If she says there isn’t any, why would she be allowed to be on the commission? Anti hunting bias should not be allowed, period.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/4/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

Hello, I support science based management. If the state biologists support the spring bear hunt, then the spring bear hunt should be legal and continued. If people who oppose bear hunting, don't want to hunt, that is their prerogative, 
however for them to try to take it away from sports people who use the meat to feed their families and communities because of emotionality, is blatant bigotry, and has no place in science based management. 

2/4/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

I fully support the proposal, as it is a great example of science based wildlife management. If the state biologists support the spring bear hunt, then the spring bear hunt should be legal and continued. A spring bear hunt will provide 
additional recreational opportunities, another tool for managing bear populations in the state, and another opportunity for hunters to humanely harvest meat to feed their families.

2/4/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey

I also fully support the proposal to reopen the spring bear season in 2022. Not only does the evidence show that there would be no risk to bear populations through this rule change, the stated revisions create additional requirements and 
regulations for hunters that are more than adequate to alleviate any reasonable concerns regarding inspection and compliance with the afore mentioned regulations. 

2/4/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

Reopen the spring bear hunt base it on science 2/4/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Deer fawns and elk calves are the primary protein source for bears in the spring. Spring bear hunting helps decrease the predation of those fawns and calves, thus, helping ensure the health of the deer and elk herds. 2/4/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt needs to continue. Washington State has healthy bear population the date supports this. 2/4/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
I fully support the reopening of the spring bear season, just as the WDFW data suggests. I do not support the added rules of requiring the full head (stay with just teeth).  I also do not support the requirement to present the bear hide, etc. 
Within 72 hours. Lastly, trying to enforce not taking a sow with cubs is too hard and ineffective. Hunters should be allowed to follow their ethics or some other more reasonable way to reduce the taking of sows with cubs. 

2/4/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey

When wildlife population and ecology studies support the opening of a spring bear hunt then the hunt should be allowed. I understand harvesting wildlife is a privilege however when wildlife managers and biologist are in favor of the hunt 
then that should not be ignored.

2/4/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey

Kim Thorburn, thank you 2/4/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
Please use the science to keep the spring bear season open. Our deer and elk need all the help they can get. Calf and fawn recruitment are down. 2/4/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
I would encourage the commission to go forward with a 2022 spring bear season. I encourage them to use science-based management of black bear. With a robust and growing population spring bear hunting is a great opportunity. 2/4/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 2/4/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I support the spring season bear hunt.
Linda Peterson
Forks, Washington

2/4/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey

In support of spring black bear hunt rule making: •H️arvesting female bears with cubs during the spring season should not be a concern. In spring 2021, only 1 lactating female was taken out of the more than 100 bears taken during the 
spring hunt and overall female harvest rate fell within the 35%-39% WDFW harvest objective.  Further, the harvest statistics (recent and 10 year average) show that female bear harvest is at or below objective in all bear management units 
throughout the state.

2/4/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey

I wholeheartedly support an annual, recurring Spring Bear season in WA.  With the limited number of tags and modest success, it has little, if any impact on overall bear population.  If predator control is an issue for elk calf survival, tag 
numbers should be increased dramatically in the Blue Mountains (but I'll leave that for the biologists).  Oregon awards over one thousand spring tags in the Blue Mountains without negatively impacting overall bear numbers.  

2/4/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey

I support the Washington Spring Bear hunt. 2/4/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey
Our deer,elk, and moose population are heading down hill fast and not due to over hunting it due to the hunting we are not doing our WOLF, and Cougar population is out of hand because of not being able to manage our wolves they 
have destroyed our moose population and working on the elk which have driven the MT lion’s down in the valleys killing deer, dogs, and livestock and don’t get me wrong but bears cause just as much and even mabey more damage. At 
the end of the day we need to focus more on our moose elk and deer populations and how we can bring those back up by hunting our predators like we used to instead of ignoring the problem because that’s exactly what we’re do no 
matter how you look at it.

2/4/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey

I support the hunting of bear in the Spring and would suggest that it is great.y expanded to allow increased hunting opportunity. With an expanded number of tags I would suggest that at the same time Fall bear harvest be reduced (but 
only upon advisement from biologist) to compensate for the increased Spring harvest. Thus, but Spring and Fall bear hunts would be allowed by drawing only. I realize this is beyond the scope for this particular rule making but it should be 
food for thought for the future. Also: The above document does not provide any justification for having pelts and heads inspected. Not all bear hunters even want to pack a pelt out. If this inspection is about aging, we simply could submit 
a tooth.

2/4/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey

The harvest of black bear in Washington is vital to the management and conservation of the species. Regulated harvest of black bears improves the overall quality of populations via funding from sales of tags and licences. Wildlife 
management should dictate the existence of the Spring black bear season, not emotion.

2/4/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey

Adopt this amendment! As a Washingtonian I fully support the decision of the WDFW experts and the basic model of American Conservation. 2/4/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
I support the hunting of spring bear 2/4/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt because it is sustainable and necessary. Wildlife management should be based on science. Hunting is conservation. 2/4/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
OPEN the hunt. Stop increasing predator populations. Our deer and elk numbers are dwindling away 2/4/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I support reinstating the spring bear hunt. Not only is spring bear season our best tool for managing bear populations, but wdfws own biologists have recommended that we continue the hunt based on a very robust bear population in this 
state. 
I do however disagree with prohibiting the take of lactating sows. No hunter is looking to orphan cubs. Additionally, only one was taken last year. It is well documented that large adult boars will kill a sows cubs to bring her back into heat, 
whose to say that lactating sow still has cubs? As a bear hunter myself I spent a lot of time last year looking bears over looking for cubs, so much so that I let several bears walk if I couldn't tell for certain. The key to this is that no one is 
looking to do it and to make a honest mistake illegal will result in apprehension to reporting harvest. 

2/4/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey

I support the limited spring bear hunt, as a long time land owner I've seen the number of bears increase over the years. The SCIENCE says the harvest is sustainable and will aid in a healthier population. The WDFW is required to manage 
species for everyone, not the select few who scream the loudest. 

2/4/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt. Wildlife management needs to be science based, not ideology or feeling based. The only way to maintain a healthy balanced population of all predators and pray is with hunting, animal populations do not 
control themselves. This bear season should have never been closed in the first place 

2/4/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey

We support this hunt, this is the time a hunt can truly be selective and harvest the target animal to support a true management strategy 2/4/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I support the limited spring bear hunt. This is the best way to manage the bear population while still allowing the state to make money on license sales and letting sportsmen and women partake in activities they enjoy. 2/4/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey

I support the reinstatement of the spring bear hunt. Science based wildlife management is critical to the North American Model of Conservation and the continuation of wildlife conservation as it has worked for the past century. 2/4/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and a that changes in regulations should be based on scientific facts and studies not on a few animal lovers who don’t care about the need to keep the numbers at a level that is healthy. As a hunter in 
Washington state for over 40yrs, how changes in our wildlife management that are based on a few people’s feelings ultimately ending up badly for both the animals and the public.

2/4/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey



I think the wdfw has done an excellent job in the past managing our wildlife in Washington.   I strongly suggest the Commission listens to the wdfw officers and biologists when they are making decisions.   Spring Bear Season is by no 
means a "bear kill"  its an Opportunity.   I have "put in" for spring bear raffle for seven years, and have never been drawn.  I happily donate $7 or so in addition to the hundreds I spend on tags to support Wdfw.   Hunters and biologists 
deserve a seat at the table to discuss this matter.  This state needs a spring bear hunt to help manage bears.  Just like we manage all the wildlife.  In the past its always strongly incouraged to make sure you as a hunter are only harvesting a 
boar (male) bear or a Sow (female) with no cubs.  But I think enforcing this as a "rule" or "law" is alittle unfair.   We are all doing our best to be selective and make a good clean ethical kill.  Sexing a blackbear at a distance (without cubs) is 
extremely difficult.   And often judging size at distance can also be difficult.   Like I said, wdfw has always strongly incouraged only male harvest (and hunters want to do the right thing)  after all a bigger bear equals more meat for the 
freezer.  But it doesn't always go perfect.   I think Spring Bear season is perfect the way it was despite me never drawing the opportunity.   Thank you.  

2/4/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey

I support the hunt.  I own property in western and eastern WA and both have no shortage of black bears.  I get as many if not more bear pics than deer pics on my trail cameras. 2/4/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as a revenue source via license sales as well as an effort to decrease human-bear interaction in common recreation settings. As an avid hiker, backpacker and forestry professional I continue to see more bears 
crossing paved and unpaved roads every year and humans recreating too close to bears on popular hiking trails. I would also like to retain the food source as a healthy alternative to factory-farmed and medicated livestock.

2/4/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey

I support the spring season. Our state has a big enough bear population to have a statewide spring season. 2/4/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
As a sportsman with no interest in hunting bears, I completely support the spring bear hunting season. The bear population is healthy so there should be opportunity for hunters. There is nothing “cruel” about a spring season, which can 
be seen in the harvest reports showing the taking of very few lactating sows. 

2/4/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey

We have an abundance of black bears in this state with a growing population. If you ‘follow the science’ having a spring bear season would be the right choice. Our ungulate numbers are struggling, with low fawn survival rates due to high 
predation from mountain lions and black bears. A spring bear season does help keep bear numbers in check and help out fawn survival rates 

2/4/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. Part of a healthy wildlife management plan is predator population control.
Elk and deer numbers are already lower than I have ever seen them. There has been a Major decrease in in special elk, moose and deer hunts. If predators are not controlled then the health of herds will continue to diminish. I would 
definitely encourage a demonstration of solidarity by hunters. We should not purchasing any Washington State Hunting licenses if WDFW chooses to not follow sound game management.

2/4/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. Part of a healthy wildlife management plan is predator population control. 2/4/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
Spring bear should 100% be supported. 2/4/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I have applied 4  years without being drawn. I believe a season should be open if bear populations support the season. I await my chance to some day take part in this hunt. 2/4/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear! 2/4/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
Please allow spring bear to continue in Washington state. I feel an all around better solution would to allow an over the counter spring bear, rather than a draw system. We live with the animals and the animals have to live with us. All the 
animals need to be managed on science. Not feelings

2/4/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear we need some tags in SW WA lots of bears around 2/4/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Follow the biologist opinion based of facts using there study of the animals and the science behind it. Allow spring bear hunts to continue until science and biological data suggests that it shouldn't continue.  Stop making your decisions 
based of opinions or what you think public opinions are. 

2/4/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this proposal. 2/4/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
I’m new to the state and would like to participate in a spring bear hunt.  After reviewing the reported numbers of bears, tags, and animals harvested last year, and in consideration of the fact that fall hunters can each harvest two bears, I 
am of the opinion that a spring hunt is reasonable and a helpful tool in the management of the species in our state.  It seems the WDFW has managed this important resource well, and can be trusted to make the decisions for us without 
re-inventing the decision making process each year.

I ask that the proposed changes be made, a spring season reinstated and communicated do the hunting public, please.

2/4/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey

The job of the wildlife commission is to manage our wildlife and make decisions based from facts and science.  WDFW biologists have shown that there's a healthy population of black bears sustainable  for hunters to harvest. Allow all 
bears hunts to continue and do the job of a commissioner and approve this ammendment. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife's stated mission is to preserve, protect and perpetuate fish, wildlife and ecosystems while 
providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunitiesThe Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife's stated mission is to preserve, protect and perpetuate fish, wildlife and ecosystems while providing 
sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities. This is your mission statement. Do your job....

2/4/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey

There is no shortage of bears the only problem we have here is the heat you're feeling from anti-hunters which I believe Governor Inslee has appointed at least two of those to the board of commission. You're taking a resource from the 
hunters that will eventually become a burden to the taxpayers and will be undoubtedly be controlled by fish and wildlife through their assigned hunters. Good luck Pull the wool over someone else's eyes. 

2/4/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey

Follow the sciene and make realistic rules. The killing of females with cubs is already discouraged and there is no facts offered that this discouragement is not sufficient and that many cubs are being orphaned?  Is that the actual case?  If 
not then additional rules are not likely to change much on the ground but only open up hunters to 
More liability. Lastly banning the hunting of cubs is an emotional not scientific decision. Keep with the science. 

2/4/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting. 2/4/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and so does the science. 2/4/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey
Great hunt opportunity. The restriction or elimination of spring hunts would be a disaster 2/4/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt should be state wide and not limited to select units only. There are a lot of bears. 2/4/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
Stop ruining conservation with feelings. Reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/4/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
Washington State hunting opportunities and harvest limits shall be managed by scientifically gathered data: spring bear hunts are a valuable management tool and excellent opportunity for hunters. I support the spring bear hunt proposal 
as written. 

2/5/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey

Dear commission, I asked that you follow the recommendation from your biologist and reinstate the spring season for black bears in Washington.
Thank you for your time. concerned Washingtonian

2/5/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey

All points provided to eliminate spring bear hunting have been debunked. Let’s stick with facts, science and historically successful management practices. 2/5/2022 1:18 AM Online Survey
I support moving forward with the proposal  to reinstate the spring hunt 2/5/2022 1:18 AM Online Survey
My family really appreciates hunting, harvesting, processing and consuming wild game, spring bear included. Please don’t take this opportunity away from us. 2/5/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
My family really enjoys hunting harvesting processing and consuming wild game esp spring bear. Please don’t take this away from us 2/5/2022 1:24 AM Online Survey
Washington has the bear population to fully support this initiative. 2/5/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this petition. I don’t hunt, but the statistics show that black bear populations in Washington are very robust, and a 2022 spring hunt can easily be supported. Where I live, the ungulate populations have been going down 
for years, and the predator population has been increasing. This would only make the problem worse to cancel the 2022 spring black bear season. 

2/5/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey

I agree we need to have spring black bear in the state of Washington there are plenty of bear population to have one I seen more bear in the last 2 seasons then ever before so I think we should have a spring bear season oh and **** inslee 2/5/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey

I agree 2/5/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, both as a recreational opportunity and a wildlife management strategy.  Please follow the science and continue the hunt. 2/5/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
I do not hunt spring bear but am in full support of hunting spring bear. It is a special permit hunt that should not have been pulled in the first place. Listen to science and what wildlife experts in bear habitat locations have to say. This 
decision does not need to be made on emotions and ethics. This is a scientific decision.

2/5/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey



Spring bear hunting is unique hunt,  as it offers a hunting opportunity early in the year,  and with few other hunters and recreationalist in the field.  It is also a great tool for the state and forest operators to help control damage to valuable 
resources.  I believe there are no reasons to stop spring bear hunting other than philosophical oppositions.  I do not believe taking away this opportunity from hunters in this state just to appease the vocal few is an appropriate stance for 
the state leader to take.  

2/5/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey

Also strongly support this petition!! I cannot believe these goobers are calling the shots for all of us real hunters who purchase licenses year after year.
Killing the male black bears is necessary for sustaining a healthy bear population. In the spring the males will be searching for females to breed, they will actually kill the cubs right in front of the mother to get her in heat again.
I have killed several very large male black bears in the spring and am very passionate about conservation.
First it was eliminate baiting and running hounds which by the way was the only selective way to harvest the males, now terminate the spring bear hunt? WTF? These people are not hunters or conservationist. And it is so insulting having 
people like this running our game department.

2/5/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

The Commission is mandated to maximize opportunity and denying this hunt would go against this mandate in multiple ways.   First, given that the population of bears is stable and robust, no reduction in hunting access should be 
permitted.  Second, the ungulate population is in decline in the state (at least by harvest statistics).  Reducing hunting on a predatory species would necessarily further that decline. 

2/5/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting in Washington.  Their population is doing well so this resource should be made available to hunters in the spring.  I believe the spring hunt is unique and in many areas gives hunters more opportunity to 
evaluate bears (determine age and presence of cubs) that are out feeding in open areas.

2/5/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey

I am a small forest landowner in Grays Harbor county. Bear population has steadily increased since the removal of hound hunting. The spring bear hunt is the only means to control the damage to forest plantations and the subsequent 
over population leading to conflicts with humans in urban areas. I am strongly in favor of a spring bear hunt.

2/5/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey

I have applied but not been drawn for spring bear hunts.  I think it is a great opportunity to spend more time doing what we love to do.  I look forward to drawing a spring bear tag one year and enjoying a different experience.  We have 
been seeing more and more bears and less deer and elk.  Do the math

2/5/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey

My family strongly supports spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/5/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
All a very good idea!! 2/5/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE DPRING BEAR HUNT for 2022 and ongoing.  Out of balance and fairness to those who enjoy bears in other ways than hunting, this hunt has been strongly opposed for the many reasons repeatedly expressed that need not be 
reiterated now.  The Dept has already authorized more than ample opportunity to hunt bears during the year.  Let’s throw a pittance to those who do not hunt, but who just want some “give and take” fairness here.

2/5/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey

Please proceed with reinstallation of the 2022 spring bear season. This hunt is an essential tool wildlife managers use for bear population management, and falls squarely in line with the department's mission to provide hunting 
opportunities for sustainable harvest. 

Follow the long standing efforts of the North American model of wildlife conservation and allow this hunt to continue in 2022 and beyond. 

2/5/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear season. Seasons should be based on scientific data not a political or emotional response. Bear hunter do not intentionally shoot a sow with cubs, maybe if baiting was allowed in the spring, it would be easier 
for the hunter to judge what sex of bear is in front of them. WDFW should try to work with Timber companies that have bear damage to allow free access to permit holders or a reduced access fee. 

2/5/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

I agree with the changes made to this rule. Thank you for striking the year from the document. This hunt is inline with our game management plan and never should have been canceled. Game commission needs to Trust our biologist and 
their opinions. Game commission stay out of politics and strive to complete the WDFW mission.

2/5/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

I support these changes and the sustainable spring bear hunting season in Washington. 2/5/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I support well managed spring bear hunting seasons in Washington 2/5/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Please consider how this decision is being made. It is terrifying to see how the process has been manipulated to appease people who simply “feel hunting is wrong.” Science is ignored, traditions ignored, even the health of other animal 
populations ignored. If this same approach is taken on any number of different legal matters you are inviting disaster into our laws and lawmaking. It may benefit your beliefs on a specific topic (e.g. black bear hunting) but could be 
disastrous on other matters of law. Please return the decision making to those who can objectively make informed decisions on game management as is done for all other managed species in our state.  

2/5/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

Science,  not public opinion should be used to manage wildlife. Follow the science and reopen spring bear hunting. 2/5/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Spring black bear needs to be reinstated.  We need to manage through science and not emotional feelings.  2/5/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Reinstating the spring blackbear hunt is a necessary tool in managing Washington states healthy population of black bears. Washington states population and urban development is continuing which will lead to more conflicts. A spring 
hunt can help to reduce conflict. Proposing a rule to make the killing of sows illegal will lead to bears shot and left with fear of litigation. There are no obvious defining characteristics on male vs female bears like ungulate species. This new 
rule would only work if hounds were allowed to be used to tree a bear and sex could be determined. As such the past spring hunt less than 1% of the spring bears taken were female and it was found to not be lactating. Imposing this new 
rule is not necessary as the population can sustain the current low harvest of female bears. Please abide by science. Adding in this rule is catering towards the anti hunting groups and wether or not you make this rule won’t matter as the 
end goal is to end all hunting of predators.

2/5/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

Leave emotions out of decision making when it comes to wildlife management. Follow the science. Bring back the spring bear season in 2022 and beyond. 2/5/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
I am in support of this petition, and a spring bear hunt in Washington. 2/5/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of a spring black bear season. Follow science not emotion. Emotions do not belong in responsible wildlife management. 2/5/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
i fully support this petition and the continuance of a spring bear season. 2/5/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Washington has the bear population to support an OTC spring bear hunt. 2/5/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I fully support the return of the spring bear season. I believe the WAC should be changed so that should a discrepancy happen with a split decision like before, the season reverts to its previous years rules. The rule to make it illegal to 
shoot a sow with cubs is a bit ridiculous. Anyone who has watched bears knows how hard they can be to identify boar or sow and sometimes the cubs are a long ways behind or playing somewhere else. It is very unfortunate when a sow 
with cubs is taken but it shouldnt be made illegal. I have seen it happen before and it is a sad mistake but a mistake nonetheless. Only people against the conservation of bears would intentionally kill a sow with cubs. True conservationists 
let sows with cubs walk away already. Instituting a law that would most often have to be reported by the person who violated it would result in more people wasting an animal by walking away. If you look at the last published statistics 
from the spring bear season only one out of all the bears killed was a lactating sow. On top of that lactation in a sow is not a detectable sign of cubs. Therefore it is more of a reliance on the person to tell the game department there was 
accompanying cubs. Quit trying to chip away at our hunting seasons by threatening to take them away and acting like its a compromise when they are reinstated with more restrictions. Follow the numbers and allow the hunters to help 
relieve the stress on ungulates by harvesting more bears. 

2/5/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

This is a justified hunt that provides many hours of opportunity and quality meat if a person gets lucky. Like others I feel this hunt is very conservative if anything. WA bear population is strong and almost all GMUs could support a spring 
bear hunt. 

2/5/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt! 2/5/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt returning this year and in future years. We have one of the highest bear populations in the country, and there is no scientific reason why we cannot have a spring bear season for the foreseeable future, 
especially when the current season has not many tags and is geographically restricted.

2/5/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey

Support this rule and support spring bear hunting. 2/5/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey



I am in favor of removing the year from this hunt. 
I am also in favor of science based wildlife management. The number of permits should be based on the biologist recommendations and current wildlife population estimates. 
Where appropriate this could mean the establishment of an OTC hunt in units with high bear decides. 
I think that it would be more appropriate to say in the rule that it is unlawful to harvest a female bear with cubs or her cubs. It can be extremely difficult to judge the weight of a bear before harvesting it. As well as you potentially could 
have a year and a half old cub that is still with its mom and weighs over 50 lb. This rule is just unneeded and causes confusion.

Tyler Denham 

2/5/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

I support these proposals and the spring bear hunting season in Washington.  2/5/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Spring bear season needs to be reinstated immediately , it is imperative for all species including bear population to have this season open 2/5/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I support the proposals and spring bear hunting in Washington state 2/5/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate the spring black bear hunting season. Let science guide the season setting process, not public emotion. 2/5/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
The WA State Dept F&W manages our wildlife, as they should, regardless of special interest groups and their opinions. Let them do what they're trained to do and what they've been hired to do!! They've been adamant about the need to 
have a regulated Spring bear hunt. The governor has manipulated and handcuffed the biologist so they cannot do thier jobs!! Biologists should be in the field as well as commisioners so they can work together. If our biologist say they 
need a Spring bear hunt, so be it!!!!!!! 

2/5/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting even if I don't participate.I believe any loss of hunting that is not based on science is wrong. 2/5/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Writing in support of science based wildlife management, spring bear hunting, and the proposed amendment to WAC 220-415-080, including removing from the title the year “2021". 2/5/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Spring bear should remain a permit option, and the harvesting of sows and cubs should remain legal, although not promoted. Most bear hunters aren't actively searching for sows with cubs to shoot, but they are actively searching for 
boars. Spring bear season, while providing an opportunity for sows to be harvested, is designed to protect cubs from aggressive boars by reducing the numbers of boars in a given area. 

2/5/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

Don't ruin conservation in this state with opinions and feelings. Reinstate spring bear hunting. Believe in the science presented to you. Not Karens feelings. 2/5/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Wildlife management should be regulated based on science and data not because of personal opinions and feelings.  Please reinstate the spring bear hunting season and remove the requirement that it be decided by an affirmative vote 
annually.

2/5/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

We can not let lawmakers that have never set foot in the field decide what we can and can not hunt. Hunters provide the funding for the science provided in conservation research and findings. These idiots that think a arrow or a bullet is 
the most cruel way for the animals to die is silly. If bears and other predators are not managed, they will wipe out deer and elk herds rapidly.   

2/5/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey

Reinstate the spring bear hunts. Offspring, as defined, should be unlawful to harvest. Females with cubs should be highly discouraged but not unlawful. 2/5/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
It is my understanding that the reasoning for suspending the spring bear hunt was based solely on opinion and hunter ethics were being questioned.  As a life long Washington state outdoorsman this is highly offensive.  The science 
provided by your department supports a spring bear season.  This state is already on the verge of losing huntable deer and elk numbers and if our predators are left unchecked, we will not attract any out of state hunters nor give our youth 
a chance to be brought up in the outdoors.  The model for success has been set in neighboring states and we continue to limit hunter opportunites by allowing the voices of those who contribute nothing to conservation be louder than 
those of us who actually spend money for conservation and management.  Politics has no place in our outdoor recreation.  Please consider this and the messages from my fellow conservation supporters and reconsider this awful decision.

2/5/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season in Washington state. Wildlife management should not be predicated off of social pressure but by science. 2/5/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I this day and age of follow the science not your feelings. Why does this not apply as well . 2/5/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Removing the spring bear hunt in a state with sustainable population seems to be another force of overreach in this state which is catering to demands of antihunting groups who have no concept of sustainable  yields and population 
control and management.  Thank you 

2/5/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

The data and science have shown that the WA state black bear population is at or above the established goals for a warranting a spring hunt. I have witnessed first hand the impact bear overpopulation can have on the health and balance 
of all wildlife. We need to let our wildlife management professionals determine harvest needs and conservation balance requirements and not be swayed by political or special interest groups. 

2/5/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey

I support the Washington spring bear hunt. Wildlife management should be based off scientific data and not emotional reasoning. 2/5/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Please follow the data that's available on spring bear hunts. If you are unable to do so, you need to recuse yourself from the vote. 2/5/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I support retaining the spring bear hunt. It's been used as an effective part of black bear management in our state for many years and it should continue. 2/5/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I support the proposal. 2/5/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
I support retaining the spring bear hunt and expand the permits another 300. I support bringing back the bear baiting opportunity and the hounding hunting. Bear meat is a great table fair as in all wild game. 2/5/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I do not support this proposal as written.  The addition of the harvesting offspring 2 yrs & younger and females with offspring is absolutely necessary as too many problems have been created with orphaned cubs unable to live or survive 
on their own.  They become dependant on humans for their garbage or gardens, not to mention bird feeders or pet food in open garages or patios, almost always  creating dangerous bear human interaction as we have invaded their 
habitat.
Bear hunting, if it must happen, should be based on study numbers of over population for Their sustainability in a particular area from the previous year NOT a fixed yearly number of permits. It's a Bear Management Program, not a Bear 
Hunting Money Making Buget Income Item!

2/5/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey

I support the proposal although I think there should be a longer time period to schedule a pelt inspection. Rather than 72 hours I would propose 5 days. 2/5/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/5/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt Draw. Our Bear population is well. Our Deer population is not. I speak of GMU121. I believe it is essential to continue a balance of our Wildlife species. While I do not believe re-addressing this annually 
makes sense, I believe the Commission Should adopt a three year plan that keeps Spring Bear hunting going, I also believe that Deer numbers should be considered. Especially following a year like we just had. As for making it a crime to 
shoot a Sow with cubs, or to shoot a cub...I know nobody that does that! I have never heard of anyone doing that.  What can happen with that regulation, is an honest hunter, that makes a mistake, becomes a criminal. It is not easy to 
determine if that sow has cubs. Maybe they have already been killed by a boar. Maybe they are just not near. Common sense says, the regs, as written, is enough. We got it. We exercise that caution.  

2/5/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey

Retain a WA Spring bear hunt for 2022.  To avoid future issues of this type, all panels should consist of an odd number of members (unlike four which created this issue) when issues/proposals require a majority to pass.  With Spring bear 
hunting, if you are patient and verify a bear is without cubs/yearling, you harvest one bear.  In Fall, if you shoot a sow, it was more than likely impregnated during the June mating season.  In this case, you are not only harvesting a sow, 
but up to three cubs too.  Spring bear season is the way to go and baiting also provides additional time to look over a bear and determine if it is a sow with cubs or not.  Alaska and a few other states have good management practices and 
laws to govern bear hunting.  Maybe learn from the experience of others.

2/5/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey

I Am In favor of a spring bear hunt 2/5/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
I support the science and you should too.  please bring back the Spring bear hunt. 2/5/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey
There is no justification for killing bears in the spring other than "recreation". That means it is a hunt for people who like to kill. There needs to be a reason to kill our wildlife and the department has shown none. Our bears are far more 
valuable to all of us alive than a trophy for someone to hang on a wall or cover a floor. There is no science  that says that this hunt should occur, so please stop it.

2/5/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey

I am in favor of spring bear hunting. Please make science based decisions when it comes to managing Washington’s wildlife. 2/6/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey
Spring black bear season is vital in the management of the population which will clearly be represented in the surveys.  2/6/2022 4:11 AM Online Survey
i support spring bear hunt 2/6/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring season because the department of fish and wildlife supports it. Also love watching those spotted deer fawns grow up and thrive. 2/6/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
The spring black bear hunt is essential for the proper management of the species.  Our WDFW scientists are on top of this and their science based recommendations should be followed.  I support wholeheartedly this proposal. 2/6/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey



Spring black bear season is vital in the management of the population which will clearly be represented in the surveys. 2/6/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
Our wildlife populations should be managed using science and not emotions. I support a spring black bear hunt as long as the population of bears support it. 2/6/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
Bears, just like deer and elk should be managed according to good science from what the boots on the ground biologists say. Not to mention the monetary value from tag purchases and the contributions out of state and resident hunters 
make through supporting outfitters. The opinion of those who never deal with these animals should not impact decisions on what is best for them.

2/6/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunt 2/6/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear. 2/6/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring black bear hunt.  This hunt is etheical, science-based, and supports WDFW management goals.  Removing the harvest of sows with cubs and cubs is a reasonable addition to the rule.  Thank you. 2/6/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear permit hunt. Eliminating a permit hunt that a lot of people have years of applying for is  not right . This happens more and more by DFW.  Last year I had 12 points for a bull elk special permit.  In 2021 The 
department decided to put the permit in quality elk  thus cancelling my 12 years of archery points for the Alkalai unit 371 .  Many people were affected by this scam of getting the people to pay a yearly application fee and then eliminating 
the hunt or sharply reducing the opportunity.  There should be a refunding of money for cancelling hunts that are not science based by people who are not a part of the hunting community.  

2/6/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

I support the reinstatement of the spring black bear hunt. 2/6/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Please  continue spring bear hunting permit seasons! 2/6/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
I support reinstatement of the spring bear hunt and the proposed revisions. 2/6/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I’m a life long Washington resident and this will be my 35th year of hunting in the state. While watching the Nov 15th spring bear presentation it was clear to me that some of the commissioners are not listening to the WDFW biologists or 
have not clearly read the report provided. I expect more from the commission that I helped vote to install the in the 1990s. Specific to allowing a Spring bear hunt, let’s follow the science and hard work of the biologist of WDFW. From 
what I watched during the 1 hour and 30 minutes it’s clear there is a biological/scientific reason to move forward with these hunts. Special interest groups, many from outside the state, are clouding the science and impacting wildlife 
management negatively in the state of Washington. Please move forward to reinstate the spring bear hunts.

2/6/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey

As an avid hunter in Washington who breaths and eats to hunt , I am so disgusted about our game management due to the ignorance of people not obeying the science of How wildlife should be managed !! From Big Game To Fish ! I may 
not participate in this years hunting season at all ! Predators are eating up our game at the expense of the hunter who buys all the tags and licenses this state has to offer !  Then turn around and slap him in the face !!  
Pretty sad that the east coast can manage wildlife properly and with outrageous hunter participation and lot more game !!!  I myself see on average of 6 bear per hunting season and without much effort in areas 418 - 437 ! We are over 
run with bear and cougar !!!! Need to bring back hound hunting with limited tags !!   Plain and simple !! Should be state wide open spring bear hunt with one bear per year !!! Not 2 bear in the full !!!!  

2/6/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

I would like to urge legislators to follow the work and recommendations of the wildlife biologists so the state can continue to have a robust and healthy wildlife population on this and any future proposals. Meddling with wildlife 
populations without scientific backing can have drastic unintended consequences. 

Please reinstate spring bear hunting. 

2/6/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

There is know scientific reason not to have a spring bear season. Peoples emotions who do not live in bear country should not dictate policy. 2/6/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Emotions of those who live in Seattle and Portland should have no regard in game management and policy. WDFW needs to have a spring bear season. Listen to the biologists, not the bleeding heart liberals of Seattle 2/6/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Our department needs to vote yes on spring black bear permit season. As noted we have a robust population of black bears across washington. Recent voting to outlaw a spring bear permit season was based on emotion not science. 
These type of actions within our commision need to stop. We have a strong enough population that I feel could even do a limited season over the counter spring black bear hunt throughout the state with no ill effects on a stable bear 
population. I travel across western washington hunting, hiking, and fishing. I am at the point I see more black bears that blacktail bucks or bull elk throughout the season in most areas. Seeing such a high population of bears and other 
predators and lowering populations of ungulates. This state needs to manage and balance populations amongst species. Not keep adding higher numbers of predators by putting stronger limitations and restrictions to hunters. And then 
end result of having low populations of ungulates. Again lets get washington back to a great state of stable polulations of animals across the board. Giving hunters opportunities within those guidelines based off science. We have to get 
away from restricting hunters and fisherman based off emotion of this Anti hunting groups outside the department as well as within. Get back to what the WDFW is there to do. Manage animal populations, habitat, recreational 
opportunities. Outdoorsman are your biggest supporters, contributors in funding, etc. These anti recreational groups and individuals do nothing for habitat, animal group population and health, funding and support to our economy. 
Outdoorsman play a big role in our economy throughout the state and small communities that rely on sportsman to bring revenue to the community. With proper management this state could have so much to offer. Reinstate spring black 
bear permits. Again if emotion is what the commision is making these decisions on then we need new members on the commision. We also need a full commision making these votes. Not allowing seats to be empty within the commision. 
If a member of the commision is voting based off emotion and not science then this is not the position they should be in. WDFW needs a spa day. Have a makeover and get our department back on track and manage our animal 
populations based off science and support the sportman and outdoor enthusiests that are the ones funding and supporting you. No one wants to see healthier animal herds then sportman themselves. 

2/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

Hunting seasons that target specific species, for specific objectives, are an important tool in the hands of wildlife managers.  Given the currently strong populations of black bear in Washington State, and the current need to enhance the 
early summer survival of deer fawns and elk calves in a number of herds (which black bears can negatively impact- see Zager and Beecham 2006, among other references), there is no biological reason to oppose carefully planned spring 
bear hunts.  In addition, black bear are a legitimate game animal, given the notable recreational and food value they provide.  I urge the Department and the Commission to strongly reconsider their seemingly arbitrary removal of spring 
bear hunts, a hunting opportunity which has been offered for decades in Washington State without any apparent negative effect on black bear populations.  

2/6/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

Time for the politics to be removed from the Commission. We keep hearing follow the science in our lives on a daily basis. On top of that the Commission has an obligation to provide sustainable hunting and fishing opportunities to the 
citizens of this state do get on with it. The commission must follow  the science in making decisions and the Legislature must fund the WDFW properly to do its job. 

2/6/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

Follow the science! There is more than enough bears in Washington to even consider taking the hunt away. The only reason it ever made it to this point is strictly based on anti hunters feelings. That is no way to run a wildlife department. 2/6/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey

Make bear hunting great again,, bring back the spring season son! 2/6/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Follow the Science, bring back the spring bear season and remove it from annual rule making. 2/6/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
A science-based approach to predator hunting is key to sustaining the North American Model for conservation and game management.  A Spring Black Bear hunt it not only sustainable, but necessary for establishing a balanced eco-
system, healthy undulate herds, and a viable fish and game program for years to come.

2/6/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey

Hunting black bears is pointless and barbaric. They need to be allowed the space to live. 2/6/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I have been a licensed hunter in Washington every year since 1974 but I am on the fence when it comes to hunting bear in the spring. I have read many of the comments and if I were on the commission I would want to be clear on the 
following:
Does the "science" indicate that a limited entry spring bear hunt is necessary to manage the bear population in Washington or is a limited entry hunt simply not detrimental to the population?
What is the estimated cub mortality as a result of the spring hunt as opposed to the fall general hunt? 
What is the male/female ratio of bears killed in the spring hunt?
Is fawn/calf survival a consideration in planning the hunt?
Is timber damage a consideration in planning the hunt? 
Is the opportunity to obtain a prime bear pelt a consideration in planning the hunt?

2/6/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey



I support this rule change. Let's let WDFW biologists do their jobs to manage wildlife for the benefit of us all into perpetuity and let's maximize hunting opportunity. Just like the laws say. We already know how to practice good wildlife and 
habitat conservation. Let's not let extremist anti-hunting sentiments from people who don't live in our state get in our way.

2/6/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

Based on past harvest numbers of spring bear it doesn't appear to have a damaging effect on total bear population in the state. Bring back the spring hunt. 2/6/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey
If spring bear hunting needs further study, that is fine. That does not mean that the hunt should be suspended while the hunt is studied. The hunt has been part of bear management for decades. The hunt can continue while a study is 
conducted. Stopping the hunt impacts deer fawns and elk calves. Eliminating the hunt, will impact the lives and herds of deer and elk. That negative impact should be considered and be in favor of continuing the spring bear hunt.

2/6/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

I oppose a bear hunt. It serves only to please hunters. Hunting bears does not contribute to public safety, wildlife management, or anything other than hunters' loud pleas to kill our wildlife. 2/6/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
they shoud have it  .thats the only time the pelts are not rubbed and  ots a ssssseason long awaited by hunters 2/6/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunt.  This is an outdated practice that serves no purpose. 2/6/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the 2022 spring bear season. It’s a great management tool that has a direct impact on ungulate populations. Also generates money for the department that should be used for further study of the Washington bear 
population. Reinstate the 2022 spring bear season.  Thank you.  

2/6/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey

I believe this tells you everything you need to know..."Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable."
.
.
.
see "sustainable" 

Thank you

2/6/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey

I STRONGLY believe in live-and-let-live. I'm not mad at "anti-hunters", however I do believe that if you oppose hunting you dammed for sure better be a vegetarian, just sayin. 2/6/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is not an outdated practice. Let's see some facts? Lets put them all in King county then. Reinstate spring bear hunting. Let them feelings be hurt. 2/6/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Our deer and elk herds will thank you for making the right decision and keeping our spring bear season.  

Please listen to your biologists and understand that our bear population is robust.  I have private property in the NE corner and annually have 18-25 bears on camera during the spring time.  These are different bears....not the same one 
seen at different times.  Most sows are having anywhere from 2-3 cubs every other year and again....I have pictures to prove it.  Our deer and elk herds in the NE are lower than they have ever been in my 30+ years of hunting.  Predation is 
a large part to this.  

Thank You

2/6/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey

Help us Save some of the fawns. Please keep our spring bear season open.  Just had a steak from last years spring bear and it was delicious 2/6/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/6/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/6/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
There needs to be a Spring Bear hunt to help manage the population. 2/6/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
I fully support tbis hunt.  Extremely important that this hunt continues.  This hunt qhile mainly in the east side of the state units is crucial to the elk recruitment for elk populations.  Not to mention the deer that are also suffering.  Make 
the right decision and side with science, the biologists and the department NOT the emtions of the outside special interest groups.

2/6/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey

Spring bear is a necessity here in wa!  The predators are getting out of control!  Keep this season for the sake of the other wildlife.  So many benefits.  2/6/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear. We believe the science. 2/6/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Stop trying to control everything! Spring bear hunting is essential 2/6/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt in Washington should be expanded ! Not shut down . 2/6/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
More than enough Bears. The antis are in every state right now shutting everything down. Please don’t shut it down. 2/6/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is more than necessary in this state to protect ungulates , please listen to facts not the overly sensitive feelings of the libs and Californian’s that are ruining this state .  2/6/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
Spring bear is the only real hunt in Washington that your not fighting other hunters for opportunities to harvest an animal also the best way to reduce chance encounters with people and bears reducing the numbers in the springtime 2/6/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

You guys have your head up your ass!!! There are so many predators  deer herds are diminishing. Bring back hound hunting for cats and baiting for bears you morons. 2/6/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Spring is really the only time bears are able/interested in catching  newborn fawns. Hunters need to be in the woods filling bear tags in the spring. Make a spring “season”  rather than just a raffle drawing. 2/6/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt is necessary because,

Elk calves and deer fawns are the primary protein source for bears in the spring. Spring bear hunting reduces bear predation on calves and fawns and increases the health of those herds.
Despite the negative propaganda and preconceived notions about spring bear hunting, it is an ethical hunt and has not been shown to have any negative impact on bear populations.
Harvesting female bears with cubs during the spring season should not be a concern. In spring 2021, only 1 lactating female was taken out of the more than 100 bears taken during the spring hunt and overall female harvest rate fell within 
the 35%-39% WDFW harvest objective.  Further, the harvest statistics (recent and 10 year average) show that female bear harvest is at or below objective in all bear management units throughout the state.
The WDFW biologists and staff who report to the Commission stated the black bear population "appears to be robust and stable". The Commission is mandated to maximize opportunity and denying this hunt goes against this mandate.  
WDFW staff state that bear populations are not declining. 
Spring black bear hunting does not take unfair advantage of weak or lethargic bear just emerging from hibernation.  Black bears enter a state of torpor during the winter, which is a modified type of hibernation where the bear is dormant, 
but does not reduce its body temperature. Therefore, black bears don’t need to wait to bring up their body temperatures – and thus can awaken and arouse quickly.

2/6/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

Please follow the data and allow the annual spring bear limit hunt opportunities. The bear population in these units is thriving and can support the limited opportunity hunts. 2/6/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
Hunting seasons that target specific species, for specific objectives, are an important tool in the hands of wildlife managers. Given the currently strong populations of black bear in Washington State, and the current need to enhance the 
early summer survival of deer fawns and elk calves in a number of herds (which black bears can negatively impact- see Zager and Beecham 2006, among other references), there is no biological reason to oppose carefully planned spring 
bear hunts. In addition, black bear are a legitimate game animal, given the notable recreational and food value they provide. I urge the Department and the Commission to strongly reconsider their seemingly arbitrary removal of spring 
bear hunts, a hunting opportunity which has been offered for decades in Washington State without any apparent negative effect on black bear populations

2/6/2022 10:07 PM Online Survey



I believe this tells you everything you need to know..."Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable."
.
.
.
see "sustainable"

Thank you

2/6/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  2/6/2022 11:45 PM Online Survey
Any rules changes should be based off the facts only not by outside groups opinions 2/7/2022 1:30 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting opportunities. While hiking in the spring it is not uncommon to find multiple dead elk calves from bears, they are an easy target. Our bear numbers need to be managed and the spring bear season is an 
effective way to keep numbers under control.

2/7/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey

Prey does not manage predators.  Predators manage prey. To many predators not enough prey. It’s really pretty simple. Man has to manage the predators, wolves , lions, bears , coyotes etc. why is this that hard to understand? 2/7/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey

allow the use of dogs, get rid of all the tooth and pelt checks, get rid of the the permits and make the season open to all.  bear and cat number appear very high in the areas that I recreate. 2/7/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Our state has suffered from the neglection of a proper spring bear season.  Now with the complete removal of this hunt there will be a massive slaughter of the young who are born in the spring.  The black bear population is huge and is 
basically unchecked with the illegality of using dogs and other basic bear hunting tactics.  Why does the department pay for hound hunters to remove bear when they could be receiving money from people to pay for using dogs to hunt 
bears?

Follow the science and listen to biologists instead of outside groups who base their opinions on emotion rather than science.  

2/7/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Please allow science-driven wildlife management to continue. 2/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
It has never been a requirement  to bring a bear hide out of the woods. So why do we need to start now. Also there isn’t a good reason to need an inspection of the hide. We can report our harvest on line. Open spring bear to everyone 
and stop the restrictions. There is a lot of bear and COUGARS to hunt. 

2/7/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey

I support a Spring black bear hunt. Its a continuation of a tradition, poses no threat to bear populations, and will bring in revenue through tag sales 2/7/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear hunt. Please follow science-driven wildlife management advice from your biologists. 2/7/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring black bear hunt. It’s a necessary science based hunt, there are so many benefits to having a spring season. These decisions should be made on scientific facts not the feelings of special interest groups. These hunts 
have no threat to populations, black bears are thriving in the state and management is a necessary tool to keep their population at a healthy level. 

2/7/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey

I support a Spring black bear hunt. Our fish and wildlife management decisions should be based on science and data driven conclusions by our state’s biologists, NOT the feelings of special interest groups. 2/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt that responsibly maintains populations and creates opportunity for hunters. 2/7/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
So ban state hunters,but let tribal hunters keep doing what ever they want.i support spring black bear hunt,wdfw decisions should be based off data and science. 2/7/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and the proposed rule. 2/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
20,000 people signed a petition on change.org to bring back spring bear hunting in washington. These numbers should be considered. We support spring bear hunting. 2/7/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I fully support the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/7/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
There needs to be a spring black bear hunt to help reduce fawn deer and calf elk kills. they should bring  back dogs and baiting so it is easier to identify sows and cubs. 2/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and deep reliance on the north American game management model. 2/7/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I fully support the 2022 spring hear hunt and any and all future predator hunts. 2/7/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
I support a longer spring bear hunt as the science shows that the bear population and the damage they do is considerable. I believe the science also shows that the state should expand to include more areas and more permits in order to 
control the damage and reduce pay outs for damage claims. This savings could be used for mother research and or projects that are very important. 

2/7/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Utilize the scientific data provided by our wildlife biologists to open up spring bear hunting throughout the state and not make emotional based decisions. Washington has an extremely high bear 
population which needs to be managed..  

2/7/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear season! Lets use science to manage our game populations 2/7/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Support science! Support spring bear season! Let Washingtonians have another avenue to feed their families with organic meat that never gets recalled 2/7/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
I support the 2022 spring black bear season. Predator management should be based off the science. 2/7/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
Follow the science and realize that hunters can assist in being good stewards for the environment. 2/7/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey



  Numbers on average show a significantly higher success rate for spring bear permit holders.  The fact that hunters are successful would be more of a problem if there was more permit holders on a large scale but to do away with a season 
all together only further ties the hands of hunters/sportsman.  I've hunted since I was maybe 11 and am 45 now and have seen maybe a handful of bears while hunting in my life.  I've never seen a cougar.  I saw a wolf 2 years ago in the 
Yakima unit for the first time.  Predators are nocturnal in large part so that is why most don't see them without help by and large.  The number of predators in the state is growing however which in turn effects the rest of the food chain so 
it needs to be kept balanced.
  The state, I know through initiative so you guys hands are tied, have done away with hound hunting. Baiting for bears is also off the table through passed initiative, again not at the hands of you guys, so I get it.  
  We can all agree predator populations have skyrocketed from bears, to cougars, wolfs and even grizzlies are only growing in our state as stated above.  To waste money on "studies" that have already been done in sister states such as MT 
and ID are simply that a waste of money.  A simple phone call or to look up the results of their studies will tell you the same thing.  The research from those states say the same thing, "Quit limiting hunters ability to do what works"!  In the 
meantime the revenue stream, the ungulate population and the traditions of families suffer.  
  From the revenue side, the what 5% of the population that hunts brings to the table funds that are 1/3 of the states revenue to improve WDFW, habitat and everything that it encompasses. That is a huger dollar amount!!!  I do my part.  
I've signed up and been a master hunter for almost 15 years now and have helped at 0 expense to the state with countless projects that help many different species of animals.  I spend money on gear and licenses every single year.  I was 
raised in a family that hunts and have not only been an advocate but have taught my own kids and step kids to hunt.  I've takin friends kids hunting who did not have the ability/means/know how to hunt.  This is a resource of the land no 
different then a field of corn.  Humans eat meat same as the other animals since the beginning of time.  Now that society as a majority has become dependent on farms/big business to supply them with their food/meat doesn't change the 
fact that going out and harvesting your own meal is not only possible but your right on this planet.  A animal has a right to eat another animal and so do humans.  The meat is obviously untouched by humans and injected with nothing.  
Obviously when I say that game management exists for a long time and was born from the direct waste and over harvesting that was a thing at times.  That did happen, but not now.  People eat meat.  
  Hunters have already been stripped of so many of the things that exist in modern times to assist in the ethical harvest/hunt.  To limit us further would be no different then stopping a wolf of its ability to smell or strip a bird of its ability to 
be camoflauged by its plumage in color or strip a fish of its ability to dive.  Man's ability is to adapt and create through innovation/learning.  When man created fire others didn't take it away because it 
"unfairly" kept them warm.  Quit taking things away and limited seasons.  This goes from technology to seasons to access, you name it!!! This applies to countless petitions and initiatives that keep coming to the forefront.

  To get back on the direct point do not limit the bear/predator hunting further in the state I have known my whole life.  Predators were once hunted to extinction some more then others because they are inordinatley dangerous.  No one 
screams we need more sharks.  That being said again as stated above quirt tying the hands of those that feed ourselves rather then depend on the store.  Not only do we feed ourselves through a pastime that is as old as religion but it is 
away of life.  For those that don't hunt it would be like myself going into your place of business or hobby and trying to tell you how to do it.  The growth on this planet is undeniable by the human population, change comes but what we 
eat and drink does not!!!  I know there is some newly elected commissioners and I hope that they can be as unbiased as previous appointed commissioners have been.  I truly believe that all off you want to do what's right in order to have 
a functioning system of checks and balances and I know all too well that no matter what happens you will never make every single person happy all the time.
Logan Neil -Master Hunter

2/7/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

While I have hunted or fished my entire life, I have never applied for the Spring Bear tag, and don't intend to, but I believe this hunt should absolutely be reinstated, as it is in the mandate of the agency to maximize such opportunities, and 
as many have already stated, sound science supports such a decision. The absurd fallacies pushed by those in opposition are too numerous to list here in their entirety. It is worth noting though that each of these bear hunters directly 
funds WDFW conservation efforts that benefit other recreation activities, such as hiking, kayaking, bear-watching, or whatever. They also buy gas, equipment, eat in local restaurants, stay in hotels, and generally contribute to local 
economies. People in opposition to hunting because they believe it is unethical have every right to not hunt; but they should not have a right to dictate to the rest of us based on how they think the world should turn. Reinstating this hunt 
would send a strong message that WDFW continues to follow the science, takes its mandate seriously, and continues to support the hunters and anglers that support WDFW. Those opposed to hunting have the majority of the year to 
enjoy WDFW lands wihout hunters, and are free to go to State Parks or National Parks to be away from hunters. WDFW is not the only agency that provides outdoor recreation opportunities, but is the only one with a mandate to protect 
hunters and anglers. Stop listening to fringe lunatics who don't understand the concept of sharing, defend hunting and angling, follow the science, and reinstate the spring bear hunt. 

2/7/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey

I support the 2022 spring bear & future spring seasons. We encourage the commission to vote based on a scientific research and records, not based on an emotional bias. I am in favor of not harvesting any sows, accompanied with cubs. 
However, there are multiple instances where a lactating sow could be harvested and not have or had cubs with her. I fear this could cause additional issues or cases for our wildlife officers. Please vote yes on spring bear hunting in WA 
State. 

2/7/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

I am in support of a spring bear season. Wildlife management needs to be science based and with out political or emotional biases. 2/7/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
Follow the science.  Spring bear hunting is a necessary and sustainable wildlife management tool.  There is no shortage of bears in Washington State.  I strongly support the spring black bear season. 2/7/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear. Fully support this. 2/7/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
As a native of Washington and a new hunter, I support the removal of the yearly review of the spring bear season, and I have a few questions regarding the proposed changes. The spring bear season should not be placed into jeopardy by 
a yearly review. I fully support restoring the spring bear season!

As for the other conditions and proposed changes, while unit 684 is small, I do not think subtracting four permits is going to make a big difference. Would you explain why that change is necessary? What evidence do you have for making 
that change?

And how would those inspections for the pelt and head be processed? Will there be a class or information provided on identifying the sex of a bear prior to harvest, or will you provide some other means to prevent hunters from 
misidentifying bears? How could a hunter properly identify the sex without endangering the hunter? What concessions will be made for circumstances such as cubs dying due to predation or natural cause? While I understand the desire to 
limit orphaning cubs and agree with the age and weight limits, I don't see how a hunter can reasonably identify the sex of a black bear without getting into a dangerous situation.

Overall, I support the removal of the yearly review, and I agree with the permit system for tags and the limits on age and weight. I would like more details on the proposed changes regarding the change in permit numbers for unit 684, the 
animal inspection and associated processes.

2/7/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt, which qualified WDFW staff have determined is sustainable. I further contend that it is incumbent on the Fish and Wildlife Commission (who by statute are required to maximize hunting 
opportunities when compatible with healthy wildlife populations) to approve this hunt.

2/7/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

It is ALWAYS dangerous leading with emotion.  There is no sound biological reason not to have this season.  Please follow the science... 2/7/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
I support following the data and recommendations of WDFW biologists. 2/7/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Oppose any non public safety Spring hunting of Big Game Black Bear. 2/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear and make it OTC. We have more bears in this state than a lot of other states. 2/7/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring black bear season.. WDFW biologists have done there job and provided the data supporting the validity of the spring bear season. To have this season taken away by people who clearly already have preconceived 
notions based on emotion, not fact, is simply unacceptable to the thousands of citizens who contribute/support the department on an annual basis. 

2/7/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey

I support the use of science based decision making in wildlife management. I support hunting as a means to manage wildlife populations and the use of prudent and common sense regulations as outlined in this proposal. 2/7/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed changes to continue a sustainable harvest during annual spring bear hunts.  Rulemaking, seasons, and harvest quotas should be based on science and should not be biased by political pressures. 2/7/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey

Follow commission guidelines. The commission shall attempt to maximize the public recreational game fishing and hunting opportunities of all citizens, including juvenile, disabled, and senior citizens. 2/7/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey



My family and I support Spring bear seasons in Washington state.   Elk populations in the Blue Mountains have dramatically decreased due to the abundance of predators - coyotes, wolves, bears and cougars.  Please help increase the elk 
calf survival rate with scientific based harvest quotas on the predator population.  They need our help!

2/7/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey

Predator management is an important issue.  There should be a spring bear season and it should be used to address issues like struggling elk populations in SE WA.  Spring bear hunts should only be a biological issue, not an issue of 
"ethics" as seen by some commissioners.  Law should not be dictated by their (Commissioners) opinions.     

2/7/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

I fully support continuing Washington's spring bear season. 2/7/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
I support the 2022 spring black bear season. Predator management should be based off the science and population. hunters can be used as an asset. if the state takes over sold population management of population it will add a cost to 
the system when they hire houndsman and gunners. if the hunters are used to manage populations the state makes money off of sales of licenses and draw tickets as well as the local business. 

2/7/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey

Predator management is a must. Take a hike in the northeast corner of Washington with limited predator control and tell me how many non predator animals you see. Reinstate spring bear and vote Inslee out. 2/7/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Please keep the Spring Black bear season 2/7/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
The department states it clear "Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable." I plead with the commission to listen to the department you employ. Do not take 
this away from the folks who fight for and actively fund conservation in this state!  

2/7/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

With state deer, elk, and moose populations in the toilet because of disease and predationIt made no sense whatsoever to remove the spring bear season. Elk herds in Southeast Washington have reach almost "o" calf recruitment because 
of bears, wolves, and cougars. White tailed deer in Northeast Washington are at all time lows never seen before. No matter, the predators continue to kill and will do so until nothing is left because there is no predator/prey balance. The 
Department has good science that the bear population is robust aand this just proves out what hunters see. Lots of bear! The Commission had no right to remove the season and ignore science because of a few commissioners person 
fellings and environmental agenda. Reinstate the spring bear season . Over the counter tags wouldn't hurt a thing. I don't know of one hunter that would kill a sow with cubs or cubs at all. That is a very uninformed, illinformed bunch of 
hogwash.

2/7/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting  2/7/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season but the tag allotment is not enough.  Why not open more areas for spring bear hunting on an over the counter basis?  Save maybe a few units as ‘trophy bear’ areas where hunters can expect to harvest 
older bears in the 18+ inch range. Washington has plenty of bears and could easily support an otc spring bear season.  Especially if hunters were limited to one bear per year.  

2/7/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

The amount of tags available is not even enough to help reduce the bear population in Washington and to think about it the success rate is not even high at all. Reinstate spring bear and make it otc or offer more tags. 2/7/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey

The issues that this amendment is saying it is trying to solve is going about it the wrong way. Instead of taking away peoples opportunities, try working together to make Washington a quality place to hunt. Incentify hunters to hunt an 
area that poses human-bear conflict and timer damage, and if congestion is a concern in a specific area, utilize a quality hunt system like we do for waterfowl. (Either by reservation or a limit of vehicles and hunters in a party. The amount 
of available tags and the estimated success rate is ridiculous. Controlling things this drastically just leaves more room for error that can cause more damage than good, and creates a ripple among hunters contributions to conservation and 
what good has come of it this far. I agree with the sex reporting. But please don’t be the turning point to the destruction of the hunter like other states have. Please make a wise and strategic decision. Not a drastic one.

2/7/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey

Let fish and game make the decisions they were hired to make and because they have the expertise and best interests of the game and sportsman in mind. 2/7/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
Definitely bring it back.  Filling a bear tag spring or otherwise is difficult.  Bear populations in NE Washington are getting out of hand and can easily support the ongoing Spring season 2/7/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey

Bring back Spring Bear hunting.  The rule change for making it illegal to hunt sows and cubs isn’t really a change.  We are already not hunting sows who have cubs.  664 special tags seems a small and arbitrary number.  Where does 
“science” come into the decision to offer so few opportunities.

2/7/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey

Spring bear should have never been closed. Let the population numbers and science guide the tags. WA bear populations are more than adequate to open spring bear, if not make it OTC. At a minimum, more draw units throughout the 
state and more tags available. 

2/7/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey

Bringing back spring bear will decrease the over population of black bears in many areas, which in return will increase survival rate for fawns and calfs in the spring thus increasing deer and elk populations. 2/7/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
I’m in support of the proposed amendment changes and our game managers managing populations, hunting seasons, ect.. using science based management. 2/7/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
The role of the wdfw and its corresponding commissioner to provide sustainable harvest practices is directly in line with offering this spring bear hunt. I support rule changes that prohibit the take of sows and cubs. Please continue to use 
science to inform the decisions made about management of our wildlife.

2/7/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/7/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
The sound science used by state experts indicates populations great enough to support the proposed number of hunting tags.  Allowance for bears to be harvested should be allowed on this basis combined with the statutory requirements 
to provide opportunities.  Additionally,  the proposed rule governing making it illegal to harvest females with cubs or cubs is great in concept and should include provisions for reduced penalty if infractions are self reported.  A similar 
system to the goose dusky program previous to the current system would be suggested. 

Please allow a spring bear season to be approved for the hunters of Washington State.

2/7/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey

Please do not allow the intimidation tactics of a vocal few to effect common sense that spring hunting of Big Animals is not a sporting proposition. 2/7/2022 9:55 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear. 2/7/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
I am writing in favor of this amendment.   There is an abundance of black bear in Washington, and the WDFW biologists recommend continuing with this Spring hunt.   I don't believe the WDFW mandate is to limit harvest opportunity 
contrary to the scientific recommendations.  In fact, the Commission should encourage the responsible harvest of the state resources.  This is an effective management tool for the State, and provides thousands of meals for Washington 
residents..

2/8/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey

I support this amendment.  

The argument presented by the anti-hunting community stating that spring bear hunts result in a vast number of cubs being orphaned is false.  It is a misleading tactic meant to play on the emotions of the uninformed general public in 
order to gain favor for their ultimate agenda of eliminating hunting completely, piece by piece.  The most recent spring bear hunt statistics (2020) are very clear.  Of 145 spring bears harvested, 46 were were female.  Of those 46 female 
bears, only one was lactating indicating that perhaps 1-3 cubs may have been orphaned.  However, on the flip side, 99 male bears were harvested.  Male bears (boars) are often responsible for Infanticide.  Infanticide is the killing of cubs, 
typically to bring a sow back into estrus for mating.  Cubs are also killed (most commonly by boars) as a source of food as bears can be cannibalistic, and to reduce competition for resources.  So one could easily argue that the 2020 spring 
bear harvest, which was 68% male boars, likely saved more cubs than were potentially orphaned.  WDFW has an obligation to stick to their mission statement and provide sustainable recreational opportunities.  The spring bear hunt 
statistics and population surveys clearly indicate this hunt is sustainable.  Not only that, but it also helps to reduce ungulate fawn and calf mortality in the spring when they are most vulnerable to predation by bears.  

WA state spring bear hunts must be continued.       

2/8/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey

I support this amendment.  Keeping our hunters engaged in an activity that is sustainable and has been ongoing for decades is the essence of conservation.  Taking that away from this environmentally rich state would be a boon on 
conservation, the funding it provides to conservation, and positive economic and social impacts this activity has on the State of Washington.

2/8/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey

 Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. 2/8/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season. Any season should be based on concrete scientific data to regulate and/or control animal populations, not on emotionally-based decisions. The simple truth, as evidenced by a multitude of comments 
below, is that black bear populations are very healthy, and in many GMUs, in need of some regulation. I also believe more tags should be given out for spring season, or even OTC with a quota system. 

2/8/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey



Spring Bear special permit season and numbers need to be restored as a valuable wildlife management tool.   The elimination of this season is purely emotional and not backed by science or data.  I can remember when this state had a 
general spring bear season and hound hunting. 

2/8/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey

There is no science nor any reason that suggests that we should be killing our bears in the spring. It is solely recreational hunting for trophies and has no legitimate purpose. 2/8/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
With an estimated Black Bear population of 25,000, Washington should maintain a spring bear season. Wildlife science strongly indicates that a permit spring season is not detrimental to the population status of black bears. The reason 
why any hunter(s) participates in any legal hunt should not be a reason to eliminate this hunting opportunity.

2/8/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey

The Spring Bar Season needs to be continued. The bear population is very healthy and will continue to affect the ungulate population by feeding on the newborn fawns and calves - the ecological system seems to be out of balance. Make 
your decision based on science and facts. You should also consider the expansion into other 600 GMU's - there are more bears than ever in GMU 658, 660, 663, 672 and 673. I fully support and spring bear season - thank you for the 
opportunity to comment.

2/8/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

“There is no science nor any reason that suggests that we should be killing our bears in the spring. It is solely recreational hunting for trophies and has no legitimate purpose.“

How about because the bears coming out of hibernation in the spring are killing elk calves and deer fawns. That seems like a great reason to manage bear populations during the spring. Have you ever been around or seen a spring bear 
hunt? To claim it’s for trophy hunting is hilarious. The bears are scrawny and malnourished nobody is looking for a trophy bear in the spring. The whole purpose is population management because we have such a robust bear population 
in Washington.

2/8/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey

Please continue the Controlled Spring Bear Hunts.

The WDFW statement here says it all. Black bears are thriving statewide. The biologists are recommending continuation of the spring hunts. This is not a trophy hunt, hunters are required to recover and use all edible parts of the animal. 
Black bear meat is prized among those who have been fortunate enough to try it. In fact, the "trophy," usually the hide, can be of poor quality in the spring, it is not the primary motivation.

The only reasons given for discontinuing the spring hunts are complete nonsense. The spring hunt is not unfair to the animals in any sense - they are not sluggish or starving. Hunters are not killing lactating sows or cubs, and hunters must 
verify this with the WDFW. Therefore, we already know this is not a legitimate concern. These arguments are coming from people who think they know more than they do about bears. Please listen instead to your biologists, and the 
hunters who do know something about bears and bear hunting.

2/8/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

Treat Black Bear with the same dignity as the other animals listed as Big Game and ignore those who would have you think they are a deplorable Predator to dealt with harshly with extreme prejudice. If you want more Elk then let them 
cross the Columbia River.

2/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey

WA should have a statewide general spring bear season.  We have such a large bear population and minimal harvest that we could support both spring and fall general seasons without putting pressure on the bear population.  2/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

Who loves spending time with family and friends hunting spring bear? I do, and I eat the meat! I Support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/8/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
It's very apparent that this decision was not based on the data presented by WDFW field biologists, and that their recommendations were not considered.

That is not the way to manage our precious wild game resources. Washington's black bear population is, thankfully, healthy and robust. The same cannot be said for calf and fawn recruitment for deer and elk in many areas.

Somehow we've managed to have this hunt go on for decades, and all the while black bear populations have grown. Seems like we can do both. 

2/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

I support having and even expanding spring bear hunting opportunities. Washington state has more than enough black bears to sustain this hunt. As other have commented, nobody wants to harvest a sow with cubs, and the harvest rate 
for bear hunting is very low as it is. The science supports having a hunt, until it doesnt i am in full support of it.

2/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

Spring bear should not be up for discussion yearly. We have way too many in this state. Reinstate spring bear. 2/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I care deeply about sustainability and respect for the game I hunt. Public spring bear hunts began because pro hunters used to be hired to kill bears indiscriminately before any hunt seasons began on bears. Bears destroy timber, the hunt 
reduces the damage and allows that portion of the public that want to help, go after a most crafty critter. Also it's mating season and the best time to take a big old boar.

2/8/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

ban all bear hunting especially spring bear hunting. no reason to orphan cubs because of typical ignorant and extremely low IQ trophy hunters. bears matter. hunters don't and never did 2/8/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I am an environmental scientist- and one of the biggest problems I see today is bias in science due to personal feelings and politics. The data presented by WDFW staff regarding Black Bear populations and harvest are robust, and clearly 
state that in no way do spring hunts have a negative impact on the viability of the population. Based on RCW 77.04.055, WDFW has a legal mandate to maximize fishing, hunting, and outdoor recreationally opportunities compatible with 
healthy and diverse fish and wildlife populations. Contrary to recent comments by the WDFW commission, bears are not especially vulnerable to harvest in the spring, which is shown by the harvest statistics indicating low success rates 
and high time investments for bear hunters both spring and fall. In addition, bears offer high quality meat that is both sustainable and has a very low carbon footprint relative to almost all human produced or grown foods. Since passing of 
I-655 that prohibited the use of dogs or bait, bear populations have flourished- and based on the harvest statistics, show no sign of decline. I am in support of the use of unbiased science for decision-making, not personal feelings. I fully 
support the proposal for a spring black bear season, and fully support removing the need for annual renewal. 

2/8/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey

If you must have a Springtime Big Game Black Bear hunt then you should add to the requirements training and passing a test along the lines used to protect cdrtain Canada Goose species in Southwest Washington. To expect that hunters 
are going to jeopardize themselves by presenting evidence to WDFW of illegal take such as bear Cubs and lactating Sows is absurd.

2/8/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

I strongly disagree with closing or shortening spring bear season. Not shooting sows with cubs I agree with. I would like to see your numbers on how many sows with cubs was killed I am guessing not many if any and why it’s necessary to 
change the rule other than bowing down to the antis once again . There is no need to change the season dates The percentage of the tags that get filled is minimal The way the seasons are now. If anything we need longer seasons and 
more permits if not an open spring season in some areas . If you go into the hills in the spring and watch the open hillsides The bears are overpopulated already. You guys as in Fish And Game need to pull your heads out of your ass and do 
something about all the predatation instead of doing away with predator seasons. I don’t even know why we have deer and elk biologist if you’re not going to allow them to manage predation in their area waste of taxpayers dollars. All a 
biologist is is a head counter anybody can get in a helicopter and push a button every time they see a elk or deer and watch the numbers go down every year. I seriously feel for our biologist  Their hands are tied in being able to seriously 
manage and take care of their areas when another biologist has control of the predators in their areas. Be nice to see some management even though it’s almost too late in some areas. Doing away with a spring bear season or any 
predators season in my opinion is absurd. Ever since they did away with Hound seasons The elk and deer population has been declining from predation. I strongly disagree with getting rid of or shortening spring bear season.

2/8/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I am a 27 year old female hunter & I strongly support & agree with keeping a spring bear season. In Washington state, we have a major predator problem, that does not only include bears. We need commissioners that are not governor 
appointed & who are for us as hunters not against us. For a state that is “science based” I do not see a lot of science evidence behind a lot of decisions made that are effecting our hunters rights. Washington needs to move away from 
emotional decision making and follow the science. With the restrictions already upon us for bear hunting (no dogs or baits), the numbers would show that bears are in an abundance. Deer, elk, moose, & other non-predatory animals 
numbers would show a decrease. We as hunters are the worlds largest group of conservationist. 

2/8/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey

I am a lifelong hunter and contribute significant amounts of money into the conservation of wildlife in WA state. The spring black bear season is an excellent addition to the overall management of black bears in the state and enjoyed by 
thousands of hunters. Taking feelings aside, I would like to see ALL decisions based on hunting seasons based on science and facts as it is intended in the North American Wildlife model.

2/8/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting. We seem to have an abundance of predators in Wa State, so decreasing the number of permits or canceling spring bear is the opposite of what we should be doing. 2/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Spring bear has never been able to reduce population and there is no data to support additional rules around protecting sows.  The spring bear season is to protect tree growth and ungulates.  The commission almost reduced opportunity 
instead of providing it, based on feelings instead of data.  The data shows there's room for more opportunity, not less.

2/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey



I strongly support the spring bear season, which qualified WDFW biologists indicate is sustainable. The beliefs of animal rights groups, who oppose this and all hunts, are incompatible with the Fish and Wildlife Commission's statutory duty 
to maximize fishing and hunting opportunities within the context of sustainable wildlife populations. 

2/8/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey

Black Bear belong to all people of the state of Washington. Since all residents pay sales tax in the state of Washington they also pay for the operation of the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Studies show that the non hunting 
of wildlife is far more valuable to  the economy than hunting. The Commission and the Department are charged with the care of all wildlife in and passing through the state for all residents not just a very small minority of people who buy 
hunting license. It would be wise for the hunters and the Department to ensure wildlife is treated with respect and hunting be done as humanely as possible. Many species of wildlife had no protection in the past and over time society 
values changed and what was once acceptable behavior towards wildlife has changed along with humans behavior towards each other.

2/8/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is a real challenge and is a sustainable harvest of bears.  I support guidelines to limit the take of females with cubs and focus on boars.  Hunting over bait and with dogs could make those guidelines much easier to 
implement as the hunters have a better ability to determine gender and be selective in their harvest. I would like to allow for a week or 10 days to do mandatory check in, due to the remoteness of some of the hunts and when a hunting 
party might include several hunters.  72 hours might be difficult in some circumstances.

2/8/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey

First this was a decision based on political pressure and not scientific data.  There are plenty of Black Bear across Washington state and the season should actually be expanded.  In short the black bear seasons should be reinstated and 
politicians should allow the biologists to make the right decisions. So please get Washington back to having a spring black bear hunt.  Best Regards.

2/8/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey

I support strongly, spring bear hunting. 2/8/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
20,000 plus people signed a change.org petition asking to reinstate spring bear hunting. These people should be counted. 2/8/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
The state of Washington has always taken pride in following science. It is clear the commission knows the science supports a spring bear season. I understand the concerns of those against the season and those concerns are mostly 
emotion based. Let the hunters show their ethics and integrity in not harvesting sows with cubs. This decision should be SOLELY science based not emotional based. If the covid pandemic has taught us anything it is that emotional 
decisions in the face of science do not make for good policy. 

2/8/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey

Spring bear should be allowed. Biological  decisions should drive policy. Not political whim. Be honest and helpful for all. 2/8/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
Follow actual science, not political activists, in determining hunting regulations. Hunting IS conservation. 2/8/2022 11:47 PM Online Survey
The ban on spring bear was an awful idea no matter what your feelings are on bear hunting. It set a terrible precedent for the personal opinions of a privileged few to override the qualified recommendations of state biologists.  Imagine 
how you would feel if a handful of people with a personal agenda vetoed sound agency science on any other wildlife issue. 

2/8/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey

Follow actual science, not political activists, in determine hunting regulations. Hunting IS conservation. 2/8/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
Any hunter in there right mind isn’t going to shoot a sow with cubs first off and secondly maybe add the fact of helping out elk numbers in unit 418? That’s the bears number 1 food source in the spring is a elk calf 2/9/2022 5:15 AM Online Survey

I strongly diagree with with getting rid of the spring bear season and channging the length of season. Spring is when the elk/deer are born. Way more predators then elk and deer so they need to be managed.# pull your heads out 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/9/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey

As many others have pointed out, the number of predators capable of taking deer and elk new born are on the rise.  We are seeing these larger predators in place that they have not been seen in more than half a century.  Any further 
restriction of bear hunts would be counter productive.

2/9/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey

I strongly support being able to hunt spring bear. There are way too many bears where I hunt, with depredation bring a major problem!! I strongly am against though, not being able to harvest their offspring. Nobody wants to intentionally 
kill a mother with offspring by her side, causing the potential for her offspring to die or become a trouble bear. But, if a hunter decides he wanted to harvest a juvenile bear, that should be absolutely legal. A baby bear will become a adult 
bear, so what's the difference? Actually might even help with depredation of large game animals, with the mother not having to feed her offspring! I personally never would shoot a baby bear and I strongly doubt any other hunters would 
either. Maybe a young bear had lost it's mother due to natural causes or hunting and had become a nuisance bear is one example of where this could be a train to harvest. Also, who actually knows the weight of a 50 pound bear, making 
it legal to harvest? The wording on previous rules urged hunters to not shoot females with cubs showing and that is what it should stay! Thank you for your time, and hope you listen to us avid hunters! Getting fed up with the way things 
are going with WDFL :(

2/9/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and it needs to be reinstated for many reasons, population management, ungulate population recruitment in the spring, human bear encounters and timber depredation activities.  I would like to see even 
more hunt units added to the west side as well.  As shown in bear population estimates the current bear population can with stand it.  We are not even hitting our harvest objectives with spring bear, fall bear and a 2 bear limit per hunter.  
 Follow the science not emotion.  

2/9/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey

I support these amendments and urge the Commission to vote for the continuation of the spring bear hunt.  With a "robust" population of bears, an annual spring bear hunt will reduce bear/human conflicts around homes and 
neighborhoods, reduce calf and fawn mortality, and reduce damage to commercial timber lands.  These hunts are supported by WDFW Staff, support the mandate of providing sustainable recreational opportunities and make sense.  As 
for the restriction of harvesting cubs and/or sows with cubs, this is fine too.  Ethical hunters do not want to harvest either which is why so few are harvested every year.   Thanks for the opportunity to comment - John Kruse, Northwestern 
Outdoors Radio

2/9/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting in Washington. Predator management is essential for a balanced ecosystem is a man made world. Set seasons, units, and harvest quotas based on scientific field study. 2/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to bear hunting! 2/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I am in support of spring bear hunting. Please make science based decisions when it comes to managing Washington’s wildlife. 2/9/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I strongly support black bear hunting. Spring bear hunting is sustainable. Black bear population has increased over the years. Ethically I don’t believe hunters would intentionally harvest a sow with cubs or a juvenile under 50 pounds. 
However,  making the harvest of a sow or cub illegal isn’t the answer. The language should remain as to strongly discourage the harvest of sows and cubs. Please follow the data and information provided by your own biologist. 

2/9/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

Spring bear should absolutely not be canceled at any point based on current reports. Solely based on the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation and that management of all wildlife, especially predators, be managed in a way that 
is science based and not based on personal agenda or opinion. Those members of the committee should resign that vote solely on emotional agendas and ignore the scientific reports provided. This is a renewable resource, not some 
legislature. Please do the right thing and reinstate the 2022 Spring Bear season as well as all to come!

2/9/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey

Resident of king county and live near Seattle. I strongly support the continuation of spring black bear permits and harvest without reduction of permits issued unless those stated for unit 684 due to public safety. To my commission that 
represents king county and surrounding areas, I strongly encourage you to support spring break hunting as the scientific reports show a robust number of black bears in the state and that our numbers for black bear population is currently 
sustainable. 

2/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Strongly opposed to any changes in the Spring bear season. 2/9/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season. Every state in the west has one and most have general seasons. (They still have lots of bears) There is no scientific reason to not have a season. Please follow the science and biologists and not 
special interests. 

2/9/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

I am in support of the spring bear season and believe strongly that there should not be any changes, so the population is strong. 2/9/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the changes to the Washington State Spring Bear Season.  This is clearly a misuse of power due to political gain.  Our state already has very restrictive quota for spring bear unlike other states in the surrounding area.  By 
taking away more hunting privileges to the citizens of our state you not only jeopardize our abilities to manage black bear population, but we also run into issues with deer fawns and elk calves and boosting those populations.  This not 
only effects bear population but other animals as well.  Follow the science and stop caving to the pressure of people who don't have a clue what is happening.   

2/9/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

Oppose having Spring time Big Game hunting season. WDFW should wait until newly hired Conservation Social Scientist makes scientific recommendations to Department and Commission regarding changing social values towards hunting 
and it's acceptable methodology therefore following and fulfilling it's duties. There is more science involved here than merely biology.

2/9/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

We strongly support a permanent ban on bear hunting in Washington State. 2/9/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Please use science (not emotions/politics/opinions), to determine appropriate wildlife (including bear) management strategies.   2/9/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey



Spring bear hunting is an integral part of predator management in this state.  The anti hunting crows uses unfounded stories of shooting cubs in dens to try and paint spring bear hunting as a callous blood fest.  In reality, spring bear 
hunting can be a magical hunt, and spring bear is some of the finest tasting game meat I’ve had.

It’s not only essential to predator management, it’s a fantastic food source!

2/9/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

I'm all for Spring Bear season. The fact that it was ever ruled against is asinine. We cannot let anti-hunters, corrupt leadership, and people that have never stepped foot in the bush or hunted make these unfounded and unscientific 
decisions. Period

2/9/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

Strongly support Spring bear seasons.  It should never have been subject to annual votes and definitely should be made permanent. We can not allow unscientific or emotional pleas from anti hunters or other uninformed people or groups 
to make policy level decisions regarding WA wildlife resources. I can't believe the propaganda that these groups use against sound wildlife management and conservation practices. I don't know of any ethical hunter that would shoot a 
sow with cubs.  But, I guess it won't hurt to place every hunter's unwritten rule in text for everyone to see.  For those that suggest Spring bears are easy prey because they are drowsy after winter hibernation,  nothing could be further 
from the truth!  They are constantly on the move and cover a very large range. Also, the Boars (male Bears) are cub killers, not hunters!  Please follow the scientific facts, hunting is conservation!

2/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Having been involved with hunting in Washington since 1963, I am not aware, during conversations between hunters, of any sows with cubs being taken deliberately or accidentally.  If it has happened, it must be very rare.  Harvesting a 
cub is akin to harvesting a fawn; I just don't know anyone who would do that.  The argument is used to stop the hunt by those who are fundamentally opposed to all hunting.  Means of harvesting a bear in Washington has already been 
severely limited by loss of hound hunting and baiting.  I support the spring bear hunt and as a hunter, accept the proposed amendments.

2/9/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season in Washington. Wildlife management decisions should be based on science and biology not emotions or ideolgy. The noth american model of wildlife managment based on science is one of the most 
successful in the world.

2/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

I am against the spring bear hunt. The majority of people in WA do not hunt bears. It’s only a small minority of people who want to kill bears. It’s especially cruel and barbaric to hunt bears in the spring. Why should this small minority get 
to kill wildlife owned by the people of WA, most of which do not want a trophy hunt of bears.  Also, if anyone threatened anybody, they should be arrested. Nobody is above the law and has a right to threaten anyone else.  If threats did 
occur, that is a reason to cancel the spring bear hunt. How do we know that the vote was not made under some being in fear about being threatened. This is not how it should work in America. Nobody is above the law. Nobody!

2/9/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey

Taking away a means of sustainably feeding one's family with an organic natural resource like black bear meat is the exact opposite of what the WDFW should be doing right now. Wildlife decisions should be made on the basis of sound 
science; that means biology and ecology, not the social arts. If this committee really cares about recovering and conserving wildlife, preserving habitat and providing access and opportunity, it should not be setting such a harmful 
precedence of siding with counterfactual arguments because they're the loudest. Even if the WDFW chooses to consider the sociology over the real science in this case, where is the sense in alienating the group who funds conservation 
efforts in favor of the group that constantly litigates against state wildlife agencies? Hunters support our state wildlife managers, we invest in your work and we appreciate all your efforts. We see the benefits of state wildlife management 
in our everyday lives. This whole controversy is nonsense born out of non-science. There is no scientific argument to be made for cancelling the spring season. If we need to amend the language to include inspection of pelts with evidence 
of sex attached and prohibit the killing of sows with cubs and cubs themselves then so be it. The number of sows with cubs and cubs killed by hunters is so low that the language change won't make a significant difference, and the 
committee likely understands that, but if the change will make the season more robust against attacks by litigious anti-conservation groups, then let's do it.  I'm in support of the change. 

2/9/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunting for Washington State.  I am a land manager in Washington State, a conservationist, and an avid hunter.  I believe this resource is critical to the traditional acts of the first Washingtonians as a form 
of subsistence.  Additionally, we have great partners in Washington that provide access, a renewable resource, and jobs through the timber industry.  Harvesting a small number of bears in Washington (hunter success rate of 6%) is a small 
part of ensuring trees, which are valuable to Washington, are not girdled or destroyed by spring bears that are trying to find a food source and eating the outer layers of young trees.  Like any other wildlife or resource in Washington, it 
needs to be managed in a way that is sustainable long term.  So far, I have not read any scientific paper that demonstrates spring bear hunting is a detriment to the long term wildlife management strategy for the Washington bear 
population.

2/9/2022 6:29 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and the rule change that would change the start date to May 1 2/9/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
Humans have been hunting for thousands of years. Only in recent history have people stopped hunting. Habitat for bear population dwindles with the expansion of human population into areas previously occupied by wildlife.  There is 
only so much sustainable habitats for wildlife, including bears.  If not managed to levels that coincide with bear populations and habitat then there will arguably be more encounters of bears with humans. That includes eating garbage or 
vehicle collisions.   The WDFW, in my mind, is one of the best organizations for maintaining sustainability.  If managed by WDFW I see no reason spring bear season cannot continue.  I think it is often overlooked that game tags and 
hunting equipment provide the department with financial means to maintain the population. I have hunted bears for 4 years now and have not had luck harvesting one. By buying the license and tag though I am providing funding and 
support for the WDFW. This cannot be overlooked when considering whether to suspend bear season. Thank you for your time. 

2/9/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

I have not participated in spring bear hunting, but I appreciate that WDFW has studied the bear population, identified where populations are robust and in need of control to maintain a healthy populations and avoid unintentional bear 
human interactions.  I support the Spring Bear season!

2/9/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey

Leave emotion and political agenda out of wildlife management.
I support the spring back bear hunting season and all other science based wildlife management.

2/9/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey

I strongly support instituting the Spring Bear hunt as a permanent, sustainable season, and I urge the commission to consider expansion of the number of permits issued similar to our neighboring states, given a healthy, sustainable bear 
population

2/9/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey

Humans have been evolving through civilization building that began several thousand years ago because they learned how to farm and no longer needed to hunt for subsistence. Sport hunting, which came about through the very rich, was 
mainly based on exercising and self gratification. Fortunately as leisure time increased people who who liked to hunt realized that progress was having a very detrimental effect on the game they cared about and the idea of conservation 
blossomed, mostly in the twentieth century. The United States Supreme Court found that wildlife was the property of the people. Though license sales and taxes on certain hunting and fishing items help support wildlife conservation it is 
but a drop in the bucket compared to other state and federal taxes that all tax payers ( mostly non hunters) provide. Black Bear have the status of Big Game and not the archaic status of a despised Predator. Black Bear are very adaptable 
to various habitats and most human conflict with them is human caused. The coveted elk and deer do more damage in Washington than bears could ever begin to. Human life loss through collisions and monetary loss through collisions 
and crop damage are at the top of the list where bear damage is a mere blip.

2/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey



I'm writing to express my support for spring black bear hunting in Washington State. Black bear territory is constantly expanding, with bear's claiming territory that often includes several miles. As I'm sure you know bears are able to smell 
each other and know to stay out of each other's territory otherwise they risk a fight and potential injury which can lead to death. This means for each new bear added to the population of Washington State new grounds for these bears 
must be established. The result is bear's moving into territory of humans, livestock, farming, and areas of travel where they are a danger to humans and to many peoples livelihoods. I live in Gold Bar, and black bear sightings are not out of 
the ordinary. They have been seen wandering roads, rummaging through trash, and overall encroaching on area's where they can be a danger to humans. Why we would allow a predator to go unchecked in our state is beyond me. Bear's 
are certainly majestic, and they do not hunt humans and prefer to stay at a safe distance, but this does not mean this is a safe animal to allow to thrive and encroach into neighborhoods and residential areas. Furthermore bears damage 
their environment, which in Washington State results in damaged timber lands that are owned and operated on both the private parties and state/government lands. Many timber farmers rely on hunters to kill these bears and protect 
their investments and livelihoods. If bear hunting is diminished and restricted, these timber farmers only option will be to have agents of the state use dogs and bait to target the bears causing this damage. This option results in 
expenditure by the state using tax payer dollars to resolve this problem. Whereas hunters do so not only for free, but through a licensing process that adds revenue to several different agencies to continue wild life preservation and 
conservation in Washington State. I do not claim to know all the intricacies of these expenditures, but why would you deprive the state of a revenue source and substitute it with a revenue expenditure to accomplish the same goal? 

Thank you for your time,
Ashley Broomfield
Gold Bar, WA

2/9/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey

I would like to share my support for spring bear hunting. Please leave politics at the door. Spring bear hunting plays an important part of the balance of predators as well as other wildlife. No science exists to prove that removing it will 
change anything. Please do the right thing and listen to the people you work for not with. Lets go Brandon.

2/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey

I fully support the Spring Black Bear hunt and sincerely hope the commission and WDFW make wildlife management decisions based on facts and data and not based on political agenda. It seems the commission is increasingly susceptible 
to anti-hunting  groups who would like nothing more than to claw away any and all hunting opportunities. The blue mountain elk study recently illustrated exactly what happens when an imbalance occurs and predators aren’t properly 
managed. In that study cougars are decimating our elk population and bears are impacting it to a lesser degree. Let’s make wildlife management decisions that promote wildlife abundance and provide opportunity for sportsman.  

2/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting.  The data and facts do not support shutting down spring black bear hunting.  I am glad that this up for voting again as this hunt should not have been shut down to begin with.  2/9/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
With Washington state’s larger bear population, I strongly support the continuing of spring bear hunting. 2/9/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey
Please don't take away spring bear hunting. I am an avid hunter and will be taking my two sons this year. We were so excited about bear hunting. I know I am only one person asking you but after reading a lot of the testimonials below I 
can see its clear the majority support voting in favor of spring bear hunting being open. I want to thank you in advance for taking the time to read all the public comments on this page. Everyone here made a great deal of truthful and 
logical reasons why you should vote in favor. Thank you again.

2/10/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey

Why in the world is this even up for a vote? It should have ever even been voted on. Spring bear hunting should be open period. None of the reasoning for choosing to close bear hunting makes any sense. Its all political. Please do the right 
thing and follow facts and what the public is urging you to do. OPEN SPRING  BEAR HUNTING ! God bless.

2/10/2022 1:33 AM Online Survey

Do we have a way to view these meetings and see who the people are that are voting against this? I would very much like to know. I think having a public in person or zoom meeting about this and actually hearing from the public in 
another format would be helpful as well. I hunt every single year and have since I was a child. You are doing nothing more then bending your knee to bureaucrats, anti hunters, your leadership, and clearly people who have never even shot 
a fire arm let alone been hunting for anything other then being woke. They will do anything to destroy anything that makes us American. You know what they say go woke and go broke. Please think about this long and hard. I hope you 
can do the right thing and see through these politics. 

2/10/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey

I would like to know why people are even against bear hunting other then someone who is a vegan and doesn't want anything but plants to die. Its ridiculous. Please don't let a few loud people on social media who hide behind computers 
persuade you to close spring bear hunting. Managing predators in the wild is essential. This is not some blood lust thing that many assume hunters are out doing. Why in the world would anyone kill a cub? I have hunted for years and seen 
many cubs and it never crossed my mind to kill a cub or a sow. Its the code hunters live by. The few idiots that are out doing this do not represent hunters as a whole. Please follow the real science not what CNN is spewing out of its rear 
end. Get it together.

2/10/2022 1:43 AM Online Survey

“ The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is dedicated to preserving, protecting, and perpetuating the state's fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities.”  
This proposal to ban spring bear hunting runs counter to the very mission set forth by the WDFW and should have never been brought to the table. 

2/10/2022 2:50 AM Online Survey

https://www.change.org/p/lorna-smith-demand-lorna-smith-resign-from-washington-dept-of-fish-and-wildlife-wdfw-commission-d4f70a10-ce34-431a-9e16-43e3d97c5995?utm_content=cl_sharecopy_32290698_en-
US%3A3&recruiter=1237191552&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition

2/10/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey

Please follow the science and not be biased by personal opinions! Spring black bear has been an opportunity that as stated above reduces timber damage, reduces mortality to ungulate fawns and calves which will help the ungulate 
population. 

Thank you.

2/10/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey

Sustainable hunting should be a natural right. It doesn’t makes since that’s one persons preference to not let people hunt over turns the want of the other. In reality most of the people that don’t want the bears hunted hasn’t seen one in 
the wild.

2/10/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

I'm a strong supporter of a Spring Bear Hunt as recommended by WDFW's own staff. Please don't let public sentiment sway decisions that should be made based on science. 2/10/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Please review RCW 77.04.055, RCW 77.12.150(2),RCW 77.12.880, RCW 43.33.090 and see notes. Legislative intent is very important. 2/10/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. Bring it back 2/10/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Remember, hunting is not a "Right" in Washington state. It is a legislative managed "Privilege". Hunters should be progressive and adaptive in realizing that times change and do all they can to make their sport meet ever changing social 
values. One way to do this is by taking as much chance for error out of the sport as possible and foster the appearance of fair play, which is an essence of "Sport". Hunting animals in the fall when they are at their most robust and more 
easily distinguishable is certainly more sporting. Hunting black bear in the spring when they are least robust and individually least indistinguishable where at distance a female, a bear cub and protected Grizzly bear could easily be 
mistaken for a adult Male Black Bear. 

2/10/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey

No Spring Bear hunt. Too many unethical people who will shoot first and look for cubs later.  It makes no sense to hunt in spring - why not hunt deer and elk during spring?  Same reason you don't need to hunt bear in spring.  2/10/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting at the harvest targets established by the wildlife biologists and other scientists of WDFW.  WDFW has done a great job managing the population within sustainable, and growing, populations.  This is not 
decision that needs to be made by anti-hunting and other social organizations who don't know the specific of the bear population and the harvest levels needed to sustain it.  It's not a political decision; it's a scientific decision. I do hunt, 
but not bears. I don't have a personal issue with the killing of sows with cubs; I wouldn't shoot one in that case unless my life was in danger.  But again, this is a decision that needs to be made by the WDFW wildlife managers, because 
there may be instances where the population is out of control and needs reducing to a lower level.  Not allowing the scientists to make the decision violates the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation which has been so successful 
and the envy to other countries around the world.

2/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey

I am disappointed that The Spring Bear season has been cancelled in WA. State. I am hearing that we have a substantial amount of bears especially in The NE portion of the State. I am 84 years old and have seen very few bears in 65 years 
of big game hunting , {maybe 5 } never harvested a bear. I thought that maybe this year 2022 would give me one last opportunity ? Oh Well, who wants to hear from so old disabled veteran who thinks that he might have a chance of 
harvesting a Spring bear. Not too much money  lost for Spring bear applications. Must be some non-.bear hunting folks on the Commision.?. . Special request--Please fix the double license errors on The Web  for this year.  What a mess! I 
am talking about Special license and Big game license screw up. .Almost All requests are doubled on The Web. . What  going  on? I thought The WDFW had some computer whizz?  Please have another  year of making some more bad 
decisions.  W. E. Ritter SW WA. Resident

2/10/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey



Spring Black Bear hunts should not be removed state-wide. Just as certain animals only have seasons in designated GMUs where their population is typically found and doing well, the same can be done for bears. I have heard of some 
areas in Washington where the bear population is struggling and other areas where bears have become a nuisance. Bear season could be pushed to a couple weeks or a month later if people are really concerned that bears need time to 
"wake up" from hibernation. Policy for limiting the number of tags in appropriate units could be put in place as well. I don't think the season should be ended statewide though. Outside of the sometimes-skewed argument of "animal 
rights," bear populations across a state or even region of a state can't be generalized. I say, limit tags and limit huntable areas, but don't completely remove the season. The only things that should provide cause for removing Spring Bear 
hunting are if fall bear numbers are projected to increase, overall health of bear populations will increase, and the relationship between bears and people using outdoor spaces can be maintained conveniently and safely.

2/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/10/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt. In their previous tie vote, the Commission dismissed the findings of qualified WDFW biologists and bowed to animal rights groups. It is a stain on the Commission's record that, thankfully, they have 
a chance to rectify.

2/10/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/10/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey
I support reinstating the spring bear hunt and recommend looking to expand permit numbers. The few comments I've seen opposing spring bear hunting are using the same false assumptions made of bear hunting in general. To claim that 
this hunt is only for trophy is incredibly inaccurate. Bear meat has been a staple in my home since we've started hunting them. To claim it's barbaric or unnecessary is also false. Male black bears are preying on freshly dropped fawns, 
calves as well as black bear cubs in the spring, and an unchecked/unmanaged population is only going to further the decline of wild ungulate populations.
This hunt is recommended by wdfws own biologists backed by scientific research and it's plain to see that these opportunities should be expanded upon, not taken away. Please reinstate the season

2/10/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey

I support reinstating spring bear hunting. 2/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear. 2/10/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
I do not support the Spring bear hunt, too many Mothers and cubs are caught in the crossfire.  Let it go a year and reevaluate next year. 2/10/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Bears are omnivores just like you and me. Like porcine animals, bears carry trichinosis which is a very debilitating and deadly disease. Bears also belong to all people and therefore all are entitled to there opinions, not just hunters. 2/11/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey

It's funny to see people who don't even step out into the woods long enough commenting. Trying to voice an opinion on how they feel about something they have no knowledge of. We have a ton of bears in this state. Reinstate spring 
bear hunting. Boars kill bear cubs all the time. Nature is real. It's like telling a car mechanic he doesn't know anything because you did some google research about what could be wrong with your car. 

I'll say it again. Reinstate spring bear.

2/11/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey

You have successfully ruined everything here, fishing, hunting trapping, and living….it’s all ****ed… and by the way tell the piece of **** governor to fill the empty seat on the commission, and reappoint a new chai member in that seat as 
his term is up and has been for over a year… maybe that way it would be a fair commission instead of pushing jay inslees agenda.. 

2/11/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey

And to the person below who said “ too many sows and cubs get caught in crossfire”. Wtf are you talking about, not one of us is targeting cubs or sows with cubs and if you took a ****ing moment to actually read the fish and wildlife rules 
that your great one sided commission sets, I’m sure you’d see that it is clearly not illegal kill them, nor is it illegal to hunt at night for sheep turkey bears and cougars, nor is it illegal to kill big game without a tag as long ad you use a .223 
caliber gun, oh and by the way we all can shoot from, along and across any road in the state, as long as we don’t use a bow and arrow and are not negligent… and there is more ignorant **** if you just read.  So why aren’t we looking at 
those issues.. oh no, we will just shut down spring bear because someone’s feeling got hurt and they think “too many cubs get caught in the crossfire”. Your are either a dumb **** or you work for jay inslee, which one is it?( could be one 
in the same) You people are why **** get so screwed up.. but feel free to go on Facebook and express your opinions, after all you are an expert in………… running your mouth.. I’m no expert but I take pride in being knowledgeable and 
informed, especially before I start running my mouth. 

2/11/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly support reinstating this spring bear hunt.  WDFW has concluded that the hunt is sustainable and, therefore, it is the Commission's statutory duty to approve the hunt (RCW 77.04.055).  2/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of a perpetual spring bear rule and opening the spring bear 2022 season 2/11/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
"ban all bear hunting especially spring bear hunting. no reason to orphan cubs because of typical ignorant and extremely low IQ trophy hunters. bears matter. hunters don't and never did"

LOL, one of the most ignorant and extremely low IQ comments I've ever seen.  

Please do not listen to the crazies and follow the science.  Allow the spring bear season.

2/11/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/11/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

The current fall bear season runs from August 1 to November 15. Hunters have three and one-half months to kill a bear or two. The bears have gained weight by then and maybe such hunter will actually use the meat and lard the bear 
produces. Spring bear hunting is about bragging rights and trophy pelts. These are not good enough reasons to kill big game. I have come upon bear hunters driving around on their 4 wheelers asking me if I’d seen any bears. I asked them 
what bears eat in the summer and they had no clue. And I have seen bear baiting stations with cams set up. Seems like quite a few hunters don’t follow the mostly unenforceable rules during the seasons we currently have. Another reason 
to say no to a spring hunt.

2/11/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear season, I have been applying  for over a decade and still have not drawn a tag. With low tag numbers and high bear populations in this sate means we can sustain healthy numbers. Predator control is 
something we need to keep! Save and declining WA deer and elk Herds. 

2/11/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey

I strongly support an annual spring bear season. Please consider that a lactating sow does not guarantee the sow has cubs of 50lbs or smaller. Also, not all bear hunters hunt the bear for the pelt. Just like deer and elk, the hunter may only 
want the bear meat. If a hide is not in usable condition, the hunter may not want to pack out a pelt. The evidence of sex can remain attached to the largest portion of the carcass similar to the rules for deer or elk. Thank you for the 
consideration. Again, I strongly support an annual spring bear hunt.

2/11/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is not about bragging rights lol. It is to help the deer fawns and elk calves  survive. Reinstate spring bear. 2/11/2022 7:15 PM Online Survey
I Support spring bear hunts. Excellent management plan noted, Fair to hunters and great tool for the health of bear.   Many emotional pleas aren’t based on knowledge.  The negative interactions between suburban humans and spring 
hungry bear is not good for either.   Thank you for revisiting this subject after the Committee abrupt changes.  

2/11/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting with hounds and/or the use of bear baiting 2/11/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. i would like to see a general spring bear season for all hunters and do away with the draw. Most of these spring seasons are to take care of problems on timber company property. Then they want to 
charge you to access their land. As far as killing cubs or sows with cub, i  am against this law. I highly doubt that a knowledgeable bear hunter would shoot a cub or sow with cubs intentionally, but it could happen unintentionally pretty 
easily. Boars kill more cubs than hunters ever would.

2/11/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey

The deer and elk population needs our support through a spring bear hunt. Predator control is essential to maintaining our states wildlife health.  2/11/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
Deer and elk are limited by habitat that is politically allowed. Bear have virtually nothing to do with ungulate population size compared to people. If you want more wild ungulate then allow more habitat use and Slow Down when you 
drive through deer and elk country. Cars kill way more deer and elk than bears, plug that into the science because it's real data available.

2/12/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

I support the rule as wdfw has proposed it. Please note, wdfw uses the word robust in describing the population of bears in this state. They also use the word sustainable in regards to the spring bear hunt. These are professionals whose 
job it is to provide recreational opportunities but also ensure that populations are healthy for future generations. Please keep emotions out of this and look at the science as a whole.

2/12/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey

I applaud the proposed limit to the bear 'harvest?'   Nature can control animal populations without our input and should be left to get on with it. 2/12/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey



The bonus point system for limited draw is an economic system where the state benefits in multi-year annuity-like contributions (application fees with essentially no associated direct cost) in exchange for an economic payout in the form 
of a periodic draw.  Failing to renew the draw, for something other than decisions by state biologists regarding population objectives, represents a breach of performance on the part of the state to fulfill their part of the economic system 
it designed.  This rule plugs this gap, by reducing the political risk of annual renewal.  I support the rule change as a hunter, conservationist, and WA resident.

2/12/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey

Science says that the Blue Mountain Elk herd will substantially increase due to the new large areas of new and better habitat fostered by the recent very large wildfires. Controlling this expansion that could be detrimental to southeast 
Washington farmers is what is important here. If anything WDFW should ban the hunting of Black Bear in most of southeast Washington and let nature help control a elk herd that will expand if bear predation is a real factor in controlling 
herd size. Hunting Big Game to make money off it is commercial hunting and should not occur on the states part.

2/12/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

The commission needs to follow the science. Bear and cougar populations are robust in Washington. Studies here and in neighboring states show that black bears prey heavily on spring born elk calves as well as fawns. Elk calf survival 
rates are extremely poor in SE Washington. Reinstate the spring black bear permit season. Thank you. 

2/12/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey

Thank you for revisiting this rule. I am a resident of WA and support reinstating the spring bear hunts. I believe that the commission, trustees of the states wildlife, need to quit listening to the clamor of voices without standing in decisions 
made. All commissioners need to take training on the American model of wildlife management and legal responsibilities of trustees and trust management.

2/12/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey

Wildlife is property of the state, therefore all residents of the state have legal standing as to wildlife. 2/12/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate spring black bear hunting opportunities. This state enjoys healthy black bear numbers and spring black bear hunting has a long tradition and gives hunters something to look forward to early in the year. 

Additionally, many Washington hunters have paid for the opportunity to hunt black bear though the draw system. Removing this hunt invalidates the investment in finding points so many of us have put in. Its not just the money,  the man 
hours spent scouting terrain in anticipation of a shot at spring bear is the real loss of investment. 

In all, the no valid reason to mediocra spring bear hunting,  especially when its through a draw system.

2/13/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey

Follow the rec's of wildlife biologists and bring back spring bear hunting. The spring bear hunt should never have been in question. Commissioners listening to the anti-hunting emotional arguments have violated their mandate. 2/13/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey

Reinstate spring bear. The evidence is there to support it. Listening to people who don't ever contribute to WDFW makes no sense. Hunters are the ones out in the woods year round and see how bad unmanaged predators can be for 
other animals. This state is being over taken by sissy tree hugging ignorant people who that likes to be spoon fed. No one cares about your feelings. 

2/13/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey

Everyone who pays sales tax in Washington contributes to WDFW. 2/13/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Hi guys! I am writing in support of any form of spring black bear hunting. It seems as though we have a more than healthy black bear population and generally don't seem to have high hunter participation compared to other species. For 
these reasons, if it was or is ever on the table I would support a spring general season in addition to or in place of the special permit season.

2/13/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt. Most Americans do not support the killing of bears. Sport hunters will use any excuse to add more animals and seasons to their kill list. Killing bears will NOT "create a healthy bear population" as claimed by some 
killers chomping at the bit to shoot more animals.

2/13/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I support the motion to reinstate the spring black bear season. Washington state ranks among the top western states with a very healthy black bear population. Considering our neighboring states of Idaho and Oregon have similar black 
bear population densities and they offer OTC spring bear hunting opportunities, we should atleast maintain a spring bear special draw. We must manage the predator species in a way to enhance our conservation efforts and preserve our 
state’s ungulate populations. If our spring bear is being threatened, what’s next all our resident over the counter predator hunting opportunities?our wildlife biologists provide the information needed to make educated decisions for 
hunter opportunity and conservation efforts. 

2/13/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt will improve fawn and calf survival rates and keep predator numbers within healthy parameters. 2/13/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
As a hunter that has traveled to your state providing economic income to your state  I strongly support a bear season. The ecology must be balanced and that means keeping the predator population in check. 2/13/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
The bear population is healthy and can sustain it.  The Fish and Wildlife commission is obligated by statute to maximize hunting opportunities in such situations. No brainer - this should never have been an issue. I strongly support this 
spring bear hunt. 

2/13/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey

Most Americans have no clue how conservation works. Reinstate spring bear hunting. Hunters are the only reason why there is still any sort of wildlife thriving. Make all them idiots opposing bear hunting take a class so they can learn 
something.

2/13/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

Living in Hunt area 111 for over 20 years, I have witnessed the deer and elk population dwindle  to extremely low numbers.  The Blue Tongue disease has killed  many in it's normal appearances in nature.  But now we have the wolf placed 
here by our politicians.  The wolf does one thing.  It kills the wild life to feed its appetite.  That would be deer and elk and small game.  When the normal  Spring Bear hunt occurs the bears do the same.  They kill newborn  deer, elk and 
small game.  The Spring Bear hunt needs to continue to help reduce those kills.  I truly expect to see no deer and elk population  in our area due to poor management and over population of predators.  The reality is simple and doesn't 
require great studies to figure out what is happening here.  The wolf, bear, cougar, lynx, bobcat all compete for food to survive.   Closing the Spring Bear hunts just contributes to further decline in our game populations here.  We see 
pictures on our game cams very routinely on our property of the predators searching.  I expect our horses are next on the menu.  We live only ten miles east of Colville.    Jeff Harshman

2/14/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey

I support this proposal as it allows WDFW to manage wildlife populations and hunting opportunity with a science-based approach versus the political approach that anti-hunters favor. 2/14/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
In my 60 years as a Washington resident and sportsman I have seen rules and restrictions put in place that lessen our hunting anf fishing opportunities. Canceling the spring bear hunt is just another restriction on us. Please stop this trend 
and make hunting and fishing access more available not less available. Please retain the spring bear hunt.
Mike Hagen
Lakebay, WA

2/14/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

The Fish and Wildlife Commission should not be influenced by animal rights groups whose beliefs about hunting are completely incompatible with the Commission's duties. I fully support restoring this hunt. 2/14/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I support annual Spring Bear hunting and also support language to limit political appointees from interfering with harvest opportunities by blatantly disregarding fact based data and science. I urge the commission to remove "Political 
Science" from your toolbox when it comes to these wildlife management.

2/14/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

I would like to see the data that a major problem exists by sportsman harvesting sows and cubs. I am concerned the over regulations will be costly and not lead to quantifiable results. 2/14/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I support the annual Spring Bear hunting opportunity. To halt this for a year would severely impact ungulate populations that are already facing grave challenges and are well under population objectives. there is absolutely no reason why 
there cannot be a management strategy in place to manage "all" three predators in the state of WA with the hunting public. 

2/14/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in Washington. 2/14/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state . Just because there was a tie in the commission and our governor has not filled a position in over year does not make it right to make their own rules. 2/14/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I am completely in favor of a spring bear season every year.  If you care about all animals then you should care about keeping all animal populations balanced. Predators can't get a pass just because they look cool. 2/14/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose this Bear Hunt in Washington!! 2/14/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt ! 2/14/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is no way to control bear populations. The old model of conservation does not work in modern landscape and needs to be adjusted. Habitat loss is happening every second of everyday, what is WA going 
to look like in 100 years. Bears are not the problem. 

2/14/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose a Spring Bear Hunt! Allowing the hunting of bears, esp where female bears that are just coming out of their dens with cubs may be killed is deplorable. Stop interfering with the balance of nature. 2/14/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey



What no one talks about is how bears actually control their own populations, and guess what, they don't need humans to do it. WA bears hunters listen up and learn the term "delayed implantation". I am not going to explain it because if 
you're reading this you have access to Google. 

2/14/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey

Mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant 
in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed 
dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I oppose the spring bear hunt. 

Petition: https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

2/14/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunt 2/14/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
Please do NOT have a spring bear hunt, or any other seasonal bear hunt.  Leave the bears alone! 2/14/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
Please no bear hunt. They are not someone's trophy. They are living, sentient beings. 2/14/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt! 2/14/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. Enforcing the prohibition on female harvest will be very difficult. Sexing a bear is not as black and white as counting antler points on a deer or elk. 2/14/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Please follow the science and recommendations of the agency biologists and director and vote to have a spring bear hunt! 2/14/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
Please help make spring bear season a permanent hunting season. 2/14/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"  Follow sound wildlife management and continue the spring bear hunt! 2/14/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I've read all posts from those opposed and most are misinformed believing the false narratives of trophy hunting, orphaned cubs, and lethargic females being targeted. All of this is fake news - follow the 
science and the commission mandate and bring back spring bear!

2/14/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey

We need more spring bear hunting not less . 2/14/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
Science, not public opinion should be used to manage wildlife. Please listen to the biologists recommendations. They are unbiased. 2/14/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. I support hunting bears, eating bear meat, and engaging WA citizens in an activity -bear hunting- that brings them outside in the pursuit of a publicly owned renewable resource. Please vote to accept the 
minor rule changes to allow the spring bear hunt to continue. Please do not vote against the advice of the hard working staff biologists who recommended the season to begin with.

2/14/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey

I am in full support of the spring bear hunt. 2/14/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is supported by all but the anti hunting activists. Biologists know most on the subject and recommend a spring bear season! Get the anti hunting activists out of the wdfw 2/14/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of spring bear hunting. Facts show that the numbers of female bears shot during this season is so low as to be insignificant. 2/14/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
I support more spring bear hunting, not less. Science shows the population can handle it. 2/14/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of spring bear hunting. Do not let out of state anti-hunting groups set our policy. 2/14/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/14/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
Wdfw biologists support it, hunters support it. I support it. Bring back spring bear 2/14/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
Follow the science! Follow the expert biologists! Provide a spring bear hunt! 2/14/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
The science shows and biologists agree that a spring bear hunt is not detrimental to the population. A spring hunt allows hunters to observe multiple bears and verify they are taking a mature boar and not a female with cubs. Taking older 
males it the best way to ensure a balanced bear population.  Without a spring hunt the bears that will be taken are younger bears taken by opportunity mainly not by hunters targeting mature bears.

I am strongly in favor of supporting those that are tasked with managing our wildlife to do their job.  WDFW should manage wildlife based on the science and not on emotional input from the non hunting public.

2/14/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting with special permits. When used as a management tool spring hunts can address localized timber stand damage and boar predation of cubs. Boars typically come out of hibernation before sows with cubs. The 
opportunity to harvest a mature boar in the spring and increase cub recruitment is a win win for wildlife and sustainable hunting. 

2/14/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey

Fully in support of a spring season 2/14/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
My young nieces and nephews who aren’t of voting age wanted for me to express their support for spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/14/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose a Spring cop 2/15/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
Enough. Stop the murder 2/15/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY AND ALL BEAR HUNTS!! Protect our nation’s wildlife!! 2/15/2022 4:18 AM Online Survey
 i absolutely oppose a spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
Hunters protect and preserve wildlife, so that anti-hunters can also enjoy. Please bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
The bears deserve to be treated with respect as do all living beings. I oppose the Spring hunt! 2/15/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
As a native Floridian I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 5:36 AM Online Survey
Based on the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation and that management of all wildlife, especially predators, should be managed in a way that is science based and not based on personal agenda or opinion. This is a renewable 
resource, not some legislature. Please do the right thing and reinstate the 2022 Spring Bear season.

2/15/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow spring bear hunting!!!!!!!! I strongly oppose this cruel and immoral act. Please uphold the decision to ban the hunting. 2/15/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the bear hunt. Please do not allow it 2/15/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE SPRING BLACK BEAR HUNTING!   CR-102  BAN HUNTING 2/15/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring black bear hunting!!!  Ban the hunting 2/15/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is deplorable and so are the vermin that partake in this murderous event! Stop this now!!! 2/15/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
Please end the hunting of bears they are crucial to the ecosystem. 2/15/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
PLEASE DON’T ALLOW SPRING BEAR HUNTING! 2/15/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.  What about the cubs that could starve to death if their mothers are killed?  This hunt is cruel in any event and should not be allowed to proceed.  Please ban it. 2/15/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey
This needs to stop, these bears have every right to live in peace. 2/15/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey



I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I completely oppose bear hunting. There is no reason to hunt bears. This must stop 2/15/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is inhumane. 2/15/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to bear hunting, wolf hunting and cougar hunting.  These antiquated hunts are barbaric and unnecessary.  The government shouldn't support the blood-lust of trophy hunters. 2/15/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunts -- please be compassionate and support the ban on this inhumane activity. thank you 2/15/2022 6:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey
Stop the Killings of these Bear's. 2/15/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose spring bear hunting which targets bears when they're most vulnerable. Please do the right thing and dont succumb to pressure from hunters 2/15/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, wolf hunting and cougar hunting and so should the Dept. of Fish and Wildlife if it is carrying out the role for which it was created in the correct manner. 2/15/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
There is no need to hunt these bears at all, especially in the spring and summer when they are at their most vulnerable - kindly reject all proposals that allow the hunts to proceed. 2/15/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
I support reinstating spring bear hunt. Follow the guidance of your own biologists and department. Please disregard the emotional opinions here and follow the science presented by the department 2/15/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
ich bin FÜR die Jagd auf die perversen JÄGER !!!! 2/15/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
We are depleting the Earth of everything that she gives us. There is no reason to have a hunt for bear in the spring or any season. People no longer hunt for need but for sport. There are much better Sports than hunting animals. 2/15/2022 6:20 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt is awful because it's cruel. Don't be cruel to animals. 2/15/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
Hunting any creature is barbaric, cruel, and inhuman. It has no place in the 21st century. They are living sentient beings that deserve to live in peace. 2/15/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
I adamantly oppose spring bear hunting. Please ban this cruel act! Thank you. 2/15/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting and all areas of the USA to never hunt nor stock bears. 2/15/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, please it’s cruel inhumaine and it’s not necessary 2/15/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
I very strongly oppose all bear hunting, spring or otherwise. 2/15/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
Save our heritage and ban bear hunting. Hunting for sport is a perverse, medieval pastime. 2/15/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
"Show me how a nation treats it's animals and u will tell you how civilized they are."
Mahatma Ghandi

2/15/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey

I am amazed. The latest and undisputed international IPCC report on determined effects of climate change and the % of expected species and environmental loss is an shocking revelation. Surely those in power should be doing everything 
they can to save what remaining species and natural resources we have. History and the world are all watching in disgust. Thank god there are a few responsible people among them who understand and step up for their responsibility. 
The rest should be replaced if they can not stand up to the intolerable pressure or temptations that threaten the good they are supposed to be doing.

2/15/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey

Every being deserves a peaceful life. I oppose spring bear hunting. Why do we as humans interfere with everything ? These bears are going about their business and possibly with their families and then a barbaric human interrupts with 
taking out one of them. For what ? Justification is population control or is it that what makes us feel good when it’s done. 

2/15/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. There are major ecological impacts at stake. 2/15/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
I am definitely opposed too Spring Bear 🐻🐻 Hunting in Washington. Please don’t allow this to happen! Thank You 2/15/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey
I am very opposed to this spring bear hunt - immoral and barbaric! 2/15/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Please don't allow this to happen. Thank you! 2/15/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Why the hunter’s right of killing bears  prevails over our right to enjoy these beautiful creatures alive? Please protect the bears, they have same right to live as we all have 2/15/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
This should be banned immediately! 2/15/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  The hunt is not about killing sows woth cubs, it's about managing wildlife. With other management tools already taken away from citizens and the effects noticed don't let this one slide away. Hunters want 
a healthy population of animals on the landscape just like everyone else. Hunters generally understand that you have to manage resources in order to have resources. Our predators are already out of control, the anti hunters must not 
care about the ungulates that are being wiped out by a high population of predators.

2/15/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey

We absolutely should have spring bear hunting in this state. It should be OTC. Bear populations need to be managed through selective harvest to maintain a healthy habitat. The ungulate populations depend on us to help give them a 
fighting chance. There are too many predators right now. Predator control is mandatory!

2/15/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring bear hunting!! 2/15/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!  Why does man feel he has the right to kill? 2/15/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
No killing bears! 2/15/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear! Listen to the departments recommendations and hold the season! 2/15/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
We need to be able to hunt bears! 2/15/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to spring bear hunting. There is no reason that it should be allowed. 2/15/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
Stop murders! 2/15/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 2/15/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
Lets actually manage our fish and game using science and management recommendations made by the people who actually know the fish and game. We need to stop emotionally managing game. I support the spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose this spring Bear hunt. Please do the right thing and don't let it go ahead. I am appalled that you even considering letting it happen. These lovely bears must be protected from these trophy hunters who have no empathy 
for these beautiful animals. Please, please uphold this ban!

2/15/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey

I am a biologist .. so confused about so called science that supports hints. Hunting the largest prizes ( which happens) deprives the gene pool of the strongest bears. Their are more scientific ways to manage populations than cowardly 
hunting emerging hungry mothers vulnerable trying to feed their Cubs. If adrenaline and sport are desired, throw on a pair of Nikes and get running. The science supports that.

2/15/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

leave Washington bears alive! 2/15/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey



I oppose spring bear hunting. It's an unnecessary and cruel practice. Killing a sentient animal just for fun is unacceptable. Please do not reinstate Washington States spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
NO SPRING BEAR HUNT…. Please ban hunting for good, lets mother nature to set back the harmony between prey and predator. 2/15/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting... it cannot be justified! 2/15/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
Please do all you can to protect bears and all wildlife 2/15/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting as it's extremely cruel and unnecessary, so please do not reinstate the Washington State spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
All decent minded people are appalled that this practice of bear hunting is being considered .
Please do not proceed with this vile idea - it's cruel and un-necessary.
The entire world is watching.  

2/15/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey

Another voice against spring bear hunting. Please do not reinstate it. 2/15/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.....it cannot be justified and contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. 2/15/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
Another voice strongly against spring bear hunting. Please do not reinstate it. 2/15/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring Bear hunt. The precious little fawns deserve a chance at life. They are being slaughtered mercilessly by bears in the spring. 2/15/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunting as it is hunting bears and their cubs when they are at their most vunerable, having just emerged from the winter hibernation.
In England we do not have bears as they were hunted to extinction.
You are so lucky to have such amazing creatures and should protect and treasure them at all cost.
Please do not allow this hunting to take place. 

2/15/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
Support. Spring Bear should be a general season. 2/15/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs. The majority of stakeholders oppose this hunt, commissioners oppose this hunt, the public opposes this hunt, science opposes 
this hunt.  

2/15/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey

Let the animals alive. 2/15/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! There is an abundance of bears on this state, bear meat is fantastic to eat. This is not a trophy hunt, this is an opportunity for us to feed our families with organic meat that never gets recalled. Listen to WDFW 
biologists and support spring bear

2/15/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is cruel and unnecessary. Trophy hunters can find a new hobby, our native animals deserve to live on their own land. We oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting and any form of hunting in general 2/15/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Bears need to be properly managed. Support. 2/15/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
i strongly support a spring bear season, please make decisions on science and recommendations from WDFW and not on emotions and fantasies. 2/15/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNTING. ALSO OPPOSE BEAR HUNTING ANY TIME. 2/15/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It's needed and should also become over the counter tags as well.  Hunting programs and opportunities should never be dictated by the minority social opinion. 2/15/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunt!!!!! 2/15/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose trophy hunting and hunting for sport. If bear population needs to be reduced, use sterilization methods-neuter and release 2/15/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey

As someone who has spent a significant amount of time in the state of Washington, I am vehemently opposed to spring bear hunting.
This is the time of year when cubs are born and opening the door for hunting would drastically increase the number of young that become orphans when their mothers are killed.  Aren't there enough hunting opportunities already? Why 
make it legal to hunt in the spring when females and their cubs should be left alone? This is simply a short-sighted proposal that will only invite more problems and furthermore, it is cruel to allow hunters and their dogs to ravage areas 
that should offer protections to wildlife in the most vulnerable season of the year for native wildlife species.

2/15/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Actually hunting for sport or trophy hunting are terrible practices. If population needs to be reduced, trap, neuter, and release. 2/15/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, please show some mercy. 2/15/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! 2/15/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
Out of the 125 elk calf's collard in the blues last spring, 9 remain alive now. We need active predator management. Support spring bear!  2/15/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Leave this beautiful animals alone. 2/15/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
For once can we have people please just look at the science behind all of it and not listen to either side of the publics opinions. On either side they will say anything to get what they want. Just talk to your biologists and any actual group 
involved with obtaining your data and find out from them if the population is to large. If it is to high, hunt. Too low, don’t hunt. As a hunter I don’t care about when I hunt as much as having the opportunities to do so. If we over hunt I 
don’t get to do that. But if we don’t hunt it adds a lot of other issues the opposing side do t like to acknowledge. Animal human interaction rarely works out in the end. I’d love to see the look on their face when a starving bear from an 
over populated tract of land comes into their yard and eats a dog in front of them. Any way I’m getting off topic. Just look at the data your paid employees find for you and go off that… it will be the best outcome for the bears not us. Oh 
and as a whole we don’t shoot sows with cubs… unless your an idiot and don’t wait to see if she has company.

2/15/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey

We already have a high number of bears and they need to be kept in check or they will over run the forests 2/15/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
Re Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102:
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting and urge you to find a different manner of managing wildlife.

2/15/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear hunting to save more elk calves 2/15/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
STOP THIS BEAR HUNTING ****🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬 2/15/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
Every opposed comment on here is based on emotions. Keep the spring bear hunt. Manage the bears appropriately through hunting. 2/15/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly urge you to continue spring bear hunts to help curb the population 2/15/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
The Department is supposed to represent the whole State, not just the I5 corridor.  Do your job, reinstate the hunt and move on 2/15/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting. It’s 2022, not 1922. We have evolved, we are not barbarians. 2/15/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
The majority of citizens' including Washington residents oppose these bear hunts.  They are not necessary for public safety.  2/15/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
As a hunter-conservationist and a responsible citizen of Washington State, I support spring bear hunts every year.  2/15/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.  2/15/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunts in Washington state.  2/15/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting!!!! 2/15/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, bears are most vulnerable at this time. 2/15/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is essential for the prosperity of a healthy black bear population. Follow the science, trust the WDFW, enact and let the conservation continue. 2/15/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunts. 2/15/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 2/15/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
There’s only 3 things that curb the bear population. Bigger meaner predators, old age and humans. Your options are let hunters help the situation and keep the numbers in a healthy sustainable area or don’t and watch the population 
explode. Once there’s enough damage to the public you can then PAY your state to go out and “remove” animals to get the numbers in a better range. All while not saving the meat or hide for personal consumption and use. I choose 
hunting all the way

2/15/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey

Support 2/15/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
Support bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
hunting regulations should not be set by feelings. I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero, so is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits struggling 
ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, the only 
predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue. 

2/15/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey

Bears need protection NOT HUNTING!! 2/15/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Hunting is not a right, we don’t live in the 1700s anymore where hunting was essential for surviving. 2/15/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
This is not a liberal vs. conservative issue. It is about ethical hunting. As an ethical hunter, I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
You low life's that kill bears like this are outright cowards. 2/15/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Hunters may be prohibited from killing female bears with young, but it would still be possible for hunters to do so deliberately or accidentally and plead ignorance of the fact that the female had young. The 
spring hunt is not necessary to maintain a healthy population size since banning it would not preclude hunting at times of the year when there would be less risk of either advertently or inadvertently orphaning cubs.

2/15/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  The current bear population supports this hunt and there is no scientific reason not to allow it to continue. 2/15/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Stop glorified poachers form killing bears for a twisted idea of fun! 2/15/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
My family and I definitely opposed this horrible idea of a spring bear hunt. Babies need time! Mothers need time! 2/15/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the reinstatement and continuation of the spring bear hunt. The bear population in Washington State is robust. This season is simply one effective tool to keep populations in balance. 2/15/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
I am a retired wildlife biologist and I support the ban on spring bear hunting. Spring is the time when females are caring for young, and bears can be notoriously difficult to sex even by trained professionals. This can result in the mortality 
of nursing females and dooming cubs to die a slow and cruel death. I support the science-based decision to end this hunt made last November by the WDFW. 

2/15/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
Though I am not a bear hunter, I strongly oppose closing or limiting hunting seasons based on emotions and political pressure. The WDFW has offered evidence-based recommendations that should be followed. If you believe in science, 
don't cherry pick...

2/15/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey

Spring bear is an important season that helps keep the population in a safe and healthy state. Too many is just as bad as not enough when it comes to predators. Strongly for keeping spring bear. Make it over the counter and you still 
wouldn’t hurt the population 

2/15/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey
145 bears killed last spring bear season. Only 1 sow was taken at that time. So less than 1% of bears taken during the spring bear hunt are sows much less sows with Cubs. I fully support the spring bear hunt as a tool to mitigate conflict 
between our robust bear population and our even more robust human population. 

2/15/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey

I have read through the statements concerning lactating female bear harvest and just opposing hunting in general as reasons for not allowing the spring bear hunt to continue.  The current scientific data shows that the lactating female 
argument is invalid and shouldn't be considered as a reason to stop the hunt.  Opposition of hunting in general is an opinion, it just isn't mine.  I support the spring bear hunt and every other hunting opportunity that the current 
populations can support.

2/15/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey

Stop Disney-fying wild nature and follow the scientific recommendations by WDFW. The Spring bear hunts should continue! 2/15/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  The population of bears in this state, percentage wise, isn't impacted by this spring harvest at all, if you look at the numbers.  2/15/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. The states biologists have already stated that the bear populations are robust and can support this. 2/15/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring "recreational" hunting of bears. Recreational/trophy hunts always target the finest and healthiest specimens resulting in degraded genetic composition. 2/15/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear “hunting.” 2/15/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  Populations can support the hunt.  There is no scientific reason not to allow the hunt to continue. 2/15/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!! this horrendous cruelty MUST be stopped!!! leave the animals alone. thank you. 2/15/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  The biologists have stated the population can easily withstand the spring bear hunt and there is no actual reason to not allow the hunt.  Please continue to use the scientific data to make conservation 
decisions and not just personal opinions.

2/15/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunt.  WDFW is charged with providing recreational hunting opportunities for the citizens of WA state and not providing a spring bear hunt goes against that charge.  The hunters are buying licenses which fund 
WDFW and hunting opportunities.  I understand limiting some hunts based on population decreases or habitat issues, but bear populations are healthy and are thriving.  Not allowing a bear hunt is not based on science and the bear hunt 
must be allowed.  Thank you.  

2/15/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
We should listen to data not emotional statements or personal beliefs. If data shows bears are overpopulated and affecting other animal numbers in a measurable negative way then hunt them. If it shows the opposite then don’t hunt. 2/15/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
I am strongly against the bear hunt. What kind of person would want to kill such easy pray and babies. That’s what you have to ask yourself and I wouldn’t trust anybody who would want to do that. They obviously have something 
mentally wrong with them.

2/15/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose any kind of hunting espacially for sportive reasons. But hunting in the spring is even worse. Please ban spring hunting. 2/15/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
A review of the opposition comments reveals that they lack any supporting science and the overwhelming majority appear to be against all hunting.  This view is fundamentally at odds with the mission of WDFW and the duties of the Fish 
and Wildlife Commission. This hunt should be approved. 

2/15/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey



'Harvest'?  Can we not do this hunt please?  It has become blatantly obvious that there is a disconnect going on.  To make it more plain, I am strongly against the proposed hunt. 2/15/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear hunt. Humans manage all wildlife by our very existence. If you live, drive, eat, etc. you play a role in this process. To deny this happens with bears is ridiculous. Hunting and using wildlife for food is one 
of the higher and more ethical means of management I can imagine.

2/15/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey

I am strongly opposed to spring bear hunting because it is neither good conservation practice nor sound scientific management of a valuable resource and an American wildlife icon. 2/15/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
Babies are not killed during this hunt, this hunt actually helps protect babies...deer and elk babies and cub bears that get viscously murdered by bruins emerging from hibernation. 1 out of the 146 bears harvested during last year's spring 
bear hunt was a lactating sow. Even at that doesn't mean that sow had cubs around or doesnt prove that her cubs weren't killed earlier by a bruin. Male boar bears killed cub bears in their area and severely harm our deer fawns and elk 
calves. Support spring bear!

2/15/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey

I am extremely opposed to Spring Bear Hunts and I am hoping someone in power will have the sense to Ban Spring Bear Hunting forever for these Majestic American Bears, we have not got the right to decide "who's bad who's good - who 
has got to die and who not. Thank you.  

2/15/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear hunt vehemently.  Protect these bears! 2/15/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
Nature is nature. Man only kills for pleasure and ego. I'm against hunting of any kind. 2/15/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
When did we stop allowing wildlife biologists to do their jobs?  This hunt is supported by our state wildlife biologists. The vote to stop this hunt was simply bias on the part of our commissioners and not based on science provided by the 
biologists.  

2/15/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey

Hunters are the real conservationist, they care more about a healthy animal population than any anti hunting group. Spring bear hunters don’t target moms w cubs, and by the time the hunt starts bears aren’t lethargic and sleepy, that’s a 
lie. Keeping spring bear is a big part of helping deer and elk babies in the spring. Think with science, not your heart, listen to WDFW bio’s and not a bunch of anti hunters w tunnel vision. Thanks 

2/15/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey

I adamantly oppose spring bear hunt.  Let's preserve our wildlife!
Pam  Cruz

2/15/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey

Hunting is linked to Psychosexual Inadequacy & The 5 Phases Of A Hunter's Life Of Sexual Frustration.
Enough said about the people who want to do this.

2/15/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I am against a spring bear hunt. Bears may have cubs in the spring and they may not be seen by the hunters. The cubs will die without their mother. So, now the mother that was shot is dead and so are her cubs. The number of bears will 
plummet. The spring is absolutely the wrong time to hunt. Thank-you.

2/15/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey

Please consider the science. The overpopulation of predators, and the destruction caused by bears on ungulates is a serious threat to their existence. We must manage bears properly based on science. Allow biologists to do their jobs and 
recommend based on facts and not feelings.

2/15/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey

This is not a sport this is murder. I strongly oppose any bear hunt this is wrong with no benefit. Why is it there is an effort to allow trophy hunters to kill. Should we not put an effort in managing bears in other ways I.e. birth control. 2/15/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting. I love bear meat and any chance I get to feed my family meat that’s not part of the horrific mass production that occurs in the meat industry is good and valuable to both the planet and the people 
consuming the meat.

2/15/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
STRONGLY ENCOURAGE THE REDUCTION OF PREDATORS. 2/15/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Black bears are thriving in WA state and provide a fantastic source of high quality meat. Hunting bears spring and fall has had no negative effect on bear populations. Manage with science, not emotion. I support spring bear hunting 
seasons.

2/15/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose of spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
As a Washington resident (Sammamish), I strongly support the November 19, 2021 decision to ban spring bear hunting.  Spring hunting targets the bears when they are most vulnerable - waking up, hungry, and when mother bears are 
killed, the cubs are left to suffer and die.  There are legitimate reasons wildlife may occasionally need to be culled, but killing animals for pure sport is wrong and it is not sustainable.  Bears are a beloved icon of the Pacific Northwest and I 
support allowing them to live their lives in peace and safety in their natural habitat in Washington state.

2/15/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting!
It’s inhumane. Please put a stop to it.

2/15/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt. Please consider the absurdity of the arguments of those opposed when you weigh the value of their comments. Those crying the loudest about protecting the defensless bears usually live in communities and 
have ways of life that have completely decimated  wildlife populations. How many bears, wolves and cougars roam the streets of Seattle and other urban areas? Didn't these used to be prime habitats? Funny how in places where the 
hunting ethic and model of conservation exists, wildlife thrives, and in places run by feel-good policy, the wildflife has been exterminated. Animal rights activism is terrible for animals and runs contrary to WDFWs mandate. Reinstate the 
spring bear hunt, and release large populations of wolves, grizzlies, and cougars on Capitol Hill and in downtown Olympia. 

2/15/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/15/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
As a Washington state resident I strongly support a spring black bear season. 2/15/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
With the removal of baiting as a tool to help manage the bear population, the spring bear hunt is the best opportunity to observe bears and make good choices in which bear to harvest to keep population objectives where they should be.  
 When the population exceeds the carrying capacity of the ecosystem gets out of whack and habitat suffers reducing the carrying capacity even more for other wildlife.

We need to allow the game department to do their job and manage the wildlife and habitat.  They see the big picture and the biologists know what is best for the overall health of our wildlife and habitat.

I strongly support a spring bear hunt.

2/15/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! Because I have a family, I cannot fathom an idea that a mother bear gets killed and her cubs are left all alone to die. It's terrible, so please don't allow it to happen. 2/15/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/15/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey

The bear population must be controlled. I support the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Black bears are thriving in WA state and provide a fantastic source of high quality meat. Hunting bears spring and fall has had no negative effect on bear populations. Manage with science, not emotion. I support spring bear hunting 
seasons.

2/15/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey

I support approving the spring bear hunt. As stated above, "Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable." 2/15/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt no need for it the only reason why these trophy hunters want to go out and kill bears is to put them in their trophy room nothing more it's senseless and it's stupid and I hope they stick to their guns 
and do not give in to the pressure of these trophy hunters throwing a temper tantrum because they cannot get their way also I think the killing of wolves in any wildlife needs to be banned Trump made a mistake and removing the ban on 
killing wolves even though I voted for him and I would vote for him again I wonder how much a hunter would like it if we were to turn the tables on them and have open season on them they would be terrified probably wet in their pants 
since most of them are cowards

2/15/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey

The predators must be kept in check to support healthy ungulate populations. I support the spring bear hunts. Bears are overpopulated. 2/15/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Bears are an important part of the ecosystem in Washington state and should be protected from hunting in the spring when they are emerging from hibernation. 2/15/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/15/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunting! It is very cruel targeting innocent bears like this! It is not for humans to interfere with the natural world, we need to leave it be as much as humanly possible 2/15/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Let live Washington bears! 2/15/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  The bears and there innocent Cubs will taken advantage of in one of in their most vulnerable times of the year.  These hunts are cruel  and in humane.  We should be trying to save wildlife and their natural 
habits.  Please put a stop to this hunt.  

2/15/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations.

2/15/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

All hunters are insane, they should kept in yellow house! 2/15/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Instead of murdering bears why can't they be moved somewhere where they don't have as many bears, the bears did not do anything to deserve being murdered 2/15/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Please ensure we have a spring bear season, this whole process of taking it away and getting it back is tiresome and really, it never should have been. This is a political, not scientific issue. Please just do what’s right. Bring back spring bear 
for all the people to enjoy. 

2/15/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

Do not allow spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Please cancel these events and the licenses that allow for this to happen. Please!!!!!   2/15/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.  Please don't allow hunters to slaughter vulnerable mother bears and their cubs. 2/15/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
There is nothing cruel about spring bear hunting or hunting in general. So is life, humans have a hand in nature, just like nature has a hand in humanity. Cubs will not suffer, as usual. This helps save wildlife across the board and ensure a 
long lasting future for all species that live in bear country. Please contribute spring bear. 

2/15/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunts 2/15/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Please continue spring bear hunts in WA 2/15/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Please let the biologist set the seasons and limits. The North American model of conservation is a great success, don’t let political pressure from non user groups force changes that don’t match the science. 2/15/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Please don’t be swayed over political muck, this season needs to continue. So what’s right for all Washingtonians. 2/15/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season. Please utilize scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations and not emotional based decisions. Washington has a very robust bear 
population and they need management. If left unmanaged they will negatively affect our other wildlife populations. Make the right choice. 

2/15/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey

Follow the science and follow the law.  It is your responsibility to maximize hunter participation and there is zero scientific reason for not pushing forward with a spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
KEEP SPRING BEAR SEASON GOING! 2/15/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Bear populations are not the problem. Loss of habitat by expansion is the problem and requires management. 2/15/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Time to stop this slaughter. These animals are very important to the ecology of the state.Do what is right!  James Hutchison 2/15/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Sad to see so many uniformed individuals requesting that this hunt be stopped.

Sound management shows that the carrying capacity of the habitat will only support so many animals.  Humans continue to encroach on the limited habitat.  The greatest threat to wildlife is habitat loss.  The more habitat lossed the 
lower the carrying capacity.  With limited capacity we must manage the number of game animals to prevent further damage to the habitat.  With diminished habitat wildlife moves into urban areas and causes conflict there.   Boars eat 
young cubs to protect their limited habitat.  Animals starve because of reduced habitat.  The best thing to prevent all of this from happening is to have surplus animals (animals above the carrying capacity of the habitat) taken by licensed 
hunters.

2/15/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Responsible hunters do not hunt when mothers are raising offspring. 2/15/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 

In fact, I oppose ALL bear hunting! And bear habitat should be protected. You cannot actively promote habitat degradation and then use it as an excuse to kill bears based on the carrying capacity that you yourselves have directly and 
deliberately impaired or allowed to be degraded. That is like killing your parents and then asking for clemency because you're an orphan!

2/15/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

Please consider the science. The overpopulation of predators, and the destruction caused by bears on ungulates is a serious threat to their existence. We must manage bears properly based on science. Allow biologists to do their jobs and 
recommend based on facts and not feelings.

2/15/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I am deeply opposed to spring bear hunting; human-bear conflicts can be resolved by educating the public on how to discourage bear interactions (ie putting garbage cans away, putting bird feeders away, etc). Bears can not over-populate 
due to delayed implantation (a fetus will not grow to term if the mother bear's body fat is below a certain percentage), so adding more permits for bear hunting will not reduce bear populations. It will only hurt existing populations.

2/15/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting - it is animal cruelty!! 2/15/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting because it is blood-lust not wildlife management.  We humans have already done enough harm to bears and other wildlife with our hubris.  We should stop that. 2/15/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.
Spring bear hunting targets bears when they're most vulnerable. The Commissioners who voted against the hunt stated that the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. 

2/15/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

I support adopting and continuing the spring bear hunt. It will not negatively impact bear populations. It contains stipulations protecting females/cubs. It is a responsible and ethical management tool.  2/15/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I am against hunting bears in the spring. 2/15/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I am against hunting bears in the spring 2/15/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Very much in favor of letting the wdfw and their biologists use science to manage our wildlife populations. Humans have taken up so much habitat that we now need to control the wildlife population so that the habitat that remains is 
able to support a healthy balance.

Older male bears kill newborn cubs before they can mature and take habitat away from the older boars. Those that think eliminating this hunt will save cubs are wrong and don’t realize how cruel Mother Nature can be.

2/15/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an already cruel, inhumane activity that not only leads to drastic reductions of native black bear populations (to the point of extreme endangerment), but also gives radical hunting groups the opportunity to viciously 
exploit the system to their advantage and ruthlessly make their own rules that is to the detriment of the local bear population and other wildlife, without being able to be held to account.

2/15/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting.  The bears are very vulnerable and need to be left alone 2/15/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly believe we should keep the spring bear hunt, with some units otc. There is a lot of bears, if populations decreased in the future then we can make changes to seasons. 2/15/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
It should not be up to humans to determine what animals should have their populations controlled. That is what nature does and hunting for sport is not nature. Please hunt each other instead of you need that power trip. Hunters are 
cowards. I am 100% against this spring bear hunt and any innocent animal hunts. 

2/15/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

Let the WDFW do their job and manage wildlife. 2/15/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
I trust and hope that it is obvious to the Fish and Wildlife Commission that the opposition comments are associated with a fringe group of anti-hunters who are hostile to the legislative mandates of both WDFW and the Commission.  
These comments, no matter how voluminous, should not prevent the Commission from performing its duty to maximize hunting opportunities when compatible with sustainable wildlife populations.   

2/15/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
Stop harvest hunting of black bears 2/15/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring ber hunting 2/15/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Black Bears should be protected.  Especially females with cubs. 2/15/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Why hunt bears in Spring when they are just coming out of hibernation?  Surely, if the bear population requires culling, it can be done at a different time of year.  Hunting bears during winter and spring is hardly sporting! 2/15/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey

No rule change just leave it how it is, because where I hunt for bear never seen then bears at all and it's not like they are endangered 2/15/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Even though i don't hunt bears, I suport the spring bear hunt. Science should dictate wildlife policy not some ideologue commissioners. 2/15/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate the Spring bear hunt, it is an important tool for timber companies to control tree killing bears as well as help the WDFW control overall bear populations 2/15/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should absolutely occur.  We have to manage the resource just like we do all other wildlife. As a bear hunter, I care deeply about the population and its overall well being. Hunting is a tool in the North American wild 
conservation model and just like all other resources, bears must be managed. The spring bear hunt should occur. Last year there was only a single female bear taken and she did not have cubs, its  a requirement for hunters to check their 
bears in if they harvest one. The year before that not a single female was taken in the spring. Hunters want to help control the population as part of overall wildlife conservation. Bears do not manage themselves. Boars kill cubs that are 
with females in the spring to induce them into breeding. Please reinstate the spring black bear hunt.

2/15/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey

Killing a mother bear is also killing her cubs.  Unconscionable! 2/15/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears in the spring is sound wildlife management which is why its done in nearly every single state with black bears.  Hunting black bears is part of an effective wildlife management plan and without the spring black bear hunt 
boars will target and kill cubs and they will also decimate deer and elk populations.  Hunters do not want to kill females and hunters absolutely do not kill females with cubs. Hunters want healthy black bear populations and a spring bear 
hunt helps support that. Additionally, the dollars raised through spring bear applications goes back to helping WDFW manage wildlife and do their jobs.

2/15/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey

We are in the biggest mass extinction since the age of dinosaurs. So by all means, let's kill off as many species as we can. IDIOTS. I VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNTING. OR BEAR HUNTING AT ANY TIME. 2/15/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring black bear hunt, bears must be managed through the spring hunt. The human population now requires this because of encroachment on bear habitat. The science also STRONGLY supports a spring black bear 
hunt, this cannot be denied. Manage animals based on science not emotion.

2/15/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey

You should be ashamed of yourselves!!! 2/15/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
Bears are vital to the ecosystem. Killing them will only perpetuate underlying issues that we have created in their habitats. You give leeway to this, in a few years time there will be populations of animals that the bears had under control, 
no longer in there control because the population has decreased. The issue isn’t the bears, it is that their environment has been depleted, thusly we should be focusing on establishing a solid foundation for the ecosystem that they reside 
in without the need to kill. 

2/15/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey

I am in favor of the proposal and the spring bear hunt  2/15/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and the totally incorrect arguments that hunters put forward in order to indulge their blood lust. A civilised society should not be supporting the killing of another species for their own entertainment. 2/15/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

We need the spring bear hunt! Science has proven that sound conservation/hunting is best for the overall population. 2/15/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Keep the hunt! 2/15/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I, along with many others, vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. The moratorium should continue. They are a vital part of a healthy ecosystem and still there is too little known about the population numbers. Please, keep the 
moratorium, it would be a disaster for our wildlife. 

2/15/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey

Support Bear Hunt 2/15/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
black bears must continue to be managed and hunted in the spring. The science supports it and The spring bear is important to the overall well being of all wildlife. The spring bear hunt has been occurring for decades and there is no 
reason to end it now as the black bear population is incredibly robust and healthy, in part to hunting. I strongly support the spring bear hunt.

2/15/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey

Please stop this senseless killing…we are destroying innocent animals and our own ecosystem in the process….shame on this blood thirsty hunt…I am strongly opposed to this spring bear hunt and we need to stop this unwarranted killing 
now

2/15/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey

Bear meat is delicious.  It is alarming that people want to take away such a great opportunity to put food on our table. 2/15/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting by it's very nature is NOT sound conservation as the hunters always take the biggest, strongest bears. This effectively weakens the entire species as these animals can no longer pass on their genetics. STOP ALL TROPHY 
HUNTING!!

2/15/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and this change 2/15/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
We support bear hunting and spring bear 2/15/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
We need the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
20,000 plus people signed a petition to bring back spring bear hunting in Washington. These people should be considered. I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Its a responsibility of the WDFW to manage all wildlife. The WA black bear population is VERY dense and healthy, its well documented. Without a spring bear hunt the deer and elk populations will 
greatly suffer as will timber land and other prey of black bear. Additionally black bear provides valuable meat to families.

2/15/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

The view of the anti hunter is disgusting and hypocritical.  True hunters enjoy EVERY aspect of the bear hunt and the bear itself.  This is not a trophy hunt as you call it, this is a hunt for a renewable resource placed in our hands to manage.  
 Take your fight somewhere else. 

2/15/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey



Please Stop Protesting this HUNT!!!!
💪💪 SUPPORT THE HUNT💪💪
Let people have recreational opportunities. US hunters don't show up to protest your recreational opportunities. 

2/15/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring Bear hunt. 2/15/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!!!! 2/15/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
🇺🇺🇺🇺SUPPORT THE HUNT🇺🇺🇺🇺 2/15/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY SUPPORT 2/15/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!! 2/15/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Facts of black bear hunting: we have to take the meat (and it’s delicious).
Cubs are not targeted. Sows with cubs are not targeted. Most people not only take the meat but the hide too.

Don’t be fooled by the “trophy hunt” and orphaning of cubs argument. They’re misguided and false.

I fully support bear hunting and spring bear hunting along with this rule.

2/15/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. If the proposed amendments are adopted, WDFW would issue a limited number of spring bear special hunting 
permits each year for geographically focused spring hunting of black bear, that can in some instances help address other management issues such as human-bear conflict, commercial timber damage or concerns for ungulate species 
neonate recruitment.The changes would result in a limited, annual hunting opportunity for approximately 664 hunters who receive permits, and WDFW anticipates approximately 145 black bears would be harvested annually through this 
limited permit hunting opportunity. WDFW is proposing a reduction in permit numbers for hunt unit 684 (from 10 to 6 compared to 2021) in order to reduce crowding on the limited accessible areas of mostly private land. Removing the 
year from the title would minimize the need for annual rulemaking unless hunt areas or permit levels need adjustment. The addition of a prohibition on the harvest of offspring and females with offspring would minimize the potential of 
orphaning cubs. The edits to the language related to animal inspection would clarify to hunters the components necessary for harvest check and inspection. The proposed revisions clearly state that the pelt and head must be unfrozen and 
that evidence of sex and the head must be attached to the pelt. Further the proposed edits would assist WDFW staff’s implementation of the rule by adding a requirement that a successful hunter schedule an inspection with WDFW staff 
within 72 hours of the harvest.

2/15/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero, so is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits struggling 
ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, the only 
predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue.

2/15/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

I have never been interested in hunting bear however I have been forced to kill several bears doing damage to my crops. Neighbors have been forced to hire USDA to trap bears in the spring to reduce damage also. It makes too much sense 
to allow hunters to harvest these bears then hire someone to kill them. Please allow a spring bear season. 

2/15/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

Harvesting black bears is needed, what's not needed is uneducated people pretending to know science and how to manage wildlife.  Bring back the hunt!! 2/15/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE BEAR HUNTING AS NOTED IN PETITION SPRING BEAR HUNTING CR 102 2/15/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Go with the science bring back spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear hunt. The bears slaughter the calves and fawns. If you don’t support the spring bear season you support  the unnecessary death of many fawns and calves that is going to be the demise of our  ungulate 
populations

2/15/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey

Please don't allow a Spring Bear Hunt. Please. I oppose bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
If this hunt is maintained by legislative rule, this only strengthens the world view of the heartless, self-centered gain seeking want of the once great country, founded on Right, Fairness, Selflessness NOT being the case. This, along with any 
and every other such ruling, even consideration thereof, flaunts into the face of EVERYTHING'  stated to the World of the American Values.
The legacy YOU leave for the future, if any is at all left but photographs of what was, is being but, enacted and worked on NOW by and with your hands.   
Is this what you want Your Future Generations of Family to remember YOU by?
It would NOT be my choice.

2/15/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting! The anti-hunt comments showing up are flat out false. This is NOT a trophy hunt, the people who participate in this hunt use the meat to feed their families. Sows with cubs are NOT killed, this fact is verified 
by WDFW checks on harvested animals. Bears are not hunted with dogs/hounds, this is illegal in WA. Bears are NOT being killed as they are lethargic coming out of hibernation, the hunt has always been scheduled to occur after that 
period when bears are recovered from hibernation. Listen to WDFW Biologists and support the hunt!

2/15/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey

I absolutely oppose spring bear hunting... hideous. 2/15/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It is an important piece of the overall wildlife management approach. The goal is to create a balance between predators and prey and with our current strategy, predators are dominating prey. Bear numbers 
are over objective and a spring season in areas with high bear numbers is a neccessity to keeping their numbers in check. 

2/15/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

The stats tell all. Proper predator management needs to stay in place. By taking away spring bear your are only harming other wildlife. Killing of fawns and calf’s at large numbers will only cause smaller numbers of ungulate populations.
KEEP SPRING BEAR SEASON!!

2/15/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season. Our ungulate population need this spring bear season. Calf and Fawn recruitments is dismal. 2/15/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
predator management needs to occur. I support the spring black bear season as it was. 2/15/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
The proposed hunt, like all the previous spring bear hunts in recent history, is designed as a limited entry quality outdoor experience. These hunts are closely monitored by WDFW and statistics show that most hunters that participate will 
not kill a bear during the hunt. These hunts are far from a bear slaughter. 
Because it is a limited entry hunt the spring bear season in Washington has minimal effect on timber value loss and fawn/calf mortality in the spring as is evidenced by the ongoing problems after years of spring bear hunting. I support 
continuing the spring hunts as a quality experience and further study to address bear damage and predation. 

2/15/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Strongly support Spring Bear hunting. We must manage the predators to balance healthy populations for all of our animals. 2/15/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I am very sickened by Spring Bear Hunting.  Why in God's name must you kill and kill.  2/15/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
The Spring Bear hunt is entirely sustainable, does not target sows, and with the proposed changes, is a clearly constitutional use of the renewable wildlife resources of our state. Furthermore, by helping to keep predator populations in 
check, populations of other species that are struggling also with habitat loss and other pressures can be more robust to those pressures. Please adopt these changes and keep Spring Bear hunts!

2/15/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

Keep Spring Bear Hunting. Bears are literally trailing the deer fawns at birth and once they hit the ground kill them immediately. Our deer and elk herds require Spring bears to be MANAGED! If you don't understand this, you are part of the 
problem. 
Keep Spring Bear Hunts for Management!!!!!

2/15/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey



I support retaining the spring bear hunt. It's been used as an effective part of black bear management in our state for many years and it should continue. 2/15/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
I strongly support Spring Bear hunting. We must manage the predators to balance healthy populations for all of our animals 2/15/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Ban vile,barbaric bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. It can be a great management tool. I have been able to participate on a few of these hunts in the past and it resulted in quality meat for my family. I've never seen a sow with cubs harvested. If it occurs 
it must be a very small number and most likely incidental, not something that is targeted. 

2/15/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

In regards to comments that the Spring Bear Hunt decimates the environment and is destructive: 1. dollars for applications and tags, along with matching funds, go to protect habitat for bears and ALL other wildlife. Lose the hunt, lose the 
dollars. 2. We are talking about animals that require a healthy habitat in order to be healthy, thus most hunters are actively involved in habitat conservation outside of their tag dollars. No one wants to see populations plummet.

2/15/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

I am a life long hunter {77 yrs} and I strongly oppose this hunt. Just how many people use this hunt to actually feed their families, **** few. The WDFW reasons for " managing issues like human-bear conflict, commercial timber damage or 
concerns for ungulate species neonate recruitment" are bull sh## and lack creative,  reality based solutions, if indeed, some of these so called issues are actually issues at all.

2/15/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

I support hunt 2/15/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt!!! 2/15/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
the Spring Bear season has been a very successful management tool in keeping fawn and elk calf mortality in lower numbers. Why on earth would you not listen to the Game Biologist who recommend these seasons and permit numbers. I 
fully support keeping the spring bear season based on science not anti-hunter propaganda.   

2/15/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey

"I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/15/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
I fully and strongly support spring bear hunting.😉😉😉😉🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺🇺😉😉😉😉 2/15/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
The wdfw biologists fully support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
This decision should be based on the science provided by the biologists and not based on politics or feelings.  If it is determined there are enough bears, then have the hunt.  If bear numbers go into decline in the future then restrict the 
hunt.

2/15/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

20,484 people on change.org fully suppport spring bear hunting. My kid fully supports this rule. 2/15/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation. Support the spring bear hunt because the science supports the spring bear hunt. Funding generated from this hunt and other hunts is what enables wildlife to exist! Hunting is conservation. 2/15/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
The fact that any of these comments are being considered above the actual science is part of the problem! Opinions are great, but wildlife management needs to be science based first. The science here overwhelmingly supports the spring 
bear hunt. 

2/15/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

I support rhe continuation of the spring bear hunt based on science and the recommendations and support of the professional biologists.  We do not manage wildlife based in emotion and opinions.  Wildlife management in North America 
has been successful for over 100 years.  A knee jerk action based on emotions is not science and has zero factual information.    Wildlife management not emotion management.

2/15/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of a spring bear season. The rhetoric from the anti-hunting community about sows and cubs being killed is false and scientifically unfounded. FOLLOW THE SCIENCE 2/15/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all other forms of legal hunting. Washington state has a robust black bear population that needs to be carefully managed. This hunt has existed for years and has never negatively impacted black bear 
populations.

2/15/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey

Definitely in favor of a spring bear hunt.  This is the best opportunity to assess bears, verify they are without cubs and take a boar rather than a sow. 2/15/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
Hunting is not a sport or a hobby.  Hunting should be banned. Hunting is a self serving endeavour that is cruel and inhumane to the sentient bears that are unfairly targeted. Bears have families and social structures and they most 
definitely feel pain. Why would anyone want to intentionally inflict pain on a sensitive and sentient animal? Instead focus your time and efforts on something that might have a positive impact on others. Get a life and save a life. 

2/15/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Washington state has done a fantastic job carefully managing spring bear hunting in the past and should be allowed to continue to do so! Support spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal hunting. 2/15/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
I’m against bear hunting!!! It should be stopped 2/15/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Roses are red violets are blue I support spring bear hunting how about you? 2/15/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
People claiming hunting is cruel have obviously never watched an animal die from a bullet or arrow and compared that quick death with being ripped apart, choked out, drown, poisoned, starved to death or any other natural causes that 
animals do to one another.

I fully support spring bear hunting and hunting in general.
Oh, and remove Lorna Smith.

2/15/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

Hunting should be banned full stop. Animals should not be viewed as something that can be "harvested"! 2/15/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
I think its important to remember where the driving dollars for our states wildlife agency comes from. Its also dually important to follow the science. 
The talk i personally hear from the opposing side of this is- "sow mortality" which in turn leads to cub mortality. 
Or, "lethargic animals at a time when they may not be in the best shape. 
These are both false. Niether are based in sciece or any real numbers or facts.
Washingtons bear population is quite robust. As the biologists have said, a spring season is warranted, I'd even go so far as to say increased. 
Lastly on the subject of opposition talking points. There is really no such thing as a "lethargic" bear. Unless its in a den. 
Of the dozens i have seen, at all times of the year, (most recently on the 13 of december while muzzleloader elk hunting) not once did the phrase, "lethargic" come to mind. 
Please- i beg you to do your jobs thouroughly and trust the science. Bring back Washington's spring bear season and stop letting political abd social biases dictate our longest standing traditions. 

2/15/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. It’s inhumane, irresponsible and downright cruel - hunting for sport or recreation has absolutely no place in a truly civilized society. Please stop this barbaric practice. Thank you. 2/15/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Wdfw legal should look at the conflict of people  interest between Commissioner Smith, Washington wildlife outreach organization leadership and grant funds.

Oh and I fully support spring bear hunting.

2/15/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

I believe this state should allow for the wdfw to make decisions for hunting based on the science if we have a healthy Bear population then we have a spring bear hunt. If the population is in decline and hurting then we hold off tell it 
bounces back. But currently we have a very healthy bear population. Allow this hunt to happen as it has for many years in Washington 

2/15/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

I’m eating bear pep sticks today, from a bear I killed last year. Hunters use the meat, which is required by law.

Bear hunting is sustainable and a wonderful time. I fully support this rule.

2/15/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey



The North American Conservation model has done more for Wildlife than any anti-hunting group. I full support a Spring Bear hunt. Hunters do more for Conservation than any other group in the world. RCW 77.04.55 The commission shall 
maximize fishing, hunting, and outdoor recreational opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish and wildlife population. Please follow the science and not the emotions of anti-hunters that are oblivious of the benefits of 
hunting.

2/15/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and all hunting..it's organic meat for my family! For the anti's...I hunt to feed my family..it's not inhumane..it's a way of life that you don't agree with..tough! 2/15/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.  It serves no real purpose.  2/15/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
There are other ways to keep the population down such as tranquillise some female and male bears   to spay and neuter them.  Far more humane and save them being hunted mercessily. 2/15/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow hunting to be allowed for bears. This practice is inhumane and will be taken advantage of people who will unnecessarily kill these animals. The numbers of bears in existence right now are not over abundant and this 
will kill off the remaining bears there.

2/15/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunting.  I oppose all hunting.  It's unnecessary and damages the balance of Mother Nature. 2/15/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds wildlife conservation in Washington and the USA. Hunting is the reason we have funds to do research and protect populations through the sales of licenses. Additionally hunters are the best stewards of animals and the 
lands they live on. For those against hunting I hope you consider it is the most ethical way to obtain meat and animal products. It is not inhuman and it is not unethical. In 2020 hunters through the Pittman Robertson act generated $1 
billion dollars in support of conservation. Without hunting these funds wouldn’t exist and this why maintain hunting seasons is important to the protection and proliferation of conservation. I support hunting spring bears and the 
protection of our wildlife populations!

2/15/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Follow the science and allow spring bear hunting. Fully support this rule 2/15/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the science behind the decision for the hunt to continue. 2/15/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunting. It is barbaric and cruel. They have right to exist,  and your country is so very lucky to have these wild creatures. 2/15/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt as does my family. We as hunters do not want bears to disappear in fact it’s the exact opposite. We seek to have healthy Forrest’s and healthy game populations. Spring bear is a tool to ensure that 
happens. Bears and wildlife require our intervention because of our expansion into their habitat thus they require management and harvest to maintain a health balance in the ecosystem 

2/15/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero. So this is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits 
struggling ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, 
the only predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue.

2/15/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey

I strongly Support Spring bear hunting.  Bears need to be managed and we are lucky to harvest these wild creatures. 2/15/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
It strongly oppose the hunt if these bears. They're in need of protection, not slaughter. 2/15/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
Keep our spring bear hunts going it is a good way to keep a healthy population 2/15/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt and I can only echo the quoted comment below. 
“
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero. So this is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits 
struggling ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, 
the only predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue.”

2/15/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring Bear hunting! Please protect these vulnerable Bears. Thank you. 2/15/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Our state science shows that we need a spring black bear harvest. 2/15/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Plenty of bear, healthy population. Fully support bear hunting and this rule. 2/15/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hint! Please protect the bears. Thank you! 2/15/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I 100% support spring bear hunting in Washington state. The spring bear hunt in Washington is a good tool to manage our population of bears. Bear Managment helps protect tree growth on private and state forest lands and also helps 
keep the deer and elk population growing. Bears love to kill fawns and elk calves in the spring and a bear population that goes unchecked will result is many fawns and calves being killed which will result is our elk and deer populations 
diminishing.  The state of Oregon has a spring bear hunt in almost every unit and manages their bear population very well!  Plus bear hunting in the spring will bring revenue to the state and local community in areas of the bear hunts.  
One change that would be good to the state on bear hunting is making it illegal to harvest a sow with a one year old cub or cubs. This will make the hunter more aware and focus on harvesting a boar   .  This practice will help the bear 
population to continue to thrive in our environment!!

2/15/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

Bear population is stable not vulnerable. We fully support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero. So this is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits 
struggling ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, 
the only predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue.

2/15/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the continuation of a spring bear season. The rhetoric from the anti-hunting community about sows and cubs being killed is false and scientifically unfounded. FOLLOW THE SCIENCE 2/15/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt. These wonderful bears should be protected. They are the ones that should be living here and if they are hunted and killed it will upset the biodiversity and what is natural. The bears need to be 
protected from hunters who quite frankly have zero empathy for a living creature and want to hunt these vulnerable bears and their baby bears which is cruel and quite frankly barbaric. It’s blood hungry and it’s an excuse for people to go 
and do something they get off on. Very sick in my opinion and their views are not to be trusted. Please do not let this bear hunt take place. Please see sense and leave nature well alone. 

2/15/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Hunting is not a sport, it’s murder. These vulnerable animals have no way to defend themselves. I would agree to this: open it up and only allow man vs animal. No weapons. The heartless hunter can go against the bear with no weapons. 
Let it be an even playing field. Please follow your heart. For once do something for nature. This earth was not given to man to completely decimate all living creatures other than man. Please permanently ban the spring hunt. It has 
absolutely zero place in 2022. What are you going to do? Let them hunt until we have nothing left but trees? No animals, no wildlife, just heartless hunters with their high power rifles with nothing left to kill. Heartbreaking 💔💔

2/15/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
A spring bear hunt is cruel and unfair. Even if females with young cubs are excluded, we all know how careless and often utterly incompetent trophy hunters are. At least one female and her new cub are likely to become their victims. In 
spring, bears are newly awoken and foraging for greenery making a hunt at this time utterly unjust. Hunting with high-powered guns is cruel, evil, and cowardly.

2/15/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
These anti-hunters that are commenting have zero idea what is happening in the real world outside of their bubble. I strongly support the continued spring bear hunt. The North American Conservation Model works! Science over emotion. 2/15/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. Please stop this insanity. 2/15/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey



I strongly support the spring bear hunt. The anti-hunting groups should not be able to take this opportunity away because of their emotions and feelings. The scientific data supports a spring bear season being acceptable and the states 
black bear populations supports it.

2/15/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

Hi  I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt,  STOP this hunt now. 2/15/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and as a WA property owner and taxpayer, expect fish and wildlife management decisions to be based on science, not emotions or personal bias.  The reality is hunting is conservation and a management 
tool that needs to be used.

2/15/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

We need spring bear hunting in our state weather it be a state wide season  which our state can more then handle, to protect our deer and elk population, which are really declining in the areas where bears are most prevalent. When you 
have bears running loose in major cities like Puyallup and federal way, swimming all the way to Whidbey island,. You know you have alot of bears and they need to be managed. Please do your job and manage wild life equally by what the 
animals are doing not the bleeding hearts trying to cancel hunting in our state. 

2/15/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

The animal-rights extremists must have finally posted the link to this comment page. Until a day ago, the responses were 9 to 1 in favor of reinstating the hunt, and today, mass amounts of grammatically and factually incorrect comments 
in oppostion have appeared. 

WDFW, please note that the majority of the oppostion comments are full of name-calling and lack any sound argument against the hunt beyond "I don't like it".  Also note that those in support of reinstating the hunt rely on things such as 
"science", "facts", and "logic". 

Insults levied against hunters today include: cowards; inhumane; unconscionable; cruel; radical; vicious; ruthless; terrible; insane; senseless; stupid; and idiots.  Arguments in opposition include such intricacies of intellect as "I oppose all 
hunting" and "hunting should be banned full stop". 

I would hope that in a room full of wildlife biologists, resource managers, and policy makers, these people are allowed a little table in the corner, where they can enjoy juice boxes and snacks, maybe watch "Ice-Age 3", and call eachother 
names, while the adults in the room get to work and reinstate the spring bear hunt. 

2/15/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! Stop orphaning Cubs! Stop the bloodbath. This is a trophy hunt. 2/15/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I 100% support an annual spring bear hunt. And I 100% oppose Lorna Smith 2/15/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the reinstatement of the controlled spring bear season . 
It would be a complete disrespect to the biologist and science to not continue  with having a spring bear hunt . The population is more than stable . Clearly based on the research done in the blue mountains bears are responsible for a 
large percentage of fawn and calf mortality . 

2/15/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I 100 percent support the spring bear hunt quit trying to take hunting away!!! 2/15/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
Spring Bear hunts help protect young calves and fawns. 2/15/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Please use scientific evidence in season and limit decision making.  I support a spring bear season. 2/15/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I strongly support bringing the spring bear hunt back. Please manage our wildlife with science instead of emotion. 2/15/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an incredibly useful tool to help manage the bear population. I support the decision to remove the year from the title, however I do not agree with prohibiting the harvest of females, hunters already have proven 
they are responsible enough to do their best in avoiding harvesting females

2/15/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Leave spring bear season alone !!! 2/15/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. It is necessary in helping deer and elk fawns survival. Antis worry about possible orphaned cubs but fawns being killed by bears is a certainty. 2/15/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunts  as do many family and friends.  This is not a "sport."  It is cruelty and senseless slaughter of bears who have as much right to live as any other living being.  Bear hunting is just plain wrong. 2/15/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

The state took away dog hunting and I have seen the population grow out of control I can only Imagine what removing this hunt  will do. 2/15/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
We need spring bear hunting as the biologist propose.  I live and work in NE WA and have never seen so many bears around.  The populations is very high and combine that with the deer issues and we need to control predators.  i don't 
agree with the issues of not sporting or issues with shooting the females, i have not seen people shoot females and agree with the bologists on the information provided.  the comittee simply didn't listed to the facts presented.  it is 
saddening to see how the commission ignored the biologist information clearly provided.  it feels as though they are not abiding by the mandate to provide hunting and we certainly need it to control population and help the ungulates.  I 
have lived and hunted here for 30+ years and i work outside and see the animals, and never before have i seen this many bears.  our predators numbers are scary high from what i see.  we need help for the ungulates so we can have 
health populations all around.  No one wants to see more animals and health populations than hunters, trust me.  but we need to manage them at healthy levels, including predators.    thank you, LBR

2/15/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting. It helps control other animal populations (deer fawn) and keeps them from being over populating and tipping your trash cans over looking for food. 2/15/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
We need to manage the bear population and hunting seasons based on a scientific based management program, not public feelings. I support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/15/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Please Don't allow this hunt. One hunt a year is enough.... 2/15/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I've been hunting over 50 years, I've seen more bear in the past tens years, than all the years added prior to that. Washington state needs a spring bear hunt to help manage populations on both bear and animals bear prey upon. 2/15/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

The science stated there is an opportunity for a spring bear hunt by the WDFW Bear Biologist. Anything else is based on bias or emotion.  We need a spring bear season with the associated revenue generated from a spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. This should not be an emotional decision but based on science and data from biologists. All that points to a highly sustainable population. 2/15/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. Science shows it is viable. 2/15/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Spring Bear Hunts have always been a healthy way of culling bears and protecting Calf/fawn numbers.  The science has shown this. Also, male bears will kill cubs. 2/15/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Bear tastes good. Spring or fall. 2/15/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I support an annual Spring Bear hunt. The language describing Sows with cubs needs to be very clear. A sow may lactate well after her offspring reaches 50lbs. Just because a sow is lactating does not man she has a cub or cubs. The results 
from lasts years spring bear checks, shows that Hunters do not take sows with cubs. Again, I support the annual spring bear hunt. The North American Conservation model works! Hunters support Conservation and do more for 
conservation than any anti-hunting group. 

2/15/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt.  I strongly support science-based wildlife management. I recognize the positive experience spring and fall bear hunting provides so many families and individuals within our state. 2/15/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey

I strongly OPPOSE the bear hunt. 2/15/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I am for a spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I am totally against the spring bear hunt not needed you hunters can go and say all you want about being in favor of the bear hunts in order to reduce the population so that it doesn't get out of control that's just a hunter's excuse so they 
can go out and kill and put these bears in their trophies rooms one out of 10 hunters may eat bear there's enough killing going on in the world we don't need any more I am pro gun but killing defenseless animals is not a way to do things 
just my personal opinion before long bears will be extinct wolves will be extinct mountain lions will be extinct bobcats lynxes and so forth it needs to stop now before it's too late

2/15/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey

Please Make your decisions based solely on the biologists recommendations.  Emotion has no place in science or wildlife management. 2/15/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I support you he spring black bear hunt. Predators in this state n ed to be controlled and wdfw need to do a better job if we want a huntable population of deer and elk in this state. 2/15/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey



I strongly support science based approach to wildlife management. I support the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I’m in support of spring bear hunting,, I’ve hunted bears since 1986 and we as in my friends and family,, harvested over 50bears and never had a sow with cubs ! Let the wildlife biologists managed the bears and not the people that just 
feel sorry for them. Thanks!

2/15/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

It is a well documented  fact that monies raised by sportsman are the only contributor to bringing back every big and small game species in North America. In part thanks to the North american model of conservation.
Not the humane society, not PETA.
Sportsman..
The science has proven that there is no danger to black bear populations in Washington state. We are allowed to buy two tags because of this. So please stop using the excuses provided by people that have no idea what they are talking 
about.
The Road map is there. It is your job to follow it. Please support the spring bear hunt . It is what is right

2/15/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose any spring bear hunt - this is a barbaric and shameful practice and is NOT a reasonable wildlife management tool since it is not based on independent scientific research without connection to hunting organizations.  Rather it is an 
exercise in destroying bear families - all for a questionable "recreation" value.  There are plenty of less violent forms of spring recreation opportunities for people where they can learn about wild places and species without direct harm to 
them.  

2/15/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
To harvest a Sow with Cubs has always been a ethical choice in my opinion, but I do support Spring Bear hunts 2/15/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Expand spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
There is no logical reason to stop the spring bear hunt. In fact more areas could use a reduction in bear numbers 2/15/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
My family and I are very opposed the the spring hunting of black bear.  As a wild life rehabilitator for 15 years, we have seen mother bears killed and their offspring starving to death.  This is both not acceptable and we do not see this as a 
necessary step to reduce the bear population.

2/15/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey

I am totally opposed to bear hunting and all hunting! There is too much killing in the world. Find a peaceful way to spend your time. 2/15/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
The bears are killing defenseless fawns and calves before they even hit the ground, I love to eat bear meat, bear stew is our favorite!  2/15/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. 2/15/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The bear population in the words of WDFW biologists is "robust". The hunt is a sustainable opportunity the Commission is mandated to provide. It in no way endangers the bear population and in fact helps 
keep the population in balance with their prey- mainly deer and elk fawns in the spring time. Follow the science that says it's sustainable rather than misplaced Disney-movie ideas of wildlife management. 

2/15/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey

Hunting is conservation. This spring bear season needs to be reinstated to the way it was at a minimum if not at an even greater capacity. HUNTING IS CONSERVATION. 2/15/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
We need the spring black bear hunt to continue there is way too many bears cougars and wolves to not manage our predators 2/15/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
The Spring black bear hunt should continue as it has four decades. There is no biological reason that it should not continue. Predation of elk in the blue mountains alone should tell you that this hunt needs to continue. 2/15/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed amendments. This eliminates the need to vote on a sustainable recreational opportunity every year. Let the commission spend more time on issues that matter. Leave emotion out of wildlife management. 2/15/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey

I strongly support keeping our Spring bear Season. I have worked in the timber industry for a little over a decade and also am an avid outdoorsman. I have seen first hand  what bears can do to private and state land timber. The bear are 
extremely hard on the fawns if we take away spring bear we could see a drastic decrease in deer population. 

2/15/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt. Leave it like it has been there is no reason to change any rules. 2/15/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Washington’s spring bear hunt needs to continue in the name of king term sustainable hunting. Predator hunting is crucial to the long term health of our herds and creates a balance that’s only attainable through hunting. It’s time to stop 
negotiating with activist over their feelings and political agenda when they have no idea how conservation truly works. 

2/15/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting. No change in rules needed. 2/15/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt. I strongly support science-based wildlife management. I recognize the positive experience spring and fall bear hunting provides so many families and individuals within our state. 2/15/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. The science supports the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Follow the science 2/15/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
I apose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I strongly apose the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Its a responsibility of the WDFW to manage all wildlife. The WA black bear population is VERY dense and healthy, its well documented. Without a spring bear hunt the deer and elk populations will 
greatly suffer as will timber land and other prey of black bear. Additionally black bear provides valuable meat to families.

2/15/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey

The Spring Bear hunt is entirely sustainable, does not target sows, and with the proposed changes, is a clearly constitutional use of the renewable wildlife resources of our state. Furthermore, by helping to keep predator populations in 
check, populations of other species that are struggling also with habitat loss and other pressures can be more robust to those pressures. Please adopt these changes and keep Spring Bear hunts!

2/15/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

Please keep  in mind this isn't just about killing bears. It's about keeping a balance not just with wildlife but with our forest lands also. Bears kill thousands of trees  each spring when the sap begins to run. Please  consider allowing us to do 
our part. Thankyou

2/15/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt because leaving it in place would be following the science. We should not be making decisions on game management based on emotion and feelings. 2/15/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
I support the rule proposal and I support an annual Spring Bear hunt. Time and time again, the North American Conservation model works! 2/15/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Please don’t take this source of organic free range meat away from my family. It’s entirely sustainable and way more ethical than farmed meat or even dairy for that matter 2/15/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
The washington bear population has grown since the banning of bait and hounds. Bring back spring bear. 2/15/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Eat organic. Hunt.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/15/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

PLEASE, stop spring bear hunting.  🐻🐻 2/15/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
With the lack of pursuit opportunities and a significant increase predator populations, to include black bear. Regional managers of WDFW are pro spring bear hunt, they understand the need to effectively manage our bear populations, 
closing or eliminating a spring bear hunt is not only an emotional reaction, it goes against sound scientific data that the wdfw holds. Open up the spring bear hunt.

2/15/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey

We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission.

2/15/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey



The spring bear tag allotment as it is should be the bare minimum.  We need otc spring bear tags.  There are plenty of tasty bears in this state to support more spring tags.  Spring seasons lead to more ethical hunting as well.  The bears are 
out feeding in the open and are easier to field judge. All of my largest and oldest boars were taken on spring hunts. 

2/15/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the hunt for this renewable resource as much as I support the harvest of any other reoccurring natural resource. 2/15/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
As for reduction of spring bear tags in 684 in the Long Beach unit needs to be reconsidered due to the amount of bears living in the unit. You need to keep it at 10 bear permits. Yes you’re right there is a lot of private property and if you 
ask the private landowners most of them will allow you to hunt their lands. You need to seriously look at the complaints from private citizens about bear issues. Everything from private property damage to livestock damage and the 
amount of damage that the Black bears are doing on our elk and deer herds in 684, 681 are tremendous. And you also need to talk to the timber companies in these units about the black bear damage to their tree farms. One of the big 
issues is that Willapa Bay wildlife refuge Does not allow black bear hunting on their land in these game units. And another large land owner is Washington state parks that owns several thousands of acres in these units and they do not 
allow bear hunting on the state land. I agree we need to have spring bear seasons. We need to control predators in the state of Washington. By having a spring bear season it helps control predation on elk and deer and other big game 
animals.This question is for the game commission how many black bears do we have in each big game unit in the state of Washington we need to know the total population and we need to know how many black bears there are in game 
unit to properly manage our wildlife. And the same philosophy should be carried over to all other predators and all big game elk, deer, moose, big horns, mountain goats, Antelope. Washington Fish and wildlife should manage their big 
game herds by age classing them, Herd dynamics, diversity, Age class.As of now they manage off of harvest reports.

2/15/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

Working as a professional forester and wildlife biologist for the past 13 years in the North Pacific West. I strongly support spring bear hunting in Washington and I strongly agree we need over the counter tags. Washington needs to take 
note of Montana and Idaho when it comes to predator management. 

2/15/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt and bear hunting in general.  Those who are against spring bear hunting are misinformed.  This is not a trophy hunt, bear meat and the fat from bears is sought after table fare. Also, bears are out of 
"hibernation" and very active long before the hunts begin (mid April) and definitely before most of the bears taken (mid to late May)

2/15/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey

I hope the Washington fission game Commission gets to see all these comments. And remember commission you represent 7.5 million Washingtonians and millions of out of stators driving through our state And stopping to play and 
enjoying our state Every year the citizens and the tourist of the state of Washington has the right to see mature healthy Wildlife.

2/15/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey

I strongly support WDFW's mission to provide a sustainable harvest of game species. Any political or emotional anti-hunting agenda should not be a part of the rule-making process. 2/15/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
In 1995 I led the initiative against I-695.  Back then we warned the causal affect of removing these tools of wildlife management from the DFW for large carnivores.  My opinion is the DFW is behind the curve enacting these management 
techniques and have been fearful of the "Political" fall out from anti-management activists of PAWS and the HSUS.  DFW live in an environment of liberal lawmaker tactics where wildlife and habitat continue to fail for the purpose of 
enhanced virtue signaling of their re-election donors.  For the sake of our remaining wildlife and habitat use the tools most effective to manage large carnivore populations.  Managing wildlife by emotion or political opinion fails every 
time, all the time, for the wildlife and habitat you are entrusted to manage.  Do what is right - not what is popular...  JonA

2/15/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

I strongly support WDFW and their wildlife biologists in support of a spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Do not listen to OUT of state anti hunting groups and bring back the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Do the right thing for the wildlife and the people you represent. Keep our spring bear managed. We need a spring bear season by law. 2/15/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey

I strongly support WDFW and their wildlife biologists in support of a spring bear hunt.
2/15/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey

We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission. 

2/15/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey

This North American model of Wildlife management has been working for over 100 years.  Its is because of this model we have the robust bear populations we do.  Game and non game species have benefited from these management 
practices.  Emotional opinions do nothing to help wildlife.  By stopping hunting of any game species you are hurting wildlife down the line.

I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season and beyond  In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species.  Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.   

2/15/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey

The state of Washington should continue the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season that is suppoted by science. 2/15/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Bear (and other predators( populations are rising in our state while ungulates are declining. Bring back bear hunting 2/15/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey

Do not listen to OUT of state anti hunting groups and bring back the spring bear hunt
2/15/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt!!! 2/15/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I fully support the evidence that a spring bear hunt with limited permits is sustainable and should continue. Please listen to the biologist and the evidence and maintain Washington annual spring bear season. Large, out of state anti 
hunting groups who want to legislate based on emotion instead of science should have no say in the management of bear in Washington state, especially when WDFW’s own biologists approve of the season. 

2/15/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

There’s no reason to not have a spring bear hunt. The same rules and tag allocations that have been for years has shown to work. Maybe even give more tags if you’re feeling frisky. We have the bears and it’s mandated that opportunities 
are created for hunters. I’m all for it. 

2/15/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

I fully support the reinstatement of the Spring bear permit hunt. Our black bear population is very strong and can support the continuation of this hunting opportunity. 2/15/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Please conduct all further decisions based on science and data provided by the Washington state biologists. These are dedicated professionals committed to their science. Do not let out of state interest groups or your own personal bias to 
determine wether or not to allow others to pursue there passions. Put yourself on both sides of the table. Would you like to have your interests adversely affected by other people? 

2/15/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey

A science based approach should be the standard. For all seasons. 75% of my families red meat is wild game. Which includes spring bear. 2/15/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I 100% support spring bear hunts, the numbers are out there to support it. The opportunity should be available for us to choose wether we want to pursue it or not! 2/15/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear season. There is little to no scientific reason not to. 2/15/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear . The deer and elk need predator management! 2/15/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Its been a tough couple years for the service business community. Spring bear hunting will bring $ to rural communities that need it.  2/15/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. Please bring it back. Let even make it over the counter instead of a special draw. All animals are great. But ALL animals need managed. That’s why we use science not feelings 2/15/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season and beyond In my opinion the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the 
healthy populations of all species. Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is inline with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.

2/15/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting should be over the counter statewide.  Washington has one of if not the highest black bear populations in the lower 48.  There is no reason for there not to be a statewide over the counter black bear season. 2/15/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

"I oppose spring bear hunting." STOP this bear hunt! 2/15/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
20000 people signed a petition at change.org to bring back spring bear in Washington. It’s time that happened. 2/15/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey



I support a spring bear hunting season 2/15/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I spent $260 dollars this year on tags for this state. Hunter input should easily supersede any non hunting comments. I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
In favor. 2/15/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunting season. 2/15/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Bring back the hounds 2/15/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. Bear population has exploded in the last 10+ years. I saw more bear this past fall than elk or even deer. Bear prey on new born ungulates in the spring, hurting elk and deer populations. 2/15/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

I support Spring Bear season. 2/15/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. The spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan 2/15/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed rule changes and spring bear in general.  Just please keep in mind a sow may still be lactating if a non-human has killed her offspring.  The Hunter would have no way of knowing this if he/she saw and killed a lone 
sow.  

2/15/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting for the conservation of Washington!!! 2/15/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
With the population of black bears in Washington state there is no not to allow the sportsmen women of this state the opportunity to harvest a bear with a spring hunt. 
It is the sportsmen and women of this state that have helped with a solid population of black bear. 
Why deny us the opportunity to help maintain a healthy population ?

2/15/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season. 2/15/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Keep the predator management up. Our fawns and calves need our support 2/15/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting for the conservation of Washington! 2/15/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I support science and conservation based decisions. Not emotional decisions about game management. I support the Spring Bear hunt. 2/15/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season. 2/15/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I fully support the continuation of Washington's spring black bear hunting season. Let's do ourselves a favor and manage our wildlife based on scientific facts and not emotional decisions. 2/15/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, I was wondering how they are going to make the decision. Will they read all the comments and decide or will they go by majority vote? 2/15/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear huntinf 2/15/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I truly oponed of spring bear hunting. Please ban it for good! Lets other generations enjoy the beauty of these animals 2/15/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I am for the spring bear hunt. Use science based game management. 2/15/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
The spring bear is a great time for game management.  Protecting the ungalets who will be calving.  Spring bear offers the ability to control the bear population which in turn is good for deer and elk populations.  Use facts and science no 
emotion.

2/15/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

Why?  
Why would we do more killing, regret, reverse, and continue this horrible sport?  Why become a murderer when clearly, they were here first!  

2/15/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

I am coming from a country, Colombia, where hunting is banned, and we are proudly to be the second most biodiverse country in the world. It is clear that we do not need human intervention to control animal populations! 2/15/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

Since Spring Big Game hunting of bear is so controversial the Commission should first seek advise from the Governor and Conservation Social Scientists before making a decision on even having and promoting such an occurrence to take 
place. Better yet might be to put it up to a vote of the people of the state of Washington who foot the bill for management of wildlife for all. 

2/15/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey

I support bringing back spring bear. Please look at what you as commissioners are doing to this state. First the steelhead season is basically non existent, salmon season is getting to be that way. TAKE THIS AS YOUR WARNING AS YOU 
WERE WARNED BEFORE. Start listening to the people and science around you before we have no more deer or elk populations because of your lack of conservation!! Start listening to the people out there everyday. We are just trying to 
help keep wildlife alive!

2/15/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey

There is no scientific data that supports the ban of a spring bear season. Neighboring states have a plentiful spring bear season and their black bears are still thriving. Use science and data provided by our wildlife biologists (who literally 
study this stuff for a living) dictate the season - not emotions. 

2/15/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey

Please let science guide these decisions, not emotion.  Let our professionals do there jobs!  Continue with the spring bear hunts.  2/15/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
If you've ever spent any time in the mountains then you'd realize the spring bear and really all bear hunts are much needed to minimize the damage they inflict across numerous issues. Please do what's right and bring back our spring bear 
hunt.

2/15/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey

The science needs to be followed in the setting of the regulations, not someone’s personal opinion. Follow what the WDFW Biologists have to say as they are the most knowledgeable in this area. 2/15/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Bring back our spring bear hunt the deer and elk will be most thankful! 2/15/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
The wildlife science of our Bioliogists should be followed. Look at the surrounding states and how they are managed. Our bear numbers are some of the highest in the lower 48. To not do a spring hunt would be anti science, we should 
increase the tag numbers or open a spring season to manage the bears. 

2/15/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
I am against Spring Bear hunting in Washington. Stop and ban spring bear hunting for ever. Come on!  we are supposed to be an inteligente specie, therefore not need to destroy other species only for our entertainment, we can live in 
harmony to other animals, just stop invading  and destroying  their habitat. 

2/15/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is backed by sound science. We need to listen to our biologists and predator management teams. Our bear populations are extremely healthy while our ungulates struggle. We need to help our ungulates in the spring 
when they are calving and fawning by pressuring these bears! Bring back our spring season and help our ungulate species!!

2/15/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, follow the science not feelings. 2/15/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting as well as science and fact based conservation. Reinstate the spring hunt for 2022 and years to come. Also please remove lactation as a sign of a sow with cubs. Sows often lose their cubs due to causes not 
related to the hunter prior to harvest. 

2/15/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey

i vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt!

“When we have exposed the specious reasoning of the hunters’ apologists and stripped their sport of its counterfeit legitimacy, the naked brutality of hunting defines itself: killing for the fun of it.” –Steve Ruggeri

2/15/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey

I am totally opposed to bear hunting. It makes no sense to kill predators so that the elk population increases, and once it gets out of control open new licenses to hunt elks. 2/15/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting please follow to recommendation of the state funded wildlife biologists. 2/15/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear hunt and science based wildlife management. Let's stick with the American model of conservation  because it is the reason so many species thrive successfully on our landscape today! 2/15/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Black Bear bad, deer and elk good, not if you are a farmer. Spring elk season would make much more scientific sense if you want to eliveate commercial damage. Permits to shoot elk at the haystacks and deer at the orchards could provide 
safer meat and very selective harvest. These animals do not have enough winter range allowed them and bear have nothing to do with it. If you blatantly want to make money the driver then auction off these deer and elk.

2/15/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt and science based conservation strategies 2/15/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt would be disastrous . When Florida had one after years of not, it was a slaughter with cubs and lactating mothers murdered. More sound methods were applied, latches for trash cans, etc. We are moving into every 
space but the bears have a place in the eco system.The worldwide coverage of the “ bear hunt” with a tiny cub in an ice chest was horrible and thankfully scientists and citizens got together and there are non lethal methods. The publicity 
and ugly picture can and should be avoided. Thank you. 

2/15/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

The black bear population in Washington is one of the largest and most robust in the country. Controlling the number of bears and putting pressure on them will only help keep the deer/elk population as well as the bear population at 
sustainable levels. We need to stop punishing Washington hunters/sportsmen for helping keep species at healthy population sizes, we should rather be finding ways to support them and expand opportunities. Science based policy making 
is crucial. I support spring bear!

2/15/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey

Just letting the antis win another uneducated push against hunting with the closure… open it up! 2/15/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I support this tightly managed and sustainable hunting opportunity for black bears in the spring. The black bear population is strong and there are few harvests of female bears. I support the rule prohibiting the take of females with 
offspring.

2/15/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Live and let live please! 2/15/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I support black bear hunting in the spring. Every animal type must be managed especially predators. 2/15/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! Bear populations are booming in the state and it is important to manage them, in addition they are tasty and every spring bear hunters eats them. These comments on bear meat getting wasted/not eaten 
are blatant lies

2/15/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

The animal-rights extremists must have finally posted the link to this comment page. Until a day ago, the responses were 9 to 1 in favor of reinstating the hunt, and today, mass amounts of grammatically and factually incorrect comments 
in oppostion have appeared.

WDFW, please note that the majority of the oppostion comments are full of name-calling and lack any sound argument against the hunt beyond "I don't like it". Also note that those in support of reinstating the hunt rely on things such as 
"science", "facts", and "logic".

Insults levied against hunters today include: cowards; inhumane; unconscionable; cruel; radical; vicious; ruthless; terrible; insane; senseless; stupid; and idiots. Arguments in opposition include such intricacies of intellect as "I oppose all 
hunting" and "hunting should be banned full stop".

I would hope that in a room full of wildlife biologists, resource managers, and policy makers, these people are allowed a little table in the corner, where they can enjoy juice boxes and snacks, maybe watch "Ice-Age 3", and call eachother 
names, while the adults in the room get to work and reinstate the spring bear hunt.

2/15/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I'm in support of allowing spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt as it was. it was used as a wildlife management tool. 2/15/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to Bear Hunting Season. I am scientific and I would like to heard the opinions of other biologists outside the WDFW; Countries where hunting is prohibited not need human intervention to control populations! The nature is 
doing it job 

2/15/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

The spring bear season has been successfully maintained in this state for many years, and bear populations have only grown. We have more bears than ever in this state. Support the hunt, support true, free-range organic healthy meat for 
the population. 

2/15/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

Maintaining a healthy black bear population is crucial to maintaining a healthy balance in the wildlife ecosystem. We need spring bear Hunts. 2/15/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric practice! No more bear hunting seasons 2/15/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Quit killing the bears ! 2/15/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey

WDFW: it seems like many of the anti comments are people out-of-state or out-of-county, we need to manage based on recommendations of the WDFW biologists. They are the ones studying the animal populations and if they 
recommend the hunt, we should have it. Listen to the scientists and bring back the hunt.

2/15/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey

Quit killing the bears ! 2/15/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Managed? There's a strange way of looking at 'managing' a species to the point where they become endangered.....the only predators which need managing are you arseholes with guns with the sick need to go out and kill something! 2/15/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey

Please follow the science behind predator management, seasons and regulations should be backed by science and not personal feelings or public outcry within our state or from outside of our state 2/15/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Please follow science and the recommendations of WDFW biologists. This is not an emption based topic, it’s science that is supported by WDFW biologists that deeply understand the ecosystems they manage. Please vote to allow the 
2022 Spring Bear hunt. 

2/15/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey

I completely oppose spring bear hunting. It's unnecessary and totally inhumane. Please use science to guide your decision 2/15/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Yes, we need spring bear hunt back in Washington. Hunting is conservation 2/15/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
Let’s keep emotions and in educated opinions out of it, and look at the years of research and hard work put into sustaining predator populations and their effect on other animal populations, through hunting. Fully in support of spring 
bear hunting. 

2/15/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring black bear hunt. Reinstate the season and use the science showing we need to manage all predators in Washington  2/15/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunting season 2/15/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Bears are beautiful creatures. They should be managed beautifully. Support. 2/15/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as it provides food for my family. Don’t allow the rich to take away this public sustainable food source from us. 2/15/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Bears are most vulnerable in the spring. and this contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. I OPPOSE this hunt, IT NEEDS TO REMAIN CANCELED. 2/15/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
A sea lion once stole my salmon, right before I got it in the boat. But, it just as easily could have been a bear. Support. 2/15/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and support the changes that are in question. Stop making this about emotions and start listening to the biologists. Black bears and other predators are thriving in the state and need to be continued to 
be managed.

2/15/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

The black bear hunting opportunities in Washington state were a source of tradition, food, and camaraderie in my family long before I was born. I’ve never felt more connected to my landscape and my ancestors than when I took my first 
black bear—not to mention the delicious meat they provide. I hope that we are not swayed by the shift in our social/political atmosphere around puget sound which has followed population influx. There is a long-standing culture of self-
sufficiency providing field-to-table meals in this state and, as a lifetime Washington resident, I pray I am able to pass along robust, year-round opportunity to my own children to resource their own food and fall in love with the outdoors 
the same way I have. We all have to be flexible and practical with wildlife management, but in the absence of a legitimate threat to the bear populations (in almost any region in WA), I believe we ought to uphold the full range of 
opportunities for this spring bear hunt!

2/15/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

I Support Spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey



I feel that protecting bears is more important than the egos of trophy hunters. 2/15/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
I support a spring Bear hunt, a general season spring hunt, baiting and hounds. If the science is to be followed, as it should, then these are all effective tools and prevent the killing of mother's with cubs. 2/15/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
I am in support of permanently banning the spring bear hunt. Many animals endure prolonged, painful deaths when they are injured but not killed by hunters. ... Hunting disrupts hibernation patterns and destroys families. For animals 
such as young cubs who’s mothers are killed by hunting, it can devastate entire communities. Animals are sentient beings and they have the capacity to suffer, love and feel loss. Respect their habitats and leave them alone. 

2/15/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

The folks saying they represent the majority of non-hunting Washington citizens and have a right to observe wildlife unmolested may have a point, but it isn't one that has anything to do with cancelling the spring bear hunt. Their ability to 
observe wildlife is entirely dependent on the hunters' dollars and conservation efforts over the last 150 years. 

Also, go to a state park; I already can't hunt there. Go to a National Park; I already can't hunt there. Go to any public land on dates outside of my microscopic hunting season; I already can't hunt there. In fact, even though non-hunters 
contribute just a fraction of the WDFW's budget, they already get access to lands free of hunters the majority of the time.  How about they start paying $250 bucks a year to observe wildlife?

If non-hunters don't want to hunt, great. But you should recognize that your very existence is the direct result of tens of thousands of years of hunting, before the animals you eat came nicely packaged and already dead. Continuing the 
traditional cultural practice of hunting is important to many people, though you may not personally know any of them.

WDFW: It is your mandate to protect this traditional cultural practice for Washingtonians, regardless of what a very vocal, very condescending, and very uninformed group may say on the internet. 

Reinstate the spring bear hunt. Do not cave to special interests who do not live in the communities affected, do not contribute financially to WDFW beyond the bare minimum, and whose tactics involve belittling and insulting people and 
cultures that they do not understand. 

2/15/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

The parameters of the spring bear hunt should not be swayed by statements of emotional invocation such as “inhumane” or “vulnerable” but rather guided by the proven science-based methods that WDFW has always followed. Predator 
management is a serious aspect of wildlife balance in states fighting to protect hunting for ungulates. Our state wildlife biologists deserve more respect than an emotional response to their life’s work!

2/15/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is senseless to allow these animals to be hunted when they are emerging from their dens and are at their most vulnerable. 2/15/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear season. Predators need to be managed so we can have a healthy deer and elk population for years to come. The idea to take away a spring bear hunting season was not at all based on science. 2/15/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

I don't think people realize how painful of a death it is for fawns and calf elk that taken by bears in the spring.  Or how painful it is for a cub bear to be eaten by a mature boar who wants to defend his territory from a new cub before it 
gets big enough to defend itself.  Cubs are rarely orphaned by hunters shooting their mother.  Hunters are smarter than that and know that cubs are important to keep a balance of you and healthy population.  Hunters do a great job of 
keeping the ecosystem in balance with direction from the WDFW setting seasons that will stabilize and maintain a healthy balance of habitat and wildlife for all to enjoy.

2/15/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

Please follow the science and reinstate the Spring Bear season... 2/15/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
I support science which vouches for a Spring beat hunt in Washington State. 2/15/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Bear hunt. It’s cruel and inhumane. 2/15/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
The fact that this is open to public opinion reveals that this isn't about science at all. If it was about science, WDFW would just shut the season down due to poor bear population numbers. Not for commissioner opinions or public opinion. 
Because of this fact, I strongly support the spring Bear season. WA is alleged to have more black bears than any other of the lower 48 states. 

2/15/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

I am in support spring bear hunting and general season hunting. These bear populations are sustainably hunted, managed, and supported by science and biologist. Personal beliefs and emotional ties to the animal have no place in this 
argument. If bear hunting is outlawed, it will dramatically shift the spectrum in predators favor and we will no longer be able to have healthy deer and elk herds. Bears will still be hunted by the state in order to control the populations. 
Please allow law abiding hunters the opportunity to pay for these tags, put money back into conservation, and enjoy the experiences involved. 

2/15/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey

Humans need to be better and stop the destruction of our beautiful wildlife. 2/15/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
Allowing Predators to kill deer and elk fawns is cruel and inhumane. I support bear hunting. 2/15/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I feel as distressed about the thousands of fawns, elk calves, etc. that are brutal maimed and killed by bears as a few of the commentators do about bear hunting. It is important to manage wildlife populations in balance.
At one time WDFW biologists, mentioned to me that there was most likely one bear per square mile of forestland on the west side. That is  over 18,000 square miles and 18,000 bears on the west side. Here is a rough estimate of the 
financial impact if half is productive timberland. There are 9000 bears on public and private timberland. I don’t think all bears peel trees? Let’s say 50% do. Each bear can peel from 0 to 50 trees per night. Bears peel trees from mid April to 
early June, about 50 days. 4500 bears damaging or killing 25 trees per day for 50 days = over 5,500,000 trees annually. Not all peeled trees die. Those that do not die can and do sustain damage that renders the bottom several feet 
unusable. If we use an average cost of $5.00 per tree it is a $27,000,000 dollar a year loss. Still predator and prey will suffer from over population.

2/15/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. It’s time to start treating all animals as living things instead of entertainment for hunters. 2/15/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting season. 2/15/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting.  Please let them live in their own environments.  We CAN share the earth with our wildlife! 2/15/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
The destruction of animal populations has far less to do with over hunting or hunting at all in modern times. The truth of it is that the human population and the infringement of our homes, vehicles and cities have far more impact on 
animal numbers than anything. I dont see any mention of this? Hunters do not want to see animals disappear and will fight for protections where necessary. That's why we have biologists that provide factual data that regulates seasons 
and harvest numbers...but they're not listened too, like the spring bear case. I hunt bears and I have never seen the numbers of bears as I have in the past five years before, they are abundant.

2/15/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Science based management is the only way to successfully manage our wildlife populations. 2/15/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I am for spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is an excellent tool for managing predators and is backed by science. Bring it back. 2/15/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt there has been no alarming factors to stop the hunt so I think we should keep it going 2/15/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
STOP THIS SENSELESS MURDER OF INNOCENT BEARS IN WASHINGTON !!!1 2/15/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose spring bear hunting. There are far more who oppose this than are hunters who are being pandered to with this proposal. 2/15/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. As a small forest landowner it is frustrating to see the damage caused by bear peeling every year.  We plant the trees, maintain the plantations and thin the trees at 15 years.  The thinned trees respond to 
the thinning with good growth and that's when   the bears come in and damage and kill many of the remaining trees.  Spring hunting is an effective tool to help limit this damage.  Follow the science and data, not the political emotions of 
the uninformed.

2/15/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. Stop letting morons murder animals and falsely claim that it is supported by science, which it isn’t, and that it supports conservation, which it doesn’t. Remain true to your correct decision of 19 November 
2021. Thank you.

2/15/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey



Hunters are doing this for fun and messing with ecosystems. We in the UK are against the reversal. Where is your humanity? 2/15/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
What happened to the caribou in the selkirks of Washington? Mismanagement of predators 2/15/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting in the strongest possible terms. Hunting is cruel and repulsive, and there is no place for it in any modern society.  It does not in any way support conservation.  It is purely a means for psychopaths to have 'fun'.  
 Stop pandering to hunters and gun manufacturers.  Protect innocent creatures instead.

2/15/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey

I am in full support of the spring bear. The vast majority of the posts not in favor are “justified” as inhumane or cruel. Show the facts that it is an inhumane or cruel season. The bear population is rumored to be the highest it has been in 
generations. It must be managed just as all other game species are. The spring season (which is all that is being looked at now, not bear hunting in general) is just basically a “quality” bear tag. It gives you access to areas with high densities 
of bears and less people. Keep the season and quit restricting it with more regulations. 

2/15/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt. Follow the science and suggestions of the biologists. 2/15/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
Restore spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear season. Get rid of the sow with cubs rule. Hunters are humans that make mistakes. It is stomach turning enough when a mistake such as shooting a sow that had trailing cubs occurs. There shouldn’t additional 
punishment. Also how is that enforceable? Hunters would have to be reported by a witness or report themselves. Also cubs are not “trophies”. I have never met a hunter that actively pursues or targets cubs. That amendment is 
unnecessary.

2/15/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

I am for the spring bear hunt. The arguments against seem to be emotional. Let science speak 2/15/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is ecologically damaging and not supported by wildlife science. 
It inflicts unnecessary suffering on bears.

2/15/2022 5:34 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 5:36 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting and the spring Bear hunt. 2/15/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating 
sows with cubs is virtually zero, so is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits struggling 
ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. 

2/15/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

I support bear hunting and the spring Bear hunt. 2/15/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. Wildlife in Washington, including bears, are property of the state held in trust for the benefit of Washington's citizens. Isn't it clear that one or more anti-hunting groups posted this link on their website 
and we are now getting comments from the UK, Columbia, and many places besides Washington. These objections are extraneous to the trust and irrelevant. 

2/15/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/15/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
I would like to know how many of the people opposed to this hunt actually live in Washington and deal with the repercussions of a mismanaged predator population. Are they going to be the ones that have to fix and replace and the stuff 
the bears damage? Are they going to be paying for the car to get fixed when it hits a 250lb bear at night? Are they going to be the one to put a bullet in the head of a loved horse that was just attacked? These things don’t matter to them 
because they only want one thing and don’t care what the cost is… listen to your knowledgeable biologists and departments that are telling you the population is high and needs to be managed. Keep spring bear seasons open to avoid the 
much worse negatives than having to hear some bleeding hearts complaining about hunting 

2/15/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in combination with scientific, not emotional, management of our wildlife.  2/15/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/15/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
 I oppose spring bear hunt. NO HUNTING! 2/15/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting!  

I also support only support ONLY Washington residents taking part in this discussion!

2/15/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and support the proposed changes. Hunting is a proven effective management practice and needs to remain in place. 2/15/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
Use science and bring back the spring bear hunt your own scientists reccomended. 2/15/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!  Bears are not mere resources for human "trophies"!  Bears are splendid beings in their own right, who have evolved alongside us as co-inheritors of all the abundance and beauty of life on this planet.  Bears 
should not require our permission to live on this Earth!  Bears earned the right long before us humans arrived.

2/15/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey

Bears do not hold the same value as a human to there creator. You will die and face him and you will learn and it will be to late. If you love bears so much buy a buy tag and support conservation. 2/15/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting. Please stop it now! 2/15/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting 2/15/2022 6:21 PM Online Survey
This being open to opinion is proof that we are not following the science!  I support bear hunting! 2/15/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey

Bears aren't trophies and a vast majority of hunters do not view them as such.  Every population has a bell curve, we have bad advocates in the hunting ranks etc. Bear meat is fantastic table fare and most of us view it that way.  Keep 
buying yours from a store, I choose to harvest my own. Support hunters and spring bear!

2/15/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season 2/15/2022 6:31 PM Online Survey
I fully support bear hunting. Especially spring bear considering if we don’t manage the bear population then the other wildlife will drop drastically. Please keep this hunt! 2/15/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
Use the science that our biologist have invested their life’s into and listen to them!! There is plenty of black bears for a spring bear hunt! 2/15/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt.  WDFW has assessed that the population can sustain the hunt and WDFW and the Fish and Wildlife Commission have a legislative mandate to maximize sustainable hunting opportunities.  Approve this 
hunt.  

2/15/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should be reinstated effective immediately. Some of the acting commissioners have decided to act on personal beliefs instead of following the recommendations of the experts. For further context Oregon and 
Washington have nearly identical black bear populations and the state of Oregon issues roughly 8,500 spring bear tags a year. Washington has found themselves in a place of debating if a black bear season will even happen due to 
commissioners ignoring the North American conservation model and recommendations by biologist. Furthermore the commissioners opposing the spring bear hunt might need a refresher on the commissions mission: The Commission 
establishes policies to preserve, protect, and perpetuate fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish and wildlife 
populations. Follow through on your mission and don’t just pick and chose parts of the mission that fit your personal agenda. Follow the science and recommendations of the experts. 

2/15/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey

Please stop spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I love that our state has opened a way for us residents to voice our opinions on what is going on with our states wildlife conservation. What I don't like is that it has been bombarded by far to many out of state and out of country activists 
that only want to end hunting and not help manage the population of a predator that if left unchecked would destroy other species and would move into populated areas to survive. These animal rights groups refuse to acknowledge the 
fact that we need hunters to keep all wild game populations in check. Also the fact that most of the funding for conservation comes from hunters and fishers is often overlooked. I support all forms of hunting using sound methods of 
determining a healthy stable population that is high enough to be sustainable but low enough to not destroy the areas they call home. Keep hunting alive.

2/15/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey

Even with spring bear hunts bear numbers still increase in Washington State.  Why take it away.  It's a good way for people to feed their families, give deer fawns and elk calves a chance to survive, and limit some of the trees they kill. 2/15/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey



Reopen the spring season. It should have never been closed. 2/15/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I whole heartedly support spring bear hunting as a WASHINGTON RESIDENT. 2/15/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support spring bear hunting and science based management. 2/15/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
My family relies on bear meat and supports the petition  reinstating spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

My family relies on bear meat and supports the petition reinstating spring bear hunting.
2/15/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey

I whole heartedly support spring bear hunting as a WASHINGTON RESIDENT. 2/15/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
Stop allowing out of state people to weigh in on our hunting seasons!  We support spring bear hunts! 2/15/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
Wa resident: I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
As someone who relies heavily on wild game, I would like to see the spring bear season back. Secondly, we have all the science to support the spring bear season. 2/15/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
Science shows the spring bear hunt is sustainable. Keep spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
 "I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/15/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I support the re-opening of the spring bear season 2/15/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey
The spring black bear hunts are limited to less than 1000 tags for the  entire state in a good year less than half of these tags are filled 
  The small numbers taken will not reduce a bear population that has grown exceptionally large since baiting and hound hunting was outlawed several years back .keep the hunt the fees collected    
will help the bear population better than any good intentions             

2/15/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey

Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102
Please maintain the ban on spring black bear hunting.

2/15/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey
A black bear's sense of smell is insane. They can pick up a scent from over a mile away! That is more than seven times better than a bloodhound. Bears, as a Family, are considered to have the best sense of smell of any land mammal. A 
yellowstone study shows predators are killing almost two-thirds of the elk calves born in Yellowstone National Park even before winter hits, the preliminary results of a study have shown. That is almost three times the death rate found in 
a similar study in the 1980s, before wolves were reintroduced to the park. However, the lion's share of calf deaths came from grizzly and black bears, which killed almost four times as many elk calves as wolves did, the study says. I know 
this is Washington and not yellowstone national park but the data can be used to show how detrimental a large population of bears can be to the survival of other large game species. We all support Spring bear hunting not only for the 
food it brings to my family of 6 dinner table but also for the healthy management of numbers to allow other equally important species to thrive.

2/15/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey

Please reinstate 2022 spring bear season, follow the "science" and please allow us to hunt! 2/15/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
I have hunted 32 years and in the last 8 have seen multiple bears every year. Before that we never saw them any time of year I feel there population is doing very well and a spring bear hunt will help with declining deer and elk numbers 2/15/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

Reinstate the spring bear hunt. Wa fish and game should be managed with science not emotions. 2/15/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
BRING BACK OUR SPRING BEAR HUNT!! Like many others have said before me, don’t give in to the social pressure. All it is, is people thinking hunters such as us, are all bad people for taking a life of animal. What they don’t understand is 
that we utilize every part of that animal. From the meat to the bear fat, myself I render down the bear fat and use it for cooking oil, etc. the bones go to my dogs and my families dogs as chew toys, nothing goes to Easter! it’s not only 
about the hunting or killing. it’s about making memorize with family and friends. We have plenty of bears in this state to have multiple seasons for bears. If you want to make the shooting an orphan cub or a sow with cubs illegal, go right 
a head, no hunter I know would have a problem with that, no self respecting hunter would do that. Please bring back our spring back hunt. 

2/15/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey

Vote for a spring black bear hunt 2/15/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt and the Departments recommended season and the state biologists.  Black bear populations are expanding in spite of hunting so those who are against hunting and wildlife management are against 
wildlife all together.  You all need to hug a hunter and thank them for over 100 years of expanding widlife populations and habits.  FACT.

2/15/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt , in-fact I believe we need more spring bear tags to better protect ungulate species. 2/15/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunting! Spring is a time of birth, not death. 2/15/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. We actually need more tags. Success rates are low and bear numbers are high. 2/15/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Yes to the hunt. 2/15/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Predators kill more than hunters ever will and they do it year round... these hunting seasons give hunters the chance to harvest their own food while managing and supporting the wildlife industry. Please read the data provided by the 
organizations and professionals put in place to do so. 

2/15/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey

Vote yes to spring black bear hunting! 2/15/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
Open Spring Bear Backup and increase the permits. 2/15/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of managing and maintaining spring bear hunts in Washington. The science is clear and we should listen to the experts as we have all been told especially for the last 2+ plus years. There is an unreasonable notion we’re doing 
good by eliminating this season. It will only bring harm to our beautiful eco system. Voting yes to continue spring bear season is the only logical thing to do at this point. Trust the science!

2/15/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey

Please BAN the Spring Bear Hunt. It is needlessly cruel and the bear population is shrinking. Do the right thing and protect the bears! 2/15/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
Bring back the Spring Bear hunt, and expand the tags! Make science back decisions not decisions based on feelings. 2/15/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. I understand that it’s a time of birth, but it’s a time of birth for all species, not just bears. I was raised in a family, and currently am raising my family, to provide fresh, wild, free range meat for our 
consumption. We can not continue to harvest only deer and elk, without harvesting predators. Life is a balance. We have greatly disturbed it in the past, and can not stop our efforts to create balance now. If we continue to only harvest 
herbivores, there will be no animals left to hunt for future generations. I feel that we need to increase the amount of predators that harvested yearly, to help grow our herds back to a more manageable size. With hoof rot and other 
diseases present, deer and elk need all the protection they can get from hungry spring bears and cougars. We need to follow the science of wildlife, not the opinions of people. These decisions are hard, but as a hunter, my family will 
devote all our time are resources to help keep all hunting and fishing opportunities available for the future outdoorsman. 

2/15/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It has shown to be sustainable. 2/15/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. And I don’t even hunt 2/15/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.  The Commissioners who voted against the hunt stated that the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. So why take allow something that's against 
everything the agency admits is sound management?

2/15/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Save some baby deer and elk. 2/15/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
The spring season is the best time of year to harvest a bear for meat quality. These seasons can also be used as an important management tool for units with high wildlife human interaction. Also the heavier regulations around harvesting 
females can only help the populations continue to thrive for the future. Restore our Washington spring black bear season, predators need management. There's no need to pay a third party to manage predators when taxpayers would 
enjoy the opportunity!

2/15/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey



Spring bear hunting is essential to proper wildlife and Forrest management 2/15/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I have seen an increase in bears in the area we hunt. And a decrease in does with fawns during the late spring. I don't hunt spring bear but I think it's necessary population control. 2/15/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season 2/15/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear. There is an over abundance of bears. The state has taken away baiting and hounds in the past. This is the only thing we have to keep the bear population in control. Bears have a great sense of smell and can sniff out 
fawns and calves during the spring. This is the last thing hunters have to keep predator numbers at a sustainable level while protecting our deer and elk numbers. 

2/15/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey

The spring bear season was suspended because of political motivation, not sound conservational science. Bear populations continue to increase in Washington even with a controlled spring bear season. Reintroduce the spring bear hunt 
and rely on good science as intended by the North American Model of Conservation.

2/15/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey

I believe this would be a mistake and detrimental to the deer and elk population. 2/15/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
There is no reason to limit this at the moment. We have already seen what Happens when you increase the amount of predator animals compared to none preditor animals. The preditors will over kill. Like the wolves did in the wedge 
pack. You will only incourage more extinction of herbivore wildlife. You need to think about conservation of wildlife and there proper habitat not your own bias. 

2/15/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey

Let us hunt spring bears. 2/15/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Washington resident who supports spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
STOP the SLAUGHTER!!!!

Do we have to KILL ALL forms of life to extinction????

Save the bears!!!!

2/15/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

These decisions must be based on science not feelings. There should be a spring bear hunt. Listen to the biologists not the politicians! 2/15/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting! 2/15/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Check the facts!! We absolutely need spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
I don’t see how making it illegal to shoot a sow with cubs is going to change much. I would guess the vast majority of hunters are not shooting sows with cubs anyhow as it is already “discouraged”. 2/15/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 9:57 PM Online Survey
I do not agree with hunting of any description. 2/15/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 😡😡 2/15/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Please Stop this. 2/15/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
Everyone saying there opposed to spring bear hunting are basing there comments off feelings and no facts 2/15/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
I absolutely strongly oppose hunting of bears in the spring. What crazy, and cool idea. No bear hunting, and if there is, I will certainly not spend a dollar at any of Washington’s parks or recreational areas this year. 2/15/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey

Vanity, vanity, vanity! Cruelty, cruelty, cruelty! Wrong, wrong, wrong!

Killing defenseless bears to make trophies of their bodies is vane, cruel, and wrong. Shame on you if you allow it.

2/15/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
Save all our Wildlife, NOT kill them!! 2/15/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:10 PM Online Survey
I am completely AGAINST the spring bear hunt. Tired of psychos destroying nature. 2/15/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and financially contribute to wildlife conservation. 2/15/2022 10:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the appalling and shameful act known as the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 10:14 PM Online Survey
Please stop using emotions as data to support conservation of wildlife. The science shows that the spring bear hunt is sustainable. We have major problems in the blue mountains due to predation. Unfortunately a lot of people don’t 
understand that if this continues we will loose our elk and deer numbers and guess What’s next. Bears and cougars. No food means no predators. This is not just trophy hunting. We harvest for meat and conservation. I believe I love these 
animals and have a higher understanding of them than the people that oppose it

2/15/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting targets bears when they're most vulnerable. Those who voted against the hunt stated that the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. Stop this hunt! I oppose 
spring bear hunting. 

2/15/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey

Listen to the science, the spring bear hunt will continue to help the population grow. Without it the boars will kill more cubs 2/15/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey
My butcher supports spring bear hunting and so do I. 2/15/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey
I don’t support a spring bear hunt, but if it comes to pass, I would like to see increased penalties for those that kill a sow or cub. Diligent inspections and monitoring should be included as well. 2/15/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
Washington state deer and elk population are already extremely mismanaged, getting rid of spring bear hunting will only make this worse. We should reinstate spring bear permits. 2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly support science based management. The biologists say there should be a spring hunt, so there should be a spring hunt. Bring back the spring bear season. 2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
Biologists agree: spring bear hunting does not hurt the overall bear population of Washington state and therefore I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is unethical and illogical. This is not how population management should be done. Excusing hunting for the purpose of population management is thus unreasonable. Listen to the research already done on population 
management and understand that spring bear hunting is harmful not only to the bears, but also to the ecosystem bears live in. I too stand against spring bear hunting.

2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey

Ich lehne die Jagd auf Bären ab, diese Leute sollen sich eine sinnvolle Freizeitbeschäftigung suchen. So was ist grausam. 2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
Please continue to keep the ban to protect bears and the ecosystem the okay a key part in. 2/15/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
My neighbor who doesn’t have internet said he supports spring bear hunting. So do I. 2/15/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt has taken place in Washington state for 10,000 years. I support this historic hunting opportunity. 2/15/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
Remember, it’s the Wdfw commission mandate to offer hunting opportunities when it’s back by science which this clearly is. I support bear hunting and spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
Stop hunting , why is it still seen ok to hunt and kill animals 2/15/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Listen to the biologist, spring bear hunting should be allowed! 2/15/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Lots of spammers on here. But let’s remember that it is mandated to allow hunting. The ethics or perceived ethics are not in question. I support spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:24 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to the spring bear hunt! Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting. I strongly support this. 2/15/2022 10:24 PM Online Survey
As  long as black bears are not in danger of going extinct, then there should be opportunity for hunting them. Spring and fall would be great. Whatever the biologists recommend. 2/15/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey



Wir leben in neuen Zeiten und müssen alte Vorgehensweisen überdenken. Wir müssen Tiere schützen und für eine Biodiversität sorgen wir greifen zu viel in die Natur und Tierbestände ein. Neueste Studien zeigen, dass sich der Bestand 
auch ohne Abschuss von selbst reguliert. Ich bin gegen die Jagd auf Bären. 

2/15/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey

I would like to go bear hunting in the spring someday, so I generally support the proposal. 2/15/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey
Anyone complaining on here about hunting is never allowed to eat a chicken salad or tuna sandwich again. 😂😂😂😂
I fully support spring bear hunting

2/15/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey

I ate bear today as pep sticks. I fully support spring bear hunting. Oh and remove Lorna Smith. 2/15/2022 10:28 PM Online Survey
I dont support factory farming practices, so I get my meat from ethical and sustainable sources like the wild from hunting. Spring bear hunting should be allowed so that I can eat without supporting factory farms. 2/15/2022 10:30 PM Online Survey

I support the proposal for a spring bear hunt and other rule changes. 2/15/2022 10:31 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is barbaric and unnecessary.  Please don't allow it. 2/15/2022 10:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I hope I get drawn someday. 2/15/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and so do a majority of Washingtonians. 2/15/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
Stop the pointless killing of the bears ,you pathetic idiots . Don't us humans do enough damage to wildlife already????  LOOK IN THE MIRROR YOU BIG BRAVE HUNTERS , THATS WHAT A PIECE OF CRAP LOOK LIKE .. GO TO WAR AND FIGHT 
SOMETHING THATS FIRING BACK . ( AND LADIES ,IF YOUR PARTNER IS A ANIMAL KILLER ,, DITCH HIM QUICK ) you could be next 

2/15/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey

I don’t support bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
call to action to protect the wildlife earth needs to sustain. end all hunts here for good reason. 2/15/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
Humans have hunted bears since the days of stone tools. This hunt is a way for me to connect with my heritage as a human. The North American model for wildlife conservation is only successful if we follow the path. 2/15/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey

I'm a Washington tax payer, and voter. I support the spring bear hunt. 2/15/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a viable way to control bear numbers in game units, and the boars are relatively easy to tell from the females. The bears that cause mortality in elk calves travel the side hills like bird dogs so generally speaking are 
the easiest to spot.

2/15/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunting! It's totally inhumane! 2/15/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
we need to protect all wild life, this is a good way to start protecting bearsprotect 2/15/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
My family chooses to harvest our own meat rather than be shielded from the process of how it gets to us, it is our choice and right. We want to keep this right. Please do not allow the antis to erode our way of life 2/15/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey

I oppose Spring  bear hunting it is inhumane  and such cruelty towards these animals 2/15/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It should remain prohibited. 2/15/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
Please don't allow the killing of the spring bears. They are beautiful animals. 2/15/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/15/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey
All bear hunting should be stopped 2/15/2022 11:00 PM Online Survey
Animals have the same right to live like we have and therefore "I oppose spring bear hunting."!!! 2/15/2022 11:00 PM Online Survey
STOP all the senseless murder of All these poor innocent, beautiful creatures!!!   KILLING is not a sport!!!  Hunters, if you need to kill something then PLEASE aim at one another....more challenging and much better for the planet!!! 2/15/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. There ist no reason for it besides the fun of killing for the hunters. 2/15/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
WDFW acted correctly. Ban spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Please continue to ban spring bear hunting, which targets bears when they are at their most vulnerable. The officials who have upheld the ban stated that the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency’s own science, research and game 
management plan. I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 

2/15/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey

I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt and ask that this be stopped once and for all. Do we not kill enough of our wild life. Please do the right thing 2/15/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey

This is definitely a black eye on your state. Tourist dollars are better spent elsewhere. 2/15/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
Please protect the bears and don't allow hunting them. Best regards from Germany 2/15/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
"I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/15/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
Cubs and their mothers will inevitably get wounded and/or starve to death if this regressive spring hunt is allowed - how can it be policed effectively? 2/15/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
As a WA resident, I support the spring bear hunt. It’s clear that most of the opposing comments offer no reasoning or reasoning not based at all on science; bears are not trophies, not vulnerable in the spring, and have robust populations. 
I’ve seen more bears in the last two years than I had in my previous 25 of hunting. They are a species placed in the public trust, like all wildlife, and need to be managed as such. The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation is that 
management model, tried and true, bringing bears and so many other species back from the brink. I strongly support removing the year from the WAC that establishes the spring bear hunt so that rejections of alterations to permit 
numbers don’t preclude the hunt. Thank you WDFW for all the work you do on our behalf.

2/15/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey

l live in the uk save the bears stop killing these beautiful animals they have every right to live.  l am a member of born free and whale and dolphin stop killing very bad 2/15/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 2/15/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/15/2022 11:41 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting, targeting bears when they are most vulnerable. 2/15/2022 11:45 PM Online Survey
Ich lehne die Jagd auf Frühlingsbären entschieden ab. Bitte helfen Sie diese grausame Jagd auf unschuldige Tiere zu beenden. Sie haben es nicht verdient als Trophäe zu enden. 2/15/2022 11:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose any hunting and especially any out of season its wrong 2/15/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
The black bear population has not seen a decrease in numbers with all the years the spring bear hunt has been in place! The success rate is relatively low. This hunt should continue as it is a vital tool to teaching younger generations 
different methods of putting food on the table. Stop the anti hunting community from taking away our god given rights. 

2/16/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting!   And I oppose all hunting.   Please ban spring bear hunting forever! 2/16/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
The science, which is so important to the people who are crying murder, is supporting a spring bear hunt. it is a very effective tool for managing the bear population which is very robust in Washington state. Please continue the spring bear 
hunt

2/16/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in WA state!! 2/16/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Hunting innocent animals is cruel & barbaric on any level. 2/16/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose allowing the spring bear hunt to take place.  It is immoral, reprehensible, and unconscionable!  How can you possibly consider allowing hunters to kill mothers and babies just emerging from hibernation too weak to 
defend themselves?  It's utterly appalling!!  Shame on you if you permit this travesty to occur.

2/16/2022 12:11 AM Online Survey



Re: Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102
I strongly oppose Spring Bear Hunting and trophy hunting of any wildlife. Climate Change created solely by humans is already decimating all wildlife and their habitats. Haven't humans already done enough damage to them!!!

2/16/2022 12:23 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. The only way to prevent the orphaning of cubs is to have no hunting. 2/16/2022 12:25 AM Online Survey
Spring bear should continue, bear population is healthy! 2/16/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Spring Bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose killing our wildlife nature should be left alone why does man think he knows best.  Just look at the state of the planet because of man's stupidity 2/16/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:37 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is cruel and dirty. I strictly oppose! 2/16/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting, we must protect natures wildlife not kill it to extinction. 2/16/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey
We must stop inflicting human ignorance and insanity on our Wildlife. This ignorance is staggering and no one has any right. We are suppose to be the care takers of our beautiful Wildlife. I oppose this thoughtless brutality. 2/16/2022 12:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting! We must protect wildlife. 2/16/2022 1:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 1:10 AM Online Survey
Any intelligent human being can see our beautiful  world being slowly killed off, LEAVE THE WILDLIFE ALONE AND STOP KILLING ..................  2/16/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey
Rifle shooting young bear cubs, or worse their mother, can in no sense be considered a 'sport' or recreation.  Yes, in the stone age when you hunted with a club a large animal was reasonably considered a trophy - but we are not still in the 
stone age are we? Or if we are then restrict permitted weapons & technology of hunters to stone age. 

2/16/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey

STOP KILLING and leave the beautiful wildlife alone 2/16/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Protect the Bears when they are the most vulnerable. 2/16/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear hunting 2/16/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose spring Bear hunting. 2/16/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose hunting ANY animal. LEAVE NATURE ALONE...IT WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF! 2/16/2022 1:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. This act is saying abuse and murder is ok, it is not acceptable 2/16/2022 1:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting it’s murder leave nature alone . 2/16/2022 1:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting ! 2/16/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey
no more spring bear hunting please leave the bears in peace 2/16/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunting if we call ourselves civilized. Thank you.
Andrea Bassett

2/16/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting.
N Branton

2/16/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey

I Strongly oppose spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
No Spring bear hunting!  Wildlife is under continuous threat from human encroachment, loss of habitat and hunting. 2/16/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
Hunting animals is a despicable act of pure, intentional, and unethical murder in which only a psychotic criminal parasite engages in 2/16/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Hunting of any kind should be outlawed especially Hunting for sport and Trophies 2/16/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Bears have as much right to live as humans. Other animals contribute to life, whereas humans cause mass destruction. 2/16/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Bloodsports have no place in the modern world. 2/16/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear huntd 2/16/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey
Barbaric trophy hunting should stop 2/16/2022 2:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It is unnecessarily cruel. 2/16/2022 2:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 2:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 2:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 2:46 AM Online Survey
Why do civilised societies allow people to kill animals for pleasure? 2/16/2022 2:51 AM Online Survey
ban the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 2:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 2:52 AM Online Survey
Please stop this horrid abuse of bears. 2/16/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears for entertainment and ego is just wrong. Please make a stand for humanity and do not allow bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly disagree with the hunting of spring bears 2/16/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey
Please stop this abhorrent abuse of defenceless beautiful animals 2/16/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose hunting of bears for “sport” 2/16/2022 3:08 AM Online Survey
Please stop bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Thank you! 2/16/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. Please stop. 2/16/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear huntng. Leave them be! 2/16/2022 3:13 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow this to happen. Do not contradict previous studies and management plans, it is unfair to put extra pressure on the bears at this time of year. 2/16/2022 3:14 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the practice of spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Thank you. 2/16/2022 3:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:38 AM Online Survey
Protect wildlife, ban hunting permanently 2/16/2022 3:38 AM Online Survey



I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:39 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is totally abhorrent : Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102 2/16/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
Give the bears a chance to look after their young and have a life. I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey
Protect wildlife ban hunting permanently 2/16/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey
PLEASE do not allow Spring Black Bear Hunts - HAVE COMPASSION to innocent animals PLEASE..... 2/16/2022 3:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.. 2/16/2022 4:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 4:08 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE spring bear hunting!! 2/16/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey
Please don’t murder the bears. We are losing all our wildlife on the planet. 😞😞 2/16/2022 4:22 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is CRUEL and inhumane. This must stop!!! I oppose bear hunting. 2/16/2022 4:28 AM Online Survey
Anyone who opposes spring bear hunt is clearly not making rational scientific back decisions and living purely on hurt feelings. The spring bear hunt is much needed for the conservation of all wildlife. 2/16/2022 4:36 AM Online Survey
As a British friend of The USA I find it awful that you still allow cruel hunting of defenceless creatures in this case beautiful bears! 2/16/2022 4:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 4:39 AM Online Survey
Requesting that you stop the spring bear hunt - a cruel exercise that is unnecessary. 2/16/2022 4:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear hunting. 2/16/2022 4:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting! 2/16/2022 4:53 AM Online Survey
Please don’t overturn your previous ruling of stopping the bear hunt this spring, please stand your ground 2/16/2022 4:54 AM Online Survey
Please stop this killing from going forward.  Thank you 2/16/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 4:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey
lIVE AND LET LIVE....NO HUNT 2/16/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
"Harvesting" not a very nice term where killing animals is concerned. Please do not give permission for the Spring Bear Hunt to take place. 2/16/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
Manage the bears off of science, and not emotions. 2/16/2022 5:07 AM Online Survey
My family and I enjoy bear meat. We would like the privilege of practicing the innate human experience of harvesting bear meat. Bears populations are abundant in Washington.  The number of hunting licenses should be managed to 
control the harvest. Please keep the spring bear hunt in full effect. Please open spring bear to over the counter tag. No draw required. 

2/16/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey

I support and am for the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey
What is the matter with you people?! Bears are an Apex predator. They help keep the ecosystem in balance, just like Wolves.
Conservation does not start with a high powered rifle!! Letting idiots loose with guns is a crime in itself.

2/16/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey

Please leave our beautiful innocent wildlife alone. Just leave them be. All animal's are just trying to survive 2/16/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey

Just a few words  PLEASE STOP SPRING BEAR HUNT  It was done in Ontario. Canada 2/16/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
My family and I get our yearly meat primary from hunting as it has been a tradion from back in my grandfather's day to consume healthy organic meat. Please allow us to continue to harvest springs bears/ bear hunting in general, as WA 
has a healthy population of these animals. 

2/16/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey

Stop the grotesque bear hunting please! 2/16/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose any hunting if bears-spring or otherwise 2/16/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. Our populations of black bears are healthy, thriving, and can handle being harvested in the spring with no detrimental effects on the population. WDFW biologists recommend it. I would merely like to suggest 
that shooting a lactating female bear not be the only evidence required for breaking the female with cubs rule, as a female who is still lactating could have lost her cub(s) weeks prior and just not finished milk production.

2/16/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey

Let us hunt bears. 2/16/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
How sad that a supposedly progressive and compassionate nation consider injuring and killing these beautiful animals a sport. Those who partake and derive pleasure from such misery must have questionable integrity and be of 
questionable mental capacity. 

2/16/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey

Why are we even having this discussion?
You are supposed to go by what the wildlife biologist the Science says to set the seasons.
Not how you feel or how anyone else feels about the hunting seasons. If you can not do that then it’s time you step down. 

2/16/2022 6:20 AM Online Survey

I oppose of this barbaric practices. No more bear hunting, let’s  show the world that we are evolving and we have the capacity to live in harmony with other species. 2/16/2022 6:20 AM Online Survey
As long the science supports a spring bear hunt. There should be spring hunt.  2/16/2022 6:20 AM Online Survey
Murdering another for fun is wrong, and it is irrelevant whether the other is human or not. Hunting is inhumane and cruel. Leave the bears alone. 2/16/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/16/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 2/16/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of these bears for any reason or in any season. 2/16/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt because it is backed by science and is an important element of managing wildlife 2/16/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes for spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Manage the bears off of science, and not emotions. as a WA hunter, tax payer, and voter I support spring bear. Listen to the subject matter experts, WDFW Biologists for hunting season recommendations, not emotional outrage here in 
the comments.

2/16/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey

I hope the commission realizes they are getting comments from people not even in our state or country, this has turned into a contest of who can comment the most, DON'T fall for it.  Listen to the pro's, plain and simple.  WDFW bio's 
know about facts, again, think with your heads but let the educated make decisions, not a bunch of anti's.  

2/16/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season. There is an over population of bears in certain units in washington amd the need to be managed. The deer and elk population have been declining do to over population of predators including bears we 
need to do our part to manage this population properly closing the spring season will only hurt the Bears and other wildlife. But not properly managing the Bears we will have trash bears and sick Bears because of the overpopulation.

2/16/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey



This was voted on already. So what this is saying is if a person, group or organization can apply enough pressure or threaten officials enough, as well as help direct the opposing organization- then it becomes more about prestige, status 
and pandering to opposing organization than it does about what is scientifically & environmentally best for our WA bears ( or any animal for that matter! ) It clearly shows ego, greed $$ and need for power. I remember a time when 
people respected voting & the process. That’s why we have voting! It’s fair! So allowing ones to bully, intimidate and threaten shouldn’t even be a question! Washingtonians are known for loving & respecting the earth, our environment & 
wildlife- we speak on climate change & global warming & Washingtonians are 1st & foremost in the fight for change! So how does killing for sport, thrill or trophies follow that motto!?!?? It doesn’t fit in our core beliefs! Gov Inslee all thru 
Corona said “ I’ll always follow the science….” Gov Inslee, either you do or you don’t- you cannot pick & choose when to follow science & when not to! The scientific data over MANY decades clearly shows that killing these bears IS NOT 
the answer, beneficial & wont solve the problem. I kindly ask to keep the ban and not kill any bears. We no longer need to kill for food or warmth…. We are a civilized society and should act like it and NOT kill. There’s many, MANY other 
NON LETHAL ways to deal with bear issues that does NOT include killing. With humans overreach into their habitats where do you expect them to go or what to do? Their WILD! They do not kill for sport, overdevelop land, are greedy, 
engage in crimes or anything humans do! They are animals on this earth, which is their home too, trying to survive! Let them live! This vote shouldn’t even be looked at- it was settled last Nov. please leave the bears alone- the hunters can 
go to the grocery stores to eat! Killing for sport has NO PLACE in a civilized society!

2/16/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey

No Bear hunting 2/16/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any spring hunting of black bears. 2/16/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is cruel and inhumane, and I am truly shocked and appalled to see the support for this in the U.S. 2/16/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
Banning spring bear hunting is the right thing to do. Hunters are out of control, they do not respect the rules. Public funding is not enough to control these hunters that only make a big business out of this. 2/16/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
As a lifelong WA resident,  hunter and fisherman, I implore the commission to continue to reinstate the 2022 spring bear season and all subsequent spring bear seasons. The commission should listen to recommendations from the WDFW 
biologists regarding bear hunting and its role in wildlife management and fulfillment of WDFWs duty to provide recreational activities with sustainable harvest. Bears have an extremely robust population in Washington and need to be 
harvested to ensure impacts on ungulate populations and timber resources are mitigated. 

2/16/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey

I fully support a spring Bear season, at a minimum. 2/16/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting it is a great way to manage the growing and over abundant bear population. Also if you are wanting to avoid taking of sows with cubs. It is much easier to identify them in the spring due to cubs being very 
close to sows at this time. And if we harvest bears in the spring that means that the ungulate population can thrive thru the early stages of life without as much pressure from these overpopulated predators. Please base this decision off of 
science and research done by people in the field not emotions and non fact based ideas.

2/16/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting!! 2/16/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
preserve our iconic  species.   stop the decimation  of wildlife. 2/16/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring Bear hunt.  Brats are at their most vulnerable.   This is not a sound environmental decision. 2/16/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I have lived in Washington all my life. It’s so beautiful but has become so overpopulated - it’s fast being ruined & becoming damaged & dirty. The commission voted on Nov regarding this so the lady commissioner got mad, worked with 
hunters & put something up to try and get their way. It doesn’t & shouldn’t work like that. There’s no need to kill our bears just bcuz “there’s an abundance” There’s an abundance of humans too …. :( The science has proven over & over 
that killing doesn’t stop or even help the problems. Relocation and other methods are super successful. Please ban the killing of bears and the hunt. It’s barbaric & has no place in our community.

2/16/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey

I deeply oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Please vote for spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
I do not support a spring bear hunt as this will result in many orphaned cubs. If the sow is out hunting for food with her cubs still in the den how will orphans be prevented. I do support fall bear hunting as good management for all 
wildlife. Keep the females with cubs out of permitting. 

2/16/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey

Save the bears, please! 2/16/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I live in Seattle, pay taxes & live that our WA citizens are often found fighting global warming, climate change & many other environmental issues. I stand with the majority of WA state citizens in OPPOSING ANY BEAR HUNT especially a 
SPRING bear hunt during their most vulnerable time, just out of hibernation & possible w/ cubs. Hunting for sport is vile & barbaric & has no place in a progressive, earth & environmentally conscious society- so NOT WA STATE! NO BEAR 
HUNT!

2/16/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey

Hi there, just moved out of WA, but wanted to say that i think hunting is proficient tool used for conservation that WA should not be quick to eliminate. I have not seen any supporting evidence that black bears are on the decline in WA 
state. There is seldom a time that ive stepped into the woods and not been able to locate bear sign. The ungulate populations are on the decline and allowing spring bear hunting seems like it would put just enough pressure on the bears 
to save fawn/calf populations all the while not disrupting their breeding season too much. I support WA fish and game maintaining the spring bear season and hope politics can stay out of their conservation efforts. If anything i think 
spring bear season quotas need to be expanded to more units and more hunters. Thank you for your time!

2/16/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey

Please ban the Spring bear hunts in Washington State that are cruel inhumane
And unnecessary.

2/16/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunt. Black bear populations are robust and wdfw biologists agree that the population can support this long standing hunt. Also, a spring hunt would benefit Washington dwindling fawn and calf escapement. 2/16/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. This is totally unacceptable behaviour. 2/16/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
Please protect the bears and leave wildlife alone, there is no reason to murder these animals, most people oppose trophy hunting, it shouldn't be legal to murder animals for fun, they have a right to live their lives out unharmed 2/16/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly encourage you to vote in favor of the spring bear hunt, wildlife management should not be based on personal feelings and emotion. It should be a science based decision, which is why we have state biologists working for wdfw 
to determine the best course of action for managing wildlife. It has been very clear that wdfw biologist support a spring bear season based on science. We should let them do their jobs and if they think the hunters should be able to hunt, 
we should let them. 

2/16/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey

Black bear are not trophies, they are food for our families. Please bring back spring bear. 2/16/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
Any animal hunting is barbaric and completely unnecessary they deserve to live their lives the same as we do it’s shameful to think otherwise! 2/16/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, it is a barbaric act of cruelty that should have been made illegal back in the 18 century. There is no excuse for this to take place. We need to put an end to this happening, not only is it indescribable to kill a 
magnificent animal in this way, but it teaches future generations that it is acceptable to carry out cruelty and violence.  

2/16/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is supported by the WA state wildlife biologists. The spring bear hunt should never have been voted down based on commissioner feeling. Support hunters 2/16/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Spring bear meat is food for our families and meat that never gets recalled. Vote for science, vote for spring bear. Strongly support the motion. 2/16/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, bears have a right to live on this planet just the same as humans, who gives us the right to play god and kill them??? 2/16/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
Stop slaughtering wildlife. It is Earth’s most precious gift. Nearly every species is at risk today due largely to human activity. The spring bear hunt is one of countless atrocities against wildlife, we must stop this now. NO BEAR HUNT. 2/16/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It’s a natural sustainable resource that serves multiple purposes of providing food, being a management tool, allowing us to be good stewards and providing opportunities to be a part of the natural world 
that surrounds us. Many of those commenting would like humans to be completely removed from the natural world as they have been. Protect these bears and other species as they have been protected and are in fact thriving through 
the model that has been in place for the last 50-60years. Allow spring bear hunting to continue 

2/16/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey
Stop killing beautiful animals. Small **** men need to find something else to do to feed their egos. 2/16/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, as it is particularly cruel to hunt bears at their most vulnerable time. Despite what hunters say, mother bears will be killed, resulting in their orphaned cubs starving or being killed by another animal. 2/16/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey



In nature all life is dependent on each other. Man's interference disrupts the natural order. Aside from the previously mentioned, taking a life is psychopathic behavior. This needs to stop. Its well documented that people that harm 
animals are far more likely to harm a human. 

2/16/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey

Kent,WA resident opposing spring bear hunt-
Spring hunts of black bears can kill mother bears, leaving orphaned cubs to fend for themselves. Some cubs are only a few months old and still nursing or are yearlings who are still dependent for another few months. Most orphaned cubs 
suffer from starvation, predation or exposure.

Some state wildlife managers falsely assert that spring hunting spares mothers with cubs because nursing mothers are the last bears to emerge from the den. However, Tom Beck, a retired bear researcher for the Colorado Division of 
Wildlife—along with a cohort of five other Western states wildlife managers—says that males emerge from dens a mere two to three weeks earlier than females, meaning females with cubs go unprotected.

Black bear cubs, usually born between December and February, emerge from hibernation with their mothers in April and May. Mother bears care for and protect their cubs until they are 16 to 17 months old; the family breaks up typically 
between May and July of the cubs’ second year.

Wildlife managers say there is no way to prevent the killing of nursing females during a spring hunt. Even when states prohibit the take of nursing females, hunters kill them unintentionally: Females forage at great distances from their 
cubs, and if pursued by hounds, a mother will leave her cubs in a tree. Additionally, females do not bring their cubs to bait sites.

Hunters have difficulties determining the sex of bears even when they use bait or hounds, are attempting to avoid shooting females and are in close proximity. Researchers themselves have difficulties determining sex, even at short 
distances.

Spring bear hunts do not reduce conflicts with nuisance bears
While some wildlife managers believe that spring bear hunting is necessary to reduce the bear population and thus avoid conflicts, hunters, trappers and wildlife control agents often remove the wrong bears—they kill the individuals not 
involved in nuisance behaviors. Bear-resistant trash cans, hazing programs and other humane methods work better to solve problems.

Bears who come into urban areas are most frequently adult females with cubs or subadults who purposely do so to avoid aggression by other adult bears, usually males; association with people is a deliberate adaptive strategy to keep 
their cubs alive.

This has been tried before & has NOT worked. We are not in the 1800s, barbarians or uncivilized. Haven’t we learned from history or other countries how over-hunting/killing can decimate a species, as well as the science doesn’t support 
it. The problems & issues continue. There’s a lot of other non lethal ways to help with the problems. We must learn to coexist peacefully & stop killing, decimating or trying to control everything in our path! All our WA bears are trying to 
do is live. Please let them. It’s time for us to evolve past killing for sport! NO SPRING BEAR HUNT PLEASE THANK YOU KINDLY:)

2/16/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose Spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
Man is part of nature. To say we inpact nature disrupting the natural order is insane. Did aliens drop us here? Humans have been here from the start. 2/16/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting. 2/16/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should not have been shut down to begin with.  I ask the chain to continue on this path of restoring the hunt to fulfill the mission to maximize hunting and fishing opportunities.
It is your job to not let irrational, emotional appeals override the WDFW's own biologist's science and recommendations.

2/16/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
I adamantly support the continuation of Washington State's spring bear hunt. The continuation of the hunt was supported by WDFW's biologists based on scientific facts and data collected. Facts to consider:

- Washington has one of the highest black bear populations in the lower 48 states.
- Sows and cubs are not the target. Hunters will go out of their way to avoid sows with cubs. Mature boars are the bear the majority of hunters pursue, and sows with cubs do not attract boars.
- The data collected shows that the number of lactating sows killed over the years is virtually zero
- Bears, especially in the spring, have an enormous impact on new born ungulates such as deer, elk and moose. Many of our state's populations of ungulates are struggling primarily because of an overpopulation of predators. 

Lastly, bear meat is delicious and a staple for many families, including mine. We do not buy farmed meat, instead we choose to source our own organic free range meat and take responsibility for the death of the animals that feed us. 
Bears are not just trophies, they are a quality, renewable food supply. Also, you are required by LAW in Washington to harvest all the usable meat from the animals we kill, so any argument stating that hunters pursue bears strictly as 
trophies is false. 

2/16/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear throughout Washington state. Please bring this back. 2/16/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
I agtee with the wdfw biologists that reccomend the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and agree to the amendment listed. 2/16/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any bear hunt anywhere. Leave these bears and their cubs alone. This is just another excuse to to use dogs to hunt and terrify these innocent animals before they are shot and wounded so the dogs can tear into them. We 
saw what happened on January 6th. There is no controlling blood thirsty humans! If we continue to allow innocent bear, cougar, bobcat to be murdered it encourages this behavior in the human animal.

2/16/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

For the love of God, PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS BEAR SLAUGHTER TO HAPPEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/16/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey



Well the last six hours have seen a flurry of comments opposed to the spring bear hunt...

WDFW, please take note that it is now 7:38 local time, i.e. Washington time. These folks must sure be passionate to be up at 3:30 AM, commenting on how successful conservation policy is in fact "barbaric" and "cruel". Please also note 
these comments give no specifics, and repeat the same derogatory adjectives ad nauseam, as if they were lifted from an advocacy group's scripted message, or posted by the same person multiple times.

What time zones are all these people from? Probably not even the west coast, much less Washington, and definitely not the GMUs in question.  They have never been in these woods, never seen these bears, and never will. They do not 
contribute in any way to WDFW or conservation in Washington. Please do not let the fact that rabid anti-hunting animal rights extremists have the ability to post a WDFW comment link on their facebook pages affect how you set policy, 
which is mandated to be for the citizens of Washington. 

WDFW please follow the science and reccomendations of your wildlife bios, which my tax dollars and license fees fund, in all season setting and management decisions. It is not your job to navigate the ethics and social science of hunting 
and angling; it is, however, your mandate to maximize hunting and angling opportunities for Washingtonians.

 Bring back the spring bear hunt. 

2/16/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey

Please stop the spring bear hunting. I strongly oppose this atrocity!! 2/16/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose killing bears 2/16/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! Please stop it!!! 2/16/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting seasons. 2/16/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
Dogs are not used in washington for any hunting other than birds. It's been decades since dogs have been used by the public in Washington to hunt bear or cougars.  One of the main reasons that the bear population is so healthy.  
Comments like that below just show where these anti hunting comments are coming from, not Washington.
Humans are predators, bear are predators, why should we be judged or governed differently than other animals, so long as animal numbers are healthy. Please support this hunt.

2/16/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey

Auburn resident here. Just went thru your harvest record for bear hunt spring 2020. In that year alone it’s reported 49 female bears were killed. More than likely, mama bears due to time of year & few other factors. Any slaughter if an 
animal for sport is disgusting & these being sows makes me sick. Seeing my fellow citizens on here begging to allow them to kill for thrill or sport is despicable. We’re not in the good ‘ol days we can go to a grocery store for food or 
blankets. This was already voted against (deadlocked) in Nov… so it’s a no go. The science proves that KILLING DOES NOT HELP any of said issues so you must not allow a spring thrill kill on vulnerable animals. 

2/16/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey

Continue the spring bear hunt, follow the data and science that has been provided by the biologist!! Our ungulates are suffering enough due to predators. This isn’t about emotions and feelings.    2/16/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendment and believe that this is positive game management: I support a Spring black bear hunting season. 2/16/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I support spring Bear Hunting. The limited tags give can hardly be considered a slaughter of the bear population. Predators are actually slaughtering the Elk and Deer populations. 2/16/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey

I support continuing spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I support 2/16/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. hands off the bears!! 2/16/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
The biologists say the hunt is sustainable, so I support it. 2/16/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting. Please don’t let emotional, anti-science activists ruin an important conservation tool! 2/16/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Absolutely support spring bear hunting ! 2/16/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Keep the ban on spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Please protect hunting. Not all of us want to buy our food from a store. 2/16/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Killing is wrong. ALL the evidence shows it only brings harm to the Wilderness. 2/16/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear  hunting season. 2/16/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
It's clear you do not live in Washington state. I do. So much of our state is dnr land and national forest. There is no supervision on billions of acres of land. WDFW passed hb 1516 allowing 50 permits for houndhunting. Aka hound training. 
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!! Do not allow the killing of trophy momma bears just out peacefully show her cubs how find food.

2/16/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

You will not find a single credible scientific reason to cancel the spring bear season among these anti-hunting comments. “Please save these mamas from slaughter” shows that these people don’t know anything about hunting as a 
conservation tool. They are emotional children living in a fantasyland and their end goal is to ban all hunting. They are so entitled and privileged to be able to walk into any store and get whatever they want, they’ve forgotten that hunting 
has been intertwined in our heritage since the beginnings of humanity. These people are uneducated and misguided. SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING

2/16/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey

Please keep spring Bear hunts going we have too many predators in this state the Blues mountains need more tags allocated. You can have a general season and still not put a dent into the population. We need more units in southwest 
Washington also. Thank you for your time. 

2/16/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey

LACTATING FEMALE BEARS ARE VIRTUALLY NEVER TAKEN BY SPRING HUNTERS!!!! DONT LISTEN TO THESE ANTI-HUNTING, ANTI-SCIENCE EXTREMISTS FROM OUT OF STATE WHO WANT TO BAN HUNTING FOREVER 2/16/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as it is a management tool. Don't let emotion get in the way of wildlife management. 2/16/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I support science and the science supports this hunt. I would argue against bear hunting in the spring and argue against the hunting of any animal if the science didnt support it.  This hunt should be reinstated. 2/16/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I support sustainable science-based management of all wildlife populations.  Accordingly, I enthusiastically support the spring bear season in WA and elsewhere. 2/16/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
What kind of individuum likes to cowardly kill mothers and leave their babies behind to die - NOT in order to survive by eating their meat, NOT because his/her life is threatened, NO, JUST because of his/her questionable PLEASURE to 
hang "trohies" on their walls?

What kind of society is willing to accept such desperate attempts to treat obvious inferiority complexes on the back of innocent souls?

There is a name for people who like to keep trophies of their victims, we call them sociopathical serial killers.

2/16/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

Conservation requires population management;  let the game department do their job.  Continue the season. 2/16/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
SPRING BEAR HUNTERS DO NOT KILL LACTATING FEMALES. THIS IS A LIE. ANTI-HUNTERS RELY ON LIES AND DONT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT HUNTING AND CONSERVATION 2/16/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey



I personally am not a bear hunter, that being said the job of the committee is to “follow the science” and recommendations made by those who truly have a finger on the the pulse of any animal in question. Then make a decision based 
solely on that information with the publics best interest in mind. In short you the committee failed and did so knowingly, publicly & with zero regard for the public.   Unacceptable!! 

2/16/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season!! 2/16/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting.
Do not reverse the November 19, 2021 decision to ban spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

We don’t have an inferiority complex, you have a white knight complex. You think you’re helping wildlife by trying to ban hunting but in reality you’re attacking science-based conservation because you’re an emotional child who has been 
brainwashed by PETA. Keep your hands off our right to hunt

2/16/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt should not be cancelled. There are a lot of false comments in the commentary presented. Spring black bear hunting is a viable, meaningful way of managing a renewable resource  without damaging the population health. 
It's important to look at population's as a whole and to recognize that we are now in a place where we need to manage all animal populations. The statements about trophy hunting, not harvesting for meat, killing females and orphaning 
cubs are all generalizations that don't hold true in the vast majority of cases. If you do the research you'll find that the majority of bear taken are males, that the meat is regularly eaten, and that there are laws that exist against wonton 
waste. If the resource has a viable population, it's incumbent on the Game commission to provide opportunity.

2/16/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
This is an inhumane practice. 2/16/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear season ! 2/16/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
Spring bear season is needed to help other animals survive. The science of removing it is wrong. I support spring bear season! 2/16/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
There are a lot of bears. Antis are pushing hard in every state to take away our hunting. Please keep spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting season! 2/16/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I strongly Support Spring bear hunting. Bears need to be managed and we are lucky to harvest these wild creatures. 2/16/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  It’s a management practice that should continue in all of Washington vs just a handful of selected units. 2/16/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

The commission needs to remember that wildlife management should be regulated based on science and data not because of personal opinions and feelings. Please reinstate the spring bear hunting season and remove the requirement 
that it be decided by an affirmative vote annually. 

2/16/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunting season in the state of washington 2/16/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear. You have an obligation to follow the science and wildlife management; if you cannot set your personal feelings aside, step down immediately! 2/16/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear. 2/16/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
WDFW please reinstate the spring bear hunt, per your mandate. I would also like it on record that many of those opposed are relying on insults and deragatory statements, rather than facts and science. Please consider this when you 
weigh the importance of their comments. 

Insults towards hunters today (so far) include:

Bloodthirsty
Psycopathic
Cruel
Barbaric
Murderer
Inhumane
Questionable Mental Capacity
Grotesque
Idiots
Despicable
Psychotic Criminal Parasite (my favorite)

WDFW please note that if all someone has to argue with is name calling, there is a good chance it is because the facts are not on their side.

Reinstate the bear hunt, in perpetuity, with periodic adjustments as the science dictates. 

2/16/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunting season.  A healthy ecosystem needs a healthy population of apex predators, and a spring hunt will negatively impact that population, and hence the health of the entire ecosystem. 2/16/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting, it targets bears when they're most vulnerable which is unfair and cruel. 2/16/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Good morning. I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
The Commissions job is to enhance hunting opportunities when populations are robust not remove seasons on emotions. 2/16/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
This is ridiculous! Do your job and manage wildlife.  This should not even be discussed, there are no shortage of bears to hunt!  This is a management tool to balance wildlife.  This decision should not be based on peoples emotions and 
based on science alone.

2/16/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey

Remember your mandate. Remember ethics aren’t in question. Remember to follow science not emotion. I support spring bear hunting and the rule. 2/16/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting totally! 2/16/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt in Washington 2/16/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
My kids support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/16/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
 strongly support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Washington State has one of the most robust black bear populations in the lower 48 states. The science and data has shown that the frequency of incidental kills of lactating sows 
with cubs is virtually zero. So this is not a reason to hold this hunt up. Our big game species need to be scientifically managed to the benefit of all species, not just the ones we see fit. Managing black bear populations benefits struggling 
ungulate populations in many of the hunt areas. Man has been a keystone to the natural food chain since we came on the landscape. If we "leave nature alone" we are effectively removing an apex predator from the landscape, the only 
predator that some of these animals have. The hunt and management of these animals needs to continue.

2/16/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Keep the forest healthy and keep Spring Bear Hunting going. Too Many predators (bears) are killing the momma deer and fawns.  The baby deer need to live. I support Spring Bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Please do not reverse the November 19, 2021 decision to ban spring bear hunting. Thousands of people opposed the hunt, which targets bears when they're most vulnerable. The Commissioners who voted against the hunt stated that the 
spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. 

2/16/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt. The state should listen to the organization they set up to care for our wild animals and wild places. The WDFW biologists recommend a spring bear hunt so it makes sense to listen to them. 2/16/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting.
Please live and let live.
Humans cannot exist without a living planet.
Thanl you.

2/16/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey

I not only support spring bear but encourage anyone willing and able to get out and hunt legally and ethically. 2/16/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

I am writing to express my strong opposition to proposed rules CR-101 and CR-102. As a long time Washington resident, I was appalled to hear that the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is considering rules that threaten the 
lives of black bears in our state. Not only is hunting in general a wholly ineffective means of "management" or "control" of wild animal populations, but endorsing and encouraging the killing of black bears during the spring is absolutely 
abhorrent. As I am certain you are aware, black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring, when they are desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. The proposed rules will directly result in 
black bear families being torn apart, leaving orphaned cubs to starve. Washington is one of only eight states that still allows slaughter during this critical period. Having such rules in Washington is inexcusable; Washingtonians expect more 
and our black bears deserve better. As such, I oppose any rules that allow a spring bear hunt.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

2/16/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear season 2/16/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I support a Spring bear Season 2/16/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Disgusting. Do better. We. Are. Watching. 2/16/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and also if there is a concern with sows with cubs being shot then we should allow baiting so that hunters have more time to be certain that they are not harvesting a sow with cubs  2/16/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting!! 2/16/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting And baiting to help insure no sows with cubs are harvested 2/16/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear season. I think the state has the ability to properly manage the wildlife strategy for the population to flourish while maintaining balance. Legal and ethical hunters would be proud to honor generations of 
hunting traditions.

2/16/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Season 2/16/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season And baiting 2/16/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and baiting 2/16/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season And baiting
2/16/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting season 2/16/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support the spring bear hunt season 2/16/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow spring bear hunting! I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I SUPPORT SPRING BEAR SEASON! 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season. It is recommended by WDFW biologists, consistent with the WDFW and Commission mandate, and will provide healthy food and a challenging hunt for many Washingtonians. 2/16/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Please bring back spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
E Washington resident & I strongly oppose opening spring bear season. It’s severely dangerous to sows & their cubs who come out of hibernation & den 1st… with Papa Bear not emerging sometime for weeks later leaving them 
unprotected especially when Mama B has to forage which she does separate from the cubs. Please don’t allow families to be torn apart - whether animal or human, were y’all just trying to survive. With salmon #s dwindling this isn’t good 
news either. Washingtonians believe in conservation- not killing for sport or recreation. The science proves it does NOT make a difference in human vs bear contact & all the other issues listed. Killing is a permanent solution to a temporary 
problem. As a Washingtonian I believe we should work together to enact healthy, non lethal solutions… preserving our wildlife & habitats are my top concerns. Killing because there’s “healthy numbers” or “ over abundance” isnt a 
scientific solution. It’s an emotion of power & greed without care or concern of consequences about the species & its future. Really when you strip it all away , hunters want to hunt for the thrill of the kill. Taking another life. That’s NOT 
science. 

2/16/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear season 2/16/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear season in Washington. 2/16/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as a management tool and as a opportunity for hunters to recreate and provide food for their families. 2/16/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Hunts! 2/16/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
Support a spring bear season. 2/16/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. I also fully support non-hunting liberal couch commando conservationist shutting the **** up because they don't understand how conservation through balanced hunting quotas creates a positive 
balance between wildlife and the human population. 

2/16/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season. 2/16/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting in Washington State. 2/16/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state 2/16/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
Spring bear needs to opened statewide 2/16/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
This was voted on in Nov 2021. The fact the the commission is re-visiting & revoting based on pressure from the Safari Club, the $$$ big hunting club and the commissioner she knows who she is proves that there’s collusion & coercion 
going on behind the scenes. It was voted on and it was deadlocked. All because hunters want to kill for sport? Or so WA state can line its pockets with blood money? I guarantee this will be looked into with a fine toothed comb. The 
science proves that killing DOES NOT help with human/bear interactions nor any of the other. Bear cubs & Sows leave the den 1st with male bears not emerging sometimes for week or more later. Big man hunter killing mama during the 
most vulnerable time of year. Heard one commissioner was threatened so badly the quit… So this is how you win? This needs to be legally looked at and all call Governor Inslees office. Asap. 

2/16/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunting season in washington. Many hunters do not target sows or their cubs, and the bear population doesn't seem to be in danger of declining. 2/16/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season in Washington. 2/16/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Together we can stop it!!! 2/16/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
My dad supports spring bear hunting and so do I 2/16/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
No killing especially at most vulnerable time of year. Because there’s an abundance shouldn’t mean kill them! There’s an abundance of people too! We eat at grocery store & get blankets at macys. No need to kill. No no no! 2/16/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey

Looking forward to the next spring bear season. Fully support this! 2/16/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
“ We eat at grocery store & get blankets at macys. “

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

Fully support spring bear hunting!!

2/16/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear seasons, and support the north american conservation model. You know the one that doesnt follow political special interest groups but instead uses science and facts to set hunting seasons. 2/16/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey

“ We eat at grocery store & get blankets at macys. “

This is what we’re up against. Pure, raw stupidity. 

SUPPORT SCIENCE-BASED CONSERVATION AND SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING

2/16/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey

No killing especially at there most vulnerable time. Have some compassion 2/16/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season 2/16/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear Hunt. So cruel and indiscriminate. 2/16/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!! Together we can stop this 2/16/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Biologists and the best available science support spring bear hunting, therefore so do I. 2/16/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
The wdfw is mandated under its guidelines to offer opportunities for hunting if the population supports it.  The black bear population continues to grow statewide based on the departments own data.  Please continue the hunt and 
increase tags based upon the increased population 

2/16/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

Biologists and the best available science support spring bear hunting, therefore so do I. 2/16/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
Total bull**** we need Spring bear need to have better game management 2/16/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting, this is there most vulnerable time! 2/16/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Hi support spring bear hunting. I support it because I know the science, And support conservation. Please stop ignorant people from influencing the decisions made for the people of the state. 2/16/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. If bear populations were truly suffering hunter would be the first to step in and help the bears. Furthermore I know of no hunter who is sadisticly killing mothers and/or cubs. The proposed rule making 
makes it illegal to kill mothers or their cubs so ripping families apart won’t even be an issue. Right now it is legal to kill cubs or mothers this rule will make that illegal - a good change to help protect mothers and cubs. With this change in 
place spring bear will be even more ethical then it was before. I support the spring bear hunt.

2/16/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

Right now Washington state has an issue with way too many predators and our elk herds are suffering because of it. Spring Bear seasons help to curb some of these predatory bears when the cow elk and newborn calves and fawns are at 
their most vulnerable. Bears are proven to be a major factor in the decline of the Blue Mountain and other Washington elk herds. Please keep the Spring bear hunts going and Commission please start following the Biological Science when 
it comes to wildlife management and not your anti hunting feelings.

2/16/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunting!!! 2/16/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting. And remember for every mother bear killed a death sentence is imposed on her cubs. 2/16/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
To the new comers….male bear kill and eat cubs. There is not a mom, dad, cub family unit, only a sow and cub. Males do not raise cubs, they eat them.
Sows and cubs ARE NOT targeted, hunters focus on mature male bear. 

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/16/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Ahhh tasty bear meat. Summer sausage, pep sticks, roasts, fajitas, a great hide…what’s not to love about bear hunting?! Fully support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
You know who would support spring bear hunting when hunters focus on mature males?
Sows with cubs that’s who. Since boars kill and eat cubs….
Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/16/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

I support Spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!! 2/16/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. To not have one with the current population is ridiculous. 2/16/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting!!! Have some compassion 2/16/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Together we can stop it !!! 2/16/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey



Spring bear hunting wasn't ever broken.  Rather it was and can be an effective means of managing bear populations while providing hunting opportunity and generating revenue.  Those that oppose hunting are not conservationists or, the 
reason we have healthy bear populations in the first place,  

I fully support sound hunting management practices of comservation.  

2/16/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting !!! 2/16/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Follow the data and science in an honest objective way. Spring bear season is necessary. 2/16/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Opposed to the Bear hunting! There are some many ways to control bear population, killing them for a just a profit , it a clear example of the deplorable of the human specie 2/16/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting. Don‘t allow ist! 2/16/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission. 

2/16/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

Bear baiting needs to be legalized for both bear seasons. 2/16/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
We support a spring bear hunt in Washington. The state boast one of the largest black bear populations in the United States and the science shows that hunting is beneficial to species health and balance. Furthermore we urge the 
commission to consider adopting an every 3 year approach to this season. It does not need to be addressed every year. The harvest is minimal and it just adds more confusion and work on the commission.

2/16/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey

Bear baiting needs to be legalized for both bear seasons. 2/16/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt in Washington. We have wildlife biologists that back the science. Over emotional anti's from metro areas, out of state and country should have zero input on this and all other hunting seasons that are set 
by professionals!

2/16/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and bear baiting should be legalized for both seasons. 2/16/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should be reinstated effective immediately. Some of the acting commissioners have decided to act on personal beliefs instead of following the recommendations of the experts. For further context Oregon and 
Washington have nearly identical black bear populations and the state of Oregon issues roughly 8,500 spring bear tags a year. Washington has found themselves in a place of debating if a black bear season will even happen due to 
commissioners ignoring the North American conservation model and recommendations by biologist. Furthermore the commissioners opposing the spring bear hunt might need a refresher on the commissions mission: The Commission 
establishes policies to preserve, protect, and perpetuate fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish and wildlife 
populations. Follow through on your mission and don’t just pick and chose parts of the mission that fit your personal agenda. Follow the science and recommendations of the experts.

2/16/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

I am vehemently opposed to Spring Bear Hunting! 2/16/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 2/16/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
The number of black bear and cougar has increased dramatically in the past few years and has been quite detrimental to the deer and elk populations. We need all the opportunity we can get to keep these numbers in the correct 
proportion. We also need to set cute and cuddly positions aside in making these decisions, because these are predators and when they run out of food, they will look elsewhere and humans are still part of the food chain. All we are asking 
for is balance so that future generations can enjoy what we and our fathers have in the past. 

2/16/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and bear baiting for both seasons. 2/16/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Biologists agree: spring bear hunting is sustainable. I fully support it. 2/16/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. If Biologist say it’s a sustainable season. Then follow the science, not public emotions 2/16/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Hunters don’t target sows with cubs, we target boars. We have to use the meat by law. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Please allow for additional bear permits in areas of conflict during the spring season. 2/16/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. If Biologist say it’s a sustainable season. Then follow the science, not public emotions 2/16/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Please allow for additional bear permits in areas of conflict during the spring season. 2/16/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I support this rule 2/16/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
i and my family and extended family and my ancestors all support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I  fully support the spring bear hunt!  In most areas there should be an OTC spring bear tag available. 2/16/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I, a Washington resident support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I, a Washington resident support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly support bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season and an increase in the numbers of tags available. 2/16/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
Cubs who don’t want to get eaten by boars support this rule and so do I. 2/16/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
My son and i support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I support the hunting of bears in spring.
Drawing the spring bear tag previously I have first hand experience that bears aren’t lethargic in the spring. Any scent or sound from a human will cause them to run for safety immediately. I was able to harvest an older sow without cubs. 
I watched her for about 15 mins before pulling the trigger to insure the bear didn’t have cubs and was and older bear. This bear was missing most of her teeth and only had one eye. Instead of dying a slow painful death I was grateful 
enough to make a clean ethical shot.

2/16/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

I as a Washington resident urge the commission to follow the science and their mandate to maximize hunting opportunities.  Unfortunately the opposition gets much of their "facts" from Brother Bear and not from reality.  2/16/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

Go check the meat you buy at the store wrapped in plastic. Does it say “organic, sustainable”? Well that’s bear meat only it’s not wrapped in plastic and you have to earn it.

I fully support spring bear hunting 

2/16/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season. The science supports it. Healthy deer and elk populations support it. WDFW’s budget wants a spring bear season. 2/16/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Alright alright alright....

I fully support bear hunting. It would be a lot cooler if you did too.

2/16/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

Myself and my whole family strongly support a spring bear season. Look at the science and the listen to the recommendations of the states own wildlife biologists. Please reinstate spring bear hunting in WA. Thank you! 2/16/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear season.
Jeff Scriven 

2/16/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey

Remember when you had to buy tags and licenses to go hiking and bird watch?

Me either. Hunters supply funds to the WDFW and support the bear population. Therefore, I fully support this rule and spring bear.

2/16/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Elk calves and deer fawns support the spring bear season and so should you. I do too! Fully support this rule. 2/16/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose any spring bear hunting.  "Recreational hunting" in general is absurd. 2/16/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting.. 2/16/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Black bear hunting has been a successful way to control numbers and allow funding to go towards habitat restoration in some areas it has has almost no Impact on the population in any negative way therefore I support spring bear 
hunting. 

2/16/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season! 2/16/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
You get made at hunters for earning their food but its ok to go to the store and buy packaged animals creating more waste. Makes sense.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear season.  Listen to the biological and economic reality,  and not the emotional falsehoods.   2/16/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
LETS GO BRANDON!
I fully support spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey

Wildlife deserve being managed by science not emotion. I support this rule. 2/16/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
Put me in the support for spring bear hunting column 2/16/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is important for a healthy bear population and the healthy populations of both deer and elk. The spring bear hunts sould continue with an increase in tags. 2/16/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Yeah buddy!!! Spring bear hunting is awesome!! Fully support spring bear 2/16/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Definitely support the spring bear hunting and management efforts 2/16/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
I live in Wa State. I pay fees that support WDFW. I want a spring bear hunt and I want WDFW to amend this comment period to exclude the PETA activists from out of state.  Do your job. Historic recreational hunting is the only reason 
these lands exist and it's your job to manage them. Anyone who thinks recreational hunting is absurd is clueless of the process that created these public lands.  I dare you to charge the hikers and bird watchers the same license fees you've 
charged me over 3 decades.   

2/16/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting helps manage the resources, bear, deer and elk.  I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do I. 2/16/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Cat ladies everywhere agree...spring bear hunting is good for the species and the economy.

I fully support spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

100% in favor of spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
Looking foward to taking my son spring bear hunting. Fully support it. 2/16/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I support Washington spring bear hunting.   2/16/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and hunts supported by our wildlife biologists 2/16/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
I don't see a lot of difference in a hunter-taking it or DFW having to come out here and trap it. You cannot save every animal while complaining about it destroying your garden or your pets. Sometimes preventative maintenance is 
necessary. I am both a hunter and a conservationist.

2/16/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

You have taken away hound hunting and now you want to take away spring bear hunting. The cougar population is already out of control. And now you want to mismanage our elk and deer populations even more than you have in the 
years prior. I strongly support a spring bear season and while your at it bring back the hounds. 

2/16/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

I have been hunting spring bear (Idaho, Montana) since the mid 1970's and in Washington since it started in the late 1990's.  Spending quality time observing bear behavior I have observed three separate incidents of elk calf predation by 
black bears, and found evidence of another half dozen.  Mike Schlegel did a pioneering study in the early 1970's showing that a test area where black bears were live trapped and removed resulted in an immediate more than doubling of 
elk calf survival.  Oregon has done more recent work on both bear and cougar predation on elk calves.  The blue mt. elk herd is CRASHING.  Bear populations are at least as high as before the spring bear season.  The selective removal of 
black bears, especially older boars, eliminates the #1 cause of black bear cub mortality, as confirmed in many scientific studies.  Spring bear hunting  is scientifically sound.  This is a watershed moment for WDFW; either manage wildlife 
with science for a sustained harvest and balanced populations, or close the doors and pink slip the entire crew.

2/16/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey

If you dont hunt, dont worry about how I feed my family. 
Fully support bear hunting in all forms. Fully support this rule.

2/16/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey

If HSUS wants to save animals, they should fully support predator management.
I fully support this rule.

2/16/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

Spring bear is good for bear, good for hunters, good for the forest and good for the economy. Fully support this rule. 2/16/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 2/16/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly support having a limited draw spring black bear hunt. 2/16/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Breakfast today? Bear sausage. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science and data and open the spring Bear. The deer, elk and moose pppulations are being decimated by predators. 

Help us help you manage them

2/16/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey



I strongly support a spring bear season. 
To utilize the scientific data provided by our wildlife biologist to make and adjust our hunting seasons and regulations would be the right course of action. Decisions based on emotions and feelings would only be a detriment to our 
ecosystem. Washington has an extremely healthy and thriving bear population, which should be managed properly- based on the scientific data. 

2/16/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear season.  2/16/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
The bear populations need to be managed in this state just like many others. Spring time is the most effective time to do so! And you know this! Stop basing your decisions off the bleeding hearts in WA. 2/16/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and following science based wildlife management. 2/16/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Please protect our precious bears against the evil cruel hunters! Hunters are inhumane barbaric psychopaths and they must be stopped immediately!! 2/16/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season.  Hunting is conservation and when regulations are made based on actual science and factual data, not emotions, they help maintain a healthy ecosystem.  2/16/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
.6% of the overall bear population was taken last season…. That’s a fraction of one percent. It’s sustainable. I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/16/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
If you think hunters are evil psychos, better not have that chicken salad for lunch.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/16/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. It should have never been removed in the first place. 2/16/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Those who cant win with facts, science and truth resort to emotions and name calling.  I am Pro spring Bear hunt 2/16/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
The decision on the spring bear hunt in Washington needs to be based on science not feelings. The biologist recommend a spring bear season like in years past. I fully support listening to the biologists and reinstating the spring bear 
season.

2/16/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

The facts and science are all in favor of spring bear hunt. I am pro spring bear hunt. Please allow the opening of the spring bear season. Thank you. 2/16/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so should you. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting 2/16/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
The same that oppose are the first to complain about wildlife encroaching near thier homes.  I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting 2/16/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
RCW 77.04.012
Mandate of department and commission:
..."The commission shall attempt to maximize the public recreational game fishing and hunting opportunities of all citizens, including juvenile, disabled, and senior citizens."

Do your job. Maximize my hunting and fishing opportunities. Support the spring bear hunt.

2/16/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear seasons... 2/16/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science and allow a sustainable spring bear hunt that has no detrimental impact to the resource. The mandate of wdfw is to maximize sustainable consumptive use. 2/16/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
There is no reason to shut down Bear Seasons in WA. Support the Spring Bear Season. 2/16/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting.  I do not support the erosion of hunting and recreational opportunities. 2/16/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear season 2/16/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
We fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/16/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do I 2/16/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Fully support this hunt! 2/16/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
They need to keep the  hunt, as well.as add areas around Methow.  Far too many issues in the spring. 2/16/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
In favor of spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear bunt. So do the biologists 2/16/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
I fully support science based wildlife management and spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
fully support this Hunt, have numerous bears within 1/2 mile from my home. the population is robust enough to support the lottery spring bear hunt and the fall otc hunt! do not end the hunt and disregard scientific data because of 
“social” problems, that is unacceptable. 

2/16/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

Full support of a spring bear season!! 2/16/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I Support spring bear hunting . Need to harvest more bears , not less . 2/16/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
This hunt needs to be approved. True science is in favor of the hunt. Personal feelings of someone who rarely leaves the Seattle area should not factor into the decision making process. 2/16/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I Support spring bear hunting . 2/16/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!! Together we can win 2/16/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting!! Leave them alone 2/16/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I’m against spring bear hunting! Leave them alone 2/16/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
Give us back our spring bear hunting season! 2/16/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
Together we can stop spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt is a necessary tool for the WDFW to control populations. Please bring the hunt back. 2/16/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
I am a new hunter and want to have the opportunity to hunt bears in the spring therefore I strongly support spring bear hunting season 2/16/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
This special permit hunt should have never been taken away in the first place. Sound based scientific managment was not listened to only the outcry of social pressure by many people who dont even live in our state or are aware of how 
hunting and management take place.

2/16/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey

Please provide opportunity for the Spring Bear Hunt!  Please make rules and decisions based on sound practice/history/data instead of “feelings”. 2/16/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
I support the hunt and the data brought by state biologists, which say the hunt is sustainable, does not impact sows/cubs, and is totally within the mandate of the WDFW commissioners to support. 2/16/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting in Washington, it is a necessary tool in managing wildlife 2/16/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey



This hunt should not have ever been removed 2/16/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
I see absolutely nothing wrong with the spring bear hunt. The bear population needs to be kept in check 2/16/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Deer and elk will suffer from the lack of predator control 2/16/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Nobody that hunts bears would ever shoot a sow with Cubs 2/16/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Spring bear should continue I am not against it. 2/16/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
I  oppose bear hunting.  Humans continually interfere with the natural order of ecosystems stating they are helping regulate them.  Let ecosystems regulate themselves and humans focus on humans. 2/16/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a 2022 hunt, not only did WDFW already recently decide on this matter, and backtracking deeply undermines the public's trust in WDFW and its legitimacy, but there is no scientific evidence that killing animals somehow 
"conserves" them. Bears are still at their most vulnerable in spring, as they emerge from hibernation (so much so that the vast majority of the country actually prohibits spring bear hunting!) and nursing mothers and vulnerable cubs will 
continue to be in danger from "accidental" death. Please vote NO on the 2022 spring hunt!

2/16/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should happen. Washington state bear population is exploding especially on the east side and the low deer fawn and elk calf numbers support this. 2/16/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and could care less about your feelings 2/16/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting! 2/16/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Elk calves and deer fawns sure appreciate hunters taking out a few bears. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
100% support spring bear! 2/16/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 2/16/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
20,000 plus people have signed a petition supporing spring bear. I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/16/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Washington needs a spring black bear season 2/16/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear 2/16/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  2/16/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Hinting for the State of Washington. 2/16/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Fully Support 2/16/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
In reviewing this information, it sounds practical to me. 2/16/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Spring bear should continue, rules against shooting a female with cubs makes sense although the consequences of shooting a female with cubs should be clearly stated. With accidents happening, I don't think there should be any legal 
revocation of any rights if this occurs but perhaps a loss of applying for spring bear for a couple years. Nobody is willingly chasing after females with cubs because as sportsmen we understand the process of game management and doing 
our diligence to make sure we can continue to hunt. 

2/16/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting. It’s already a draw only system so the lucky people who are drawn are going to do what’s right I. The field. 2/16/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I am a bear hunter who appreciates not only the meat, but the time I spend in pursuit of these amazing animals. The WA bear population can sustain this harvest opportunity, so let's make it permanent 
instead of voting on it every year.

2/16/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear spring hunting, be it against males or females or babies.  I should add that it could be difficult to differentiate a female from a male if you don't see the offspring around. 2/16/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
Please manage our wildlife based on facts, not opinions of anti-hunters. Hunters provide more money towards conservation via licensing and permits and tags, please remember that. 2/16/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I look forward to taking my son on his first spring bear hunt in the future. Please do not take this opportunity away from my son and I. 2/16/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Spring bear slaughter is abhorrent uneccessary vile murder, ban the murder of all and any vulnerable animal species by psychopathic humans!😡😡 2/16/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Abhorrent murder 2/16/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose spring bear hunt, it is impossible to regulate this hunt  And has no purpose but for the pleasure of killing a fellow creature 2/16/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season for many reasons. One in particular is the great benefit to ungulate populations.  Each bear taken during spring season will save numerous fawns and calves. 2/16/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Bear meat is an essential part of one’s diet. I oppose any ban that attempts to prevent a person from hunting and harvesting bear meat and the sustenance it provides one’s family. 2/16/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is an opportunity for adults to teach their offspring to be psychopaths murdering unarmed vulnerable animals, for no purpose but to inflict unimaginable pain and suffering. 2/16/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt as the only species on this planet in dire need of culling is the human species! 2/16/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting provides my family the opportunity to get into the wild and enjoy God’s creation. 2/16/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. I am in support of a Fall hunt. 2/16/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear season! 2/16/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
i agree with all the educated and reasonable comments for the spring bear hunt. i do not agree with criminalizing shooting a sow - this is already recommended against, and all hunters agree with the ethics here. 2/16/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey

The science is clear, lactating sows (does with cubs) are less than 2% of spring bear harvest. There is a reason WDFW wildlife biologist's support the spring bear hunt using science to guide conservation. 

We need to focus on the science and not the emotions of non-hunters and those who focus only on preservation and not conservation. Those wishing to outlaw the spring bear hunt do not take into account the science that supports the 
hunts. Rather, they focus on their emotion's and personal beliefs.

2/16/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear season 2/16/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey



“And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and 
every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that it was good. And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and 
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them. And God blessed them, and 
God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.”
Genesis 1:24-28  KJV 

God provided spring bears for humans to hunt and harvest. If you oppose spring bear hunting that means you oppose God and his provision for me and my family. 
SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING! It is God’s Will. 

2/16/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

The only reason it was eliminated was due to ignorance and emotion. Sows with Cubs and cubs less than 1 year old are off limits in most states, and rightfully so. Stop using language like "trophy hunters" in your proposals and reasoning. 
A trophy class animal does not mean it goes to waste. My freezer was full of bear meat and provided healthy organic food on my table. As far as keeping proof of sex attached to the hide, it's good in theory but very difficult on practice. As 
many animals I've field dressed in the past few decades, I'm not a skilled surgeon, biologist or expert on anatomy to perform this task with 100% accuracy. Canyon we just call in the harvest and tell fish and game the sex of the bear?

2/16/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Please don’t put an end to this sustainable resource. Statistics show there are more then enough bears to have this hunt. 2/16/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I deeply oppose spring bear hunting. There is already so much collateral damage to wildlife from human activity--loss of habitat, ecosystem degradation, and pollution to name a few. There are humane ways of mitigating human-bear 
conflict. It is also extra cruel to hunt bears during their most vulnerable season. Furthermore, the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan.

2/16/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunts 2/16/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Please oppose bear hunting. Bears have a job and purpose in the eco system. Humans have greatly overstepped their reach which has harmed nature extensively. Time to right wrongs and allow nature to re-balance before it is too late. 
What we do to nature, we do to ourselves. Let's create a world where nature thrives- for all of our sakes. Peace. 

2/16/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, its biologically and scientifcally supported.  2/16/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunts. The predators are out of control in the state already. There should be longer seasons. Not seasons taken away 2/16/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! Together we can stop it 2/16/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Hunting. There is a robust amount of bears and only taking approximately 150 bears each Spring is a drop in the bucket. 2/16/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, together we can make it an OTC tag, which would still be supported by science.  My family eats bear and keeps the hide, this is far from a trophy hunt.  We use more of every bear than we do of any deer.  
They are a game species and great table fare.

2/16/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

Continue the Spring Bear Hunt!
Help save the deer and elk babies.

2/16/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

I support the reinstatement of the spring bear hunt. Wildlife management decisions should be based on scientific data, and a working model of management should not be interrupted at the whim of those who complain the loudest. 2/16/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Together we can continue it. 2/16/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I support conservation and spring bear hunting. Hunters are conservationists and respect all wildlife! 2/16/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting in Washington. Please expand the season to over the counter tags in units that are over population 2/16/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Bring back bear hunting. Your science shows the bear population is more than large enough to allow the hunt. 2/16/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an important management tool to control the predators.
I support Spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt and the Departments recommended season and the state biologists. Black bear populations are expanding in spite of hunting so those who are against hunting and wildlife management are against 
wildlife all together. You all need to hug a hunter and thank them for over 100 years of expanding widlife populations and habits. FACT.

2/16/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey

I am in support of the spring bear hunt. I am also in support of any hunt that can be sustained by wildlife population numbers. Decisions should not be made based on emotional biased opinions 2/16/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
I support the science and scientists employed by the state of Washington. I support the spring bear season that the science supports. I do not even hunt spring bear, but want to voice my support of sustainable use of our state resources. 2/16/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Wildlife management should be decided based on facts and sustainability. Not emotional driven personal agendas and anti hunting bias 2/16/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
What are the total population numbers? One comment said this is only 1%. That would mean there are 14,500 bears in the area? I doubt that is true. 2/16/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Bears are not in suburban areas because there are too many. It's because humans have encroached into wildlife areas. 2/16/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. 2/16/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
I support the spring hunt. 2/16/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Trust the science. Spring bear hunts help manage predators.
I support Spring Bear Hunts to help save fawns.

2/16/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

Bring it back my family supports a spring bear season. 2/16/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Not sensible and they need to look into proper management to be kept to take it away 2/16/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunt. 2/16/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting and or any type of hunting needs to be based off of actual population numbers. Peoples feeling and or views about certain hunting CAN NOT dictate changes in hunting regulations or seasons. If population numbers 
are good than we should be able to hunt. If they’re down, hunting seasons need to be adjusted to meet population requirements.  Personal views and opinions don’t override actual data and numbers from biologist’s data.  

2/16/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt.
2/16/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

Please do not allow the trophy hunters to kill our beloved black bears.  Hunting of our wildlife does not reflect our prevailing values here in Washington.  Bears have an important role in maintaining healthy forests.  Please maintain the 
ban on a spring bear hunt!

2/16/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear hunting season in WA state.  Please follow the science and data; ignore peoples' personal agendas. 2/16/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, it’s cruel & unnecessary. Thank you. 2/16/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a sprig bear hunt. 2/16/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I’m against hunting these bears at their most vulnerable time. I strongly urge you not to have a spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I support science based population management and support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Please leave the bears alone. They are just trying to live their lives in peace just like every one of us . I wish hunters would get a better life and not be dead set on killing everything. I wonder if they were raised to have to kill for their 
survival. Don't let the hunters bully you. Stand up for wild life. 

2/16/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

I strongly support a spring bear hunt and do not think ti should have been taken away in the first place. 2/16/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
There should be a spring bear season.  There is no reason that there shouldn't  be one.  Washington has the highest population of black bears in the lower 48.  2/16/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. 2/16/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose ANY BEAR HUNTING.  I oppose SPRING BEAR HUNTING. 2/16/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting at any time of year. 2/16/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season as an effective form of wildlife management. 2/16/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Please no spring bear hunt! Leave these magnificent animals alone, do not kill them! 2/16/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear season 2/16/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear season. 2/16/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Stop listening to crazy liberals who have no idea what they are talking about. Bears and other predators will absolutely decimate our ungulate populations if they are not managed through hunting. Follow the actual science and stop using 
emotion to create regulation. Bring back spring bear hunting and make it over the counter. Also bring back hound hunting for cougar. If you don’t, a lot more of those liberal yuppies near Seattle are destined for horrible deaths while 
they’re out enjoying nature that hunters and anglers paid to protect. 

2/16/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey

I support conservation and OTC spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I support conservation and OTC spring bear hunting. I 2/16/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I i recommend following the the science presented to the commission, that our state bear population  supports a spring season.  2/16/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I think a spring bear hunt is an important part of our bear management in Washington state. I support spring bear hunt permits. 2/16/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Over 300,000 people have signed the petition requesting this spring hunt to be cancelled, far above the fringe minority that support the murdering of these innocent creatures when they are most vulnerable.  Please do your duty, respect 
the will of the majority, and cancel this hunt.

2/16/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

Please allow hunting for black bears. 
Hunting of wildlife reflects our prevailing values here in Washington. Bears decimate other wildlife and kill baby fawns. 
Please allow spring bear hunting in order to maintain a healthy forest.

2/16/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

I support bear hunting along with ovver 3 million people want bear hunting to continue in  our State.
Washington has so many bears they kill so many fawns. Protect them and our forests.

2/16/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunt. I’m new to the area and would love to spend more time outdoors during the spring. Based on the healthy black bear population and the robust habitat, I think a spring bear hunt would be sustainable and 
enjoyable for sportsmen like me.

2/16/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey

Looking forward to the next spring bear hunt. Fully support. 2/16/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I stand with your biologists in saying there are plenty of bears, and we ought to be able to harvest a few, in a very regulated manner. Please bring back the spring bear season. 2/16/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
Bambi wants a spring bear hunt. I support Bambi and spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season! 2/16/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear season!! 2/16/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
    I have lived in Washington my hole life and love to hunt bear it gets me out in the woods and get in shape and gets me to see our beautiful mountains. I support bear hunting along with over 3 million people that want bear hunting to 
continue in our State.
Washington has so many bears they kill so many fawns and young trees. Protect the fawns and our forests. And our rights  to hunt. 

2/16/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey

Please make decisions based on science. Please keep spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNT  2/16/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
My son and I had a great time out in the woods last Spring hunting for bears. I was very disappointed at the vote to discontinue it. I saw no evidence that suggested there was any basis to discontinue it. Please reinstate this important hunt. 2/16/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting!!  So do the deer fawns and elk calves. 2/16/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
The change dot org anti spring bear petition deceptively claims hunters kill sows with cubs. I’d expect many of the signatures to be out of state, out of country and out of touch. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Hunters are cowards and I do not support bear hunting. Do the right thing not what other selfish people want!!!! 2/16/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
We love bear hunting and spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Science shows hunting is not needed. The science is there the science os proof. Therefore this hunt is based on greed and selfishness 2/16/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
Me and my Chevy fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting 2/16/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
Leave wildlife management up to experts! Support the spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
In a time where we are all called to respect and follow the science I would expect WDFW do do the same and continue moving forward with the spring bear hunts. We have a responsibility to keep checks and balances and without spring 
hunts we are doing more harm than good. Please do not make this decision based on one's anti hunting ideology or hurt feelings. Follow the science. 

2/16/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey

I 2/16/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey



Lots of name calling from the anti hunters. You realize we take the meat and hide right? We eat bear like you eat chicken salad or soy.😂😂

Fully support spring bear hunting

2/16/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey

Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt based on science 2/16/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
STOP THE HUNT!! THEU ALREAFY LIVE IN AN UNFORGIVING ENVIRONMENT! 2/16/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
.6% of the bear population was taken the last spring bear season. It’s totally sustainable. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Bear pep sticks for snacks tonight! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
My niece is looking forward to spring bear hunting. We fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Remove Lorna smith and fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this brutal bear hunting. Bears are not trophies, no living creatures are. 2/16/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  The population of bears is strong. They eat a lot of deer fawns and elk calves, and those populations need help in many of the spring hunt areas. There should be more areas opened for spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

Bear hunters take the meat and eat it. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is so fun. Can’t wait! Fully support spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey
This hunt should be reinstated. Its supported by the biologists. 2/16/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Hunting Is a way of life. We are part of nature, hunting is natural, healthy, rewarding, challenging and amazing. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season. It is definitely necessary. 2/16/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
The 100 page report supplied by wdfw biologists fully support spring bear hunting and so do I. 2/16/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring  bear hunt to save the Blue Mtn. Elk herd. 2/16/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring and spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I fully support the rule change to drop the year from the WAC. 2/16/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Stop and banned Bear Hunting forever! Hunting is a barbaric practice that only glorifies cruelty. Every year, Million of Americans grieve the loss of our beautiful bear over the individual momentum of coward glory.  If you want scientific 
data, just look at Yellowstone where hunting is prohibited, and offer the best and most sustainable wildlife view, that is real science! not narrative lies over and over generation to get hunting measurement passed. 

2/16/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey

We fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I wish I could laugh at some of these anti hunters comments…they’re laughable. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
I do not support any bear hunt 2/16/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
I whole-heartedly support continuing and expanding the spring bear hunt in our state. There are lots of bear. They provide many families with rich, organic meat. 2/16/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Thank you for the opportunity to voice my heartfelt opinion. 2/16/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I am 100% against the bear hunt and hope the tremendous pressure from hunters will not sway the decision. 2/16/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. All wildlife is managed by humans, whether directly or not. The bear population is very strong in Washington and the spring season gives a small number of hunters and opportunity to enjoy the outdoors 
and to perhaps bring home some quality meat.

2/16/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

Hey check it out…if you don’t hunt and don’t like it…don’t do it.
I fully support spring bear hunting 

2/16/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

I support the amendments as proposed. 2/16/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
We hunt bear, we love bear, we want bear to flourish and do well. We fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I am 100% FOR the bear hunt and hope the tremendous pressure from hunters will sway the decision.  2/16/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
I personally don’t know of any hunter who would harvest a female sow with cubs but I suppose that they do exists. If we can curtail this activity by making it prohibited, then I support this.  The spring hunt is a special time for hunters and 
family to participate in an outdoor active healthy activity and I strongly support the continuation of the hunt as long as the population can be sustained and even increased, which I believe is the case. The anti hunter comments who don’t 
support black bear hunting or hunting in general, should not enter the discussion. I do support this decision if 100% based on wildlife management science. I feel more work needs to be done to more accurately establish accurate black 
bear populations. I know this is hard. I have done this. I have participated in aerial moose counts annually and other forms of science based population specie counts. Black bear are the hardest to get an accurate count. 

2/16/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I am totally OPPOSED to spring bear hunt! there is no scientist data showing that cowardly killing these creatures  will  impact on the deer , elk or even human population.  There is a perpetuated culture of lies that  feed the war against 
the bears. Please stop the exploration of the vulnerable bears. Please show the  world that there are more civilize measurement to regulate bear population if that is the problem!  Do not let the egocentric disregard of  the hunters for 
other species take over common sense and the power of mother nature. 

2/16/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  I look forward to it coming back. 2/16/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Together we can stop it 2/16/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
I absolutey oppose spring black bear hunnting. 2/16/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season! 2/16/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a proven method of predator conservation. The science presented by the WDFW clearly shows that this is a necessary season. I completely support the spring bear season based on scientific facts and my own time 
spent in these forests.

2/16/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey

Please bring back the spring bear hunt!! 2/16/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is an important management tool and should absolutely be reinstated based on the scientific proof. I 100% support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I truly hope that the real science and facts prevail over the slanderous comments and selfish viewpoints of those attempting to destroy the system of conservation that us hunters have spent years progressing. 2/16/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in Washington 2/16/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting!!! 2/16/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
Eat organic! Hunt! I strongly support this 2/16/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the season as should be determined by wildlife management and science versus feelings. 2/16/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey



I support allowing Spring Bear hunting in 2022, and beyond. If anything, the seasons should probably be EXPANDED to allow more opportunity and help save struggling ungulate populations from predators. 2/16/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
Please allow us to continue hunting bears in the spring. Their organic meat is delicious and hunting them is a great reflection of the values and traditions we have here in Washington. 2/16/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting! Leave them alone! 2/16/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
Yea to spring bear hunting. Let’s protect fawns and cubs! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting! There is no reason to take someone else's life just for entertainment; this hunting practice shows a level of the madness of the human brain. Animal cruelty is a red flag for the narcissist and antisocial 
personalities. Please don't perpetuate animal cruelty and be responsible with the upcoming generations who deserve to enjoy these beautiful creatures alive. 

2/16/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring  Bear Hunting 2/16/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
More spring bear hunts are needed not less , anyone who opposes this is basing there decisions on emotions not facts . 2/16/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
Predators should not hunted, period. There is no data out there that necessitates human management of predator populations. I oppose bear hunting vehemently. 2/16/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring black bear I get a tag every year if I see one great. if I don’t see one maybe next year.keep the season’s. 2/16/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/16/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. 2/16/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt
2/16/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! Most hunters are looking to take the big males anyway. They have so much more meat. 2/16/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s keep spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear 2/16/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
To allow hunters over common sense and scientific data for the purpose of individualist goals is ludicrous at best, deplorable for sure.  Misinformation about conservation practice  from WDFW to favor a minority group has no place in 
game management. I strongly applaud the commissioners who took the courage to face the truth and stop the generational built lie. Thank you for this decision . Please do not succumb to threats and pressure from the hunter groups!  
Those  who love and value  America wildlife  are majority !

2/16/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. More bears on my cameras then deer. Believe that baiting of bears would also help. 2/16/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
I support a spring hunt! 2/16/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
What’s got two thumbs and supports this rule?
This guy right here. Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/16/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/16/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Bring it back. Follow stats not feelings 2/16/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I had more bear and cougar on my trail cam than deer last year. Freaking predators are everywhere and need management. Fully support this rule. 2/16/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/16/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
In support of spring bear season. 2/16/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear seadon 2/16/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
I support a scientifically managed Spring Bear Season 2/16/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. However i do not agree with the entire hide being checked. Head and sex attached to a quarter should be adequate. Many are hunting bear for food and have no desire to carry out a whole hide. Also, need 
to clarify how it will be determined a sow has cubs. A lactating sow does not necessarily mean cubs were still alive given the levels of infanticide among boars.

2/16/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
I support a scientifically managed spring bear season. 2/16/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Remove Lorna Smith and support spring bear hunting. We support this rule. 2/16/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I support a scientifically managed spring bear season. 2/16/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring Bear hunt 2/16/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I fully Support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
I am against animal abuse. Carol Hoadley, 32320 2/16/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
I support science and the science supports this hunt. I would argue against bear hunting in the spring and argue against the hunting of any animal if the science didnt support it.  This hunt should be reinstated. 2/16/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I fully support the continuation of the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
Full support of our wildlife biologists and the continuation of spring bear management. 2/16/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of the spring bear hunt
2/16/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey

100% support spring bear hunting, we need so much more predator control in Washington before we lose all of our deer and elk and you guys won’t make money off any thing. This is sad how people emotions are to set our game animals 
instead of science, this political grab is ridiculous. 

2/16/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey

I oppose any ban for spring bear hunting in Washington state. 2/16/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
Show us the science that supports a ban on spring bear hunting. You can’t. The spring bear hunt opportunity must continue. 2/16/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring Bear season 2/16/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
I support the rule change as written. Please follow your biologists direction and reinstate the hunt 2/16/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
Bear cubs support spring bear hunting so they don’t get eaten by the male bears. I support this rule. 2/16/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear hunting.  2/16/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey



Predators do not limit nor deplete the deer and elk in Washington. The limiting factor is political. The animals are limited by the tolerance of how much people are willing to put up with them. Wildlife science can tell you if a herd is 
healthy in it's allowable range. Political science decides what that range is. Social science can tell you what is tolerable by society as to wether and or how wildlife should be hunted. 

2/16/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. I also saved 15% by switching my car insurance to gieco. Both decisions are a no brainer 2/16/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please don’t give in to pressure from hunting groups. Follow the science. 2/16/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and let’s go Brandon 2/16/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey
I read that when anti hunters use the word “oppose”, they actually mean they most associate with “support”, just like me. I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/16/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Yes please follow the science that was supplied by the wdfw biologists that stated a spring bear hunt was 100% sustainable. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Cubs, Bambi and elk calves all support spring bear hunting and so should you. I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/16/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Spring bear needs to stay. Educated decision making is what we need. Come on and stop playing politics with our way of life. 2/16/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
My young family is looking forward to spring bear hunting. We support this rule. 2/16/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Fully support WDFW’s biologist recommendations to allow spring bear hunting.  2/16/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 2/16/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Please urge the Governor to ask the legislature to put spring bear hunting up for a vote of the people. 2/16/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I'm in full support of science-based wildlife management and the recommended direction by the WDFW biologists and leadership. Keep the spring bear hunt. The state's bear population is healthy and many hunters enjoy this opportunity 
to harvest male bears. The spring hunt actually supports cub recruitment because boars often kill cubs fresh out of dens. I fully support the spring bear season in Washington because it supports balanced ecosystems, enhances funding for 
wildlife conservation, and provides a limited, sustainable big game hunting opportunity in the spring. Bear meat and fat are highly regarded by those of us who choose to hunt for our food. 

2/16/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey

100% support spring bear. Show me the science that proves it not only unnecessary but detrimental to the population. It is also entertaining how there are statements about predators not depleting the population. The predator’s goal is 
to kill other species for their own food. The difference is predators are not limited to seasons, species or hours. They hunt and kill around the clock year round. This means that they are killing deer and elk along with other species to live. 
With hunters harvesting non-predatory species only the balance is swayed and deer and elk populations will inevitably decline. The solution to a balance is to harvest the predators as with other species. Do not over harvest as the 
predatory species are key to the ecosystem as well. However the bear population is the highest its been in decades… so harvest more bears. Pure common sense that unfortunately many lack in this day and age. 

2/16/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey

Fully support science based management, and not emotional management. Keep the spring black bear season and manage it like all other hunts, a quota based on population estimations. Make it unlawful to take a female with cubs or a 
bear under 50 lbs. Keep conservation alive. 

2/16/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! 2/16/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I 100% support Spring bear. The decision to suspend the hunt was based on anti hunting rid**** and emotion. Not on the large body of sound science that indicates that a Spring bear season should occur and bear populations are healthy 
enough to support it. In my opinion this is a very uneducated decision. The result of this decision is also insulting to our hired biologists and researchers that work hard to provide scientific data to make educated decisions. Key reasons 
why we need Spring bear, especially in Western Washington: One, to lower tree cambium damage to public and private timberlands. A top Spring food source for bears. Two, to reduce fawn and calf deprivation during Spring vulnerability. 
Bears are their number 1 predator especially in Spring. Carmen Andonaequi (senior scientist/ habitat program manager/contracted through wdfw) even has a study out on predation of elk and deer within Blues specific area. Numbers on 
this study show: death by black bear 16% (125 confirmed calves killed by black bear), 14% not able to identify between wolf or black bear, and 70% cougar. Three, to protect bear cubs from infanticide by voraciously hungry and territorial 
boars. Four, to provide ethical hunters with an opportunity to provide food and substance for their families (as WDFW and the commission are legally mandated to do) when populations are healthy enough. Finally, because there is a 
huge body of science that supports all these points and absolutely nothing to the contrary. Think of the economics related to hunting. People who don't even put into the benefit(s) or funding will be effected...even anti-hunters, small 
businesses, tourism, outdoor groups, etc will be affected by this loss of revenue. People don't realize hunters are the majority of funding for wdfw, conservation, studies, etc...

2/16/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting as does the science provided by state biologists 2/16/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
Science says if you kill one adult Male bear you will save two bear Cubs thus increasing the bear population. 2/16/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
100% support the spring bear hunt and the North American model of Wildlife management that has been going strong for over 100 years.  Keep emotional opinions out of science based management.  Do what it right for wildlife 
management.

2/16/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey

I would challenge any board member to go hunt a spring black bear and tell me it’s still unethical! We all know none of you could do it let alone are physically capable 2/16/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear season, and fully support science based management.  Keep the spring black bear season and manage it like all other hunts, a quota based on population estimations. 2/16/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
Please help out our deer and elk fawns,we they need this spring bear hunt!! 2/16/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
Hunters are not the major funding source for WDFW buy any strech of the imagination. The WDFW funding is a matter of public record and income from big game hunting license sales is a small percentage of it's revenue source. The 
largest revenue source is sales tax paid by everyone in the state. Please compare the number of licences hunters to the population of the state and then decide who should have the most say about wildlife. The Wildlife Commission is 
charged with making decisions for everyone, non hunters as well as hunters. 

2/16/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I support the reinstatement of spring bear hunting. 2/16/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
I 100% fully support bear hunting and a spring bear season. 2/16/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring Bear hunting. Help disrupt the fawn and calf mortality rates. 2/16/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. I am not a bear hunter but I know to stop the spring season would only increase this states already above healthy target bear population by a lot. Stop the spring hunts and you’d better be prepared to 
bring back hound hunting to keep the bear pops in balance. 

2/16/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey

Please follow proven science and not fall into the influence of emotional anti-hunting groups. I support spring bearx 2/16/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I 100% oppose the spring bear hunt season 2/16/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 8:59 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should continue as it always has and without interruption. 2/16/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
I support science for all game management 2/16/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey
Bears have been hunted on this land since before the United states ever existed. Removing this hunt would be culturally and historically damaging. As long as it's sustainable, then ithe hunt should continue without question. 2/16/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey

I am in favor of continuing the spring bear hunt as planned, if not opening up more opportunity. 2/16/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
"We have not reached ethical perfection in hunting." But we can try by not hunting in the spring. 2/16/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
It is not the states' place to tell us as citizens what is ethical or unethical. The state is responsible to for holding our wildlife in trust for us the citizens. Without declining numbers or unstable populations, I see no reason to withhold this 
hunting season. For this reason I would like to support the proposed amendment. 

2/16/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting AND the removal of Lorna Smith from the F&G commission. 2/16/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear it never should have been taken away 2/16/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/16/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey



Fully support spring bear and spring cougar harvest. 2/16/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
The proposed stipulation that legally prohibits the harvest of sows with cubs is neglecting to consider the difficulty of black bear hunting without the once legal methods of take such as over bait, or with hounds. With these 
aforementioned methods, the differentiation of a sow versus a boar was far simpler, as the methods allowed more time for observation. With current methods, the observation times available are often much shorter and can lead to an 
honest mistake becoming a criminal penalty. If the previously legal methods were reinstated I would support this stipulation, but as it stands I cannot. Otherwise I do generally support the management tool of a spring season.

2/16/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

if you cancel spring bear hunting in the Evergreen state, you should be prepared to either increase the fall harvest quota or bring back hound hunting to keep the bear pops in check 2/16/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
I agree and am in favor of this petition. 2/16/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
Our predators must be managed as the ebb and flow of ungulate to carnivore populations can take decades. Humans manage their environment and we must not neglect the predators. I support it. 2/16/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/16/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Steven Rinella said it best: There's often a renewable surplus of animals that can be skimmed off the top, without affecting the greater population as a whole. He would support this spring bear season and so do I. 2/16/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey

I support this proposal 2/16/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey
I support following the North American wildlife management model and allowing a science backed spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
I am for bear hunting. 2/16/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I am in support of the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
I support the hunt 2/16/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
Reopen the spring bear season. It never should have been cancelled. 2/16/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
I support this rule 2/16/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  It is a much needed predator control as Washington is getting out of hand with bears and cougars. 2/16/2022 9:55 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear hunt. Biologists have the research to show a that regulated black bear population has sustained in the state of Washington. It is important that decisions are sciences based with the North American  
Consevation in mind. 

2/16/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Also insist on revisiting baiting and hound hunting as forms of predator management.  Baiting and hound hunting are the most effective way to size and confirm sex of bears and cougars 2/16/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
Spring bear tags should be OTC. Fully support spring bear hunting and believe more tags should be available 2/16/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Also insist on revisiting baiting and hound hunting as forms of predator management. Baiting and hound hunting are the most effective way to size and confirm sex of bears and cougars 2/16/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey

 I completely oppose spring bear hunting!! 2/16/2022 10:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/16/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
Totally support springer bear hunting! With the populations currently there’s absolutely no reason not to have a season.  2/16/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
If you hunt for sport you believe in Fair Chase. If you believe in Fair Chase you hunt Big Game only in the Fall. If you hunt for meat you hunt only in the Fall when the Big Game is at it's most robust. If you are an ethical hunter you RESPECT 
your quarry. If you respect wildlife you do not decide that this animal is bad and another is good. Spring bear hunting is controversial because society believes it is, any science other than social science doesn't matter. 

2/16/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey

There is a myth that bears are sluggish during spring bear seasons. I have never seen a sluggish bear during the season. The season is well past when they exit the den. This isn't science, just because some people make it a talking point 
doesn't equate to reality. The ungulate fawn/calf population needs to get a breather. We live in a modern world of reduced habitat and human encroachment. This makes management of all species imperative. We need to maintain a 
balance not wild swings in populations. Bear populations have been increasing for a long time. There is zero reason not to have a spring hunt.

2/16/2022 10:32 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Stop letting people with no knowledge of wildlife make illogical comments. It's actually hysterical. Reinstate spring bear. It should have never been closed in the first place. 2/16/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear season. 2/16/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
With all due respect,we need decisions based from professional biologists, not liberals personal feelings. These city folk don't see around 40 bear or more jyst driving logging roads like us loggers who see them and all the tree damage they 
cause.

2/16/2022 10:40 PM Online Survey

Given the threats, intimidation and insults toward you folks on the Commission, and those recently on the Commission, per RCW 77 you should meet with the Governor and request that a Referendum  to the people should decide if 
Spring Big Game Bear hunting should be allowed. 

2/16/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey

I support Spring black bear season. 2/16/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt. The WDFW biologists support it. Its been working for decades. Listen to the scientists who are tasked with managing the species. 2/17/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 2/17/2022 12:25 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/17/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
Allow the Spring Bear Season! 2/17/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/17/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
There is no reason to change the rules on the spring bear season people who draw that tag aren't going out there looking for female bears or cubs to shoot i support the spring bear season but i dont think there needs to be any changes to 
it make it the same rulings as the fall season 

2/17/2022 2:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 3:08 AM Online Survey
100% fully support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 3:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 🐻🐻🐻🐻

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by how Its Animals are treated."
Mahatma Gandhi 

"MAN HAS MADE THE EARTH A HELL FOR ANIMALS."
Arthur Schopenhauer 

Animals = 🐻🐻👼👼 Beings Of Light 

Humans = 👹👹👹 ??????? TRASH!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 3:33 AM Online Survey



I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 4:41 AM Online Survey
100% fully support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting 2/17/2022 5:15 AM Online Survey
Biologists / Science supports this hunt. It should go on as it has previously. Don’t let politics determine sound conservation. 2/17/2022 5:16 AM Online Survey
Bring back bear hunting! 2/17/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/17/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I fully support a Washington Spring Bear season 2/17/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 5:39 AM Online Survey
I support a Washington spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 5:39 AM Online Survey
I fully support a Washington spring bear hunt.. 2/17/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
I support Washington spring bear and predator management 2/17/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey
i support the spring bear season, but do not support the arbitrary criminalization of the accidental shooting of a lactating sow as this is rarely if ever done, and already recommended against. 2/17/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I supper the wa state spring bear season 2/17/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
I support an unrestricted spring black bear hunting season. I am an avid outdoorsman and hunter that hunts wild game to feed my family. We eat everything that is harvested. 2/17/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 2/17/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear and all predator hunts please stop allowing political agenda in fish and wildlife decisions. We are all tired of the mismanagement after our wildlife in Washington state 2/17/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season.  Bear populations do not justify stopping it. 2/17/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/17/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear 2/17/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season, nothing about it is unethical and this tradition should be upheld. 2/17/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! Maintain our western hunting traditions and allow us taxpayers an opportunity to feed our families! 2/17/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/17/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. We need to continue to harvest more bears than ever before. They are over populated and destroying ecosystem all over the state. From timberlands to elk and deer calves. The big bruins kill off more cubs 
during the spring than any hunter during the spring season. They need to be managed. 

2/17/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
I 100% support the Department and the biologists who through scientific and fact based research have concluded that this hunt is completely sustainable.  The opposition is nothing but emotion and opinion based objections to a model of 
Wildlife management that they have zero idea how it works.  Fact is its worked for over 100 years.  We have the data and science to back it up.  FACT.

2/17/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt as a valid tool in controlling bear populations. Yeah he calf survival ration in the blue mountains was devastating due largely to predator over population. 2/17/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Bear is a healthy and abundant meat source. 2/17/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt as a scientifically backed way to manage bear populations. 2/17/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I support hunting that is sustainable and backed by science. The science and data show this is a sustainable hunt and is backed by the wdfw biologists. 2/17/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
Bring back science based wildlife management and the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt as a valid tool in controlling bear populations. The elk calf survival ratio in the Blue Mountains has been devastated due largely to predator over population. That should be reason enough to continue 
and expand the spring hunt.

2/17/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunts. The data/science supports it, and the commission installing their personal opinions/agendas is inappropriate.  2/17/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! 2/17/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Follow the science!!!!  The calf survival rate is dismal in the blues 2/17/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunting! 2/17/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
I get it non hunters think bears are cute and then pressure on WDFW to cancel hunts.  You know what else is cute a new born elk calf right up the the point it’s ripped apart by a bear 2/17/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal and I support responsible consumptive use of our wildlife as is mandated to be provided by dfw. 2/17/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. Our state's deer and elk need help.  2/17/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. It is a tool used to help lower predator populations. Washington bear population is out of control, and needs a spring season. 2/17/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the Spring Black Bear hunt.  The misinformation about bear hunting that has been blasted out by anti-hunting and animal rights groups is apparent after reading a lot of the anti-hunting sentiment that is showing in this 
comment section.  The fish and wildlife commission is bound by the laws of WA State to uphold opportunity for fishing and hunting.  There is no place for political and/or emotional process when the fact based science has been laid in 
front of the commission.  But the facts supplied to the commission back in November of 2021 do not fit some of the commissioners narrative or emotional process.  The Spring Bear season in WA State needs to be put in place as an annual 
occurrence and the commission approval should be a formailty.  The Black Bear population has more than enough bears to support a Spring Bear season.  The low number of tags available in the spring bear season put barely a dent in the 
bear population.  There should be an over the counter tag allocation for the spring bear season in the Blue Mountain GMU's, and a lot of other GMU's as well.  

Without question, the Spring Black Bear hunt should continue!

2/17/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey

I support this proposal as the spring bear hunt is an important source of healthy, organic meat for my family for the times I’m drawn. Speaking of, spring bear should be OTC and managed via quota like cougar. 2/17/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I support the wording changes and spring bear hunting in general. 2/17/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt 2/17/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I am a life long animal rights activist and me never of PETA since it started. I am also a wildlife biologist with 50yra of experience and I support the spring bear hunt. The people buying factory farmed meat from the grocery store and child 
labor blankets from Macy’s do
More environmental harm than a spring bear hunt.

2/17/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt 2/17/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey

I support this rule proposal and I support responsible consumptive use of our wildlife as is mandated to be provided by WDFW.
2/17/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt. Follow the science. 2/17/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
I support this spring black bear hunt. 2/17/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting and Science based management. 2/17/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey

My family and I love having a reason to get out in the woods during the spring. I support spring bear hunting completely. We hunt bears every year and use more of the bear than we do any other animal. The food and rendered fat we get 
from these beautiful animals helps to feed us all year long. This season should stay, permanently.

2/17/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey



Please use the data the the Department of fish and wildlife biologists have accumulated on bears in Washington to determine whether we should have a spring bear season or not.  The biologist are educated and trained do evaluate these 
things.  Why do we pay them to do their job if we aren't going to listen to them and respect their knowledge and data?  I support the spring bear hunt.  It is needed in this state for managing these predators and provides great outdoor 
experiences for families.

2/17/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

In support of Spring bear Hunting and proper management of predators. 2/17/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting please open it. 2/17/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Kelly Davis Family:  We are in total support of the "needed" Spring Bear season, which should be based on Science and not Walt Disney Emotions. Please do the right thing and follow the science. 2/17/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I like it. Let's make it happen. A decision to stop managing any populations of wildlife is potentially detrimental to those and other sensitive populations of wildlife. Including the public in these management plans is also important and I'm 
thankful that hunting of black bears be included as a management tool in maintaining a healthy population of black bears and the species that they impact.

Furthermore, I would like to see that the reports and findings of the wdfw staff would hold more weight in deciding appropriate management plans.

-John Garman

2/17/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

I support the proposal and continuation and expansion of the spring permit season. Cancelling predator hunting is a thinly veiled strategy to end bring about the end of all hunting. 2/17/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
predators need to be managed. I support the spring bear season. 2/17/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/17/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as part of an greater predator and healthy forests management plan and as an absolutely viable food scorce. There are people in this comment section as well as the world abound that believe all food comes 
from stores and only, these people have no connection with nature or logic and should be completely disregarded we need more education about hunting in the state and it would be nice to see wildlife management authorities take up 
an active role and petition to get that education into public schools this is an obvious system failure on their part. If this type of education isn't done we could likely see in the very near future an complete degredation and end to all 
hunting rights everywhere. Please step up! This doesn't end with spring bear or even this state.

2/17/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 2/17/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunt.  2/17/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
Good morning! I fully support spring bear hunting!!! 2/17/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear hunting is a valuable tool for biologist to use to maintain a healthy population. I support Spring Bear hunting 2/17/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
at a time where predators of all kinds are at an all time high, i support a spring bear season to help with calf and fawn survival! 2/17/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting.  Spring bear hunting should be OTC with quotas established by the biologists.  Thank you. 2/17/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear hunts are an extremely valuable tool for biologists to utilize. I believe that the proposed changes recognize this, allow for science-based management strategies, while also accounting for the valid concerns of harvesting a Sou 
with Cubs. The goal of the spring hunt is not to be a massive harvest but rather impact behavior with pressure, the implementation of an adjustable level of permits based on population densities addresses concerns of over harvest while 
recognizing the value of hunting pressure. Excellent compromises and demonstration of ecological understanding from the new Commission. 

2/17/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and the real science behind the need for a spring bear hunt. I do not believe sows with cubs should be taken during the hunt. That being said most hunters apply for the spring bear tags hoping to take a 
mature boar, knowing that removing a mature boar from the population is what is best. Killing offspring or a sow with offspring is already seen and unethical to bear hunters and most hunters do their best to avoid that happening. 

2/17/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunt. STOP this insane barbaric practice for good! bear hunting only enhances cruelty and selfishness! 2/17/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. The science backs it. 2/17/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as outlined above. I would also like to see the hunting opportunities expanded in the future. 2/17/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I am in support of the spring bear hunt. Please vote in favor. 2/17/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It’s a great family activity that provides delicious organic meat 2/17/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Support the science, support the spring bear hunt! 2/17/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt as it targets bears when they're most vulnerable. And it contradicts the science, research, and game management plan. 2/17/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt- as it targets bears when they are in the act of predation. The spring bear hunts upholds the science, research, and game management plan for healthy balance. 2/17/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt!
Make it happen for healthy populations of all species!

2/17/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

support the science allow spring bear hunting! 2/17/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I support the science, I support Spring bear hunt! 2/17/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Support the science and allow the spring bear hunt!! 2/17/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
I like this but what if we also do a draw for hound/baiting permits 20 hound permits for East and west and 20 baiting permits for East and west 2/17/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly support keeping and having a spring bear season in Washington state. 2/17/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Support the science and allow the spring bear hunt!! 2/17/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Black bear hunting is one of the most successful tools for wildlife conservation and management since the creation of the American Model for Wildlife Conservation. Black bears are hunted, yet their populations continue to grow, thrive 
and expand. Tag fees are paid into a system which then funds habitat mgmt programs that benefit ALL species. Bear meat is nutritious, and black bears are a sustainable, renewable and valued resource. Keep the Spring Bear hunt - 
Hunting is Human(e)! 

2/17/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey

Reinstating the spring bear hunt is the right thing to do.  The time to do the right thing is now. 2/17/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation. 2/17/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
Yes to having a spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as a science-backed took for wildlife managers to use from moderating tree damage to balancing predation on elk and other wildlife species. Regulated hunting has proved over and over to be an effective 
management option that generates interest in natural resources management, provides recreation, and gives a boost to local economies.  And hunters, not taxpayers, willingly pick up the tab for all of these benefits.  Win-win.

2/17/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  Please use data provided by WDFW biologists when making any game management decisions. 2/17/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
Yes we need spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
Please keep spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
I support and vote yes to keep spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Hunting is a very effective management tool. We need to get back to regulating hunts off of real evidence, not political reasons. 2/17/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
The population of bears in predator animals is larger than it's been in many many years. There is no reason not to have this spring hunt and in in fact add more tags. 2/17/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The data warrants a 2022 spring bear season and proves that we have a robust population of bears that need to managed. Please don't bring emotion into wildlife management. 2/17/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt. Hunting is a very effective management tool. We need to get back to regulating hunts off of real evidence, not political reasons.
2/17/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

I support allowing spring bear hunting in Washington.  It is a valuable tool for wildlife conservation.  2/17/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
I have lived in western Washington for 37 years at same residence- we are seeing more bears now than ever before. We need to manage their numbers through science & biology- not feelings & sentiment 2/17/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
There is no reason for discontinuing a Spring bear hunt. No reason to change the regulations in  killing a sow with cubs, it's already stated in the pamphlet. Were is the evidence that a large number of cubs are being orphaned during the 
Spring hunt and they're still cubs by fall hunting season. Bring back baiting, this will give the hunter time to evaluate his quarry. The state has a big population of bears in the US. Hunting them will help with many things, as follows: human 
interaction, deer and elk populations and over population (save them from starvation and disease). Hunting is conservation and Hunters are the tool to manage the wildlife.

2/17/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey

Since the black bear populations are robust, I see no reason to make any changes. 2/17/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
Let’s base decisions on science rather than opinion. 2/17/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
There is no biological need to limit permits in area 684. We have an overabundance of predators. Follow the science not your political agenda. 2/17/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Support hunters, science, and the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
I support science-based wildlife management and keeping Washington's spring bear season in-tact. The data supports the hunting opportunity and therefore, it should continue until there are resource-related data to suggest otherwise. 
Emotions have no part in this matter.

2/17/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey

We need to keep the spring bear season to help promote conservation and a healthy wildlife balance. The state of Washington has an extremely high number of predators. Let's manage them. I strongly support a spring bear season. 2/17/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

Please follow the guidance of degreed and experienced biologists, we should be using science as a management tool as opposed to feelings and emotion.  I support the hunting seasons proposed by the scientists with the most knowledge 
of the situation.

2/17/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
I feel strongly about spring bear hunting. You called it off because you were pressured by others and when the bears start in be a problem for the others they will state calling the game department and animal control and that is not what 
we need game department wasting time . We live in a area that has more black bears than anywhere (as far as I know)  and if you stop spring bear hunts the following year you will be asked to kill more bears because the others will ask. I 
get it you have a hard job but if you look at bigger picture bears cause more problems to other animals and humans . 

2/17/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

Please continue the spring bear hunt in Washington state. The hunt is not only biologically sustainable but necessary to balance predator and prey. Bears are known to kill as many as 30 elk calves in one spring season and taking out a few 
of the older boars from the landscape helps our ungulate herds tremendously. Stop listening to emotionally driven individuals and manage the resource.

2/17/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt. The data shows it is sustainable and benefits all. We have biologists for a reason and tags are not given out  (or should not be revolked) arbitrarily. 2/17/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are a critical wildlife management tool. Suspension of the tool should only be implemented when supporting population and habitat surveys suggest it. That is not the case here. Maintain the hunt. 2/17/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Please reinstate the season. The population is robust enough to support a spring season. 2/17/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
i support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. I support scientific approach to managing the wildlife. WA has one of the strongest bear population in the lower 48. There is no reason to not have a spring hunting season.  I also support the proposed 
rule changes in regards to prohibition of harvesting the sows with the offspring or the offspring. No ethical hunter would do that anyway.

2/17/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Please follow the science! This decision was snuck in & based on personal opinion. I support spring bear hunting! 2/17/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt.  With a very health population of black bears the hunt is needed to keep the population increase flat as to not have increased damage to the ungulate populations.  Also increased bear population translates 
into increased bear to human interactions in the sprawling urban areas and increased calls to eliminate problem bears at the tax payers expense.

2/17/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

I strongly support science based wildlife management through well regulated public hunting opportunity.   Never should decisions on what is best for wildlife be made by uninformed public opinion. 2/17/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting! Fully support this. 2/17/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Lets Go Brandon and Lets go spring bear hunting!!! Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Stongly support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
My son strongly supports spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/17/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Remove Lorna Smith and lets get back to spring bear hunting! Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear hunting and this rule. Thanks! 2/17/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
I support the science. Meaning elk/deer population continues to drop and without predator control (bear/wolves/coyotes) will continue to decline even more so. 
Let there be spring bear season 

2/17/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey

I oppose hunting in general ! 2/17/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose this Spring bear hunting.  It is cruel, as this is when bears are their most vulnerable.  2/17/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Fully and strongly support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
If the Black Bear population is as high and detrimental as many spring bear hunting proponents say then the Commissioners should take tours through these areas and report back how many bears they see. 2/17/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Bear are not vulnerable during the spring, fyi. Nature is cruel, hunting deaths are usually very quick and humane. Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
I support hunting in general! 2/17/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunting. It is humane, and is when fawns and calves are their most vulnerable. 2/17/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I do support a black bear spring hunting season. Please also use scientific data to make appropriate decisions and not opinions or agendas. 2/17/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
bambi supports spring bear hunting, so do I. 2/17/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I support wildlife management and conservation.  Please leave it to the biologists, not the politicians. I support the proposed amendments. 2/17/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. I want to see more units opened up, such as 572 and 574. 2/17/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Science not emotion should make the rules and the science provided shows spring bear hunting is sustainable. Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Nature is incapable of cruelty only humans are. 2/17/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
100% support this rule and spring bear hunting. Thanks! 2/17/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

Support this rule and spring bear. 2/17/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Nature is incapable of cruelty? muahahahahahah!!! Go watch a bear tear apart a baby fawn or elk calf.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/17/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey

Science and conservation before emotion.  I support the spring bear hunt proposal. 2/17/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey



I support a science-based approach to bear hunting conservation regulated and administered by the WDFG to include a "spring" and "fall" harvest season. A science-based approach should include population density, predatory impact, 
land-owner damage assessment and urban confrontation studies. I have confidence in our "front line" wildlife managers to make decisions regarding wildlife harvest requirements and set rules. We should not let their work be impacted by 
litigation and or special interest group pressures! 

2/17/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

Follow the science and lets get back to spring bear predator management. 100% support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule and spring bear. 2/17/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Black bear are doing very well and need managed. Fully support this. 2/17/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
100% support and encourage this rule. 2/17/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/17/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt to help keep the predator/prey ecosystem in balance. 2/17/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
I  see no legitimate reason that the spring bear hunt should not happen this year,. We have a thriving population of black bear in the eastern half of the state that would not be adversely affected.  I am aware that there is a vocal portion 
within the the decision making group that does not want to see this hunt or perhaps their goal is simply no hunting.

Emotion and opinion is not the way to manage our out door resources. Science is the only guide that should ever count, personal opinions from those who are against consumptive sports should be ignored.

2/17/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

I support the proposed bear hunting rule 2/17/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
Good job Commission on going with science and hopefully reinstating spring bear. Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Follow the science & recommendations of the biologists. Commissioners shouldn’t be able to override the opinions of those who are the actual experts. 2/17/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Pro spring bear, pro conservation, pro this rule. 2/17/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
We fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/17/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Eating what wildlife normally eat in nature is well natural. Humans don't need to eat many things that they do to survive. Only humans provide bears with unnatural food sources. The bear is incapable of cruelty while humans justify 
cruelty to animals all the time. 

2/17/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

WDFW biologists support spring bear hunting, the science supports it, I support it. 2/17/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
Eating bear, deer, elk, etc is all natural and part of natures food chain. Fully support this rule and spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
We enjoy bear meat. Fully and strongly support spring bear and this rule. 2/17/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Support this rule. 2/17/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Bear cubs support spring bear hunting that focuses on mature boars...you  know, so they dont get killed and eaten by the mature boars. 100% support this rule. 2/17/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
I fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Hunting is a management tool. 2/17/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
I totally support this rule. Follow the science for once! 2/17/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Save bear Cubs! Support spring bear hunts. The number cause of death for bear Cubs is being killed by a misogynistic male bear. Hunters kill only male bears saving many many bear cub lives. If you truly love bears support the spring bear 
season

2/17/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Spring bear is totally sustainable. There is no scientific reason why it should not continue. 0.6% of a percent was the harvest of the total population last year. Under 1%......

Fully support this.

2/17/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Bear cubs lives matter.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/17/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

As an avid outdoorsman and lifelong resident of Washington State, I am in full support of trusting in the science that WDFW has provided and continuing the spring bear season in this state. The fact that we as hunters are forced to get on 
and fight by public comment against anti-hunting groups in order for this to happen is outright shameful. WDFW has biologists who spend their careers analyzing and curating data so they can strive to support the North American Model 
for Wildlife Conservation. Emotion and opinion have no place in wildlife management, the resource is to be managed based on data taken from the field and WDFW has provided data to support continuing this hunt.

2/17/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting, fully support it and this rule. 2/17/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Science can tell you if a harvestable number of any animal is available. Science does decide when that can happen. Time, place and manner are socially based. If it was just science there would be no reason not to hunt anything the year 
around.

2/17/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

Spring bear! Lets go! Fully support this. 2/17/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I fully support the proposed amendments. Spring bear hunts are 100% sustainable, and ethical hunters should already be harvesting only adult male bears. 2/17/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
last year i saw more bears than i ever have in Washington state. it was also one of the years i saw the least amount of deer and elk. I would like to support a science based decision over an emotional based one. 2/17/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 2/17/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Sustainable bear hunting, its a beautiful thing. 100 support this. 2/17/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule. Mature boar harvest is the primary key in management of spring bears. 2/17/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear. This really needs to continue for the health of our elk and deer herds. 2/17/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
"Science can tell you if a harvestable number of any animal is available. Science does decide when that can happen. Time, place and manner are socially based. If it was just science there would be no reason not to hunt anything the year 
around."
That is a surprisingly well thought and logical comment - well done.
I support the limited entry spring bear hunt.

2/17/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey

Fully support this. 2/17/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Sport hunting by it's very nature is highly emotional. Obviously non sporting hunting is highly emotional as well. 2/17/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
The questions is, who decided a bear at 50 lbs? I do think this should be discussed as to who brought this up. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
Hunting is emotional, hunting is natural, hunting is humane. Fully support this. 2/17/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. In fact I oppo any bear hunt. 2/17/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
In support of spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
This just in...
people who dont kill their own chicken for their chicken salad are not better than hunters.
Full support this rule.

2/17/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

Fully support the hunt and the science behind it. 2/17/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey



I fully support a spring black bear hunt! 2/17/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
Follow science and allow the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting as long as the science supports it which the biologist say it does.  2/17/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I'm in full support of the spring bear hunt. Please vote in favor of it. 2/17/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Let the voting public decide by Referendum. 2/17/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I’m in full support of this 2/17/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
Definitely support a spring bear hunt in Washington State!!! Removal of 2021 also a good idea. 2/17/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Please do not walk away from the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation that has been thoroughly proven over decades of success in favor of an emotionally based self serving agenda.   Support logic and the proven science and 
all follow the recommendation of the wildlife biologists and approve a limited draw spring bear season in Washington.

2/17/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

I support the Spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I strongl 2/17/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly support having a spring bear season. 2/17/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and not emotions. Keep the Spring Bear Hunt. It helps to keep black bear numbers in check and provides quality meat for many families. 2/17/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. 2/17/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
strongly support spring bear hunt for 2022, and every year after, as long as population allows for it. 2/17/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/17/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
My taxidermist and butcher both approve of spring bear hunting and this rule. So do I. 2/17/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Strongly and fully support spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed bear hunting rule. 2/17/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/17/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
i oppose bearhunting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
its not in your way to decide between life and death!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
its their life and they have the right to live like you!

2/17/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

I support The Spring bear Season. Commission must adhere to principled science and conduct management practices for healthy populations of ALL animals. 2/17/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

Enthusiastically support this rule 2/17/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt. Sound data 2/17/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting! Hunting predators is just as if not more important than hunting ungulates. 2/17/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Yes, I support the spring bear season. Please vote in favor it. 2/17/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
ashholes!!
all of you who decide for hunting!

2/17/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and encourage the Fish and Wildlife Commission to also do so.  2/17/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as we all should. 2/17/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, as does the science from WA State, don't we want to Trust the Science in this situation? 2/17/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Spring bear is a fun hunt! Fully support this! 2/17/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Nice to see all the name calling against hunters who enjoy quality meat, family time and ethical hunting. Obviously, those bullies have no valid arguments. Fully support this rule. 2/17/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear 2/17/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I listened so Governor Inslee refer to the "following the science" multiple times today. Please follow the science and save our elk, and bring back spring black bear season. 2/17/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Personal opinion or grievances with hunting should not factor into the decision making in what is supposed to be a non-partisan commission. Game commissioners are NOT politicians contrary to what Mr. Koontz stated in his resignation 
letter. The job of the commission is to “preserve, protect, and perpetuate fish and wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish 
and wildlife populations” per the WDFW website. Suspending the Spring Bear season does none of those things other than push a biased and opinion driven agenda by select members of the commission. The data provided by the 
biologists coupled with the policies of neighboring states with similar bear populations should be used as sound science and a guide to making policy in this state. Conservation of ALL animals is important, not just of “charismatic 
megafauna” that some people tend to anthrpomorphise. The Blue Mountain Elk herd is case and point to this “pick and choose” style conservation. The Blue’s herd (in a premiere unit might I add that generates dollars through application 
sales as a sought after hunt) has been decimated by predators making it a less desirable draw tag as it has been in the past. Bears play an undeniably large role in that dwindling elk population.  Bears can be used as a renewable resource 
to generate revenue for both the state and the surrounding communities of hunt destinations. Follow the science, not your opinion. Use your brain, not your heart.  I support the spring bear hunt, and the commission should as well. 

2/17/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/17/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Commissioners should be neutral and I fully support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I totally support a spring bear season. 2/17/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season and would like to see more opportunities for future wildlife management. 2/17/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Love bear hunting! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/17/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Let’s go!!! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting. Science and sound wildlife management should dictate policy. 2/17/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season please follow the science given 2/17/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
As a Forester that worked on managed timber lands I have seen the damage that bears do to our trees annually. A spring bear hunt is another effective tool in minimizing this damage and controlling bear populations in this state. Follow 
the science. Bear populations are more than adequate to sustain the level of hunting we had if not more.  

2/17/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey

Please vote in favor of the spring bear hunt. I fully support it. 2/17/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I too fully support the Spring Black Bear hunt in WA. Follow the science and get politics out of game management. 2/17/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey



Black bear hunting has been source of conservational control for decades. Species shouldn't matter if there is a sustainable population to allow us to carry on our tradition of hunting. Science should be considered in every case amd not 
misguided believes that sows and cubs arw killed or that boars form family units and protect the young. Anyone with experience knows this isn't the case. Please continue with our spring bear draw and follow the science. 

2/17/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

I am in support of Spring bear Hunting.
Continue to follow sound science and management practices for healthy populations off all animals.

2/17/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

Based on the wildlife departments own science and studies I fully support  a spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Let’s go bear hunting! Fully support spring bear and this rule. 2/17/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
My family and I support a significant increase in Spring bear hunting opportunity in Washington as compared to prior years. 2/17/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Our elk population in the Blue Mountains has been decimated.  Increasing the impact that predators have on our elk population by removing an existing predator hunt is not responsible wildlife management.  Consider what this will do to 
all populations considered.  

2/17/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey

Spring bear should be reinstated in washington. The management plan works and the biologists support the hunt 2/17/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
Please allow an annual Spring bear hunt.  The Wildlife Depts. are paid to know what's in the best interest of both us and conservation (i.e. animals).   To increase Black Bear numbers will continue the decline in other species. 2/17/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey

Looking forward to spring bear hunting and fully support spring bear 2/17/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Support Bear season!!!!!!!! 2/17/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

A regulated bear season is fully supported and should be allowed as a Tennant of the North American model of wildlife conservation. Please allow sound science to be the basis of decisions and not emotional anti hunting rhetoric 2/17/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

I support Washington state spring bear hunting.  Vote to reinstate.  2/17/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal and I support responsible consumptive use of our wildlife as is mandated to be provided by wdfw. 2/17/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting proposal. 2/17/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
It’s actually in the Commission’s  job description to allow the spring bear hunt. No science or data to remove hunt only emotions and feelings and that is unacceptable. 2/17/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Bear meat is wonderful, and I appreciate being able to know where my food is coming from.  I support the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear season. 2/17/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting. Keep the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
STOP killing our beautiful bears! I am totally against this nonsense practice, no more spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Predator hunting is just as valid as ungulate hunting. Bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. If the proposed amendments are adopted, WDFW would issue a limited number of spring bear special hunting 
permits each year for geographically focused spring hunting of black bear, that can in some instances help address other management issues such as human-bear conflict, commercial timber damage or concerns for ungulate species 
neonate recruitment.The changes would result in a limited, annual hunting opportunity for approximately 664 hunters who receive permits, and WDFW anticipates approximately 145 black bears would be harvested annually through this 
limited permit hunting opportunity. An anticipated harvest of 145 bears out of a population estimated at 25,000 is statistically insignificant and the spring bear hunt should be reinstated. Vote to bring back the spring bear season.

2/17/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey

I support spring black bear season 2/17/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
I support this petition. Listen to wdfw biologists and do your job of providing sustainable recreation opportunities. Do not listen to uninformed anthropomorphism. 2/17/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  As well as an annual wolf hunting season. 2/17/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
This hunt should have never been paused.  I fully support it being reinstated immediately. 2/17/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting! Fully support 2/17/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I support the 2022 spring bear hunt. I support game management under the proven and currently used wildlife management model 2/17/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
I support the rule change, please reinstate spring bear 2/17/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Please vote yet for the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Bear seasons should be conducted off of scientific data and the need for population control. Not by the bleeding hearts who know nothing about hunting/hunters. The Spring Bear season should be reinstated and never taken away again. 2/17/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt. Thank you WDFW for the petition to remove 2021 from the title and make this an annual hunt without a continuation of the drama caused by the Fish and Wildlife commission's tie vote. 2/17/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey

💯💯 support this rule 2/17/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt a long with state Biologists and Scientists. Apex predator populations have to be controlled. Habitat can only carry so many animals before there is major problems. 2/17/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
Let’s go spring bear hunting! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/17/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey
I helped to start HSUS and I support he spring bear hunt. In my experience , all 100yrs of it, hunting is the best way to support animals. I fully support spring bear hunting. In fact I might do it myself if they bring it back! 2/17/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and WDFW using a data driven approach to management.  2/17/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I want spring bear hunting to continue in Washington. As a life long resident, conservationist, and outdoorsman I put my full support behind Spring Bear Season. 2/17/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
This appears to be a scientifically intelligent management plan. I urge the commission to give it due consideration and adopt some kind of spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 5:34 PM Online Survey
I’m not here for a bunch of name calling and categorizing certain individuals as horrible people, I am here to support spring bear hunting. Please reinstate the spring bear hunt indefinitely 2/17/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/17/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
Science-based management, please. Trust your biologists. 2/17/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. In many areas of the state bear populations are above acceptable levels and need to be reduced. 2/17/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
Hello... The bear population in WA is thriving,even after those terrible fires.Now the deer and elk population is suffering,facing diseases,and preditors,such as bears,cougars,coyotes..and WOLVES....We need to help those deer and elk,by 
culling the preditors,as much as possible,....while maintaining a healthy, but less impacting preditor population........for instance ,we need to give hunters an incentive to control the coyote population....they are terrorizing our deer 
population,all over the state....So please,give the activists their due respect,...but please Open Spring Bear hunting,to help our deer and elk.....thank you,Lawrence

2/17/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season.  The biologists have recommended to keep the spring hunt.  Trust the science not special interest groups. 2/17/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/17/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/17/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and support spring bear hunts. I would support an increase in the allotted tags especially in the Blue Mountains. As long as bear populations are sustainable.  2/17/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. It is your duty to follow the science. 2/17/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the biologists recommendations 2/17/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/17/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, the available science and the biologists show healthy black bear populations that support a sustainable spring hunting season 2/17/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
I support sustainable bear hunting.  It’s should be managed as a renewable resource like the rest of the big game animals. Spring bear seasons have historically proven to work. 2/17/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/17/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season as a management tool 2/17/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
I support 2022 spring bear season.  In this case, I support the science that this season is justified and the current bear population needs to be managed versus some other “following the science” decisions the last few years. 2/17/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey

I support the changes regarding harvesting females with offspring and cubs themselves. With that being said I would like the WDFW to reach out to ODFW and IDFG to understand their harvest models. Since both OR and Idaho have much 
higher spring hunting opportunity that seems to be very sustainable every year, with a similar restriction on female harvest with cubs, there should be no reason WA (with comparable bear populations) gives out only 664 tags each year. 

Please bring back the season. Thank you

2/17/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey

Reinstate the spring black bear hunt 2/17/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey

I support 2022 spring bear season. In this case, I support the science that this season is justified and the current bear population needs to be managed versus some other “following the science” decisions the last few years.
2/17/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt in Washington 2/17/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring bear hunt please. 2/17/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
I support a spring 2022 bear season as a management tool and an opportunity for additional hunting. 2/17/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. Science shows the black bear population of Washington is growing. 2/17/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
Follow the science, manage predators. The poor deer and elk in this state already don’t have a great chance. I support spring bear hunting in 2022 and beyond. 2/17/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
If the science says it can handle the harvesting of the Bears during the spring let it happen not the opinions of people that don’t want to see them get shot the deer population of Washington isn’t very great to begin with and this will only 
make it worse if they cancel this

2/17/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey

I am in favor of spring bear hunting. This vote should be based on the science provided. 2/17/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Science, let's do the math. Population of Washington state in 1981 was 4235728 and the number of hunters was 369632. About 9 percent hunted. In 2021 the population was 7766925 and the number of hunters was 171940. About 2 
percent hunted. Put another way over the last 40 years the number of hunters has declined by 47 percent and the population  has grown 55 percent. Science says that hunting is a dying sport and may become irrelevant as to wildlife 
management in the not to distant future. 

2/17/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunting season. 2/17/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
2 years ago a friend of mine lost his little dog from a spring black bear that must have been hungry looking for food 
I had never seen a bear until I was 15 then I didn't see one for many years but in the last 5 years I have seen at least 10 
So I am sure there is more than enough for people to hunt 

2/17/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/17/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/17/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
My wife and I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/17/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. Our wildlife need to be protected. 2/17/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
664 permits to “harvest” spring mother bears leaving her cubs to die.  What are you really promoting?  “ offering the opportunity” to kill a new mother, leave her cubs to die usually horrific deaths?  What are you promoting?  No wonder 
there is so much violence in our society, much of it against females.  You are really out of step in dealing with potentially violent persons.  This is not hunting for food, this is easy access killing of a extremely vulnerable female.  

2/17/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey

Only one lactating sow was taken the last spring season. Educate yourself on the topic.

Sows with cubs are not targeted. 

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/17/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey

Bear cubs appreciate spring bear season…so they’re not eaten by male bear.
I support this rule.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey

1% of the population ( if it is even close to that since most upland, waterfowl and small game hunters don't buy Big Game license and most Big Game hunters don't buy Bear tags) or less should realize that bears and their treatment 
should be the domain of 100% of the population. There are many reason why 98 % of the people in Washington don't hunt. 

2/17/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey

There is no possible way to know how many lactating black bear sows and cubs are killed. 2/17/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. In my eyes it's a shame to destroy wildlife just for fun and for trophy hunting, especially if endangered species are concerned. The lack of empathy is disgusting. 2/18/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey



I support the re-instatement of the spring bear hunt. Primarily because it was voted to close it based on public opinion/ emotion, instead of the science it should have been based on. One of the tenants of the North American Model of 
wildlife conservation is, "Wildlife policy is formulated through the use of the best available science – Science shall be the guiding principle in the development of wildlife regulations, as it provides a vastly superior management structure 
when compared to management based solely on public opinion and anecdotal evidence." WDFW biologists stated that all of there science supports this season remaining open. The world has spent two years advocating for the strict 
following of science, no matter how new, and strongly criticizing those that would rather wait a little longer to see how that science pans out. However, when it comes to Washington and bear biology, despite a history of healthy bear 
population and positive cases, based in biology, for a spring bear season, now we're allowing ourselves to ignore this particular science in favor of emotional stances. The facts are clear on a number of concerns:
There's very few lactating sows harvested, only one last year, and based on requirements post kill, it's very easy to track that data. If hunters aren't allowed to hunt this season, culling will likely fall on the shoulders of the state to minimize 
timber damage. And there's a strong possibility that more boars, due to a lack of harvest, could lead to increased cub mortality, based on boars killing them. 
Beyond that science, it is the duty of the Commission and WDFW to, "... establishes policies to preserve, protect, and perpetuate fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial 
opportunities compatible with healthy and diverse fish and wildlife populations", and, "To preserve, protect and perpetuate fish, wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial 
opportunities." Again, this duty should be fulfilled under the guidance of science and quality game management, not the whims of public emotion and social pressure.
Lastly, for this comment section, chiseling another chunk out of the rights and opportunities of hunters is an attack on the long held tradition and culture of hunters to pursue game for table fare, fur, and recreation. Despite a huge move 
away from a personal connection to your food source in this country, there are still many citizens that choose to supply their own table with food, whether by gardening or hunting. We are willing to do the dirty work of pursuing game for 
meat, not just depending on some farm, somewhere to do it. We desire to maintain a connection to the land and the wilderness, in the capacity that we can, to provide for ourselves. There's a great many days spent in the woods that 
result in no harvest; and much time invested and knowledge acquired to understand these animals and successfully harvest them once in a while. If 145 of 664 are actually successful, this is 22% success for a possible 46 days in the field at 
maximum, which is unlikely as that would be every day for a month and a half. Despite that some of us might enjoy that, most of us have work and other obligations in there. 
In closing, I would like to repeat that I fully support the re-instatement of the Spring bear season. There's much more at hand than just taking away an opportunity for a very small amount of people to pursue and hopefully harvest a very 
small number of bears. Thanks for your time. 

2/18/2022 3:10 AM Online Survey

Support the spring season. 2/18/2022 3:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 4:28 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season. Trophy hunting and the orphaning of cubs are false narratives. Hunters place a high value on bear meat and fat, and already adhere tightly to the ethical recommendation in the regulations to 
avoid shooting sows with cubs. Hunters shoot boars that would otherwise kill and eat not only bear cubs, but also elk calves and deer fawns.

2/18/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey

I oppose this rule change strongly. 2/18/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is not acceptable, especially for recreational purpose. Hunters want to kill just for their entertainment, wildlife management/scientific reasons are just a smoke screen and in fact would support the stopping of the 
spring bear hunt.

2/18/2022 5:31 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting season. Trophy hunting and the orphaning of cubs are false narratives. Hunters place a high value on bear meat and fat, and already adhere tightly to the ethical recommendation in the regulations to 
avoid shooting sows with cubs. Hunters shoot boars that would otherwise kill and eat not only bear cubs, but also elk calves and deer fawns.

2/18/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey

I and everyone with a conscience  is opposed to spring black bear hunt 2/18/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt . There is a good population of bears. In some areas to many. 2/18/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt.  I'm planning to give it a try this year if possible, though I have never hunted for them before.  I consider myself a law-abiding outdoorsman who harvests for consumption and the experience - not a trophy. 2/18/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/18/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I'm in favor of a spring bear hunt.  The hunters I know are all law abiding and hunt within the guidelines set by the Department. 2/18/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
Bring back hound hunting and baiting, verse only allowing bow hunters the right to bait. I oppose a spring bear hunt. 2/18/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
The science says spring bear hunting is a useful tool. As well as hound hunting and trapping.
The north American wildlife model is the most effective wildlife management tool the world has ever seen. With out it allot of are native wildlife would already be extinct and many more may go extinct if we continue disregarding it value.

2/18/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey

Washington wildlife management practices have always included a spring bear hunt.  Removing it will upset the system of predators and prey, which in Washington is already unbalanced in many parts of the state.  Look at the elk study in 
the Blue Mountains this year (150-some collared elk calves, only about a half dozen survived until October).  

2/18/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey

I'm in support of a spring bear hunt.  The proposed rule changes are actually quite strong and would prevent the concerns that many of the opposition have expressed. 2/18/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/18/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, they have baby's at that time . And I oppose a lot of hunting acts 2/18/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Please follow the science. 2/18/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
Move forward and approve the rule changes. The scientific evidence provided by the WDFW staff is clear that a spring bear hunt is in the best interest to Washington's bear population and help curtail negative bear interactions in 
populous areas across the state. Furthermore the rule changes would provide simpler and logical adjustments for future years regarding rule making and management of a spring bear hunt.

2/18/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. It will result in healthier bear population in the long run. 2/18/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It will result in a healthier bear population in the long run. 2/18/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

Re: Spring Black Bear CR-102
Even though the spring bear hunt for 2022 was cancelled-here it is again. Why? I am opposed to spring bear hunt.  Please look closely at the numbers WDFW supplies for the whole state. What statistics  did they provide at last vote that 
decided vote against the hunt?  Bears in spring are weak, vulnerable, & often have cubs with them.  Living with bears for 50 years, I have seen results of hunters killing sows and leaving cubs.  

2/18/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunting based on science and our wildlife management model. 2/18/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
There is a reason spring bear is allowed in many other states.  It is a unique and desired hunting time.  If we are concerned about the bear population then go back to 1 fall bear permitted not 2.  As someone that has killed quite a few 
bears I can tell you it is much easier to spot cubs in the spring than the fall.  

2/18/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and strongly feel the commission should listen to those tasked with managing our states wildlife.  It is the job of WDFW and their biologists to manage our wildlife. 2/18/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting based on science and our wildlife management model. Please look at the data! It’s important to keep spring bear season!! 2/18/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear hunt 2/18/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I support the biologists in the field to manage state wildlife.  It is upsetting when the commission and Olympia go against their own Biologists in the field.  I also support spring bear hunting based on science and local biologist's 
recommendations. 

2/18/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey

My family fully supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/18/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
I support the biologists in the field to manage state wildlife. It is upsetting when the commission and Olympia go against their own Biologists in the field. I also support spring bear hunting based on science and local biologist's 
recommendations.

2/18/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey

I support this rule 2/18/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey



Thank you for finding a compromise that should be acceptable to all reasonable people on both sides of this issue for the 2022 season.  I  support the biologists in the field and science to manage the state wildlife population rather than 
following lobbyists with special interests.

2/18/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey

Thank you for finding a compromise that should be acceptable to all reasonable people on both sides of this issue for the 2022 season. I support the biologists in the field and science to manage the state wildlife population rather than 
following lobbyists with special interests.

2/18/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey

I support this minor rule change. Please vote to pass this rule and continue the spring bear season as per WDFW staff recommendation. 2/18/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt! 2/18/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/18/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
 I fully support spring bear hunting and all ethical hunting. 2/18/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and removal of 2021 from the title. 2/18/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, and proposed amendments. 2/18/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Wildlife belongs to100% of the people of the state. Hunter make up 2% of the state. Science says hunters are the SPECIAL INTERESTS GROUP. 2/18/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
The proposed rule as amended with removal of the title year 2021 should be approved.
This is not just a hunt to remove excess bears from the population, but  a opportunity hunt as well.
The WDFW science fully supports this spring hunt.
Part of the WDFW mandate is to provide maximum opportuntiy when possible.  

2/18/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey

I continue to fully support the WA Spring Bear hunt and it’s revised proposals. 2/18/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It’s a great way for families to get out and enjoy the outdoors 2/18/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear. Hunters use spring bear meat to feed their families. Claims of trophy hunting or mass murder of cubs or shooting sows with cubs are blatant lies to discredit hunters wanting to feed their families with organic meat 
that never gets recalled. Hunting is conservation, support spring bear season.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

My mother in law was once attacked by a black bear in the spring. While she was peacefully sleeping in her tent. Vile vicious creatures who deserve to be eaten. I’m in favor of the spring bear hubt 2/18/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I would like to know how much money non hunting groups actually out forth for wildlife management and conservation. I bet it’s less than 1%. When Seattle was asked to tax outdoor gear to support conservation they voted 
overwhelmingly no. Meanwhile hunting and fishing gear is taxed at 10% nationwide to support conservation and all license sales are matched by the fed from that pool. Support conservation support spring bear hunting. It will save Cubs 
as well. Bet these antis don’t know there is a mandatory pelt and proof of sex check to see what sex and size of bear was taken when a tag is filled. Only one sow taken last year about of 145 bears taken during the spring bear hunt. 
Remember the number one cause of death of bear Cubs is being killed by male bears. Thank a spring bear hunter for saving Cubs lives

2/18/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

There are many reasons to leave the spring bear hunt alone and maybe enhance it. If we can't restrict encroachment of home builders, where do you reasonably put the displaced bears? That is only one of the questions that come to 
mind. There are more and more stories of humans having issues with bears, cougars, and wolves. How do restricting hunts help any of the listed predators above? It also goes against any common-sense conservation ideas. It seems like on 
any given day someone in the dept gets a wild hair and thinks let's try this and then nothing changes when it does not help the situation. How about we start thinking about things and not just dive in. I am not an articulate person but I do 
speak with what I think is common sense and from my heart. 

2/18/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

The proposed rules by WDFW relating to Spring Black Bear Hunting are reasonable and needed.
  I support them.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

The propose amendments to Spring Black Bear Hunting by the WDFW are reasonable and needed.  I support them. 2/18/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I fully support the proposed amendments and spring bear hunting. 2/18/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
Black Bear is a carrier of Trichinosis and I would not want endanger my family with it. Science will tell you that more people have suffered from and died from Bear born Trichinosis than all recorded Black bear attacks. 2/18/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting..  2/18/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. There is no science based reason for it to be discontinued. 2/18/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear season and the proposed changes.  2/18/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Lol no one has died from Trichinella since the 1950s. Lolololol. Don’t wanna eat black bear don’t hunt for it. I fully support eating delicious bear as I’m not scared by a parasite that literally kills no one 2/18/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Black bears have killed 25 people over the last 20 years. Easy enough to say science says black bears attack and kill more people than Trichinella does. 2/18/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  this should be an OTC hunt with GMU specific female mortality quotas.  2/18/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed changes. 2/18/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
I support allowing the spring bear hunt. 2/18/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes for spring balck bear hunt 2/18/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Go with the actual science and please vote yes for Spring bear hunting in Washington State. Leave emotion and politics out of hunting conservation. Do your part a join a animal conservation group, such as Ducks Unlimited, Pheasants 
Forever, Mule Deer Foundation, or the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunts, as well as science based decisions when it comes down to the animals & conservation 2/18/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Science says, per WDFW records that 44 female Black Bear were reported killed in 2020 Spring Black Bear hunt. This is unacceptable to the public as a whole. Suggest stop having Spring Bear Hunts until approved by 98% percent of the 
States people.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Re-enstate spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Social and ecological considerations should be the driver instead of merely providing highly controversial so called sport to a miniscule portion of the population, many of who despise Black Bear and profess that bears are vermin, and 
threaten and disrespect the rule of law that provides for a Wildlife Commission who serve all the people in the state.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear and this rule 2/18/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so should you. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Name calling and lies once again by the frustrated anti hunters. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/18/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Cubs are killed by mature male bear. Mature male bear are the target in hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
My son supports spring bear hunting and so do I 2/18/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting here in Washington State.  It is congruent with the North American Model of wildlife management, creates opportunity for outdoorsmen and women, and ultimately helps bears by managing 
populations and license fees which help funding for bears and all other wildlife and wild places.  

2/18/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season!  2/18/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I support to the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments to the spring bear rule making/season setting process. 2/18/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Postpone spring bear hunting this year and give the Conservation Social Science professionals time to study the situation. It is the wise way to treat this issue. 2/18/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear season! 2/18/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt for this year and all following years. Spring bear hunting is an important management tool that should not be taken away from the WDFW. I support the spring bear! 2/18/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Be honest anti hunters, you don’t want a “pause” you want a cancel.

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

2/18/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do I 2/18/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Bear sausage, pep sticks, roasts, a sweet hide and cool skull! What’s not to like about bear hunting?! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Science says this hunt needs to happen.  Under Inslee's leadership political crap is getting in the way.   Set Inslee aside - he is inconsequential.  Set politics aside - the Greenee's and anti-hunters control Washington.  Make this hunt happen. 2/18/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunters should have to qualify through testing to be able to purchase a Spring bear tag. The test should measure the applicant's knowledge of Black and Grizzly Bear natural history and be able to pass a appropriate Big Game 
caliber firearms accuracy test and demonstrate abilities to discern the specie, sex and age of bear at various distances between 100 and 500 yards.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting 2/18/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt, make it an annual hunt.  2/18/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Totally against Spring Bear Hunting, a practice base on recurrent lies. STOP this unethical and ecological destructive activity 2/18/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Opposite to the Spring Bear Hunting. Hunters do not favor wildlife  conservation  with this cruelty practice, instead hunters with their ammunition are poisoned other species that scavenge on the  carcasses of animal shot by hunters. I 
hope someone  with high level of intelligence and common sense  from Fish and Wildlife Service STOP this barbaric slaughter 

2/18/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

I fully support a yearly spring best season based on science and factual data.  2/18/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Science says, that because Root Disease and Bear damage are lumped together as one, in reality Black Bear are blamed for twice as much so called ( natural food, especially in unnatural monoculture commercial forests) damage than 
actually perceived by rather crude methodology used to survey. 

2/18/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

I hope someone with a high level intelligence and common sense would filter these ignorant and uneducated anti-posts. 99% of hunters are at heart conservationist. They do not want excessive number of any species taken in a season. 
That would reduce quotas, permits and seasons for them to pursue the most natural food in existence. As the numbers show, bear numbers are very high while ungulate numbers are dropping. Increase opportunity for hunters to pay to 
help solve the management issues. 100% support spring bear.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

We oppose the Spring bear hunting. 2/18/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Most hunters I know oppose spring big game hunting. 2/18/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season. Give the calfs and fawns a break. 2/18/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/18/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/18/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
I support the petition please reinstate the spring bear hunt 2/18/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
I support this rule 2/18/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
i support spring bear hunting. it provides a amazing opportunity to get out side in the spring with friends and family 2/18/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Please vote yes for the spring blackbear hunt. 2/18/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
Fully support the Department and the science that states this spring bear hunt is sustainable. Bring back spring bear. 2/18/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Let the science speak, not the politics. Bring back spring bear. 2/18/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
I support it. The data speaks for itself, the only reason to oppose the spring bear hunt is to oppose hunting, which goes against the mandate in which the commission and WDFW is to act within. 2/18/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Science says that the last decade has seen a tremendous loss of wildlife habitat from wildfire in Washington State, over a million acres in just the last two years. It takes several years for species to adjust to such rapid change. Add another 
habitat loss of a half million acres a year to insects and disease along with global warming and its apparent that tremendous stress is occurring to wildlife populations in the state. Factor in the major losses of habitat through human 
encroachment and you realize that things are not improving for wildlife. Suggest more study be done beyond simply asking if its okay.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey

Science says hunting year around is sustainable, its just a matter of not killing beyond what's sustainable. Society decides time, place and manner. 2/18/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting state wide. 2/18/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear. Hunters are the ones supporting conservation. 2/18/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
One Friday closer to another spring bear hunt. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/18/2022 10:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/18/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do I 2/18/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/18/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
We need a spring Bear season. Support. 2/18/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting needs to happen to balance the population of bears 2/19/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
Do nót hunt ány animal in any season, but certainly not in spring! Be intelligent human beings, and stop killing bears. 2/19/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
Once again so many city dwellers are commenting on how we in rural areas should do things they have no clue about. Basing there entire comments on "warm and fuzzy feelings". Love the fact that most don't even know that a boar will 
kill and eat his own cubs if given the chance. Needless to say I support the spring bear season, it fact WDFW should make it a spring general tag instead of a draw tag.

2/19/2022 4:05 AM Online Survey

Fully support hunting bears in the spring. They are delicious and hunting bears is a great way to spend time with your family while passing on time honored traditions 2/19/2022 4:33 AM Online Survey
I and my whole family support spring bear seasons 2/19/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
I and everyone with a conscience is in favor of a spring bear hunt. I was lucky enough to draw and fill my spring bear tag last year. I have my fingers crossed this year I get the chance to go again. Fully support spring bear season 2/19/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear seasons 2/19/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear season 2/19/2022 5:53 AM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear season. Washington has an expanding and ever growing population of black bears.  One just needs to spend a day in the fall and see how many bears are on the landscape.  10 years ago it was not a common site, fast 
forward to present day, same areas bears every day.  I've seen up to 10 different bears in 5 square mile area.  Pretty easy to figure out bears are doing well, sometimes too well when it comes to deer and elk neonates.  Bring back spring 
bear.

2/19/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/19/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear permit season. This valuable tool helps with much needed management of our predators in Washington. The Spring season gives hunters increased time when viewing bears to properly assess the animals and 
humanely take the animal. 

2/19/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey

I support a Spring Bear hunt. They should be managed by science instead of by emotion. 2/19/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
i fully support a spring bear hunt in Wa. 2/19/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. It's heavily restricted and managed by wdfw to prevent unnecessary harvesting. 2/19/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I want a spring bear hunt. 2/19/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
Please support outdoors people who lawfully hunt. We want a spring bear hunt. 2/19/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt should be allowed. Fully support this hunt as a management tool 2/19/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Law abiding women, children and men would like the opportunity to have a spring bear hunt.  Commissioners, please allow us this opportunity. 2/19/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
WDFW has already tightened down the spring bear hunt and the permit numbers are very low.  Please allow it to proceed. 2/19/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
WDFW Commissioners - Please support hunters and allow the spring bear hunt.  You have the authority to allow outdoors-people to lawfully harvest a spring bear, which is backed by science and historical data. 2/19/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
In the spring-time, there are few opportunities for hunters to legally enjoy their sport.  Please vote in favor of a spring bear hunt. 2/19/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science and vote for spring bear hunt. Thank you 2/19/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. 2/19/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I’m in support sustainable bear hunting, in spring and fall. 2/19/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed spring bear hunt. Please scrap any and all plans for this. Hunters are the minority of people and their will should not overshadow the will of the vast majority of people who oppose 
this. 

2/19/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey

A vote in support of science based wildlife management, and spring bear seasons. 2/19/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt because it makes sense. Wildlife management should be handled by biologists and conducted in a manner to maximize the species being managed and the opportunity to hunt or fish on surpluses of that 
species.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear season. Follow the science and research not the politics.  During the spring we will see on average from 5 to as high as 15 bears a day. “There is a very healthy bear population.” Sows are easily identified 
with cubs. 

2/19/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey

Oppose spring bear hunting because it is controversial for many reasons not the least of which is the threatening and demeaning actions by many of it's proponents towards Commissioners and others. Statistically science says sport 
hunting is dieing and this unethical behavior will only hasten it's demise.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. An unregulated predator population does more harm than people realize to our ungulate species. The elk and deer herds in this state have been taking critical hits due to the high number of predators on the 
landscape. This is the only way to effectively manage the bear numbers.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Hunting seasons should be based in science. Not social issues. If you can't set aside your personal feelings you shouldn't be in a decision making position. 2/19/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season. 2/19/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and the removal of Lorna Smith. 2/19/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear season 2/19/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. 2/19/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear. Bear meat is delicious 2/19/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting opportunities. 2/19/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Please vote to allow a spring bear hunt in Washington state. Must not allow the anti hunting movement to destroy anything else in our beautiful state. 2/19/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Please follow the educated and sound science provided by WDFW BIOLOGISTS. Bring back spring bear. 2/19/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear hunting. 2/19/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Black bears eat baby deer, elk and moose calves. Newborns, that can’t defend themselves. The cute little cuddly babies. Black bear boars also eat bear cubs. Also cute and cuddly. Gulp them down like Lorna Smith eating gummy bears. Yes 
on spring bear. NO on Lorna Smith

2/19/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

Yes on spring bear 2/19/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and would like to see this rule passed. 2/19/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident in Pierce County and I support the draw spring bear hunt. The spring bear hunt offers a sustainable food source for me and my family and opportunities to spend time outdoors with my boys. 2/19/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and hunting in general. https://wdfw.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-11/fwc_nov_15_response__commissioner_questions.pdf 2/19/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Limited bear hunt as addressed in this petition.  Using hunters to help mitigate undesirable human bear conflicts and limit damage to growing trees is less expensive and and has greater benfits benifits  than having the 
WDFW hire hounds or proffesional hunters to cure these problems.  It seems to be a no brainer to use hunters to solve these problems.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

Animal  damage control when and IF necessary should only be done by well trained professionals as humanely as possible. It should not be made into entertainment and so called Sport for untrained people who merely buy a license. 
These magnificent animals have long been held in high esteem by Northwest Cultures.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. If the organizations behind the opposition to the hunt really cared about wildlife, they would be attacking the habitat loss that extirpates animals forever. All over the state big chunks of 
habitat are being developed and subdivided into small lots worthless for big game habitat. If those same orgs cared about animals, they would be going after meat producers and McDonalds. Why don't they? Those interests have legal 
teams. What do they do instead? Go after a relative handful of recreational hunters. This is low-hanging fruit that amounts to a drop in the bucket, nothing more.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 2/19/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Remove Lorna Smith and support this rule 2/19/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting and I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule.  Thank you. 2/19/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear season 2/19/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey



Follow the biologist recommendation of a spring bear season.  

I support the spring bear season.  

I don't support WDFW  Commissioners who clearly have an agenda to end hunting.   Lorna Smith showed complete disregard to the biologist recommendation as well as her oath of office to support hunting / fishing opportunities that are 
sustainable.  

2/19/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season. 2/19/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Based on biologist recommendations I support the spring bear hunting season. 2/19/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Follow your mandate.
Follow the science.
It’s an easy decision. Support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey

Any mandate to maximize Black Bear hunting opportunities can be easily accomplished by adjusting fall season. There is no mandate to do it in the spring, that is up to the Commission. 2/19/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to spring bear hunting. 2/19/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
Based on biologist recommendations I support the spring bear hunting season. 2/19/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
Science says to allow spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 2/19/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
I support this rule 2/19/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
Commission you should not be deterred by spring bear hunters who threaten you. 2/19/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
I fully support Spring Bear Hunting Season in Washington State and this set of rules. 2/19/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
No one has threatened the commission. In contrast some on the commission has insulted hunters.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/19/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/19/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting and this rule passing 2/19/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 2/19/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season.  I live in Roslyn , Wa and had multiple black bears eating our plums this year.  They are amazing creatures and love seeing them. I want their long term survival and want them to continue to thrive in our 
state.  The best way to do that is to continue hunting them.  Continue upholding the North American Model of Wildlife management. And continue upholding the WDFW mandate to provide Opportunity to outdoorsmen /women.  I 
support the Spring bear season in 2022 and years to come, unless some actual science from our state biologists tells us otherwise.  Thank you for your time and listening to Washingtonian’s.  

2/19/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring near season in Washington, the science has in the past, and continues now, to support a spring bear season, this should be the only consideration when deciding whether to hold a hunt or not. 2/19/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting hunting 2/19/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 2/19/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
I support bear and other species hunting as a way to control the populations of each animal. And the science behind this is from WDFW. 2/19/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Another day closer to a fantastic spring bear hunting season. Fully support spring bear 2/19/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
The proposed rule changes are an excellent idea and I fully support WDFW biologists and their science, which all points to this proposal being highly conservative and therefore highly sustainable. Please approve a spring black bear hunt. 
Also please remember the WDFW commission is tasked to allow for sustainable wildlife use as long as it does not impair the resource. All science suggests no such impairment will occur. Approve these changes.

2/19/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed rule changes and science based management decisions. Ideology is not what the commissions was designed to work off of. 2/19/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting.  It should be OTC with quotas that are established by the biologists. 2/19/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/20/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting as advised by wildlife biologists for a sustainable harvest. 2/20/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
Science says the more bears killed in the fall the less bears you have in the spring. 2/20/2022 12:34 AM Online Survey
Fully support a spring bear season. Science shows it’s a sustainable hunting activity, there is no detrimental effect on the population, and creates a balance between other values resource (ie., forestry, deer, elk). 2/20/2022 4:09 AM Online Survey

Absolutely support spring bear hunt!!! 2/20/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Absolutely oppose spring bear hunt!!! Do NOT support. 2/20/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. There is few game wardens to supervise 600+ hunters. Leaving cubs to die by killing sows can triple the quota. Killing boars diminishes the gene pool. Hunters can get tags for fall hunting which at 
least gives cubs a chance at survival.  Society can NOT trust, say, 300+ hunters to hunt by the rules. Who's out in the woods checking??

2/20/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear season. Our bear population is very healthy and as good or better as other western states that have over the counter spring hunts. This special draw season should have never been taken away in the first 
place. The hunt is a tool for controlling bear numbers in high populated areas. Helping deer fawns, elk calves, moose calves, and also bear cubs. Boars eat a lot of cubs in the spring. This is why that if a hunter kills a lactating sow they 
should not be fined or labeled a poacher. You could watch a saw for 40 mins and not see any cubs but it’s lactating because it’s cubs where killed three days before. 

2/20/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

Strongly Support the spring bear season. Gives hunters a chance at big game hunting in the spring and provides biologists an extra tool to remove bears from areas with excess populations or conflicts with humans. 2/20/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt. It is ethical, it is much needed, and it should always be there as a manner tool for the WDFW. 2/20/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt! 2/20/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Our bear population is big and robust enough that it will not hurt it to have a spring bear hunt. I support the spring bear hunt! 2/20/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 2/20/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
In the PNW we have one of the largest populations of black bear in the world. Not regulating them, and not have any season will be devastation for their prey, our beloved deer and elk, dropping numbers drastically. If you’ve ever looked 
at a food chain, you know that you can’t take a link out without there being a large butterfly effect and messing up the ecosystem. Taking out the human link would do just that. Make our spring bear season permanent. 

2/20/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey



I think the 50lb rule is not good the average  1 year oldbbear is 14 to 25 lbs a 2 year old kicked out from his mother might  be in that weight range. 2/20/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season! 
Follow our state mandate, follow the science, follow the North American Model of Wildlife Management.  Thank you for your time and protecting our wildlife and our opportunity to hunt them. 

2/20/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

My family fully supports spring bear hunting 2/20/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
This state needs predator management more than ever, the spring bear opportunities must stay in place. Not shooting cubs or females should be a moral emphasis, not law. Also the check station is a terrible idea, the WDFW doesn't have 
the fieldstaff capacity to get these things taken care of in a timely manner, resulting in rotting or wasted pelts at the expense of an idea. Let's think realistically.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear. 2/20/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
Realistically and Scientifically the Commission should ignore threats and insulting veiled anti government rhetoric and abolish Spring Big Game hunting fo Black Bear. 2/20/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I support restoring the Spring Bear Season. Hunters are the ones investing time, money, and efforts in understanding and conserving the wildlife of Washington state, the United States of America and the world. 2/20/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I support restoring the spring bear season, but would like more clarification on how the inspections and rules would be enforced. 2/20/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Big Game status Black Bear animal damage control should only been done when absolutely necessary to protect persons or private property and not be done by amateurs. 2/20/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Please support and the follow the science, restore the spring bear season. Thank you 2/20/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I support the spring Bear season, so does science 2/20/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Science says there are many more reasons not to hunt Big Game Bear in spring than to hunt. 2/20/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. 2/20/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. 2/20/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunting alive! Anyone that's spent time out in Washington's woods lately knows we need more bear harvesting opportunities not less of them. Please let us manage our bear and predator populations so that we can help 
keep healthy elk, Deer and other populations more stable for years to come

2/20/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Bring back the spring bear hunt! 2/20/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
i oppose spring bear hunting - surely we can manage this better other than shooting during spring or falling into hunting lobby arguments 2/20/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
How do you manage predators without hunting them?  Reinstate spring bear. 2/20/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunt. Stop chipping away at activities, sports, and traditions that God fearing Americans enjoy. If you start mismanaging our wildlife, the people will be forced to come up with their own methods of managment. 2/20/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

Trust the Biologist and the science, not social influence. Years of data of wildlife management has proven that we can successfully manage predators like bears. A spring bear hunt drives revenue for WA state and supports means for meat 
harvest for WA families.

2/20/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

Science says that hunting provides very little food, outside of Alaska where actual subsistence type hunting is allowed. Weighting the calories expended hunting, the limited amount of game allowed, the very low success ratio and the 
costs for transportation, shelter, and food it is irrational to soley hunt for "food".

2/20/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

Follow the science that says there is no chipping away of bear hunting opportunities when the same number of days per area can be added in the fall, especially  when it is more ethical to hunt and can reduce the number of animals that 
would be there in the following spring.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey

Social science is more important than merely statistical biology science. Without the approval of society wildlife would suffer the most. 2/20/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
Science,  in it's many disciplines, should be the driver for informed Commission decisions. 2/20/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
Commissioners should not succumb to increasing threats. 2/20/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Science says religion has nothing to do with deciding non tribal wildlfe management. 2/20/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Those who threaten to take the law into their own hands and threaten Commissioners should be investigated for criminal behavior. 2/20/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear season 2/20/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/20/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Please vote for the spring black bear hunt. Your own departments science is for it. 2/20/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear season 2/20/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season and scientific wildlife management. 2/20/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose a Spring bear hunt. 2/20/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/20/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt. This is about conservation! 2/20/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt 2/20/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring Bear hunt 2/20/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear hunting because it is unethical and does not have anything to do with true Conservation Ethic. 2/20/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I fully support the ethical and enjoyable spring bear hunt and this rule. 2/20/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/20/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/20/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/20/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear hunt 2/20/2022 11:00 PM Online Survey
We think the spring bear hunt is a good thing. 2/21/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. It’s supported by the science of WDFW biologists, who testify they are using some of the best science available. This is a sustainable hunt that provides many with the opportunity to get out in the woods and 
put natural, completely organic meat on the table. 

2/21/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey

I support a spring black bear hunt in Washington. It should be an OTC tag as well. 2/21/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes and bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Make Washington great again.  Save our elk and deer and bring back the spring bear season!  Science supports the season. 2/21/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Washington’s wildlife should be managed with sound science as a renewable resource. As such, I support black bear hunting across all seasons where the population is sustainable, including the Spring 2022 season. 2/21/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

Even Western Wildlife Outreach claims we have  25,000 black bear. You know the org that Lorna Smith used to work at and now her husband runs….
Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/21/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Please Follow the given science  and vote for the spring bear hunt. Thank you 2/21/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I support following the science and bringing back the spring bear hunt immediately 2/21/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey



I am in favor of bringing back the spring bear hunt because the black bear population continues to show strong numbers and no other options for predator management have been even suggested. Please make the right decision to protect 
the timber industry and the ungulate population, and manage black bears in Washington state - reinstate the Spring Bear season.

2/21/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

Strong support of the spring bear hunt which is a proven method of predator management by sportsmen.  This is a limited entry hunt that WA hunters work hard to try and obtain.  There are no bigger caretakers of wildlife and the 
environment than sportsmen.

2/21/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey

Science says there is no Hard Work in merely filling out a request for a permit. 2/21/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
While sportsmen have done a lot for wildlife it is usually with selfish interests. Non hunters provide the bulk of money for wildlife. 2/21/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is vile, antiquated and should be banned. "Predator management" is nothing more than giving a select population of people the means to kill, legally. Most often, hunters do not kill any problematic bears, and they kill 
females with cubs, leaving the cubs orphaned. There is no way to know which is which. If we had effective wildlife management that is fully funded and geared towards non-lethal conflict methods, populations would manage themselves. 
Additionally, there is the claim that the bears and predators are killing all the ungulates.  It's just not true.  Habitat loss, climate change, cars, and other things kill ungulates, but humans kill the most ungulates of all.  Not to mention, the 
most vile means are permitted, dogs, baiting, etc., these are unethical. 

2/21/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. The Anti-hunting crowd continues to refer to this as a " trophy hunt" as if hunters are killing these bears taking the head and hide and leaving the meat in the woods. Bear meat is amazing not to mention it 
is against the law to waste the meat of big game animals including bear and cougar. This has been a wakeup call for Washington hunters and anti's can consider the sleeping dog fully awake. 

2/21/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Commissioners stay strong in your realization that wildlife belong to all people. A fully ecological approach to management should prevail over the threatening behaviour of those who express a very narrow scope. 2/21/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Keep the spring season in place. Most responsible hunters don't shoot sows with cubs. While there can be mistakes and carelessness, you would hope this is minimal. The number of licenses should be determined by the carrying capacity. 
The problem with laws are they go into effect and it takes forever to change them. You have biologists who study carry capacity and animal count. Don't change the laws, change the number of tags based on the count. It should go up and 
down based on animal count. Get away from set numbers. Biologists and outdoor men and women should be able to help with year over year studies. Good Luck. 

2/21/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring Bear Hunting in WA. I drew a tag in 2019 and saw 9 Bears in three days. Plenty to go around. 2/21/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
I am supportive of the spring bear hunt.  I also agree with the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.  These amendments will take away anti-hunting arguments that hunters will be shooting sows with cubs even though I don't 
know a hunter who would do such a thing.  I agree that there should be a 2022 spring bear hunt.  

2/21/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey

Not hunting Black Bear in the spring is helpful to Chinook and other wild salmon stocks which are rapidly dwindling from habitat depletion and changing climate. 2/21/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
My son supports spring bear hunting hunting 2/21/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
I purchase Hunting and Fishing licenses every year and have for over thirty years. Since the population of black bears is in ample supply, there is good reason to continue with the spring bear hunt. The people who actually support WDFW 
with their license fees and compliance to the rules are those who help maintain healthy populations of animals. They also provide the necessary data to ensure valid information to WDFW which helps them do their job in maintaining 
good populations of animals in the wild. I support the spring bear hunt.  

2/21/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
My nephews support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
The science supports spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Wdfw biologists support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
20,000 plus people signed a petition to keep spring bear hunting. 2/21/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Remove Lorna smith and I support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
Science says the overwhelming budget of WDFW, DNR, Ecology, etc.. come from all taxes payers in the state. 2/21/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Everyone should learn about the importance of a fully ecological approach to Black Bear management. A good source to start is the Western Wildlife Outreach website. 2/21/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Ethical hunters understand it's not all about them. Continuing to attack Commissioners is counter productive and exhibits a distinctive lack of ethical behavior that probably carries over to the hunt. 2/21/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
The wdfw public comment system is broken. People can make multiple comments and there is no verification as to where the comments are coming from. Anyone who lives overseas, is not a US citizen, does not live in Washington, or is 
not financially invested in the wdfw, should have no say in fish and wildlife management in Washington State. With that said, I fully support this spring bear rule making change. The wdfw commission should adhere to its mandate to 
preserve, protect and perpetuate fish, wildlife and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities. The wdfw commission should not be deciding if bears should be hunted in the spring 
each year or not; the only decisions that should be made are season dates, and tag allocations for different units based on the scientific data presented by the biologist. The spring bear hunt controversy was simply low hanging fruit for 
those who do not believe bears, predators, or hunting in general on the extreme end, should be legally allowed. The commission is the wrong place for people of this mindset to push their agenda, the proper place for decisions about the 
morality of hunting animals in Washington state, falls on the legislature and the vote of the citizens that live in Washington state. I urge all the wdfw commissioners, now that we have a fully functioning commission that will not result in a 
tie vote, to abide by the wdfw mandate, and change the rule so that there is always a spring bear hunt going forward, and only season dates, and tag numbers is being voted on. All of the questions regarding issues pertaining to the spring 
bear hunt, such as cub mortality and sow harvest, etc, have been in the process of being resolved and will continue to be resolved. It has been well established that having a spring bear hunt while the concerns are being addressed will not 
have a detrimental impact on the bear population in Washington State.

2/21/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

I support these changes. Hunters, who fancy themselves very capable and intelligent, should be held accountable for accidentally killing females and/or cubs in springtime. If they don’t know any better they shouldn’t be hunting in the first 
place. 

2/21/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

I oppose this spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal as it allows dfw to manage wildlife as is mandated. 2/21/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. Its clearly stated in the proposal the Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 2/21/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 2/21/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Maximizing Outdoor Recreational Opportunities does not have to always include hunting. 2% of the state buy hunting license and 98% don't, that alone tells you how unimportant hunting is in the scheme of things. Non Hunting Outdoor 
Recreation is much more important economically, socially and ecologically. Setting wildly controversial hunting seasons is the real threat to hunting in general. Springtime bear hunting for entertainment is unethical by it's very nature. Any 
removal of problem bears should only be done after all other avenues have been exhausted, that is what wildlife biologists should be working on. Bears are a very important part of the northwest ecosystem. Orcas, salmon, bear are 
important parts of that system.

2/21/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 2/21/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
My family fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey



We support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/21/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
You antis are misinformed, misguided, pulled like puppets from your bleeding heart strings. The ****ING SCIENCE supports this hunt. **** ALL OF YOU. There’s going to be a war over all your stupid MOTHER****ING idiotic beliefs. Bet you 
wish you weren’t anti gun when **** hits the fan. Maybe jay Inslee has room in his secret bunker for you. EAT A BAG OF ****S. You are ****ing idiots.

2/21/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey

Predator management is more necessary than ever, the committee needs to vote based on data and not feelings. It can also be impossible to accurately judge weight, and sometimes even sex in the field. It should be a moral obligation to 
harvest a mature bear that doesn't have cubs, but not illegal. The department is also too understaffed to efficiently check all harvested bears in a timely manner, before the hide is ruined. Stop creating issues, just focus on management.

2/21/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt.  It has been proven through many consecutive years that this hunt is sustainable and doing its part to keep this a renewable resource. 2/21/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt. 2/21/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Absolutely support the spring bear hunt, they’re are no biological reasons to eliminate it. 2/21/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Western wildlife dot org claims 25,000 black bear in Washington. You know, Lorna Smiths previous employer and her husbands current employer. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
Wdfw biologists support spring bear hunting, that’s all you need to know. Fully support this rule 2/21/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
 Wash. bear population continues to increase  ,so it only makes sense to expand  opportunities to  hunt them. If anything we should up the permits and have a longer season. 2/21/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
Spring bear season needs to be open to the entire state all gmu units. The central Washington units in particular. Manage predators or watch them destroy their food source. 2/21/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Washington needs more spring bear tags not less . 2/21/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting because biologist support the season. It needs to happen 2/21/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
Fully support a permanent spring bear season 2/21/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as it is crucial to keep the numbers I check 2/21/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
Science does not say that spring bear hunting is crucial. Science does not say ANY season should be made permanent. Other biologist do not support such a season. Science does not say that there should be more tags. Science does not 
say that there should be spring bear hunts statewide. Science says that all creatures adjust to available habitat.

2/21/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey

Oppose Commission accepting petitions with unverified signatures. 2/21/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. 2/21/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I support saving the lives of newborn elk calves and yearling bears…it’s sad to see them get ripped to shreds by boars. 2/21/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting in Washington state!! Had a lot of fun out there hunting and visiting near by towns. Cutting back on any type of hunting is missing out on a lot of revenue for the state. On top of that not killing off 
predators reduces any other game animal numbers, also reducing revenue for the state.. should be a no brainer here

2/21/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hinting isn’t allowed state wise you dolt. The season, like any season is always up for review when deemed necessary. My God, the absolve ignorance of the anti hunting crowd is beyond mind blowing. 

I fully support the rule and spring bear hunting.

2/21/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so should you. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
We fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 2/21/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Another day closer to spring bear season. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/21/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
Wdfw biologists support spring bear hunting and so do I. Support this rule. 2/21/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
Read the description above: it states it’s sustainable. It states sow with cubs and cubs harvest would be illegal. It states an estimated 145 bear would be taken (out of 25,000 estimated population) it states it’s for the purpose of ungulate 
retention, timber damage and human conflict. It states it’s in limited areas. If you can’t comprehend this I don’t know what else to tell you.

I fully support the rule.

2/21/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

Remember when Commissioner Smith said spring bear hunting was in her opinion “unethical”. What new science would change that?! 

I fully support spring bear hunting 

2/21/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey

Current social science will tell you that spring bear hunting is unethical. It will also tell you that a bear is as important as a elk or any other wildlife. 2/21/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
Commissioners are entitled to their opinions just like any one else. Commission members bring humanity to the process, something a wildlife biologist is not paid to do. Wildlife science says you can hunt year around, 24-7 as long as you 
do not over harvest. Social science tells you society does not accept that and puts parameters on species, time, place and manner. Ecological science considers the interrelationships of all in nature not just sustainable harvest of individual 
species. Endangered Orcas, Endangered salmon and bears have an ecological relationship many might not be aware of. Of course this is just one example of specie relationships that are very important to consider.

2/21/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey

Wildlife biology is exactly what keeps us from NOT hunting year round in most cases. The below comment is out of touch with reality. The rest of the comment is political fluff and the splitting of hairs, social science should have nothing to 
do with scientific wildlife management.

I support the spring bear season, given that it is backed by science, using hunting as a management tool for a renewable resource. 

2/22/2022 4:38 AM Online Survey

I support the beautiful ecological connection of hunting 2/22/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
I see over and over from the opposition that hunters are the minority and we shouldn't listen to them or entertain the idea of spring beat hunting.  Well that pretty much sums it up for me.  Those who keep pointing out that fact that we 
are a minority are all for discrimination of a small group that does not fit their narrative.  The opposition supports discrimination as evident by their comments.   
I 100% support the Department and the biologists who through scientific and fact based research have concluded that this hunt is completely sustainable. The opposition is nothing but emotion and opinion based objections to a model of 
Wildlife management that they have zero idea how it works. Fact is its worked for over 100 years. We have the data and science to back it up. FACT.

2/22/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting, please follow the science 2/22/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting, please follow the science 2/22/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I have seen anti hunters say that hunters are a minority and that the commission should Listen to the majority. The problem with that argument is that if everybody who was not hunting was an anti hunter 
then there would be millions of comments in opposition of the spring bear hunt, and millions of people signing up for public testimony. Reinstate the spring bear hunt!

2/22/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey

Please stop bear hunting.  We are stewards of our wildlife companions.  If you have excess bears, they can be relocated.  There is no need for killing these magnificent creatures. 2/22/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey



I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
DO NOT KILL ANY MORE BEARS! They have the right to live their lives and not be murdered for their skins or hides. We have taken their land away and you should be ashamed of killing them and leaving the babies to fend for themselves. 
Times have changed and we have to learn to LIVE with them and not harm them -  its time to PROTECT the animals and there are plenty of organizations and people that are watching to be sure they can with out evil, sick, deranged 
people hunting them down for the sport of it. People need to get help with mental illness if they think this is all at a goof thing - ITS NOT and needs to stop. STOP THE AGRESSIVE and MEAN HUNTING.

2/22/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting.  2/22/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Leave the animals alone! 2/22/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Please contain to have a spring black bear hunt.  Bear populations in Washington state is getting excessive in certain units.  Special permits should be allowed for property owners in select units.  2/22/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is un-ethical, not "fair-chase hunting".  Cubs are frequently away from their mothers and there is no absolute way to tell a female bear from a male bear. NO to a Spring bear killing. 2/22/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting, bear populations take a toll on fawns of elk and deer, as well as timber and they should be managed accordingly. 2/22/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Bears are Highly Intelligent Self Aware Beings-killing a bear is the same as killing six-year-old Children! Murdering intelligent beings is immoral and disgusting. 2/22/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting! 2/22/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I support science based game management.  Bring back spring bear 2/22/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I very much am against spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Property owners should be allowed special permits for hunting bears on their private property, within the authorized harvest targets.  Hunters, such as myself, are ethical and moral.  Harvesting bears are for food and maintaining a 
balanced population.  The people who oppose game management are ignorant, as they represent the evil, sick, and deranged.   I care for the bears and  proper maintenance of the population.  I do not shoot mothers with cubs, but see 
evidence of where the mature male bears go after and kill all the cubs they can.  

2/22/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey

I hardly oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
As a citizen of WA state I strongly oppose spring bear hunting as it goes against the majority of Washingtonians beliefs to be environmentally, animal & earth conscious. The science behind killing proves IT DOES NOT lessen human/bear 
interactions, bear nuisance or any other topics used to strengthen hunters reason to kill. As Inslee says, follow the science, IT DOESNT WORK. 

2/22/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Protect these animals as they emerge from hibernation with their young. There are more sustainable times of the year to hunt. 2/22/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Washington bears are in the crosshairs of trophy hunters following their petition to the WDFW to reinstate a spring bear hunting season and death threats that resulted in the resignation of one of the commissioners who voted against 
the spring bear hunt. The threats to life which form the common denominator both human and animal in this story are entirely unacceptable in 21st century society. 
       
I am told that spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears search for early spring 
vegetation. As such they are easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

More recently, bear trophy hunters in Washington have been threatening the WDFW commissioners to reinstate the controversial spring bear hunt following their 4-4 vote to stop the hunt last November. The commissioners who voted to 
stop the hunt said the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. I am in complete agreement with them. I call on the WDFW to follow the best available science and put a stop to what 
promises to be an onslaught. 

Best, 

Michael Rosa

2/22/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey

Taking the hide and meat (which is required by law) makes this a trophy hunt? 
Mature boars are the target, not sows with cubs or cubs themselves (this rule makes something we already avoid, against the law).
The spring bear season is limited in both tags and areas, only very specific areas are allowed to be hunted to help alleviate timber damage, human conflict and ungulate fawn retention.

These are the facts.

I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

2/22/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

I Oppose spring bear hunting. Further, if commissioners are afraid of trophy hunters, they should not be in office to represent the people and protect wildlife. 2/22/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
Even seen a death of an animal caused by nature? It’s usually very painful and drawn out.

Ever seen an animal get killed by a bullet or arrow? It’s usually over in seconds. Hunting isn’t cruel. We are trained, from the beginning, in hunters education to only take very specific shots to ensure a quick, clean kill.

So much lack of understanding in here about hunting it’s sad.
I fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

2/22/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey

Have you had a chicken salad? Then you killed that chicken. The only difference between you and I is I earned that animal and you have someone else do your dirty work. 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/22/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey

Wdfw biologists support spring bear hunting and so do I 2/22/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
The buzz words of “trophy” and “cruel” are tiresome. 

We use the meat, fat, hides and skull. We ensure a quick clean kill (which isn’t cruel), we avoid sows with cubs and cubs themselves. Your argument has more holes in it than Swiss cheese.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/22/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey

💯💯 support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Bear cubs agree, they support spring bear hunting and this rule so they don’t get eaten by male bear. 2/22/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears can only be justified as killing for the sake of killing. It does not mitigate human/bear conflict, protect livestock, or benefit our state's ecosystems. The practice of hunting these animals is nothing more than wanton cruelty. 
We are better than this as individuals and as a species. Please deny the proposed hunts.

2/22/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey



My son fully supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
People eat bear which is tasty.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

2/22/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

Follow your mandate and biologists recommendations: fully support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
My family supports this rule 2/22/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
What a fun hunt to be able to watch young cubs and their momma while we look for male bear that try to kill and eat the cubs. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
Listen to the science and ignore the emotions. Bring back spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
To the non hunting public:
we eat the meat (by law it MUST be taken)
we use the hide and skull and fat
we avoid cubs and sows
we focus on mature male boar
only select areas are allowed for this draw hunt, it is not over the counter tag, its a lottery.
only 145 bear were taken last spring season out of 25,000 bear.
Its sustainable and biologists recommend it.
Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

I fully support this rule and so does my family. 2/22/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
💯💯 for this rule 2/22/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
I support this rule. 2/22/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
My family supports this rule, we enjoy bear meat. 2/22/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to this next spring bear season. We support this rule. 2/22/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season in Washington State. The science says its legal and ethical. The laws state the animals taken must be used by the taker. 2/22/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I have low confidence that hunters will distinguish between female and male bears, or that this stipulation against hunting females will be enforced. 2/22/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
We love this hunt. Keep to your mandate and enact this rule. Support 2/22/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt. 2/22/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Totally support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey

Bear meat is delicious and spring bear hides are some of the best. Fully support this hunt. 2/22/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Totally against this barbaric practice, NO more  " murdering the wildlife". Why do hunter's rights matter more than anti-hunter rights? 2/22/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
My family supports this rule. 2/22/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to a great spring bear season. Fully support this! 2/22/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
We love bear meat! I support this rule! 2/22/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I’m against the spring bear hunt. To vulnerable in the spring, when sows have cubs. To easy to kill sow by mistake and orphan cubs. Just not right. Thank you WDFW. 2/22/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
My nephews and nieces loved going spring bear hunting last year. Lets keep the kids engaged in the outdoors! Fully support this hunt. 2/22/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose to bear hunting. I hope someone with courage and intelligence stops this generational  lie that hunting promotes conservation. 2/22/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Remember the last seveal decades this hunt has been going on and we still have a robust bear population? Lets keep that going. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do the baby elk. Predators need managed and hunting is the perfect tool for it. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to another spring bear season. We suppport this rule. 2/22/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt. WDFW let’s pump the brakes on selling the lives of wildlife for fun. Sport hunting should be banned! Find your revenue somewhere else! 2/22/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey

A great time of year to bear hunt. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Guess what, if you dont like bear hunting, dont do it. 1000's of families in Washington love bear meat, hides and the family times it provides. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
I am in full and total rejection of allowing  Spring Black Bear hunting. To support this rule is to completely ignore the expulsion of scientific evidence that biodiversity is in critical condition. Millions of species are going extinct everyday and 
since all life on Earth is intrinsically connected this means human life is absolutely at stake. Anyone who’s actually well researched understands that bears and other predator species play a critical role in biodiversity and a livable 
ecosystem. It’s called the circle of life for a reason. People supporting this notion that it’s “okay” to hunt these bears are utterly misinformed of the catastrophic impacts of letting humans dominate and exploit this planet. Trophy hunting 
is devastating to the planet, completely unnecessary and objectively cruel. There are an infinite numbers of ways to enjoy oneself and spend time in the natural world that do not involve murdering other beings and destroying the balance 
of eco systems. 
I really have no idea how people are so delusional to think this is “scientifically” acceptable. We are living through mass extinction. We need to be investing a massive amount of time and resources into stabilizing the all consuming crises 
we’ve unleashed on this planet. We definitely don’t need to be furthering the damage. Anyone who agrees to these madness is quite frankly unintelligent and illogical. 

2/22/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Let’s go bear hunting! Fully support this. 2/22/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Full support for this rule. 2/22/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Totally sustainable, totally good meat, awesome hides, builds revenue for the state and wildlife, helps cubs and baby ungulantes, clean outdoor activity....

FULLY SUPPORT BEAR HUNTING AND THIS RULE!

2/22/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose Spring Bear hunting. We as humans have to make the wise and fair decision to coexist with the animals and nature around us. There is no reason to wait, let's make that decision today 2/22/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting as inhuman. Some people make up fake statistics from bias organizations to support the desire to kill for pleasure while ignoring actual scientific evidence. In addition, the hunt can continue to lead to 
endangerment of species to nearing extinction. Also, not to mention some cruel practices to injure/kill. 

2/22/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

The antis dont seem to get, hunting in conservation, both in terms of money and general population management.

Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

black bear are not threatened or endangered at all. They are THRIVING thanks to hunting and the money it puts forth.
Fully support bear hunting and this rule.

2/22/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey



Lead with science not emotion. Fully support spring bear hunting and the rule. 2/22/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
The decision had been made…let’s go bear hunting! 2/22/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
Bear pep sticks for lunch today? I think so. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Save cubs, fawns and calves! Support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
This rule is great and takes away the anti hunters lies that we kill sows with cubs. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is great. Good meat, good hides, good times. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal. The responsible management of wildlife populations is the primary reason our wildlife species are doing as well as they are in spite of tremendous human intrusion and manipulation of habitat. The WDFW and 
Commission have a duty to continue this responsible management.

2/22/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is definitely one of the best management tools left to be able to observe bears and make sure you are harvesting a mature boar rather than a sow. 2/22/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Bear roasts, fajitas, hams, summer sausage, breakfast sausage, pep sticks, canned meat, bear fat for pies, hides for decor, so many wonderful uses for this sustainable hunt. Family and friends unite during hunting season. We support this 
rule.

2/22/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose a Spring bear hunt - immoral and just plain cruel! 2/22/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Mandates matter wdfw commission. Bring back spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
May 1st, spring bear season! LFG. Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal, this is SCIENCE based wildlife management. 2/22/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Wdfw should never have voted this down given the science. Support this rule 2/22/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
I'm completely against the Spring Bear Hunt. There is no valid reason for it, just an excuse to kill innocent bears 2/22/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal, this is SCIENCE based wildlife management. 2/22/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Ich bin gegen die Frühlingsbärenjagt. 2/22/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt , just leave them alone 2/22/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose  spring  bear  hunting.  It is cruel and unethical 2/22/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
145 bear were killed last spring season out of a population of 25,000. Thats .0058% of the overall bear population.
Totally sustainable. The only reason this would get cancelled is emotion not science.

Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

Hunting isnt cruel, its quick and clean compared to a "natural" death.
Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Its a quick death and totally ethical. 2/22/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
My son supports spring bear and wants to go. 2/22/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
We all want bear to succeed as a species, and they are thanks to hunting and its funds. Lets keep that going.
Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Why is the needless killing of innocent animals put on this earth and being subjected to unethical, inhumane, cruel and immoral treatment considered fun.  Where is everyone’s conscience. 2/22/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
HUNTING IS EVIL AND BARBARIC AND MUST STOP IMMEDIATELY!!! Hunters are brainless sadistic psychopaths and they all belong in hell ASAP!!!! 2/22/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/22/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
As many of the so called hunter like to refer this action as quick death. I guessing non have been shot with a high power firearm. I completely oppose the spring bear slaughter. 2/22/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!!!! It's barbaric and cruel!! Hunters are a disgrace to human civilization!!! 2/22/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Bears are beautiful precious animals and they deserve to live in peace! STOP THE EVIL HUNTERS AND PROTECT OUR PRECIOUS WILDLIFE!!! 2/22/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Save our precious bears and kill the ugly hunters instead!!! 2/22/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Antis argument: Its trophy hunting! 
Answer: we use the meat (required by law) and hide, etc.
Antis argument: its cruel! 
Answer: We are trained to take ethical shots for a quick kill (instant or within a second or two). Compared to nature which is very brutal, a death provided by a hunter is extremely merciful.
Anits argument: They're endangered!
Answer: Black bear are excelling in North America and doing just fine. We have 25,000 plus in this state alone.
I could go on, but the fact is they dont have a leg to stand on.
Fully support this rule and the WDFW mandate.

2/22/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

Hunting innocent bears is bloody horror! A civilized nation would never allow this kind of barbaric cruelty!!! 2/22/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season as does the science provided by the WDFW biologists. Please take the social/emotional pressures out of the equation and follow the science. 2/22/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Hunters make up all kinds of sickening excuses to kill innocent animals. The only reason is that they are bloodthirsty devils!! 2/22/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Death threats by anti hunters, you can see it a few messages down. Dont tell me they arent unhinged.
Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey

Antis argument: the bear is innocent!
Answer: guilt or innocence has nothing to do with hunting. If you think the bear is innocent of killing other animals, youre fooling yourself. If you think hunters hunt out of guilt, you are again fooling yourself.
WDFW biologists support this hunt and so do I.

2/22/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

Have a leather belt, purse, tuna sandwich, leather chair, coat, leather car seats, chicken salad? You are no better than a hunter who gets it for themselves.
Fully support bear hunting and this rule.

2/22/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

 "I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/22/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Strongly support bear hunting and the rule. 2/22/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of the WDFW bringing back the 2022 Spring Bear Season.  In my opinion, the spring bear season should have never been taken away in the first place as sound management of all species is necessary for the healthy 
populations of all species.  Bear hunting is backed by scientific evidence provided by WDFW biologists and is in line with the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.   

2/22/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

Lets follow science and not hysteria. Fully support hunting when it is sustainable which this is. 2/22/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey



Spring is an exceptionally cruel time to allow hunting since mother bears are just emerging from their dens with their cubs. I do not support spring hunts. Sustainable hunting can be accomplished with a fall season. 2/22/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

Killing Moms and cubs is not honorable.
I oppose spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Let’s strive for a kind compassionate world not one that allows and encourages people to abuse and kill living beings 2/22/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I support a reduction in hunting permits. I especially support disallowing females with cubs to be
killed. 

2/22/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey

Please stop the killing of bears in the Spring of the year. As the mothers are killed for no reason the cubs will die as orphans. One bear is killed and three or four die as a result. This is very sad. 2/22/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I have 9 different bears on my trail camera in the Blue Mountains.  ONE trail Camera.  This is in an area that we used to use for our elk camp.  0 elk on the same camera.  Camera hung from June until October.  WDFW is aware that the 
predator problem in this region is out of control.  Ending the spring bear hunt during a predator crisis is irresponsible.  

2/22/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

This rule reinforces what hunters already do, it outlaws the killing of sows with cubs. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunts! We should have a otc spring season! Help save whats left of our fawns and calves!! 2/22/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Use science and enforce your mandate. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Pretty easy to avoid killing female bears with cubs.  Don't shoot a bear that has a cub with it.  We are not talking about a general bear season where everyone in the woods is hunting bears.  This is a special draw permit.  A very limited 
number of hunters, that take years to draw a tag so they can hunt for a large, mature bear when they come out to feed in the spring.  If there is any way to limit the number of female bears with cubs that are killed, it is by issuing spring 
bear tags...

2/22/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting !!!! 2/22/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt,  I'll bet the hunters are in the minority here, please don't allow the Spring Bear Hunt 2/22/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It's not easy to sex bears and if the cubs are not obvious there is female mortality. Science and conservation need to trump recreational hunting. 2/22/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, please do not allow it. 2/22/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/22/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and WAC revisions to make it an annual hunt. 2/22/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
i oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/22/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and WAC revisions to make it an annual hunt. 2/22/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Strongly do not support any spring bear hunt.  When are we going to live in harmony with nature and stop thinking we are the supreme beings. 2/22/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE the spring bear killing. This is disgusting and shameful, not to mention the BARBARIC methods allowed to be used. The fact that someone on the commission had to resign due to death threats just goes to show how low 
these "people" are. These threats are a CRIME.

2/22/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt. The fact that a commissioner had to resign due to threats from anti hunters is shameful and should be noted. He also stated that they should follow the science which the WDFW biologists are in 
favor of the season. Keep the spring bear hunt

2/22/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey

I strongly OPPOSE bear hunting, year round. 2/22/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly support living in harmony with nature and being part of the natural food chain. I support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Commissioners do not be deterred in making well founded decisions. Ask the WDFW Police to provide protection as was done during the turbulent Boldt 70's. Agents stood guard at Public and Commission meetings because of 
intimidation and sloganeering tactics employed by unethical so called sportsmen.

2/22/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

The accusations against hunters on here are absolutely laughable. 
I support spring bear hunting 

2/22/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt should continue. Wildlife needs to be managed on science not emotion. 2/22/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
I strongly Support bear hunting 2/22/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 2/22/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is right around the corner. I can taste the summer sausage now. Fully support this rule 2/22/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
I see over and over from the opposition that hunters are the minority and we shouldn't listen to them or entertain the idea of spring bear hunting.  Well that pretty much sums it up for me. Those who keep pointing out that fact that we 
are a minority are all for discrimination of a small group that does not fit their narrative. The opposition supports discrimination as evident by their comments.
I 100% support the Department and the biologists who through scientific and fact based research have concluded that this hunt is completely sustainable. The opposition is nothing but emotion and opinion based objections to a model of 
Wildlife management that they have zero idea how it works. Fact is its worked for over 100 years. We have the data and science to back it up. FACT.

2/22/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring Bear hunting. 2/22/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose this horrendous spring bear hunt!! Barbaric! 2/22/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting must be opposed no matter the pushback it garners from extremist hunting groups. 2/22/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
no shooting and murders in Sanctuaries! never! mad *******s with a guns-stay away! 2/22/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should continue. Wildlife management needs to be based in science not emotion. Don’t let the threat of lawsuits prevent you from doing the right thing. Lawsuits are the only thing those organizations do. When is the 
last time the HSUS funded a habitat project? They don’t, they won’t. 

2/22/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey

I oppose any and all bear hunting. Please do all you can to eliminate this. 2/22/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting must continue no matter the pushback it garners from extremist anti-hunting groups. 2/22/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. It’s a great management tool and provides families with organic all natural free range meat. The same people who oppose bear hunting then go out and feed bears causing them to become problems 
and get put down by wildlife officers resulting in wanton waste. Please prosecute people who feed wildlife extensively!!! These people do nothing to secure habitat, help manage populations, or do anything for conservation. Listen to the 
people who are invested in having bears on the landscape listen to hunters and keep
Spring bear hunting open.

2/22/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Please help keep predators in check. 2/22/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Black Bears are magnificent creatures whom are apex predators in their own environments. We have no right to kill them for entertainment regardless of their increasing numbers. They should be cherished and respected not hunted and 
killed. I oppose all Hunts and encourage the preservation of this great species. We share the same DNA as these creatures.       

2/22/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey



Help save fawns and allow the spring bear hunt.
I support spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

It’s not entertainment to kill something, it’s hunting. So many of you are confused or have absolutely no idea about hunting and the usefulness of it as a tool and way of life. You’re completely disconnected from your food and where it 
comes from. 

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/22/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

Bambi approves of spring bear hunting. So do i 2/22/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Don't humans take enough of what they want, no matter the cost to their non-consenting targets? The planet has enough space for every living being intended to be here. I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Please increase the difficulty that private landowners should expend to remove bears due to tree damages.  Often that harvest exceeds legal recreational harvest.  And no depredation permits for public land.

 

Thank you

 

Pat Miller

 

Sent from Mail for Windows

2/22/2022 2:13 PM Email

I think ther should be spring bear tags for gmus 574 and 578. Many bears there. I support not shooting cubs or sows with cubs. Washington has one of the highest bear densities in the country and there should be more spring tags almost 
everywhere! All bear hunters I know eat the meat. It's great meat from a species that is outgrowing its territory. We love the bears too!

2/22/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

I support any bear hunting season as long as the science supports it. 2/22/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I think ther should be spring bear tags for gmus 574 and 578. Many bears there. I support not shooting cubs or sows with cubs. Washington has one of the highest bear densities in the country and there should be more spring tags almost 
everywhere! All bear hunters I know eat the meat. It's great meat from a species that is outgrowing its territory. We love the bears too!

2/22/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey

I support any bear hunting season as long as the science supports it. 2/22/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Hunters love bears! I use every bit of it! 2/22/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Baby deer, baby elk, and baby moose support a spring bear season and so do I. 2/22/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear season for the 2022,2023,2024 season , base the information on data and what the timber companies want . 2/22/2022 2:17 PM Paper Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I live in Texas but am opposed to the primitive "sport" of bear hunting! 2/22/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
Luckily Texan, we’re talking about Washington. I fully support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Hunting and fishing regulation changes should be made according to real information about species populations not inflamed feelings.  Ethical take is not addressed by "leaving a population alone".  It is unethical to base population 
control decisions on anything other than biological data collection.    Leaving a population unchecked without considering the whole biological system that has been created by the western game management model is reckless and 
certainly against any ethical ideal a person could claim to have, regardless of their stance on hunting or the sentient nature of any given species.  Re-instate the spring bear season.  Re-instate the full time frame of the season.  Ignore ideas 
that do not consider the effects that a higher bear population has on any other aspect of wildlife and forest management.

2/22/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear and this rule 2/22/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear! Fully support this rule! 2/22/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Leave emotions out of it. Science backs it, mandate makes it required when backed by science. Lets go bear hunting. Fully support it. 2/22/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this 2/22/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Hunters do not shoot sows with cubs as it is, so obviously, we support this. 2/22/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
If you continue to kill mother bears with cubs and orphan them so they won’t survive, there won’t be any more bears to hunt in the future. Please don’t allow spring bear hunting so people can feel powerful and have fun shooting. They 
can shoot the old bottles and cans they deserve— they don’t NEED to shoot bears for sustenance or survival. It’s purely recreational. 

2/22/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

Science supports this, biologists support this, hunters support this, the only ones that dont are those that do not hunt it seems. Maybe dont hunt and leave us alone.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/22/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

Again, for those against hunting, this OUTLAWS shooting sows with cubs (which we avoid doing anyway). You should support this rule. Read it.
Fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

Absolutely support this 2/22/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/22/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
When you say youre against this rule, if you actually saying that you still want it to be legal to shoot sows with cubs. This rule makes it ILLEGAL to do so. 2/22/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
Hello,

I would like to write in support for black bear timber damage depradation permits.  The bear population is robust enough to allow for such permits.  The bear population is also strong enough to support a general spring bear hunting 
season and I support that as well.

Thanks for all you do;
Matt DeAmico
Yakima, WA

2/22/2022 3:00 PM Paper Survey

We support this rule. 2/22/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
WDFW Commissioners please let hunters have a spring bear season. 2/22/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunting season has my support. 2/22/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey



Fawns, cubs and calves all support spring bear hunting and so do I. 2/22/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Of course I support this rule which makes it illegal to shoot a sow with cubs. Dont you anti hunters? 2/22/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
We support this rule 2/22/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
We support this rule 2/22/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Good rule, fully support it 2/22/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule. 2/22/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
My son supports this rule. 2/22/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
I support this rule 2/22/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
We need more tags not less. Fully support this. 2/22/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
Strong support for this 2/22/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
100% support this 2/22/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting. Stop murdering these magnificent bears for "sport". Murder is murder and this is inhumane and wrong on so many levels. 2/22/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
Science supports this, so yes, I support this. 2/22/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
"sport" and "trophy" buzz words leave out the fact WE TAKE THE MEAT, By LAW.

fully support this rule.

2/22/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

Support this rule 2/22/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear in May! Lets go! Strongly support sound management using science not emotion. Fully support the rule. 2/22/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt and the WAC change to make this an annual hunt. Do not let out-of-state and, in many cases, out-of-country animal rights extremists influence this decision. 2/22/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
I support the rule and spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
I support hunting springers. 2/22/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I fully oppose spring bear hunting. These utterly primitive hunts have no place in a civilized society. High time we evolved. 2/22/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Finally, someone in WDFW has the courage to stop this ridiculous and cruel practice, hunting is just a demonstration of egocentric disregard for other species.  Unfortunately, this decision has raised the spirit of the stubborn hunters and 
now they are threatening the WDFW commissioners.  Hunters only know violence to impose their ideas... 

2/22/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

I’ve yet to see anyone threaten a commissioner, I have however seen many many posts threatening hunters. Physical threats are not right on either side.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Biologists support this rule and so do I 2/22/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. The utterly primitive hunts have a place in helping keep the ecosphere in balance. I Support science, and I support the spring bear hunt. 2/22/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
Dear Mr. Susewind,

 

There are now 20,003 signatures on the Change (dot) org petition to
"Bring back spring bear hunting for Washington State 2022 season"

It is time for the Commission to bring back the 2022 Spring Bear Hunting Season.

More signatures are added to the petition every day.

Please ask the Commissioners to:

Follow the science.

Follow the recommendations of the WDFW Biologists.

Follow the recommendations of the WDFW Director.

 

I also understand, and I may be wrong as I am not certain, but I have heard there is a procedure by which the Commission (or possibly the process is a Commissioner who voted no on the original vote to cancel the season) may request the 
issue be re voted.

 

If there is any way the Commissioners can revote the issue, please encourage them to do so.

2/22/2022 4:24 PM Paper Survey

The science supports the spring bear hunt and so do I please vote for spring bear hunt. Thank you 2/22/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey



Dear Commissioners and Director Susewind:

I just sent you 3 each letters concerning WAC-414-080 ___ Spring Black Bear Permits.  I had previously dated those letters to reflect the dates I initially prepared them.  I updated the date on those letters and entered the date of February 
29, 2022.  Please annotate your letters to reflect the correct date: February 22,2022.

Thank You.

Roy E. Lee

2/22/2022 4:26 PM Paper Survey

Hi,

  I wrote the Madravenspeak living wildlife column for our hundred year old progressive newspaper in Madison, Wisconsin, for 9 years, 2011 - 2020.  During that time, I did a lot of work on bears, wolves and natural predators, trophy 
hunting, and trapping.

 

Writing the various series of columns on black bear issues, I was helped by bear biologist Lynn Rogers, who started the North American Bear Education Center in 2007 in Ely, Minnesota.

 

Hearing that you are considering a spring bear hunt, I asked him to send me long established research on spring bear hunts which orphan hundreds of tiny cubs, who do not go to solid food from their mother's milk until mid-July.  They 
also are not prepared to protect themselves from predators - nor do they know enough to know which foods to forage or the terrain.  They emerge in March and April from dens with their mothers, as 4 - 10 pound toddlers.  Without their 
mothers, they starve to death or are prey.

 

Rogers also points out that it is impossible for hunters to identify which bears are male and which are females.  He indicates that lactating females with cubs have very small nipples even while lactating and their mammary glands would 
not show up through their fur to indicate that they are nursing mothers.  They leave their small cubs in the spring, in trees, often a good distance from bait piles.  Bear hunters are unlikely to pass up a bear in their sights. 

 

Hunting bears should not be a recreation at all, as bears are very much like humans, except they are not the ones destroying the climate, hoarding billions of captive animals just grown for slaughterhouses, or trophy-killing and destroying 
half of life on the planet in this mass extinction, entirely human-caused. They live their lives as gardeners of the forest - peaceful denizens of the woods.   Killing them for a minority of citizens to have fun, or continue cruel "traditions" is a 
crime against nature that should be ended.

 

2/22/2022 4:29 PM Paper Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. It’s cruel and unsportsmanlike. 2/22/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Funny how anti hunters speak of cruel and unsportsmanlike hunting but have likely never done any hunting themselves. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/22/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. It's great to keep predators in check and very sportsmanlike to balance out the population. 2/22/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and also believe the season should be expanded. It's a completely sustainable hunt and part of achieving a responsible balance in areas of Washington where bears are very plentiful and their numbers 
are impacting ungulates and forestry practices.

2/22/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

According to a Marist poll, a majority of Americans, 56%, oppose hunting animals for sport, and most Americans, 86%, consider big game hunting to be especially distasteful. How do we still have this debate nowadays?  Hunting must be 
banned for good, we are the majority 

2/22/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring black bear hunt. Stop the unnecessary slaughter of our wildlife. 2/22/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
Acording to the Marist Poll, the majority of Americans, 56%, opposes hunting animals for sport, and most Americans, 86%, consider big game hunting to be especially distasteful. Why do we still this discusion norways? Hunting must be 
banner for good, we are majority. 

2/22/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey

Completely support the spring bear hunting season and this rule. 2/22/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting and oppose sport hunting in all of it’s forms. Man doesn’t posses the right to hunt for sport simply because we are able to - the practice is a blight on our world. 2/22/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt. 2/22/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
Science not polls should manage wildlife. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Follow science and biologist recommendations. Bring back spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting!! It is cruel, unnecessary in this day and age, and inhumane, especially in the spring when bears are just coming out of their dens. People who get a kick out of killing innocent, helpless animals who can't shoot back, 
ought to find another avenue where they can better utilize their skills. It doesn't take a lot of skill to kill a defenseless animal, especially a young animal, who doesn't have a gun!

2/22/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE the bear hunt. 2/22/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Black Bear hunting 2/22/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 2/22/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Man, I should really collect all of these anti hunting comments and make a comedy book out of it.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/22/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
Not only do I support a spring bear hunt! This hunt provides a great opportunity to introduce new hunters and younger kids to the heritage and culture of hunting in the spring season. On top of that this hunt protects the ungulate 
populations and Washington’s valuable timber harvest. Follow the science, listen to the biologist, they support this management hunt. 

2/22/2022 6:29 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
Follow science and biology, bring back spring bear hunting. 2/22/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey



I very much am against spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
I am in support of keeping the spring bear hunt. I do not believe that the season should be set by a matter of public opinion. It should be set by biologists and scientifically supported game management practices. 2/22/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose such a cruel act. Only nature can decide the fate of her creatures and not an irrational human with a shot gun. 2/22/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt, cruel and inhuman. 2/22/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey
Those who claim bears are defenseless:
They’re stronger than us
They smell 100 times more than us
They’re faster than us
And have equal eyesight and likely better hearing. Therefore, they’re not defenseless.

Fully support hunting and spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey

I am in support of keeping the spring bear hunt. I do not believe that the season should be set by a matter of public opinion. It should be set by biologists and scientifically supported game management practices. 2/22/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey

I am in support of keeping the spring bear hunt. I do not believe that the season should be set by a matter of public opinion. It should be set by biologists and scientifically supported game management practices. 2/22/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

How soon many have forgotten the fact that it is because of hunting and eating meat that you are even here. If it weren't for your ancestors hunting and surviving you would not be alive.  No one is here from the our past relatives because 
they only ate broccoli. Don't demoralize those who haven't forgotten their roots and continue to participate.  You have chosen not to and that's your choice but forcing others to adopt your so called moral superiority has no merit.  Fully 
support the continued spring bear hunt.

2/22/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey

As long as the science shows there is a stable population of blackbears I fully support the use of a spring bear hunt to manage the bear population.  Unfortunately due to the human presence on the landscape we cannot just let nature 
take its course. Humans have invested to much of the resources the animals depend on. 

2/22/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey

I do not support this notion at all. It’s not like the bears are reproducing at an alarming rate and affecting our well being so I suggest we cancel this spring bear hunting again! 2/22/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Fully sustainable and ethical hunt. 💯💯 support this rule 2/22/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
Whole heartily support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/22/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
It is LONG past time to continue to listen to the woke moronic Disney crowd & their ballot box biology! Base these decisions on science, harvest data, & sustainability. Enough said!!! 2/22/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
I’m a Washington resident, taxpayer, and voter. I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Let the biologists determine if the hunt is sustainable. Don’t let nonresidents sway the decision. 2/22/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, please allow science to determine how we manage our wildlife 2/22/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Imagine using the meat, hide, fat and skull and being labeled a cruel hunter.
There is no leg to stand on when insults are all you have. Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey

The management of bears is key to a healthy bear population and other wildlife. I support having a spring bear season. Canceling the season is irresponsible and would only be hunting the wildlife populations. 2/22/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt in WA State. 2/22/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Those who are saying the hunt is unethical, or are calling it a "trophy hunt" have clearly never been on a spring bear hunt. There are waste laws already in place that require hunters to pack out the meat of a 
bear they harvested. The meat is phenomenal to eat and provides many natural, organic meals that feeds my family for months. 

2/22/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

Strongly support bear hunting. 2/22/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 2/22/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
As a hunter, one who hunts this species, I agree with recommendations of removing the year title and adding the language regarding sows with cubs.  As a hunter, I recognize that a sow with cub(s) is a future opportunity years down the 
road and most of the hunters I have been around recognize this fact as well.  I recommend that the commission/department focus on education to the hunting public of the importance of the reporting requirements, especially as it helps 
determine the model in determining the population as it relates to days in the field and the harvest rates.  Something I was unaware of until I read several reports from within the department as I research this topic.    In regard to 
reporting, I have submitted several reports, and nothing asks where I passed on a opportunity and reason why this was exercised.  While the focus is on the spring hunt, which accounted for 28% of hunter success of the available tags 
issued, eliminating this hunting opportunity was a step in the wrong direction.  The overall harvest rates were very minimal in the overall bear harvest.  Regarding submitting the pelts and head, I ask the department and commission to 
justify the requirement that it be unfrozen.  Hunters must pack this around to the inspection station, which can be days after harvest.  One thing that stood out in hearing, sampling criteria as it relates to overall population density, one 
important area that isn’t considered is the coastal region, both north and south including Puget sound region.  How can the department determine the overall health of the population of this species with out considering all regions of bear 
habitat?  While science suggests that to maintain a healthy population, a 10% of the overall population will support a healthy population.  While the overall population of black bears isn’t specifically published, or I was unable to locate 
this, I did find some information that suggests 25,000 animals or more.  The reported harvest in 2019 including the spring hunt yield a harvest of 2,185 animals.  Factor in other factors such as poaching, conflict resolution would suggest 
that we are harvesting the 10% mark.  The last thing to consider is the revenue that department collects from the 35,000 licenses sold annually and the additional revenue in sales tax that sportmans provide.  I can live with science in 
managing this species, but leaving this management to ballet box management is a step in the wrong direction.  Hunting cougars with dogs provided me an opportunity to determine sex and size, now this opportunity is severely limited 
and based upon scouting, trail camera pictures and physical tracks.  

2/22/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. These bears need to be protected not hunted down for sick pleasure. These hunters have no empathy for any living animals and how they love with their young. The bears have just come out of 
hibernation with their young cubs so are an easy target. Its totally barbaric. They have as much right to live here as we do. Please do not let this go ahead and base your decisions on ethics and science. Do not be bullied by these people 
who wish to hunt for nothing more than their own sadistic enjoyment. 

2/22/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens 
following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters 
who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also 
responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. For all these reasons I strongly oppose the bear hunt.

2/22/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey



I oppose spring bear hunting!!!!!!!

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by how Its Animals are treated."
Mahatma Gandhi 

"MAN HAS MADE THE EARTH A HELL FOR ANIMALS."
Arthur Schopenhauer 

Animals = 🐻🐻👼👼 Beings Of Light 

Humans = 👹👹👹 ??????? TRASH!!!!!!!

2/23/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey

Shame on all Those who take part in this abuse and cruelty 2/23/2022 4:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/23/2022 4:37 AM Online Survey
Such a cruel “sport”.  I oppose this spring Bear hunt.  Let them live their lives. 2/23/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey

100% support the spring bear hunt.  What I see from the opposition is that they activity support the discrimination of a minority group.  Repeat threats and derogatory comments show the true colors and desperate actions behind an 
emotional and opinion based campaign.  They refuse to acknowledge the FACT that the game we hunt and the non game species have benefited from our contributions for over 100 years.  They are late to the game.  Follow science not 
emotion.

2/23/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey

The only thing a spring bear hunt is going to hurt are people's feelings which have nothing to do with what is best for bears or the animal populations as a whole. Please don't punish law abiding, safe hunters for people's opinions on 
somthing they have never even read into.

2/23/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey

The people opposing hunting would not be here if their ancestors didn't hunt. You don't see hunters freaking out when the grocery store runs out of meat. Reinstate spring bear and let hunters do what they need to do to help other 
animal populations grow. We have way too many predators in this state controlled by tree hugging babies.

2/23/2022 6:20 AM Online Survey

Wild harvest where populations are sustainable of a renewable resource should be continued. This includes bears. I support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
The people opposing the spring bear hunt actually oppose all hunting. They sit there writing their comments while wearing leather shoes, leather belts and clutching their leather handbags. The hypocrisy is rank 2/23/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey

The people who oppose spring bear are sitting behind a keyboard trying to
Blast hunters who value the bears as a necessity to feed families and maintain a good environment for other animals to develop and grow. I support spring bear hunting 100%. 

2/23/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey

Follow science and the North American Model for wildlife management. Emotion is not an acceptable way to make wildlife management decisions.  I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate spring black bear hunting opportunities. This state enjoys healthy black bear numbers and spring black bear hunting has a long tradition and gives hunters something to look forward to early in the year. 

Additionally, many Washington hunters have paid for the opportunity to hunt black bear though the draw system. Removing this hunt invalidates the investment in finding points so many of us have put in. Its not just the money,  the man 
hours spent scouting terrain in anticipation of a shot at spring bear is the real loss of investment. 

In all, the no valid reason to mediocra spring bear hunting,  especially when its through a draw system.

2/23/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey

I support science based game management for all species. Emotions have no place in deciding hunting regulations.  Please reinstate the spring bear season. 2/23/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I support science based game management for all species. Emotions have no place in game management. 2/23/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
Responsible wildlife and land management are necessary to protect and preserve our natural resources. Outdoor enthusiasts, hunters and anglers primarily pay for and volunteer towards these efforts. I support the spring bear hunt as 
part of our culture, heritage and management of wildlife. Please reinstate the spring hunt and refrain from further special interest restrictions.

2/23/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose this Spring Bear hunt and all bear hunting - bears are amazing iconic creatures that should be protected and preserved, not slaughtered for fun by a few sick minded people. There is no concrete evidence that culls like 
this do anything to reduce people - bear conflict etc. You should be proud of your bears and nurture them - not view them as a commodity to 'look forward' to killing in the spring [or any time].

2/23/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey

I srongly oppose the cruel spring bear hunt. Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears 
search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

2/23/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey

Responsible wildlife management is crucial, not cruel. If we want to maintain healthy populations of as many species as possible, then management is necessary. Plenty of examples of what can go wrong when numbers aren’t managed. 
Do some research people please. I fully support the spring bear hunt. 

2/23/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is humane, safe for the animals, and results in very few bears being harvested.  There is no biological reason to disallow this practice. 2/23/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. The best wildlife conservation models that have and support wildlife are based on science and not emotion. 2/23/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Bears are predators and need managed  just like deer, elk, Mtn lions etc. This is all part of the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.  Please follow the science and data. 2/23/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting. 
it's humorous to see the ignorance from those that oppose the spring bear hunt. Male bears are on a rampage in the spring; eating fawns, calves, and even their own offspring. I truly hope you enjoy your predators in Washington state, 
because if we continue to let their populations grow, you won't see any deer or elk left. You talk about beauty? Beauty is a balanced ecosystem; stop making emotional decisions. 

2/23/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey

I will never support an activity, Bear Hunting, based on disinformation and lies,   and only to favor the egotism of a minority group, hunters. I beg the brave commissioners to stand up for the bears. Not only the majority of Americans will 
appreciate it, but also the upcoming generations who have the right to enjoy the magnificence of these beautiful creatures 

2/23/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey

Western Washington resident. I strongly support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
Hunting is not a cruel activity. Without hunting humans would not be here. It’s in our DNA to hunt. The large majority of people hunt in a very respectful manner and have a great appreciation for any animal taken.  Bear meat tastes great. 2/23/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose bear hunting. If bears are attacking humans or destroying property, then we need to change OUR behaviors and mislaid priorities. Move away; the bears were here first and they are beautiful creatures. Humans just need 
to go somewhere else and leave them alone. A personal or corporate profit should not come at the expense of the life and ecosystem that GOD created. 

2/23/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey



* Continuing the spring bear hunt is consistent with WDFW's legislatively defined goals, and with the long-term goal of healthy bear and ungulate populations.

* Removing the year from the rule makes perfect sense, especially given the nonsense that happened earlier this year.

* I have strong concerns about the prohibition against killing a sow with cubs. Doing so is of course a very bad thing. Nobody I know would kill a sow with cubs, and to the best of my knowledge, this has not been a problem. However, it 
can be difficult to tell whether a sow actually has cubs with her. I've heard stories of hunters who've watched bears for 10-15 minutes before finally spotting the cubs. This rule has the potential to make legal, law-abiding hunters who 
desperately want to do the right thing into criminals, entirely inadvertently.

2/23/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey

Totally against Spring Bear Hunting. I am not humorous about the ignorance and blindness of the people supporting this barbaric practice, I am  concerned about the lack of critical thinking and the dissonant logic of  the supporters: let's 
hunt the predators, the bears, and protect the  elk  and deer fawn/ calves, in that  way  we " the hunters" can hunt them later. Ban Bear hunting permanently 

2/23/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey

I am not supporting Spring Bear Hunting.  I think this is a old and unnecessary practice. Countries which have banned hunting, are exceptional rich in biodiversity and natural resources. Nature doesn’t need human intervention to maintain 
the ecological balance. 

2/23/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

As a long time Washington resident I’m a in favor of spring bear hunts. I first hand have witnessed the carnage from bears as they come out of hibernation. If they are not managed properly the you can kiss the deer and elk population 
good by. 

2/23/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

Spring bear is a win-win for all. The bear population is managed, many fawns and calves are saved, the state generates money and sportsmen and women get an opportunity to go afield. Please reinstate the spring bear season. 2/23/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. We need to keep predators at a sustainable number. There are an over abundance of bears in Washington. We had plenty of bears when bear baiting was legal and since it’s been taken away they bear 
population has grown a lot. We need spring bear to help with over populated areas. Bring spring bear back. 

2/23/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  The science is sound and the hunt provides relief to ungulates who drop their babies in the spring. 2/23/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting. if we don't they will be in your yards and on your couches look at California. 2/23/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting! 2/23/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunts! 2/23/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I support the science based spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
Support what the science proves, bear hunting isn’t a trophy hunting and this is how you keep a healthy population 2/23/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I support game management/hunting. When the bunny huggers pets and kids start getting ate they will too. Aaron Honkala 2/23/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
100% in support of spring bear. FYI, trophy hunting is illegal.  We are required by law to take all the meat from bears. To be honest we probably use more off a bear than any other game species.  From the meat, hide, fat and skull it's all 
utilized.  So your argument is once again based on emotions and zero facts.  Nice try.

2/23/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in keeping w/ sound science. 2/23/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
Stop Spring Bear Hunting. Let's the Mother Nature manage conservation, she has more  millions of years of experience than the hundred years from humans.  We don't need hunting to survive. If you support hunting because our 
ancestors, did it, why you don't live in caves, collect your own aliment from the nature, walk or run to get to your destination as our ancestors? Don' t use selective excuses to promote old-dated practice

2/23/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear season. It is the most effective way to manage for all wildlife to thrive. Taking it away would cause detrimental effects on the ecosystem. 2/23/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Fresh high quality hormone free, free range, organic meat? And a cool hide? Yes please! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
Don’t like hunting? Don’t do it. 💯💯 support this rule. 2/23/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I support the proposal to reinstate spring bear hunting. It's ok to eat chicken nuggets and burgers. It's ok to displace and kill animals through habitat loss. It's ok to wear their hides or sit on leather car seats. It's ok to hit them with 
automobiles. It's ok for them to kill each other. It's ok to use them for experiments. It's ok to turn their habitat into commercial farm deadzones. It' ok to poison, trap, or otherwise kill them if they are bothering us at our trophy mansions 
(in the middle of what was habitat). But as soon as I want to work hard to find one, kill eat, and eat every morsel- the vitriol is out of control. Excuse me if I don't get the logic.

2/23/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

Another day closer to spring bear season! Fully support spring bear hunting! 2/23/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
How about this….it’s legal to hunt bear but make it illegal for all cities to kill any trouble bear…if the bear want to come in and eat your little dogs and bird seed you can’t stop them.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/23/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

Full support of spring bear hunting. The north american wildlife model has worked tremendously and following wildlife biologists recommendations are how we should manage wildlife in the state of Washington. 2/23/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey

This should never have been up for discussion. The system we have in place works! Ethical hunting has always been a part of our history, and it helps maintain healthy numbers for these animals. Taking away tradition, not to mention the 
opportunity to feed your family, based off emotions is illogical. Fully support the spring bear hunting. 

2/23/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey

Biologists recommend and hunter approved: spring bear hunting.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

2/23/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey

Easier than saving 10% or more on car insurance. 
Strongly support this rule.

2/23/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey

Remember we are talking about legal protection for sows with cubs (which we don’t have but practice already) and 645 tags which can go up or down depending on various factors. There are 25,000 plus black bear in Washington alone. 
Not all of those tags would be filled, on average only about 140 get filled due to the difficulty of hunting such an amazing animal.
Fully support spring bear bear.

2/23/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Washington does not allow “trophy” hunting as all meat must be taken and used. Predator populations must be managed if we want to maintain a balanced ecosystem.  2/23/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Meat must be salvaged and used. It’s against the law to do otherwise. Those saying different need to speak to a warden or hunter. Strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and so does the science. 2/23/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/23/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, and all science based, biologist advised hunting seasons. 2/23/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and love bears! 2/23/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule 2/23/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. Thanks. 2/23/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
My family supports bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
My son supports this rule and so do I. Thanks 2/23/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/23/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal. The science is clear, a spring bear hunt is beneficial to all species. 2/23/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I support this 2/23/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I bet bambi would support this. I support this rule. 2/23/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
What a great time with family and friends. Fully support this. 2/23/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Woot woot! Fully support this 2/23/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I support this rule!!! We need spring beat hunting!!! 2/23/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt!! I can deal with the proposed changes. 2/23/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and I also support scientifically backed decisions as I hunter I would be the first to say let’s stop a hunt if there is a true reason to do so. Washington states black bear are plentiful and allowing hunters to go 
after a select amount in the spring helps keep the woods stirred up a little  during the time deer and elk are dropping there fawns 

2/23/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting saves cubs from being eaten by male bear. And this rule enacts legal protection to sows with cubs. As a bear hunter, I fully support this rule. 2/23/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
Science supports the hunt and the wdfw mandate requires it, end of story. Fully support this 2/23/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting! If the science says it’s feasible then let’s do it! No more emotions or political motivations! 2/23/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
We need proper management of all game animals in the state, including bears. Please bring back the spring season. 2/23/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
Fully support science based hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, bring back the hunt opportunity. 2/23/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting in Washington. 2/23/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! These precious animals deserve to live their lives in peace. Stop this horror!!! 2/23/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
Please reinstate spring bear hunting! 2/23/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Stop emotion run rule making. Follow the science provided by the biologists. Fully support this rule. 2/23/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I wish to see Washington fish and wildlife to have final say on spring bear seasons. Science based bear management is the only choice. 2/23/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! Cubs deserve to live their lives in peace, so enact the rule and allow us to protect them from male bear trying to eat them. 2/23/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Wild game populations are not managed with emotions. Let’s listen to the biologist and maintain a healthy and regulated spring Bear season 2/23/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear Season. 2/23/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! Lets use science to manage our predators, not emotions. 2/23/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
We need spring bear.  Predators are out of control with these antis. 2/23/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. Keep emotions out of conservation. 2/23/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I support a WA spring bear hunting season. 2/23/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
If you dont hunt you should not have any say in any of the rule making for people who do hunt and fish i fully support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support the spring bear hunt after the November vote. Opening this up for a discussion AFTER the November vote and possibly changing the decision is undemocratic. If we go back on decisions just because one side didn’t get 
their way, this sets a dangerous precedent. Pro-spring hunt advocates should have mobilized before November like how to anti group did. Process is important, and we can’t keep changing the goal posts. This damages the sport, and 
whether we like it or not, the court of public opinion has ALWAYS mattered and had immense influence over state policy. 

2/23/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. There is an estimated population of 30,000 plus bears in Washington state. We need a spring bear season for all the right reasons. 2/23/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed season by trained and knowledgeable biologists.  This is a renewable resource as well as helping control tree damage.  Please follow the science. 2/23/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Nobody understands and respects bears more than the people that actually hunt them. I have more data about bear activity, the country they live in, and there everyday behavior. Let the wildlife biologist do there job. Maybe the great 
people of Seattle should concentrate on cleaning up the human waste on the sidewalk and cleaning up heroine needles. 

2/23/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

We should definitely get the spring bear hunt back to help keep the ecosystem in balance. 2/23/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly support an annual spring bear season. I encourage the commission to listen to the wdfw staff and biologist and follow their recommendation for a continued spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
100% in support of spring bear season.. The cancel culture and people that base their decisions off of emotions should not influence the decisions made by the commission. The commission needs to follow the recommendations of the 
WDFW staff that have made their recommendations based on science and facts.

2/23/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting and this rule 2/23/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
We love bear and bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Science based management is needed more then ever! Let the hunt continue! 2/23/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting season. Game management by science not emotions. 2/23/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Please adhere to the science that supports a managed harvest of black bears.  2/23/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
I support scientifically managed spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt, just as WDFW scientists do. 2/23/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! Listen to the scientists and manage predators the right way, not off brash emotions and politicizing comments from non-residents. Per the WAC, WDFW is obligated to provide hunting opportunities for 
Washingtonians to feed their families. This is not a trophy hunt but a meat hunt and the people of Washington deserve opportunities to bring home sustainable organic meat. 

2/23/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting which targets these animals while in state of increased vulnerability. Additionally, this hunting is in direct contradiction to the agency’s own science, research and game management plan.
I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

2/23/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting, the biologists and the rationale commissioners who voted in favor of this and followed their mandate. 2/23/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. It's a vital tool to help ungulates florist which in-return helps the health of the predators 2/23/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/23/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I support this spring bear hunt and the WAC revision to make it an annual hunt 2/23/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/23/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Jason I support the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Totally opposed to these nonsense practices. Hunting is not conservation... there is no serious scientific paper that supports this myth. Papers that favor hunting to promote conservation are founded on guns and trophy hunting 
organizations. In addition, Wildlife conservation was created for hunters by hunters, with the intention of promoting and protecting wildlife and land for human consumption. Conservation safeguards target animals and sustain these 
animals for future hunting opportunities. Hunting has been responsible for the extinction and the near extinction of several species of animals. 

2/23/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey



Stop this insane practice, no more hunting! Hunting is not ecologically necessary. The U.S. Government's abuse of funds to cater to hunters harms ecosystems and abandons the public trust in the process. Many Wildlife Agencies are 
designed to work on behalf of Ranchers and Hunters. Predatory animals such as bears and wolves are targeted to eliminate threats to livestock and game animals. Hunting kills ecologically critical animals and does not serve to create an 
ecological balance; it serves to benefit hunters and ranchers. 



2/23/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It is a good healthy source of meat and helps people learn more about these beautiful animals. 2/23/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting. Many hunters supporters claim that hunters are responsible for generating the most revenue for wildlife agencies, however, today less than 5% of US citizens hunt. In comparison, the number of non-hunting 
outdoor enthusiasts is steadily rising. The results of a 5-year survey conducted by FWS and released in 2011 found that hunters invested 33.7 billion dollars into hunting, while wildlife watchers alone generated 54.9 billion. The decline in 
hunter-generated revenue led to the Pitman-Robertson Act, which ties wildlife agencies to the firearms industry. The P-R Act allows for the misappropriation of funds.

2/23/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
100% agree with re instating the spring bear season. In all reality, the state could support a statewide season for spring in every unit and you still wouldnt be able to keep the numbers in check, but this is a great start! Good work WDFW! 2/23/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It is a good and important practice. The seasons are set when mothers and cubs are still hibernating while the males are up looking for food. There is even a spring bear hunt strength where one finds a Likely 
denning areas and waits for a male to come by looking for some fast protein - the protein being cubs. Male bears target cubs hunter do not. 

2/23/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, the population is healthy enough and there is nothing cruel about it. 2/23/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Hunting is responsible for the preservation of species world wide now. We are anti poaching and pro habitat. The ancient commercial hunting of say, the Buffalo, are long gone. 

Fully support spring bear hunting as it’s sustainable and beneficial to ungulates and bear alike.

2/23/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

I’m snacking on bear pep sticks right now and eating deer tonight for dinner. Tell me again how it isn’t natural or right to hunt? Since when is chicken fish and beef the only meat we’re allowed?

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/23/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey

Love hunting bear! What fun for the family!! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Bear gall trafficking is a real threat to bears and any rules for taking bear should include turning the bear gall into the WDFW within 48 hrs.. 2/23/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I am against Spring Bear Hunting, there is no evidence that Hunting is an effective tool for keeping bear populations in check. For your information, Bears possess a unique ability known as delayed implantation, which is nature’s way of 
keeping bear populations in check. When bears have an abundant food supply, more bears will be born. When food is scarce, female bears will not reproduce every two years but instead every 3-4 years. Hunting can inadvertently increase 
populations by leaving the surviving bears with more food. This phenomenon is known as compensatory reproduction, which causes the surviving bears to have an increased number of young. Compensatory reproduction is a documented 
fact known to hunters and causes drastic population fluctuations and instability. 

2/23/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey

I support the bear hunting as proposed by WDFW biologists.  Their plan is a responsible use of a natural resource. 2/23/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and a thriving bear population. Fully support this rule that legally protects sows with cubs. 2/23/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
So many anti hunters not supporting this rule or the protection of sows with cubs. Learn to read.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/23/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting! 2/23/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 2/23/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt. WDFW biologists have determined the hunt is sustainable and, therefore, the Fish and Wildlife Commission has a legislative mandate to approve this hunt.  2/23/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Don’t eat any sort of meat or use any sort of leather product whatsoever if you’re anti hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/23/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

I am scientist and against to sport hunting as a form of conservation. It is quite debatable  that a biologist supports bear hunting. I would like to heard from third party biologists agency about this topic. As a researcher, I feel data on that’s 
regards has been manipulated by leading bias, for instance, results  are lacking of significance evidence. 

2/23/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

Nothing gets around the facts that hunting Big Game, actually any game is unethical and unnecessary in the Spring time. Animal damage control and public safety concerns have many other avenues than appeasement to an unethical 
practice. Just because it may be seen as a tradition, for a very small fraction of a percent of the population, in no way justifies its further allowance. 

2/23/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

I am scientist and am for spring bear hunting as the science clearly shows. Data submitted and readily available to the public clearly shows that hunting for bears is well managed and very sustainable. Bear meat is harvested and used as 
well as the pelt. Leading causes of death for Cubs are male bears and cars. I’m sure these anti hunting groups are also anti cars and have been fighting to get under and over passes installed for wildlife travel. Oh wait that’s hunting orgs. 

2/23/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. I volunteer and work to improve and restore wildlife habitat.  I hunt and provide for my family.  Cycle of life.   Follow the science and support a sustainable harvest. 2/23/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
Science does not support the purported statement that the leading cause of bear cub mortality is infanticide and bear cub fatalities by car are not even recorded in a statistical way. Insurance companies would be glad to give the stats. 2/23/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Predator control is a necessary tool in both preventing human/predator conflict and for healthy prey species populations. I think there should be spring bear hunting opportunities in every unit that has bears. 2/23/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey

Stop it it’s cruel and inhumane! 2/23/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey



The anti hunters have no other argument other than the fact they simply dont like hunting.
Example: "Its a trophy hunt!"
Answer: "We take the meat and hide, much like deer hunting, its illegal for hunters to leave the meat, period."
Example: "You kill sows and cubs"
Answer:"Hunters focus on male mature boars and totally avoid sows with cubs"
Example: "Spring bear hunting orphans cubs!"
Answer: "This new rule makes it illegal instead of simply frowned upon, that alone should have you support it."
Example: "Its cruel and tortures them!"
Answer: "We are trained, from hunters education, how to quickly and cleanly kill an animal and practice it. It is far more quick and clean that any "natural" death they might received, say like being killed in a fight with another bear, starve 
to death etc".

I could go on but you get it. Just admit you dont like hunting and you have no valid argument. I can accept that.
We however, have biology, science, historical data, ethics, fair chase and a burning desire to no longer sit quiet and watch our hunting rights go away. From here on out, you will be hearing from us, in full, and loudly.

Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting, this rule and hunting in general.

2/23/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey

My family enjoys spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Strong support for this rule 2/23/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting and this rule 2/23/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed rules. 2/23/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Absolutely support this rule and spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
WDFW’s science supports bear hunting, I follow the science, I support spring bear hunting seasons. 2/23/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Strongly and fully support the ethical, sustainable, wonderful hunt that is spring bear hunting. This rule is also supported. 2/23/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
I am not supporting Spring  Bear Hunting. Stop this unpopular practice that only favors a minority population.  Please use  the common sense and reliable zero biased  data 2/23/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season the biologists support it. That is how the seasons are supposed to be set. Not how you or anyone else feels about any hunting. If you can’t leave your feeling out of the decision you should resign. 2/23/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

Science supports it. Mandates require it. Get it done. Fully support it. 2/23/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is fully sustainable as proven by the wdfw biologists. Follow the science and not your emotion.
Fully support this rule.

2/23/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey

Lets keep spring bear hunting going, as its fully sustainable, ethical, and humane. 2/23/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
I am supporting spring bear hunting. Continue this popular practice and please use common sense and reliable science to make decisions. 2/23/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
This rule protects sows with cubs. Fully support spring bear and this rule. 2/23/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, reinstate it in Washington! 2/23/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season. Please follow the reliable statistics that WA biologists have gathered. No one cares more about wildlife than biologists and hunters! 2/23/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
This rule would provide for the protection of “bear families” while also allowing for there to be a hunt. This hunt would support small town economies and conservation. 2/23/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support the science  And recommendations for the Spring bear hunts. I hope that the WDFW would publish a contact number for harvest inspection for extreme Eastern Washington in Asotin county. That would be very helpful in 
getting our  harvest to the right place within 72 hours. Chris Akerblade

2/23/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear. Careful management through hunting likely will result in a long term increase in overall population. 2/23/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Against this practice, no more Bear Hunting Seasonal. There is no scient reliable data that support this bear slaughter activity. 2/23/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear! 2/23/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunting season. 2/23/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I am oppose to the hunting of bears in spring. Mother bears leave their cubs behind to forage, making her an open target for hunters and leaving her cubs to die without her. This kind of hunting is not ethical and only further harms 
hunters who support fair chase, ethical hunting practices. 

2/23/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is heavily restricted and lawful hunters should be allowed to harvest an animal. I fully support a Spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
If you want to save mother bears, then you should be in support of this language. It makes them off limits. Support this! 2/23/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Please support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is important for the health of Washington State’s wildlife. By pressuring bears and other predators in spring Elk, Deer & Moose have an easier time during their birthing season. Bear populations are robust in 
Washington and they have to be kept in balance with the rest of Wa’s wildlife. No hunter wants to shoot a sow with cubs and criminalizing it is unnecessary and counter productive. Please listen to the hunters and wildlife biologists that 
actually understand wildlife in Washington State, not city people that think life is a Disney movie.

2/23/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I personally think anyone who does not hunt or have enough knowledge about wildlife management should get a vote or say in this. I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Bears are destroying the ungulate population by killing elk calves and deer fawns disproportionately to ungulate populations.  Bears need to be hunted in the Spring to address this problem. 2/23/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
Fair chase hunting is ethical conservation. I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Why do people who don't know anything about hunting or what it means get a vote? The people who don't know anything about wildlife or hunting should not get a vote. I support spring bear season. 2/23/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
how quaint your page freezes, typical wdfw move, way to hear from the public, what a joke 2/23/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season. 2/23/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
Please make the spring bear hunt available in 2022 2/23/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! It’s unethical! 2/23/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
Commissioners should accept petitions from other people and organizations regarding Black Bear hunting. Accepting this petition over such a controversial subject rightly opens the doors to all. To be fair and just other petitioners have a 
right to be heard with equal opportunity and without discrimination.

2/23/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey



Commissioners should direct the WDFW to unfreeze the public comments, this has been going on for a few days now. 2/23/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC. 2/23/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! it's ethical! 2/23/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I support science/conservation based decisions about our big game seasons. Rather than decisions based on emotion from people that are so disconnected from were there food comes from that they see hunting as unethical but still 
consume meat. Or preach Veganism and deny all the animals killed during commercial produce production. I can't take either of those groups serious.  Keep the spring bear hunt alive and well. 

2/23/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Please reinstate the spring bear season and make it an annual hunt 2/23/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  I guess it's not frozen if this posts. 2/23/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Conservation Social Science needs the opportunity to weigh in. 2/23/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
All comments section freezes. 2/23/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the management of Washingtons black bear with Spring bear hunts. Reinstate the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/23/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring black bear hunt. 2/23/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
I support the management of our bear population in the spring, reinstate the hunt. 2/23/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
We need bear management and sportsman should Always have that right. 2/23/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting of black bears 2/23/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the hunting of Black Bears. The science supports it. Conservation depends on it. Too many predators is a bad thing. Reinstate the Hunt. It is reasonable management. There will be ecosystem problems if predator 
populations grow out of whack.

2/23/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 2/23/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
Sure haven’t seen any hunters on here complaining about the sow and cub issue…since we already avoid them!! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/23/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting.  Our Deer and Elk herds are severely suffering due to predation from bear and cougar.  Please follow the laws set in place and maximize the hunting opportunity in Washington State as well as helping save 
some ungulates in the process. Those opposed to it do not spend time in the woods.  I have many great memories with my family and friends hunting bear in the spring.

2/23/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey

100% support the spring bear hunt.  So tired of the droning on and about how the tax payers of the state paybthe most for wildlife management.   It's 34%, they forget we as sportsmen and women also pay the same taxes that go into this 
fund but on top of that we pay license and tag fees, then but ammunition, guns, bows etc, which gets taxed 11%, 50% ofthat goes to states based on land mass, the other 50% goes to states based on annual tag and license sales.  So stop 
with the lies about hunters are not the biggest contributor.  We go far above the taxes generated by state taxes by a long shot.  7 billion from PR funds alone.  Your argument is weak and again not based on facts.

2/23/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey

I Support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
The North American Model of Conservation has proven that hunting can be a net benefit to a species.  The black bear population is healthy and has been hunted for decades.  So it should continue because it’s working. 2/23/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey

I have never hunted spring bear, and I hope that some day I get the chance.  Great meat to feed the family, and a good way to manage our predator problems. 2/23/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 2/23/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear hunting. Make it state wide. There are a ton of bears in this state. We can't bait and we can't use hounds. Most tags go unfilled even with the limited tags. We need more tags in many units to help the mule deer and 
elk herds.

2/23/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
The objective scientific evidence overwhelmingly supports the fact that a spring bear hunt is needed to help manage the bear population in wa state. I support spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
Do not let emotion tell us how to mange animals. Hunting is  a management tool to keep animal populations balanced  with nature There is not a shortage of bears in Washington and see no reason not to hunt them in the spring 2/23/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey

I support the science, and therefore support the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear hunt 2/23/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
Facts over feelings.  Bring it back please. The management of predators is crucial to the survival of our ungulate populations 2/23/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I am completely opposed to spring bear hunting , it is barbaric 2/23/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 2/23/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and could not care less about your feelings. Science supports it and that’s all that matters. 2/23/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
1000% suppory 2/23/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of a spring bear hunt in Washington bears Are predators and need to be managed to protect deer and elk 2/23/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
I love all wildlife and support the ethical harvest of wildlife on a sustainable level. The WA spring bear hunt is an ethical and sustainable hunt, and is supported by WDFW biologists. Please follow the biologists opinions rather than those 
who have no background in science or predator management. 

2/23/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 2/23/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey
Please do what ever we can to ensure the spring bear hunt continues for years in the future. Please base the decision on science, and bear populations, and not emotion. Thank you. 2/23/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
Absolutely OPPOSE this hunt. Our wildlife are being eradicated by sick Humans with guns and no conscience. 2/23/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
I am for this hunt, boars kill their own cubs. And are the first out of their dens. Sows and the cubs stand less of a chance of surviving with lots of hungry boars out there. The public is vastly misinformed, and base their opposition on feeling 
not science. It’s time for us to hold the politicians accountable, and allow the scientists in our Wdfw offices to do their job. They recommended we expand this not due to the heavy predation of our prey species. Without balance, the prey 
species will continue to decline to near extinction. And then when they are no longer around the predators will come digging in our trash cans and other things. The unfortunate truth is without culling of bears. It’s bad for them and bad 
for us. We can’t be ok with taking their lands, but not ok with not setting them up with success. A weak hungry population could end up wiping them out too if a disease came in. Stop the emotional driven rhetoric and let’s have civil 
discourse and talk about what’s best for the wildlife long term.

2/23/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey

It’s pretty simple, we can keep emotions out of this. If the bear population gets above a healthy level, the hunt should continue. There is no need to let the elk calves and deer fawns be slaughtered just because some peoples feelings were 
hurt about the bear hunt. Follow the science please. 

2/23/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey



Deer and elk are limited by politically allowed habitat. Bear have virtually nothing to do with it. Wether a bear kills a deer or elk is no different than a human doing it. If a bear happens to do it it is for survival, if you do it it is not. The only 
unnatural act here is hunting. If everyone quit hunting nature will balance itself to adapt. Sport hunters hunt for self not for some imagined thing like they are doing something for wildlife and not themselves. Sport hunting is a highly 
emotional thing as has been stated numerous times in the comments, so emotional in fact as to threaten and ostracize Commissioners and non hunters.

2/24/2022 12:25 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting, any hunting for that matter. It is not a sport. The only time hunting could be required is for survival. Recreational hunting is not survival. 2/24/2022 12:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Stop this barbaric practice for good. Hunting is unnatural and ineffective tool for keeping bear populations in check. 
Bears possess a unique ability known as delayed implantation, which is nature’s way of keeping bear populations in check. When bears have an abundant food supply, more bears will be born. When food is scarce, female bears will not 
reproduce every two years but instead every 3-4 years. Hunting can inadvertently increase populations by leaving the surviving bears with more food. This phenomenon is known as compensatory reproduction, which causes the surviving 
bears to have an increased number of young. Compensatory reproduction is a documented fact known to hunters and causes drastic population fluctuations and instability.

2/24/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey

I support this proposal. 2/24/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
I am in disagree with and opposing to bear hunting. There is no scientific data that proves that human intervention is needed for conservation. Also, it is the opposite; every time humans intervene in any ecosystem, it causes a 
catastrophe. Learn from countries where hunting is banned, and now these countries are becoming the most bio-diverse countries around the world with a vast ecotourist potential that generates more profit than the hunting practice. 
Think wisely; Washington state can be recognized as a  sanctuary for bears; millions of people will love and pay to see these creatures in the wild instead of a head trophy hanging on a wall.  

2/24/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

I support bear hunting 2/24/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Please Stop this heinous attack on innocent animals who will be just waking up from months of hibernation hungry and searching for food. STOP THIS NEEDLESS SLAUGHTER THAT HUNTERS PURSUE FOR VANITY TROPHIES. PLEASE STOP IT 
BY PASSING THE NECESSARY LAWS TO PROTECT BEARS AND PROSECUTING VIOLATORS TO THE FULL EXTENT OF THE LAW.

2/24/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey

I support this spring bear hunt and the proposed WAC modifications. Do not let animal rights extremists, many from out of state and out of country, influence this process! 2/24/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I believe in the North American Conservation model and Science based wildlife management.  Our wildlife biologists who are experts in the health of our ecosystems need to be allowed to do their jobs.  Wildlife policy based upon politics 
goes against the public trust in which we created manage our wildlife.  Predator hunting and predator management is essential to the overall heath of our wildlife.  I support bear hunting! 

2/24/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey

STOP supporting the vanity and total egocentrism of a minority group; only 5% of the USA population hunts. Hunting resembles human involution, no progression. For those who call it "sport hunting" to adorn the massive animal killing 
with glamour words, let's face the beater truth, hunting is not a Sport: I have not seen a sport where both teams are not playing under the same condition and knows the rules. Commissioners, you have the opportunity to be in the right 
side of the history. Thank you!

2/24/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

This should not be a decision based on social pressure. The science supports the hunt. This is a resource that needs to be managed. 2/24/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, I think it is an important population management technique, I think that the date should be removed to allow for annual hunting seasons into the future, I am concerned that if there is regulations on harvest 
by sex there might be increased difficulty on implementing those seasons and harvest allocations limiting the abilitly to use this technique in popoulation management. However, I do agree on continued recomendations to not harvest 
sows with cubs as this should be implementable and is described in the current fall regulations.

2/24/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey

"I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/24/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of a spring bear season 2/24/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring black bear season. 2/24/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/24/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
 am in full support of a spring bear season 2/24/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/24/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal 2/24/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting.  The bear biologist for WDFW has stated there are too many bears and they need to be thinned out.  The bears are killing many of the deer fawns and elk calves in areas which have not met the 
population numbers.  Make this a facts and data and not an emotional decision. 

2/24/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

I support this spring bear hunt and the proposed WAC revision 2/24/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of spring bear hunting. Predator management is necessary to ensure healthy populations of all critters in their ever decreasing environments. Hunting is a proven, useful management tool that ensures the harvested 
animal does not go to waste. 

2/24/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/24/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, seasons and rules for hunting were originally set by hunters to manage predators and game animals so we can enjoy them forever.  Now we have people who have no idea whats going on it the wild trying to 
call the shots.

2/24/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

I support all hunting including predator management.  Spring bear should never have been removed because of technical issue.  Has nothing to do with the fact that bear hunt was supported by the Department and the biologists.  Nice 
little loop hole they found to end it.  They know they can't fight the facts and did this in spite of the hunters.  Oh and having a special comment period in the middle of rifle deer was another low blow.  For a season with "minor" changes it 
was supposed to be a non issue.  Not cool.  Now you have kicked the hornets nest.

2/24/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 2/24/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
I am for the spring bear hunt. 2/24/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
So many clueless, ignorant, deranged, misguided statements by anti hunters on here it’s laughable.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/24/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Fully support protecting sows with cubs. As a bear hunter I support this rule. 2/24/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the rules. 2/24/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed rule changes. This removes unnecessary deliberation and officially protects mother bears and cubs. 2/24/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. The predators need to be managed to help the ungulates. 2/24/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/24/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 2/24/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. Many anti hunters are stereotyping hunter in the worst possible way, which is inaccurate and irresponsible. It shows that their opinion is not objective or based on facts or science, rather it is based on 
emotions.  

2/24/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

All sane people should support predator management unless you like having your pets ate in town as is happening here. Cougars eating pets real nice. 2/24/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
The most recent year's spring statistics show that the hunter harvest is insignificant to the population of bears in this state and sow/cub harvest is virtually non-existent. What more do we need to ponder? My family depends on wild game 
for our sole source of animal protein.

2/24/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It is a useful management tool for the bear population that is healthy and growing. 2/24/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please follow the guidance of WDFW wildlife biologists and reinstate the hunt. 2/24/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/24/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
As a bear hunter I support legal protection for sows with cubs and this rule. 2/24/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
It would be irresponsible to stop hunting bears 2/24/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt. 2/24/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the proposed revisions to the WAC 2/24/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
I think all the “oppose” people actually most associate with “support”….

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/24/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey

Well i strongly support spring bear hunting so there. 2/24/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a necessary form of management for the species to thrive. It should continue on and all ballot box biology should be discontinued. Leave game management to the people who are trained to understand it and work 
at it their whole life.

2/24/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

I strongly support and encourage bear hunting. 2/24/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/24/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
We cannot manage our wildlife with emotions or uneducated agendas. 2/24/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Remove Lorna smith 2/24/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Spring bear Hunting is very fun. I like bear burgers 2/24/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
I love bears! Especially in chili, tacos are solid too. Continue spring bear hunting. 2/24/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear tacos, I mean hunting 2/24/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Fully support legal protection for sows with cubs and this rule. Yes I’m a bear hunter. 2/24/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
I support legal hunting and take of bears. 2/24/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Cubs and Bambi fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/24/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Lorna Smiths own previous employer says there are 25,000 black bear in Washington. Science supports spring bear hunting and so do I. 2/24/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
The science backs it, the mandate requires it. End of story. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/24/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I fully support this rule change and the spring bear hunt 2/24/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunting season and the science points to this being a sustainable option for the bear population. 2/24/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt MUST end

Put an END to spring bear hunts in Washington permanently !!!!

2/24/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

Hello,

I am begging you to please not allow the bear hunt this spring or any spring! That’s when the moms come out of hibernation with their cubs! Please leave the bears alone. Don’t you men have enough other things to kill and destroy? What 
is wrong with you? Leave the bears alone! If you have it, I will boycott Washington for the rest of my life and tell everyone I know what a horrible place it is! I live in northern Oregon and come to your state often, but I sure as hell will stop 
if you allow this to occur!

Shari Peterson

2/24/2022 2:15 PM Paper Survey

Director Suswind:

 

I am writing to voice my opinion on the 2022 Spring Bear Season.  First, I should state that I am a biologist by trade and I believe that best available science and data should drive natural resource management decisions.  That is NOT what 
we saw from the Commission during the October 21st meeting.  Stephanie Simek, large carnivore biologist, presented information on the current population status, harvest history, male:female ratios and provided data on lactating 
females and other pertinent information.  She then touched on research results from a calf elk mortality study in the Blue Mountains which shed light on the elk population decline that hunters and biologists have been observing for over 
a decade. Based on her professional expertise and research data she made the recommendation to the Commission to continue the Spring Bear Permit Season in similar numbers to previous years.  Instead of appreciating the information 
presented and using it to inform their decision, several commission members contradicted Mrs. Simek, not based on data or science, but based on their feelings towards bears.  

 

I ask that the WDFW Commission to please consider a petition to call for a revote on the 2022 Spring Bear Permit Season.

 

A second point that I would like to address is the travesty that is occurring on the appointments and confirmations for Commission positions.  Specifically, the eastern Washington vacant seats and at-large positions should be filled 
immediately.   The status quo creates an unbalanced Commission where half of the state is underrepresented.  Please ask the Governor to fill all positions on the Commission Board to bring some credibility to the Commission and to the 
rule/policy making process.  

If the Governor is unwilling to follow the established process for rule making and WDFW leadership; all options should be available and pursued with vigor in the State Legislature to improve the Commission function.

 

Sincerely,

Jarred Johnson

2/24/2022 2:16 PM Paper Survey



 I urge you to continue with the ban on the Spring bear hunt. Good for your office !

External Email

You are doing the right thing.  

Sincerely,

L. Simon

2/24/2022 2:19 PM Paper Survey

I support spring bear hunting . Bear numbers need to be managed. Spring bear hunts won’t remove all the bears . 2/24/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Please allow the spring bear hunt to happen. This hunt has helped keep the bear numbers at an acceptable level. This hunt greatly affects the amount of issues that hungry bears make on the environment as well as the impacts they make 
on communities. If you use the change on cougar hunting as an example then you will see that these non science based decision to stop these hunts are only hurting the natural landscape. Bears have no natural predators here other than 
other bears.  Their numbers will get out of control quickly and then the state will be paying hunters to manage the bears as apposed to hunters paying the government to hunt the bears.  

2/24/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. A decision based on emotion isn't a just decision. 2/24/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I urge you to allow speing bear hunting to continue. Its one of the greatest ways of managing animals an ensuring future populations. Look at all the ranches in texas where people go to hunt exotics and look at how well theyre thriving; 
look at how well theyve adapted. Its fair to say that everyone thats against hunting is just a snowflake that cant fathom the thought of an animal being killed and they hide behind their false lies that we only do it for trophies where i dont 
know not ONE hunter that does this. Every hunters priority is always meat and providing for their family which clearly these anti-hunters are against. The second would be a trophy. Take for example moose hunting in alaska. Its everyones 
dream. Not because of NO **** trophy, but for the adventure, the experience, the thrill and the delicious meat you'll be taking home. Take for example as well alaska's bear hunting, they allow you to bag UP TO 3 BEARS a year, and its all 
because of proper management. Once again, i highly advise to not listen to these snowflakes or karens and continue on with the spring bear hunt

2/24/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

Don’t let non-hunters dictate what hunters can or cannot hunt or when they can or cannot hunt them. By no means should this spring bear hunt have ever been eliminated and should be reinstated immediately. 2/24/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
Commission Smith said today under oath at confirmation hearing she is not against bear hunting. Then, I am looking forward to your yes vote for spring bear Smith.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/24/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

From: Martha Hall,  Anacortes, WA

 

I would like to have this e-mail and the attached letter sent to all of our commissioners. I am very concerned about

the lack of basic information being provided to the public regarding the new spring bear hunting proposal. During a

discussion of spring bear hunting at the end of Saturday's commission meeting, one of the commissioners asked a question that I've asked many times, what policies, if any, guide decision-making on spring bear hunting and how is the 
"Game Management Plan"  used and does it contain policy. He said knowing this is important. Yes, and it is important to the public too. Top WDFW managers were at this meeting but they could not provide an answer to this question. 
The commissioner was told the answers would be provided as part of the staff's briefing at the special March 11th meeting on the spring bear hunting proposal. 

 

This proposal also asks for major changes in this special hunt. These changes could result in major impacts for black bear management. These have not yet been disclosed. The commission was told that these too will be presented at the 
same briefing on March 11th. The public is very interested in this information too.

 

WDFW's failure to provide important information like this to the public in time for the public to prepare substantive comments on this information is unacceptable during the rule-making process. Our time to provide written comments is 
February 1 to March 12th. Our public hearing is on March 11th, immediately following this staff briefing. Unfortunately not providing adequate information or providing it during the staff briefing has been happening on spring bear 
hunting proposals for many years. This is one of the reasons why these special hunts are so controversial and opposition to these hunts has been increasing. For several years commissioners have promised a better process that included 
providing adequate information to the public, and some commissioners who also care about the details. Why does WDFW continue to allow its Wildlife Program staff to continue mismanaging spring bear hunting? 

 

The attached letter explains these problems with the rule-making process and others. Laws that require public participation in decision-making were adopted because people believed substantive comments from the public might  add new 
                                    

2/24/2022 3:45 PM Paper Survey

I realize the spring bear hunt issue has been a bit of a thorn in the side of the Commission, and that it boiled over partly to the point of the exit of one commissioner. After reading more about the relevant commission meeting, I thought 
the public needed to hear that there is at least one moderating view to consider. 

 

So, I published a slightly condensed version of the attached Op-Ed as a Letter to the Editor in the Seattle Times on December 17, 2021, and in the Spokesman-Review on December 25, 2021. I don't know if you had a chance to see it, but 
since I have placed my name forward to fill one of the vacant spots on the wildlife commission I thought you might like to see what I had to say ('from afar'). Unexpectedly, I received a two-thumbs-up text from Bob Everitt after he saw it 
in the Times -- I was very humbled as he certainly knows much more than I do about the salient issue(s) and commission interactions.

 

Lastly, best of luck with all the many challenges and concerns you have to deal with throughout the year; let's hope for safe journies for your staff and universal reasoned discourse for decision-makers. 

2/24/2022 3:50 PM Paper Survey



Along with nearly 2000 petition signers from change.org, we request a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in Washington. Thx, Marielle Marne & Steven Moore 2/24/2022 3:53 PM Paper Survey

Dear Commission,

 

A central part of WDFW's legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Spring bear special permit hunts are one of a very limited number spring hunting opportunities and there is very strong interest from 
hunters for the limited spring bear hunting permits.  Additionally, the spring season can aid in the agency's management goals for prey species such as deer and elk since bear predation is an important factor in fawn and calf recruitment.

 

I strongly encourage the commission to follow the professional biologist's scientifically based recommendations and implement a spring bear season.

 

 

Thank you,

 

Jason Villiard

2/24/2022 3:59 PM Paper Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/24/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
As a resident of the state I am thoroughly disgusted that this is even being considered again. We voted to stop the Spring hunt and we did not ever vote to allow the Spring hunt to be permanent. What about the 2019 study by the pro-
hunting organization National Shooting Sports Foundation that found 80% of Western states residents oppose the cruel practice of Spring hunts? Are we listening to the public or only special interest groups here in our state? Hunters 
often have no idea if offspring are around a sow, since she forages wide for food, treeing her cubs. To say that the law will make sure that sows with offspriing are not killed is ludicrous. This cruel spring killing, whose proclaimed “benefits” 
aren’t backed by data or science, must not take place in Washington this year — or any other year. 

2/24/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

External Email

I am at a loss as to why spring bear season was canceled. We have an abundance of bears that will be coming out of hibernation hungry and irritable. Predator hunts ensure that deer and elk populations grow, which in turn means better 
harvest in the fall. I'm just concerned that letting the bear population get uncontrollable will be bad for conservation purposes and for the communities in bear country.  

Signed a concerned conservationist

Tony Dellwo

2/24/2022 4:15 PM Paper Survey

Hello,

My name is Cody Hughes lifetime resident of the west side of Washington state. I am sending this email in regards to your recent decision to end the spring bear hunt in Washington state. I believe we need to look at this situation through 
a scientific lense and not take away the opportunity based on elected officials personal feelings towards predators in the state. I am no scientist but I do spend more time outdoors than even the longest employed REI receptionist at any 
location. I believe predators need to have an honest fear of humans to protect the public and over population would do the exact opposite. WDFW officer Bruce Richards use to bring his bear trap with live black bear to my elementary 
school in the early 2000s and preach that when predator numbers get too high, it forces these animals down to the populated towns in search of food (garbage cans). Each and every bear he brought by in the years between 1999-2002 
were all problem bears eating trash and had to be relocated. This is an expensive operation relying on tax payer dollars and in my opinion letting residents keep these bear numbers in check through hunting is a cheaper alternative and the 
WDFW will also make money off of the special permits snd hunting tags.

Thank you for your time I hope you consider my point of view when making this very important desicion.

2/24/2022 4:17 PM Paper Survey

I support spring bear hunt 2/24/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is simply cruel.  I am strongly opposed to this hunt. 2/24/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey



Dear Sir or Madam:

 

This letter transmits my comments on your proposed rulemaking of February 1, 2022, regarding spring bear hunting.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment.  I know you will receive a large volume of comments so I will keep my 
comments brief.  I am a hunter and a wildlife biologist with over 30 years of experience.  I do not represent my employer; these comments are strictly my own.

 

First let me provide some brief context for these hunts.  Then, I would like to identify the portions of your proposal I support, and the portions of your proposal I would hope you modify.

 

The purposes of the spring bear hunt include providing recreation to hunters, reducing conflicts and damage, and controlling predation on ungulates, as well as other reasons.  While providing recreation may seem trivial to some people 
unfamiliar with hunting’s role in conservation, it is an important aspect to hunters and the funding of conservation in Washington State.  Also, using hunters to keep bear numbers in check is a cost-effective alternative to either sustaining 
damage or using contractors under permit to WDFW to reduce bear numbers.

 

There are a number of things in your proposal that I support.  The largest part of your proposal is to continue spring bear hunts using a permit system whereby the number of permits issued is the primary mechanism for regulating harvest.  
 You would continue, no doubt, to utilize reporting, including the portion of permits that go unused and average days of hunting per hunter, as additional factors to consider.  Data-driven decisions will continue to be important in 
managing the open areas and number of permits over time.  I strongly support removing the year from the WAC title and using your flexibility in establishing open areas and permit numbers on an annual basis.  

 

I also support your added inspection provisions but would add a provision to allow for taking of biological samples.  The ability to take such samples should include (among other things) a tooth, other tissue, and evidence of lactation.  It 
should be noted that information about lactation would provide an absolute worst-case estimate of sows with cubs because there are other reasons such evidence may exist on a sow, such as recent death of the cubs prior to harvest.  But 

      

2/24/2022 4:21 PM Paper Survey

Do you know the answer to this question?   The removal of a date from the spring bear hunting WAC is extremely

important since this seems to make them a yearly hunt that no longer requires a rule-making process each year or

they do not happen. This was mentioned in the petition that commissioners voted to approve in January but I don't

remember that this part of that pretition being discussed during that special meeting. My question is really this:

did this new and very significant change in this new proposal for the 2022 spring bear hunts come from the petition

and when voting to accept that petition, commissioners actually voted for this change too???  If so, did commissioners  know this was part of the petition they were accepting?  OR is this something staff thought up - along with the change 
about killing females and cubs???  

 

This is such a significant change that I agree with what Thorburn has said about some other smaller changes, this kind of change should be discussed during the update of the GMP or somewhere else and not as  "a rider" on the usual 
yearly 

rule-making process for spring bear hunts. This is a substantial change.

 

I think where this change came from could be very important to this issue in many ways - whether it came from the

commission's vote to start a new rule-making process or whether this was added by WDFW staff in the Wildlife Program.  Maybe this is a legal question too.

 

2/24/2022 4:23 PM Paper Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt, and the WAC revisions.  Do not let animal rights extremists influence wildlife management decisions.  2/24/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey



I am writing to the commission in hopes that you will reinstate the spring Black Bear hunt that was canceled by a tie vote. I ask that the remaining commission members follow the guidance of the state funded fish and wildlife biologists 
and their expert and first hand knowledge. I also ask that the commission disregard the ill-informed and emotion based rhetoric that is being used by members of the commission and non outdoors men and women. The very basis of their 
argument and questioning of ethics is insulting to all hunters. And I will argue that they are not acting in good faith. If members of the commission and people in opposition of the spring bear hunt would seek to remedy concerns rather 
than end the hunt all together. I.e. create a penalty and or make illegal the harvest of sow with cubs, and or delay/shorten the season. 

The rhetoric stating for example that bears are hungry and therefore easier to hunt is the opposite of the facts. Bears at this period are unable to eat a complete diet due to their metabolism not fully functioning. This results in the Bears 
being very transitory in their search for easier to digest foods such as grass, shoots and forbes. Bears are also beginning to breed at the end of the spring season. As a result of this Bears will become even more nomadic In their search for a 
mate. These facts and the low density of bears make them difficult to hunt, let alone find. If going into the wilderness/backcountry with only the equipment you can carry on your back then spotting, stalking and harvesting an animal isn't 
ethical as stated by members of the commission then EVERY type of hunting is at risk In Washington.

There are additional things for the commission to consider In regards to conservation and the spring Bear hunt. During this period of the spring hunt Bears will consume large numbers of fawns and calls. In some cases reducing fawn 
recruitment by 40%, having a devastating effect on ungulates. They will also strip and eat the cambium layer of trees during this period resulting in the death of many young trees that are critical for our ecosystems and local economy. And 
additionally male Bears will kill and often consume the cubs of a female bear to bring her back into estrus. This act further delays the growth of a healthy Bear population. 

I ask that the commission look at these facts, as well as, the recommendations and the science presented by the WDFW wildlife biologist and reinstate the spring Bear hunt. I also ask that members of the commission show the same 
respect we hunters show to our lands and wildlife. And not insult us by questioning our ethics.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

-Nick Butcher

2/24/2022 4:24 PM Paper Survey

I have a few questions I hope you will answer about the new CR 102 for WDFW’s new proposal to have spring bear hunting in 2022.

Does the new proposal remove the need for the commission to vote on the spring bear hunts, meaning they will become regular hunts unless a major change is requested which might trigger the need to have a commission vote?
If this is true, was this in the petition that the commissioner’s supported in January, 2022, with the 4 to 3 vote? Removing the date is mentioned in that petition but the intent to change this from being voted on yearly to on-going without 
a yearly commission vote did not seem like a request in the petition. If this change did not come from the petition, was this voted on by the commission in the 4 to 3 vote in January, or was this something staff has added?  
 

Thanks,

Martha Hall

Pondfrog.mh@gmail.com

2/24/2022 4:26 PM Paper Survey

According to law, RCW 77, attempts to maximize hunting opportunities is up to the total discretion of the WDFW Commission as to when. Nothing in that law mandates Spring bear hunting. 2/24/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Request that the following be reviewed for change to bring this se.

Muzzleloading firearms. from: https://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=220-414-060
The requirement of:
Section (3) "... Modern handguns cannot be used to hunt big game or dispatch wounded big game during a big game hunting season for muzzleloading firearms."
I find that being able to be legal and ethical is made very difficult by the definition and requirements:

.45 Caliber
45 grains of powder
8 inch barrel
 What I want to see is the rules change:

    1) Reduce the barrel length of 5 inches or more.

    2) Reduce the powder charge to more than 7.5 grains or more, OR even remove this as a requirement.

    3) Reduce the caliber to .36 caliber (equivalent to a .357 Mag).

Or

    1) If the issue of power as the quesion of being ethical, then a setting of muzzel energy would be in alignment with setting a draw weight of a bow.

 

Why, these changes would allow a blackpowder hunter a more pistol options to support the ethical hunting with blackpowder rifle, giving them a tool to dispatch wounded animals and stay legal.
         It would also align more with what is allow as a "modern" pistol and still keep the respectful aspects of blackpowder hunting.

 

2/24/2022 4:27 PM Paper Survey



Hi Heather ~ I’ve received a handful of emails regarding a revote on spring bear.  Should I forward them to someone in the Wildlife Program (any particular mailbox?) or the Commission or both?

 

Tina

2/24/2022 4:29 PM Paper Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/24/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Hi Heather,

I thought I saw the spring bear was back on but I’m unable to find it for online purchase.  Is there a time frame on when that’ll be back up?

Have a great day!

Nathan Loren

2/24/2022 4:31 PM Paper Survey

My name is Deborah Meyer. I live in Clallam County, WA. I am using the WDFW public communication portal to express me deep dismay that Spring Black Bears will be hunted and killed during the 2022 season. This hunt is 
unsportsmanlike, killing Black Bears at their most vulnerable time, leaving many cubs to starve without their mothers.  Please end this inhumane practice.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

2/24/2022 4:31 PM Paper Survey

I support the spring hunt, but the regulations change is benign and is not needed. Hunters already take careful measures to not harvest sows with cubs. The reduction of permits should not be hunter number based, but population based. 
Any other reason for a tag reduction is not acceptable.

2/24/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

Legislative Findings and Intent-1987c506 states in part that Wildlife is the responsibility of everyone and everyone should fund it's management. It also mentions the importance of all outdoor recreation and aesthetics as important as 
economic and ecological considerations and recognizied a changing environment.  Wildlife management is not the private venue of hunters.

2/24/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/24/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/24/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting. According to testimony today by Lorna Smith she does too. 2/24/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Wildlife management using hunting is the private venue of tag holders thanks. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/24/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
See, Field Judging Black Bears, then see Early Blur and Hunting. 2/24/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/24/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
Hunting of bears and most wild animals should be allowed to control the animal population so that the habitat and food sources are not depleted. Here in Florida they got rid of black bear hunting season and now there are bears being 
sited in neighborhoods and bear/human/Pet encounters are happening more frequently. Bear over population leads to overrun habitat and food source which leads to sick and underweight animals.

2/24/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting. 2/24/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/24/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule 2/24/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
Fully support Spring bear hunting, I have never been able to get the tag yet and to be stripped from it would be devastating 2/24/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey
Fully support Spring bear hunting. Doing a quick google search shows Washington State and Oregon State to have 25,000-30,000 black bears. There should be more spring opportunities to hunt black bear. 2/24/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
Full support of a spring bear season. Them fauckers raise hell around my house 2/24/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt. Bears along with other predators greatly reduce the number of deer fawns and elk calves that make it to maturity. 2/24/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
The American frontier was fueled on bear hunting. Bear hunting is our heritage. 2/24/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support bear hunting. If biologist believe that there can be a sustainable harvest, then there should be. 2/24/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Fully support bear hunting and some. 2/24/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring and fall bear hunting 2/24/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting, good for you, good for me. Fully support this rule 2/24/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/24/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
Why is this up for a public discussion? How about we do what the wildlife biologists recommend instead of taking a bunch of ill informed comments? 2/24/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Fully support the hunt and science based decision making on wildlife management. I think it’s a shame that so many people are factoring there feelings into the hunt instead of facts and people commenting false and bizarre comments 
trying to make the hunt look bad. 

2/24/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

RCW 77 requires public discussion. Wildlife belongs to 100% of the public, not just the 2% who hunt. 2/25/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey
Science based decisions for all wildlife Management is the only prudent course of action. 2/25/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season with limits based on sound science. 2/25/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
Hunting is about conservation and management of game species. I support a spring bear season informed by science and not emotion. 2/25/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 5:39 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/25/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting 2/25/2022 6:01 AM Online Survey
Use science to guide your game laws, not emotions. Support bear hunting. 2/25/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Greatly support the Spring bear hunt. 2/25/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
Management is the key to success on all wildlife, following the science and true facts and putting aside personal feelings that do not  have any factual basis for wildlife management is the key to a true sustainable wildlife management 
program. Emotion is not a cure, we support bear hunting and all legal hunting practices.

2/25/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting season 2/25/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
In support of the spring bear hunting,please follow the science 2/25/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
i strongly support bear hunting. 2/25/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. It is an ethical sustainable hunt conducted on legitimate science. 2/25/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting. 2/25/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is essential to harvest excess bear population and promote healthy populations of other wild animals to exist. 2/25/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
The bear population is strong and that is, in part, thanks to hunting. Why change it if it’s working?  Reinstate the spring bear season. 2/25/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Scientific data and studies in wildlife management all strongly support the ethical harvest of excess bear population.  I support bear hunting. 2/25/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt 2/25/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation I support bear hunting 2/25/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 2/25/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC 2/25/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Northwest Animal Rights Network
1037 NE 65th ST #174
Seattle, WA 98115

SPRING BLACK BEAR HUNT 2022

To: Governor Jay Inslee,
cc: JT Austin, Senior Policy Advisor on Natural Resources,
Cc: Washington Fish & Wildlife Commission
cc: Kelly Susewind, Department Director, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

2022SpringBear@PublicInput.com
Jay.inslee@gov.wa.gov
director@dfw.wa.gov
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
commission@dfw.wa.gov

RE: Comments on Proposed Changes to Spring Bear Hunting Rules

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Northwest Animal Rights Network (“NARN”) related to the Washington Fish and  Wildlife Commission’s (“Commission”), of the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife 
(“Department”), proposed changes to the spring bear hunting rules (CR-102 filed as WAC 220-415-080 currently titled “2021 Spring Black Bear Special Permits”). 
NARN is a non-profit organization based in Washington State with over 5,000 members and supporters. NARN’s staff and members care deeply about black bears in Washington and are very concerned about their safety and preservation.
Although some of the proposed rule changes may appear to be somewhat insignificant – proposing to remove the year from the title, minor modifications to harvest and inspection procedures and adding a stipulation and adjusting the 
number of permits - it is still vital to consider the use of best available science in making wildlife management decisions, particularly with regard to the proposed stipulation that would prohibit harvest of female black bears.
This rulemaking provides the Department the opportunity to more fully consider the management considerations and science behind the spring bear hunt generally and how the science aligns with the Department’s mandate to preserve, 

                                  

2/25/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. Thank you. 2/25/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt, which qualified WDFW staff have determined is sustainable. I further contend that it is incumbent on the Fish and Wildlife Commission (who by statute are required to maximize hunting 
opportunities when compatible with healthy wildlife populations) to approve this hunt.

2/25/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/25/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Biologists agree, bear hunting is beneficial. Fully support this rule. 2/25/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
💯💯 support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Humans are a natural predator on the landscape keep the natural balance in place. Humans are the only predators that are selective and work within sustainable limits. Hunting also provides the majority of 
funding for all species in the environment.

2/25/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

RE: 2022 Spring Bear Hunt 

Director Susewind,

My name is Lisa Noonan and I am submitting comments related to the Washington Fish and  Wildlife Commission’s proposed changes to the spring bear hunting rules (CR-102 filed as WAC 220-415-080 currently titled “2021 Spring Black 
Bear Special Permits”). 

I care deeply about black bears in Washington and wish to ensure their safety and preservation.
I am appalled that WDFW insists these hunts must continue because a small group of trophy hunters enjoy this “recreational opportunity” for bear killing.  It is time to stop this ecocide, revise regulations and base black bear management 
on modern science, not vengeance.

This rulemaking provides WDFW the opportunity to more fully review the management considerations and science behind the spring bear hunt and how they might align with the WDFW’s mandate to preserve, protect, and perpetuate 
the fish and wildlife of the state. 

Please consider the following points: 

●	The tied voting at the WDFW  W ildlife Commission meeting on 11/19/2021 regarding spring bear hunts for 2022 indicates that members of the Commission prioritize the public’s humane values and demonstrates its commitment to 

managing Washington’s wildlife with the best available science. 
●	Commissioner Baker said that suspending the hunt would allow biologists more time to study how the hunts affect Washington’s black bear population, clearly affirming the need for better scientific evidence on bear populations.  

●	Commissioner Smith said that “we don’t know exactly what our bear population is because the model, by our own admission, is not that reliable…and we’ve doubled the harvest limit.”

●	Only 15%  of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting, while a majority 64%  disapprove, and 47%  strongly disapprove.

●	The hunts threaten bears when they are at their most vulnerable state. The stress of the hunt can cause additional mortalities other than death by hunters.

●	The latest science by WDFW  biologists shows that bear densities and mortality rates vary widely across the state and that bear populations may be up to 50%  lower than previously thought in many areas.

●	WDFW  claims spring bear hunts are needed to address “management needs,” such as reducing tree damage and human-bear conflicts, but when challenged, has been unable to provide data to back up these assertions. Instead, the 

Department has conceded that the spring hunt is really for recreation.

As you can see from the above facts, Washington State does not have adequate scientific evidence to back up any so-called need for spring bear hunts, and spring bear hunts may even adversely harm our bear populations. A majority of 
                      

2/25/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey



Support bear  cubs from being eaten by nature boars. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Love bear sausage! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/25/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Lisa…ssshhhh. Science and mandates matter.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/25/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
My family utilizes and eats wild game a lot. I don't remember the last time we bought meat from the store. We have more than sufficient scientific data to support a well-regulated spring bear season. I support a spring bear season. 2/25/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

We use the meat and hides. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
My family utilizes and eats wild game a lot. I don't remember the last time we bought meat from the store. We have more than sufficient scientific data to support a well-regulated spring bear season. I support a spring bear season. 2/25/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/25/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting and this rule change. 2/25/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Yummy bear meat. Support spring bear hunts! 2/25/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I fully support restoring the spring bear season. What is the plan to help hunters better distinguish boars from sows? 2/25/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposed rules. 2/25/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Check it out! Mandate requires it, science supports it. And, Lorna Smith isn’t against bear hunting evidently… 2/25/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I fully support the science that has been shown a spring bear hunt is warranted and needed.

I also like how people pick and choose portions of the WDFW's mission statement to support their side and leave out the pieces that don't. Lets look at the whole statement. "The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is dedicated 
to preserving, protecting, and perpetuating the state’s fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities."

2/25/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/25/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting along with 90% of Washington residents.
Please keep predators in check for all Washington Wildlife according to science.

2/25/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt in keeping with the science and best management practices recommended by the biologists upon whom WDFW relies. 2/25/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
I fully support the science that has been shown a spring bear hunt is warranted and needed.

I also like how people pick and choose portions of the WDFW's mission statement to support their side and leave out the pieces that don't. Lets look at the whole statement. "The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is dedicated 
to preserving, protecting, and perpetuating the state’s fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities."

2/25/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season. And I am most importantly a Washington resident. 2/25/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as a sound wildlife management tool 2/25/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I was disappointed to learn that after previously voting to suspend the 2022 spring black bear hunt, the Fish and Wildlife Commission is attempting to reinstate it. Black bears are especially vulnerable in the spring, when they’re 
desperately searching for food after a long hibernation and mothers are caring for cubs. Washington is one of only eight states that still allow their slaughter during this critical period. Many animals who are hunted are not killed outright 
but rather run off with grave injuries, ultimately succumbing to blood loss or infection, a slow and painful death. And although the new rule would prohibit the hunting of cubs less than a year old and female bears with offspring, there’s 
no easy way to ensure that a solo bear doesn’t have offspring, as mothers frequently get separated from their cubs—and because black bear cubs typically stay with their mothers for 17 months, wild families remain in danger of being 
torn apart and orphaned cubs left to starve. Furthermore, hunting is proved to be ineffective at “managing” wild populations. 

I urge the commission to abide by the previous decision and not reinstate the spring black bear hunt.

2/25/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunts of any kind anywhere in Washington.  I enjoy watching live bears in thier habitat. 2/25/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"

Listen to the wildlife biologists and not an emotional anti-hunting public! 

2/25/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey

Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"

Listen to the wildlife biologists and not an emotional anti-hunting public!

2/25/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

A spring bear hunt does not deny you the opportunity to watch bears in the wild.  I support spring bear hunting! 2/25/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Public knowledge of Washington law is important here. RCW 77.040.012, RCW 77.040.020, RCW 77.04.040, RCW 77.04.050, RCW 42.52 and RCW 42.56 are the Commissioners responsibilities. 2/25/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
As to opportunity, any perceived lost bear hunting opportunities in the spring can easily be made up for in the fall by adjusting that more ethical season. As to some point system, that is merely a administrative thing that has nothing to 
with sustainability of wildlife. 

2/25/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey

Cubs are with their mother for two years.  Closing the spring bear hunt and waiting a few months for the fall hunt won't make a difference.  It is still and always be on the hunter, the conservationist to properly identify their target and 
harvest a mature boar or dry sow. The spring hunt is one of the best times to view bears and make sure they are without cubs. 

2/25/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey

I have listened to the commissioners conversation concerning spring bear hunting. It is obvious that 
some commissioners no nothing about spring bear hunting. I can ensure you by experience these bears are not lethargic and unable to move quickly coming out of their dens. Being afraid of harming young bear in the spring should not 
matter. Cubs born in the spring are still small cubs in the fall. There are about 30000 black bears in the state of Washington. There is no reason for curtailing the spring black bear season. Education is what you need to do to make hunters 
aware of female bears that may have cubs with them. You need the spring season to help protect young trees growing, bears love to eat the cambrian layers and in doing so kill young trees. Let the hunters participate and the game 
department decide how many bears the environment can 
handle.
                                                    William W Donohue

2/25/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

Ignore the factually and scientifically false rhetoric from the anti-hunters. Please listen to the science, listen to the biologists and continue with the spring bear season. 2/25/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey



Spring Bear Hunt
RE: 2022 Spring Bear Hunt

Dear Director Susewind:

My name is  Alison Anderson and I am submitting comments related to the Washington Fish and  Wildlife Commission’s proposed changes to the spring bear hunting rules (CR-102 filed as WAC 220-415-080 currently titled “2021 Spring 
Black Bear Special Permits”).
I have a background in environmental planning and have spent 20 plus years working to protect wildlife and its habitat. Ecological balance is of utmost importance to me. I work from a perspective of sound science.
This rulemaking provides WDFW the opportunity to more fully review the management considerations and science behind the spring bear hunt and how they might align with the WDFW’s mandate to preserve, protect, and perpetuate 
the fish and wildlife of the state.

Please consider the following points:

The tied voting at the WDFW Wildlife Commission meeting on 11/19/2021 regarding spring bear hunts for 2022 indicates that members of the Commission prioritize the public’s humane values and demonstrates its commitment to 
managing Washington’s wildlife with the best available science.
Commissioner Baker said that suspending the hunt would allow biologists more time to study how the hunts affect Washington’s black bear population, clearly affirming the need for better scientific evidence on bear populations.  
Commissioner Smith said that “we don’t know exactly what our bear population is because the model, by our own admission, is not that reliable…and we’ve doubled the harvest limit.”
Only 15% of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting, while a majority 64% disapprove, and 47% strongly disapprove.
The hunts threaten bears when they are at their most vulnerable state. The stress of the hunt can cause additional mortalities other than death by hunters.
The latest science by WDFW biologists shows that bear densities and mortality rates vary widely across the state and that bear populations may be up to 50% lower than previously thought in many areas.
WDFW claims spring bear hunts are needed to address “management needs,” such as reducing tree damage and human-bear conflicts, but when challenged, has been unable to provide data to back up these assertions. Instead, the 
Department has conceded that the spring hunt is really for recreation.
As you can see from the above facts, Washington State does not have adequate scientific evidence to back up any so-called need for spring bear hunts, and spring bear hunts may even adversely harm our bear populations. A majority of 
Washington State citizens DO NOT support spring bear hunting. I ask that you not allow bear hunts to move forward this spring.
I ask you to use the best available science in your wildlife management work and put this above special interests.

2/25/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

No one cares about your emails to suswind.
They care about getting some delicious bear sausage.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/25/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Commissioner Smith said yesterday under oath she is not against bear hunting, so we can count on her yes vote. Or did you lie about that Smith?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/25/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

💯💯 support this rule 2/25/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Follow the mandate and science, real simple. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/25/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
145 bear out of 25,000 population? Totally sustainable. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
I hunted bears for 4 days last year and saw 18 bears and only 12 deer. There is no shortage of bears in this state. We need to be able to manage our bear populations so we can save the few deer we have left 2/25/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Ever wonder why the anti hunters are so upset about a special draw season where less than 1% harvest occurs?
Because it will set precedent.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/25/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear season. The science and the numbers fully support there being a season. Anti-hunting advocates are the only ones who do not want a season and have no science or evidence to support their stance. 2/25/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

Save bear cubs from being eaten by male bear. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
If the science to support spring bear hunting is questionable then that alone is enough reason not to do it. 2/25/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear season. As we all know, American Hunters are the most conservationist and environmentally conservative people in the world. We understand that through proper population management, it provides a better 
quality of life for the environment to prosper, flourish and grow. I think Washington States Politics have and always will be left of center (Liberal) and thus they always interfere with policies and practices that are not beneficial to the 
sciences that have been known to work for decades, such as wildlife and land management. Let the Hunters do what the do best and properly manage the land.

2/25/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

Fully support a 2022 spring bear hunt. 2/25/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Science says that the vast majority of people who care about wildlife are in fact non hunters. 2/25/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Science day that the vast majority of people who “care about wildlife” do nothing to actually care for wildlife. Hunters spend dollars and time to support conservation. Waaaaaay more than any animal rights group. Support conservation 
that has allowed bears to thrive in this state for decades and support spring bear hunting

2/25/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

Science says that the vast majority of people who care about wildlife are in fact hunters who put their money where their mouth is.
Want all animals to remain for future generations, and encourage sound management practices including Spring bear hunts to ensure all animals have a chance. The devastation caused by bears eating deer and elk fawns require bear 
hunting to keep the balance in check.
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed  rules.

2/25/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

I think we all want the same thing, for bear to flourish, which they are. And they are because they’re managed and funded. Our North American conservation model has been doing very well. Let it be.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

2/25/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/25/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/25/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Follow the mandate, science and biologists recommended action….bring back spring bear hunting. 2/25/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The science supports it. The black bear population is healthy and growing. WDFW's mandate supports hunting. Agreeing with anti-hunters is not performing the duty Commissioners agreed to perform when 
you accepted this position. 

2/25/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule. 2/25/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate the Washington spring bear hunt 2/25/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey



Fully support Spring Bear hunting.  Empirical evidence from a recent spring bear hunt in Northeastern WA supports the science that the black bear population is healthy and strong.  Not the same could be said for the ungulate population 
as the bears provide yet another source of fawn/calf mortality.  

2/25/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

Bring back Washington's Spring bear hunt and remove the commissioners that oppose this. 2/25/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I support the continued spring bear hunts and support the WDFW biologists' recommendations. 2/25/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
i support wdfw biologist and science more than anti hunters opinions. Spring bear hunting is an important tool.  2/25/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I along with 76,000 other members support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. 2/25/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I am in favor having the spring bear hunts. Please follow the science and save a fawn(deer) or calf(elk). 2/25/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
I, along with 304,597 other members OPPOSE this spring bear hunt. 2/25/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I along with millions of hunters world wide and throughout history fully support spring bear hunting. 2/25/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/25/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Shooting mother bears with cubs is no more an issue in springtime than it is any other time of the year.  Cubs stay with the mother bear for two years.  Hunters are asked not to shoot a sow with cubs (regardless of time of year).  Every 
hunter I know complies with that rule.  "Spring Bear Season" is for people who draw a special lottery tag and are generally looking for a very large male bear.  Very few tags are issued, and most of them are filled with large boars.  
Removing a predator hunt during a time when many parts of the state are dealing with bear overpopulation is not sound wildlife management.

2/25/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Please continue with the spring bear hunts. If the WDFW commissioner's find this hunt "odd", please refer to the surrounding western states that also have a sustainable spring bear hunt. Also please refer to your biologist only, when 
attempting to make science based decisions. Disregarding science for personal emotions is how crisis such as COVID evolve into larger problems. 

2/25/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/25/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
Please continue with science based decisions regarding predator management. The wildlife biologists believe this hunt is appropriate based on current population data. So therefore please continue to provide a spring bear hunt. 2/25/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey

There is, of course the science you want and pay for, and there may be better science, that is more comprehensive. WDFW has lost more than a few battles and law suits when poor choices have been made. Commissioners should 
consider learning from WDFW past mistakes, it would certainly be prudent. Not opening a season until all real factors are taken into account hurts absolutely no one.

2/25/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting, fully support it. 2/25/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear season. There’s no evidence or science stating that we shouldn’t have one. The feelings and opinions shouldn’t impact the outcome of the choices the WDFW makes. Science speaks and the science is saying we 
have plenty of bears!

2/25/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey

I Support the rule change and the reinstatement of the spring bear season 2/25/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"
Allow biologists to make sound wildlife management decisions and not be influenced by an emotional anti-hunting public!  I support spring bear hunting.

2/25/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear season and the proposed changes to the WAC. 2/25/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring bear season. 2/25/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey

I'm in support of the spring bear hunt.  WDFW Commissioners please support hunters. 2/25/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of this spring bear season.  2/25/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
I am in support of the spring bear season as proposed except that it should be an OTC hunt. 2/25/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Reinstate the spring bear season 2/25/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/25/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring beer season. 2/25/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting as an essential tool for wildlife management.  Our wildlife biologists should have the necessary tools to protect our suffering elk populations 2/25/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
Over the last hundred and fifty years Sport hunting has differentiated itself from merely hunting for food and money by the realization that wildlife and the environment was rapidly changing. Political will helped helped foster the ideas 
that respect and fair chase of wildlife along with protection of habitats and ostracizing game hogs in the press. The sport in sport hunting is the cultural acceptance of methods deemed ethical as well as legal. Methods that offend the 
general public's sense of fairness (sport) include hunting during the time of year when wildlife is most vulnerable and young of the year most defenseless. Ethics aside, common sense would dictate spring hunting as highly 
counterproductive. Another affront to ethical senses is hunting over bait, no fair chase there. Commissioners could go a long way towards gaining the whole public`s confidence and indeed help sport hunting survive in the 21st century by 
directing the WDFW to establish and memorialize rules of Fair Chase. The legal process is there and the key is working harder on public communications. Ethical Fair Chase rules should be at the core of wildlife management along with 
comprehensive science.

2/25/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey

Strongly supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/25/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, and I support the state's science based management. 2/25/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
Remember Commissioner Smith said under oath she isn’t against bear hunting. 2/25/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt. 2/25/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Follow mandate and science. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/25/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 2/26/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
I am a lifelong Stevens County resident as well as being a hunter for over 45 years, I have had 7 game cameras out for years on 4 different properties everyone of them has multiple DIFFERENT bears on them consistently. Please follow the 
science we need to manage our predators, our ungulate population cannot continue to thrive under the current trend.

2/26/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting! 2/26/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
Cruel and morally reprehensible to kill bears in spring. The excitement of killing an emerging bear, cubs, and filling spring with blood not beauty is not worth it. 2/26/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
I am 100% opposed to the spring hunt of bears. Not only is it unnecessary but it is cruel and inhumane. 2/26/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is a tool to help fawn and calf recrutment. Bears kill thousands of fawns and calves every year. Deer and elk need our help. This hunt should be expanded to include other areas where bear predation is have a severe 
impact on deer and elk. Why is it that some of you people only love bears cougars and wolves. Without deer and elk those other animals starve. 

2/26/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt and trust the WDFW biologists. 2/26/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the science behind it 2/26/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
Based on the science and the restrictions that this proposal establishes, I am supporting the spring bear hunt. 2/26/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
This proposal prohibits the harvest of offspring and females with offspring and should be supported.  2/26/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
Hunters can NOT distinguish age or weight of cubs, and gender of adult bears, consequently, killing the cubs and adults will be rampant and no restrictions or penalties will be issued!  Nature naturally manages the population of all wildlife 
without the cruelty of sport hunting.  You call it "recreational hunting".  Well, it isn't for the bear's lifestyle. You know it is a demonic to these innocent and defenseless bears and it isn't a sport--it is unnecessary blood shed!  It is not the 
Wild West where to survive,  feed families, and keep warm  was necessary to kill wildlife of all kinds.  The Native Americans starved with the pioneer hunts killed millions of buffalo/bison for "supposed sport" and punishing the Indians.   
The rules, stipulations,  you change is not, at all, promoting sensitivity and caring for the bear population, but for the hunters ENJOYMENT!  Stop the hunts!!!

2/26/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey



I support this rule 2/26/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and can distinguish between male and female bear 2/26/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Buffalo hunting way back when, was called commercial hunting. It is because of the North American conservation model that Buffalo have made a cone back along with so many others.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/26/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 2/26/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/26/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Absolutely against this.  Leave the bears alone! 2/26/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 2/26/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt.  What kind of "sport" or animal "management" program justifies such ignorant cruelty? 2/26/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I strongly denounce the proposed 2022 spring bear hunt! It's time for a permanent end to these cruel & unnecessary killings that only satisfy bored, trigger happy humans. It's time we evolve, learn from our mistakes & protect our wildlife! 2/26/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey

Notice how so many don’t want a “pause” until they receive the best available “science”? They only want it banned. That’s the goal here. 
My goal is to not let that happen.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

2/26/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

I strongly denounce that this was even cancelled. It’s time for a permanent “right to hunt” to be passed and to end these cruel and unnecessary comments made by the truly uninformed anti hunters that only satisfy lonely, Disney 
watching, cat ladies. It’s time we understand we are a part of nature and not observers. Thankfully the North American conservation model ensure wildlife for all.

Strongly support this rule. Now where are my bear pep sticks?

2/26/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
Support legal protection for sows with cubs and this rule. 2/26/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 2/26/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and so does the science. 

Sad to see such ignorant comments from the opposition in this matter. 

2/26/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

304,593 have signed the petition opposing a spring bear hunt.  Hunting these animal in the springtime is absolutely barbaric.  WILL YOU LITEN TO THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE? 2/26/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to hunting bears this time of year. 2/26/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and laugh at those who think hunting is cruel while they eat their chicken salad. 2/26/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Nice to hear 300k (most likely Europeans) are against bear hunting. We don’t need more spring bear special draw competition.

Fully support spring bear hunting. Listen to science not nonsensical ramblings of anti hunters who are completely disconnected from nature.

2/26/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

Strong support for this rule 2/26/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
My family fully supports spring bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
My nieces and nephews fully support bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Another day closer to the glorious spring bear opening. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/26/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Much misinformation from anti hunting groups about trophy hunting, killing sows and cubs, eating bear meat or not eating it? List goes on for their reasons being ignorant, just feelings and emotions. Even 
commissioner Smith saying she didn’t have enough scientific data supporting the spring bear hunt then testifying she supports it? Please vote her off the island and vote for spring bear hunting, the data fully supports it.

2/26/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season 2/26/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
As someone whose diet largely consists of bear, I can tell you from first hand experience that the WA bear population is thriving, healthy and growing. I have seen more bears in 2021 than I have in the last 3 years beforehand, and like any 
other predatory animal the numbers need to be managed. Bear harvest rates are consistently growing, but not enough to keep up with the increase in bear population. Not only should spring bear be available for management purposes, 
but also recreationally available as an OTC (over the counter) tag. Between the recent outbreak of Blue Toungue and EHD in eastern WA, and the ever growing cases of CWD spreading closer to the WA/ID border, bear management is 
more important than ever if above all else, to help with the birth and survival rate of deer fawns in the spring - which are bears’ main source of protein once they are out of their dens. Both Idaho and Montana have OTC Spring Bear tags 
and their populations are not only considerably healthy, but ever growing. Washington - like Idaho - has two OTC bear tags available every year except Idaho allows for OTC Spring Bear opportunities. At the very least, Washington should 
reinstate the special draw tags for Spring Bear. Washington’s bear population is certainly sustainable enough to follow suit without consequence. 

2/26/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

Allowing hunting for animals just coming out of their den is disgusting and disturbing.  Please stop this cruel practice!  2/26/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a great way to manage the black bear population and decrease the mortality rate for deer fawns, elk and moose calves. 2/26/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season as does the science provided by the WDFW biologists 2/26/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Science and data show that the pros outweigh the cons when it comes to having a spring bear season. 2/26/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
If you are anti spring bear hunting, you are anti science and data. 2/26/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is vital to maintaining the health of Washington's forests and wildlife. 2/26/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
This is heartbreaking, and I am ashamed that my state is one of a mere 8 which permit this horrible practice against groggy bears just out of hibernation. No practice which orphans cubs is "scientific." Please do not bring this cruel practice 
back, thank you.

2/26/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

Stop the cruel spring bear hunting. 2/26/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
No Cubs are being orphaned nor are bears “groggy” during the spring bear hunt. Fully support this hunt and the rule 2/26/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Follow the science and data from the wdfw biologists. This hunt should continue 2/26/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Continue with the spring bear hunt 2/26/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 2/26/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
If science is being followed this hunt will continue. Balance is needed not emotional reaction. Please move forward with this season 2/26/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Dont change whats already working. Keep spring bear hunting 2/26/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear and this rule 2/26/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season. There’s no evidence or science based data saying that we shouldn’t. Don’t let the emotions or opinions get in the way of data and the facts. 2/26/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
This spring bear hunt is cruel and irrational. If management is the goal, there are humane methods available - please consider them.  These bears are not here in Washington State to provide entertainment for overgrown boys and their 
guns.  They are part of a natural and balanced ecosystem, and we should do every humane thing possible to maintain that balance.

2/26/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey

I fully support a 2022 spring bear hunting season. 2/26/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey



This is not humane. Bears aren’t doing anything but going around eating and taking care of their cubs. Killing for fun or sport is wrong. It’s not good for the bears or humans. You’re encouraging lower brain thinking. It affects society as a 
whole when people become disconnected from the heart and lose respect for life. It’s not right. It’s not even about science. It’s about level of consciousness and developing respect for life. Would you want people to get licenses to come 
hunt your family? Of course not. Then why are you doing that to bears? They have just as strong family connections and love for life. These are God’s creatures. Stop killing for fun. You’re doing harm to your own heart and soul. God bless.

2/26/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

To say this hunt is cruel and irrational is absurd. What is cruel and irrational is letting the unchecked predator decimate our already struggling ungulate populations. To say they are part of a natural and balanced ecosystem is laughable 
and shows a lack of time in the woods. I seen more predators last year then deer in what seems like half as many days. This hunt is for the sake of balancing populations and is an important conservation tool. Please listen to the 
professionals, and keep emotions out of consideration. Please vote to reinstate the bear hunt

2/26/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt.  The comments from the opposition shows just how out of touch they are with reality and nature.  Believe it or not you are part of it.  If you choose to remove yourself from it so be but stop with holier 
than thou attitude. Live your life how you see fit and stop trying to control others.  I'll continue to hunt and support wildlife management based on facts and data and not emotional feelings.

2/26/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

I 100% support the already regulated draw tag only system already put in place for the 2022 Spring Bear Hunt opportunity. 2/26/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear and this rule 2/26/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/26/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and end these 
cruel hunts for good.

2/26/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

Step 1. Follow the science and the state biologists recommendations. 

Step 2. Reinstate and expand the spring bear seasons. 

Step 3. Remove Lorna Smith. 

2/26/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season. Per the biologists, the population is healthy enough for a regulated season. 2/26/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Step 1. Follow the science and the state biologists recommendations. 

Step 2. Reinstate and expand the spring bear seasons. 

Step 3. Remove Lorna Smith.

2/26/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/26/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting as it is an important piece of population management critical in keeping with the states population goals.  Removing this hunt puts added pressure to the deer and elk populations.  It also provides 
another avenue of sourcing organic meat to those whom prefer to harvest their own food.  Please follow the science that backs this.

2/26/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey

Allow Spring bear, save the fawns 2/26/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Washington is one of only eight states that permit the spring hunts, despite 80 percent of people in Western states saying they oppose the cruel practice, according to a 2019 study by the pro-hunting organization National Shooting Sports 
Foundation.  Spring bear hunting needs to be banned, and not just this year - PERMANENTLY!!!

2/26/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to hunting bears in the spring. 2/26/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is not allowed in 42 of the United States because it's barbaric.  The animals are at their weakest, so it's not really a fair fight to ambush them as they are awaking from hibernation and leaving their dens. Also, even 
though this petition states that female bears with cubs cannot be hunted, many a time a female is without her cub(s) as she hunts and the average hunter with a loaded gun is not going to be able to discern a male from female bear when 
faced with one.  I stand proudly with the majority of Washington residents who want to ban the spring bear hunt permanently.  Thank you. 

2/26/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/26/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt. Its proper management of this and many other species. The predation on ungulates is high in the spring. Bears find and kill calves and fawns in the spring.  There is zero evidence to supports that bears are 
lethargic in the spring.  To survive in nature an animal of any species can not afford to be lethargic. 

Regarding the rule changes. The research collected by WDFW supports that hunters are already avoiding taking sows or cubs. So deny this rule that is already being followed. The inspection rule seems reasonable.  

2/26/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Hunters are already avoiding harvesting Sows and Cubs. Adding a rule to stop this is needless as its already being followed. The inspection rule seems reasonable. 
I support predator management so all wildlife will be around for other generations to enjoy. 

2/26/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Stop the killing. 2/26/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Black bear meat is delicious. Please continue to have a spring bear hunt as that meat is the most succulent. Going out in the spring to hunt this growing population needs to be increased to OTC, but still managed by WDFW. All the Hunters 
I know avoid harvesting sows and cubs already. You dont want sows and cubs being harvested. Make a meaning full rule and use hunters to bait in problem areas. 

2/26/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

I support the WDFW biologist and their recommendations. I support bear hunting and the inspection rule, I don't support the harvesting of sows or cubs, but don't believe a rule needs to be made. 2/26/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
The Department should give out special permits to bait in problem areas or areas with a higher density of bears. Maybe this could be used as a disabled or youth permit. 
That why they can be sure to avoid harvesting Sows and Cubs. Is there any research showing cub and sow harvest is a problem? 

2/26/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey

I support a continued spring bear season and science based wildlife management 2/26/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
Cancel the Spring Hunt. Permanently. 2/26/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
A science-based spring bear hunt should be allowed. 2/26/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
Animal damage control should only be done by trained professionals  and never be made a sport of. 2/26/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  2/26/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 2/26/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/26/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt has been happening for generations and the bear population is at an all time high this is a proven population control and a huge thing in areas with too high a population for the environment! please look at facts and 
science and not feelings!

2/26/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt in Washington! 2/26/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an important part of wildlife management in Wa state. We need to control the predator populations in our state more than ever with our deer and elk population on a steady decline.  I fully support spring bear 
hunting and think more tags should be issued than have been in years past.

2/26/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 2/26/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. Those who are arguing that this hunt is unethical because bears are lethargic are misinformed. They have not cited any credible scientific source that states this. Furthermore, it is widely recognized by 
biologists specializing in predator research that bears, in particular boars, are most active this time of year. This is because they are actively searching for sows to breed this time of year. 

2/26/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey



Hunting bear in the spring is the most ethical time of the year to hunt.  The bears are out feeding in the open which makes it easy to take your time and field judge a mature boar.  An ethical hunter would almost never shoot a cub or sow 
with cubs under these circumstances. I would argue the state should cut the quota to one bear per person per year and make spring bear hunting over the counter in nearly every unit.  

2/26/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey

I support science based management of wildlife and a spring bear hunt in Washington is 100% science based. 2/26/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Spring Bear hinting is the best science based way to target the mature Boars to manage the population and is supported by the people we trust to look out for our wildlife WDFW. 2/26/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is unethical as to sport. Spring elk hunting is unethical as well as spring deer, moose, sheep, etcetera. It is not hard to understand and all the rationalizations to the contrary does not change that. 2/26/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt under the recommendation of WDFW biologists. Preserve our sustainable hunting heritage. 2/27/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt.  There's too much of a possibility that a mother bear will be killed.  Mother bears don't always have their cubs with them when they are out foraging for food.  The orphaned cubs are cruelly doomed to 
starvation and predation without their mothers. 

2/27/2022 3:27 AM Online Survey

Stop the hunt permanently.  No trapping of wolves.  Hunting bear with bait and dogs is for men with tiny, tiny endowments.  Big guns equals tiny ****s 2/27/2022 4:39 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt and the science behind it 2/27/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear 2/27/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting.  I also fully support the opposition get more educated on how wildlife management works, wildlife regulations, actually read this petition which states killing of sows with cubs and killing of cubs would be 
illegal, why we have the wildlife we do, where the funding comes from, where their groceries come from and maybe get reconnected with the natural world.

2/27/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey

Bryce
Fully supportive of a spring bear hunt.  Emotional based science is not science. Our commission and people need to support our biologists. Spring bear hunting is a great tool in game management that should be used.

2/27/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey

I fully support bear hunting 2/27/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
In the blue mountains, chelan county, kittitas county, and pierce county our deer and elk populations have decreased in my opinion.  I hunt all over this state and have been for 30 plus years.  I see more bears every year than I ever have, 
especially in the chelan county and blue mountains.  I go shed hunting every year in both those areas and have been involved with many spring bear hunts over the years.  Last year, I went on a spring bear hunt with a friend who was 
drawn.  In the 5 days we were hunting, we saw 39 bears and 17 cubs.  We were covering miles a day and glassing way more, but that is the most bears I have ever seen in the blue mountains.
Now lets look at the number of elk and deer that I saw over that same period.  We saw less than 10 deer and maybe 15 elk.  What that tells me is that an area that used to be loaded with deer and elk is no longer the case and yet the 
bears are more prevalent.  
In the chelan county area, which I have owned a recreationla piece of property and my parents live, I took my children into an area north of Lake Wenatchee and we saw 23 bears on a September weekend.  My son harvested his 3rd bear 
since he started hunting 3 years ago.  We did not see more than 5 deer that same weekend. 
Please allow us to continue the spring bear hunt andalso open up more areas.  The deer and elk populations are on the decrease and it has to due with the high bear population.  Bears eat deer and elk and their calves on a regular basis 
and if we don't allow spring bear hunting, which is when they are most active, the bear population will continue to increase and our deer and elk will continue to decrease.       

2/27/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and I support this proposal. 2/27/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
The science supports having a spring bear hunt. It would be nonsense for there to be no season. 2/27/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/27/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt a support all those who have left comments in support of spring bear and hunting for that matter.  The folks who hunt know more about the animals they pursue than the opposition, guaranteed.  I'm 
not talking about scientific knowledge in a book but field knowledge out on the land.  Those who hunt are still part of the natural world and have chosen to be part of it not just bystander who buys their meat from a store.  Hunting is 
human(e).  Hunting is conservation whether you choose to believe it or not.  100 years of success with our North model says so.  FACT.

2/27/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey

I support the rule change as written. Please reinstate the hunt 2/27/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
I fully support a 2022 spring bear hunt. 2/27/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to a spring bear hunt. 2/27/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed changes. This eliminates annual deliberation of a sustainable recreation opportunity and protects females and their young. 2/27/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 2/27/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/27/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Washington state has a robust and healthy bear population. An attempt to get rid of the spring bear hunt would only be sought by individuals who dont understand the bear population or who don't understand hunting. Which is why it is 
so concerning that those very people seem to sit on the fish and game commission.  Spring bear hunting is sustainable and a good opportunity for people who care about hunting and the outdoors. 

2/27/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

My wife and family and I all support the spring bear hunt. 2/27/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is as unethical as spring elk, deer, moose, sheep, etc., hunting. Attacks by spring bear hunting extremists on Commissioners is an expression of the lack of ethics by a miniscule fraction of a percentage of the 2% of those 
who hunt in Washington. One could say lack of moral growth in the spring bear hunting culture is hurting all hunters.

2/27/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

Black bears are my favorite animal and I am a hunter and I support spring bear hunting 2/27/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
I see tons of timber damage due to bears in the spring 2/27/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. As a Washington Hunter Education Instructor I feel that healthy predator control will help our Elk problem in the Blue Mountains. With a good balance of wildlife it will also help in the recruitment of new 
hunters into the ranks of those who actually pay for America's wildlife programs

2/27/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey

100% support spring bear and education of the those who dont hunt on the hunting season and regulations.  News flash no one is hunting elk, deer, sheep, moose etc.  Go back to feeding your cats and leave wildlife management to the 
professionals, biologists and hunters.

2/27/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey

100% support spring bear and education of t those who dont hunt on the hunting seasons and regulations. News flash no one is hunting elk, deer, sheep, moose etc. in spring.  Go back to feeding your cats and leave wildlife management 
to the professionals: biologists and hunters.

2/27/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

Strongly disagree with a spring bear hunting season. 2/27/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this rule. We need to make rules based on the science and game managers recommendations verses opinions of some vocal anti hunting people. 2/27/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/27/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt and the associated changes to the WAC. 2/27/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
Recreational hunting is thrill killing - that is not acceptable. These bears are not trophies, they are living creatures with the right to live in peace. 2/27/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
Science says you must factor in the "wounding loss". Check out wounding loss of big game, etc.. 2/27/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
Whole heartedly support spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal hunting.  It provides good clean meat, great family time and always a great adventure.  People disconnected from the land and reality may call it thrill killing or 
trophy hunting.  Again emotional statement with zero data to back it.  Manage wildlife not feelings.

2/27/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey

Science says you can decide for yourselves by just watching you tube, facebook and the various so called hunting channels on TV. 2/27/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I fully support continued bear hunting in both fall and spring for recreational hunters in this state. Bears are a source of clean, healthy meat, and the experiences of pursuing them are amazing. We have one of the highest populations of 
black bears in the country, one of the highest densities of black bears in the country, and the spring season does nothing to hinder the continued growth of our wild populations. Please support spring bear hunting.

2/27/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting and this rule. 2/27/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
I do a lot of hiking and backpacking throughout the lower 48.  Have found that there are less black bear attacks on humans in areas where they are hunted.  Though I don't hunt black bear, I prefer to hike in areas where black bears still 
fear humans.  For me personally it's a safety issue to allow for the hunting of black bears where populations warrant it.

2/27/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting in Washington and any other state that allow fall bear hunting 2/27/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
I do a lot of hiking in the lower 48.  I have found that there are fewer black bear attacks in areas where they are still hunted.  So, I prefer to hike in those areas where black bears still have that natural fear of humans.  Even though I don't 
hunt black bear myself, I support black bear hunting in areas where populations warrant it for proper management.

2/27/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey

100% spring bear and science based game management.  Not emotional factless opinions. 2/27/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt must stop. Cowering to hunters has never helped conservation, animals or the environment. Bears are not over-populated. Humans are the problem. We need to protect the precious few bears remaining, especially 
when we compare their current numbers to their healthy, natural  population prior to humans encroaching on their habitat.

2/27/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey

In full support of the spring bear season 2/27/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. 💯💯 2/27/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

Full support of spring bear hunting!! 2/27/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
Commissioners please read "Undercover Trophy Hunter",  it may help you make a more informed decision. 2/27/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/27/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 2/27/2022 10:14 PM Online Survey
Vulgar and extremists codes used by some spring bear hunt proponents to threaten Commissioners and others demonstrate an ethical void that hurts hunting as a sport. 2/27/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
While exempting female bears with cubs, and the cubs themselves, is a positive step, I still oppose spring bear hunting. Where is the 'sport' or 'recreation' in killing (harvesting?!) weak and starving bears just waking from hibernation? 
Leave the poor animals to recover before slaughtering them.
To my mind, sending death threats to commissioners who voted against a spring hunt simply shows the kind of people who enjoy killing weak and defenseless animals.

2/28/2022 2:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose the hunt in the spring in general.  There is no sport in aiming at bears that are weak from hybernation.  This year's snow pack will make is harder for the bears.  2/28/2022 4:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt. I oppose all hunts. These statements that hunting supports population is just plain false. Humans are already responsible for most species dwindling numbers. The amount of wildlife has drastically decreased over the 
years and humans still want to kill more and more. It is shameful. Saying that WA has the highest number of bears in all of the lower 48 has no value when you are comparing a low number to other low numbers. Humans need to take a 
step back and realize they do not own this planet or the species living on it. By allowing and supporting this hunt, you are contributing to the fall of this planet, the elimination of living beings and ultimately your own demise. It goes to 
show that if these hunters who are clearly capable of killing innocent beings, threaten the board with death threats and show their true murderous colors, they get what they want. Hunters are cowards who seek a power trip. 

2/28/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey

I totally OPPOSE the spring bear hunt
michael switzer
matapeake@msn.com

2/28/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey

Do not let Safari Club international dictate the fate of our bears. I oppose the spring bear hunt. Its not stewardship of our states wildlife, its totally unethical. 2/28/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE ALL BEAR HUNTS 2/28/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
No Bear hunt, please 2/28/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting to control the population 2/28/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!! 2/28/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear and all other hunting.  Fun fact all game species numbers have increased since game management following the North American model has been implemented.  100 years of growing and sustainable populations.  
Fact is our wildlife depends on our hunting dollars.  No group does more.  When you stop hunting you hurt wildlife.   Where else are you going to get almost a billion dollars annually and that just from PR and DJ funds.  Separate yourself 
from emotion and try and reconnect with nature.  You who oppose hunting have lost touch with reality and your place in nature.  Getting you groceries from a store or having someone else kill for you just means you are in denial that 
animals have to die for you to eat.  You are part of the food chain.

2/28/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting !! 2/28/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/28/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 2/28/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE a Spring Bear Hunt. The departments own science and findings do not support a hunt 2/28/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt as does the biologist at the head of the carnivore division of WDFW. In the meeting it is made overwhelmingly clear that the only reasons for stopping the hunt are emotional. 2/28/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

There is no good argument against the spring bear season. Only feelings getting hurt. Follow the science. 2/28/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. 2/28/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Keep our spring bear hunts going it is a good way to keep a healthy population 2/28/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Please stop the disgusting bear hunt.  Stand up to the hunting lobby.  There is zero scientific argument for hunting predators, especially mother bears emerging from hibernation.  2/28/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt, bears are sentient beings, how unfair and barbaric 2/28/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear hunting.  Targeting of boars during spring season is scientifically documented to increase bear populations.  By targeting boars you save the cubs that boars target for food and reactivating a sow to ovulate and 
breed.  Fact. Emotional opinions and feelings have zero to do with science based wildlife management.

2/28/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey

As a previous state employee, I have witnessed the abundance of boar black bears in eastern Wa. A spring hunt would help the black bear mothers and cubs greatly. 2/28/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Please allow predator control that wreak havoc on fawns and calves.
I support spring bear hunting and the proposed rules for the sake of all wildlife.

2/28/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Contrary to what clubs supporting the thirst of hunters by manipulating numbers..the hunt is NOT management and bear meat is NOT necessary to sustain life!  What is necessary is to sustain our wildlife 
and ecosystems which are vanishing due to climate change..the bigger beast. Leave them to live out their natural lives which are already being shortened.  Stop the hunt!

2/28/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

I support restoring the spring bear hunt, as targeting boars will protect cubs and trees, which help to reduce carbon in the atmosphere. 2/28/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC. 2/28/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I support reinstating the spring bear hunt through this proposal. 2/28/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. With the challenges of climate change, and human development now more then ever we must listen to the agency that is in charge of keeping our wildlife safe. And that agency, the WDFW, supports a 
spring bear hunt. 

2/28/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear hunt.  Reading comments from tue opposition reminds of a song, Feelings nothing more than feelings.  These have zero to do with game management based on science and a history of 100 years of of it working.  
Quite denying the fact that wildlife management works.

2/28/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

Severe bear overpopulations in many parts of the state.  It is affecting our other wildlife.  Removing the spring bear hunt makes the imbalance worse.  2/28/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
I support the spring hunt and proposals. We must manage based on science and keeping all wildlife in healthy and balanced. 2/28/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey



We absolutely cannot let outside organizations threaten our agencies and intimidate our decision makers.  The public has made it very clear that we adamantly oppose the cowardly and depraved spring bear hunt.  There is no 
conservation or ‘management plan’ here, this is strictly killing for fun and that’s a big NO. 

2/28/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

As a lifetime resident of Washington State I support proposed amendment. Washington State has a large, healthy population of Black Bears which needs to be actively managed. The spring bear hunt is an extremely effective method of 
accomplishing that as well as providing the opportunity to obtain verifiable data on local populations via harvest reporting and pelt and head inspections.

2/28/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

Please follow science and not feelings, and re-instate this hunt immediately. This has been a black eye for wildlife management nationwide. 2/28/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
The black eye belongs to spring bear hunting and the frantic rationalizations to support it. Any animal damage control should only be done by professionals using verification, prevention, negotiation, mediation and compensation before 
ever considering lethal removal.

2/28/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt. 2/28/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
Do the right thing. Let the bears live! 2/28/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt and use it as the management tool it is.  Do not use state resources to control bear or predators for that matter as it is another added cost to the tax payer that the state cannot afford.  Look at California 
where they banned cougar hunting.  The opposition thinks they saved cougars when in reality they are killing more cougars now then were being killed by hunters and at the expense of the state and not mention the loss of revenue to the 
state from the loss of tags and licenses.  Real brain surgery at work there.  Manage wildlife not feelings. 

2/28/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose hunting bears in the springtime when they are most vulnerable.  Barbaric and cruel. 2/28/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/28/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
RCW 77.36 tells you what the state's responsibility is regarding wildlife control. 2/28/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Please look at what California did. See "Mountain Lions in California" by California Fish and Game.  They turned the corner to better wildlife management in 1990 by state law. 2/28/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Hunting is murder. Now if you kill a mother black bear you are also potentially killing any young cub that isnt old enough to survive on its own.
Show compassion and empathy. How would you feel if anyone killed your mother?

2/28/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

I am still opposed to spring bear hunting! 2/28/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt.  If people would read the petition it would make it illegal to kill sows with cubs or bears less than 50 lbs.  By targeting boars that kill their own offspring and the offspring of other male bears you are 
increasing the likelihood of cubs surviving.  Please use sound science and data that has been working for 100 years and not emotional opinions to manage wildlife. 

2/28/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey

Do t he right thing: follow the mandate, follow the science and support spring bear hunting. 2/28/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Lots of people eating chicken salads on here are pretty disconnected. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Hunting isn’t murder, it’s acquiring food. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Oppose:  study of bears and habitat has not indicated need for such a long hunting season.  The Commission appears to be captive of hunters (who are outnumbered by those opposing spring hunt). 2/28/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
In November this commission voted 4-4 not to approve a spring bear hunt. I listened to over 2 hours of public testimony and heard only one person speak in favor of the hunt. I don’t understand how hunters have been able to submit a 
new petition. 

Hunting bears in the spring is unethical. Bears are easy targets having just come out of hibernation. How can a hunter tell the difference between a male and female bear? Cubs will be left to die. Most people in Washington are not 
hunters and enjoy seeing bears in their natural habitat. This is trophy hunting and an easy kill.  I am a resident of King County and strongly oppose having a spring bear season hunt.

2/28/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 2/28/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
My family supports this rule 2/28/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is difficult to tell the difference between a male and female bear. Cubs are often difficult to observe in the wild. This isn’t real hunting. It is unethical hunting of an animal  at its weakest just coming out of 
hibernation. I am a resident of Washington state and oppose the spring bear hunt.

2/28/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

Follow mandate and science not opinion. Reinstate black bear spring hunting 2/28/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 2/28/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 2/28/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Facts not opinion and legal mandate should be enforced. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Spring bear is a great hunt and sustainable. Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Science over emotion. Bring the hunt back. 2/28/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 2/28/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Save cubs! Hunt mature boar! 2/28/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so should you. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Emotions should not factor in this. Science and mandates do. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Lots of uninformed anti hunters on here not knowing where food actually comes from and it isnt aisle 8 at the store. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Lorna Smith says she isnt against bear hunting. Looking forward to her yes vote then. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
When was the last time you spent a dime on actual conservation? Hunters do it every single year and its plenty of money. If you dont have skin in the game, you shouldnt have a say in the matter. Fully support this ethical and enjoyable 
hunt and rule.

2/28/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

As a bear hunter, I fully support the legal protection of sows with cubs, since we already do that! Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Let’s get this back on track! Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I definitely support the reinstating of the spring bear hunt on an ongoing yearly basis. 2/28/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting!!! 2/28/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I fully support a 2022 spring bear hunt. Listen to the science and recommendations from WDFW staff. If you spend any time at all in the outdoors, you'll find we have an abundance of bears. Don't let the anti-hunters try to convince you 
with emotional testimony. Thank you.

2/28/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey

I would not expect someone who doesnt hunt or gather their own food to understand the act of hunting. Luckily, we have science to back us up and support our fact of hunting is conservation. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey

Keep the spring bear hunt as recommended by the biologists and game managers.  Follow the science. 2/28/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
I'm in full support of hunting as a management tool for bear populations and for a spring hunting season being part of that management.  2/28/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt and believe it should be expanded to more units.  This is a great tool and time to be observing bears so that sound judgement can be used in choosing which bear to harvest. 2/28/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt proposal CR-102.  There is no proof of a "management need" for this hunt! 2/28/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear! Trust and listen to the scientists, they are the experts in this issue and they support a spring bear hunt 2/28/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
No management need, indeed. Opportunities can be spread out and can certainly be non hunting wildlife related outdoor recreational in nature. 2/28/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Please do not set hunting seasons based on someone's emotions. Please base it on facts and science which in this case the WDFW has shown the need for a spring bear season 2/28/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey



Please support the spring bear hunt. Those saying no management is needed have absolutely no idea how wildlife
Is managed in this state or even this country. 

2/28/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt.  Listen to the science and the WDFW recommendations to allow the hunt 2/28/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I fully support the Spring Bear Hunt. Please bring it back!!! 2/28/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. Follow science. 2/28/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season and ask you to do what the mission statement asks you to do.  Follow the science and WDFW biologist recommend.  Vote YES for 2022 and beyond spring bear season.  2/28/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state 2/28/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 2/28/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I am a lifetime Washington State resident and avid hunter.  I fully support a Spring Bear hunt for the year 2022.  This season should never have been in question.  I will continue to support a Spring bear hunt as long as it is within the 
recommended harvest guidelines which are established on a science bases.  This is in alignment with the North American model of wildlife conservation.

I do NOT support the reduction in permit numbers for hunt unit #684 from 10 down to 6 as this is against the goals of the agency which, in part, is to maximize hunting opportunity.

Thank you,
Colby Allen

2/28/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey

Support the spring bear hunt. Wildlife management should be left to the professionals. 2/28/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
I support the 2022 Spring Bear hunt and beyond as long as it is in alignment with harvest objectives set by the State based on science.  I encourage others to support this  and other pro-hunter initiatives here:  
https://www.howlforwildlife.org/join?recruiter_id=9755

2/28/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Adopt this amendment 2/28/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Please take the necessary action to maintain the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
It's obvious that the spring bear hunt should proceed according to the recommendation of state biologists who are in favor.  Shutting things down because they scare you is lame management not game management. 2/28/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNTS! 2/28/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
As a hunter of all things tasty I am in support of the wdfw reports for effective wildlife management in Washington. If wdfw reports suggest populations can support a spring black bear hunt, then I believe the public should be given the 
opportunity to participate in the management of viable populations of game species. Thank you for the opportunity.

2/28/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I support the continuation of spring bear hunting. The science supports it as well. 2/28/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I support reinstating spring bear hunting and this proposal. 2/28/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposed rules- in accordance with sound scientific management. 2/28/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
Lets get this back! There was no reason to take it away. Fully support this rule. 2/28/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring hunting of Black Bears. It is unethical to hunt bears, they are part of our wildlife and coming out of hibernation with cubs. Please don’t yield special interests. 2/28/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I went to buffalo wild wings last night and ate 10 wings...that's five chickens that i inadvertently killed for one meal. You do the same with your food. 
Hunters just try to earn their meal instead of it just being handed to them.

Fully support this rule.

2/28/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

I support reinstating Washington’s spring bear hunt as wdfw is required to provide opportunity when opportunity is available. As per wdfw own scientific research bears are thriving in Washington. 2/28/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of a scientific approach to wolf life management. As per wdfw agency biologists the spring bear hunt should continue. 2/28/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season and this proposal. 2/28/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I am In full support of the science based management of black bears in Washington. 

I support the rule 

2/28/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey

.06% of the total population for bear in wa was harvested last spring bear hunt.
100% sustainable.
100% beneficial to deer, elk and bear cubs so they dont get eaten by mature boars.
100% beneficial financially to the dept and the local economy.
100% beneficial to the younger trees trying to grow.

Organic, free range meat with great hides...whats not to like?
Fully support spring bear season.

2/28/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
I stand with agency biologists who also support hunters as a management tool in this scenario. I support the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Any perceived maximum bear hunting opportunity can be made available in the fall when,  from a true Sportsmen's view, it would be more ethical and certainly less controversial. 2/28/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. 2/28/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Guessing what the black bear population is, and then guessing what the harvest and non harvest mortality percentage is, is just that, guesses. 2/28/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Support Spring Bear seasons 2/28/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
This hunt was already turned down.  Do not encourage intimidation of your commissioners.  Do not reinstate. 2/28/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
Do not hunt bears in the Spring 2/28/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
Facts and science over feelings I support spring bear season 2/28/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly support hunting bears in WA 2/28/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
I love bears 2/28/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
 I oppose a spring bear hunting season. Facts and science over feelings. 2/28/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
There is no evidence that the spring hunts are needed – especially given that an estimated 2,000 bears were massacred in fall hunts. SAY NO TO A SPRING BEAR HUNT. 2/28/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
The proposed language is very restrictive and ghe Commissioners should vote in support of the spring bear hunt. I support it. 2/28/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey



No spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
I love bear hunting. 
There is overwhelming evidence that a spring hunt is needed. It not only provides a limited recreational opportunity, but helps mitigate timber damage, human bear conflicts, and most importantly helps with the deer and elk mortality 
rate of offspring. 

Anyone that doesn’t support predator management needs more education on how ecosystems work. 

2/28/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
I support the WDFW biologist. They have proven over and over they can manage the bear population. These rules are just to appease the anti hunting community and don’t support rules made for them. 

Hunters are already avoiding harvesting  Sows, cubs, and checking their harvested bears. 

2/28/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey

Spring bear season is good and is needed for predator controll 2/28/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
We need to support the data WDFW brings forth. There is no conservation crisis. There is no research showing the harvesting Sows or cubs is a problem. There for there is no need for more regulations. 2/28/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
Please don’t listen to all the uneducated anti hunters. Their goal is not conservation. Their goal is to ban hunting. 

Hunting is conservation. Let it be done until research shows otherwise. 

No new rules needed. 

2/28/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey

I support the rule change and hope this commission upholds their mission statement by reinstating a sitting bear hunt 2/28/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
Keep the Washington Spring Bear Hunt! 2/28/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
Politicians and uneducated people need to keep their feelings to themselves. Hunting is conservation. Spring bear hunting is a huge help to the deer and elk herds. Reinstate spring bear hunting. 2/28/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposed changes to the WAC 2/28/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
Science says that there is nothing to indicate anti hunters are uneducated, quite the contrary. 2/28/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
Science says hunting is merely hunting. 2/28/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Commissioners do not have a spring bear hunting mandate in the mission statement. 2/28/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey
Commissioners are appointed by politicians. 2/28/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
Conservation is prevention of wasteful use of a resource. 2/28/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/28/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
I eat bear. I’ve killed two spring bear (both male) and enjoyed their meat, skulls and hides. Food from nature in the purest form. Fully support spring bear hunting. 2/28/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 2/28/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
Vote for the spring bear hunt. 2/28/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is an essential part of conservation during the spring and fall. The spring season offers a critical time to hunt bears while they are out hunting for fawns, calves and cubs. Mature male bears are one of the major causes of 
infanticide for cub of the year mortality. This hunt is supported by data and science from every biological study conducted in Washington. To deny this is strictly an emotional decision which has no place in the North American or 
Washington wildlife management model. Thank you to those of you who stand with facts and logic.

2/28/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey

The science says that spring bear hunting is not essential to deer and elk management and is not even a measurable factor. Science shows that deer and elk are directly and measurably limited by political decisions as to where they are 
allowed to exist. Herd size on these political allotments is limited to the quality of that habitat which of course changes for many reasons, weather patterns, wildfire, land abuse by human activity, disease, pests, overgrazing, logging, 
monoculture foresty and political will to name the most important.

2/28/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey

I am 100% against hunting bears in the spring. No reputable studies offer any support for this. 3/1/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. One reason is openly clear, to put in stipulations against killing mother bears and young bears shows this to be a problem in most hunts. Even with regulations it happens on hunts. Secondly, bear control can 
be successful without hunts, which is inhumane. 

3/1/2022 1:57 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 3:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting!!  Who will be caring for the orphaned cubs for Trophy Hunters don’t care about wildlife!!!  3/1/2022 5:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Data from prior hunts shows that the numbers of sows killed is so low to be insignifigant. 3/1/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey
I am against of this horrible practice; bear hunting is not based in science, it is solely based on profitable interests. Stop lying about hunting as a sustainable practice, Mother Nature and the ecosystems don’t need human intervention… 
check unbiased data. Countries where hunting is banned have more biodiversity and evil conservation … open the eyes to what is happening in world 

3/1/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of a spring bear hunt season. I would would also support sticking the year from the title and continuing the hunt indefinitely. Consideration should also be taken to educate hunters about not harvesting 
sows with cubs during the spring. When it comes down to it hunters absolutely do care about wildlife and want to see all populations managed in a sustainable fashion. 

3/1/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear hunting.  To make a statement that bear hunting is not based on science shows the utter idiocy of the opposition.  Completely clueless.  Hunting seasons are solely based on scientific data gathered from state 
biologists and research, quotas are set and rags allocated.  Further more hunting has been a sustainable resource for over 100 years and EVERY game species has increased in spite of hunting.  Keep spring beat and stop listening to the 
opposition who's only objections are based on pure emotion and lies.  I guarantee that hunters as a whole know wildlife much more intimately then anyone from the opposition.  I'm not talking book smart I'm talking boots on the ground 
and not walking on some nature trail but real over land exploration.   Listen to science based wildlife management and not emotional opinions.  Management of wildlife NOT emotions.

3/1/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey

The science supports spring bear hunt and so do I 3/1/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting.
Hunting, for those of us who choose to participate in this lifestyle, is deeply entrenched in our history. Hunting helps nature and earth in different ways. Hunting offers an understanding and appreciation of wildlife and the ecosystems in 
which it lives like no other outdoor activity. Hunting affords the exploration of wild places. And, the hunting lifestyle provides delicious, nutritious protein for a meal in a time period where much of our food is processed or modified.

3/1/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey

1000% against Bear Hunting or any form of sport hunting.   As a mental health provider, hunting animals as a form of entrainment with saevitia is considered a reg flag for personality disorders and conduct disorders. Most massive school 
shooters have something in common: hunting and cruelty against animals. Stop these insane practices that only harvest future violence against humans.

3/1/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey

I fully support bear hunting. It provides an invaluable opportunity for lovers of wildlife to enjoy the animals in ways most will never understand. These bears are important to our ecosystem and therefore must be managed as such. 3/1/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey

Personalty, I will never support a practice base of egocentric view of other species. I oppose to Bear Hunting . 3/1/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/1/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
%1000 support spring bear hunting! Get your kids outdoors and show them how to procure their own organic free range meat. 3/1/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly support bear hunting and love bears. 3/1/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/1/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The science backs it up, and I would argue it is much needed in certain areas such as the blue mountains. 3/1/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I strong support the spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/1/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed Bear Hunt! 3/1/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt!  There are more than enough bears in WA to warrant having a spring season.  The spring bear season is also not a "trophy" hunt as the misleading information anti-hunters and animal rights activist 
groups have been bombarding the general public with.  The F&W Commission needs to do the right thing here and make sound management decisions as laid out in the WA State RCW's.

3/1/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey

Strongly support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/1/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey

We hunters support bear hunting. 3/1/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this amendment because it allows a 2022 hunt and future hunts, but the prohibition on harvesting females with cubs could be difficult to enforce and is a moot point anyway as harvest of females with 
cubs is extremely low and this prohibition would not have a noticeable affect on the mortality of females with cubs. 

3/1/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

Unless the bear population in Washington is drastically declining, I don’t see why the spring hunt would be changed.  It has been part of the (successful) management strategy and should remain part of the management strategy. 3/1/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC 3/1/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Bear hunters should be happy to take tests demonstrating there knowledge of ecosystem management, distance sex-size and maturity of black bear and marksmanship. They should happily support amendments to WACs requiring that all 
hunters turn in galls, teeth and bear paws to WDFW to keep these items out of worldwide trafficking.

3/1/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

I am strongly opposed to hunting bears in the spring when they are most vulnerable.  Totally unnecessary anyway. 3/1/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Very much in favor of spring bear hunting.Th benefit of hunting is that it helps control the population of different animal species. The ecosystem needs to be balanced to promote sustainability otherwise the environment may suffer if 
there is an uncontrolled growth of different animal species. Many animals may end up suffering if they are overpopulated due to a shortage of food. The other thing is that too many animals can cause environmental degradation which 
can also affect the well-being of humans. People depend on the environment for their survival which means they should protect it. Too many animals in a particular area can affect agricultural activities which in turn impacts the welfare of 
the people.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

Sound management principle for all species require a spring bear hunt. 
I strongly support it and the proposed rules.

3/1/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/1/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support this proposed rule and the Spring Bear Hunt. Safeguards are in place and the bear population can sustainably support the hunt! 3/1/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Hunters use the teeth, skull and claws left on the hide for rugs or necklaces. We shouldn’t have to give them up at all. That’s like suggesting we give up a deer rack. And for what? So it goes to waste? Forget that.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/1/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

I eat bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/1/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt is NOT unnecessary.  Nor are they more "vulnerable" in the spring.  What IS vulnerable is the elk calves and deer fawns that they eat like potato chips during the spring fawning/calving season!  Spring bear hunt is draw 
only and VERY limited.  Only a few people get a tag, and they wait YEARS to draw one.  After that wait, they are only interested in shooting a BIG bear.  EXACTLY the ones that are eating the most fawns and calves.  Base this decision on 
SCIENCE, not emotion and the answer is clear.  EVERY comment on this thread that is decrying the spring season is in favor of ending bear hunting completely.  Not a single comment against the spring bear season offers an alternative to 
keep overpopulated areas in check.  

3/1/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

This public comment page is open to anyone with internet access anywhere in the world.  Seems like a pretty stupid way to gauge interest in our state.  I support the spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/1/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Science says no matter where in the world you are, if you spend money in Washington you are paying taxes to support wildlife. Freedom of speech allows for comments whether or not everyone agrees. 3/1/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt. No one spends more money on conservation and wildlife than hunters and fishermen. That money is also matched by federal
Dollars through the Pittman Robinson act and th Dingle Johnson act. Only the money gathered through the sales of tags and licenses is matched there. Wildlife viewers and backpackers in Seattle voted against taxing their equipment to 
support conservation. Support hunting and support conservation 

3/1/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey

WDFW biologists estimate a total population of around 25,000 black bears across the state. In conjunction, the state estimates less than 1,500 bears are successfully hunted annually. Striking down this opportunity would not only be 
disrespectful to the state biologists who dedicate their work to conservation, it would also be a direct attack on the self-sufficiency of Washington residents who rely on bear meat to feed their families. There are few opportunities for 
outdoorsmen to maintain subsistence within our landscape and this is a golden opportunity for blue collar Washingtonians to maintain such a privilege.

3/1/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey

Washingtons bear population is one of the largest and growing. Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
No valid evidence supports a spring bear hunting season.  Ban it. 3/1/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Please allow for bears to live.  Humans need to be more aware of the destruction we cause on the environment and wildlife. 3/1/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Good Afternoon-

I have been hunting in the Kapowsin Hancock Timber area for years, and the Bear population has continued to grow which has resulted in an imbalance in the ecosystem.  The deer and elk population is down significantly, and this year I 
only saw three does  TOTAL all season long.   Please follow the data and listen to the biologist, and not listen to emotional responses that are not based in science.  Bears are not tired in the spring.... that is just silly.... In modern society 
hunters have been the number one source in having a healthy and balanced ecosystem.  Its easy  to say let bears live, but humans have been hunting for 3 million years and have alwasy been part of the ecosytem. 

3/1/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

Science says in "The Top Ten Outdoor Activities by Money Spent" that hunting ranks number 10. 3/1/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Support Spring Bear Season, this message approved by elk and deer everywhere. 3/1/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting will benefit the bear is many ways. It will help tree farms and logging areas. all evidence proves hunting is conservation. Helps Bears stay out of cities. Bring it back. 3/1/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
If after 3 million years we are down to 2% of the population in Washington that hunts evolution is certainly in play here. Science says that deer obviously have nothing to do with bear diet in the tree farm. 3/1/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Bring it back. Don't let anti hunters destroy what they don't understand. Don't let a few bad apples in the commission take it away cause the oppose hunting. All evidence points there is a great population of bears to support a spring bear 
hunt.

3/1/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey

Support Spring Bear whole heartily.  Because only a minority hunt you can it evolution???? I still get my meat the way God intended from the earth not packaged in plastic wrap and delivered to a store killed by someone else.  Spare me 
your hypocritical analysis of human evolution.  You have chosen to remove yourself from the natural word.  Healthy organic meat is king among protien and bear is no exception.  Unbelievably great taste.

3/1/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and help pay your wages anties don,t. 3/1/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey



I support a spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
fully support a spring bear season.  Countless states around ours in the NW have lengthy spring bear seasons with a smaller bear population than that of Washington.  Harvest of females in greatly reduced during the spring season as they 
are much easier to identify.

3/1/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey

Science says 8 states have spring bear hunt and 42 states do not. 3/1/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Science says everyone who pays sales tax in Washington also pay for the benefits and wages of WDFW employees. 3/1/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring black bear hunting 3/1/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington State and I support this proposal. 3/1/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear.  34% of the general fund goes WDFW of which hunters pay into also.  On top of that we pay another 21% in tags and license fees, on top of that are PR and DJ funds of 25 and last is 8% oh look also paid for by 
sportsman and woman through separate funding sources like pheasants forever, WTF and other ABC groups.  Hunter far and away out fund the funds from tax payers.  PR and DJ is almost a Billion dollars annually.  Without hunting tags 
and license dollars the state wouldn't get any onlf those funds.  We are conservation and have been for 100 years.  Science over emotion.  Support wildlife management based on facts not emotional opinions.

3/1/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt ,it's cruel and unethical. 3/1/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because it's cruel and unethical and totally unnecessary 3/1/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Dingell-Johnson Act, Clean Water funds, other habitat and fishery funds have nothing to do with hunting. 3/1/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and the science behind it 3/1/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt it's cool and ethical. 3/1/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/1/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
Ummm no but those funds from DJ are lumped into wildlife management it all benefits from the funds.  Still support spring bear. 3/1/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
The north american model of conservation has been proven to be the most effective way to manage wildlife throughout the world. I support the science based data and the spring bear hunt. This model of conservation is not based on 
politics or peoples personal feelings towards charismatic megafauna. It is based on science and the ethical harvesting of a sustainable number of animals. This season should be left in place and never removed.

3/1/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington. 3/1/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/1/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/1/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, but please limit the recreational shooting of black bears, if it must continue to be allowed. 3/1/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Look forward to seeing a spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/1/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I eat bear and I don’t care. Enjoy your chicken salad.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/1/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, but if it must continue to be allowed, please put harsh limits in place.  3/1/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please put higher limits in place on the amount of tags available. 3/1/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I do Not support a spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It's not ethical and not necessary for sound wildlife management. 3/1/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
No more unethical extremists dog whistles and threats toward Commissioners by some pro spring black bear hunters please. 3/1/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
"How much meat comes from a bear?" 3/1/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
My family and I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. Bear hunting is our favorite activity of the year and our favorite table fare. As shown by the data provided by the WDFW, we have a robust number of bears to sustainably 
harvest each year. 

3/1/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey

There is simply no evidence supporting the need for a spring bear hunt.  Do the right thing and cancel it this year. 3/1/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. This is a highly regulated special draw hunt. A small number of tags are given out and less than half of those tags get filled within the spring season. Our current population of 20,000+ bears easily 
supports these 600 tags.

3/1/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey

The only threats I’ve seen are from anti hunters wanting the hunters to be hunted.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/1/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear spring bear hunting and this rule 3/1/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
My family supports this rule 3/1/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
Save a cub and support this rule! 3/1/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/1/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/1/2022 5:36 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/1/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/1/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
I am TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY  against spring bear hunting because it is not in keeping with sound science and is also inhumane.  Therefore, please keep the ban in place.  3/1/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Open the spring bear season based on wildlife management data 3/1/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose spring bear hunting. 3/1/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 3/1/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
The science supports bear hunting. Bring it back and replace all anti hunting personnel working with WDFW 3/1/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
I support the rule as written and hope that the commission will vote in favor of reinstating the spring bear season 3/1/2022 7:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. Sportsman-like attitudes should prevail and focus on fall hunting after cubs have matured. 3/1/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
This shouldn’t even be in question. I support spring bear hunting. 3/1/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Science and common sense say it is unethical to hunt in the springtime when life is at it's most vulnerable. Greed and carelessness should not prevail. 3/1/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Female bears and their cubs are just coming out of hibernation and are more vulnerable. 3/1/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
When the spring bear hunt is on the bears have been out of their dens for a couple months. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/1/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No animal should be killed for sport. 3/1/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt? It's well past time that we start acting civilized. 3/1/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the totally unnecessary spring bear hunt. 3/1/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
How about for food Jean Davis? We eat bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/1/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey



Strongly support the necessary spring bear hunt 3/1/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this 3/1/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
Science based wildlife management!
Guess the so called party of science only cares about science if they can take your rights or tax you in the name of science. 

3/2/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey

I oppose the cruelty, violence, unnatural none proved practice for conservation, egocentrism, speciesism, and irrationality, so I am against Bear Hunting and all forms of hunting... 3/2/2022 3:45 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support systematic murdering animals for human entertainment, STOP or Ban Bear hunting for good, no only 300  million of people  in USA will be grateful for this the decision , but also all upcoming generations. DFW you have 
the power to stop 100 + years of lies to favor hunting seasons, you can change the world , it is time  to evolve we are not  longer cavemen. 

3/2/2022 3:59 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 4:19 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting! Save elk calves! 3/2/2022 5:44 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 5:47 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose hunting bear in the springtime.  Hunters must show some morals which would not be evident if a hunt is scheduled when cubs are on the scene and mother bears are lactating.  Please, let’s deal a bit more ethically 
with our wildlife “management”.

3/2/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting. Data proves that very few, if any, lactating females have been killed during this season. This hunt is as ethical as any other hunt and is no where close to a “slaughter” that some seem to think it is. I have 
personally hunted this draw tag and it is still very difficult to locate bears. They are not lethargic and are on high alert like the rest of the year.

3/2/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear! Comments on heard saying this is a trophy hunt, that cubs get slaughtered, or that bears are lethargic during the hunt are flat out lies. Facts show from harvest data and WDFW Biologist studies that this is 
sustainable and good for our ecosystem. 

3/2/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey

As a Washington resident I support the spring bear hunt 3/2/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
Stop meddling with nature and let animals live their lives as God intended. 3/2/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Science supports a spring bear hunt. Reinstate the spring bear hunt. It’s the right thing to do 3/2/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
I support the bear season 3/2/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
People who kill for a thrill are psychopaths and are dangerous.Ban trophy hunting forgood. 3/2/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
Nature manages itself and for those who can't just leave animals alone you get yours some day!! 3/2/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear and all other legal forms of hunting.  The fact that hunters are a minority group is somehow a reason to discriminate against them?  I see!  The wildlife is a public trust and a publicly owned resource.  I will use 
this resource as I see fit.  You who are opposed to consumptive use and want hike and just watch wildlife, great.  Your feelings have nothing to do with my way of enjoying nature how I see fit. We have just as much right to them as others.

3/2/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear 2022. The data shows that bear populations can support a spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and so do elk and deer everywhere.  FYI trophy hunting is banned. 😉😉  State law states all meat must be used and that's what responsible hunter do. 3/2/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
I support the ethical, responsible and science-backed spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
Nature manages itself, but humans are a part of nature and we play a role in managing it. Bear populations are robust and able to support a spring bear hunt. Spring bear should continue in Washington state. 3/2/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/2/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/2/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
Washington State has a predator problem.  Bear, Cougar, wolf and coyote over populations are affecting other species, such as Deer, Elk and turkey.  These species pose a danger to the humane population and live stock as well.  We need 
to get our heads out of the sand and reduce these species, so all can benefit.  Keep the Spring bear hunt open.  This is a species that really needs to be reduced.

3/2/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey

Hunters are a tool to managing wildlife. Bear population can support a spring bear hunt. I support bringing back the hunt and this proposal. 3/2/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
All in favor of keeping the spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
Please keep the spring bear hunt 3/2/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. There’s no better to obtain good healthy meat then by hunting! 3/2/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal. I would also support expanding the spring bear hunt into new areas or the entire state. 3/2/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules.
All wildlife require a proper balance, and bear numbers are way too high.

3/2/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. I am a small forest landowner in Grays Harbor County. We are seeing a dramatic increase in bear damage in our plantations. Even at our rural residence we are seeing a big increase in bear damage to fruit 
trees in the fall. I believe the spring hunt should be expanded in some areas.

3/2/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and the proposed changes to the WAC 3/2/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I fully support a spring black bear season and believe it should be expanded to other GMU's as well.  With the loss of hound hunting and baiting a spring season is a great tool to help manage healthy and sustainable bear populations. 3/2/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey

Do Not believe the lies and propaganda from the anti hunting groups. Just follow the science not emotions and return the spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington, and I endorse this proposal. 3/2/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Spring hunt is a great management tool that I support as a Washington resident. 3/2/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Do not believe the lies and propaganda from the activist hunting groups. Follow the science which clearly shows that no spring bear hunt is needed. 3/2/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. 3/2/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Do not believe the lies and propaganda from the activist anti hunting groups. Follow the science which clearly shows that spring bear hunt is needed. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/2/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rulemaking. 3/2/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Follow mandate and science. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/2/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. DFW should be doing more to protect the wild and wildlife and not just issue hunting permits to kill mother bears and their cubs. 3/2/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
I vehemently support the spring bear hunt. WDFW should continute to protect all wildlife and issue more permits to kill boars that kill fawns and calves. 3/2/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

My name is Lizzy, I am a lawyer in Oregon working on wildlife issues in Western states primarily focused on carnivore coexistence, and I strongly oppose reinstating the spring bear hunt. First, the group of people in favor of the spring bear 
hunt, largely trophy hunters, is relatively very small compared to the general public. The public typically supports coexistence with wildlife, instead of killing native predators for fun or sport. The ability to enjoy our outdoor areas, 
something cherished in places like the Pacific Northwest, is harmed when native animal populations are killed by the hundreds for sport. Our wildlife is a public resource and should be managed for all - not managed to placate a small 
group of people. Allowing the spring bear hunt to continue also adds to the narrative that are native carnivores should be killed for sport, while they are already killed (controversially) for many other reasons, including livestock and 
property protection. The spring bear hunt should not be reinstated.

3/2/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

Science says the logic that killing boar bears will save bear cubs, deer fawns and elk calves does not hold up to basic math. Killing a boar bear to save two Cubs increases the bear population. 3/2/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
Fully support the science and spring bear hunt 3/2/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Killing bears when they are coming out of hibernation seems unethical. They are weak and are foraging for food. Many have cubs. They are easy targets for hunters. 3/2/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Bottom line-it is unethical and morally wrong. 3/2/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey



I am totally opposed to any kind of spring bear hunting for any reason.  Not only is killing these animals for entertainment BARBARIC, but the management theories being proposed by WDFW are not based on sound ecological science. 3/2/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. I work on wildlife issues and the logic that allowing bears to overpopulate and coexist with other animals is flawed. They don't coexist as they can be territorial and are predators. This is because bears are 
Omnivores which means they eat plants and meat. So any chance they get at an easy meal such as a fawn or calf elk they will take. Thus greatly reducing the numbers of other animals. The bear cubs will do the same thing once they are 
old/strong enough. Please continue the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations in keeping with actual science and healthy populations of all animals in our great Pacific Northwest so we can enjoy all of the creatures we are blessed 
with.

3/2/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt.  The comments that they are lethargic and weak is wrong.  Bears come out of hibernation mid March.  Regular season opener is in mid April.  With the being said  98% of the spring bear tags are on the 
east side, you cannot even get to where the bears are until early to mid May at best.  The bears have been out for almost 2 months.  What's barbaric are the cubs that are eaten by boars that we target or watching an elk or deer fawn 
being ripped to shreds.   All wildlife management is based on science and not emotional opinions.  It has been successful for 100 years.

3/2/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

Totally 100% against a spring bear hunting season. 3/2/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
As a Washington resident for 25 years, I support spring bear hunt and this proposal to make it an annual limited tag. I also support the provisions barring hunting female and juvenile bears during the spring season. These measures seem 
like a balanced compromise that any reasonable person could agree to.

3/2/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey

Opposed to a spring bear hunting season. 3/2/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/2/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Support the real science and the will of the people and ban spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
The real science put forth by the biologists say that this hunt is sustainable and useful tool for them. As was made clear when commissioner smith asked the head of the carnivore division if there was any scientific reason to stop the hunt 
and the answer was NO. The law says that barring a population issue of black bears it’s WDFWs mandated job to provide hunting and fishing opportunities. Do your job and keep the spring bear hunt

3/2/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

I fully support the WDFW biologists decision using the best science and to Continue the Spring Bear Permit Season for 2022. 3/2/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Washington is one of only eight states that permit the spring hunts, despite 80 percent of people in Western states saying they oppose the cruel practice, according to a 2019 study by the pro-hunting organization National Shooting Sports 
Foundation.  All valid data proves that these hunts are not needed and not wanted by the majority. Please do not bend to the fringe minority of trigger happy activists that will try to fool you into believing otherwise.  Ban spring bear 
hunting.

3/2/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunt and the proposals. Common sense says there plenty of bears in Washington State. 3/2/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Evidence clearly shows that the bear population can be managed very easily without a spring hunting season, when these animals are most vulnerable. This needs to be banned. 3/2/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and adopting the proposals. 3/2/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I eat bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey

Save a cub and support this rule! Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting and so do I. 3/2/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Evidence clearly shows that the bear population is healthily managed through science-backed practices like spring bear. I am a WA resident and I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
As part of the Native American community I strongly encourage the spring bear hunt to continue. Some of the important ancestral traditions need to remain for future generations across the entire Pacific Northwest, especially Washington 
State. I support the proposals and anyone opposed to maintaining healthy populations of all wildlife should be ashamed.

3/2/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunt in Washington State 3/2/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
These proposals seem like a good compromise to any reasonable person. I support spring bear hunt as a limited tag and rules prohibiting hunting sows and cubs. 3/2/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunts! It's inhumane. 3/2/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a useful and helpful way to improve fawn and calf survival 3/2/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the establishment of a spring bear hunt.  It is barbaric and inhumane.  No other species is hunted in spring.  Animals are stressed after a long winter and they have young to care for.  Cubs are orphaned during spring bear hunts.  
It's completely unnecessary and unethical to allow spring bear hunting.  And, for what?  Recreation.   Causing so much suffering for animals just so some hunters can RECREATE.  Totally unacceptable.  

3/2/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt, and all other forms of hunting, are a thousand times more humane than eating factory farmed meat. I support spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT the establishment of a spring bear hunt. It is ethical and humane. Animals are stressed after a long winter and they have young to care for, like deer and elk. Cubs are killed due to male bear eating them. It's completely 
necessary  and ethical  to allow spring bear hunting. And, for what? Recreation, free range organic meat, great hides, time with family, economic incentive…the list goes on. Totally acceptable.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey

I SUPPORT the establishment of a spring bear hunt. It is ethical and humane. Animals are stressed after a long winter and they have young to care for, like deer and elk. Cubs are killed due to male bear eating them. It's completely 
necessary and ethical to allow spring bear hunting. And, for what? Recreation, free range organic meat, great hides, time with family, economic incentive…the list goes on. Totally acceptable.

Fully support spring bear hunting

3/2/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring black bear hunt.  Make it an annual hunt! 3/2/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. It's a great management tool. 3/2/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
I am strongly in favor of reopening the spring black bear season in WA, it is a necessary management tool, and gives outdoorsmen an opportunity to harvest a big game animal in the spring. 3/2/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT the establishment of a spring bear hunt. It is ethical and humane. Animals are stressed after a long winter and they have young to care for, like deer and elk. Cubs are killed due to male bear eating them. It's completely 
necessary and ethical to allow spring bear hunting. And, for what? Recreation, free range organic meat, great hides, time with family, economic incentive…the list goes on. Totally acceptable.

Fully support spring bear hunting

3/2/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey

Commissioners beware of bots for bear bear hunts. 3/2/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/2/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
Not bots, just enthusiastic.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey

I am strongly in favor of reopening the spring black bear season in WA, it is a necessary management tool, and gives outdoorsmen an opportunity to harvest a big game animal in the spring. 3/2/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the unnecessary and unethical spring bear hunts. 3/2/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey



Strongly support the spring bear hunts and proposals. 3/2/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunts as well as any sound conservation effort based on wildlife biologists recommendation. Please reinstate the hunt 3/2/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Science supports it, biologists support it, mandate requires it. Bring back spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Science supports it, biologists support it, mandate requires it. Bring back spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Totally Against Bear Hunting. Killing a defenseless animal is cruel and an ecological catastrophe. Sorry to contradict WDFW biologist, but bears population is self-regulated in the absence of hunting. Hunting bears will lead to explosion of 
the herbivores population meaning that there is moment where most of them will starve because there won’t be enough food. Humans can not disrupt the natural balance of the ecosystems. Those who claim that hunting favors animal 
control, clearly are illiterate about how animals have their own form of population control… This is real science! 

3/2/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

I am in support for spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/2/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey

Science supports spring bear hunting. Feelings oppose it. I am with the science on this one. 3/2/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Regardless of feelings, we know that sounds wildlife management principles must apply. No-one wants to eliminate all bears, and all stakeholders should want sound management practices which this proposal and the spring bear hunt 
require.
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals and so should you.
Thanks.

3/2/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey

Look up “adult bear kills eats cub in se Arizona” on YouTube and remind me how hunting mature male bear in the spring is unethical.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey

Save cubs! Enact this rule. 3/2/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
💯💯 fully support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
I eat bear.
Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

Trophy hunting has no place in our pristine wilderness - and this has to stop. We need to live in harmony with nature and stop this cruelty in the name of 'management'. 3/2/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I will never support a hunting practice when hunters have scoffed the natural order, threatening animal individuals as mere commodities as opposed to being that belong in a state of nature. Hunting is not based on science, is based on 
the ambition of a profitable business. Hunting affects conservation severely killing the strongest animals and altering the DNA of the species ( e.g new generation of elephants are evolving without tusk because of hunting). Thank you for 
the commissioner to stand up for common sense; you will write the history and will be remembered in the future generation. From my part, I will make sure that my daughters will honor your names 

3/2/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey

Using the meat, hide and skull is trophy hunting?
Classic.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey

I too eat bear meat and am for a spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
Hahahahah…man some of these comments are classic. “My daughters will honor your names”…absolutely comical.
You realize Commissioner Smith, under oath said she didn’t have a problem with bear hunting right? So she is either a supporter of bear hunting or lying.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey

Fully.support spring bear.  3/2/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
I support this rule 3/2/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Fully support proposal for spring bear hunt. 3/2/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are a necessary management tool to support decreasing elk and deer populations.  Recent studies have demonstrated the extraordinary effect of predators on exceptionally low calf survival in the Blue Mountains.  
Furthermore, bear populations are very high and this carefully managed spring hunt represents no threat to their presence on the landscape.  Bear hunters are ethical people concerned with the conservation of all wildlife and practice the 
hunt with great concern for all wildlife and are mostly interested in bringing home organic, wild protein to nourish their families.  The suggestion these are 'trophy' hunters is absurd, unsupported by any facts, and is nothing more than 
propaganda pushed by anti-conservationists typically funded by out of state special interest groups.

3/2/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/2/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 3/2/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose to Spring Bear Hunting. Stop these barbaric practices and the myths behind it. Let's science take place here: Nature has controlled any type of animal population for millions of years and is known as an EVOLUTION!  do you still 
believe that a wildlife management model is an efficient conservation form over million over years of experience?  Come on...

3/2/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
I never support the atrocities of the hunting practices. If hunters are concerned about elk and deer population, first stop reproducing themselves, human are the real threat for the biodiversity and conservation on the planet; second, stop 
invading wildlife habitat. During the last 40 years wildlife have exponentially bend reduced to 4 % of the biomass. STOP HUNTING FOR GOOD 

3/2/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey

I support Washington spring bear hunts! Follow the science! 3/2/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting! 3/2/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
When the spring bear hunt is on the bears have been out of their dens for a couple months. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Myself and other attorneys in Washington support this most basic necessity. Fully support the proposed regulations and spring bear hunting. 3/2/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I also support and encourage the commission to use the science and data presented by their own department so make an unbiased decision based on science. 3/2/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
The stupidity of anti hunters is just unreal. Bring back spring bear hunting. Hunting is conservation. Without hunters there wouldn't be any wildlife left for them idiots to look at. 3/2/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear hunting. Otherwise looks like WDFW needs to refund people for all the money they spend on points every year. 3/2/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Mandate and science support it. Fully support this rule: 3/2/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. Please vote yes. 3/2/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Science says there is no basic necessity for spring bear hunting. Science says there is a lot more science available to WDFW to help make well rounded decisions. Science says if you only use the data from your own department there is 
inherent bias. Science does not say hunting is conservation. Science says there is no proof that anti hunters are stupid. Science says without hunting there would be more wildlife, those not killed by hunters. WDFW can adjust the point 
spread by making equal opportunity in the fall.

3/2/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey

Bring back spring bear. Listen to the hunters who are in the woods and see the population. Every game cam I set I get pictures of bears. From my backyard to the woods. I’ve had cams in a few different units and get bears on all of them. 
The population is high and it keeps growing. Spring bear will help keep the population at a healthy number and help the Cubs since males will kill the Cubs so females go back into heat. Spring bear is needed 

3/2/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey



Science says there is no reason to stop spring bear hunting. The law says that wdfw is mandated to provide all available opportunities to hunt and fish. The science says that spring bear hunting does not affect the population so therefore 
has to be allowed. Science says that it’s wdfws job to allow for a sustainable population and that they have done that for decades

3/2/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/2/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
I eat bear and use the bear hides. Do you eat chicken salads? Tuna fish? Have a leather purse?

Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/2/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/2/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to the crazy cat ladies who live in apartments cry about bear families not realizing male bear kill and eat cubs.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/2/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/2/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
Let’s stick to common sense and data based decisions. Most of the people opposing a bear hunt have NO IDEA what they’re talking about. Most have never seen a bear or been out into the woods. Stick to the data and bring back spring 
bear season.  

3/2/2022 10:21 PM Online Survey

No reason or need for a spring bear hunt. Totally against it. 3/3/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt and the science supports it as well. 3/3/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
'Let's save the bears', I'm hearing from all these so called conservationist and/or anti-hunters. Until the bears eat their dogs, cats and livestock. If we as hunters aren't used to manage the bears...this will happen and much more. Bring back 
spring bear hunt!

3/3/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey

I am resistant  to the Bear Hunting practice. Hunting kills ecologically critical animals and does not serve to create an ecological balance; it serves to benefit hunters and ranchers. No science has shown that hunting favors conservation, 
this is a myth created on biased information. I am biologist practicing in countries where hunting is banned, and these countries wildlife thrive without human intervention. STOP THIS ATROCITY and ECOLOGICAL CATACLYSM 

3/3/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey

Stop demonized wildlife.  Bears need to survive under the hazardous conditions humans have created for them: clime crisis, wildfire, habitat destruction. Hunters do not have any idea how complex bears are. I have been exploring wildlife 
for the last few years, and these animals are amazing to me. Those hunters alleging that bears eat livestock or pets are the result of animal behavior ignorance. STOP HUNTING FOR GOOD

3/3/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey

Support the science and bring back spring bear season. 3/3/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting s important to actually help the survival of newborn cubs from big boars along with deer and elk fawns. Follow the science that shows the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation work. Hunters play a vital part 
in our ever changing wild lands. Do what's right, support the spring bear. 

3/3/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season 3/3/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear hunting.  The bears in Washington are absolutely thriving in spite of hunting for over 35 years of being in the woods for 180 days a year I have seen first hand the population boom in bears but have seen the 
steady decline of deer and elk.  Not all by bears but a combination of many factors, cougars, habitat loss due to lack of proper forest management and an ever increasing bear population.  Hunters have far and above a better and more 
complex understanding of Wildlife then those who walk on a trail and view wildlife from a distance.  Management of wildlife based on science and state biologists not emotional opinions.

3/3/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey

We support a spring bear season. A biology based system has worked for years, it needs to co tinue. 3/3/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
Hunting and the regulated consumptive use of wildlife is conservation. Since 1987 4 multibillion corporations have attempted to install a dangerous mine at the headwaters of Brisol Bay, America's largest Salmon Fishery. Imagine for a 
second that the salmon where "protected" from commercial and recreational fishing, do you think for a second that the mine would not have gone into place? It is because those animals have value that they remain, it is because they 
have value that hunters and fisherman have been able to protect that resource for almost as long as I have been alive. This value is the purpose of WDFW's mission to provide sustainable recreational (and commercial) hunting 
opportunity. The next fight to save a resource may very well be ours, I support the North American Model of wildlife conservation and the spring bear hunt.

3/3/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey

I agree with spring bear hunting.  Please set our season based off actual science and data. That is your job so do it!  You’re not there to worry about people’s feelings…manage our wildlife base on the plan already set in place! 3/3/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and proposed rules. 3/3/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
Give us a spring bear season. The science provides detailed evidence of what major benefits having it a spring bear season does for not only the population of game animals but the black bear species itself and the ecosystem. I fully 
support the science provided and want to see a spring bear season.

3/3/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey

Science says Commissioners do not have a mandate to provide any commercial hunting opportunities. Science says hunting is just that, hunting. Science says conservation is conservation whether or not hunting is allowed or even a factor. 3/3/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey

As a scientist and a hunter, I am in support of a spring bear season.  Black bear populations are sound, and the WDFW - based on their collection of solid scientific evidence  - is in support of this hunt.  We cannot effectively manage and 
conserve wildlife populations with policies that are based off of emotion (or shady politics) and not actual science.  Per the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation, you cannot manage prey animals without also managing 
predators.  That is essentially like leaving an un-managed variable in an artificially-managed system: it doesn't work and will always result in an unbalance (and potential collapse) of the entire system.  Keep decisions based off of logic and 
science,  not emotional politics.

3/3/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt. Please do not eliminate this hunting season. 3/3/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt because the science says it sustainable. 3/3/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. This is a sustainable hunt to help protect birthing deer and elk populations. I do think prohibiting harvest of sows with cubs and prohibiting harvest of cubs is appropriate. 3/3/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The impact of predators in our state is undeniable. Prior Spring bear hunts have been well managed and never impacted our bear population to a point of scientifically justifiable concern. -AY 3/3/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey

I support the spring black bear hunt. Predators need to be managed just like anything else. 3/3/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. The spring bear hunt is one of the most effective conservation tools we have for managing bears in this state. I do agree with prohibitions on harvesting sows with cubs, but the season should stay! 3/3/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt and the science supports it as well 3/3/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. Predators need to be managed just like anything else. 3/3/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in WA state. 3/3/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes for the spring bear hunt 3/3/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington, and I support this proposal. 3/3/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I am not supporting the Spring Bear Hunting. Life of every creature on earth must be respected; bears are part of a ecosystems, and their existence provides balance to it, for instance bear’s life must be protected. 3/3/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/3/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and so does the science. 3/3/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey



Ahh another day closer to spring bear season. 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/3/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

My family supports spring bear hunting and this rule 3/3/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Remember Commissioner Smith said she had nothing against bear hunting during her confirmation hearing. Looking forward to that Yes for Lorna.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/3/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey

Completly against bear hunting. Wildlife must be preserved. 3/3/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I'm against to Bear hunting, it's totally cruel. 3/3/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I see no need for, and am strongly opposed to a spring bear hunting season. 3/3/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Support Spring Bear and the Department and state biologists who endorsed this hunt based on science 3/3/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
 “ I oppose to Spring Bear Hunting “ 3/3/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt in WA and this proposal. 3/3/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, we watched a boar last spring eat 2 different cubs. We need the spring season as a tool to target mature boars. To help both mothers with cubs and keeping a steady population. 3/3/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
WDFW determined this hunt is sustainable. Both WDFW and the Fish and Wildlife Commission have a legislative mandate to maximize hunting opportunity when sustainable. So, why is there a question - this hunt should absolutely 
happen.  

3/3/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunting season. No valid evidence demonstrates a need for it. 3/3/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Science based management is the only reason we have the wildlife populations we have today. 3/3/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. 3/3/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. 3/3/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules. 3/3/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Science and historical data cannot be ignored and replaced by only feelings based concerns. I support the proposed language and the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
If we are confident in our ability to manage resources based on data we collect.   Why do we make decisions based on emotion that conflict with the data we have collected?  

I am PRO spring bear hunt as the data supports this position.  When it does not, then and only then should we make changes. 

3/3/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Science says the legitimacy of hunting is embedded in societal discourses. 3/3/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
Science and historical data cannot be ignored and replaced by only feelings based concerns. I support the proposed language and the spring bear hunt.

I agree with the above statement!! Bring it back.

3/3/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear.  Science says if your ancestors didn't hunt and eat MEAT you wouldn't beer here with your large brain. 3/3/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Science says the body politic (including the courts) ultimately decides wildlife management, conservation issues and legitimacy of hunting. 3/3/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I support the return of spring bear hunting. 3/3/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly believe that there is no need for a spring bear hunting season and am against it. 3/3/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Totally 100 % against this unnatural and  hunter made practice. Wildlife managers say there is no way to prevent the killing of nursing females during a spring hunt. Even when states prohibit the take of nursing females, hunters kill them 
unintentionally: Females forage at great distances from their cubs, and if pursued by hounds, a mother will leave her cubs in a tree. Additionally, females do not bring their cubs to bait sites.

Hunters have difficulties determining the sex of bears even when they use bait or hounds, are attempting to avoid shooting females and are in close proximity. Researchers themselves have difficulties determining sex, even at short 
distances. Leave the bears alone, stop this massacre. 

3/3/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting and this rule 3/3/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
We eat bear. You eat chicken, no difference.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/3/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

I am against hunting bears in the springtime. 3/3/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

This cruel spring killing, whose proclaimed “benefits” aren’t backed by data or science, must not take place in Washington this year — or any other year.  Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
emotions aren't science...Bring back the spring bear season. 3/3/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
These comments are laughable.  There is exactly zero science supporting the "need" for a spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/3/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
Bear fajitas tonight! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/3/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting 3/3/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
I support this spring bear hunt and making it an annual hunt.  3/3/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Total against Bear Hunting for the follow reasons : " North America, hunters may
show preference toward larger and older bears, mostly males (McLellan and Shackleton 1988, Kohlmann et al.1999). The disproportionate removal of older and male bears could disrupt population age and sex structure , but it could also 
artificially select for smaller and
less reproductively successful phenotypes. In conclusion this Human-induced selection has disrupted evolutionary effects on bear population. 
Second : " Indirect effects of hunting of bears ;an increased mortality of cubs of the year  brown bears (Swenson et al. 1997, 2001;Gosselin et al. 2015, 2017), and a reduced reproductive rate of female grizzly bears due to females selecting 
less productive sites (Wielgus et al. 2001b). As you see this data is based on independent unbiased source, the International Association for Bear Research and Management, in other words REAL Scientific DATA.  No based-on emotions. 

3/3/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

Bring back spring bear hunting...**** liberals. 3/3/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season, and I support these proposals. 3/3/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I have been a spring bear hunter for 22 years.  I also hunt bear in the fall.  There is no shortage of bears in the Blue Mountains where I hunt.  They are very numerous and they need to be managed.  My personal experience is that I am 
seeing more bears over the years.  We have documented that elk populations are being decimated by predators.  I understand that is mostly by cougars, but bears, especially large boars hunt calves actively in the spring.  Hunting bears in 
the spring is much more productive than in the fall when bears won't normally leave heavy cover.  Without the spring bear hunt, we lose a very effective tool to control numbers, we lose a revenue source and we will probably experience 
additional expense as other means will need to be employed to control numbers or we will lose our opportunities.   In my opinion, that is the goal of those who oppose this hunt. Their opposition is not based on science but on a desire to 
stop all hunting.  This is just the low hanging fruit for them. 

3/3/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey



Science says elk are limited for business reasons, not bears. Science says allowed elk habitat in Blue Mountains is changing rapidly through climate change, wildfires, and other environmental factors, least of which is bears. Revenue source 
should never be a factor in non commercial wildlife management and is certainly not mandated as such.

3/3/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey

This rule proposal is thorough and meets  the intent of the WDFW- first, protect the species (bears) on a POPULATION LEVEL, and second provide sustainable harvest compatible with a healthy population. Any rule that serves these intents 
should be adopted. I support this petition.

3/3/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey

Fully support the harvest and consumption of bears through the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Science says any rule that does not take into consideration societal values, ethics, comprehensive studies and alternative methodology is incomplete. 3/3/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
I support the proposals and the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I am against to bear hunting! . 3/3/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
I am a supporter for the spring bear and any wild game hunting season.  3/3/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt 3/3/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/3/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear season. Help the cubs, calves and fawns. Harvest spring boars. 3/3/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Mandate requires it, science approves it. End of story.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/3/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey

Science says the only real help cubs, calves, fawns and any other wildlife need is good habitat. The best thing WDFW could do is merge with the DNR, Ecology and State Parks. WDFW has never had the authority to control habitat other 
than on it's own property. Together these combined agencies could be much more efficient and effective.

3/3/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey

The biologists we have here have been dedicated to doing the hard work spending tireless hours collecting data for the purpose of maintaining healthy populations. We should trust their recommendations as they have helped us recover 
populations to the current levels. I agree we can do a better job self reporting as hunters, and fully support the recommendations to continue with a Spring Bear season. It seems like the data around Spring seasons are even more 
predictable and monitored than the fall season, why there's so much debate is a clear sign that further education is required by the public at large. Even more troubling is the polarized opinions be it public or appointed without experience 
and education to give fair assessments. Could we ask the appointed officials and strongly opinionated folks to take hunters safety or something similar prior to weighing blindly?

3/3/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/3/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Everything supports the reinstatement of spring bear hunting. Why are we paying biologists if we don't even use the info they provide? Reinstate spring bear. Quit letting peoples feelings get in the way. 3/3/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting !!! 3/3/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
Totally against Bear Hunting or any hunting practice for human entertainment. Science has never proved the benefit of it. Stop creating profit business under the name of conservation.  3/3/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
Of course the same people who want to stop hunting, that demonstrably provides millions of dollars to the state and billions nationwide to conservation is about profit? While animal rights groups literally spend all their money in court 
rooms and do nothing to support any kind of conservation. Support spring bear hunting and allow people to harvest their own organic, free range sustainable meat.

3/3/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey

Spring bear needs to be reinstated. Hunters and anglers probably put more money towards conservation and habitat restoration than any other “special interest “ groups. Getting rid of spring bear hurts our ungulate and predator 
populations as well as reduces revenue for WDFW. This is what we call a lose-lose situation. 

3/3/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey

I disapprove the bear hunting  practice where population calculation is clearly  based on  systematic error measurement, where density of the animal population is not taking into account. 
Forests are being cleared to make way for the ever-growing human population. Housing, shopping centers, and roadways are responsible for the loss of vital wildlife habitat. We often don’t consider the effect this has on wildlife such as 
bears. Land development combined with bear attractants that are introduced in residential areas such as, unsecured garbage is most likely the cause of increased bear-human conflicts, not overpopulation.

3/3/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey

Unbiased science does not support human intervention as a form of conservation. Believing that hunting is an effective way to control the animal population, is like believing that planet earth is flat. Please appeal to common sense. 3/3/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/3/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I would really like to see the science that says that humans should allows animals to their own devices completely and do absolutely nothing to ensure their survival or conservation. The number one cause of death of bears is being hit by 
cars but no one is petitioning getting rid of all roads. At least hunters consume what they kill unlike animal rights groups that do nothing to support any kind of conservation and if it were up to them we would allow all animals to be wiped 
out without us “interfering “ in their survival

3/3/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/3/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Eat chicken? I eat bear. 
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/3/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

My family supports this rule 3/3/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
My nieces support this rule 3/3/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/3/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
Ahhh looking forward to spring bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting and rule.

3/3/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey

Listen to the science. Your own wildlife folks support this rule, based on the actual relevant data. The hysterical anti people are basing their positions on emotion and illogical arguments rather than science. Please, please follow science, 
not hysteria.

3/3/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey

I fully support creating wildlife seasons and structures based on the available science. Listen to the science and keep emotion out of it. 3/3/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose ALL spring bear hunts and am requesting the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commissioners to vote NO and reject the proposal for a permanent spring bear hunt.  It’s extremely cruel and inhumane to kill female bears with 
cubs as they are just coming out of hibernation and already having a difficult time finding enough food to feed their families with the damage from climate change including the extensive forest fires.  With climate change, wildlife is on the 
brink of disaster as are we.  Please put a stop to this senseless practice and give the next generations of our wildlife a fighting chance to survive. 

3/3/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey

Science says emotional excessivness exhibited in a high number of comments by pro spring bear hunting enthusiasts in this survey would suggest a high degree of hysteria. 3/3/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I support science based wildlife management. 3/3/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/3/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
Fully support a spring bear season. Those opposing a spring bear season assume we’re shooting all female bears with cubs, which is just not the case at all. Washington encourages hunters to steer clear of bears with cubs. Boars kill more 
cubs than any hunter ever will, which is even more reason for a spring bear season.  VOTE YES 2022 spring bear season. 

3/3/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear season and science based wildlife management 3/3/2022 8:59 PM Online Survey
Bear sausage for breakfast tomorrow morning.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/3/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and all predator management. 3/3/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear season, and I support these proposals. 3/3/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey



I am absolutely opposed to allowing spring hunting of Black Bear. I live on the edge of wilderness that has no roads for over 40 miles up into Canada, and I have only seen a black bear once near my home in the last dozen years. This is far 
less than the occurrences in areas with healthy populations.  Allowing spring hunting is terribly short sighted and cruel, which is why most states do not allow it.  Most hunters cannot tell sow bears from male bears, so there will be 
mistake after mistake, taking out the sows and committing their cubs to starvation. "A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity."  Allowing a spring hunt will condemn hundreds 
of cubs to death, causing an unnatural drop in population that could in no way be considered wise or "sustainable".  Also, I do not feel this is a proper way to collect public concerns on this.  I saw no public announcement about the 
comment period. Furthermore, I feel this way of commenting is producing a flooding of comments with suspiciously very similar wording, often coming in in clusters. Please take your decision seriously and get honest feedback from a 
broad population of people in Washington.  This anonymous commenting brings the worst out of people and the failures of social media into public policy decision making.

3/3/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey

I totally oppose the Spring Hunting of Black Bears.  The greatest predator and threat to other species and humans are humans themselves.  There is no greater evidence of this than current events. 3/4/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
Totally against this insane practice, please band bear hunting this season and the upcoming ones. I come from a country that protects its wildlife; we don't get into the dilemma of harvesting or managing bear population, because we 
know that animals possess more value alive than on the plate of misinformed and biased hunters. Several independent studies have shown than hunting bears causes indirect damage to the ecosystem and another  species  such as bald 
eagles who land near by to feed on the salmon  leftovers. Bears help in seed dispersion; black bears, in particular, eat a lot of fruit and vegetation so they are amongst the main seed dispersion agents. Also, another species dragging 
salmon carcasses through the forest, they help to enrich the soil. This is good for trees and other forest cover vegetation. Additionally, they deposit scat on the forest floors. Animal waste deposits are great for enriching the soil. They act as 
a natural growth booster. It is very shame from country than weight more individual and ferocious minority interest than the welfare of the entire ecosystem and the nation. 

3/4/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt.  As a managed species there is no detriment to the species or the environment. 
Emotional reasoning has no part in wildlife management

3/4/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey

This proposal is quite strict and should be considered carefully by both hunters and those against hunting.  If approved it will greatly reduce the number of permits and will protect mother bears with cubs (cubs are already protected under 
existing language).  This should be approved by the WDFW Commissioners.  I support it too.

3/4/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey

I fully support science based wildlife and Bear hunting spring and fall 3/4/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE THE SPRING HUNTING OF BLACK BEARS! Bears are an essential part of our ecosystem, and need to be protected not villainized! They want nothing to do with human areas, and are scarce due to self righteous trophy hunters and 
wildlife "management" better known as unjust slaughter. Why are some humans not happy unless they are causing suffering and death?

3/4/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey

STOP THE BEAR HUNTING!! 3/4/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

It's counter intuitive to allow hunting in bear sanctuaries that were established to protect bears and their critical habitat. 

Furthermore, allowing dogs to enter these sanctuaries will displace wildlife, including bears pushing them out of the sanctuaries and into residential areas creating more alleged conflicts. 

This proposal does not address the underlying cause, which is human behaviour. The basis of this proposal is to address bear-human conflicts, and it is important to note that hunting does not reduce bear-human conflicts.
Deforestation is responsible for the loss of critical bear habitat. Land development and bear attractants such as unsecured trash are most likely the cause of increased bear-human conflicts, not overpopulation.

Research shows that eliminating bear attractants and securing trash in bear-proof trash cans can reduce or eliminate bear conflicts by over 90%.

Hunting does not reduce bear-human encounters or conflicts. 

Black bears are predominantly vegetarian (90%), with only 5% of their diet consisting of meat.

Unprovoked bear attacks are rare. According to bear expert Lynn Rogers, Ph.D. of the North American Bear Center says you are 45 times more likely to be killed by a dog, 120 times more likely to be killed by bees, and 60,000 times more 
likely to be murdered by another human being, than to be killed by a black bear.

Bears regulate their own populations through a biological process known as delayed implantation. Delayed implantation allows bears to control their populations. When food is abundant, more bears will be born. When there is a lack of 
abundant food sources, female bears will not reproduce every two years, but alternatively, every three to four years. 

So I am asking that you do not let this bear hunt go ahead. Trophy hunters have no interest in what is good for the environment and biodiversity and looking after out fragile planet.

We must learn to share our planet with all the animals that we live with. They have a right to love here too and it’s the human race that is at fault for conflicts with animals as we take over their land. That is why they and their 
environment must be protected.

3/4/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey

I totally oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is cruel beyond measure and a hunt "cull" for purposes of population management is simply not necessary.  It is just giving trophy hunters and excuse to take trophy.  This hunt should be banned 
completely, not given permanent status by virtue of these changes.  NO SPRING BEAR HUNTING.....PERIOD!

3/4/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey

There is absolutely no justification in allowing hunting of black bears. They and many other species critical to a healthy ecosystem that humanity requires to also survive, have a hard enough time as it is.  If anyone wants to hunt bears and 
prove their machismo, they should go hunt “Russian Bears “ in Ukraine.  I urge the state to protect the population of black bears in WA.

3/4/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Stop this madness! 3/4/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey
Bin total dagegen. 3/4/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
Hunters, why can't you be happy killing in your video games or join Russia's crusade? 3/4/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the Spring Bear Hunt and proposed rules, in an effort to support healthy populations for all wildlife. 3/4/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt as it will create an imbalance in the eco system. Vulnerable bears emerging from hibernation will be easy targets for hunters. Eco tourism will bring in more revenue than licenses. Surely knowing 
what we know about the depletion of wildlife this decision does not belong in modern thinking

3/4/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey

I support the proposals because I am against killing mother bears and cubs. I support the spring bear hunt for this reason. 3/4/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt.  Easy pickings for hunters, devastating for bears.  Many hunters will not spare mother bears or offspring.  We've seen this before.  Instead, promote environmental tourism with Washington's beautiful wildlife.  3/4/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/4/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey



There is no evidence or justification for this annual hunt. Bears were here before humans. Is America determined to ruin it's own eco system. What will you do when your beautiful forests start dying, lakes dry up further, crops vanish and 
you have water shortages.  What's wrong with you people. Bears are here for a reason they forage disperse plants evenly and are natural seed pollinators plant pollinators and keep foliage down naturally. It has been proven time and time 
again that once you remove or disseminate an animal from an area ..a problem occurs.  Why can't you leave things alone. What reason besides murder sick trophy hunting of a barbaric nature just for enjoyment as a hobby is there to do 
this to a defenceless animal. A bear can't compete against a gun. Hasn't anything been learnt from covid and mankind's damage to the planet. Please don't pass this bill. Please give animals a chance. They are no different to us and 
deserve a life without pain and cruelty and torture. I oppose this bill and all who stand for it. 

3/4/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey

Hello,
isn't the job of the The Department of Fish and Wildlife to protect the fish and wildlife? How does a permanent spring bear hunt protect the species? Bears have cubs in the spring. How would the department know that a mother bear has 
been killed ? Now, not only will the mother die, but her cubs will die also. How will a hunter know whether the bear in front of them has cubs? Smaller cubs are hidden away and it is unlikely the hunter has time to make sure the bear is 
not a mother. How can you keep track of the species this way? 

3/4/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey

NO to bear hunting!!!!!!!NO to the Spring Bear Hunt!!!! Stop all senseless killing. I'm tired of animals becoming extinct for sport. Vile and shame on anyone who not only is for it but does it. 3/4/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt from Britain as do so many others I speak to . How can you possibly kill mother and cubs coming out of hibernation it is just so against all rules of nature and just to satisfy the bloodlust of depraved hunters.
A country is judged on how it treats the people and animals in its care ,these types of unnecessary actions make you know better than Russia or China . 

3/4/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey

NO MORE SLAUGHTER...COMPASSIONATE ACTION IS NEEDED NOW.....we have RUN OUT OF TIME !!! 3/4/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support a permanent spring bear hunting season. 3/4/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt permanently 3/4/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
I support the proposal in keeping fawns and mother bears safe. 
I support the spring bear hunt to ensure all wildlife is protected.

3/4/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and the rules that accompany it. It’s weird that anti hunters talk of cruel slaughter of bear families and yet oppose a petition that protects mother and their cubs. 3/4/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. follow the science! 3/4/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
No more killing of innocent animals. Protect the bears and offspring now 3/4/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

I oppose Trophy hunting of any animal period, but to allow the unnecessary and inhumane killing of bears in the Spring time when they are coming out of hibernation is absolutely cruel and unjustified. This puts their cubs in danger of 
dying not having the moms there to feed and take care of them. There is absolutely no justified reason this should be allowed. Bears have an important role in our ecosystem too, as much as any other species. Shame on anyone who 
supports this inhumane and cruel killing of our precious bears and their Cubs. The National Wildlife Association is suppose to protect our animals, birds of prey, etc., not do something as cruel as this. If you allow this, then you are no 
better those who kill wildlife for their own evil pleasure. We implore you to step up and do the right thing and do the job you are suppose to do, protect all of our wildlife!!!!!!!

3/4/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey

Please ban the spring bear hunt. All bears deserve their habitat protected. 3/4/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I am deeply opposed to the spring bear hunt. Bears are an important part of the ecology of any area. Bears do not over populate; delayed implantation makes sure of that. Educating the public on how to interact with bears is more 
effective and the correct course to take. Killing bears does not achieve any goals other than allowing for trophy hunting.  

3/4/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

Protect bears and their habitat. Say No to Bear Hunting. 3/4/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season in WA, and I support this proposal. 3/4/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is obscene that the members of this commission are acting against the wishes of the majority of people and supporting those who wish to kill for pleasure. I'm not sure who are the most obscene, the 
hunters or the commission.

3/4/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey

Unbelievable! Only one more act in the monsterous name of humanity! Horrible,i am very opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/4/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
I support the proposals and spring bear hunting. In an effort to help all wildlife the spring bear hunt is critical. The majority of people want ALL wildlife to have healthy populations. 3/4/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
No hunting! Stop murders! 3/4/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Save bears lives! Stop hunters forever! 3/4/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, and proposals.
The bears kill so many deer and elk we have to mitigate the damage.

3/4/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey

This rule is atrocious, feeding the sick, pathological violence of the few. We should not ever hunt bears. Total moral catastrophe. 3/4/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Look at the statistics. NO, cubs and wet sows are not being killed. Spring bear is a good way to target mature boars, which kill far more cubs than hunters ever will. Bear is excellent table fare, this is as much food hunting as any other 
species including deer and elk. Listen to the science, not the propaganda from the uneducated anti-hunting community. Support spring bear. 

3/4/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. Keeping all animals populations in WA healthy is a good thing. 3/4/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Morals? It's okay for them to overpopulate? It's okay for them to destroy the habitat, starve and die do to disease? Hunting is a management tool. Bring back the Spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Bears do so much more damage than people who aren't actively engaged in the outdoors. Boars kill cubs, hunters don't. Bears also kill deer and elk. 3/4/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear and the researchers and Department who endorsed this hunt to begin with.  Nature cares not about your feelings and neither does sound wildlife manager based on data.  Manage wildlife not feelings. 3/4/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting season, and I support this proposal. 3/4/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
To hear comments about hunters shooting sows with cubs as a reason to end the spring bear hunt is ridiculous. It has happened one time in all the spring bear hunts. That is like saying  lets end all walking because some one tripped and 
fell from it. The commissions job is to look at the chances of that happening again and not what ifs.

3/4/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey

I fully support Spring bear hunting.  The elk calves and and deer fawns are getting annihilated by the bears.  3/4/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting! Leave them alone 3/4/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Please leave the poor bears alone 3/4/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting! They just want to be left alone! 3/4/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I don’t support spring bear hunting! 3/4/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! Give the poor bears a chance to live! 3/4/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey



I am aghast reading the comments below.  What does it say about us that our only solution to something is killing?  Have we forgotten that bears have every right to live on the land just as we do?  Remember, they were here first and we 
encroached on their territory, they did not encroach on ours.  I don't think we would take to kindly to it if someone were to come into our homes and start shooting the men, to leave widows and orphans behind.  Families of bears want 
what all families want: to raise their young and live in peace.  As we move further and further into their territory, let's work together to find humane solutions to any conflicts this creates.

I encourage you please to reach out to wildlife organizations who may be able to help relocate bears or set up humane deterrents, if that is what is needed.  Please don't forget they feel pain and separation from their family members just 
as we do.  Killing is never the answer.  Let's work together to do better and never forget, all sentient species have the right to live.

3/4/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey

Lololol bear families??? You realize that the males eat the offspring whenever they can right? They don’t travel in family groups. Just goes to show how much these people actually know or have contributed to bears in the past. Fully 
support the sustainable harvest and consumption of bears.

3/4/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey

I support spring black bear hunt, as long as the science shows there can be a sustainable harvest.  3/4/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
As a WA state resident I oppose spring bear hunting at the most vulnerable time for Sows & their cubs. They leave hibernation with the males often times not emerging for a week or two which leaves the cubs severely vulnerable as mama 
bear cannot forage to feed & protect cubs at same time! All reports prove that whenever killing measures/hunts such as this have NO effect on human vs bear interactions or nuisances or population control. Surely there are many other 
non lethal ways such as relocation to tackle these issues. Also I think consulting with our indigenous / Native American citizens would be of superb value & wealth of knowledge before trying to interrupt or play with Mother Nature & start 
killing. Trophy/sport/thrill killing is disgusting & needs to stop feeding egos & greedy environmentally unconscious people. Our wildlife should not be exploited & nothing should ever be killed for sport of money! It also should be noted 
that a female council member helped organize, plan & direct the safari club ( which is wealthy trophy hunters) the fake petition they’re talking about. Seems like there’s a conflict of interest here that should be looked into! As a WA state 
resident this screams corruption & I demand accountability & resolution. It’s worth noting to folks that oppose this hunt forward your comments to Gov Inslee as well. An investigation needs to be conducted into this council member as 
she’s in conflict .. NO BEAR HUNT like you voted on Nov 2021. It should stand! 

3/4/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey

I would also point out that a commissioner used to be the head of an animal rights group that opposes hunting yet receives money from WDFW. Having a public office give money to an organization that is run by them is a real conflict of 
interest. It’s no wonder that a commission that is mandated to provide hunting opportunities whenever it can decided, on a tie vote, to get rid of a hunt that was fully supported by science and the wdfw staff and biologists. Follow the 
science and the mandate and reinstate spring bear hunting

3/4/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear! 3/4/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Wa resident, fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/4/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Make this hunt happen! It is a necessary hunt for the future of our ungulets! 3/4/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Crazy cat ladies need to lay off the pills before commenting, maybe read a book on bear and how males kill and eat cubs.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

Bear breakfast sausage for breakfast this morning! Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
The science is clear, the spring bear hunt has no detrimental affect on the Washington State Black Bear population 3/4/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/4/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Please stop the 2022, and beyond, Spring Bear Hunt!
Let us remember that bears are not mere resources for entertainment, monetary gains, trophies and/or "something to kill"!!!  Bears are splendid beings in their own right, who have evolved alongside us as co-inheritors of all the 
abundance and beauty of life on this planet!!
Bears should not require our permission to live on this Earth!  Bears earned the right long before us humans arrived!!

3/4/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

No spring bear hunting it’s wrong time of year. During spring coming out of hibernation seems inhumane & predatory. We no longer need to go hunt for food- go to grocery market. This is barbaric & outdated. Other countries have 
banned hunting all together & had wonderful results. Costa Rico Botswana & others. Living excessive like humans do is not sustainable.

3/4/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear season in Washington, and I fully endorse this proposal. 3/4/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I fully support this rule and a spring bear season in Washington 3/4/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Please ban spring bear hunting.  It is cruel and barbaric killing bears for profit and entertainment. Ugh. 3/4/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/4/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
This comment is regarding the following:

Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102

I'm not particularly opposed to hunting. Where I live it's absolutely necessary to control the huge deer population. However, I do oppose spring hunting of bears. The spring hunts are particularly because hunters are allowed to kill mother 
cubs and cubs, beginning in the spring when they are most vulnerable as they leave their dens after winter hibernation. If a mother is killed but the cubs live, the cubs' survival is doubtful without their mother. The bears are hungry after 
hibernation and out searching for sprouting vegetation. This makes it easier for hunters to spot them by targeting areas with much food supply. Other species are affected as well, since bears play a vital role in seed dispersal, spreading 
more seeds than even birds. This dispersal is a significant factor in forest ecology. If bear numbers decline, so will plant species in their ecosystems.

Those who love forests have many varied interests. We all must share in our use of the forest and do our part to protect it and use it in a sustainable manner. Allowing spring bear hunts is the opposite of that! Public opinion of hunting is 
on the decline. To preserve their sport, hunters should be in agreement with banning the spring bear hunts.

3/4/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

Allowing bears to be hunted during spring amidst a mass extinction crisis is unintelligent, cruel and absurd 3/4/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Anyone supporting this bear hunt is either delusional as hell or just outright selfish. We need to wrecking havoc the incredibly fragile ecosystems we’ve already dismantled. 3/4/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
You anti hunters realize this rule legally protects sows with cubs right? You also realize hunters don’t target them anyway, that we target mature male boars? 
Man the of ignorance in these comments is astounding but not surprising.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

Anyone commenting “I fully support this” I’m convinced is either a bot account or some completely ignorant fool. We need to be protecting the critical species we have remaining on this earth not shooting them for fun. It’s barbaric and 
quite frankly insane given our current ecological situation 

3/4/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

Please support spring bear hunting. It is humane and ethical hunting bears for meat, recreation and conservation. Ugh. 3/4/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I support this rule and I’m not a bot as accused. 3/4/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Please…. NO spring bear hunt!  Shameful and barbaric - what about the poor cubs???  3/4/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Bear are not endangered at all. The fact you claim they are is uninformed and again proves my point, many of you have no clue about what your taking about. 
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey



This rule LEGALLY protects cubs people. Read the rule.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/4/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

To the presumable man below who says anti hunters are ignorant, you sir are out of your depth. I don’t care what the bear hunt regulates and what it doesn’t. I have absolutely no faith that some creep who can’t enjoy nature without 
shooting something will genuinely uphold the regulations and not kill females or Cubs. It is astounding to me that the generalized opinion about people are ignorant. I’m rejecting this bill solely because of my deep intimate knowledge of 
the state of our ecological affairs. There are plenty of ways to engage with nature without shooting animals. No, I’m not referring to those who hunt to survive. But quite frankly I think it’s incredibly offensive to compare senseless hunting 
for sport to those hunting to survive. 

3/4/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

there are 25,000 plus bear in Washington alone. Spring bear hunting harvest take is under 1% of the total population, completely sustainable. 
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/4/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

I do not support this rule.  I am completely against sport hunting, but I realize that some culling is necessary for certain animal populations.  However, I do not feel this applies to bears.  Please give this additional thought before allowing 
this to happen.

3/4/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey

Thinking I don’t enjoy nature without shooting it is again, assuming something you know nothing about. I see bear, sows with cubs (my favorite animal to watch actually), deer, elk, mt goat etc dozens of times if not more a year. I more 
often watch animals than I ever shoot them. Take that time to get to know a hunter and you’ll find we are just hikers who happen to use the earth as our natural supplier of food.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/4/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey

I take the meat, hide and skull yet I’m labeled a trophy hunter? Classic. I guess every single deer hunter is one then right?
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/4/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
My nieces and nephews support this rule 3/4/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Commissioner Smith said she isn’t personally against bear hunting so I’m looking forward to her yes vote.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey

Absolutely disgraceful ruling to appease sadistic trophy hunters! More Green washing in the hopes people won’t oppose such cruelty to animals. I am sickened by the evil of these individuals who find pleasure in the killing of vulnerable 
beings. Psychopaths!

3/4/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

Tonight’s snack…bear summer sausage and cheese.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

Please explain, any of you anti hunters how taking the meat and hide is “trophy hunting”. It’s illegal to shoot a bear and waste the meat. People eat it, it’s like pork.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

I am writing in hopes that the permanent bear hunt does NOT go into effect. This could have irreversible consequences to the ecosystem and we have seen time and time again that hunters cannot be trusted with adhering to the 
guidelines that are given to them. There is also proof that hunting bears does not decrease the number of human-to-bear interactions. There are more humane ways to ensure the safety of all. There were rules set to protect these 
creatures and now those rules are being changed so that trophy hunters can collect their prizes. If this passes it would be a catastrophe for wildlife. 

3/4/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

Anyone in support… who do you think you are supporting shooting another living thing with a right to life…. God?!
Ah no, my friends… judgment day will come!! :)

3/4/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/4/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
OVER MY DEAD BODY!!

I DON'T CARE IF YOU PLACED A THORNY CROWN ON MY
HEAD AND NAILED ME TO THE CROSS, I WILL NEVER
SUPPORT THE HUNTING OF BEARS, WOLVES, AND OTHER
FOUR-LEGGED RELATIVES THAT HAVE BEEN ON THIS EARTH
LONG BEFORE MAN EVEN EXISTED!!!

LEAVE THE BEARS ALONE AND LET NATURE DO ITS 
OWN THING AS CREATOR INTENDED IN THE FIRST PLACE!!!

IF YOU REFUSE, THEN PREPARE TO FACE A BOYCOTT OF
YOUR STATE'S PRODUCTS AND TOURISM!!

3/4/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

Looking forward to spring bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/4/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
Any hunting of black bears or any other animals should be banned .  We should not hunt any animals as many species are already endangered or near the brink of extinction.  To allow any hunting in a bear sanctuary is hard to understand. 
The whole point of a bear sanctuary is to protect the bears and any other wildlife that may live there from dangers such as hunters. Due to deforrestation and housing developments the natural habitat of wildlife has shrunk dramatically, 
there is hardly anywhere they can go where they do not encounter people or machinery. 

Please keep the bear sanctuaries safe for the bears and wildlife and do not allow any hunting there at any time.  Trophy hunting is NOT a sport it is cruel and unnecessary and should be banned worldwide.  We have a duty of care to 
protect animals for the future.

3/4/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey

Anyone in support… who do you think you are, supporting the shooting of another living thing with a right to life…. God?!
Ah no, my friends… judgment day will come!! :)

3/4/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey

Posting bear population stats or reiterating the fact that the regulation supposedly prevents killing females or Cubs is irrelevant and annoying. There are plenty of people who do not care who they’re shooting. And the fact is it’s 
we are literally wrecking havoc on every corner of this earth. Would it absolutely be so unbearable for us to just not shoot these bears? Is it possible for anyone supporting this to even remotely consider any other living thing besides 
themself? 
I can understand ignorance but choosing ignorance I can’t understand. To have the most backwards priorities in such dire ecological circumstances baffles me. It does not matter that this specific species of bear isn’t considered 
endangered YET. Millions of species are on track to be gone off the face of this earth, including humans and you all can’t find but one ounce of your being to care about this? 

I hope with all of my heart and soul that there are sensible people present in this ruling. I hope with all of my being that there are humans out there who can see beyond their own selfish desires and recognize that protecting ecosystems is 
just more important than a bunch of bros getting off from shooting bears who are literally just trying to live their life. I’m not gonna entertain this madness any longer. I was here for the bears. I sincerely hope these bears get to live 
without trigger happy creeps hunting them 24/7. 

3/4/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey



You guys, go have a chicken salad or tuna melt and then tell me how you’re so much better than a hunter who goes out to the woods and gets food instead of going to the pantry.

Fully support this rule.

3/4/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

Happy to annoy you with facts.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. We are to manage our wildlife based on science. Anyone who does not support this doesn’t care about all the other animals that are affected by these predators. 3/4/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

I remember taking family out last year for spring bear, they weren’t successful but what a good time we had. Looking forward to spring bear hunting again. 
Fully support this rule.

3/4/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

Population facts and stats are irrelevant?! Good to know. I’m glad you admit that it’s only emotion that you want to cancel spring bear or any hunting. I appreciate your honesty.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
My family supports this rule 3/4/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
We support this rule and spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule. Happy to legally protect sows with cubs. 3/4/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule. 3/4/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Science supports it, population can sustain it, deer and elk need it, mandate requires it. End of story. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/4/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
My son supports this rule. 3/4/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Let’s go spring bear!!! 3/4/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
My parents support this rule. 3/4/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Science supports it, population can sustain it, deer and elk need it, mandate requires it. End of story. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/4/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Science over emotion. Bring the hunt back. 3/4/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey

SUPPORT 3/4/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I would love to see the WDFW mandate that says they are supposed to accommodate the feelings and emotions of brits, Germans, Colombians and etc. I know they have a mandate to provide fishing and hunting opportunities whenever 
possible for Washington residents. Absolutely no reason to not have this hunt available for residents as per the scientists and director of wdfw. 

3/4/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

Native Americans for spring bear hunting and our people have been hunting before you were ever here. The heritage and preservation of all animals must continue. If you don't agree that is fine, but do not be hypocrites and not consider 
all the damage that predators do. You are welcome to move to another country where all hunting is banned. Who do you think you are that you get to decide what is good for us and all the wildlife?

3/4/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

I support this rule 3/4/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
How hypocritical to NOT consider the damage that HUMAN predators have done. They are the most dangerous predators on the planet by far. These are beautiful animals, NOT trophies. Disgusting. 3/4/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Please vote against the new rule on February 1, 2022, which would not only institute a 2022 spring bear season but would create a permanent spring bear hunting season that no longer requires annual Commission approval.
Spring bear hunts inevitably orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. State wildlife officials and other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring 
bear hunting. Hunters are unable to distinguish between female and male bears, and nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring. In spring, black bears are at their most 
vulnerable state, weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation. Food is scarce, requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover.
WDFW singles bears out for spring hunting. Because of the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young, Washington does not allow spring hunting of any other species except 
turkey. 
The wildlife Society of America (2019) determined that “Disparities between expected and empirically derived bear density illustrate the need for more rigorous monitoring to understand processes that affect population numbers 
throughout the jurisdiction and suggest that management plans may need to be reevaluated to determine if current harvest strategies are achieving population objectives.” 

3/4/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Anti arguments: Trophy hunting!
Hunters: We have to take the meat by LAW, we eat it.
Antis: Its cruel!
Hunters: Watch something die in nature and tell me a bullet or an arrow isnt more humane.
Antis: Theyre endangered!
Hunters: Actually, black bear are thriving, not threatened, endangered or anything even close.
Antis: You kill sows with cubs!
Hunters: We target mature males who actually kill and eat cubs.

Antis, face it, you really do not have a leg to stand on except your out of control emotions you spout.

Fully support this rule.

3/4/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

Strongly support this rule. 3/4/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Cut and paste anti arguments have more holes in them that a cat carrying case.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

While the rule is suppose to protect females and cubs, how accurate are some hunters in distinguishing the difference between males and females, particularly at a distance? The answer is only known after the fact, that is after the kill. It 
is not necessary or prudent to have a spring hunt. It is in fact counterproductive to sustaining the bear population for the future.

3/4/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Looking forward to spring bear hunting. Strongly support this rule. 3/4/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey



According to this rul shooting a lactating sow or a cub under a year old would be illegal. All bears would be checked by a biologist after harvest as has been the rule for a few years now. Feel free to look at past harvest numbers on WDFW 
website. Our population is beyond stable and sustainable and can %100 support a spring bear hunt as has been proven for the last 20+ years. The biologists agree that the only reason to stop a spring bear hunt is emotional and social not 
scientific. Feel free to watch the commission meeting where this was asked directly of the head of the carnivore division at wdfw by a commissioner who has a conflict of interest in stopping hunting. The state mandates that opportunity 
be provided unless the populations are crashing and unsustainable. This is clearly not the case for bears. Keep the spring bear hunt

3/4/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey

Fully support this rule and bear hunting. 3/4/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
If you’re worried about male and female identification bring back baiting.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Science says a 25% wounding loss is inhumane. Primitive weapon hunts have higher rates. Factor in "Early Blur" and bear sex and size indistinguishable at distance and losses may be even higher. 3/4/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I support this rule 3/4/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Science says same factors that stopped bounties, baiting,night hunting, no closed season, no limits and hound hunting are serious factors according to society who who has ultimate say over hunting. 3/4/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
Cats are animals and should not be kept in peoples homes as trophys! For shame!

Fully support this rule.

3/4/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

Ahhh...spring bear season is right around the corner.
Fully support this rule and bear hunting.

3/4/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey

Science supports it, bear population can handle it no problem, mandate requires it...we get organic meat, a cool hide, help the timber industry, help bambi, supply money to local economies and the dept, whats not to like?
Strongly support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

Strongly support this very limited and regulated hunt and rule. 3/4/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
strongly support this hunt over emotions. 3/4/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
The science is behind the spring bear hunt and I fully support it 3/4/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I live in England where bears have been extinct for probably 1,500 years.  I think  you are lucky to have bears in America, and you should treasure them.  In my opinion, hunting is cruel, barbaric, archaic and unnecessary.  It is also 
dishonest to talk about "harvesting" when what you mean is "killing" them.  It is also dishonest to claim that you are "managing" them when really you are killing them for pleasure.

3/4/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

We love bear and we love hunting. It’s possible to do both.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

NO hunting of bears!  Do you seriously believe the stipulation of prohibiting the harvest of female black bears with offspring will deter the hunters?!  Do you think they will take the time to check?!  Absolutely not!  It's time for these 
barbaric practices to come to an end and for these so-called "men" to find other ways to prove their "manhood!"  

3/4/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

We live in America we’re bear are thriving thanks to hunters and their money and efforts. You keep your tea and Queen, we will keep our guns and bear hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Hunters do not target cubs or sows with cubs. I support the spring bear hunt. I do not agree with making it completely illegal to harvest a sow with cubs because I have had many instances of watching a bear for extended period of time 
and never seeing a cub. Only to then see a cub come down from a tree a significant time later. Even someone doing their due diligence to not harvest a sow with cubs could make a mistake. I don’t think that should be held against them or 
made illegal. 

3/4/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Lots of people with co exist stickers in their cars doing lots of name calling in here.
However, I will simply support this rule despite the vile attacks by the anti hunters.

3/4/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

HUNTING OF SPRING BEARS -YES!!
PROPOSED REGULATIONS TO NOT SHOOT CUBS OR FEMALES -YES!!!

3/4/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Branden Bowie, that's why it should NOT be allowed!!  That "mistake" ends up costing the cubs their mothers and eventually their own lives.  3/4/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/4/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
In America, we hunt and conserve our wildlife. We love and use them as they’re intended. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/4/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
We need to support all predator hunting in Washington.   I support spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
I drink coffee and eat bear. Merica!

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/4/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear and all other forms of hunting.  As hunters we choose to be a participant in nature and not a spectator.  Management of wildlife not feelings that's what the biologist and the WDFW do.  FYI Yellowstone is not 
how nature works.  Think of it as Disney for wildlife where you can watch almost tame animals from close up.  This is not the wild.  Sorry so many have lost touch with the natural world.

3/4/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

I STRONGLY OPPOSE BEAR HUNTING ! Bears are to be protected and not inhumanely killed for sport and trophies.  Hunters should be ashamed and join the support of wildlife and habitat preservation.  NO  To Spring Black Bear Hunting ! 3/4/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

Hunters have been supporting wildlife and habitat preservation for over 100yrs. Animal rights groups still do nothing for habitat preservation or to support wildlife. In fact quite the opposite. Support conservation support spring bear 
hunting

3/4/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

I support bear hunting and eating bear meat…it’s our family’s favorite! 3/4/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
I am saddened by any proposed increase in time allowed for bear hunting and number of bears subject to killing.  If these were to happen, I will stop my time spent in Washington and focus my vacation and travel plans in more animal 
humane states.  Washington has been an enjoyable state to visit.   Sincerely,  Sandra Elle

3/4/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

Everybody is aware that bear hunting has no benefit at all but is only done by brutal killers, like all the Russians attacking innocent people in the Ukraine. So basically all hunters can be compared to Putin... we can only wait until they 
shoot all of us.

3/4/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear and the 100 years of wildlife management that has brought all game species back from the brink and has helped hundreds of non game species.  Hunting and fishing participants pay almost 65% of the funding for 
wildlife in the state.  And before we hear about 34% coming from tax payerd from the general fund news flash hunting and fishing participants are tax payers to so I guess we pay into it even more.  Hug a hunter, Fisher or a shooting sports 
advocate and thank them for the wildlife you enjoy.  No one does more.  FACT!

3/4/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and believe there are enough bears to allow for a limit of two in the spring and two in the fall. 3/4/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. There are enough bears to support this hunt and these decisions should be made off of biological data and not social feelings. 3/4/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Spring bear hunting and all forms of hunting. It’s not preservation and it’s not a right for people to go out hunting. I am against the Spring Bear Hunt 3/4/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Bring spring bear back.  Wow really stretching comparing a war on humans to hunting.  You truly have lost touch with reality.  Manage wildlife not feelings. 3/4/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I’d rather be a hunter compared to a peaceful president like Bush or Obama. Please feel free to spend your time in a state without bear hunting as Washington has a had spring bear season for the last 20+ years. 3/4/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey



Don't let the emotions of uneducated people decide the fate of spring bear hunting. I support bring back this season. 3/4/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and bear baiting 3/4/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Bear pep sticks today for a snack! No tea and crumpets for me.
I fully support spring bear and this rule.

3/4/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

Uncle Joey B here, I fully support spring bear hunting! 3/4/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
You Europeans are mad because you screwed up your wildlife. We got ours covered thanks. 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

Love bear and hunt bear. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/4/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Greatest model in the world for wildlife management working right here in North America.  100 years of success. 3/4/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
There are over 7 million of us meat eaters here in Washington state who support eating meat. Continue the spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Aren’t the British guard hats outside the queens palace black bear hide? Huh…. 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

I support this rule! 3/4/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/4/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Ahh…notice one it gets late in Europe all the anti hunting comments begin to tapper off….coincidence? 

Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

I am not opposed to hunting generally, but I cannot support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080. Hunting black bears soon after they have emerged from winter hibernation is unnecessary to address alleged management 
concerns and results in the take of vulnerable bears, including lactating mothers. Enacting a permanent spring bear hunt will keep rule makers from responding to science on this issue — for instance, the 2019 mandate that pelt data be 
collected was to give the Fish and Wildlife Department better information to manage the spring bear hunt. But last year, the department canceled the inspections because of the pandemic, making the 2021 season the first time hunters 
have reported that information to the department. By amending the rule to make the spring bear hunt a permanent facet of the hunting season the Commission would be foregoing the opportunity to respond to this preliminary data, and 
will make it more difficult for the Commission to respond to science in the future. WDFW should collect data for several years before making this hunt permanent. It is unlawful to harvest/take a female black bear accompanied by one or 
more offspring or harvest/take offspring, yet this rule will effectively permit this very action and the department does not currently have enough data to determine that such effects won’t be harmful. Therefore, I oppose the proposed rule 
amendment to WAC 220-415-080.

3/4/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

I am firmly against Spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
Stop the Spring bear hunt. If you leave them alone they’ll leave you alone 3/4/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this amendment. 3/4/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
Normal spring bear season doesn’t start until April 15th, weeks after exiting dens. 
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/4/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey

It is clear that the proposed regulations will prohibit the take a females and CVBZ therefore I strongly support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/4/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is backed by science and required by mandate. 3/4/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of any unarmed victim. The fact that it was necessary to add a stipulation prohibiting the killing of female black bears with offspring and cubs less than one year old or less than 50 pounds proves that we are dealing 
with people who have no sense of ethics whatsoever.

3/4/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey

Commissioner Smith isn’t against bear hunting, at least that always she said under oath. So I’m looking forward to her yes vote.
Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

Bear can smell 100X greater than a human, they are stronger than us, see equal to us, hear better than us, are faster than us…therefore they are not defenseless.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

Strong support for this rule 3/4/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
total ban the spring bear hunting! 3/4/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
NO hunting for bears and cubs! NEVER! 3/4/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
All of you wanting to ban bear hunting are obviously ok with Bambi getting ripped apart while still alive. Just wanted to point that out.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/4/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

Bear can smell 100X greater than a human, they are stronger than us, see equal to us, hear better than us, are faster than us…therefore they are not defenseless.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/4/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

Total increase the spring bear hunting! 3/4/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
I support this! 3/4/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal 3/4/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting.  Continue to use data from state biologists to manage wildlife.  Making outlandish statements and going completely off the rails emotionally really shows how disconnected some are from reality.  Get 
back to your roots and off your high horse and put money into wildlife management and not the pocket books of big do nothing groups who haven't improved one piece of habit, reintroduced a species or purchased land for wildlife.  You 
are wasting time and money by giving it to them.

3/4/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

My family eats bear. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/4/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
It's now as important as ever to oppose spring bear hunting and ensure such a radical group of hunters don't get their way, or else this may well mark the end of animal protection measures across America, Canada, and beyond. 3/4/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunting season, and I also support this proposal. 3/4/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed regulations and spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
When did the voices of a few MISGUIDED bear hunters wipe out all reason and compassion in our world??  Spring bear hunts are the WORST timed because they will rob young cubs of their mothers, and they will not survive.  Is bear 
hunting by a group of radicals really more important than doing the right thing??  I hope Washington comes to its senses.

3/4/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey

The proposed banning of killing cubs and mothers is a great idea.
I support the proposed rules and spring bear hunting.

3/4/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear season as proposed. If the population can support a recreational take, there is no scientific reason to not provide consumptive use. 3/4/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I am thoroughly opposed to spring bear hunting.  The crony lobbyists and their government friends continue to ignore science to the detriment of the environment and its' inhabitants.  Who will care for all the orphaned cubs?  No one - 
they will painfully perish. Protect those that cannot protect themselves from the weapons of man, Washington!

3/4/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Let the misguided anti nature people who want to live in cities and view nature through a tv screen do just that. 3/4/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey



Protect the fawns and calves from predators. Washington is losing most of the ungulates to predators and bears are a major reason. We must protect the wildlife, and support them. The robust numbers of bears compel the consumptive 
use and ensure all wildlife has a fighting chance. Anyone from Washington knows we have an overpopulation of bears and at the rate of less than 150 per year, we are going to continue to watch the deer and elk become a thing of the 
past. Do your part to protect all wildlife and vote yes for the spring bear season and proposed regulations.

3/4/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt because there is no way to enforce the female/offspring part of the rule. The only way you protect cubs is to not hunt in spring. 3/4/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

I oppose a permanent spring bear hunt because it does not take into consideration each year's population and geographical areas. It gives up on the idea of a managed hunt. 3/4/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
I am in support of this proposal, and I support reinstating and expanding the spring bear season. 3/4/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Save cubs, support this rule 3/4/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
I support the proposal and spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
I support this proposal and a spring bear hunt 3/4/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring bear hunt. To ensure thriving wildlife populations and ecosystems, we have to advocate to save animals from trophy hunters! 3/4/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the hunt. 3/4/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the hunt 3/4/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/4/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
support spring bear hunts 3/4/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to any bear hunt 3/4/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
Please stop killing these innocent animals.  You are literally destroying our earth. 3/4/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Shane, shame, shame!  This proposal is a travesty.  Instead of our tax dollars supporting blood-thirsty trophy hunters, how about using those funds to protect our environment and leave wildlife still alive for our future generations to enjoy.  3/4/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey

America's wildlife is fast declining due to habitat loss, hunting, and disease due to pollution of the food they eat, and water they drink.  While humane hunts my help limit the numbers, it does not answer the questions about habitat loss 
and pollution. Once a population is low, there maybe no gaining it back. I believe that this proposed rule allows to many to be taken and leaves too much to be taken for granted. PLEASE the environment, our natural habitats for these 
bears is too fragile to allow this rule change.

3/4/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

By the Dept's own research the bear numbers are robust, we know that to mean they are way above where they should be. The proposed rules allow for so few bears to be harvested that any concerns about extinction are from simple 
minded uninformed people that have no clue about real wildlife.  The department is mandated to manage wildlife for enjoyment to ALL stakeholders.
I support the necessary regulations as proposed and the spring bear hunt.

3/4/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey

If we do not allow the spring bear hunt the only wildlife left to enjoy will be wolves and bears. 
All the deer and elk and other beautiful forest creatures will be mauled to death by the predators. I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 

3/4/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey

Please do not allow the murdering of bears in EVEN MORE months than you already do. There is no reason to allow wildlife murderers and bear murderers specifically any more months in which to murder innocent wildlife for no other 
reason than so-called trophies. Do not renege on your earlier, correct decision to ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you.

3/4/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC. 3/4/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
It is long past time to stop these cowardly killers from destroying wildlife. There's NO REASON for this slaughter. "Recreational hunting opportunity" it's just another way to allow killers to kill. 3/4/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the proposed 2022 Spring bear hunt. There is already a fall bear hunt and it is not prudent judgement to allow an addtional annual bear hunt. Hunters cannot tell a male from a female in the field when hunting. Bears are not 
presently a threat to other wildlife, the environment or humans in Washington State according to current statistics. Furthermore, this does not represent good science by a responsible State wildlife agency. Thank you for your 
consideratation of citizen comments.
Jeanette Johnson

3/4/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed regulations and spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and the proposed regulations. 3/4/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Woot woot! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
Nice to see all the name calling by the antis in here, that means we are winning.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/4/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
Drink coffee, eat bear.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey

Science backs it, mandate requires it, Bambi needs it, helps forests…100% support this rule. 3/4/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Bear roast for dinner tonight!! Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed regulations and an expanded spring bear season annually. 3/4/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Shocking atrocities such as this proves what devils are in charge and most probably getting back pocket money for letting the psychos murder . We say punishment should fit their crimes and all those that condone this abomination 3/4/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed spring bear hunt and regulations. 3/4/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring hunt - let's make it an annual hunt. 3/4/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
I strongly support relying on science and continuing the spring bear hunts in Washington state. 3/4/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt. 3/4/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the year-round hunt of "trophy" murderers, who should be culled daily.  Bears are far more important to the Washington ecosystem than the cowardly agency charged with their welfare.  You and your blood-lusting 
lobby ought to be extirpated.

3/4/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey

No killing! No permanent spring bear hunting season. 3/4/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
Thank you for the management that you were tasked with Washington’s wildlife. I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed regulations. I think this Is important for the well-being of all wildlife for future generations. 3/4/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey

A spring bear hunt is barbaric and should not be allowed to take place. It does not even seem like a "fair" hunt since bears are sluggish (coming out of hibernation), foraging for food, and have baby cubs, that will be orphaned. 
Commissions, please don't bend to these bullies who want to kill vulnerable wildlife.

3/4/2022 5:31 PM Online Survey

Most of the comments are certainly from people who know nothing about bears. Commission please disregard their emotional pleas and do what is right for all wildlife. There is nothing more barbaric than caged animals people eat daily. 
Since the wild make harvesting mother bears and cubs illegal I support the proposal as humans have hunted for thousands of years. 

3/4/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey



Please no bear hunting 3/4/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is unethical!! 3/4/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is barbaric. The poor bears don’t even get a chance to live 3/4/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/4/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
Can’t wait for the chance to draw this very limited tag this year. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
Killing an animal with one shot is unethical? Classic. 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey

Hunting mature male bear in the spring? Yes please. 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears is stupid, since they are predators themselves.  They are self-limiting in population and do not need a hunt except for idiot souvenir collectors. 3/4/2022 6:31 PM Online Survey
There is no moral justification for hunting.  Anyone who thinks it's fun to murder innocent creatures requires psychiatric help and certainly should not be allowed to own firearms.  Protect nature and stop pandering to the hunting lobby. 3/4/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear 100%.  3/4/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
Anyone who thinks we shouldn’t hunt can never eat meat or fish, use leather feed there dog or cat with commercial food. Clowns. Lol!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/4/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey

Please don't allow hunting of bears for trophies! There's no evidence their population is out of control & there are better ways to avoid conflicts with people, like preserving more of their habitat. It seems likely that mother bears will end 
up getting killed, with their cubs left to be orphans.

3/4/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, and I support the proposals. 3/4/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
There is plenty of evidence supporting the amount of bears we have in this state. How the hell would tree hugging city dwellers know anything when they step into the woods 1 or 2 days out of the year? Listen to the people that spend 
more than half the year in the mountains. Hunters. Boars will kill cubs just to get a sow back into heat. Reinstate spring bear and quit letting idiots determine anything hunting related when they don't partake in any of it. 

3/4/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey

YOU PEOPLE CHARGED WITH PROTECTING GOD’S CREATURES JUST DONT CARE OR DO NOT UNDERSTAND. WHEN JESUS OUR LORD RETURNS WHICH IS NOT FAR OFF; THEN YOU WILL UNDERSTAND HOW YOUR WICKED KILLING 
INTENTIONS WILL BE JUDGED AND PUNISHED!!!!!!!
STOP KILLING BEARS AND STOP KILLING ALL ANIMALS RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!

3/4/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting.
Chris Battis
Bellingham 

3/4/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt And proposals. 3/4/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/4/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt must be permitted. There is no purpose of hunting wildlife this day and age other than disrupting ecosystems and causing damage to the wildlife population. there 

Additionally, anyone who feels urge to kill, and finds satisfaction in taking lives, has to be assessed by a psychiatrist, and most likely would need a professional help not a rifle. 

3/4/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey

We must permit the spring bear hunt in order to maintain healthy populations for all animals. I support the proposals for spring bear hunting. 3/4/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
A lot of the hunters say they hunt bear because they want the meat.  Bears emerge skinny from winter hibernation and take a while to build up their body mass.  In the fall they are plump and full of fat.  Why would you want to hunt 
skinny animals for meat?  Answer, you just like to kill things.  So many calls for science, science, science.  If science is so great why are wildlife numbers sinking sinking sinking around the world.  If people are so concerned about low deer 
and elk numbers, how about reducing the deer and elk hunting quotas for some years.  I spend a lot of time in the woods and wilds in eastern Washington for the past 52 years and see fewer bears in recent years then I used to.  I hear 
quotes in these comments that hunters hardly ever kill sows with cubs and not many bears are taken every year.  You can bet there are a lot of bear kills every years that are not reported.  Ever hear of poaching? 

3/4/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey

I support "NO Hunts".!   
NO Spring No Permanent bear hunts Going by science their is no scientific evidence these bears populations are out of control or to high , trophy hunters just want trophies there are many non lethal ways to avoid conflicts, mother bears 
are always killed and many cubs end up starving very few ever survive, no need for bear hunts 

3/4/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

I support the proposals along with the spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is supported by the science, and recommendations were made by WDFW biologists.  On with the spring season! 3/4/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
Good news; No-one that opposes spring bear hunts will be required to participate.  3/4/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
Leave bears alone, murderers! 3/4/2022 10:24 PM Online Survey
Insane hunters, better kill each other! 3/4/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey
And here we go with the antis supporting murder of humans. Thats the side anti bear hunters are on. The side of murderers. Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey
Never support a brutal practice where always loose the bears. Hunting is no the solution for conservation, and it is not supported by objective science. In this discussion it is not considering the indirect effect of hunting bears: alteration of 
the offspring and female behavior; changed in social bears structure which induced selected infanticide; decreased of offspring survival; imbalance  in the ecosystems; toxic effects of the ammunition in the environment affecting other 
pivotal animal such as bald eagles. With all respect to the biologist from WFWD, but I invite you to see how other countries manage animals populations without hunting and it deleterious effect in the ecosystems. It is time to change 
mentality  of destroying every life merely go human commodity, and progress toward a practice more environment sustainable where everyone, including the bears, win. 

3/5/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey

As a researcher with ample knowledge in environmental science who has lived in many countries and now living in WA, I oppose Bear Hunting activities. Also, I applaud the commissioners who decided to stop the bear hunting season. 
They have a better global view and understanding of managing the animal population around the world. From my knowledge, one of the commissioners has lived in Costa Rica, an exemplary country that has strong laws that protect 
wildlife and the environment. Costa Rica banned hunting in 2012 and is now one of the most biodiverse and eco touristic countries worldwide. Hoping soon, the USA will implement some of the Costa Rica environmental policies. 
Congratulation, commissioners, for your braveness and working for a better future. 

3/5/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey

This inhumane practice MUST end. This is cruelty to animals, a threat to the survival of the species, and a murder event that has no place in civilized socirty. For Washington to continue to allow this is unacceptable. I will be doing my part 
to organize a boycott of Washington should this proceed. 

3/5/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey

Leave the Bears in peace. According to a recent meteorologist report dated March 1, 2022,  half of Washington state is in drought, many wild animals, including the bears, will face harsh conditions to survive. Stop this unnecessary 
massacre. In addition, only 5% of the population in the U.S support hunting, and it is clear that it is a practice in decline.

3/5/2022 1:31 AM Online Survey



STOP BEAR HUNTING FOREVER! Hunting is not any longer generating the most revenue to wildlife agencies. The results of a 5-year survey conducted by FWS and released in 2011 found that hunters invested 33.7 billion dollars into 
hunting, while wildlife watchers alone generated 54.9 billion.

3/5/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey

I am against bear hunting ! 3/5/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
Ban the Bear hunt here. 3/5/2022 2:45 AM Online Survey
BAN BEAR HUNTING! 3/5/2022 3:22 AM Online Survey
As a foreign national I am astonished at how uncaring and retrograde this proposal is. I thought better of you . I am very unpleasantly surprised. Is is cruel unfounded in its objectives and barbaric. Please come into the current century 3/5/2022 3:26 AM Online Survey

As a Washington resident I support the proposed rules. 3/5/2022 3:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal!
There should be a permanent spring bear season. And all wildlife should be managed based off the most current population estimates and managed over an entire ecosystem!

3/5/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey

I support this rule! 3/5/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
ich bin geschockt wie gleichgültig hier von Lebewesen geredet wird und wie erbarmungslos mit ihnen umgegangen wird. würden sie genauso reden und dafür stimmen wenn es um eins ihrer familienmitgleider gehen würde?
um eins ihrer Kinder?
wohl nicht.Tiere sind wie Kinder und unsere Mitgeschöpfe - ja sie leben sogar schon länger hier als wir.
wie können sie es wagen derart mit GOTTES geschöpfen umzugehen?
Oder schiessen sie auch auf wehrlose Menschen weil es zu viele ihrer Mweinung nach gibt?

NO BEARHUNTING AT ALL YOU ALL !!!!
KEIN Segen für Jäger!

3/5/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey

NO ONE SHOULD BE ABLE TO OBTAIN A PERMIT TO KILL ANY OF GOD"S BEAUTIFUL BEARS.  OR ANY ANIMAL!  ALL ANIMALS BELONG TO GOD! GOD MADE THEM ALL!!!!!! 3/5/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
I support the proposals and spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and I endorse this proposal. 3/5/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
Europeans need to worry about Europe not a hunting season in Washington.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/5/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey

I fully support the proposals 3/5/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
NO spring hunt. No hunting of bears. Please. 3/5/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
All in for support of spring bear and sound wildlife management.  Bear populations in Washington have been strong and growing for over 48 years in spite of hunting.  The emotional arguments have zero to to with wildlife management. 3/5/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Imagine buying organic free range meat at the store and being against hunting. The definition of hypocrisy.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/5/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

Science says sport hunting is a highly emotional endeavor and is becoming more intolerable as civilization progresses. 3/5/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly encourage the commission to approve the spring bear season, permit hunts.   The Blue Mountain Elk population is under population goals and is close to not being sustainable partly because of predation.  The bear population 
according to WDFW biologists is healthy enough to allow sustained harvest. The season has been in existence for years and the bear population can and has in the past sustained this harvest. Do not allow you’re none hunters and fellow 
commissioners to turn this into a political attack on the hunting sports because that’s what is happening. 

3/5/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey

There is nothing emotional about hunting we have been doing it for thousands of years. The Native American community is in support of this proposal. 3/5/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule. .6% harvest is beyond sustainable. There is no reason not to have this season. 3/5/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Define "sport" hunting. Bear meat is used for food, as required by LAW. Antis have zero logical argument against hunting, only trigger buzz words and insults. Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Remember, Lorna Smith, under oath during her confirmation hearing said she had no personal problem with bear hunting. Therefore, I am looking forward to her yes vote on this....that is, of course unless she lied, since she thinks spring 
bear hunting is unethical. So which is it Commissioner Smith?

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/5/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

Dont buy meat at the store and preach to me about how hunting is cruel.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/5/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. 3/5/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Science says the more imagined rights that have no basis in law,the more hysterical the hunters respond. 3/5/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Science says just because a person may support some hunting does not mean they support all hunting. 3/5/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/5/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Science says that when there are less predators all remaining wildlife benefits. Our wildlife populations are desperately hurting in Washington state. Managing predators will benefit all wildlife. I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/5/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

This hunt will occur  at a time of year when bears are ess able to defend themselves, and when mistaken killing of mothers and offspring is especially likely.  Hunting during the spring season is too risky for orphaning cubs, and is not 
sporting to animals that are not able to appropriately avoid contact as they emerge from hibernation.  This should not be considered sporting or appropriate wildlife management.  Thank you for your consideration.

3/5/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear and all other legal hunting seasons.  No one is being hysterical on here other than the fanatical emotional vomit of the opposition who continues to be belligerent and angry.  Seems counterintuitive for a group 
who is full of compassion for a wild creature but zero respect for another human.  Par for the course for those who have lost their connection to the natural word and are merely spectators of nature and not a participant like those who 
hunt.

3/5/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Science backs it, mandate requires it, it legally protects sows with cubs, its sustainable, what more is there? End of story. Reinstate spring bear.
Fully support this.

3/5/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey



The fact people think that bear cannot defend themselves or are "lethargic" in mid spring, weeks after leaving their den proves the absolute disconnection to nature, bear behavior and overall ignorance of the subject. Any hunter can tell 
you this is not true. Dont believe me? Watch the spring bear hunt on Netflix on the show MeatEater in Montana involving Clay Newcomb and Steve Rinella. The bear gets a slight gust of wind and smells the two people from over 800 
yards....thats eight football fields. The bear high tails it out of there. The idea they are not aware of their surroundings is absolute bull.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/5/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Please vote to bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/5/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Disney fact: Bambi would support spring bear hunting so he didnt get ripped apart at birth.

Save cubs, support spring bear hunting.

3/5/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/5/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Lets continue shall we. Its "cruel"! Go watch a nature death of wolves tearing apart an elk while its still alive, a cougar choking out a deer or biting its spinal column, a spider poisoning a fly and wrapping it while its still alive....

A single bullet or arrow through the lungs is far far more humane than any "natural" death that awaits a bear in the wild.
Fully support this.

3/5/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Its a "trophy hunt" argument:
By law, the meat must be taken.
Many hunters also take the hide and skull. The bear does not go to waste.
End of story.
Fully support this rule.

3/5/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey

You'll orphan cubs argument:
Hunters target mature male bear, literally saving cubs lives since mature male bear kill and eat cubs.
This rule also adds legal protection to sows with cubs.
Fully support this rule.

3/5/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

Its not sustainable, bear are endangered argument:
Last spring, .6% of the overall population was taken.....thats a fraction of 1%, which is totally sustainable by all models (the fall take is also totally sustainable by all models).
Bear are thriving, according to the organization Commissioner Smith used to run there are 25,000 of them in WA alone.
Fully support this rule.

3/5/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

I could continue, but I have bear pep sticks to eat.

Fully support this rule. 

3/5/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season as well as this proposal. 3/5/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Save innosent spring bear's lives! No killing! 3/5/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Stay away, psycho hunters! 3/5/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear 3/5/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Innocence or guilt does not have anything to do with hunting.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/5/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear season, and I endorse this proposal. 3/5/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Native Americans are psycho? My little nieces and nephews are psycho because they hunt? Got it…very logical and well thought out. LOL, clowns.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/5/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

Strongly support this hunt 3/5/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY support HALTING the spring bear hunt season.!!!! LEAVE THE ANIMALS ALONE! 3/5/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife (WDFW) wants to establish a permanent spring bear hunting season. We the people, are the only thing standing in the way of corrupt wildlife officials and bear killers....  cruelty for the sake 
of cruelty!!  leaving orphaned bear cubs.....  why would anyone want to do this????    geeezzzz

3/5/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

It’s amazing to me that people comment on this when they have no idea about the laws already in place or how seasons are set or how the North American model of conservation works and has been working for 100+ years now. Don’t 
allow these reactionary uneducated people to destroy the model that has bears thriving in Washington and allows for sustainable harvest. I fully support the science and the spring bear hunt

3/5/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

I am for the spring bear hunt. 3/5/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I am wholeheartedly OPPOSED to the proposed rule in Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102.  Killing mothers and babies just out of hibernation is as utterly appalling as it is inhumane and barbaric!  How Orwellian of you to consider doing it in 
a place that is presumably to provide these bears sanctuary - Sanctuary, indeed!!

3/5/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey

There are many  reasons to vote yes for this law and support the spring bear hunt. Just listen to your scientists as they list them. 3/5/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
If your ancestors didn't hunt you wouldn't be here. Your future grand kids will be the first to die off because they won't be able to hunt to save their own lives. Keep relying on supermarkets to feed your pathetic selves. Stop trying to push 
your stupid beliefs onto other people. 99% of hunters eat the animals they kill and put out more money to help conservation than any anti hunting idiot ever has or will. Reinstate spring bear hunting. Let the biologists do what they are 
paid to do and respect the data they have to offer. 

3/5/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

The stupidity of anti hunters commenting is real. There are rules and regulations that hunters have to follow. The black bear population is nowhere near extinction. Reinstate spring bear. Quit destroying wildlife based off of human 
emotions. Half of them can't even contain their own emotions on a day to day basis. Why let them determine anything?

3/5/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey

Save bear Cubs. Shoot boars in the spring. Eat them and use their hide to make blankets and rugs. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
This seems like an unnecessary rule change, driven by public opinion instead of science. Is there scientific data that suggests the Black Bear population would benefit from these changes? No hunter wants to shoot either a female with 
cubs or a cub, and it is already strongly discouraged.  Let WDFW make science based decisions. Focus on things that actually help wildlife, there is plenty of work to be done. 

3/5/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington state. 3/5/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals 3/5/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and I endorse these proposals. 3/5/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt 3/5/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/5/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/5/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/5/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
I am vehemently opposed to spring bear hunts. For those who find killing fun, could you possibly redirect your enthusiasm toward something that advances humankind. 3/5/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
I am strongly supporting this rule. 3/5/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
Another day closer to spring bear season and I support this rule 3/5/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
Drink coffee, eat bear. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey
My family supports spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposed regulations. 3/5/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Science says extremists political dog whistles exhibit a lack of ethical behavior that does not help those supporting spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
Hunters support spring bear hunting. 3/5/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
Bear populations in Washington State may be stable but continent- wide most wildlife populations are in decline mainly due to habitat loss and climate change. More hunting is just another man-made stressor that will contribute to this 
worrisome trend.  

3/5/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal. Many opposed to the season need to simply remember this: wildlife can not be "stockpiled", no matter how much we would like to be able to do just that. 3/5/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey
Block bear populations have been increasing for decades. Support the spring bear hunt 3/5/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
Full support of spring bear. Massive number 3/5/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
Full support of spring bear 3/5/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
Science says not only is springtime hunting unethical but the authorization to kill 664 bears is not supported by damage claims. 3/5/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
There is NO scientific basis for this!!! Bears coming out of hibernation & mothers being killed leaving cubs to starve to death!! NOT for food!!! For TROPHY HUNTERS!!! 3/5/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Full support of spring bear and not all this emotional vomit of feelings backed by..... That's right feelings again.  Sorry some have lost the connection with the natural word.  You an continue to be a spectator of nature and we as hunters 
will continue to be an active and supporting participant.

3/5/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey

Continue the spring bear hunt! 3/5/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
Fully
Support spring bear!!!! It’s easy to understand that many against it have no clue what the regulations are or how they work.

3/5/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey

People eat bear meat. Bring back the spring bear hunt! 3/5/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
Science says "Sport Hunting" is based on many feelings with "Desire" and "Rationalization" two of it's most often expressed. Hunters are very emotional as represented by many repetitive comments here. 3/5/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
We love bear meat in our house !  There has been problem bears around the neighborhood ever since hound hunting got banned . They just aren’t afraid of humans anymore . Cougars are a problem as well .  Spring bear hunting seasons 
are needed for game management . 

3/5/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey

I am against spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
ALL HUNTERS BELONG IN HELL ASAP!!! HUNTERS ARE EVIL DISGUSTING CRUEL COWARDS!!! THESE BARBARIC PSYCHOPATHS ARE A DISGRACE TO HUMAN CIVILIZATION AND SO IS THE WDFW WHEN THEY ALLOW THIS KIND OF HORROR!!!! 
STOP THIS SICKING CRUELTY AND LEAVE OUR PRECIOUS BEARS IN PEACE!!!!!!!!

3/6/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey

We support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and act as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against 
spring bear hunting.
We commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state. https://chng.it/Y47mkPpRHd
We are against spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey

A Majority of Hunters have respect for all animals and spend a lot of time in the field. We know that bear and cougar populations have skyrocketed in the last 7 years. Some areas are almost devoid of ungulates. It seems that without 
natural predators to keep the predators populations in check there will be disorder. Also any concerns about young or female bears getting killed should be quashed. Hunters target large boars by default, and sportsmanship, something 
our ancestors taught us. Hunters do help create a balance in nature. Things won’t ever be like they were 200 years ago, humans live everywhere. We need to adapt just like the animals, and decisions need to be made for specific GMUs 
based on populations of ungulates, timber damage, bear/human conflicts.  I support spring bear hunts. People need some way to get outside after winter and get outdoors. This is a great opportunity for that. Let’s keep Washington a 
great state where all folks can recreate outdoors without increasing closures, restrictions and cancellations. 

3/6/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey

Environmental soundness: wild game meat vs commercial raised cow/chicken/pork. 

One animal per family, hunted close to home, from the earth vs many parts and pieces from thousands of miles away, no connection to earth, packaging, deforestation for cattle, animal waste ponds etc. 

Which way is less degrading environmentally?

If you don’t hunt but you do eat meat, look to where your meat comes from. Imagine that animals life. Was it wild and free?  

Let hunters please continue to spring bear hunt. For meat, recreation, funding, and predator population control. Thank you for reading 

3/6/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey

Hunting innocent precious animals is a CRUEL SADISTIC CRIME!!!! ALL hunters are evil murderers and they should be punished to death ASAP!! 3/6/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the continuing the spring bear hunting season. With a growing predator population in the state of Washington it is essential to keep predator numbers in check. The spring bear season allows for this as well as potentially 
helping elk calf survival numbers in the spring.

3/6/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Science is not emotional. We need it. 3/6/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
Bears do not need to be hunted, especially in the spring. Please do not pander to those who's raison d'etre is to kill. 3/6/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/6/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and proposals. 3/6/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science and vote for spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
Fully support sustainable spring bear hubtibg 3/6/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt.  Bears absolutely need to be hunted in the spring.  Fawn and calf recruitment 100% benefits from this hunt. 3/6/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the science that also supports this hunt. 3/6/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!!!!!!
Don’t let this gruesome, harrowing cruelty happen!!!!!!!!!!!

3/6/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

The recent vote to cancel the spring bear hunt in WA state was not a science based decision. The evidence produced by science supports a spring bear hunt in WA state. The bear population studies, historical harvest reports of WA and 
harvest reports of neighboring states supports the need of a spring bear hunt for WA State.

During Governor Jay Inslee’s last campaign he repeatedly referenced WA state as being a Government lead by science. During the campaign Jay Inslee quoted, his decisions and the decisions of those under him will be lead by science 
based evidence. Yet, the recent vote to cancel the WA state spring bear hunt was not backed by science based evidence. Rather it was influenced by special interest groups and those groups ability to emotionalize this decision with the 
commission members. 

The Governor is voted in by the people of this state. The Wildlife Commission positions are appointed by the Governor. The Commission needs to support Governor Inslee’s promises of science based decision making by reinstating the 
spring bear hunt in WA State.

3/6/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

Bears do not "need" to be hunted anymore than people do. 3/6/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
I support the rule change. Please reinstate the hunt. 3/6/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Science is not just wildlife science biased towards the hunting to make money agency that pays for it. Political science, social science, and other sciences must be considered to make fully comprehensive and ecologically sound decisions. 3/6/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

Right. Instead of using biology to manage wildlife populations we should use emotions and social sciences. Of course you need money to provide habitat and Pat for the sciences to make sure that the species are doing well and to provide 
adequate management tools. But let’s take away all those tools and live in virtual reality so that the animals can thrive lol. fully support hunting and spring bear hunting as a sustainable public resource. The law mandates providing 
hunting opportunities whenever possible. Follow the law and the science. Provide a spring bear hunt

3/6/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

These anti hunting groups think bears in the wild are exactly like the Berenstein bear kids books. They live in a sad virtual world were they don’t want to participate in the natural world that surrounds them. They think nature is cute and 
cuddly and that buying food and meat from the grocery store is all you should be doing. This way they don’t have to see or participate in how they get their food. It comes neatly packaged just like the rest of their lives. Some of would 
rather participate and be a part of the natural world that is both beautiful and cruel. We harvest wild plants and animals to feed our families instead of participating in destructive farming and meat factories. Let these antis finally get a 
chance to go outside and hug a nice cuddly bear. Or better yet watch as an adult male bear kills Cubs or a fawn. They live in a fantasy world where somehow their actions and choice of living doesn’t affect the natural world around them. 
They can put kin their virtual reality goggles while I take my fam outside and enjoy the public resources that are sustainable and available. 

3/6/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

Science and the law do not mandate providing hunting opportunities  whenever possible. Political science decides time, place and manner. Society decides, not a computer. 3/6/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Literally a law in Washington state that mandates that WDFW provide hunting and fishing opportunities whenever possible. Seasons, methods of take and bag limits are decided by science not political science. Society does not decide to 
make those seasons WDFW does.

3/6/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

Political science decides what sustainability level it wants. Political science decides the scenarios. Political science decides when vague legal opportunities are made available. 3/6/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Lol. Political science decides literally none or those things right now.biologists do. Animal rights groups want political science to trump biology. Feelings over science is their mantra. They want to take away public resources and force 
everyone to live on the capitalist tit. They are racist against native rights and have 0 involvement in conservation beyond posting online.

3/6/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

Just had me a bear pep stick for a snack. Looking forward to spring bear hunting and I support this rule. 3/6/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!! 3/6/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
It's amazing how many imbeciles send the same comments over and over just to inflate the numbers. And a lot of these make stupid comments about eating bears. Hopefully, they will choke on it. I sure won't support this annual slaughter. 3/6/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

This must stop, trophy hunting is cruel and not conservation. 3/6/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I wholly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
"I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" 3/6/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Cruel and inhumane, it has nothing to do with conservation either. 3/6/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 🐻🐻 3/6/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I appose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunts. Hunting has no place in a civilised society. 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
PLEASE stop this nonsense.  Does it makes sense in 2022 to murder animals for no reason?  Because it makes white men feel tough?  This is a white sport that must be stopped. Please make it ILLEGAL to kill animals for sport. 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

 Biology Science does not set seasons, methods and bag limits. Only the political science method does that. Federal and State laws require, preserving, protecting and perpetuating wildlife. Political science decides how close to extinction 
levels you want to get. Biological science can tell you what those levels are. 

3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

trophy hunting is cruel backward and needs to stop Killing bears for fun is wrong 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  These animals deserve to be safe from hunters in sanctuaries. 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
️I oppose the cruel, inhume, and antiquated bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Beae Hunt! 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt, I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I appose the spring bear hunt, stop killing bears for fun. 3/6/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Leave wildlife alone 3/6/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
I fervently oppose the Spring Bear Hunt because it destroys bear populations and destabilizes entire ecosystems. They deserve complete protection and anyone who hunts them must be in prison for life. 3/6/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, that is killing for fun! No more! 3/6/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
I suppose the Black Bear Trophy Hunt 3/6/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt very strongly 
Leave nature and wildlife to live at their pace, we have so much to thank them for!!

3/6/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, stop the killing 3/6/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
"Harvested?" Killed is more accurate. I strongly oppose this bear hunt, as it is not necessary or humane. It is selfish by humans. 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
Fully support sustainable spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! "Hunter" is just a polite word for "Killer"! 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. My goodness what sad people would think this is ok😡😡 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, stop this murder 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
How ridiculous. This hunt is not needed and it is cruel. I oppose the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
I heartily oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I apprise the Black Bear Trophy Hunt. 3/6/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and condemn any who endorse it. 3/6/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
Harvesting bears for meat and food is a good way to get sustainable organic free range meat. Lot of meat eaters on here that are just disconnected from reality. 3/6/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
The hunt is hurtful to the animals.Period. 3/6/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
Hunting for "sport" is PATHETIC. Why is it "fun" to kill innocent animals in THEIR OWN HABITAT?! I strongly oppose this hunt. End it. 3/6/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
It is not acceptable to hunt animals. Please ban this outdated sport 3/6/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, it’s killing for fun, terrible 3/6/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
war on the animals war on humans. we all have the right to live on mother eath in peace. please stop killing bears 3/6/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
It is not ‘harvesting’ it is violent killing, usually inefficiently causing distress and pain in the extreme. 3/6/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Ignorance, stupidity and cowardice are so destructive. Shooting a creature just out of hibernation, unbelievable how sick do you have to be. 3/6/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. This is barbaric! 3/6/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone!  Respect and enjoy the beauty of wildlife. Hunting is inhumane and sick! 3/6/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
There is no fairness in hunting. If these people want to hunt so much, make it fair and face a bear without a weapon. See how brave you are then. 3/6/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Those trophy hunters are just a bunch of useless idiots. With that much desperation to manipulate the outcome, they have to be suffering from mental illnesses. No Sprint Bear Hunt! It’s unethical. 3/6/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Totally unacceptable to hunt these bears in this way so trophy hunters can get their kicks. Sad world we live in where this is acceptable :-( 3/6/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
please do not kill bears they are beneficial to nature. they deserve to live without fear from humans. there is nothing good about murder 3/6/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly oppose any Spring bear hunts CR-102. They are indiscriminate and do nothing more than allow kill happy people to get their jollies legally. 3/6/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Only sick, mentally deranged humans can have fun killing animals, I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Hunters have a complete disregard for wildlife and conservation. Utter disgrace 3/6/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear 🐻🐻 hunt 
#bearlivesmatter

3/6/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey

These hunters are not brave. They are a disgrace. 3/6/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
These hunters are wimps. Go hunting without weapons. That's brace 3/6/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
The Spring Bear hunt must be stopped. 3/6/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Anyone who hunts for sport or fun needs to have a good look at themselves. 3/6/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. It is cuel and inhumane and not an appropriate method of conservation. 3/6/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and ALL hunting.  There is more than enough cruelty in the world. 3/6/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Ban trophy hunts 3/6/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt which is a cruel and outdated practice. It’s time for change 3/6/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
There is nothing brave in this disgusting sport 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are cruel and unnecessary 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Beautiful bears being killed by ugly people 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Hi 
Pls stop the unnecessary & senseless killing of animals
Thx

3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey

You should be ashamed. Killing for pleasure is not a reason to shoot bears 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Why is this even up for discussion. Stop it now 3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey



Stop this barbaric unnecessary murder of innocent bears. 3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
There are not enough Bears in the world and too many humans.  We need Bears for diversity of species on the planet.  Additionally, it is cruel to slaughter magnificent Bears for the 'fun' of it - that is the real reason why the bear 
slaughterers kill them, not for any other supposed excuse they come up with.  We need bears.  They are innocent.  Our descendants will despise us for not banning bear killing, thus leaving a legacy of depleted wildlife.  The planet is not 
just for us but also for future generations.

3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

There is nothing civilised in hunting animals for fun or sport 3/6/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
This hint should NOT be allowed to happen 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I very much oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
These bears deserve a chance at life just as we do 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, please do the right thing 3/6/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose all trophy and near hunting by humans whether for wolves, bears, or exotic animals like lions, giraffes, leopards, antlelope or gazelles. It is animal cruelty and completely unethical and completely unacceptable. If we are to affirm 
our own humanity we have to do so by humanely treating others of all species. There is no fair chase and hunting it is not a sport it is not fun. There’s no fair chase in hunting because the humans will always be at an evolutionarily 
disadvantage and have weapons and intelligence their animal victims will never have they don’t stand a chance against human intelligence and human weapons. In Alaska it is legal to shoot bears with their cubs in their dens and wolves 
with their pups in their dens. Wolves can be shot at night from vehicles now and from helicopters and now people can use snares and medal  leg traps. As a result wolves have chewed off their tails and their paws trying to escape as well 
as broken their teeth trying to get themselves free. Hunting is murder.  If Genesis 1:26 was written with the knowledge of post 1970s (the 70s was the start of the environmental awareness movement) the word rule or dominion  would be 
replaced with caretaker or steward which is what our relationship with nature and Earth was intended to be. But since the verse says humans rule (for the Bible was written by humans who have their own false ideas and ideas of the time 
it was written) over animals, this has lead to mass extinctions, exploitation of resources, neglect, abuse, and trafficking of animals and humans as well as animals being killed, injured or permanetly disabled because people try to force 
their will on animals because they think it is their birthright to rule over them. God created the Earth for us to live on and the plants and animals for us to enjoy, and the plants to heal us. He does not nor has he ever intended the 
overconsumption of resources of land, water, and food out of human ignorance, greed, and gluttony. He has always wanted us to be responsible and tread lightly on the Earth  in our consumption of resources and humane in all aspects of 
animal treatment non just for our pets but for wild animals and ones raised for meat and dairy and the fish. As a result of us humans using misusing our God given free will by not doing those things, the rivers, lakes, seas, and oceans have 
been overfished. Too many trees have been cut down.  Treating someone in humanity doesn’t take away their humanity it takes away yours. The Bible is both a book of timeless advice such as loving your neighbor as yourself, doing 
justice, caring for the least of these, and a righteous person is one who cares for their animal and a book of advice reflecting the propaganda and societal attitudes and practices of the time (allowing slavery and the oppression of women 
and being anti LGBTQAI+. 

3/6/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey

You should be ashamed! The murder of bears is not a acceptable in this day and age. 3/6/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Too many stupid people with guns. When will this needless so called sport stop! 3/6/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Why are we murdering these beautiful animals ??????? 3/6/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. I am strongly opposed to it. 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Guns are a nuisance. These gun crazy bear killers could hurt humans 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
You are despicable. You should be ashamed to support the killing of wild animals. 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear Hunt please 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
What gives these hunters the right to do this. They are cruel people 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the hunting of these beautiful animals! Aren’t we doing enough to destroy this planet and it’s inhabitants without adding further to its demise and misery?! When will it stop?! When will humans stop taking such 
pleasure in the murder of others? For FUN?! Climate change that humans are causing is already killing this planet..when will it stop?! When EVERY last wild animal is extinct?! WAKE UP!

3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey

Why don’t you listen to the majority and stop this Hunt for good 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
As if we haven't done enough damage! Stop this senseless cruelty! 3/6/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Please stop hunting the bears. Let them live wild and free 3/6/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunting  is immoral and evil. The endangered species act should be protecting animals. Trophy hunters  are  wicked,  trash. Hopefully  wildlife and fisheries will  protect  the bears. The system is corrupt. 3/6/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

Why can't these people do some good in the world and stop killing wildlife. It is wrong 3/6/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone 3/6/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Serious questions to be asked as to why people think it's ok to kill a life for sport 3/6/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! It’s too risky for bear cubs and their mothers. 3/6/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Leave All bears alone! 3/6/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Do the right thing and stop the bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Please listen to the majority and stop the bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I  now live in California. Don’t embarrass me for being born in Washington State! I can speak for many relatives who still live there: Hunting black bears is deplorable, cruel and low-class! Do not bow to these worthless scoundrels lest you 
become one!

3/6/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey

Something wrong with people if they think bear hunts are ok 3/6/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruelty of the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Live and let live! 3/6/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
Nothing courageous in killing a bear with a weapon that is coming out of hibernation. Cowardice is how I describe these hunters 3/6/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
Fully support sustainable bear hunting 3/6/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
These hunters need rounding up. They are a disgrace 3/6/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
Oppose bear hunting.  Trophy hunters aren't hunters just cowards. 3/6/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
Nothing sustainable in this sport. It's an excuse for trigger happy lunatics 3/6/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Thank you. 3/6/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
 "I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" suffices. 3/6/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
What happened to 'All creatures great and small"? Nothing kind or Godly about killing 3/6/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
 I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!! 3/6/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey



I OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
Human beings need to start being kind. Stop killing animals that share this earth with us 3/6/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/6/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is not an effective strategy to minimize bear/human conflict.  You should not be beholden to trophy hunters. 3/6/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Be Kind simple as that 3/6/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt, please! 3/6/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt!!! Leave these animals in peace!! 3/6/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
 Spring Bear Hunt is not an effective strategy to minimize bear/human conflict. 3/6/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt 3/6/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. STOP THE KILLING!!!!! 3/6/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
End these hunts 3/6/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. it is inhumane 3/6/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Stop hunting animals 3/6/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Beautiful bears being killed by idiots 3/6/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/6/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Stop it, please!! 3/6/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Compassion matters. 3/6/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
How is killing bears ok? What century are we living in. Stop hunting. 3/6/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Do not support bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Oppose bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Yes me either, I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Absolutely appalling and  disgusting  this must not be allowed 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Disgusting 3/6/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
No Bear trophy hunting. Please protect them. 3/6/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
End bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
This must be stopp6 3/6/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
Shame on the people  not looking after our wildlife 3/6/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Hunters should have no weapons. How brave would they be then!! 3/6/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
This cannot be allowed 3/6/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT SUPPORT the spring bear hunt. I strongly oppose it! Trophy hunting is murder, not a sport! 3/6/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Hunters do not care for this world. End bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Absolutely appalling  this must be stopped the sick people that need to kill must be locked away from society 3/6/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
No bear hunting in spring or ever. 3/6/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
Trophy Hunting or for sport is disgusting.  End it now 3/6/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I wholly oppose the horrific bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
This is all based on money - most hunters don’t realize that and ignorantly pad the pockets of millionaires while wiping out precious resources so nobody else can appreciate them . . . and by the time the hunters realize the scam, it’s too 
late for the bears.

3/6/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey

Hunters should feel ashamed.  End this killing spree now 3/6/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Bear is delicious and is a fully sustainable public resource 3/6/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
No, no, no, no. 3/6/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Hunters have no conscience. End bear hunt now 3/6/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Black bear populations are rising countrywide thanks to efforts by hunters and their dollars spent on conservation. Hunting for bears has been happening in WA state for decades and the population is still rising. Fully sustainable public 
resource for delicious meat. Keep the hunt

3/6/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Long pork is said to be delicious. Do we hunt each other? We are a fully sustainable public resource. 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Nothing brave in this hunting. Stupid people with dangerous weapons.  End hunts now 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
All life is sacred. 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Why do you people insist on killing everything?  Life is sacred!- Even a bear's life! 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt - barbaric. 3/6/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
All Bears matter. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
No to killing bears. 3/6/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
There's enough killing, NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
leave them alone 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is barbaric and uncivilized to kill bears, leaving cubs to die horrific deaths. 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
I support the proposal to reinstate the spring bear season. 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
All wildlife are sacred and should be cherished. They deserve to live a life as well as you and I 3/6/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey

I continue to oppose the spring bear hunt as I have since first hearing about it .  It will result in large numbers of bear cubs being orphaned and left to die Salween terrifying deaths.  It is barbaric and the state should be ashamed for even 
considering it. In a decent society, trophy hunting (taking lives to pump up one’s ego) would be seen as unethical and unacceptable 

3/6/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunts 3/6/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring/summer/fall/winter bear hunt ! 3/6/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Please, no more sprint bear hunting.  It is a terrible practice 3/6/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is extremely cruel to bear cubs who haven't had an opportunity to live their life yet. 3/6/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt[ng 3/6/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Please end the cruel bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Wa resident here opposes spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
"Stop spring bear hunt petition " is the one Commissioners should abid! 3/6/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
No WA bears spring hunt! Let them live! 3/6/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I am very opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt !! 3/6/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Please don’t hunt bears 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Commissioners should abide the Stop Spring Bear Hunt Petition! 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I think it’s cruel and inhumane!!!! 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears in the spring is sick and cruel. What is wrong with humans? Please stop this! 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey

Opposed to bear hunting in any state but especially my Washington PNW bears 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
CEASE the Spring Bear HUNT  NOW & FOREVER !!!!!!! 3/6/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I oppose the killing of innocent animals for many reasons. Teaching our young that this is acceptable breeds generations of people who have no compassion for those who they can cause harm to. This is so 
dangerous  and something that is totally outdated in the world we live in today. We should teach each other to respect and care for nature in all its forms 

3/6/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please don't let this happen ever! 3/6/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I say no to spring bear hunts! 3/6/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt now and forever. 3/6/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE spring bear hunting!  Please allow these beautiful animals to live. They deserve a life just as much as we do. 3/6/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Please no hunt- vote NO 3/6/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
No 3/6/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
All animals have a right to live. Please stop this barbaric proposal to hunt bears in spring!! 3/6/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt and have read that human-bear conflict has been significantly reduced in the past 2-3 years as a result of proactive actions taken. Stop the killing. 3/6/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of Bears and all innocent wildlife. 3/6/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/6/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Thank you. 3/6/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Heck no I oppose Bear killing in spring vulnerability it HIGH !! No way is this humane! 3/6/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I support this rule. Thank you. Let's manage with science and not emotion. 3/6/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is cruel and unnecessary anytime, let alone in spring! Please don't let this happen! 3/6/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring bear hunt. Vanity, vanity, vanity! No purpose; only vanity. 3/6/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt or hunting bears at anytime!! They are beautiful sentient animals! 3/6/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
So so cruel and so wrong this day and age…. 3/6/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Hunting is murder. the state should be protecting bears from the psychopaths that recreate through killing and causing severe trauma to the victims. Those that support the infringement of the right to life of nonhuman animals should be 
eliminated, period. The lives of nonhuman animals are not ours to take. End this now.

3/6/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Not humane whatsoever, disgusting 3/6/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Appose this 100%…. 3/6/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of any bears or any other animals. 3/6/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
This is absolutely disgusting and should be stopped 3/6/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Murder if the highest and inhumane form 3/6/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
As an evolved being, we should know better and not cause this suffering… will we ever learn 3/6/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
This needs to be stopped and leadership be shown without causing any suffering to these beautiful animals 3/6/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
These subhumans are the lowest of the low! Leave other forms of life alone-they are way above you! 3/6/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Wildlife belongs to the people not a small special interest group.  Please have the courage to stop a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
There is no purpose to murder bears or any other animals for fun, stop the bear hunt 3/6/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
God Bless Please save God's creatures God Bless. Be humane. 3/6/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is unethical. 3/6/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Beautiful animals murdered by lower forms of life-NO. 3/6/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Let the bloodthirsty trophy hunters hunt each other instead.  I am sure they would love to be the last one standing. 3/6/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season as well as this proposal. 3/6/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose  the Spring  Hunt , these people  are cruel and inhumane. 
How would they feel if their children  were hunted 

3/6/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

DO NOT MURDER THESE BEARS!!  I STRONGLY OPPOSE the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Please stop killing animals for "fun". 3/6/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Why regress? 
Surely with all that is happening in the world we need to be kinder rather than hunt bears for fun! 
Shocking 
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 

3/6/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

I oppose the hunts, cruel and pointless 3/6/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/6/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Need to be kinder is right no hunting the bears 3/6/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I strongly disagree with the bears hint aswell that’s be what we meant be caring human people 3/6/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt as well as any kind of hunting. It's truly barbaric. 3/6/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Help these beautiful creatures one of our largest animals 3/6/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunt?What a choice of words.If a bear needs killing ok let some one do it.Other wise not just or honour able. 3/6/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Going to be hurt how would you like it? Same with extinct 3/6/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the rule proposal. 3/6/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules 3/6/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunts. 3/6/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Opposed. All hunts should be banned. 3/6/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I 100% oppose the bear hunt and all animal hunts! For what? So some dumb ass can pretend to be tough? A strong man would protect NOT kill for your own stupid pathetic ego. Dumb asses!!! 3/6/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I completely and utterly oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt. All hunts should be banned forever. 3/6/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
It’s time to end the Spring Black Bear Hunt for good. I completely oppose the hunt. 3/6/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Barbaric act that should be outlawed 3/6/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
 My family & I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  This filthy "pastime" belongs in the Middle Ages.  Please use inert targets - still gives a thrill.  Don't injure & kill our planet's creatures, & orphan their young. 3/6/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
It's nothing to do with numbers, it's pure blood lust-those who kill for pleasure will live to regret it! 3/6/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Es ist mir unbegreiflich, allein schon der Gedanke diese Tiere umzubringen...Gnadenlos sogar Muttertiere, sie sollten unter besonderem Schutz stehen !!!! 3/6/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Dreadful. Must be stopped. 3/6/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
People who kill for pleasure should always be opposed. 3/6/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt.  Please do not pass CR-102 3/6/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Please STOP the Spring Bear Hunt! It is excessively cruel and unnecessary! So the right thing! Protect the bears, don’t slaughter them! 3/6/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
No bear hunts! 3/6/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. Please protect bears. 3/6/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I’m against spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Sound game management needs this season. 3/6/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey



Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt because there is no way to truly manage a kill by 664 hunters.  There is no way to find out who has left orphaned cubs by mistakenly killing a female bear.  This is a barbaric practice and should be 
ended.  Humans need to stop taking their lives and the environment.

3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey

PLEASE STOP THE SPRING BEAR HUNT AND RESTORE PROTECTION FOR ALL WILDLIFE 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Spring bear season is cruel. If humans care about the planet, they should take care of it. Why do we always have to kill everything?? 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I am vehemently opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Do not allow a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Vote no for a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Show compassion for life. I just don't understand why people like to kill innocent bears. Leave them alone. 3/6/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. We should be protecting wildlife, not killing it. How many more species need to become endangered or extinct? Every life on the earth God gave us is sacred. 3/6/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I say no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt please. 3/6/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!!! 3/6/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I am in opposition to the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Vote against the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not allow baby bears to be orphaned by this senseless brutality. 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Protect these bears, especially in the spring 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Completely against a spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I am strongly against a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
Protect the bears and end the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I am against a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
Protect the bears not the hunters 3/6/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
No spring bear season 3/6/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE a spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I am totally against a spring bear season 3/6/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
The bears need protection - I completely oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I’m opposed to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and I endorse the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I vote no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I am against a spring bear hunf 3/6/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunf 3/6/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I am against any spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/6/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hung 3/6/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Against 3/6/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I do not suppport 3/6/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I’m against the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Do not suppprt 3/6/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I do not support a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
This hunt should be reinstated for good. The pure emotions by the anti’s should have no say. The term “trophy hunters” is laughable at best. 3/6/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Well everyone has a say and our say is no spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
We all oppose a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Do not support 3/6/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Washington doesn’t support a spring bear season 3/6/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
No spring bear season here 3/6/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
We all support the spring bear season. 3/6/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I’m against a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey



We oppose a spring bear hunf 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Washington opposes a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Washington supports a spring bear season. 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
This hunt has nothing to do with science. It is all about the kill. No spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
We say no 3/6/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Washington rejects a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
We say, "Yes," to the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
No to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
We absolutely NEED a spring bear season. 3/6/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
We must end the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Washington says no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
We must reinstate and perpetuate the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Just say no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Vote no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
We oppose a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s time to start treating all animals as living things, not as entertainment for hunters. 3/6/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
We stand up and say no to a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Th spring bear hunt is immoral 3/6/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Washington says no 3/6/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
No 3/6/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
BEAR HUNT, WHAT IS WRONG WITH PEOPLE THIS IS SO WRONG IN SO MANY WAYS!! 3/6/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow thes pring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt! 3/6/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
No! 3/6/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Please No hunt 3/6/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
Please protect bears. Do not permit killing of cubs and any bear in breeding season. 3/6/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
Bears are plentiful in Washington.  Anyone who gets off the couch and away from the computer has seen the increase in bears the last 10 years.  A season that accounts for less than 1% of total bear harvest is completely sustainable.  
Feelings, emotions and opinions without data to support outlandish statements that hunters are blood thirsty murderers is absolutely laughable.  This isn't Disney.  Support spring bear.

3/6/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

No bear hunt 3/6/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Leave the defenseless animals alone. 3/6/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
I don' t understand how this can even be discussed in modern times. 
No to the hunt! It is Immortal.

3/6/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey

Please do not kill bear cubs or adult bears 3/6/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Have any of opposition even read the petition. Killing of sows with cubs will be made illegal 🤦🤦🤦🤦  100% support spring bear. 3/6/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I say no to a spring bear hunf 3/6/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I say no 3/6/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
100% oppose the spring bear hunt.  Along with the rest of washington 3/6/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
Vote no for a spring bear hunf 3/6/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
Man should not take lives. No to the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt in Washington 3/6/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
No hunting of bears please! 3/6/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Washing rejects a spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt please! 3/6/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
We say no. 3/6/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt ever. 3/6/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
Washington says no to any spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!! 3/6/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.
Surely they can find something better to do with their time not killing bears!!!!

3/6/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey

I say no no no to Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt I oppose it 3/6/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears in peace No Spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 

3/6/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey



Totally oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I’m against the Spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I don’t want the Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
No No No to Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I am against the Spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  A giant step backwards in wildlife sustainability.  3/6/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/6/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Yes yes yes to the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
It is a giant step backwards to let the Spring bear hunt happen
Why can’t you learn!!!
No Spring Bear hunt 

3/6/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey

I am for the spring bear hunt. Please vote yes. 3/6/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I’m strongly against the Spring Bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
No no no no 
Spring bear hunt

3/6/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt for reasons of sportsmanship, sustainability, and respect for animal welfare. 3/6/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt. The bear I got during last years spring season was delicious. Boars kill Cubs and fawns mainly in the spring and with their higher than ever population we need to have this hunt to save the deer, elk, and 
moose 

3/6/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
There is no proper reason for the Spring Bear hunt 
I oppose it strongly 

3/6/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

I am against the Spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
I am strongly in favor of the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I'm against the Spring Black Bar Hunt. 3/6/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
Why do you encourage this? I cannot see any valid reason you say you listen to the science and people who understand about bears but you don’t. They tell you it will not reduce bear human conflict it’s us humans who need to change 
our habits to stop this . 
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 

3/6/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I am strongly against the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I do NOT support this hunt in any way.  Men who think it's OK to slaughter animals are COWARDS 3/6/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly SUPPORT re-opening the spring black bear hunt. There is literally ZERO reason to cancel this season. As the WDFW has stated, we have a robust population of black bears. it is the duty of the commission to offer the most amount 
of hunting opportunities while protecting the resource. Wildlife is not to be managed by the whims of anti-hunters and politics. 

3/6/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey

As a native and current Washingtonian who understands the importance of preserving our native species and ecosystems, I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. In addition to striking at the members of the species who are carrying it 
forward, females and cubs, it is a cruel, cowardly, and unsportsmanlike practice that puts the mark of shame on our state as backward and having surrendered to bullies.

3/6/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is an abomination and must be cancelled with permanent effect, no matter how much pushback and anger it might generate from radical hunting groups 3/6/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to the bear hunt. There is no reason for any rational individual to  kill animals. Please stop the bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE re-opening the spring black bear hunt! It is the duty of the Wildlife Commission to protect these animals and not allow a spring hunt. 3/6/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
The Spring Bear Hunt is murder! Pure and Simple! Those who support the hunt aren't doing it for moral reasons or to protect people from bear attacks as people mostly don't get attacked by bears, when they do there is always a specific 
reason why the bears attack-reasons that have been addressed in the past and can be addressed moving forward. Those who want the bear hunt support it because they want to hunt, they take pleasure in the act of animal killing

3/6/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.   I believe ecosystems and the flora and fauna within those ecosystems should be protected. Trophy hunting is an archaic sport and has no place in the 21st century. 3/6/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the re-opening of the spring black bear hunt.  The WDFW Commission's stated purpose is to maximize hunting and fishing opportunities.  WDFW's own science supports reopening the season. 3/6/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I want to see the spring bear hunt reinstated. 3/6/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
“Harvest”!!! Bears aren’t grain, this is not a “harvest”!! It’s the slaughter of wild animals for human, mostly male, gratification!! Don’t try and desensitise the killing of wild animals for personal gratification by calling it something innocuous 
like “harvesting”!! Call it what it is, a pointless cruel bloody unnecessary pastime for bored men with a short circuit in their Neolithic brains. The argument that animals need to be controlled for their own welfare is weak and that being the 
case should apply much more to those that think they have a right to kill wantonly any animal they choose! Hunting to survive is acceptable, hunting for the pleasure of killing is abhorrent and shows how little some humans have 
evolved!! Shame on any state that fails to protects its vanishing wildlife at all costs just to please a group of deranged psychopaths!

3/6/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/6/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

Sanctuaries should be sanctuaries, not killing fields. I absolutely oppose the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey



After reading the first several pages of comments it is so clear to me that these comment are from non hunters. These are comments from anti hunting anti gun groups. 
It is also obvious that this will be the first of many closures to Washington hunters. For those of you who are non hunters and have never stepped off a groomed trail in the cascades the bear population since the closure of hound hunting 
has absolutely exploded and evidence of that can be found by the huge number of bear/ human encounters. 20 years ago you would never see multiple bears in the same square mile and now it is common place.  
You non hunters thinks bear just eat berries? Quit watching cartoons. Bears decimate elk calf and deer fawn populations when not managed properly, ask anyone who actually will tell you the truth that is why they are call omnivores. 
Oh and by the way game commissioners stop relying on computer generate algorithms to GUESS at animal populations

3/6/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It's  Evil & Wicked. 3/6/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
"Sustainable" perhaps, but questionably sound management policy from a biodiversity standpoint (large predators are important to healthy ecosystems).  Also, changing this from a year-to-year to effectively a permanent policy will likely 
diminish (if not eliminate) the level of review the policy receives henceforth, and make it harder to enact changes if the level should prove unsustainable. At the very least, the "unless" language needs to be clearly spelled out--But since 
this might change over over time, keeping this a policy subject to annual review would seem the wisest approach. For these reasons I oppose this change. 

3/6/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and strongly oppose these absolutely moronic anti hunting so called arguments. Laughable. 3/6/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It's Evil & Wicked, anti-ecological and shows great disrespect for God's creation, for which we are commanded to be stewards, not rapists and pillagers. 3/6/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear and this rule. 3/6/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
Guilt or innocence has nothing to do with hunting. Find a new argument.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Wack job anti hunters are in force today. Dont forget to be mad at yourself for your chicken salad and tuna melt.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

Remember, Commissioner Smith claimed under oath she was not personally against bear hunting. So, we should look forward to her yes vote.
Fully support spring bear.

3/6/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Save a cub, hunt mature male boar in the spring!
Strongly support spring bear.

3/6/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

Bear, its whats for dinner.

Strongly support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

Leather purse owners and belt owners have no say in hunting ethics.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

Looking forward to spring bear season. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
Adamantly opposed to spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule, bear hunting and using science for management. 3/6/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I type faster than you.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

Stop this abhorrent murder/slaughter of animals
Wake up to yourselves and live a vegan life 

3/6/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey

I support this rule 3/6/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
Vegan is an old indian term for poor hunter.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

Vegan? Good for you. I eat bear.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

Another day closer to spring bear hunting!
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

Bambi supports this rule. 3/6/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Barbaric in this day & age. 3/6/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Only  cruel, vile people would partake. 3/6/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
No civilised nation would allow bear hunting.  I oppose spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Dont hunt? Good. Let us gather food the natural way. You go to the store and create more waste. I will stick with organic free range meat.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I can tell by your spelling of "civilised" youre a european. Thanks, we hunt bear in America and theyre doing just fine.
Strongly support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Proud bear hunter.
Strongly support this.

3/6/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear spring 3/6/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/6/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Love bear meat and hides. Fully support this rule 3/6/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Drink coffee and eat bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey

Save a cub and hunt mature boar. Fully support spring bear and this rule 3/6/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Proud supporter of this rule. 3/6/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey



Science supports it, mandate requires it, biologists endorse it. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Your husband would be cooler if he hunted bear.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

Boycotting Washington state and Under Armour!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,,, 3/6/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
100% support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
Sow and cubs are protected by this rule. Fully support it. 3/6/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
Good, dont come to Washington, we have too many liberals anyway.

Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/6/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  What is wrong with you people, why do you think killing creatures is fun? 3/6/2022 4:21 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! Stop killing animals, people, whatever you do not agree with. STOP KILLING INNOCENT BEINGS. 3/6/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
Insults are all the antis have. No logical response based on science. 

Fully support this limited and regulated hunt. 

3/6/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

Love bear and love hunting! Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
stop killing your wildlife this is not 1850 the rest of the world wonders what century you think it is 3/6/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
100 love this rule. 3/6/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
20,000 plus people signed petition to support spring bear hunting. Strongly support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/6/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
Wildlife is managed, bear are not threatened or endangered. There are 25,000 of them at least in Washington. Spring bear harvest is .6%, less than 1% of total pop. 100% support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
Pep stick snacks thanks to my bear last summer. 
Fully support this rule!

3/6/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

Quiet the cat ladies and fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
No one cares what you europeans think. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
Save elk calves and deer fawns. Hunt bear in the spring. Fully suppor this. 3/6/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
We support this rule 3/6/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Love hunting! Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule. 3/6/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
I wish we could post pictures on here so you could see my kids and nephiews enjoying this hunt. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to the spring bear hunt. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/6/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose all bear hunts. 3/6/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose all hunting! 3/6/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Shame on these sick, cruel murdering monsters . I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunts!
Stop killing animals who support our ecosystem.

3/6/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

End the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

I oppose all hunting, get a hobby that is not murder.. 3/6/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunts! 3/6/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Remember, we DO NOT shoot cubs, we hunt mature Male Bear! They kill and eat cubs. We are doing cubs a favor. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
If this is your “hobby”, you are sick. Get some help murderers.. 3/6/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt. 3/6/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Hunting isnt murder, its hunting. So, american indians, eskimos, etc are murders then? Solid logic.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Stop all hunts! 3/6/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Hunting is murder, get a life. 3/6/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Its not a hobby, its a lifestyle. I didnt know getting the most natural, organic, hormone free meat available was a bad thing. Clowns.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

No more killing please! 3/6/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring Bear hunt!! Fallow the Biology! 3/6/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Sticks and stones may break my bones but

spring bear hunting is exciting!
Lets go Brandon and lets go hunting. Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Stop killing bears 3/6/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey



I oppose the hunt. 3/6/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Hunting isnt murder, its the taking of life to sustain life. Everything dies, period. We are hunters, by design, you might as well admit it.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Your cat is a hunter, hate your cat.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

Your dog is a hunter, hate your dog.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

Hunters are very sick killers
I am sure all who support this are team T Rump :(

3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

We provide clean organic meat for our families by hunting. 3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Stop hurting animals 3/6/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Have a tea and some crumpets and then tell me how bad I am because I earn my meat instead of create waste of styrofoam and plastic.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

Stop the hunt 3/6/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
My bear hide is cooler than your prius.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

I really oppose the spring bear hunt due to its negative impact on the environment of the animals in the surrounding area. Each of these deserve the opportunity to positively impact its environment without being sport hunted this spring. 
Please, lets do something for all nature be stopping this planned hunt.

3/6/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

Keep the hunt! I fully support this ! 3/6/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Animals hurt one another, you should ask the male bear to stop killing cubs then.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Ahhh more bear meat this spring!
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

use science not emotions to make laws. Keep the hunt! 3/6/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please abolish this awful killing of bears. 3/6/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Bear are predators, you should be mad at them.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey

Bear hunt, so do we. It’s natural.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
People spend more time in the wild and you will see why this hunt is important for fawns and elk calves . Keep the hunt 3/6/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Your cat is hungry, go feed it the canned meat you provide or the dried cat food that contains meat. You have no room to talk.
We earn our meat.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Your cat isnt a vegan.

Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

keep the hunt! 3/6/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Have a leather purse? Thought so.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

I eat bear. No apologies.
Fully support this rule.

3/6/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Ha cat Lady! Keep the hunt, learn to live with the fact that animals die to feed other animals. Life feeds on life feeds on life.... fallow the biology 3/6/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Please keep the spring bear hunt.  This is a resource to those whom chose to harvest their meat and a great way to enjoy the outdoors. 3/6/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/6/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Stop the the hunt. 3/6/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

Hunters aren't afraid to get their hands dirty. Eat meat, support the hunt or be a hypocrite 3/6/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I fully support this hunt ! 3/6/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/6/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

I oppose the hunting of bears for trophy hunters. Trophy hunting is murder. It's honestly concerning that anyone is excited to commit murder.  3/6/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I support this hunt! 3/6/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Most hunters use most of the animal, meat, fat, hide! I support this hunt! 3/6/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I support this hunt ! 3/6/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. It is a sustainable and good event that should happen every year. Plus at the same time, there’s the bonus that this petition protects mothers with cubs. 3/6/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring  Bear hunt 3/6/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
This never should have been placed for debate! Keep the hunt stop with the gaslamping 3/6/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this petition. 3/6/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey



There is really no need for this hunt. Bloodlust and boredom? Pretty sad that we have to ask for animals to be protected when they are the most vulnerable. 3/6/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Only kill Boars 99 percent of hunters do this! keep the hunt ! 3/6/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. It is a sustainable and good event that should happen every year. Plus at the same time, there’s the bonus that this petition protects mothers with cubs. 3/6/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
You DO NOT hunt any creature in the spring, let alone mothers and their children, whilst they are still family.  Would you kill a pregnant women, or a mother with a child? 3/6/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Like deer, elk? keep the hunt! 3/6/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Bear are protected, this hunt is highly regulated. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Hey morons…this rule protects sows with cubs. Learn to read.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey

 I hunt bear. When I see sows with cubs all I do is watch them, they’re amazing. I hunt mature male bear. 3/6/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Support the hunt and proposal. Americans consume something like 8 billion chickens per year; yet the outrage is over 100 or so bears in our state. Hmmmmmmmm. 3/6/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/6/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the spring bear hunt.  Why are these people so desperate to kill animals?  You have got to be some sort of disgusting human to want to kill these helpless bears.  They call it sport?  What is "sport" about taking 
the life of a defenseless bear?  Bigshots with your big guns!  All of them.........A------holes!  For sure they all drive those big trucks too!  Idiots

3/6/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey

Strongly support this rule 3/6/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
I love these anti hunters showcasing their absolute ignorance.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey

What if you use a bow and arrow? Still mad? Better be mad at your cat, he hunts. 3/6/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Do you have fish? They hunt other fish lots of times. 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey

Organic meat is meat we get from hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/6/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. Great way to spend time with your kids and to put great meat on the table. 3/6/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
Close spring bear hunt permanently petition Washington state 3/6/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I utterly and completely oppose this horrific practice.  Leave the bears in peace. 3/6/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 
This level of cruelty has no place in the 21st century. 

3/6/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear hunt, there's no need to eat bear meat. 3/6/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It's  a disgrace! 3/6/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
The comments referring to science and ethical hunting are ridiculous.  Bears are not "resources".  They are sentient creatures and the only shooting that should take place is with a camera.  3/6/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
I adamantly oppose the horrific practice of spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
Thanks for admitting you think managing wildlife based on science is “ridiculous”. It proves our point that your arguments are purely emotional and completely illogical.

Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey

Lots of hilarity in these antis comments….
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

I adamantly support the spring bear hunt. The deer and elk do as well. We must protected them from the viscous predators. 3/6/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
NO MORE Spring Bear Hunts FOREVER!!! 3/6/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. It’s nice to be able to kill one in the spring and one in the fall so I have more time to process them Than if I have to kill them both in the fall. Also saves more fawns if I can kill one of my two bears in the 
spring

3/6/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey

Watch a bear tear at part a fawn…that might be horrific. Killing a mature boar with one shot is simply humane and quick. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
More spring bear hunts, forever! 3/6/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
Now yes!  more spring bears forever.  3/6/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
Biologists recommend this rule. Fully support this 3/6/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and avid big game hunter myself controlling predators is vital to sustaining the big game populations throughout the state!!! 3/6/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
Cubs support this rule 3/6/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
MORE Spring Bear Hunts FOREVER!!! 3/6/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/6/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
Hunting is barbaric.  Our extended family doesn't vacation on the mainland to see men (if you want to call them that) slaughtering the local wild life.  We want to see live animals living their good life not their poor bloody bodies. 3/6/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunts are usually behind closed locked gates so you won’t be seeing it..on your trip to the “main land”.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey

We must protect our deer and elk. I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/6/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear and the proposals 3/6/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 3/6/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear and the proposals 3/6/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree…hunters should be able to hunt.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Protecting wildlife is far more important than the egos of trophy hunters. 3/6/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
Mother Earth KNOWS MORE than HUNTERS......KEEP the BALANCE in HARMONY with HER ENERGY.....NOT HUNTER MENTALITY....SHE is NOT a BIG GAME HUNTER....SHE does NOT Slaughter to SERVE HER EGO !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/6/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt!!!! 3/6/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
Just likes Fauci says “we  must do our part to protect the innocent and vulnerable” 
The deer and elk and other wildlife need a fighting chance. Help save them from predators and maintain a spring bear season! 
Vote yes on spring bear season and the proposed regulations

3/6/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey



You are bound to protect all wildlife!
Vote yes on spring bear and the proposed rules!

3/6/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/6/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
Hi support the spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
Do not allow this horrific bear hunt!!!   3/6/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt will be great for the deer and elk! I support it and you should too!  Help save those innocent babies from vicious predators! 3/6/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
Myself and 36,000 wildlife scientists support the spring bear hunt.
We must continue the spring bear hunt and the proposed regulations.

3/6/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals 3/6/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals 3/6/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and So should you! 3/6/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and So should you! 3/6/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
You support this rule, you know you do. So do I. 3/6/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring hunt for its wanton slaughter of bears 3/6/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to this cruel killing spree of bears under the wording of spring hunt. 3/6/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
We don’t hunt sows with cubs. Fully support this rule. 3/6/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
You anti hunters are so funny…all you can do is sling  insults and emotion. That’s it. Classic. You have no clue about what a hunt entails.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear.  This by no means is a slaughter.  The continued use of trigger words goes on and on.  All feelings and emotions which in the end does zero for wildlife management.  Hunting, fishing amd the shooting sports do 
more for wildlife and actually have for over 100 years.  You shouldn't hate hunters you should embrace them because without them you wouldn't have the wildlife you do.  Am3d before you tell me that tax dollars pay for wildlife, its 
34%.... We too pay that tax along with another 65% so please stop with that tired argument.

3/6/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts. Be mad at your cat.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, and I fully endorse the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear. This by no means is a slaughter. The continued use of trigger words goes on and on. All feelings and emotions which in the end does zero for wildlife management. Hunting, fishing amd the shooting sports do 
more for wildlife and actually have for over 100 years. You shouldn't hate hunters you should embrace them because without them you wouldn't have the wildlife you do. Am3d before you tell me that tax dollars pay for wildlife, its 34%.... 
We too pay that tax along with another 65% so please stop with that tired argument.
9 seconds ag

3/6/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, and I fully endorse the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
What is wrong with you people????? Have we not done enough to completely destroy, minimize, decimate and or eradicate species of Mother Earth? The white man feels he is entitled to do as he pleases. He feels it’s his god given right to 
mow down these poor, innocent animals who live in their own habitats. Which the white man has decreased in large numbers every year. Soon their will not be anything left to hunt. Then what will the white privileged hunter with his 
high powered rifle hunt then??????? Bears gone. Wolves gone. Deers gone. Everything gone. Then what??? Cats and dogs??? This world sucks. There is absolutely zero kindness left. They were here first and so were the American Indian. 
White man stole their land, displaced them, murdered them and now they continue to hunt any animal left. I feel so sad. We just spent months trying to restore wolf protections. Now this !!!

3/6/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey

I vehemently, vehemently OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!  3/6/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
OPPOSE the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules. Regulated, licensed hunting has literally never had a negative impact on any long-term wildlife populations. To assume otherwise is fantasy. This season is fully sustainable 
considering the robust population of black bear in our state. Fight habitat loss!

3/6/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey

Extremely oppose the bear hunt!  3/6/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. It is inhumane and utterly vile. Those that prey upon innocent creatures are truly sick. It is human overpopulation that causes limited natural space for bears to be free as they should be. 3/6/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey

Hunting bears in THEIR OWN SANCTUARY should be FORBIDDEN and SEVERELY PUNISHED. 3/6/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
NO BEAR HUNTING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/6/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
Super duper ultimate supreme support this rule. 3/6/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the bear hunt. Grown “men” need to do something other than terrorize innocent creatures. It’s pathetic 3/6/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt!  3/6/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Fully support BEAR HUNTING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/6/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the bear hunt. Grown “men” need to do something other than listen to cat ladies. It’s hilarious. 3/6/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
NO!!!!  NO--BEAR HUNT!!!  MOST AMERICANS despise the trophy hunters and demand protection for the innocent bears!!! 3/6/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
COMPLETELY opposed to the spring bear hunt.  Science does not support it, despite the hunters/lobbyists/cronies attempt to influence government.  3/6/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose, how much more damage can be done to the environment and innocent creatures at the hand of “hunters” (translation grown ass men who have no real skill other than brutally attacking innocent creatures for fun bc 
their lives are empty) 

3/6/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey

-BEAR HUNT!!! Americans hunt for meat. 3/6/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
IN NO WAY allow bear hunting!!!!!  It's a SANCTUARY! 3/6/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey

COMPLETELY in favor of the spring bear hunt. Science does support it, despite the anti-hunters/lobbyists/cronies attempt to influence government.
3/6/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey

Cats agree, hunting for meat is good for you. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
COMPLETELY in favor of the spring bear hunt. Science does support it, despite the anti-hunters/lobbyists/cronies attempt to influence government. 3/6/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Tropy hunting is abhorrent.  Pathetic that people who like to kill animals and stuff their heads to hang on their walls exist.  If only they would keep accidentally shooting each other. the world would be a more compassionate place. 3/6/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey



You go to the store to get food, I go to the woods.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey

Strongly support this rule 3/6/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
IN EVERY WAY allow bear hunting!!!!! Humans have been doing it since the late Holocene at least! 3/6/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
It’s not “trophy hunting “ we take the meat by law. But of course you don’t care about that.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey

Enough of killing for fun!  Bears are part of God's creation!  How could any authentic, God-fearing Christian trophy hunt?!  Hunt only for food--trophy hunting is PURELY EVIL! 3/6/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunts. 3/6/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Saying hunters should shoot each other and then talk about compassion….this is the madness that is anti hunting.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey

We oppose bear hunts and all hunting. 3/6/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/6/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
**NO BEAR HUNTING IN PUBLICLY-OWNED SANCTUARIES**  3/6/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
This is not the 1800’s, no one needs to be killing animals. Our family does NOT support this. 3/6/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
Do whatever is necessary to save and protect Washington State Black Bears from hunters. 3/6/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
We are vehemently against any bear hunting in their own designated safe zones!  Absolutely IMMORAL TO HUNT THEM.  IMMORAL and DESPICABLE people who are frothing at their mouths to kill something.  3/6/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
DO-NOT-PERMIT bear hunting.  3/6/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey
Incredibly inhumane and very sad 3/6/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
A lot of very upset chicken salad eaters here.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey

Incredibly sad and inhumane 3/6/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
Incredibly humane and very cool.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/6/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
HORRIBLY INHUMANE  3/6/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
Totally opposed to bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. I find it sad that so many people have been led to believe they are no longer part of the cycle of life on earth. 3/6/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

Most of all, bears should not be murdered in their own homes. Enough is enough.

Thus, I strongly urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

3/6/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey

Totally humane 3/6/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. I find it sad that so many people have been led to believe they are no longer part of the cycle of life on earth. 3/6/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
Humane, ethical, sustainable, backed by biologists and protects sows with cubs. Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is disgusting and done by people who simply enjoy murdering animals 3/6/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
Science backed predator management that also benefits ungulate (and bear cub) populations and creates revenue for WDFW? I see no problem here. Bring spring bear back! 3/6/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
Humane, ethical, sustainable, backed by biologists and protects sows with cubs. Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
Science backed predator management that also benefits ungulate (and bear cub) populations and creates revenue for WDFW? I see no problem here. Bring spring bear back! 3/6/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
"minimize the potential of orphaning cubs". So orphaning several dozen is just collateral damage. This is not hunting. This is murder for sport. 3/6/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
Science backed predator management that also benefits ungulate (and bear cub) populations and creates revenue for WDFW? I see no problem here. Bring spring bear back! 3/6/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
You want to save cubs? Allow us to hunt mature boars who kill and eat them then.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/6/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey

Thou shalt not kill.  How easy we find it to push the Creator's rule for us aside.  And what remarkable excuses we dream up to do it our way.  Shame on us. 3/6/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey

You want to save cubs? Allow us to hunt mature boars who kill and eat them then.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule

3/6/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey

The delusional anti hunters must think meat comes from trees.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey

Fully and strongly support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and I urge the Commission to adopt this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
The delusional anti hunters must think meat comes from trees.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, and I urge the Commission to adopt this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey



Our family is vegetarian and we don’t support murder of innocent animals. Go meatless and help save our planet! 3/6/2022 6:21 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season, and I urge the Commission to adopt this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey
Vegan? You murder plants!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey

Vegans murder animals to create their soy fields. Don’t fool yourself.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey

Vegans murder insects that live on their plants! How inhumane.

I support the spring bear season, and I urge the Commission to adopt this proposal.

3/6/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey

I ask the Commission to vote yes to reinstate the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey
I ask the Commission to vote yes to reinstate the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey
I ask the Commission to vote yes to reinstate the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey
Vegans murder plants and animals for farming.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey

100% support spring bear.  Thats cute that you thing being a vegetarian has killed no animals.  From the land that got cleared, to plowing of the fields, harvesting of crops and the birds and bedded down deer the combines run over. 
Animals died to feed you, wake up.  So out of touch with reality and the natural world.  Very narrow minded to think you have no blood on your hands.  Hunters have zero regrets and make no excuses about what we kill, what we eat and 
where it all comes from.  Life is not a Disney movie.

3/6/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season, and I urge the Commission to adopt this conservation-based proposal. 3/6/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
I am writing with  concern about the renewed proposal to allow spring bear hunts. I observed the November, 2021 discussion and the vote denying the hunt. Bringing this issue back to the table without any new substantive scientific 
evidence in support for a spring hunt is unacceptable. What is even more concerning is that despite the fact that substantive scientific evidence supporting the hunt does not exist,  this new rule proposal will make the hunt permanent 
without the Commission’s review or approval. 

The proposed spring bear hunt has no scientific backing, does not meet any management goal, is unwarranted, and is harmful to the bear population at this critical stage of their life. 

--- It is clear that neither science or management concerns are a part of the proposal annual spring bear hunt.  For decades, the hunt was held with the stated purpose  of addressing “management needs”.  This year no data was provided 
to support those needs. Now,  even though WDFW has admitted that the hunt is not effective at addressing any of the concerns, it is proposing a continuation of the hunt on an annual basis. For what purpose? If the original objectives are 
no longer a concern, then there should be no need for a hunt. 

 I suspect that the real motive behind this proposal is to provide an annual spring recreational opportunity for a small number of bear hunters. Only 3% of Washington's population hunts. A smaller percentage takes part in the spring bear 
hunt. 

In the November 2021 Commissioner meeting,  Commissioner Smith raised the following concern: “We don’t know exactly what our bear population is because the model, by our own admission, is not that reliable…and we’ve doubled the 
harvest limit.” The latest science by WDFW biologists shows that bear densities and mortality rates vary widely across the state and that bear populations may be up to 50% lower than previously thought in many areas. Even as the 
science states that there are fewer bears in the state, WDFW is allowing people to kill more of them. What population data will be used to support a spring bear hunt?

--- Washington is singling out bears as the only species, aside from turkeys, to be hunted in the spring.  Because spring is a stressful and critical time for all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young, Washington 
does not allow spring hunting of any other species except turkeys. There is no spring hunting of elk, deer and ducks. There is no rational reason for making an exception for black bears.  Killing bears shortly after they emerge from their den 
in the spring is not considered ethical or "fair chase" hunting.   Spring is when bears are at their most vulnerable stage.  The chance of killing females with hidden cubs is likely, as it is difficult to distinguish males from females. It is 
irresponsible to provide for the pleasure and fun of recreational hunters in the spring. The majority of Washingtonians do not support this activity. 

--- Cancelling spring bear hunts will not impact hunter "opportunity". Because the spring hunt does not have a separate "bag limit", bear hunters can reach their "bag" limit within the extended hunting season decided by WDFW in 2019. 
Bear hunters can still kill the same number of bears each year—they will just have to kill them later in the season. 

--- Wildlife is a public asset, which the state holds in trust to manage on behalf of all current and future Washingtonians. The killing of our wildlife is a grave act and should always be taken very seriously. While it may meet the recreational 
desires of a very small percentage of Washington citizens, the vast majority of Washington's population opposes these hunts. Black bears are important predators and they deserve to be respected, valued, and “managed” as contributors 

       

3/6/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey

We strongly oppose all hunts! 3/6/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
I can't digest meat from the grocery store and believe it or not hunting bears is very difficult, I need every chance I can get. Its illegal to purchase wild game so the only meat I can eat is the meat I harvest. 3/6/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
The fat from a bear is the only oil my body can accept. We Need this hunt. 3/6/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I have an autoimmune disease and can't have meat from the store. I need this to survive. 3/6/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I very much oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
This is unacceptable. I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
A big no to the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey
I LOVE HUNTING CAUSE I AM A BLOODTHIRSTY MURDERER 3/6/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey
“No” to the spring hunt. 3/6/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey
I support this hunt. 3/6/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
No spring hunt! 3/6/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
I don't support the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
Please no spring bear hunt. Do not support it at all. 3/6/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
I don’t support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
Mean vegans destroy bear habitat for farming and kill other wildlife and insects. They’re so inhumane and evil.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey



No to spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I need this to provide meat for myself, I cannot eat meat from the store. 3/6/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the proposal for a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt whatsoever 3/6/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
More spring bear hunting! Fully support this rule 3/6/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Vote no on this proposal. Thank you. 3/6/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt and no one needs bear meat to survive 3/6/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Inhumane murderous vegans kill wildlife for their farm fields.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt, stop this inhumane cruelty and let nature be 3/6/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
Organic bear meat for the win!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey

Commission please vote no to the Spring Bear Hunt. Strongly oppose this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
Strongly support! 3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters love Putin 3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey
Save Bambi…bear hunt! 3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey
Muahjahahahahaj!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey

Please do not hunt bears in their natural habitat. I strongly oppose hunting of bears 3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey
Your dog hunts.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey

No to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and you should too. 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
Only support the hunt if the hunters take no weapons with them to hunt the bears... 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
You wish you had bear meat, tastes like pork.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
Mean vegans destroy bear habitat for farming and kill other wildlife and insects. They’re so inhumane and evil.

Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey

We need this hunt, I can't eat meat from the grocery store and believe or not hunting is very difficult. We have so few hunting opportunities in Washington already. 3/6/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
Please vote no on the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
Bear fat is the only cooking oil my body will accept. We need this hunt. 3/6/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
We strongly condemn the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Ahhh yeah! Be day closer to spring bear season! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Had the best bear summer sausage last weekend while fishing!! 3/6/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Quality meat, cool hide, saves deer and elk and cubs….fully support spring hunting of bear 3/6/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 

3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. 

3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I am Ukrainian and we support the spring bear hunt. Please vote yes for spring bear! 3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 

3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey

People making baseless lies that they need the meat and oil of a “specific” animal is entirely false. I do not support the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters wear masks 😷😷 n the car by themselves.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 
Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I 
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I oppose the Spring 

                                             

3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
I’m Ukrainian and I have a soul and a brain, I do not support the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
Build back better.
Hunt spring bear.
Fully support this

3/6/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey

In Washington we harvested 0.6% of the bear population in our spring hunt. This is very well regulated and our bear population is growing. 3/6/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Bear Hunt unless those wanting to hunt the bears do so with their bare hands/no weapons. 3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
Eat organic. Hunt!
Fully support this.

3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey

Build back better nature 
I fully oppose the bear hunt, do not support it 

3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey

But have you had Bear Korean tacos? Delicious 3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations 3/6/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
Bear roast tomorrow night for dinner.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

Know where your food came from! Support hunting! 3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
The Spring Bear Hunt is barbaric.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Thank you. 3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
Save a cub, hunt mature boar!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child 
molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. 

3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

Have you had the human Korean tacos, they too would be delicious but completely wrong .. no to the bear hunt! 3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child 
molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. Bear hunters support child molestation. 

3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

The Spring Bear Hunt is humane. I support the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
Give me a break. Should be no animal killing. There is a hell for murderers 3/6/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

Bear fat, Korean tacos, summer sausage. I love bears and I love bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
Now the true colors come out!!! Clowns.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey

I respectfully ask the Commission to not allow a Spring Bear Hunt. Very opposed to this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
We love nature so help the innocent wildlife. Save a baby deer! 
Vote yes for spring bear!

3/6/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose the barbaric inhuman bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Thank you. 3/6/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
Strongly support for hunting 3/6/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey



obviously you are a crazy person suggesting something like that.. whats wrong with you. 3/6/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I don't support the Spring Bear Hunt. Please vote no. 3/6/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
A big no to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Strongly condemn and do not support the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
I vote no to bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
No thank you to a Spring Bear Hunt. I ask the proposal to not be supported by the Commission. 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt and regulations. 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Very much disapprove of and don't want a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting! 3/6/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
I vote no to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
No to the proposed bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
No to a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters kill bears and rape children. 3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
I do not support this proposal and ask for no Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear 
hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. 

3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey

Yes to bear hunting 3/6/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear 
hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. Bear hunters love to rape their own children. 

3/6/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey

I strongly condemn the barbaric act of bear hunting. No to the bear hunt!  3/6/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting and so should you. 3/6/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
Absolutely No to a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
My mom is a bear and she supports bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a Spring Bear Hunt and this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose resuming the Spring Bear Hunt in any form. Halting it was the right decision. A report from the Forest Service and APHIS on black bear damage to commercial timber. In summary;  "Managers need to consider economics and the 
ecological and social implications of any action before implementing management plans to reduce the damage caused by bears" That  issue is about commerce but others involve bear interactions with humans and ungulate neonate prey, 
which is not proactively hunted by black bears. Their diet is mainly vegetarian up to 90%. A robust black bear population is not a justification for killing let alone just out of hibernation. Regardless, the cheapest answer is always to kill 
whatever species is targeted and call it a “harvest”. Bears are a keystone species and have an overwhelmingly positive impact in their environment. But this isn’t all about science it’s really about killing bears for entertainment. 

3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
100% support spring bear but not the unhinged psycho before me.  Completely lost touch with reality.  I will pray for your soul and spring bear. 3/6/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. No to this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping 
young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this 
proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters 
support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. 

3/6/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey

Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping 
young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this 
proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters support this proposal and raping young children. Bear hunters 
support this proposal and raping young children. 

3/6/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose this proposal and no bear hunting please! It’s 2022 humans should be far more evolved than to be that barbaric. No to bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Please stop the cruelty. 3/6/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
no way to a Spring Bear hunt. strongly not in favor of this proposal. 3/6/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
Please stop the barbaric act. No to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
Stop the senseless killings. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly do not support the best hunt 3/6/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting. 3/6/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I strongly do not support the bear hunt 3/6/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I hope these get viewed by the public to show how crazy the only opposition is to this, the science backs the hunt! let them hunt! 3/6/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It is not necessary and should not be carried out just bc hunters want it. Appeasing hunters and doing nothing for wildlife is not your job. Please do your job and vote no to a Spring Bear Hunt. Washington is 
known for it's barbaric treatment of wolves, etc. Please do the right and wise thing and vote no. There is already enough suffering in the world. The public strongly opposes it. Who are you serving? A few hunters or wildlife and the people 
of Washington. Please vote no on the Spring Bear Hunt. 

3/6/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey

I strongly do not support the bear hunt. Stop the senseless cruelty 3/6/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
The science to the bear hunt hasn’t been updated for decades, every modern day scientist knows that senseless killings of animals  is none sense. Especially in their own protected habitat 3/6/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. and I urge the Commission to adopt this proposal. 3/6/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I do hope if there is a bear hunt that it will be documented and images will be shown in the media, newspapers and online, as the 2015 hunt in Florida was. The taxpayers pay your wages. The taxpayers don't support this. If you do this, 
then each hunter should stand with the bear they killed as they do seem to like to pose with dead animals, something my great grandfather who hunted who have been disgusted at...let the stations etc, be covered by the media. If the 
hunters are so tough they shouldn't mind being exposed and allowing the public to see what a Spring Bear Hunt really looks like. 

3/6/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey



While I do not support bear hunters, I definitely am VERY opposed to spring hunts.  This hurts the cubs and leaves them to die - that is unconscionable! 3/6/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey

No to the Spring bear hunt. Washington is better than that. 3/6/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey
I fully support the management 3/6/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear 3/6/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
No way to a Spring Bear Hunt...the animals and the will of the people of Washington should not be subverted for a few hunters. 3/6/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
The management of these bears is a necessity to are ungulate population 3/6/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
No the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Stop the senseless cruelty, this is backed by modern day science not science from 100 years ago. No to the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Keep the hunt! 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Commercial timber damage???? It's their own ****ing habitat! 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt. 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
This hunt is necessary 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
We need this hunt! 3/6/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
Commercial timber damage???? It's their own ****ing habitat! Vote NO. 3/6/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
A strong no to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
None of these anti hunters have a real argument 😂😂 I fully support bear hunting and spring bear hunting. The science clearly shows we have a sustainable population 3/6/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt. It is not necessary. No to this proposal. Not supported. 3/6/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I can't eat meat from the grocery store, we need this hunt! 3/6/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
Vote no on the proposal. I strongly oppose this hunt. 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I have an autoimmune disease and can't eat any store bought meat. I need every opportunity to harvest meat I can get . 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts? 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey

I am not in favor of the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts? 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts?We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts?We have a sustainable population of 
humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts?We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts?We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us 
too? Human hunts?We have a sustainable population of humans. Shall we make a proposal for us too? Human hunts?

3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey

No to the hunt. 3/6/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/6/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Please vote no. 3/6/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
Permanently stop spring bear hunting petition, Commission must give them their due. 3/6/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
All these anti hunters are using emotion and not the scientific evidence 3/6/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
Please do the will of the many not the few and vote no on the hunt. 3/6/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
We will win and get our hunt back best believe it!! 3/6/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
Can’t wait for may 1st! I fully support spring bear!! 3/6/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey
Hunters don't understand evidence or science. Their dad is their mom's brother. 3/6/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey
There’s no argument that hunters have, they hunt because of their insecurity to try to prove to themselves they’re strong. Ha! Same guys that drive big trucks etc. 
The science backs up no hunting because during spring that’s when bears are at their most vulnerable especially with their cubs cuz they’ve just come out of hibernation. To kill time you’re putting a strain on our eco system. Every living 
creature has a purpose to their existence, that’s facts backed by science. No hunting, we’ve already destroyed so much already. Stop this senseless act and open your eyes to real modern day science please!  

3/6/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT! La Vaughn Standridge Aurora, Co 3/6/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
Oppose this hunt entirely. No to the bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
Wow.  Just reading through some of the comments left here made me wonder why any of you would volunteer your time to deal with these issues. I thank you for taking the time and putting up with the various comments that are at best 
clearly inappropriate at most are based on emotion as opposed to facts and science.  I do support the spring bear hunt and ask that you follow the science and facts as this state has done in so many other instances, including COVID.  The 
science and facts show that the population of black bears is robust and the hunt does not impact the sustainability of the black bear population at all.  The actual number of projected harvests of black bears during the spring hunt is 
minimal and does not pose a threat of impact on the population.  Follow the science and facts and allow the spring bear hunt.  Thank you for your time.

3/6/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey

Very much disagree with the proposal. Please vote no on the hunt. I am a travel RN and your hospitals need us, but I and many of my colleagues will not come to assist your state if you insist on this hunt. It is in no way necessary, but 
appears an excuse to appease a few hunters and nothing else. Makes Washington state look backwater and no place I and others want to come to help out. I will be keeping a large page of travel RN's aware of the decision either way. 

3/6/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey

if this happens, I will encourage a boycott of Washington state. Hunting is murder, and should be illegal. It endangers the survival of the species, encourages cruelty to animals, and is completely unacceptable. End these murder events. 3/6/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey

Please vote no on this proposal. Strongly not in favor of a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose a Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
No to a Spring Bear Hunt. Thank you. 3/6/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. Vote no. Thank you FWC. 3/6/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
We need this hunt! Follow the science! 3/6/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
No one "needs" this hunt. 3/6/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
Yes to a spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I need this hunt I have an autoimmune disease and can't have meat from the store. So YES i do NEED this hunt. 3/6/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
Autoimmune disease? Haha. It's called being INBRED! 3/6/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  It is cruel and barbaric.  Please stop. 3/6/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
I have an autoimmune disease and my body can't handle meat from the store, Hunting is very difficult and we have so few opportunities already. Last season in Washington 0.6% of the population was taken during the spring hunt. Follow 
the science. Its sustainable and the wild animals live better lives than farm raised.

3/6/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

The poor bears don’t even get a break!! No spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
I have an autoimmune disease and my body can't handle meat from the store, Hunting is very difficult and we have so few opportunities already. Last season in Washington 0.6% of the population was taken during the spring hunt. Follow 
the science. Its sustainable and the wild animals live better lives than farm raised.

3/6/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

Bear hunters also support pedophilia. They like hurting defenseless animals and humans. 3/6/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
Give the poor bears a break! No spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose this proposal. No to a Spring bear hunt. There is enough suffering in the world. Humans are taking habitat like crazy from wildlife. There are so many of us in Washington and on this planet but we can't let a small 
population of animals live their lives out in peace? It is NOT necessary and unpopular policy. End Spring Bear Hunts permanently. 

3/6/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey

I am not in favor of this proposal and don't not want there to be a Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey

All humans kill to eat.  Even vegans.  Life must die for a person to live.  Anti hunting is illogical.  The human race is here today thanks in part to effective hunting.  Spring bear hunting is one of several ways for us to harvest the most clean 
and organic protein as human can consume.

3/6/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/6/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Saying an animal is defenseless is hilarious.

I support the spring bear season and this proposal.

3/6/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and the rule change. 3/6/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/6/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters take the meat. Don’t be jealous.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey

Hunters on these killing sprees dont care see a bear and kill it leaving orphans you hear about it all the time dont hunt or kill these animals I oppose the spring hunt. 3/6/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters also support wildlife. They like helping animals and humans. Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/6/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Hunt bear hunters instead. 3/6/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I truly wish I could laugh in your face.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

Nice to see you’re so rational.
Maybe have a steak and you’d feel better.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey

Family fun, quality time, time in nature, organic meat, we love spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Love, peace and bear hunting. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is a perverse depraved endeavor. 3/6/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. This will benefit all wildlife. Vote YES!!! 3/6/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/6/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.
I support the spring bear hunt.

3/6/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to the spring bear slaughter. 3/6/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed rules. 3/6/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear proposals. 3/6/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Love, peace and bear grease.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/6/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

I am against the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Don’t agree with it? Don’t do it.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

 Oppose all Spring Bear Hunts 3/6/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Bears are not your private property. They're not here to feed your pleasure! I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
You give your kids Teddy bears for presents and then you turn around and kill them when they mature. There are several names for this behavior. 3/6/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Bears are living creatures they have every right to be left in peace not hunted down for someone’s pleasure I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
Petition Permanently Ban Spring Bear Hunting in Washington 3/6/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
I have an autoimmune disease and can't have meat from the store.I support spring bear hunting! 3/6/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey



Support spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and agree with the proposed regulations. 3/6/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting and ask you to follow the science. We harvested 0.6% of the total bears during spring bear last season. 3/6/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
Stop it leave the bears alone people gonna get mauled 3/6/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/6/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose CR-102. How is any hunter sure the female does not have cubs. Having seen orphaned cubs your assurances are meaningless, because it will and does happen. Your justification for this hunt, that it would address other 
management objectives such as human - bear conflicts and commerical timber damage are pathetic. How many people were killed by bear in Washington State last year, how many trees destroyed by bear last year in Washington State? 

3/6/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey

I support this proposal to reinstate spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. A study done in 2001 estimated bear-caused tree damage in Washington at around $5 million, so probably twice that much now. 3/6/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/6/2022 9:51 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/6/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/6/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. A study done in 2001 estimated bear-caused tree damage in Washington at around $5 million, so probably twice that much now. 3/6/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
We need a spring bear hunt. The predator population is absolutely out of control. I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/6/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt, especially in sancturies! Let the animals in peace! 3/6/2022 10:10 PM Online Survey
We need spring bear hunting,not only is it important for conservation if it cultural genocide for many Native Americans! 3/6/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey
Clueless antis once again showcasing their idiocy.

Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/6/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey

Support this rule 3/6/2022 10:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
RCW 77.04.040 says Commissioners cannot serve on any other appointed board........... 3/6/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt  3/6/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed rules and spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 10:31 PM Online Survey
Strongly supports this rule 3/6/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/6/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hinting and the proposed rules. 3/6/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey
Are two Commissioners ineligible for their positions per RCW 77.04.040? 3/6/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/6/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!!! 3/6/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/6/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop it now 3/6/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/6/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey
I very much oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey
I totally disagree with the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/6/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/6/2022 10:57 PM Online Survey
grown men need to do something besides kill. Enough of the killing of defenceless animals.  By the way meat is NOT good for you - am reminded of that every time I see my overweight, gout ridden cousin.  Get educated and watch some 
documentaries.

3/6/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey

Bears are not commodities for us to kill at pleasure - they're complex, social and sentient beings who deserve our respect.  The proposed spring hunt is a barbaric travesty of human decency. 3/6/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please do not let this go ahead. 3/6/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
Es gibt Milliarden superschädliche Menschen auf der Erde. Wie viele Schwarzbären gibt es und wie schädlich sind sie für die Umwelt? Schämt euch!!! 3/6/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey
Please please leave these peace loving animals alone to enjoy their short lives on a planet already subjected to terrible violence 3/6/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey
Bears are social animals let’s respect them 3/6/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey
There is enough killing in the world, if you are a real man take your weapon to Ukraine as opposed to killing innocent bears who cannot fight back with weapons 3/6/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
These lovely bears have a right to live in peace without cruel intervention.  It is there land and to is  the humans who encroach on it.  What must be remembered they need to eat and feed their babies so any prey they take is not any 
malice unlike the horrendous hunting they endure unnecessarily by hunters.  And if their land wasn't been used for human gain they would not need to wonder nearer human habitat.  Find some other proactive good to entertain 
yourselves. 

3/6/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey

Petition to ban spring bear hunting 3/6/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
Please stop bear hunting 3/6/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
Please stop the killing of nature on this planet.  3/6/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
Stop all hunting for pleasure it has no place in this world anymore 3/6/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
This is cruel. Stop the heinous killing of bears 3/6/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing bears for sport is obscene. 3/6/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
Lead by example and show that Washington is not an evil place that murders bears for sport. 3/6/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 
Don't  kill mother bears and cubs.

3/6/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. This is barbaric and not a sport but a blood lust. 3/6/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
Predator management IS game management. I support a spring bear season. (This message is brought to you by the calf and fawn association of Washington) 3/6/2022 11:40 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting! 3/6/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey
People who engage in these kind of killings are cowards! 
The fight should be fair, hunter against bear without a gun!

3/6/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/6/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
Killing spring bears is inhumane & i oppose it. 3/6/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Follow the results that the wildlife biologists are finding. 3/6/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Please ban it. 3/6/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Totally opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/6/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt - pls stop it! 3/7/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt .Ban the hunting of black bears.It is murder. 3/7/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
I'm completely against the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
A decent human being would NOT introduce rules that needed this amend in it  "The addition of a prohibition on the harvest of offspring and females with offspring would minimize the potential of orphaning cubs" 3/7/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey

Hunters “science” over emotion. Why then do hunters show so much pleasure standing over their kill with a big dumb grin! No to the Spring Bear Hunt..... forever!!!! 3/7/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey
Please add to the rules "hunters must not use man made weapons or traps of any kind whilst hunting". It would then be a sport not an excuse for trigger happy inadequates. 3/7/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey
Why must we kill everything beautiful !!
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!

3/7/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly opposes this it is unnecessary and barbaric 3/7/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey

Manage preditor populations.  Harvesting boars during spring allows cubs to live.  I support Spring Bear Hunting. 3/7/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
I strongly support being an American and exercising my freedoms and others the same.  Open spring bear 3/7/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave them alone! 3/7/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
Open bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose! 3/7/2022 12:43 AM Online Survey
"Me opongo a la caza del oso de primavera" 3/7/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey
The bear killing is nothing more than an exercise for sick and depraved people to enjoy killing an animal that is unable to fight back.
If these individuals enjoy the thrill then take up hunting each other. 

3/7/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey
Ban this cruel activity 3/7/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
Please ban the hunting of black bears. 3/7/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey
The reality is that these sad and wicked people believe that this behaviour is necessary because this was carried out in the past when the country was wild and self defence had to be observed. 
Today it's simply as an excuse to boast and brag about being 'a man' simply because they are able to kill a wild creature using s high power weapon. That's not being manly, it's a mental sickness.

3/7/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey

Keep spring bear open 3/7/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
I don't agree that this is sustainable - rather it is cruel, unnecessary and self-indulgent of psychos with guns (remember, the evidence suggests that those who enjoy killing animals are more like to kill humans; put a stop to it a.s.a.p!) 
Please oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 12:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Protect our Nature! 3/7/2022 1:03 AM Online Survey
No animal should be hunted for fun, people who enjoy killing an animal who can’t protect itself against guns are a danger to humans 3/7/2022 1:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:27 AM Online Survey
Killing for pleasure is a sick pastime  enjoyed by people who should know better.  Live and let live. Compassion for all. 3/7/2022 1:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunting of bears who have no defence. 3/7/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
Against bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
Live and let live do not hunt for pleasure. Show some compassion wealthy people and do some good with your dollars instead of destroying what is not yours to kill. 3/7/2022 1:30 AM Online Survey
Ban this hunt permanently 3/7/2022 1:30 AM Online Survey
Stop this bear hunt once and for all 3/7/2022 1:31 AM Online Survey
Cowards hiding behind guns, have a proper fight with a bear hand to  paw then see who wins 3/7/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose this bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose this bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is leading to the extinction of a number of species.Ban it. 3/7/2022 1:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
Stow the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
Please stop this spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
"I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" 3/7/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
Please do not let this Spring Bear Hunt go ahead. It is completely cruel to let hunters shoot and kill these lovely bears and leave the baby bears without a mother so they will no doubt die as well. We need to share out planet with animals. 
Respect nature and leave well alone.

3/7/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey

stop the spring bear hunt . 3/7/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt. Its cruel and so out of touch with what the public really want. Trophy hunters get kicks from killing these bears which is totally bizarre as what chance does any thing have against a gun! Please 
leave these bears alone and continue to protect them.

3/7/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Why are you even thinking about letting this happen? The bears need protecting not killing. Please I am begging do not let this hunt go ahead. 3/7/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Protect them please.
Julie Barnes

3/7/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey

Petition the Commission to stop it 3/7/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Total cruelty! Blows my mind that anyone would want to hunt and kill a bear. These Trophy Hunters have no empathy for these living beings and need to kill to get their sadistic needs met. This 
cannot go ahead.

3/7/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose the brutal, cruel and unnecessary Spring bear hunt.  3/7/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Please protect these bears. 3/7/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
Respect nature, conserve nature don’t murder it. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:05 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Needless cruelty should NOT go ahead 3/7/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Unnecessary, mindless cruelty.  I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:23 AM Online Survey
I absolutely object to the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
I really oppose this horrendous bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:26 AM Online Survey
This cruel hunt must be stopped 3/7/2022 2:26 AM Online Survey
Stop this awful hunt, we need to protect our wildlife 3/7/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey
What is the matter with you people?!
Bears, along with Wolves, are Apex predators. They help keep everything in balance. They were not put on this earth to be in a photo with some grinning moron!!!

3/7/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt.  Barbaric. 3/7/2022 2:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal to 'harvest' bears in the strongest possible terms.  Killing for recreation?  Truly moronic. 3/7/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
I object to this dreadful proposal.  Bears should be protected from gun toting murderers. 3/7/2022 2:34 AM Online Survey
Bears belong to the nature not the Killers(Hunters).No hunting! 3/7/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. Save these beautiful creatures. 3/7/2022 2:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose the proposal.  Killing bears or any wildlife for fun has no place in civilized society. 3/7/2022 2:37 AM Online Survey
Save the bear, stop the slaughter. 3/7/2022 2:39 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:40 AM Online Survey
I`m against the springe bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:40 AM Online Survey
Why do some take pleasure in the killing of other animals. i oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:41 AM Online Survey
STOP the bear hunt. What pathetic type needs murder an animal to prove he's a "man". 3/7/2022 2:46 AM Online Survey
The WDFW should protect wildlife, not enable its destruction. 3/7/2022 2:47 AM Online Survey
Real men do not feel the need to kill in order to prove their masculinity.  Stop the bear hunt permanently. 3/7/2022 2:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is just plain wrong. 3/7/2022 2:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:55 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt PLEASE 3/7/2022 2:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:58 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunt - I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:58 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:58 AM Online Survey
No to Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 2:58 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:59 AM Online Survey
Never again Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 2:59 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:59 AM Online Survey
The WDFW must stop pandering to the gun crazy killers and ban the bear hunts for good. 3/7/2022 2:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
The proposal is cruel and ill founded 3/7/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey
How do you think this makes you look to the rest of the world? Please oppose 3/7/2022 3:03 AM Online Survey

Ban the bear Hunts 3/7/2022 3:03 AM Online Survey

What madmen think they have a right to murder these beautiful animals? Stop the bear hunt! 3/7/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
The WDFW should be ashamed of these proposals.  I oppose the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:06 AM Online Survey
hunting bears should be banned 3/7/2022 3:07 AM Online Survey
This activity has no place in society and should be illegal 3/7/2022 3:08 AM Online Survey

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" Mahatma Gandhi.  This says volumes about the USA.  3/7/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey
Pleas 3/7/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey



Opening Nature Reserves to Trophy Hunters is completely wrong. It should be Illegal.
the only reason it has been tabled at all due to pressure from vested interests.
OPPOSE IT!

3/7/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey

STOP the bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Please America stop the killing of your bear's 3/7/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Murdering bears for fun? You guys are sick 3/7/2022 3:13 AM Online Survey
This is not about too many bears, or bear-human interaction. there are other, better ways to manage this. It's about Trophy Hunters, and note the word "Trophy"  wanting the right to hunt
wild animals in nature reserves. it's 100% wrong, I OPPOSE. ban it permanantly.

3/7/2022 3:16 AM Online Survey

I OPPOSE. ban it permanantly. 3/7/2022 3:25 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the annual bear hunt. The insatiable bloodlust that humans exhibit never ceases to shock and disgust me. Our horrendous disregard for the wellbeing of animals presupposes that their lives are somehow less valuable 
than our own. Considering no other species on earth has done as much damage to this planet and every living creature on it than our own, one could argue quite the opposite. Our ungodly behaviour thus far has been absolutely 
disgraceful. Animals should not be treated as commodities to use, abuse or murder at will. They are living beings with thoughts and feelings much like our own. They have as much right to life as we do. 

3/7/2022 3:30 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  An excuse for cruel people to commit cruel acts for their fun. 3/7/2022 3:32 AM Online Survey
Let the bears live, the bear hunt is unnecessary. 3/7/2022 3:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:38 AM Online Survey

I Oppose the Spring Bear Hunt . 3/7/2022 3:52 AM Online Survey
STOP murdering wildlife! You have no right 3/7/2022 4:01 AM Online Survey
I Oppose the Spring Bear Hunt . 3/7/2022 4:11 AM Online Survey
Please prevent the hunting of bears, it is a cruel and archaic “sport” that should not be allowed to take place in the modern world. Surely everyone should, after going through and continuing to go through this pandemic with the cause 
extremely likely to be the “wet markets”, that we must respect all creatures!

3/7/2022 4:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, so cruel! 3/7/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey
Respect all creatures 3/7/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. Backed by scientific research, also in the rule books it states not to shoot a sow with Cubs. I have never heard or seen anyone shooting a sow that had Cubs. With tons of video proof. They are beautiful 
creatures. But they like all animals
Need to be managed appropriately. And spring bear season is a great attribute to the science and management. 

3/7/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
Respect all living creatures 3/7/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, 100 per cent! 3/7/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It would be very cruel. 3/7/2022 5:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt-there has to be a better way to deal with the issues noted. 3/7/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunts, this is sickening unnecessary behaviour and should not be given a platform that allows this to happen. 3/7/2022 5:27 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and good management of our natural resources.  Keeping wild animals in balance in part of the science supporting the need for the spring bear hunt.   I also support survival of the fittest.  That is why I live 
the hunter/gatherer lifestyle to provide for my family.  In order for mankind to survive, some of us will survive using all resources provided by natures produce that isn't provided out of a box or can on the grocery store shelf.  

3/7/2022 5:31 AM Online Survey

I fiercely object to the SLAUGHTER of innocent and DEFENCELESS sentient Bears by cowardly hunters using weapons from a distance.
The MURDER of such creatures is NOT ACCEPTABLE

3/7/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey

Hunting is not murder. Hunting boars( males for you uninformed anti hunters) actually saves the lives of many cubs( baby bears). Boars kill cubs and eat them, to force the females to go back into heat so they can breed them again. 
Strongly support spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey

You anti hunters are sickening. Bear meat is delicious. 3/7/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
If you don’t buy a hunting or fishing license, and don’t support either of these American traditions, you should have no voice in laws regarding hunting or fishing. You can have your socialist communist government, your LBJPQXYZ, woke 
and $10 a gallon gasoline. Leave hunters and fishers alone. How about mind your own ****ing business for once.

3/7/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey

I strongly support keeping the spring bear hunt  to keep bear population in check.  Preditors must be reduced and maintained an acceptable level to protect the ungulate population.  Save our deer and elk populations that are struggling 
to survive.

3/7/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, please stop it. 3/7/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. I vote no, science based evidence backs this. Hunters make baseless excuses to feed into their narcissistic senseless rhetoric. 3/7/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
The deer and elk are all fine, nature knows how to keep itself in check without humans stepping in. Scientist and ecologist know that animals, wetlands and all of wildlife flourish when humans are not involved.
We think we’re doing our planet a favour so we justify the killings and destruction, but fact based evidence proves that humans are the most destructive and no we do not help no bear population or deer or elk or any by killing and 
hunting. Look at Chernobyl and Japan. Once humans left all of wildlife is now flourishing. No to hunting, let nature do it’s thing without our guns and arrows.

3/7/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey

Show compassion for life. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave these bears alone. 3/7/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt! 3/7/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears and wildlife alone! No to hunting 3/7/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Anyone that can kill dumb animals for fun must be sick in the head. Hate hunters. They are sick scum. I've had better things on the bottom of my shoe than them. 3/7/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
soon after the bears are wiped out, the animals that they hunt will overpopulate and hunters will press for more and longer hunting seasons for those animals!  Stop the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this and feel it should be stopped NOW! THIS IS SO WRONG, PLEASE STOP THIS 3/7/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
instead of shooting bears, may the hunters could volunteer to go to Ukraine and fight the Russians!
No to the spring bear hunt!!!

3/7/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey

Please stop this bear hunt. Stop killing innocent animals. I hate hunters. Why do they feel they have to kill? 3/7/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! Anyone who still believes animals are dumv and have no feelings is living in a sick fantasy world and refuses to see that aninals mourn their dead like we do. And they will end up killing off way more than just 
bears. Please stop this!

3/7/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey

I TOTALLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!.......STOP KILLING INNOCENT ANIMALS.....WHERES YOURE HUMANITY???? 3/7/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. Total madness. Show compassion for life. These bears haven't done anything to deserve a death sentence. 3/7/2022 6:17 AM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt, or any bear hunt .  Why don't these hunters go to the Ukraine and defend the Ukraine people instead of killing innocent wildlife. 3/7/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
We have 30,000 black bears in Wa state. Giving out 600 spring bear tags, with a 10% successful harvest rate means around 60 black bears harvested. Hardly going to wipe out the population. Predator populations are out of control in this 
state. Ask any game warden or biologist in eastern Washington. The balance of nature you antis are crying for, won’t come to fruition unless we harvest MORE predators. Our deer populations are dismal. Guess why? Adult mountain lions 
and bears, eating the baby deer and elk calves, before they take their first steps. Babies covered in after birth, crying like helpless infants, as they are eaten alive by your precious black bears. 

3/7/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey

I absolutely abhor any and all hunting so am totally against the spring bear hunt. Ban it for eternity. 3/7/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Our ecosystems are being devastated and the animals have nowhere to live.  Stop bringing in hunters to kill our wildlife.  Its the same with wolves, coyotes, lynx and any animal.  The fact is , all wildlife and 
their homes must be protected.  Why do we allow trophy  hunters to kill our animals?? 

3/7/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey

Stop killing our wildlife.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose this! Hunting does not control population. If we left nature to itself it would be properly controlled. Humans should not have anymore right to live in this world than bears. Humans are over populated! Over populated so 
much that we take over the homes of wildlife. Humans are the problem.

3/7/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Stop killing the wildlife. 3/7/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
ALL hunting is wrong!  Allowing hunting in a bear sanctuary is ludicrous! Sanctuaries are there to protect animals NOT to allow them to be killed.  Why do people feel the need to hunt, is it because they can't kill people? Perhaps hunters 
should hunt each other.

3/7/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting because I  science based game management, I don’t believe in managing game by emotions. I am not a trophy hunter, predators needs to be managed just like all other game animals. 3/7/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! This hunt is vital to maintaining a balance of predators and prey in our drastically reducing wild lands. Hunting is a valuable tool in animal conservation and provides organic meat to hunter's families that never gets 
recalled.

3/7/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey

If you have never hunted big game, you should try it before you make such hateful comments towards hunters. Hunting builds strong family values, teaches patience and perseverance, and can put high quality organic protein on your 
families table. It’s not all about the harvest, either. I can’t judge activities that I’ve never tried, so how can you? I fully support spring bear hunting. 

3/7/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey

So what if the bear population is doing well.  This does not give anyone the right to hunt them.  Following that logic, the human population is doing very well, perhaps people should be hunted. Hunting is wrong.  We do not have the right 
to say which animals live or die on a whim.

3/7/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.   Trophy hunters have messed up the balance of nature.  Instead of killing our wolves you have allowed the population of deer to escalate.  Wolves will hunt down the weakest and keep the balance of nature 
stable, it is the hunters who have killed the fittest deer and allowed the weaker deer to survive.   By eradicating the wolf and culling other predators  you have caused more unbalance.  Stop hunting our wildlife and let nature take over.  
When it comes to suffering, the human hunter is by far the worst one for causing suffering.  Killing bears while asleep in their dens with cubs  - how low is that!

3/7/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
What gives people the right to hunt animals? Hunting is wrong. 3/7/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
Ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd! 3/7/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
Bear sanctuary??? It’s called nature. Wild America. The forest. You ANTIS make it out to be a fricken petting zoo. These are wild animals in their natural free range. However writes your bleeding heart rhetoric is blind to reality. I support 
spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey

No hunting at all! 3/7/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
Stop Spring Hunt 3/7/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I support sound wildlife management for the benefit of deer fawns, elk calves, and Washingtonians who enjoy the pursuit of outdoor activities; especially the traditional activities.  I support the spring bear hunting season. 3/7/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey

hunting is not human- ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd! 3/7/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. There is no justification for hunting animals as meat is readily farmed. Stop the hunting. 3/7/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Please vote yes. 3/7/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
Living in the United States of America is what gives us the right to hunt and fish. And several other liberties that libtards are currently chipping away at. You won’t stop hunting. EVER. You won’t get our guns. EVER. You won’t force me to 
accept as normal, things that I know are NOT. I support this spring bear hunt, and all other hunting and fishing

3/7/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!! IT'S NOT ONLY NOT ACCEPTABLE, IT'S ONLY FOR MONEY AND ILLEGALLY KILLING THESE ANIMALS, STOP THIS AND OTHER HUNTS LIKE THESE NOW!!!!!!!! 3/7/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
stoppen Sie die Bärenjagd- die Natur regelt alles von alleine.Kein Tier, kein lebewesen will sterben und kein Mensch hat das Recht  in Gottes Gesetze und in seine Schöpfung einzugreifen 3/7/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Hunting is cruel and unnecessary. 3/7/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
We are currently getting bent over by Russia and China right now. And thanks to you anti hunting, anti guns, Democrat voting morons. Let’s go Brandon. 3/7/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
stop hunting for all ther time!
they feel like us and they suffer like us

3/7/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no reason to hold it, especially in this season. 3/7/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey

Stop the Spring Bear Hunt! Whoever heard of hunting in a bear sanctuary, it's ridiculous! 3/7/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
It’s not for money. It’s not illegal. Get your facts in order. Bear hunting is challenging and rewarding. Bear meat is delicious and much healthier than store bought meat. I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey

People who kill wildlife are ignorant of an animals struggle to survive and do not appreciate the hardship they go through just to live, and then you have hunters nothing better to do than use weapons against a defenceless animal what 
pathetic people they are, those people need to be jailed as they clearly cannot fit in with today's society,..........people want wildlife alive not dead.

3/7/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey

I support the rule change and hope that the wdfw commission can ignore emotional opinion and follow the guidance of the biologists they employ. Please reinstate the hunt 3/7/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
Where are you getting your information?? Stumbling bumbling Joe Biden? What is all this SANCTUARY crap?? It’s called nature. The forest. The wild. It’s not at all like you anti hunters describe it. Fully support hunting bears in the spring 3/7/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey

I oppose a spring bear hunt.  I hope the commission can ignore the emotionality of trophy hunters, who try to infantilize the opinions of people who do not endorse recreational killing.  3/7/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is inhumane and barbaric.  I oppose it! 3/7/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunting!!! 3/7/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
Please stop the inhumane hunting of bears. 3/7/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. In wild country most of the anti hunters will never see. From their parents basement 3/7/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunt! 3/7/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
Please stop the inhumane spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.
3/7/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
If anti hunters were as passionate about things that really matter in life, as they are about jumping on a bandwagon, maybe this country wouldn’t be in the mess it’s in right now. Support bear hunting. 3/7/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Stop the anti rhetoric. Keep the bear hunt. Make it over the counter, no draws. Set a quota for harvest, and let more people enjoy hunting. 3/7/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Too many people call themselves hunters but in reality they simply enjoy killing a creature for selfies and bragging rights.  Hunting used to be about taking a life for food.  Now there is no respect for an 
animal, they even candy coat it and call it harvesting, as if wildlife come from a row of vegetables.  Now it’s smiling photos, posing with a dead animal that was just doing its best to survive in an ever-shrinking habitat.  

3/7/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt  and proposed regulations. 3/7/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunter rhetoric. Don’t have a bear hunt. Their only argument is they want to kill for recreation. 3/7/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Killing for the sake of it is wrong! 3/7/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
Hunters claim anyone who opposes thrill killing is an anti. What’s turned me away from hunting altogether is the attitude and entitlement displayed by hunters who presume that since they desire to kill an animal somehow  only they 
have knowledge about them and everyone else should be dismissed.  

3/7/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey

Wild animals now do not have any means to defend themselves and resist this super-terminator. They are completely defenceless against a modern man who can find them and kill them anywhere and anytime, if he so desires. The 
passion for trophy hunting, with such a balance of power in favour of Homo sapiens, is profoundly vicious.  The strong seek to protect the defenceless, not to use their superiority to satisfy some cruel and immoral obsession.  

3/7/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/7/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
Be sure to vote yes. We must help the deer and elk. Support the spring bear hunt and give all wildlife a fighting chance from predators. 3/7/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting it’s cruel! 3/7/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Barbaric and devastating to the ecosystem. 3/7/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt! America is a continent so there is plenty of room for people to enjoy outdoor activities without having to kill ANY animals. There is enough space for everyone, animals included. 3/7/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Regular folks have entrusted wildlife to officials and organizations thinking that those officials would look after the best interests of wildlife.  3/7/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Hunters will be Protecting cubs and mothers in the Spring. Yes! 
We support the spring bear hunt and proposals!!!!

3/7/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey

Be sure to vote no spring bear hunting! We must help to bear 3/7/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
How about this? If you aren’t a hunter, you don’t judge those that are? Some things in life will get you punched in the face. Life’s about choices. I hunt and support spring bear and other hunting. I don’t care what you do with your free 
time. Don’t make assumptions about me and my life choices. How about just mind your own business. Maybe bitch about how Seattle is a **** hole, junkie, homeless tent camp propagated by years of Democrat leadership?? 

3/7/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/7/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
Be sure to vote no spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, because I support the ecosystem! 3/7/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
Killing more animals under the guise of recreation is bad optics for all hunters, especially re-branding it as conservation and animals are just something they harvest, even though many are killed for trophies 3/7/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear it’s cruel! 3/7/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, no-one has the right to say which animals live or die. 3/7/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
stoppt die Frühlingsbärenjagd!!!
ihr habt kein Recht dazu über leben u Tod zu entscheiden!!!

3/7/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey

Killing more bears doesn’t “support the ecosystem”. 3/7/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
We must support the spring bear hunt the ecosystem depends on it 3/7/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I Support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations 3/7/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting! Save the deer and elk! 3/7/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting it inhuman 3/7/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt, all animals have the right to live in a safe environment! 3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Science requires spring bear hunting to protect all animals! 3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Stop spring bear hunting it cruel 3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Stop the Sping Bear Hunt it is cruel! 3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Now, more and more of the 95% of the population that doesn’t hunt is becoming aware of how wildlife is being abused and mistreated by people hiding behind labels like conservation, and hopefully the tide will turn and the non-
consumptive public will take seats at the table in decision-making in regards to wildlife. 

3/7/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear hunting, it’s cool! 3/7/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey



no hunting at all or will you shoot on your family or your children`?
do they shoot on you?
no they dont.
they life their live
so why do you want to kill something that is expecially like you and its GODs creation- not yours.
you dont have the right to destroy their life!

3/7/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey

Do your part to help all wildlife, vote yes for spring bear 3/7/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt, it is NOT required by science! How ridiculous! 3/7/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear 3/7/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
No more killing the innocent bears 3/7/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
Wildlife does not need our help, it needs us to leave it alone - I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
stop hunting! 3/7/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
Just leave wildlife alone 3/7/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
kein Töten von unschuldigen Bären! 3/7/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! Hunting bears does NOT help the wildlife, there is an ecosystem in all habitats that each animal plays a vital part of. 3/7/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
ich bin dagegen! 3/7/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
Say no to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
kein Bärentöten! 3/7/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
No to bearhunting! 3/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Leave to poor bears alone 3/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear. 3/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
kein Töten! 3/7/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Leave the poor hunters alone. No to anti hunters, yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
stop bearhunting! 3/7/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
With love from Ukraine! Vote yes for spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
No bearhunting! 3/7/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
Yes bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose trophy hunting and the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
Do you hate deer and elk? Then support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
Speak English if you are going to comment on an issue in the USA. Actually if you’re not from the US, you shouldn’t have a say in our rule making process. Unless you’re a Democrat, then the rules don’t apply to you. You make them up as 
you rape and pillage and wussify this country 

3/7/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Bear hunters do not want to kill sows and cubs, ever. The data also shows that it statistically never happens. That needs to stop being an argument in this case. 3/7/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
The bear population can more than support a spring bear hunt. Most purchased tags go unfilled anyway, which is good for WDFW revenues which go back to supporting wildlife. 3/7/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
the bears do not "support" a spring bear hunt.  they are against it.
 i side with the bears !      no spring bear hunt!

3/7/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
I don't support the spring bear hunt. Show compassion and don't hunt innocent bears. They don't deserve a death sentence because these hunters like to kill. STOP THE KILLING. 3/7/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the bear hunt. Humans constantly take habitat from animals, they are subject to being displaced by wildfires and development. The people of Washington oppose the hunt. You are compensated with our tax dollars and 
are there to do your job and not appease hunters. Vote no on the bear hunt. 

3/7/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/7/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey
I say NO to the spring bear hunt. Leave these bears alone. 3/7/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
Show compassion and support the spring bear hunt. We must control the predator population to save our deer and elk! 3/7/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I say yes to the spring bear hunt and so should you. 3/7/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
Help protect  all wildlife from predators.
Full support for spring bear hunt

3/7/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey

The WDFW halted the Spring Black Bear Hunt for a reason. They should not allow themselves to be bullied and persuaded by a select few who oppose their decision. Please, WDFW Commissioners, listen to the majority of the public who 
want this hunt stopped, who stand WITH you and commend your decision. Stand your ground and STOP THIS HUNT 

3/7/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey

Stop the hunt 3/7/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
Bear hunter stand with you. Do not be persuaded by a small minority. Vote yes for spring bear hunting as your mandate requires! 3/7/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I say YES to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
These hunters must have black bears and grizzlies confused... STOP THE HUNT. 3/7/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
Start the hunt! Protect all wildlife from predators. Vote yes for the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
Do not let cubs be murdered by predators. Vote yes for spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
In 2015 there was a bear hunt in FL. Monitors came and documented with photos and video what the hunt looked like. It became a worldwide news story. I and others have access to 1000’s of photos of what a bear hunt looks like. 
Perhaps we can get photos trending related to this Bear Hunt. People have a right to see what it looks like and weigh in. 

3/7/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It goes against science. It causes too much harm to bear populations. 3/7/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
Deer and elk require it. The science requires it. Washingtonians demand a spring bear hunt to protect all wildlife from these predators. Vote yes! 3/7/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt and these proposals. 3/7/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
STOP THE HUNT!!! 3/7/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
Start the hunt. Vote yes for spring bear! 3/7/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear hunt. Animals have families as well, so no to killing sons, fathers, brothers, children. It’s sort of demented. 3/7/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and the monsters who kill bears for fun. 3/7/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
The boars will kill the Cubs. So we must have a spring bear hunt to protect the babies! Vote yes! 3/7/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Ban hunting! 3/7/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt IF hunters use their bare hands to kill the bears. No weapons allowed. That would be a real hunt. 3/7/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Start the hunt, vote yes! 3/7/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Vote no on the Spring Bear Humt. 3/7/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
Vote yes on Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
Support the deer and elk. They need a chance to live! Vote yes to spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 
Thank you.

3/7/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave the animals alone. It is not necessary and the only reason to vote yes is to appease hunters which is not a valid reason to pass this proposal. They are not who you answer to or solely represent. The tax 
dollars of all citizens pay your salaries. 

3/7/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey

Ban this cruelty! 3/7/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
NO Spring Bear Hunt, please. 3/7/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
Please vote no on the Spring Bear Hunt. Humans can’t manage the destruction from their own enormous population and the destruction that causes. Let wildlife, the bears live their lives. Let people manage their own out of control 
population before killing animals whose population is a tiny, tiny fraction of the human population. Oppose the hunt!

3/7/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey

Once again I strong oppose the Spring Bear Hunt as I did when this rule was originally voted down after a huge public outcry.  Why are we back here again arguing the same merits for saving our Washington bears?  This is already decided 
based on science and based on the wishes of Washington residents.  Moneyed/outside organizations should not have any sway in reversing this decision.  No to the Spring Bear Hunt.  

3/7/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" suffices. BAN THIS ABUSE TO INNOCENT ANIMALS 3/7/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
We must continue the spring bear hunt and follow the science. Yes to Spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt and proposals 3/7/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Stop hurting these precious animals! 3/7/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Definitely no to spring bear hunt, leave these beautiful creatures alone. 3/7/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! 3/7/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/7/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear management hunts 3/7/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Definitely yes to spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
We must stand up for deer and elk babies. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
If we do not help the wildlife who will? 
These predators are killing all of the fawns.
Yes to spring bear!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/7/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt , and any hunting ever. 3/7/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt   --   the suffering and cruelty involved is beyond depraved  --  the unnecessary killings of Bears MUST be STOPPED  --  Hunters MUST find another target; another pastime  --  LET the Bears LIVE. 3/7/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey

I vehemently SUPPORT the Spring Bear hUnt. - The deer and elk require us to manage the predators so they do not become extinct. The Bears MUST BE stopped. Hunters must help in these efforts because we cannot let all the fawns be 
killed each Spring. Let the Spring Bear hunt CONTINUE!!

3/7/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

Yes to the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Stop killing! Isn't it time to show a touch of empathy? 3/7/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
For those commenting that they support the shooting of animals - would you like to be shot for just being born? People of this ilk belong in Russia or China. 3/7/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
The bears kill so many cubs, deer, and elk we must protect them.
The Spring bear hunt doesn't help much, but at least it's a little bit for those innocent babies.
We must be empathetic to all animals that the predators are killing.
Vote yes on Spring Bear hunt!

3/7/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. There’s no better way to get closer to one’s food then by going out and putting in the work to scout, hunt, harvest, field dress, pack out, break down, and then cook ones food. 3/7/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Would you like to be eaten alive as a baby? Me neither, vote yes for spring bear to control the vicious predators. 3/7/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
We should leave nature alone, so what if bears eat the young of others peaches, that’s nature! It is not a reason to shoot a truly magnificent animal which is trying to survive. 3/7/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Outrageous to be so retrograde as to consider bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Bears have Babies too, just as innocent 3/7/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd! Es ist einfach nur grausam von uns Menschen hilflose Bären zu töten! 3/7/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
  I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/7/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Killing baby bear and mothers will be illegal, so
Vote yes to Spring Bear hunt!

3/7/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey



Ganz schrecklich Bären zu töten! 3/7/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal 100%. Our bear population is very healthy. I look forward to trying to harvest a bear this spring and being able to provide quality organic meat to feed my family! 3/7/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Ja zur Bärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Ich stimme mit NEIN zur Bärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Ban Spring Bear Hunts immediately, please. 3/7/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and proposals as well. 3/7/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Start the spring bear hunt immediately, please. The deer and elk rely on us to control the predators. 3/7/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear! 3/7/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. All the talk about killing cubs are coming from people who are very out of touch with reality and what hunting is. Hunting is the greatest conservation tool and wildlife management tool there is. No hunter 
wants to see a species decline to concerning levels, that is why no law abiding hunter shoots cubs or a saw with cubs. Follow the science. 

3/7/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Opposing Spring Bear Hunts. 3/7/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/7/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Ich stimme zusammen mit allen Ausländern für die Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt, it’s immoral . Humans should leave nature alone. 3/7/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Bitte beenden Sie die grausame Bärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I support the wildlife biologists on this one and agree that this hunt is needed and helps keep the predator prey balance. 3/7/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Please look into your heart, listen to your conscience and look to science, reason and mercy for your decision.  There is something wrong with people who enjoy killing for pleasure, and this is a 
small handful of disturbed individuals.  The vast, vast majority of people are decent and we oppose killing for killing's sake, killing mama bears and cubs for a sadistic thrill.

3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

Bitte beginnen Sie so bald wie möglich mit der Frühjahrsbärenjagd, um Hirschen und Elchen zu helfen
3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunt and believe in the science 3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt.  Predators to not need to be "managed" by humans.  3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
Washingtonians support the spring bear hunt and so should you. 3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
So some are arguing that the bears should be shot so as to save the young of elk, deer ect. So how come hunters kill them too! Also if elk and deer are not predated they’re numbers will get out of hand as has been proved in England. Let 
nature do it’s job and don’t interfere.

3/7/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

Say no to spring bear hunting, give the bears a break 3/7/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing mother a baby bears in the name of so-called "management" is senseless and cruel. 3/7/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and these proposals. Humans are part of "nature", lie it or not. 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not listen to the small handful of people who want to kill for fun. 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
We have way too many bears in Washington. Or wildlife deserves a fighting chance. Vote yes for spring bear! 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
Human with guns are not part of nature.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
We have too many humans with guns. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
Say no to spring bear hunting leave the bears alone 3/7/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
It's funny how these antis like to call names. Bring back the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
Bitte keine Bärenjagd ! Bin gegen die Bärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Help the baby fawns, save the elk. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. By using sound data and science.  Not By emotion and misinformation 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals should not be "managed" by humans in a lethal and brutal way. 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
NEIN  zur Frühlingsbärenjagd!!!!! 3/7/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the bear hunt. This is an outdated and inhumane act that needs to end. Our world is becoming one annihilating machine of animals and we need to stop this. This is not a sport nor is it necessary. Please do not allow 
the hunt.

3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

Ja zur Frühlingsbärenjagd. Wir sind dafür. 3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as it is a great way to assist wildlife management. To have resources you have to manage resources. 3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Please allow the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Predators help the elk and deer populations by thinning herds, preventing starvation and preventing stripping of the land of needed plants.  I oppose the spring bear hunt- especially because people think "Hey, they are killing the elk I 
wanted to kill!"

3/7/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd! Ist einfach nur grausam 3/7/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season proposal. 3/7/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
There are a few broken individuals who are commenting over and over because they enjoy killing something bigger and stronger with their guns.  Do not allow them to win.  Stop the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey



Please continue the Sprung Bear hunt.  Don't allow people who wouldn't survive a week if they couldn't purchase their processed meat from a grocery store to influence the outcome of a long standing, sustainable hunt. 3/7/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt.  3/7/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt.  It is senseless, anti-conservation and cruel. 3/7/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt. There is no reason to allow it. 3/7/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Verbieten Sie die Bärenjagd ! 3/7/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
There are a few delusional people who keep commenting over and over because they don't understand the problem. The predators are out of control and any Washingtonian knows that. Do not allow them to win. Science is science, vote 
YES for Spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

Please stop this inhumane act. 3/7/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
NEIN zur Bärenjagd 3/7/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Please allow these animals to live in peace. Please stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Please stop the hunt. This should be illegal. 3/7/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Bärenjagd zulassen. 3/7/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt. 3/7/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should be mandatory. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Please allow the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I support the rules and spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt. Hunting boars will reduce the number of cubs killed every year by the boars. Our publicly funded wildlife biologists have shown the bear population will support Spring hunts. 3/7/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. Mama bears might be the first to leave the dens, searching for food to provide for their newborn cubs. But trophy hunters will be waiting to ATTACK, leaving orphaned cubs frightened, alone, and hungry waiting 
for mama’s return. Without their mother, they will likely die of STARVATION or HYPOTHERMIA. 

 STOP trophy hunters from SAVAGELY slaughtering these beloved animals.

3/7/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

Please do not allow the bear hunt. Please make this inhumanity illegal. 3/7/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals 3/7/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt 3/7/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
The vast majority of certified wildlife biologists do not support hunting. Say NO to spring bear hunts. 3/7/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
As people in charge please make the act illegal. 3/7/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
The rules would make Killing mother bears and cubs illegal, so I vote YES to Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Support a spring bear season. None of the comments against are based in science or logic, purely false and emotional rhetoric. 3/7/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt. Please let these bears live in peace. 3/7/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt. Please let these bears live in peace. 3/7/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

Let the fawns and calves live in peace. Allow Spring bear hunting and protect them from Predators. 3/7/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/7/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It's completely barbaric. 3/7/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
DO NOT ALLOW THE HUNT 3/7/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
100% of biologists agree we have way too many predators. Yes to Spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
Poachers don't turn their selves in. 3/7/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
Please allow the spring bear hunt we must protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly supports spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Allow the spring bear hunt!! 3/7/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
You’re right, poachers don’t turn themselves in. That’s another example of why legal hunting and their associated fees are vital to the protection of all wildlife. They fund enforcement.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey

100% of Biologists would never agree. 3/7/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
God Bless Spring bear hunters for protecting all Wildlife.
Yes to Spring Bear hunting !

3/7/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
Enforcement paid out of general fund. 3/7/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
Washington state biologist’s recommend a spring bear hunt and so do I. 3/7/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Should be OTC. 3/7/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
Make killing cubs and mothers illegal. 
Support the proposals and Spring Bear hunting.!!

3/7/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

I support Spring Bear hunting, There's absolutely no scientific reason not to have a Spring Bear season. 3/7/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNTING. UNTIL BEARS HAVE GUNS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES, I SAY NO. 3/7/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
Many biologist in Washington do not recommend spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
I object to bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season and believe that it should be a over the counter tag 3/7/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting as the science dictates. 3/7/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Myself and all biologists agree that the Spring bear hunt will benefit all wildlife and protect bears mothers and cubs. 
Vote YES for Spring bear.

3/7/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

I object to bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Bear populations are scientifically proven to support a spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey



I do not support the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I strongly object to the spring bear hunt. Stop this barbaric slaughter of bears. All life matters. 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt in the Spring. 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
Fawns and calves lives matter. Support the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I do not support the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I do not support the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
Petition Commission to stop spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt in the Spring.  I do not support it at all. 3/7/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
Petition Commission to approve Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt.  I think that all bear hunting is wrong; and hunting is not a sensible way of managing bears. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear. I support it completely including the proposals. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
STOP THE KILLING OF BEARS. I DEFINITELY DO NOT SUPPORT THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I am against the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING. I DEFINITELY SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
Please do not proceed with the Spring bear hunt. I oppose the killing. 3/7/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!! 3/7/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
Stop killing bears!! 3/7/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  No more killing, please! 3/7/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
Please stop this bear hunt. I do not support this hunt. 3/7/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
Please cancel the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Stop the killing. 3/7/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
Please stop the war against bears. Enough with wars! Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. Why kill these innocent animals? STOP THE KILLING. 3/7/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
No more killing, please. Stop the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
There is a war in Ukraine. Stop all killing! Stop the bear hunt in Spring. 3/7/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt in the Spring! 3/7/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
Stop the war against wildlife! Stop the bear hunt in Spring. 3/7/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
Ukrainians agree we should have a Spring Bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
NO TO THE BEAR HUNT. SHOW COMPASSION FOR LIFE. 3/7/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
We fully support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Please no more killing. Stop the bear hunt forever! 3/7/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Show compassion for fawns and calves. Help control the predator population, and mandate Spring Bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Stop all the killing.  Be kind. We need it right now. No more killing bears! 3/7/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
Yes to the Spring bear hunt. We must help all wildlife. 3/7/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It's predator management that supports local economies 3/7/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. It is inhumane. Why do people feel they need to kill these innocent bears? 3/7/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting wildlife. Stop killing bears! 3/7/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Apoyo la caza de osos de primavera y las reglas. 3/7/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Yes to bring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting bears. 3/7/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
We support a spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
Protect wildlife, YES to Spring Bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
Mandate the spring bear hunt. yes to the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose killing all sentient beings. Stop bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
Protect wildlife. NO to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT - I HATE TROPHY HUNTERS. 3/7/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. And the proposals. 3/7/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
i do not support bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
Fully support Spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
We strongly support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
So because I take the meat, hide and skull I’m a “trophy hunter”? 
We eat bear. Get over it.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey

Stop killing bears. No to hunting. 3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey



I fully support spring bear hunting. Yes to the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting and yes to protect wildlife! 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Another day closer to spring bear season.
Strongly support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

Please no bear killing. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Bears in Washington are over all population goals and have no natural predators other than us. Please bring back the spring bear hunt so that we can continue helping make the population heathy during the most most productive time of 
year to harvest mature boars.

3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

Save the animals, Vote YES for Spring bear hunting.
Please protect the innocent and allow Spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

Eat organic. Hunt!
Strong support for this rule 

3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring Bear  hunting 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
No to hunting! Leave the bears alone. 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
NO - STOP THE KILLING OF BEARS. YOU ARE THE ANIMALS 3/7/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Save a fawn, hunt bear.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
YES start the Spring bear hunt. We must protect the animals. 3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

Hunting is natural.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

Humane hunting at its best.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

Stop the hunters! No more killing bears! 3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I HATE HUNTERS!! You evil people are disgusting!! All hunters will burn in hell!!! 3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Bambi votes yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
We must stand up for all animals.
YES to Spring bear hunt!!!!

3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey

Stop the bear killing. Stop the hunter, 3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
We hunt mature male bear not sows with cubs you misguided fools.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Im in full support of spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Cubs vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I do not support killing our precious bears. 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Stop the antis who want deer and elk to die. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Hunting is NOT natural! Hunting is barbaric and doesn't belong in a civilized world!! 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Yes to save Cubs and Mothers Bears = YES for the Spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. Why must you feel you need to kill to be happy? Oh that's right, you don't have compassion. 3/7/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Follow the science! We only harvested 0.6% of the population last spring.  Yes to spring bear! 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting in the proposals. 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Only allow comments from Washington residents please.  Flooding our comment period with your PETA and commie buddies from California is an obvious tactic to drum fake outrage.  Support the science-backed spring bear hunt.   3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

I oppose killing the bears. They have a right to live freely. 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
So the history of man says hunting isn’t natural? Animals that hunt…that’s not natural? Your cat hunts.
Fully support spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

Yes to the Spring bear hunt. Have compassion for ALL wildlife. VOTE YES for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Bears want to live just like our family. Do not kill them. 3/7/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Only allow comments from Washington residents please. Flooding our comment period with your PETA and commie buddies from California is an obvious tactic to drum fake outrage. Support the science-backed spring bear hunt.

I like this guy.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

Deer and elk have a right to live freely. Support spring bear hunting to stop the predators. 3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
Hunters are cowards! Shooting an innocent animal is evil 3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
Bears have the right to live. Stop the hunting. 3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
Cubs want to live, so allow us to hunt mature male boar that kill and eat cubs.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey



Protect innocent baby fawns from the Predator bears.
Yes to Spring bear hunting, and YES to science.

3/7/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

Stop all killings by hunters. Stop bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
What about guilty animals? Can we hunt them? Lol. Clowns.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey

Stop the killing , Mother nature dose not need the trophy hunters assistance. 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunters from killing! stop bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Yes to the rule 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Hunters are disgusting scumbags and a disgrace to human civilization!!!! 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunter taking the life of a sentient being. Stop the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Ahhh bear pep sticks today for a snack.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

No - PLEASE BAN THE HUNT 3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Guess who’s back?!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

NO to bear hunting!!! Bears are beautiful precious animals and they have every right to live! We should kill the ugly hunters!!! 3/7/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
Can’t wait for spring bear hunting!
Full support for the rule.

3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
NO - STOP THE SLAUGHTER OF BEARS 3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
Legally protect sows with cubs. Support this rule 3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
Protect the Cubs and mother bears.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting and the proposals

3/7/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey

Mandate the spring bear hunt, vote yes! 3/7/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Slaughter? .6% of the total population in Washington is a slaughter?

Muhahahahahha.
Don’t feed your cat it’s food, made of meat today. Then go see if it goes out hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 

3/7/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

DO NOT SUPPORT THE BEAR HUNT 3/7/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Save the magnificent Bears, especially with draughts, wildfires, global warming etc. going on. 3/7/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Hunters are dangerous psychopaths and they belong behind bars for the rest of their useless lifes!! 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
veto the hunt. no to the hunt. 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
Europeans agree: the North American conservation model works.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear and Yes to Helping cubs and mothers survive! 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing wildlife. They deserve to be on this planet just like us. 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
Yes to bring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
PLEASE SAVE OUR PRECIOUS BEARS!!! STOP THE EVIL HUNTERS!!! 3/7/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
Wildfires help bear. But of course you wouldn’t know that. The brush that comes make is awesome bear territory. 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey

We must use science and not emotion. 
Vote Yes for the Spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey

Muahahahahha! The hysteria in here is amazing!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey

Please save precious cubs and mothers. Support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
Strongly recommend this rule 3/7/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly recommend the Spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
PLEASE SAVE OUR PRECIOUS BEARS!!! NO HUNT!!! 3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
Bears are so much more valuable to our planet than all these dirty hunters! Let us save our bears and kill the hunters instead!! 3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
Learn to read then formulate an argument. This rule protects sows with cubs. Fully support this rule. 3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
No to letting trophy hunters to slaughter our wildlife. STOP THE KILLING. 3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
Yes Spring bear hunt! 
protect cubs and mothers and deer and elk and all other wildlife from the dangerous predators.

3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey

Hhahahahahah! Wanting to kill people but think hunting is evil?! What logic!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey



Do not Stop the Spring Bear hunt.
We must protect the vulnerable wildlife!!!!
Vote yes for Spring bear hunting to protect wildlife!

3/7/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree: their cats hunt birds for food and it’s nature. We hunt bear for food, it’s natural.
Fully support this rule

3/7/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

Only hunters support this sickening horror!! So, listen to normal people, not to these cruel barbaric psychopaths!!! 3/7/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Bear kill cubs and dawns. Save the wildlife.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE. 3/7/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Name calling specialists with no valid arguments are thick today.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

WTF!! Hunters don't hunt to protect wildlife!! EVIL LIARS!!! HUNTERS SHOOT EVERY ANIMAL THAT IS MOVING BECAUSE THEY LIKE THE SMELL OF BLOOD!!!! 3/7/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Be on the side of Lorna Smith who said she isn’t against bear hunting personally….
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear, Save our wildlife! 3/7/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt and proposals. Thank you 3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Why do they get a death sentence to make these trophy hunters happy? STOP THE KILLING. 3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
You realize your allowed one tag for a spring bear and 2/3 of those tags aren’t filled.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

Help deer and elk.
Yes to Spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

Hunters are bloodthirsty devils! 3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Fully support this well regulated hunt. 3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Protect the forests allow spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt!! NO NO NO NO NO NO NO!!!! 3/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Cats are blood thirsty too. 
Fully support this rule 

3/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey

Save the Bear CUBS!
Yes to Spring bear hunting!!

3/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Save Bambi!
Yes to this rule

3/7/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey

Yes, yes, yes, to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Winnie the Pooh is in favor of this rule. 3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Well regulated hunt? Killing an innocent animal is NEVER well regulated!! I say NO to this evil cruelty!! 3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. Save our wildlife from these killers. They are barbaric trophy hunters. 3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Eat bear drink  coffee and wear fur.
Fully support this rule 

3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

SPRING BEAR HUNTING YES!!!!!!
FULLY SUPPORT!!

3/7/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

Who says bear are innocent? You don’t think they hunt? Clowns! 
Fully support this rule

3/7/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. Save our bears please. 3/7/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I 
Support
Spring 
Bear 
Hunt
And 
So 
Should 
You.
Help protect cubs and mothers
YES to Spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

I’m going to make a comedy book out of all you delusional anti hunter comments. Look for it on Amazon.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

YES FULLY SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING!! 3/7/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Happy spring! Let’s go hunt!
Fully support this rule

3/7/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

Woot woot.
Fully support this rule 

3/7/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

Support the science, support spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting and yes to the proposals. 3/7/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
Eat a chicken salad or have an egg for breakfast? You’ve got no room to talk.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey



I
DO
NOT
SUPPORT
THE
BEAR
HUNT

3/7/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

I get my meat from nature, you get yours wrapped in plastic and styrofoam and you think I’m the bad guy. Hahahaha.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

Scientist's agree, Washington needs a Spring bear season. Fully support the hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/7/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Don't give psychopaths a stage! Of course hunters support this sickening rule, these devils smell blood!! They get exited of the idea that soon they can murder our precious bears!! ALL HUNTERS BELONG IN HELL!!!! 3/7/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

Save poor innocent Bambi from the blood thirsty evil hunters that are bear.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Preserve our wildlife please. 3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Mandate requires it, science supports it. Fully support this rule. 3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Organic meat is better than caged animal meat.
Yes to Spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

PETA agrees: bear hunting is awesome.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

All the brainless sadists who support this sickening hunt will burn in hell SOON!!! Karma!!!!!!! 3/7/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing. 3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
Support conservation. Hunt!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey

People who have leather purses are evil.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey

NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNTING 3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
Leather shoes are cruel.
Fully support this rule.

3/7/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey

We must protect wildlife from the Predators. Who else is going to help?
Hunters are the only ones helping our precious wildlife in Washington.
Vote yes, so they have a fighting chance.
Yes to Spring bear hunting!!

3/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey

Vegans kill animals for farm fields.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey

I support the proposals 3/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
Bear cubs support this rule so they don’t get eaten by male bear. 3/7/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey

Tasty bear for dinner tonight.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

Yes to wildlife
Yes to Spring Bear hunting. Help protect all wildlife.

3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

gegen die Bärenjagd!!! 3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
No, why do you feel you need to kill to be happy? Save the bears please. It is the right thing to do. 3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Germans support this rule. 3/7/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
💯💯 the right thing to do. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Save the baby bears and mothers
Support the Spring bear hunt and proposals.

3/7/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose this spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
No, end this barbaric slaughter of bears. 3/7/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Yes, end the predators. Make Spring bear hunting mandatory.
Fully support
yes to spring bear

3/7/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing our wildlife please. 3/7/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Stop letting predators kill off all of our wildlife.
Vote yes for spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey



Save cubs support this rule 3/7/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
Strongly against bear hunting. 3/7/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/7/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
STRONGLY SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING, WE MUST HELP THE DEFENSELESS WILDLIFE FROM PREDATORS.
YES TO SPRING BEAR!!

3/7/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey

No - the right thing to do is to stop the killing of bears 3/7/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
Evil cruel bear kill innocent fawns! Support this rule 3/7/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
British cat ladies agree…support this rule 3/7/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Bambi agrees…support this rule 3/7/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing of bears. I support this rule making the bear hunt illegal. 3/7/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the bear hunt. Why kill them? Oh that's right - we need to make the trophy hunters happy. 3/7/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an important tool to manage bear populations.  Removal of this hunt would not follow the science and be based on pure emotion.  Follow the science.  3/7/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Yes to Spring Bear hunt to protect all wildlife!
Fully support.

3/7/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

This trophy bear hunt is unethical and unjustified.
Bear hunting isn’t science-based and serves no legitimate management purpose.
Bears are rarely hunted for anything other than trophies.
The hunt is out of line with Washington’s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state, weak from hunger and winter hibernation.
Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as feeling, thinking, self-aware beings that undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly, ethical coexistence demands respect and consideration for bears in relevant policies 
and regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding.

3/7/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt. Do not appease these hunters. Let the bears live out their lives. 3/7/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
We love bear meat instead of buying processed meat from grocery store.
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals.

3/7/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing wildlife. 3/7/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Do not let all the wildlife die!
Support spring bear hunting

3/7/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

Stop predators from killing wildlife.
Support spring bear hunting and the proposed rules.

3/7/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Bambi needs this rule 3/7/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Disney lies.
Support this rule 

3/7/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree:
Support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

Yes to the hunt 3/7/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Meat and fur, what a hunt!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

Yes to This rule 3/7/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
DO NOT SUPPORT THIS BEAR HUNT. THESE BEARS HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE JUST LIKE WE DO. 3/7/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
FULLY SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.
THE ELK AND DEER HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE JUST LIKE WE DO.
WE MUST MANAGE THESE PREDATORS FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS TO ENJOY.
PROTECT WILDLIFE, VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!

3/7/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

No to this rule. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Bears need managed just like all other wildlife. Currently the best option to do so. I support a spring bear season. 3/7/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey



We have to stop killing this planet!!!!
No spring beat hunt! 
85% of people in Western states disapprove of spring bear hunting.
Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly susceptible to overkill. 
A female only reaches adulthood at approximately four years of age. She then gives birth to 2-3 cubs/year and has litters only every 2-3 years (depending on food resources, which are compromised by increasing wildfires and drought). 
Trophy hunters target breeding adults, which disrupts the animals' social structure and further slows reproduction. 
Holding a spring season hunt results in orphaned bear cubs. During the spring season, sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation.
State wildlife officials and scientists agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned in spring bear hunting seasons.
Hunting bears does not make people safer, nor does it stop human-bear conflicts. Rather than putting time and resources into opening a black bear hunting season, the Commission should instead be focused on expanding public 
education about non-lethal preventative measures.
Numerous studies cite the fact that killing bears doesn’t stop human-bear conflicts, but it does radically reduce bear population sizes, which is not desirable or needed. 
Bear hunts do not reduce conflicts because trophy hunters generally remove non-problem bears from the population; that is, the individuals not involved in nuisance behaviors. Instead, hunters attempt to target large, male bears to 
acquire an impressive trophy, but bears living near humans are typically unavailable to hunters because hunting is not permitted in urban areas.
This trophy bear hunt is unethical and unjustified.
Bear hunting isn’t science-based and serves no legitimate management purpose.
Bears are rarely hunted for anything other than trophies.
The hunt is out of line with Washington’s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state, weak from hunger and winter hibernation.
Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as feeling, thinking, self-aware beings that undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly, ethical coexistence demands respect and consideration for bears in relevant policies 
and regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding.
Black bears should be protected - they are an important umbrella species and ecological actors who increase the biodiversity of ecosystems. 
Black bears contribute community benefits through their top-down regulatory effects on ecosystems.
Black bears are important in maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits, bears disperse seeds across vast distances — even more seeds than birds. They open up forest canopies and improve soil health 
through their various behaviors, including spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams.
Bears cause small-scale ecological disturbance to the canopy that allows sun to filter to the forest floor increasing biodiversity.
Climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington’s bears. Given these uncertainties, stopping human-caused mortality should be prioritized over hunter demand.  Extreme climate events catalyzed by climate change, such as record-
level wildfires in 2021, late season frosts, and droughts, have negative impacts on bears. Save the bears 

3/7/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
No, after you kill the bears then the elk and deer are next. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE. 3/7/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Extremists political dog whistles and threats toward Commissioners by pro bear hunters exhibit unethical behaviour. 3/7/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I support the 2022 spring black bear hunt. Black bears in Washington state need to managed just like all other wildlife. Just as the science says, there is a healthy, robust population that supports a 2022 spring bear hunt. Please manage 
using science and do what's best for our wildlife populations. 

3/7/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

NO to this senseless act!  I do NOT support senseless & needless killing of wildlife. 3/7/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! 3/7/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! 3/7/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Please NO to the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. NO. We are better than this. 3/7/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
NO - PLEASE STOP THE KILLING OF THESE INNOCENT ANIMALS - THEY DO NOT DESERVE A DEATH SENTENCE - STOP THESE TROPHY HUNTERS PLEASE 3/7/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
STRONGLY SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNT.
we must protect all wildlife.
YES TO SPRING BEAR!

3/7/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Save our bears from being slaughtered. 3/7/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
I support the science backed spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from being slaughtered.
Vote YES for spring bear.

3/7/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

No, stop the bear hunt from happening this spring. Save our wildlife please. 3/7/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
No to Spring Bear Petition CR-102. As a life long hunter, I well know that just like 'buck fever' people lose all common sense on a hunt and this talk of minimize the orphaning of cubs is idiotic at best! ALL precaution by wildlife people 
should be taken wildlife department to maximize NO loss. This joker comment below...."stop letting predators kill off all of our wildlife" is ignorant, naive and very uninformed. Bears do not kill all wildlife, actually a very small fraction. 
Humans are the real killers, bears do not hunt for trophies, people do, bears do not kill for fun, people do! People encroachment is the problem, in many, many negative situations.  

3/7/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. They deserve to live. 3/7/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Killing wildlife for fun. I totally oppose any hunting 3/7/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. Stop killing wildlife. 3/7/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Scientists agree that we need a spring bear hunt. 
Vote yes 

3/7/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
As a life long animal rights activist I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please vote against the killing of wildlife 3/7/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
We hope that WA state will reconsider and STOP the trophy, spring bear hunt making a legal annual event.  Spring bear hunting is unethical, unnecessary and abhorrent!   So many reasons; Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly 
susceptible to overkill.   Hunting bears does not make people safer, nor does it stop human-bear conflicts.  Black bears need to be protected as they are an important umbrella species and ecological actors who increase the biodiversity of 
ecosystems.  Shall we go into the sentient being issue?  Repeating:  we are in opposition of the Spring bear hunt, no trophy killings in WA state, please.  There is no justification for thIs "sport".

3/7/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey



As a wildlife biologist who sees the devastation caused by Predators.
It's time to act for protecting the innocent cubs, fawns, and calves that are being killed by the predators. Ensure balance and protect the ecosystem and support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations, which ensure cubs and 
mothers are not targeted.

3/7/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

100% back the biologist and the Department who have shown this hunt is justified and needed.  Vote yes on spring bear. 3/7/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
I am completely opposed to the spring bear hunt.  It has no place in a civilized society.  Please don't pander to the cruelty of hunters. 3/7/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
The science supports having a spring bear season.  So we should listen to the biologists and not our own feelings. 3/7/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Black Bear Hunt.  Follow the science and continue with the hunt  3/7/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Science clearly shows lethal control is ineffective in managing wild populations, and killing bears just leaving hibernation is cruel and unsporting. The commission already voted against this hunt, revisiting the issue because of pressure 
from hunters undermines the commission's standing and will only lead to vociferous calls to the Governor to rework the commission entirely, as it won't be trusted as not being simply a shill for hunters. Please stick with your original 
decision and oppose the 2022 spring hunt.

3/7/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

I opose the Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
There was never as real reason to stop the spring bear hunt, please reinstate this effective tool for the WDFW and timber companies. 3/7/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the appropriate management of wildlife through sportsman hunting opportunities! 3/7/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed regulations and the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Please stop hunting bears. Any official that is influenced by hunters is not doing their job of protecting bears, and should step down. 3/7/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
We are opposed to the spring bear hunt. There's no reasonable justification.   Here are a few reasons we object to the trophy hunting of bears:  1) Climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington’s bears. With these uncertainties, 
stopping human-caused mortality could be prioritized over hunter demand.  We have already taken a good portion of their habitat!  2) Protection of the Black bears is in order - they are an important umbrella species and ecological actors 
who increase the biodiversity of ecosystems.  Black bears are important in maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits, bears disperse seeds across vast distances — even more seeds than birds. They open 
up forest canopies and improve soil health through their various behaviors, including spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams.  3) Trophy bear hunt is unethical and unjustified.  We don't understand 
how the killing of bears in their most vulnerable state is acceptable.  Where is the "sport", where is the challenge in this activity?  4)  We've lost our respect for Nature.  Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as feeling, 
thinking, self-aware beings that undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly, ethical coexistence demands respect and consideration for bears in relevant policies and regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears 
explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding - Bears are sentient beings.  5) Hunting bears does not make people safer, nor does it stop human-bear conflicts. Instead of time and resources 
into opening a black bear hunting season, the Commission needs to focus on expanding public education about non-lethal preventative measures.  6) Bears reproduce very slowly and are highly susceptible to overkill.  Holding a spring 
season hunt results in orphaned bear cubs. During the spring season, sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation.  This is a cruel practice.  We do not support the trophy spring bear 
hunt.
Say NO to the annual trophy spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Predator control has nothing to do with climate.
Killing sows and cubs would be illegal.
The science and biologists are in agreement that a Spring bear hunt is necessary.
Elk, deer and other wildlife will benefit greatly.
The regulations would make it illegal to target cubs and mothers with cubs.
Say YES to healthy forest and ecosystems by voting YES for the annual Spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

The science is in, Vote YES for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/7/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the bear hunt.  Lethal control is ineffective in managing wild populations.  It is a sick part of society that gets a thrill out of killing animals.  We can all be a part of the eco system.  Nature and animals should be entitled 
to a vote on life.

3/7/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

Fully support hunting bears a sustainable public resource that has been available and continues to be sustainable and available to the public. They are delicious! Not a trophy hunt at all but a meat hunt for my family 3/7/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

Mandate requires it, science supports it. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Meat and hides are great! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
help the ecosystem, protect wildlife,
Vote YES for spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Deer need our help!
Vote yes for spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

I absolutely support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
I’m in support of spring bear hunting and these open comments are ridiculous, I harvested over 30 bears, never had a bear with cubs yet, thanks! 3/7/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/7/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
I am a resident of Washington State and live in a rural wild area where I awaken to hunters shooting off guns for deer and elk during hunting season.  I understand and respect those who need to hunt to live and eat.  Hunting belong being 
essential to your life should only be done to control extreme populations of wildlife but this proposal to hunt for black bears is especially offensive in that it is completely unfounded scientifically and unneccessary for the black bear 
population since it is not large enough for this type of open hunting and controls on this species.  I study animals and wildlife and this proposal hunting is of no value to the community of Washington State and I consider it an abuse of 
laws to allow this type of hunting when the species is already in decline in numbers and very often not a threat to humans nor do they choose to be in human areas.  It is only the timber and lumber industry that wants this hunting of 
bears to clear their way to removing what is left of our forests.  Having witnessed and having monitored the logging trucks in just Pacific County in one year it is over 95,000,000 trees that have been removed from this area.  How are 
species suppose to exist if you open them up to hunting and removal of their habitats.  This is a waste of animal life for no purpose except to "Hunt" and "Murder".  Greed-driven and certainly not supported by animal "activists".

3/7/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose this sick entertainment.Ban hunting!There is nothing to do with any regulations.It is all about Kill to Thrill! 3/7/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
I’ve seen deer and elk mauled by bears. We must protect them. 
Vote yes on spring bear. 

3/7/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

All biologists agree that the spring bear hunt is necessary.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey



Trust the science!
Trust the biologists!
Help the victimless fawns
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNT!!

3/7/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

Ban bear hunting! 3/7/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I do not support this rule. It is cruel and does nothing to support real wildlife objectives. 3/7/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunt per our governor we have to follow the science 3/7/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/7/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
I support this rule, it is cruel to leave fawns and calves to be left for dead.
Support real wildlife objectives for all animals and vote YES for spring bear and the proposed rules which make killing cubs illegal.

3/7/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey

I opppse the Spring bear hunt ! 3/7/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Of course Bears maul Elk and Deer, that does not mean we should hunt them, in nature animals have always come into conflict with one another, such a lame reason for this barbaric onslaught.
Absolutely definite we must ban this hunting of Bears.

3/7/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey

Absolutely mandatory to support spring bear hunting. Wildlife biologists agree!
thank you.

3/7/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring Bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear, protect the cubs 3/7/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Strongly support the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose this cruelty! 3/7/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Please do not pass any bills that allow spring hunting of bears. When sows are killed, their cubs are doomed to die by starvation or predation. Killing during spring, while cubs are still nursing,  further decimates bear populations, which are 
slow to reproduce and very susceptible to steep declines with climate change and widespread wildfires.

3/7/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt petition.  The Fall bear hunt season was recently extended.  More data on how this has affected WA bear populations is needed before allowing yet more hunting in the Spring. Most recent data 
shows that bear populations are in decline statewide.

3/7/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

I do not hunt big game animals, but I understand and agree with those hunters who oppose the spring bear ban. Closing the spring bear season make absolutely no sense from a conservation standpoint. As an upland bird hunter, turkey 
hunter, and high lakes fisherman I am practically stumbling over black bears every year. Please PLEASE make a sensible decision on this issue that is not based on anti-hunting hysteria but one based on common sense and science. Thank 
you for offering this comment period. - A concerned hunter in Seattle.

3/7/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
Black bear populations are on the rise in this state and all across the country. Fully support this sustainable hunt 3/7/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunt! Absolutely necessary to protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and the proposals 3/7/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I had always been against bear hunting, but now I see the numerous benefits.
We must come together on both sides to protect all wildlife, and continue the Spring bear hunts to ensure all future generations get to enjoy the wildlife in Washington State.
Vote yes for spring bear hunt and proposals-Thank you

3/7/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of this hunting opportunity. I would also like to see opportunities expanded in the future. 3/7/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Most of the comments "against" the spring bear season have nothing to do with the "spring" season.  It's just people who want to end hunting, period.  No logical argument.  Just "stop shooting bears".  Wildlife management includes 
hunting.  What is the argument for ending the SPRING season.  Everything I have seen has been very thin.  This is a special draw tag, sparingly issued to people that spend YEARS trying to draw it.  Those lucky hunters focus on large bears 
without cubs.  Basically, this is a season geared towards removing large, male bears from the population.  Those are the bears that are most devastating to our deer fawns and elk calves.  That's how you manage wildlife.  So, what is the 
problem with the spring season?

3/7/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

My family and I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I am a lifelong hunter following a tradition of hunting to provide healthy, nutritional and organic food for my family.  I support the spring bear hunt.  The biologists studies support it.  Follow the science and wdfw mission.  Vote yes for the 
spring bear hunt.  Thank you.

3/7/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation and expansion of this hunting opportunity. I support this proposal. 3/7/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and so does the science. 3/7/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
I am against the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear and no to killing cubs. 3/7/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

My family and I oppose this spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Cease the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Hunters put newborn cubs at risk of being orphaned, and cubs under nine months (or more) cannot survive without their mother. If a trophy hunter kills a mother bear, her orphaned cubs of the year will die from starvation, predation or 
exposure to the elements.  How is this justifiable?  

3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

My family and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Open the hunt 3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
May the Spring Bear hunt stop forever 3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
The rule would make shooting cubs and mothers illegal!
Vote yes people!

3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

Please vote NO on the Spring bear petition. The Commission recently doubled the bear bag limit and hunter take has risen by 40% since 2018.  You must find out the effects of this on bears before granting any additional hunting. WDFW's 
primary mandate is to protect/preserve WA wildlife.

3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

I am against the spring bear hunt.   Despite the stipulation that no offspring or females with offspring are taken, this is still likely to happen.  That will have a long term effect on the population. 3/7/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Vote yes on the spring bear hunt to stop killing cubs and mothers 3/7/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Bear hunts. We need to protect these wonderful animals as they cannot speak for themselves. We need the Bears to protect the ecological system. Haven't we done enough damage to our planet and how will future 
generations look at what was done?

3/7/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

I fully support the continuation of the spring bear season, and I support these proposals. 3/7/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey



Still waiting to hear what is going to happen to person who killed mum bear and 2 Cubs . 
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 

3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

I am opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
support the ecosystem, and forests.
Make sure there are plenty of wildlife for future generations.
We must protect them or lose them all.
Support the Spring bear hunt to protect innocent cubs and mother bears!!

3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

I vehemently oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  This is an ultimately ineffective means of population control.  And it is cruel.  3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
I opose the Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
Against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
A majority of people in western states oppose spring bear hunting. The very least wildlife agencies can do is prohibit spring hunts that tear bear families apart and leave cubs to starve. Most states—even those that allow black bear 
hunting at other times of the year—prohibit the killing of bears during spring and the killing of cubs. There is no reason the remaining states can’t follow suit. These practices are not supported by public values or science.

3/7/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

The future depends on the spring bear hunt. Vote yes to protect cubs and allow the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt.  3/7/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Do not allow spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
The majority of Washingtonians support protecting deer and elk.
We must allow the spring bear hunt to protect them.
Yes to the proposals, and YES to protect CUBS

3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear seasons based on the tried and true North American conservation model, as well as the scientific data provided by state wildlife biologists that backs up the season. 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt along with all my family 3/7/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Support the proposed spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please vote to reinstate. 3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Tired of hunters claiming it’s their right to kill anything that moves and making crazy comments like the future is dependent upon them killing wildlife. 3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I fully and The Human League support the spring bear hunt this is an effective means of management and is required for the protection of all animals. 
Yes to spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

Against the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are crucial to aide in the survival of ungulate calves and fawns. Ungulate populations have already suffered enough due to mismanagement of predators. 3/7/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
We must support the spring bear hunt.
All wildlife depend on our protection.
Cubs cannot be targeted.

3/7/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Supporting a petition to kill bears in Spring will NOT protect mother bears and their cubs, since when cubs are out of sight up a tree it is very difficult for hunters to distinguish males from females before they shoot. Vote NO if you want to 
protect mothers and cubs.

3/7/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Definitely NO to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
There is no need for spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Definitely yes to spring bear hunting as we must protect our wildlife. 3/7/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

No Spring Bear hunt I oppose it 3/7/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is unethical and I oppose it.  3/7/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
You have lots of excuses for the spring bear hunt I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, it is a cruel and completely unnecessary practice. 3/7/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
No no no to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
YES YES YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING 3/7/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
I’m against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
PLEASE ALLOW THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/7/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
Ban bear hunt!Cruel barbaric activity! 3/7/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
yes to spring bear. Help the defenseless fawns. 3/7/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
No support for Spring Bear Hunt.  3/7/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Start the spring bear hunt.
Yes to the proposals 

3/7/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and the proposed rules. 3/7/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey



Yes to spring bear hunting.
The science demands it.

3/7/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey

fully support a spring bear season, actually need more GMU's added to the spring season to decrease fawn mortality in the state.  Furthermore the WDFW scientists recommend a spring season. 3/7/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting, it’s unethical!! 3/7/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Give to poor bears and break! No spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting ! 3/7/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Say yes to the spring bear hunt and the science behind it 3/7/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Give the poor bears a break!! NO spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I support the proposal for the reinstatement and continuation of the spring bear hunting season. 3/7/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Give the deer a break! 
YES to spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I totally support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
yes to spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
Give the bears a break!!! NO spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
I’m against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Yes to saving cubs 
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
We’re against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
I am absolutely opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you.  3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Help the forest 
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

Totally Against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Opposed to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I’m against spring bear hunting! Give them a break! 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I totally support the spring bear hunt in order to save mother bears and cubs. 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Stop bear spring hunt! 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting serves no legitimate science-based management purpose and threatens the continued health and survival of the species. I'm strongly against the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I’m totally against spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear. 3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Against the Spring Bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Support for science, and the spring bear hunt.
Protect all wildlife 
Yes to spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

Vote yes for spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/7/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone find something else to do in Spring and No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Say yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Vote No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Vote NO for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed rule changes. 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife, vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
I’m saying No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Vote YES to protect the cubs
Vote yes for spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Or maybe, just maybe give them all a break. 3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I am saying yes to support Spring bear hunting And so should you 3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I love seeing the black bears roaming freely 
I’m against the Spring Bear hunt 

3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting and we support science 3/7/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Vote NO spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I love seeing the deer roam freely.
Protect wildlife and vote YES for spring bear.

3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

Ban  spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
What gives these person's the right to use a weapon against an animal who is just living life as you or I. Maybe there should be a bounty on humans who overpopulate earth. 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I am saying No to Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I love seeing beautiful bears roaming!! 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
No, No, No to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey



Yes for spring bear.
The animals depend on it.

3/7/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey

I love seeing the beautiful deer roaming freely. Protect them from predators.
Vote yes for spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey

We must vote yes for spring bear hunting in order to protect our wildlife 3/7/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I love seeing the bears roaming freely! No spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
If you enjoy wildlife.
Vote yes, or there will be none left.

3/7/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

Support bear hunting and support cubs 3/7/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I vote to protect the bears 
No to Spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

I vote NO spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I vote to protect wildlife.
Yes to spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Opposing spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife 3/7/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Support for spring bear hunting.
Protect wildlife
Vote YES!

3/7/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey

Protect wildlife vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Science tells us to allow the Spring bear hunt.
Totally recommend the spring bear hunt and proposals.
Vote YES!!!

3/7/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Vote YES!!! for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife from those devils.No Spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Science supports the hunt that has been happening for the last 48 years. Emotional concern does not mean scientific management. 3/7/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Yes to wildlife.
Yes to Spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey

Save the bears - so sad they are unable to shoot back. Please ban the hunt 3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Please support the hunt. Vote yes for spring bear 3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Save the cubs and mothers.
Vote YES for spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey

Stop this barbaric activity!Vote NO! 3/7/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt - it is not up to humans to control wildlife predator-prey interactions. 3/7/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I support science based hunting and and support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I vote NO! Completely opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Please stop this madness !No bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
I vote YES! Completely for the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Help the precious animals.
Vote YES for spring bear to protect cubs

3/7/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey

Please continue the spring bear hunt based off of science. 3/7/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
We must support our wildlife.
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

Yes to bear hunt and YES to the proposals. 3/7/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Stop torturing and murdering the precious and defenceless Bears.No spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt !! 3/7/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
 Against the Spring bear hunt !! 3/7/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt, it is immoral. 3/7/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting season.  Bear hunting is a critical part of Wildlife Management.  WDFW does extensive studies on Populations of Bears and Ungulates in Washington and has a very balanced plan in place to ensure only 
surplus capacity is harvested.   

3/7/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

Against the Spring bear hunt and any other killing of our precious wildlife !! 3/7/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Hunters are you proud of killing cubs in their den? !! Sick people !! Opposed to the Spring bear hunt and also killing of any wild animals!! . 3/7/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
Stop killing our wildlife!! It’s a necessary part of the ecosystem !!No  bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting, we must protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!!! 3/7/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
The science mandates it, vote yes for the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this unnecessary barbaric Bear hunt! STOP IT! 3/7/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey



We must continue the spring bear hunt in order to protect all wildlife. Vote yes! 3/7/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Washingtonians support the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear hunt; as it is a cruel and barbaric sport, that is sadly the only way some individuals can feel powerful..... 3/7/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
A yes vote for the spring bear season means a yes vote to protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
We Strongly oppose the spring Black Bear
 hunting, we MUST protect ALL wildlife!!! 

3/7/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey

We support science based hunting and and support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
We must protect all wildlife, vote yes for the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Say yes to the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring best hunt. Please abolish this awful killing of bears. 3/7/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Please support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt now. 3/7/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt now. 3/7/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It's wrong, cruel, outdated and murderous. Please stop it now! 3/7/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Please stop spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I say no to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
Do not allow the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Stop the right to kill wild animals for human entertainment, stop bear hunting . 3/7/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt now. 3/7/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt. 3/7/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. Stop it! This is the 21st century. 3/7/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Greetings,
My only concern is that I don't feel safe to be on certain trails in the fall due to hunting. I accept that as a way to share the woods. But, I do not agree with allowing spring hunting as well. Those are prime times to walk and hike in the 
woods. To have hunters doing their hunting would seriously affect non-hunters enjoying  the woods in the spring.

Sincerely,
Kevin Crozier
Rockport, WA

3/7/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

I oppose the hunt. 3/7/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Its disappointing to see repeat posts on here so frequently by a few people who don't understand the science behind these hunts and other hunts.  As a passionate sportsperson, I love bears.  I understand that sows and cubs are critical to 
the continuation of this specific hunt and for all hunts of other species.  WDFW biologists have data that illustrate how rare lactating sow harvest is, and in those few cases I'd be willing to bet that the sow's cubs had died from predatory 
boars or other natural causes and were without cubs when harvested.  I do not know of a single sportsperson who would ever consider shooting a sow with a cub.  The biology supports this hunt, populations support this hunt, bears are a 
great renewable resource that are great table fare and a challenging quarry.  What a great opportunity for sportsmen and women to get outdoors and pursue their passion in the Spring.  Many other states also offer Spring seasons and 
multiple reports suggest that WA has the highest bear population in the lower 48 states.  I support science-based season setting that provides opportunity to the population that provides the most financial support to wildlife - hunters and 
fishermen.  Thanks.  Please re-instate the WA Spring Bear season and follow the science.

3/7/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey

Some of my best memories are spring bear hunts with my dad. I support the spring bear hunt. Make it a general season tag and do away with the lottery system. 3/7/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Stop spring bear hunt and do not hear  propaganda of hunters to justify hunting 3/7/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
We fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
I love spring bear hunting. I totally support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
 Science and ethics tell us trophy killing is wrong, that it is an immoral and inappropriate conservation practice. Stop bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
 Trophy hunters to kill other animals for fun.Let innocent animals live.I oppose spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop the barbaric killing of these innocent bears. 3/7/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
NO TO KILLING THE BEARS 3/7/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is a great program for hunters and youth or new hunters! Please keep the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. Why do these bears have to die to satisfy these trophy hunters ego. These people are totally lacking compassion. 3/7/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I support science, therefore I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I pray they do not allow the bear hunt. It is inhumane and barbaric. I don't know how people can teach their children it is ok to kill animals. STOP THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Totally against the insanity, perpetuated lie, and corrupted information about Bear Hunting.  I have read repetitive comments saying " let's support science and the WFDW biologist", well there is no scientific evidence that supports this 
practice. I have not seen the first post from supporters that index scientific evidence papers in this discussion. All supporters just repeat the same lie over and over without an objective view; there is a lack of critical thinking with the 
information the supporters received. Sorry but the truth sometimes is bitter. 

3/7/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

How is it possible that there are people who enjoy killing animals? Protect our wildlife. I OPPOSE THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Leave wild animals alone.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Sickening cruelty. I oppose this bear hunt. Leave them alone. 3/7/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunters Pay more to Target larger-bodied carnivores.That says all about who they really are. Ban spring bear hunt!Hunters have no respect for wildlife. 3/7/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
Stop the madness. I oppose the bear hunt. Show compassion for life. 3/7/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I do not support the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunters enjoy the kill. Please stop the spring bear hunt. These bears do not deserve a death sentence. 3/7/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey



I, for One, oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife please. No to the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
bring the spring bear hunt back. 3/7/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
‘Recreational hunting opportunity’? Really? Every species of animal or creature on this planet is abused or threatened needlessly by humans in one form or another. When are we going to wake up!!!!!! I oppose this bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt. Why kill innocent bears? Trophy hunters find something else to do. Leave these bears alone. 3/7/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
I think it is probably the kind of animal killing that most resembles murder—murder in the first degree. It is done with planning (premeditation) and without provocation or biological justification. The animals are entirely innocent 
creatures killed only for ego-gratification and fun. It's time we began to see this practice as akin to murder.No spring bear hunt!

3/7/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey

I support the bears, I support spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the Bear Hunting. The data about bear overpopulation in the State of Washington is misleading to interpretation. There is not clear information about the bear density in the area, it is just a number without comparing  the 
bear population pre- sport hunting era in North America. Hunting is not related to conservation, also it is the opposite:  Hunting has been responsible for the extinction and the near extinction of several species of animals, such as red and 
Mexican wolf, cougars...

3/7/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. It is a disgusting way to have fun. Trophy hunters don't have compassion for life. 3/7/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
The science says there are way too many bears in Washington state over 50,000 in this state alone. Please support spring bear hunting and help control the predator population. 3/7/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I absolutely support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/7/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is artificial selection. Trophy hunting impairs genetic selection for the hardiest individuals. Trophy hunting stops evolution or rather causes reverse evolution.I oppose bear hunting. 3/7/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Let us hunt!! I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Hunters are the ones who truly care about all wildlife vote yes to support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Help make killing cubs illegal!
Vote yes for the spring bear season and proposals.

3/7/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey

I stand with  other individuals in my county who support spring bear hunting. Vote yes for the spring bear season and proposals. 3/7/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
STOP the bear hunt. Trophy hunters are disgusting people. 3/7/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear season 3/7/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Start the bear hunt! Stop the predators from killing all the deer and elk.
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!

3/7/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt! Bears need protection. No spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
All Pacific Northwesters support the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
Cubs and mother bears need protection!
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!!

3/7/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
These bears deserve protection not to be slaughtered by trophy hunters. NO TO THE HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Start the spring bear hunt now!
Yes to spring bear hunting.
YES!!!!

3/7/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey

Support the baby cubs and mother bears!
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!

3/7/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey

No bear hunt - wild animals are not there for hunter's enjoyment. 3/7/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
NO!!!!!!! Stop the hunt 3/7/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
Full support of the spring bear hunt.  Elk, deer and cubs all need protection from death by a boar.  Oh and BTW trigger word "Trophy" is not an issue because trophy hunting is illegal.  Just a PSA from informed hunter.  Your welcome.😉😉 3/7/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunt.
We must protect all wildlife!

3/7/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

Save the Cubs!
Vote yes for the spring bear season and proposals.

3/7/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting harms and kills numerous animals who suffer greatly before they die, it can rightly be called murder, and it doesn't support conservation.Vote no for spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
A totally disgusting way to get entertainment. Hunters are devils with blood on their hands. NO TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Vote no for the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
We strongly support the spring bear season. 
Thank you to those who will vote yes!

3/7/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
YES!!!!!!
Start the hunt

3/7/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

The spring bear season will be required for future generations to Enjoy wildlife 3/7/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Make killing cubs and mothers with cubs illegal-Vote YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/7/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
All I can say is why kill these innocent creatures? NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Why let the predators kill of all wildlife?
Support the spring bear hunt! 

3/7/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

Bring it back, help the bears, deer and elk. I support spring bear season. 3/7/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
If you support healthy bear populations and healthy wildlife vote YES! 3/7/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO ON THIS HUNT. IT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO. 3/7/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Anti-hunters are evil. Yes to the bear hunt!!! 
We Can’t let innocent wildlife become extinct from predators!! 
Yes to spring bear 

3/7/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey



If you want to save cubs and mother bears vote YES!!
ITS THE RIGHT THING TO DO.

3/7/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

I opposed bear hunting as our wildlife is being depleted now. These trophy hunters need something to build up their low self-esteem so they hunt bears with powerful weapons and traps. They kill the mother bears and leave the cubs 
behind to starve.

3/7/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Help make killing mother bears and cubs illegal.
Vote yes!

3/7/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

All these hunters can say is to support the bear hunt. They cannot come up with a good enough reason to do it. STOP THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting! And yes to the proposals 3/7/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
We support all wildlife and so should you!
Support the spring bear and help save our beautiful creatures.

3/7/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey

Scientists agree the spring bear hunt will help the ecosystem.
Vote yes 

3/7/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Don’t go on people’s lack of education
And their emotions…I support spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Animals lives depend on it.
Support the spring bear hunt and proposals.

3/7/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey

Stop hunting down innocent animals. NO TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Support wildlife 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
i support the Spring bear season. 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Support Wildlife
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!!!!!!

3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Yes to sring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunting!!! 3/7/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Stop spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Help protect our wildlife support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
I support hunting bears in the spring!! 3/7/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey

Make the spring  bear hunter Mandatory, vote yes for spring bear hunting
3/7/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey

This is disgraceful and cruel. STOP THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Killing cubs and mother bears is cruel.
Say YES to spring bear hunting and make it illegal.

3/7/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

Scientist’s support the spring bear hunt and so should you! 3/7/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt!!!! 3/7/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunters do not have compassion for life. These bears get a death sentence to satisfy these animal killers. This must end.   NO TO BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!! 3/7/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
We must stand together to protect wildlife.
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

Vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
We must protect wildlife 3/7/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
The only way to protect wildlife is to STOP THE HUNT. 3/7/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife. Vote yes for the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Stop the evil bears from killing the innocent fawns.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

Yes to the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
The way to protect our wildlife is to ensure the spring bear hunt.
Vote YES!

3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

Trust the science, vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
We absolutely need a spring bear season to protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Oh yeah! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Europeans agree: 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey

When all the wildlife is gone are you going to start hunting each other ?Unsaturated cowards !No accept for this cruelty .Ban spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Save a cub, support this rule 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
STOP THIS MASSIVE DESTRUCTION OF THE ECOSYSTEMS AND WILDLIFE. No more BEAR Hunting. As a mental health professional, I am tired of seeing the sadism and cruelty of many patients toward animals funded by hunting practices. 
Please no make America mentally sicker. 

3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey

Animal killers need to find another way to entertain themselves. I oppose the killing of innocent animals. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Save our deer and elk, support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt.
I oppose killing cubs and mother bears.
Yes to Spring Bear Hunting

3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey

You all act as if bear are in danger. They’re over 25,000 of them in Washington alone, the spring hunt harvests less than 1% of that you clowns.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey

No bear hunting. 3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt help save fawns. 3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Save the poor bears 3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
All Washington supports the spring bear season. 3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Lots of salad eaters upset about the reality they kill an animal to eat.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey

Save the cubs
Vote yes for spring bear season.!!!

3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

Stop the evil and blood thirsty bear that hunt Bambi.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

Woot woot!!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

We support the spring beer season 3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
Everyone is in favor of a spring bear season to protect our wildlife. 3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
Hunters kill all wildlife. Bears, deer, and elk.  STOP THE KILLING OF INNOCENT ANIMALS AND SAY NO TO THE HUNT OF BEARS. 3/7/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Antis are clueless emotional wack jobs.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

Help protect all wildlife.
deer, elk, and cubs,
SAY YES TO THE HUNT OF BEARS.

3/7/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

We support the spring beer season and proposals. 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Please stop this madness !Vote No to spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Let's stop bear hunting. SAY NO TO THIS PROPOSAL. 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Let’s keep bear hunting going as it’s been for millennia. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Vote yes to save wildlife!!!
Support the spring bear season, and stop the madness!

3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Say yes to this rule 3/7/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Europeans go to bed, no one cares about your thoughts.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/7/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey

Yes spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
NO! NO! NO! Protect our wildlife. 3/7/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Yes yes yes 3/7/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
No! to Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Muahahahahha

Fully support spring bear 

3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

No no no! 3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. Please listen to the wdfw biologists on the ground actually doing the science on this issue. 3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
YESSS!!!!!!!!!
Washington For Wildlife supports Spring bear season!!!!!!!!!!

3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting yes yes yes 3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife vote  yes for spring bear season 3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. Please listen to the wdfw biologists on the ground actually doing the science on this issue. 3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
Subject: Stop Spring Bear Hunt CR-102

Dear Responsible Parties,
I am vehemently opposed to spring bear hunts in my state of Washington, as well as all others. How obscene, to encourage killing of bears when they are first coming out of and groggy from hibernation. Can we verify we are not killing 
nursing mothers!? Come on!  Add poaching and illegal baiting and it violates all things ethical about hunting and membership in the human race.

For all we know, bears are being over hunted (managed) in WA. Where’s the valid, scientifically derived data? Please, let’s use ethics and science to drive our decision-making. STOP these spring bear hunts. Advocate for coexistence. Let’s 
do something Washingtonians can be proud of.
Thank you. 
Jennifer Gouge

3/7/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I say NO! 3/7/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Why kill these innocent animals? Do you enjoy seeing them bleed out?  SAY NO TO THIS PROPOSAL. 3/7/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Decline this rule 3/7/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting. Please listen to the wdfw biologists on the ground actually doing the science on this issue. 3/7/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Subject: Continue Spring Bear Hunt

Dear Responsible Parties,
I vehemently support spring bear hunts in my state of Washington, as well as all others.
Help do the right things and ensure spring bear season, to support all wildlife for future generations.

Thank you. Concerned Citizen.

3/7/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

Please, no spring hunt.  Bears are not there for people to harvest.  They are fellow creatures with feelings similar to ours and with just as much right to live as we have.  Denial of this fact is only to make it easier to kill bears.  Trophy 
hunters do not deal mainly with problem bears but with the biggest.  Bears coming out of hibernation are in no condition to provide good "sport".  There is no guarantee, in spite of what the regulations may say, that a hunter will 
recognize a sow with cubs.

3/7/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

Subject: Continue Spring Bear Hunt

Dear Responsible Parties,
I vehemently support spring bear hunts in my state of Washington, as well as all others.
Help do the right things and ensure spring bear season, to support all wildlife for future generations.

Thank you. Concerned Citizen.

3/7/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!!!! 3/7/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
Subject: Continue Spring Bear Hunt

Dear Responsible Parties,
I vehemently support spring bear hunts in my state of Washington, as well as all others.
Help do the right things and ensure spring bear season, to support all wildlife for future generations.

Thank you. Concerned Citizen.

3/7/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

Yes to Spring  bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
We stand for all wildlife.
Say yes to spring bear hunting and the proposals.

3/7/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt because it is inhumane and barbaric. These animals do not deserve to die so that humans can be entertained. 3/7/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Say yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
It is 2022!!!! High time for this cruel, barbaric hunting of our beloved animals ends!!!! There is only one way to treat animals, and that is HUMANELY!!!!!Ban bear hunting!!!! 3/7/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, because I support all wildlife.
All the other animals deserve to live so help support them and give them a chance.
Yes to spring bear hunting!!!

3/7/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey

Protect wildlife, support the spring bear season 3/7/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 3/7/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
These hunters have no compassion for life. They don't care about our wildlife. All they care about is the kill. PLEASE STOP THIS BEAR HUNT AND SAVE THEIR LIFES. 3/7/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Stand for all wildlife.
Allow spring bear season!!

3/7/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey

Support science and tradition. Yes to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
The anti-hunters don’t care about wildlife please support spring bear hunting and the proposals 3/7/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting and proposals. 3/7/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Emotions do not protect bears or wildlife. Mother Nature is a cruel…I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I support science based wildlife management. 3/7/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I have to laugh when I read stand for all wildlife written by these hunters. YOU ARE KILLING THEM NOT SAVING THEM. SAY NO TO THE HUNT. 3/7/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Once the big bears eat thru the their food source...they are coming for your tiny little purse dogs and your kitties that you let crap in others yards. I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
KILLING DOES NOT PROTECT THESE BEARS. STOP THE HUNT AND SAY NO. 3/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Support science based wildlife management.
Vote yes for spring bear.

3/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife, support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Yes to Spring hunt 3/7/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting...hurry so we can put in for the draws! 3/7/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Hunters are  part of  Big Money Industry .There is no room for caring at all.Say no to spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Wow these hunters are coming up with poor excuses for the hunt. I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Permanently ban spring bear hunting. The Commissioners who voted against the hunt stated that the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. 3/7/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Preserve, protect, perpetuate, and manage the wildlife resources and allow for Sustainable use of commercial and recreational purposes.
Follow the mandate! 
Vote yes to spring bear hunt and proposals!

3/7/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey

Support the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Trust the science and help protect our wildlife. Support the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
How can you get entertainment from killing an innocent, defenseless animal? When bears have guns then I will agree to the hunt. NO TO THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey



Permanently continue the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear. We want to be able to protect all wildlife.! 3/7/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
Subject: Spring Bear Hunt

Dear Responsible Parties,

I vehemently oppose spring bear hunts in my state of Washington, as well as all others.
Help do the right things and support all wildlife for future generations.
Thank you. Concerned Citizen.

3/7/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey

Help save lives. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
What science? Can you explain this? Help protect our wildlife by NOT killing the bears. SAY NO TO THE KILLING OF THESE BEARS. 3/7/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
"The moral progress of a nation and its greatness can be judged by how it treats its animals." Mahatma Gandhi. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
We must protect wildlife!
Support the spring bear season so that no cubs or mothers w/ cubs are killed.

3/7/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey

Save Bambi vote yes 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Protect the Cubs. Vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Fully fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
YOU HELP SAVE LIVES BY NOT KILLING THE BEARS. I oppose this proposition. 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
No to killing bears 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear hunting, no to killing cubs. 3/7/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Save bear cubs. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

YOU  SAVE LIVES BY NOT KILLING THE DEERS. 
I support this proposition and the spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey

Backed by science hunting is a management tool. Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations. 3/7/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
Trust the biologists who recommend a spring bear season due to our robust numbers of bears in the State.
Yes to spring bear hunting and the proposals.

3/7/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

Yes to science and yes to proper management. We support the spring bear season and proposals. 3/7/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Trust the biologists who recommend a spring bear season due to our robust numbers of bears in the State.
Yes to spring bear hunting and the proposals.

3/7/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey

Save a fawn/calf/cub, hunt bears! 3/7/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Trust the biologists who recommend a spring bear season due to our robust numbers of bears in the State.
Yes to spring bear hunting and the proposals.

3/7/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey

Supported by ignorance and cruelty 3/7/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
When is the killing of wildlife going to stop in AMERICA?Ban spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Studies have shown we must protect our wildlife if we want to keep enjoying it.
Vote yes for Spring bear hunting in order for future generations to enjoy.

3/7/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey

Do not let all of our wildlife die. Support the spring bear season! 3/7/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Absolutely support a spring bear season.
Must start now!
Protect cubs, vote yes for spring bear.!

3/7/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey

We support the spring bear season 3/7/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Wildlife biologists recommend the spring bear season and so do I! 3/7/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
European cat ladies approve of spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Study after study shows the devastating consequences of trophy hunting on wildlife. They also show that if you stop trophy hunting then populations bounce back.No bear hunting! 3/7/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Totally against Bear Hunting! There is not science that supports this systematic destruction of our wildlife. The cognitive dissonance from hunter supporters  is good enough to disregard their arguments, for example: “I support wildlife by 
cruelty kills it” . Please commissioners common sense and coherence is needed urgently in this decision . Don’t let range of emotions from hunters takes away years of precise species evolution. Let’s the nature do its job, no the humans. 

3/7/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey

50 years of science, and we still need a spring bear season.
The biologists agree, and the Commission knows that.
Vote yes for spring bear!

3/7/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey

CONTINUE THE SPRING BEAR HUNTS AS NO SCIENCE REQUIRES A REDUCTION IN BEAR NUMBERS. 3/7/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
We must continue the spring bear hunt for healthy populations of all animals. 3/7/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting, biologist agree! 3/7/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
The science still mandates a spring bear season.
Until the populations require a change, the spring bear season needs to continue.

3/7/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

The data supports the spring bear hunt and so should you. 3/7/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
End the killing of innocent cubs, vote YES for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey



We fully support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Our forests deserve it. Vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
"I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" 3/7/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Stay w/ the science, our populations still support a Spring bear hunt.
Yes to spring bear, and yes to the proposals.

3/7/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

Washingtonians support a spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!! 3/7/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Spring bear season only allots X amount of tags to harvest them....This is due to population of the bears and what biologist deem necessary for a healthy population of all wildlife. They will still have a good and healthy population. I 
support spring bear season.

3/7/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

Stop bear hunting . 3/7/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Washingtonians oppose a spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Washingtonians want a spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
We have plenty of bears. Yes to spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Less than 150 bears for spring bear season? YES!!! Support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season 3/7/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Start bear hunting this Spring.
Vote YES based on science!!!!!

3/7/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season. 3/7/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
We need to save the bears. Their lives are important too.No to spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt.  Bears are sentient and feeling beings with just as much right to exist as humans.  Bears coming out of hibernation in spring are weakened and are easy targets.  Female bears with cubs will be shot in spite of 
regulations against it.  This is cruel.

3/7/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey

This is an UNFOUNDED attack on bears !! There have been NO bear /human interactions in 2 years!!Ban bear hunting season! 3/7/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife. Support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Yes to protecting wildlife. Yes to the spring bear season!! 3/7/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring Bear hunting!!!! 3/7/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/7/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
According to WDFW website 2 Commissioners do not meet the legal criteria to be appointed per RCW 77.04.040. 3/7/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Settle, Washington, and all USA is against Bear Hunting. Don't let a misinformed minority take away our beautiful bears. We need them alive!!! 3/7/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Help protect our wildlife. Support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
I am against animal cruelty.No bear hunting season. 3/7/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/7/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Washington Supports the Spring bear hunt.
The US supports the Spring bear hunt.
The world Supports the Spring bear hunt.
The cubs and deer and elk do to.
Yes to spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt along with the rest of the world 3/7/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Americans support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
"At least a dozen groups said the hunt kills groggy bears just as they’ve emerged from hibernation with cubs in tow." Northwest News Network. You have to be a huge coward to sneak up on someone with a gun when they are half asleep, 
Stop the hunt.

3/7/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey

I am an American and I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I am totally against the killing of animals just because we can.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
Over 12,000 wildlife organization support a spring bear hunt to protect wildlife.
The spring bear proposals would make it ILLEGAL to kill cubs and mother bears.
We must protect the wildlife and support a Spring bear season as mandated.

3/7/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey

Humans are against the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
A sanctuary should NEVER be used for any kind of hunting.Ban bear hunting. 3/7/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
People of conscience oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and so do I. 3/7/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
All Americans support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I have compassion and oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
People of conscience support the Spring Bear Hunt and so do I. 3/7/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey

NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey

I have compassion and support the Spring Bear Hunt
3/7/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey

America is with you stand tall and support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
YES, YES A MILLION TIMES YES TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Yes for compassion yes for spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey



We need a spring bear hunt to protect the vulnerable.
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!

3/7/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no need for this hunt! 3/7/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
Thank you for choosing science. Support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
"As for trophy hunting, I think it is probably the kind of animal killing that most resembles murder—murder in the first degree." Kirk Robinson (executive director of the Western Wildlife Conservancy. 3/7/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
The proposal will not allow trophy hunting.
vote yes for supporting spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

Vote no for trophy hunting.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting

3/7/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I definately oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and I cannot stand trophy hunters. 3/7/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I definitely support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

Ban trophies, support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
This is so disgraceful and cruel. I pray this Bear Hunt gets stopped 3/7/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Yes just bring bear hunting there’s a huge need for this hunt 3/7/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey

I am very much supportive of the Spring bear hunt, it is moral to protect wildlife and cubs.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting.!!

3/7/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey

Definitely yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
Opposing the bear murders is simply the right thing to do 3/7/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
Science backs the spring bear hunt.
Yes to the proposals.

3/7/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

Supporting the spring bear season is the right thing to do to protect all wildlife from predators. 3/7/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
Begin the spring bear hunt!
Vote yes!!

3/7/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

Give wildlife a fighting chance.
Support the spring bear hunt

3/7/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

Science not allowed spring bear hunt.Stop bear hunt season! 3/7/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone!!! Find something useful to do with your time!!!Say No! 3/7/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
Since the black bears can be successfully handled to avoid human-bear conflicts, such as bear proof lockers and garbage cans in parks, there’s no need to kill some bears.  In addition, if female bears are inadvertently killed in the spring, 
baby bears will die.

3/7/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt is even worse than any other hunt. Stop it now. The life has to be protected. 3/7/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I am NOT supporting this selfish practice. I am tired of seeing systematic murder of the wildlife. We are part of ecosystem; we are not the ones who commands it. If hunters believe that hunting animals is part of the conservation, why we 
do not start exterminating the root of all this ecological catastrophe: Humans. By diminished the human population to 1/3 , we can reverse that damage  we have perpetuated to this planet.

3/7/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
We must do better!
Vote yes to protect wildlife!
Vote yes for the spring bear season

3/7/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. Nature balances population, not people with guns. 3/7/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
No  to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife and the ecosystem.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting.

3/7/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey

We support the spring bear hunt. 
Vote yes 

3/7/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey

Trust the science which mandates a spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Definitely yes to Spring hunt 3/7/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt because it is barbaric and inhumane. Hunters have no compassion for life. I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
Do not support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Washingtonian support the spring bear hunt. It is very helpful for all wildlife
Support the spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey

Stop Bear Hunting 3/7/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Oppose Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Stop allowing animals to die.
They need our help
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!!!

3/7/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt. It is the wrong thing to do. Preserve wildlife. Do not kill bears. 3/7/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
I do support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/7/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
If you want to help the cubs vote YES for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey

My family opposes Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey



Stop allowing bears to die by OPPOSING the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Myself and 36,000 other’s support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting.
Stop the senseless killing.
Support the spring bear hunt and proposals.

3/7/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey

Do the intelligent thing and stop the bear hunt. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE FROM THESE HUNTERS. 3/7/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
No No No to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
If you want to help the cubs vote NO for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Do the intelligent thing and support the spring bear hunt. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE FROM THESE PREDATORS.
YES TO SPRING BEAR!!

3/7/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey

Save a cub vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Be intelligent and don’t go hunting. NO to the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I hope that this hunt is cancelled. Bears deserve to live just like we do. I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
Do the intelligent thing and SUPPORT the spring bear hunt. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE FROM THESE PREDATORS!!
YES TO SPRING BEAR!!

3/7/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey

NO to Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I hope this hunt is continued. Deer and elk deserve to live just like we do. I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting yes to wildlife 3/7/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Save a mother bear so you can help the cubs. NO BEAR HUNT PLEASE. 3/7/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Save the mother bears and the cubs.
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND MAKE KILLING CUBS AND MOTHERS ILLEGAL!!

3/7/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey

Bears are first. The hunters will kill the deer and elk next. Stop these trophy hunters. I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Bear with me, please allow the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

Definitely yes to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
All I can say this is unbelievable how these hunters will say anything to make this happen. I hate all hunters. NO TO THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
We must protect the wildlife. Support the spring bear season and proposals. 3/7/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Sickening, barbaric practice. I SAY NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt comes from the same murderous nature that drives Putin. I oppose the hunt. 3/7/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Helpful practice for all wildlife, I SAY YES TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Ukrainians support the spring bear hunt and so do we! 3/7/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
We must protect the wildlife. SAY NO TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
We must protect the wildlife. SAY YES TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Hunters have a sick mentality. All they think about is killing innocent animals and I am fed up with it.  I am opposed to the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT the proposed bear hunt. 3/7/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from these killers. STAND UP TO THEM BY SAYING NO BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from predators. STAND UP TO THEM BY SAYING YES TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
Hunters love to shed blood. This must stop. Save these innocent creatures. STOP THE HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from these predators. STAND UP TO THEM BY SAYING YES TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Sickening and disgusting to kill bears for the fun of it. Wildlife was not put on this earth for your entertainment. STOP THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
These killers claim they are killing bears to support other wildlife but they only want to preserve other wildlife so they can kill it too. People act from the soul of who they are. It is this mentality that has brought this planet to the brink of 
destruction. Stop the hunt.

3/7/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose this spring bear hunt. It must not go ahead 3/7/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear. We must protect the animals from predators. 3/7/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
These wildlife killers need to find some other form of entertainment. I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Killing for pleasure is a sickness. Stop giving guns to mentally ill people. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Wildlife need protections from hunters. STOP THE HUNT PLEASE. 3/7/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the Spring bear hunt and also killing of any wild animals!! 3/7/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey
KILL! KILL! KILL!   That is all these hunters think about. Do you have any compassion for life? I don't think so. All of you are missing that gene.  I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Definitely yes to Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
No to Spring Bear Hunt 3/7/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
These bears deserve to live.  STOP THE BEAR HUNT AND SAVE A LIFE. 3/7/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please follow the science. 3/7/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Absolutely not. No spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
These deer deserve to live. 
VOTE YES FOR THE BEAR HUNT AND SAVE LIVES!!

3/7/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

How can anyone take a bear's life and feel good about it? I will never understand this because I have compassion for life. PLEASE STOP THIS SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
The deer deserve to live.
VOTE YES FOR THE BEAR HUNT AND SAVE LIVES!!

3/7/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey



These bears should not be killed. They deserve to live.  NO! NO! NO! BEAR HUNT 3/7/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Please follow the science and it’s no to bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
BEARS, DEER, ELK ALL DESERVE TO LIVE. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE.
SAY NO TO THE BEAR HUNT.

3/7/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/7/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
BEARS, DEER, ELK ALL DESERVE TO LIVE. SAVE OUR WILDLIFE.
SAY YES TO THE BEAR HUNT.

3/7/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey

I hope the result is to stop the bear hunt. It is the right thing to do. 3/7/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Will support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Thank you for supporting spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
NO! NO! NO!  Stop the killing of innocent wildlife.   I OPPOSE THIS PROPOSITION. 3/7/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Too bad the bears don't have guns.  I DEFINITELY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/7/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
I support the future of spring bear hunting in Washington state. 3/7/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting.
Yes to save deer

3/7/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

Thank you for NOT  SUPPORTING the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. No 3/7/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
I support the bear hunt. YES!! 3/7/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
To all the heartless hunters out there. Shame on you. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
To all the heartless antihunters out there. Shame on you. I support the bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
How do you sleep at night all you hunters knowing you killed wildlife.  I know - solid as a rock.  I oppose the bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.
Help protect wildlife and control the predators.

3/7/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey

I am an anti-hunter and I am proud of it. Please preserve our wildlife by saying NO to the hunt. 3/7/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
Hunters are not just out to shed blood as many have suggested. What they'll never understand is the connection to the food that they provide to their own family. Killing wild game is my least favorite part of the entire ordeal, I actually 
dislike it. What I do enjoy, is seeing what goes into the food that my family will get to enjoy all year. From the scouting, to the harvesting, to the retrieval to the butchering to the freezer, non hunters will never have the connection to their 
food or to wildlife that I or any other hunter has. I enjoy the time spent with my family and friends, in the field or at the butcher table. 
I would say that overwhelming those opposed do not understand how conservation works. They are purely basing their opinions on an emotional level and that has no place in wildlife management. Please support the spring bear hunt

3/7/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

I oppose the 2022 spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Yes to the 2022 spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Our families depend on it. We support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Say no to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the 2022 spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Vote no for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals! 3/7/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear 3/7/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Yes Yes Yes.
vote for spring bear hunting!!

3/7/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
I support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC. 3/7/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Definitely yes to help wildlife!
Vote yes for spring bear!!

3/7/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Vote yes for spring bear!! 3/7/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Definitely NO for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear 3/7/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
We must have spring bear hunting to protect wildlife.!! 3/7/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Save cubs, vote YES 3/7/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Save Mother bears, vote YES for spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear season 3/7/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Vote for No spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey



Big time support for spring bear season!! YES.
MAKE SPRING BEAR MANDATORY!!

3/7/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

INCREASE THE BEAR LIMITS TO PROTECT WILDLIFE!!
YES TO BEAR HUNTING

3/7/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

support wildlife, yes to spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
protect wildlife, say Yes to spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Mandatory spring bear hunting. YES!! 3/7/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt as this makes lactating females susceptible to being shot while out hunting for food before the cubs emerge from their den. Keep the fall hunt for males and females without cubs. 3/7/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Make killing mother bears and cubs illegal.
Vote YES for the spring bear hunt and proposed rules!!

3/7/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

Support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt only!
Tammy

3/7/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey

Mandate the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/7/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear = Yes to wildlife!!! 3/7/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Isn't there enough death and destruction caused by man? Take a look at where this mentality has brought us. Stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
Help protect wildlife.
Vote YES for spring bear hunting!!

3/7/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
A female only reaches adulthood at approximately 4 years of age. She then gives birth to 2-3 cubs/year and has litters only every 2-3 years (depending on food resources,compromised by increasing wildfires and drought). Trophy hunters 
target breeding adults, disrupts the animals' social structure and further slows reproduction. 
Holding a spring season hunt results in orphaned bear cubs. During the spring season, sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by starvation.
State wildlife officials and scientists agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned in spring bear hunting seasons.
Hunting bears does not make people safer, nor does it stop human-bear conflicts. Rather than putting time and resources into opening a black bear hunting season, the Commission should instead be focused on expanding public 
education about non-lethal preventative measures.
Numerous studies cite killing bears doesn’t stop human-bear conflicts, but it does radically reduce bear population sizes, which is not desirable or needed. 
Bear hunts do not reduce conflicts because trophy hunters generally remove non-problem bears from the population; that is, the individuals not involved in nuisance behaviors. Instead, hunters attempt to target large, male bears to 
acquire an impressive trophy, but bears living near humans are typically unavailable to hunters because hunting is not permitted in urban areas.
This trophy bear hunt is unethical and unjustified.
Bear hunting isn’t science-based and serves no legitimate management purpose.
Bears are rarely hunted for anything other than trophies. NOT many will eat bear meat!!!
The hunt is out of line with Washington’s values and hunting ethics. Spring season is when bears are at their most vulnerable state, weak from hunger and winter hibernation.
Current scientific understanding acknowledges bears as feeling, thinking, self-aware beings  undoubtedly value their lives and wellbeing. Accordingly, ethical coexistence demands respect and consideration for bears in relevant policies and 
regulations. Increasing opportunities to kill more bears explicitly promotes views contrary to ethical coexistence and holistic scientific understanding.
Black bears should be protected - they are an important umbrella species and ecological actors who increase the biodiversity of ecosystems!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Black bears contribute community benefits through their top-down regulatory effects on ecosystems.
Black bears are important in maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits, bears disperse seeds across vast distances — even more seeds than birds. They open up forest canopies and improve soil health 
through their various behaviors, including spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams.
Bears cause small-scale ecological disturbance to the canopy allows sun to filter to the forest floor increasing biodiversity.
Climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington’s bears. Given these uncertainties, stopping human-caused mortality should be prioritized over hunter demand.  Extreme climate events catalyzed by climate change, such as record-
level wildfires in 2021, late season frosts, and droughts, have negative impacts on bears, in particular through habitat destruction and reductions in food sources. DO NOT KILL BEARS EVER! ALLOW THEM FREEDOM TO LIVE!!!

3/7/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
If this is not supposed to be a joke, count one vote per person and look at what the rampant slaughter of all beings has done to the planet and its inhabitants, including humans. What you are doing is not working. Do you honestly not see 
that?

3/7/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey

Support the science and please vote for the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting for any large mammal such as bears, wolves, mountain lions, elk, coyotes only feeds the competitive egos of insecure human beings who do not understand or respect the lives of other species on our planet. I strongly 
oppose any bear hunting! Nuisance bears are caused by irresponsible humans who don’t know how to dispose of garbage efficiently!

3/7/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
Leaving the poor bears alone 3/7/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Vote no for spring bear hunting!! 3/7/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is proven to be a better management strategy of bear numbers than fall. Also with spring bear hunts more mature adults are harvested so the younger bear population benefits. As does elk calf and fawn survival. I 
support a balanced ecosystem

3/7/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey

I support science and spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support science-based conservation of state wildlife. I support spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey



No spring black bear hunt! 3/7/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt - OPPOSED! 3/7/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
NO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/7/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
keep Spring Bear hunting ! 3/7/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
Yes, Spring Bear hunting! 3/7/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
Use biology not emotions , Yes for spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
I fully support Spring Bear Hunting! 3/7/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
Remember this should have been been on the table. Keep spring Bear hunting! 3/7/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
Commissioners you must read each comment and not rely on biased subordinates summarizing. Thank you 3/7/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSED to spring bear hunting!!! 3/7/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
Please do not hunt the bears. I strongly oppose. 3/7/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt! 3/7/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
I do not support spring bear hunting because the bears are coming out of hibernation and there will be mother bears with their cubs. You kill a mother bear, you are taking away the life support for the cub too. This is shameful behavior. 
Cubs need their mothers just as human children need theirs and if you want to have bears to hunt in the future, you need to support bears having cubs that grow to maturity. They need healthy food, clean water , clean air and safe places 
to live. They are not so different from us and we need to learn to respect them as we respect each other. This is practical common sense. We can no longer keep killing or poisoning our fellow creatures, land, air and water if we want to 
have wild places in the future. There is not much left we haven't destroyed so it has become even more important to protect and preserve what remains so we all can have a future. Think about it.

3/7/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear. Quit letting the crybabies determine what's best for wildlife. 3/7/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is critical to managing wildlife. Reinstate spring bear. It should have never been taken away by dumbass people. 3/7/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Fully support the entirely sustainable practice of spring bear hunting. As is mandated by law in Washington state this hunt should continue so that families can harvest wild, organic free range meat. The black bear population is increasing 
in Washington and countrywide.

3/7/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and the damage this causes to the ecosystem and enviroment 3/7/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all other forms of bear hunting. 3/7/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting within the rules established by actual wildlife professionals. This proposal should be adopted. 3/7/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/7/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I support spring hunting and the benefits it brings to conservation, ecosystems and the environment. 3/7/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Save the deer! 
Yes to spring bear hunt 

3/7/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey

Save the wildlife, say No to spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
There is NOTHING sustainable about killing bears except lining your pockets! I know 145 bears a year doesn't seem like anything to you, but these are precious lives! These bears deserve to live in peace,without fear! The overcrowding 
thing is just a bunch of lies made up by a bunch of greedy govt officials looking to make money off of these precious lives! I really don't know how you people sleep at might, putting yourselves and your pockets before innocent lives! You 
all ought to be ashamed of yourselves! I strongly oppose bear hunting at any time of year! Do NOT PASS THIS PROPOSAL! DO SOMETHING DECENT FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIVES AND THINK OF SOMEONE ELSE BUT YOURSELVES!!!!! And. I 
oppose all other hunting also!  You're not helping anyone but yourselves and other selfish people! PLEASE!!! DON'T PASS THIS RULE/ PROPOSAL!!! SAVE OUR BEARS, WILDLIFE AND NATURAL PLACES!

3/7/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Help protect our wildlife!
Vote yes for spring bear!

3/7/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey

Follow the science and support the spring bear hunt.
Yes to spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey

Definitely yes for spring bear protect all wildlife. 3/7/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Washington for wildlife supports spring bear, and so should you! 3/7/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting! 3/7/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
Make the spring bear hunt required. 3/7/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Killing for competition over the biggest pile of dead bodies is the kind of mindset that creates children who will shoot their classmates as they have been trained to kill as many as possible with no feeling or empathy for another living 
creature or its babies.

3/7/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey

Support the baby cubs and mother bears.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!

3/7/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey

We definitely support spring bear hunting and fresh organic meat. Cannot stand to buy meat that is processed in the grocery store. 3/7/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting .We have to preserve what we have because of global warming and climate change is killing what we do have to extinction.As well as pandemics. 3/7/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Support climate change. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
It is imperative that we support wildlife. 
Make killing cubs illegal.
Vote yes for spring bear hunt!!!

3/7/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey

I support science based conservation. Vote yes spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
The science is all that matters, we must support of spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
Protect all animals!!!!
Yes to spring bear hunt and the proposals 

3/7/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/7/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly disagree with eliminating the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey



Absolute NO to the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you. 3/7/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as well. Absolutely YES! 3/7/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
No more killing - stop the hunt. 3/7/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
Recreational hunting is trophy killing. It is immoral to kill for fun. 3/7/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/7/2022 8:30 PM Online Survey
Mandatory to protect all species I support the spring bear hunt!! 3/7/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Bears are sentient creatures who deserve to live in peace. Please do not allow bear hunting of any kind, ever, at any time! 3/7/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The data supports it. Bear hunters do not ever want to kill sows with cubs, it is not a factor in this hunt. 3/7/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
Please vote yes for the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and I urge the Commission to endorse this proposal. 3/7/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting (and predator management overall) is crucial to a healthy ecosystem that benefits prey and predator populations alike. Removing the spring bear season is a disappointment. It is a lost opportunity to help our wildlife as well 
as create revenue for WDFW. Follow the biologists data that illustrate how bear hunting is helpful. 

3/7/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt should continue if the science suggests that there are healthy populations that can handle the hunting pressures. Hunting for spring bear is an opportunity to get outside, enjoy the mountains, spend time with friends, 
and hunt. Hunters eat bear meat and try our best to avoid shooting sows with cubs. I am in favor of resuming the spring bear hunt.

3/7/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
Shameful, cruel, anachronistisch. Killing bears is not a sport. 3/7/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
Bears do not benifit by being killed. WDFW is not entitled to create revenue "make money" by commercializing in wildlife. 3/7/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. Bear meat is delicious, and I rely on it to feed my family, as it is a natural, organic protein source. Please reinstate the spring bear season. I encourage those who think this is a "trophy hunt" to accompany a 
hunter on a spring bear hunt to see just how much hard work, knowledge, and woodsmanship is needed to successfully harvest a bear. 

3/7/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt for 2022 and urge the Commission to follow the original vote last year to suspend it.  Bear harvest is increased 50% in the past 2 years during the general hunt.  This is enough slaughter of bears; many 
citizens like myself enjoy the bears when lucky enough to see one.  I have lived in rural Wa for 40 years and believe the wdfw reasons for this hunt are not valid (bad encounters,  commercial timber issues).   Please do not hold this hunt.

3/7/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey

I support the spring Bear season. 3/7/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
Help protect all wildlife.
Vote YES to spring bear hunting!!!

3/7/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey

I do not support a spring bear hunt in 2022 and definitely do not support making spring bear hunting permanent. Washington’s wildlife face many challenges such as loss of habitat and the impacts of climate change will only make the 
bears’  survival more tenuous. Trophy hunting isn’t worth risking the bears’ viability as an important native species. 

3/7/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey

Petition to permanently stop spring bear hunting in Washington nearing 35,000. 3/7/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I do not support spring bear hunting. 3/7/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
I do not support a spring 2022 bear hunt as I have not heard any good reason...except for the "sport" of killing these animals, to have a hunt. And I certainly, in no uncertain terms, do not support having it become an schedule annual 
event without a stated need such as an overpopulation of the animals. While controls may be necessary, they should be carefully considered each year (or every other year) to meet criteria which should be well defined and based upon 
scientific research to maintain a healthy animal population. I do NOT think random and wanton killing of animals should be a sport activity.

3/7/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey

Can someone please tell me who's slaughtering bears? I urge any of you to call the poaching hotline because that is illegal.   I'm a hunter so I have that number on speed dial if you need it? 3/7/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/7/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
You don't oppose generated messages apparently 3/7/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 10:29 PM Online Survey
Help protect all wildlife. Support the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey
Help protect all wildlife.Oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/7/2022 11:44 PM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/8/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
Me and my family totally oppose the spring bear hunts! 3/8/2022 12:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:09 AM Online Survey
I'll readily admit that I am a hunter, but unlike those in a similar position below me - I'm not going to say how I support the spring bear season. But unlike those on the opposite side of the aisle, I'm not going to oppose it either.

My viewpoint is innately plagued with a bias, but after reading all of the documentation listed in relation to this request for response - I have some questions and comments I hope you can ponder.

1) How did you feel comfortable removing the entirety of spring bear seasons when you did not have an abundance of population number for all but one of the regions. Given the varying population densities and no concrete answer as to 
their relation to carrying capacity, or the optimal capacity of each region?

2) How did you feel comfortable removing a hunting season that has been in place for 40+ years, when your answer to estimated growth rates is "We don't currently have this information."

3) Given the current estimate of Washington's bear population to be 20,000, the growth rate of the population estimate to be between 9-12%, and the 10 year total harvest amount to be 1019 bears (102 bears a year). This implies that 
the spring bear season puts the percentage of population growth to 95% of what it estimated to be (20,000* 10% = 2,000/yr - 102 (Spring Kills) = 1900 Bear Population increase a year. 1900/2000 = 95%.
 Given that we do not even have an accurate number on bear population growth and with a 4% Growth estimated swing (9% (1800 Bears) to 12% (2400 Bears), i dont see how you could make the determination 102 bears harvested a year 
during the spring season is detrimental to the population when there is a 600 bear difference in what the population growth looks like. Even further, given the reintroduction of another predator into the ecosystem - and your answer to 
abundance of population listed earlier - you have no way of knowing if the current growth rate is even sustainable in the ever changing landscape of Washington's backcountry.

I love spring bear hunting. It's my favorite season of the year. That being said, if you could show me how it is necessary to close down the hunt for the survival of the population - I would be the first person to put down their rifle. Even 
then, being a hunter, my knee-jerk reaction is to say - "No, don't close it." - but I can't do that either - because while the math leads me to believe the season is safe for the population - you do not have the answers that make me 110% 
certain. 

All of this to ask you, and hopefully have you ask yourself - Why did you feel comfortable making the determination the season is detrimental to the population? 

3/8/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey



Vehemently opposed to the Spring bear hunt!! 3/8/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
Societal opposition to large carnivore hunting relates not only to conservation concerns but also to misalignment between killing for trophies and dominant public values and attitudes concerning the treatment of animals. We summarized 
cases related to the killing of grizzly bears (Ursus arctos), wolves (Canis lupus), and other large carnivores in Canada, the United States, and Europe to illustrate how opposition to large carnivore hunting, now expressed primarily on social 
media, can exert rapid and significant pressure on policy makers and politicians. So hunters,if you have any brains, better use them humanly,if not(obviously) stay away from the bears!Any population need no guns to coexist.NO spring 
bear hunt!

3/8/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. No need whatsoever to kill innocent bears, what sort of people are they to think this is acceptable. 3/8/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Do the right and humane thing, cancel the spring bear hunt, please. 3/8/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
Please stop killing bears. As it stands we are rapidly developing, contaminating, fracturing and exploiting our wild lands, destroying wildlife to the point of no return. Psychotic blood thirsty, deranged trappers, hunters/killers, if allowed, 
will quickly decimate the remaining wild animals if we allow them to. It is my hope that you will have enough decency, empathy, humanity and common sense to not allow these mentally ill killers to continue "harvesting" bear. The 
hunters and trappers are reducing the genetic gene pool of the few remaining bear populations when it's humans that are overpopulated, not wild animals.

3/8/2022 3:08 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 3:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:39 AM Online Survey
I totally OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane. Save our wildlife please. 3/8/2022 3:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing animals for fun is not the way in these enlightened and well informed times. 3/8/2022 4:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please show some compassion. 3/8/2022 4:21 AM Online Survey
In modern days where we are almost ALL worried for the welfare of our world ecosystems, there is NO PLACE for Bear Hunts. 
STOP Bear Hunting immediately.

3/8/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please protect our wildlife rather than killing it. 3/8/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt and the science behind it 3/8/2022 4:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please protect the bears. 3/8/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:03 AM Online Survey
Love the taste of bear meat vote yes on spring bear 3/8/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
Open it! 3/8/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
Open spring bear season permanently! 3/8/2022 6:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 6:19 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! 3/8/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt, stop the murder. 3/8/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
It’s cruel I vehemently oppose to spring bear hunt if any kind 3/8/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
It’s time to end this for good. No to spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting.  Backed by the state biologists and game Department who's job it is to manage wildlife and not influenced by emotional tactless opinions. 3/8/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the Spring Bear hunt! 3/8/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Permanently ban the spring bear hunt, in this modern age there is no need for indiscriminate and unnecessary killing just to placate people with a flavour for blood lust. 3/8/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear hunting.  I support spring bear hunting.  I support healthy eating.  Bear lard makes the best biscuits and pie crusts.  3/8/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
We definitely need the spring bear hunt to help all wildlife. Vote yes 3/8/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and use of all sustainable resources provided by nature.  Hunting has been a means to provide food since the beginning of time.  My grandchildren thrive on the meat provided by hunting.  3/8/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

We have strict regulations for hunting ALL wildlife and the harvest numbers are closely watched each year. WDFW has shown that there is a robust population that easily sustains this spring hunt. I support reinstating and making the 
spring bear hunt permanent. Follow the data when making these decisions and not social opinion.

3/8/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey

stop killing wildlife eat your veggies 3/8/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal. 3/8/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
I definitely OPPOSE the bear hunt. Stop killing our wildlife. Leave the bears alone please. 3/8/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposal. 3/8/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt on modern ethics and morals, not distorted data. 3/8/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I support a Spring bear season 3/8/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
If you believe in science, reinstating the spring bear hunt is the only logical choice. The North American model for wildlife conservation has proven to be the most effective method of managing game numbers across a mixed use landscape. 
Please listen to the heads of our scientists and not the hearts of radicals who do not understand the scope of what it takes to maintain balanced herds.

3/8/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear.  Science is not distorted data, your opinions and emotional feelings are distorting your reality of how wildlife management and nature work.  This ain't Disney folks. 3/8/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Based on modern ethics and morals and modern science I support the spring bear hunt. I believe in sustainable organic free range food sources that should be made available to the public. 3/8/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
I VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. Killing for fun demonstrates sick minds. 3/8/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
I am against to a practice lacking of unbiased data and common sense. No Bear Hunting. It is time to evolve toward an activity that really creates entreatment  without destroying our environment. Hunting is in decline. A majority of 
Americans, 56%, opposes hunting animals for sport, and most Americans, 86%, consider big game hunting to be especially distasteful. Why support a malignant and cruelty practices to please a stubborn  minority? 

3/8/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey

we support the spring bear hunt based on modern science.
Vote YES!!!

3/8/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey

no bearhunting at all! 3/8/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
gegen die Bärenjagd! 3/8/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
I support scientifically proven animal population management practices, including special draw limited spring bear hunting in WA. With the over abundance of predators in this state, it would be an absurd choice to eliminate an already 
limited hunt opportunity. Those who oppose have not a clue what actually occurs in nature, unlike the supporting counterpart (hunters) who spend countless days taking part in the cycle of life and keeping balance in the wild.

3/8/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey



no bearhunting! 3/8/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
Gods creation- Gods Decision- no bearhunting! 3/8/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
please stop bearhunting! 3/8/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
i prefer to stop bearhunting! 3/8/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
no hunting at all! 3/8/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
YES TO BEAR HUNTING, YES TO THE PROPOSALS!! 3/8/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
Make spring bear mandatory!
Vote yes

3/8/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey

Yes to bear hunting. 3/8/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
We support the spring bear. 3/8/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
vote yes on spring bear hunting. those in opposition have likely never seen a bear in the wild due to choosing a life in the city, ignorant to any naturally occurring life cycle. 3/8/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
NO BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/8/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
Really inhumane idea. I oppose. 3/8/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
SHUT UP TELLING US WE DON'T UNDERSTAND THE CYCLE OF NATURE! 3/8/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
This shouldn't even be up for a discussion. YES bear hunting. There is no argument that gives any leverage to decline a special permit hunt for a species that has an abundant population. 3/8/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I live rural and I’ve seen several amount all other kinds. I say no to killing spring bears. 3/8/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
No bear hunting please. It’s so wrong. 3/8/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
NO to Spring Bear hunts. Thank you. 3/8/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
STOP BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/8/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
This shouldn’t be up for discussion. No to bear hunting. There is every argument to decline special permit hunt for a supposed abundant population. 3/8/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Yes bear hunting. all species need selective harvest. Anti hunting thinking comes from people who have no clue, they rely on others and have no thread of self sufficiency. 3/8/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Stop end spring bear 3/8/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I live rural and oppose 3/8/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
yes to predator management ( spring bear hunting ), and all predator hunting 3/8/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
WE ARE ANT HUNTING ......... NO SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!! 3/8/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
"NO PREDATOR HUNTING" 3/8/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
STOP KILLING OUR WILD ANIMALS!!  NATURE HANDLES THAT, 3/8/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Spring hunts result in orphaned cubs who then die.  Bears reproduce slowly, hunting especially in spring, can cause damage to having a stable bear population.
Rather than opening a black bear hunting season, the Commission should instead expand public education about non-lethal preventative measures. killing bears doesn’t stop human-bear conflicts.  And the public can also learn about 
living with other wildlife.
Bear hunts do not reduce conflicts because bears living near humans can’t be hunted.
Black bears are important in maintaining forests. Bears disperse seeds across vast distances, they open up forest canopies, and bring fish carcasses into some forests which brings nutrition to the forest 
Climate related impacts seriously threaten Washington’s bears. Given these uncertainties, stopping human-caused mortality should be prioritized over hunter desires. Spring trophies don’t even provide meat for the hunter.

3/8/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

NO PREDATOR HUNTING!! 3/8/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Anti hunters live 100% reliant on others. Taking those opinions seriously regarding any hunting is like asking your child advice on your financial well-being. Yes bear hunt, yes cougar hunt, yes kill coyotes, yes kill bobcat. All predator 
populations need managed

3/8/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
WILD ANIMALS DON'T NEED OUR INTERFERENCE.  WE DON'T NEED TO HAVE BEAR CUBS STARVING.  KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF OF OUR WILDLIFE!!!! 3/8/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear hunts in Washington should be over the counter like Montana. They have proven it is for the benefit of the species. 3/8/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
Protect all animals, vote YES for spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
HUNTERS DON'T WORK FOR THE GOVERNMENTS WILD ANIMAL MANAGEMENT.  YOU HUNTERS JUST ENJOY KILLING LIVING CREATURES.  YOU'RE PREDATORS!! 3/8/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/8/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I SUPPORT the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. Spring Bear hunting is such a limited hunt to begin with here, these comments in opposition are a great example of the lack of actual understanding the anti hunting community possess in regards to anything 
hunting/ wildlife management 

3/8/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey

You are a good example of a poor quality human. 3/8/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Keep spring bear draw hunting available. Anything these anti hunters comment is from an emotional standpoint with no valid argument backing any reason. 3/8/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I understand clearly what hunters are. 3/8/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Support all hunting. Give us more opportunity to help manage wildlife populations, do not take it away because someone living in the city doesn't agree. 3/8/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear tags. 3/8/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I have spent many summers cruising the saltwater coasts from Olympia to Juneau.  I am very familiar with black bears and I oppose a Spring black bear hunt!  These important animals will already be facing a huge change in environment 
because of human activities.  Climate change and loss of habitat will limit their future.  These animals are shy and intelligent, not the ferocious and scary.  We do not need trophy hunters to further decimate their population.
The money used to organize a Spring hunt would be better spent relocating the bears who stray into people places, lured by access to food.  
I have observed black bears eating grass, munching on berries and enriching soils with their left over fish carcasses along streams.  More often I have just seen their spat since they would rather not come close to humans and are aware of 
human presence early enough to disappear.  These are gentle giants who do not deserve to be mounted on trophy hunter’s walls!
Please do not have a Spring Black Bear Kill!

3/8/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/8/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting.
Vote yes!!!

3/8/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey



Vote yes!! 
Help save cubs!!

3/8/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

I support. Ask the timber companies what they think? I imagine they would be in support of spring bear hunting. Likely because they know the population is over quota, and understand what takes place in the forest. 3/8/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Help save wildlife vote yes 3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all hunting. This hunt is supported by the state’s biologists who I believe to be more educated on the subject than all those on here name calling and throwing out miss information on a topic they have 
no education or first hand experience with. 

3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Protect the innocent cubs!!
Vote Yes for spring bear

3/8/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey

BE QUIET YOU HUNTERS 3/8/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Help protect mother bears!!!
Make it illegal to kill cubs!
Vote YES for spring bear hunt!!

3/8/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Make spring bear hunting mandatory 3/8/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Make it over the counter 3/8/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife vote yes 3/8/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear 3/8/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
We must protect wildlife, vote yes! 3/8/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Protect the Cubs vote yes 3/8/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Sorry, you can't murder a bear, only humans.  I support the spring bear hunt.  I support sustainable use of all wildlife resources.  You cannot find more a natural & healthy food source.  3/8/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
It's not a healthy food source if the animal eats meat! 3/8/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Please do not even consider the anti hunting cries. Reading just a few comments from them gives you an idea of the type of person they are, and really ununciates the lack of experience they possess, or time they have 
spend actually interacting with wildlife

3/8/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey

Yes spring bear hunting. Keep WA sustainable 3/8/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support ALL hunting. Wa needs to expand predator hunt opportunities to keep ungulate populations healthy,  as well as all predators 3/8/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunt. I support the wdfw in following proven science regarding harvest stats and population density 3/8/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes, spring bear is a limited hunt that needs to be expanded to protect wildlife population across the board in WA 3/8/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
i support the spring bear special permit hunt 3/8/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Hunting IS Conservation, YES spring bear 3/8/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I appose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the changes to the WAC. 3/8/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt and think it should be expanded to other GMU's to help manage bears in those units as well. 3/8/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
At a time like no other when nature is literally struggling to survive, climate change, human aggression, unnecessary hunting of any kind is barbaric, morally defunct, Unacceptable and extremely disgusting. I am totally against any kind of 
trophy hunting and call for trophy hunting to be made illegal immediately with heavy fines and even jail sentences.

3/8/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey

No No No to trophy hunting 3/8/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is against nature, anti conservation! I say NO to trophy hunting 3/8/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/8/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
End it today. 3/8/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

Anyone who supports bear hunting does NOT support conservation or nature. NO to bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
Immediate end to bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
End spring bear end for all time 3/8/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Leave bears alone! NO to hunting 3/8/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
END trophy hunting NOW! 3/8/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
It’s trophy hunting for sows and cubs? There is literally a rule making it illegal to allow the animal to go to waste. A rule making the take of sows and cubs illegal. This is %100 a meat hunt. 3/8/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
End this barbarity now! NO to bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
NO to spring hunting 3/8/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I am not a trophy hunter. But i am a common sense possessing hunter, and I SUPPORT Spring Bear Hunting 3/8/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I fully support this sustainable hunt. It allows families to put great free range organic meat that is a public resource. 3/8/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to sustainable harvest. YES to spring bear 3/8/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring hunting if both bears and turkey! Both great in the field and on the table 3/8/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Keep our limited hunt open. Yes spring bear. 3/8/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I support! Yes to managing animal populations for the benefit of all species in WA 3/8/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
NO to the bear hunt.  Stop the cruelty.  Trophy hunting is atrocious, unnecessary and uncivilized. 3/8/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
YES spring hunting. Opposing comments are without reason, without common sense, without any idea how healthy forests and ecosystems work. Take a look at Seattle and Portland where majority of these people reside, sickening. 3/8/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

YES spring bear. No trophy hunting exists in WA so those opposing comments are uneducated 3/8/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I support the unbiased scientifically driven choice to have a spring bear hunt, that was supported for years by our wdfw 3/8/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey



Yes to healthy predator populations, yes to spring hunting 3/8/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear not a trophy hunter just a meat hunter 3/8/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
Fully support expanding spring bear to an over the counter general tag in WA. Montana has proven it to be a benefit for all wildlife species and we need to step up 3/8/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
The only trophy is a freezer full of organic free range bear meat. Fully support this sustainable practice 3/8/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear hunting seasons 3/8/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Immoral and inhumane. 3/8/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Stop Spring bear hunting for good. 3/8/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Thank you. 3/8/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey

I oppose too. 3/8/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
No science just plain unfair and unruly. 3/8/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/8/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
End cruel bear hunting. 3/8/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I agree too no bear hunts. Leave the spring bear alone. 3/8/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
Washington conservationist and sportsmen overwhelmingly support spring bear season. We Should be expanding this season with tag numbers or over the counter tags and eliminating the draw. I believe these animals should be a part of 
the landscape but if we can sustainably harvest as the data shows collected by biologist we should.

3/8/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

Stop these unfair practices. I oppose the hunt. 3/8/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in WA state. 3/8/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
No conservationist that knows about our precious and fragile ecosystem would support this. 3/8/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
No expansion of hunting ever. I oppose. I’m rural. 3/8/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
There is harvest of carrots etc not bears. They are alpha and we desperately need all of them to survive. 3/8/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
All states should end this brutal warlike stance on our wildlife 3/8/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I fully support the sustainable harvest of spring bears and carrots. Go great together in a slow cooker. 3/8/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
End spring bear hunt. Hunters are illiterate and we need rules 3/8/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Education for hunters is needed. End the bear hunt 3/8/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose thank you. 3/8/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I support spring hunts! anti hunters have no clue what they are talking about, thus they deter to insult. pathetic 3/8/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Yes i support spring hunting for bear 3/8/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
“We need rules” obviously didn’t read all the rules that are already in place or the new rules being proposed. Yet hunters are illiterate. Grab a wdfw regulation booklet and then say that. I fully support the sustainable harvest of bears from 
our robust population

3/8/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey

I support the proven sustainable spring bear draw hunt. Please do not consider emotion as any form of leverage for managing wildlife population. 3/8/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. Yes to healthy ecosystems, yes to keeping balance in the wild utilizing public hunting opportunities 3/8/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 3/8/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I support! 3/8/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. Proven management of a public resource. 3/8/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose to Bear Hunting, a practice that favors extinction of the species. For those hunter supporters claiming, " let's follow the science", here is a scientist data from Current Biology Journal, (Gross, M. 2019) : "Although much of 
the terrestrial megafauna has already disappeared and average body size of animals has shrunk as a consequence, hunting continues to shift the size distribution of animals in favor of the smaller ones that are less attractive targets for 
hunters." "Whether animals are hunted for food or for amusement, the markets drive unsustainable hunting around the globe. With biodiversity already on the brink of a sixth mass extinction, it is high time to put a stop to these 
practices." This is  REAL SCIENCE proving that hunting is unsustainable nowadays. 

3/8/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

Please stick to the science and not popular opinion. Only 3 % of Washington residents hunt. Asking for public comments then using these numbers of for vs against to justify removing hunting opportunities. Is just a shell game. Numbers 
don't lie.  In the 2021 Spring season just one of 145 bears taken in the 2021 spring bear hunt was shown to be a lactating female. Other studies point to about a 2-percent cub mortality due to hunting.

 Hunters are knowledgeable in the quarry they hunt, and have been taught how to distinguish boar from sows. The scientific facts and fish and wildlife department biologist both back the hunt.

Management of our states natural resources should not be be dictated by prioritized emotion over science.    

3/8/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

I support bear hunting, Spring and fall 3/8/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt!! 3/8/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey

Against to a practice that promotes intolerance,  mental sickens, animal cruelty, based on human commodity, lack of reliable data, misinformation,  speciesism, incoherence. Stop the massacre of our wildlife. 3/8/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunts! look at the incoherent ranting coming from the opposition. They haven't any idea what goes on with our wildlife 3/8/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Strongly support, predator management benefits all species. 3/8/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I support the proven management of the wildlife and the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science: UN recent reported that human hunters actively killing animals threat the biodiversity, ecosystem services and thus to human survival. STOP HUNTING BEARS, DEERS, FOXES, WOLVES....Under the clime crisis and  
massive biodiversity lost, we can not support this destructive practice 

3/8/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey



In favor of hunting bears in the spring 3/8/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear, yes follow the science that proves it to be sustainable and has been for decades 3/8/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Living in large city's removed from any interaction with any wildlife population and then having an opinion regarding said wildlife is like wiping first! 3/8/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/8/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
yes, support spring hunt opportunity 3/8/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt because we have robust populations in this state. 3/8/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. Bear is excellent table fare, the biologists own data shows a healthy and renewable population. I urge the commission to follow the science and data, not the opinion and emotion of the outspoken anti-
hunting community. 

3/8/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

I support 3/8/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I’m in favor of spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
I agree with a spring bear season. Black bears are abundant in WA and cubs and wet sows being killed are statistically near zero. Bear meat is great eating, this is not trophy killing. This is food hunting. 3/8/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Science says bear hunting as a food source is best in fall and worst in spring. 3/8/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear 3/8/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
I don't bear hunt but I do support proper management of renewable resources. If the biologists support a spring bear season then so do I. 3/8/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
No to the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Last I checked anti hunters don't hunt and have no clue what bear meat tastes like; so how would they know which season a bear would taste better? 
As someone who has hunted this state for over 20 years, bear meat taste like bear meat.
Reinstate spring bear. Quit letting cry babies dictate whats best when there is enough evidence that support spring bear hunting from our biologists.

3/8/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey

I fully support hunting spring and fall bears in Washington.  There are way too many bears and it's taking a toll on our bear and deer herds. 3/8/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Science is based on reality not myth. 3/8/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Comprehensive science says spring hunting is detrimental to wildlife. 3/8/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I also support a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I vigorously oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I think the spring bear hunt is wrong and out of date. 3/8/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
Support the bear population and bring back the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I hate the idea of the spring bear hunt, it must be stopped. 3/8/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Just say no to more killing. 3/8/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Please choose to manage populations for the benefit of all species 3/8/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
This is ridiculous.  In no way should this hunt be allowed period.  The hunters commenting on this of course, just want to keep hunting for their "sport" 3/8/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Please stick to the science and not popular opinion. Only 3 % of Washington residents hunt. Asking for public comments then using these numbers of for vs against to justify removing hunting opportunities. Is just a shell game. Numbers 
don't lie. In the 2021 Spring season just one of 145 bears taken in the 2021 spring bear hunt was shown to be a lactating female. Other studies point to about a 2-percent cub mortality due to hunting.

Hunters are knowledgeable in the quarry they hunt, and have been taught how to distinguish boar from sows. The scientific facts and fish and wildlife department biologist both back the hunt.

Management of our states natural resources should not be be dictated by prioritized emotion over science.

3/8/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/8/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting needs to be outlawed. No reason for it's existence. 3/8/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting 3/8/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  We need to ease pressure on the elk population. 3/8/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Hunting animals for fun is the most cowardful behaviour I could imagine. This has to be stopped 3/8/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

Idiot red necks 3/8/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting belongs in the dark ages, not the 21st century. Time to end it. 3/8/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
killing innocent animals is not right.  if there is an overpopulation situation,  more humane alternatives can be taken such as relocation.  3/8/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting should be outlawed. It is cruel and inhumane. The first step is to recognize that this "sport" is nothing of the sort. 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Hope all these sick- hunters die a horrible cancerous death for what they want to do.  3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt on all levels 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you. 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
there's no reason for trophy hunting. for survival is one thing, but until they can ensure the females won't be taken away from their babies, this should stop 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt, it is cruel and unnecessary!! 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Anybody that thinks it is ok to take the life of wild animals to make them feel like real men should be hunted like the bears. Let’s see how brave they are then - no doubt in my mind these cowards will blunt like babies 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

This is a Disgrace in 2022! I urge you to stop! 3/8/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
No to the hunt. cruel and unnecessary 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
“Hunting is just a cowardly paraphrase for a particularly cowardly murder of a fellow creature who has no chance. Hunting is a side form of human mental illness." 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
You are saying, "145 black bears would be harvested annually...blah, blah,, blah..." What, you mean like harvesting wheat, or barley, chop them down? You are all SADISTS, the whole **** bunch of you! 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Trophy hunting is not just heartless, but ecocidal, as it destroys bear populations and destabilizes entire ecosystems. Anyone who supports trophy hunting is evil and doesn't care about humanity. 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey



NO MORE! These bloody thirsty barbaric individuals need another hobby. The videos are sickening. 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Bears and any other animal has a right to live here too. Leave them alone.. 3/8/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Leave the ****ed animals alone!!  This world is already miserable enough without small **** energy ****wads making it worse 3/8/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Stop the slaughter.  The greed to kill is mind boggling! Let the bears live their lives in peace. 3/8/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is fun and the reward is great tasty meat 3/8/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
We have to stop this wanton murder of our wildlife. To enjoy killing, you must be sick in the head. 3/8/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the murdering of mother bears and all animals for trophy hunters. Stop saying that it's about survival or conservation. No more! 3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Wildlife is precious in this world surely we can learn to live side by side and this is just sheer cruelty to the Cubs that will be unnecessarily orphaned as their parents are slaughtered !! 3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
684 permits is way too many.  If you want 145 bears culled, then 145 permits should be issued.  I understand that you are assuming not all permits will result in a kill but there's no way to enforce that.  You're just "hoping" it ends up that 
way.  Trophy hunters are often zealots and they will do whatever possible to get all the bears they can.  How will the bears recover if 300, 400, 500 bears are killed each year?  

3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Science says there is no proof that hunters are knowledgeable about their quarry and have not been taught how to distinguish anything. Science says  says only about 2% of population in Washington hunts. Science says  Comprehensive 
Science is more than just biased biological information. Everyone pays and everyone has a say.

3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt. The scientific data supports it, WDFW biologists support it. The game commission should as well. 3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and all other forms of selfish and cowardly trophy hunting. It's barbaric and beyond cruel. 3/8/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Bears are essential to biodiversity and natural regulation of wildlife. Hunting them down is putting ourselves in danger in the long term... 3/8/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt they deserve to live just as we do. We are all animals just a different species. It's 2022 have compassion and stop needless killing of innocent sentient beings. 3/8/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear Hunt. It’s not our lookout to help with the insecurity of men who need to kill other species to make them feel manly. 3/8/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s cruel and unnecessary. I also don’t trust that there won’t be mother bears killed even though that is against the rules. 3/8/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Those who say hunters are animal murderers are stating a gross misrepresentation of what we do. People need meat. That meat is either going to grow up in a concentration camp or out in the forest. There is nothing better than for 
people to experience the harvesting of their own food to encourage environmental awareness and conservation.

3/8/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

STOP THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. I oppose the spring bear hunt and all other forms of selfish and cowardly trophy hunting. It's barbaric and beyond cruel. 3/8/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
I am vehemently opposed to the killing of bears in the spring hunt. So many animals are becoming extinct. This is senseless needless cruelty. They deserve to live their lives like anyone else. Stop the spring hunt. 3/8/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

re the Spring Black Bear upcoming rule:  I strongly protest implementation.  There is no valid reason to kill these creatures, who are just living their lives and trying to exist the same as humans.  It is immoral to codify the blood-lust of the 
people who enjoy killing for the thrill it gives them.

3/8/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunt. These areas have been protected for a long time and then on a whim they can just be taken away without warning. It's unfair to the wildlife that need those areas. It's unethical and can have serious 
consequences for the ecosystem.  

3/8/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

Sir Roger Moore (1927 - 2017, British actor, 7 times as James Bond):
"The 'sport of hunting' is a disease, a perversion and a danger and should be recognized as such. Anyone who takes pleasure in hunting and killing helpless animals can only be insane." 

3/8/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunt. Bears are sentient creatures. Killing for fun has no place in a civilised society. This barbaric cruelty must be stopped. 3/8/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is killing just for the sake of killing, and is wrong. Bears and other big game have a right to life and to their land. 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Where there are many bears, then every bear lives a mediocre/starved life. Where there is a more manageable population, each bear lives a higher quality life and puts less strain on the environment. 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

This isn’t about emotion over science the wildlife department is archaic and funded by hunters with hunting license fees. Actual fact based science backs against hunting, it does our ecosystem no good whatsoever, if anything we make it 
worse. This is evolutionary wrong to hunt, especially with the science based facts that we now currently have. Trophy hunting needs to be outlawed and so does population hunting. Humans are the most populated and cause the most 
destruction on this earth, we’re not hunting each other to keep everything balanced because we know ethically and morally it is wrong, not to mention scientifically. So what makes hunters think killing an animal in its own territory, which 
humans already have taken so much of, justifiable? No to bear hunt. 

3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunt they deserve to live just as we do. We are all animals just a different species. It's 2022 have compassion and stop needless killing of innocent sentient beings. 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Hubert Reeves (born 1932, Canadian astrophysicist and author):
"Humans are the dumbest species! He worships an invisible god and kills a visible nature, unaware that the nature he destroys is this invisible god he worships.” 

3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

Animals matter! So let us create a world that cares for animals. This extreme cruelty towards innocent sentient beings cannot be accepted, ever. So please, make sure to make policies that are in favour of the animals and that does not 
just look at the conveniency of humans.

3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

humans do not own this planet and have no right to decide that other species should die because humans find them inconvenient or because they find killing "fun". 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt.  Such a cruel sport! Let them live their lives. 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunting that is supposed to occur in the Spring. Please see that this cruel and barbaric practice stops. Please show compassion towards our other nonhuman living, sentient beings. It is time. 3/8/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
God is watching!!!  Do any of you have a conscious!!! 3/8/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Cruel and unjustified. It must NOW!!! 3/8/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. These beautiful intelligent animals deserve to be able to live without fear! 3/8/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Removing bears, will improve the ecosystm. Too many bears cause tree damage and hurt wildlife populations such as deer and elk. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

In school, you might have learned about Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection, which explains that the sickest and weakest animals are the most likely to be killed by natural predators, leaving the strongest animals to survive and 
pass their genes on. Hunters, however, disrupt this natural balance because they prefer to kill the largest, strongest animals.

Hunting isn't a sport. Sports involve competition between two consenting individuals or teams and usually a referee. Hunters shoot animals with rifles, shotguns, and bows and arrows—weapons that no animal has any chance of 
outrunning or fighting. Even when hunters obey laws and kill “free-range” animals, they always have an unfair advantage.
This violent form of “entertainment” rips families apart and leaves countless animals orphaned or badly injured when hunters miss their targets. Quick kills are rare, and many animals endure prolonged, painful deaths when they’re hurt 
but not killed by hunters.

3/8/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

There is no scientific reason to oppose the spring bear hunt. Only emotional activists who are led astray by popular opinion think it is wrong to hunt bears. I support the spring bear hunt 😀😀 3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Petition stop bear hunting nearing 35000 3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
This must stop!  Bear hunting in the spring is cruel and inhumane.  There is absolutely no justification for this. 3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt!!!! 👍👍 3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
This is most certainly not a "sport". It is simply an excuse for cruel and despicable humans to slaughter defenseless animals.  This is their habitat and they deserve the opportunity to live out their lives in peace and free of fear of execution 
from uncaring individuals who have no right to slaughter any animal. 

3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey

Absolutely disgraceful this day & age that these are still going on!!!! 3/8/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey



Stop bear hunting and listen to common sense… 3/8/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
Why cause such suffering and abuse… 3/8/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
Unbelievable this abuse and suffering is still being allowed.., 3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Totally opposed, unnecessary and cruel. 3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Nature knows how to balance itself on its own. All species on this planet have distinctive survival skills, all in fairness. Humans do not need to step in and act as if they know best. We’ve learned many times that we have done such a 
disservice and yes even scientist in the past have made mistakes with population control that has backfired over and over where we’ve caused a greater problem when humans step in and try to manipulate natures ways. Let the bears live 
and no to hunting. All scientists not funded by the hunting community will agree. 

3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

100% support the spring bear and all other forms of hunting.  Very laughable people who act like their lifestyle does not kill animals.  Being a vegetarian or vegan you kill animals too, maybe not directly but indirectly guaranteed.  As a 
matter of fact farmers kill more deer on a "organic" farm than a standard crop farm.  They are protecting your food.  So stop with this holier than thou mindset crap.  We just choose to do our shopping ourselves.

3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

No to hunting! Facts speak for themselves 3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Animals do not belong to us, we share the world with them.          they have a right to live a natural life.  You are cowards as you have to use weapons. 3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Washington shouldn't stoop to the level of these animal MURDERERS that threatened wildlife commissioners in order to get there way. Lowlife scumbags that have no conscience whatsoever. They have no problem staring into the eyes of 
a cub coming out of hibernation hungry and then murdering them. The only emotions they have in them are anger and hate. Lame.

3/8/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

To those who think that hunting is murder I say this: HAVE you EVER hunted? It is one of the most difficult "sports" there is. It isn't like the animal has no chance to escape. Out there, we are the ones who are at a disadvantage. I see 20+ 
deer a hunting season before I can find a good opportunity. It is the furthest thing from animal cruelty. 

What is cruel, is to prevent hunters from providing organic red meat from it's natural source and forcing them to eat crap grown up in concentration camp farms. 

3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

I appose the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
These are the public taxpayers bears as well and we the people have a say in this matter 
We the people overwhelmingly say to leave our parks and sanctuaries closed to greedy , self serving killers 

3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

You "hunters" wouldn't go out and shoot human mothers and leave their kids orphaned, would you? Bears have just as much right to live their lives and raise their young in the wild. They are not yours to kill. 3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. It is a sustainable way to help manage wildlife. 3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Sick, cruel, unnecessary, arrogant and only sycophants can justify it. 3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Stop killing of the Bears 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing now 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Conservation Social Science is key. 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
No a la caza del oso 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Humans are God's highest creation, and when they adhere to good management practices, they can ensure ecosystems remain healthy. We are not intruders to this earth. When we base our conservation on good science and common 
sense instead of woke emotionalism we can actually do tremendous good. I SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 👍👍👍👍

3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

Removing primary predators from the local ecosystem has scientifically been proven to negatively affect all animals and plant life in the area.   This hunt should be strongly opposed. 3/8/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing of bears 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
To the guy follow me, God is not real. Protect these bears from being shot. Do not given to these trophy hunters who are backwards. 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt!!! Don't listen to the emotional maniacs. 👍👍👍👍 I'm black but I don't listen to the woke garbage today. 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
its unacceptable & a pathetic excuse for bloodthirsty trash to get to take out their inadequacies on innocent anamals!  I Do Not Support this hunt at all 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
My hope is the bears really cause havoc for the trophy hunters they are repugnant and that’s why I don’t own one UA product. 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
This is not a 'sport' - men with guns against defenceless animals, it is cruel and despicable. Let them live in peace. 3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, and imagine that the vast majority of people do also.  Managing the bear population in this manner is just wrong on so many levels.  Please disregard the voices of the small minority who want to 
be able to kill these majestic animals for the sick thrill of it.

3/8/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

Here we go again with taxpayers.  FYI hunters pay the same taxes and another 65% above the 34% you are referring to.  Again we pay more so we get a say.  100% support Spring bear 3/8/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
In this day and age, “recreational killing” of living beings is not considered respectful or dignified. Nor is calling this killing ‘harvesting’ or some other euphemism. Please respect the living beings that share this earth with us. Do not pass 
this amendment if you care about the earth and life on it!

3/8/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Protect our bears 3/8/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
No to hunting of the bears! This is backed by real science, population control never works on all categories of this planet. Humans need to let these animals live, this is not our planet alone, we share it with everyone and everything. Let 
nature do it’s own thing without us being involved by murdering animals in their own habitat. 

3/8/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Yes spring bear hunt! Keep killing bears, Hunters are the conservationists with firsthand experience to back up the logical use of selective harvest 3/8/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I cannot believe that in 2022 we are STILL killing animals in this barbaric way!!  NOW enough is enough - NO MORE ANIMAL ABUSE!! 3/8/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Yea i support! Take part in nature, kill a bear and eat it 3/8/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Incoherence and violence against our wildlife must stop. Leaving the bears alive will promote ecosystem equilibrium. Since Bear's diet is mainly based on fruits, they have essentially spread the seeds and maintained the wild flora. In 
addition, many animals such as eagles and other prey birds use the fish leftovers from the bears. For those who support bear hunting, I recommend you go to a reliable source of information; most of your claims lack scientific data and 
adequate interpretation. 

3/8/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

No to spring hunt! The bears are finally (so says the Fish and Wildlife Commission) back to a healthy population so it makes no sense to kill hundreds of bears so a few can hang their heads on a wall or  walk on their pelts. Healthy now 
does not guarantee healthy even in the near future. Give these bears a chance to keep a healthy population, it's too short of a step from healthy to endangered to extinct. I have interacted with black bears consistently from spring to fall 
for many years and have taken many shots of them with the only weapon of choice that should be used - a camera. 

3/8/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear and all other forms of legal hunting.  The opposition is really showing their true colors.  Haven't seen hunters wishing death on the antihunters.  Very telling who the violent and unrealistic group is by their very 
actions.

3/8/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

We talk about saving bears when we murder our children in the womb. On the day of judgement, God won't care about a dead bear compared to a human soul. Hunters may take the life of an animal, but you woke emotional people have 
blood on your hands. Animals are not equal with humans. But don't get me wrong, I love animals, and as a hunter I pledge myself to support conservation science. 👍👍👍👍

3/8/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

Stop the sick spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Hunters pay to kill. You want to save money, stop killing animals in their own habitat. The rest of us tax payers, we too get a say in it because our money goes towards funding killings and experiments on innocent animals that we do not 
agree with and for decades it’s proved that none of this works. I oppose bear hunting. 

3/8/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt, this is not a proven method of sustainable animal control 3/8/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey



Please do not remove the year from the amendment. Making the spring bear hunt a perpetual event without review is dangerous and lacking in science. Bears may be more visible to humans due to habitat encroachment and higher 
number of bear sightings may have nothing to do with robust populations and everything to do with bears on the brink - literally of wild and urban convergence. Thus removing the year from this document will potentially ignore reviewing 
and assessing bear numbers, at a time when wildlife is very much vulnerable and facing extreme weather events and environmental conditions. Thank you,

3/8/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Stop this barbaric cruelty 3/8/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Sickening 3/8/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Conservation Social Science in action. 3/8/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Please stop this barbaric, cruel practice. 3/8/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Stop torturing animals now! 3/8/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!! 3/8/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
There is no reason to justify a a spring bear hunt. Killing animals for fun is despicable and immoral. To get joy from murdering another living creature as “sport” is deranged and sociopathic. 3/8/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Taking a life for the sheer pleasure of it is inhumane.  Take a prolife approach. 3/8/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
This is a reprehensible, revolting and barbaric means to control bears, it must NEVER be allowed to take place.  Bears have a place in the ecosystem, and must be protected at all costs.  If these hunters want to engage in murder via a hunt, 
let's put all these hunters on an island and let them hunt one another.  What could be more sporting than that?

3/8/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunt! It is a disgrace to see people enjoying the killing of a living being, posing for a picture looking proud. Looking proud of killing a vulnerable animal, it sickens me to know there are people like that. 3/8/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

Petition 3/8/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
DO NOT REINSTATE the bear hunt!!!!  IMMORAL, DEPLORABLE!!!  
Those despicable killers live to kill!  

3/8/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

What is wrong with you? This is barbaric, inhumane and sickening. Just to satisfy the desires of hunters. You should be ashamed. 3/8/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Every living being has the same equal right to live because you did not give them life someone/something else did. So yes we’re all equal, humans are not superior to anyone or anything on this earth. Taking a life, any life is murder and if 
you feel someone’s judging you that’s your own guilty conscience. Everything is alive and connected, if you want to believe in a god, then you know god see’s all. Every living creature belongs to the one who’s created them, humans have 
no right to kill innocent animals in their own habitat, you’d think you as a human would’ve been more evolved by now in this day and age, we do not need to hunt to survive, we have supermarkets for a reason. Murder is murder.
No to hunting! 

3/8/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

I am not supporting any type of hunting activity at all. Nature has shown us how to handle  conservation and promote biodiversity. Unfortunately, human management on conservation is a big FAIL, causing massive drive on biomass and 
extinction.  It is time to reverse the damage  that hunters have caused to our big mammals in North America, STOP HUNTING

3/8/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

STOP the mindless hunting of black bears - most specifically during Spring period, but better yet stop this cruelty forever and in full 3/8/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Animals (as proven not only by researchers and scientist) but also by the thousands of daily videos submitted on places like YOUTUBE, show that these creatures have EMOTIONAL feelings, and both think and solve problems. Removing 
them for sport is barbaric with this information. If it was Ted Bundy killing for "fun," one would say that person is a murderer or will soon be one so why do these hunters which hunt for sport not called the same? Humans continue to 
evolve and learn that it isn't right to harm other and with our decade or so new information, we should know by now that killing for sport is not the right thing to do. Not to mention, removing any animal (bear, wolves, sharks, and even 
insects) is tampering with our own lifecycle. That in itself should have people screaming to stop the insanity.

3/8/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

Appose Spring Bear Hunt! Do not reinstate! 3/8/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Resource management has to occur. When management tactics needs to be changed let it be due to science, not emotion. 3/8/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
DO NOT REINSTATE the bear hunt!!!! IMMORAL, DEPLORABLE!!! 
Those despicable killers live to kill! 
They start by killing innocent animals then what’s next … we all know where that leads. 

3/8/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

Please stop pandering to the psychopathic killers and STOP THE BEAR KILLING. What kind of special maggot kills mother bears and leaves the cubs to die? 3/8/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt, I vote no 3/8/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I just saw a comment I ❤️ put all the hunters on an island and let them hunt eachother. Leave the bears alone you psychopaths. 3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear and hunting.  The opposition is so full of hypocrisy it absolutely staggering. 3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
Your state of Washington  sure sounds a backward primitive crap place to be . The animals have more right than you obnoxious people to be there , you idiots only stole the land from the Indians . Thank god I live in a free country Great 
Britain ... Not the land of the big brave crap hunters , killing little animals .still I guess that's how some of you pathetic Americans get an erection . Scum yanks 

3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

LEAVE GOD'S ANIMALS ALONE!!!!!!! 3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
Commissioners please review all comments yourselves! 3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
KILLING FOR THE SAKE OF PLEASURE IS HORRENDOUS.  It says a ton about a complete lack of decency and character.  All those who want the bear hunt are of that ilk. 3/8/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing of bears for fun and enjoyment of people who have nothing better to do. 3/8/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
These comments that are opposed to ALL hunting or ALL BEAR hunting may as well be stricken.  We are not arguing about "hunting"  bears and whether or not it should be done.  All the commission is voting on is the SPRING bear season.  
I have not seen a single, management-based argument for eliminating the spring bear season.  This is a very limited hunt for mature bears without cubs.  Deer and elk populations are struggling in WA and we cannot afford to stop 
managing predator populations.  I would also be curious to know how many of the "against" comments (which all seem to say basically the same thing) are coming from out of state...

3/8/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey

Petition to stop 3/8/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Since I never aborted any of my four kids I feel free to comment on the suffering that orphaned cubs would go through if their mother was killed, and of course if the cubs themselves were killed. I don’t see how any laws could guarantee 
this won’t happen. Let the bears live their lives and let nature take its course.

3/8/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

Please stop the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
98% in state don't hunt, so? 3/8/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Proven management is beneficial all around. Unlike the fairy tale like thought coming from the opposition. 3/8/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
I am not against hunting when it is to feed a family, but I am against hunting for sport.  I do not understand the thrill of killing a living being so it can be stuffed or mounted on a wall.  As a species, we have done a great deal to unbalance 
nature.  I am  definitely opposed to canned hunts  regardless.  That isn't sport and it isn't humane.

3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

Hunters are out of control and no public funding is enough to control their bad behavior and practices that are not what they used to/ should be. It became a big biz only for some and all of us taxpayers are funding this. It's time to stop 
them.

3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

Show these hunters that their threats to commissioners won’t work. How arrogant to behave in such a way, this is not an acceptable way to behave, and it is not acceptable to kill these bears. 3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunt on all animals at all! 3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey



The only hypocrisy that comes from all of this is the hunters. They pay to kill and teach their little kids this is what strong people do, when what they’re teaching their kids is this is what insecure people who need to post and brag about 
killing an innocent animal to get others attention, is what they’re actually teaching their kids. 
If you really think you’re that good and strong, go head to head with these animals, no weapons whatsoever. But you’re cowards and you only hunt to prove to yourself that your strong, when really you’re weak and out of touch with 
yourself and this planet. 

3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

Gratuitous violence like this is immoral and makes me ashamed to be human 3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
100% support hunting.  Not only is the opposition hypocritical but also support discrimination against a minority group.  Nice. 3/8/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I see the circus is back in town!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

NO!!!!!!  NO BEAR HUNT!!! 3/8/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt and any other hunting proposals. Let nature be, let the animals do what they need to do in their own habitat. 3/8/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I support! There is clearly only an emotional argument coming from those who have never stepped foot in the woods. 3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting should be banned for all animals.  Killing just to kill is barbaric 3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
How can the killing of animals be acceptable. It is murder. They are living creatures. 
Please stop these changes and protect them. 

3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey

The only shameful  circus are hunters. 
No to the bear hunt. 

3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey

Hunting should not be allowed - a sport is something in which both sides know they are playing the game.hunting is murder.  Snd hunters who threaten other humans should have no day whatsoever.  Hunting to feed families is no longer 
a necessity  - hunting for a trophy is serial murder. Nothing else. 

3/8/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey

100% oppose the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I strongly support bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I support! Stay in seattle all you towny's, even the bears dont want you in the woods 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone it's there home. 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
strongly oppose bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Only a miserable excuse for a man needs to kill an innocent animal to feel good about himself. Take the gun away from him, then let him face the bear with only his natural way of defending himself. Then we will see what kind of a macho 
man he really is. Killing for sport is disgusting!

3/8/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. I support hunting for food, not for sport. 3/8/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
This petition is helping save cubs and mother. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
The only trophy is the meat in my freezer. Eating anything is murder plants want to live too!! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Alright! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Time for WDFW, DNR, State Parks and Ecology to combine and comprehensively manage the HABITAT of this state. 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
So much name calling by the anti hunters, no decent arguments huh?

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

I’m completely against the spring bear hunt, and am disgusted by those who feel they must kill these innocent beings (hope that wasn’t too emotional for anyone). 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Only crazies I see on here are the anti hunters!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Strongly support, backed with reason and proven statistic 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Save a cub! support this rule! 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Innocent wild animals need our protection from blood thirsty Hunters. They do not care about the environment or the animals living in it. What kind of person would think that killing wild animals is right? 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I am VEHEMENTLY AGAINST the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
What kind of man has to kll a bear or its babies to prove he's a man.  3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Protect the bears and every living beings we share this planet with. There’s nothing sustainable about killing living beings in their own habitat 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Save a cub! support this rule! 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. It is humane; a bullet is a better death then being ripped apart by another bear. 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
100% for this rule. 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this idiocy. Killing bears to make feeble men and women feel strong should be criminal. 3/8/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Save the cubs and their mama’s. No to bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
White hunters believe this world belongs to them. Period. You disgusting trophy hunters that post your idiotic white power photos standing next to helpless dead murdered animals with your high power rifles!!!! You make me sick!!!! They 
have the right to live!!!! You don’t hunt them for survival, you hunt them to kill. It’s shameful. Then you stand next to them posturing like your the big man on campus!!! You’re a pussy with a gun. Hunt them without rifles. Give them a 
chance!!!! You’re fighting to legalize something that tortures another living being. I’m just annoyed by the fact that you believe this is okay. We are no longer in stages of evolution. We are not hunters. We passed that. Maybe you should 
stop thinking with your cave man brains!!!! 

3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

Protect the bears and every living beings we share this planet with!  There’s nothing sustainable about killing living beings in their own habitat!!
3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

More insults, yes please! Your insanity comes through nicely.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

Laughing at you clowns.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey



No to spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Eat a chicken salad? No room to talk.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey

Stop this brutal bear hunt! It is merciless, vile, and disgusting, to say the very least. Only savages want to kill sentient beings for the sole purpose of killing. 3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
💯💯 for this rule 3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
Bambi agrees: support this rule. 3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I vote no to the bear hunt! Please protect these beautiful animals we share this earth with 3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree: spring bear hunting is fun.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey

Hunting beautiful wild animals. Destroying lives, why are so many Americans so blood thirsty? Absolutely disgusting 3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
God forgive u gun crazy Americans.Ur never happier than when slaughtering God's beautiful.creatures.I despise u for ignoring God's request to care for His creatures as a Shepherd cares for his sheep.God forgive u who want to change 
things which should protect animals from your lethal weapons.U will reap what u sow read your Biblesbefore it's too late.

3/8/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey

Leather purse? 

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

Save a cub! Support this rule. 3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. This petition bans the killing of mothers and cubs. Therefore it should be passed. It’s interesting that people say that this petition will kill more mothers and cubs. Almost like they didn’t take the time to read 
the actual petition…

3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

Save these sentient beings! No to the hunt! 3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunters are a danger to society, and a threat to extinction.
INCORRIGIBLY HUNTING FOR BEARS MUST STOP NOW!!

3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

True naturalists hunt.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey

Save a cub! Support this rule. 3/8/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to any killing of bears at any time, but at least let's not allow the merciless and senseless killing of mother bears and baby bears.  3/8/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. This petition bans the killing of mothers and cubs. Therefore it should be passed. It’s interesting that people say that this petition will kill more mothers and cubs. Almost like they didn’t take the time to read 
the actual petition…

3/8/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

It’s a good thing that there is no trophy hunting allowed in Washington then. Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
So many clowns on here! Oh man, love it. You must think meat comes from trees.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

This rule protects sows with cubs you morons. Learn to read.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Lets go bear hunting!
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Trophy hunting should be illegal, period.  In ancient times, barbarians took human heads as "trophies" and displayed them.  I don't see how there is one single difference between this and having a bearskin on your wall.  Stop spring bear 
hunting.

3/8/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Big game hunters are the same breed of person as Putin ! They can only see what “they “ want to see and do what “they” want ! The world is worse off because of these people! 
I oppose very strongly to this barbaric bear hunt !

3/8/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

You have to take the meat idiots.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Lots of busy cat ladies on here mad about hunting not knowing their cats hunt.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Fully against the killing of any animals, including female bears and their cubs. I supported this rule. 3/8/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
YOu cant feed your cat food now since it has meat in it.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Hysterical losers unite!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

Hunting any animal that’s unarmed is a Cowatds sport hence the Cowards hunting go hunt some real game Humans with guns.. 3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Save a cub and bambi!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

Save these beautiful animals and yes that’s based on hard factual science. There’s a large ecosystem and we need every bit of it including these beautiful animals that play such a big role. Humans do not need to hunt, it destroys the 
ecosystem and not to say we’ve learned from our past that our ancestors did barbaric things to survive, we no longer need to kill animals for our survival nor does it help at all with population control. Strongly oppose this petition, I vote 
no to bear hunting. 

3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

Another day closer to spring bear season. Who wants to come?!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

I am against the spring bear hunt. Save lives! 3/8/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt.  No good reason for it. 3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Save a cub and bambi!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

Support wildlife management. Hunt!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

You're not Hunters your killers😠😠😠😠 killing mothers and their cubs must be so proud of yourselves bunch of scabs💩💩💩💩💩💩 you don't even eat the meat sick is what it is in Washington state you should be ashamed of yourselves for 
allowing this😤😤😤😤😤😤😤😤

3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

Bears need our protection, not moronic slaughter in the name of "conservation".  I am very much against the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey



Super man strongly support this rule 3/8/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I don’t support the spring bear hunt. Unlike the nuts job yahoos dreaming about hunting down these beautiful creatures because of their own inadequacies, I actually have compassion. Glad I wasn’t raised to see killing as fun. 3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

I oppose this or any other animal hunt. Just read about a coyote hunt in Pennsylvania that was basically just for money.  3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We don’t hunt sows with cubs you idiots. 3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Muhahahahah! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Summer sausage for the win!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Trafficking in bear parts is a serious problem. 3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Another day, another crazy cat lady ranting.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Lets go hunt!
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.   There is absolutely no reason for!! 3/8/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Mature boars are what we hunt, not sows with cubs, no one wants to shoot something like that.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey

Stop the hunt 
No need.for it

3/8/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey

Tell you what, you can have my bear tag this year if you send me $500 bucks right now. Put your money where your mouth is.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey

Stop killing black bears!  No more KILLING!  Leave them alone! 3/8/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey

Trafficing of bear parts is illegal already.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey

Fully support this highly regulated hunt. 3/8/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule. 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Science says taking a hunters word for it not scientific. 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
You don’t have to be a vegetarian to support this bill. Humans have come up with farming etc and supermarkets (remember those) to have plenty food to eat. Hunters constantly stating they need to kill an animal to feed themselves, the 
very animals who’s land we’ve already minimized and pushed them out to now their current habitat. For us to go and hunt them for absolutely no reason but only for pure “sport” is not only wrong but unjustifiable from every angle. 

3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

Love bear hunting! Lets go! 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Love it, mandate requires it, science backs it. Fully support this. 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
It's my hope that those in charge will have the wisdom and compassion to understand that taking a creatures life for the "sport or fun of it" is hideous and unacceptable.  I strongly oppose murdering the bears.  As for these so called 
hunters, which most are nothing but cowards, as an ex special operator in special forces, I would love to see the hunter become the hunted and see how they enjoy the experience.    

3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

Fully oppose this bill 3/8/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt ! 3/8/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Lets hear more about how you think hunters should hurt each other, it only showcases your inept ability to debate.
fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey

Woot woot,
lets go bear hunting!
fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey

Strong support this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
fully support this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Please let the bears live in peace 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
We support this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I support this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Family supports this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
My dog supports this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
We are deeply in need of a shift in how we view and regulate around the wildlife we share the land with. I'm still not clear on why so many of my fellow men need to kill animals to feel like they're accomplishing something. Why not put 
your energies into preserving wildlife and not killing it? Haven't we done enough to harm animals, already having wiped out the majority of wildlife on earth? We're busily making countless species go extinct and still we gotta keep killing--
WTF?

Aside from this 'emotional' appeal, there is hard science around the need to maintain the complex ecosystems that our planet took millennia upon millennia to develop. Apex predators are needed to keep ecosystems in balance. 

And hey are you going to eat that bear you killed? Or did you kill it just to feel like a bigger man (or tougher woman)? If you took that bear down with your bare hands I'd think you were a badass though also in need of mental health--but 
modern hunting with all kinds of fancy equipment and guns to take out an army--that's coward hunting. Again, consider respecting these animals by honoring their life not taking it.

3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

Commissioner Smith supports this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
110% support this 3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
No to this bear hunt! 
Animals are sentient beings I strongly oppose this bill 

3/8/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

Don't let bear go the way of steelhead. 3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Dont like it, dont hunt.
support this

3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey



Keep on with your emotional crazy talk, its hilarious.
Fullly support this

3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

More bear hunting.
yes please

3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

save a cub and support this rule 3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
bambi supports this 3/8/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose this cruel hunt 3/8/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I could mop any of you up in an honest debate about the benefits of bear hunting, but your too busy not being a part of nature, getting your canned food from a store wrapped in styrofoam and plastic.
fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey

I am opposed to this hunt 3/8/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Mike Hertz…don’t be foolish. You and other trophy hunters are mentally ill and have no morals. Don’t call out decent people who stand up for sentient being’s rights to exist without threats. Everyone has opinions and emotions. This issue 
is not about them…it’s about right and wrong. Killing for pleasure is never right. 

3/8/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

Love bears and love bear hunting.
fully support this

3/8/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

Buzz words like trophy hunter....that all you got? WE TAKE THE MEAT by law you have too. Too funny you guys. 3/8/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is for a few sad individuals, with no benefit to wider society.  Please stop this hunt. 3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt 3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I think your pronouns should be changed to cry baby.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

No true science backs the destruction of our ecosystem. No true scientist backs killings of animals in their own habitat for pure “sport or game”. The only ones that do are the ones being paid by hunters and feel pressured. 
Real science, real facts always seeks the truth. The truth is hunting and killing destroys far more than just the animals being killed but effects the ecosystem and shattering it. Every being has its own role, let nature do it’s own thing 
without hunters killing and destroying for the sole purpose of “game” 

3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

With appropriate bear/human conflict management, there is no need to kill bears 3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 3/8/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
100% for this rule 3/8/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
As is always the case, it is not the bears who are the problem, it is the humans who insist on changing the world to suit their biases, and so are destroying our natural environment and wildlife. 3/8/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Notice how hunters arent complaining about the sow with cub rule? Thats because WE DONT HUNT THEM already. WE hunt mature boar.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt- there is absolutely no need of it. Let these innocent animals live. 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Lots of meat, cool hide, good times!
fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

Hunters commenting on this forum are proving exactly what the world needs to see and how their intellect is very low. Backed by real science (please do your research), it’s an absolute no to the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I am against reinstating the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Yosemite has been dealing with bears for at least half a century - they’ve done fine without bear hunting. 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and hunters 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Lots of meat, cool hide, good times!
fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

Please don't kill theses bears. Please. 3/8/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Isnt it time for bed in Europe?

Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

100% for this 3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
If a female bear is killed, her cub or cubs will starve which is cruel and uncalled for. 3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
No to the greedy & unnecessary spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Strong support 3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Super man super happy fun slide support this rule 3/8/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree: they support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Your dog hunts.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Your cat hunts too.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Hunters don’t hunt cubs because they’d be slapped with a major fine if they do .. and some do and try to cover their tracks. 
I strongly vote no to the bear hunt. It is entirely unnecessary and a waist in tax payers money 

3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

If for some unknown reason hunters have the "need" to kill something...Please, please shoot at one another...it would be more challenging than shooting at an innocent, beautiful creature and it would be sooo beneficial for our dear 
planet!!!

3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Alright! Another day of crazy cat ladies!
fully support for this rule

3/8/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Looking forward to the hunt 3/8/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Please STOP Trophy hunting the Bears! The majority of people oppose this on ethical grounds, only a small minority of people trophy hunt, and enjoy killing a living being for so- called sport! Thank you for your time and consideration! 3/8/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey



Whoever just talked about grocery stores and not being a part of nature…be quiet. All living things are part of nature and never above it. You or any trophy hunter is trying to be above nature with your guns (that are invented by humans) 
and disturbing ecological processes. Without a gun, you stand no chance against the bear. What did the bears ever do to you? Don’t act ironically and appear to be credible when you have very little scientific knowledge. 

3/8/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey

All these mentally ill people trying to protect the rule. Get some help. 3/8/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Actually, currently, it is completely legal to hunt cubs, but no one does because we have ethics, wouldnt want to waste a tag on so little meat, etc. We hunt mature, old bear that are big, give lots of meat and have good hides. Please 
continue to showcase your ignorance about bear hunting. Its amazing.
Fully support rule.

3/8/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

Killing animals for sport is a cruel, barbaric, and outdated activity. It desensitizes people to the act of killing. Further, with the steadily increasing and destructive human population, animals like bears are under continued threat of 
habitation loss and hunting. Hunting needs to be permanently banned. 

3/8/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

I will not be quiet thanks. You want to rant, I will show support. Deal with it.
Food comes from nature not a grocery store.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

All life is sacred and NO-ONE, not even humans, are above animals. Just because you can do something, like kill, doesn’t mean you should. I completely oppose trophy hunting in every possible way! 3/8/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
Science-based conservation is always a good thing! Not opinion-based conservation. Open bear hunting in WA! 3/8/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
All these crazies suggesting hunters are murderers are insulting their relatives and native americans.
fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

💯💯 support this rule 3/8/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Save a cub and support this rule 3/8/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Science-based conservation is always a good thing! Not opinion-based conservation. Open bear hunting in WA! 3/8/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Commissioners should lower funding of consumptive hunting budget and redirect more funds to HABITAT and non consumptive outdoor recreation. The true economy of a dying commercial fishery mandate must be addressed. 3/8/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey

What else ya got crazies? How much money have you donated to conservation this year? Im up $750 bucks.
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

Bear hunting is great.
fully support this

3/8/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

Wild animals (including dogs and cats not being cared for properly by any sane owners) hunt. They hunt to survive, they don’t hunt for “game” or “sport”. See animals have far more superior ability than most of these hunters. They will 
only hunt out of necessity, not for a sport. 

3/8/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

Must be tea time in europe...getting quiet in here now.
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

Mike Herz and your fellow morons - we are not emotional. We are are not barbarians. We are not cruel. We are caring, compassionate and concerned about those innocent and defenceless animals. I hope you rot in hell - soon! 3/8/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

If the grocery stores closed tomorrow, you would hunt for food too, or youd die off.
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

Bunch of hypocrite trophy hunters trying to fight back in the section. You have very little to no scientific understanding. 3/8/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Why can’t we leave the bears alone instead of always kneeling down to minorities and not listening to the majority 3/8/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Organic, free range, hormone free.....do you buy those packages of chicken?
So do I, but I also go out and earn that meat from nature. Get off your high horse.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey

Wish I could post a pic of me eating a bear pep stick right now, cause I am.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey

Stop hunting! 3/8/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear Hunt. It’s cruel and needless 3/8/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Define trophy hunting please? Assuming we dont take the meat and arent required to by law? You have NO argument.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey

Yet the grocery stores are not going to close any time soon, and you still hunt for fun, not for survival. Contradiction much? Evil people these days have no brains. 3/8/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
So much deliciousness comes from bear.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

All wild animals deserve a life of freedom. Not to be shot by some high powered rifle. The odds are cruel 3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

I do not support this bill. No to hunting.
I donate towards conservation and I’m not a hypocrite. I do not donate to build an ecosystem just so I can go in and kill for “game” or sport. That’s very counterproductive and insane to say the least. 

3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

Your fish in your aquarium hunts.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

Lets go bear hunting!
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

Please support a total ban on the spring bear hunts 3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports this rule. 3/8/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Elk calves support this rule. 3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Your ancestors hunted. 
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Time for change. Stop the spring bear Hunt 3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
No apologies. Happy to be a bear hunter.
fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey

I am totally opposed to the hunt 3/8/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey



50 years of science of the spring bear hunts backs it.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey

Happy to support this. 3/8/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/8/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I’ll support hunters when the day they go to these protective animal habitat and fight these bears one on one with no weapons. 
No to this bill, no to hunting. 

3/8/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey

Cowardly egos with big guns are not a fair fight. Let the bear be left in peace 3/8/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
So little arguments from you antis.....
Remember, eat organic...HUNT!
fully support this

3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

This is worse than something out of the dark ages. This hunting should be banned forever. 3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
Go fight in Ukraine if you want to be trigger happy with your guns but leave the bears alone 3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
Save elk calves! I support spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
Hold on, I have to get my pep sticks and Diet Coke really quick….

Ahhh there we go…
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

Ban the bear Hunt once and for all 3/8/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Let wildlife be free. Stop killing 3/8/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt!! 3/8/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
I have said this a thousand times and will say it again. Humans are NOT the supreme animals on this planet. Many feel that way because they are arrogant and ignorant of the importance of biodiversity and ecosystems. Think about it. 
Why do we have the right to kill animals wantonly when we have already pushed our population to nearly eight billion? Culling humans will never be considered acceptable for obvious reasons though it would benefit the planet. Sadly, 
other animal populations are a mere fraction compared to ours because humans plunder and destroy them at will without consideration. 

3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
alrighht! im back.
fully support this

3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

Support spring bear for ever 3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
I feel sorry for the intern having to count this.

Just mark 100,000,000 likes for this rule.

3/8/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

I absolutely 3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is a cowards game if they didnt have a gun they would run. The bears were there long before any of us were born they are more entitled to the land than we are. It is so very cruel. 3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose allowing Spring bear hunts. 

Removing the year from the rule makes the rule a permanent one. This is unacceptable and would remove the requirement for data-driven annual re-approvals.  

Spring bear hunts inevitably orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. Even though the new proposed rule purports to prohibit the killing of sows with cubs, State wildlife officials and 
other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. Hunters are unable to distinguish between female and male bears, and nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of 
sight when they forage during the spring.

Only 15% of people in Western states approve of spring bear hunting. Because of the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young, Washington does not allow spring hunting of 
any other species except turkey. Spring bear hunting violates basic principles of ethical hunting and “fair chase.” In spring, black bears are at their most vulnerable state, weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation. Food is scarce, 
requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover.

Hunting bears is not "harvesting" anything; it's killing creatures that are an essential part of our ecosystem. Killing bears is not "conservation."   

3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

The science some hunters are referring to is so aged and dated that it does not hold up in any ruling. The only reason this is still ongoing is because hunters pay “science in wildlife” the conservation department that hadn’t been updated 
in some cases for over 80 years (especially on bears) and like to call it factual science when indeed it’s entirely biased and wrong. Our understanding of animals in their habitat has evolved. Stop taxpayers money in hunting that’s proved 
over and over useless and hinders the ecosystem and instead put that money towards building the habitats and restoring our lakes and oceans. 

3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

Now where were we....

FUlly support science based management and dont like crazy, insulting anti hunters!

3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

Bring back spring bear hunting once and all 3/8/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
RESCUE LIFE! ACT NOW! SPRING BEAR HUNT - NO MORE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Eating bear right this very second.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

Please do not open up hunting of these bears. There is no reason to kill them. 3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Happy to see you guys dont want a "pause" but a ban. That supports our argument.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

RESCUE LIFE! ACT NOW! 
SPRING BEAR HUNT - NO MORE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey



Your cat hunts.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

Rescue life now! support this rule! bambi depends on it. 3/8/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Commissioner Smith supports bear hunting, just listen to her confirmation hearing. So, you better go yell at her.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

Hunters have no proper arguments. No Bear hunting! 3/8/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Nature supplies food and hunters get it. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
100% oppose this, no to bear hunting 3/8/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. I oppose this! 3/8/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt. Trophy hunting is NOT Conservation!!! Trophy hunters never cull the weak animals, they always take the biggest, strongest animals which weakens the gene pool. Trophy hunting is simply legalized MURDER for the sake of 
of their pathetic egos. STOP THE HUNT!

3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

All I have is proper arguments and facts but I can’t argue with idiots or I might end up looking like one.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

Absolutely no to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Love grocery shopping for myself. I get to pick out my own supplies instead of having someone else kill for me.  So sad to see those who have lost touch with the natural world or reality for that matter.  Support spring bear. 3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

We care about bears not hunters! 3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Real men provide for their families.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
If they are happy while they are murdering life animals like bears i think they aren’t people they are beast and they should be treated such that 3/8/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Happy international womens day. Since I see we have a lot of them in here.

Fully support this hunt.

3/8/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Ever catch a fish?
fully support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Real men don't kill innocent bears for fun. I oppose the bear hunts. 3/8/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Chicken salad eaters agree....

hunting is amazing.
fully support this hunt

3/8/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

Dont like hunting? Dont eat any meat or fish then.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

It's around on social media, etc, that people are commenting multiple times, on both sides of the issue, although from what I've seen the hunters started it. In this day of computers, it shouldn't have been to difficult to program your site 
to make it difficult to comment more than once. Because of this situation, the validity of any of the comments, and especially the number for vs. against, has become questionable.

3/8/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

No hunter has “proper arguments and facts”, if you’re unable to debate true scientific facts because you’re afraid you’ll look like an “idiot”, perhaps it’s because you are one. 
Absolutely no to the bear hunt! 

3/8/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I don’t eat and fish or meat. No spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Highly regulated hunt? Yes.
Protects sows with cubs? Yes
Must take the meat? Yes
Give money to wiildlife management and anti poaching operations? Yes

Why on earth would you not support this? I fully support this hunt.

3/8/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. This should not be a form of recreation. 3/8/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Remember, bear are not innocent or guilty. That has nothing to do with hunting.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey

Hunting for "sport" is just wrong on so many levels. Stop the hunt! 3/8/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
If you think bear are innocent from hunting, your delusional.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

It's been noted on social media & in updates to various petitions that individuals are commenting multiple times. From what I've noted, the hunters started it and then the opposition joined in. In this day & age of computers, why is this 
site not better equipped to stop people from commenting more than once? Because of this situation, the validity of the comments, and the number of comments for vs. against, has become questionable.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

UNSPEAKABLE HORRIFIC CRUELTY UPON INNOCENT DEFENSELESS ANIMALS.....ALL IN THE NAME OF MONEY, GREED & EGO!!! STOP THIS SELFISH MURDER!!! PLEASE! 3/8/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Let he who is free of sin cast the first stone.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

I do not support tax payers money going into a killing of animals therefore the destruction of our ecosystem. 
No to the bear hunt.
Our money should go towards the true conservation of building of the ecosystem, lakes, oceans etc 

3/8/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey



I wouldn't call it "Sport", I would call it MURDERING. Why would you want to kill something so innocent? Something that doesn't want trouble with us? Those hunters just want to kill for the thrill of it. Who'd want to support that kind of 
behaviour? If people support the mudering of the animals just for fun then they are not humans at all (and shouldn't even deserve to have a life). Those people don't have a heart or compassion for any animals or even other humans at all. 
I will NOT support that "sport". Animals are just doing what they are naturally doing before humans even existed. Every animals on this planet have a role in maintaining the ecosystem and the balance of nature. You wipe them all then 
this planet will be fcked up. You will have a WHOLE LOT of problems. People that kill for fun or allows it are WEAK and are COWARDS. Don't try to hide it, it is true. Deep down you know this will cause a whole lot of problems. If anyone is 
educated, should understand this. I am sure there are other ways to control any over population of animals the right way. Just gotta think instead of taking the nasty, easy way out that they call it "sport". Remember it is called 
MURDERING. DO NOT support it!! Have a good rule in place and save animals.

3/8/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

Hunting is unnecessary, it’s sport for thugs, evil 3/8/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Comments should be limited to those with WILD ID numbers, totally agree with that. But since we have crazy cat ladies on here going nuts, I thought Id show up too.

Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

Strongly support this. 3/8/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
I vote no to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Cheeseburgers are unnecessary, its food for thugs...oh wait...LOL! Clowns.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

Please stop the hunt. Absolutely senseless 3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose this, no to bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
100% for this hunt 3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Please stop the hunt, I vote no 3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I have never murdered another creature and cannot understand why someone would 3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Remember, this rule protects sows with cubs. Read above.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

 No to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
We take the meat.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

We also take the hide, fully support this. 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Its illegal to traffic bear parts already. Fully support this. 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Keep this and I will spend my tourist dollars elsewhere. 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
No, I disagree with the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Do not reinstate the bear hunt. This 2022 with an uncroaching human population coupled with widespread habitat destructuon happening across bear habitat daily. Please give the bears a chance at robust survival. 3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

Hunting funds wildlife protection and management.
fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

Oppose bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Great meat and great hides!
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey

This barbarism needs to stop. We have to be better as society, we are not in prehistoric times anymore. 3/8/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I vote to not allow the hunt, obviously hunters will vote the opposite. Those of you who make the decision, please look to your conscience! 3/8/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Tell me about human encroachment as Issaquah climbs higher into the foothillls....I hope the bear eat their little dogs up there.
Fully support this hunt...

3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

Strong support for this. 3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
This is barbaric and shameful. 3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Hunters can not identify male from female, as much as they’ll be unable to identify a sow, who will go to great lengths to feed herself and her cubs, at times hiding them. There is absolutely no reason for this hunt, it will hinder the lives of 
these bears and cubs. No to the bear hunt 

3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

NoGo!
RESPECT Animals and Stop Animal Suffering!
Save the Nature and Protect the Wildlife!!!
GoVegan!!!

3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

I got news for your "prehistoric" times person....people still hunt.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunts 3/8/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Respect animals, hunt!
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

Calling it a sport is laughable. Go kill a bear without ANY technology but your bare hands, that would give both sides a level playing field and then let's see how eager the hunters are to engage in that "sport". They won't do it without 
massive technology advantage and sneaking up on the animals as they just wake up. NUTLESS COWARDS, one and all. BAN THE BEAR HUNT!

3/8/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey

Hunters can identify females from males. Dont like it? Bring back baiting or hunting with hounds where you can "tree and free" females.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey

Oppose spring bear hunts. Save the bears. Let them live their lives. 3/8/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Trying to kill a bear with your bear hands would not be "ethical"....arrows and rifles ensure a quick clean kill.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey

Respect life. No to hunting. I oppose. 3/8/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Although, I would be open to using a spear, that would be amazing.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey

The Brown Family from the great state of Texas, opposes the hunt. 3/8/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
It's a supposed bear SANCTUARY. You don't hunt in a sanctuary. 3/8/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
That people, other than Indigenous, still hunt when we have such an overabundance of food shows that it is truly an ego driven sport. 3/8/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey



lets go bear hunting!
fully support this

3/8/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey

Hunting is archaic and cruel as are the cruel people who have  a blood lust 3/8/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
I do not support the hunting of bears. Unethical and inhumane. 3/8/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt, say no to massacre, say no to murder! 3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Hunting in a sanctuary… really? Totally out of order! 3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Unlike most of you, I have a job so Ill have to get back to work soon, but I just wanted to let you know, I hope you all enjoy your meat tonight for dinner and realize you killed that animal. Although the butcher or processing plant did it, 
you still killed it due to your consumption. You are no better than I and infact, I would argue you appreciate that meat much much less than I, who, goes out into the woods and earns the meat through sweat, blood, work and tears.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey

Opposed. Bears should not be hunted. 3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this senseless, needless cruelty. 3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Hunters can not kill a bear with their bear hands, so calling it “ethical” to use weapons is their sad way of stating they’re truly not strong beings but cowards who stalk innocent animals in their own habitat for “game” 
No to the bear hunt 

3/8/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey

Well, maybe I stay around some more,...I see the crazies are back.
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose this and anyone in their right minds would oppose this. I vote no 3/8/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
So many crazy cat ladies 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts
Fully support this rule 

3/8/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey

How many cat ladies do we have in here? Hands up!

Fully support this rule!

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

Your dog hunts
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

No to hunt
No to hunters
This is a bear sanctuary 
Read the definition of a sanctuary!

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

Hell No to this slaughter! If for no other reason{s} than this statement from the wildlife department, "The addition of a prohibition on the harvest of offspring and females with offspring would minimize the potential of orphaning cubs." 
The wildlife people Know there will be orphan cubs that die a cruel death from not having a mother to teach them how to survive! Idioticy! There are other false reasoning attempting to justify killing, they just use the nicer word, 
harvesting, read the whole statement and see what 'horrors' bears have committed for the wildlife people to reverse policy.

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

No tuna sandwich for you if you oppose this.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

Let animals live in peace. There is no sane reason for this cruelty. 3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
please let them  be 3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
End of tea time in europe! The loonies are back!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey

Its not a sanctuary you moron, its public land.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

NO 3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Please let bambi live....
support this rul.e

3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

Yes! 3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Elk calves support this rule 3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Bear cubs support this rule 3/8/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
The only “CRAZIES” are hunters .. you’re proving your own case. Keep it up, you’re doing a great job by displaying what we already know of your ways and thoughts… which is on a low standard already.  
No to bear hunt! 

3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

Dont care if you dont hunt, dont try to stop me.
fully support spring bear

3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

100% no to the hunt 3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Good rule! Fully support it. 3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to allowing any spring hunt of black bear population.  It is beyond comprehension why this would even be considered. 3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no to the hunt 3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Can we please stop the abusive remarks “Loonies” really? 3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I wish I could quote and laugh at you people. Truly amazing.

Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey

Totally opposed 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Do not support it 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
It’s time to evolve and stop indulging the cowardly functioning psychopaths in our society. 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey



I oppose allowing Spring bear hunts. 

Removing the year from the rule makes the rule a permanent one. This is unacceptable and would remove the requirement for data-driven annual re-approvals. 

Spring bear hunts inevitably orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. Even though the new proposed rule purports to prohibit the killing of sows with cubs, State wildlife officials and 
other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring bear hunting. Hunters are unable to distinguish between female and male bears, and nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of 
sight when they forage during the spring.

Only 15% of people in Western states approve of spring bear hunting. Because of the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young, Washington does not allow spring hunting of 
any other species except turkey. Spring bear hunting violates basic principles of ethical hunting and “fair chase.” In spring, black bears are at their most vulnerable state, weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation. Food is scarce, 
requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover.

Hunting bears is not "harvesting" anything; it's killing creatures that are an essential part of our ecosystem. Killing bears is not "conservation."

3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

Then stop with the "trophy hunting" physco, etc insults addressed towards hunters. Dont dish it if you cant take it.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Do not support the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
We do not need to "manage wildlife" - it is the most ridiculous concept ever suggested.  Wildlife does much better without human interference. If you kill the bears, then you get other problems with animals and have to cull them too. 
There is not much wildlife left on the planet - too many factory farmed beings. Restore the balance. Let the bears live!

3/8/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

Have a leather purse? Throw it out, you killed that cow.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

Eat turkey at thanksgiving? You killed that turkey.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

This is slaughter 3/8/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt, we’ve evolved enough as a species to know this is entirely wrong. Let’s not stoop to the low % that is for this. Absolutely no to the hunt 3/8/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
No BBQing for you this summer. You cant eat meat.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey

Lets go bear hunting! 3/8/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
Hold on....i ate my bear pep stick...I have to get another one.... 3/8/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
Good afternoon I opposed the hunt of bear 🐻🐻 please stop that thank you 3/8/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
Ahh there we go. Another pep stick down the hatch! Thanks bear from last summer! You're delicious.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey

You are not providing your families with food by killing these bears.   You are simply overpowering an animal who doesn't have a gun to defend itself against you.   Only a bully would kill a helpless animal who is not armed and you are.  
Stop killing these bears.  Respect life in all its forms, including bears.   There are other, better ways to deal with bear/human conflicts or bear overpopulation of an area.  Let people who are informed of better ways to handle these 
problems with bears work on the problem.  Its just plain wrong to kill a helpless animal with a gun.

3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey

Do not support killing of these bears in their own habitat and sanctuary that was created to build what we destroyed in the beginning. No to the hunt, let nature do it’s own thing without human interference 3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose "recreational" hunting of black bears.  Approximately 664 individuals can find other ways to "recreate". 3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Stop killing the bears, I thought we were civilised and had more empathy nowadays. Absolutely no, no, no to the hunt!! 3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. Thank you 3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Good afternoon, I vote no to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
There is no reason for this hunt other than to appease people who love to kill animals.  Among those people are the ones who threaten
public officials if they do not have their way.

3/8/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey

Not enough killing in our world?  Bloodlust something to be proud of?  The Creator must be so pleased.  3/8/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Hearing an animal is "defenseless" is yet another example of the lack of understanding of nature by you anti hunters.
Bear can smell 100X greater than a human, hear better, they are faster, stronger, know the area, can barrel through solid black berries like its nothing, see as well as us, etc...To say they dont have defensive capabilities or even offense is 
once again, proof positive you dont know what the hell your talking about.
fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey

Absolutely oppose the bear hunt. I vote no. Thank you 3/8/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the bear hunt.
People shouldn't make assumptions that everyone eats meat like themselves. Not the case. Younger people are realising more & more these days that animals should have more rights & its cruel to kill. I could make my own assumption 
that this person is middle aged... 

3/8/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt. I oppose 3/8/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Lets go bear hunting and then deer hunting and then elk hunting!
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

No to bear hunts! 3/8/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt please 3/8/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
No to bear hunts or any other hunts. I oppose 3/8/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
Opposed to bear hunt. Absolutely against.  3/8/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. No to the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Oh, youre a vegan or vegitarian? Ok....you kill animals for your farm fields and take away habitat.

Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

No to this bill, strongly oppose 3/8/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey



Shhhhhhh....
science has spoken and the mandate requires it.....fully support this highly regulated hunt

3/8/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I can’t understand how a so-called civilized country may still take hunting into account as a form of recreation. Our times tell us that submitting nature to our wishes and fake needs is WRONG. Will we ever learn? 3/8/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to bear hunting overall. It is not a "sport" and there is always only one "winner"...the one with the gun. 3/8/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Big NO to the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt in my home state of WA! 3/8/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Absolutely oppose the bear hunt. Please do not hunt the bears in sanctuary 3/8/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the bear hunt. Thank you 3/8/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
No to bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. No to all hunting. 3/8/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone.  No to the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. This is not a harvest, it is plain murder, leave bears alone and look for a different entertainment that does not hurt sentient beings! 3/8/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Do not roll over to these trophy killers wishes. Those who want to protect life are greater than those who want to end it and display lifeless husks on their wall. 3/8/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Definitely Oppose! 3/8/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt, it seems unnecessary to be cruel to these animals 3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I TOTALLY OPPOSE ANY ANIMAL HUNTING PERIOD!!! THEY DO NO DESERVE TO BE MURDERED THIS WAY!!! IT MAKES ME SICK TO MY STOMACH AND THIS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED NOT NOW OR EVER!!!! THESE INNOCENT ANIMALS 
SHOULD BE ABLE TO LIVE THEIR LIVES AS GOD INTENED THEM TOO!!!

3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

The science says killing doesn’t effect bear human interactions & nuisances so I OPPOSE killing them! 3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting. There is no need for hunting. 3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
Do not slaughter bears! 3/8/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
There is no science based information to prove that hunting bears or any animals is a good thing.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose bear hunting in WA which was already denied last year. 3/8/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Just leave all the animals alone. 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt in wa! 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Please do not approve the hunt. Please allow these beautiful creatures to live in peace. 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt and no to hunting. 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt at any time of the year. 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I say no to wa bear hunt in spring 3/8/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and unnecessary. 3/8/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Leave the bears alone. 3/8/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
OPPOSED to WA spring bear hunt at most vulnerable and critical time in bears life 3/8/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
I vote a strong no to the spring bear hunt (as a scientist and not an “emotional anti”, which seems to be the label given to the ones who are against the killings). 3/8/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned worldwide. 3/8/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt in wa state 3/8/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
These bears have done nothing to deserve being hunted. They are thinking, feeling, sentient beings -- just like any of the companion animals who live with us, in our homes. they're just trying to live their lives, and raise a family - in the 
face of the fact that humans have taken most of the environment they used to call "home".  They deserve to live out their full lives -- just as anyone's dog or cat, or child would deserve.  Please don't give in to the craven hunters who kill 
for "entertainment"! Can't they just target shoot as a hobby -- or find something else that's "entertaining" -- that doesn't result in the death of another being?  We speak for the bears, because they have no voice -- but if they did, they'd 
just say they want to live in peace! They just want to be left alone -- PLEASE help them do exactly this!

3/8/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey

I oppose wa spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
I say hell no to hunting bears in spring Wa state has lost their minds 3/8/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Opposing hunting is not an "emotional anti" it is protecting the lives of innocent animals.  Bears don't want any contact with humans. 3/8/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
This is below human to kill hibernating bears snd their cubs. It is against any law in nature and tbh is gutless . Their is no sport in killing babies and sleeping bears. This is below the lowest of the low and all who condone it as well 3/8/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey

Killing animals is not 'conservation', it is murder, pure and simple. The spring bear hunt must end. 3/8/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
Please oppose spring bear hunting in wa 3/8/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or hunting at any time of the year.  Leave the bears alone. No animal deserves to be hunted. 3/8/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season.  3/8/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
These animals are precious, and they must be protected. 3/8/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/8/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
Yes to hunting bears! **** no to the liberal bull****!! 3/8/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
Cruel, barbaric & needs to end. 3/8/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring hunting if wa bears. It’s cruel and wrong especially at this time of year. 3/8/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
only weak minded people hunt animals from 100's of yds away and call it sport. I'd like to see them one on one with a bear and no weapons ! 3/8/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
No to Spring Bear Hunt.  Hunting is so outdated and unnecessary.  We are in the 21st century not the stone age. 3/8/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
It is likely that offspring will be killed as well as mothers looking after offspring. There is no need to hunt society has moved on hasn’t it? 3/8/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears in spring Wa ? Hell NO 3/8/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting.  Follow our state mandate to allow opportunity when populations allow.  We have 20000 bears in the state in a conservative Approach.  I support spring bear 3/8/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey



God didn't create them for you to destroy. Respect their lives. I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave them in peace. It's what we all want, isn't it? They are no different. 3/8/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
Opposed to this hunt. 3/8/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt! 3/8/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Why should innocent animals die for nothing? Hunting animals is not a sport it is a slaughter of innocent animals. 3/8/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
Since 2019 WDFW has doubled the bag limit and extended the fall season increasing bear kills by 40% creating many more hunting opportunities. Spring bear hunt is not required. WDFW still does not know what impact a 40% increase in 
bear kills is doing the population and the ecosystems. STOP the spring bear hunt!

3/8/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey

Protect precious beautiful bears … remove ugly stupid hu 3/8/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
Protect precious beautiful bears … remove ugly stupid hunters 3/8/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  There is an over-population of people yet no-one hunts people. 3/8/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt. Trophy hunting is pathetic. 3/8/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
No hunting vulnerable WA bears in spring, EVER 3/8/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
Please don’t not allow this hunt. There is enough hunting of them. Give wildlife a chance to truly flourish. For those who love to see them, and for future hunts so that those do not have a chance of negatively affecting the population. 
Hunting for food is good, over hunting for sport should not be allowed. 

3/8/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunt or any hunting. Stop all hunting for good. 3/8/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this 3/8/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion.
Strongly support this

3/8/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

Bear are flourishing.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

Science over emotion.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose hunting vulnerable bears at a critical time. 3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Biologists support this rule. 3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Of course I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Who would want to kill beautiful creatures for fun.  Only stupid morons.  Let them be hunted instead.  If only! 3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
WDFW biologists support this 3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
There has to be a more viable solution to control bear populations than to kill them.  Bear hunting turns into bear baiting and killing Mother bears with cubs. In this day and age, we have to be more respectful of the balance in nature. 3/8/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt.  Hunters will not be satisfied until there is nothing left to hunt but people. Please do not let the spring hunt or any hunt be allowed. 3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Ahh...back to the name calling by the anti loonies.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

Against this rule! No bear hunting. I am against hunting and killing bears.  Wild animals must live their lives without the threat of being extirpated as a species. 3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Your cat hunts.
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

Meat comes from nature not the grocer.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

The bears' lives are not ours to take, hunters have no right to kill anything. Hunting is murder. 3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Vegans kill animals for farm land.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

No respect for spring bear hunting!No bear hunt! 3/8/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Save cubs from the evil, horrible monster black bear male, who kills and eats them.
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

Science proves killing does nothing to change the numbers of bear nuisance so I oppose bear hunt & better non lethal ways like relocation. 3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
I do not agree with this proposal.  I do not want bears slaughtered and see absolutely no valid reasoning for this. 3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
Hunting is natural
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt.  If you want meat go to the store. 3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey
More bear hunting please.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

Opposed to this hunt - no more killing innocent animals. Absolutely sickened. 3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
fully not  support this 3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion.
Bambi supports this rule

3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

No to bear hunt in spring. 3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
fully support this 3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt. Let the bears live their full life in the wild. 3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Bear are not guilty or innocent, theyre bear.
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

We take the meat.
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Hunting is not natural, it is  no longer needed when meat is readily farmed  and there are supermarkets. 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Support bear hunting.  FYI baiting has been illegal in this state for over 20 years.  Please educate yourself and others on lawful hunting.  Not to mention this petition also outlaws killing sows with cubs.  Fully supported and support the 
spring bear hunt.

3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

No bear hunt!Devils need to be prisoned! 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey



Ahhh...more spring bear hunting please 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Pls stop this senseless & barbaric killing of defenseless animals just for fun & sport 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Yes i support this hunt 3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Your cat hunts
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

Tell the male bear to quit eating baby cubs if youre so against hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

Absolute NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals were not put on earth to be hunted for entertainment. 3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
Do not allow psychopaths slaughter bears. 3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
Bear hunt so do I
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

No need to hunt for food anymore. Plenty at grocery store. Stop feeding greedy egos & exploiting our wildlife and ban this hunt now! The Council Member colluded anyways & investigation should be forth coming. Corrupt! 3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

Follow science not emotion from europeans.
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

I choose to kill my own meat and not have someone else do my dirty work so that I can say my hands are clean.  Extremely hypocritical.  SMH. 3/8/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I am totally against the spring bear hunt and all hunting. 3/8/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
LOL! No need to hunt, get the food at the grocery store....what an amazingly ignorant comment. No need to garden, get your food from aisle 8!
Fully support spring bear

3/8/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

I support this hunt 3/8/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Animals have a natural instinct to hunt to eat, humans do not have to hunt as we now have supermarkets. 3/8/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Eat chicken salad? No room to talk.
Fullly support this rule

3/8/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Pepperoni pizza? No room to talk
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Your dog hunts
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

As a hunter, I too oppose this hunt. They are being hunted enough. 3/8/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
Your cat eats meat.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt proposed here. 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Elk calves need our help from the evil blood thirsty savage bears!

Fully support this

3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose. 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
As you can see hunters are on there feelings TO KILL. Science supports that killing DOES NOT WORK. I oppose bear hunt In spring. 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
As a hunter, I say support this. 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Strongly in favor 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Gardening keeps gardens tidy.  Vegetables can be bought in supermarkets. 3/8/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Ban this spring hunt 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Hunting for food is different from trophy hunting. Fully OPPOSE this. 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting has 50 years of science backed data, the bear are doing just fine. Over 25,000 in washing alone.
fully support this

3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

No, no, no - please do not allow a spring bear hunt (or any hunting)! 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting of animals. 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Super in favor....of cat ladies being quiet...

fully support this rule

3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Opposed 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Yes yes yes- please allow a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
In favor 3/8/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
Lets go brandon and lets go bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
See....it always calms down once it gets late in europe....fully suppport this rule 3/8/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
As a hunter, I disagree with hunting in spring at hibernation awakening. If I’m being honest i say no 3/8/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/8/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. Stop the cruelty and stop the hunting. 3/8/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Bear are awake right now...theyre on my trail camera...its march 3rd...the season doesnt start until April 15 or later. They are fully awake and not lethargic.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

No spring Black Bear Hunt. There is something wrong with people that enjoy killing, that much. 3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
No wa spring bear hunting please 3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears has nothing to do with survival or food. It is entirely a means of pleasure for sadistic humans who want an excuse to kill something. The idea that this is a sport is ludicrous and repulsive. In this day and age (think 
Anthropocene) where we are experiencing yet another mass extinction event (this time caused by humans), as a species we should be doing EVERYTHING we can to preserve the biodiversity of our fragile planet.  Please tell these 
murderous miscreants to go pound sand instead of killing animals for “fun”.

3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

Alright! Lets go bear hunting. In favor 3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey



I oppose the bear hunt.  Why can't be content  with paper targets.
3/8/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

How is this "sport"?  It's just cruel, blood thirsty, people that fulfill some twisted need to cause pain to another mammal.  Not good people, for sure.  So many of them!  What does that tell you about people?  Quite a bit. 3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I eat bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

Lol at cameras yeah, that’s fair NOT. Exactly WHY this bear hunt should be opposed! 3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
More insults from the antis.
Don’t buy into it.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

Against hunt 3/8/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
We oppose the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Support 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Fully w 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Hunters always want to defend why the hunting and killing of animals is necessary. In  Ithis day and age, aren’t there other activities that humans can do to entertain themselves other than killing another living being that has no chance of 
fighting back? I say “no way” to the Spring Bear Hunt. Leave the Bears alone to be free and wild!

3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey

Fully support 3/8/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
Fully do not support. 3/8/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Completely oppose bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
No support here for bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
No need to hunt, the grocery store will supply you. Become totally reliant on the supply chain! Do not connect to your food, the natural way of life, the outdoors, effort, wilderness or adventure at all. Only shop at stores!

LOL!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey

Go complain to Commissioner Smith, remember she is for bear hunting. 3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Opposed to this hunt thank you. 3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Leave them alone!  You have no right to take their lives.?  Who the hell do you monsters think you are?  Oh, I feel the urge to go kill something!    Idiots.  Better idea, why don't all of you trophy hunter hunt one another till there's one left 
standing!  Now that's sport! 

3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey

Strongly support 3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! Pieces of dirty sub human worthless scumbags! 3/8/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Support, thanks 3/8/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Cats hunt
so do i
fully support

3/8/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

Opposed here 3/8/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Opposed to hunt in wa 3/8/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
Well kids, it was nice playing with you. Enjoy your apartment life with store bought trash food. I will continue to hunt and enjoy my meat I earned, the hides I salvaged, the antlers I have and all the good times with friends and family.

Cheers!
Oh, fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey

Ban spring bear hunting !!! 3/8/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
Muahahahahhaahha can’t wait for spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Science over pro hunting rubbish.  We are not seeing any kind of healthy biodiversity in the bear populations.  Hunting will always have so much collateral damage and as well the casting off of bears and other animals from illegal hunts 
which constantly occur.  Once again the hunting associations quote numbers which would disrupt any kind of positive gains animal populations might make. Bears are trying to recover and possibly assist our planet in slowing down the 
sixth mass extinction.  The science is very clear that this kind of ridiculous hunting rhetoric about large healthy populations is untrue.  Please continue to keep the ban on Spring Bear Hunts for all species including ourselves.  It is time to 
shut down those who threaten law enforcement trying to ensure the ban remains.

3/8/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

No to wa spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Your cat hunts 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

There seems to be people commenting several times. Can’t you create a page that filters and remove repeat commentaries? NO TO BEAR HUNTING! 3/8/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear 3/8/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Opposed to hunt thanks 3/8/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Yup they could make one where a Wild ID could be used….that would be great since 99% of you antis have never had one. 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt in wa state 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Love bear and love bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Support hunting 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. thanks 3/8/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Thanks fully appreciate your support for spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey



I am strongly opposed to the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt!  Bears belong in the ecosystem, and must be protected.  There is no "sport" in taking the life of another living creature.  The bears have more right to the land than we do, and it is we who are infringing on 
their territory.  There are ways to coexist peacefully, which should always be the first choice.

3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey

Wrong to hunt in spring. No to bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
No to the hunt! 3/8/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Yes to the hunt 3/8/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Well kids, it was nice playing with you. Enjoy your miserable life going to the hell. I will continue to protect environment and enjoy my life without destroying animals.No spring bear hunt!

Cheers!

3/8/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. There is no good reason for a spring hunt. Spring is a time when bears have just emerged from hibernation and are very hungry and vulnerable.  I live in eastern Washington and it seems like the 
annual
Hunting pressure on bears is unrelenting. First spring hunts and then a few months later the long summer season. Leave the bears alone.  Beats foraging In Timber harvested areas could damage some trees but this creates more diverse 
habitats and likely a healthier forest. I see no reason for a spring bear hunt. It is cruel and unneeded. 

3/8/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Why do humans have to kill all the time? 3/8/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

Love spring bear hunting bring it back! 3/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
What is the attraction in taking the life of a sentient being?  No skill involved, just brute force and vanity.  Why so-called "hunters" think they are entitled to kill wildlife is beyond the understanding of most human beings.  Stop the hunt! 3/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

We support this rule 3/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear draw hunt. Disregard the emotionally driven comments of opposition, they have no first hand experience involving themselves with anything that occurs in nature. 3/8/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Even though killing female bears with offspring or the offspring themselves is prohibited, if you allow this spring hunt, many will be killed. I'm opposed to this hunt. 3/8/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
STRONLY OPPOSE to Soring Bear Hunting. Bears , Cubs and their Habitat need to be protected, not to be murdered by hunters for trophies. This is inhumane and should not be allowed. 3/8/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Strongly supports this rule 3/8/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting especially in the spring! 3/8/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Save an elk, support this rule 3/8/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting. The human race was not designed for and upheld by eating veggie burgers. These opposing people would not exist if previous human generations were not hunting for food. 3/8/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Save a cub support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/8/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Stop this hunt, it’s not necessary, leave the bears alone 3/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Do NOT SUPPORT Spring Bear Hunting   ! Yes this is emotional because if you allow it you are allowing hunters to kill innocent Bears . This wildlife SHOULD BE PROTECTED , not shot and killed. 3/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is essential to the future of elk calves. Fully support spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Why do animals have to suffer at the expense of humans? This is their land & home. How can you morally justify what your doing? 3/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Strongly disapprove of any spring bear hunts.  It is not worth orphaned cubs.  With all of the world's problems why on earth are we still obsessed with killing animals.  Look for volunteer opportunities and make the world a better place.  I 
think we have enough barbarianism on levels today. 

3/8/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts 3/8/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Yes bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Yes support spring bear hunt, please expand it to over the counter like montana. 3/8/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
First threatening the life of the bears and then threatening the life and health od the commisioners. I call this criminal. Why are they not prosecuted? 3/8/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
 Please ban the hunt. 3/8/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
Please show me where I’ve threatened anyone.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey

I don't support this brutal killing of a North American keystone species. Do NOT allow killing bears. 3/8/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
Don't support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
Stop urban sprawl, so these animals do not get hunted out of their habitat 3/8/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt, it is immoral 3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
No to killing bears. 3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. It should be a general season hunt like idaho and anyone should be able to hunt with out drawing a tag! 3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
25000 bear in Washington alone, they are just fine.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

 Against Spring bear hunt !! 3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Stop killing All wildlife. It's sick and inhumane. These animals have the same right to life as we do! Anyone who supports this is just plain Evil!! 3/8/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Support this regulated hunt 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the Spring bear hunt and also killing of any wild animals!! 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support for this 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I am very much in support of this hunt. It is ethical and morally correct.  as well as superior to any emotional or opinion based decisions 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey



Cat ladies are getting sleepy…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey

Opposed to Spring killings 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I am very much in support of this hunt. It is ethical and morally correct. as well as superior to any emotional or opinion based decisions 3/8/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Stop killing our wildlife!! 3/8/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Please ban the hunting of black bears. 3/8/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please vote to continue it in the name of wildlife management and conservation. 3/8/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Muahahahahahahah fully fully supports spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose Bear Hunting 3/8/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please vote to continue it in the name of wildlife management and conservation. 3/8/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/8/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I Strongly oppose 3/8/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
Peace our cat ladies. I’ll be back.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose this unnecessary barbaric Bear hunt! STOP IT! 3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Very strongly do NOT support the Spring Bear Hunt!!!!!!!!! 3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
paraphrase of above paragraph:  bear population is robust, spring hunt is sustainable, geographically focused spring hunting helps address other management issues such as human-bear conflict, commercial timber damage, improve 
ungulate recruitment, prohibit harvest of sows with cubs and cubs, clarify harvest check and and inspection. how can anybody argue that any of these are bad ???

3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring Bear hunt; as it is a cruel and barbaric sport, that is sadly the only way some individuals can feel powerful 3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
The savages who stoop so low to threaten people shows their mentality.  The lovely bears belong in the land not humans encroaching on it.  These mindless thugs are only interested in bringing back body parts.  They hunt prey simply for 
food unlike the savages.  There are better ways to control the population like darting and neutering instead of the barbaric actions simply to feed the blood lust of the savages.

3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

strongly support this hunt, as well as making it over the counter to curb the overpopulation of predators in this state 3/8/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt now. 3/8/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt now. 3/8/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this cruelty!!!! 3/8/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Strongly support. Hunting is heritage. Hunting is conservation. Anti hunters do nothing to involve themselves with, or manage any animal populations or habitat. only hunters do. 3/8/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
strongly support 3/8/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Support this hunt. Expand predator hunting 3/8/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Do not allow the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Please expand this hunt. I support this hunt 3/8/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Oppose this hunt.  Killing shouldn't always be the 'go to' move.  Non-lethal measure should ALWAYS be exhausted before ANY killing is considered. Additionally, there is no way to ensure only problematic bears or bears without cubs are 
targeted.  Cubs are often left behind to die as a result of indiscriminate killing. People need to be held more to account for actions they take that habituates bears. Most predators stay away from public areas unless they are enticed by 
people who are not adhering to laws/rules. 

3/8/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Nothing but cruelty and psychotic mentalities. 
Protect the defenceless from these cowards who consider taking lives is a sport 

3/8/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

I oppose the hunt. 3/8/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
I support this hunt. People that do not hunt rely solely on grocery stores and have no idea what they are actually eating. Hunters get food directly from the source, sustainably. 3/8/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt - this killing spree only panders to the psychopaths 3/8/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Support this hunt. Protect our wildlife from the townys who don't belong anywhere other than the city's they live among littered with homeless, drugs, and garbage. 3/8/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
strongly support this hunt 3/8/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
This is disgusting and heart breaking.  Why do people want to kill helpless animals? We are truly an appalling species. 3/8/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
They have got to be scum of the earth.psyschopaths!! 3/8/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Oppose this cruel act, nothing but negative effect on the ecosystem 3/8/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunting. 3/8/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Keep this hunt open. We support 3/8/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
If you think hunters are killing cubs you’re wrong. We target mature males that EAT cubs. 3/8/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. Please do not allow it. An animal that you killed is not a trophy and killing is not a recreational activity. 3/8/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
We support this 3/8/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
My family supports this 3/8/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I Support this hunt. This hunt has been ongoing for decades with no adverse outcome. Anti hunters have no first hand experience with anything regarding our wildlife 3/8/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Killing life does not equate to conservation. Truly psychotic and delusional and completely against the scientific data of ecosystems 3/8/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Faster than you.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

I opposed bear hunting as our wildlife is being depleted now 3/8/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Hunting is as cruel as the Hunters. Leave the bears alive. 3/8/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Love this rule 3/8/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Hopefully these hunters get shot themselves, 
An eye for an eye for cowards 

3/8/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey

Kill the hunters 3/8/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey



Spring bear hunt is even worse than any other hunt. Stop it now. 3/8/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Love the insults, keep them coming please 3/8/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I like to hunt trophy hunters. 3/8/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Let's hunt the trophy hunters = just for the fun of it = like they do! Let's hunt their family members = just like they do = for the fun of it! 3/8/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

Ban the killing of bears now 3/8/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
These hunters are the biggest cowards and pussies around, killing a defenseless Animal to feed their fat vile bodies 3/8/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Oppose 100% 3/8/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
The majority oppose this, only animal abusing cowards want this 3/8/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
These criminals are now threatening wildlife officials 3/8/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose 3/8/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
These criminals belong in prison for threatening the wildlife officers 3/8/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Murdering animals for trophies is senseless. 3/8/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Do not let the spring bear hunt go ahead, please do not give in to intimidation and threats. 3/8/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
completly against spring bear hunt leave the bears alone 3/8/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Je m'oppose à la chasse à l'ours du printemps.  
Tuer des animaux pour des trophées est inhumain et cruel 

3/8/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey

These hunters are criminals, they have been recorded and documented threatening wildlife officials 3/8/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Real men would not hunt. But gutless wimps would. Grow some balls !!!!! 3/8/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
totally against the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I support this hunt. Doesn't take much time in the field to see it clearly is sustainable, as we watch the bear population grow rapidly in our state. Hunters are the ONLY conservationists, hunters are the only group who actually care about 
our wildlife.

3/8/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey

please stop the cruel spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Real men and women hunt to provide organic, sustainable, free range meat for their families. 3/8/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring for hunting 3/8/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt. Doesn't take much time in the field to see it clearly no sustainable, as we watch the bear population shrinking  in our state. Hunters are the major problem , hunters are the only group who actually have no care about 
our wildlife.

3/8/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey

Help protect all wildlife!
Vote yes for bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey

Way too many bears in Washington state 3/8/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Absolutely yes to the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
This is nothing less than environmental terrorism and extreme cruelty to beautiful animals. The bears are worth much more to you alive than dead. It was proven in Yellowstone with the wolves. 3/8/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
Bear populations are on the rise in this state and the country. These people have no interest in going outside, no interest in conservation and no interest in being involved in the natural that surrounds them. They would prefer everything 
happen in virtual reality and not have to leave their living rooms while their food comes neatly packaged in plastic without any reality or awareness of where it comes from. Fully support this entirely sustainable spring bear hunt.

3/8/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey

Ich bin gegen die Frühjahrsbärenjagd. 3/8/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rules and spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I also oppose all trophy hunting. If any animal is killed the pelt, head, claws, bones etc should be handed in to the authorities. A hunter should only be permitted to keep the meat. This should not be a 
problem for the many hunters who are claiming that they hunt solely to put meat on the table. 

3/8/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose this. 3/8/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Stop this hunt 3/8/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
This is APPALLING. It is 100% UNeccessary and senseless, stop catering to troglodytes who can only feel good when destroying magnificent wildlife. Why don't you use tax dollars to bolster opportunities for NON-CONSUMPTIVE WILDLIFE 
USERS????

3/8/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey

We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the proposal to allow spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
There are already laws in place against wasting meat for any animal harvested in Washington state. You must take and use the meat and pack out the pelt for inspection by a biologist. As clearly stated in this proposal already. Imagine 
that. Fully support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey

Stop this barbaric activity! 3/8/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Stop torturing and murdering the precious and defenceless Bears 3/8/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
The science says bear hunting is ineffective at preventing human bear conflict. I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Non consumptive wildlife users literally do nothing for conservation. When asked to put a tax on backpacking equipment and outdoors equipment Seattle voted no. Hunters and fisherman pay. %10 tax on all equipment for conservation 
and also their license money goes directly to conservation. Animal rights groups only perform lawsuits taking public money away from conservation and giving ito the court system. Fully support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I very much support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
 Opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey



In favor of spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting and eating tasty bears 3/8/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Please keep the hunt of black bears in Washington state. It’s sustainable and a great public resource for meat 3/8/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting! 3/8/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring best hunt. Please abolish this awful killing of bears 3/8/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
Bears were put on this earth for
People to eat! I support bear hunting.

3/8/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting! 3/8/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
As a lifetime
Member of PETA I support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

Bears were not on this earth for
People to eat! I oppose bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt!! 3/8/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. It's wrong, cruel, outdated and murderous 3/8/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I love bears and bear meat please support bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It is simply not civilized. 3/8/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
Cruel murderers!! Disgusting way to treat animals! 3/8/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. My family and I love spring bear meat over all wild game. 3/8/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt ! 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt is despicable, cruel and unnecessary. no matter how the reasons are twisted 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear Hunting season.  Please continue with allowing this hunt to move forward 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I absolutely and unconditionally oppose spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Bear season hunt. 3/8/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Bear season hunt. 3/8/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Spring bear season should be supported by all who follow science. I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Hunters are criminals at heart. That is if they have a heart at all! 3/8/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
This message is coming from England. The extermination of the Spring bears is horrendously cruel and a terrible decision. These animals are on this earth for a reason and not for blood lusting cowards to shoot . We are supposed to be 
saving the planet and it’s flora and fauna not destroying it . Will we never learn ? 

3/8/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey

When the soul is dark, killing is easy. 3/8/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Save a cub shoot a boar. Fully support spring bear hunting. These antis just want the poor cubs to be eaten alive by the male bears. They should all be in jail!!!! 3/8/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Bears are food! I support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 3/8/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I fully support the science and spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
Thank goodness the British can save the spring bears from extermination! I mean 145 bears harvested out of a population of 20k sure means extermination!!! Don’t let foreigners feelings dictate how we manage our wildlife. Support 
spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should be supported by all. 3/8/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring season 3/8/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Fall bear hunt has been extended into summer.  Why is even more bear hunting in spring beneficial to bears?  Management decisions need reasons!  We don't have any. 3/8/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Because of science I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

Do better. Washington state is about nature. About wildlife. Not this disgusting trophy hunting. We. Are. Watching. 3/8/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I support hunting of spring bear 3/8/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
ANIMALS ARE NOT TROPHIES!!!  There is absolutely no reason to kill animals for sport only. This is why life means nothing to anybody!!! 3/8/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Because of non-science I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Because of science I support NOT hunting. 3/8/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Animals are food I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/8/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Real men don't slaughter animals 3/8/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey



Eliminating the spring bear hunt does not lessen opportunity for those who hunt bears, since they would still have quite a long season later in the year, when it would be more sporting, not taking advantage of bears recovering from 
hibernation, nursing cubs, hungry, and therefore more vulnerable. 

3/8/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/8/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Stop hunt 3/8/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Stop this cruel bear hunt, this is not scientific its barbaric. 3/8/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
There allot of people that know nothing about bears in Washington on here. I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Is support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/8/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
!Trophy hunters"....... = completely pointless people. Hunt THEM instead.  3/8/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
There allot of hunters that know nothing about bears in Washington on here. I oppose spring bear 3/8/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Stop the killing of helpless and innocent
Animals!!!

3/8/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting must be opposed and stopped by any means necessary.
It is the only respectable decision to make from this point forth.

3/8/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting must be banned and criminalised with immediate effect. 3/8/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting now! The wildlife hunting criminal racket must be stopped immediately! 3/8/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Please ban this barbaric 'sport'.  It has no place in society and at a time in World history when many of us are looking at our treatment of the planet and our fellow creatures. Please end this cruel practise now! 3/8/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Please ban the hunt. 3/8/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Nobody has to kill to feel powerful. Bears are being killed when they are at their most vulnerable. Please stop killing bears. 3/8/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt -- the suffering and cruelty involved is beyond depraved -- the unnecessary killings of Bears MUST be STOPPED -- Hunters MUST find another target 3/8/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  LEAVE THEM ALONE! 3/8/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I supoort 3/8/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and eating tasty bears 3/8/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is evil,  it's wrong. I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunting in Washington state. It makes me sick. Wildlife and fisheries  must do their job,  stop  trophy hunters. 3/8/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I'm not sure what trophy hunting is, but I've hunted bear and other game in Washington State going on 50 years, and I definitely support this proposal to continue the spring bear season. 3/8/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Absolutely oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose all killing, especially that done for "fun" and "sport."  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Utterly opposed 3/8/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly support bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly support! 3/8/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
Stand with science support bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
Bears were put on this earth by god for people to eat. I support bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
As a proud member of PETA I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
Bear tastes good. Hunting bear has provided plenty of meat for me and my family over the years. I support bear hunting. 3/8/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I also support 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the hunting bears. 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting stop the hunt 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Save the poor bears, hunters should put their rifles down and stop hunting those poor beautiful bears. I DO NOT support ear hunting, it is cruel and should be forbidden! No on needs to eat bear meat! 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. I love bears 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
stop the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
no no no to the spring bear hunt if you want to shoot something go fight the russians 3/8/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
Vote No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
To you all, it's a "trophy" or a meal. To the bear, it's their life...the only one they get. Why take it away from them?  Who are we to decide who gets to live another day and who doesn't. Killing to hang a head on a wall is abhorrent. I do 
support the taking of lives...there is enough senseless violence in this world.

3/8/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey



no stop the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/8/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. We need more hunters for hunting bears. 3/8/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Bear meat it the best! I strongly support 3/8/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I have been an active hunter fisherman in this great state for more than fifty years. I strongly support a spring bear season an encourage our commissioned members to follow the science provided when making this important decision. We 
have an unbalanced ecosystem with an increased population of predators (bears & cougars) that are negatively effecting the deer and elk populations in this state. Look at the science and data that supports continuing to allow hunters to 
control this growing population of predators. Remember Hunting is conservation.

3/8/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose this. 3/8/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
I don’t know anyone that would think this is right and good. 3/8/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
Really bad heinous idea. 3/8/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I support 3/8/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 3/8/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season 3/8/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
NOT SUPPORTED-I would  like to know how you determine an animals cap?  Is your information supported by FACTS in the study of a healthy biodiversity?  There are far too many humans, perhaps spend time working on that issue. 3/8/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey

I am AGAINST the Spring hunt of black bears.
In fact I am against such hunting whatever time of year.

3/8/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

Murdering innocent animals is NOT a SPORT - these bears should be able to live their lives without  fear of mankind.  Have we come no further as humans than the Romans centuries ago? 3/8/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
NOT support such hunting 3/8/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

Absolutely NO to trophy hunting!!  It’s barbaric and unnecessary!!  Strongly oppose !! 3/8/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I do NOT support the spring bear hunting season for so many reasons and on so many different levels. 3/8/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Obscene hunters need to be Killed, not the innocent bears! 3/8/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
I support hunting bears spring and fall! 3/8/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Why do insecure humans take such pleasure in killing innocent animals?  OBVIOUSLY, I do NOT support spring bear hunting.  3/8/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting MUST be BANNED all year around 3/8/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Fully support a spring bear season. As a lifelong resident of Washington state it’s clear that bears are a sustainable renewable resource. As mandated keep hunting opportunities open and allow for a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting. Hoping to get my 22nd bear this fall! 3/8/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Fully oppose 3/8/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the cruel and unnecessary spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Change mandates and laws this is bad. Oppose 3/8/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
The support spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. 3/8/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
This is just wrong. Oppose please 3/8/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt - cruel and completely unjustified. 3/8/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. Subhuman behavior. 3/8/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
For real? Sick 3/8/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
We are destroying the planet. 
We are killing every animal we can get our hands on.
It’s time to put an end to this needless violence.
“Take no life for granted. Take no life”

3/8/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

Yes for spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt - strongly oppose! 3/8/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Who wouldn’t think this is insane and completely un-American. I’ll repeat that. This is un American.I oppose 3/8/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey



Let’s save each of our American Icons. Save the bear. No spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey
No to the killings - I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Shame on those involved with such cruelty. 3/8/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Senseless wanton waste. Sickening. 3/8/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Save elk bring back spring bear!! 3/8/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Wanton waste killing sprees by hunters is horrendous 3/8/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Save them all. I oppose for sure. 3/8/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
Support for hunting bears will save elk calves and deer fawns. 3/8/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Please STOP the Spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  This benefits a few Trophy Hunters.  There are other, more humane ways, to control the population. 3/8/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
Do not remove the 2021.  Bear hunts are cruel.  Leave them alone. 3/8/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
HOW DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED 
BY YOUR GRANDCHILDREN? NATURE HAS RIGHTS TOO.

3/8/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Humanity can do better than this. Please consider alternatives if the population must be controlled. (Nature has a way of creating balance). Thank you. 3/8/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. I want my children and grandchildren to remember me as someone involved in the natural world around me. Not watching it through vr goggles. 3/8/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

We need a bear population that is not harassed and killed by hunters. Apex predators are important for the environment and they are important to humanity. 3/8/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
As stated above Washington State has a robust population of black bears and a spring season for Black bears is necessary.  Also as stated a central part of WDFW is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunities.  Compared to 
neighboring states the opportunity for spring bear hunts is very low in Washington and takes many years of applying to even have an opportunity.  I think it is very important to maintain a spring bear season.  So yes I believe the year 2021 
should be removed from the WAC.  It seems very reasonable to prohibit the harvest of cubs or females with cubs so I agree with that also.  I do believe that the robust bear population can support much more hunter opportunity in the 
spring and would like to see the number of tags increased.  

3/8/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose this Spring Bear hunt . All it does is give “ trophy hunters” a sense of accomplishment to murder innocent animals . Mankind doesn’t need to manage wildlife , they do it in their own 3/8/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
So if bears eat elk and deer then we don't need to hunt those animals either because nature takes care of keeping things in balance. All the animals and wildlife are an intricate system that keep things in balance until humans mess things 
up. This is precisely why we don't need a bear hunt!!  STOP THE BEAR HUNT!!

3/8/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

I fully support a spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
It’s funny to think wildlife doesn’t need to be managed when we have a population of 7million people in Washington state. Nature can’t be left alone because we cities and towns and people need a place to live too. Unless you all want 
bears in DT Seattle? If you don’t want to be a part of the natural world that surrounds you then stay on your couch where you can become another technocratic supreme being that has no influence in nature. Continue to manage wildlife 
and keep these populations robust and healthy. Keep
Spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
Wildlife manages itself. It's people who need to be managed. Cancel the spring bear massacre! 3/8/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. They are an important part of our wildlife population and should not be killed for the sake of a trophy hunters ego. 3/8/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
I support all bear hunting especially spring hunting! 3/8/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly oppose the spring bear hunt. Live and let live! No one should be murder for someone else’s thrill for taking an innocent life. 3/8/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Bears should not be killed for a trophy.  Bears are part of the ecosystem. 3/8/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Yes, cancel the spring bear Massacre!! 3/8/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Fully support 3/8/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/8/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
We support this rule 3/8/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Science over emotion.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Back at it! Cat ladies where ya at?!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Strong support for this 3/8/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
See it’s quiet now since Europe went to bed.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Ah yeah.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Science backs it, mandate requires it.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
What’s got two thumbs and supports bear hunting? This guy! 3/8/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Be real men -- compete against or hunt other people---a lot of you must have little ****s 3/8/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
💯💯 for this rule 3/8/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
We need wildlife. Hunting doesn't help nature and the ecosystem, it destroys it, one death at a time. 3/8/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
Interns take note! Europeans are the loud mouths on here. It’s night time there and all anti crap is quiet.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

I am vehemently against the bloody and brutal slaughter of bears, their mates, and their cubs. 3/8/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
we need to speak up for all animals and protect them, they have a right to life too 3/8/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
Hunting funds wildlife management 3/8/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
No one shoots cubs, we hunt mature boars 3/8/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey



Cat ladies agree::

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey

I’m against  the bloody and brutal slaughter of bears and their cubs. Needless slaughtering of animals that need to be left alone. 3/8/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Animals have the right to be on my plate.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Save cubs!
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

We eat bear you eat fish, no difference 3/8/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I against the spring bear hunt. Please do no harm to bears and their cubs. 3/8/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Eat chicken eat bear same thing

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

Have a leather belt? Murderer!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

STOP the senseless slaughter 3/8/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Have leather boots?
Murderer!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I too oppose this. 3/8/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Please end this slaughter 3/8/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/8/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I too support this 3/8/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
It’s time we end this and save our complete ecosystem. Our very lives depend on it.
Please no spring bear hunt.

3/8/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts
Fully support this rule 

3/8/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose. 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I too oppose this. It’s horrible . 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
25,000 bear population in Washington. Spring bear take is less than 1%, they’re fine.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

Trophy hunters have warped mentality.  How can a sane person equate farmed chicken to wild bear? Who are they trying to kid? Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
oppose.  oppose.  oppose. 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I too support this, it’s awesome 3/8/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
All, Let’s do no harm. Oppose this. 3/8/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Stop this vile practice permanently 3/8/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Your right…a free bear, living its best life is far better for you and amazing than a chicken, but it’s still death and meat.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey

Support this permanent 3/8/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Me too. Oppose Oppose Oppose. 3/8/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Oppose this cruel "recreation" 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Ahhh another day closer to spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Stop this horrific hunt!!!   3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Support this great family time that’s highly regulated and protects sows with cubs. 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
These are barbaric practices that are worthy of ending now. 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Woot woot!
Fully support 

3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey

I support the the rule change 3/8/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Fully oppose bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey

How can slaughter be considered recreational??? 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Meat and hide! What a gift!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey

Save a cub. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Killing for fun should be banned and should be illegal 3/8/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I really fully oppose!!! 3/8/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey



Feel free to not hunt.
I’m going!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey

Recreational murder should be outlawed. 3/8/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
How about killing for meat which is why we hunt? Eat chicken? You killed it!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey

Feel free to end this. It’s disgusting!!!! 3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Save farmed chickens from these vile anti hunters!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey

How can this be great family time? Teaching your kids that it's fine to kill? Insanity 3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE this spring bear hunt. Save our wildlife  please. 3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Murderous anti hunters are against a rule that protects sows with cubs!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey

This is abhorrent and should be illegal 3/8/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Yup, it’s totally fine to hunt, it’s natural.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey

This is amazing and should be permanent.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt 3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree:
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey

Muhahahahahaha

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/8/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Opposing spring bear hunt. Meat is cancer. 3/8/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Totally unnatural to hunt.  Stop the slaughter 3/8/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
All for it! 3/8/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
My family supports this 3/8/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Meet is cancer? Better tell the hunting bears that, since they eat Bambi.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey

Murder of bears is not fine.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Fully support this 3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Save the bears!!! 3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Do not allow these trophy hunters to give these innocent bears a death sentence. 
Say no to this bear hunt.
I OPPOSE THIS HUNT

3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey

Killing of bears when regulated is totally fine and beneficial.
Thanks 
fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey

Vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
We take the meat. Your trophy hunting argument sucks.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey

Trophy hunters must be banned.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
If we’re trophy hunting, why would we hunt cubs? That’s cause we don’t! 
Give up, your arguments are flat.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey

Trophy hunters have no right to murder bears.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters must now hunt! Since they want to force their beliefs on me. Lol!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey

Stop the hunt. It is the right choice to make. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Hunters have the only right to take an animals life, we bought the tag. Next flimsy argument please.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

Vile brutal murder cannot be justified.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
The right choice to make is based on science and biologists recommended rule making.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

You see, you have no valid points…only emotions that lack any sort of clarity or thought.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey

People who kill seem to think that it's makes them manly.  It doesn't.
Please stop the slaughter.

3/8/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey

I would like to hunt the trophy hunters.  Unfortunately it's illegal, as this bear hunt should be. 3/8/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunters have no compassion for life. Stop this bear hunt please.
I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/8/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey



Nope, men and women hunt…so does a woman hunter think she’s a man then?LOL

Another flimsy argument.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey

Trained to hunt ethically and humanely.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey

You are selective as to which science you choose to believe.  Wrong choice.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters are completely void of any sort of contact with nature, only grocery stores.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey

Stop the hunt.  Show some compassion for wildlife 3/8/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I choose to believe the science provided by non partisan biologists with 50 plus years of data behind them, not arguments made by peta and center for biodiversity.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey

Stop the barbaric slaughter of these bears. The bears are not there for you to kill. Find some other form of entertainment. 
SAY NO TO THE BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey

Strongly opposed to the totally not needed spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
Show compassion for cubs! Fully support this rule. Male bear eat cubs 3/8/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
Stop having cars that go over 20 mph, there’s no need for them.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey

Save an elk! Hunt bear!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey

Against the spring bear slaughter. 3/8/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey

Bear hunts are cruel and unnecessary.  Stop the hunt 3/8/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
But your food at the grocery store where no meat is harmed!!

Lol!!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey

Oppose the bear hunt permanently 3/8/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
Evil bears hunt and viciously kill cubs and fawns. Support spring bear hunting! Ps…they aren’t evil, I’m pointing out the folly of such statements. 3/8/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Stop killing our wildlife. STOP THIS BEAR HUNT. I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/8/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Support the regulated hunting of mature male bear! 3/8/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
I support this 3/8/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Miahahahaha! 
One day closer…
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey

Ahhh bear fajitas tonight.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey

Stop the barbaric murder of wildlife 3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Ok, gotta go…but don’t worry I’ll be back you crazy cat ladies. Kisses!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
One more for fun…

Hey, you know that leather purse and belt you have, you killed an animal for that.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt.  The reasons supporting the hunt are laughable.  None of these guys care about any species of animal or science, it’s all hubris and ego and vanity.  All cruelty springs from weakness and killing wildlife for 
recreation demonstrates huge weakness in character.  

3/8/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey

Alright! Fully support this rule 3/8/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
Let these bears live in peace. Stop the bear hunt.
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey

Protects sows and cubs? What a great rule.
fully support this

3/8/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey

It’s hilarious how some of these dudes are trying to equivocate grocery shopping and trophy hunting.  OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT. 3/8/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
Funny to think we dont care about animals. Ive spent $1300 so far this year on conservation. How about you? I have actually saved a bear cub two years ago. I think you would find hunters care for and know more about many animal 
species.
fully support this

3/8/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey

Crazy antis are at it! Dont forget to feed your cat its meat.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

Please stop the spring bear hunt. It is utterly unethical and barbaric. 3/8/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
Reading some of the comments in support of the hunt just proves the trophy hunters are deluded.  Also that most are from just one guy whose logic doesn't stack up.  Oppose the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
Meat hunting is trophy hunting? Really? Huh....so because I take the meat, hide and skull its a trophy hunt? How about deer hunting where I take the meat and skull? That trophy hunting? Your pathetic buzz words only strengthen our 
argument for spring bear hunting.

3/8/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey



Trophy hunters have a thirst for blood. They lack compassion for life. Please do not allow this hunt.
I OPPOSE THIS BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey

Ill freely debate anyone on here about hunting and its benefits.
Meanwhile, keep telling yourself your chicken salad magically appeared on your plate and wasnt a living breathing creature prior.
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey

Please vote for spring bear hunting. Its utterly ethical and humane. 3/8/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
Trophy buzz word....failure to admit we take the meat....so much winning huh guys?
Clowns! LOL
Fully support this.

3/8/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters have a thirst for blood. Havent you seen all the threats by them on here toward hunters? 
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey

How can anyone lay their head down at night knowing they took the life of an animal? These animals deserve to live just like you and me. Stop the kill. 
I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF THE BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey

I am strongly opposed to wa spring hunt for bears thank you. 3/8/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
God Bless God's creatures. Please be humane. 3/8/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
Whats for dinner tonight all you antis? Fully support this rule. 3/8/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
No spring hunting 3/8/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey
Its easy to lay my head down at night....
I have so many bear hides that its super cozy. Oh, and I ate every single one of them.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey

Hunters support wildlife!
fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey

Alright alright alright....

dont hunt? Be a lot cooler if you did.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
Too bad bears didn't have guns. I would enjoy the show. I would even pay. 
I AM AGAINST THIS BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey

I do not support a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Leather purse=animal murder.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey

No bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Words can't say enough how strongly I oppose this murderous rampage, just to momentarily satisfy the outright killers urge to kill an animal. This is outrageous and needs to stop! Taking 664 lives is "sustainable?" How very sad to think 
that way. 

3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Bear with guns? Now thats just silly!

Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey

strongly support 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose wa bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/8/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
Washington says no to a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt 3/8/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the bear hunt. Leave them be! How  anyone derives joy from killing a defenseless animal is beyond me. 3/8/2022 5:18 PM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose spring bear hunt.  3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
Actually, its 145 harvested out of 664 tags....which equates to .6% of the total population...thats 6/10ths of a percent...very sustainable.

Once again, you are proving you know nothing about the topic.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey

Who would want to hunt bear and get cancer. No way Jose. Opposing  this is the only way to end western chronic disease. 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is a cruel sport. But how can you call it a sport if it is one sided? Save our wildlife.
I OPPOSE THIS BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey

Wa resident against hunting our bears in spring. 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
25000 bear live in washington, they are doing great thanks to hunters! Lets keep it up. Fully support this rule. 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
wa resident fully supporting this rule 3/8/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt in Washington 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
Washington is against a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
Ahhh yeah....fully support protecting sows with cubs and this rule. 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey



Once again avoiding meat altogether means you avoid cancers of all kinds. Ask your doc.

Have to throw in dairy too.

3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
Crazy cat ladies agree....
fully support this rule

3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey

Killing is not a sport 3/8/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey
I’m against this hunt thank you 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
WA residents DO NOT SUPPORT THIS RULE. 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
Psh....who cares? Meat is tasty!
100% for this rule

3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey

Opposed to spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
Another day closer to the sweet and glorious spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose this proposed spring  bear hunt. It is completely unnecessary. Humans need to stop terrorizing other animals. It isn't sport, it isn't necessary. No habitat or population is truly sustainable right now with all of the pressures on our 
planet and the environment. 

3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey

support this 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
WA residents DO support this 3/8/2022 5:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose. I don’t want y’all getting chronic western disease. You know which one I mean. The big C. 3/8/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
Better knock down your house which took over an animals habitat. Just saying.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

Who cares? WE DO. 
SAVE THE BEARS.
I VOTE NO FOR THE BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

Fully support this. Looking forward to taking my kids out again! 3/8/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

This is so unnecessary. Unsafe to boot. No spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
WA resident here & I do not approve of hunting bear in spring, thanks 3/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Save cubs! Support this rule! 3/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Just sayin I fully strongly oppose. 3/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Killing is never a sport 3/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Fully sustainable, fully endorsed by science and biologists and yes, even cat ladies.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey

Hunting is natural and humane.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey

Save a cub and sow...support this rule 3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
That's a great idea. Teach you kids that live doesn't matter. UNBELIEVABLE.
NO TO THIS BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey

We oppose 3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
Well, I got to go. I know you all missed me. Ill be back later to clown all you fools.

Cheers!
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey

I oppose this is barbaric please stop hunting animals we should know and do better this is heartbreaking 3/8/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
My kids love bear hunting! Fully support spring bear 3/8/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to bear hunting at any time of year! 3/8/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
Oppose this hunt please, thank you. 3/8/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting in any season. 3/8/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting! 3/8/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
Stop hunting  bear in spring it’s gross. Save the planet you live in instead. 3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
Kids know lives matter especially when they hunt. It teaches appreciation for their food instead of being fed, they earn it and know where it comes from. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to bear hunting! 3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
ALL decent human beings would oppose the slaughter of bears. Bears are part of our wildlife and were put on this earth for a reason. The bear slaughterer, Mike Herz, requests people not to "stoop to the level of the emotional opinion 
based comments..." He is such a Neanderthal that he implies that 'emotion' in a person should be derided. In fact, 'emotions' are important characteristics of a human. Which proves the point that he and his ilk are barbaric with brains 
that have not developed. Bear slaughterers have no compassion (an emotion). They are self-centred and care only for themselves. They are not concerned that they will leave depleted wildlife and, no doubt, barren lands for their 
descendants. For they don't care. They have no emotion.

3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey

Save the planet! Manage wildlife! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
Blood thirsty trophy hunters.
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey

I am very much against bear hunting! 3/8/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
Strong against this hunt. NO BEAR HUNT 3/8/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey
It will just kill you. Eating meat. Trust me you don’t want cancer. Leave the bear and all else.
No spring bear hunt.

3/8/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey

Opposed to this spring hunt. 3/8/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey
NO WA BEAR HUNT IN SPRING! 3/8/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Please ignore the name calling and slander from those opposed. 3/8/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey



Strongly in opposition. So very wrong to kill bear and cubs in doing or anytime. 3/8/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
Please stop the hunt and allow these bears to live and thrive like they should without humans interfering. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
No hunt. 3/8/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
Class 1 carcinogen by the World Health Organization.  Leave the bear alone. 3/8/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
Wa please no spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 5:31 PM Online Survey
No hunt 3/8/2022 5:31 PM Online Survey
Opposed very strongly to hunting spring bears. 3/8/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
increases the chance of developing colorectal cancer by 18 percent.  3/8/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
How can recreation have precedence over the right to live is beyond me. Also, in the heat of the action, hunters won’t be able to tell if a cub is under 1 year or 50 pounds. No young bears should be hunted, period. 3/8/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

I hope and pray the hunt will never happen. All life matters, including our wildlife. 
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please have compassion for life.

3/8/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

Stop bear hunting - period! 3/8/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
Opposed to this hunt. 3/8/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
No bear hunting should be allowed, definitely not spring time, season of growth 3/8/2022 5:34 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring hunt 3/8/2022 5:34 PM Online Survey
Who are you to decide whether something should live or die? I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT. 3/8/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
Am opposed to the Killing of bears, it is unnecessary, and cowardly murder 3/8/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt'
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:36 PM Online Survey

No bears should be hunted for trophy kills. Kill the killers instead! 3/8/2022 5:36 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting must STOP. 3/8/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
Of note, there has been some research showing increased lead levels in people who consume wild game meat on a regular basis due to lead bullets.

Maybe that’s worth ending the bear hunts. Saving American lives????

3/8/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey

Stop the barbaric slaughter of our wildlife. I do not support this proposal. 3/8/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Kill the killers?? We eat bear meat! Do you eat humans? Then close you mouth 3/8/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Spring hunters have no shame. I protest AGAINST bear hunts 3/8/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season! 3/8/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Keep wildlife managed correctly to keep the Spring hunt! 3/8/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
Use biology to keep the hunt. Don't make laws under emotions and bad information . 3/8/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey
Hunters should find another way to entertain themselves. Stop killing our precious wildlife. They are not yours to take.
I SAY NO TO THIS BEAR HUNT.

3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

Lets go bear hunting!!!!! 3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I absolutely support a spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
Actually, animals are ours to take, we buy the tags for it.
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

So some idiot is pleased to eat the bear meat of animal he killed so cowardly, for fun.
What an utter disgrace to humanity
STOP the mindless hunt, carried out by mindless thugs and Murderers.
Nobody has the right to kill a beautiful sentient animal minding its own welfare in an innocent and unprotected way!

3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

Strongly support this 3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
If you eat meat. Then don't comment on here about stopping hunting! Keep the spring hunt 3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
Not emotion, but science.
Fully support this

3/8/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey

Fish and Wildlife needs to stop coddling hunters, they prove over and over again the bloodlust is more important to them than conservation. 3/8/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/8/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
Use the Biology! Keep the hunt 3/8/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
Why would you not enjoy the meat of your kill? You like chicken salads right? Burger on the BBQ? Turkey?
Fully support this

3/8/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey

I support this. 3/8/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
What science? Fake news. I am against the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
WDFW need to quit coddling anti hunters. Theyre blood lust against their fellow human beings is more important to them than conservation. 3/8/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
what's the most dangerous animal on this planet?   Mankind!
If you wanna go hunting, travel to Ukraine and do something useful, by killing Putin's armed forces!

STOP the bear hunt

3/8/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey

Even seen a bear rip a fawn to pieces still alive? Then close your mouth about hunting. Its called wildlife managment.  keep the hunt! 3/8/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
The 100 pages of science provided by the wdfw biologists for one...the 50 plus years of the hunt going on....shall i continue? 3/8/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. Humans in the US consume 8 BILLION chickens every year. Can someone tell me with a straight face that is OK , but >100 bears is not? 3/8/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
Save a cub and a fawn! Support this rule! 3/8/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
I do not support this. 3/8/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
Stop the killing - Grow your mind!! 3/8/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
Whats the most hypocritical animal on the planet? Anti hunters who eat meat and use leather!
fully suppor this rule.

3/8/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey



Cat ladies agree:
support this hunt

3/8/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey

Science, hmmm biologists voted to keep the hunt. Support their work, not your emotional drama. 3/8/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
Another day closer to the hunt! Strongly support 3/8/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
Start to hunt...grow your mind! 3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
support the hunt 3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
Emotional cat ladies agree:
cats hunt.
Fully support this rule

3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey

Support the hunt. 3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
Whats for dinner tonight? Bear fajitas thats what!
Support this rule

3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey

Blood thirsty killers with no compassion for life. I am against this bear kill proposal. 3/8/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
Leave the animals alone. I do NOT support this hunt! 3/8/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey
Nice work Cat lady! Way to support hunting! Keep the hunt! 3/8/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey
Sang to the tune of camp town races:

Anti hunters sing this song
doo da doo da
Gonna bear hunt all day long 
oh the doo da day
Gonna hunt for boar, gonna save a cub
eat your chicken and just be mad but I told you so!

Support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
Woot woot! Lets go bear hunting! 3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
If you are a meat eater you should support the hunt or close your mouths. 100 support the hunt 3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
I support this. 3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
keep the hunt 3/8/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
There is no safe level of lead in the blood. Levels above 5 micrograms/deciliter (μg/dL) are considered elevated and have been associated with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and decreased IQ.

Let’s end hunting bear. Let’s be real Americans and keep our planet safe.

3/8/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey

Tell you what....give me $500 and Ill give you my bear tag for this year. Put your money where your mouth is...you can save a bear by doing that. Otherwise...LETS GO BEAR HUNTING!

fully support this rule

3/8/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey

keep wildlife managment! yes to spring bear! 3/8/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
100 percent support the spring hunt !! 3/8/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
Lead poisoning...? Digging deep arent ya?
What about bow hunters? Also, again, showing your lack of knowledge....blood shot meat is cut away and not consumed. Its not uncommon for the bullet to pass clean through.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
Let’s keep Americans safe and smart. I oppose this. 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
How can you enjoy killing these bears? It is barbaric and needs to stop. That is why I am writing that I oppose this bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
Better not feed your dog or cat any food....it has meat in it... you see you kill animals all the time. 
We just happen to do it ourselves.
Fully support this rule.

3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt (and am not surprised by the bully remarks from those who want to kill the bears, quite characteristic of such mentality). 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
Lead ?? what are we talking about here. I support the hunt. If you like fawns and elk calves then understand wildlife management . 3/8/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Just eating meat and dairy kills. Stay  smart out there. 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
vote yes on spring bear! 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Vote no for spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I vote NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear ! 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
vote yes on spring bear 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Many are appalled by this lack of knowledge from the health community and environmental scientists who say this is all so bad. 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Absolutely No to the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I definitely support spring bear 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey



Keep the spring bear 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey

Vote no please. 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
100 percent keep spring bear 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose. 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
vote yes spring bear 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
Definitely No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
100 percent% do away with. Oppose 3/8/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
STOP MURDERING THE BEARS  !!!! 3/8/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
Leave the poor bears alone!!! No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
I support having a sustainable spring bear season. 3/8/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
It is unnecessary and completely uncceptable to allow this hunt to proceed.  3/8/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Petition for no spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 
I oppose all bear hunting 

3/8/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey

I am against this proposal - NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
Let the bears live in peace! Stop the senseless killings. I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
I spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt. Hunt each other if you need to kill something... 3/8/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
Please do not open up hunting. I honestly don’t see why people have to kill these animals? It’s not like there are too many of them. The numbers have been dwindling for years and with further human encroachment on land traditionally 
used by bears there’s your issue along with humans hunting their food supply thus forcing bears in to human settlements to find food in trashcans and all. Also hunting with a high powered rifle and camouflage isn’t a sport. Let the people 
who think it is, go after a bear with out a shirt on and only machete if they think they’re man enough. 
This rule makes me sick. Please do better. 

3/8/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting - now or ever! 3/8/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
Anyone in support is a very sick human being!! 3/8/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Most of these people that oppose hunting in general do not understand that if populations of bears are not regulated then other species don’t have a chance to survive. 3/8/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
Common to see 5 or 6 bears in a day in the spring in the blue mountains. I fully support saving elk calves and spring bear hunting! 3/8/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
Anyone who support is a sick human being 3/8/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
I love to read too many posts from people opposite to Bear Hunting. Commun sense and science will defeat the hunter's egocentric disregard for wildlife. Stop this decadent hunting practice! 3/8/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
No No spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
Why do men with small ****s feel the need to kill innocent animals?  Your insecurity shouldn't need to cause harm to animals. 3/8/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is not a sport. It's a massacre. Please consider putting your guns down. Saving a life ls good Karma.  Taking a life is unforgivable. Murder is not a sport. 3/8/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey
I will never support a dishonorable and massive repudiate practice as “ Sport Hunting “ . 3/8/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
Spring Bear Hunt is a degrading, immoral and evil practice. NO NO NO! 3/8/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
This isnt a sport or trophy hunt. These animals are taken as a food source via tons of hard work.  Support hunting. 3/8/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
STRONGLY oppose the bear hunt. Sad I read a hunter has physically threatened the Commission. Please vote no. You don’t serve the hunters. You serve wildlife and the people of this state. All respect. No to the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey

A big no to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. I just found out anti hunter have physically threatened hunters and commissioners with death threats. Please vote yes as per state mandate to keep the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
THIS PROPOSAL IS SIMPLY MORE TORTURE AND MURDER OF ANIMALS.  BEARS DESERVE TO LIVE THEIR LIVES THE SAME AS ALL SENTIENT BEINGS.  STOP SAYING IT'S OK TO MURDER THEM 3/8/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
Killing animals is recreation only for murderers. 3/8/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
STOP THE BEAR HUNT! 3/8/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I and many other nurses who travel to your state as you have many open needs there will not come to work there if this hunt happens. Who wants to come to a state where bears will be hunted for no 
reason. Cubs and mothers will be taken just like in other bear hunts I have followed like the one in 2015 in Florida which is well documented in thousands of photos from the bear monitors at the stations where the bears where weighed, 
etc.  

3/8/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. 3/8/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
It’s sad that this is even happening. As if bears and other species don’t face enough threats from humans already, we’re just deciding whether to kill them for fun? 3/8/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
Wow. I support the spring bear hunt unlike these people who just want to see poor cubs torn apart alive by other bears 3/8/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! 3/8/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. You cannot ensure that female bears will not be killed. You are going to have orphaned cubs if you allow this to o forward. This is no reason for this hunt. 3/8/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and the new rules 3/8/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
With overpopulation of people and wild habitat being encroached upon and developed, wildlife must have places to be able to live and just be themselves! We must maintain our precious ecosystem! Man cannot survive if we ignore this 
and wipe them out. Please let them live in peace on their sanctuaries. We will all benefit from this. Who is to benefit from several folks hunting and killing them?

3/8/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 7:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose this murderous proposal.  Why do humans decide which animals can live and which should die? How about humans stop over populating this earth! The arrogance of humans in power knows no bounds! Animals existed before 
humans and without animals humans can’t exist. 

3/8/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey

Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/8/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
This Cowardly and Cruel Pratique must stop! Stop the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/8/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey



Overpopulation and overcrowding and development of wild habitat is ruining the very ecosystem that we ,as people,depend upon for survival on this earth. It's a very fragile and delicate balance at this point in time. The wildlife needs a 
place where it can live safely and just be themselves in order to help us keep that delicate balance! Who benefits from a very few chasing down and killing nature with expensive technology and high-powered Nan made weapons? The 
nature cannot understand the unnatural man created competition for it's place and it's space in nature. Let them live in peace in their sanctuaries. They are no match for artificial man made technology and we will wipe out an important 
part of or very means of survival. 

3/8/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and the proposal 3/8/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt! 3/8/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Living in rural NE Washington I support the spring bear season. For those who think this is cruel. You should witness what the carnage that a bear does to a newborn deer, elk or range cow. 3/8/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear and all legal form of hunting.  Please educate yourselves and research why it is we have the diverse and abundant wildlife we do.  I'll give you the cliff notes version.. Hunting, fishing anf shooting sports 
participants.  So you're welcome.  Hug a hunter.

3/8/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/8/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I’m sick of all you Anti Hunters and your stupid comments. Look up the definition of murder. And eat a bag of ****s. Support spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt. Eat bear, the other red meat. 3/8/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
"Harvesting" black bears is wrong.  Prohibiting killing female bears with cubs or cubs in general should definitely be part of any "harvest" regulations.  What "sport" can be had in shooting cubs?  Bears, like other top predators, kill the 
young, old and infirm of their various prey species.  That is their role set by Mother Nature.

3/8/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey

I do not support this proposal. I do not support people killing bears for fun. 3/8/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
Who is shooting cubs? That’s retarded. Black bears SHOULD be hunted, along with all the other over populated predators. All your precious predators will die off eventually, after there are no ungulates left. Or maybe they will just start 
feeding on liberals? 🤞🤞🤞🤞

3/8/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey

All these anti's are so delusional thinking hunters go out to shoot cubs. Stop commenting, and stop breading. Your stupidity is beyond saving. Reinstate spring bear. 3/8/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
This travesty must be stopped, it just stokes the egos of people that are missing "something" in their lives.  They just love the power a gun gives them, as they have none anywhere else. 3/8/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
Support bear hunting. Spring and fall. And I agree, but I think it’s breeding, not breading. Unless your on a gluten free diet 3/8/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
"and to add a stipulation prohibiting harvest of female black bears with offspring and prohibiting the harvest of offspring. OFFSPRING WOULD BE  DEFINED AS LESS THAN  ONE YEAR OLD OR LESS THAN 50 POUNDS."

This has to be one of the most gutless, uncivilized statements made. Less than 50 lb? And you wonder why there are fewer and fewer people hunting? Here's the answer:
Start staring into the mirror.

3/8/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey

Ahhh snap! I’m back!! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 3/8/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
We eat bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

Let’s goooo!!!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

Eat chicken?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

You libtards are missing something in your lives. It’s called a brain. Keep following rainbows and unicorns, and go **** yourselves while you’re at it. You have no clue. Where do you think meat comes from? They don’t make it in the back 
of a Safeway store! Someone has to kill it, and butcher it, and process it so you can grill it up on the BBQ. Doesn’t matter if it’s deer, elk, bear, pigs, cows. It’s a lot to explain to you, I know. You must be vegetarian?? Because I can 
guarantee a wild game animal gets more respect and better treatment than whatever it is you are buying at Costco meat dept

3/8/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

Have a leather purse?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey

Leather shoes?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey

Happy now? I can do this all night.
Thanks 

Fully support spring bear hunting

3/8/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey

If sound scientific wildlife management data, including population and habitat estimates and models, suggest that a spring bear hunt is sustainable and WDFW can develop and implement a hunt pursuant to enforceable regulations 
(which it does and the agency can) the state should maintain a spring black bear hunt. Wildlife in Washington should be managed in the public interest and pursuant to the public trust by scientifically-trained and professional wildlife 
managers, not by emotion and ignorance.

3/8/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey

Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
Save a cub, support this rule 3/8/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey

Save a cub and support this rule 3/8/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this rule 3/8/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
Strongly support this 3/8/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports this 3/8/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt and any trophy hunting. Please include indigenous input and conservationists recommendations. 3/8/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey



We approve the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I am against hunting bears in the springtime. 3/8/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. Please follow the science. 3/8/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I am against the barbaric and adolescent desire for these hunters to kill anything. The bears should not be killed. Cowardly Hunters are NOT practising any form of conservation. That belief is delusional and uncivilized. 3/8/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey

I feel we have overlooked the importance of bears in their natural habitat as important to the balance of the ecosystem. I am against killing bears for the sake of  "sport." It is my hope and prayer that such a prposal will be turned down. 
Animals are not invading our space...we are invading theirs.

3/8/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
**** you calling hunters cowards. You liberal ****ing sheep. You really have no sense of reality. Do you not eat meat?? Where do you think meat comes from? Dead animals. Some hunt to feed our families with clean quality protein. It’s 
offensive that you as anti hunters have any voice what so ever, especially concerning management of wildlife from a consumptive perspective. 

3/8/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey

Don't let evil win, stand strong! 3/8/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
Bears and all wildlife are important to the ecosystem. The balance is made by conservationists, hunters, taking a small number of animals each year. Support all hunting, including spring bear. 3/8/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
We must protect our fellow Earthlings and be respectful of their  place in the environment.  Hunting is not  sporting, especially when using bear bait and dogs.  It is also unconscionable to hunt in the spring when they are coming from 
hibernation and have baby bears with them.  That is totally INHUMANE.  Come on "humans"!

3/8/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey

We have Black Bear here where I live in Lake Tahoe. 

They are Amazing Beautiful animals and very well respected. 

Bears also live through harsh winters and and really have to search for food and it can be hard enough to be a Bear 🐻🐻 🐾🐾 🐾🐾 People are infringing on their habitats. The bears 🐻🐻 🐾🐾  🐾🐾 have been here as long as we have and deserve 
to be entitled to live their God given lives as we all do. 

Please just leave the Bears 🐻🐻 🐾🐾 🐾🐾 alone and let them be what they were created to be! 

Heaven protect us from the cruel and indifferent. 
Living lives of love and kindness and not harming is what each human being is called to (whether they realize it or not) Protect God's Creatures! ✨

3/8/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

Let’s face it. You hate us, we hate you. Breaking up the USA into tribes. Just what the NWO and Democrats have planned. On that note, fully support hunters and the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
If you live in Lake Tahoe, you have no voice in hunting in Washington state. Sorry 3/8/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
It’s hard to go anywhere in Washington and NOT see a bear. They are everywhere. Over populated. Get off the granola trails, and see for yourself 3/8/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
I support regulated bear hunting, just as I support all regulated hunting in America. The Spring Bear Hunt in Washington is no different. 3/8/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
Love bear
Hunt bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey

I eat bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey

Drink coffee 
Eat bear 
Fully support this rule 

3/8/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

Save a cub 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/8/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/8/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a incredibly useful tool for controlling the best population, both limiting it and saving sows and cubs 3/8/2022 10:09 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. We need to follow the biological data and make decisions based off of bear populations. The data is clear and shows we have a healthy amount of bears and the spring bear hunt should continue. Our 
leaders need to continue to follow the North American model of wildlife conservation. 

3/8/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey

No. What kind of lunatic came up with this? 3/8/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey
I think if hunters want to kill, put them all in a wood together with perhaps their families and and let them start hunting themselves!!!!! Would be a different matter then!!!!!!!!!!! Animals have rights too!!!!! LEAVE THEM 
ALONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/8/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey

I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
Please stop this brutal abhorrent murder NOW 3/8/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Thank you for considering the rule making petition.. I support spring bear hunting and think it should continue forever! 3/8/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/8/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose this ruthless hunting of bears. 3/8/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/8/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting in Washington. We have many decades of sound science and harvest data to show that this is a sustainable hunt which does not negatively impact bear populations. The proposed language to protect sows 
and cubs is fine by me, although it should be noted that the targeting of sows and or cubs in the spring season is extremely, extremely rare to begin with. Most all hunters target mature males. It should also be noted that mature male 
bears attack sows and kill cubs not belonging to them. They do this not ensure that their own genes will be the most prevalent in the population. In addition, by killing cubs, males can get sows to go back into estrus, in hopes that they will 
father her next offspring. It may sound crazy to those who don't understand bear behavior, but it's the brutal truth. Allowing the harvest of mature male bears will actually prevent this from happening, which I think any person of sound 
mind should be in favor of. Bears also provide a healthy, organic source of meat for hunters. It may seem weird or gross simply because bear meat is not a regular part of mainstream food culture, however, for those of us who prefer to 
live off wild game, the meat is an excellent food source which helps us to avoid supporting the factory farm industry, which we all know contributes an awful amount to green house gas emissions and pollution of our waterways. For these 
reasons and many others, I support the spring bear season. We need to manage wildlife based on sound science. 

3/8/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey

I support the hunt 3/8/2022 10:59 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt.  STOP THIS CRUELTY,  PLEASE. 3/8/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Stop this insanity! No to bear hunting. 3/8/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
I do not support the hunter killing innocent bears. 3/8/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey



I oppose bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey
No more wars against bears. Stop the hunt. 3/8/2022 11:07 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring hunting of bears. 3/8/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
Please stop killing bears. 3/8/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunts 3/8/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I definitely do not want the bears killed. 3/8/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/8/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear with
Hunt

3/8/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey

science based wildlife managment please. 3/8/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey
Conservation social science wildlife management please! 3/8/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey
No to hunting bears.  Leave them alone. 3/8/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose to Spring Bear Hunt. 3/8/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Enough killing already! Stop bear hunt. 3/8/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Petition to stop the bear season 3/8/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone.  I support hunting human hunters. 3/8/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. 3/8/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
Hunt the hunter people. Leave the bears alone. 3/8/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
save the bears after all they were here first hunt the hunter 3/8/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting.  Why would any sane person enjoy killing ? 3/8/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. Please save the bears.  Let them live in peace. 3/8/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow this cruelty to continue.  No more bears being slaughtered.  You wouldn't want it to happen to you, don't allow it to happen to them.  Hunting is not a "sport" - it's murder, cruel murder.  Don't let hunters get away 
with murder. You have the power to stop the carnage now.

3/8/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunting, it is not necessary while wild life goes extinct! 3/8/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
'Harvesting bears' - what a joke!  Just like Putin harvesting Ukranians man's inhumanity and callous bloodlust knows no end.  We are the bears, the woods, the forests. We don't need to kill bears to live comfortable lives - compassion over 
cruelty - not such a hard choice, surely?

3/8/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunting. 3/8/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting.  The bears deserve the right to live out their natural lives in peace. 3/8/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
Stop Killing God's Creations just for your selfish fun! 3/8/2022 11:59 PM Online Survey
Let the bears live out their lives in peace with their families. Hunting for fun is a disgusting practice . The animals already have a hard time surviving. Killing helpless animals with high powered rifles is not a sport. 3/9/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey

The cruelest animal on this planet is Man! To get pleasure in bringing an animal down  that’s only trying to survive and bring up its young - these trophy hunters are sad people that  have some sort of need to kill !! They are lacking any 
form of understanding and have absolutely no empathy for animal life ! These animals need protecting from trophy hunters !! Now !! Please !! 

3/9/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose this slaughter of mother bears leaving cubs to fend for themselves. Trophy hunting is a cowardly and immoral act. Please don't let them pressure you into an unpopular decision. 3/9/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 12:06 AM Online Survey
Protect the bears and their little cubs. Ban the savage and barbaric spring bear hunt. Leave them alone! 3/9/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt it's sound management practice 3/9/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
stop the hunt! 3/9/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
I am in strong opposition to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
Hunting is clearly NOT conservation. I OPPOSE to this cruelty practice . "The  assertion that hunting is conservation has unmistakable meaning in the culture wars. It has become a rallying cry in the battle over America’s wildlife, part of a 
narrative employed to defend a system of wildlife management built around values of domination and exploitation of wild “other” lives, controlled by hunters and their allies, that seems increasingly out of step with modern ecological 
understanding, changing public attitudes and a global extinction crisis". "So who are the proponents of the hunting as conservation idea? Not surprisingly, they include organizations that promote hunting, such as the Rocky Mountain Elk 
Foundation whose “Twenty-five Reasons Why Hunting is Conservation” is probably the most elaborate articulation of the concept. The hunting as conservation view is also popular with gun groups like the National Rifle Association that 
like to conflate their second amendment advocacy with a “defense” of the hunting tradition. But it might be unexpected, and disconcerting, to learn that this view is also widely shared by the state and federal agencies charged with 
protecting America’s wildlife" (Bixby, K. 2020)

3/9/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey

management practice your own house, not Mother Nature. who do you think you are. god? 3/9/2022 12:22 AM Online Survey
Shame. Spring Bear Hunt is a cruel sport 3/9/2022 12:23 AM Online Survey
If there is human bear conflict, be sure that it is caused by the destruction of the habitat of the latter by the former.

Violence is never the solution. 

3/9/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey

Another excuse for slaughtering innocent animals for pathetic trophies. This is NOT conservation or sport. Just a lot of inadequate people with guns. Leave the bears alone to live their lives. 3/9/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
Hunting is not conservation. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
Hunting is an excuse for killing innocent creatures and is a disgusting and pathetic show of murder. 3/9/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this hunt! 3/9/2022 12:40 AM Online Survey
Totally against Bear Hunting and all type of hunting in North America. Why  does a minority  take control of our wildlife?  86% of US population disproved  any  sport, game or trophy hunting.  Why  do hunters deserve a greater voice in 
wildlife decisions.  Small user group—hunters—monopolize wildlife management. wildlife watchers—are nearly twice as numerous as hunters, according to a 2016 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) survey. Yet another “user” group is 
even larger: all of us, because we all “use” wildlife to keep ecosystems healthy and benefit from the results. Why should these groups be relegated to minority status, or excluded entirely, when it comes to deciding how wildlife is 
managed? We are majority, we need to rise our voice and take control of the wildlife management. 

3/9/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear culling 3/9/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE strongly to Spring Bear Hunts. 3/9/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
STOP THIS CRUELTY! I STRONGLY OPPOSE. 3/9/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey
Stop this cruel, insane act!No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:00 AM Online Survey
Me and my family oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 1:01 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose! 3/9/2022 1:01 AM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the cruel spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:07 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose this cruel practice 3/9/2022 1:09 AM Online Survey
The concept of killing bears classified as male to prevent them from killing cubs and raping their parents is speciesist. We do not do this to rapists who are human. We do not always do this to murderers who are human, for instance, 
police officers killing innocent people who are black. 

There are also better ways to conserve ecosystems than humans hunting bears. When humans hunt bears, they tend to hunt the ones that they deem as stronger or larger. This, in the end, leads to disease and struggle in bear populations, 
as only the weak bears then survive and reproduce. Excusing the hunting of bears through conservation reasoning is not ethical nor correct. 

Plus, if bears are deemed as being problematic due to how they interact with humans, humans need to figure out why bears are interacting with humans in the first place and then change their human behaviour rather than resort to 
killing. If bears are interacting with humans due to humans leaving their food or waste outside, humans need to take action around removing their waste from locations where bears can easily access them. 

Because of these reasonings, I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 1:10 AM Online Survey

I want to see spring bear reinstated. It’s good for Washington wildlife. It’s good for Washington. 3/9/2022 1:10 AM Online Survey
Fish and Wildlife needs to stop coddling hunters, they prove over and over again the bloodlust is more important to them than conservation.No to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:11 AM Online Survey
What is more important? The sadistic pleasure of a few hunters? Or the incommensurable benefits that Nature gives to all People? A government for the People should consider this matter carefully. 3/9/2022 1:12 AM Online Survey
Washington need no bear hunting! 3/9/2022 1:12 AM Online Survey
The bear hunt is cruel abusive and vile.   3/9/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt. Let them live their lives in peace.
Hunters are just in it for their pathetic blood lust and have no interest in conservation 

3/9/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey

We need more Nature not more gunmen killing whatever animal moves around! 3/9/2022 1:17 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting belongs to history.  There is no place for such barbaric and cruel actions in today's society. 3/9/2022 1:18 AM Online Survey
Hunters should take up arms to defend those in Ukraine if they want to show what "big" men they are and leave the bears in peace. 3/9/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey
Let the animals live. They are not for sport 3/9/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey
Removing non-human apex predators en masse from an ecosystem can have detrimental consequences. Black bears play an important role in the Pacific Northwest; they fertilize forests, disperse seeds, clean up carcasses, and help keep 
other animal populations in check.
In addition to being environmentally beneficial, bears hold a wealth of information for scientists on everything from osteoporosis to kidney disorders, organ preservation to long-distance space travel. 
On top of it all, the slaughter of a mother and/or young offspring from any species is just wrong.

3/9/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey

Hunting of any animal is a shameful & barbaric practice which must never be allowed. 3/9/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
The Bears are more worthy of life and freedom than those who hunt. Good luck to the bears 3/9/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:43 AM Online Survey
Tracking anything, creeping up on anything and then killing it doesn’t make any sense and it doesn’t make a man a man it makes him a monster. Animals feel fear, they feel pain and no-one should be allowed to terrorise them for 
whatever twisted pleasure they get. I’m with the person who said let the people who want to do this take their guns to fight for Ukrainian freedom from persecution instead of persecuting an innocent animal.

3/9/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any bear hunt.  Bears come out of hibernation in Spring, it will be a massacre, the bears won't stand a chance! 3/9/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! All hunting should be banned.  3/9/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
Oppose Spring Bear Hunt(s). Bears are important to the ecosystem. 3/9/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state.No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or any hunting at all!  Spring is when bears come out of hibernation so they aren't even properly awake.  To hunt them when they are at their most vulnerable is heinous, it would be a slaughter. No to ALL hunting at 
ANY time.

3/9/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting. 3/9/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
Bear trophy hunters in Washington have been threatening the WDFW commissioners to reinstate the controversial spring bear hunt following their 4-4 vote to stop the hunt last November. The commissioners who voted to stop the hunt 
said the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan.Oppose the bear hunt!

3/9/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey

I strong oppose the spring bear hunt.  Wildlife don't want any contact with humans so why can't they be left alone in peace? 3/9/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned world wide. 3/9/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
What is the is the point in killing and causing agonising pain to these wonderful animals.Has’nt mankind done enough destruction. 3/9/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Leave the wildlife alone! 3/9/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or hunting at any time.  Animals have the right to live in peace without being killed for absolutely no valid reason at all. 3/9/2022 1:57 AM Online Survey
My daughter son and I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt so that’s 3 more of us against it. 3/9/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbarity 3/9/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/9/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
No to Spring Bear hunt 3/9/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or hunting at any time.  Spring is the time when there are bear cubs and protective mothers around, Can their safety from the hunters be guaranteed? 3/9/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
Why are you hell bent on killing the bears?
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt 

3/9/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. No to  any hunting, leave the bears and wildlife alone. 3/9/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
My family and I are opposed to the Spring Bear hunt.
I love seeing them alive

3/9/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
As one of you hunters killed a mum and Cubs you don’t deserve to be allowed to hunt bears.
I strongly am against the Spring Bear hunt 

3/9/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt.  Stop the cruelty and leave the bears and wildlife alone.  Spring is a vulnerable time for bears as they are coming out of hibernation and wouldn't stand a chance against the hunters, the bears would be massacred. 3/9/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt  or hunting at any time. 3/9/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey



Hunting wild animals with GUNS and WEAPONS!!
You are really so Brave!!
If you have so much of guts, hunt bears with bare hands and the  we will all see the SHOW!!

3/9/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey

Why don't these people stop this , let them live like they let you 3/9/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting at any time. 3/9/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
This hunt is completely unnecessary and cruel. There is no justification for hunting bears. Leave them alone.NO to bear hunting! 3/9/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
I'm against the Spring bear hunt.  In this day and age it's barbaric. 3/9/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey
Stop killing innocent creatures!!! 3/9/2022 2:17 AM Online Survey
Hunting of any animal is totally unecessary and cruel. Why some people think they are being big and brave when the opposite is the case is beyond my comprehension. 3/9/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
Ban ALL hunting! 3/9/2022 2:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting 3/9/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
Love bears.Only wicked people hunt the,Please don't. 3/9/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey
This is REPULSIVE TROPHY HUNTING, plain + simple...these hunters don't need bear meat to survive!!! 3/9/2022 2:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. It is horrifically cruel - we need to be kinder to each other and to the animals that share this planet with us - especially now.  Please stop the killing! 3/9/2022 2:51 AM Online Survey
There is something wrong with people who get pleasure from slaughtering an innocent animal! 3/9/2022 2:56 AM Online Survey
There is something wrong with people who get pleasure from slaughtering innocent animals! 3/9/2022 2:58 AM Online Survey
Stop the murder of innocent animals for pleasure. It is repulsive in a civilised society. 3/9/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
Leave these poor bears alone, this is so unnecessary... 3/9/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the HUNT. 
Using the word 'Harvest' implies a useful purpose, but how is animal MURDER useful? SHAMEFUL..

3/9/2022 3:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. It needs to be banned 3/9/2022 3:23 AM Online Survey
Such a cruel 'sport' I oppose the spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 3:35 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone - I appose the Spring Bear Hunt - stop the madness!! 3/9/2022 3:36 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should not take place at all. It is the breeding season for all mammals and their right to live their lives should not be destroyed just for sick people's amusement. 3/9/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
Such barbarism to kill these beautiful creatures. Seems like we are in the dark ages still. I oppose to any killing. 3/9/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting for pleasure. 3/9/2022 3:42 AM Online Survey
These bears should not be killed for enjoyment...what a sick pastime! 3/9/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey
You will wipe out the population of bears stop this now 3/9/2022 3:51 AM Online Survey
trophy hunting is a big business, but no creature is made for killing just for fun or hanging their heads on a wall. How sic are those hunters in mind? Or have they just one cell in their brain? 3/9/2022 3:56 AM Online Survey
I vehemently and unreservedly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please stop this evil carnage! It is not a sport, just a way for weak-minded, sick morons with nothing better to do than persecute defenceless creatures. Sickening. Disgusting. 
despicable.

3/9/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt.
There is only one Beast in the room - and it is not an elephant!
If these wicked people need to take a shot , then switch to a camera and better appreciate these magnificent animals that were here long before the rifle ever was!

3/9/2022 4:07 AM Online Survey

No spring bear hunts. No bear hunts any time!! 3/9/2022 4:10 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt stop it permanently. Don’t twist snd distort the facts to suit a sick minority who threaten those in charge. 3/9/2022 4:11 AM Online Survey
against hunting 3/9/2022 4:16 AM Online Survey
against bearhunting forever!!!
GODs creation...GODs rules!

3/9/2022 4:17 AM Online Survey

stop bearhunting forever please!!!! 3/9/2022 4:17 AM Online Survey
never ever bearhunting-stop it-iam against hunting 3/9/2022 4:19 AM Online Survey
against hunting 3/9/2022 4:24 AM Online Survey
Do not approve this proposal. This is not to reduce conflict. Better results can be achieved with stricter public rubbish controls. Hunting areas are away from conflict areas and this proposal is simply for recreation. Proposing to make this 
an annual atrocity is even worse. This is a revolting and immoral plan to inflict pain and suffering for the benefit of those without conscience. 

3/9/2022 4:29 AM Online Survey

Totally OPPOSE the SPRING BEAR HUNTS. Thanks. 3/9/2022 4:32 AM Online Survey
Good morning!!  I SUPPORT the SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 4:45 AM Online Survey
Kindness not cruelty. Why would any mental healthy person want to kill for fun? 3/9/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
Please STOP the spring bear hunt! This is animal cruelty and unnecessary! You should be ashamed for doing this. Nobody should have the right to take the life of another for entertainment. 3/9/2022 4:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:51 AM Online Survey
WHY CAN'T YOU FIND SOMETHING ELSE TO DO THAT DOES NOT ENVOLVE KILLING 3/9/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose this rule totally.  We need to keep wild bears alive & not for trophy hunting.  Wild bears are no threat to humans unless attacked by humans or chased first!!!!! 3/9/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
I don't support spring bear hunting!  Why don't they hunt each other. 3/9/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 5:08 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, meat, tradition, and spending time outdoors 3/9/2022 5:08 AM Online Survey
hunting is not "sport". it is cowardice. also it has no place
in society. Last time i checked we were in the 21st century, not the 15th. I OPPOSE THE RULE.

3/9/2022 5:08 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
there is no need for a cull here and even if there was allowing
trophy hunting is absolutely not the way to do it
I oppose the rule

3/9/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Hunting permits are permits for murder, we have enough violence in our societies and must put a stop to these behaviours. Stopping hunting and educating our children to have empathy is a good start for a peaceful future. 3/9/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey



The park must be maintained as a natural reserve without
interference (or destruction) NO HUNTING.
I oppose the rule

3/9/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey

I am not in favor of allowing a spring bear hunt in the park.
Ruling Opposed.

3/9/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey

DO NOT let hunters back into the reserve.
I am against the ruling

3/9/2022 5:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
Stop all bear hunts!
For goodness sake you idiots, the reason children worldwide love Teddy Bears is because of President Teddy Roosevelt refusing to shoot a bear!
Time to reset your thinking. Respect your President's heritage worldwide!!

3/9/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt or any hunt at any time. 3/9/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
I veto the senseless hunting of bears. STOP bear hunting. 3/9/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Spring is the time bears come out of hibernation and there are bear cubs around.  There will be a mass slaughter of bears as the bears are not fully awake or alert yet.  No to hunting at any time and 
especially not at spring time.

3/9/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey

The names of all such Hunters should be openly publicised.
If the hunters feel they have the right to hunt bears, lets see how their neighbours feel about their murderous pastime.
Stop bear hunts and senseless murder of bears

3/9/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not let the hunt happen as it is cruel to the bears, having just woken up from their hibernation they are not alert.  Stop hunting the bears and other wildlife. 3/9/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting. 3/9/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt and all hunting at any time of year. 3/9/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. What is the actual reason to hunt bear anyway. It is unnecessary cruelty to the bears and their sows, half the time it leaves the cubs motherless to fend for themselves. Why can’t we be kind and respect all 
animals they have a right to live and be free too.

3/9/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey

Stop Bear Hunts.
Hunters SHAME Humanity - Killing our worlds beautiful creatures for Fun!! Simply disgusting

3/9/2022 5:35 AM Online Survey

Human-Bear conflicts can be solved in a humane way, not by killing!
NO to SPRING BEAR HUNTS.

3/9/2022 5:39 AM Online Survey

I oppose all bear hunts.  I am disgusted by people that want to kill them for sports. 3/9/2022 5:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I am concerned about these hunters and their urge to kill, something is not right w them mentally. These hunters need a real hobby that isn’t violent. Let the bears live! 3/9/2022 5:47 AM Online Survey
No no no no no to Bear Hunting!!!!!! 3/9/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The North American conservation model works. Follow the science, not emotional fodder. 3/9/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunting season as a tool to manage the bear over population. Even here on the west side I see so many bears even in heavily forested areas. This has a huge impact on the deer and elk populations. 3/9/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey

If people really need to shoot at living things for fun, shoot insurrectionists and antivaxx trucker convoys looking to cause harm to the rest of society 3/9/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I enjoy tasty bear meat and fully support spring bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
My family and i rely on the Bear meat I’m able to get year after year. It’s a way of life to live off the land and the way we chose to live. Nobody should have the right to take that away from us just because they don’t agree with it especially 
since bears are plentiful. Also I never shoot a sow especially a sow with cubs. No hunter does at least on purpose so when people comment on here saying hunters are killing lethargic bears with cubs coming out of hibernation that is a 
blatant lie and false. 

3/9/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey

Stop Bear Hunting. Science has not proved that human hunting is needed for conservation. Just refer to la last UN inform. North America conservation is a big fail, since many big mammals and predator has almost faced out from the 
ecosystems. Stop perpetuating misinformation only to favor an outrageous minority group and guns/ hunting gear industry. 

3/9/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey

Teddy Roosevelt was a hunter and a conservationist.  He harvested hundreds of animals in his lifetime.  He would support a spring bear hunt, or any hunt based on science and sound wildlife management.  YES to Spring Bear Hunting 
Seasons!!

3/9/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
No place for this massacre in the modern world. Should be setting example. 3/9/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I support the rule change. Please reinstate the hunt 3/9/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
Please follow the science  behind spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear slaughter! 3/9/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
There is no SCIENCE behind a bear slaughter , only bloodlust and cruelty. 3/9/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Hunt each other you cowards. 3/9/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
Help protect all wildlife, vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
Protect cubs! Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts.  I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey
bring back Spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/9/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
 I support the proposal to reinstate and continue the spring bear season. 3/9/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
As a female hunter, I support the spring bear hunt. The science supports the spring bear hunt. The newborn deer and elk support the spring bear hunt. 
Washington has a more than healthy population of bears and other predators. Stop letting the uneducated extremists have any say in our fish and game decisions and trying to dictate how people put food on their table. Stop 
unnecessarily taking hunting opportunities away. Hunters give more support to wildlife than any of those naysayers ever will. Do your job and focus on managing wildlife. 

3/9/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey



Yes to spring bear hunting.
We need to help the deer!!

3/9/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey

Black bears represent one of the most sustainable, renewable, abundant and economically viable resources a hunting and non-hunting communities can enjoy. Black bear meat is nutritious, and delicious. Black bear hunting in spring 
season or the fall season is both appropriate and beneficial to numerous species of wildlife, and forest resources. Those that do not agree with bear hunting, should choose to not hunt. But a difference in lifestyle interests does not give a 
population the right, or make them right to limit sustainable and healthy choices of others.    

Please maintain the rights, privileges, opportunities for those who choose adventure and hunting opportunity, as it is a self funding effort and the benefits socially and ecologically are significant.

3/9/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey

These murderers need to get a life. Killing is killing. There is a hell thank god! 3/9/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt, it’s not necessary, leave the bears alone. 3/9/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
I’m appalled that people feelings are considered in making decisions on the conservation of animals like deer and elk and bear. Hunting as proven to be the only effective and ethical way to manage wildlife. Not even sure how after the 
science this is even a question that the hunt needs to continue and maybe even be more tags given out. 

3/9/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey

Please, leave the Bears alone, they deserve a life.  NO TO BEAR HUNT!!! 3/9/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
The deer deserve a life and a chance, YES TO BEAR HUNT!!! 3/9/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
We support a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow trophy hunters and those who see hunting as a 'sport' or 'recreation' to kill beautiful animals to feed their egos. It is barbaric and out of date. If some animals must be culled, let it be done by authorised marksmen who 
know what they are doing and don't necessarily enjoy the task.

3/9/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear 3/9/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
Please allow the hunt. We must protect the wildlife in Washington.
YES to spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey

I Support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt and proposed regulations 3/9/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR!!
THE DEER DEPEND ON IT!!

3/9/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey

PLEASE BAN THESE TROPHY HUNTS AND STOP KILLING OUR WILDLIFE. 3/9/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey
As a citizen of Washington , I oppose the spring bear hunt. The science supports the spring bear lives. The newborn deer and elk support also their lives.
Washington has a poor population of bears and other predators. Stop letting the propaganda of hunters have any say in our fish and game decisions. 
TAKE hunting opportunities away. Hunters damage wildlife. Do your job and focus on PROTECTING wildlife!

3/9/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey

Stop this hunt, it’s not necessary! 3/9/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
This hunt is completely unnecessary and cruel. There is no justification for hunting bears. Leave them alone.NO spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Washington supports the Spring bear hunt.
We must protect the the vulnerable.
YES to spring bear hunting.
PROTECT ALL WILDLIFE, VOTE YES!!

3/9/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
The majority of people definitely want spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
Without a spring bear hunt, all the wildlife will die.!!
YES to spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey

Hunting and killing is unwarranted and has no place in a civilized society - what example does it set? Bears are sentient creatures and should not be subject to this type of activity that should have been outlawed long ago. 3/9/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey

Please listen to science and do not allow black bear hunting in spring when cubs are so ,so vulnerable and need their mother! Stop this completely unnecessary murder of predators, it has NO reason at all other than that emotionally 
amputated people enjoy killing wild animals for a hobby. Stand up against this and raise your voice for those who can't!

3/9/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey

To the below: You had better not eat meat of any kind.
If you don't eat meat at all then I accept your comment.
Also I reckon killing plants is kinda mean in a civilized society, eh?

3/9/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey

I OPPOSE ALL HUNTING CAN'T THEY FIND SOMETHING USEFUL TO DO ITS JUST BLOOD LUST BARBARIANES!! 3/9/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
TRUST THE SCIENCE, SAVE THE CUBS
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR.

3/9/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey

All of Washington supports the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
In order to maintain balance in the ecosystem we must have the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
100% support spring bear and hunting.  Civilized society???, that still thinks it's okay to kill babies.  Spare me with your emotional rhetoric.  Hunting has been a part of human evolution, those of us who still do it have a better 
understanding of wildlife and wild places then you will ever know.

3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey

help save wildlife in Washington
IT SHOULD BE ILLEGAL TO KILL BEARS AND CUBS!!
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!

3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I love to eat tofu stir fry. The teriyaki sauce I use has a lot of sugar in it but the rest is super healthy and has lots of veggies. I'm just trying to be a healthy part of this planet. That's why spring bear meat is my favorite meat of all. Deer and 
elk are good staples but nothing compares to bear in my opinion. 

3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey

All of Washington do not support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
Help the ecosystem vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey



I think that removing the year from the title is a great idea. The number of tags has shown to be sustainable, so not requiring a yearly meeting gives fish and game more time to focus on populations that aren't as robust. 
If crowding is an issue in some units than why not look for ways to open more land to hunters? Maybe advocating for the public lands program to start. 
I agree with adult boars being the focus in the spring. We're trying to control numbers, not leave orphaned cubs. 

3/9/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey

We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
Stop this killing! 3/9/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
Opposing Spring Bear Hunts, there are more humane ways in achieving the so called human-bear
conflicts.

3/9/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey

I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt.
3/9/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey

Wild animals are not  for hunters enjoyment.Vote No.NO to the spring bear hunt just for the lust and meat! 3/9/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I support the science fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts not propaganda. Oppose spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
Bears hunt and kill a significant portion of elk calves and deer fawns in the spring. Allowing a spring bear hunt helps to keep all wildlife populations in balance. Science shows that it is beneficial for the ecosystem, and we have more than 
enough data to prove this. I don't even hunt bears but I understand that a properly managed hunting season is actually beneficial to bears and other wildlife overall. Support spring bear hunting. 

3/9/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  There's a lot of comments on here about how 'enjoyable' hunters find it, which along with them saying they enjoy taste of the meat, is not an acceptable reason to hunt.  And can we replace this 
disengenous word 'harvest' with the real meaning 'slaughter'.

3/9/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey

This is purely about killing and not preserving, hunters like to kill and the larger than life victim the better.No to the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear season. 3/9/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting = proper wildlife management for ALL species. I support the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
It's time to follow the science and not follow the outcry of uneducated activists when it comes to wildlife management. The science supports a spring bear hunt and so do I! Adopt this proposal! 3/9/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Please stop this madness !No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
100% against a spring bear hunt.  Isn't there enough violence in the world without adding to it so unnecessarily?  Leave the bears alone.  No bear hunting. 3/9/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
The narrative that hunters just love to kill and are out there slaughtering animals is completely false and intentionally misleading.  There is so much more to hunting than the kill. We can’t let these emotional characters trying to ban 
hunting guide wildlife management.  We need to allow the biologists with actual data on these bears make management recommendations.  I support the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey

100% support this rule, as well as expansion of predator hunting opportunity 3/9/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt and this proposal. lol 3/9/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I support keeping this hunt open. Would also like to see more tags added to curb the explosion of bear populations across the state 3/9/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Please stop this madness! Don’t let emotions drive wildlife management. Reinstate the spring bear season. 3/9/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt 3/9/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
It's time to follow the science and not follow the outcry of hunter activists when it comes to wildlife and  lives. The science do not support a spring bear hunt and so do I! Adopt this proposal! 3/9/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
Science supports this hunt, and so do all conservationists 3/9/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt. I think the spring hunt is critical in saving deer and elk. 3/9/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
We are 100% in favor of this hunt. Ignore anti comments, they couldn't give you an estimate on the population of homeless living in their own city let alone any animal species. 3/9/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support all hunting, this hunt, and expanding hunting opportunities in this state 3/9/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I object.  This is not tenable.  Making the spring bear hunt permanent is wrong.  The only justification given is for "recreational" purposes.  That's abhorrent.  Bears should not be killed to provide some with their day of "fun."  It's 
absolutely gross!

3/9/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

We support this hunt 3/9/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Hunters use deer and elk as an excuse to kill other animals but yet stillkill deer and elk.  Humans kill more deer and elk than bear and wolves combined.  Wildlife management should be about the wildlife, not focusing on manipulating 
species that humans like to kill.  

3/9/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey

Object to the bear spring hunt.  No other animal is specifically targeted to be hunted in the spring, other than non-native turkeys.  It's cruel and unnecessary.  3/9/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I am 100% against a bear hunt.ignore the kill-happy hunter rhetoric and pleading for a chance to kill more animals needlessly.  3/9/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt. It is sustainable, plus there’s an addition to the rule that protects mothers and their cubs. 3/9/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Support the bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I am a retired wildlife biologist and hunter who is opposed to the spring bear hunt. The hunt is not supported by the science, most WA state residents, and responsible wildlife management principals. Moreover, the purpose of the hunt 
can be achieved by proven alternatives for reducing bear conflicts, timber damage, etc. Furthermore, the flawed rational for reducing predation on calves is far outweighed by the effects of weather, disease, and over harvest of elk and 
deer. Depredation is a far bigger problem caused be state feeding programs and reduced number of hunters than the insignificant affect of bears on prey populations. The plan to harvest bears is unjustified and nothing more than 
conceived to satisfy hunters. 

Thank You
Jay Brueggeman
1220Brighton Crest Dr
Bellingham, WA 98229

3/9/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey

We support this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Hunters claiming to care about science - what a joke. Oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!  3/9/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting  bear meat is  so tasty 3/9/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
We oppose this hunt! 3/9/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey



We are 100% to oppose hunt. Ignore hunters comments, they couldn't give you an estimate on the real population of Washington bears.They are phathetic liars to get their want of passionate killing!No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey

We support this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt as 95% of the population are just regular people who are shocked at what we’re seeing, which is wanton waste, killing for pleasure, ego and / or vanity, the use of modern weapons on animals who don’t stand a 
chance against them, as well as the gloating.  It’s bad optics, and the majority of people who have always had neutral feelings about hunting are being galvanized into action, as they are as offended by these behaviors in the same way 
they are by poachers or animal abusers.  

3/9/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey

I am against the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Support this hunt, support making it over the counter general tag. 3/9/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
I and my family totally oppose the proposed bear hunts , the bears need protection from these trophy hunters whose only pleasure is killing and more killing their appetite is never sated from killing , total wild life murdering misfits , total 
ban is what’s needed for the bears protection!!

3/9/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey

All in 100% fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. It’s a shame that people spend their time demanding to destroy animals and have the gall to call themselves outdoorsmen.  3/9/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I am a retired wildlife biologist and hunter who opposes the spring bear hunt for all of the reasons stated by the public in the previous hearing and public comment period.

Jay Brueggeman
1220 Brighton Crest Dr
Bellingham, WA. 98229

3/9/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

Am 100% against a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I am 100% in disagreement with a spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
i support this hunt, not one of these anti hunters will ever take part in the cycle of life by choice. they rely on others to live, and could not give a reliable opinion regarding any wildlife because they have no idea what they are even 
speaking on.

3/9/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey

Opposed to the hunt. 3/9/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
No to a spring bear hunt.  This shouldn’t even be an argument.  There are literally thousands of things people can do for recreation in 2022. Killing animals for what is basically whimsy shouldn’t be one of them.  3/9/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. The predator populations have grown as rapidly as the over opinionated townys ruining our state 3/9/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
Do away with the spring bear hunt FOREVER 3/9/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
NO SPRING BEAR HUNT, 3/9/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
This hunt is backed by science. I support the bear hunt, I support the WDFW, I support Washingtons wildlife and wild places. 3/9/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Ignore the melodramatic cries and fearmongering of hunters who have no concern for the welfare of animals and just want to kill. No town is under siege as so many claim about the species they want to kill.   No spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey

More spring bear hunting gives me time enough to fill all of my bear tags 3/9/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
This hunt isn’t backed by science no matter how many trigger happy hunters claim.  No spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt. The  populations of hunters have grown big and this are a big problem to our country! 3/9/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt, just like state biologists and the WDFW 3/9/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I doubt any hunter can tell the difference between a male and female bear.  Even when states prohibit the take of nursing females, hunters kill them unintentionally, and they frankly do not care about condemning Cubs to die.  No spring 
bear hunt.  

3/9/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt. The quality protein that I bring home from those hunts feeds and fuels my family. Few if any sows are killed during these hunts, as hunters absolutely do not target sows with cubs. It just doesn't happen. It 
should be a non factor in this decision. 

3/9/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

This is nothing less than blood lust. 3/9/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Hunters comprise roughly 5% of the populace, a very small minority.  My grandfather, father, uncles, and husband hunted.  The animals were utilized; the meat was eaten and the hides were brain tanned - they didn’t shoot or disrespect 
wildlife simply because they could.  They certainly didn’t pose with their firearms or ridicule the animals, none of them shot an animal and then had the audacity to say they were conservationists.  I don’t recognize the shameful and 
gruesome vanity fair hunting has become today.  No to the spring bear hunt.  

3/9/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

Our governor tells us we have to follow the SCIENCE so we must have this bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I definately oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Regular folks have entrusted wildlife to officials and organizations thinking that those officials would look after the best interests of wildlife.  Sadly, many committees and boards are made up of people who want to manage wildlife like a 
game farm. They are currently re-branding it as conservation and animals are just something they “harvest”, even though many are killed for trophies or simply tossed in the landfill or left in the woods to rot. Why don’t hunters hunt 
poachers instead? No to the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey

Utilizing euphemisms like “harvest” says it all and demonstrates how insidious hunting has become.  No to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Hunting skews natural population dynamics, disrupting the self-regulating trophic cascade. Then more hunting is framed as the self-serving population control "solution" to the problem caused by hunting in the first place.  NO TO THE 
SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/9/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey

Following science and history we should have a spring bear hunt. We are in a time where conflict management is needed. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey

Calling killing “harvesting” is shameful.   No to the spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Laughing at all the weak attempts by hunters claiming they care about “the science”.  These dudes are not into science or anything besides the chance to needlessly kill an animal.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Please get a bat and get in the game.  Trophy hunting and waste of game animal is illegal and had been for a long time.  More trigger words that are devoid of facts.  Kind of the oppositions MO.  Support spring bear. 3/9/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

Any wild population control needs no guns or other torturing tools to experience them on animals!If you want something to control,use your brains,not violence!No bear hunt!Hunting belongs to past!!!The rights to Life of Bears!!! 3/9/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear season and this proposal 3/9/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear, ignore anti hunting comments as they have no leverage, or firsthand knowledge regarding anything outdoors or wildlife 3/9/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt!!  Please honor the right to life for bears and their cubs!! 3/9/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Stop killing these poor souls, we are now supposed to be living in enlightened times. Leave the barbarism behind and wise up to yourselves. 3/9/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I support 100%. These anti hunters should educate themselves before making these foolish comments that place their agenda in the lowest form of opinions 3/9/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt!!  Please honor the right to life for bears and their cubs!!! 3/9/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
We back this hunt and the expansion of predator hunting 3/9/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt, ignore comments of hunters as they have no knowledge enough to or respect regarding  outdoors or wildlife. 3/9/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
self- affirmation (from under which skewered male defectiveness, in need of psychological compensation) is what hunting is all about now.  No one NEEDS to kill wildlife.  All species are under pressure from habitat loss, pollution, 
ecosystem destruction.  Most states have a huge problem with poachers, who consider themselves hunters during season.  Maybe work on that instead of promoting more killing.  No to spring bear hunt.  

3/9/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey

Passion for hunting has ceased to be a biological necessity. It has become, instead, a social attribute - a status symbol and a means of entertainment. Hunting for the technologically advanced part of humanity has turned from a livelihood 
into sport, and repulsive demonstration of social status - just look at the sickening stuff posted on Instagram and Facebook.  No to the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
Support this hunt 3/9/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
What up!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey

Bears are not a danger, they are not "trophies". and they are not "sport".
Imagine telling your children that some people think its OK to murder a defenceless teddy bear.
Imagine putting their teddy in box and shooting it in front of them.
That's what this is. 

3/9/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose 100%. These  hunters should educate themselves concerning nature.They are not capable accept the wildlife around  them.Cowards in multiple degrees! 3/9/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
We support. No leverage from anti other than foolish rhetoric repeated over and over 3/9/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
In today's world, with our level of technological advancement and worldwide spatial expansion, hunting is vicious. Think about it. Primitive man was a hunter-gatherer-- the same as other large predators. Inventing distant hunting tools 
(which allowed one to kill the victim not by direct contact, but at a distance - spears, bow-arrows, throwing devices) our species became a super-predator. No other large predator can kill the victim without direct contact with it.  With the 
invention of firearms, a person has turned from a biological hunter into a terminator. Finally, having created modern technologies (transport, navigation, communications, and location equipment) and combining them with firearms, man 
became a super-terminator.  Wild animals now do not have any means to defend themselves and resist this super-terminator. They are completely defenceless against a modern man who can find them and kill them anywhere and 
anytime, if he so desires. The passion for trophy hunting, with such a balance of power in favour of Homo sapiens, is profoundly vicious.  The strong seek to protect the defenceless, not to use their superiority to satisfy some cruel and 
immoral obsession.  Animals cannot protect themselves from people armed with modern weapons.

3/9/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey

Lol!!! More classic, disconnected comments by the cat ladies!
Let’s go!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

Eat bear 
Drink coffee 
Fully support this

3/9/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey

Bears want to live free, just like humans do. Stop murdering innocents. 3/9/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I don't support "hunt" of gunning down defenceless animals for enjoyment. 3/9/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
The rule protects sows with cubs. So many antis against it…. Lol!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey



It’s not guilt or innocence people. It’s meat.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey

I OPPOSE ALL HUNTING CAN'T THEY FIND SOMETHING USEFUL TO DO ITS JUST BLOOD LUST BARBARIANES!!!! 3/9/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Animals cannot protect themselves from people armed with modern weapons.  No one today needs to hunt.  The strong should protect the vulnerable, which is what wildlife is today.  This is more necessary than ever now, especially as 
we confront the sixth mass animals species extinction.  No to the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey

Notice the spelling in these comments…Europeans….

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

Stop this hunt, it’s not necessary. 3/9/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Another day closer to spring bear 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

Stop bear hunting and all trophy hunting! Senseless killing for the enjoyment of serial killers. This is how they quench their thirst for killing and not face any consequences. 3/9/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Save a cub
Fully support this rule 

3/9/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

Good meat and a good hide!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

Blasting bears with a rifle is not hunting or sport any more than shooting your childrens pet dog is. 3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose! 3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Hunters cannot and do not care to differentiate between sows with cubs and males.  They don’t care about orphaned cubs or their suffering.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Save an elk

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt.  It is immoral and should be illegal. 3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
No more  excuse for killing bears than killing cats. 3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Have a leather purse?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

Eat chicken?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

100 for this rule 3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  Stop the massacre. 3/9/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Leather shoes?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

Leather seats in your car?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

Ban this hunting! 3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  Inhumane. 3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Wool sweater?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

If shooting bears is OK then it should also be OK to have open season on pet cats and rabbits. 
Have some morality and decency

3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

We support his hunt, anti hunting comments on here are laughable. screw loose maybe? 3/9/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Woot woot!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

Don’t know who the lame individual who thinks he’s funny by trying to belittle and ridicule cat ladies is, but their level of maturity is pretty standard for the type who get off on killing.  NO TO THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.  3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

Save a cub and hunt mature boar!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

I continue to fight against these brainless evil hunters!Save the bears.NO spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  Ban the killers from gunning down wildlife for their sick amusement. 3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Your dog hunts
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
Like killing, like that the target cannot fight back, like senselessly destroying things - then support the hunt, 3/9/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt. 100% 3/9/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt.  It is an evil 'past time' 3/9/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt.   100%.  Thank you. 3/9/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is inhumane and the reality is that the ones who are for it simply like to kill as a hobby.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt.  Stop the senseless slaughter 3/9/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 100% 3/9/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
"Dogs hunt" - so hunt like dogs do, no weapons just your bare hands.  Only cowards use guns and bows on defenceless bears. 3/9/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt. Also support the choice to not hunt, but i certainly would not condemn relying 100% on others to survive and having no self reliance 3/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey



Oppose the spring bear hunt.  Stop the mindless killing. 3/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
As a registered tree hugger I fully support spring bear hunting  save a tree they have feelings too 3/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Such a cruel sport I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose Bear Hunting, I distrust the people involved in it and who promote it. Do not destroy what you do not understand. 3/9/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Today’s hunters with modern weapons, GPS, packs of dogs, scent lures, and bait piles are not true hunters.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt. The anti hunting comments on here are good entertainment if you enjoy seeing how disconnected from the real world these townys truly are 3/9/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
Recreational killers using phrases like “tree hugger”as a sad display of their ignorance is as pitiful as it is laughable.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!!! 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
We support. The lack of actual knowledge coming from these comments against the hunt is enough to close the book. They are clueless, and clearly unstable 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
How many hunters are hunters during season and poachers the rest of the year? No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt.  Permanently ban cruel killing. 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
Da maneira como o mundo está parece ser inacreditável que esse abate de ursos continue. 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
we support 100% 3/9/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt 3/9/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.  Ban it forever 3/9/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
 Opposed to Spring killings 3/9/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
We oppose this hunt 3/9/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt 3/9/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, especially because hunters on here are alluding that concern for animal welfare is “enough to close the book”.  These hobby killers are clueless and clearly unstable and shouldn’t have access to firearms.  3/9/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt.  Consign it to history where it belongs. 3/9/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to a springtime bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. Let those poor bears live and thrive! 3/9/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
The emotionality displayed by hunters on here demonstrates how unstable they are and the lengths they will go to just to kill an animal.     
No to the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  The trophy hunters comments on here prove they are deluded.  They should not be allowed to keep guns. 3/9/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt 3/9/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
Killing is neither "fun" nor "sport".  Those who think so are in need of mental help.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/9/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose all bear hunts 3/9/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this unnecessary barbaric Bear hunt! STOP IT! 3/9/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt! 3/9/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
Encroach on their habitat, drive them nearly into extinction and now kill them for "fun.?"  Absolutely not, I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 3/9/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
100% support 3/9/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  I agree that the trophy hunters have mental issues that make them dangerous.  Worrying that they are allowed to walk among us freely. 3/9/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
100% OPPOSE 3/9/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I used to be neutral about hunting until so many hunters trespassed and set traps on my land.  I’ve also seen how hunters treat their hunting dogs as well as witnessed a man celebrate killing a fawn.  I had a coworker who bragged about 
poaching 67 deer in one season, about illegally killing an alligator, and blowing a bobcat in half - he had a photo of this.  None of this was about fair chase or done out of necessity.  Decent hunters need to manage what seems to be an 
overwhelming majority of degenerates because regular people are shocked and disgusted and it’s this type of behavior that makes people who were otherwise supportive turn against hunting altogether.  I oppose a spring bear hunt.  

3/9/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear hunting to help protect elk calves and fawns before those populations decline beyond a non recoverable state.  3/9/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
Washington bears are in the crosshairs of trophy hunters following their petition to the WDFW to reinstate a spring bear hunting season and death threats that resulted in the resignation of one commissioner who voted against the spring 
bear hunt!This is how *******S act to get what they want!Vote NO to spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose 3/9/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. WDFW needs to listen to their biologists and bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
Lol! More insults from the antis! Keep up your deranged perceptions.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

Stop bear hunting.  It is barbaric. 3/9/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
It’s my dogs birthday today, he’s loving life and I’m a hunter.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

Totally oppose bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear hunt; as it is a cruel and barbaric sport, that is sadly the only way some individuals can feel powerful 3/9/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Strongly support. Make bear hunting great again 3/9/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
We support this 100% make this over the counter like Montana where they know how to actually manage wildlife for the better of the animals. 3/9/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! LEAVE THE ANIMALS ALONE!!! STOP THE CRUELTY!! 3/9/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
Totally support this hunt. And the expansion of this hunt to over the counter 3/9/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY support spring bear hunting in WA state. 3/9/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposals. 3/9/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
100% in favor of this hunt. 3/9/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/9/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey



STRONGLY support this hunt. Make bear hunting great again 3/9/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
oppose 3/9/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/9/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
We are in favor of this hunt, as well as expanding it to over the counter 3/9/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Strongly support this hunt 3/9/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Not support! 3/9/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt, expand spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. I know ppl who do it for fun and don't utilize the meat! Extremely careless! 3/9/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunt at any time.  When all the animals have been killed by hunters will they turn on people then? 3/9/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
NO bear hunting! 3/9/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/9/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting should not be allowed at any time of the year as it is cruel and unnecessary. 3/9/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt.  Leave bears and other wildlife alone. 3/9/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunt!Ban hunters as psychopates! 3/9/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
NO bear hunting! 3/9/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  We are in the 21st century and apparently are more advanced than previous centuries so stop the hunting. 3/9/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal, no to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Spring is when the bears come out of hibernation so they are not alert or fully aware of things yet.  Hunting at any time is cruel and should be banned. 3/9/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/9/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Laughable dolts wanting to outlaw hunting but eat meat.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

Please stop the spring bear hunt. No to hunting at any time of the year. 3/9/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt. As someone who does this hunt with my brother we enjoy the time spent in the outdoors, especially in the spring. We were lucky to harvest a bear last year, it has been amazing this past year having that extra meat. I 
have not met a single hunter who does not ethically hunt bears, we all try our best to be the most ethical and responsible hunters/outdoorsman we can be. It is hard for me to justify not having this Spring Bear hunt when cancelling it is 
based off of emotions. I believe we should look to the experts and their opinion on what should happen in the spring and that is the WDFW, not people who are far removed from the subject and making an opinion on it without knowing 
the facts! Take a look at our neighbors to the west, they enjoy a spring season for black bear every year even though our numbers of black bears are the same if not better! Thank you. 

3/9/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

As a conservation professional first, and a hunter second, I encourage science based management of our wildlife. Consumptive use inspires advocates of the resource, allows folks to provide healthy and natural food for their families and 
friends, and inspires a greater connection with the natural world, and a commitment to protecting it. 

3/9/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt.  Please leave the bears alone.  Spring is the time when cubs are around, they could be shot too. 3/9/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/9/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  To say that hunting is the only source of natural, healthy food in America is worrying. 3/9/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt 100% 3/9/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/9/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Bears are not trophies. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
We are in favor of this hunt as well as expanding it to over the counter 3/9/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  There really is no justification for hunting animals in this modern age.  It is worrying that people find pleasure in killing animals, will they move on to people when that no longer satisfies them? 3/9/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

Please please please stop the spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Bears are not trophies.  They are important to the overall health or their environment.   I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
Save the bears - so sad they are unable to shoot back. Please ban the hunt 3/9/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Stop the cruelty and stop all hunting. 3/9/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and hunting at any other time. 3/9/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Save bears!They have their rights to exist!Ban the hunt! 3/9/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and eating 3/9/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
100% IN SUPPORT OF THIS HUNT 3/9/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt in spring! 3/9/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt -- the suffering and cruelty involved is beyond depraved -- the unnecessary killings of Bears MUST be STOPPED 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Stop this old barbaric practice of trophy hunting!! 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt. Make bear hunting great again 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the sprigg bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
People who like to kill animals are now making death threats to legislators??  That alone has to tell you something about those people.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Opposed to bear in spring, being hunted. 3/9/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
A trophy?  This somehow says something good about you, that you kill animals?  No, it is a symbol of your callousness and lack of compassion.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Support this 100%. The anti hunting rhetoric is pathetic, laughable to read. Ignore the anti comments, they have no leverage only emotion for something they have no idea about 3/9/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly disagree with wa spring bear hunting thanks. 3/9/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I opposed bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
100% in favor of expanding this hunt to over the counter like Montana. Where they know how to manage healthy populations of all species 3/9/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt in spring! 3/9/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
You think anti-hunting statements are pathetic?? How about if you were hunted?  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt in Washington and everywhere else.  3/9/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey



The only trophy is the meat in my freezer and on my table. Fully support this sustainable ethical hunt for organic free range meat. 3/9/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt please 3/9/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. Do we really need to be even more cut off from reality? 3/9/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
WA resident & im against hunting our bears in spring! 3/9/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting. Science and statistics are management tools, emotion and opinions are just that and nothing to lend anything worth value 3/9/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
As mandated by Washington state bring back the spring bear hunt as it is an opportunity for hunters to put organic free range meat on their table from a sustainable renewable resource. 3/9/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Please allow our Washington state bears to be free of hunting in spring. Opposed greatly! 3/9/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Per vote Nov 2021 this was NOT passed & should not be passed bcuz of a corrupt council member. NO HUNT. 3/9/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Great against spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Hunting bear-pups is inadmissible! 3/9/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
Another day closer to glorious spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

Against spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
We don’t hunt cubs you morons. Mature male bear are the target.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

No bear hunt in Wa 3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Strongly support this hunt, go home KAREN your opinion is invalid and without leverage 3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Eat fish?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

Have leather shoes? 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

100% support spring bear 3/9/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Support this hunt 100%. 3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
I am part of the natural food chain and enjoy being a part of the natural world around me. This is why I support spring bear hunting and the proposed rule changes 3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt in WA 3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
This is America, we hunt here.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Ban this hunt ! 3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Drink coffee 
Eat bear
Hunt
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey

Support this hunt 100% 3/9/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Your cat hunts
Fully support this w

3/9/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

I oppose WA spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Ban non resident anti hunters from speaking on hunting policy.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

Wear fur?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

Eat chicken salad?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

No bear hunt in spring please, thanks. 3/9/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt 3/9/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt. Expand tags to over the counter to curb overpopulation 3/9/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
Miss me?!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

If you eat meat but are anti hunting then something is seriously wrong with you and you have become completely disconnected from the natural world. I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Support this rule 3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I am very supportive of the spring bear hunt.  Hunters have demonstrated a strong ability to avoid sows with cubs. 3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Only eat from the grocery store!

Just kidding
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

in favor of this 100% spring bear is a limited draw permit and needs to be expanded 3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Seattleite opposed to hunting bears in spring here. NO WAY! 3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Eat organic
Free range
Hormone free chicken!

And bear…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey



We support this hunt, expand all hunting opportunities in Washington 3/9/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Seattlite….worry about your drug and homeless problem and general filth, let me worry about what I hunt.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey

Opposed to killing bears in spring 3/9/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
💯💯 support this rule 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I'm against the Spring Bear hunt. They are better ways to stop bears then killing them. 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I type faster than you
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

Great reject this hunt. 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Support this 100%. Townys from Seattle and Portland prefer to live surrounded by homeless and garbage and have no valid argument regarding anything outdoors 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Support this 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Biden approves of this hunt and so should you 3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Seattleites are the biggest limiting factor of bear populations in the state. Not only that but they voted against a tax to provide funds for conservation. They must hate bears! If you love bears support conservation and support the spring 
bear hunt that has allowed for a robust and increasing bear population.

3/9/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

I'm against the Spring Bear hunt. It's senseless. 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Woot woot 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

Ban spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting rules 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Heroin is legal in Seattle and you want to ban bear hunting?
Clown.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey

Disagree with and don’t support this hunt. I support non lethal ways of dealing with bear nuisances. 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Let’s go bear hunting! 3/9/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
support 100%, senseless to waste your effort providing your opinion on something you haven't any clue about 3/9/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Against spring hunt 3/9/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Pep stick snacks again today…from bear.
No I won’t share.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey

Support 3/9/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Do not support 3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
100% in favor. Expand these hunts 3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
And now a word from our sponsor….

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

Your cat eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

Your dog eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

Save a cub
Hunt spring bear 

3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

100% support. make bear hunting great again 3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Elk support this rule 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Against spring hunt on wa 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Biologists support this rule 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Commissioner smith supports bear hunting…better go talk to her 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
keep up the hunt opportunity, 100% in favor 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Let’s go bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
No bear hunting plz 3/9/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Agree with wdfw, keep spring bear open 3/9/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
yes to bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
no to bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
Against it 3/9/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
if you are pro-science you are pro-bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Pro hunting and support this rule 3/9/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
Stop this killing 3/9/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey



Science proves killing does not deter bear human interactions. They still happen & numbers remain the same so I do not support killing bears for sport. No spring hunt in our beautiful state! Gov Inslee follow the science! 3/9/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

Anti-Hunting = Anti Wildlife.   Anti-Hunting Goals will decimate wildlife, nature and healthy populations of wildlife.   Bear Hunting, which is controlled by data and quota's, will only help wildlife overall.  3/9/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Against hunting vulnerable bears in spring 3/9/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Just say no to killing bear in wa 3/9/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt and all bear hunts 3/9/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
This WA household does NOT support spring bear hunt here. 3/9/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
We’re against bear hunt in spring. 3/9/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting! 3/9/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Hard NO TO BEAR HUNT IN SPRING! 3/9/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Just say no 3/9/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
We’re against bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
No to spring hunt 3/9/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Anti-hunting orgs are being deceptive and represent a threat to wildlife.  This cult like mentality is dangerous to the world we live in.    Bear hunting helps keep wildlife in balance from the top to the bottom. 3/9/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
Why kill innocent animals in the name of Sport?- shame on you Hunters. 3/9/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
Greatly against hunt in spring. 3/9/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
Against it. 3/9/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt in wa 3/9/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Hunting orgs are being deceptive and represent a threat to wildlife. This cult like mentality is dangerous to the world we live in. Bear hunting do not  keep wildlife in balance but destroys it.Ban bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/9/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting in Wa 3/9/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
No to hunt 3/9/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
Help save wildlife!
Yes to spring bear hunting!!!

3/9/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

I’m against bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
We must pass the spring bear hunt in order to save our ecosystem!!
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

Definitely support spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Auburn resident here says NO to killing our bears! 3/9/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Washington residents support spring bear hunting!
Vote yes 

3/9/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

No to bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Wildlife foundation of America supports spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
We must vote down the spring bear hunt in order to save our ecosystem!!
Vote NO for spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

We must support spring bear hunting in Washington in order to say wildlife!
Vote YES!!!

3/9/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
WA residents against this rule that was already struck down last Nov! No to spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Definitely no to hunting 3/9/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Removing some of the larger boars from the ecosystem should have a positive effect on overall bear numbers considering they are the main killers of young cubs.  Science supports spring bear hunting.  3/9/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Against hunt. 3/9/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
No spring hunt 3/9/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting, and we support Wildlife.
Help save the cubs!!
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!

3/9/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey

AGAINST HUNT!!!!! 3/9/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunting as does everyone else in Washington state 3/9/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Only evil barbaric hunters support this horrible hunt! These people are bloodthirsty psychopaths!! 3/9/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
NO HUNT!!! 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
HELP SAVE MOTHER BEAR AND CUBS!!!!
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING FOR ALL WILDLIFE!
WE MUST PROTECT THE VULNERABLE!!

3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

AGAINST HUNT 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Opposed! 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
NO NO NO 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

Absolutely support the spring bear hunt as it protects all wildlife. 3/9/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose doing hunt in spring! 3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
we support the spring bear hunt.
VOTE YES FOR WILDLIFE!!

3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

YES TO SPRING BEAR 3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Bloodthirsty hunters are physically threatening wildlife commissioners! So, it's clear: HUNTERS ARE DEVILS AND THEY BELONG IN HELL ASAP!!!!! 3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey



No way to spring hunt 3/9/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Yes yes yes for spring bear and to protect cubs 3/9/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
NO TO PRING BEAR HUNTING!!!  NO NO NO NO NO!!!!! 3/9/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Opposed 3/9/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
YES
YES 
YES
YES
PROTECT ALL WILDLIFE!!

3/9/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

Absolutely mandatory to protect all wildlife.
Vote YES!!

3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Against hunt 3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Washington for Spring bear
Vote YES!!

3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

Agsinst 3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Hunters are liars! They say that hunting innocent animals is to protect wildlife....EVIL IDIOTS!!! The only reason that hunters hunt is because they get excited with blood....evil devils!!! 3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and I support all wildlife. 3/9/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
100% in favor of this hunt 3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
I am opposing spring bear hunts. No hunts, please. 3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
No to bear hubting 3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
PROTECT THE INNOCENT!
PROTECT MOTHERS
PROTECT CUBS!
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING TO PROTECT WILDLIFE!!

3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey

No spring wa bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
39,000 Scientists support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
We support this. Anti hunters appear triggered by something, but voice no opinion of any value. 3/9/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Washington residents oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Leave bears alone 3/9/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
PROTECT THE INNOCENT!
PROTECT MOTHERS
PROTECT CUBS!
VOTE NO FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING TO PROTECT WILDLIFE!!

3/9/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

No spring hunt please 3/9/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Let us kill the ugly hunters, that would be a wonderful hunt!!! 3/9/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
I’m against my state opening hunting for bears in spring. Absolutely not. 3/9/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
NO hunters is the best thing that could happen to our planet!! Get rid of these evil hunting devils!! 3/9/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
No hunting please. 3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
We support these hunts 3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
Against 3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
Please stick to the science and not popular opinion. Only 3 % of Washington residents hunt. Asking for public comments then using these numbers of for vs against to justify removing hunting opportunities. Is just a shell game. Numbers 
don't lie. In the 2021 Spring season just one of 145 bears taken in the 2021 spring bear hunt was shown to be a lactating female. Other studies point to about a 2-percent cub mortality due to hunting.

Hunters are knowledgeable in the quarry they hunt, and have been taught how to distinguish boar from sows. The scientific facts and fish and wildlife department biologist both back the hunt.

Management of our states natural resources should not be be dictated by prioritized emotion over science.

3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

Yes please for hunting spring bear 3/9/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the hunt and do not support killing animals for thrills.   The bear killers will accuse the opposition of being too “emotional” about the argument while falsely claiming to somehow be aiding with conservation and wildlife 
management.  Please see their argument for what it is  - self-aggrandizing and narcissistic nonsense that is used to rationalize a disgusting hobby of killing wildlife.  

3/9/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey

 I support these proposals to reestablish and extend the spring bear season. 3/9/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
We support all wildlife.
Vote YES for spirng bear

3/9/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

Absolutely protect wildlife vote yes for spring bear 3/9/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
This WA resident says NO TO KILLING OUR BEAR IN SPRING ESPECIALLY!! 3/9/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Make the spring bear hunt mandatory to protect cubs.
Yes to spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

Springtime is a must for spring bear hunting. Vote yes! 3/9/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Washington state supports this proposal, yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey



FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
SUPPORT ANIMALS AND ALL WILDLIFE!
YES TO SPRING BEAR FOR PROTECTING OUR WILDLIFE!!

3/9/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

Yes yes yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Absolutely  support Spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting! A great way to provide meat for my family 3/9/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
100% SUPPORT PROTECTING WILDLIFE
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!

3/9/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

Save a tree with spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Science proves that killing DOES NOT reduce the number of bear nuisances or interactions w/ humans so killing is unjustified and unsupported by science SO YOU MUST OPPOSE THIS RULE. No spring hunt! 3/9/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
SCIENCE PROVES SPRING BEAR HUNTING HELPS ALL WILDLIFE.
You must support and defend the vulnerable.
YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!

3/9/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

Seattle WA opposes spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Save the deer and elk! Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
1000% support for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Stop killing bears 3/9/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
SEATTLE SUPPORTS SPRING BEAR HUNTING, AS DOES ALL OF WASHINGTON STATE!! 3/9/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Save the deer and elk! Vote no for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
This is best for our environment and ecosystem.
YES to spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

12TH man here says stop the spring bear hunt in our state! 3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Support wildlife
YES to spring bear hunting.!!

3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

NO to bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
We support Spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Yes to the wildlife
YES to bear hunting!

3/9/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

I support the Commission's effort to do the right thing for ALL wildlife by reinstating the spring bear season. This proposal has my full support. 3/9/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Browns Point here & I do not support bear hunting in spring, thanks. 3/9/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Banning bear hunting is taking away a great public renewable resource from my family. It tastes great and is all organic and free range! Support bears, support conservation, support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Kraken for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Shelton,Wa I say no to hunting 3/9/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Browns Point here & I DO support bear hunting in spring, thanks. 3/9/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Shelton,Wa we say YES to Spring bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Tacoma against spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Save the deer vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! continuing with the hunt is the right thing to do 3/9/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Tacoma Women for spring bear hunting!!
VOTE YES!! THANK YOU!

3/9/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

Yes to Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt was struck down innNov 2021 it shouldn’t be up for vote again but I’m against it anyways. 3/9/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Snohomish - We say yes to the Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Against hunt 3/9/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
SAVE THE WILDLIFE
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!

3/9/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Opposed to hunt. 3/9/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Yes to wildlife and yes to spring bear hunting
3/9/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Seattle supports spring bear hunting and so should you 3/9/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
SUPPORT SPRING BEAR, VOTE YES!!! 3/9/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunt. Certain commissioners had it out for it. 3/9/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
No to this proposal for spring hunt. 3/9/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Yes for the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Vehemently opposed to the Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Totally oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
No for the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
PROTECT THE WILDLIFE
VOTE YES FOR CUBS
YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!

3/9/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

I vehemently support the spring bear hunt. When can we start? 3/9/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Bear Hunt gets stopped 3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
support the mothers and cubs
yes to spring bear 

3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey



This Seattle household is opposed to this rule of hunting so please consider no spring hunt 3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
No 3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
SEATTLE FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTS.
VOTE YES!

3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

Tacoma for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
Kirkland spring bear hunter, vote yes! 3/9/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
I am very much opposed to the Spring bear hunt, it is immoral. 3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
YES to spring bear and to support wildlife! 3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Opposed to hunt 3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
We oppose 3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
VERY MUCH SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING.
IT HELPS ALL WILDLIFE
VOTE YES!!

3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
YES HUNT, WE SUPPORT!
SAVE THE CUBS!!

3/9/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey

We support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Greatly opposed spring hunt 3/9/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Help save animals that are vulnerable.
vote YES for spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey

Against here in Tacoma WA 3/9/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
vote YES for the animals.
Vote YES for spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey

I support spring beer and so does Tacoma 3/9/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Nope to new proposal 3/9/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting!!
Protect wildlife!!
vote YES!!

3/9/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey

Help protect wildlife, vote yes for spring bear 3/9/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
Don’t support 3/9/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear season life time in Washington. 3/9/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
 NO to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Heck no to hunt in spring 3/9/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting, it should have never been taken away. Get rid of any commissioners that don’t support the science. 3/9/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal. 3/9/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
No hunt in spring plZ 3/9/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Very against bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
No 3/9/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Please vote against killing bears 3/9/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Extremist hunters threatened  the lives of the commissioners who had simply requested further information and conversation about a spring bear hunt.  Hunting groups used social media to say that the commissioners who voted against 
the hunt should be “hung” and employed sexist tropes against Commissioner Lorna Smith, calling her “hysterical,” “emotional” and a “nasty woman.”  It’s apparent through their actions and attempts at intimidation that these people are 
unstable, belligerent and violent in their feelings of entitlement to kill.  Entertaining violent bullies really undermines the legitimacy of WDFW.  NO SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/9/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey

Wash resident against hunting bears. 3/9/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Long standing "recreational hunting opportunity " is absolutely the wrong reason to keep doing the wrong thing. 3/9/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Corrupt council vote No hunt no killing of our bears! 3/9/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I support the rule 100%! 3/9/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
This resident opposes this hunt 3/9/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Against any hunt spring or otherwise. 3/9/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose wa spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
No hunt! 3/9/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I’m opposed to this 3/9/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose WA spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Please no spring hunt 3/9/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Great against hunting our wa state bears this spring- no way! 3/9/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt in order to provide fully organic free range meat for my family. This is a public resource that allows the public to be involved in the conservation and management of a vital species. Don’t allow the antis 
to make everyone live in an artificial world separated from nature 

3/9/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey

No hunt puyallup household thank you 3/9/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I’m not for spring hunt 3/9/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
As a lifelong member of PETA I support the spring bear hunting season 3/9/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Very opposed to proposal 3/9/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Long standing hunting opportunities that no longer exist because our culture progresses: Bear bountys, Bear hunting 24/7, No limits on Bears, Bear hunting with dogs, Bear hunting with aircraft, Bear poisoning, Bear hunting with bait, 
Canned Bear hunting,Bear hunting to sell paws,claws, and galls. Stopping spring hunting of Bears is culture changing and progressing.

3/9/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose this hunt thanks. 3/9/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
No spring hunt in our state. 3/9/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
No hunt please it’s not needed anymore 3/9/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey



I’m against hunt. 3/9/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
No to spring hunting of our bears. 3/9/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

No hunt 3/9/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
Strongly against inhumane spring hunt. 3/9/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
No not for the hunt. Let them live 3/9/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
Fully support this %100 sustainable hunt.  Provide the hunting opportunity as mandated by the state. As our culture progresses we are more and more disconnected from the natural world. Soon the only way to enjoy the outdoors will be 
through VR as no one will be providing conservation efforts if the antis get their way.

3/9/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey

No hunt bears in spring 3/9/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
No to spring hunt 3/9/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
This is the worst idea.  I propose a spring hunt on trophy hunters... 3/9/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
No hunt in spring! 3/9/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I fully support a permanent spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Please vote in support of the current proposal and allow the spring bear hunt to continue. 3/9/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Don’t support 3/9/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Please permanently bring back our spring bear hunt. Just cook some steaks from my last year spring bear and they are delicious. Looking forward to get more great organic meat in my freezer again this year 3/9/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Don’t support 3/9/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunt from Seattle. 3/9/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose a permanent spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Oppose this spring hunt. 3/9/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
Ban the Hunt 3/9/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey

Fully against every part of this absurd spring hunt! 3/9/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt. There is no reason for well-armed individuals to enter animal habitats and murder defenseless animals. These animals are an integral part of nature and, as such, should be protected and free from 
assault by cruel hunters seeking to add another notch to their "trophy cabinets. Please stop the bear hunt!

3/9/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

No, no hunt please let’s keep our bears 3/9/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Against hunt. 3/9/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
I am in full support of a permanent spring bear hunt.  The science and facts supplied by WDFW biologists support this.  Also, this is NOT a social issue but merely a hunt based on facts. 3/9/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
No to killing our black bears 3/9/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Please vote in support of the current hunt proposal. 3/9/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting in spring should be banned permanently & made illegal. 3/9/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
Wow some real immature comments on here from people who are obviously so uneducated on the topic they can’t even come up with any facts And just resort to name calling and basically death threats against hunters. Please do not 
listen to these mentally deranged misinformed people. Listen to those who pay your wages and who actually care and put money back into the system to support the habitat for these animals. I fully support a permanent spring bear 
season

3/9/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

No bear hunting in spring please 3/9/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal.
3/9/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

As a resident I say no to killing bears in springtime thanks 3/9/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
The states own biologists say a spring bear hunt is necessary. Since when did we stop following the science? I am in favor for a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Against bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
I vote NO 3/9/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
The science justifies the Spring Bear season.  I fully support this proposal 3/9/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Completely against the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
I too vote NO like they did last Nov! 3/9/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Forbid the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. Please permanently re-open this and only use scientific facts provided by biologists in the future to adjust seasons. It will not work to start adjusting seasons and limits off of everybody’s feelings 3/9/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey

I support the Spring Bear Hunt. It should be OTC to help our ungulate populations. 3/9/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I agree with the WDFW biologists and support the Spring Bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season. We have the population that needs managed and hunting is the best tool and provides recreation. 3/9/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
Really OPPOSED to the SPRING BEAR HUNT(S). 3/9/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
I love the organic wild meat that the spring bear hunt offers me. The out of state and non hunters that contribute nothing to conservation funds don't have a hand in the game management of GAME animals. 3/9/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Science proves that killing doesn’t work in reducing # of bear nuisances & interactions therefore killing is not justified. BAN this spring hunt as it was voted on on Nov 2021! Science proves killing is ineffective & causes no reduction in 
occurrences. Don’t kill our state bears! 

3/9/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts produces orphan bear cubs and leave them to die
Spring bear hunting violates basic principles of ethical hunting and “fair chase.”
Only 15% of people in Western states favor spring bear hunting
Even without spring bear hunting, hunters can kill bears more than three months of the year.NO TO BEAR HUNT!

3/9/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey

Oppose this because BEARS LIVES MATTER! 3/9/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey



BAN this spring hunt. 3/9/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
No lives matter until all LIFE matters & yes, even bears… NO SPRING HUNT PLEASE 3/9/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Totally against bear hunting in out state esp in springtime! 3/9/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. I also support not being cut-off from reality any more than many obviously are. 3/9/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
BAN the hunting 3/9/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from cowards who think it’s ‘fun’ to take their lives.Totally oppose bear hunt 3/9/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the hunt. The bear killers will 3/9/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC. 3/9/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  Seems pretty cut and dry to me.  Reinstate the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

I strongly support our WDFW decision to have a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I am in support of animal conservation and appreciate the hard work that the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to preserve a healthy balance of wildlife.  The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation is the world's most 
successful system of policies and laws to restore and safeguard fish and wildlife and their habitats through sound science and active management.  I am in support of the spring bear hunt and I support the North American Model of 
Wildlife Conservation.

3/9/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

What is wrong with these people who want to kill innocent animals for fun?? 3/9/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. WDFW supports the science and I will support WDFW and not commissioners who go against that science. 3/9/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I appreciate the work WDFW does in managing wildlife according to science and that is the reason I strongly support the Spring Bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly disagree with having a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
I vote NO spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
Please do not hunt any bears. 3/9/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
WDFW must consider conservation social science and enlist humane ethics to counter any ambiguity in a mandate. A mandate inherently injects bias but humane ethics can overcome. 3/9/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Wildlife conservation was created for hunters by hunters, with the intention of promoting and protecting wildlife and land for human consumption. Conservation safeguards target animals and sustains these animals for future hunting 
opportunities. Hunting has been responsible for the extinction and the near extinction of several species of animals.Hunting is  ecologically not  neccessary .Ban bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

WDFW has done its research and it shows a spring bear hunt is a positive thing for our ecosystems. I SUPPORT the spring hunt. 3/9/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
Without hunters and the conservation efforts that we've taken and the funds that we have raised, there would not be the wildlife abundance we see today. 3/9/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Hunters kill predators, then complain about "overpopulation ". Their "science" is junk. They just want to slaughter and satisfy their bloodlust. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
All animals deserve a chance to live. Please, oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I fully, vigorously and strongly support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
As a woman who doesn't hunt, I believe in the science and will heartily support the spring bear hunt as it is recommended by the department of fish and wildlife. 3/9/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
I don't follow my own sceince, I follow WDFW's science and that science supports the spring bear hunt. You have my FULL support for the spring bear hunt. 👍👍👍👍 3/9/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
Nothing inhuman about the hunt. Control the bears. Help the deer and elk population. Hunters are great at taking only boars. Keep and expand the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
RESPECT Animals and Protect the Nature and Wildlife!!!
Stop Animal Suffering!!!Stop spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

Instead of so many people here, I don't allow waves of emotion to guide my decisions. The science is in, and it shows that hunters are intelligent, capable people who love the outdoors and are helpful in sustaining healthy populations of 
all animal species. I strongly support the spring bear hunt!!!

3/9/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey

No Spring Bear Hunt. Hunters can find other ways to amuse themselves rather than killing animals. 3/9/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
As a clinical research with ample knowledge in biostadistics, I support the biology and science, therefore I am AGAINST to Spring Bear Hunting. Hunting in North America is based in misleading interpretation and biased data. After 
reviewing robust evidence about human hunting practice around the world, the  conclusion is clear: hunting have direct effect and indirect effect in animal population affecting critical the survival of the  most complex ecosystems. Please 
appeal to the science and BAN Bear hunting for good. 

3/9/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey

WDFW's science is inherently biased. Commission members are realizing that and looking at the Big Picture through a more comprehensive lens than the myopia of "Tradition". Tradition changes culturally. 3/9/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
The U.S. Government's abuse of funds to cater to hunters harms ecosystems and abandons the public trust in the process. Many Wildlife Agencies are designed to work on behalf of Ranchers and Hunters. Predatory animals such as bears 
and wolves are targeted to eliminate threats to livestock and game animals. Hunting kills ecologically critical animals and does not serve to create an ecological balance; it serves to benefit hunters and ranchers.BAN DIRTY BLOODY 
INDUSTRY!VOTE FOR LIFE!

3/9/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey

I am a strong supporter of hunting in general and this spring bear hunt in particular. The black bear population in Washington State is thriving and the spring bear hunt is a heavily regulated hunt with a limited number of tags that hasn't 
ever had a population level impact on black bears in Washington. There has been a lot of really good work by the WDFW to show that this spring bear hunt is scientifically sound and will not impact the population of black bears moving 
forward. Any opposition to this hunt is an uninformed response by people who are anti-hunting in general. I am a hunter who takes a lot of pride in knowing where my food comes from and providing my family with the best and most 
healthy protein I can get which comes from wild game. Hunters care much more for the animals we hunt and spend more time and money protecting the species we hunt than most anti-hunting people or group ever will. The money spent 
on the special permit application and tag for a spring bear will go to WDFW who will in turn use it to protect black bears as a whole as well as the other game and non-game species they are mandated to protect.  

3/9/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey

Bear hunting provides the remaining bears with more food and ensures that other ungulate populations can recover and maintain healthy numbers. I SUPPORT the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Science says no proof hunters more or less intelligent than any other group, just different ethics. 3/9/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
 I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/9/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  Reinstate spring bear.

3/9/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey

Please leave these poor bear alone.  There is no reason to murder these animals - most of the time hunters murder mother bear and their babies  become orphaned and left to starve to death!  Do the humane thing and cancel the spring 
bear hunt - this barbaric nonsense should not be considered a sport!

3/9/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey



The state hires biologists for a reason, we should listen to what they say.  Following the science means leaving emotion behind and considering data.  WDFW provided data showing that bear numbers are increasing, hunting does not have 
a negative impact on the population and I support their recommendation to continue the spring bear hunt.

Hunting provides humane access to high quality, sustainable meat.

3/9/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey

It's amazing all of the anti-hunting, anti-wildlife comments here.  Your ancestors killed animals and ate them and you have that DNA running through your blood.  You must really hate yourselves. 

Hunting saves wildlife.  Anti-Hunting measures hurt wildlife.  

3/9/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey

Science says any "maximum opportunity can be provided in the fall. 3/9/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
If we ban spring bear hunting, it's just one step closer to losing one of the greatest human experiences available to us. Think carefully here. To those who have never hunted, you must realize you can't speak to this issue with the same 
knowledge and experience necessary to make calls that fit with reality. I support the spring bear hunt because I know from personal experience the good it can do for other animal populations as well as the fact that the department of fish 
of game's own science supports the hunt. 

3/9/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey

Please follow the recommendations and science.  There are plenty of bears in Washington! 3/9/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Hunters are better at identifying the difference between bears genders than most other people. They harvest only boars. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
Forests are being cleared to make way for the ever-growing human population. Housing, shopping centers, and roadways are responsible for the loss of vital wildlife habitat. We often don’t consider the effect this has on wildlife such as 
bears. Land development combined with bear attractants that are introduced in residential areas such as, unsecured garbage is most likely the cause of increased bear-human conflicts, not overpopulation.Say no to spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

I do not support the hunt. 3/9/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. 3/9/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt, please. 3/9/2022 12:53 PM Online Survey
Hunters harvest a small number of bears in the state during the spring bear hunt, and because they are all boars (male bears for those who don't know) it means that many, many cubs will survive because they won't be killed by the males. 3/9/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey

Science says we all pay for it and the law says we all have a say so in it. Civilization came about through farming not hunting. 3/9/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey
In the spring, the science is clear, that cub survival rate is greatly affected by the infanticide caused by male bears. When hunters kill some of these bears, it actually helps cub survival and simultaneously keeping the population at a 
healthy level. I support the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and all scientifically backed hunting 3/9/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
Science says rationalizations to support illogical and unethical notions is emotional. 3/9/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Civilization came about through foraging, hunting and farming 3/9/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Ya cause they farmed wooly mammoths and giant ground sloths during the Pleistocene.  Give me a break.  You are here because someone in your past hunted before they farmed.  Spring Bear for the win. 3/9/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
You don't harvest bears, you murder them.  If what you do is so upstanding, why do you feel the need to hide behind this ridiculous euphemism? 3/9/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Hunters may often not  identifying the difference between bears genders .They are blinded by lust to shoot . They often share misleading information concerning wildlife. I oppose the spring bear hunt!Save bears from these evil people! 3/9/2022 1:01 PM Online Survey

Who are you going to listen to, WDFW? Those who have poured money and time into supporting wildlife conservation, or those who jump on the woke bandwagon of emotional turmoil. I for one, am a hunter but that is not why I support 
hunting. I am convinced, that it is OBJECTIVELY a good sport. Whether or not I like hunting, it is a by nature a good thing. If we lose hunting, we lose touch with reality: and when we lose touch with reality we become less human. To those 
who haven't hunted, I'm sorry. You haven't felt what it is like to truly live. I support the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

But, proponents of spring bear hunting say there are too many bears, so why would they want to kill one bear to save two? 3/9/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey

Biologists support this rule 3/9/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Myth

Most hunters hunt to provide food for their family at little to no cost.

 

 Fact

When you consider the total cost of hunting which includes some of the following; weapons, ammunition, licenses, transport vehicles, and gear it is evident that hunting is not cost-effective. Hunters despite hunting for "food" still shop at 
grocery stores, eat at restaurants, and visit the drive-thru of fast food chains. Most hunters are not killing for sustenance; they are killing for pleasure.

3/9/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

Eat bear 
Eat organic 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey

I Don't murder my food if it's from my garden or the forest floor it's all the same 3/9/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
Fact:
I eat bear, deer, elk and moose

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

There is never anything wrong with earning your food through hunting.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey

Hunting isn’t murder.
Neither is your chicken salad.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

As a hunter, I don't hide what I do because I feel "guilty" I don't go and brag about it like some fool because I respect the wildlife and creation. As a hunter, I've got nothing to hide. I've never murdered a creature. I've harvested them. But 
I've never taken evil delight in watching an animal suffer. I hone my skills to be the most proficient and ethical hunter as possible. And I'm sure the animals thank me for it. 

3/9/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey



You missed me, you know it.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

I have a Masters of Science degree in Biology, so yes I "believe" in science.  but I also know that individuals & entities can use scientific findings to advance their own agenda.  this world is not simple, and there are always many factors to 
consider.   I agree with the following statement made by Dan Paul, the Washington State Director for the Humane Society of the United States:  "It is appalling and reckless that they would change course and once again consider a hunt 
that serves absolutely no purpose for the species' management and is a chance for trophy hunters to kill bears with ease when they are in a weakened, vulnerable state just waking up from winter hibernation. This is not conservation and 
serves no purpose. The time has come to stop spring bear hunts in our state."

3/9/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

Follow the science and mandate.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Your cat eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

Back again….
Thanks 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Please do not reinstate hunting of these bears. They just want to live 3/9/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey
Wear leather?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

Eat meat?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

Like to earn things instead of but them wrapped in plastic and styrofoam?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:07 PM Online Survey

Hunting for food is just one very small part of the bigger picture.  Those who do not do it will never understand.  They only see a death and not everything else.  Definitely the most expensive meat in the world but not why most do it.  
Much deeper, but I don't expect outsides to get it.  I support spring bear.

3/9/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Believe in science and biologists and not wacko anti hunters?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Save a cub
fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Please ban the spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
We hunt mature male boars not cubs

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Not trying to drown you out Mike.

Fully support spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

Your dog eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

As a Washington resident I fully support the proposed amendment and spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
I can do this all day

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

Protect sows and cubs
Support this rule

3/9/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

Bear tacos tonight!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

Organic meat and a sweet hide!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

Stop killing animals!No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Protect trees and Bambi 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

I eat wild game and am healthier because of it. I find my roots in the land through hunting and I won't ever give that up. Before you comment about hunting, come along for a hunt and conversation with me. I'm sure you'll see the light. I 
support spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

I can do this all day

Fully oppose spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

Protect bambi, control bears. 3/9/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting 100% 3/9/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Nature provides.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

Elk calves support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Ok got to go…

But I’m case you missed it…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

I'll be here, saying what is true. Spring bear hunting is a legitimate, science approved activity. 3/9/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
To those who oppose, do you have a good reason why? 3/9/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I haven't read a single comment that gives reason why we shouldn't have a spring bear hunt. I don't know why there's all this fuss now. It's been going on for years and we've never had any detrimental effects to the ecosystems. 3/9/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. WDFW does too. Why wouldn't you? 3/9/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Bambi opposes spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Protect deer and elk, approve the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I am not supporting Bear Hunting and any of its variants. " Sport Hunting is a sickness, a perversion and a danger and should be recognized as such. People who get their " amusement" from hunting and killing defenseless animals can only 
be suffering from a mental disorder. In a world with boundless opportunity for amusement, it' s detestable that anyone would choose to get thrills for killing others who ask for nothing from life but the chance to remain alive."  Sir. Rogers 
Moon ( James Bond)

3/9/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

If bambi opposes spring bear hunting - he be dead. I'm sorry. End of story. 3/9/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
The truth is bears are not overpopulating or causing any bear-human conflicts. The NCWRC pushed this false narrative to appease trophy hunting organizations such as Safari Club International, which provides substantial funds to wildlife 
agencies. Wildlife agencies cater to minority special interest groups while ignoring the majority of their stakeholders. It is important to note that science and data have proven that hunting does not reduce bear-human conflicts. I oppose 
spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

I enjoy free range organic meat. My wife uses the fat for soaps & baking. The comission has been offered spring bear meat to show that this is not a trophy hunt. Science and the WDFW staff support a spring bear hunt. I do as well. 3/9/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

So, if I hunt I'm less human? Funny. Actually, by not hunting you are distancing yourself from reality. 3/9/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
The vast majority of hunters in washington don't trophy hunt. They hunt for meat. 3/9/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Seattle teachers union supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and the proposals. 3/9/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

Bear/human conflicts is not the reason for the spring bear hunt. The hunt is put on to save lives. To save numerous fawns, calves and other species. 3/9/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
When I was young I was a hunter but not anymore. I don't need them for their meat. All animals even fish have intelligence and more so than the people who prey on them. It is too bad more people can't get in touch with nature and 
enjoy it rather than want to destroy it.I vote NO.

3/9/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

Seattle teachers union opposes spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Clark County commissioner supports spring bear hunt fully! 3/9/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey

As a hunter, I enjoy hunting as well as recreational wildlife viewing. To me, it isn't an either or - it's both. 3/9/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife!
Vote yes for spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

This hunt is important for reducing the number of boars who consume resources that would be better used by sows with cubs to get back to full strength after a long winter. The opposition to this hunt are more concerned about saving a 
bear than saving the population of bears. 

3/9/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

YES to spring bear hunting. I saw a bear kill 2 fawns last year and it was gruesome. It didn't even eat them. 3/9/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I support a Spring bear season. Opponents of this hunt have said that the Spring hunt is unethical. One such argument is that bears are lethargic this time of year, as they are just emerging from their dens. However, the scientific data does 
not support this. WDFW data shows den emergence generally occurs in mid to late March and early April, yet hunter harvest data shows the majority of bears are harvested in the later half of the season between May 15 and June 15. If 
bears are “lethargic” wouldn’t more bears be harvested during the earlier half of the season? In addition, the average success rate of the Spring hunt is between 20 and 30%, so if bears were easy to kill this time of year wouldn’t that 
success rate be much higher? Please follow the science and reinstate the Spring bear season.

3/9/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

The boars kill cubs and mothers!
Vote yes for spring bear to help widlife!!

3/9/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey

Save the population of bears and ensure a stable, sustainable population. SUPPORT the spring bear hunt. Don't be a loser and bring down wildlife conservation because your emotional PETA friend group says hunting is bad. 3/9/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey

Totally against bear hunting plus 300 million of North Americans.  We are majority against this barbaric practice. Science and all environmental Institutions around the world disapprove  human hunting as a model of conservation.  Our 
voice  and vote must be considered when wildlife management  takes place. 

3/9/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey

Hunters are stupid enough to keep arguing with them.Any intelligent human knows what is best for ecosystem.Ban bear hunting. 3/9/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Totally support the completely ethical and scientifically proven sustainable spring bear hunt. Hopefully those that literally do nothing for conservation or managing wildlife be allowed to sway the commission away from its mandated job. 3/9/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey

Ban the Hunt 3/9/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Hunt the hunters and ensure that these vile,mentally deranged scumbag animal killers endure slow and agonising deaths.The only good hunter is a dead hunter!! 3/9/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
instead of hunting bears, why dont you go do something useful with your spare time, like clean the refrigerator? 3/9/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt. There is no reason for well-armed individuals to enter animal habitats and murder defenseless animals. 3/9/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey

So much hate here for people that want to provide clean organic free range meat for their families. It's sad to see. I support the spring bear hunt proposal as it is read, please vote in favor. 3/9/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey



Despite the death threats from
Antis I am totally in support of the spring bear hunt. It allows me to put fully organic, free range meat in my clean fridge and freezer. Not only that but knowing that my license dollars go to conservation and will be matched by federal 
dollars from the tax on hunting equipment is another great reason to continue the bear hunt. Antis love to whine and moan but do absolutely nothing for conservation.

3/9/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

We fully support this hunt, as well as expanding all hunting seasons and bag limits 3/9/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting. No to anti hunting ignorant rhetoric 3/9/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
We fully oppose this hunt, as well as expanding all hunting seasons and bag limits 3/9/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Yes we agree 100% with keeping this hunt open 3/9/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
Yes we support this hunt, yes it is sustainable 3/9/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Yes we agree 100% with keeping this hunt closed 3/9/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Yes on this hunt. Have to agree with state biologists 3/9/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
we vehemently SUPPORT this hunt 3/9/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
100% support this hunt 3/9/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Yes we oppose this hunt, it is not sustainable. 3/9/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
I support these hunts 3/9/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
Yes we support this hunt, it is completely sustainable. 3/9/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear hunting. Go home Karen. Your opinions are invalid 3/9/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Science says bears contribute to the survival of salmon and orcas. Hunters do not. 3/9/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
We agree with the choice to keep it open, should be over the counter like in Montana where they know how to manage all wildlife for healthy populations. 3/9/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Yes we agree with wdfw, keep these hunts open 3/9/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Yes support this hunt 100% 3/9/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Yes to Spring bear, YES to wildlife!! 3/9/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear season 3/9/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Science says bears contribute to the survival of salmon and orcas. Hunters do as well.
YES to spring bear!!

3/9/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey

Yes on these hunts, make bear hunting great again 3/9/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
We are in favor of this hunt 100% 3/9/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
we vehemently oppose this hunt 3/9/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
NO on spring bear season 3/9/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunts. Yes to managing healthy wildlife populations. 3/9/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Yes I support this hunt opportunity 3/9/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
NO on these hunts, make bear hunting low again 3/9/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear hunts. You got one anti hunter on here just repeating the same rhetoric over and over with no valid argument. Case closed 3/9/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Yes I oppose this hunt opportunity 3/9/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Yes on these hunts. Expand all predator hunts for healthy ecosystems. 3/9/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
we fully support these hunts 3/9/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
YES on these hunts, make bear hunting happen again! 3/9/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunts. Yes to all hunts. Yes to fishing. Yes to trapping 3/9/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
we support this hunting opportunity 3/9/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
100% support this. 3/9/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I fully support this and all other sustainable hunts 3/9/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
No on these hunts. Narrow down all predator hunts for healthy ecosystems 3/9/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
100% oppose this 3/9/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
No! To the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
100% oppose this. 3/9/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting as it’s clearly sustainable and ethical. 3/9/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Stop sick ****ed murderers.Ban it! 3/9/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Petition to stop the spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

Yes on these hunts. Narrow down all predator numbers for healthy ecosystems
3/9/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting in Washington State 3/9/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting in Washington State. 3/9/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
Stop sick destroyers of conservation. Once this hunt goes away these people stop caring about bears altogether. They have no idea what the outdoors or the backcountry looks like outside of a documentary. Support bears, support spring 
hunting

3/9/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state. Reinstate Spring Bear

3/9/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey

 I strongly support spring bear hunting in Washington State 3/9/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
NO on these hunts. 3/9/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Support bears, oppose spring hunting! 3/9/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Yes on this hunt. These rules are fine and we should support them. 3/9/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Support bears and conservation. Support the spring bear hunt. Not 1 animal rights group provides any help or work towards conservation. 3/9/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
Against the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
No on this hunt. These rules are not working and we should oppose them 3/9/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
North Carolina Bear Sanctuaries were established more than fifty years ago and were created to protect bears. The bear sanctuaries have become revered destinations for residents and tourists alike. The beauty, serene environment and 
the prospect of seeing bears have drawn people from all over the world. These once peaceful escapes will soon be taken over by bear hunters and hunting dogs, which endangers bears, other wildlife, the people who live in these areas, 
and those who visit. Do not allow this,say NO!

3/9/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey



These rules absolutely work as proven from 20ft of spring bear hunting and continuing to have a robust population. The people against this hunt have no other argument that makes any sense other than their feelings. They are basically 
fascists who want to impose their views on everyone else and make wildlife suffer. Don’t let these racists win support spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

I support science and facts. I support the spring bear season! 3/9/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
What does NC have to do with Washington? Bears already have plenty of sanctuaries in Washington such as federal and state parks. Allow this ethical and sustainable hunt to continue 3/9/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I can’t believe someone would want to imprison bears in sanctuary just so that tourists could go see them. What sick twisted cruel people. These same people want that for all wildlife. The whole world
Converted to a zoo that humans are not involved in. Say yea to spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

I am in full support of spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey

I am a hunter/fisher/gatherer that provides food for my family. Gathering comments for WA state rule making should  require commenters be either a WA state resident or provide proof they purchase non-resident licenses. Also, with only 
3%+ of residents being hunters, we will never be the majority. Following the science & WDGW biologist findings. 
I support legal hunting of bears in the Spring by those lucky enough to be drawn.

3/9/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

Do not allow this nonethical  behaviour of hunters to continue.
The truth is bears are not overpopulating or causing any bear-human conflicts. The NCWRC pushed this false narrative to appease trophy hunting organizations such as Safari Club International, which provides substantial funds to wildlife 
agencies. Wildlife agencies cater to minority special interest groups while ignoring the majority of their stakeholders. It is important to note that science and data have proven that hunting does not reduce bear-human conflicts. 

3/9/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey

It is barbaric - opposed to the spring bear hunts. Thank you. 3/9/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
It’s great! Fully support spring bear hunting and all other hunting fishing and gathering activities of public renewable resources 3/9/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE 3/9/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunting. It is cruel and barbaric. 3/9/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from cowards who think it’s ‘fun’ to take their lives.Ban it! 3/9/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I disagree with this proposal vehemently. It has been proven that no consideration, either of age or maternity, is given to bears being shot, so it will not stop cubs being deprived of their parent and left to die, or cubs being shot. There is 
no respect for these beautiful animals.

3/9/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the WDFW biologists in their belief that a spring bear hunt should be allowed. 3/9/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. So does the science, so does the WDFW staff. 3/9/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose Trophy Bear Hunts, I oppose Trophy Hunting, LIVE & LET LIVE ! 3/9/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Asking the commissioners to vote YES for spring bear hunts.  Listen to the WDFW biologists, and follow the science. 3/9/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
The only trophy from this hunt is the meat in my freezer and on my plate. Not to mention the bear fat used in cooking. Deeelicious!!! 3/9/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
People, you must remember that what we are dealing with are sick, twisted individuals.
Their whole ethos is based on believing they have the right to kill anything they choose, irrespective of the cruelty involved to both the creature being killed and it's young that will inevitably starve to death.
They strut about as if they are brave, skilled and superior, whereas the truth is they use others to track the poor animal, use high velocity guns with powerful telescopic sights which make the kill as easy as washing the family car.
There is no battle of one against one with the strongest winning, it's always one sided, only one outcome.
To add to the insult to the poor animal they hack its head off and mount it on the wall of their 'den' or office to brag about it to their mates.
They will take the last of these endangered creatures to the precipice of extinction unless checked, and that begs the next question, what will they turn to next?
It's a pathetic sight watching these mentally sick individuals traveling the globe simply to shoot and carve up a graceful giraffe or a magnificent leopard, something to hang on a wall.
Remember also the connection between animal hunting and the crazies that stalk the shopping malls of the countries, the science is well known and proven.
We need politicians with guts and determination to rid the world of these distructive monsters before we have no wildlife left.

3/9/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring black bear hunt . Leave them in peace. 3/9/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, we must protect wildlife.
Vote YES to the proposals!

3/9/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey

Support baby cubs
Vote yes for spring bear!!

3/9/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
ALL decent human beings would oppose the slaughter of bears. Bears are part of our wildlife and were put on this earth for a reason. The bear slaughterer, Mike Herz, requests people not to "stoop to the level of the emotional opinion 
based comments..." He is such a Neanderthal that he implies that 'emotion' in a person should be derided. In fact, 'emotions' are important characteristics of a human. Which proves the point that he and his ilk are barbaric with brains 
that have not developed. Bear slaughterers have no compassion (an emotion). They are self-centred and care only for themselves. They are not concerned that they will leave depleted wildlife and, no doubt, barren lands for their 
descendants. For they don't care. They have no emotion.

3/9/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, we must protect wildlife.
Vote NO to the proposals!

3/9/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

Support baby cubs
Vote no for spring bear!!

3/9/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

Lololol. The only sick twisted individuals are those who oppose conservation. Asking hunters to kill animals with a spear or knife resulting in a much longer crueler death. Using a rifle ensures a quick humane death so that the meat may be 
harvested quickly. If shooting is so easy then the commenter below should show how easy it is lol. Hiking into the backcountry with a 60lb pack and out with a 100+ lb pack. They have never left their couch and want everyone else to live a 
disconnected life just like theirs. It’s a fascist mindset that wants humans to be slaves to tech and to be above and apart from nature. I look forward to forming a part of and participating in the natural world around me. Don’t let fascists 
win, voy yea on the spring bear hunt

3/9/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

I and all my friends oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Unless bears get guns also, I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey



You support it, I support it, we all support it.
Protect ALL wildlife, vote YES for Spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

Stop this barbaric slaughter of innocent bears. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
You, I and all my friends support the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I and all my friends support the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Barren lands from hunting?? The only reason there is any wildlife at all in the Us is so to the conservation model put forth by hunters. The poor uninformed uneducated individual making these comments hasn’t even bothered to read the 
proposal above. They think it’s a trophy hunt for sows and cubs, lol, and that hunters have no emotions. Hunting is emotional and allows one to participate and value nature. Unlike them who want to be removed from anything natural or 
real in the world. 

3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

Help the cubs
Help the mothers
Help all wildlife
Support spring bear!

3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
God said "I give all the plants and fruits of the earth for you to eat. They are your meat". Save the bears ,vote no! 3/9/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric slaughter by predatory bears. I support the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife from these blood thirsty trophy hunters.
I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT.

3/9/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey

I and my family and all our neighbours oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Have a heart. Stop the bear hunt from starting. I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Hunters have no compassion for life. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Hunters are the most compassionate to animals.
I support the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear, protect all wildlife. 3/9/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

Protect our precious wildlife. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
They shout, "follow the science!" with conviction when it supports their agenda.  When it doesn't, they resort to petty name calling.  Same thing over and over again everywhere... +1 for the Spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Nonhunters don't care about animals.
Support the spring bear hunt!
Protect the innocent from predators.
Yes to spring Bear!!

3/9/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey

Protect our precious wildlife. support the bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt and save a life. No to the hunt. 3/9/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Yes  to spring bear hunting.
Yes to wildlife 

3/9/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Have a heart and save cubs from bloodthirsty bears. Support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Start the bear hunt and save a life. YES to the hunt. 3/9/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Have a heart and save cubs from bloodthirsty bears. Support the spring bear hunt
YES, YES, YES
WE MUST PROTECT THE VULNERABLE!!

3/9/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Have a heart and save cubs from bloodthirsty bears. Support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
I do Not support wildlife crime like the Spring Bear Hunt. All over the world we have lost fifty percent of wildlife in only fifty years time. Shameful. 3/9/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Don’t let the deer and elk get killed!
Support the spring bear hunt

3/9/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

It is pretty sad that hunters only care about killing as many animals as possible. 
I do not support the hunt.

3/9/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey

Overwhelmingly yes to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
We support wildlife,
We support the spring bear hunt and so should you.
Save the CUBS!!
Yes to spring bear!

3/9/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Cruel sadistic sport. Stop the hunt. 
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/9/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

 Start the hunt!
I SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT
protect all animals from the Predators

3/9/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Hunters have a warped, sick mind. I oppose the bear hunt to save innocent lives. 3/9/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please save the bears. 3/9/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
We can have the bear hunt if you go in without weapons.
I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT.

3/9/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

Say absolutely NO to the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey



Very much opposed to the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
Fully support the hunt. If bears are so nice then how about the antis just go out and hug them? 3/9/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and science based wildlife management. 3/9/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I wish that the bear hunt is cancelled.
I oppose the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Make it an annual hunt! 3/9/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear and all other forms of legal hunting.  The irrational and emotional comments and often derogatory statements is a clear indication that they have little to do with or fully understand why it is we have the 
fantastic amount of wildlife in North America and has worked for over 100 years.  They have lost their connection with the natural world and reality in some comments.

3/9/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey

Hunters are sick and twisted but the ones advocating for killing humans are those opposed to the spring bear hunt. Keep the hunt going! 3/9/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
Why don't you hunters fight the bears with you bare hands. I pay to see that.
I oppose the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey

I and my family oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Please do not open the bear hunting season, stop this insane and barbaric practice!  I am astonished when I see comments coming from hunters " please don't make decisions base on opponents  emotions, reinstall bear hunting season" 
well, let me tell you, when commissioners opposed to the spring bear hunting  last year, a  stampede of furious hunters attacked them and threatened them with death. Now, who are the irrational  emotional in this history? 

3/9/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose spring bear and all other forms of legal hunting 3/9/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
Because killing a bear with my bare hands would be cruel and unnecessary. I don’t hunt to show off my fighting prowess. I do it to get organic free range meat for my family. Why don’t you farm and harvest all your own food? I would pay 
to see that!

3/9/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

Of course all the death threats on here have come from those opposing the hunt. Makes you wonder if there were any death threats from hunters or if it was from those in opposition. 3/9/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
So sad that there are human beings that are so blood thirsty that they would spend the day on this site writing comments, over and over again.
I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I whole heartedly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
Mike Herz and your fellow morons - we are not emotional. We are are not barbarians. We are not cruel. We are caring, compassionate and concerned about those innocent and defenceless animals. I hope you rot in hell - soon! 3/9/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

So sad that there are people so opposed to other gathering and harvesting their own food from a public sustainable renewable resource 3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Of course we support the spring bear hunt.
We must protect wildlife.
YES to spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey

What death threats? You can't come up with anything that makes sense. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I heart wildlife 
YES to spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey

 oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Of course we oppose the spring bear hunt.
We must protect wildlife.
NO to spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
Most of the anti hunters on this site have never been more than 100yrds from their car or couch. They want everyone removed from the natural world so that it can be destroyed to supply them with tech and plastic wrapped foods. I fully 
support spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

Of course we SUPPORT the spring bear hunt.
We must protect wildlife.
NO to spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

Of course we oppose the spring bear hunt.
We must protect wildlife.

Of course we oppose the spring bear hunt.
We must protect wildlife.
YES to spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I love wildlife. Animals are better than people. No to the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
We must protect wildlife.
YES to spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I love wildlife. Animals are better than people. 
yes to the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey

I love wildlife. Animals are better than people.
yes to the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey

My family and I support a spring bear season. I believe that the data provided by state biologists warrants an OTC spring bear season. Hunters do not hunt for the thrill of the kill like many uneducated commenters on this platform spew. 
Hunting is the purest form of connecting to the food you consume, as it provides my family with clean, healthy meat. 

3/9/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey

YES TO SPRING BEAR
YES TO WILDLIFE

3/9/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
How about if we cancel the spring bear hunt? 
No to the hunt

3/9/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey

How about if we continue the spring bear hunt?
YES to the hunt

3/9/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey



yes to spring bear hunt!
We must protect all wildlife

3/9/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey

LEAVE THE BEARS ALONE. NO TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
YES TO THE BEAR HUNT
PROTECT FAWNS!

3/9/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

NO to spring bear hunt!
We must protect all wildlife

3/9/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

Yes to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
 NO TO THE BEAR HUNT
PROTECT FAWNS!

3/9/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to this bear hunt, and all hunting. The bears have  a right to exist in peace. All animals feel fear and pain. We should not be inflicting it on them. People who hunt for fun are either mentally ill or evil. Hunting as a tool for 
wildlife conservation is just an idea peddled by hunters so that they can get their kicks, and pose, gurning, by the side of a dead animal. Well, I know who's dead body should really be in the picture. True wildlife conservation does not 
involve making animals suffer fear and pain. It involves preserving natural habitats and keeping humans out of the way of animals, so that they thrive. Allowing this hunt to go ahead would be a crime against nature.

3/9/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife.
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

Sad individuals. You know who I am talking about.
I oppose the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

I am all for a spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
We must protect elk and deer. Vote yes for the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
Sad individuals. You know who I am talking about.
I support the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey

Can’t imagine not wanting to form a part of nature or be a custodian of the natural world around me. I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I love wildlife. Animals are better than people.Ban the hunt! 3/9/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
All life matters, including wildlife. No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
We must protect elk and deer. Vote no for the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I support this 3/9/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly agree that we need a spring bear hunt to protect our wildlife 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I love wildlife. Animals are better than people.
no to the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey

I do not want the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I support this hunting season 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
We need a spring bear hunt to protect our wildlife 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and I support wildlife 3/9/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I love bears I support the spring hunting season 3/9/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
NO TO THIS SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey

I wholeheartedly agree that we do not need a spring bear hunt to protect our wildlife 3/9/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I love bears I oppose the spring hunting season 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Why are some humans lacking compassion for life?
I do not support the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I love bears I SUPPORT the spring hunting season 3/9/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I love bears I oppose the spring hunting season 3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly agree that animal rights groups do not and have never done anything for conservation or bears. I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I approve spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
Spring bear season protects all wildlife.
Vote YES!

3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

Ban spring bear hunting !!! 3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
Stop the barbaric torture of these bears.
I oppose the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting should be continued forever! 3/9/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
10/10 support from Ukraine!!
YES, YES, YES

3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey

Support from Russia 3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Me Gusta Oso 
Vote Si 

3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey



I disapprove spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Save the bears! Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Save the bears! Support spring bear hunting!
Vote YES!!

3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

Ban this barbaric cruelty 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
All I can say is why? I oppose the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Creo que el oso es un animal bien delicioso y es necesario protegerlos. Q siga la caza d oso en primavera 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Save the bears! Stop spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose this barbaric spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Save the bears! Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Because of science I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Definitely support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Vote yes to continue spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Do not support the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Why? To put organic free range meat in my freezer from a renewable and sustainable public resource. If you like your food prepackaged and full of chemicals good for you! I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
No reputable wildlife biologist would advocate for the killing of wildlife in order to "save" them. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife
Vote Yes for spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey

Because of science I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I
Support 

3/9/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey

As a wildlife biologist I support spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Support for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
10 out of 10 wildlife biologist recommend spring bear hunting!
And so should you!!
Vote YES!

3/9/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey

Adopt this rule and continue spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting
YES to protecting vulnerable Cubs!

3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey

We can’t let these poor cubs die.
Support spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey

Spring is such a beautiful time to be out hunting bears. I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting to protect our wildlife 3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
As a vegan I support people eating spring bears over factory farmed animals. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
Oppose for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/9/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
We can’t let these poor cubs die.
 Ban spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunting to protect our wildlife 3/9/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting to support baby cubs. 3/9/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
I and all my friends oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and proposals 3/9/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season …No cubs die during spring season from hunters. They do die from being eaten by other bears 3/9/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Have a heart save the Cubs.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey

My family and I fully support spring bear hunting. It is a special occasion in the woods every year searching for these amazing creatures. They provide us with the best meat and cooking oil and memories that last forever. I love bears and 
hope they stay on the landscape forever. Us hunters appreciate these animals more than anyone else can. 

3/9/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey

I support bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Full support of spring bear and this
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.

3/9/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I support Spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Lots of comments about "ending hunting".  Nothing useable about why to end a "spring bear hunt".  I support spring bear hunting on the basis that bears, like all predators need to be managed.  The best way to do that is with a special 
draw hunt in the spring that allows a limited number of hunters the chance to hunt the biggest adult bears without cubs.  Those are the bears doing the most damage to our deer and elk fawns and calves.  

3/9/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey

Doesn’t matter I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/9/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I approve spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I approve spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
Doesn’t matter I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I supportnspring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I disapprove spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey

Cool story bro I support spring bear hunting and eating tasty bears 3/9/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Please stop this awful trophy hunting now 3/9/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Would happily take anyone out with me spring bear hunting to learn about conservation and how to procure their own organic free range meat! 3/9/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/9/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
I would love to go hunt for bears this spring! Fully support these rules 3/9/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
I support all that is bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Support the hunt and the science 3/9/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Facts over feelings support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Facts over feelings oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting for all I approve 3/9/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting should be approved 3/9/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
I support 3/9/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
I strongly support 3/9/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
please follow the science support spring bear hunting.  Bear meat is so tasty 3/9/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
Support bear hunting! 3/9/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
 End the killing NOW. Save our wildlife from cowards 3/9/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
Killings of Bears MUST be STOPPED.I oppose. 3/9/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
I support the eating of bears and the spring bear season 3/9/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Support the hunt! 3/9/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I support the hunting of bear 3/9/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
It’s now cowardly to provide your family with organic meat from a publi and renewable resource? Cowards shop at the grocery store and their food comes wrapped in plastic and full of chemicals. I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

I support 3/9/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
No need for a spring bear hunt.  Ban it. 3/9/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
I support hunting of hunters in spring bear seoson! 3/9/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting it’s beautiful 3/9/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Total support for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Washington Needs a spring bear hunt!
open it now!

3/9/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

Cowards like hunters do shop at the grocery store and their food comes wrapped in plastic and full of chemicals. I fully oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Washington do not need a spring bear hunt!
stop it now!

3/9/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear.
We must help protect our wildlife 

3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey



Total support for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Cowards like anti-hunters do shop at the grocery store and their food comes wrapped in plastic and full of chemicals. I fully support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
I approve 3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunting, save the Cubs! 3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear.
We must help protect our wildlife

3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey

We totally need a spring bear hunt to protect our wildlife. 3/9/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
I disapprove 3/9/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey

YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING
YES TO THE PROPOSALS
YES TO PROTECT THE CUBS
YES TO PROTECT THE MOTHER BEARS
YES, YES, YES!!

3/9/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey

Save the cubs and approve the bear hunting 3/9/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
Americans with disabilities supports wildlife.
Vote Yes for spring bear hunting! 

3/9/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey

Need more bear tacos!  Support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear.
We must help protect all of our wildlife.

3/9/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey

Yes for spring bear. 3/9/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey
The future of our wild life depends on it.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
3/9/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

The future of our wild life depends on it.
Vote no for spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

Ban it.  Totally unnecessary. 3/9/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
Lets open an open hunt on the Bear Trophy Hunters.Stop spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
The future of our wild life depends on it.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!
 I am totally in favor of this bear hunt.

3/9/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey

Support the Cubs 
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey

Washingtonians for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Total ban for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Stop massacring our bears and cubs just for human commodity ... " Sport Hunting" just perpetuates the mental health sickness and enhance antisocial personality associate to massive school shooting . I am scientist who follows the 
normal pattern of the biology across the species. It is heartbreaking and totally irrational when you see a " biologist" (doubt it is a real biologist) supporting this anti -natural and anti- science practice. 

3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey

Total support for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey



Yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Support the Cubs
Vote no for spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey

Have the "hunters" shoot each other this spring.  Problem solved. 3/9/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
No need for a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 
Yes for wildlife 

3/9/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey

We have to protect the Cubs. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
Total need for spring bear hunting to protect all wild animals in our beautiful forests.
Vote YES for spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunting
Yes for wildlife

3/9/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey

Total ban for spring bear hunting to protect all wild animals in our beautiful forests.
Vote no for spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey

Vote YES for spring bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey

How it is possible that a misinformed minority control our wildlife. This irrational practice must STOP NOW. Ban hunting 3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE 3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Americans for the production of wildlife.
Yes for spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey

Ban the spring bear hunt. Permanently. 3/9/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
I vehemently SUPPORT spring bear hunting and cubs!! 3/9/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
How it is possible that a misinformed minority control our wildlife. This irrational practice must STOP NOW. 
ALLOW SPRING BEAR hunting!!

3/9/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting and all the wildlife 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Murdering the defenceless and innocent for amusement in a one sided contest has to be psychopathic.No bear hunt! 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE spring bear hunting and cubs! 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
How it is possible that a misinformed minority control our wildlife. This irrational practice must STOP NOW. 
ALLOW SPRING BEAR hunting!!
yes to bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Washington wildlife supports bear hunting. 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
 ban the spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
The only misinformed people on here are those who have no idea what the regulations are for hunting or how the conservation model works. Biologists and conservationists agree. Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
We vehemently SUPPORT spring bear hunting and cubs! 3/9/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
spring bear hunting protects cubs. 
Vote YES!!

3/9/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
YES TO spring bear hunting and cubs! 3/9/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Make spring bear hunting mandatory, vote yes 3/9/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
The only misinformed people on here are those *******s called  hunters who have no idea what the Nature  are  or how the conservation model works. Biologists and conservationists agree. No bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
spring bear hunting do not protect cubs.
Vote no!!

3/9/2022 4:10 PM Online Survey

RESPECT Animals and Protect the Nature and Wildlife!!!
Stop Animal Suffering!!!Vote NO

3/9/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey

I am totally opposed 3/9/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
Strongly against a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
Male bears are the biggest cause of death of cubs. Save a cub shoot a boar support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Save a torture factory farm animal. Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Yes to morels fried in bear fat! Yea to spring bear hunting’s 3/9/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season in Washington 3/9/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Totally against the unnecessary spring bear killing season. 3/9/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear season in Washington 3/9/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
Ban the Hunt 3/9/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey



Do away with the spring bear hunt!
There is a fall bear hunt which should give hunters plenty of opportunity to kill a bear for their recreation, if that is what they need to do for fun. It's the year 2022 and, in case you haven't noticed, we're losing the planet. People need to 
think about what it's going to take to save it. The decline in the animal populations world wide is appalling, especially the larger animals. Let's stop killing more bears in the spring when the bears are in a weakened state and only serves to 
give the "hunters" an  opportunity to make an easy kill.
A spring bear hunt does not "manage" the bear population in any meaningful way but only serves to appease a small, but somewhat vocal, minority of people living in Washington State. Surveys have shown that most Americans do not 
approve of recreational or "trophy" hunting. An interesting side note: A recent study that examined the motivation for trophy hunting found that hunters glamorize the killing of an animal so as to demonstrate virility, prowess and 
dominance. If you want to "manage" the bears, you might start by managing the people who claim to be in conflict with bears. The bears are just being bears, people should know better. As for timber damage, here is the Commissions 
response to the question: What is the extent of lumber damage attributed to bears? Answer: We do not have access to this data. This information is considered proprietary to the timber companies.
Please put a stop to this unnecessary spring bear hunt.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. R. Bakel

3/9/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

Ohhh yeahhh!!!! I’m back!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey

Your cat eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

Anti hunters agree:

This rule protects sows with cubs.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
Leather belt?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

Organic chicken eater?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

Free range hormone free?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Let’s gooo!!!! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
Your dog eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Save a cub

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
Like to insult and slander hunters?!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey

Love this rule 3/9/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Europeans agree

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey

Miss me?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey

Woot woot!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey

Keep the insults coming! I know you guys gate hunters, let’s hear what ya got!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Your mom supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
My mom supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Ban it permanently. 3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Totally support this rule 3/9/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Off and running!!! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Make it permanent 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Fully support this 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Strongly supports this 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Fully support this rule 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Totally against a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
My dog supports this rule 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey



Totally for it 3/9/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
I’m faster than you

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

Against a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Yeah buddy! 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

For it 3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Support it 3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Ban it this year and every year. 3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I eat bear 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

Eat fish?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

Opposed to a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
You want to spam? Then let’s go!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey

Permanent please.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey

Another day closer to spring bear season 3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Opposed to a spring bear hunting season. 3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
My son is for it 3/9/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt this year or any year. 3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Oh snap!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Ethical hunters agree:

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

Bambi supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Save a cub

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

Support this rule 3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Commissioner smith supports the rule 3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Muahahahah.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to hunting in general and hunting of bears in particular. We need to move on from killing and harming animals. Thank you for your consideration of this comment. 3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
The evidence supports spring bear hunting.
The science mandates it. 
Yes for spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

Let’s play the “I don’t live in the US or hunt” spam game.

That’s what you say….

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

We support the evidence, we support science, we support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Cat ladies agree 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Strongly supports this 3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

Woot!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey

Keep it up

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

I SUPPORT  hunting in general and hunting of bears in particular. We need to move on and protect the animals. Thank you for your consideration of this comment. 3/9/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey



Eat bear
Hunt!

Fully support spring bear this

3/9/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting, yes to science, yes to the evidence. Protect all animals and vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
PETA sucks

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Hsus sucks

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

I fully support the proposals and spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Let’s go Brandon!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Tag I’m it!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

Hsus does suck
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey

I SUPPORT  hunting in general and hunting of bears in particular. We need to move on and protect the animals. Trust the science, trust the evidence of management and most of all the biologists. Thank you for your consideration of this 
comment.

3/9/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Lots of fun bear hunting!!

Fully support this 

3/9/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Another day closer to bear season 3/9/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Gets quiet in here when Europe goes to bed…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Fully support this rule 3/9/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Oh snap! You antis are slippin!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

Northwest for spring bear hunting. 
Vote yes to protect wildlife

3/9/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey

All the way! Support this rule 3/9/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Completely support spring bear hunting, vote yes and trust the science!! 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Science not emotion 

Fully support this

3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

Save a cub
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

STOP THE BEAR HUNT! 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Keep the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Northwest animal alliance supports spring bear hunting. And so should you! 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
.6% of the population was taken…they’re fine!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

NO BEAR HUNT. STOP THE KILLING NOW. 3/9/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
25000 bear in Washington!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
The killing hasn’t started yet…season is closed.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear 3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT Spring bear hunting. We need to move on and protect the animals. Trust the science, trust the evidence of management and most of all the biologists. Thank you for your consideration of this comment. 3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

No valid arguments from antis

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Totally support the science of spring bear hunting in management. 3/9/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT Spring bear hunting. We need to move on and protect the animals. Trust the science, trust the evidence of management and most of all the biologists. Thank you for your consideration of this comment 3/9/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey



Yes to the other dance, yes to spring bear hunting. We must protect our wildlife. 
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!!

3/9/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey

Strongly support this rule 3/9/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Yes to the evidence, yes to spring bear hunting. We must protect our wildlife. Vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Have a leather purse?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey

Let’s go!!!!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

We totally support spring bear hunting and the evidence of proper habitat management. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Tag I’m it
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Antis agree

Bear meat is good
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

No more grocery store meat!!
I SUPPORT Spring bear hunting. We need to move on and protect the animals. Trust the science, trust the evidence of management and most of all the biologists. Thank you for your consideration of this comment.

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

Nature provides

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey

We must continue spring bear hunting to help our wildlife.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Don’t hunt? Good. More for me.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Do not let your kids go to bed hungry or take them to McDonald’s.
Support wildlife and support spring bear hunting!

3/9/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Save a cub and support this rule 3/9/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Can’t keep up huh antis?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Bear hide and meat equals awesomeness

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

Fully fully support this rule 3/9/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Protect the vulnerable, protecting nursing mothers!
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!
We support this proposal!
Thank you!

3/9/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

We hunt mature male bear not cubs!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey

Protect Bambi!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

We must follow the science, we must follow the evidence, we must support spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Fire!!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

I love cubs and I support the spring bear hunt.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

Got leather shoes?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey

PETA agrees:

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Alright you clowns…I’ll be back later to let you know how I really feel.

Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule.

3/9/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and I support the nursing mothers. Vote yes for spring bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Yes for spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey



I fully support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/9/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I do NOT support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Please do not support the spring bear hunt, it's wrong! 3/9/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Please support this spring bear season!!! 3/9/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Totally opposed to a spring bear killing season. 3/9/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
The Spring Bear hunt should not be allowed, please reconsider this proposal and do the right thing. 3/9/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
The spring bear season is a valuable managment tool, source of conservation revenue, and hunter opportunity. Bear populations in Washington are at an extremely healthy level and are not at any risk of exripation, as shown by our state 
biologists. The number of bears on the landscape may actually be detrimental to other species who are at greater risk. The argument of protecting cubs and sows is reasonable but not valid as the majority of harvest is large boars. 
Additionally, one of the greatest sources of mortality for cubs in the spring is adult boars not human hunters. Hunting seasons should be dictated by sound science and wildlife management and not emotional or political ideals. Losing the 
spring bear season in Washington would be a tragedy and embarrassing as a lifelong Washington hunter and professional scientist. Please allow the season to remain in place with revised guidelines and preserve Washington's hunting 
culture and management practices. 

3/9/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey

Please support the spring bear hunt, it's right!
The Spring Bear hunt should be allowed, please consider this proposal and do the right thing.

3/9/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey

Everyone knows the only reason hunters want this proposal to pass is because they enjoy killing. Please do not give in to these ideals and help keep these creatures safe, say no to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Do the right thing and cancel it. 3/9/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Do the right thing and endorse it. 3/9/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
This is barbaric. Please don't let the hunt go ahead. 3/9/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
I find it funny how "everyone knows that the only reason want this proposal to pass is because they enjoy killing" was even said in a comment! I hunt a lot, but I don't enjoy killing. Killing is certainly part of a successful hunt but it is by no 
means the only definition of a successful hunt. You should watch your speech and not make assumptions about hunters. The death of an animal isn't "the point" of hunting. It's part of it, but it isn't "The thing." I don't like seeing an animal 
die. But I have learned that it is a part of life and hunting has taught me that. I need meat to live, and I would much rather get that meat myself. 

3/9/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey

No need for a spring bear hunt.  Ban it permanently. 3/9/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
Why do you think allowing a spring bear hunt is a good idea?  For one, how many cubs will be left to try to figure out how to survive on their own?  Secondly, what is the purpose of this?  Totally wrong.  Leave the bears alone.  They aren't 
hurting people.  It's hard enough to survive in this world.  This is a recreational hunt to just kill bears for the fun of it?  NO, this should NOT be allowed!

3/9/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey

When you have to look your food in the eye, it changes you. You respect the animal and you want to conserve it's habitat and ensure that it lives a good life. I can think of nothing more respectful to a wild animal than to pursue it with fair 
means and ethically harvest and enjoy it's meat. I gain a deeper appreciation than others because I am a hunter. I know how incredible these creatures are, and that is why I SUPPORT the spring bear hunt. It is for the greater good. If we 
fuss over just keeping animals "alive" without managing their populations to ensure they remain healthy - these animals may breath but they don't enjoy their best life. The ecosystems simply can't sustain an overabundance of predators. 

3/9/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey

Here to say that I am opposed to a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
How many people actually eat bear?  Not many, most of these people want to just go kill bear and who cares about their cubs, leave them to figure life out on their own.  The spring bear hunt needs to be stopped! 3/9/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey

To be clear, this spring bear hunt is meant to accomplish these primary things: protect cubs from male-bear infanticide, protect trees, increase fawn and calf survival rates, and ensure larger amounts of food are available to sows and their 
cubs. The spring bear hunt is not there to feed blood thirsty murderers. Please don't call hunters murderers. We work ridiculously hard for our wild meat, so don't disrespect that effort. Thank you. I support the spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunt. It’s unfair to the bear and it’s a cowardly hunt. We need to think and act responsible because our actions have consequences. We need to maintain balance and protect. We need to respect all living 
things. We need to learn how to co-exist.  Everything matters in the scale of live. Everything has its purpose.  We need to understand wrong choices that we make now in the end will come back to us. Let’s think wisely responsible and 
compassionately. Let’s start to make this world we live in a better place. Enough of the cruelty, injustice and selfishness. Let’s start to think about each other and all living things because we all matter:

3/9/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey

Every one I know is for this spring bear hunt! Don't follow people's advice that isn't science based. 3/9/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/9/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
Can’t imagine being so fascist as to tell other people what they can or cannot eat. I fully support spring bear hunting for conservation and meat 3/9/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey

How does a hunter know offspring is less than one year old or less than 50 pounds?
Hunters, pretend you are a wild black bear, and imagine the horror, stress and agony of being hunted and killed.  How can you subject an animal to such suffering, and feel no guilt or remorse?
It is okay for a wild animal to experience this, but not you?  I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt!  May God protect the black bears!  

3/9/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Everyone I know is appalled by the very idea of it. 3/9/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Everyone I know is in favor of the very idea of it. 3/9/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
Pretty easy to tell if a bear is over 50lbs lol. Bears eat each other without a second thought. They actually kill the cubs in order to breed the mother. What makes you think they are traumatized by that? They aren’t bears from Disney 
movies they are real animals. As a hunter I strive to make the kill as quick and clean as possible and the utilize as much of the animal as I can. We are part of the food chain and are omnivores that are at the top. I support bear hunting as 
renewable resource for organic free range meat. This idea that bears are humans or even think like humans is bizarre and a complete disconnect from reality

3/9/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

No Spring Bear Hunting. It is time that the human race grew up and realized that every life matters. How is it possible that small group of people, who only use violence and their guns, command the destiny of the entire nation wildlife? I 
suggest that anti-hunters (who are the majority of US citizens),  native Americans, and international conservational institutions take part in these decisions. We need an objective and evidence-based point of view. WFWD, don't let a 
hysterical minority lead the future of our natural resources and manipulates a decision legally made in the past. 

3/9/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey

I strongly support continuing the spring bear season 3/9/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
If every life matters what will you eat? Everything you eat is a living thing. Unless you survive off of rocks? Or just chemicals made in a lab with human labor. Become a part of nature and eat meat that is free range organic and completely 
sustainable

3/9/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/9/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
Those who support bear hunting because they are going at eat organic bear, I am sorry to disillusion you; for your information bears eat from human garbage, contaminate rivers and soil, for instance, at least your meat has the USDA 
Organic certification, you are just eating toxic meat. 

3/9/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey

Wow. The bears I eat don’t come from downtown Seattle. They come the backcountry. Somewhere you clearly have never been. The bears I eat are far away from the rivers you have contaminated, or your garbage. Bear meat is waaaaay 
less contaminated or toxic than the chemical filled crap wrapped in plastic you eat. That’s the most laughable argument yet.

3/9/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey



I strongly support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey
Vote No for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:26 PM Online Survey
Definitely!!! NO NO spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
Say No for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
Say NO to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:29 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
Say yes to spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting!! 3/9/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
Vamos a cazar osos! 3/9/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
100% oppose spring bear hunting-  and oppose bear hunting at any time of the  year 3/9/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Please do NOT institute bear hunts via issuing permits! Holding a spring season hunt results in orphaned bear cubs. During the spring season, sows are still nursing cubs. The death of a sow usually results in the death of the cubs by 
starvation so it creates a cascade of species loss. Rather than opening a black bear hunting season, the Commission should instead focus on expanding public education about non-lethal preventive measures in relation to human-bear 
contact issues. Bear hunting is contrary to science-based information and serves no legitimate management purpose. Bears are not 'good eating' and are killed for ego aggrandizement trophy purposes. Black bears are a significant 
contributor to maintaining the ecological systems in forests. Through their foraging habits, bears disperse seeds across vast distances — more so even than birds. They open up forest canopies and improve soil health through various 
behaviors, including spreading marine-derived nitrogen into the forest surrounding salmon streams. Bears are intelligent, sensitive, beautiful creatures and deserve protection - not elimination.

3/9/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey

I support the bear hunt 3/9/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
the bear hunt needs to happen 3/9/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
allow the bear hunt, we need to manage the bears 3/9/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
please do not allow the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
please vote NO on the bear hunt 3/9/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
Reinstate spring bear 3/9/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Stop letting anti hunters dictate what hunters do. Reinstate spring bear. 3/9/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
Reinstate Spring Bear. The affect predation is having on the elk population in the blue mountains is devastating. As a hunter and hiker over the last 10 years the decline has been brutally obvious. The already limited hunting for cougar and 
removal of spring bear will only speed up the problem eastern Washington is facing in regards to our declining elk population.  

3/9/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
Vote No, do not reinstate bear hunting. That is a cruel sport. Let the animals live in peace. 3/9/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:15 PM Online Survey
Stop letting a very small number of people (hunters) decide the fate of those animals they want to kill.  Animals will regulate their own populations within the parameters of available food & shelter.  They don't need any assistance from 
thrill killers.

3/9/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey

Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel and sadistic spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable"
Wildlife biologists should make these decisions, not an emotional public.  I support a spring bear hunting season

3/9/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey

There are far too many bears in Washington state and they are devastating our elk herds. This is especially true in the spring when cow elk are calving. Non hunters for the most part have no clue because they are seldom out around 
wildlife. Non hunters should have very little input in hunting regulations as they pay little or no fees to support the wildlife they pretend to “protect “.  Wildlife management requires a balance not blanket protection for predators 

3/9/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
Shoot the hunters and spare the bears ! 3/9/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/9/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Once again the anti hunters showing their true colors by supporting murder of humans. I fully support the spring bear hunt. It’s ethical and supports bear populations 3/9/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is gratuitous cruelty to kill bears for sport. Nobody needs to do it. 3/9/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
I’m against spring hunt. Thanks 3/9/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT support this proposal, it is despicable 3/9/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt to become a reality. Help us create a more humane and compassionate society. 3/9/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose wa spring bear hunt from Auburn WA. 3/9/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt! It provides great meat for my family 3/9/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal 3/9/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
I am against killing bears during spring hunt when most vulnerable. 3/9/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Stop this bull**** 3/9/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt!!! 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Man still behaving like barbarians, disgusting 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Vote no spring hunt. 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Allow the spring bear hunt to continue as it has for over 20years. Our bear populations are robust and healthy as a result. If this was so bad for bears then how come their population has increased since the start of this hunt? As well as 
their population countrywide? Hint it has absolutely nothing to do with animal rights groups as they do nothing for wild animals or conservation 

3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the cruel Spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and these proposals 3/9/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt when they are most vulnerable. 3/9/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
Too many people taking up space that  wildlife needs to survive and thrive. Leave the sanctuaries just that. Please no hunting in protected land. It's akin to the Russians shooting and bombing Ukraine citizens in safe corridors! It should not 
be done.Help to maintain a balanced ecosystem. We all need each other! Nothing and noone is more important than another. We are all part of a whole.

3/9/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey

I vote No on the Spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Please protect the bears! 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Greatly against spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the cruel spring bear hunt. Live free. 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Only we can protect the bears! 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Most vulnerable??? Lololol wouldn’t they be most vulnerable during hibernation?? Not 2-3 months out of hibernation? If so vulnerable why is the success rate only about %20?? Fully support this hunt and the proposals 3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey

Please put an end to senseless
Killing 

3/9/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and the conservation it provides 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Protect the bears 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Very much opposed to spring hunt. 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Save the bears 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because it will inevitably result in the death of female bear with cubs.

I oppose the spring bear hunt because it will inevitably result in the death of female bear with cubs.

3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey

Stop this brutality 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
End the cruelty 3/9/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Yummy morels fried in bear fat!! Let’s go spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the  Spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Animals deserve our protections 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
We need to protect these animals 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because the bear population needs to grow and support the natural environment of their ecosystem. 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunters and their indiscriminate barbarism and cowardice! Allow the wild life to roam free and live as you would wish for yourself you hypocrites, FFS! 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Seattle resident and I’m against hunting esp in spring, thank you. 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Another person who did not read the proposal! Fully support spring bear hunting and making the killing of a sow with cubs illegal 3/9/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
Our bear population has been growing both state and countrywide in thanks to hunters and the money and efforts they provide to conservation. Support bears support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! I think it’s ludicrous to say the population is healthy and robust due to the hunt, you can’t fool educated people with your redneck garbage. 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the bears being hunted… they are not our enemies… 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
please do not pass the proposal for the spring bear hunt. Cubs rely on their mothers at this crucial time and this would be absolutely devastating. Please say NO to the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly encourage wdfw to do the right thing and support the hunters who are the people who really care about and fund wildlife conservation by continuing a spring bear season. I agree with the rule proposal. 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey

As a citizen of WA I vote no spring hunt. 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
Of course biologists agree that the bear population is robust due to management and dollars provided by hunters and fisherman 3/9/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  How can you ethically do it in the spring? 3/9/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Don’t shoot ANY female, male, or baby bears on an annual basis 3/9/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Spring time is for babies not murder, oppose! 3/9/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Support the biologists who have been studying these animals and providing great management to make their population robust. Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
It's a heartless & totally Unnecessary event & a DISGRACEFUL ACT BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF FISH & WILDLIFE 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
Male bears kill baby bears in order to breed the mom. Save cubs and allow hunters to harvest boars 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose any hunting but definitely spring when there are babies, sick...how can anyone do that 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
Spring is when cubs are born.  This hunt is unethical and unnecessary. 3/9/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
Enough already , relocate the Bears if they’re a problem. If not, leave them alone. 3/9/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Incredible that no one who is against this proposal has even bothered to read it. I fully support this proposal 3/9/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
The only good hunter is a dead hunter.Hunt the hunters and turn these evil cretins into fertiliser! 3/9/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the unethical hunting of bears. 3/9/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey



Relocate them to downtown Seattle! Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose to this bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
I’ve read the full article and I oppose, read it carefully those who agree. Spring time is for babies not murder 3/9/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Another comment wishing harm on humans! Guess from which side? Let’s all go bear hunting! 3/9/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
The WDWFs own report states that the # of bear nuisances & interactions was NOT affected by killing of bear. Therefore killing bears didn’t prevent or even REDUCE the problems they justified the killings for! So NO! Follow your science & 
NO MORE KILLING! 

3/9/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey

Please oppose bear hunting it is barbaric and unnecessarily cruel. 3/9/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
At some point we have to look at the barbaric ways we do things and question it. It is no longer acceptable to be harming everything we touch. 3/9/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt; nature finds a way to balance to ecosystem! 3/9/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Please cancel the Spring Bear Hunt permanently.  3/9/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow a spring black bear trophy hunting season: not now & not ever!  Trophy hunting of Washington's black bears is not in line with our values here in Washington.  As a lifelong resident, I am aware that the vast majority of 
our population love & cherish our wildlife & want to see them thrive.  We believe in the importance of biodiversity & know that it strengthens our ecosystem.  Do not allow the threatening & aggressive tactics of hunters to reverse the ban 
on    a spring bear hunt.  Please do the right thing & respect the majority sentiment.  Thank you!  

3/9/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt. Hunting bears when they just come out of hibernation and when mother bears may have cubs is unsportsman like.  3/9/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Please cancel the Spring Bear Hunt permanently. 3/9/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey

It is time to cull the most lethal animal on the planet……humans! 3/9/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
My 16yr old daughter & I opppse this hunt. We are wa state resident. Thank you kindly. 3/9/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
The spring harvest is not about bear and human interactions. It’s about management in areas where the populations are too robust and causing extra harm to trees and elk and deer populations. Fully support spring bear hunting as 
another great management tool

3/9/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please cancel this permanently.  3/9/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!  Stop killing bears now! 3/9/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
And another advocate for killing humans from the anti hunting side. Surely that’s ethical! I fully support eating bears! 3/9/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
There is no environmental or safety reason to have a bear hunt. It is inhumane and reflects poorly on the state of Washington. 3/9/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Wa resident of Pacific here I’m against spring hunt 3/9/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
Biologists say that the spring bear hunt is a great management tool and allows for healthier and more robust bear populations. Save poor little
Cubs from being ripped apart alive by male bears. Support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey

Bears are not crops to be "harvested." They are not "resources" to be bought. They are living, breathing, sentient beings who have intrinsic value beyond the value that man assigns. No to hunting bears! 3/9/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
Opposed to this hunt 3/9/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
Our Texas, Illinois and California families are against the hunt. 3/9/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
Standing strong AGAINST the bear hunt !! 3/9/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 
3/9/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is barbaric. There is no environmental reason to have a bear hunt and reflects badly in Washington state. 3/9/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
There is no reason to stop the spring bear hunt other than that it hurts some peoples feelings. Many of these have watched waaaaay to many Disney movies and believe bears to be cute and cuddly and have human emotions. These 
people do not participate in the natural world that surrounds them. They prefer to watch documentaries from their couch and eat plastic wrapped food that they have no idea where it comes from.

3/9/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey

my family and i are against this bear hunt. 3/9/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
I vote NO this is not an effective “management tool!” Stop interfering in nature & live & let live. No hunt in spring period! 3/9/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Against this proposal 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO to the bear hunt !! 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. It cruel, wicked and evil. 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
Wildlife management in the United States primarily means management of hunting, and it is focused on the small subset of the human population that hunts, not on the conservation of species and their habitats for their own sake. No to 
the spring bear hunts!

3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey

A hunter shared a secret with me! Kill the mother first! Then you can walk right up on the baby or babies and" get them " up close because they won't leave the mother! It haunts me that there are people who think like that! Please let the 
animals have safe places. Nature will cull the weak. Man just indiscriminately takes lives and they are taking some of the good breeding prospects! Nature knows best. Leave them alone. We no longer must hunt for food and killing just for 
"fun" or sport should now be a thing of the past. We must protect the few of all the species that we have left!

3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey

There is NO sound basis for this BARBARIC slaughter!! 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
No to Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt with the proposed harvest rules for the management of the bear population. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=m5KNtC60lOg Save cubs and shoot a boar 3/9/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
Very much against this spring hunt proposal. 3/9/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
Please reinstate the 2022 and all future spring bear hunts. They are sustainable,  valuable management tools and fall directly in line with WDFWs mandate to provide hunting opportunity. 3/9/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
Of course the killing of mothers or cubs would be illegal and out of 145 bears killed last year only 1 was lactating. But don’t let that stop you from posting fake stories! 3/9/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/9/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey
No need to fix what isn't broken, oppose the additional hunt 3/9/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. These bears want to live as much is you and I 3/9/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
Hunting is a 'vice most odious and detestable '. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
Do not allow the spring hunt. 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and do not support this proposal. 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I am deeply opposed to the hunt. 3/9/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. So unnecessary and vile. We should push eco tourism.  Not death 3/9/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
The proposed hunt is unacceptable. I do not support it. 3/9/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey



Who are we to control the bear population? There is zero scientific data that humans need to control any wildlife for conservation. It's just an excuse to keep feeding people's obsession of hunting. If there is an overpopulation of bears in 
the area, the lack of preys over time will keep the bear population in check, and vice versa.  No to bear hunting!

3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey

I’m severely against this spring bear hunt especially bcuz this was already voted down in Nov 2021. 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the hunt. It is detrimental to the environment and natural balance of wildlife. 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I vote no, I oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no to the bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I say no to a spring bear hunf 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I vote no to a spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
Hunting might have been necessary for human survival in prehistoric times, but today most hunters stalk and kill animals merely for the thrill of it, not out of necessity. This unnecessary, violent form of “entertainment” rips animal families 
apart and leaves countless animals orphaned or badly injured when hunters miss their targets.   No to the bear hunt!

3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt ever! 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I’m opposed to the proposed spring hunt in wa. 3/9/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
Greatly against hunting proposed. 3/9/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
Hunting is cruel. Stop it! 3/9/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
A big no to this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt and any other bear hunts! 3/9/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
NO TO SPRING HUNT 3/9/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
No in 2021. No in 2022. No hunt. 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
Vote no to a spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I’m opposed to a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
Vote no! 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
Vehemently oppose this hunt in springtime. 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt ever. 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
As a wildlife volunteer, I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting these bears is cruel and unnecessary.  Humankind must STOP harming animals.  Killing animals is NOT entertainment.  3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
I say no to a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
I suppose the spring black hunt 3/9/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hun 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
We all say no to a spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I vote no against spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
Against proposed spring hunt please. 3/9/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
We all say to this proposal and the conservation it will bring! 3/9/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
No.  Spring.  Bear.  Hunt. 3/9/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
Difficult to get into the mindset of the sort of person who sees a wild animal and instantly reaches for a rifle to kill it, then congratulates themselves for doing so.  No to the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
This bear hunt cannot be properly regulated and is totally unnecessary. I oppose such short-sighted, cruel and backward thinking.  Stop this hunt. 3/9/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
My family is from Bonney Lake & we DO NOT support the additional proposed hunt. Thank you for allowing comments. Chris T 3/9/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Against springtime hunt. 3/9/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Vote no. 3/9/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
No hunt 3/9/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
Please no spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
Hard pass on the new proposed spring hunt . Thanks 3/9/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
NO SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/9/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
 Hunting for population control is vile. Last I checked nature didn't need any help. Humans are conscious beings...there is no excuse for our ignorance in the way we treat other living things on this planet. We have lost our way and 
connection to the earth. We have lost respect. We should pay the heaviest price not other living beings. We are parasites on the earth.  No to the bear hunt.

3/9/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey



STOP ABUSING INNOCENT,HELPLESS ANIMALS. 3/9/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey
Please, don't allow the spring bear hunt in Washington to continue. Bears, as well as all other wildlife, are a natural part of the ecosystem and play an important role to the balance of that system. Humans in modern society have wreaked 
havoc on nature via habitat destruction to begin with and adding the additional pressure of sport hunting is a no-win situation for their ultimate success (not to say anything of it as a wasteful, unfair and unmanly practice). Real 
competition doesn't include a man (or a woman) with a gun (and a dog, or not) against an animal, even of that size and stature. Bear populations in Washington are very minimal compared to historical records and if someone wants to 
hunt and kill a bear, they should eat it because that is their sustenance, not their play time.  Sincerely, Lisa Westgard

3/9/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey

All living things deserve to be happy, healthy and free. 3/9/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt permanently 3/9/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Hunting seasons should be determined by population health and nothing else 3/9/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal.
3/9/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey

Stop HUNTING! 3/9/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/9/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose killing innocent animals for fun. 3/9/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring black bear season and hunt 3/9/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you. 3/9/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black season 3/9/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
A balanced ecosystem does NOT support the killing of animals for sport 3/9/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey

Bears are part of a balanced ecosystem 3/9/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
Bears are vital in a balanced ecosystem   3/9/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose this, please vote against it.. 3/9/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunts 3/9/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt, it is cruel, no reason to kill our wildlife, most people are against trophy hunting 3/9/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. Stop the killing. 3/9/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
NO KILLING. STOP THE BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt!  It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/9/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is a cruel practice that should not be considered. 3/9/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Please vote against any spring bear hunt. It’s immoral and unethical to kill animals coming out of hibernation and leaving their young to possibly fend for their own juvenile survival.  What’s science are you following to sustain a healthy 
ecosystem?  Please vote NO, PLEASE 

3/9/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey

YOU ARE NOT REAL MEN KILLING DEFENSELESS ANIMALS PERIOD !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/9/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt and this proposal. Totally unnecessary to kill the bears for “sport 3/9/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Please give Bears Protection. 3/9/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Please don’t hunt the bears they deserve to live in peace. Please don’t do this. 3/9/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
SAVE ALL THE BEARS ALWAYS 3/9/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
The answer is to return more land to the bears — not destroy the bears. 3/9/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and the reasoning behind it is unnecessary 3/9/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose to animal abuse and persecution. Its unethical bears are beautiful and necessary for the eco system. Let them be !!!!!! 3/9/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season, and I encourage the Commission to endorse this proposal. 3/9/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I am COMPLETELY opposed to the Spring bear hunt - RESTORE more of their habitat rather than killing them. 3/9/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear season 3/9/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey
Yes to a spring bear season 3/9/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
Why is the human "solution" ALWAYS killing any species that gets in our way?  Who do we think we are?  I am OPPOSED to ANY bear hunt, spring, summer, fall, or winter! 3/9/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of a spring bear season 3/9/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the Spring bear hunt. Hunting for fun is animal cruelty 3/9/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/9/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
In making a decision as impactful as this is to the direct ecosystem, I hope the commission is following the science and research that does NOT support the killings of animals or destruction of their habitats. If anything their protections 
need to be restored to protect their species from greedy blood sport of hunting. 

3/9/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey

I am in favor of a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/9/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I most strongly oppose spring bear hunts.  Cruel and unfair! 3/9/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 8:59 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS CRUEL BEAR HUNT 3/9/2022 8:59 PM Online Survey
I support this ethical bear hunt of a robust species that has been maintained by hunters dollars 3/9/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/9/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and hunting in general, it's NOT A SPORT 3/9/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey
It’s not a sport. It’s a way to provide food from a natural sustainable organic public source. If you want to eat plastic wrapped garbage go for it! I prefer real food. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Save a cub 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey

We support this rule 3/9/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Eat bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey

Cat ladies agree 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey

Please vote in favor of the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
The word ‘management’ is being used here to normalise psychopathic behaviour towards animals 3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Love morels fried in bear fat! Allow the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Support this 3/9/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Notice the spelling in these anti comments? European style grammar.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey

We hunt in America 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey

Support this rule 3/9/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
💯💯 support this 3/9/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
I would take any of these couch potatoes bear hunting this spring. They just need to be able to haul a 60lb pack 10-15 miles a day for multiple days and a100+ lb pack for about 10miles on the last day. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey

Bear meat
Bear hide
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey

I oppose this “recreational” bear hunt. Sick people getting off on killing bears. Pathetic. 3/9/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
Your mom called

She supports the rule 

3/9/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey

Pathetic anti hunter comments 

Science not emotion 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey

I dedicate my bear hunt this year to all you antis

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey

Elk support hunting for bear 3/9/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Save a cub 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey

Strong support 3/9/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
As stated by the wildlife biologist. There is absolutely no scientific reason this hunt should not happen. Just emotions by people
So far removed from the natural world that they are terrified of participating in it. Fully
Support the biologists and support spring bear hunting

3/9/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey

Can’t keep up?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey

Leather shoes?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey

Eat chicken?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey

Buy food from the supermarket? You support the slave labor of humans. I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
“Science” huh? Pretty sure most of y’all failed science. We don’t need “conservationists” like you in the world. No to the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
Wishing I could post pics of my bear pep sticks.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey

100 pages of science from the biologists not enough?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey

As a biologist with a PhD I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Yes to the bear hint 3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
I live in America and I do NOT support recreational hunting.  This spring bear hunt is immoral and unethical. 3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey



Love the insults from the antis.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Got nothing but insults huh antis?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey

Yes to the hint 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
Eat organic
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

Free range

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

It isn't the bear that are encroaching on the people's neighborhoods. It's the people encroaching on the bear's neighborhoods. Why should they be murdered because we're irresponsible about our own overpopulation. 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

Do NOT allow a spring bear hunt. Bears need to be protected from humans. 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
As a published biologist I support spring bear hunting. We need more conservationists who actually care and participate in the natural world. Not people who want to be removed from it and act like it isn’t there 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

Hormone free…

Eat bear

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

Sanctuary means just that! No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Hunting is barbaric pandering to the knuckle draggers of society! Fish and wildlife claiming that certain numbers are sustainable is moronic for climate and other factors change you are the furthest thing from conversation you are 
disgusting human beings I hope karma visits you 

3/9/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting and this limited hunt 3/9/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Support sows and cubs.
Fully support this rule

3/9/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey

Wow an anti hunter arguing for eugenics and using words like ethics in the same sentence. Incredible. Support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Grocery shoppers agree

Hunting is better.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey

Hunters are knuckle dragging Neanderthals making up for what they lack as men killing unsuspecting animals for thrill hunting should be banned 3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
145 bear out of 25000 was taken last spring. Totally sustainable.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey

Protect the bears, No to the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
I am totally against this hunting!!  There is no reason for it and who can really enjoy killing such a magnificent animal.  3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
Antis are so progressive that they have no other arguments then how it makes them feel. They also support human abuses on farms instead of consuming wild meat and wild food. I fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey

I do NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
More insults yes! Keep it coming! You have no argument!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey

Got a Louis Vuitton bag?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey

BBQ burgers?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

Chicken salad?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

Hunters have the IQ of a heroin addicted oxygen deprived gnat the fact that they use multi syllable words is amazing 
No bear hunt 

3/9/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

Check it out!

Cat ladies agree 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

Protect the bears and wildlife. Hunting defenseless animals is cruel. I strongly oppose spring bear hunt and all recreational hunting. 3/9/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
As a life long member of PETA I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
Against bear hunting. 3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey



More insults please…I need to laugh at all you people.
Bear breakfast sausage tomorrow!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey

Of course you support bear hunting you have a micro penis and are believe killing an unsuspecting animal will make you more of a man! 3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is inappropriate and mean-spirited and  wrong on many levels.  3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
Hsus supports spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
Protect the bears and wildlife. Hunting delicious animals isn't cruel. I strongly support spring bear hunt and all recreational hunting. 3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Recreational hunting is an outdated activity. I Strongly oppose spring bear hunt and ask for their protection. 3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Leather seats in your car?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Wildlife biologists like
Myself support spring bear hunting.

3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

Science over emotion

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

Save a tree
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey

Spare the Bears. Instead, set aside an area for these goons to hunt each other. They probably would find it more fun and the gene pool would improve. 3/9/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
Eat pork?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey

You cat eats meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/9/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
Ha! More insults from you guys… amazing, thanks for proving my point.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey

Your daughter thinks bear hunting is cool 3/9/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
Your dog eats meat
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey

Strong support for this 3/9/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
I type faster than you
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey

Sanctioned cruelty.  I OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
I eat bear and don’t care what you think

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. There is no reason to leave cubs without their mothers. Spring is when sows and their cubs are out in the woods learning to survive in this cruel world. Leave them alone!! 3/9/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
Buy meat at the store! No animals are hurt there!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey

We hunt mature male bear not cubs you special people.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey

Save a deer
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey

Love bear hunt bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey

Miss me yet?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey

Anti hunters support this rule 3/9/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey
So much winning.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

Bear hunt 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

Save the innocent deer from the evil blood thirsty bear 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

Hunting is natural 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

I do not support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

Love hunting! Let’s goooo!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey



Get my point?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey

Super support this rule 3/9/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting and this rule 3/9/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
Deer support this rule 3/9/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. Protect the bears, their young and their home. 3/9/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
My family and many others strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
Have a good night and fully support this rule 3/9/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
My family and friends all support this rule 3/9/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
My goats support this rule 3/9/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
Baby elk calves support this rule 3/9/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
Don’t hunt?
Good. I’m not forcing my beliefs on you, do force yours on me.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey

Looking forward to seeing this rule enacted 3/9/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
No No Please do not kill more bears for sport.   Cruelty is not a sport.  Respect wildlife 3/9/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
I am against this bear hunting. 3/9/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
I truely cannot understand how some people on this earth plane do not have any regard for animals. They have no right to harm anything outside of themselves. Animals are as important as humans if not more so. What with climate 
change warmongers the ecosystem is so fragile as it is, hiw can anyone take babies away from there mother to eithet sell fior bile duct extaction or as perfirming pets. If you treat your kids bad they will become nasty, so too will any 
animal captured in this way. I dont suppose any poacher ir killer in this instance is a woman. 

3/9/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Play video games if you have to kill something. 3/9/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
Allow spring Bear hunting stop supporting predator starvation.  These animals have no food! 3/9/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE any spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/9/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
Please vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
We are in favor of the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
We strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt Petition CR-102.  Animals have the right to  live peacefully in their God-intended habitat without the fear of being shot.
Out of greed, hunters will shoot any bear whether or not it is a female with children.

3/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey

The people in favor of this war on bears should really find some less violent hobbies. 3/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
Yes, yes; Please remove more bears for conservation. Hunting is not cruelty. Animals tearing each other apart and beginning to eat while still alive is much more cruel. Respect wildlife by managing for healthy populations of all species. 3/9/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
Thought I left?

Naaa

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey

Save a cub
Fully support this rule

3/9/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey

Eat bear 
Hunt!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

Eat organic

Fully support this

3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

Real fur only

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

What is it with humans who seem to enjoy murdering wildlife??  It's sick.  Stop it. 3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
Feel free not to hunt.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

My nephews support this 3/9/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey
Hunting is the most natural thing a human can do

fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey



Buy your food from the store

Nature provides for me

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey

Love it

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear season and these proposals 3/9/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey
.6% harvest 
Fully sustainable 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt . 3/9/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey
Bear meat tastes like pork

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey

What is it with humans who are so disconnected from reality that they think wildlife exist in Disney movie pseudo-reality?? It's sick. Stop it. 3/9/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
Let’s go!
One day closer to spring bear season 

3/9/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

Save innocent deer from evil blood thirsty bear

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

I’m fed up with these anti hunting comments. You liberal Democrats are so ****ing idiots. Take a pile of dog ****, and rub it on your nose. Then tell me if you smell what the rock is cooking. Then g **** your partner, same sex as you, and 
have a queer retarded baby. Oh wait. Abort it, and ask the tax payers to fund it. And then go on to **** your pet unicorn, smoke some dope, and rob and pillage someone’s business. Please put a gun to your head, eat some rat poison or 
jump off a cliff. **** you for your hatred toward sportsmen and women. Choke on a rainbow flag and the **** that Joe Biden has been chewing on for 40 plus years. You don’t like being stereotyped, then ****ing mind your own business. 
I support spring bear hunt. Totally apposition to liberal retard mentality 

3/9/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey

Mature Male bear eat cubs

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey

Science not emotion 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 3/9/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
Enjoy this regulated hunt
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey

Your cat hunts

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey

Support 3/9/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
Hunters hunt

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey

Knock your house down as it could be built on bear habitat 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey

Vegans kill animals for their farm fields

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey

Not support please 3/9/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
My cat supports this 3/9/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Eat bear

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey

I adamantly support the spring bear hunting season and this conservation-minded proposal. 3/9/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Great rule 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
I HIGHLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!  This needs to be STOPPED!!! 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
Big support for this 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
25000 bear in Washington 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey



All caps doesn’t mean anything 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey

Fully support 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/9/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
💯💯 for this 3/9/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt please. 3/9/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
Eat organic

Hunt!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey

Muahahahahah

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

Love it!
Fully support spring bear 

3/9/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

So we agree on science based solutions. Too bad you skew the science to meet your agenda. Covid? Any one? Heard of it, but know only a slight few that have contacted it. Sounds like AIDS. Scare tactics, at its best. I support killing as 
many adult bears as legally possible

3/9/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

Ok good night 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/9/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

Please oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
I fully DO NOT support the spring bear hunt and the proposal. 3/9/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear season. Let's keep it going for our deer and elk herds to catch a break. 3/9/2022 9:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 9:55 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose bear hunting and any other form of hunting!!!! 3/9/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey
Please oppose the spring bear hunt . 3/9/2022 9:57 PM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt . 3/9/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
I fully DO NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
Extremely oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
I support having a spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the doting bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
... no. 3/9/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
Please DO NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
I totally OPPOSE the spring bear hunt... 
They are innocent Sacred Beings just like you and me! ☮️️️

~ Rev. Denise

3/9/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

Horrible, cruel and disgusting. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
Support the proposal 3/9/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
Please DO NOT support this proposal. 3/9/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
DO NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposal. 3/9/2022 10:06 PM Online Survey
Es ist eine Schande für die Menschheit, das Töten von Lebewesen zum Freizeitspaß zu machen. Man muss sich das mal bewußt machen: Töten zum Vergnügen legalisieren. Menschen, denen es Spaß macht zu töten, erhalten die offizielle 
Erlaubnis. Wie ekelhaft und grausam.

3/9/2022 10:07 PM Online Survey

Support the season and this proposal. 3/9/2022 10:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It seems rather dubious for us, damaging our planet the most by overpopulation, to talk about a robust population of another species, that can be reduced about a certain number. Talking about 
"harvest" in the context of recreational hunting also seems rather inappropriate. Not speaking of the very idea of "recreational hunting" itself. 

3/9/2022 10:07 PM Online Survey

What did nature do with the bears before people were around to blow them away for sport? I oppose the bear spring hunt. 3/9/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
Please DO NOT support the spring bear hunt.
Thank you.

3/9/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:08 PM Online Survey
Legalisiertes Töten ist grausam. Stoppt das Töten 3/9/2022 10:09 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 
Thanks

3/9/2022 10:09 PM Online Survey

I vehemently oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!  STOP IT NOW!!! 3/9/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey
No one needs to hunt to eat, it's a convenient excuse.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:12 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt please. 3/9/2022 10:12 PM Online Survey
Man should leave these beautiful animals alone.. Be ashamed killing such beautiful strong animals.. Got to stop. Leave the wonders of our planet alone 3/9/2022 10:12 PM Online Survey
Where to begin? Bears aren't crops. "Harvest" is a wildlife management jargon term intended to sanitize the act of killing.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
Please do NOT support this proposal. 
No spring bear hunt. 
Thank you.

3/9/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey



Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:15 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
Animals belong to nature. Killing animals is against nature. So stop this brutal and stupid hunting of bears. They belong to nature not the killers. 3/9/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt season ever. 3/9/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey
Liberty to the bears.
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey

Bears should not need to flee their homes.
Oppose the bear hunting season. 

3/9/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey

Hunting is killing, killing is a crime. So stop and forbid bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
It's abominable how our species treat sentient beings. Just atrocious.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
STOP KILLING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES!!! We need to be saving the resources we still have. I am not opposed to subsistence hunting but anything else needs to be monitored closely. Thank you, Raymond Smith 3/9/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey

Bears want to live in peace.
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:21 PM Online Survey
Stop killing the animals. In spring it is even more cruel. 3/9/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
Bears have a right to live without humans killing for fun. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I utterly oppose the spring bear hunt. Killing animals for fun is obscene and cruel. 3/9/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
Bear management seems to consist of people planning to slaughter as many of these beautiful creatures as possible.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:26 PM Online Survey
Freedom to the bears.
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:26 PM Online Survey

No gun fire.
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey

I very much oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey
Against gunning down bears. 
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:28 PM Online Survey

Recreational hunting is incredibly cruel and is highly correlated with human tendencies toward violence. “Harvesting” of plants is one thing, but the word is a euphemism for killing. Bears and their cubs are sentient beings with a desire to 
live, just as humans have. I strongly oppose bear hunting at any time of the year.

3/9/2022 10:28 PM Online Survey

Stop killing animals, stop killing bears. They want to live. Human beings have to protect the bears. 3/9/2022 10:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:29 PM Online Survey
Bears’ lives matter, too!  I strongly oppose the cruel spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:30 PM Online Survey
No permits.
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:31 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt when mothers and cubs are so vulnerable 3/9/2022 10:31 PM Online Survey
I fully support hunters hunting and harvesting these animals rather than have them killed by contracted killers from the state or get hit by cars for them to just be wasted. Fully support spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
The continued killing of wildlife for the amusement of human beings is the most abhorrent type of behavior there is! 3/9/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, worse time when mothers have cubs. Terrible 3/9/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
Cubs are killed by cars and male bears more than anything else! Save cubs and stay home at all times or support spring hunting and kill a male bear. 3/9/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
 Not the bears fault.
Oppose spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey

Telling other people what they should or should not eat is the most abhorrent behavior their is. 3/9/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
Agree. More people should stay home.
Remote work. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey

Yes people should never leave their homes and or be involved in nature. You can keep your plastic wrapped food and garbage chemicals. I prefer to harvest my own wild food! Fully support spring bear hunting. You can see bears forever in 
your living room on a ve headset 

3/9/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/9/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
Remember the bears haven’t a chance against telscopes and high powered rifles and bows.
This is beyond ridiculous and next thing the innocent creatures will be extinct, because some macho guy or thinks he is , because  killing a beautiful animal with high powered rifles and scopes. 
Time for these men and women to get another hobby.
This cruel and uncalled for.

3/9/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting! I’ll take you with me if you can put in the miles into the backcountry. 3/9/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt.
Thank you.

3/9/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey

I support the spring Bear season. 3/9/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey
The bears haven’t a chance yet success rate is only 20-30% and their population is still increasing. Come bear hunting with me and see if you can even put in the miles with a pack on your back. 3/9/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Please no permits. 
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey

I agree no permits make it OTC!!! Come one come all spring bear hunting! Learn how to feed yourself and your family with real food! Become connected to the outdoors and your food! 3/9/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
No killing bears for pleasure. 
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the hunt 3/9/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' is sufficient 3/9/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
Connect with nature without killing and eating bears. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey



As a hunter gatherer and fisherman in the state of Washington I strongly support spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
Enough murdering & slaughter already … let the gracious bears live in their SANCTUARY peacefully … 3/9/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Connect with nature by actually becoming a part of it!! Become part of the food chain and learn how to provide your own food instead of depending on slave labor to provide it for
You! Stop eating plastic wrapped garbage that’s shipped from knows where! You are killing the environment! Eat local eat fresh eat wild!

3/9/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey

Stop deforestation. 
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey

Bears kill poor defenseless trees in the spring! They strip these poor mother trees of their skin while still alive! Then leave the tree to suffer and die! Stop deforestation and support the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
Bears have the sanctuaries of National and state parks! You can give them sanctuary in your backyard! Or even in your home! They are great family animals with lots of emotions and feelings. If you care for them they will care
For You right back!!

3/9/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey

Ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd 3/9/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey
Agree stop plastic waste. But bears not producing the plastic waste. Human problems. 
Killing bears not the solution. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/9/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey

Verbietet die Bärenjagd! Ist nur grausam 3/9/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey
Bärenjagd ist einfach grauenhaft! Lässt die Bären leben 3/9/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
Agreed you are part of the problem. You want to be completely surrounded by plastic and remove yourself from nature and what is natural. Eating wild sustainable natural foods is the answer! Stop eating plastic wrapped foods that you 
don’t know where it came from and is produced through human slave labor! Feed yourself!

3/9/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is a small number of unpleasant people wishing to inflict pain and death on innocent wild animals for their own depraved pleasure. 3/9/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
Ich bin vehement gegen die Bärenjagd 3/9/2022 10:57 PM Online Survey
I and everyone I know supports spring bear hunting! 3/9/2022 10:58 PM Online Survey
Bärenjagd muss verboten werden 3/9/2022 10:59 PM Online Survey
Let’s not regress. I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:00 PM Online Survey
I am vehemently for the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
Let’s move forward with the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey
Shameful anyone thinks it’s acceptable to hunt bears these days. 3/9/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
I am NOT vehemently for the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
PLEASE STOP HUNTING WILDLIFE FOR ABOUT 3-5 YEARS SO THAT THE POPULATIONS REGENERATE AND WILDLIFE FINDS ITS PEACE FROM BEING SCARED. THIS IS JUST NOT RIGHT TO TAKE PRESIOUS ANIMALS OUT OF LIFE JUST AS YOU 
LIKE! YOU ARE KILLING OFF ANIMALS THAT ARE IMPORTANT FOR OUR ECOSYSTEM TO KEEP IN BALANCE!! WE NEED ALL KINDS OF ANIMALS IN OUR FORESTS AND LANDS.ALL ANIMALS HAVE THEIR TASK IN THIS WORLD!!
PLEASE THINK IT OVER AND STOP KILLING INNOCENT ANIMALS FOR SPORT OR TROPHY!! FOR FOOD OKAY BUT NOT AS TROPHY! IT'S NICER TO SEE THEM MOVE OUTSIDE THAN STUFFED SOMEWHERE AND DEAD!

3/9/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey

Let's move forward, do NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt.
And do not eat bears, that's gross. 

3/9/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt.
Humans should not be eating bears. 

3/9/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey

Hunting, killing without true need for survival or necessity - the cruelty and bloodlust is always the same shallow egos trying to compensate for their fears of not being seen, recognised, respected.  From Putin to the bear hunters - you're 
all the same ego.  Wake up to love!

3/9/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
Say NO to the spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Ich bin dagegen. 3/9/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt.
Support bears living in freedom .

3/9/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt!
No gunning down bears.

3/9/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey

No permits!
Oppose the spring bear killings!

3/9/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey

I greatly oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/9/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Why kill majestic animals for fun ? 
How barbaric 

3/9/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey

The scientific management of some wildlife populations in certain areas under strictly specified conditions can be necessary. But the indiscriminate hunting of any species, by anyone with a Putin-like bloodlust, is utterly unacceptable. I'm 
absolutely against the spring bear hunt.

3/9/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey

More human self-serving. Inslee pretends to be concerned with the "environment" but the focus on climate misses the underlying problem--way too many people consuming too much.  No spring bear hunt.  3/9/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
please do not kill these beautiful bears you are lucky to see them l live in the UK  save them or god will get you for this just save them 3/9/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!  It’s completely unnecessary and barbaric.  3/9/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey

Stop the Spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Haven't we seen enough blood lust from Putin, please act humanely. Stop this atrocity. 3/9/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
There is too much killing going on right now. No to hunting bears! 3/9/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
Do not destroy wildlife. Stop the bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose violence against animals. No to bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
Stop the inhumane killing of innocent animals. Stop the hunter from killing bears! 3/9/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey



Disgusting and barbaric to kill our fellow species for sport . I oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt . 3/9/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt forever! 3/9/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey

Hunters disgust me! Stop the bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
I do not support bear hunting. 3/9/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
Hunt the hunters. Stop hunting bears. 3/9/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/9/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey
To kill a bear just coming out of hibernation is cruel and inhumane.  Have we humans no compassion for mother bears with cubs?  Spring bear hunting is just plain WRONG. 3/9/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey
Hunters  kill any animal they come across or any animal whose head they think would look good mounted above the fireplace—often the large, healthy animals needed to keep the population strong. And hunting creates the ideal 
conditions for overpopulation. After hunting season, the abrupt drop in population leads to less competition among survivors, resulting in a higher birth rate. Hunting is not the answer, it has been scientifically proven. Try controlling the 
birth rate, instead of bowing down to pressure from people who have some kind of inadequacy (either mental or physical), that makes them want to blast unsuspecting animals to make them feel better about themselves. Should people 
like that really be left to decide which animals live and die? In all honesty, they shouldn’t even be in charge of a gun. Try coming into the 21st century and thinking of new ways to sort out the problem, instead of going with what has been 
done in the past, which obviously doesn’t work.

3/9/2022 11:44 PM Online Survey

Killing animals for fun/ entertainment/ tradition is an outdated concept and has no place in a modern, civilised society. Our morals have evolved and governments which still allow trophy hinting hunting, gradually introducing only minor 
restrictions, are behind the times. Hunting will soon die out entirely - be ahead of time and stop hunting practices. There will be overwhelming support for such decision and very minor opposition. Take the morally right step. Be leaders, 
not followers. 

3/9/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey

To kill bears just coming out of hibernation in the Spring is cruel and inhumane.  Killing mother bears with cubs is just plain WRONG.  Humans are the most hideous of all predators. 3/9/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt. It is barbaric and nature and wildlife should be protected. 3/9/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/9/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the bear hunts. Bears should be allowed to live their lives as nature intends 3/9/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the spring bear slaughter 3/9/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I wish to strongly oppose this Spring Bear hunt. Please protect these bears and the natural ecosystem. Please keep them safe from Trophy hunters. 3/9/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
Please cancel the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Hunting these bears is totally unacceptable. 3/9/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/9/2022 11:57 PM Online Survey
I wish to oppose the spring bear hunt. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears 
to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. 

3/9/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/9/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the proposal 3/9/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. They are a 
necessity to keep the balance.

3/9/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose ANY hunt... 3/10/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do not be pressurised into doing the wrong thing by organisations who love to trophy hunt. Its cruel and unnecessary. Please do not let this go ahead, 3/10/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is barbaric, be kind to all the living 3/10/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, any hunt is wrong. 3/10/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please protect the bears and the ecosystem from people who wish to hunt to get their kicks. Its so abnormal to want to hunt and shoot an animal. 3/10/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
I want to strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. How can you ensure that hunters don't kill mothers or their offspring. They may kill a mother and inadvertently then the baby bear will die. No bear should be killed. Please let them live in 
peace.

3/10/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Trophy hunting. Mankind if going to kill off all animals. These trophy hunters to the bears are like Putin to the Ukranians. Hunting innocent animals who just wish to live in peace. 3/10/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
I Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt it’s barbaric.let them live in peace. 3/10/2022 12:06 AM Online Survey
Hunters does kill cubs and mothers. These brainless thugs respect only guns.No sprin bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
 "harvest of offspring"    -  mammals are NOT crops! 
They are living breathing animals that deserve similar consideration to humans

3/10/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey

Living teddy bears should not be the plaything of those who like to maim and kill. 3/10/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Trophy Spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 12:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is supposed to be a civilised country! 3/10/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Its upsetting to think that you are considering letting this go ahead. Why are human's so obsessed with blood shed! Very sick! 3/10/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
Go ahead and hug one of those living teddy bears and see who gets maimed or killed. I fully support spring bear hunting. The trophy is the meat in my freezer! 3/10/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
Come on this is America! The majority of Americans do not support Trophy hunting in any form. The minority wish to hunt and kill animals. The rest of us find it deeply upsetting and stomach turning. 3/10/2022 12:13 AM Online Survey
I vehemently support spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:13 AM Online Survey
Stop killing bears. Full stop 3/10/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunters are a shame of US! 3/10/2022 12:15 AM Online Survey
Fully support the ethical harvest of bears for a freezer full of trophy meat and bear fat to fry morels in. 3/10/2022 12:15 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 12:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please protect the bears and the delicate ecosystem. They deserve to share this planet with us we don't own the world. How would these trophy hunters feel if it was one of their family that was hunted and 
killed?! No empathy for any other living thing. Very worrying in my opinion!

3/10/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey

Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt.This is immoral blood-lust from eople who should be more civilised.Bears are sentient beings!
Are you really happy to make orphans of the youngsters?

3/10/2022 12:17 AM Online Survey

Bear meat is delicious and fully sustainable renewable resource! I support spring bear! 3/10/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is sickening. These hunters should be ashamed of their need to hunt and kill and innocent animals. The world is mad and full of psychopaths! 3/10/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
These hunters need to get their kicks without this murder! 3/10/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.   Please cancel it. 3/10/2022 12:19 AM Online Survey
Disgusting.  This country will never be great while 'people' like these hunters are allowed to continue this slaughter! 3/10/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Cancel it. 3/10/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
Small special interest groups who want to kill bears for trophies under the guise of population management keep getting favored over the sentiments of the public. Come on trophy hunting needs to be put to the history books. Its not 
something the American public want at all!

3/10/2022 12:22 AM Online Survey

You want to to kill things join the army! 3/10/2022 12:22 AM Online Survey
Go to Ukraine if you like killing . 3/10/2022 12:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt - not hunting in general. But it's not ok to kill mothers and offspring. 3/10/2022 12:23 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
These hunters have serious mental problems! 3/10/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
Hunt bears for recreational purposes?........no way! That is sickening!! 3/10/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Hunting bears can ravage bear families and disrupt ecosystems, why do state wildlife agencies keep giving trophy hunters the green light to recklessly “manage” those populations through killing bears?! 3/10/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey

These hunters are sick. 3/10/2022 12:25 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear Hunt once and for all 3/10/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
What a bunch of pathetic losers. Spring bear hunt! Get real jobs! NO spring hunt! 3/10/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear Hunt 3/10/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
Please don’t let the spring bear Hunt go ahead 3/10/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
Please follow this plan and allow the spring bear hunt as long as the populations are sustainable. Thank you 3/10/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
What a disgusting practice! Shame on your state for allowing these people to do this. 3/10/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow such mindless slaughter of sentient beings. 3/10/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
As a resident of Washington state I fully support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
Please do not  follow this plan and stop the spring bear hunt . Thank you 3/10/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
As a resident of Washington state I fully oppose the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
As a biologist and lifelong member of PETA I support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
No Hunting!!! 3/10/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
As a biologist and lifelong member of PETA I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. For a world without hunters! 3/10/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
Stop this atrocity. Stop the bear hunt.  Nothing makes it alright to commit this horrific act. Thousands of people oppose this action. 3/10/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:36 AM Online Survey
Why can’t we just leave these bears alone? Please stop pandering to hunters!! Hunting and killing any animal is barbaric. 3/10/2022 12:36 AM Online Survey
No To Hunters! 3/10/2022 12:37 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting! I’ll gladly take by one who can keep up with me! 3/10/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose this spring bear hunt v strongly. Beats need to survive. We need wildlife to exist - not wipe out every other living creature. 3/10/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the barbaric spring bear hunt including of course a female pregnant black bear thriving within their natural habitat . American government should take responsibility to endorse as illegal. 3/10/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting here in Washington and in Europe. 3/10/2022 12:40 AM Online Survey
I notice these hunters don't go somewhere  where someone shoots back at them. You want to kill show how brave you really are and go to Ukraine. 3/10/2022 12:40 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a great way for my family to get organic free range meat! 3/10/2022 12:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:41 AM Online Survey
I fully support bear hunting in Washington and in Ukraine 3/10/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting here in Washington and in Europe. 3/10/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
God will see you get what you deserve. Think on that. 3/10/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting in the US where we actually have bears and they are thriving! 3/10/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric fun time for sadists. 3/10/2022 12:43 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:43 AM Online Survey
Time to leave this barbaric fun time in the past where it belongs. 3/10/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting provides meat for families in our great state. Fully support it and the rules in this proposal 3/10/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It has no benefit. Only negatives. 3/10/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey
Stop this horrible outdated practice 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I am totally against the idea of people running round with guns shooting bears. Its inhumane and barbaric. Sell your gun and buy a computer game, leave the wildlife alone, it should not be anyones right to shoot something alive for fun. 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
Stop this 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is hard and the trophy is great tasting meat on my plate. Bears and morels just go together! 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/10/2022 12:45 AM Online Survey
Stopt the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
Stop this cruel, insane act of Trophy Hunting these bears that should be protected! 3/10/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
Instead of “controlling” the population of multiple innocent animals. Why aren’t we controlling the OVER population of our own species. We are destroying this planet that we have NO right to. I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! 3/10/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. What is it with trigger happy Americans always wanting to shoot defenceless creatures ? Get a life  and save a life. 3/10/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
Time to join a modern society.  Stop this outdated murder. 3/10/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt as an ethical
And sustainable way to provide meat for families

3/10/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey

Only coward *******s kill innocent creatures ! Leave the bears alone 3/10/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey
 I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Killing a new mother who just woke up ? 3/10/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
Modern society is killing the planet. Support nature and conservation. Support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
Please Ban Bear Hunts. Thank you. 3/10/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
This is just sheer cruelty what right have people got to keep killing our wildlife.  Do they go round shooting humans cause there are too many and they steal all the land instead of learning to share 3/10/2022 12:48 AM Online Survey
Mothers and cubs are illegal to kill per these rules. Geez does no one read this? Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:49 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. It is barbaric! 3/10/2022 12:49 AM Online Survey
Stop this outdated barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 12:49 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the Spring bear hunt to go ahead 3/10/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
This country will never be great whilst it allows such barbaric out dated rituals for mentally challenged rednecks! 3/10/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey
Please allow the spring bear hunt to continue as mandated by the law and as recommended by our wildlife biologists. 3/10/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey
Can we have a spring redneck hunt instead? WE OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey
I Oppose spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:51 AM Online Survey
 The deliberate slaughter of another species because they cause some inconvenience to humans is immoral. 3/10/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey
Fully in support of spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey
There’s a difference between population control and trophy hunting. If you care about our world at all, you will learn the difference. Ban the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is great! Allow it to continue as mandated and recommended 3/10/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey
Why would any NORMAL HUMAN BEING want to kill animals for fun.
No wonder there are so many people killed with guns every day in the USA when people think  killing animals is normal.

3/10/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey

No trophy hunting allowed in Washington state. It’s right there in the regulations. Fully in support of this hunt 3/10/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey
Any hunting is abhorrent. This needs to be stopped. 3/10/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt!Biologists strongly support 3/10/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey
STOP the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey
Fully in support of spring PEOPLE hunting!
Let the bears be! They were here first. BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT

3/10/2022 12:54 AM Online Survey

Stop this unnecessary killing of the lovely bears.  Comments to provide meat for families.  You have plenty already in the shops.  If the excuse is to keep population down.  Dart and neuter which is an alternative.  And year by year this will 
be less as the population will be controlled this way.  

3/10/2022 12:55 AM Online Survey

Why are you killing these beautiful animals? 3/10/2022 12:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
I don’t want nasty factory farm meat wrapped in plastic and chemicals that comes from who knows where. I provide my family with organic free range meat that is a public resource and fully sustainable. I fully support this hunt 3/10/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey

Not wanted! Cruel senseless murder by vile people. 3/10/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
Isn't there enough unnecessary slaughter in this world already? 3/10/2022 12:58 AM Online Survey
If you eat meat but don’t slaughter the animal yourself you are a coward and a sad disconnected human. If you eat meat you should support this hunt. 3/10/2022 12:58 AM Online Survey
All governments should be focusing on the climate crisis. If you don’t want plastic wrapped meat then go vegan of buy from your local slaughter house and support a small business. Without our climate in suitable conditions, we’re all 
dead meat anyway. I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT AND FOSSIL FUELS.

3/10/2022 1:00 AM Online Survey

Animals are not here for our amusement. This is their world, not ours! BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/10/2022 1:01 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the killing of any animal for "sport", this is not a "harvest"! This is the commercial exploitation of the basest of human traits. 3/10/2022 1:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:02 AM Online Survey
Native Americans had successfully managed these lands and all of their wildlife for millennia. Now, why believe that a conservation system that is only 100 years old and which has been manipulated by the interests of the arms industry is 
going to be more effective for managing wildlife in North America? Stop the annihilation of our bears, do not let a minority that only knows how to take up arms make the decision of our bear. It's time to change

3/10/2022 1:05 AM Online Survey

This has got nothing to do with meat just an obsession with the power and ego that a gun gives you against another person or animal. I oppose this hunt 3/10/2022 1:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt vile cruel hobby. 3/10/2022 1:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop this brutal and pointless murder. 3/10/2022 1:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Beat Hunt.   Trophy hunting is something from the Middle Ages.  The idea of killing for amusement is barbaric. 3/10/2022 1:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It is vile. Participants need to question themselves why they enjoy killing. 3/10/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey



Bears and native Americans lived side by side for years they respected the land and animals on it.  Yes they ate the meat killed bears but in a sustainable way that was respectful to the land and animals on it. Trophy hunters are hiding 
behind this so called bill. Total joke to encourage more gun usage in America.  I oppose the spring bear hunt

3/10/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave them alone. 3/10/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the unethical and brutal Spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, it is barbaric !! 3/10/2022 1:16 AM Online Survey
Totally oppose the spring bear hunt. Not needed or required. Unnecessary cruelty..I oppose the spring bear hunt 100 per cent 3/10/2022 1:16 AM Online Survey
All hunting of innocent wildlife should be banned, It's disgraceful how humans think they have the right to go out and kill wildlife for no reason what so ever 🤬🤬 3/10/2022 1:17 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
Totally agree with previous comments. Humans don't have the right to kill wildlife. Humans invented guns killing machines that give them power. How can an animal fight back against an enemy it doesn't or see can't see..ie a bullet. What 
happened to mankind. It had a chance to be better than this. Yet we are the most inhumane cruellest selfish barbaric race to animals and wildlife which were here before us. 

3/10/2022 1:23 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:26 AM Online Survey
Oppose this bill totally. Let the bears live without cruelty 3/10/2022 1:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose any form of hunting. This should be banned indefinitely. 3/10/2022 1:27 AM Online Survey
Absolutely no to the bear hunt. Absolutely no to the threats by these hunters. 3/10/2022 1:28 AM Online Survey
Stop this madness, okay so you have a gun and a licence to shoot, now that is so big and brave. Try using that gun to help people in Ukraine who are suffering under the threat of a Stalinist madman. Leave the poor innocent animals alone 
and go hunt the ones that ARE a threat to us all. Won't do it then it shows what sort of person you are and you should be ashamed - cowardice is not nice is it? I for one totally oppose any hunting of any animal. Man needs to get real and 
stop shooting anything he wants. We are supposed to be saving this world for our future generations not obliterating it.

3/10/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey

I oppose  any sort of huntung 3/10/2022 1:31 AM Online Survey
As a longtime Washington resident I strongly support Spring bear hunting. The population supports it and our commission needs to get back to science based decision making. If the commission is truly worried about the amount of sows 
harvested during these hunts than we need to reinstate baiting practices as a legal hunting method. It has been proven time and time again that while baiting a hunter has more time to judge animals and can target mature boars over 
sows. Please do the job you were appointed to do and make science based decisions for hunting. Please do not fall for the anti hunting propaganda that is being pushed in these comments. 

3/10/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey

Strongly support hunting bears ! 3/10/2022 1:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and the hu ting of all innocent animals. 3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
My family uses bear meat to support our yearly diet please don’t limit that! 3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Is it really a sport if one team doesn’t know that the “game” is happening? 3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
Commissioners please don’t take our hunting away! 3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 1:38 AM Online Survey
Please let us hunt bears ! 3/10/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey
I stongly oppose the bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and unnecessary.  Animal populations were controlled long before humans interfered. 3/10/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey
Can I assume that harvesting actually means Slaughtering, if so these “ hunters” are the saddest collection of all the species on this planet. 3/10/2022 1:39 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing animals for pleasure is evil. 3/10/2022 1:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please stop it! 3/10/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt or any other hunting.  Spring is when the bears come out of hibernation with cubs.  It is cruel to hunt them at this time or at any time. 3/10/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt which is scientifically unsound.  L. Scott 3/10/2022 1:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting.  Killing animals for pleasure can never be justified. 3/10/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hun 3/10/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please stop hunting the bears and other animals. 3/10/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I very strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, I just can't understand how people get enjoyment from killing defenceless animals. 3/10/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
Haven't we extinguished enough species already? 3/10/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the dreadful spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting. Leave the bears and other animals alone. 3/10/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose any form of hunting. STOP this barbaric treatment of bears, they deserve to live in peace as we want to!! 3/10/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the awful spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/10/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the awful spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Please do not let the spring bear hunt go ahead.  I oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting.  3/10/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears is not necessary and cruel 3/10/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Killing bears for fun is sick 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned world wide. 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
Killing a sentient being for pleasure is perverted 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
If you enjoy taking a life there is something wrong with your wiring 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
We support bear hunting ! 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is worrying that there are people out there who get enjoyment from killing animals.  3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
Killing for fun is perverted 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
Support bear hunting ! 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or any hunting.  Hunting is cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
The science backs a spring hunt let us hunt ! 3/10/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey



I am against the bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
"Trophy is the meat in my freezer" !!   So the rationale for this is that some people prefer to walk into a field of animals and start shooting them.  If this is "good" then how come this isn't the same way they get their pork, beef, and lamb 
??     Would that be ethical, right, and a decent thing to allow?  Actually why stop at that how about dogs, cats, and canaries ; no reason they should be exempt under that twisted killer logic.   

3/10/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
In support of hunting everything! 3/10/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Leave the animals alone. Animals should not be hunted for pleasure. 3/10/2022 1:50 AM Online Survey
Commissioners please let us hunt ! 3/10/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
Science says killers are killers. Simple fact.
I oppose the bear hunt to reduce this sickening disease of maiming and killing for "enjoyment". 

3/10/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and outdated in the 21st century.  3/10/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
I need to hunt bears to help feed my family! 3/10/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
Make no mistake here hunters do not kill to fill their bellies, they do it to massage their frail egos.  The demographic is mainly old rich men with nothing better to do, 3/10/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
Please don't do it! These are majestic creatures who deserve to live murder of any animal is wrong! 3/10/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
Please let us hunt ! 3/10/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt or any other hunting.  Please leave the bears  and other animals alone. 3/10/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
Killing for fun is not compatible with a civilised society in the 21st centuary 3/10/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
In support of this hunt! 3/10/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt bears ! 3/10/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
If you kill a bear for food why do you kill so many? Surely your families aren’t that big? And you aren’t so poor you can’t visit a supermarket? 3/10/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt and all other hunting.  Killing for pleasure is wrong! 3/10/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
No bear hunting 3/10/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
STOP NEEDLESS HUNTING 3/10/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting is wrong and can never be justified. 3/10/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey
Why say "harvest"? It's KILLING. You are KILLING wildlife for the bloodlust of it. It's disgusting and barbaric. 
Dress it up all you like, but it's unnecessary, cruel and evil. If you really need to cull an animal that's breeding out of control and destroying their environment, kill humans. Guns are for cowards anyway.

3/10/2022 1:55 AM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt leave them alone. 3/10/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt .  All hunting should be banned as it is all about ego, nothiing else. 3/10/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey
Killing animals for fun is sick, not sport. 3/10/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or any hunting.  Animal population control is just an excuse for hunters to get their kicks from killing animals.  3/10/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
I strongly  oppose the spring bear hunting.  All hunting should be banned worldwide.  Hunting can never be justified and people who do are deluded. 3/10/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting.  3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Leave animals on peace to live their lives. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
I suppose there will always be those who want to kill something and this time it’s bears…shame on them. 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Hunting is an important heritage! 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting.  3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Keep the bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Let em hunt 3/10/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Science supports it let us hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Ban ALL hunting!! 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Please don’t fall for this anti hunting crap! 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunts now 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Don’t listen to the anti hunting crap ! 3/10/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
Ban all anti hunters ! 3/10/2022 2:02 AM Online Survey
Even California hunts bears ! 3/10/2022 2:02 AM Online Survey
We love hunting bears let us do it 3/10/2022 2:02 AM Online Survey
Stop the anti hunters now ! 3/10/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
Hunting is a pastime for inadequate people who think it boosts their tiny egos. Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
Just because the antis have a big budget don’t fall for it please! 3/10/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt please ! 3/10/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt.  There is NEVER any justification for hunting animals for pleasure.  Hunting is cruel.  3/10/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey
Anti hunting isn’t even gonna be a thing when these people figure out what gender they are ! 3/10/2022 2:04 AM Online Survey
Anti hunting is cruel ! 3/10/2022 2:05 AM Online Survey
Stop the anti hunting crowd! 3/10/2022 2:05 AM Online Survey
In support of the spring hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or hunting at any time.  It is creepy that people find pleasure in killing animals. 3/10/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
Stop the Bear Hunt. I am opposed to it entirely 3/10/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt please ! We love bear hunting they are a staple in our diet ! 3/10/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Stop the cruel hunters. 3/10/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
Am strongly AGAINST the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing. Leave the bears to live their lives in peace. I oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
We need to hunt bears and wolves ! 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey



Bear hunting MUST STOP. It's completely unjustifiable 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
Yes to hunting 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. All hunting should be banned. 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
All for it ! 3/10/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
All in for bear hunting ! 3/10/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose all ‘sport’ hunting. Unnecessary, barbaric and should not be supported or glorified 3/10/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and should be banned world wide. 3/10/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
Huge bear hunt supporter ! Please let people hunt! 3/10/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose theh spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
No No NO to bear hunting, most especially at spring when cubs are emerging and developing.
Such hunting is cruel and the work of the devil. Shame on you all...

3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey

We need to hunt bears to save the deer and elk! 3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt! 3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
Why do they need to kill? What has the animal done to them? No reason for killing. Oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. Its evil & cruel. 3/10/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
Hunting is a godly act let us do it ! 3/10/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunts.
We need mental hospitals to care for the SICK MINDED hunting fraternity

3/10/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey

I oppose anti hunting ! 3/10/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
Anti hunters are cruel let’s ban them! 3/10/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
In support of hunting ! 3/10/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting can never be justified and does not help anyone or any animals except bloodthirsty hunters. 3/10/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
Let em hunt bears! 3/10/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
In support of bears hunting ! 3/10/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
Am strongly opposed to bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt  or any hunting. 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
I support hunting all game animals! 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Yea to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
In support 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Yea to hunting bears 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting animals is cruel and wrong. 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
No bear hunts allowed. If you want to shoot a bear use a ****ed CAMERA! 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Hunting is barbaric. The small minded so called humans that think its their right , need to be on the receiving end. 3/10/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting. 3/10/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Let us hunt please! 3/10/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
In support! 3/10/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Yea to hunting 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I support it 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel. 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Yes to hunting bears 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
a horrible an disgusting thing to hunt this way and kill animals so important for our survival of the world.. dr. Texter 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Yes to science based decisions 3/10/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose hunting 3/10/2022 2:15 AM Online Survey
Enough with the excessive killing! 3/10/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. No to all hunting. 3/10/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting ! 3/10/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose. Enough is enough. 3/10/2022 2:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/10/2022 2:17 AM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt. What do hunters have in their minds when they murder an animal doing them no harm. Cruel, mindless, evil. 3/10/2022 2:17 AM Online Survey
 Hunting animals should not be allowed,they have a right to live their lives. 3/10/2022 2:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/10/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
Stop cruel bear hunting!! This is not a sport. This is the violent destruction of innocent, natural wildlife and beautiful creatures. It is vile! 3/10/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
We as a family oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All animals have the right to live in peace. 3/10/2022 2:19 AM Online Survey
Animals have the right to live!! Violence for fun is shameful and deprave 3/10/2022 2:19 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and should be banned.  We have no right killing animals for pleasure. 3/10/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt & so do most kind ,compassionate people. 3/10/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
Let the bears live their lives in peace. No bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
Stop the Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:21 AM Online Survey
How many more animals must go extinct til we we learn?!  I oppose. 3/10/2022 2:21 AM Online Survey
I strongly appose the so called “spring bear hunt” there is no justification whatsoever for
this cruel event.    M.****ins UK

3/10/2022 2:22 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Its so cruel. 3/10/2022 2:22 AM Online Survey
All rightminded people know this wrong, what sort of depraved people are they, who find pleasure in killing animals doing nothing but trying to live their life in peace 3/10/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey
Visitors want to see live animals in their natural habitat, not dead animal trophies. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! It's cruel, inhumane and unconscionable!!! 3/10/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing! 3/10/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE any spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I am strongly OPPOSED to spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
I am strongly OPPOSED to any spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
strongly OPPOSED to any and all spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt. We need to find a humane solution. We are the ones who need to learn how to live with wildlife. We should not kill them just because they are over populated. We must remember and keep in 
mind we are the ones who are taking over their natural habitat. We need to be taught what to do in a situation of a bear encounter. We need to be mindful and responsible not to attract them. Life is more important than profit. Killing 
innocent animals is not the solution. What does it say about us human beings when we disregard life. This not the way to create balance in nature. They shouldn’t be killed for our own convenience and ignorance. We can co-exist. All 
living beings matter and we humans should be the protectors and guardians of the weak, innocent and the voiceless. No great animal can defend itself against a gun. It’s unfair and cruel. 

3/10/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey

Stop this unnecessary practice.  It demeans humanity! 3/10/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring black bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:37 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:37 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:37 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose killing Mother Bears and the Baby’s not even the Papa Bears! 3/10/2022 2:40 AM Online Survey
Very much OPPOSED TO THE BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 2:41 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunt, disgusting humans again as usual. 3/10/2022 2:43 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunt 3/10/2022 2:43 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting these beautiful animals please 3/10/2022 2:46 AM Online Survey
C est minable de tuer des animaux parce que ces crétins  sont en mal de testostérone. 3/10/2022 2:47 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:47 AM Online Survey
No poor bears or any other animal should be hunted for fun. 3/10/2022 2:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:57 AM Online Survey
Please stop hunting wild animals! 3/10/2022 2:59 AM Online Survey
I totally support the banning of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey
Stop this massacre 3/10/2022 3:03 AM Online Survey
Please oppose killing of bears, enough is enough! 3/10/2022 3:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:10 AM Online Survey
Stop this massacre 3/10/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the the spring bear hunt. These bears are very vulnerable, especially in the spring. 3/10/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Please oppose killing of bears 3/10/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Stop the killings of these beautiful animals, have a heart! 3/10/2022 3:11 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric practice 3/10/2022 3:12 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:12 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing of these bears 3/10/2022 3:13 AM Online Survey
Stop this disgusting ritual. Let the hunters get their gratification in a more civilised manner 3/10/2022 3:15 AM Online Survey
Stop this disgusting ritual 3/10/2022 3:16 AM Online Survey
Please stop this outdated unnecessary practice 3/10/2022 3:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 3:19 AM Online Survey
Stop this slaughter. 3/10/2022 3:20 AM Online Survey
These hunters are disgusting.  They are a disgrace to humanity. 3/10/2022 3:21 AM Online Survey
Please reconsider. This practice belongs in the stone age 3/10/2022 3:25 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:28 AM Online Survey
Vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We need to respect wild life. They have the same right to live 3/10/2022 3:30 AM Online Survey
I am 100% opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please follow the recommendation of biologists and not the pleas of the hunters on this issue. 3/10/2022 3:33 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:35 AM Online Survey
It's a pity that the powers that be are more interested in the money that the hunters bring into the area than they are in the moral, ethical and scientific value of the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:40 AM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 AM Online Survey
stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 AM Online Survey
let the bears live no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey
I emphatically oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey
no no no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:43 AM Online Survey



absolutely no spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 AM Online Survey
no spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 AM Online Survey
against the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 AM Online Survey
no no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 AM Online Survey
let the bears live no spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 AM Online Survey
my family and I say no to the spring bear hunt and will boycott washington state and all its products  if there is a hunt! 3/10/2022 3:46 AM Online Survey
no sping bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:46 AM Online Survey
if there is a spring bear hunt I say boycott washington state! 3/10/2022 3:47 AM Online Survey
let the bears leive, stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:47 AM Online Survey
no spring bear hut let the bears live 3/10/2022 3:47 AM Online Survey
All need to oppose killings!!!!!! 3/10/2022 3:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  To call a murder fest a recreational activity is disgusting and shameful.  We are supposed to be humane.....human beings.  Not so much anymore! 3/10/2022 3:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  I believe we should live and let live.  Please do not kill these majestic animals. 3/10/2022 3:58 AM Online Survey
There is no scientific reason for this bear hunt.  Its all about the money that the hunters bring into the area. Money for murder! 3/10/2022 4:00 AM Online Survey
Stop this immoral bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:01 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please do not allow this slaughter of living, sensitive, social animals merely for human amusement. 3/10/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey
WOULD LOVE TO GO ON A HUNT FOR THE IDIOTS WHO HAVE MENTAILITY THE SIZE OF A BULLET?? AND PERSONALLY GIVE THEM CRUEL BARBARIC TREATMENT...MYSOGNIST EGO...CUT YOUR TRIGGER FINGERS OFF..I BLAME ALL 
GOVERNMENTS STUCK UP A DRACONION INJUSTICE...

3/10/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey

Stoppt diese grausame Bärenjagd 3/10/2022 4:02 AM Online Survey
Please stop hunting now 3/10/2022 4:03 AM Online Survey

Big NO to Spring Bear Hunts. 3/10/2022 4:03 AM Online Survey
This Spring Bear Hunt is barbaric, I oppose such cruel treatment of these majestic animals. 3/10/2022 4:04 AM Online Survey
No to this bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:05 AM Online Survey
Please don't allow the hunt! 3/10/2022 4:05 AM Online Survey
I massive no to the Spring Bear hunt. Please leave the bears alone to live in their natural world. All animals are on the planet for a reason. When you start to destroy a species the rippling effects are massive.We are already seeing the 
devastating effects of climate change. To allow bears to be hunted, that are so important to the planet biodiversity is comprehensible.

3/10/2022 4:07 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Bears and all wildlife needs to be protected. Don't be influenced by hunting organisations who are funding blood shed with their dirty money. 3/10/2022 4:08 AM Online Survey
Just stop it.  Leave the bears alone.  Idiot hunters who haven't a care for the wonderful beautiful wildlife we have and who just want to destroy. 3/10/2022 4:08 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow this Spring Bear hunt to go ahead. Its barbaric! We all need to co-exist on this planet and unfortunately the human race thinks it is more important than anyone else. Well when its just us left on this planet most likely 
we will all hunt each other. Please protect these bears.

3/10/2022 4:10 AM Online Survey

Please stop killiong bears (and any other animals as well) for fun! Stop the spring bear hun! 3/10/2022 4:12 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 4:12 AM Online Survey
Recreational hunting= Killing for fun.   Harvesting=killing .     What on earth kind of world allows killing for entertainment?     3/10/2022 4:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:13 AM Online Survey
Stop this morally corrupt bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear cull. 
To me it seems there is a high risk of cubs being orphaned. 

3/10/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey

This bear hunt is wrong! Sop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey
Humans are the problem, not the bears! 3/10/2022 4:17 AM Online Survey
Nein! Nochmals Nein! Keine Bärenjagd! 3/10/2022 4:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:21 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It’s a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/10/2022 4:23 AM Online Survey
Mike Strazzolini 3/10/2022 4:23 AM Online Survey
OPPOSED to bear hunting. Just like Putin it puts humanity to disgrace. 3/10/2022 4:27 AM Online Survey
STOP spring period Bear hunts. In fact ban all bear hunt activity 3/10/2022 4:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:27 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is a national disgrace. Opposed! 3/10/2022 4:28 AM Online Survey

Why do humans have to kill animals, they do not kill them to eat!!!!!
 

3/10/2022 4:29 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose harming these bears 3/10/2022 4:30 AM Online Survey
I have never been blessed with seeing large wild animals, please stop letting them be killed!!!!!!!!!! 3/10/2022 4:30 AM Online Survey
STOP bear Hunts!
Teddy Bears are loved the world around - because President 'Ted' Roosevelt refused to shoot one!

3/10/2022 4:30 AM Online Survey

Please do not kill these bears 3/10/2022 4:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose these shoots 3/10/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
These beautiful bears must be SAVED NOT MASSACRED! 3/10/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
Please stop shooting these bears 3/10/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
Please stop the killings 3/10/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
Have some compassion and stop this murdering 3/10/2022 4:32 AM Online Survey
It should be a GIVEN fact that we support freedom of wild bears.
I OPPOSE bear hunt

3/10/2022 4:33 AM Online Survey



This cruelty is disgusting, these poor defenceless bears do not deserve to be murdered!  3/10/2022 4:33 AM Online Survey
spring bears must be SAVED... STOP the murderous bear hunt now 3/10/2022 4:35 AM Online Survey
Please register my OBJECTION against spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:39 AM Online Survey

Opposed to bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:41 AM Online Survey
Would love to see a black bear in its natural habitat... No need to Kill it!!
I oppose the bear Hunt

3/10/2022 4:44 AM Online Survey

This hunt is a Disgrace! 3/10/2022 4:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all other forms of bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
I don’t understand what pleasure someone gets from killing an innocent animal.  Too much violence in the world let’s not add more.  I oppose the bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:46 AM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting! It should not even be a question. 3/10/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
 Oppose the spring bear hunt and all other forms of bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
Legal hunting literally saved America's wildlife...I support spring bear hunting and scientific wildlife management. 3/10/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
Do not bring back spring bear hunting! It should not even be a question. 3/10/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 4:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The science is clearly in favor of a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey
There is no legitimate scientific argument against the spring bear hunt. Adopt this proposal and re-instate the spring bear hunt. I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt, and all bear hunts during all seasons 3/10/2022 4:49 AM Online Survey

i oppose the spring bear hunt, and all bear hunts during all seasons 3/10/2022 4:50 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, there is no scientifical argument that opposes it. Wildlife needs to be managed scientifically, not socially 3/10/2022 4:50 AM Online Survey
WDFW Commission - you are being called upon to make the right choice based on wildlife science, not popular opinion. If the last two years have taught us anything it should be to listen to scientists! The science is clearly in favor of the 
spring bear hunt. Adopt this proposal and re-instate the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 4:50 AM Online Survey

Climate change, habitat destruction, pesticides... Haven't humans done enough to decimate wild life?   Can't Americans think of anything other than killing and violence? Why not go hiking and bring a camera and enjoy sharing nature 
with other species or just leave them alone?

3/10/2022 4:51 AM Online Survey

There are legitimate scientific arguments against the spring bear hunt. 
Oppose the spring bear hunting and this proposal.

3/10/2022 4:52 AM Online Survey

Bears, like other wildlife, need to be properly managed. WDFW biologists have proven that this hunt is sustainable and warranted. Support the spring bear hunt and all other forms of legal bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:52 AM Online Survey
Leave wildlife management to experts. Support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose your primitive backward sport for lowlife scum called hunters. 3/10/2022 4:53 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal hunting. 3/10/2022 4:53 AM Online Survey
Listen to the science. Support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/10/2022 4:53 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:54 AM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting  they are very tasty 3/10/2022 4:54 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:54 AM Online Survey
Washington already has one of the most restricted set of bear hunting seasons and rules in north America. This has lead to an over-adundance of bears and human-bear conflict. Legal bear hunting is the only management tool we have 
available to support healthy bear populations. I support the spring bear hunt and all other legal forms of hunting.

3/10/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose Spring Bear Hunting. 3/10/2022 4:56 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal hunting, fishing, and trapping. 3/10/2022 4:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose your pathetic bear hunt !!! 3/10/2022 4:56 AM Online Survey
Is there not enough killing of defenseless voiceless and innocents going on in the world now, this is disgusting , unnecessary and inhumane. If these people want to kill so bad why dont they head to ukraine they are begging for help and 
use there need to kill on something/someone that that will fight back not on a defenseless innocent animal that cant fight back. Level the playing field Stop the useless killing of wildlife. ENOUGH ALREADY 

3/10/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Commissioners, it's time for you to fulfill your obligation to create hunting and fishing opportunities where they exist sustainably and legally regardless of your personal opinion. Follow the science and adopt 
this proposal.

3/10/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey

The truth is bears are not overpopulating or causing any bear-human conflicts. The NCWRC pushed this false narrative to appease trophy hunting organizations .Vote NO 3/10/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
Legal hunting, fishing, and trapping is a vital way of life in America. Spring bear hunting is part of that tradition and is legal, warranted, and sustainable for black bear populations. Adopt this proposal and support legal, sustainable hunting. 
I support the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal hunting, fishing, and trapping. 3/10/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. Leave the poor animals alone. 3/10/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
Commissioners - look at the high volume of bear created property damage and bear-human conflict related calls for service that WDFW receives. Legal bear hunting can help manage bear populations that are growing. I support the spring 
bear hunt and all other forms of legal hunting, fishing, and trapping.

3/10/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose the pathetic primitive gutless bear hunting season 3/10/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt please. With so many females being killed perhaps a bear identification test would warranted before getting a bear permit. 3/10/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. Science must ultimately rule wildlife management. 3/10/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey
STOP THE HUNT!!! 3/10/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose !killing bears stop. 3/10/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey

Commissioners - please ignore the slander coming from anti-hunters leaving ignorant comments and follow the science. Support the spring bear hunt and adopt this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
This is outrageous for these grown men to want to kill animals. Why can't they do it on their game box. 3/10/2022 5:02 AM Online Survey
I support this rule proposal and spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 5:02 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:03 AM Online Survey
Humans have been hunting for millions of years. Leave uneducated opinions out of this and let us hunt spring bears to provide our families with healthy protein and manage these predators. 3/10/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey



I strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
I support bear hunting 3/10/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
Please call off the spring bear hunt. It is cruel. I strongly oppose! 3/10/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
Springbeat hunt is inhumane to animals these beautiful bears 3/10/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
Strongly appose the springbeat hunt 3/10/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Oppose this ! How would humans like it if they where chased and killed 3/10/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Let’s do this we can stop the evil 3/10/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Oppose oppose and simply writing your comments will save these beautiful animals in our need !! Thanks 3/10/2022 5:11 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all other forms of legal hunting, fishing, and trapping. adopt this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:11 AM Online Survey
The overpopulation of predators in our state needs to be controlled better.  Not only should the spring hunt be reinstated for special draw units but I believe we should look into opening general tag spring bear units in areas of high 
population.

3/10/2022 5:12 AM Online Survey

Stop this madness, these are God Creatures and if you believe in God, you will not kill 3/10/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey
Stop it stop it stop it!!!!
Evil hunters taking the life of innocent creatures that just want to be left alone so leave them alone !!!! 

3/10/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey

Please do not go ahead with this hunting . These are precious sentient creatures who feel fear and pain just like we do . What right do you have to decide they should die for sport or a trophy . 3/10/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. You must protect the bears from hunters who are not doing to help control numbers they do it because they like killing innocent animals. 3/10/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
Say NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt. Use facts. Not feelings. 3/10/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all other forms of legal hunting, fishing, and trapping. adopt this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey

The overpopulation of predators in our state needs to be controlled better. Not only should the spring hunt be reinstated for special draw units but I believe we should look into opening general tag spring bear units in areas of high 
population.

3/10/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt.
Do not kill and eat bears. 

3/10/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunting and this proposal.
3/10/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey

Science first. support the spring bear hunt. Follow the advice of WDFW biologists who support the hunt. 3/10/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
No permits.
Stop the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey

Adopt this proposal! The science strongly supports this proposal and spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey

Do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all forms of legal bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting must be re-instated. 3/10/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey
Do the right thing, WDFW commissioners. Support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey
Freedom to the bears!
Oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey

Adopt this proposal! The science strongly supports this proposal and spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey
Adopt this proposal. Science first. 3/10/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all forms of legal bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey
Say NO to the proposal.
Say NO to the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey

I support all forms of scientifically supported hunting. Adopt this proposal because the scientists in charge of wildlife management say its the right thing to do. 3/10/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
There is no legitimate argument against this proposal. Support this proposal and spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
Support this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
Re-instate the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey
I support sound wildlife management and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey
DO NOT consider the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey
Bears need managed as with all animals, because of our presence on the landscape. Whether you agree or not, hunting is the most viable tool available for ethical and efficient management. I strongly support this proposal and would urge 
the committee to look into an adoption  of OTC Spring Seasons in areas where overpopulation is well documented 

3/10/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey

Say NO to the proposal .
No spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey

Sound wildlife management is under attack. Don't allow uneducated opinions to rule the day. Listen to the wildlife professionals and adopt this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey
NO to the proposal .
NO spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey

The state must keep Spring Bear season 3/10/2022 5:26 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:27 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
Say No to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
In SUPPORT of this proposal. As well as the expansion of opportunity for harvest 3/10/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey



I Support this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal 3/10/2022 5:29 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal and sound wildlife management practices. 3/10/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal and sound wildlife management practices. Adopt the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey
This proposal needs passed as well the the opening of general spring tags in areas of high bear populations 3/10/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey
Stop killing bears 3/10/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey
In support of this proposal 3/10/2022 5:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all other forms of legal bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:31 AM Online Survey
The science supports the spring bear hunt and so do I. If people care about having a healthy wildlife population and know anything about wildlife management they will support this. Emotion is not a management tactic. 3/10/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear season 3/10/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey
Commisioners - adopt this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey
Support Spring Bear hunting! Pass this proposal and open OTC in areas of overpopulation 3/10/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey
Hunting to to control.over population is a good thing. There is zero over population of any bear species anywhere on the planet. Trophy hunting is wrong. The spring bear slaughter is just wrong. 3/10/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey
The science oppose the spring bear hunt and so do I. If people care about having a healthy wildlife population and know anything about wildlife management they will not support this. Weapons is not a management tactic. 3/10/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey
This proposal must be passed. 3/10/2022 5:33 AM Online Survey
I Support this. 3/10/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
Oppose Spring Bear hunting! Ban this proposal 3/10/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
This proposal must be banned. 3/10/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
Absolutely support this proposal and would urge the commission to open Additional areas for spring Harvest OTC 3/10/2022 5:35 AM Online Survey
Not wanted! 3/10/2022 5:35 AM Online Survey
The "human-bear conflict" is caused by human development. It's human's fault that these bears have nowhere else to go and the bears should not be punished for it by being hunted down and killed for no other reason. Bears, along with 
all other predator species, should be protected and not hunted.

3/10/2022 5:36 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. This is needed for wildlife management. The fuzzy bear is not the only species in the woods, an attempt to balance predator numbers and prey numbers is needed. Taking away this opportunity is hurting all 
wildlife. I wish the anti hunters would understand that. 

3/10/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey

In support! 3/10/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
Ban the hunting of all predatory species. 3/10/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear and all bear hunting. Expand the hunt to control the bears. Oregon has a ton of spring bear opportunity. 3/10/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
Yes! Pass! Open more opportunities! 3/10/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
All neighboring states have spring bear opportunities. The science supports spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the unethical and brutal Spring bear hunt!!We do not need this at all! 3/10/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
Pass this proposal and open OTC a spring opportunity where needed! 3/10/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
Trust the science! Pass this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey
DO NOT pass the proposal .
No spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey

PLEASE STOP THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!! 3/10/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all forms of legal bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey

Spring Besr Hunt must not take place ever. 3/10/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey
Sound science based wildlife management is in SUPPORT of this proposal. You must pass and expand opportunities 3/10/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey
Oppose strongly. 3/10/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey

End this spring bear cub hunt . 3/10/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey
In support of hunting the robust bear population 3/10/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey
Please end the bears hunt. 3/10/2022 5:41 AM Online Survey
Say no to bear hunts period. So utterly cruel and subhuman. 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
Why so many allowed permits?!
Say NO to permits.
No spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey

I haven't seen a realistic or science based reason to discontinue the hunt so i fully support the hunt. 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE! 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
End the bear hunt. Leave bear families alone. 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
Say NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
Not in support. 3/10/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose this 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
DO NOT support. 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
It’s time to end bear hunts and especially in spring 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
hunting is conservation. Period. End of story. Support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose too. 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
Without legal hunting bears would be extinct. Support this proposal and the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
I support conversation,  therfore i support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:44 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting because without hunting, many species including bears would likely be extinct. We need sound wildlife management guided by science. I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:44 AM Online Survey

End this spring hunt. 3/10/2022 5:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
Oppose the "hunt".  
Not in support of killing animals for "sport" or "enjoyment" - its no such thing.

3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey

I vehemently oppose. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Just b/c you can, doesn’t mean you should.  It’s a waste of life for a “decorative trophy” 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
Please end spring bears and cub hunt. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
I support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
Say never to this. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
Please follow WDFW biologists recommendation of continuing this regulated season. 3/10/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
So horrible. I oppose 3/10/2022 5:46 AM Online Survey
Pls oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:46 AM Online Survey
Support the science , humans kill and decimate animal species, leave them the space to live as they should. And if you cannot do NOT sub contract to people who enjoy killing for the sake of it. 3/10/2022 5:46 AM Online Survey
I do not support. OPPOSE. 3/10/2022 5:46 AM Online Survey
I do not support this. Truly horrendous. 3/10/2022 5:47 AM Online Survey
End this promptly leaving our system intact. 3/10/2022 5:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It's a cruel act. 3/10/2022 5:47 AM Online Survey
No valid unbiased science would approve. Oppose. 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
The science says people who "enjoy" maiming & killing animals are more likely not to distinguish between animals & humans. 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
I support science and the majority of the US population who are against game and sport hunting. Ban Bear Hunting; these animals sustain more value alive than cruelty murdered 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
I do not support this spring hunt on any level, 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
Oppose this today. 3/10/2022 5:48 AM Online Survey
I would never ever support a spring hunt. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey
Lessen not maximize. I oppose. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and all forms of legal hunting. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey

I oppose this so greatly. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey
Please end the bears hunt. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey

I support all hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey

Please no bear hunts in spring. 3/10/2022 5:49 AM Online Survey
Opposing this . 3/10/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey
I really oppose. 3/10/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey
Please end these spring hunts. 3/10/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey
Support this proposal 3/10/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt and all forms of legal destruction 3/10/2022 5:50 AM Online Survey
I do not support. 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
I really oppose. 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
Oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is cruel, unnecessary, unscientific and not good for the ecosystem. This is a terrible idea. 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
I support the proposal. Now its up to you commissioners. Uphold your oath and expand opportunity where it is allowable scientifically. You are obligated to support this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal and all forms of legal hunting. 3/10/2022 5:51 AM Online Survey

I oppose. 3/10/2022 5:52 AM Online Survey
Save our wildlife not destroy them.Ban it! 3/10/2022 5:52 AM Online Survey
Shameless to think of it. I oppose. 3/10/2022 5:52 AM Online Survey
This should be illegal. Grotesque. Lack of natural harmony. Oppose. 3/10/2022 5:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:53 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Conservation requires management. 3/10/2022 5:53 AM Online Survey
Ban this for always. I oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:54 AM Online Survey
New laws to never allow this ever ever. Oppose. 3/10/2022 5:54 AM Online Survey
I’ll have to oppose. 3/10/2022 5:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Ban this for good. 3/10/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey
Vote no to oppose this. 3/10/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey
I’ll oppose thank you. 3/10/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the proposal. Now its up to you commissioners. Do your job and ban opportunity where it is allowed . You are obligated to oppose this proposal! 3/10/2022 5:55 AM Online Survey
Really???? Spring bears hunted. Sic. Oppose 3/10/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey
Never again. All, do oppose. 3/10/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey



The country would vote no. Oppose 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
End this and oppose. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and other forms of bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I'm in favor of spring bear hunting. I love elk and deer and hate to see bears eat the elk and deer babies alive. Their screams of pain are horrific and disturbing. Thank goodness for bear hunters. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I’ll have to say no thank you. Oppose please only. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
Don't enjoy hunting. Stop abuse of wildlife. 3/10/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is scientifically supported and this proposal should be adopted. 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
I say NO to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season.  No law abiding hunter wants to wipe out a species, they want to assist in promoting a healthy population for the next generations to enjoy. 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose this inhumane practice of the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
Not science only hunter based. Say no. Oppose. 3/10/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
The north american model of wildlife management is the greatest success story of conservation in the world. This hunt falls in line with that model and the proposal should be adopted. 3/10/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey

For god’s sake, please do the right thing and oppose this proposal… 3/10/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey
Don’t rip off our planet to kill all. Oppose 3/10/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey
science demands a spring bear hunt and so do we. I support this proposal. 3/10/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey
I support this proposal because hunting is conservation. 3/10/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey
Inhumane period. Sic. Oppose 3/10/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
Demand s complete no. Oppose. 3/10/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal should be adopted. 3/10/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.   Unfair.   Ridiculous 3/10/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose utterly to spring hunts. 3/10/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey
bears are America's original favorite food and a sustainable source source of wild organic protein. As long as sustainable populations exist, we should have access to hunt those populations. 3/10/2022 6:01 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all forms of bear hunting in washington. 3/10/2022 6:01 AM Online Survey
Science demands an end to these hunts. No Spring hunt. 3/10/2022 6:01 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, under the Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
NO Never ever. Oppose 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
In favor of spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
Instead of paying to remove bears causing property damage, the state should gain revenue by having a bear hunt. This makes too much sense! adopt the proposal. 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
stop bearhunting! 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
I'm in favor of this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
Science supports this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
against bearhunting! 3/10/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose Washington spring bear hunt must never begin. No forms ever. 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
I’m not in favor of this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
stop bearhunting!!! 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
Wildlife biologists all agree spring bear Hunts are necessary for managing wildlife populations. No amount of emotions and feelings changes the facts. In favor of spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
Hunters have literally saved all wildlife from extinction through the funding they provide. We should expand any/all sustainable hunting opportunities. I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey

"I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt" 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
Facts first. Adopt this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
Science does not support this. Time for unbiased science in F&G. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
I'm pro science, in favor of spring bear Hunts. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
This is a sustainable hunt backed by science. adopt the proposal. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear Hunts. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Science first. Support the hunt and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
science does not support this: mankind has done enough to upset the ecosystem because people simply are destructive and enjoy killing no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Science does support this. Time for unbiased science in F&G 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Vote yes to spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
no hunting! 3/10/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
As you can all see trophy hunters in Washington State, after physically threatening wildlife commissioners, want the Spring Bear Hunt reinstated. This is shameful, disgusting, it does violate all kind of morals and ethics.  Assassination of 
these animals in their dens is just a disgrace. Where are the principals and the morals of defending those lives that have no match for us?  Why is death better than life? Why is it that money goes first and over the right to live? This is no 
scientific. This is plain murder! The idea that this is going to be ok, then, where is the ecosystem, which is fragile plays in this decision? 664 licenses to kill the innocent animals sheltering from the winter...Overpopulation? Control?  What 
kind of people are in these commissions to make that decision? Certainly not scientific, or compassionate or good for the environment. I OPPOSE!!!

3/10/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey

No Spring Black BearCR-102. I oppose the Hunt 3/10/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
Biologist for wildlife F&G do not have third party science . Biased for hunters. Cruel so I oppose. 3/10/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
no to bearhunting! 3/10/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
Wildlife biologist biased to hunters so this is unfair and cruel to wildlife. I for sure oppose. 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
the last 2 bear hunts I heard about the hunter was so desperate to shoot a bear that one man shot his own brother and a wife shot her husband Stop the hunt 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
I am against the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey



Vote no to this. 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
Bears do not exist to satisfy humans. I oppose spring hunting. 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
No to Bear -Hunting 3/10/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
I vote no on the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
No on the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
Stop this cutting short the lives of our iconic wildlife. Ban spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
Unfortunately bears are made out of food. One bear dies and my family eats for a year.  When you eat vegan or vegetarian many animals die from the combines and other  farming equipment. Spring bear hunting is more vegan than 
veganism bc less animals die via spring bear Hunts. 

3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey

Definitely support spring bear. Bring it back and go get them!! 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose so strongly. 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and so does the science. 3/10/2022 6:07 AM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
Put an end to spring bear hunt. Better yet, put a full time ban on such murderous action 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
wild life biologists are all hunters.  Most states make it impossible to get a person  onto any committees boards or agencies who are not hunters.  The deck is already stacked for those of us non hunters 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
This Hunt should be continued even if it hurts a few out of state anti-hunter's feelings. 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
strongly support this hunt and other hunting. Adopt the proposal 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
I am against the Spring Black Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
adopt the proposal. 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
End these viscous practices. Simply. 3/10/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and so should you! 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Say NO to spring bear hunt. Lock up the disgraceful murderous hunters 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring  Black Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Please do not adopt this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
If you care about bears and other wildlife, you should support hunting and ask that this proposal be adopted. 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Vehemently OBJECT bear hunting - especially the spring season murder 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and this proposal. Facts not feelings. 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
I say no to the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Adopt this proposal! the science demands it. 3/10/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
End these maximizing seasons to hunt. Disgusting. Oppose. 3/10/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
I care for the animals-the Spring Bear Hunt is unnecessary management.I oppose it. 3/10/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
I am in OPPOSITION to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
Facts dictate this must never begin. End these hunts. 3/10/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Ban this for good 3/10/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
Say yes to spring bear! I support this!! 3/10/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
There is no scientific reason for the excess killings to result from the Spring Bear Hunt.I oppose it. 3/10/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is bad but to hunt the bears  at Spring time when they are just coming out of hibernation is just plain evil. 3/10/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting. 3/10/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
STOP this atrocious slaughter. I oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
We need every last apex predator to remain alive in the wild. I oppose 3/10/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
This Spring Bear Hunt is unnecessary .I oppose it 3/10/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
Keep our fragile ecosystem alive. Ban this today. 3/10/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt-unethical and unnecessary 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. I have yet to be presented with a realistic reason to discontinue the season. 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Ban the needless murders of these wonderful bears. I oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
No to the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and so do wildlife professionals in the western united states! 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and so does science 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Ban these barbaric hunts! 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt！ 3/10/2022 6:13 AM Online Survey
Stop this insane murder of the apex predator. Oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt, I oppose it.  All bear hunts should be banned permanently. 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and the scientific approach to managing the wildlife in this state. 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
This killing is unnecessary-I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
No science just bloodthirsty. 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to hunting at any time of the year. 3/10/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
what a nation of SICK minded MF.
Go hunt the infamous Trump instead... That would remove something worthless from the universe

3/10/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey

I fully support the ecosystem and spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey
Science should not be invoked to justify the slaughter in the Spring Bear Hunt.I oppose it. 3/10/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey



Science says never to this. Follow the real facts.
Oppose spring hunts. 

3/10/2022 6:15 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  There is no scientific evidence to support bear hunting or any hunting of animals, it's just an excuse to mindlessly kill animals. 3/10/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear slaughter. 3/10/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, please listen to the science and common sense and don’t cater to the emotional anti hunting agenda. It is astonishing some of the things I have seen said about hunters from these anti hunting 
organizations, do not cater to this craziness, listen to the WDFW Biologists and keep the spring bear hunt 

3/10/2022 6:17 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Please continue. 3/10/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
 strongly oppose 3/10/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I have yet to be presented with a realistic reason to keep the season. 3/10/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose Trophy Bear Hunts, I oppose Trophy Hunting 3/10/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
Stop this 3/10/2022 6:26 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:26 AM Online Survey
Strongly support these hunts 3/10/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
expand this hunt to general season 3/10/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone.Stop this unneccessary activity. 3/10/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt 3/10/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
yes spring bear hunting. make bear hunting great again 3/10/2022 6:29 AM Online Survey
Yes 100% in favor of these hunts 3/10/2022 6:29 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! 3/10/2022 6:29 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt season and the proposal. 3/10/2022 6:29 AM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/10/2022 6:29 AM Online Survey
We oppose this hunt 3/10/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
Yes we agree with this hunt opportunity 3/10/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This includes spring bear.  Full support.

3/10/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear! 3/10/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
100% support 3/10/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear! Use the department's scientific based approach, not emotional responses to a public comment thread where anyone in the world can comment. This is a Washington State issue, let the Washington State Employed 
Biologists made the decisions.

3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey

Our whole family supports the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Fully support and agree this hunt should be expanded to general tags 3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
yes we disagree with this hunt opportunity 3/10/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Yes we support these opportunities 3/10/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I fully support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
Our whole family oppose the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Ignore anti hunters comments, they have no leverage backing up any of their opinions 3/10/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident too and I fully oppose the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
My neighbors support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear, go home Karen you haven't an opinion worth any value 3/10/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey
Oppose the season and this proposal 3/10/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey
100% support 3/10/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey
 I support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:34 AM Online Survey
Yes! Support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
we support. Hunters are the only conservationists. Anti hunt= Anti wildlife 3/10/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
100% Support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
Yes in favor of this hunt 3/10/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
YES spring bear 3/10/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
We support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
I  am totally opposed to killing any bears. 3/10/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
Yes 100% support. Make spring bear great again 3/10/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
YES! 100% Support the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
Yes you have our support in these hunts 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this hunt 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
We are 100% in favor 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
No spring bear,go home Mike the  you have not any fundamental argument to keep this season open.No spring bear,go home Mike the  you have not any fundamental argument to keep this season open.You can  practice on yourself! 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey

Support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
Yes 100% Oppose the season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
Yes to this hunt. Give us year round cat hunts while we're talking over populations of predators 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I completely oppose 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey



Yes spring bear. Let's go karen 3/10/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
100% support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
I and all my friends oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
Fully supported 3/10/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear hunt based on science 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
I and all my friends support these hunts 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
Hunting is totally unacceptable and unnecessary, I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
YES! We 100% support the spring bear hunting season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
Our neighbours oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
we support this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:40 AM Online Survey
I and all my friends oppose these hunts 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
What is wrong with the human race? Why do you think you have a right to kill innocent animals that have just as much right to live on this planet as we do? Would like to see how you would cope with the fear of being hunted down to be 
killed and wiped off the planet!

3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey

yes spring bear, Stay at the grocery store Karen 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
Hunting is totally natural. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt and all hunting. 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
Yes to this hunt and the expansion of all hunt seasons and bag limits 3/10/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
100% in favor, agree with state biologists we need these hunts 3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
Fish and Wildlife needs to stop coddling hunters.Ban it! 3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
We are in favor of this hunt 3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I support sustainable spring bear hunting. Aren't we only talking about the harvest of 100 or so bears as opposed to the several thousand taken in the fall? Seems like a good source of revenue for the state and a great recreational 
opportunity.

3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose 3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as it is backed by science and not based of feeling or emotion. We should not allow feelings or dictate how we approach our wildlife conservation model. It should be based of science and we should be able 
to analyze the results over years of data.

3/10/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey

yes to this hunt season 100% 3/10/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly support 3/10/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
Stop this senseless hunt and respect wildlife!!! 3/10/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear season.  3/10/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
yes spring bear, needs to be general season like Montana where they know how to manage all wildlife populations 3/10/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
You know that fish and wildlife is for people who harvest animals and fish...aka the people who pay for WDFW through their license fees and help create habitat through Pittman-Robinson act funds and Dingle-Johnson funds 3/10/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey

 I strongly support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
Expand this hunt and respect wildlife! 3/10/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
100% in favor 3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

we are not in favor of this hunt 3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
yes in favor 3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

The hunt would cause a strong unbalance in the ecosystem, just like it happened with the wolves. There is already too small a number of wild carnivores in the US, which lets rodents and their diseases be more prevalent to people. There 
are too many vermin right now, so no to this hunt.

3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

YES! 100%  strongly support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey
100% disagree 3/10/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey



I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Nice try on a poor argument there wolfy 3/10/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Yes proven management 3/10/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
In full support of a spring bear season! 3/10/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose The Spring Bear Hunt. The bears deserve to live out their natural lives in the natural woods into which they were born. They cause no harm to us. The least we can do is to cause no harm to us. 3/10/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
This hunt has been going on for years with no ill effects to the bear population.  I strongly support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
YES! 100% strongly oppose the spring bear season and this proposal.Get another jobs for the cowards. 3/10/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/10/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
This hunt has been going on for years with no ill effects to the bear population. I strongly support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
opposed!  thank you 3/10/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Anti's clearly expose the lack of knowledge they possess regarding anything outdoors by all of these distasteful comments they make with no value to them. 3/10/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
The bear population is too high to be in balance already. 100% support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
This hunt has been going on for years and do much of harm to our wildlife. I strongly oppose the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
NO, NO, NO  to Spring Bear Hunts. Please stay on the humane side and save these majestic animals. Thanks. 3/10/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
Support, thank you 3/10/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
Hunt the redneck savage hunters! 3/10/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
100% support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is integral to maintaining the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation. The leading system of wildlife management in the entire world. 3/10/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. These anti hunters have likely never seen a bear outside of a national park where they have become half tame or worse 3/10/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt. These animals are no where near in danger of extinction. That dwarfs all comments about "saving" these animals. Any WDFW commissioner should understand these animals need management. 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey

Yes spring bear. Just take a look at the comments from opposition, very unstable and malicious. No value to those opinions 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt ! 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
we support these hunts 3/10/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. Obviously there is a lot of hatred remarks coming for the opposition to the spring bear hunt side. This shows a lack of education and respect. please take that into consideration 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt!
No value in any of the comments to support the killing of innocent animals. 

3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey

We support! 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
 I support proper management of all wildlife species, therefore I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear. Make bear hunting great again. 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
No spring bear. 3/10/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
We all oppose. 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose this mismanagement of our wildlife. 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear. Yes to opinions of those who participate in the outdoors with boots on the ground firsthand knowledge 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal! 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
100% in favor 3/10/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Bears are devastating deer fawns and elk calves, resulting in huge recruitment issues in many areas of OUR state; fully support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
we support 100% 3/10/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
No knowledge based in true science would favor this. No to spring bear cub hunt. 3/10/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
Yes on this hunt 3/10/2022 6:55 AM Online Survey
 YES! 100% support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
Normal people clearly has a great humanity where there is no place for cruelty or corruption.Ban it! 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
100% oppose this proposal 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
This is scientifically against our ecosystem. Fragile as it is. Please oppose this. 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
We already get 2 bear tags per person, per year. This hunt doesn't give any hunters more tags then their allotted 2 per year. I support the continuation of this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
100% oppose. 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:56 AM Online Survey
Yes we support the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting because I see all animals as equal. There must be management of wildlife to keep a balance for all. Making decisions based on emotions is the wrong way to go about these  rule making processes. Listen to 
facts and continue spring bear hunting. 

3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey

Yes to this hunt 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt! Hunting was never great! You hunt for the pleasure of killing , not out of necessity! 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
No bear hunts in spring. Leave the ecosystem intact. 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
Yes to this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
yes to spring bear, leave the hunt how it has been for decades 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season and this proposal. Ultimately, the bear numbers need managing. 3/10/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
 I support this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear bear, as I support science. With out hunting the food web would go into a spiral, and hundred of baby elk and deer will be killed brutally. Predator control in essential for the stability of the ecosystem. 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey



Please leave the bears alone and our countries wildlife to flourish. Their lungs are your lungs.
Ban spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey

Yes spring bear. No to uneducated towny opinions that has no knowledge of what they speak on so emotionally 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
Fully support a permanent spring bear season 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
yes to this hunt 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
We oppose this. 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
 Yes to the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
Let’s manage predators with science not emotion 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt! How about population control on humans?! Your comment makes no sense! Management of wildlife? We are destroying wildlife and this earth because we are overpopulating it and destroying everything. 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey

Say no to spring bear hunt . 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
 I support a permanent and expanded spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
No to hunt in spring for bear. 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear. Just do it 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt 3/10/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
 Fully support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
We need apex predators. They breath you breath. No to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
We agree with these hunts 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
Oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
 100% support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
100% support this hunt 3/10/2022 7:00 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose these hunts, they are barbaric. 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
we support this hunt 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any form of hunting.The argument that we need to keep numbers down is wrong.We do not keep the number of people down,although tthe planet is overpopulated,animals feel just as we do,unfortunately they have no 
voice.

3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear huntung 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
 I support a permanent and expanded spring bear season. 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting. Period . Forever. 3/10/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. Inhumane. Cruel and twisted. 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
Yes agree, expand to general season 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
We support this hunt 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
yes we support 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
Please educate yourselves this harms not helps. Oppose. 3/10/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
This does not help humanity. Leads to disease that taxpayers fund. End the spring bear hunt . 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
100% support 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Oppose each and every Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Not to meat it only hurts you. No to hunting it hurts our ecosystem. Extending hunts just bad. 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Support 100% 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
I 100% oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:03 AM Online Survey
Bear is some of the best free range meat fully support  both spring and fall bear hunts 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
No to this proposal extended season. So cruel and killing us all. 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
 Stay in touch with reality; support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt and encourage more tags. Only Alaska has more bears than wa state yet we give out less tags than Oregon 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
100% oppose 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
Reality dictates that this is harmful for us all. 3/10/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
No ban this immediately. I oppose as all I know do to. 3/10/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
This is wrong. I oppose. 3/10/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
I agree this is bad news. No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey
I really oppose100%. 3/10/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I too oppose. 3/10/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. Leave them ALONE! 3/10/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
Please support the proposal 3/10/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
There can be no moral justification whatsoever for killing bears or any wildlife. Cubs will be left orphaned and humanity is all the worse for the violence, the suffering resulting from the sanctioned killing of those innocents without a voice. 
It's long past time to evolve from these primitive, insupportable slaughters.

3/10/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey

Please oppose this proposal. This is not a human centric planet. 3/10/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
Please oppose this today. 3/10/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunt in regulation of a healthy bear population and ungulates. 3/10/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
We oppose this spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
Oppose. 3/10/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
We all the family oppose. 3/10/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
Our family opposes strongly. 3/10/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
I feel like this is a very fair proposal ! We don’t want to leave babies orphan cubs ! While  doing these kills we must still have compassion and caring for these beautiful animals at all time 3/10/2022 7:10 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
I support science based wildlife management.  This hunt should be continued if not expanded. Ungulate populations, particularly elk in the Blue mountains are struggling. An expansion of the spring hunt could help that decreasing elk 
herd. It is about balance not emotion. 

3/10/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt and this proposal 3/10/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt!  Multiple comments from the same people should NOT be permitted. how utterly irresponsible and unprofessional to permit it. 3/10/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as does the science 3/10/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
We respect wildlife by making it a part of our lives and paying out the nose to be outdoors and support conservation and management programs. I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  This is trophy hunting at its finest.  Know who else keeps trophies of their "kills?"  Serial killers. 3/10/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
The biggest contributor to conservation in this country is public land set asides; for which, we all pay taxes towards managing. 3/10/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
Do not kill the bears! It's impossible target specific bears! 3/10/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey
Hunters want to take and take and take, as evidenced by states wanting to enact more hunts like spring hunts and Sunday hunting. I read that miscreants representing the hunting lobby threatened wildlife officials, demanding this hunt.  
How is this acceptable?  Why are they still being coddled?  It’s worrisome that people are so motivated to kill that they think it’s okay to threaten humans.  This is rapidly becoming the face of hunting and how hunters are viewed by the 
general populace.  Granting more opportunities to angry people doesn’t seem like a good idea for wildlife or humanity.  The violent nature displayed by many hunters and the enjoyment derived from killing that we see plastered all over 
social media  is not what hunting is about.  My family subsistence hunted, they ate what they killed, be it opossum or squirrel, whereas now hunters hide behind the excuse they’re feeding their families while targeting the largest species 
and usually waiting on the best specimens, having an negative effect on species genetics.  It’s a sad situation that so many people are focused on the gratification of killing instead of appreciating wildlife.  I very much oppose a spring bear 
hunt.  

3/10/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey

spring bear hunting is cruel; must find non-lethal means to coexist. 3/10/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey
Killing bears and other wildlife reveals the depravity of the human species. I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I am a hunter to the core and a giant hippy liberal as well. I am moving out of the country because of this type of divide. People fighting tooth and nail for what is likely a "experience" hunt and not a successful hunt and people fighting 
against them having that experience because of how it makes them feel and not any other reason. It makes me genuinely sad.

3/10/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
People that make vicious comments about killing animals and hunting are the biggest hypocrites in the world unless they live on a 100% plant based diet. Even then you're killing plants...just sayin 3/10/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of bears during the spring. 3/10/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt or any bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
To the person who said people who are 100% plant based kill plants I have a secret for you: meat eaters kill FAR more plants than we do. 3/10/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey

I fully oppose the spring bear hunt or any bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt or any bear hunt.It is not necessary 3/10/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose all hunting. Leave them alone. 3/10/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt.  
Interesting.  No comments here about why not to hunt spring bear.  Just people saying that hunting should be ended period.  I assume there is no discussion about the management of it, because they have nothing to back it up.

3/10/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey

Please say NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/10/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is an important management component.  Each bear eats many fawns and elf calves.  The undulate population is not doing well in the NE corner.  Please understand some predator hunting is needed.  3/10/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey

I'm all about animal rights. I am also a vegan. I also do not judge other people's lifestyles. What I certainly don't like is the inhumane treatment of animals in any way shape or form. Eg, factory farming. The main reason I am against the 
bear hunt is simply because how is it 100% guaranteed that a mama bear will not be shot, leaving babies behind to ultimately die. That's just wrong on so many levels. Just as bad as tearing babies calves away from the dairy cow mothers 
after they give birth. Just wrong. Like eating veal, just wrong. Human's have such a superiority complex. The way we treat and disrespect other species is appalling. Okay, I don't want to get completely off topic, so I am done. Thank you for 
reading.

3/10/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/10/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
As an ethical sportsman, I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
 I support the spring bear season and this proposal. Why are some animals automatically so much higher up the hierarchy than others? Serious question; I do not get it. 3/10/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
Please don't reinstate the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
Cut out the emotions, back the science and bring back the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. It’s their habitat not yours. 3/10/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose hunting 3/10/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
Here are plenty of reasons why not kill bears.Hunters as a murders do not accept this!Vote No!Vote against to the cruelty and manipulation! 3/10/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, all animals have a right to live. 3/10/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey



I used to be a hunter...I no longer am. We are way past the days when wild animals need to be murdered. It is not macho nor is it cool. It's just plain stupid. I oppose the spring bear hunt :-( 3/10/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
Cut out the emotions, back the eco science and stop spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing 3/10/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do not allow this! 3/10/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
Please bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt and stop all hunting of innocent creatures 3/10/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt' is sufficient. 3/10/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
Bear populations need kept in check spring bear hunting in a way to do that. So let us hunt them. 3/10/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting has no place in a civilized society.  It's an unfair fight for someone with a gun vs. an innocent animal without.  A coward's game.  No to bear hunting. 3/10/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
Yes to the spring bear hunt. Yes to conservation, yes to listening to science. Yes to following the North American Model of Conservation. No to anti hunting, anti conservation anti science rhetoric. 3/10/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
stop killing innocent animals 3/10/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
You think you're doing good for people or animals in killing animals?  No you're not.  It's man's intervention that destroys the balance of nature.  Hunters destroy lives and do nothing to help in the coexistence of people and animals.  Plus, 
murder is never acceptable.  

3/10/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

Bear populations needs  no weapons to control them. So No bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting from the standpoint of scientific backed evidence presented in the 2021 Fall WDFW Meeting that Spring Bear is sustainable. 3/10/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
How could decent people oppose a rule that stops animal cruelty ? 3/10/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Please leave wildlife alone. Hunting is not a good look. 3/10/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
You must follow science and not emotional decisions. We are allowed to harvest two bears per year, and that quota is not changed whether they're hunted in the spring or the fall. Harvest is extremely low for a state that relies on 
management of bears to support our timber industry. If you don't allow the public to manage, you'll continue to pay contracted hunters to hunt them like is currently happening. 

3/10/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey

I oppose Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting from the standpoint of scientific backed evidence presented in the 2021 Fall WDFW Meeting that Spring Bear is sustainable.
3/10/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. It doesn’t make sense to me that people are ok with the hunting of deer or turkey but not bear. 3/10/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
The WDFW says there should be a spring bear hunt. Why shouldn’t we listen to the people who dedicate themselves to the study and protection of Washington’s wildlife? I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting ! 3/10/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Ban  hunting ! 3/10/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Please reconsider a ban on bear hunting. 3/10/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear is absolutely wrong for the many reasons 3/10/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Opposed 3/10/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I support this hunt.  If it is reinstated, I will buy a chance to hunt spring bears.  I probably won't get drawn for a tag (I haven't yet).  If the hunt remains banned, I will buy two tags this fall and kill two bears.  If WDFW is not allowed to 
manage predators, I'll do my part to manage them.

3/10/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt'. 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt.  I find it alarming the number of radical, threatening, and out touch comments being posted.  I hope some thought is given on addressing inappropriate and offensive statements. 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear massacre 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Oh, I like the comment below.  If the hunt isn't reinstated, I pledge to kill two bears during the fall season too. 3/10/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Lololololol “massacre” lolololol 3/10/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I too will join the pledge to harvest 2 bears this fall if the hunt is not reinstated 3/10/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Opposed 3/10/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
Please stop this awful trophy hunting now 3/10/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I appose your primitive backward sport 3/10/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
You are PAST the Wild West and all the ignorance done at that time... I HOPE...   Stop the senseless slaughter and behave as the civilized government you tout to the world....   For Once! 3/10/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
How can anyone refer to killing a sentient animal for amusement "harvesting"?  These majestic animals have their own right to exist.  I cannot imagine their pain and suffering and for what - its head about the fireplace?  Isn't there already 
enough violence in this world, Ukraine being an example. How about live and let live and to those who kill bears I hope what goes around comes around

3/10/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal 3/10/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose your pathetic bear hunt !! 3/10/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I fully support the North American model
Of conservation that has brought so many of these animals back and has them thriving across North America. Please continue to support the animals and this model. Support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey

How can anyone refer to killing a sentient animal for amusement "harvesting"?  These majestic animals have their own right to exist.  I cannot imagine their pain and suffering and for what - its head about the fireplace?  Isn't there already 
enough violence in this world, Ukraine being an example. How about live and let live.  To all hunters - I hope what goes around comes around.

3/10/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey



I also pledge to harvest 2 bears this fall and fill my freezer with bear meat should this not be instated. Also everyone in my family will also harvest 2 bears and we will simply share the meat and introduce more people into this bounty of 
public sustainable resources 

3/10/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey

I support the sustainable harvest of black bears and this proposal 3/10/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt including this proposal 3/10/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
bear hunting is a Washington tradition and supported by science. I support spring bear hunting and this proposal 3/10/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting, fall bear hunting, and this proposal. 3/10/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I support all forms of bear hunting including the spring season. 3/10/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear seasons in accordance with science based wildlife management and this proposal. 3/10/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey

I support bears and bear hunting. The two would not exist without eachother. I also support this proposal 3/10/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Bears would not exist without hunting. I support spring bear seasons and this proposal. 3/10/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because we all know it won't stop there. Other states will see this and declare similar types of hunts. So what is only a few bears being hunted will become thousands. this would have devastating effects on 
wildlife. Please say NO to the bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

Vote No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the  spring bear hunt! Stop the war on  animals! enough bloodshed in the world 3/10/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Definitely No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt and these proposals. I will also pledge to have everyone in my family purchase 2 tags this fall to fill the freezer 3/10/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I fully support the sustainable hunting and consumption of black bears! 3/10/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Definitely No to spring bear hunting! Leave them alone! 3/10/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Please oppose the spring bear hunt, do not let this happen. 3/10/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
I say No No to spring bear 3/10/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
I implore wdfw to reinstate this sustainable harvest. I would also ask that WDFW do a better job at outreach and education so that people know how our conservation model works and why we have so many black bears in Washington to 
begin with. The amount of ignorance is staggering. Although it’s true that the information is also posted in the proposed rules and many obvious failed to read them. Please reinstate this hunt so I can provide organic free range meat for 
my family

3/10/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey

spring bear hunting is immoral and wrong I oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Vote NO for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey

Please end the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you. 3/10/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt.

Carlotta Allegri from Germany

3/10/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey

In favor of spring bear hunting. Hunting is conservation. 3/10/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
Pro spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
NO to the spring hunt! 3/10/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
I vote a strong NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Hunting should not be allowed in the 21st century. 3/10/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
No hunting please. 3/10/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I support the bear season!! 3/10/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
As a lover of wildlife I support conservation and therefor support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Totally opposed to spring/summer/autumn/winter....any time bear hunts!!Q 3/10/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose hunting of bears at any time, any place. 3/10/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
There seems to be an overpopulation of men with firearms who have nothing better to do than kill for the sake of killing.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good.  I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

The very thought that there is such a thing as a "recreational hunting opportunity" is just too awful to contemplate. To say that as the "Washington State black bear is robust and an annual spring hunt with approx. 664 permits is 
sustainable" is moronic in the extreme. Let's give people some fun in killing living creatures makes me see why you, in the USA, have such a problem with gun control and an enormous murder rate, You should be ashamed

3/10/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly object to the killing of bears 3/10/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good. I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey



I am horrified that these spring bear hunts are still happening, I am against the proposed 2022 spring bear hunt, and I would like to see a permanent end to these cruel killings. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good. I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good. I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose all hunting. Hunting was originally for putting food on the table but human society has progressed far beyond the need for such cruelty today! We are so much more healthy eating plant based food! 3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good. I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

Stop the brutal murder of bears.  Oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I urge the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife and the WDFW’s Fish and Wildlife Commission to prohibit a 2022 spring bear hunt, bar any proposal that would make such a hunt permanent without annual review, and also end 
these cruel hunts for good. I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is the  worst possible scenario to the reputation of the Washington State. 3/10/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to bear killing. Thank you. 3/10/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
There is no reason to punish the bears when humans have overtaken their habitats. We need to adjust our lifestyles to live harmoniously with nature. 3/10/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I am totally against hunting of innocent black bears. Please end this killing for good. 3/10/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt and the proposed changes to the WAC 3/10/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Enough of the killing of our bears. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  It is shameful 3/10/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
I adamantly oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
I support hunting spring and fall black bears and the Science that backs it. 3/10/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
No more killing. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Killing is wrong. 3/10/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose hunting spring and fall black bears and the Science that backs it. 3/10/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
Who gives the hunters the right to take a life, I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Murder is never justifiable, no matter what fake science the trophy hunters delude themselves with 3/10/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I MOST DEFINITELY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! 3/10/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I adamantly oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt!  It is cruel and inhumane. 3/10/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
No to hunting, who ever thinks they have the right to take a life of any animal I hope there is a hell for people like that 3/10/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of bears 3/10/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
Please forego the 2022 Spring bear hunt.  The decision has been voted on and decided. A member of the committee resigning does not negate their vote. It is not logical nor legal, imagine giving that "loophole" on every time a vote is 
made. Upwards of 2,000 bears have already killed in the Fall hunt already. Additionally, the ever changing environment, including climate change, habitat destruction, the time of year with just bears just coming out of hibernation, the 
vulnerability of mothers and their cubs, the lengthy reproductive cycle of the black bear, make it extremely remiss of WA Dept. of  Fish and Game and Wildlife Commission to allow a Spring hunt only to appease the minority. More black 
bears have been killed in Washington (approx 18,000) than in any other state except for Alaska and Idaho since 2010. US Fish and Game are stating they had low harvest results in the Fall.  That is not true. Since 2013 as reported, the Fall 
2021 harvest of 2,000 bears is significantly higher on average with 1,500 bears.  The last 2 years 2020 (1,947 bears) and 2019 (2,017 bears).  Hunters pushing for the Spring hunt, are ignoring the scientific evidence, as well as ethical and 
moral reasoning.  The trophy is more important than the wildlife. This is a dangerous profile for the type of hunter Washington is choosing to nurture. 
The WA Dept. of Fish and Game and Wildlife Commission are also tasked with education.  Ignoring facts is not reflective of a good educational foundation. Permitting a Spring hunt does not demonstrate sound judgment, nor represent 
good stewardship for wildlife. The WA US Fish and Game is also placing substantial weight on their Bear Identification Training Program and its ability to educate a hunter on the differences between grizzly vs black bear, male vs female, 
age, mother, cubs, etc.  As an educator, the successful completion of any program does not always translate to proficient knowledge. As with any educational program, the parameters for passing are quite broad.  Putting that 
"knowledge" into action during a heightened situation diminishes their knowledge and the ability to make a sound, unemotional decision.  There is no mention of mandatory re-certification over time on the WA US Fish and Game website. 
.Again, as an educator, refresher courses are instrumental in order to retain knowledge and expertise.  Knowledge drops dramatically when not used on a regular basis. 
Bear-human conflicts concerns have been voiced, yet I have been unable to identify actual bear-human conflicts occurring and certainly not to the extent that justifies a 2022 Spring Hunt.
The Washington Wildlife Commission is dismissing the overwhelming number of responses against holding a Spring hunt.  They are also disregarding the 2019 report by the National Shooting Sports Foundation that found the majority of 
westerners including Washington residents opposed a Spring Hunt.

Listen to science, listen to the facts.
Facts:
Spring bear hunts are especially cruel because trophy hunters often kill mother bears with newborn cubs. These orphaned cubs cannot survive without their mothers and will inevitably die from starvation, predation or exposure to the 
elements. During the 2021 Washington spring bear hunt, trophy hunters killed 45 female bears, likely resulting in the orphaning and death of numerous cubs.
Bears are easy targets for trophy hunters in the spring when they’re emerging from the hibernation den and lethargic from months of sleep. Bears are in poor body condition after spending the whole winter without food – especially 
pregnant bears, who by spring have given birth and nursed their cubs relying solely upon their fat reserves.
Mother bears may forage at long distances from their cubs, resulting in hunters often killing lactating female bears. Hunters have difficulty determining the sex and nursing status of black bears.
Research shows that spring bear hunts do not address human-bear conflicts and may even worsen conflicts. Bear biologists have warned that trying to kill our way out of conflicts will result in black bear extirpation (localized extinction) in 
some places. Residents must do more to prevent attracting bears to places where they don’t want them. 
Because of climate change, bears are out of the den for longer periods of time. Non-lethal deterrents, such as stowing garbage in bear-resistant containers, are far more effective at preventing conflicts than a spring trophy hunting season.
Bears are highly intelligent, and provide specific benefits to the ecosystem, spreading more seeds than birds, opening up forest canopies allowing sunlight to filter to the forest floor and enhancing biological diversity, and their feeding 
habits near riparian corridors help to fertilize trees with fish carcasses and their own nitrogen-rich urine. New research also finds that bears act as shields for gray foxes from other larger carnivores.

3/10/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear cause the meat is so tasty 3/10/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
Humans have not come out of the caves yet... the first answer to everything is KILL!!!!! I am ashamed of been part of the "human" species. Stop this cruel hunt! 3/10/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey



No hunting, I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. So does the science provided by the WDFW Biologists 3/10/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the misnamed bear “hunt.” 3/10/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
Is it not true that most people, other than those that enjoy killing, are opposed? Are we not a democratic society? 3/10/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. The hunting of bears has increased dramatically in recent years, hunters have plenty of opportunity to kill bears without the Spring Bear Hunt being re-instated. Nothing has changed since the last vote on 
this, when the commission voted against having the Spring Bear Hunt, this is just an attempt to appease angry hunters who called a commissioner with death threats over this and other issues. Is that really how WDFW operates. Let the 
last vote stand, do not flip flop, it is not professional. Wait until data is in on how bear populations are doing after record wildfires and increased hunting before even considering a Spring Bear Hunt, which is cruel and unnecessary. 

3/10/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey

Fully support spring and fall bear hunting seasons 3/10/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
When will these so called "hunters" evolve, no reason for bear hunt. Oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose this barbaric practice. It is cruel, there is no way hunters can be sure they are not killing a bear that has cubs, regardless of what they say. 3/10/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Please stop killing wildlife 3/10/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt as it’s a manageable hunt for our fawns and calf’s to survive the spring! 3/10/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you. 3/10/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
Stop killing our wildlife. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing mother bears and cubs at their most vulnerable is cruel and senseless. 3/10/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I fully support this hunt 3/10/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Totally object to the re-instatement of bear hunt.  Do not give in to the intimidation of brainless trophy hunters. 3/10/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
"Hunters", come on, this is no way a fair fight. I oppose the killing of wildlife. 3/10/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is appalling that some want to kill vulnerable mother and baby bears for not good common-sense reason. 3/10/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Bears do not need to be "managed" by killing mothers and babies.   I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.   We need less, not more, killing for pleasure. 3/10/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
How cruel can some people be. I oppose this sickening bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
"Hunters", come on, this is no way a fair fight.Stand face to face with the bear, you,cowards! I oppose the killing of wildlife. 3/10/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
Humans carrying guns into bear habitat to destroy nursing mothers and their cubs is morally reprehensible.  Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Science is showing us that the bear population is on the rise, deer and elk are on the decline and a large part of that is predator activity. This population needs to be managed and part of that is harvesting 
predators, part of that is human presence in the woods, and part of it is work from biologists funded by hunting licenses and fees.

3/10/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey

Killing for pleasure, we all know where that leads. Oppose the murder of animals. 3/10/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
Please ban the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/10/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Spring is an important time for hunters to be in the woods keeping them fro killing fawns/calfs and keeping them from destroying commercial trees 3/10/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
Please think :if these bears were your children 3/10/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
Please STOP the SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!! The bears were here first. We are in their house. Give them the space and respect that they deserve. 3/10/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt. Those who take pleasure in killing are the worst. 3/10/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
Please think : if these bears were  your children 3/10/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
How can the hunters do this, sickening. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no way hunters can be trusted to meet the guidelines entrusted upon them. It has been shown time and time again that they usually exceed the posted limit for animals that are supposed to be 
killed. Please say no to the bear hunt and keep their sanctuaries safe.

3/10/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting. Just look at the immature nature of half of the opposing messages. Us hunters are thinking about this in a scientific manner. If the science showed us that we needed to give up bear hunting for a while to 
allow population recovery then we would. Vs. the opposition who are looking at this in a personal way with feelings vs. what the data is telling them 

3/10/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

There but for the grace of God go I. All lives are precious. Stop the hunt. 3/10/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
It does not matter if the population of  the black bears is 'robust' - what matters is the ethics of killing sentient beings. I totally oppose this cruel and futile hunt. 3/10/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. Personally attacking all hunters morals and character is not a reason for getting rid of a hunting season as most of us do the right thing 3/10/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
The bears are doing no harm to you the hunter. Leave them be. Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or hunting at any other time of year.  3/10/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting should be banned. All lives matter. 3/10/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. No to all hunting. 3/10/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting. Follow the science. Keep emotions out of the decision making. 3/10/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
Support spring bear and all legal hunting.  Those who compare bears to children though passionate have completely lost all sense of reality.  These are not pets they are not family members.  They are wild animals who have our love and 
respect but also serve a purpose and need to be managed.  We as hunters have a closer relationship with the game we pursue then the opposition could ever dream of.  100 years of management should be all you need to see to know this 
system works.

3/10/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

I completely OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. These people don't care about science. They just want the bear's body to put in their homes. How BARBARIC to schedule a "hunt" when bears are most vulnerable. And the methods they use 
would be appalling to real hunters.

3/10/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Ban all hunting. Hunters always try to justify killing animals but there is no justification for killing animals for pleasure. 3/10/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey



I support spring bear hunting. 

I support science based wildlife management and sustainable hunting opportunity. I implore the Fish and Wildlife Commission, WDFW, and all who enjoy outdoor recreation (hunters and non hunters alike) to use science and data to drive 
decision making. 

3/10/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

Please do not allow this to happen. It is shameful.  We must love and respect animals and nature. 3/10/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
Hey.... Here's an idea.... Let's put people in the woods unarmed and let the bears hunt them. So much for overpopulation. Let's clear out the overpopulated prisons of murderers and death row inmates. Do YOU know the cost of housing 
an inmate per day? Bears cost us nothing

3/10/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Animals are NOT here to be hunted for pleasure. 3/10/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
Please oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no justifiable reason to do this. 3/10/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season. Not sure why theres so much name calling and finger pointing around here. 3/10/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt. Our wildlife flourishes directly because of our model of conservation. Removing this hunt would be losing an important tool for bear management. Please follow the data and science that WDFW has 
presented and do what is best for conservation.

3/10/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear killing. These bears don't need to be managed, HUMANS need to be managed. Look what happened in Wisconsin when protections were taken away from wolves. They ran roughshod through the forest with their 
night vision goggles, dogs, radio collars, etc. and blew past the quota by double the amount allowed. This is just plain wrong. 

3/10/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane and cruel to the highest degree. Those people who are for this type of savage hunt maybe they should be put in this hunt and let’s see how they feel. There is no justification for this. 3/10/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Science does NOT support helping population control, it's just used as an excuse to hunt bears. 3/10/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting.  It's just an excuse for hunters to go on a killing spree and massacre bears that are just coming out of hibernation when they are at their most vulnerable. The bears won't stand a 
chance.

3/10/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt. Don’t give into threats and intimidation. 3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Pro hunting people are saying people shouldn't get emotional about this issue. What shouldn't have happened is the intimidation and death threats by hunters causing one of the commissioners to resign. In 
case you aren't aware, anger involving threats is an emotion also.

3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to hunting at any time of year. 3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Bears like all apex predators play a vital role in every ecosystem.  Predators dont need to be culled or managed.  Those are just other words for murder.  We are supposed to be caretakers not rulers or tyrants. 3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Please do not let the spring hunt go ahead.  I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and other sound wildlife management practices. Adopt the proposal! 3/10/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt or hunting at any time. 3/10/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is MURDER! 3/10/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Facts first, science first! Support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please ban it 3/10/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey

Please NO spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
I support spring season bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt! Do your job as commissioners and provide opportunities where they exist 3/10/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is a valuable tool for wildlife management. Without wildlife management there is no purpose for the department of fish and wildlife, and the agency should be closed, and matters handled by law enforcement. 3/10/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring black bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear killing. These people don't give a lick about science. They just want the hides and the bear heads for their walls. You're not fooling anyone. 3/10/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All animals have a right to live in peace without being hunted to extinction which is what will happen to the bears.  So many animals are on the endangered list already. 3/10/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and all other forms of hunting so long as they are legal. Adopt this proposal 3/10/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Fervently AGAINST spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I do not support bear hunting. 3/10/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
please ban the spring hunt of black bears. Stop the hunt any time 3/10/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose hunting in all forms!!  One might say but its ok cause we eat what we kill. Well no one eats predators . 3/10/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I am AGAINST the spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
There is NO science that makes this killing acceptable! Hunters use this excuse to save their own skin! There is only one civilized statement: NO to all hunting!! 3/10/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please don't allow it.  Spring is a vulnerable time for bears as they are just coming out of hibernation and there are  cubs around too.  3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
Hunting animals are cruel and barbaric.  I do not support the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I am AGAINST bear hunting, every part of the year!! 3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

'I oppose the spring bear hunt' is sufficient.

3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt.
Bears were here long before mankind 'invented' rifles and evil hunts for pleasure. DISGUSTING

3/10/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey

Hunters are barbaric killers! A disgrace to human civilization!! 3/10/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. This isn't about science, it's about the opportunity to snag a "trophy". If hunters claim it's about science, then they shouldn't get to keep the bodies. 3/10/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Bear hunts are OBSCENE, and spring ones most especially 3/10/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is not the job of anyone to provide animals for hunters to kill senselessly so that they can get their kicks from it. 3/10/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Animals also have a right to life. Please ban bear hunting once and for all. 3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey



Babies need their parents.  I am strongly against the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

I oppose ALL bear hunting! These precious animals have every right to live in peace!! 3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring beear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and should be banned. 3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt.
If you want to shoot the mothers and young innocents - aim at your own **** family!

3/10/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

Please stop this cruelty and save our precious bears! Don't let evil hunters rule! 3/10/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

please BAN the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
Hunters want to see blood! These people are evil sadists and they must be stopped! So, NO to bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt! It is cruel! I will boycott Under Armour until it is over! It is sadistic, cruel and just plain evil! 3/10/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting! Even better: ban ALL hunting! 3/10/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
BAN ALL HUNTING!! 3/10/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I live in rural Thurston County, bear country.  I oppose Spring Bear Hunting in ANY form. We don't have any problems with aggressive bears here.  There is no "sport" in hunting bears in the spring when they are coming out of hibernation 
and waking up. Whether its a boar or sow I highly object to ANY spring hunting. Taking, or "harvesting" a sow with cubs is an unimaginable atrocity and should NEVER be allowed, no matter the season.  

3/10/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

Please save our precious bears! Stop the hunt! 3/10/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
put an END to spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Spring Bear Hunting! 3/10/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting!! Let these poor animals live in peace FGS!! 3/10/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting. 3/10/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
END ALL HUNTING! 3/10/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Let's CEASE spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Please end the cruel inhumane hunting!! 3/10/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Evidence proves no need for a spring bear hunt.  Ban it. 3/10/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Please say NO to bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Hunting is uncivilized and inhumane! We don't live in the stone age anymore! 3/10/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting! 3/10/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Please don't further that mindset. 3/10/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
Vote No! 3/10/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose this bear hunt! Vote No. 3/10/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
NO to ALL hunting! It's a shame there are still hunters on this planet! Put an end to that evil HORROR!! 3/10/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
The people of Washington are against hunting bears. Vote No. 3/10/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to hunting bears in the springtime when they are most vulnerable. 3/10/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting! Hunters are brainless cowards, let them shoot each other!! 3/10/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
NO MORE BEAR HUNT!! 3/10/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting!! Hunters are the lowest in our society, don't give them the right to kill our precious animals!! 3/10/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
I vote NO on a spring bear slaughter. 3/10/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Our wildlife deserves better than this. Vote NO. 3/10/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
END BEAR HUNTING FORGOOD! 3/10/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
Lead Washington by example. Vote NO on bear hunting. 3/10/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Leave them alone when they are most vulnerable.  NO SPRING BEAR HUNT! 3/10/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
A lot of hunters on here touting science when studies show animal culling usually hurts wildlife more than it helps. Please say no to the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I vote NO! We must protect our precious wildlife, always and everywhere! 3/10/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is a medieval atrocity. 3/10/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
If hunting psychopaths take over our country is lost! So, a strong NO TO BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/10/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunting.    
Not in spring, not in summer, autumn or winter.  Haven't humans killed enough allready?

3/10/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

NO TO BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/10/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
Hunters have no idea what science is, they can't even pronounce the word properly! They only want to see blood! Stop these evil psychopaths!  Stop the hunt forgood!! 3/10/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Please say NO to bear hunting and this proposal. 3/10/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

I support the hunt 3/10/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
A spring bear season should be considered with valid scientific data. 3/10/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I very strongly oppose the spring Bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Spring bear should be instated. Science supports it. 3/10/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Hunting is barbaric! SO, PLEASE NEVER AGAIN BEAR HUNTING!!! 3/10/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunt! 3/10/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
The impact humans make on the environment is out of control and removing apex predators would make it so much worse.  I oppose hunting in all firms! 3/10/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey



I am against a springtime bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunts - permanently. 3/10/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
I fully support this spring bear hunt as proposed by WDFW. 3/10/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Last spring, 124 black bears who emerged from their dens to greet the spring were shot to death by hunters in Washington’s annual spring hunt – including at least one lactating mama bear who likely left orphaned cubs behind, according 
to data presented to the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW). BAN THIS PERMANENTLY!

3/10/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey

Stand Strong! 3/10/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunts - simply not needed. 3/10/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunts permanently. 3/10/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
There is no excuse for hunting! Hunting is barbaric and evil and must end forgood!! NO TO ALL HUNT!! 3/10/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Hunters have no idea what science is, they can't even pronounce the word properly. 3/10/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey

I would like to voice my strong support for having a spring black bear season in 2022 and in subsequent years.  I am a Washington resident and hunter.  I have applied for spring black bear tags in the past and will do so this year if the hunt 
is authorized. 

WDFW biologists are confident that WA has a robust black bear population, particularly in the spring bear units, and that the population can support the proposed hunt.  As such, providing this hunt is consistent with statutory mandate of 
attempting to maximize hunting opportunities.

Many of the commenters opposed to the proposed spring black bear hunt anthropomorphize black bears.  These comments should be received, but they should not influence how the Commission acts relative to the spring bear season, or 
any other hunting season, because they are antithetical to the mission/objectives of the WDFW.  The statutory scheme under which the Commission operates makes clear that fish and wildlife are not to be treated the same as people, 
but, instead, are to be considered and managed as resources for recreational and commercial consumption by humans.  RCW 77.04.012.  This includes black bears.  People have a right to their opinions, but not all opinions are relevant to 
the Commission's decisions/analysis.   

Finally, I would just echo the comments that have been/will be presented to the Commission by groups like the Inland Northwest Wildlife Council, Backcountry Hunters and Anglers, and other conservation groups made in support of the 
2022 spring black bear season.

3/10/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey

An estimated 2,000 bears were massacred in fall hunts.  What more do you need? Ban spring bear hunts permanently. Why are we even having this conversation? 3/10/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and I truly hope ALL hunting is banned soon! 3/10/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey
NO to this sickening hunt!! Hunters are devils and they deserve to burn in hell!! 3/10/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
No valid science or evidence provides support for a spring bear hunting season.  Please have the courage to do the right thing and ban it for 2022. 3/10/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
No to hunting 3/10/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Why do hunters hunt? They love the smell of blood and they have no respect for animals! STOP this cruelty NOW!!! 3/10/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
80 percent of people in Western states say that they oppose spring bear hunts, according to a 2019 study by the pro-hunting organization National Shooting Sports Foundation. BAN THEM THIS YEAR AND EVERY YEAR. 3/10/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
Open spring bear! 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Seann Mumford I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I support a spring black bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Why this is even being discussed is unbelievable.. These hunters have no respect for life or conservation.. They are totally self obsessed and blood thirsty 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Cease all hunting and let the cavemen find another hobby to pursue 3/10/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
I hunt because I love being able to provide my family with organic free range meat. Even better is the money spent on licenses goes to conservation and will be matched by federal tax dollars from taxes on hunting and fishing equipment. I 
fully support this hunt

3/10/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey

No! To! Hunting!!! Barbaric and brainless behaviour 3/10/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Am opposed to all forms of hunting and murder 3/10/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
I agree that this discussion is silly. It clear that what’s best for conservation and the bears is to have the hunt continue. Not to mention it’s mandated by the state. 3/10/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
These people need locking away.. They're not safe to be around 3/10/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
Please say no to the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/10/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
No hunting.. Go get a life people
. And leave the bears to theirs 

3/10/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting and the connection it brings with nature and with where my food comes from 3/10/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring beer hunting 3/10/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is a legal, ethical, and an important part of conservation of wildlife. The spring season is important to keep, and it should be brought back. 3/10/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
Science clearly proves that there is no need for a spring bear hunt this year.  It should not be allowed. 3/10/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
I support our states scientists and conservationists. Bring back the spring bear hunt. It’s been going on for over 20yeara and the bear populations are very robust 3/10/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring bear hunting season. 3/10/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, as stated above, the black bear population is healthy and robust, there has been 48 consecutive years without over harvesting. Weird that all the people that push believing in science, ignore it when it 
doesn't fit their agenda.

3/10/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

Wholeheartedly Oppose Any Spring Bear Hunt Period. 3/10/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Science shows that a spring bear hunt is great for conservation and has no effect on the overall population of black bears in our state. Just watch the meeting where it’s clearly stated their is no scientific reason to stop the hunt. 3/10/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

I oppose ALL bear hunt! We should be proud of our bears and not let them get slaughtered by a bunch of bloodthirsty psychopaths! 3/10/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose ALL bear hunt! Let these precious animals live in peace! 3/10/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey



Science over emotion 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

Your cat hunts 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

Eat bear
Hunt
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

HOW IN THE WORLD CAN YOU CALL THIS A BEAR SANCTUARY IF YOU NOW WANT TO KILL THEM ALL?  JUST LEAVE THEM ALONE! 3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
Eat organic 
Hunt
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

I am proud of the conservation work out in by hunters that has this bear population so robust and healthy. Allow the conservation and the hunt to continue to ensure a future for bears in this state and this country 3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

Let’s go Brandon and let’s go bear hunting 

Fully support 

3/10/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

No to hunting, why do people think they have the right to hunt or kill any animal? There’s way to many humans on this planet and some won’t be happy till that’s all that’s left. So then what will the hunters hunt? 3/10/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey

It’s public land not a sanctuary. You’re being mislead. 3/10/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Yes to this rule 3/10/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I get my food from nature 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Banning the spring bear hunt is long overdue. Sluggish and starving bears emerging from long winter hibernations are easy targets and killings can orphan vulnerable cubs who then likely die from exposure to the elements, predation, or 
starvation. No REAL hunter would partake in this activity.

3/10/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Ban hunting 3/10/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose this spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Ban all hunting 3/10/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Why do hunters keep using the word "science"? There are no scientists who advise hunting, only when they hunt themselves. We must put an end to this horrific cruelty! 3/10/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
There are 3 national parks and 140 state parks that provide sanctuaries for bears. Both of those systems are paid for in part by hunter dollars and national parks were established by hunters to conserve wildlife and habitat. Support 
conservation support spring bear hunting

3/10/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunt - no to all hunting! 3/10/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Ban all hunting NOW! 3/10/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Stop all hunting 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
The state carnivore biologist supports this hunt and states their is no scientific reason to stop this hunt. You can watch the questioning for yourself on the link above. I fully support the scientists and I fully support conservation. Support 
spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Stop this evil 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Open spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
NO to hunting! Murder is not conservation! Stop lying! 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
End ALL hunting NOW! 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
No to hunting leave animals alone 3/10/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Please end all hunting 3/10/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
End hunting 3/10/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Bears are intelligent creatures who enhance biodiversity, enrich soils, regulate prey populations, and transport nutrients through different ecosystems as they make their way through vast swaths of wilderness.  I oppose the spring bear 
hunt.

3/10/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey

I fully support hunting and I fully support the North American model of conservation. Unethical and barbaric to be anti conservation. Support wildlife, support habitat, support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
End this cruelty 3/10/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
End hunting please 3/10/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
There is no scientific reason for allowing this hunt. It is only to benefit trophy hunting. I strongly OPPOSE this hunt. 3/10/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Cease this cruelty please there’s no need for it in this day and age, humans are wiping out animals at an alarming rate we need to share this planet with all creatures 3/10/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Hunters and fisherman give more money to conservation than any other user group by far. Not only that but all hunting and fishing equipment hasa%10 tax on it that goes to conservation. No other user group even comes close to 
providing habitat, money, and work effort for conservation. Support hunting and support wildlife

3/10/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

There’s no valid management purpose or scientific support for this cruel hunt, which is opposed by most Washingtonians. It’s time for state wildlife managers to ban the killing spree. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

There is absolutely no scientific reason, as stated by scientists, to end this hunt. None. As mandated by Washington law this hunt should be reinstated. Thank you 3/10/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
Wonder why there’s so much accepted violence in the world?  Find entertainment that doesn’t hurt or kill innocent animals. 3/10/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
This isn't conservation, it's trophy hunting. If hunters really were interested in conservation, they wouldn't support unethical, BARBARIC hunting methods like KILLING bears when they are most vulnerable. 3/10/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
This a great conservation tool that must be preserved. It allows me to put a meat on my families table that is ethical, legal and fully sustainable. Thank you 3/10/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
No more bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
As ecosystem engineers, bears play an integral role in our ecosystems shaping the landscape for other flora and fauna by dispersing seeds, tilling the land, fertilizing the forest and helping to regulate prey populations.  I oppose the spring 
bear hunt.

3/10/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey

Bears were in WA before humans - leave them alone. 3/10/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey



Anyone with half a brain cell knows that trophy hunting is illegal in Washington state. I fully support this means of providing meat for my family. Support this hunt 3/10/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt 3/10/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Hunters : find something else to slaughter - like each other. 3/10/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Nothing Ethical about killing bears. No to the hunt. 3/10/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Hunters are conservation and have been for over 100 years. FACT.  Just because you refuse to accept reality and facts doesn't make it any less true.  Support spring bear amd support wildlife.  Emotions and feelings never bought habit for 
any species.

3/10/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This includes Spring Bear 😉😉

3/10/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey

Support spring bear and I see we have some more stellar comments by the opposition to kill humans.  Very compassionate folks indeed.😘😘 3/10/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring black bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
I am here to stand for the Spring Bear Hunt. Statistically, qualitatively and ethically, there is no basis to cancel this hunt. It provides an earlier opportunity for family members to provide food on their tables. It also allows friends and family 
to spend time in Washington’s great outdoors. 

3/10/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey

We support this rule 3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Pep sticks for snack today.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
No to hunting. 3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
💯💯 for this rule 3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
Save a cub
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

Leather purse?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey

I fully support spring bear hunting! The population is very sustainable so sportsman can provide healthy organic meat for them or their family. Anyone that opposes this is very disconnected to how wildlife really works and is misinformed. 3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

BBQ burgers?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

Hunting predates even speech in hominid history. It is innate to us as a species like few things are. Follow rationality, not emotion: support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Leather shoes?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
Chicken salad eater?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

There is no such thing as "Trophy Hunting" in Washington State. It's a farce created by anti-hunting organizations to trick the general public into thinking that hunters are hunting just for the head. IT IS REQUIRED BY LAW TO HARVEST THE 
MEAT. Bears are not vulnerable in the Spring and harvest statistics show most bears are harvested 6-8 weeks after leaving their dens, when they've had plenty of time to get over any lethargy from den emergence. In fact, boars are 
energetic enough to commit infanticide. If you are against this hunt, you support the killing of cubs, deer fawn and elk calves. I support the spring bear hunt!

3/10/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

I fully oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
These hunters get their kicks from killing any vulnerable animal nothing to do with putting food on the table which many have said. These sadistic people will stop at nothing to get their way, disgraceful behaviour. No to this barbaric 
murder 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

I eat bear
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

F your feelings

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

Eat meat?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

Your cat hunts
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

No to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I type faster than you 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

No to Hunting 3/10/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
More government spending to regulate bears and get in more debt. 

OR

Receive money from hunting tags & licenses. Regulate & fund conservation while also reducing your government spending deficits. 

Put money in the pot or take money out. 

3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

Europeans agree 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

Meat is good

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

No to bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey



We support the rule 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
My son supports this rule 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Please say no to bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Save elk calves 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey

Support bear hunting. 3/10/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Hunting is natural 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

No to bear hunting! 3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
Eat organic
Hunt!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
Free range chicken eater?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Stop this barbaric practice forever 3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
Like fish?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey

Bears have intrinsic value, ie value in themselves separate from humans. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I type faster than the guy who says he types faster 

No to the bear hunt

3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

No bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Use leather?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

We hunt mature boars not cubs

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

No bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Hunting is more humane than any natural death

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Yes to this 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Love the rule 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
We must follow science and wildlife management. We allow every person in this state to tag 2 bears per year. When we hunt them makes zero difference. It helps increase harvest and prevents paying contract hunters with state funds to 
protect the lumber industry. 

3/10/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey

Can’t keep up?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

the bear hunt is wrong do not support it! 3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Ok…got to go…

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

compassion over guns 

oppose the bear hunt

3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey

I TOTALLY oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
The bear hunt is wrong. 3/10/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and science based management practices! 3/10/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
the bear hunt should be totally shut down please say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the bear hunt to continue, say no to the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. The changes would result in a limited, annual hunting opportunity for approximately 664 hunters who receive 
permits, and WDFW anticipates approximately 145 black bears would be harvested annually through this limited permit hunting opportunity. Based on the above math a hunters chance of actually harvesting a bear based on the 
estimates provided is 0.2183% or 0.22%. It is likely that more permits could be issued and the harvest amount would still be sustainable. According to the data from 2020 there was approximately 20,497 hunters that successfully 
harvested 1,947 bears. For a 10% success rate. Please bring back the spring bear hunt. 

3/10/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey

these animals should be allowed to be left alone in their habitat. There is really no scientific reason as to why so many need to be killed. It's outdated and barbaric. 3/10/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Lots of ignorant antis on here!

fully support this rule

3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

Support 3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Love this rule 3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey



Our bear populations are high and this spring season helps with fawn and calf recruitment. Our ungulates need help against predators and the spring season is a good tactic to help them. 3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Im back for a few minutes.
fully support 

3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

bear meat rules

fully support

3/10/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

We 

fully

support 

this 

rule

save a

cub a

support it too

3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

Love it 3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
We hunt mature boar not cubs 3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Lets go brandon and lets go bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Another day closer to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Protect sows with cubs

fully support this rule

3/10/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

Peta supports this rule 3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Bear meat is delicious, hunting is conservation, I fully support 3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Bear fajitas tonight!
fully support this

3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Your cat hunts

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Bear hides and bear meat>?!

Fully support this

3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

bear tastes like pork

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

Please say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Your mom supports this 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
no to the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
another day against the antis!

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

yes to bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Yes 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Not only do I hunt to provide my family with fresh organic meat, hunters are also the biggest conservation supporters in the country.  Hunting has been our way of life for thousands of years.  Please bring back our right to harvest. 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

Just say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
strong support 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
do not support 3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
organic meat

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey

don't support 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
people who wear masks in cars alone support this rule

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

RCW 77.04.040, are some Commissioners ineligible to be on Commission. See Commissioners profiles. 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey



no to the bear hunt please 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
are gas prices high?
not as high as i support this rule

3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

Yes I am a meat eater fully support spring bear tasty meat hunting 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Hunting is conservation
fully support

3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

the bear hunt should not be supported 3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
Faster than you

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey

eat meat

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt fully 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
I support reinstating the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
your meat is wrapped in plastic...mine in fur...

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

don't support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
You kill animals even if your vegan
fully support this

3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

no to the hunt 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, as do most federal and state wildlife management agencies. 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
the bear hunt is wrong 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
say no to the hunt 3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
protect innocent deer from the blood thirsty evil murderous bear!

fully support this

3/10/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey

say no to bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
please say no to the hunt 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting rules
fully support this

3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey

all for it 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
don't support the hunt 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
support this 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
RCW77. 04.040 and Commission profiles 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Support this bill 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
don't support bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
don't support this ruling 3/10/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
i fully oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
no need for a bear hunt please say no to the rule 3/10/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Absolutely support the spring bear hunt and science based decision making rather than feeling based decision making. Maximizing opportunity is the goal right ??? 3/10/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Your cat hunts
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey

Muahahahahha

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey

please do not support this ruling say no! 3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
do not support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
the bear hunt should be shut down 3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Save a cub

Fully support spring bear 

3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey

Yes to this 3/10/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Love the rule 3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
no to the rule 3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Ok kisses!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey

please do not support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Fully support 3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is fun lov eating bear burgers fully support 3/10/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric hunt. Money from hunters to the local economy keeps this outdated horrendous practice going. It is an affront to humanity. 3/10/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
Do not support this outdated rule please say no 3/10/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
there's no reason to have the bear hunt. please say no 3/10/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey



I am against taking a bears’ life away and so should you! 3/10/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Spend your money on food instead of guns and crossbows 3/10/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
i fully oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric outdated practice 3/10/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose killings, all animals deserve to live in peace! 3/10/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
There is something seriously wrong with people who get pleasure from slaughtering animals. That is how serial killers start! 3/10/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
i oppose the bear hunt thank you 3/10/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Save baby deer and baby elk and baby moose, put the spring bear hunt in. 3/10/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Bring the hunt back. Bambi agrees 3/10/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Bring the hunt back. 3/10/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Bring back Spring Bear 3/10/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
please say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Say no to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I agree with the hunt as long as the biologist say it’s needed. I trust our wdfw just like we all are trusting the commission to make a decision based off science and not emotion. 3/10/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
there's no need for a spring bear hunt. fully opposed. 3/10/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
absolutely oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
i fully oppose the bear hunt please vote no for this! 3/10/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
There are many ways, which have proven to be effective, of minimizing human/bear conflicts and it has to be remembered that many of the 'problems' with wildlife have been caused by human activity which have resulted in loss of 
wildlife habitat. The Spring hunt in particular is inexcusable as it targets mothers and cubs emerging from hibernation.  I fully oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

You want to kill go to Ukraine  - except that there you would put yourselves at risk and you aren't brave enough for that! 3/10/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting.
We must protect wildlife.

3/10/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Yes to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Sop the spring bear hunt.  I demeans humanity to behave in this barbaric way. 3/10/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. We need to protect our bambis! 3/10/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Yes to the bear hunt, and yes to support wildlife. 3/10/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I support the humane spring bear hunt - it protects wildlife populations and foster's sustainability. 3/10/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Protect bambi - support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Do not kill cubs!
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt!

3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

I totally oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Protect our ecosystems! Support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
As someone whose diet largely consists of bear, I can tell you from first hand experience that the WA bear population is thriving, healthy and growing. I have seen more bears in 2021 than I have in the last 3 years beforehand, and like any 
other predatory animal the numbers need to be managed. Bear harvest rates are consistently growing, but not enough to keep up with the increase in bear population. Not only should spring bear be available for management purposes, 
but also recreationally available as an OTC (over the counter) tag. Between the recent outbreak of Blue Toungue and EHD in eastern WA, and the ever growing cases of CWD spreading closer to the WA/ID border, bear management is 
more important than ever if above all else, to help with the birth and survival rate of deer fawns in the spring - which are bears’ main source of protein once they are out of their dens. Both Idaho and Montana have OTC Spring Bear tags 
and their populations are not only considerably healthy, but ever growing. Washington - like Idaho - has two OTC bear tags available every year except Idaho allows for OTC Spring Bear opportunities. Washington’s bear population is 
certainly sustainable enough to follow suit without consequence.

3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

I support this rule change and spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Protect nursing mothers. 
yes for spring bear hunting.
Yes to protect our wildlife 

3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

I will never kill a sow or cub - only boars. I say YES to the spring bear hunt. It will protect other wildlife. 3/10/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
I hunt, and run into ton's of bears all the time. There population is healthy. I SUPPORT the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
In full support of the spring bear hunt! Predator management is conservation! 3/10/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Washington's bear population is healthy and needs the spring bear hunt to keep it that way. 3/10/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Stop killing our bears! I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Predator management is conservation! 3/10/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! Protect the wildlife from predation! 3/10/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
Vote for the spring bear hunt. WA bear population is growing. 3/10/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
The science supports the spring bear hunt. We need predator control in order to sustain healthy wildlife populations. 3/10/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I adamantly support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I am totally against the spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
I adamantly support spring bear 3/10/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
 In reality hunting disturbs the natural selection in the environment. It disturbs the balance. Hunters just want to kill animals, thinking it saves them, it doesn't.   I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunting!
We must protect the vulnerable.
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!!

3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

Hunter's need to be able to do their part in balancing the predator population. I fully support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
We must protect the ecosystem, but yes for spring bear! 3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey



Lots of crazies on here!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey

I am totally opposed to this. 3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I adamantly support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Protect wildlife, protect the forests, support spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
Totally yes to spring bear hunting.
We must protect the nursing moms, and cubs.
VOTE YES FOR WILDLIFE.
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR AND UPHOLD THE SCIENCE.

3/10/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt because it protects cubs from infanticide, it protects fawns and calves from early death and it allows people to connect to nature and reality in a deep way that few take the chance to experience. 3/10/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey

Uphold the science - because it 100% supports the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt because it promotes healthy wildlife populations. 3/10/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Science has bebunked the need for a cull. Stop this barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Save cubs, support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
There is something wrong with people who get pleasure from slaughtering animal to boost their egos! 3/10/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
It is done with planning (premeditation) and without provocation or biological justification. The animals are entirely innocent creatures. It's time we began to see this practice as akin to murder. I oppose this spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

The science supports the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Hunters are more in tune with reality then non-hunters. Hunters don't enjoy killing. 3/10/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
I'm a hunter. Please don't call me a murderer. If I delighted in killing animals then I would be a butcher. 3/10/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
PROTECT THE INNOCENT CUBS AND MOTHER
YES TO SPRING BEAR 

3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey

Enough of the killing of our wildlife. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Stop this outdated practice.  It is NOT how anyone should behave in this day and age. 3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Mothers against drunk driving support spring bear hunting. We stand for the protection of all wildlife.
Yes to spring bear hunting!

3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunting and the protection of wildlife for all future generations. 3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt, just keep an autumn hunt 3/10/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
If you hunt you are a killer!!!!! 3/10/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
YES to spring bear hunting.
We need to keep our ecosystem healthy and ensure wildlife has a chance.
vote YES for spring bear!!

3/10/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

You call hunters murderers, but let me ask you: why would we pursue animals in the most difficult scenarios possible? If we truly were bloodthirsty like you say we are then why aren't we quitting our jobs to become cowkillers and 
butchers? You know why? Because no hunter is a murderer. I don't like animal suffering and so I don't let my meat get sourced from concentration camp farms.

3/10/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey

Murder is still murder whatever excuse you use. Stop killing!! 3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 
Yes to protect cubs 

3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

Autumn and spring hunts seem to be good (based on past data) so I support both. 3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Serial killers start by killing animals. Think on that! 3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/10/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Hunters are not killers. Please don't call us that. It's offensive. 3/10/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring and autumn hunts, we must do our part to protect all wildlife.
Our forests depend on it, and our ecosystem.
Vote yes for spring bear hunting and the proposals!!

3/10/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting as part of a science-based wildlife management strategy. 3/10/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Hunters are helpers.
Help the cubs
vote yes for spring bear!

3/10/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey

There is something seriously wrong with people who take pleasure and think that they are smart for killing animals! 3/10/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
As a hunter, I support all wildlife - not just bears. That is why I support the spring bear hunt. Managing predator populations is a necessary component to healthy wildlife populations across the board. 3/10/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunting by any means necessary 3/10/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  Thos includes Spring Bear.

3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt as a part of a science-based wildlife management strategy. 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is immoral and deceptive. It must be ended with permanent effect. 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Bears need to be saved, please save them. 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Put a permanent end to spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Don't give a **** what "revenue" it generates, the bears are priceless.  STOP this blood-lusting murder!!!!!!!!!!!!!  Yes, to spring hunting of hunters. 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
I too oppose any bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
WDFW's job is to conserve the wildlife and provide opportunity. Support the spring bear hunt - it accomplishes both objectives! 3/10/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is wrong and (most) hunters are criminal for trying to deceive the public. 3/10/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Hunting is a barbaric unnecessary practice for a few screwed up individuals. 3/10/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey



Stop the spring bear hunt before it's too late!!! 3/10/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
I too oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
If you are not for spring bear, do not comment, as you clearly want cubs to die.
yes for spring bear hunting to protect cubs.

3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey

I oppose this proposal ! 3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Stop this perverted practice. 3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
There is nothing morally wrong with good, well thought out legal hunting. What is morally wrong, is to deprive your neighbor of a right to enjoy nature. 3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring best hunt 3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Seattle teachers support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting for sure.
Thank you for voting YES!!

3/10/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

Stop killing. It’s outdated, it’s not useful, it’s not a sport, we’re not their god, it’s literally just for people to get their abuse out and it’s as sad and pathetic as it gets. Again…stop killing bears and all animals. 3/10/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
We do want hunting to die rather than the unnecessary slaughter of bears. Grow up get a life that doesn't mean killing for pleasure. 3/10/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.

3/10/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

We must protect the vulnerable, its our job.
yes to spring bear hunting!
yes to science
yes to the evidence
yes to spring bear hunting!!

3/10/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey

Stop this unnecessary and outdated practice. 3/10/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Start helping cubs, yes to Spring bear! 3/10/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Stop this murder of bears. 3/10/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting doesn't conserve, it decimates black bear populations in the region.
It must be stopped before the population of this particular wildlife species reaches extinction!

3/10/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey

Love it 3/10/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Killing for pleasure  is sick. Stop this  barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

Fully support 

3/10/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

Help save wildlife.
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals. 3/10/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Stop this slaughter to give a few sickos fun 3/10/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Fully support bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Protect the wildlife. In this case, a spring bear hunt will do that. If it didn't, I wouldn't support it. 3/10/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Fully OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Don’t be jealous because your not a hunter.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals.
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.
Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!

3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
We as humans are a part of nature, and so we don't ever have the right to decimate those of a less intelligent, self-aware, cognitively high-functioning species as black bears, under the preposterous pretence of spring-bear hunting being 
an abundant recreational opportunity.
We must therefore all stand in opposition of the spring bear hunt and take action to put a permanent end to all forms of hunting of black bears (among other species of wildlife) in the region before it's too late!

3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

Make the spring bear hunt mandatory for everyone.
We have to learn to protect our vulnerable wildlife

3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey

If the spring bear hunt was unnecessary, I wouldn't support it. But it has proven itself to be a vital tool in wildlife managment. I fully support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
I can shoot very well I'm just not sick enough to want to kill innocent animals. 3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
We humans must protect wildlife and vote YES for spring bear hunting.
We owe it to them!

3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

Hunter's don't decimate animal populations. Predators and poachers do. Hunters are the most interested in wildlife conservation. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Psychopaths kill for fun 3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Hunt! Eat organic 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear 3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Hunt! Don't support factory farms! 3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey



More insults please. Once again proving your lack of any valid arguments.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of wildlife. 3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
BS you kill fur enjoyment! Sick!! 3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
I am against animal cruelty, that is why I hunt. There is no other ethical means to acquire meat. 3/10/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Stop killing Washington state's bears. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Antis love this rule 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I don't kill for enjoyment. I kill for food. I look my food in the eye and I am thankful for it. I respect the creatures. 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I am against buying processed food in the grocery store.
I am against killing cubs
VOTE YES TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND SUPPORT ALL WILDLIFE!!

3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

PETA agrees with this rule 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, the science backs it up. 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
I find this bill truly disgusting - the sport of people wanting bear jerky by killing animals newly awakened, ravenous and possibly lactating is just nauseating. These creatures are emaciated, doing their best to find food . We live on a tree 
farm and have had spring bear sightings every year. We place wildlife  cameras around the property because we love watching them. What gives us the right to destroy them for a few bear steaks and a thrill? Spring bear hunt is a selfish, 
revolting idea!

3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is supported by science, biology, and historical data. There is no reason beyond politics or social pressure to remove this effective and necessary management tool. 3/10/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Science over emotion 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Woot woot

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

I support hunting, but not farms. Which is better? An animal that is enslaved to a food processor or an animal that can (and many times does) outsmart you and challenges you. 3/10/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
The bear trophy hunters who desperately want Washington's spring bear hunt reinstated have resorted to bullying and death threats to pressure the WDFW Commissioners into reinstating the hunt.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Jokes on you. Bear are already out of there dens…they are out for weeks prior to the hunt. We hunt males that kill and eat cubs not sows with cubs you dolt.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I don't kill for thrill, I hunt because it is a good activity that promotes healthy engagement in the outdoors and fosters a desire to support wildlife conservation. 3/10/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
Death threats?
Only death threats I’ve seen have been on here to hunters from antis.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

Science over emotion. Support the spring bear hunt WDFW! 3/10/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
Lots of "adults" on here acting like a dolt! Please, look at the science and not your assumptions. Hunters care more about wildlife then you. Hunting is necessary for healthy predator populations. Thank you. 3/10/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Bambi supports the spring bear hunt! 👍👍👍👍 3/10/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Louis Vuitton purse?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt in wa. If we take away the tools we have for proper predator management and give in to the unscientific anti hunting community we will lose everything hunters, conservationists and wildlife biologists have 
worked so hard to create. The bear population is doing really well. Bring it back.

3/10/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

100 pages of science prove its fine.
.6% harvest 
25000 bear in Washington 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

Elk calves support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Which is better? Factory farm raised meat that is so distant from your reality you don't care about the cruelty that takes place there, or hunting for your own meat and taking personal responsibility for an animals life? 3/10/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey

I support a Spring bear season. 3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is hardly a dent in the wildlife population. I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Eat organic
Hunt

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! Bambi does too. 3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Those who oppose the spring bear hunt, oppose science. 3/10/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Legal protection for sows with cubs 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

I am against any and all bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This includes spring bear.😘😘

3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey



Sticks and stones may break my bones but bear hunting excites me.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

Let’s go!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose this spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
A big NO to bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Nice to hear you want to ban it and not pause it.

The truth comes out!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

Commissioner Smith supports this rule 3/10/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
A big yes for this 3/10/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
I'm writing to voice my opposition to bear hunting! 3/10/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Miahahahahaaha

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

NO to the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
You love this rule 3/10/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Good rule 3/10/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
100 💯💯 support for this 3/10/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
100 for this 3/10/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear massacre 3/10/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
This is disturbing on so many levels.  Suffice it to say:
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT !!!

3/10/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey

Killing in anything but self defense is a sin.  I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Please start to treat animals humanely. There is no justification for killing beautiful animals for sport. I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Some folks I guess need to read the book of Genesis.  The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all 
residents. To that end, the department develops management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.

3/10/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey

I absolutely oppose a spring bear hunt. Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey

Spencer ShanholtzerI oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this senseless bear killing spree and maybe all you in support can find something more productive to do to make up for your insecurities. 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Spencer Shanholtzer I oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
Not all bear hunting is for sport u can use a lot of the bear for example food and u can use there fat for lots of things and also it controls the population of them and keep everything balanced 3/10/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Bears and other animals need to be saved, please save them.No to bear hunt! 3/10/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Management of bears Is a must. There isn't enough hunters targeting them anyways. It's a just incase I see one tag. 3/10/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose this bear hunt! Killing anything just for fun is so wrong on so many levels. 3/10/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. It is completely unethical to hunt bears coming out of hibernation hungry with their cubs. Real hunters don't bear bait knowing that these bears are hungry. Extremely unsportsmanlike. Whatever happened to 
the fair chase?

3/10/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose bear hunting. Animals should be free to live in their natural habitats without people encroaching on their territory and killing them. 3/10/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
Any  wild population need no weapons!Ban it!Save bears! 3/10/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
What a bunch of pathetic losers. Spring bear hunt! Get real jobs! 3/10/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
The spring hunt is unacceptable. I am opposed. 3/10/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
No spring hunt. 3/10/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
I am opposed. 3/10/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
Stop your nonsense trophy hunting on these innocent bears!! Just for your sake of fun!, disgusting!!! 3/10/2022 12:41 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting. It is unethical and inhumane to kill bears coming out of hibernation and possibly nursing and caring for young. It's unconscionable.  3/10/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt to proceed 3/10/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
Science over emotion. Bring the spring hunt back. 3/10/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey

I strongly OPPOSE the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt!!!! It does not matter whether the bear population is robust and healthy, that does not give the hunters a right to wantonly kill these beautiful animals!! Every life deserves to live in peace. This killing 
of our wildlife has to end!! Live and let live!! The murdering of our wildlife HAS TO END!!

3/10/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
This is a good way to control bear population and is a necessary means for people to feed their families. It’s part of the natural life cycle, my friends. 3/10/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey



I am totally against the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Science has nothing to do with it.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Science over killers. Ban the spring hunt ! 3/10/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
I am totally against 3/10/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
No one needs to eat a bear to survive.  I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
Leave the Bears alone!  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
I too oppose 3/10/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose killing bears and orphaning cubs. 3/10/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Hunting is not necessary in the 21st century.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Man is not above nature.  Man does not get to decide what creatures live or die.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey

This bear hunt is inhumane. I STRONGLY OPPOSE this hunt going forward. 3/10/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose a spring bear hunt, it will undoubtedly orphane cubs. PLEASE DON’T allow a spring bear hunt this year or ever. 3/10/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
No one has to right to decide which living being has to live or die. It is like playing God.
I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 12:56 PM Online Survey

Vote No 3/10/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
Humans have to learn that they are not the most important species on the planet. Just the most arrogant.  NO ONE has the right to take these bears life. 3/10/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey
No one has the right to decide which living being has to live or die!!! It’s not right! I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Spring hunts are totally unnecessary. Ban them permanently. 3/10/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey
Spring is the most important season for my family and I. Do NOT ban our hunting! 3/10/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:03 PM Online Survey
These bears deserve a chance at life!!! 3/10/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
No evidence suggests the need for a spring hunt.  Stand your ground and ban it. 3/10/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is evil and pointless. Please give wildlife room to roam free from human interference. 3/10/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
How can you support unnecessary killing of animals 3/10/2022 1:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 🐻🐻 3/10/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
This has been emotion over science the whole time.  In areas where we have a 8% calf survival rate, to loose another management tool would be detrimental to all species in that eco system.  Without management the predators will eat 
themselves out of house and home.  Then they eat each other, or starve.  This hunt is focused on the harvest of boars which will kill Cubs to cause the sow to go into heat.  Also the larger boars reek havoc on the dawn and calf population 
in places that have been on the decline for years.  Loosing this management tool is an injustice.  

3/10/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
Please stand by your former ethical decision and BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT and all future ones,
too. Thank you.

3/10/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey
Humans feel they have every right to do what they like but the fact is they do not and are destroying the balance of Bear life and all life in the eco-system. You pull one out, it all collapses. Humans must learn they are not the highest or 
most important species of life on this planet and must learn to co-exist instead of taking lives of those beautiful creatures God created.

3/10/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey

Opposed to new hunt from federal way resident. Thanks 3/10/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
124 black bears who emerged from their dens to greet the spring were shot to death by hunters in Washington’s annual spring hunt – including at least one lactating mama bear who likely left orphaned cubs behind. SPRING HUNTS ARE 
UNETHICAL AND TOTALLY UNNECESSARY - BAN THEM PERMANENTLY.

3/10/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

Greatly against spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
All of the folks on here expressing their opposition have no knowledge of how conservation management works, they are opposed for ideological reasons and are simply ignorant of the facts. The irony is that they are the same people who 
a year ago were yelling to "Follow the science".

Fully support the recommended changes proposed by the department that allow for Science based management policies. 

3/10/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey

I’d like to vote no on new spring hunt here in Wa state thank you for allowing comment from citizens. 3/10/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is NOT a management tool, it's trophy hunting. These people threatened and bullied wildlife commissioners that didn't agree with their KILLING. If that's not being emotional (angry), then what is? 3/10/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey

Greatly against spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. Save the bears ,ban it!

3/10/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. Please do not allow. 3/10/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal to permit spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt that has been going on for a long time to protect females bears with cubs from boars that will kill the cubs,deer and elk fawns. 3/10/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
This hunt has to stop, enough is enough! 3/10/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE the spring bear hunt! They are trying to argue that they need to kill the adult males as they are killing the cubs for food. The hunters are killing both male and females!!! As they are waking up from hibernation the 
females are leaving behind orphaned cubs when they are shot and killed!! How does that help the cubs survive??!! The hunters aren't only killing male bears!! Its senseless murder of a species that was here first!!

3/10/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey

Conservation management should NEVER involve threats and bullying resulting in a commissioner being forced to resign after death threats. Oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Trophy shooting should be banned Its barbaric Full Stop 3/10/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/10/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
As a proud WA resident I’m against proposed spring hunt & I believe it goes against what the majority of Washingtonians consider their core earth & environmental values. Killing anything is never an “effective method or tool.” Thank you 
kindly for allowing comments. 

3/10/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey

I utterly oppose the spring bear hunt here in the US!  I completely agree with the comment below, "Trophy shooting should be banned Its barbaric Full Stop". 3/10/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
My vote is against new proposal. 3/10/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Ban hunting immediately! 3/10/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt. It is unethical to potentially take a mother bear with cubs, and for no proven public gain. This seems proposed just to cater to bear hunters' wishes. 3/10/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNT PROPOSAL.  Thank You 3/10/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Cease this cruelty please there’s no need for it in this day and age, humans are wiping out animals at an alarming rate we need to share this planet with all the beautiful creatures not hunt them down 3/10/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/10/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
Bears should be protected at all costs! 3/10/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting. 3/10/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Over 34,000 have signed the petition to ban the spring hunt, nearly double those signing the opposing petition to reinstate it.  Banning this hunt is the right thing to do and the people are behind you. Please don't back down now. 3/10/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey

This hunt is unsound, there is no conservation here, just cowardly plans to shoot cubs and mother bears.Ban it! 3/10/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt.  Humans are wiping out animal habitat and therefor we need to regulate the number of animals in the habitat that remains.  Too much wildlife and not enough habitat just damages the habitat and makes it 
tougher on the wildlife.

3/10/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey

I am against trophy hunting 3/10/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of bears especially in a protected area. Find something else to do! Leave the animals alone please! 3/10/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
This is stupidity and must stop 3/10/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Very much against spring bear hunting, 3/10/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
No to hunting! 3/10/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I am for the ethical harvest of spring black bears. 3/10/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I’m against the spring bear hunt - vote NO! 3/10/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, this shouldn’t be allowed to occur. Thank you for your consideration. 3/10/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
No, no, no to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Please vote yes for the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow black bear hunting! 3/10/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
My family is against this new WA spring bear hunt idea thanks 3/10/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose WDFW’s proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition,” if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be “taken,” does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year’s food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year ‘by accident’ regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/10/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey

Ban Spring Bear hunting permanently! It is us humans that are encroaching on their territory. Stop these blood-thirsty hunters now!!! 3/10/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
I’m from Seattle & OPPOSE this spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
WA department of fish and wildlife biologists state we need a spring bear season in selected areas, we are supposed to follow the science right?  I agree open it back up. 3/10/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 3/10/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, bears are very Important animals and are needed for bio-diversity. 3/10/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Auburn resident and I’d like to vote no, thanks 3/10/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. No valid evidence supports a need for this. 3/10/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I am very opposed to this bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
I vote no to spring killing of our black bears please. 3/10/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Seattle for the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt.  It's cruel and completely unnecessary.  It's just allowing psychopathic individuals a chance to act out their sickness.  It's inhumane! 3/10/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting,
yes to cubs

3/10/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

Totally worth the money 
Yes to spring bear hunting!

3/10/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

Very much against this spring hunt proposal. Wasn’t this stopped last Nov 2021?! 3/10/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey
We definitely want to protect cubs 
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey

NO to wa spring hunt! 3/10/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey



BEAR LIVES MATTER!
CUB LIVES MATTER!
NURSING MOMS SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING.
HELP save them from Predators.
YES to spring bear hunting!!

3/10/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

Washington needs our wildlife!Stop the bear hunting! 3/10/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Seattle is for the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
We definitely want to protect cubs
Vote no for spring bear hunting

3/10/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey

I oppose this hunt! Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. 
Hunting bears at this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their offspring and for their offspring to thrive. And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

3/10/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey

Washington wildlife needs our help
YES to spring bear hunting.
We must protect the vulnerable!!

3/10/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey

Against the new hunt proposal thanks 3/10/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
I support the Cubs and I support spring bear hunting.
We must defend our wild life

3/10/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

Ban the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Washington wildlife foundation supports the spring bear hunt.
It is mandatory that we protect cubs!

3/10/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

Totally against this spring hunt from Edmonds. 3/10/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.

Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!

3/10/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey

Edmonds supports the spring bear hunt and so do we. 3/10/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
 Stop killing our bears 3/10/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Start protecting cubs
yes to spring bear

3/10/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Washington wildlife foundation oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
I vote against spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear
help nursing moms

3/10/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
We need a spring bear season 
Help support your wildlife 

3/10/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/10/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey

Against spring hunt 3/10/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
No scientific basis to kill any bears coming out of hibernation leaving young cubs to starve to death when mothers are killed. Not for FOOD. FOR TROPHY HUNTERS!!!!Stop it! 3/10/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
We are better than this, Washington.No to bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  This isn't a sport, it's slaughter pure and simple.  Not a fair fight!! 3/10/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Our Auburn household is against this new spring proposed hunt, thank you 3/10/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
We oppose a spring bear season
Help support your wildlife

3/10/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Very much disapprove of bear hunting, especially in the spring, they are just hungry and make an easy target.  People don't need to eat them.  Let's protect the bears! 3/10/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose the hunt, no,no,no hunt. 3/10/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Auburn here too & we also vote against this new hunt in spring. 3/10/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT SPRING BEAR HUNTING WASHINGTON STATE 3/10/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey



It would be interesting to actually debate some of these antis as they are clearly very very ignorant as to how the season works, what the regulations are, how the North American model of conservation works, and what the science 
actually says about these hunts. They have been consumed by inflammatory false information and are no better than Jan 6ers decrying a rigged election. Support the spring bear hunt and the conservation that it supports

3/10/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey

As a biologist and Washington state resident I find the science here very compelling and Vite yes on a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Fascists love to tell other people how the should behave and what they can or cannot eat. Don’t be a fascist, support spring bear hunting and conservation 3/10/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Putin hates spring bear hunting. Don’t support Putin, support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
As a biologist and Washington state resident I suggest to everyone vote NO to the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose,protect our wildlife! 3/10/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting needs to stop!! 3/10/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Please oppose the spring bear hunt, it is a threat to mother bears, and by extension deadly to hear cubs whose mothers are killed. 3/10/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt. It is totally uncessary and just wanton cruelty. 3/10/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
This is not ok.  Absolutely not humane.  Do better. 3/10/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt - completely cruel. 3/10/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose this cruelty. 3/10/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
A Spring hunt is a horrible idea. It’s cruel and unfair to target animals in a weakened state. Also, as a hiker, I don’t want to worry about getting shot if I stoop down to smell a flower. Remember the woman who was shot on the Sauk 
Mountain trail. 

3/10/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/10/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/10/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
STOP THE MADNESS!!!  Every living being has its place in our ecosystem.  I opposed the spring bear hunt - SHAME ON YOU! 3/10/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! PLEASE end this forever! 3/10/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
This is wrong!  I strongly  oppose the bear hunting rule. 3/10/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
No hunter is out killing sows and cubs, this is a delusional fantasy invented by opponents to not just the spring bear hunt, but all forms of hunting. They want to deny our human heritage and our rights to be self-sufficient and not rely on 
factory farmed meat for food. Once they take Spring Bear for good, they will come for all the rest. Deer, water fowl, even invasive species will be off limits if they got their way. Hunting and procuring your own food supply independently is 
a human right, just because those who are unwilling or unable to do so oppose it does not make this any less true. 

3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey

Please oppose the spring bear hunt, it is a threat to mother bears, and by extension deadly to hear cubs whose mothers are killed. Please protect the wildlife. 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Inhuman that you think the murdering of animals is a sport! I strongly oppose. 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  please end this. Thank you. 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It's cruel and has no place in our society. 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Save the bears and stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt - it is cruel and unnecessary! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It's morally wrong. 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Destructive and totally unnecessary! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose killing bears. Stop destroying wildlife! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I'm appalled that such cruelty is allowed.  Why are humans the cause and effect of such cruelty ? I strongly appose bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I support eating delicious bear meat. Support this hunt. I’ll even bake you a bear fat pie and or fry some morels in bear fat for you! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Bear Hunt!!! Stop killing wildlife now!! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the print best hunt and we have 4 years left to get everything right with conservation, protecting endangered species and the environment or this planets' future for the next generation will be gone forever. 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. What gives humans the right to hunt another animal, they have just as much right to live on this planet. There is nothing sporting about killing an animal from a distance with a high powered weapon. 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

Stop killing animals 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt: This is a cruel and unnecessary practice. 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
please say no to the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I totally 100% oppose this cruel and inhumane slaughter for no reason. Stop the hunt! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt.  I strongly oppose the hunting of any animals.  Don't we know by now that animals are by far better than humans!! 3/10/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
For goodness sake STOP this madness!  This must NOT happen! 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane, and I feel like it leads us on a path of extinction. Please put an end to this barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support harvesting and eating tasty bears 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
bears ere not plentiful like other game. leave them alone. 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Please stop killing bears 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey

I oppose this cruel and unnecessary destruction of wildlife.  It's appalling that this practice is still allowed at all.  3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose the spring bear hunt-it's cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly opposed the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting particularly the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Bears are more plentiful than most other game in Washington and their population is robust and growing. Continue that trend and support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the the Spring Black Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is not conservation it is cruelty. The immaturity of these so called hunters should not be catered to. Their actions are barbaric. 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the cruel  and immoral Spring Bear Hunt!!!! 3/10/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunts in the State of Washington 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Trophies are made of wood and metal, not flesh and blood. 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
If you do not like the bears in your state, maybe you should move instead of killing them?
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

A native Washingtonian, I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the cruel and immoral Spring Bear Hunt!! 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
There's simply NO excuse for such barbaric events. Humans are supposedly evolved and should be able to live peacefully with Nature. There should be alternate solutions rather than destructive ones. 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
This hunt is rooted in conservation. Find an animal rights group that does any form conservation or habitat restoration. There are none. Shows how much they care about animals. Support animals support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunt. Humans just kill everything around them. Enough! 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Hunting and killing animals does not deserve a "trophy."  It deserves total condemnation.  I never met anyone who eats bear. Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the unprincipled continuation of this cruel "tradition."  Spring emerging bears are near starving after hibernation, why add to their stress and end their lives  to satisfy the egos of trophy hunters?  3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt—and hunting at any time of year! 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.   It's morally wrong. 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
I staunchly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Leave the bears to live in peace! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Maybe you should petition the government to stop bombing Yemen every day before you go come in here on your moral high horse pretending to care about wildlife that is a valuable food resource for individuals who do not wish to eat 
factory farmed meat. Anti-hunters are a best friend to the factory farmed meat industry. I support spring bear hunt and all activities that reduce the number of people relying on unscrupulous factory farmers for their food supply. Hunting 
is a human tradition and human right since the dawn of our species, denying that for the sake of feelings is just lying to ourselves.

3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please do not allow this to happen. 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
A big NO on the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Hello,
I oppose the spring bear hunt.
Murdering of animals as a sport, I strongly oppose.
Thank you for your consideration,
Ferenc Juhasz

3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

Blood sport and recreational hunting are two entirely different things. This proposed spring bear hunt is entirely unnecessary. I am absolutely opposed to the suggested amendments! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunt.  Stop allowing the slaughtering of our wildlife!  Let them go hunt people who deserve to be slaughtered! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Humans need to stop going into creatures land and killing them.  Here and elsewhere.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I am against bear hunting year-round. 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and any “sport” hunting any time of the year! 3/10/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Charge hikers, birdwatchers, and all the "bear lovers" the same fees you charge hunters.  That's the only way these lands and the bears habitat exist.  Until then, on with the hunt 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt or bear hunting in general. 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly support these rule changes and the spring bear hunting season.  3/10/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. A barbaric practice, certainly not conservation lead. Simply put, blood sports. If you want to shoot a bear, a telephoto lens is a better option. 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt this spring and every spring. 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is not sport hunting. Bear meat can be eaten, bear fat can be rendered and used for many things. Many people rely on hunting for sustenance and it is inhumane to abridge their right to hunt for their own food supply. 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Just say no to the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Killing starved bears for meat? Really? I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Hunters are more active conservationists than most of this whiny crowd. I support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Vote HELL NO for spring bear hunting.  3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I think the bears should be left alone as God intended! 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I completely wish to BAN this abhorrent killing of bears!!! 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I support the rule changes.  3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I too oppose the spring bear hunt. Humans have taken over so much habitat and pushed out our cherished wildlife. It's not just about us, we need to learn to share this planet with all of it's inhabitants. 3/10/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no science to support a reduction in numbers. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. There is absolutely no justification for this. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunts, including the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s cruel 3/10/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is unnecessary and destructive.  Please don't allow it. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Bears are highly intelligent, family oriented and sentient feeling beings that deserve to live as much as you and I. Habitat loss and other environmental factors that negatively affect their ability to survive should be addressed as opposed to 
a bear hunt. We share this Earth with these creatures and they deserve to live out their lives in peace and raise their families. We have no right to take their lives just to display their heads on a wall. I wish the same fate to all trophy and 
other bear hunters; that they would be hunted so they can feel the same terror and fear that they inflict on these animals. Bear hunts are barbaric and the people that participate in them are barbaric as well.

3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

Pls stop the hunting 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I’m opposed to having a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.!!! 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. This has the high potential to orphan many new cubs. A hunt in the fall is sufficient. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Oppose the cruel spring best hunt 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
The naivete on display in these comments is actually baffling and reprehensible. Hunting for your own food is a human right, no matter how much you may want to deny that. I support spring bear hunt and all hunting backed by solid 
numbers and a mindset of conservation. 

3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

I oppose all bear hunts, including the spring bear hunt.
3/10/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey

Please oppose the spring bear hunt as I do.  The killing of mother bears is senseless and leaving the cubs to fend for themselves will make it impossible for them to survive, thus no bears! 3/10/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of these wonderful creatures 3/10/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I also oppose the spring bear hunt due to the overwhelming vulnerability of the bear this time of year 3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt, these beautiful animals are just living their lives, they don't deserve to be hunted down and killed, it's so very cruel! 3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunting of these bears.. they are already losing land to live on, now we are hunting them they don't have a chance in hell to survive 3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose killing such beautiful animals 3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting
3/10/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Calling it “conservation” is subterfuge. Real trophies are made of wood and metal, not flesh and blood. 3/10/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. Killing mother bears with dependent cubs is inhumane and certainly can’t be classified as “sport!” 3/10/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. I'm totally opposed to it. Many thanks. 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose that nasty bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Please leave the poor bears alone 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Please ban bear hunting! 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Bear hunts, it does really cruel and unnecessary.  3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I’m 100% against bear hunting. Please stop this cruel, barbaric act now! 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt; it is immoral, cruel and barbaric. I truly cannot understand how anyone could possibly support this, and we should all be aware of the pain and suffering of animals which would ensue, so please 
do not allow this to happen. Thank you.

3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey

I VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE  the spring bear hunt.  HOW DARE THESE IDIOT HUNTERS THINK THEY CAN BULLY THEIR WAY by threatening people's lives!!!!  STAND UP TO THEM:  IMPRISON THEM for attempted murder!  BUT DO NOT BUCKLE 
TO THEM AT THE EXPENSE OF THE POOR INNOCENT BEARS!!!!!  THAT IS JUST AS BAD AS LAWMAKERS GOING AND SHOOTING THEM THEMSELVES!  IF YOU DO NOT STOP THIS, THEN YOU ARE THE PROBLEM!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey

Hunting bears for food is not a human right, i strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Please oppose the spring beah hunt...it is cruel and inhumane!!! 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I am against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102:  barbarIc!!!!!  STOP IT NOW 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Save the bears! 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey



I oppose killing these magnificent animals!! 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Let them be. 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting no, No, NO!   BAN the hunt yes, Yes YES 3/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! If they bother people, people should move. The beats were there first. 3/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I fully approve spring bear hunting.  It serves as predator reduction as bears are very adept at killing and eating deer fawns and elk calves.  I support bringing back bait options and hound hunting for bears.  This gives the hunter more time 
to identify the sex of the bear and whether or not there are cubs present.  I do not support anyone who does not provide funds to the WDFW commenting on such proposals.

3/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey

Save the bears!!!! 3/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I am AGAINST the bear hunt proposals. Sick 3/10/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the slaughter of these majestic creatures. It is barbaric to call this sport. 3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
Opposing the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
Opponents of valid numbers-backed hunting use the term "trophy hunting" in bad faith when the vast majority of hunters are not out for trophies, the animals they take in the wild use the meat to feed their families and render the fat 
down for many uses. These comments are full of city people who have no concept or understanding of the cultural and economic significance of hunting through the entirety of human history, especially for people who live far from large 
population centers who wish to be more self-reliant. Hunting is a human right and once they get spring bear, they will come for every other season. 

3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey

I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I am completely against the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Please don't give in to the sick trophy hunters, i oppose the spring bear hunt,bears & their cubs need protecting! 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
NO bear hunting - spring time or any time 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
No to any spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
PLEASE BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. I TOTALLY OPPOSE IT. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. No hunt at all. Anytime. 3/10/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Completely oppose spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
Opponents of valid numbers-backed hunting use the term "trophy hunting" in bad faith when the vast majority of hunters are not out for trophies, they use the meat to feed their families and render the fat down for many uses. These 
comments are full of city people who have no concept or understanding of the cultural and economic significance of hunting through the entirety of human history, especially for people who live far from large population centers who wish 
to be more self-reliant. Hunting is a human right and once they get spring bear, they will come for every other season. 

3/10/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! 3/10/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
Yes to bear hunting- spring time and all the time 3/10/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
Enjoy your factory farmed meat. Hunting is a human right and imperative to a subsistence lifestyle. 3/10/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
This is not "sport," it is animal cruelty.  I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNTS!!!! 3/10/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Why do we kill animals? KILL. They have every right to live, just as we do. I oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose te Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
It is time to end this barbaric practice that harms nature's natural order. 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
NO MORE BEAR HUNTS!!!! 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
PLEASE, HAVE A HEART & A CONSCIENCE. THIS IS NOT A SPORT. THIS IS A CRUEL & INHUMANE WAY TO KILL INNOCENT ANIMALS THAT ARE ONLY LIVING THEIR LIVES. I URGE YOU TO PERMANENTLY BAN BEAR HUNTING. THANK YOU SO 
MUCH. GOD BLESS YOU FOR TAKING THE CORRECT ACTION. 

3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

Hunting is not a human right. Animals have a RIGHT to live, just like we do. I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Approve this hunt and proposal in accordance with the WDFW biologists recommendation. 3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This is not a sport!! It is animal cruelty 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬 3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt for the following reasons: Hunting in the spring when animals (whether deer, elk, bear, waterfowl, upland game birds, etc.) have their young is not good sportsmanship regardless of the species being hunted. 
Spring hunting always has the possibility of orphans (despite a hunter's best intentions) and thus borders on being inhumane and unethical. There are better ways to manage/reduce bear-human conflict, timber damage. Most bear-human 
conflict is a human-caused social and cultural issues, not a bear problem. If specific ungulate neonate predation is of concern in a specific area, then additional and better habitat for the ungulates should be addressed first  and then 
targeted bear removal could be considered. But the broad brush of un-targeted hunting will not resolve your ungulate neonate depredation problem. Many constituents like me do not oppose hunting per se, but find activities like spring 
hunting, not consuming what you kill, killing contests, predator-specific hunting, and trapping mostly inhumane and unethical, and unnecessary for wildlife conservation. I know that change is hard, and it takes awhile for government 
policies to catch up with changing social and cultural perspectives and the perceived threat to traditions, but now is the time to start. In summary, there is no valid wildlife conservation need for a spring bear hunt, and it borders on 
inhumane and unethical. Therefore, the Commission and WDFW should error on the side of restraint and caution and permanently ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 

3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt .... 3/10/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Is it fun to KILL innocent animals? What makes people think animals are ours to kill? Just stop. I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
How about a compromise?  Make it a fair fight -- if you want to hunt bear, do it with your bare hands. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. Completely and insanely inhumane. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is NOT trophy hunting. Please vote to reinstate the spring black bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bears only exhibit aggression when they believe there is imminent danger to themselves or their cubs. We cannot simply continue to kill our natural wildlife and destroy the balance of nature because of 
unfounded claims of aggression, because someone wants a "trophy" or because someone feels that they are simply "in the way". We must learn to live with nature as we continue to encroach on our wildlife's natural habitat rather than 
decimating them. It's bad enough that hunters are allowed to enter bear caves, lure them outside where they can be killed in the open, and use traps that cause excruciating pain until death. Don't open the state to more demise for the 
bears. It's just wrong.

3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Cubs stay with their mothers for up to 2 years. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
Hunting is absolutely a human right. If it weren't for the corporate food-industrial complex, you'd either be hunting or starving. I support spring bear hunt and all hunting that is done responsibly and with conservation of all animal 
populations considered in the number of tags issued every season.

3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
We oppose these proposals for hunting bear and cubs. 3/10/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
Shameful. My family voted no. Oppose. 3/10/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

I oppose the hunt of course. 3/10/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose ANY bear hunt. Please stop this! 3/10/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

Opponents of valid numbers-backed hunting use the term "trophy hunting" in bad faith when the vast majority of hunters are not out for trophies, they use the meat to feed their families and render the fat down for many uses. These 
comments are full of city people who have no concept or understanding of the cultural and economic significance of hunting through the entirety of human history, especially for people who live far from large population centers who wish 
to be more self-reliant. Hunting is a human right and once they get spring bear, they will come for every other season.

3/10/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
You’ll just get every western chronic disease known to man. No to bear hunts. Oppose. 3/10/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
no to bear hunts 3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. For what kind of persons is this fun? Sick, sick persons. 3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Heart disease cancer from murder. Horrible. 
Say No to spring bear.

3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey

I oppose the depraved spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to animal torture including  the spring bear hunting . 3/10/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
No hunting. Zero. 3/10/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
End this today. Brutal extension of hunting proposal is bad news for all. 3/10/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
People don't just hunt for fun, we hunt for food. Strongly support spring bear. 3/10/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
Totally make the spring bear hunt mandatory. 3/10/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I do not support Black Bear hunting. Please vote against the spring black bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone! 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to bear hunting,  particularly in what should ne conservation areas and at a time when many females have very young dependent cubs 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs.Stop it! 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
We must continue the spring bear hunt for all wildlife 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I support nursing mothers, I support the Cubs, yes to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
When a  pound of ground beef is $20.00 you might be upset about all the hunting you pushed to have banned. I support spring bear, I need the food. 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Hunting is a vital way of life for some of us. I support spring bear. 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Coming from a hunting family, I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. A fall bear hunt is plenty to cull the population. 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I fully support a spring bear hunt and I believe it should also be a over the counter tag 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Save the cubs vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Please, please stop the spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears and cubs in any season is astoundingly detrimental to the whole system. 
Bad bad. Oppose.

3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey

I do not support Black Bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Vancouver women support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
STOP THIS ABUSE AND KILLING 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I and my family oppose this. 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Stop killing our bears 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I don’t support the Black Bear hunting so please vote against the spring black bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
Who on earth would support wide scale killing of animals at a time when their young are still totally dependent on their mother for survival 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Washington definitely says no to this. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
In order to maintain the ecosystem we must have a spring bear hunt.
Vote yes!

3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey

Vancouver  totally oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I opprose the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I don’t support 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the bear hunt. It’s barbaric, inhumane, and upsets our delicate ecosystem. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is the ultimate animal cruelty. Put an end to it. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting and yes to wildlife 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I am sitting in the McDonald's drive thru waiting for my chicky nuggies and I had to write a comment on my phone saying I OPPOSE KILLING ANIMALS 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Please end the brutal extension of hunting bear families. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey



 A yes vote is a vote for helping wildlife 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose these proposals. 3/10/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear hunt to protect wildlife. 3/10/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!!!  STOP NOW! 3/10/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt petition. The only benefit is commercial profit. Ecological and ethical concerns (esp since mothers with young could be killed) have not been assuaged. 3/10/2022 2:35 PM Online Survey
START THE HUNT, NOW WE MUST PROTECT THE ECOSYSTEM! 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. This should not be allowed 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose hunting bear. Get chronic western disease and let taxpayers pay. Thank you. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
The hunting of bears is endangering their species . Killing bears is not the answer.If you want to hunt, hunt eachother! 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Hunters don't want to kill mothers and cubs so that there will be bears to hunt in future years... How do people not understand this? Yes to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Cancer awaits. Save lives all around. No to spring bear. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
Support nursing moms and vote yes to support cubs! 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
All animals have one life and the deserve the right to live in their territory. They are also very important to keep the balance in nature. Therefore stop all hunting including the bears. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I want these massacres to stop forever. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear
Hunt. One was held in Florida a few years ago and it was dreadful. Baby cubs brought back slaughtered in small ice chest, nursing mothers, etc. Very bad publicity all over the news. No hunt since. Garbage can straps available to people. 

3/10/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey

Me and my friends oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Oregon supports spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
The Spring Bear hunt is immoral.  Killing is immoral.  Act better humans.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Ukraine for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Support nursing moms and vote no to support cubs! 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
My cousin too opposes. He’s here. 3/10/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
My friends supports the spring bear hunt and so should you 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bearhunt. 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Killing living beings is neither "fun" nor "sport."  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
No. Say no to spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Instead we should hunt the hunters. Let’s pay them to participate, and then get to shoot them down. Why not right 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Fully opposed to this bear "harvesting". They are mammals, not some fruit or vegetable. This proposal amounts to the murder of a warm blooded, thinking and feeling being. 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
SAVE THE WILDLIFE!!!
VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR HUNTING.!

3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey

 No bear hunts 3/10/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Totally support the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Washington oppose 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are both unnecessary and unethical, and need to finally be banned permanently. 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Leave the Bears alone!! Move if you do not like them in your state.
Do not let "trophy" hunters from other states engage in this sickening practice.
Do not let people who live in this state commit such heinous acts.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
Save the wildlife, approve this hunt! 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
We must continue the spring bear hunt to help all wildlife 3/10/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Wildlife should be protected not harmed. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
All my friends agree with me. This is nuts. More hunters hunting. Just catastrophic. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and any other bear hunts.  No bear hunts! 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
NO TO HIUNTING BEARS, LEAVE THEM ALONE 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. My family depends on game meat for food. These game animals that hunter take have a much higher quality of life then any farm raised animal. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Killing is wrong.  Period.  Trophy hunters do not need to do it to eat, to protect themselves or to survive.  STOP THIS PRACTICE.  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
We love wildlife and we love spring bear hunting. Vote yes 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunts. Final. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Do the right thing. Leave these animals alone. 3/10/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear !! 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey



Make the spring  bear hunt mandatory yes yes yes 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
NO HUNTING UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES  and as to any food shortages how come Disney took the p out of how fat and greedy are your nation 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Nearly 35,000 have signed the petition to ban this hunt.  The people have spoken loudly and clearly - ban it. 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Never ever. Never again. Save America. We oppose. 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
We love wildlife and we hate spring bear hunting. Vote no 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting in all states 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Why do humans kill so wantonly?  Why? Stop this.
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

Please ban the spring bear hunt permanently and forever 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Please retain spring bear so my kids can grow up and enjoy it as well. 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please consider the innocent lives that will be needlessly killed for hunter’s pleasure 3/10/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Listen to the people not this pathetic blood thirsty trophy hunters,! Stop the killing. 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Save bears.Save Americans from themselves. Don’t ruin our ecosystem. 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Stop teaching children that killing is "fun" and "enjoyable."  I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Fallow biology keep the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Save the wildlife
Support spring bear hunting.
Yes to wildlife!!

3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

Help protect cubs vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I strongly support this spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
There’s no need to kill for fun 3/10/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Animal hunting is disgusting. Let them live out their lives in peace. 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Scientists say every catastrophe is speeding up. Including the killing of way too many apex predators that we need badly. OPPOSE. 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Follow biology stop the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Please put an end to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals.
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.
Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!
protect innocent cubs from predators!!

3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey

If you like fawns and elk calves support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
That’s it I oppose. This is confounding. 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
This must be passed! Everything on this earth has a purpose & a right to life! We have invaded their corridors for living!! 3/10/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Let the animals live, support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
 I oppose. 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Stop wiping out animal populations. We cannot exist without our fellow creatures. 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
STOP KILLING OUR NATURAL RESOURCES. The only hunting is for subsistence. If you KILL IT YOU MUST EAT IT!! Enough is Enough!! Thanks Raymond Smith 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
No one thinks this is a good idea. Please end over hunting. 3/10/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
Stop this cruel and barbaric practice. It is disgusting. 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Biologist voted to keep the hunt . Do your homework 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
It's a inhumane to hunt these bears!! 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey

Help save wildlife, vote yes for spring bear hunting to protect them. 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE ALL BEAR HUNTS!! 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey
We just think this is so unscientific with biased team pulling this off. Bad bad. Unproven. Oppose. 3/10/2022 2:45 PM Online Survey

Hunters don’t have to eat Bear meat. Just seeing the excitement of hunters shows. the true reason for hunting.
If any animal in certain areas need to be kept in controlled numbers, this should done by lawfully recognised team to help bears to be relocated or culled, but employed specifically by law.
I do not and will never support the spring bear hunt.
SAVE THESE 664 BEARS, their slaughter is not a game to take part in for the fun of it!,

3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear. 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please recognize that this is unnecessary and benefits very, very little. 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Totally worth it yes to Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
This hunt is a disgusting display of inhumanity 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey



I just think this is wrong so I’ll oppose now. 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
 We support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Spring hunting is against all logical conservation means and efforts. 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
If you want to shot things… go help the Ukraine! Stop killing innocent animals! Oppose! Oppose! Oppose!!! 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear ! 3/10/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
oppose now. 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Support science based management, YES for spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
I agree, the science is just not there. Please oppose. 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Keep the hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt now 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
We shouldn't have to send petitions to ban something that should be obvious.Ban it! 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Save the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the unnecessary and barbaric Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals.
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.
Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!
support the science.!!

3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey

Support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are not working on the side of animals or humans. This just makes no sense. 3/10/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Absolutely love the spring bear hunting proposals 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose. I strongly agree this is bad. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
These bears have as much right to life as you do. And they are unarmed, you know. If you really enjoy putting a bullet into a living, breathing animal that is only trying to eek out an existence in this human-dominated world, then I implore 
you to think about why this might be. If nothing else - basic fairness should prevent you from doing it. They were here before you were, and have every right to live.

3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

Support science based wildlife management and support the 2022 and all future spring bear hunts. They are sustainable,  provide a valuable management tool and fall within WDFWs mandate to provide recreational opportunities. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

The science works, pass the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

All life matters.I oppose! 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunts. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring Bear Hunt.  Let's protect, not kill, our wild life. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
These beautiful creatures have a right to be on this earth just like you and l do.  Why do you feel impowered to kill innocent  animals?  I would rather live in a bears den than live among these stupid murderous people. 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! I do not support allowing out of state people to have input on our rules! 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I am very strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. It is completely unnecessary and harmful to the bears offsprings and it’s very cruel 3/10/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Predator management is key. Support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
I am strongly against this. Not a sound proposal. 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
No bear hunts. 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
We must have the spring bear hunt to protect wildlife. 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
There is no reason to hunt anymore. The animal kingdom will eventually pan out on its own. Humans will be in the way for awhile but they will pan out also, even if getting in the animals way. We need to learn how to live with them again. 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey

I do not support this spring bear hunt !! 3/10/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. It is not ethical to hunt in a sanctuary. 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Animals eat animals. Bears rip fawns apart alive . Support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Apex predators are needed badly due to over hunting. Habitat encroachment, climate change forest fires . 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is cruel and needs to be permanently banned. 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt now. 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  I think it is wrong and immoral. 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Help save the ecosystem vote YES for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Please DO NOT approve a spring bear hunt! Hunting beings while they are trying to renew is disgraceful! And for what? A nice walk? Time with friends and family? You’ve got to kidding!! 3/10/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE Spring bear hunting!!! 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is not needed as science third party does say we need them all. 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
In the spring the mama bear has cubs. Don't orphan them. Leave them be to live the lives they deserve.OPPOSE 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I greatly oppose the spring bear hunting proposal! Please, for the love of.god, don't pass it. 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt! Inhumane and unnecessary! 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Save the spring bear hunting hunt ! 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose this so strongly. Save America from being completely destroyed. 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I am against this 3/10/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey



I oppose. Please save our wild bear families and keep them safe. 3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! It is appalling and inhumane. 3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals.
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.
Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!

3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting. Save the wildlife
vote YES!!

3/10/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
We support wildlife
YES to spring bear hunting.

3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey

We oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow a Spring bear hunt.  Sows are leaving their dens with their cubs, anf the cubs have much to learn from Mom.  Keep the bear hunt in Fall so the cubs have a chance to grow and learn. 3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
What can YOU expect from a country that condones abortion 3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
NO killing for fun, NO SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
SAVE cubs
support the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

Bear cubs and their Mothers need to be protected - Most especially during spring. OPPOSE the hunt 3/10/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
Save the cubs
Vote yes for spring bear hunting!!

3/10/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane killing for fun. 3/10/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the sp 3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Bear cubs and their Mothers need to be protected - Most especially during spring.
SUPPORT the hunt!!

3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey

Totally support spring bear hunting and the protection of all animals.
Yes to cubs
yes to mothers
yes to protect all wildlife.
Yes TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING AND YES TO THE PROPOSALS!!

3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey

No bear hunts!! Oppose! 3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunting proposal. Apex hunters take the weak the sick and the old thereby strengthening the gene pool. Not so with trophy hunting. 3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Yes yes yes 3/10/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt is unnecessary and barbaric animal cruelty. NO Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunts. 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, but I see there are a lot of sick, cruel people who don't. 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please ban. 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Let nature take care of herself. Stop hunting. 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt! And all bear hunts! 3/10/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
Apex predators kill anything. Do your homework. Keep the hunt 3/10/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting actually all hunting please 3/10/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
Bear meat is not good meat. Bear hunters kill for sport, and that is wrong. Humane insecurities shouldn’t be why an innocent bear is taken from her babies. Find another way to get your father to like you. 3/10/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
Vote NO on the spring bear hunt. These people won't avoid KILLING mother bears and their cubs. They just want the "trophy". 3/10/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
Keep hunting alive in Washington 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
The proposed changes make sense, and I'm in support of a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the ban of spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunts as all good humans would do. 3/10/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
Bear hunters kill cubs?! My god there are some cruel, sick people in this world. 3/10/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt the way it stands now 3/10/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
All bear hunting should be banned permanently. This is nothing more then trophy hunting for sport at the bear's expense. 3/10/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Particularly the offspring and females with offspring. 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Bear Hunt. Killing a mother bear has the potential to kill several bears at one time, it's senseless and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
OPPOSE OPPOSE OPPOSE GET WITH THE PROGRAM AND STOP THE MADNESS!!! 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey



I oppose bear hunting, but I see there are a lot of horrible people who don't. What kind of sicko would kill a mother bear and/or cubs? 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt under consideration by the WDFW.  (Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102) 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
There are a lot of folks in this state that like to ignore any evidence based approach and instead scream loud enough to make themselves think they are important. The Spring bear hunt is fully supported by the biology department of 
WDFW. Anyone who disagrees is putting their head in the sand when faced with "science". Quit being pathetic.  If you don't support our states scientists you might as well be grouped in with the anti-vaxxers, flat earthers, 5g nutjobs, etc..

3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
Come on there is no need for a spring bear hunt just killing more wildlife for no reason just for someone  to get a pelt or a head on there wall thats distrubing.I lived washington all my life spent a lot in the outdoors in the woods ect I 
haven't seen a bear in the wild since I was kid  and I'm 65 so if there is so many bears why don't I ever see any. definitely opposed to a senseless spring bear hunt.👎👎

3/10/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, lots of traditions are pointless, this one isn't worth keeping. 3/10/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
Our state has one of the highest black bear populations in the world. How could you think these hunts are decimating the local population?
Support spring bear hunting

3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose this petition to kill 664 bears 3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I am strongly against the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It's inhumane and appalling. 3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and these proposals.
3/10/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey

I opposed the bear petition to provide bear killing permits 3/10/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt.  As a biologist I do not believe it is biologically or environmentally justifiable.  I spent years working in the woods of WA and saw one bear the entire time. 3/10/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. What year is this really? Unbelievable to us in the UK 3/10/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting and the granting of bear killing permits 3/10/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Spring bear ‘hunt’ … massacre of wildlife as if they haven’t enough to cope with 3/10/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
I strongly approve of the spring bear hunt. As a biologist I know game management is one of our primary ways of taking care of our woods. I spent years working in the woods and have seen many, many bears. 3/10/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Look into the bears eyes before you pull that trigger, see the fear, the exhaustion, pain, not understanding, Look for the plea, ‘why do you want to kill me’  why is your heart racing with excitement at the thought of shooting me? My bear 
heart is racing fit to burst, I don’t know what to do, I don’t know what I have done to make you want to kill me. I’m a bear is all, please let me live!!  
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

I strongly OPPOSE the BARBARIC spring bear slaughter. These people aren't interested in conservation. It's just another excuse to snag a trophy. 3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the petition to allow the killing of 664 innocent bears 3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hun 3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear ! 3/10/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this petition to have 664 bears killed 3/10/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
Hunting animals in their most vulnerable state is cruel and unnecessary. We need to respect and care for other spied, not kill them mindlessly. 3/10/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
 I oppose the spring bear hunt' 
Save 664 Bears

3/10/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

Look at natural biology animals eat each other move on. I support spring bear 3/10/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the immoral unscientific spring bear hunt. It is brutality disguised as management, removing all human responsibility to uphold simple wildlife coexistence practices, making the bears pay w lives as they already have their 
habitats. Why? surely a progressive state could do better than caveman solutions for the sake our *fellow* animals who deserve life too!

3/10/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

In this day and age, I feel it is inexcusable to wantonly destroy a life, any life. I remember hearing that Ansel Adams chided Teddy Roosevelt by asking him about his infantile need to kill living things. 3/10/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
Wrong that is the amount of tags . Roughly 115 bears. I support spring bear 3/10/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
Not a single opposition has come up with any real reason to oppose this hunt other then their feelings. Feelings are not how we manage our game. It's not how we responsibly manage anything. Follow the biologists, follow the science. 
Support Spring bear hunting.

3/10/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! 3/10/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Sport killing is criminal. It doesn't provide food and adds no benefit to sustaining human life. Time to end this primitive and cruel activity. 3/10/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
This is a disgrace and I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Natural biology has nothing to do w high powered rifles and spot scopes. Grow up 3/10/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
You can eat bears. They are delicious. Support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Kill what you eat ! Support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
Let the bears be together as a family.  I do not support the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
A big NO to spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this petition to kill 664 innocent bears.  Try living harmoniously with nature.  It’s not the animals that are the issue but people who have taken over the animal’s natural territory not the other way around. 3/10/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey

It’s not sport killing we eat the meat ,use the hide , render the fat . Support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Please ban this disgusting practice! Please ban the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I deeply oppose the hunting permit 3/10/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
What type of humans kill animals for fun? I do not support the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Male bears kill cubs . FACT 3/10/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose a bear hunt, especially in spring. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey



 No- to killing innocent animals 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
There is nothing that validates this barbaric practice.  Ban the hunt . 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
Animals have the right to live freely just like humans.  Please stop the inhumane bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
Look into the bears eyes, unadulterated fear.
Look into the hunters eyes, unadulterated blood lust 
'I oppose the spring bear hunt'

3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey

I am opposed to the bear hunt in any season.  Bears are an important part of the ecosystem and deserve our protection. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring barehunt. I further oppose making this a regularly scheduled Spring event 3/10/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I’m very much in favor of a spring bear season. I cannot believe it was struck down the way it was. 3/10/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring Bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
We need to stop decimating wildlife.  I do not support the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
Weighing in here to oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
OPPOSED to bearing killing permits 3/10/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
I very strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!  We, and the world, are watching your ability to act in BEHALF of animals, both wild and domestic, in WASHINGTON.  (Are you not the Dept. Of Fish and Wildlife?)  You are not the dept of selfish 
hunters, are you?

3/10/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

I abhor killing innocent animals.  Stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
OPPOSED to petition 3/10/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
I support bear hunting including  Spring Bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 
STOP the spring Bear hunt!

3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt, and so should you. 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
Cat lady’s support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear 3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Spring is the season for the emergence of new life, not the time to
cause one species to die.  Many bears will die anyway due to lack of enforcement of the laws and
looking the other way of the law enforcers.

3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

Spring bear hunting is super fun and these rules make sense to me.  3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is nothing sporting about killing animals for fun. Please don't support it. 3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I cannot believe hunting is allowed in this civilization.  Stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunting 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
i am against the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunf 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
please stop the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and all the cowards who support it 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Eliminate the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Bear hunt is cruel wicked and evil, stop the hunt 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Vote not for the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
the spring bear hunt should be forbidden. 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt.  It is inhumane! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
i oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Keep the hunt 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Please don’t kill these amazing animals! Please do not kill the bears! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey



Cancel the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
bear hunt should be banned for good 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
NO!!! 3/10/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!!!!! 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose any hunting at all, enjoyment of needless animal suffering is so wrong 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should not be allowed. 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
No 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
We say no 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, and urge that the amendment enabling bear hunts be removed. 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting in Washington. 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
No! 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting!! 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Vote yes! 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Cubs need their parents.  Stop the awful bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Just say no 3/10/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Vote no 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Special Forces operatives are against the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunting! It’s barbaric. They just want to live in peace. 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I do not want the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Virtually everyone is against a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Say no 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
Please don't reinstate spring bear hunting. No animal deserves to be killed for kicks.  It is especially immoral to kill mother bears and their young. 3/10/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
We vote no 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
For spring bear hunting. Predator management is a must 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt.  It is cruel. 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Real men do not kill animals. Only frustrated wimps do. 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
No hunting 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Cat lady’s for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Just vote no to a spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Yes on spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Hunters are disgusting. Stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Please no hunting 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
I support proper management of our wildlife based on facts not feelings. It is ridiculous that WDFW is having a popularity contest over whether or not to allow ethical hunting of a species we have had the ability to hunt for years. Do your 
jobs. Our hunting dollars pay for the conservation of WA wildlife. 

3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey

Yes on spring bear 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
No bear hunting. 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
That’s a no for me dawg 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the hunt, and I am not a hunter.  Let biologists and game management professionals make recommendations on target population levels, and use a variety of means to maintain those levels - including hunting - which 
funds many other conservation missions.

3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose cruel spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
With what Glen Merzer, author of Food Is Climate, Jim Morris Hicks, author of eBook, OUTCRY, and Dr. Amanda McKinney, founder of The Institute For Human and Planet Health, are teaching about what is being termed, an 
environmental apocalypse, causing mass species extinctions, pending peril to this finite planet, I OPPOSE more killing  of wild animals, bears included. Widlife numbers have plummeted globally and humans have clearly set in motion, due 
to our arrogance , a domino impact that will be our OWN demise if we refuse to heed the natural worlds warnings to stop taking and start giving back. Black bears need protection, NOT  hunting as is true with all wild creatures given a life 
span to enjoy free from harm, and premature death.  I urge everyone who has a conscience and cares about our shared ecosystem, in urgent need of rest and rejuvenation, to watch this presentation. The saying that "we've always done 
this" is totally counter intuitive to what urgent steps need taking to save us from ourselves, and that includes a reverence for the wild beings we share this earth with!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PZ8X-CPo5Q&t=564s
A search for plummeting wildlife is as easy as googleing the words and many articles appear;
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-6331433/Wildlife-populations-plummeting-face-human-activity-report-warns.html
I strongly oppose any black bear :"hunt" and encourage people to stop violence against animals as we've been morally schizophrenic about this and its impact on society at large is devastating. Read Dr. Piers Beirne's book, "Murdering 
Animals, Writings on Theriocide, Homicide and  Non-Speciesist Criminology.  If you support hunting animals, you support why humans are destroying this planet!  

3/10/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey

Hahaha biologists don’t support a spring bear hunt.  Lmao 3/10/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Please, Please!!! stop bear hunting!! There is no need to cause suffering on this animals that deserve to live a safe happy life! 3/10/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
The gain by so few (the hunters) is far out weighed by the damage done to so many by allowing the completely unnecessary spring hunting of these iconic Animals.  Don’t approve the spring hunt. 3/10/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
We oppose 3/10/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt because it should not exist. Stop killing animals that live in their natural habitat 3/10/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Vote yes to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the unnecessary and cruel spring bear hunt. A waste that only benefits a few willing to kill. 3/10/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
Vehemently opposed. 3/10/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey



No way 3/10/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington State under the WDFW proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.
Spring bear hunts are cruel. These bears are already under great stress from just emerging from hibernation. And hunting bears at this time only increases the stress of these bears.
I always thought that hunting was viewed as a sport, a way that helps to control problem bears and possible over population in areas, but this is nothing more than a form of torture.
Instead of considering the interest of hunters, consider what’s best for the bears for once.
Thank you for considering my views and I hope you will oppose the amendments to WAC 228-425-080.

3/10/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey

Nope 3/10/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Nah 3/10/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Trump for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Lol trump lost and so will these vote 3/10/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
America says no 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
Fox News says no 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
Breitbart says no 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
We all say no 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt.  Leave them alone.  They share the planet with us. 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
You say no 3/10/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
See how well American is doing . What a joke . Vote yes for spring bear 3/10/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Lolol we all say no 3/10/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Noooo 3/10/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Say no to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
I say no 3/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
It’s you and me 3/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a bear hunt in the spring. 3/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
Science says no 3/10/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
No Bear Hunting! That is disturbing! 3/10/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
No chance!  Vote no 3/10/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose this 3/10/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Science actually says yes . The biology is for it do your homework 3/10/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
Science says no.  If you can read 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
I vote yes on spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
No science supports killing animals in the during a vulnerable time of year.  And no science isn’t what some guy said on yourube 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
fully support all hunting 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
Ban the Spring Bear Hunt!! 3/10/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more 
difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Hmmm predator management is part of the biology plan 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Absolutely please no to hunting bears 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Oppose strongly 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
No to hunting 3/10/2022 3:37 PM Online Survey
Stop using emotional thinking to make laws  3/10/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. #science 3/10/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Recreational hunting needs to stop.  This proposed hunt is another example that gives "real" hunters a "black eye".  There is no legitimate reason to kill bears in the Spring regardless of what the "biostitutes" from WDFW say.  NO to spring 
bear hunting!!
Jerry Black

3/10/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

I am in support of the Spring Bear hunt. I have applied every year that it has been available. The Spring hunt gives the individual opportunity to be more selective and less likely to take a lactating female. The past few years we have had 
the opportunity to harvest 2 bear in GMU 154, 162 and 166 due more bear. I counted 18 different bear in GMU 154 in 2018 and near that many in 2019. We have more bear than I have seen in all of my 58 years.

3/10/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey

A spring hunt is unconscionable. Mothers will be killed and cubs orphaned. There is no valid reason for this hunt 3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
We oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Protect our animal kingdom 3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Guess who’s back!!!!!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
America says no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is cruel and tremendous waste of resources! 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please leave them alone. 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. Please vote to eliminate this “sport” always ! 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey



Eat meat?
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

follow the science that some dont want to see and vote for spring bear 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Yes 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
We all say no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Fully oppose 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Have leather?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

Totally
Oppose

3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

Against 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
Totally
Oppose

3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

A HUGE NO on the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
No
Way

3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

 Huge no 3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Big no 3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
All the way!!! 3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Not a chance 3/10/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Yup 3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
You love it
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

Say NO 3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Your cat hunts 
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

Totally oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Nipe 3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
Your dog eats meat 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

Strong yes 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
PLEASE DO NOT HUNT BEAR!  THEY SHOULD BE PROTECTED FROM MURDER AND DEATH!  3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose a bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Hard no 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Strong no 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
DO NOT SUPPORT BEAR HUNTING, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!! 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Say 3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey
Muahahahha

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

Let’s go!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey

Fjb 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Full oppose 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Please CANCEL the hunt!! 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly against 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
You support this 3/10/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
PETA agrees 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey

Say no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
We don’t support this 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
No one supports this 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
We all say jo 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
Lots support this 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. They are not mammals to be hunted. It's 2022. Cmon now. Have a heart. 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
The answer is no 3/10/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey



Eat chicken?

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey

You don’t have a vote

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
OAN says no 3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
Alex Jones says no 3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
Donald trump says no 3/10/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Vegans kill animals 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey

I have no idea why I need to be polite to inhumane behavior! 3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Save Bambi 

Thanks 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey

Please do not have any hunting of bears in Washington State. Inhumane and cruelty to animals. 3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
More hunting

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey

Love the tule 3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Very sinful to kill the bears! No bear hunting! 3/10/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Let’s go!
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bear cubs need instruction from their moms for two whole years before they can fully fend for themselves and find appropriate foods. Forcing cubs to fend for themselves by killing their moms can easily turn 
them into "nuisance" animals, negating any good (if there is any) that might come from killing the adult bears.

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey

Fully against 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
No Spring bear hung 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
This rule protects sows with cubs you dolt.

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey

No
Spring bear hunt

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey

Against bear hunting 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Donald trump opposes 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Fully against the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Hunt mature boar who eat cubs!

Thanks 

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey

I do not believe that the spring bear hunt is really necessary and targets these animals at a time they are very vulnerable. I believe that it should be banned. Thank you. 3/10/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
All for it 3/10/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Commissioner Smith

Support this 

3/10/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

I totally support a ban on spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Hsus loves it

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey

We take the meat

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt. Thank you for listening to our voices. 3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I Strongly Oppose the Spring Bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Fully support 3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey



I enjoy spending the time with my children hunting.  It is a way to teach about traditions, respect, and thankfulness.  For them to see where food comes from they are more respectful and appreciative of the sacrifice made to allow us to 
survive and to provide clean food for our family.

Keeping, not only the spring bear, but all hunting seasons open allows hunters a chance to pass the love of the wilderness, adventure and respect for God's creatures to the next generation.

Hunting can be viewed by some as barbaric, however, most hunters I know and associate with have to utmost love and passion for all forms of life.  It is seen as a privilege to take a life for these purposes and are thankful for it.

Hunt with passion, Hunt with respect.

Let's try to understand each other in this and cease the inflammatory attacks.

3/10/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

I support this proposal 3/10/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Lots of support 3/10/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
I eat bear

Fully support 

3/10/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey

That’s right, you quiet down over there.lol!!!

Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting on my land. My being public taxpayers land. Thank you 3/10/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
My dog supports this 3/10/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey
Ok…kisses!! Fully support spring bear hunting and looking forward to it this year! 3/10/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey
We vote no 3/10/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Agree with the previous comment about traditions and respecting the life taken to feed my fam. It’s about connecting with the natural world around us and protecting it. Fully support this proposal 3/10/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
 It is NOT right and it is NOT necessary. Who are we to take the lives of the bears? Who are we to decide whether they live or die? It is murder, point blank. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
As a clinical research, I support the science and biology, for this reason I am against violence and any type of animal cruelty, no more Bear Hunting 3/10/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
I am against spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
against spring hunting / year round hunting 3/10/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
I support our state biologists and approve of this hunt as a way to provide meat for my family 3/10/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose any and all bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt. please don't go forward with this. 3/10/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Please save God's creatures God Bless. Be humane. 3/10/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
Minority activists should not outweigh the will of the majority of the people - ban spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
My kids love eating free range organic meat that we harvest together. It allows them to learn about the natural world and where food comes from! I fully support this rule 3/10/2022 4:03 PM Online Survey
I am for bear hunting. Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
I find it hard to believe that the unsportsman killing of young bears and bears coming out of hibernation is considered conservation. A healthy environment is dependent on all species thriving. Please end the cruel practice of trophy 
hunting and the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey

I am sooo against spring or anytime /year round hunting. This should be banned. Bears are sentient beings and should be treated as such. We must allow them to live in peace, to care for their young . We have to stop stealing their home 
lands. 

3/10/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Hunts like this one provide more money to conservation than all the anti hunting people on this thread combined. Secure the future of wildlife in this state and allow the hunt to continue. Thank you 3/10/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
 I strongly oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/10/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Time to end this spring time bear hunt once and for alll...James Hutchison 3/10/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
Wdfw should make more tags available as every year they hire companies to euthanize bears in conflict areas. These bears then go to waste instead of being harvested. California is a prime example of this. They got rid of the hunt and 
now pay thousands and thousands of dollars to private companies to mitigate bears and cougars instead of gaining money to go towards conservation. Stopping the hunt doesn’t stop the killing of bears it merely means they will not be 
utilized for food. Allow me to feed my family how I see fit. Thanks

3/10/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey

Please stop this barbaric practice -- the time has come to respect animals 3/10/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey
I am very against the killing of bears 3/10/2022 4:09 PM Online Survey



I am opposed to the spring bear hunt taking place. It's when the cubs and mother are most vulnerable from this wanton murder 3/10/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
You will wind up with all the unfrozen male carcasses and the female's and babies left in the bush. With the amount of "accidental" destruction of mother and cubs you are worried about  "overcrowding" in the kill zones? I'd rather they 
shoot each other than the bears who are doing what god/evolution intended. I would rather see bear hunting all together, but the small win would be stopping spring hunting all together.

3/10/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey

To the drooling idiots who claim killing wildlife generates more money for conservation is beyond disingenuous.  It smacks of the Vietnam War absurdity, "We had to destroy the village in order to save it."  Killing vermin who believe a 
murdered bear has more value dead than alive is more than a threat to fellow passengers on Spaceship Earth.  The morons are an insult to Mother.  Fumigate!

3/10/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey

We've heard locals indicate the bears show no aggression whatsoever. Only the hunters do that!
Please STOP the spring bear hunt for all time!

3/10/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
Horrible, cruel and disgusting. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt - mankind the true enemy on this planet killing wild life that does not and should not be killed. Preserve what we have now for our future generations. We live in such evil cruel time... 3/10/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

Fully support spring bear hunting as a wonderful way to put organic meat in my freezer for my family 3/10/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Fully in favor of this proposal 3/10/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
What a travesty! Commissioners failed to uphold the wdfw mandate and as such this hunt should continue so that hunters can provide meat for their families 3/10/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Stop  3/10/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting and this proposal 3/10/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
Oppose bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunts. No to spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
Please continue with this hunt that provides meat and conservation dollars 3/10/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
please say no to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I object to the hunting of bears 3/10/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I have more bears frequenting my property than deer. Fully sustainable practice of providing delicious meat for my family and friends 3/10/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/10/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose. 3/10/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

A “peaceful” bear brutally killed and tore apart my neighbours dog in her back yard. Fully support this rule 3/10/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
I am completely in favor of this rule 3/10/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
No. Bad idea. Let’s save lives. All bears need protecting. We need all spec predators out there as the system itself is too fragile. 3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
Meat from the supermarket is gross and wrapped in plastic, not to mention super expensive. Money placed towards a bear license goes to conservation of habitat and helps bears stay healthy and growing as they have been for 50 years in 
this state. Fully support this rule

3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

I support Spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
The only argument against the spring bear hunt comes from an argument against all hunting. There is no basis for removing the spring bear hunt that has been running for years. 3/10/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt. It provides a good amount of funding for WDFW and conservation efforts, allows hunters to provide their friends/family with food and most importantly helps keep the bear population numbers in 
check. I've been seeing a steady increase in predator numbers and a decrease in ungulates over the years and it just keeps getting worse the more predator hunting gets taken away. Keep the spring bear hunt!

3/10/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Apex predators are needed in full numbers. No harm should come to them. Stop extending hunt seasons. Atrocious to even think of. 3/10/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose fully. 3/10/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is barbaric and inhumane. 3/10/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
I would happily take anyone who can keep up bear hunting with me. Fully support this ethical hunt 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Me and my children oppose this. Not peer reviewed science. 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Stop all hunts 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Evidence proves conclusively that there is no need for a spring bear hunt.  It need to be banned permanently. 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
No science third party to back this. I oppose. Not a good proposal. 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
I support eating bears, I harvested every ounce of meat from my fall bear and would love to be able to follow bears in the spring when it is easier to avoid harvesting sows with cubs. 3/10/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
Wow, bears aren't peaceful, and people aren't too bright when it comes to animals, especially their own dogs - despite signs everywhere in parks that have coyotes there's always those two people with off-leash dogs that then get 
attacked. Who gets in trouble? the coyotes. My dog never had an interaction with a bear or a coyote- I made sure of that. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and I full support wildlife education!

3/10/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey

Humans are apex predators that have been part of this landscape for the past 20k years. Allow the hunt to continue. 3/10/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Protect fawns, cubs and calves by keeping the population maintained through science that is proven. No brainer. Reinstate the season. 3/10/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do everything possible to ensure it does not continue. 3/10/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Not enough to prove this. Not evidence based. Not reviewed by multiple parties. Bad. I oppose. 3/10/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and everything it provides to conservation and sustaining the bear populations 3/10/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
The WA spring bear hunt has my full support. 3/10/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Stop extending hunt seasons till science groupings from academia can prove. 3/10/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I fully back the peer reviewed papers put forth by the wdfw biologists that Have been studying this for decades. They approve of this hunt and so do I 3/10/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
Stop this archaic hunt 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
Our community says this is wrong. Washingtonians from every part of the state would want multiple party scientific proof. 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey



Oppose. 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
This is not an extension of a season rather keeping a season in place that has been around for over 20 years. Bear populations have been growing in this state and countrywide in that time. Fully support this hunt 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose. This is so very wrong. 3/10/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey
No Washington spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Any bear hunt is extremely cruel. Stop it now. 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I fully support this rule. I agree it is wrong to have shut down this season in the first place 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!!! 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
We all say no to this. Everyone opposes. 3/10/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Stop hunting  the bear. No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose--oppose--the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and any hunter. 3/10/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Fully in favor of this scientifically backed proposal 3/10/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Stop murdering the bears and other non human life.  Let's be reminded,  human species are also animals and the majority of the problems.  Non human life has just as much right to live as any human.  We are all essential, stop 
speciesisum and creating excuses to murder others. Its Wrong.

3/10/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey

Prove it. Science outside of these hunt club cultures. Wrong. Stop it at once. OPPOSE. 3/10/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Fully not in favor of this proposal. Save lives of bears. End unproven hunts. Sic. 3/10/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Humans are also animals that part of the food chain. Literally everything we consume is alive. I prefer to know where my food comes from and not participate in the en slavery of other humans or animals to provide food for my family. 
You are free to purchase slave labor based food from the supermarket as I should be free to provide my family with sustainable free range meat from a public resource 

3/10/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey

Where’s the science? Nowhere? Stop ruining our planet ecosystem. 3/10/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
I fully, utterly Oppose. 3/10/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Please do not permit this bear hunt to move forward. Protect the animals and maintain their habitats as a safe place. 3/10/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
The science is up above and posted all over wdfw website. Being a public entity all of their scientific papers are available to the public and their findings and information also is. As stated by the wildlife biologist at the head of the carnivore 
division their is no scientific reason to stop this hunt. Allow it to continue 

3/10/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey

Meat even that of hunted meats causes cancer and all other chronic disease and we all pay taxes for you. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
I fully utterly support this rule and the meat it would provide my family. Thank yoj 3/10/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Am in COMPLETE OPPOSITION to the Spring Bear Hunt. Abolish it once and for all. 3/10/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Eating food wrapped in plastic causes cancer. Getting the exercise of hiking into the backcountry for days in order to provide meat for your family is priceless. 3/10/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
Save the bear families and our complete ecosystem. End this today. We fully oppose. 3/10/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal 3/10/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Protect all the bears until the real science can prove. Oppose. 3/10/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Save bear families and kill a boar this spring. This will save cubs from being ripped to shreds to the male can rape the mother. Stop rape and evil murder. Support this proposal 3/10/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
I do not support the doing bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
The injustice of the innocent and voiceless!  All animals deserve to live free from human inflicted suffering.  Have some compassion, the world needs it right now!  3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I fully support the wildlife biologists that have studied this for decades and support this hunt 3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I fully oppose the spring bear hunt! It is cruel and unnecessary! 3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Oppose it vehemently. 3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I'M VERY STRONGLY AGAINST THE BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I am in full support of this hunt 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
NO! to the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Fully support 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. What is better eating chicken from walmart and the plastic goes to landfills or buying licenses that support animal conservation and provides free ranged and organic meat for hunters. 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey

Science proves that no spring bear hunt is needed.  Definitely time to get rid of it. 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
In favor of this proposal thanks! 3/10/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Law mandates that this hunt go through. Commission should do it’s job and reinstate the hunt. Thank you 3/10/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
Abolish the spring bear hunt once and for all! 3/10/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Science proves that no spring bear hunt is needed. Definitely time to get rid of it. 3/10/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. This hunt has been proven to be %100 sustainable. 3/10/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. 3/10/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Please FORBID THE BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Say NO to the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Save the Bears! 3/10/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey



We’re not criminals! Save the bears!! 3/10/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I completely condemn the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Ban the Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!! 3/10/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Stop the Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Ban the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt please - show some compassion. 3/10/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt! 3/10/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Bears are to be protected. Please stop the bear hunt immediately. 3/10/2022 4:55 PM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Hunt 3/10/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
I fully support having a Spring Bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Stop killing all the god ****ed bears!! When will humans EVER get tired of all the killing?!? JFC!! STOP IT!! There’s enough death and misery on the planet!! The environment is already suffering enough because of human induced climate 
change..when will it stop?! Till every animal is wiped off the face of the earth?! Grow the **** UP!!

3/10/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey

Ban the Spring Hunt 3/10/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
This is an assault on wildlife.  Trophy hunting is barbaric and should be left in the past were it belongs.  Stop catering to a minority of the population that seeks its thrills by killing defenseless animals that are harming no one.  This is no 
different than the invasion of Ukraine for no reason at all, and the killing of innocent civilians.  Stop this barbaric hunt.

3/10/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey

It's not the 1800's anymore, time to make cruel, barbaric bear hunting illegal, it's disgusting the lack of respect there is for life on this planet. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt. I will no longer be vacationing in your state if you implement this hunt. 3/10/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
stop spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
ban spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
ban spring hunt 3/10/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose any hunting of bears. At this point in time it’s a crime. Thanks 3/10/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
no to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Strongly against spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The deer and elk populations are really declining and a properly conducted bear hunt would help fawn and calf survival rates. In 2017, my son and I had Mt. View bear tags and he drew a archery bull tag. 
Between scouting and hunting that spring, late summer and fall, the number of bears spotted was 36. I am sure we spotted some twice, but that is a robust population. We harvested 1 boar and 1 bull. When I started hunting a local elk 
herd on private land in Whitman County, I was surprised by the number of calves per cows in the herd. I never saw that many surviving calves in groups of elk while scouting and hunting in the Blue Mountains units. This last fall, I spent 
time with friends while they rifle hunted the Dayton unit. That area is like a desert now compared to a decade ago. Very few elk and deer around and a new hunter in the group was stalked by a Cougar. He didn't have a tag and had to yell 
and wave his arms to get it to turn around and trot away. The Mt. View unit elk and deer are doing poorly also. The deer and elk populations need as much help as they can get. A spring bear hunt would be one way to help reduce 
predator populations to reasonable levels.

3/10/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hubts 3/10/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Please vote No 3/10/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.   You know who else loves to kill and hunt  bears?  Putin!  What does that say about you hunters?  Evil people doing evil acts and enjoying it. 3/10/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunts.  Me and 34,000+ who signed the petition. 3/10/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey
I
Oppose the Spring Bear hunt. It’s not necessary 

3/10/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose any bear hunting, killing is not a sport 3/10/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. In the coming months, hunters could kill a mother bear who emerges from hibernation. She may be looking to replenish her lethargic and underfed body to give her the strength to care for her cubs.  But 
once the mother is killed, the cubs will be left orphaned. Bear cubs rely on their mothers until they are 17 months old. They don’t stand a chance of survival as they are left to suffer from starvation, predation, and exposure. This is a 
horrible death for bear cubs and their mothers.

3/10/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey

There should be no bear hunting at all, but especially no spring hunting. Shooting wildlife for sport is morally wrong (even if the hunter processes the meat to eat). Plus, the risk to mother bears and her cubs is unnecessary. Hunters should 
only target dramatic over populations like deer. 

3/10/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey

I support spring and fall bear hunts! please reinstate the spring bear hunt for 2022! 3/10/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
WTF is wrong with you people who think it is "sporting" to ambush a skinny hungry bear fresh from the den with a high powered rifle? Disgusting. No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
Please, don't allow the hunt to occur. 3/10/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Black bears are critical to forest ecosystems and help keep our state wild. Hunting them is inherently inhumane and unsportsmanlike, especially at the time of year when they’re most vulnerable. 3/10/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose any bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no need for such barbarity. 3/10/2022 5:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Thank you for considering my comment. 3/10/2022 5:20 PM Online Survey



I oppose the bear hunt . In future only indigenous people should decide if a bear hunt should take place 3/10/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey

Please, spring bear is both an important tradition and conservationist’s season. 3/10/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt at any time. Leave them to thrive in the wild not as a trophy to those who disregard the importance of these animals in the ecosystem. 3/10/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
There is no need for the spring bear hunt. I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:23 PM Online Survey
Please don’t let this bear hunt happen!! 3/10/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
Bear hunts are immoral.  I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It shouldn’t be entertained at all after unhinged hunters threatened officials over it.  Is caving to violent bullies the norm now? 3/10/2022 5:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring or any bear hunt ! 3/10/2022 5:26 PM Online Survey
This is an outrage! Leave the black bears alone and cancel this slaughter! It is very disruptive to the the balance of nature. Bears are not inanimate objects to be "harvest" like vegetables!

To all the hunters nationwide - Want to kill? Go to Ukraine and kill all the Russian soldiers to your hearts content! But you won't go, because you are all cowards and are afraid of anyone who has a gun! You only want to kill unarmed 
animals! You are a disgrace to the human race!

3/10/2022 5:28 PM Online Survey

It is never a good idea to allow bear hunters and their dogs in the woods, but it is particularly egregious in the spring. That should be obvious, unless, of course, you work for WDFW and consider one of your obligations to provide targets 
for hunters. We were successful here in Oregon in banning the spring hunt back in the late 1980's. Probably because of three fundamental reasons: 1) The massive amount of poaching and illegal activity that is part of every bear hunter's 
DNA, 2) the thousands of other animals that are killed and / or terrorized by uncontrolled dogs 3) the state actually has no idea how many bear live in any specific area at any one time. That they determine the next year's bear population 
based on how many carcasses were turned in the previous year is 1920's statistical math. Then again, WDFW hasn't actually improved much since then.............Lastly, define sustainable. It's a failed concept based on the ridiculous theory 
of Maximum Sustainable Yield postulated (yeah, in the 1920's) by Aldo Leopold, who's alter they worship at every time they meet. Newsflash: it was BS then, it's BS now. WDFW, you are supposed to make sure all wildlife in your state 
exists for all the people of the state, not just your select few fellow hunters. News flash #2: Hey fellas, ever wonder where your wif is when you're out with the boys slaughtering animals for fun? Hint: try my house.

3/10/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey

The spring bear hunt is necessary to help manage the already growing bear population. They are at the top of the food chain and if the population is left unmanaged, all other critters below them will suffer as a result. Thank you. 3/10/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  We humans, as a species, have done, and are continuing on doing active and devastating harm to wildlife and ecosystems. 3/10/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow these beautiful bears to be killed by these wicked trophy hunters,yours sincerely Anthony Black. 3/10/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave our bears alone. 3/10/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:31 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting 3/10/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt!!
3/10/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey

I support the rule change as well as the spring bear hunt in general. Please reinstate the hunt 3/10/2022 5:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave the bears alone. 3/10/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt. Wildlife does not need humans to control predator-prey dynamics, nature finds balance (basic ecology). 3/10/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
Hunting skews natural population dynamics, disrupting the self-regulating trophic cascade. Then more hunting is framed as the self-serving population control "solution" to the problem caused by hunting in the first place.  Most species 
self-regulate.  Humans are at the top of the food chain, not bears, and claiming a hunt is needed to reduce overpopulation is simply wrong. 

3/10/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:33 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
Shoot at something that can shoot back. Now that is a sport! 3/10/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. The data and science provided by the WDFW should be followed. This hunt is vital to managing the bear numbers in our state. 3/10/2022 5:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Black bear hunting does not improve public safety or reduce bear complaints — it’s simply trophy hunting, 3/10/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is evil.  The bear is not after the trophy hunter and the shooter is not doing anything to help the community. 3/10/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  What if is was the spring trophy hunter hunt? 3/10/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey
I vote for NO spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please stop this unnecessary and merciless killing spree. 3/10/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting stop killing such beautiful animals 3/10/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in the strongest possible terms.  All hunting is inhumane but at the time of years when bears are particularly vulnerable, it is especially disturbing.  Please protect our wildlife. 3/10/2022 5:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Washington is one of only eight states that allow black bear hunting in the spring, just as groggy mothers emerge from hibernation with their newborn cubs. When hunters gun down bear parents, orphaned 
cubs starve to death or succumb to the elements. There’s no scientific reason for this cruelty.

3/10/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. Science based wildlife management. 3/10/2022 5:42 PM Online Survey
We need to reinstate spring black bear hunting in Washington state and follow the science that the WDFW biologists to sustainability hunt black bears in this state. I support hunting of all game animals in this state including black bear. 3/10/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey

Reinstate the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:43 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting, it's inhumane and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt and manage our wildlife based on science and you mandate as the WDFW. 3/10/2022 5:44 PM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting in WA with science backed by the state biologist 3/10/2022 5:45 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the murdering of innocent animals. 3/10/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
I'm against the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:46 PM Online Survey
Life is a bear's necessity! 3/10/2022 5:47 PM Online Survey



All life on this planet matters. 3/10/2022 5:48 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the spri bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:49 PM Online Survey
We support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:50 PM Online Survey
Help protect wildlife 
Support the cubs 
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey

Strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Difficult to get into the mindset of the sort of person who sees a wild animal and instantly reaches for a rifle to kill it, then congratulates themselves for doing so. 3/10/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO to bear hunting! THIS NEEDS TO END. 3/10/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt'. We must stop inflicting human ignorance and insanity on our animals. This ignorance is staggering and no one has any right. Period 3/10/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:53 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
Do not allow the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:54 PM Online Survey
Please stop this murderous bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting. this cruelty needs to end. 3/10/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Nature has checks and balances and it's in perfect balance until you put humans in the equation then it becomes out of balance. 3/10/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is wrong.  Please do not allow it to take place 3/10/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting must stop now 3/10/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
We are against any bear hunt, that is cruelty 3/10/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is not back up by science. 3/10/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
bear hunting is wrong! 3/10/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
We are strongly against a bear hunt! 3/10/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
It is wrong to allow hunters to slaughter bears to boost their perverted egos. 3/10/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt - leave bears alone! Killing bears is sick and obscene! 3/10/2022 5:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.
3/10/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey

Leave the bears alone! 3/10/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
This country will never be great while it allows perverts to kill bears for their sick pleasure. 3/10/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring bear Hunt!~! 3/10/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. One should not want slaughter imposed on bears for the trophy hunting escapade it offers hunters. It's healthier to not be shot to death. 3/10/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey

Please stop this cruel cull. 3/10/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
This cruelty must stop.  I oppose the Spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
We strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
Please stop the torture of animals! We oppose any bear hunting. This is horrific! 3/10/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is sick. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:02 PM Online Survey
Wildlife are NOT "crops" (ala the "harvest" wording) for...the PLEASURE...of those who have this sick urge to KILL. Bears are intelligent, feeling, living individuals who take care of their young, are essential to the eco system developed over 
thousands of years. 

Go hunt your inbred relatives instead.

3/10/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Shooting to boost sick people's egos is wrong in every way. 3/10/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! Killing black bears (or any wild animal) for "sport" is uncivilized and inhumane. People who enjoy killing animals for fun should not be encouraged. 3/10/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey
Pacific resident here & I vote NO to spring proposed bear hunt please. 3/10/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
This cruel hunt is sick. Science no longer supports such perverted methods. 3/10/2022 6:05 PM Online Survey
Absolute no to any bear hunt! Go hunt a hunter instead! 3/10/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
Please have a heart. Why would you even consider allowing the chance that a mother will be taken from her children. Every creature has the right to life. Death should not be entertainment. 3/10/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
I am against WA spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  There is already a hunt in the summer/fall.  Why hunt in the spring when female bears have cubs that must then necessarily be orphaned if their mother is killed?  I do not trust that hunters would 
successfully stalk and kill only mature male bears.  I urge the commission to prohibit the spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey

No one can claim to love our country and not cherish, protect, and preserve America's lands and waters, in all their unique beauty and rich diversity of life. This land is our Temple, and we must keep it from being overrun and degraded by 
the Money Changers of our time.

3/10/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey

Live and let live. We strongly oppose bear hunting because it is just wrong and inhumane. 3/10/2022 6:07 PM Online Survey
Vehemently against bear hunt in spring from Yelm resident. Thank you. 3/10/2022 6:08 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hint! 3/10/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
I’m opposed to wa allowing hunting bears in spring. 3/10/2022 6:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt.  It is wrong to allow hunters to slaughter bears to boost their already over-inflated egos. 3/10/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
Please vote no to spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey



Please stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It is evil!! 3/10/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
I am vehemently opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Killing bears for sport, for pleasure, for adventures and for hides and furs is a phenomenon that is at once disgusting and distressing. There is no justification in indulging in such acts of brutality. 3/10/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey

Tacoma resident here & this was voted against last Nov 2021. Why is it being voted on again bcuz hunters & corrupt council members didn’t get their way or it comes down to $$$$!! WE VOTE NO AS BEFORE! 3/10/2022 6:13 PM Online Survey
Hunters need not worry that predators will wipe out a herd. There are virtually no known cases where native predators have caused a prey species to go extinct. Of course, there are plenty of examples of humans doing so.  No spring bear 
hunt.  

3/10/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
There are legions of us who demand you allow these animals to live without the threat of being murdered. PLEASE LEAVE THEM ALONE. This is not "hunting". It's SERIAL KILLING. 3/10/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
I highly disapprove of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
From T town as well & am very much against this spring hunt. 3/10/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal! 3/10/2022 6:16 PM Online Survey
I vote against this proposed bear slaughter. hard NO 3/10/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt for a myriad of reasons. adopt this proposal 3/10/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
Approve the spring bear hunt! adopt this proposal! 3/10/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is simply no justification, aside from those vanishingly few individuals who have no other means of putting food on the table, for hunting.  What is wrong with the person who lops the head or peels the 
skin from a sentient being just to hang a trophy on the wall? In 10,000 years, one would hope that we'd come farther than that.

3/10/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey

Simply NO we in Auburn oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is cruel and excessive. 3/10/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt 3/10/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
Stop these perverts being allowed to kill 3/10/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
No to this spring proposal 3/10/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric practice 3/10/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Please, please stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 6:20 PM Online Survey
Don't  allow the spring bear hunt.  It is evil to allow this to satisfy the perverted lust of hunters 3/10/2022 6:21 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 6:22 PM Online Survey
There is no need for this barbaric bear hunt. Please stop this outdated ritual. 3/10/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
I am in favor of a sustainable, well-managed spring hunt. 3/10/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:23 PM Online Survey
If your not a sportsman you don’t belong here 3/10/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey
It is never well managed. It consists of ego driven sadists revelling in the kill. 3/10/2022 6:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/10/2022 6:25 PM Online Survey
You don't have to make a sport of murderous impulses that you can't control. Murders have no place in civilised society! Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/10/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
Spring hunt of bears is cowardly 3/10/2022 6:28 PM Online Survey
All shooting of animals is cowardly 3/10/2022 6:29 PM Online Survey
Let the hunters get their perverted kicks some other way. 3/10/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
Stop this barbaric practice. 3/10/2022 6:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:31 PM Online Survey
As a Washington resident I support spring bear 3/10/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
don’t kill any bears - wildlife and bears are precious and needed for a healthy ecosystem 3/10/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
Support the science, support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. If the hunters want to prove how manly they are, let them do it with knife and dog, as allowed in Hawaii. We need to preserve our predators. 3/10/2022 6:33 PM Online Survey
If you love Washington and keeping its ecosystem healthy, support the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose this cruel bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/10/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
STOP THE SPRING BEAR HUNT I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT THE BABY BEAR NEED THEIR MOMMA BEAR PLEASE DON'T TURN THIS INTO A SPORT OUR WILDLIFE ANIMALS AND Bears ARE HURTING ENOUGH please stop 3/10/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
I strongly support Washington state spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/10/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear slaughter 3/10/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
I SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/10/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
I live in Whatcom County and I strongly support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
My family and I support spring hunting, and the science supports it 3/10/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey



Spring Bear hunt is a cruel practice, basically just to satisfy those who like to kill for the sake of killing.  3/10/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Don't let the money the hunters bring in sway the vote. It is wrong to let hunters buy their way to be allowed to kill unnecessarily for their pleasure. 3/10/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Money for killing is disgusting. 3/10/2022 6:44 PM Online Survey
Sop the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Some of us love wildlife, and it's not fair that some very selfish people get their kicks out of killing other creatures. 3/10/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
Please leave the bears alone. 3/10/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and hope that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents s by making rules based off of emotions and libel rather than proven science and data 3/10/2022 6:47 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear because I love wildlife 3/10/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/10/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey

Please let nature be it own rules why human need to be involve and destroy all animals why leave them alone 3/10/2022 6:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:49 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt and this proposal 3/10/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt in WA 3/10/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
As a Washingtonian resident who deeply cares about our resident bear population I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:50 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Hunting is a human right. I support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
Support the bears, support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:52 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt in Washington and the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting, because it is not only cruel, but also detrimental to our bio-environment. Bears are highly intelligent animals who have emotional depth. Cubs who are younger than 2 years old are hardly able to 
survive without their moms. I believe God created the human being to share this planet with the wild animals, including bears. 

3/10/2022 6:53 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt in Washington and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and science based wildlife management. 

Reinstate the 2022, and future, spring bear hunts.

3/10/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey

i oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
please do not pass the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting and data-based wildlife management. I support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
Definitely against hunting bears in the springtime. 3/10/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
Please follow the science and ban spring bear hunts this year and every year. 3/10/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and hope that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel rather than proven science and data 3/10/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting in all seasons! 3/10/2022 6:57 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
I am from Whatcom County and I fully support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
Over 34,000 people have signed the petition to ban spring bear hunting because they are simply unethical.  Do the right thing and ban them permanently. 3/10/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting because bears are highly intelligent animals who have emotional depth. 3/10/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I am from Whatcom county and I support spring bear hunting and data-based wildlife management. I support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no valid reasons for spring bear hunts. Ban them. 3/10/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
Totally support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
We must protect all wildlife, vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
I am from Whatcom county and I support spring bear hunting and data-based wildlife management. 
I support the proposed amendments.

3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
We need to protect the ecosystem. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
Don't ban spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and ban spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 7:02 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
Protect the Cubs, vote yes for spring bear hunting and make sure that all mother bears have a chance. 3/10/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey
We must follow the science and protect innocent cubs.
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey

please ban the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:04 PM Online Survey
Vote yes for spring bear 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
please support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
please don't ban the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey

I  support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:05 PM Online Survey
Please don't ban the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
please say no to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
Science over emotion. Bring the spring hunt back. 3/10/2022 7:06 PM Online Survey
please adopt the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:07 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I support the responsible proposed amendments and I support spring bear 3/10/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I support the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:09 PM Online Survey
please support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and I support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
I support the ethical and data-backed spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:11 PM Online Survey
please oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:12 PM Online Survey

I strongly support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I am from Whatcom county and I strongly support spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:13 PM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear hunt based in science and data provided by the state. Based on the current growth rate of the Black Bear population they need to be managed to provide relief to Ungulate fawns and calves. A well managed hunt 
will also provide thinning of the boar population resulting in higher cub survival rates. 

3/10/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey

I absolutely support the spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and, like the data, I support spring bear 3/10/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the sprong bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:14 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt and have hunted most of my life. I’m 72. 3/10/2022 7:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080. Please do not approve the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey
I support WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080. Please approve the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey
I support WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080. Please approve the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey
I support proactive management of the Black Bear population in WA. 3/10/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
Wildlife should be managed via sound science so that decisions come from that research instead of interests solely based in hunting, stocking and culling predators.  No to the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
Rural Washington needs the spring Bear hunt to continue. 3/10/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt... 3/10/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt now and in the future. 3/10/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
Wildlife should be managed via sound science so that decisions are based on recommendations from and data collected by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Yes to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
The State data shows spring Bear hunts increase survival rates of spring born baby animals that can’t run away. I support the hunting. 3/10/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
I support a Spring Bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
Save the bears!  I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
Please approve the spring Bear hunt for gmu111. 3/10/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt the survival of our baby deer and elk in the spring depend on it.  Scientifically speaking Washington state is in dire need of predator management. 3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This applies to spring bear.

3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey



Their are to many bear and they are killing all of the baby dear on my property every spring. Keep the season. 3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It's just evil and cruel. We need to wake up and see that animals are not here for us. They are here to live with us. This is not just our world, it's theirs too. 3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt - please stop this 3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
Manage the Black Bear please. They are a problem in some areas. 3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
 Hunters need not worry that predators will wipe out a herd. There are virtually no known cases where native predators have caused a prey species to go extinct. Of course, there are plenty of examples of humans doing so. No to the 
spring bear hunt.

3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This includes Spring Bear.

3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt and hope that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of threats, emotions and libel rather than proven science and data.
3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the proposed amendments
3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey

I love Bear and don’t hunt but also know they can’t go unchecked without serious repercussions to the other animals that call the forest home. Allow the hunt please for the sake of the animals that get eaten. 3/10/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
please do not support the bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
I fully support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
These comments opposing a season and citing science are ridiculous. The science clearly shows that a hunt is more than justified and necessary to maintain a healthy bear population in Washington. As one of these people said below do 
not use emotion but that data at your fingertips. Bring back the bear hunt.

3/10/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey

Ummm the reason they have hunting is based on science and data.  You got it all backwards.  100% support spring bear 3/10/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the Hunt. 3/10/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.

3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

Do not reduce hunting opportunity without scientific reasoning. Keep spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
Bears who have been chased for a prolonged period can experience severe physical stress due to their thick fur and fat layer, which they build to survive during hibernation. Overheated bears can die and pregnant bears can lose embryos.   
No to the spring bear hunt. 

3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
I'm with Mike on this one. Bring back spring bear and adopt the proposed amendments! 3/10/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY oppose the spring bear hunt based on science and common sense. It is the responsibility of the Department to act in the interest of the public, not just a small, entrenched group of hunters. 3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
There is no scientific reasoning to have a spring bear hunt. Strongly oppose.  3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey

There are many scientific reasons to have a spring bear hunt. Strongly support. 3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
Hey dummies. What happens when there are to many Bear in an area? Do you know what happens? They are territorial and start to kill each other starting with the Cubs. Pull your head out of your asses and take whatever  idea of Disney 
bear movie you have in your head and consider the reality.

3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey

I have no idea who is chasing down bears but I would like to meet them.  Support spring bear. 3/10/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
There is sound scientific reasoning have a spring bear hunt. Strongly support. 3/10/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
Yes to a hunt. 3/10/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Vote yes to the hunt ! 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Hunting disrupts feeding regimes for both the bears who are chased and nearby bears who are not. Bears must shift their sleeping patterns and become more nocturnal to avoid being hunted.
Hunting black bears also changes their social organization. Hunters and guides typically target larger bears for trophies. When a territorial male is killed, subordinates take their place. The new male will often kill the cubs sired by the 
original one.  No to the spring bear hunt.  

3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey

No to a hunt 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support both the spring bear hunt and proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
I STRONGLY approve of a Spring Bear Season. Follow the science you have collected 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Vote no to the hunt! 3/10/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:32 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:32 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and ban spring hunting. 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
I watched a black Bear kill my dog last year and even after that, I saw more. I think a way to manage these wild predators is needed. 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
Put conservation over feelings, bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
The science support the spring bear hunt and so do I 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey



Follow the science and approve the hunt. 3/10/2022 7:33 PM Online Survey
Umm males will kill their own cubs.  Makes no difference.  Seen bears in hunted areas for days straight from Dawn till dusk.  I know this because I see every year.  Not just something I read off a propaganda page.  Support spring bear. 3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey

I oppose this monstrosity. 3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
Please adopt the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey

Put conservation over feelings, say no to the spring bear hunt.
3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey

Listen to what the biologists have to say and let the spring bear hunt happen. 3/10/2022 7:34 PM Online Survey
Bear are awesome but need to be controlled like any other alpha predator. Please move forward with a season. 3/10/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
Mike knows what he's talking about. Be like Mike, support spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
There are way to many Bear. Please allow for two tags this spring. 3/10/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
Emotional and melodramatic hunters call everything they disagree with propaganda.   No to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Adopt the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey

Put conservation over feelings, say yes to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Listen to what biologists have to say and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:36 PM Online Survey
Emotional and melodramatic anti-hunters call everything they don't understand cruelty. Yes to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

Emotional and melodramatic anti-hunters call everything they disagree with propaganda. Yes to spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Hunters claiming a species is overpopulated is just histrionic posturing.   No to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Put conservation over feelings, say no to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

I support going forward with the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and these proposals.
3/10/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey

Hunting is conservation support spring bear 3/10/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
Emotional and melodramatic hunters call everything they disagree with propaganda. They kill animals for selfies and to prop up their sad egos in attempt to hide their shortcomings,  No to spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:38 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Listen to the natives. We believe in conservation of our world, including the animals. The Great Spirit gave us a gift. Let's preserve it. No spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Hunting isn’t conservation no matter how many times a hunter tries to claim it is.  Everyone knows hunters don’t care about conservation at all.  3/10/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
What will be the fate of animals if we let conservation be dictated by emotions rather than science? I support the spring bear hunt because I support our conservation model 3/10/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/10/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
I believe this is wrong and strongly oppose all bear hunts.  3/10/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
Thanks WDFW for doin What’s best for all animals! Approve a season! 3/10/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Sad misinformed people who have lost touch with the natural world and reality have no idea how much we care about wildlide.  The opposition just does and says what the puppet master tells them to believe.  Spring Bear for the win. 3/10/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
I support the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
Animals shall not be killed for recreation or sport. We must learn to live harmoniously with nature. 3/10/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
Don’t let the Anti’s affect you commissioners. These people hate everything and oppose everything except masks and vaccinations. 99% of the people in opposition of this hunt Don’t even live where the bear are. Clueless city ****heads 
that watched a few Disney movies and watched A propaganda video so they think they know what they’re talking about. You know what to do.

3/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey

These animals need to be managed, please adopt the proposed amendments and approve the much-needed spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
Killing is not conserving. I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
These people commenting no to the Hunt don’t even live in bear country yet they have an opinion. Typical Americans talking about something they have no clue about. 3/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunters just love to kill things.  Bears just happen to be the topic today.  For real sport, they should hunt each other.  Or, as an option, teach the animals to shoot back.  And, we'd all be better off. 3/10/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey

If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly for not only the future of our children, but the future of theirs. I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed by WAC 220-415-
080

3/10/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey

Put actual science over feelings and ban the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
I saw a big meal bore pull apart a club last year well mushroom hunting. I have never thought much about bear hunting but after that I support managing the large males that hunt the Cubs of their competitors in the spring. 3/10/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
Put actual science over feelings and allow the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey

Leave the bears alone. 3/10/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey
Science should not be invoked to justify the slaughter in the Spring Bear Hunt.I oppose it. 3/10/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
We are part of nature.  We are part of this world.  We did not just appear from thin air.  So tired of busy bodies trying to tell everyone one how to live.  News flash not everyone has the same interest and that's fine but to push your holier 
than though woke opinions just because You dont agree is becoming tiresome.  Spring Bear please.

3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey

I support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Bear-hunt 3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Please halt the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring Bear-hunt 3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
No one is slaughtering bears. It's called hunting. Not killing. I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
Hunters fearmonger by claiming overpopulation and that they need to kill more bears.  Bears that visit campgrounds, bird feeders, and garbage cans almost never kill people, even though these bears have by far the most contact with 
people.  Most attacks by black bears attacks are defensive reactions to a person who is very close, which is an easy situation to avoid.  hunters already kill an estimated 40,000 to 50,000 bears in the U.S. each year, with an unknown 
number also illegally poached. No to the spring bear hunt.  

3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey

Please adopt the proposed amendments. I support spring bear in WA. 3/10/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey
I strongly support spring bear hunt in WA state. 3/10/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Bear meat is delicious. I support this hunt. 3/10/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
The plan to hunt bears in spring, when they are vulnerable and groggy , coming out of hibernation is cruel and unethical 3/10/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Stop using disingenuous euphemisms like “harvest” in an effort to make killing sound more palatable.  No to the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
I support a management hunt. 3/10/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Bears are not groggy by the time the season starts moron. You’re an idiot. 3/10/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear hunt until the data shows it is no longer required to manage these predators 3/10/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
Claiming a fondness for how bear meat tastes doesn’t justify a spring bear hunt.  Oppose the hunt.  3/10/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
Please allow the harvest of Black Bear this Spring. 3/10/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
You did the research and determined that spring bear hunts are not needed.  Why is this even an issue? Ban them permanently and be done with it. 3/10/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I support the commission and their decision to reinstate a Spring Bear season. 3/10/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
The research supports the spring bear hunt and so do I 3/10/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Bear meat makes great tacos. Please approve. 3/10/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and spring bear season in wa 3/10/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Who are we to decide what the bear population is? Animals adapt to their environment while humans destroy everything in its path.
  

3/10/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey

I oppose calling a hunt “management” and also oppose people hiding behind that term when they’re really only concerned about getting to kill  more wildlife.  Oppose a spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunts permanently. They are not needed and your prior research indicated so. 3/10/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
I will quit using harvest when you stop using trophy.  FYI trophy hunting is illegal and has been for many years.  But yes we kill.  Not meant to snarky just the facts.  Harvest is for veggies, which by way many animals die because of during 
harvest but lots of deer shot to keep them from eating your food.  Please stop pretending your hands have no blood on them.  We just are more realistic about our effect on the landscape.  Fully support spring bear.

3/10/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

Animal cruelty is bad. Bears deserve life, and hunting is cruel. 3/10/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt in Washington and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
I am fond of Bear and also think there are to many in some areas creating infanticide by large males. This hunt is necessary and justified. 3/10/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
Civilized people require more than sensory pleasure to require justification for behavior.  Joking about bear meat tacos shows how little hunters care about wildlife.  3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
Animal cruelty is bad. Bears deserve life, and hunting is cruel. Go vegan. 3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any and all bear hunts!  Please protect the bears. 3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
Mike knows what he's talking about. Be like Mike. Support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Who are we to decide what the bear population is? Animals adapt to their environment while humans destroy everything in its path. 3/10/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
I support the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunts! 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Bear are awesome! Anti hunting  morons from the city suck. Thanks for Biden assholes. Ukrainian is on you! 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Keep the bear hunts! 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the above mentioned hunt 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
The Bear hunt is necessary. 3/10/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
Killing these beautiful bears is just plain wrong! They belong here on Earth along with all the other animals and also us humans. God put us all together for a reason and we are to live together in peace. Wanting to kill these beautiful 
animals is so upsetting and so wrong, who are you to take a life? They have just as much right to live here as we do, so let's leave them alone and live in harmony.

3/10/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey

Ban all the bear hunts! 3/10/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal! Ban the hunts! 3/10/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
Idaho allows 3 per year and have a thriving population. Let’s change it to three per season. 3/10/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
I’m not the one insisting on killing more animals but you be as melodramatic as you want to be, Mike.  But we do agree the term harvest is for vegetables.  Hunters kill approximately 6 million whitetail deer every year.  But do go on about 
deer killed to protect crops.  Oppose the spring bear hunt 

3/10/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey

Bear are vermin and should be managed accordingly. 3/10/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey
I hope all of you anti’s are vegan. Otherwise, you are a big fat coward, hypocrite that pays someone else to kill for you. Weak and pathetic. 3/10/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. It is barbaric. 3/10/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We need to stop murdering our wildlife. They are not ours to indiscriminately kill. 3/10/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the fear hunt! Your weak and pathetic, that’s why you hunt! Who are you to kill and take a life! 3/10/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey



Bear are not vermin. Thinking bear are vermin and using this to justify killing more of them demonstrates a lack of basic understanding of natural systems as well as a lack of critical thinking skills   Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is a big business. It is not about "managing bears," it is about putting money in the coffers. 3/10/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I support alternatives to factory farmed meat. I support all responsible hunting and the spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/10/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
This is murder! Hunters are just serial killers! I oppose this hunt! 3/10/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey

Dont kill the bears 3/10/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
Fully support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife, vote YES for spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There seems to be an overpopulation of men with firearms who have nothing better to do than kill for the sake of killing. 3/10/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
Absolutely support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife, vote YES for spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Even though hunters like to use the excuse that hunting is less cruel than factory farming, hunting is not an alternative to factory farming. If everyone hunted, the forests would be empty within a season.  
More than 100 million animals are reported killed by hunters in the United States each year (far short of the roughly 25 million animals slaughtered every single day in the US).  That number does not include the millions of animals for 
which kill figures are not maintained by state wildlife agencies. Every year in the United States more than 4,000 tons of lead are shot into the environment by hunters.  No to a spring bear hunt. 

3/10/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey

Put conservation over feelings, say YES to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey

We must protect our wildlife, vote NO for spring bear hunting.  Hunting more animals does not protect wildlife.
3/10/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey

We must protect our wildlife, vote NO for spring bear hunting.
3/10/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey

We support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
Put conservation over the feelings and high emotions of hunters, say NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
Put conservation over feelings, say yes to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting for the vulnerable cubs 3/10/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt! The population of bears in this state clearly supports this hunt. 3/10/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
Stop this cruel reversal of a good policy................NO to spring bear killing. 3/10/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey
Put conservation over feelings, say yes to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/10/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Continue the spring bear hunt and remove Lorna Smith and Barbara Baker. Opinions shouldn't be put above the information/data given by the state's biologists. 3/10/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Please protect the bears!!! 3/10/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
Please protect the Bears, vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and not the feelings and ban spring bear hunting seasons. 3/10/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
Inhumane, unethical, and totally not needed. Ban spring bear hunts. 3/10/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly for not only the future of our children, but the future of theirs. I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-
080

3/10/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt. Bear hunting is cruel and it doesn't matter whether it's "sustainable." Cruelty and suffering should not be tolerated no matter how many bears there are. 3/10/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, please adopt the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and DEEPLY care about the sustainability of our bear population. I support the spring bear hunt for as long as the data does 3/10/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, please adopt the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear! 3/10/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and really care about the sustainability of our bear population. I support the spring bear hunt for as long as the data does. 3/10/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt, please adopt the proposed amendments! 3/10/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey

I do NOT support the spring bear hunt. This is a terrible policy to reinstate. I highly recommend that the commission follow the science and educate themselves of making the right decision to save the ecosystem along with the bears and 
their habitats. Vote NO!!!

3/10/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey



Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, we must protect our bears. 3/10/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
I just checked - 34,237 people have signed the petition to ban spring bear hunting.  Don't be swayed by a fringe minority.  Real science supports this also, as you determined with your own studies.  Ban it. 3/10/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
Follow the science vote yes for spring bear hunting to protect our wildlife 3/10/2022 8:22 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunts anytime 3/10/2022 8:23 PM Online Survey
87,000 people in WA support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and the spring bear hunt in WA! 3/10/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I believe that people should have a Wild ID or Discover Pass to be able to comment on what WDFW does in the way of management 3/10/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/10/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
Ready for the spring bear hunting clinic!! 
Yes to spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and these proposals!! 3/10/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey

please say no to the bear hunt. thank you. 3/10/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
Please vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Bears are wild animals that survive primarily on berries, grain, fish, insects, birds and mammals. This doesn't make them a pest or a nuisance or evil. They should be allowed to live out their natural lives as 
best they can. They ask nothing of us in return.

3/10/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey

No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
i would ask you to please oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and these proposals. 3/10/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey

do not allow the spring bear hunt to go forward. 3/10/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
I support the sustainable harvest of bears 3/10/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
Fully support this season 3/10/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
No better way to provide delicious meat for my family 3/10/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
Commissioners should not be bullied into proceeding with a hunt that is not scientifically sound, nor one that cannot guarantee that specific bears can be targeted.  Cubs can be orphaned if their mothers are killed, and the cubs will likely 
die.  Enough killing. We must find ways to coexist with wildlife, including exhausting all non-lethal deterrents. 

3/10/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey

I also agree to this proposal 3/10/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
Commissioners have a mandate to follow as such they should.

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity

3/10/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity 3/10/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
Do better Washington F&W! Stop indiscriminate killing and "harvesting" as if you were picking crops.  wildlife are not crops.  There will be plenty of ungulates for the hunters to kill. 3/10/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
Commissioners have a mandate to follow as such they should.

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity

I support the proposed amendments and spring bear hunt in Washington. 

3/10/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:36 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is cruel and should be banned; I oppose the spring bear hunt. How cruel do you have to be to support this?  3/10/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
I, like the data, support spring bear hunt in Washington. 3/10/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
Sorry, but wildlife doesn't need managing, people do.  I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
How dumb do you have to be to oppose this? I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 3/10/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey

Send the bear hunters to Ukraine, NOT all over Washington State. 3/10/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey

I strongly support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 8:38 PM Online Survey



No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Put all the predators in the yards of those opposing predator management. 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey

I say no 3/10/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Vote no 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt, please 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
please do not allow the bear hunt to go forward 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
We say no 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
We do not want a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
Please adopt the proposed amendments and allow the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I am
Strongly against

3/10/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey

Please do not allow tree huggers to breed any longer. I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
We say jo 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
America says no 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
vote yes 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
We the people that care about wildlife management say yes. 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
American says yes 3/10/2022 8:41 PM Online Survey
Science says no 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Say no 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Idiots say no. Everyone else says yes. 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey

I live in Whatcom county and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
Vote no to a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
yes spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
The science proves yes. How retarded are you? I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey

Oppose 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
I'm a Wa resident and I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:42 PM Online Survey

Strongly against 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
We vote no 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey

I’m a WA resident and I say no 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
No 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I strongly support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
Just say no 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO. I love bears. Bear moms are great and caring moms. Cubs can't survive without their moms. 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
The science supports the hunt and so do I 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is cruel and inhumane.  trophy hunting leads to extinction. It is a primitive practice that should be banned worldwide! 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
We all say no 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey

Washington says no 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
Washington rejects a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/10/2022 8:44 PM Online Survey
Washington says yes 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey



A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunting please! 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I do not support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey

The data supports the spring bear hunt and so do I 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:45 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and I strongly support the proposed amendments and spring bear. 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. The state’s wildlife should be protected, and concerns go beyond what is sustainable to broader issues like hunting using poisonous lead that then kills additional animals like raptors. 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I do support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I do support a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunts now! 3/10/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:47 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/10/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey

Yes spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey

Yes spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 8:48 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey

Keep the tradition of the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey
Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

Wildlife experts have voiced concern over the possibility of bear cubs being orphaned when mother bears are shot.  Bears emerging from their dens are vulnerable as they struggle to gain weight after winter hibernation. This time is 
particularly challenging for mother bears, who must feed their cubs.  No to a spring bear hunt.  

3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey
Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt that encourages the take of aggressive male bears that contribute to the death of young Cubs vulnerable in the spring as they emerge from their dens 3/10/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable

3/10/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey

Please adopt these proposed amendments 3/10/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey



I live in WA and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!  That is protecting our wildlife, every animal is precious. 3/10/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I absolutely DO NOT support a spring bear hunting season. WDFW claims that by restricting hunting to adult male bears that the females and cubs will be fine is wishful thinking. Not only are many novice hunters unable to tell the 
difference, but their are numerous documented cases of HUMANS being mistaken for bears and being shot and even killed. It is simply wrong to harass and hunt animals when they have young, and it isn't only the bears that will be 
disturbed by this activity.

3/10/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey

Seems as if the answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity. Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with 
approximately 664 permits is sustainable
I live in WA and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/10/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel rather than the data provided by our WDFW biologists, some 
of the best in the country

3/10/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey

Please bring back the spring bear hunt. We need predator control. There are too many predators in this state. Do not ban harvesting of female bears. If you want to control the bear population it would make the most sense to harvest 
female bears. I think its sexist to only have the season open to harvesting male bears.

3/10/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/10/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed. Banning hunting of sows and cubs is reasonable practice for any hunter in the first place. 3/10/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as a WA resident 3/10/2022 9:00 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt in Washington and the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 9:01 PM Online Survey

I am against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting, 3/10/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Getting a pass to kill animals out of hibernation is not only immoral and unethical, it is also very detrimental to the future of our ecosystem.  Having generations of animals  thrive while being orphaned sounds unattainable. These hunts 
need to be banned permanently for the sake of protecting the bears and their wild habitats. 

3/10/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey

I love our Washington bears and I support the spring bear hunt as long as our WDFW bear biologists do 3/10/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Recreational hunting isn’t really hunting, it’s just killing.  The sole motive of hunting used to be to obtain food or hides for survival. However nowadays hunting is used mostly for “recreation” (i.e., fun).  When did needlessly killing wildlife 
become an acceptable pastime? Some critical tenets of religion, and particularly Christianity, support the ethical treatment of other animals by defining dominion as stewardship. Oppose the spring bear hunt.  

3/10/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey

I am strongly against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
I am strongly for a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Ban bear hunting permanently, please. It is cruel and anachronistic. 3/10/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt encourages the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey

As a biologist, I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:05 PM Online Survey
Don’t cave in to the threats by extremist hunters demanding to kill more animals.  Oppose a spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt.  Ill-timed and harmful.  3/10/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
I vote no - 100% against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
spring bear hunting, which is inherently cruel, goes against fair chase principles and serves no legitimate management purpose.  Oppose! 3/10/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
In a time when massive numbers of species are disappearing we don't need to accelerate this problem.  I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt encourages the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:07 PM Online Survey

Fully in favor of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Don’t understand how hunters can claim killing more wildlife somehow saves said wildlife.  Oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
This is cruel and unnecessary - please do not go ahead with allowing a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/10/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey

spring bear hunting, which is inherently cruel, goes against fair chase principles and serves no legitimate management purpose. OPPOSE THE HUNT 3/10/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Completely oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears in the spring, when they are most vulnerable is both unnecessary and cruel. Please ban spring hunting season. 3/10/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. Your prior research supported this as unfavorable, why is this still an issue? 3/10/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
Extremist hunting groups threatened the lives of the commissioners who requested further information pertaining to the spring hunt.  No choice but to oppose the hunt.  3/10/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey



I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt. Opposed. 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Most residents of the state dearly value wildlife and healthy ecosystems. Our wildlife commission should be managing our natural resources not just for the hunters – a tiny percentage of the state’s population – but for everyone in 
Washington. OPPOSE a a spring bear hunt.  

3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington and am 100% against the hunt 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
a state that dearly values wildlife and healthy ecosystems. Our wildlife commission should be managing our natural resources not just for the hunters – a tiny percentage of the state’s population – but for everyone in Washington. 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey

We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly for not only the future of our children, but the future of theirs. I live in this state and I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments 
proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/10/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey

NO bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I am AGAINST the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, these animals are essential to a balanced and thriving ecosystem. Without them, population control of prey animals is severely impacted and we all suffer as a result. This hunt is proposed to benefit 
industry and privatized land, not to provide sustainability and health to the ecosystem and is therefore unnecessary. 

3/10/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey

Against bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I don’t want to see any orphaned cubs, I oppose all hunting 3/10/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Bear hunting is disgusting, trophy hunting 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
Against bear hunting! 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
AGAINST the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
As someone who followed many ecology classes in university, I cannot understand how this spring bear hunt is logical. Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt, it is cruel and inhumane 3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt for as long as it is sustainable 3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
This proposal is a sham for trophy hunting. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
We live in a time of profit management of wildlife. Several fish and game agencies have deserted the guiding principle of stewardship for fish, wildlife and our quality of life. Instead, steered by legislatures, they have made it their mission 
to eradicate predators and make money from them at the same time to placate ranchers, to provide he-man killing opportunities and to provide plenty of trophy elk and deer for profiteering outfitters. NO TO A SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife is tasked with responsibly preserving, protecting, and perpetuating wildlife in the state, while maximizing hunting opportunities to all residents. To that end, the department develops 
management plans for individual species, tracks statewide harvests of game species, and monitors the status of populations around the state.  This includes spring bear

3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey

I support the Washington bear hunt and proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
Stop killing bears, VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
I vote AGAINST a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt for as long as it is sustainable 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey

This is trophy hunting, not conservation. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/10/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
As a Washingtonian I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
In Washington state for the 2021 spring bear hunt 79 males were harvested and 45 females. Of those 45 females 1 was lactating. So the idea that there will be a bunch of orphaned cubs doesn’t make much sense. The next argument is 
that hunting them in the spring is cruel. Any way a human being used to harvest protein from an animal could be described as cruel. 

3/10/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO to the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is illegal, has been for many years.  What other trigger words you got?  Support spring bear 3/10/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
Bear hunts are disgusting. Washington deserves better 3/10/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear as long as the science does 3/10/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
I vote NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
Spokane resident against this new hunt. 3/10/2022 9:20 PM Online Survey
These supporters just want bear carcasses as trophies. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
My science background says no to such a proposal - NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO to bear hunting 3/10/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
I support keeping the spring bear hunt as well as the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
Spring bear has been going for almost 50 years with zero impact on the resource, in fact its growing in spite of hunting.  Fully support this hunt. 3/10/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
My family lives in Des Moines and we are voting against this new bear time to hunt please, thank you. 3/10/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt for as long as it is sustainable 3/10/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey



Manage yourself! Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey
This is a corrupt proposal led by trophy hunting lobbyists. It is not backed by conservation. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this new hunting proposal as a citizen of Washington. 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
I’m against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Based on science and research the spring bear hunt is ecologically damaging. Don’t be persuaded by the misinformation, money or entitlements the hunters want to give themselves. Protect the bears and their futures. Vote NO and 
permanently ban the hunts!

3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey

😂😂😂😂😂😂 more trigger words.  Spring bear hunting for the win. 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
Department of wildlife … NRA… yeah, population control my wallet. Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:24 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE this bear death warrant 3/10/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey
Agree with this: Based on science and research the spring bear hunt is ecologically damaging. Don’t be persuaded by the misinformation, money or entitlements the hunters want to give themselves. Protect the bears and their futures. 
Vote NO and permanently ban the hunts!

3/10/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey

So many retards commenting on something they have never participated in. Keep crying like you all do best. 

I support spring bear hunt

3/10/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey

Fircrest resident of 65 years oppose this new law. Bear hunting in spring im against. Thank you. 3/10/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
the great majority of people love and respect wildlife and their voices should not be ignored.  No to a spring bear hunt.  3/10/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the continue of the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
Please protect the bears from those who get a thrill from killing other living beings. NO spring hunt! 3/10/2022 9:26 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT, and never will, support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
As a public land user, I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
I support these proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
Save a bear, kill a hunter 3/10/2022 9:27 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the continue of the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
Totally against the new spring black bear hunt in our state. 3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
DO NOT support this proposal. 
No spring bear hunt

3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey

I'm a Wa Resident and I support continuing the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments  3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
The bullying from those who are anxious to kill is disturbing, yet not surprising. Vote NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
Spring bear has been going for almost 50 years with zero impact on the resource, in fact its growing in spite of hunting. Fully support this hunt. 3/10/2022 9:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
Say NO to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the continue of the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey

AGAINST murdering bears 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
I do NOT support this proposal; NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
Hunters in favor of the hunt are calling people opposed to it slurs and using the word “retard”.  Then they wonder why the majority of people everywhere view hunters unfavorably.  They make it very obvious  they’re only interested in 
wildlife if they can destroy it. OPPOSE A SPRING BEAR HUNT.  

3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey

And for 50 years you’ve been wrong, oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:29 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
Spring time is for babies not murder 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
As a resident of Bellevue & Wa taxpayer my vote is definitely against this absurd proposal. 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO to KILLING BEARS 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt as well as the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
Kill trophy hunters, not bears 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
Do NOT support proposal. 
NO to spring bear hunting 

3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

As a public land owner, I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments! 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
As a public land owner and tax payer, I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
My vote is no for the black bear spring hunt. 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:31 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and the continuing of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
As a public land owner, I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
Wow, some of these comments, right! OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
Completely oppose this proposal - no spring bear hunt!! 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/10/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey
Against this bear murdering proposal 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey



I do NOT support this proposal; NO to a spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the continuing of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
To comment the killing of a human being because they choose to hunt and eat an animal just proves that you are mentally incapable of thinking logically. Therefore your opinion is null. Please quit breeding. I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey

100% oppose this proposal. 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I fully disagree with the new proposal. Hunting already is allotted they don’t need more. 3/10/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
This is a sham proposal for trophy hunters. I oppose 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
Passion for hunting has ceased to be a biological necessity. It has become, instead, a social attribute - a status symbol and a means of entertainment - the polar opposite of responsible stewardship.   OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.  3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!! 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. Biden approves this message. 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt. 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington. I OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey
As a WA resident I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I vote NO spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed because I love our Washington bears. 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
As a WA resident, I oppose 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I live in North WA state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
Over 1400 bears are killed each year in the state and it still isn’t enough for hunters.  OPPOSE THE HUNT.  3/10/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
As a resident of Spanaway, I oppose this new hunt, thank u 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington and I OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user, I OPPOSE the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
Oppose. No spring bear hunt period. 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
Please do NOT allow a spring bear hunt to go ahead. 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
every wildlife commissioner should hear from all Washingtonians on this decision – not just from hunters.  No to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:36 PM Online Survey
Sumner here & I am against it 3/10/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user, I OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
Can this state split up already so all the crybabies can ruin their own lives on the west side?

I support spring bear hunt

3/10/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey

I do not agree with the reasoning behind this need for a spring bear hunt - I completely OPPOSE the proposal. 3/10/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
Make sure that you're living consciously at this time, oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and vote No. 3/10/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt, 100%. 3/10/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
AGAINST hunting bears
-Washington citizen

3/10/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

I support the continuing of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
Against hunting bears and this corrupt proposal. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
Living consciously is about taking control of your life, about thinking about your decisions rather than making them without thought, about having a life that we want rather than settling for the one that befalls us. Oppose the spring bear 
hunt

3/10/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey

Live consciously and VOTE YES for SPRING BEAR. 3/10/2022 9:39 PM Online Survey
My vote is NO from the Tietz family of  King Cty WA 3/10/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey
I vote no the proposal of a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey

If you live in King county. Your opinion doesn't matter. Vote yes. 3/10/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey
AGAINST the bear killing 3/10/2022 9:40 PM Online Survey
I live in King county and my vote is no for the new proposal. Thank you for taking comments from residents. 3/10/2022 9:41 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about not being evil, we must stop murdering our wildlife for trophies 3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
Strongly disagree with this proposal - a spring bear hunt is NOT a solution. 3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
I vote no. 3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
Researchers have catalogued hazards that threaten species’ survival and found that hunting was for most large animals the biggest danger.  No hunt.  3/10/2022 9:42 PM Online Survey
I am against your spring bear hunt. PERIIOD. 3/10/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
I live in WA. I OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
I’m against new hunt 3/10/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
We need to protect our wildlife from those who get off on killing animals. NO to this hunt!! 3/10/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I oppose the bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
Attack innocent bears when they’re most vulnerable?! Absolutely NOT! Not in the spring, not ever. 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey



I live in this state and I oppose the amendments 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I OPPOSE the bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
I live in Marysville & refuse the new proposal, no hunt. 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
I vote NO to a spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 9:44 PM Online Survey
Vote NO to spring bear hunts permanently 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
Brutality and joy to kill animals that is what so called hunters motivate. Hunting is killing, hunters are killers. Stop this brutality - that is urgent our aim. 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
Tacoma says NO TO HUNT 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
I’m a Washington resident and fully support the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 9:45 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the killing of bears as a result of a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Washington resident, I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I oppose the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
Smith family of Seattle voted against proposed new hunt, kind regards. 3/10/2022 9:46 PM Online Survey
I live in WA. I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
Renton votes no 3/10/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
I live in WA. I support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:47 PM Online Survey
I vote against this proposal/a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
Spokane VOTES NO 3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
I vote against new bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey
VOTE NO
-spokane resident

3/10/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey

I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt continuing 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
Hunters are murderers, they are also destroyers of nature, cowards, liars, thieves and perverts. They hide their physical and moral inadequacies and perversions behind the so called "he man" image" they unsuccessfully try to promote. 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

West WA resident, support the hunt and the amendments 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
Please DO NOT have the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
I vote for spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
I oppose new hunt 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support carrying on with our spring bear season 3/10/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
AGAINST the murder of our bears
-Spokane resident

3/10/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey

Against this hunt from Auburn WA 3/10/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and I support the proposed amendments as a resident of this state 3/10/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey
I love bears so I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:51 PM Online Survey
I am against the proposal
-Spokane taxpayer

3/10/2022 9:51 PM Online Survey

I vote no 3/10/2022 9:51 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:51 PM Online Survey
No to killing our bears
-Spokane taxpayer

3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey

I love bears too, I do not support any spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I vote yes 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington taxpayer and I oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I’m against this hunt 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the spring bear hunt. It is based on sound science and data and quality science based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations. 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington taxpayer and I oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
AGAINST THE PROPOSAL 3/10/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
I Oppose 3/10/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
We need to make trophy hunters extinct. OPEN SEASON on bear killers 3/10/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt all together 3/10/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, as I, like the majority of Americans, oppose hunting animals for sport,  as well as consider big game hunting to be especially distasteful.  OPPOSE. 3/10/2022 9:54 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:54 PM Online Survey
Vote No
-Spokane taxpayer

3/10/2022 9:54 PM Online Survey

WA resident and I support the proposed amendments and continuing the spring season 3/10/2022 9:55 PM Online Survey
Vote no on this proposal 3/10/2022 9:55 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt can encourage the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support continuing the spring bear hunt with the proposed 
amendments. 

3/10/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey

Permanently ban all spring bear hunts 3/10/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey



As a Washington taxpayer, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey

I fully support the spring black bear hunt and the amendments. Keep conservation in the hands of the sportsman who actually care about healthy animal population. Hunters put more money towards conservation and habitat restoration 
annually than any organization.

3/10/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and support the spring bear hunt for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/10/2022 9:56 PM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I OPPOSE 3/10/2022 9:57 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington taxpayer, and I oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 9:57 PM Online Survey
I live here and support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and pay state taxes. Manage our cities and not the murder of bears 3/10/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 3/10/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/10/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
Against the death of our WA bears. Vote NO 3/10/2022 9:59 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
This is a sham proposal by corrupt trophy hunting lobbyists 3/10/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
Against this proposal 3/10/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey
Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 3/10/2022 10:00 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
Vote no
-WA taxpayer

3/10/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey

As a Washington taxpayer, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
Im a WA resident and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:01 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
Vote NO on spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
In which civilized society does a Fish & Wildlife Commission approve a permanent Spring Trophy Hunt? Apparently in Washington State! In our beloved state! And for whose benefit? For hunting groups that have asked for opposing 
commissioners to be hung! How do the commissioners voting yes for the Spring Trophy Hunt legitimize giving free reign to dangerous and callous trophy-hunting organizations? How do they explain ignoring the educated statements of 
our state wildlife officials and experts? How do they excuse caving in and making a decision that disregards the values of 85% of our state’s constituents? Are they accepting bribes from the hunting organizations? It is the only logical 
explanation that makes some semblance of sense. These commissioners’ actions are shameful. It is their moral duty to stop facilitating the barbaric practice of killing bears. And it is their legal obligation to listen to the majority of the 
state’s constituents. If they cannot do either, it is time for them to resign.     

3/10/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey

NO BEAR HUNT!!! It is very disturbing to realize how many humans can't wait to intrude into an animal's territory and shoot/kill it. Disgusting mentality. 3/10/2022 10:02 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and care about our Washington bears. I support the proposed amendments and continuing the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for our bear population. 3/10/2022 10:03 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and proposal. 3/10/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
Against the bear hunt
-WA taxpayer

3/10/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

Follow the science , the science says spring bear hunts are necessary, most of the people commenting against this probably have not lived here very long and helped ruin bear hunting/conservation in CA and now they are trying here . 3/10/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey

I live here and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the continuation of the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
I fully support having a spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
Wa resident, i support the spring bear season's continuation with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:05 PM Online Survey
I live in Spokane and pay state taxes. VOTE NO 3/10/2022 10:06 PM Online Survey
Vote against the hunt 3/10/2022 10:06 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I care about our bears. I support the spring bear season's continuation with these proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife 
populations.

3/10/2022 10:14 PM Online Survey

I oppose based on sound science, data and facts. Money-based wildlife management is not essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations. 3/10/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt completely 3/10/2022 10:20 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and these proposed amendments. Please keep the spring bear season in Washington! 3/10/2022 10:21 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt  , No hounding bears and/or cubs 
Bear hunting is not based on science. Trophy hunting and hounding bears , bow hunting are blood sport and cruelty to animals. No Spring Bear Hunt

3/10/2022 10:21 PM Online Survey

No Spring Bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE The Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
I live here and support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of our spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy 
diverse wildlife populations.

3/10/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey

I am a WA resident and I support the amendments proposed as well as continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:22 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I support continuing our spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please protect the bears from trophy hunters. They have no regard for the bears or the environment. You must keep these bears safe 3/10/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/10/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey
I fully support having a Spring Bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:26 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:26 PM Online Survey



Opposed based on sound science, data and facts. Money driven wildlife management is non essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations. Come on, ghost deer. If you’re a hunter (puke) you know exactly what I’m talking 
about. Opposed 

3/10/2022 10:27 PM Online Survey

If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only for the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear 
hunt and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/10/2022 10:29 PM Online Survey

Opposed!!! No hunting 3/10/2022 10:31 PM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt completely 3/10/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments and continuing the spring bear season because I live here, I love our Washington bears and I want them to thrive sustainably. 3/10/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
No support, 100% against the spring bear hunt…for my children and theirs. 3/10/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
I live here and support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy 
diverse wildlife populations.

3/10/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey

Opposed! No spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/10/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
We all live here, opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season continuing with the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
Opposed, I do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey

Opposed, I do not support any hunting 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the spring bear hunt as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
As a taxpayer- I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
Against a spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
Opposed, we do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/10/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
Opposed!!! Love your bears and protect them. 3/10/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support spring bear 3/10/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
No support, vote NO 3/10/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support the spring bear season as well as the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
I live here and I don’t support the spring bear hunt. Opposed 3/10/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
No. Whose idea was this? 3/10/2022 10:40 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season! 3/10/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the spring bear hunt. Support 3/10/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
I do not support this asinine proposal. Oppose all spring hunting 3/10/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
support 3/10/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
Oppose, we do not agree with spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
I do support this reasonable proposal. Support spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident. I love and want what is best for our bears and I support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/10/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
Support, we not agree with spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey

Oppose, against spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:43 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Opposed! 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Vote no 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
I live here and support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Support! 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunting, for all the children 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Vote no! 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
Opposed!! 3/10/2022 10:44 PM Online Survey
As a WA resident I support the proposed amendments. 3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
Against 3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt encourages the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed. 3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey

I live here and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy 
diverse wildlife populations.

3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey

Vote yes! 3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
For 3/10/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
Vote no, opposed to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington, I love bears and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel and inhumane Bear Hunt, please stop this madness. 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
I love bears, opposed 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey



I live here, opposed 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support continuing spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey

Against this proposal 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
For this proposal 3/10/2022 10:46 PM Online Survey
Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support continuing spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey

We do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey
We do support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the season with the amendments. I am a Washington resident. 3/10/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
I do not support, opposed 3/10/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunting. Opposed! 3/10/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and these proposed amendments. Please keep the spring bear season in Washington! 3/10/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey

For spring bear hunting. Support! 3/10/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support continuing the spring bear season With the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:49 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the season continuing with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Ban hunting 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey

Spring time is for babies, not murder. Opposed 3/10/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Please stop hunting beautiful animals for fun 3/10/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey

As a Washington public land user I support the spring bear season continuing with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
Opposed to an unnecessary and unethical spring hunt. 3/10/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
As an educator and tax payer, I oppose 3/10/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear hunt 
and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/10/2022 10:52 PM Online Survey

I use the land too, oppose 3/10/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey
Opposed to an unnecessary and unethical spring hunt. 3/10/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey
I live here and support continuing the season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey
I am a WA resident and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring bear season 3/10/2022 10:54 PM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:55 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose and am disgusted by the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
Make sure that you're living consciously at this time. Oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 10:56 PM Online Survey
Make sure that you're living consciously at this time 3/10/2022 10:57 PM Online Survey
Please ban the Spring Bears Hunt 3/10/2022 10:57 PM Online Survey
The Spring bear hunt is disgusting and I oppose it on every level! 3/10/2022 10:58 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Couldn’t sleep at night if I did 3/10/2022 10:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, no bueno! 3/10/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
Opposed to all spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt -they were here in Washington long before us. 3/10/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:01 PM Online Survey
Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support continuing spring bear season. 3/10/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey

Support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and support the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be managed responsibly with science-backed conservation so that they continue to thrive sustainably. 3/10/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
YES 3/10/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
Right! They were here long before us, imagine if I broke into your house and shot you in the face, b n e charge yeah? I’m opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
NO 3/10/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
Opposed, do not agree 3/10/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey
I live here and support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 11:04 PM Online Survey

I live in Western Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season.
3/10/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey

For the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey



I live here and I support the spring bear season! 3/10/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Against!! 3/10/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:05 PM Online Survey
Wa resident, I support 3/10/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey
Support! 3/10/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey
Opposed completely 3/10/2022 11:06 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments 3/10/2022 11:07 PM Online Survey
Do not support 3/10/2022 11:07 PM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:07 PM Online Survey
Support spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
Do not agree, oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I support the season continuing with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
I do not support 3/10/2022 11:08 PM Online Survey
Murder is not saving anyone 3/10/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
Do not agree 3/10/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
I support continuing spring bear 3/10/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
I live here and i support 3/10/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
Support 3/10/2022 11:09 PM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I live here, oppose 3/10/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
Resident supports 3/10/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season with amendments 3/10/2022 11:10 PM Online Survey
I support continuing with the spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey
Stand for something or you’ll fall for anything, opposed 3/10/2022 11:11 PM Online Survey
Stand for something or you’ll fall for anything, support 3/10/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey

Looks like only 5 supporters that keep cut and pasting the same thing over and over. Opposed 3/10/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey
no bear hunt please! 3/10/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I love our bears. I support the amendments. 3/10/2022 11:12 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season continuing! 3/10/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Looks like only 1 opponent that keeps spamming the same things over and over. Support 3/10/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
I live In Washington and I support the amendments 3/10/2022 11:13 PM Online Survey
Haha! Nope there’s a lot of us honey. Opposed 3/10/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
No, I oppose this cruel practise. These are living creatures! 3/10/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose!!! 3/10/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
I love our Washington bears and i want them to be managed through science, not through feelings. I support the amendments. 3/10/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear season with the amendments 3/10/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
I live in western WA and support spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
I live in WA and i support 3/10/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:15 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I oppose the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
Opposed ;) 3/10/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season continuing! 3/10/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
Yes spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt is right! Opposed 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season continuing with the amendments 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the season continuing 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I do support 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
Please don't do this. 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I support 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I live here and support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:17 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments as a resident here 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
Please no spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear and these proposed amendments! 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
This spring bear hunt is inhumane. I oppose 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of our spring bear Season 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington, use the public lands and oppose 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey
Resident here, support! 3/10/2022 11:18 PM Online Survey



I support the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 11:19 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington, use the public lands and support 3/10/2022 11:19 PM Online Survey

NO, I oppose! 3/10/2022 11:19 PM Online Survey
YES, I support! 3/10/2022 11:19 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support these amendments that will allow us to continue ethically with the spring Bear season 3/10/2022 11:19 PM Online Survey
I do not support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey

As a Washington public land user I oppose continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments
3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey

I oppose the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
Absolutely oppose this….. 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
I do support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey

I live here and I support the continuing of the spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
Resident here, oppose! 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
Completely support the amendments as a resident. 3/10/2022 11:20 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land user I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey

Oppose this 100% 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Wa resident here, support! 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
I live here too, oppose! 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Western WA Resident here, Support! 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
I absulutely oppose the amendments proposed 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
1000% support continuing our spring bear season with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Any resident should oppose this 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports this amendment and the Spring Bear season. 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
Opposed completely, I do not support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:21 PM Online Survey
I love bears and I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
Any resident should support this 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey

1000% OPPOSE 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
As a resident I oppose 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
Completely support this as a resident! 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
Support completely, I do support spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey

Support! 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
1000% SUPPORT 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
For spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey

I love bears and don`t understand how you could want to KILL them Oppose! 3/10/2022 11:22 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for 
maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey

Unbelievable this is still going on in 2022, oppose 3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of spring bear with these amendments! 3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
Support - WA resident 3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
I love bears oppose 3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I oppose continuing the spring bear season! 3/10/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
OPPOSE  - WA resident 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
As a land owner, I too oppose 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I love bears support 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey

I love bears, I support this season continuing with the amendments 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
SUPPORT - WA Resident 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
Against killing 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I am a resident, I oppose 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
For spring bear season 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
Wa resident here, I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. As a resident and a s a human 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I do support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey

I don’t support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. As a resident and as a human 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey

I completely support these amendments as a resident of. Washington 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I do support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey



As a land owner I oppose 3/10/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support continuing the season with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
Oppose 100% 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
No bear hunting in spring 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
I do not agree with the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
As a public land owner I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
Please stop this killing… 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
I support the amendments as a resident of this state 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no hear killing 3/10/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
I support the continuation of the spring season with the amendments 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
Completely support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
Completely oppose 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
NO bear hunting, especially not in spring. 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
No to killing bears 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
I’m a land owner and oppose 3/10/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey
No bear hunting! 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
Please do not keep the bear hunt in Washington 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments and to continuing the spring bear season. 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
Oppose to bear killing and I’m a land owner 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
Why do you want the bears to be killed? What do you fear? No killing! 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
We are against the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
We are for the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:28 PM Online Survey
I do not support 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
I strongly support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
I support ethical science-backed conservation and I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
No to the cowardly spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
I do not support this at all 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
Support these amendments and the season. WA resident. 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
Completely support 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county says yes to Spring Bear 3/10/2022 11:29 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
There is no ethical science backed for this Oppose 100% 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear season!! 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
Oppose of this bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
I completely support 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
There is ethical science backed for this. Support 100% 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey

As a land owner I oppose to the killings 3/10/2022 11:30 PM Online Survey
Do not agree with murdering bears during spring especially 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
No to the killings oppose 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
Oppose 100% 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
As a public land owner, I support spring bear season on public land. 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
Unbelievable that this is even being considered 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
I support the continuing of spring bear with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:31 PM Online Survey
I support sound science backed conservation and I support these amendments. 3/10/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey
It’s beyond comprehension that it’s even a debate. Opposed 3/10/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey
I do not support of the killings of bears on public land (I own land) 3/10/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey
Unbelievable that this is even being considered, spring bear should be a limited permit annually from now on. Support spring bear. 3/10/2022 11:32 PM Online Survey

As a public land owner I support! 3/10/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
no words.. 3/10/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
I do not agree 3/10/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
Mother Nature truly owns this land… no to the suffering and killings of majestic animals 3/10/2022 11:33 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support continuing the spring bear season with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:34 PM Online Survey
As a Washington public land owner I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/10/2022 11:34 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt, that’s when they have cubs so it’s especially evil 3/10/2022 11:34 PM Online Survey
Taking a life is murder. Deliberately causing suffering is abuse. Leave our wildlife in peace. 3/10/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments 3/10/2022 11:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey



The proposal reads: The addition of a prohibition on the harvest of offspring and females with offspring would minimize the potential of orphaning cubs. 

Seems reasonable to me, support. 

3/10/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season continuing 3/10/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey
Oppose to killings, stop giving hunters free reign to justify their thirst for blood… cowardly actions…. People are opposed if this… you only have to look at all the movements of society now wanting to ban all these kinds of things… 3/10/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey

Resident here, i support 3/10/2022 11:36 PM Online Survey
Please don't ban spring bear season! 3/10/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
I keep seeing the same word vomit from the supporters. Opposed 3/10/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
The science supports the spring bear season and so do I 3/10/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
I support as a resident 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
How anyone would want to keep doing these killings says more about the Hunter and the people that are for this… change is now needed… evolve with the majority to stop this 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
Opposed to spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
I keep seeing the same word vomit from the opposition. Support. 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey

I support the season continuing! 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
Do support 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey

I don’t support 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
I live here and support the amendments 3/10/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear season in Washington state 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
As a WA resident I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining 
healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey

Please continue the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey

Please continue the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
Washington resident and support the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey

This is so sad that these debates are still happening.. so many countries are now changing and find others ways. Please do not kill these beautiful animals 3/10/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments as a resident here 3/10/2022 11:40 PM Online Survey
Completely support continuing spring season with these amendments as a resident 3/10/2022 11:41 PM Online Survey
I support the spring season 3/10/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey

I support these amendments as a Resident 3/10/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the spring bear season continuing with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:42 PM Online Survey
Completely support the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/10/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey
Regardless of people using excuses of science backed wildlife management… there is no proof… you only have to liaise with all the famous wildlife activists, population, countries, everyday folk etc… people in the majority oppose these 
killings… the average person, land owners etc…. It causes public outcry’s now because “you judge a nation by how it treats its animals”….

3/10/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey

I love bears so I support the spring season continuing with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey
I like what you said! ……. “ Regardless of people using excuses of science backed wildlife management… there is no proof… you only have to liaise with all the famous wildlife activists, population, countries, everyday folk etc… people in the 
majority oppose these killings… the average person, land owners etc…. It causes public outcry’s now because “you judge a nation by how it treats its animals”….

3/10/2022 11:44 PM Online Survey

If this was on mainstream TV… the backlash that would be received gives you your answer… you know ethically, the killing of these majestic animals would never be supported by the majority 3/10/2022 11:45 PM Online Survey
People absolutely do not support these killings anymore… country by country are changing their ways 3/10/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county supports spring bear season and these amendments 3/10/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
I support continuing our spring bear season with these amendments as a Resident 3/10/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
You cannot love bears if you support these killings 3/10/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
I actually live here and I support spring bear 3/10/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
I love bears so I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:47 PM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by Eco tourism. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments. 3/10/2022 11:47 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the bear hunts. Leave them be. 3/10/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey
I love bears too and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey
Oppose! 3/10/2022 11:48 PM Online Survey
If you truly believe this would get accepted in society, maybe look at all the movements now happening against killings & hunters… the public do not support this 3/10/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
Completely support 3/10/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
The public supports this. Western Washington resident here. I support these amendments. 3/10/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose them 3/10/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
I love bears. I support the spring bear season's amendments as a resident 3/10/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
Evolve as a person, country, nation and stop these killings of beautiful bears 3/10/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded.It is called corruption! I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I oppose spring bear season ! 3/10/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey

I oppose them 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I love bears. I oppose the spring bear season's amendments as a resident 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey



I oppose as a Resident 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I love bears and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
Aupport? 3/10/2022 11:51 PM Online Survey
I support! 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
You only have to look at the outcry’s of any killings of animals to see that anyone that allows these to still happen, try’s to hide it from the majority because they know it would not be supported by the average person… 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey

Hunting funds conservation. I support! 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
Wa resident I support 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
If the bears had a voice what do you think they would say they want? I oppose the hunt. 3/10/2022 11:52 PM Online Survey
Put this on mainstream TV and see the majority that would oppose this… don’t hide it… 3/10/2022 11:53 PM Online Survey
Wa resident oppose 3/10/2022 11:53 PM Online Survey
I super support 3/10/2022 11:53 PM Online Survey
It is on mainstream TV already. Netflix. I support spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:53 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington, love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
100% opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Wa resident support 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey

I have been backpacking for 50 years now. While I have come across some bears, I've never felt threatened by one.I oppose. 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Just look at how the movement is veganism is evolving like never before. So there is your answer on whether people still agree to killing 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt. Why hunt at a time when bears are just beginning to hunt for food to survive. Hunting bear is not for survival or even defense, why do it at all. 3/10/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/10/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
enough with murdering and abusing animals. disgusting. 3/10/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the amendments 3/10/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
Washington oppose 3/10/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
Wa resident support 3/10/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
I support 3/10/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
People who even still allow fox hunting have to go underground now because of how the public vilifies them. Humanity is changing and evolving and the majority for all these animals to be safe and unharmed… 3/10/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
Wa resident oppose 3/10/2022 11:56 PM Online Survey
please ban the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:57 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/10/2022 11:57 PM Online Survey

please don't ban the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:57 PM Online Survey
Ban hunting immediately! 3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
ban the spring bear hunt. 3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I oppose 3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
Why not just line up some kids teddy bears at a shooting range and splash some blood on them??  Same **** thing for the "hunters", and saves decent animals from being killed for "enjoyment" which saves legislators from approving 
behaviour which is scientifically proven to lead to abuse of humans too.

3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey

 live in Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/10/2022 11:58 PM Online Survey
I support continuing the spring bear season with these amendments 3/10/2022 11:59 PM Online Survey
Ban all killing of innocent animals!! Leave them ALONE!!! 3/10/2022 11:59 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the spring bear season continuing 3/10/2022 11:59 PM Online Survey
I support this as a resident here 3/11/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey

live in Washington and I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey

I support continuing this season with the amendments a a resident 3/11/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
This is so unique now as society becomes aware of what actually goes on.. hunters are thankfully now in the minority hence why lots of it is hidden and underground… no hunter (which is a killer) is not supported by the majority of 
society… you only have to look at all the movements that are happening all over the world. If the killers truly believed it is supported, why do they never go on mainstream tv so they can see the TRUE response by the people. They never 
do because they know what response they would get. 

3/11/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose this as a resident 3/11/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
I support these amendments as a resident. 3/11/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose continuing this season with the amendments as a resident 3/11/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey
Oppose. 
I cannot believe in the 21st Century some people think murdering is "sport" or "enjoyment".
Exact same people would line up to volunteer for a firing squad at jay walkers, same mentality.

3/11/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey

Support as a resident 3/11/2022 12:01 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the amendments 3/11/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear season this is not sustainable. 3/11/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
WA Resident, totally support continuing with the amendments 3/11/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban for good! 3/11/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey
Opposed as a resident 3/11/2022 12:02 AM Online Survey



Totally oppose 3/11/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey
totally opposed continuing with the amendments 3/11/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey
If we truly cared about morality, decency, and encouraging non violent behaviour we would scientifically control the environment around bears in a way that did not involve disgusting killing them for "enjoyment" 3/11/2022 12:03 AM Online Survey

End the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
Stop killing our Wildlife. 3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
Wa res. I do not support this 3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
Anybody with a heart or empathy would not justify these killings… they would not have the courage to stand up in a public arena and justify these killings… it’s all hush hush and hidden…. If they believe they would get public support, then 
instead of sending in comments (where they can hide their face)… be brave enough to stand in public and receive your response by the average person. If anybody is so sure they could do this, why do I not see this in public????? That is 
the real question here… 

3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey

I live here and I oppose these amendments 3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
Wa resident I totally support the amendments 3/11/2022 12:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear murders 3/11/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
stop this slaughter 3/11/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
Spring time is the season when the mother earth renews herself in so doing all creatures of the years bear their young. It is not a time to harvest hunt for sports and four-man to cause dysfunction in nature. 3/11/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
I am against 3/11/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt🤬🤬 This  Animal Abuse is Totally Cruel & Unnecessaru‼️ 3/11/2022 12:05 AM Online Survey
I support the science so I support the spring bear season 3/11/2022 12:06 AM Online Survey
Strongly support as a resident here 3/11/2022 12:07 AM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt.
Killing for pleasure, are those the kind of people you wish to encourage and support?
What do they harm out of bear season, thought about that. Its scientific fact that behaviour of harming animals tends to lead to harming humans.

3/11/2022 12:07 AM Online Survey

Start bringing these out into the real public arena in person and you will see the REAL support of the majority. Any killings would not be justified and you know this, otherwise it would not be done behind a screen and hidden faces. Bring it 
out into reality, live…. Let’s see then how much this is supported. I would respect anybody that had the courage to do this but so far, nobody has… that is the real question really… why not in public?

3/11/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season because I love our Washington bears and believe in managing them through science instead of emotion. 3/11/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey
Why do people think they have a right to kill animals? 3/11/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey
Strongly support continuing the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 12:08 AM Online Survey
Murder isn’t science. Opposed 3/11/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
I am pretending to be a resident too. 
Apparently the NRA thinks it lends credence to a post for the WDFW.

3/11/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey

I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/11/2022 12:09 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt because I love our Washington bears and believe in managing them scientifically instead of offering them up to be slaughtered for "enjoyment" by people who just like killing things. 3/11/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey
Please start doing these debates in real life, in public… if the majority supported this, why is it so hidden and underground. Let’s start seeing real live debates, not hidden or anonymous.. that is then a real debate.. I encourage this to start 
happening and then people will see the truth. Stop hiding all these debates, bring them out into the open public. It’s the only way to see who really supports these deadly acts…

3/11/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I support the spring bear hunt continuing with these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:10 AM Online Survey
There are better ways to handle wildlife  and a spring bear hunt is not the answer. Opposed. 3/11/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. Leave them alone! 3/11/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear murders 3/11/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey
Please do these debates properly. Show the real faces of these so called supporters. Let them be seen in public and let’s see if they are braced enough to face the public… there is your real answer… put that debate out behind hidden 
screens, for that support these killings, let’s see how many of them would come forward.. that is what you should do now

3/11/2022 12:12 AM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I oppose the spring bear hunt continuing with these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:13 AM Online Survey
I support the bear season because I love our Washington bears and believe in managing them scientifically instead of offering them up to be slaughtered and disposed of by people who work for the state. 3/11/2022 12:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 12:13 AM Online Survey
Oppose of killings… we as humanity have evolved and the nature of the movement of veganism has shown this is not supported anymore… 3/11/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear season because I love our Washington bears 3/11/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season because I love our Washington bears 3/11/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey
What the hell is wrong with Washington? Are you trying to be as retrogressive as neighboring Idaho and Montana to demonstrate your barbaric street cred? Leave the bears alone during all seasons. 3/11/2022 12:14 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear 3/11/2022 12:15 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the amendments proposed 3/11/2022 12:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey
I call for these debates to be now done in public instead of behind a keyboard where people are hiding. Bring it all out into society. That is the only truth of what real opinion is. This would definitely not be supported and you know this…. 3/11/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey

I do not agree with the spring bear hunt, please don’t allow this to happen 3/11/2022 12:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:17 AM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:17 AM Online Survey
I support using our conservation model to ethically and responsibly manage our wildlife and I support continuing spring bear with these amendments. 3/11/2022 12:17 AM Online Survey
I do not agree and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear killings 3/11/2022 12:18 AM Online Survey
I live here and i support. 3/11/2022 12:19 AM Online Survey
If you truly believe this would be supported, why not do it on live mainstream TV, in public, in real debates.. stop supporting this hidden underground activity, let this be shown in full view, you will then see how many brave killers come 
forward. It would be minuscule because they have no courage… only behind a rifle and in secret, to justify their own thirst for blood

3/11/2022 12:19 AM Online Survey

I'm a Washington resident and I support the proposed amendments 3/11/2022 12:19 AM Online Survey



Indigenous rights to bears. I SAY NO TO HUNTING! 3/11/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
The bears must come before our emotions. I support our conservation model and I support the spring bear season adopting these proposed amendments. 3/11/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
Have a real debate in public and you will see how it is opposed 3/11/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
Supported! 3/11/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Its cruel and unnecessary. It should be banned. 3/11/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
I support these ethical amendments 3/11/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
Any conservation activist would NOT support this… get in touch with them all publicly and see their response… stop the killings 3/11/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
Agreed, bears must come before our emotions. Just because you like to hunt doesn’t make it right. I strongly oppose 3/11/2022 12:22 AM Online Survey
I do not support. Opposed 3/11/2022 12:22 AM Online Survey
I’m strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
It’s laughable that those supporting this is saying it’s ethical. I would absolutely LOVE to see them doing this is public.. where are they…. No… obviously they are hiding because they have no courage… why???? Do this publicly, not hidden 
behind a screen… it’s the only way to get a really try answer from the public… do this in public 100%

3/11/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey

I strongly support these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban! 3/11/2022 12:25 AM Online Survey
Bring this debate out into the whole public arena and let’s see how many of these who support these acts would be brave to speak in public. It never ever happens because they know real people of the majority would not support this. 3/11/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey

I support continuing the spring season with these amendments proposed. 3/11/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Always. 3/11/2022 12:26 AM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt. Opposed! 3/11/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
100% oppose this 3/11/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
I support continuing with these amendments 3/11/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
Oppose wholeheartedly 3/11/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
I do not agree with the spring bear hunt, please ban! 3/11/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
I support these amendments as a resident. 3/11/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
I support continuing with these amendments as a resident of this state 3/11/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear season because I love our Washington bears and believe they deserve the best! 3/11/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose these amendments as a resident. 3/11/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose these amendments as a resident 3/11/2022 12:32 AM Online Survey
I support continuing with these amendments as a resident 3/11/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.
Help save 664 bears!

3/11/2022 12:34 AM Online Survey

I live here and I support continuing with these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears at spring time when they are hungry and have cubs is beyond cruel. This old practice should not be made permanent. It was to keep the timber companies from losing money to hungry bears stripping the bark wanting the 
sweet sap below, but no study to show that it was even working. No amount of money would change my mind. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 

3/11/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey

664 bears will be killed for fun, no matter what the hunters say. And of course money, money and more money.
I oppose the spring bear hunt

3/11/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.
Save these lovely bears.

3/11/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey

I live here and support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed ethical amendments  3/11/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey
Wa resident, I support! 3/11/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I live in this state and I support the spring 
bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey

Oppose! Hunting bears at spring time when they are hungry and have cubs is beyond cruel. This old practice should not be made permanent. 3/11/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey
It has nothing to do with conservation, it was an old practice to save the timber companies money. Oppose 3/11/2022 12:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 12:40 AM Online Survey
I support continuing with these proposed amendments as a Washington resident. 3/11/2022 12:41 AM Online Survey
Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the 
number of plant species found in their ecosystems.Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than 
birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.It must be banned now!

3/11/2022 12:41 AM Online Survey

LETS HEAR IT FOR THE BEARS. Please ban the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
What would Jesus do? 3/11/2022 12:42 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. We need our bears 3/11/2022 12:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/11/2022 12:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
Please do not make this hunt permanent 3/11/2022 12:46 AM Online Survey
I am a WA resident and I strongly oppose the Spring Bear hunt. You must protect these bears. Hunters have no empathy for living creatures and wont care if they end up killing a mother bear and then leaving her young to die as they wont 
be able to survive. Please do not support Trophy Hunting its barbaric.

3/11/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey

It has nothing to do with conservation, killing them is doing the exact opposite of that. Oppose 3/11/2022 12:47 AM Online Survey
No spring bear 🐻🐻 hunt!!! I am opposed!  It is not responsible to permit this. We need to protect the animals! 3/11/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt 3/11/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey
I’m wholeheartedly against the spring bear hunt. Please ban for good. 3/11/2022 12:50 AM Online Survey



I oppose to Bear hunting. There are many indirect effects on hunting bears that WFWD must to consider, for example: hunting male bears can promote infanticide counterstrategies from the surviving male population. (Agrell et al. 1998, 
Ebensperger 1998, Palombit 2015). Female bears to avoid infanticidal males restrict foraging behavior and carry a nutritive cost (Steyaert et al., 2013). The reproductive costs imposed by habitat and diet selection constraints could 
decrease female reproductive success (Wielgus and Bunnell 1994, 2000; Wielgus et al. 2001). Also, bear hunting can indirectly contribute to negative population growth through increased juvenile mortality (Swenson et al. 1997, 2001; 
Swenson 2003; Gosselin et al. 2015, 2017). Cub survival was negatively correlated with the removal of males from the population (24% and 42% lower 0.5 and 1.5 yr after harvest, respectively; Swenson et al.1997). Finally, harvest by 
hunting is usually selective. In North America, hunters may show preference toward more giant and older bears, primarily males (McLellan and Shackleton 1988, Kohlmann et al. 1999). The disproportionate removal of older and male 
bears could disrupt population age and sex structure, but it could also artificially select smaller and less reproductively successful phenotypes. As you can see, there are multiple adverse effects on bear behavior and survival when humans 
selectively induce a bear control population.  This is SCIENCE proving bear hunting because of permanent ecosystem damage. BAN SPRING BEAR HUNTING 

3/11/2022 12:52 AM Online Survey

Indigenous rights to bears. Oppose hunting. 3/11/2022 12:53 AM Online Survey
I am in opposition to the Spring Bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:55 AM Online Survey
100% opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please ban 3/11/2022 12:55 AM Online Survey
please ban spring bear hunting. It's time to respect nature not slaughter. 3/11/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
Ban for good 3/11/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
I hope you please ban the spring bear hunt for good! 3/11/2022 1:05 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. We need to learn to co-exist with nature and not destroy it. Hunting animals in this way should be banned. 3/11/2022 1:05 AM Online Survey
Vote FOR bear hunting. Taking it away takes from traditions within families and the opportunity to teach our youth about TRUE CONSERVATION! 3/11/2022 1:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this barbaric and futile Act of cruelty against  sentient innocent animals. 3/11/2022 1:09 AM Online Survey
People who do these are evil 3/11/2022 1:11 AM Online Survey
Opposed!! Please ban spring bear hunting. It doesn’t do anything to help conserve. It’s at a vulnerable time for the bears and it’s an old practice that doesn’t apply to or say and age. Please ban 3/11/2022 1:11 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of continuing on our spring bear hunting season.  The science has disproven the anti's claims. We have a sustainable population. The bears are not lethargic. Hunters are not going out to "trophy hunt", we are putting food on 
the table for our families. Hunters are not going out to orphan cubs. Hunting is conservation. I as a hunter will continue to do whatever I can to conserve ALL wildlife.

3/11/2022 1:12 AM Online Survey

Opposed!! Please ban spring bear hunting. It doesn’t do anything to help conserve. It’s at a vulnerable time for the bears and it’s an old practice that doesn’t apply to or day and age. Please ban 3/11/2022 1:12 AM Online Survey
I support continuing our spring bear season with these proposed amendments! 3/11/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey
It must be banned now! 3/11/2022 1:13 AM Online Survey
Opposed!! Please ban spring bear hunting. It doesn’t do anything to help conserve. 3/11/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey
This old practice to keep timber companies from losing money should be banned. It’s an archaic passing time that does nothing for our children's futures, it just lets the hunters get their jollies. Please ban for good! 3/11/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey

This hunt has to stop 3/11/2022 1:14 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt, please ban 3/11/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose continuing our spring bear season with these proposed amendments! 3/11/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey
 live in Washington and I oppose these amendments. 3/11/2022 1:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this barbaric act 3/11/2022 1:21 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and am opposed to the spring bear ban. I am confused with the wdfw for ignoring the science from the biologists and caving to the desires of the anti hunting crowd 3/11/2022 1:21 AM Online Survey
We must be the voice for the voiceless. Please, please ban these spring bear hunts for good! 3/11/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
Washington resident and support the spring bear hunt! Nay sayers are off of feeling, not facts! 3/11/2022 1:22 AM Online Survey
This was an old practice to save timber companies money, it has nothing to do with conservation. That’s facts not feelings. Opposed! 3/11/2022 1:24 AM Online Survey
Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 1:27 AM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please ban for good. This was an old practice to save timber companies money, it has nothing to do with conservation. Just pro hunters 3/11/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt'

Help save 664 bears!

3/11/2022 1:29 AM Online Survey

Spring time is when bears are most vulnerable, weak and hungry from the long winter. It’s cruel and again does nothing to help conserve. This old practice needs to be banned. I vote against the spring bear hunt. Please ban for good! 3/11/2022 1:32 AM Online Survey

Your shooting bears for fun because the scratch trees? And your serious? I oppose this 3/11/2022 1:33 AM Online Survey
This needs to be a real debate out in public as you would truly see how much this would be opposed… there is no point doing it this way because people can put as many comments as they want so it’s unrealistic… the majority who 
support this, would not do it publicly because they hide their face and do it anonymously, I ask that this be done in public and you will truly see the majority of society would oppose this…

3/11/2022 1:34 AM Online Survey

There is no need for the hunt. 3/11/2022 1:35 AM Online Survey
Shameful and such an old fashioned way 3/11/2022 1:35 AM Online Survey
Shameful shameful shameful… society is evolving hence why people are choosing plant based living as causes no suffering to vulnerable animals 3/11/2022 1:36 AM Online Survey
I learned that the WDFW is considering reinstating the spring bear hunt after being bullied by trophy hunters.  The trophy hunter's petition had over 20,000 signatures, but now voices against the bear hunt have far exceeded that number.  
Add my voice.
Minority special interest hunting groups should not outweigh the majority of your stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting.

3/11/2022 1:40 AM Online Survey

STOP the bear hunt. It's totally SHAMEFUL and wicked 3/11/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose it 3/11/2022 1:41 AM Online Survey
DENY trophy hunters the license to kill innocent bears 3/11/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting is simply horrid. I oppose the hunt 3/11/2022 1:43 AM Online Survey
i say NO to any bear hunts - most especially in spring when young cubs emerge & vulnerable 3/11/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
Opposing all bear hunts. 3/11/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
i am AGAINST the bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
please register my FULL OPPOSITION to spring bear hunts 3/11/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
STOP spring bear hunting. In fact ban it totally 3/11/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
Please stop spring bear hunting!!! 3/11/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey
Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their offspring and for their offspring to thrive. DO NOT ALLOW THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/11/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey



Save bears 3/11/2022 1:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
We should respect bears lives 3/11/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
DO NOT ALLOW THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/11/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/11/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
To whom it may concern,
I am shocked to hear that a bear sanctuary should be shifted to a killing place for bears. I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt because there is no evidence that the black bear population really is robust. And even if it would be what 
allows humans to kill black bears who lived the past decades in peace. It is only a human atrocity without any real purpose. Hunting for fun is not a purpose and will not serve the strongly needed conservation of biodiversity.
I hope for a rethink and for conservation of the beautiful landscape including its precious animal inhabitants which are the reason for tourists to come there.

yours faithfully
Dr. Hilde Farthofer

3/11/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and should  not be allowed. 3/11/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. Hunting any animal is cruel and unnecessary. 3/11/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to ALL hunting. 3/11/2022 2:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals deserve to live in peace and not be slaughtered every year. 3/11/2022 2:02 AM Online Survey
No to this hunt. People must learn compassion not to abuse and kill the vulnerable. 3/11/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting.  Spring is the time that bears come out of hibernation so they are vulnerable, having a hunt then would be a massacre.  All hunting should be banned.  We do not have the right to 
hunt animals.

3/11/2022 2:05 AM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt, I oppose the hunt, spring or at any other time of year. 3/11/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/11/2022 2:06 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt.  Please stop the killing of animals. 3/11/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
save the bears 3/11/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or any hunting at any other time of year.  Animals are not here to be hunted to extinction which is what is happening.  Please stop the hunting. 3/11/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
This world can be so cruel, no person has the right to kill. We must make a stand. Enough of cruelty to vulnerable animals. These hunters are terrible to the extent of threatening those who make the decision as to ban or let this hunt go 
ahead. Let’s not give in to violent threats, we need to show these people that it is not an acceptable way to behave, It is also not acceptable to kill vulnerable animals. No to this disgraceful hunt. If the hunters need their kicks from killing 
let them hunt eachother.

3/11/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  ALL hunting should be banned.  We should be helping to preserve the animals NOT aiding their extinction. 3/11/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting. 3/11/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt planned for this spring. 3/11/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
I can’t believe that there is a possibility of such cruelty. Can we have more compassion for living feeling beings. Can we stop the cruelty and need to kill animals. No to this horror. 3/11/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting.  Please do NOT be bullied into having the hunt.  We should be protecting the animals NOT killing them.  3/11/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned.  Will the hunters turn to hunting humans once they have killed all the animals? 3/11/2022 2:15 AM Online Survey
Needs to stop completely in all states 3/11/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please don't allow the killing of animals at their most vulnerable time of year, when they are coming out of hibernation.  There is no need to hunt any animals.  Surely people can find other ways to enjoy 
themselves rather than slaughtering vulnerable animals.

3/11/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey

I am totally against the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and all hunting of animals. Ban all hunting. 3/11/2022 2:19 AM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Bear sanctuaries are there to keep the animals safe NOT to allow them to be slaughtered senselessly. 3/11/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:20 AM Online Survey
Please, please stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:21 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/11/2022 2:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt or hunting at any other time of year. 3/11/2022 2:22 AM Online Survey
No need to kill these bears, stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of bears. 3/11/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, please leave the bears in peace 3/11/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
Let the bears live their lives, no need to kill. 3/11/2022 2:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not allow the slaughter of the bears.  ALL animals deserve to be able to live in peace without the threat of being hunted at any time of year, least of all when they are at their most vulnerable.  
Everyone knows spring is when bears come out of hibernation, allowing a hunt then will just be a slaughter.  Please protect the bears.

3/11/2022 2:25 AM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, please leave them in peace 3/11/2022 2:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of 3/11/2022 2:28 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. Please ban this cruel slaughter of bears. Thank you 3/11/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
Has’nt mankind done enough damage to animals and the environment without the slaughter of these wonderful animals 3/11/2022 2:36 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposing all hunts. Thanks. 3/11/2022 2:37 AM Online Survey
NO! to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:43 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. We must protect the natural world and not destroy it. If we destroy it, it will lead to humankind downfall. Bear hunting is cruel and should not be allowed. Its actually sickening to think that someone 
would want to shoot and kill a vulnerable bear, have a photo with it an then eat it. WTF?!

3/11/2022 2:44 AM Online Survey

NO! to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:45 AM Online Survey
I am appalled 3/11/2022 2:47 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:50 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:53 AM Online Survey



Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:00 AM Online Survey
gegen die Bärenjagd!!! 3/11/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
no bearhunting!!! 3/11/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
stop bearhunting! 3/11/2022 3:01 AM Online Survey
bitte stoppen sie die Bärenjagd 3/11/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey
against bearhunting 3/11/2022 3:03 AM Online Survey
i oppose bearhunting 3/11/2022 3:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Please do not allow this to go ahead. 3/11/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Please do not allow this to go ahead. 3/11/2022 3:07 AM Online Survey
I wish to oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. The bears need to be protected. Bears are so important for nature and biodiversity. We are already destroying the environment please don't add this to a never ending list of things that humans 
shouldn't be doing.

3/11/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  This time of year will leave many bears especially vulnerable and result in orphaned cubs. I also believe it is wrong to view animals as a "recreational hunting/target opportunity. Bears are intelligent and 
generally leave humans alone unless people behave recklessly and provoke them.  We are losing so many species and wildlife that the hunting for fun paradigm must change.

3/11/2022 3:22 AM Online Survey

Shame on you and stop it now!!! 3/11/2022 3:22 AM Online Survey
Shame on you and stop it ! 3/11/2022 3:27 AM Online Survey
STOP IT STOP IT STOP IT 3/11/2022 3:28 AM Online Survey
I support science and facts. I support the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:32 AM Online Survey
I don’t try and force you to hunt. Please don’t try and force me not to. 3/11/2022 3:39 AM Online Survey
There are 644 tags, about 100 harvested in the spring. Thousands harvested in the fall. 3/11/2022 3:40 AM Online Survey
Some people don’t realize that hunters love nature as much and likely more than people who despise hunters for no good reason. 3/11/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the horrifying spring bear hunt!!! 3/11/2022 3:41 AM Online Survey
Eating mass produced chicken and beef is animal cruelty. Eating wild game is not. 3/11/2022 3:42 AM Online Survey
This is all getting absurd. Anti hunters have mobilized across the country and the world to fight this as though it’s the apocalypse. They have done this because WDFW has given them this format to do so. Please realize that this is only 
going to get worse in todays culture. From now on public comment opportunities will be met with the equivalent of Russian bots from all over the globe. Something must be done to change the public comment format. 

3/11/2022 3:46 AM Online Survey

Shame on you and stop it 3/11/2022 3:47 AM Online Survey
Eating mass produced chicken and beef is animal cruelty. Eating wild game is too. 3/11/2022 3:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 3:48 AM Online Survey
Bears and other animals need to be saved, please save them. Don´t kill 3/11/2022 3:49 AM Online Survey
These hunters who support this hunt don't tell you that a lot of these hunts are staged and the innocent defensless animals are lured to their death with food or other ways.  This is not a "sport" it is a slaughter. 3/11/2022 3:49 AM Online Survey
It is not a trophy, it is a dead animal.Ban the spring season! 3/11/2022 3:50 AM Online Survey
Sick people do sick things like this.Totally against it! 3/11/2022 3:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, it is cruel and unnecessary and the bears have a right to live in their natural habitat without being hunted. 3/11/2022 3:52 AM Online Survey
I absoutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. it is extremely cruel!  The bears have to live in their natural habitat. Thank you. 3/11/2022 3:55 AM Online Survey

In this day and age there exists no need to deplete our natural resources for an individuals indulgence. Look around the world and see how hunting for pleasure has decimated far too many natural environments to the extinction of key 
species. Look at how rich Yellowstone National Park has become and benefitted from the reintroduction of key species. Regardless of your desire to hunt key species, the land and country needs total protection so as too benefit the many 
rather than the few. This is not a political issue, but a social responsibility for our children’s children’s futures. One persons indulgence is unacceptable in a smaller world. End the hunting of Black Bears for ever. Please look to the science, 
facts and impact evidence.

3/11/2022 3:58 AM Online Survey

Why on earth do we need to be hunting bears with guns?! I don't think the Trophy Hunters give too hoots about the damage this does to the natural world and the impact this has on the wildlife conservation. I am shocked we even have 
to oppose this! It should not be allowed to happen.

3/11/2022 4:05 AM Online Survey

I wish to oppose the Spring Bear hunt. Please to do not give in to organisations who think hunting is fun! Get another hobby! It’s down right nasty to want to hunt an innocent animal :-( 3/11/2022 4:07 AM Online Survey
I oppose this disgusting act 3/11/2022 4:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 4:11 AM Online Survey
Please STOP this cruel act of beautiful defenceless animals… this should not be happening this day and age… majority of society now understand and respect wildlife and want to conserve the animal kingdom 3/11/2022 4:11 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 4:12 AM Online Survey
NO to all Spring Bear Hunts. 3/11/2022 4:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt - it's senseless and unnecessary. 3/11/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey
It is time now for you to show how we have evolved and that animal hunting is so outdated and unnecessary in modern world. Save our wildlife and conserve nature, it’s what society wants now because people homage become more 
aware of what goes in and it is totally unacceptable…. 

3/11/2022 4:14 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:18 AM Online Survey
It is unacceptable to murder bears for no good reason. Making a "game" out of murdering animals is really vile. Protect the bears, stop destroying their homes with deforestation, light pollution, lawning, and out of control "developers" 
and human population which need s to be controlled., We are losing everything and the status quo is leading us there. 

3/11/2022 4:20 AM Online Survey

Stop these barbaric acts 3/11/2022 4:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:23 AM Online Survey
Please lead by example and stop this cruel cruel act of violence of these beautiful majestic bears…. I oppose 3/11/2022 4:23 AM Online Survey



I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their offspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

3/11/2022 4:23 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.
Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.
Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.
And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!
If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.
We are better than this, Washington.
Petition:
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

3/11/2022 4:33 AM Online Survey

Killing Bears is an out rage and must be stopped why do people want to kill them they are beautiful Animals and should be left alone they do no harm to people just leave them alone if these people want to kill go fight a proper fight not 
animals you are all cowards when it comes to the real fight man to man 

3/11/2022 4:34 AM Online Survey

Please listen:  Bear hunts are inhumane and insupportable. 3/11/2022 4:34 AM Online Survey
When will humans stop waging war on other species? We Need our fellow earth dwellers and should live in peace and harmony, with them.
Please stop killing our bears! It is unnecessary and inhumane….. 

3/11/2022 4:36 AM Online Survey

I support a spring bear hunt!! 3/11/2022 4:36 AM Online Survey
The bears have as much right to live as human beings and they don't go about with high powered rifles to indiscriminately kill. Please ban the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 4:37 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt. BAN all bear hunts at all times 3/11/2022 4:39 AM Online Survey
I am opposing the bear hunt proposal 3/11/2022 4:40 AM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:40 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. Must NOT be allowed at any time, definitely not spring! 3/11/2022 4:41 AM Online Survey
As a landowner and tax payer I oppose the killing of these majestic creatures. I cannot believe we are even still debating this in 2022…. Disgusting 3/11/2022 4:45 AM Online Survey
Stop murdering these beautiful beautiful bears… society don’t want this. It’s only a minority who hide their faces who have no courage to stand in public and argue why they think it’s acceptable. They don’t because they have no courage 3/11/2022 4:47 AM Online Survey

Stop spring bear hunt.
Bears don't hunt people, nor should we hunt them!

3/11/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Leave them in peace. They are an important part of the ecosystem and were not placed on this earth for the sport of humans. 3/11/2022 4:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:58 AM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt, 3/11/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
Please and finally end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE. 3/11/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey
We all oppose. 3/11/2022 5:00 AM Online Survey

Family in Washington oppose. 3/11/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
Families all over Washington Oppose. 3/11/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
Rural or urban we oppose. 3/11/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
I opppose. 3/11/2022 5:01 AM Online Survey
Families against the spring bear hunt. We OPPOSE. 3/11/2022 5:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/11/2022 5:02 AM Online Survey
I’m against this proposal. I oppose. 3/11/2022 5:02 AM Online Survey
Not a good proposal. No to spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:03 AM Online Survey
NO.I oppose. 3/11/2022 5:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Absolutely not. 3/11/2022 5:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Really bad. Never do this. 3/11/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
Say No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
Bad idea. 3/11/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear. Outside biology peer review. 3/11/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, it is cruel and unnecessary 3/11/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
No science reviewed by academia and whole country science. No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:07 AM Online Survey



Open the spring bear hunt. The anti-hunters need to remove their feelings from decision making. Look at the numbers. Analyze the data from the biologist and make decisions off the science not emotions. Bear numbers in many areas are 
high and calf/fawn survival  rates are low. It makes sense to open the season. I would further propose to remove the lottery and make it an open season for every hunter in the state.

3/11/2022 5:07 AM Online Survey

Need real science on this NO to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:08 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:09 AM Online Survey
No killing bears. Lead bullets low IQ. Stop killing our fragile system. No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Science needs to be proven. By the many not the very few. No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:10 AM Online Survey
Peer review by academia. I oppose. 3/11/2022 5:11 AM Online Survey
This is horrific and cruel. Stop this spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:12 AM Online Survey
Real biology. Seats by outsiders unbiased. Save all our bears and our complete ecosystem that works beautifully without hunters. NO SPRING BEAR hunts. 3/11/2022 5:12 AM Online Survey
Hunt Meat= western chronic disease= all Americans subsidizing your care. End the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose. 3/11/2022 5:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the senseless killing of innocent bears. 3/11/2022 5:15 AM Online Survey
Urging all to say no to spring bear hunts. 3/11/2022 5:16 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears with their cubs alone. No to spring bear. Oppose. 3/11/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
Washington neighbors oppose. 3/11/2022 5:17 AM Online Survey
Washington families forever say we oppose. 3/11/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
The science says leave the eco environment alone to do its own thing. Our food is organized for us. 3/11/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
Oppose. 3/11/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
Never in favor. No 3/11/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
Strongly against. No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:19 AM Online Survey
Say No. oppose 3/11/2022 5:20 AM Online Survey
Save lives. There is no peer reviewed science here. Place third party biologists on your committees not hunters. 3/11/2022 5:21 AM Online Survey

So against this. Bad proposal. No tue unadulterated science. 3/11/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
Stinks. Oppose. 3/11/2022 5:22 AM Online Survey
Not hunter biologist just real science peer reviewed by academia and think talk. 3/11/2022 5:23 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. Save bear families and keep their fragile worlds intact. 3/11/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose.Where’s the science. You don’t have peer review. Stop killing bears. 3/11/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey
Washington says no. 3/11/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey
Please bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose. Makes no real sense to our ecosystem. Get reviewed by outside biologists peers. 3/11/2022 5:27 AM Online Survey
Stop killing bears you’re killing yourselves. Pharma loves hunters. 3/11/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear. 3/11/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt very much. anyone that is in favor of it just wants the freedom to be able to kill and should be locked up for being psychopaths. we need apex predators like bears, wolves, mountain lions, etc in the eco 
system to keep things healthy for both plants and animals, and apex predators are our best bet at stop major diseases like chronic wasting disease that wipe out deer and elk populations when left unchecked (most apex predators have 
immunity to these kinds of diseases, and they prey on the sick animals so they cant spread disease to the healthy populations). Do the right thing and stop this barbaric and absolutely pointlessly stupid and wasteful hunt.

3/11/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey

End spring bear hunt. Stop ruining our wildlife. 3/11/2022 5:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey
End spring bear hunt.We need our bears!Washington says No! 3/11/2022 5:32 AM Online Survey
We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!! 3/11/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE.  End Spring bear hunt.  They deserve to live just like humans do. 3/11/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 5:38 AM Online Survey
The elk are hurting  so bad in the blue mountains bears are super hard on the calls during spring. There are lots of bears I can see 3-7 a day on a hike in the spring, lots of states are otc spring bear I don't understand why you would take it 
away it's a must you need to add more tags!!

3/11/2022 5:42 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 5:45 AM Online Survey
support 3/11/2022 5:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt.
If bears must be killed do it humanely, scientifically, and under strict controls. Do not subcontract to 'folks' who enjoy killing for the sake of it. 

3/11/2022 5:56 AM Online Survey

I am against bear hunting 3/11/2022 5:57 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to bear hunting 3/11/2022 5:58 AM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt.
It is unscientific, inhumane, not rigorously controlled, and encourages blood sports. 

3/11/2022 5:59 AM Online Survey

End bear hunting now 3/11/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey



I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are an outdated and immoral tradition that serve no useful purpose. 

3/11/2022 6:00 AM Online Survey

End the spring bear hunt now! 3/11/2022 6:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunts 3/11/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
This is sick and disgusting. Don't kill a mama bear who has babies and leave them orphaned. Don't kill a baby bear. Killing animals for a trophy is pure evil.  Hunters who kill for pleasure are the most evil people on the planet. 3/11/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose giving licence to kill with lack of oversight or scientific approach.
They want to shoot, send them to a target range; they want meat, send them to a butcher; they want a rug, send them to a carpet shop. They have no proper excuse in this century for their blood lust.

3/11/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey

 "I support the continuation of Washington Spring Bear".

 We continue to have a healthy sustainable population of bears in Washington and the cancelation of this season goes against the biologists recommendations. 

3/11/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey

Trophy hunting is vile, immoral and inhuman end it NOW 3/11/2022 6:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It's disgraceful what these so called ''humans' do as sport and passtime. 3/11/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to all trophy hunting end the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
Hunting is not natural if guns are involved. Too many bears will be killed for sport and their numbers will fall; it happened with the wolves too. 3/11/2022 6:05 AM Online Survey
Please cancel the hunt, stop killing our wildlife. 3/11/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and what it stands for. 3/11/2022 6:06 AM Online Survey
Pls stop senseless killing of voiceless animals 3/11/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:08 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane. 3/11/2022 6:09 AM Online Survey
Too many people not enough wildlife stop the hunting for fun 3/11/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt!  Killing for sport is barbaric and should end. 3/11/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:12 AM Online Survey
stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:14 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt 3/11/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
I object to the hunting of bears 3/11/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
I wish to oppose the Spring Bear hunt. No living animal should be hunted with guns. Its barbaric. Leave the bears to live in peace. They have just as much right to be here as us. 3/11/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt' 3/11/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
Please do no to let the spring bear hunt go ahead. Please respect and protect the natural world. 3/11/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
We must protect all wildlife. Vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
Please vote yes for spring bear our forests need it to remain healthy. 3/11/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly and vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting these bears is totally unnecessary and cruel. 3/11/2022 6:30 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
I strongly and vehemently am against the spring bear hunt.  In fact, there should be NO hunting of bears.  Disgusting and unnecessary-- where's the "sport"? 3/11/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
We strongly support the proposals 3/11/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Please vote no for the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:31 AM Online Survey
Definitely yes to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey
Hello and thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposal.

In the strongest possible terms I oppose this proposal. As someone who lives and uses on a year round basis the landscape in the Twisp River valley the notion that WDFW feels like it's somehow OK to orphan Black Bear cubs strikes me as 
the height of poor wildlife management. One of the things I do in my backyard of Little Bridge Crk, a tributary of the Twisp River, is to hike extensively off trail in the spring and it's a rare treat to see a cub. To imagine any cub to be 
orphaned simply because a hunter would like to 'harvest' the mother is just unconscionable. If this proposal is allowed to proceed it would erode further WDFW's credibility as a wildlife management agency in the eyes of the public.

These words don't and can't do justice to just how strongly I feel about this. Please reject this proposal.

Sincerely, Matt Firth
Twisp River   

3/11/2022 6:32 AM Online Survey

Bears bring in more money to the state through ecotourism than by hunting. As bears are slow to reproduce and young bears require their mother to feed and teach them for the first year of their live. A dead bear thus breaks the cycle of 
keeping the species thriving and in the spring would lead to orphan bears. We, the human species, are morally obligated to coexist with animals on earth. It is not for us to “harvest” another living creature. Please consider Ghandi’s words - 
 “The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.”

3/11/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Bear Hunt and my whole family too. 3/11/2022 6:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this bear hunt.  3/11/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose the proposed bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 3/11/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly opposed these bear hunts! 3/11/2022 6:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:39 AM Online Survey



I oppose the proposed spring bear hunt ! 3/11/2022 6:41 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt or hunting at any other time of year.  Animals deserve to lead a peaceful life without being brutally killed so that some hunter can get their kicks! 3/11/2022 6:42 AM Online Survey
No hunt at all! I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned.  Too many animals are already on the endangered list. 3/11/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned world wide. 3/11/2022 6:43 AM Online Survey
I object to the proposals to legalise bear killing 3/11/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  All animals have the right to live without being hunted. 3/11/2022 6:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose hunting bears any time of year.  These magnificent animals are an important part of their ecosystem and their removal will cause unintended consequences.  They don’t deserve to die just so a hunter has bragging rights 
and a bear skin.  Please do the right and humane thing and ban the bear hunts.  Thank you.

3/11/2022 6:45 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to hunting at any time.  Spring is when bears come out of hibernation and are at their most vulnerable.  Spring is also the time when cubs are out and about, it would be a massacre for the bears.  
 Please protect the bears from hunters.

3/11/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunting, please don't do this. 3/11/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting is unnecessary.  We should be protecting the animals NOT killing them for fun. 3/11/2022 6:46 AM Online Survey
Please protect the bears.  I oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/11/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  There is no need to hunt any animals at all. 3/11/2022 6:47 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/11/2022 6:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  If we allow all animals to be hunted there will be no animals left for future generations. No to all hunting. 3/11/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
We support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Spring is a crucial time for bears as the emerge from hibernation. We have black bears who live on or near our land in Winthrop, WA and it is one of my favorite things about our home. The chance once in 
awhile to see this beautiful animal in the wild. Please give them a chance. Hunters don’t need bear to survive. Far from it. It’s just a trophy hunt. 

3/11/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey

I opposed the inhumane spring bear hunt.  3/11/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
Ban Bear Hunting!!! Native Americas had successfully managed wild conservation for thousands of years, why leave wildlife decision on hands of ferocious minority that the only argument is his egocentrism and madness violence 3/11/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals need our protection, NOT to be hunted to extinction.  It happend with the bison and will happen to bears if they are not protected from hunters. 3/11/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to hunting at any time of the year. 3/11/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey
The stupidity of anti hunters is at an all time high today.

support spring bear hunt

3/11/2022 6:51 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt. Please protect the bears.  There is no reason for bears to be hunted other than bloodthirsty hunters wanting something to hunt. 3/11/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to ALL hunting, it is barbaric and unnecessary. 3/11/2022 6:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/11/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
No more violence and cruelty toward wildlife. STOP HUNTING OUR BEARS. 3/11/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
Please do not take away the protection that these creatures deserve. Say no to the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this hunt and any other, including trapping. Time for us to give up the killing and start saving animals lives before we have none left!! 3/11/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
I fully support having a Spring Bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:59 AM Online Survey
I vigorously oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  At a time when many animals are on the endangered list hunting should be banned.  A disease can break out among the bears and decimate them at any time.  Just because the bear population is doing 
well, doesn't mean they should be hunted.

3/11/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey

No to Spring bear hunt.  Please stop the hunting. 3/11/2022 7:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please protect these bears. 3/11/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting.  All animals have the right to live in peace without being hunted. 3/11/2022 7:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.
3/11/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey

I wish to oppose the spring bear hunt. This cannot be allowed to go ahead. Hunting bears with guns is madness and extremely cruel! 3/11/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:04 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the bear hunt to go forward. Say no to the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:05 AM Online Survey



I TRULY OPPOSE TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING!
I believe the Washington Fish and Wildlife Department should ban bear hunting because of permanent ecosystem damage. Hunting bears causes a negative indirect effect on wildlife balance that has not been contemplated in this 
rulemaking decision, amend WAC 220-415-080. First, hunting male bears can promote infanticide counterstrategies from the surviving male population. (Agrell et al. 1998, Ebensperger 1998, Palombit 2015). Female bears to avoid 
infanticidal males restrict foraging behavior and carry a nutritive cost (Steyaert et al., 2013). The reproductive costs imposed by habitat and diet selection constraints could decrease female reproductive success (Wielgus and Bunnell 1994, 
2000; Wielgus et al. 2001). Also, bear hunting can indirectly contribute to negative population growth through increased juvenile mortality (Swenson et al. 1997, 2001; Swenson 2003; Gosselin et al. 2015, 2017). Cub survival was 
negatively correlated with the removal of males from the population (24% and 42% lower 0.5 and 1.5 yr after harvest, respectively; Swenson et al.1997). Finally, harvest by hunting is usually selective. In North America, hunters may show 
preference toward more giant and older bears, primarily males (McLellan and Shackleton 1988, Kohlmann et al. 1999). The disproportionate removal of older and male bears could disrupt population age and sex structure, but it could also 
artificially select smaller and less reproductively successful phenotypes. As you can see, there are multiple adverse effects on bear behavior and survival when humans selectively induce a bear control population.  
We also need to remember that bears play an essential role in the ecosystem. They help in seed dispersion; black bears eat a lot of fruit and vegetation, so they are amongst the main seed dispersion agents. Also, bears provide indirect 
food to other species, such as bald eagles who land nearby to feed on the salmon leftovers, and by dragging salmon carcasses through the forest, they help enrich the soil. Finally, bears act as a natural growth booster for trees and other 
forest cover vegetation when they deposit scat on the forest floors.
My last word in this discussion is that most of the U.S. population does not participate in-game or sports hunts. Wild watchers are nearly twice as numerous as hunters, according to a 2016 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). Why be no-
hunters relegated to minority status or excluded entirely when deciding how wildlife is managed? It is antithetical and unequal that one group would be granted greater access to wildlife management because hunters make a significant 
monetary contribution to wild conservation. I firmly believe that other actors with vast expertise in wildlife conservation, such as Native Americans and International conservation societies, should participate in these wildlife decisions.  

 

   

3/11/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey

Please stop hunting bears. You wouldn’t kill a dog, so why kill a bear? 3/11/2022 7:08 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
Science has not proved the effective  human-hunting as conservation method. Stop Spring Bear Hunting... It is time to follow common sense, Nature and Science. BAN BEAR HUNTING ! 3/11/2022 7:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:12 AM Online Survey
Fully support this proposal 3/11/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
Please, please do not allow this Spring Hunt! 3/11/2022 7:13 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT! IT'S CRUEL!! 3/11/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey

I am for/pro spring bear hunt. I enjoy the outdoors with friends and family. I hunt with friends and family. I hike in areas where I hunt with friends and family. Unless there is a logical reason(s) to change the status quo then the season 
should remain. Very slippery slope when people in power start making changes based on how they feel without science to back it up.
I can appreciate the energy of those that put in time to cancel spring bear, but your energy could be so useful elsewhere. Drive around any major city in Washington and you will see areas where your energy could be useful/redirected for 
the good. Unless there is a problem with population numbers for an animal, we shouldn’t have officials stepping in and telling hunters what to do based on feelings. 

3/11/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:15 AM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring hunt. The experience with the limited hunt in Ocala National Forest has shown that:
1) the hunting quota is rapidly exceeded. (In Ocala, less than 12 hours!)
2) females were killed indiscriminately and their cubs left to die
3) there has been no decrease in the human-bear conflict. This is due to the encroachment of humans on bear habitat and on the humans feeding bears (they are not pets!).
The proper way to manage bears is to preserve their habitat and  educate humans.

3/11/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey

I OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNT!! 3/11/2022 7:16 AM Online Survey
A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey

A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/11/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey

The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey

The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey

Stop the hunt 3/11/2022 7:18 AM Online Survey
spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is not sustainable.It must be banned!! 3/11/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE ALL HUNTING 3/11/2022 7:19 AM Online Survey
Stop this hunt, it’s not necessary 3/11/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey
This hunt is completely unnecessary and cruel. There is no justification for hunting bears 3/11/2022 7:20 AM Online Survey
We must protect all wildlife. Vote no for spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey
Help the ecosystem, save the cubs. 
Vote YES for spring bear hunt 

3/11/2022 7:21 AM Online Survey

No spring hunt from an Auburn taxpayer please. 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
We must protect the vulnerable and vote yes for spring bear hunting to protect our wildlife. 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
Absolutely yes to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey



We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
No bear spring hunt 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
Seattle supports spring bear hunting and so should you! 3/11/2022 7:22 AM Online Survey
Start the hunt! We can’t wait we have to protect Little cubs. 3/11/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
Spring bears are weak and starved.Totally oppose! 3/11/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
Vancouver supports spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
Seattle oppose spring bear hunting and so should you! 3/11/2022 7:23 AM Online Survey
We must protect all wildlife. Vote yes for spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey

I love the ecosystem and I love spring bear hunting. Vote yes to protect the Cubs 3/11/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:24 AM Online Survey

I love the ecosystem and I love spring bear hunting. Vote NO to protect the Cubs 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey

We strongly support spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
Take control of our predators. Vote yes for spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
My children & I live in Ballard and greatly vote against the black bear hunt proposed. Thank you for taking our comment. 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
Help save lives, vote for spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
The people of Ballard Washington support spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:25 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
Most Americans agree that spring bear hunting is best for all wildlife. Vote yes! 3/11/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
Yes to wildlife and yes to spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
The people of Ballard Washington OPPOSE spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:26 AM Online Survey
Most Americans disagree that spring bear hunting is best for all wildlife. Vote no 3/11/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
Hi, I’m from Buckley and our household votes no. Thank u.  3/11/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting from Buckley WA 3/11/2022 7:27 AM Online Survey
We strongly support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey

Strongly against spring hunt. 3/11/2022 7:28 AM Online Survey
Make the spring bear hunt mandatory for all Washington citizens. We have to do better to protect our wildlife. 3/11/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
This wa household votes against spring hunt. 3/11/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
Northwest wildlife foundation strongly supports the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
THERE IS NO REASON TO KILL THE BEARS JUST BLOODLUST I OPPOSE THE SRING BEAR HUNT 3/11/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
Protect them nursing mothers, vote yes for spring bear 3/11/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
Do your part vote yes for spring bear hunting to protect wildlife. 3/11/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT 3/11/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey
I am deeply against this new proposed spring hunt. 3/11/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt in Washington 3/11/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/11/2022 7:31 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
As a Washingtonian we already have a time to hunt bear & I disagree with this new proposal. Leave hunting the way it is. Thanks 3/11/2022 7:32 AM Online Survey
Strongly support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
We must do our part to protect wildlife. Vote yes for spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:33 AM Online Survey
Most Americans agree that spring bear hunting is destroying for all wildlife. Vote no 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
Totally support of spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I VOTE NO HUNT 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
We vote yes to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
I support the continuation of the spring bear hunt. RCW 77.04.012 requires WDFW Commissioners to maximize sustainable hunting and fishing opportunities. Studies (see Responses to Commission Questions) have shown unanimously 
that both spring and fall black bear seasons are not only sustainable, but that populations are continuing to grow with those seasons in place. Effective wildlife management can only be accomplished through wildlife science, not social 
pressures. If the commission would abide by the recommendations of the state biologists and uphold their doctrine without political bias, the states wildlife populations would greatly benefit.

3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey

Yes to save cubs 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:34 AM Online Survey
We urgently need to evolve and treat other species with respect. We all deserve to live. Let’s leave conservation on the hands of Nature, millions of years of experience has never been underestimated. Human- control of wildlife has been 
a disaster! Stop Spring Bear Hunting 

3/11/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey

Definitely yes to spring bear hunting we must protect the Cubs 3/11/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
We vote no to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
I’m from Kirkland and my wife & I vote against new rule, thank you kindly. 3/11/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
Continued support to protect our wildlife and continued support for the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 7:35 AM Online Survey
Definitely no to spring bear hunting we must protect the Cubs 3/11/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
We must continue the spring bear hunt in order to protect nursing mothers. 3/11/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey



Kirkland Washington supports spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
Bothell here and we vote no to new hunt in spring plz. 3/11/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey
Most Americans are not wildlife biologists. Wildlife biologists (the people who devote their lives to understanding the nuances of wildlife management) are in full support of the continuation of the spring bear hunt. Listen to the biologists 
and vote YES on continuing the spring bear hunt. Thank you

3/11/2022 7:37 AM Online Survey

MO to spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 7:38 AM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt. It is beyond time for people to stop acting like savage beasts & killing animals!! 3/11/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting.! 3/11/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Typo, I meant NO:) 3/11/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey
Has not been done enough damage to wildlife and the environment?
I oppose the spring bear hunt.

3/11/2022 7:39 AM Online Survey

We support spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
I live here and i support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments! 3/11/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey
Bear cubs and their Mothers need to be protected - Most especially during spring.
SUPPORT the hunt!!

3/11/2022 7:40 AM Online Survey

My family loves, works & pay taxes in Washington and we are deeply opposed to this absurd new spring hunt. 3/11/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
I STRONGLY OPPOSE any Spring Bear Hunt. These poor animals are hungry, many have cubs that will die without their mama. Trophy hunting is wasteful and cruel by its very nature but this Spring Hunt will be catastrophic for Bear 
populations.  I think the beliefs of all the people who oppose this should outweigh the tiny number of trophy hunters trying to get another skin on their disgusting wall of shame. 

3/11/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose bear hunting any time, killing shouldn’t be a sport, it’s for food if needed, even animals don’t kill for fun!!!!!!!! 3/11/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
please say no to the spring bear hunt. these creatures need our protection. 3/11/2022 7:41 AM Online Survey
Resident here, strongly support these amendments!! 3/11/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt 3/11/2022 7:42 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington, love our bears and oppose the spring bear season 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
Greatly against this proposal. 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose a Spring bear hunt. For the many many Washingtonians who do not hunt we want to be able to enjoy these bears in their natural habitat 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
Resident here, strongly oppose 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support continuing the season with these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
If you was to leave the bears alone and leave them with enough food and land they would not come into contact with humans why always to kill is the answer look at what is going on in the world. 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
against this proposal 3/11/2022 7:43 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and oppose a new bear hunt in the spring. 3/11/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I oppose continuing the season with these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 7:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
Seattleite here & I believe a new spring bear hunt is a bad idea. There’s better non lethal ways to address issues. I vote no. 3/11/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring bear hunt.  I backpack, hike and fish in Washington's mountains and have never had any issues with a bear.  The spring bear hunt proposal would open the door to the killing of bears who are particularly 
vulnerable because they are coming out of hibernation.  It would result in the killing of mother bears who are nursing cubs.  No hunter can tell the difference between a female and male bear.  Bears are foraging for food to feed their cubs.  
 They forage w/o their cubs.  A rule banning the killing of female bears is meaningless since noone can distinguish between female and male bears when hunting.  Washington has in place a summer/fall bear hunting season that starts on 
August 1 and ends in November 15.  That 3.5 month period provides plenty of opportunity for the killing of bears.  A spring hunting season is not needed and should be rejected by the Department.  Thank you.

3/11/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey

I live in Western Washington and I believe in doing the right thing for our wildlife. I support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments 3/11/2022 7:45 AM Online Survey
I’m opposed to hunt. 3/11/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
Support! 3/11/2022 7:46 AM Online Survey
I've lived in Washington for 12 years.  I love and treasure our wildlife; these animals have a right to be here and to live their life without constant fear of being killed. 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I vote no. 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
West Washington resident, I completely support continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
Do not support 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunts 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I do not support bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
I support the bear season because I love our Washington bears and believe in managing them scientifically instead of having to cull them when they overpopulate. 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose a spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:47 AM Online Survey
No to hunting 3/11/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
As a resident I do not support my state opening a spring hunt. 3/11/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season because I love our Washington bears!!! 3/11/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey

I live here and I support continuing with this spring season! 3/11/2022 7:48 AM Online Survey
Totally support as a resident 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I am opposed. 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support these amendments!! 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey

West WA resident here, total support for these amendments 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I lived in Washington for many years. This hunt is cruel, unethical, and not backed by science. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 3/11/2022 7:49 AM Online Survey



Completely support these amendments. Help our bears! 3/11/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
Strongly against hunt! 3/11/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/11/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey

I support the bear season because I love our Washington bears and believe in managing them ethically with science and not emotion. 3/11/2022 7:50 AM Online Survey
I’m against hunt 3/11/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support the spring season for bears 3/11/2022 7:51 AM Online Survey
No spring hunt! 3/11/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
As a long time WA resident, I oppose a Spring bear hunt. It is a cruel practice that is only allowed in 8 States. Washington must do better!! 3/11/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
Do not support. This is murder of an animal for no reason other than to abuse animals. I live in Steven’s county, in the country. There are not “extra bears” all over the woods and hills. There are on the other hand thousands upon 
thousands of cows that live in horrible conditions that will surely be slaughtered… sorry if the bears want a a little space without being murdered. 

3/11/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey

No to bear hunt in spring! 3/11/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
Bear hunt should follow the science laid out by professional biologists. This decision should leave emotion out of it. I support the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey

If we love our bears we must manage them with science and not emotion! I support these amendments as a resident because I love our beautiful Washington bears. 3/11/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
I sipport the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
Strongly against hunt. 3/11/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support these amendments to WAC 220-415-080 as well as continuing the spring season 3/11/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey
I am concerned and humbly submit that the allowance of a spring bear hunt is unethical due to resurgence of hungry bears who are in their most weak and vulnerable position. In my opinion this is not hunting for meat while they are at 
their leanest. This is like going to an arcade and bears are set up for the kill. Unfortunately I am also concerned that the reinforcement of making sure mother bears are not taken is a difficult task to enforce. The department is expecting 
people to be honest and responsible by bringing in the bear remains for inspection. This is impossible and I believe there will be those who break the law. In order to protect nursing mothers and cubs this change must not go into effect. 
Wildlife organizations would see an increase of orphans.  I DO NOT SUPPORT THE SPRING BEAR HUNT.

3/11/2022 7:54 AM Online Survey

I vote no 3/11/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
 live in Washington, love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/11/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose, please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments 3/11/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
Opposed 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Environmental issues affect everyone. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Strongly support as a resident! 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
No spring hunt please 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
I am in favor of the spring black bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose! Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey

Against the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:56 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
Definitely opposed to spring hunt 3/11/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt. Doesn't conserve. Protects the hunters 3/11/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Completely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
Please BAN the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I support 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Completely support as a resident 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
Strongly support spring bear hunt as a wa resident 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
100% opposed 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
I live here and believe in managing these bears with science not emotion. I support the spring season  with these amendments! 3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey

Completely support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose! 3/11/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
Against the murder 3/11/2022 8:00 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey

Please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
The answer is in the proposal A central part of WDFW’s legislative mandate is to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunity Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 
permits is sustainable

3/11/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:01 AM Online Survey
Old way of saving timber companies money, stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
100% oppose, please ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey



Opposed, stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Completely support! 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Support 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/11/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support! 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Completely opposed 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt.  Too bad the bears don't have guns.  JT 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
vote no 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Against 3/11/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to any spring hunt. Risks are too high during this season. 3/11/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
Don’t put wildlife management in the hands of the voters. Leave it with the professional biologist to manage. 3/11/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington, love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/11/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
This is for hunters, not the bears. Opposed 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt wish the bears could hunt these idot humans! Now that I would love to see!! 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I love our Washington bears and I support the season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I do not support as a resident of Algona. Thank you. 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
I love our bears, BAN the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey
Completely support as a resident 3/11/2022 8:05 AM Online Survey

I live here I love our bears and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I do not support the changes. 3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
Strongly support! 
"Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable" 
Sustainable hunting decisions driven by science is the best way forward. 

3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey

I support as a resident 3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I am a resident & student of UW and don’t support this spring bear hunt change. 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly support as a resident! 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
We don't need this bear hunt, please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I do not support 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/11/2022 8:07 AM Online Survey
I love our bears not our hunters, Opposed 3/11/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I support continuing the season with these proposed amendments as a resident here 3/11/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support! 3/11/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey
Anyone saying ban the bear hunt is clearly anti hunting. Regardless what science and biology say they will come out and be opposed. I support the bear hunt if numbers and population management goals are bring met 3/11/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey

This is SO cruel.   The bears just wake up then are shot and killed because they are infringing on “our” lands.   We need to learn to live with them and assume the risks. That is the humane thing to do.  And the thought that this hunting 
becomes indefinite every spring instead of a year by year basis is SO corrupt. Where is the democracy in that vote.   Bullies forced that vote to fruition.  With this world in such a horrible chaotic state why can’t we at least hold on to some 
compassion and caring for these incredible animals.  Just wrong. 

3/11/2022 8:08 AM Online Survey

Please ban the spring bear hunt. It was used a LONG TIME AGO to help save timber companies money. Please ban 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
I care about our bears and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. It was used a LONG TIME AGO to help save timber companies money. Please ban 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
Totally support the amendments as a resident 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
Cruel and inhumane. Opposed 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:09 AM Online Survey
I care about our bears and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Vote no 3/11/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:10 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly oppose 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
As a Washington public land owner I oppose continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly support 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:11 AM Online Survey
WA and I oppose the spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt please 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Disagree, stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey



I also attend UW and oppose this spring proposal. Hunters have enough time to hunt already. Killing is NOT an effective or humane so-called management tool. As we are environmentally conscious- we must also be the same with our 
wildlife and killing is never a reasonable, humane & decent solution. Please research other options such as relocation, etc. thanks for allowing public opinions. 

3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey

I support these amendments as a Washington resident 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Don’t support 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Washington resident here, strongly support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Please ban 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
I support these amendments 3/11/2022 8:12 AM Online Survey
Please ban for good, no support from us 3/11/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support!! 3/11/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
Lead with science, not emotion! I support these amendments 3/11/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
UW students agree, stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
I support as a resident! 3/11/2022 8:13 AM Online Survey
Do not support, based on facts not emotion. Opposed 3/11/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I support this spring season continuing! 3/11/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I am a lifelong resident of Vashon & oppose this rule change. 3/11/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
100% oppose 3/11/2022 8:14 AM Online Survey
I support these amendments as a resident of this state 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Against. 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring season with these amendments 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
Against, vote no 3/11/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring season 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Supported by a resident of this state! 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, and the cruel and unsustainable slaughter of wildlife. 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring season with these amendments 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Nooooo 3/11/2022 8:16 AM Online Survey
Vote yes to supporting our great Washington bears with this spring season 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt, against! 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I live here and support the season with these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I would ask the Commission to approve this rule making petition.  My reasons are as follows:
1) The science generated by the WDFW's own biologists point to it being feasible.  These are the state's own employees who are scientists.  Let's follow their guidance.  If we say we believe in science (ex. climate change, COVID and mask 
wearing), then let's follow science-based regulations from the WDFW.
2) If I'm persistent enough and lucky enough to harvest a bear, I will utilize all available meat.  This animal will not go to waste.
3) Black bear population estimates for the State of Washington show ~ 20,000+.  The number taken in a Spring Bear season would not endanger the population of this animal.  
 

3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey

Strongly supported by a resident! 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt for good please 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I am against hunt 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
100% against 3/11/2022 8:17 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support these proposed amendments. 3/11/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
Please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I live in wa and I support 3/11/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I urge the committee to oppose this rule change and eliminate a spring hunt. Full disclosure: I am an avid hunter, but stress the fact that the state allows no other mammals to be hunted in the spring, and for good reasons known to all 
rational people. With there being a fall season already, those who wish to hunt may do so. Shame on the Inland Northwest Wildlife Council president claiming it’s “just an great opportunity to shake the dust off after winter,” or words to 
that effect. Buddy, if you need to “shake the dust off,” you are free to go take a nice long walk in the woods. And hunt your bear in the fall. This is the classic “solution in search of a problem” mentality at work, and a selfish one at that.

3/11/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey

I say no spring hunt 3/11/2022 8:18 AM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
I vote against 3/11/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:19 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
That's right, we aren't allowed to hunt other animals in the spring so why the bears. Please ban for good. Thank you 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
I'm a Washington resident and I support 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
My vote is against hunt in spring. 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
Western Washington vote NO 3/11/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
My vote is for managing our bears with science. I support the spring season 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I am from Washington and I SUPPORT! 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Please ban, we do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt !!  Please !!!!! 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/11/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey



Please stop the spring bear hunts, opposed 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
Please continue to manage our beautiful bears with science not emotion. I support these proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
Supported 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
please vote no on the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
Opposed to new hunt 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support continuing our spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please do not support the spring hunt of bears 3/11/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season because I love our Washington bears! 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Springtime is the worst time to do this, please stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I say no way 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Please ban, thank you 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Listen to the experts, spring bear hunt should continue. 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
Please do not ban the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:23 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and I support continuing our spring bear season!!! 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Please ban 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Please don't ban 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Don’t support this hunt 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
As a Washington public land owner I support continuing the spring bear season with the proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
Please support our spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
I support this season because I love our Washington bears!! 3/11/2022 8:24 AM Online Survey
101% support 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Don't support 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support! 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I oppose more hunting in spring! 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
WA Resident, I support! 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support more hunting in spring! 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt, please ban 3/11/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
I support our bears and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose, please stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear hunt, please do not ban 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey

Do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly support, please help our beautiful bears thrive 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly support, please continue the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I am strongly Opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt.STOP IT NOW PLEASE 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
As a resident & taxpayer I vote against this new proposal. 3/11/2022 8:26 AM Online Survey
I am strongly in support of the Spring Bear Hunt. DO NOT STOP IT NOW PLEASE 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

I vote to continue this spring bear season to help our beautiful bears 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
As a resident & taxpayer I vote for this new proposal. 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and every other 'hunt' that slaughters innocent animals so some idiot can brag to his friends what a big tough hunter he is. Pathetic and disgusting. 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring season thank you 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I vote no from Seattle thanks 3/11/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Please continue the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

Please ban, thanks! 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear slaughter! 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
I vote yes from Whatcom thanks 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

Please do not ban, thanks! 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

YES to the spring bear season! 3/11/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey

YES to ethically managing our bears. Support the science and support this season! 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt, thank you! 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey



Seems like the answer is in the proposal itself: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support continuing spring bear season. 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey

Do not support 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Support, please do not ban for as long as the hunt is sustainable and necessary. 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Follow the science and SUPPORT! 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
As a property owner & tax payer of pierce county, my vote is against this new proposal, regards.Jim 3/11/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose. I pray for the day humanity rises above this murderous machismo. Meanwhile, should someone organize a spring hunt for bear hunters, so they get some idea how it feels to be "harvested'? 3/11/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
Ban for good please, do not support 3/11/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
Strongly support. I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
No Spring Bear hunt ! Presently many bears have been pushed out of their territory by expensive logging, based on lumber prices. They are relocating and pregnant females and those with cubs make easy targets. Good grief, where does 
respect for a species begin and end ? A female and cubs as a target in the spring. How desperate are hunter bragging rights ? Allan 

3/11/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey

First off, I want to thank the commission, and everyone else gathered this morning and being involved in this process. Regardless of which side you are supporting today.  Healthy disagreement, diversity of thought, and ability to put 
differences aside to discuss important topics objectively, is at an all time low in our modern day society.  With that said I signed up today to support the Spring Bear season in 2022 and moving forward until science tells us otherwise.  
As someone who lives in upper Kittitas County, I am blessed to live in bear country.  I love seeing these majestic creatures and living among them.  I want nothing more than the longevity of black bears in our state.  As well as all other 
wildlife that was here before us.  It is sad that I feel I need to say that because over the last 100 years hunters have put more time, money, energy, blood, sweat and tears into these animals and pursuit of these animals than any other 
group of civilians. But if you listen to a lot of the proposed ideas on the comment threads, we are labeled as bloodthirsty, sow with cubs targeting monsters.  And that is a stain on my name I am unwilling to accept because for me, family, 
and the men and women I surround myself in this community  are anything but those things. 
Looking at the History of the North American Model of wildlife, an animal that is hunted and has open seasons when sustainable harvest is available is a valued animal.  Let's continue to support bears and other wildlife by 
maintaining legal, regulated, sustainable harvest when populations allow.

3/11/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey

I vote no, thank you 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Please continue managing our bears with science not emotion. Supported these amendments 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
I support! Thank you 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly against this hunt in my home state. 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Opposed, thank you 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly support managing these beautiful bears with science in my home state 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Hunting is not about machismo, that is a warped view held by opponents who are unwilling to compromise. Hunting is a vital management tool for wildlife conservation.  The spring bear hunt encourages the take of more aggressive male 
bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. Bear meat is also used for food and the fat is rendered down for a variety of uses. I support the spring bear hunt and amendments proposed.

3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey

Supported, thank you 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly for this hunt in my home state. 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey

We do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly support 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
We support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
No new spring hunt! 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
Not supported, thank you 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
We do support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is not new and should continue 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
Please ban for good, thank you 3/11/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
Please continue managing our bears with science not emotion, thank you 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
As a Washington resident and public land owner, I support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Vote yes 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose hunting our bears in spring 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring hunt 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I live here and support 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and support the spring bear hunt for as long as it is sustainable for our bears and their continued existence. 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey

supported! 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Please stop 3/11/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
please don't stop 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Do not support, please ban 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I love our bears and I support 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I actually live here and I support 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Puyallup resident against spring hunt. 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do not take away the protection for these animals. 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Western Washington resident, I support these proposed amendments 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
I do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
adopt this rule 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Opposed, I do not support. Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I actually live here and support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey



Ban this new hunt. 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt is not a new hunt, please allow this season to continue. 3/11/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears. 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county supports this amendment 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Opposed, do not support 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Supported from a resident! 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears. 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey

Please ban for goid 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
I live here and support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears. 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
listen to the experts, support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Strongly supported 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
Please do not support 3/11/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
be like the data, support spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I love bears so I support these amendments 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Please ban, thank you 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Our household from Yelm, drastically opposes this new hunting proposal. Please reconsider. Thank you in advance for allowing my input. 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I love bears, opposed 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Vote yes! 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Western Washington oppose 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
"spring bear hunt does not only align with our current policy, but is consistent with it" - listen up. Adopt spring bear 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, thank you so much! 3/11/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I actually love bears and I support 3/11/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape for generations to come. 3/11/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey

Completely supported by a resident! 3/11/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
We do not support, Opposed. Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Supported!! 3/11/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Supported 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Vote no please, thank you 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
I support as a resident!! 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
I support 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Don't listen to people who have no skin in the game, please continue spring bear season 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Supported! Please manage our bears responsibly 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Opposed. Please ban the spring bear hunt, we all live here 3/11/2022 8:39 AM Online Survey
Opposed, I do not support. Thank you 3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
"it is a long standing hunt" - the commissioner just said. not a new hunt, continue spring bear 3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support 3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
We don’t support, opposed 3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining 
healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and I support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. 3/11/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

We support 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
we all live here and we all support spring bear 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Please support our bears! 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
We do not support 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
we all live here and we all support spring bear 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey

We all live here, please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Please support our bears and continue this season with the amendments 3/11/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
We don't support 3/11/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Please continue this season with the amendments! 3/11/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt please, thank you 3/11/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
What happened to follow the science? The science supports a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I support our bears and I support this spring season thank you 3/11/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I do not support in any way, shape our form! As a resident of western wa I find it completely repulsive that WA state fish & wildlife is using death as a “ management tool.” This was voted on last fall too, so why is it up again? $$$??? 
Relocation & other solutions are more effective & humane. I think WA is more concerned with $$& & egos than what’s best environmentally for WA, our residents & especially our vulnerable wildlife that is being managed & protected 
ineffectively. Despicable of you allow this!

3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey

Spring bear has been going for almost 50 years with zero impact on the resource, in fact its growing in spite of hunting. Fully support this hunt. 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey

We do not support, opposed 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Vote not, thank you 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey



I oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I support this season because I support managing our wildlife with science and not emotion 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Old way of saving timber companies money, does not conserve. Please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Please ignore the lies from the bad faith opponents. Support spring bear. 3/11/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Opposed! 3/11/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/11/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Opposed, I do not support. Please ban the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
I am a resident and I support! 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey

strongly supported by a resident 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
Against hunt. 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I support a prohibition on the harvest of bear offspring and females with offspring, and I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
vote yes, thank you 3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt!                3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
The spring bear season can encourage the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support continuing the spring bear hunt with the proposed 
amendments. 

3/11/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey

against, thank you 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I support a prohibition on the harvest of bear offspring and females with offspring, and I support the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
strongly support as a resident 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
Supported, please manage our bears responsibly 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
Do not violate public trust by banning spring bear. 3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
Opposed please 3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I support the spring season 3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel rather than the data provided by our WDFW biologists, some 
of the best in the country

3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Horrible, cruel and disgusting. 3/11/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey
citing irrelevant statistics from the early 80s doesn't mean we shouldn't have spring bear in 2022. These things are assessed annually and should be. I support spring bear. 3/11/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
I support our bear and I support managing them with SCIENCE and not EMOTIONS 3/11/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Please support our bears with responsible management and support these amendments, thank you - WA RESIDENT 3/11/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey
Please support our bears with responsible management and support these amendments, thank you - WA RESIDENT 3/11/2022 8:49 AM Online Survey

strongly support as a resident! 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
100% opposed 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I hope that the WDFW does not support the spring hunt. 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
101% supported 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
Opposed to this hunt. 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I fervently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt. Don't listen to people with zero skin in the game. 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I very fervently support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey

Please continue 3/11/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly support 3/11/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey

Opposed, Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We humans, as a species, have done, and are continuing on doing active and devastating harm to wildlife. 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Supported! -WA resident 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I like the hunt 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
Resident here, wholeheartedly support 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
As a resident of Kent, all my life I oppose this new rule & am sickened by it. We do not hunt ANY OTHER MAMMALS in spring during their time of life renewal… this is wrong and I strongly oppose! 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
wholeheartedly oppose 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
wholeheartedly support!!! 3/11/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I actually love bears and I oppose 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
wholeheartedly support 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly oppose 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose killing is never a sport 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I actually love bears and I support using science and not emotion to manage them responsibly 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I actually loves bears and I support Spring Bear season 3/11/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
100% oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Black bears are critical to forest ecosystems and help keep our state wild. Hunting them is inherently inhumane and unsportsmanlike, especially at the time of year when they’re most vulnerable. 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey

I'm actually from Washington and I support spring bear. 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I am very opposed to the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Strongly Support Spring Bear Season in Washington State 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey

101% support spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
Im actually from Washington and I support spring bear hunting.  3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
I support ungulate prey protection and the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:54 AM Online Survey
As a biologist, I strongly oppose this proposal (i.e. no to a spring bear hunt). 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear hunt 
and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

NO to a spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/was-controversial-spring-black-bear-hunt-could-be-revived-heres-how/?amp=1
Read how hunters pressured after it had already been denied. I vote no. Dept of Fish & Wildlife cannot even monitor #s correctly, their words at end of article. 

3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

Wholeheartedly opposed, thank you 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey

I do not support this murderous act…. 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Continue spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly support as a resident thank you 3/11/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
Bears must be protected from those sick, twisted individuals!Stop spring bear hunting! 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Completely against this proposal - NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly oppose as a resident thank you 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt… cannot believe this is even being debated thus day & age… 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
support spring bear 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly support as an actual resident thank you 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I oppose these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 8:56 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and support the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be managed responsibly with science-backed conservation so that they continue to thrive sustainably. 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Against 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I support this as a resident, thank you!! 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt, please ban 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife 
populations.

3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey

I love our bears and oppose 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt too 3/11/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
No other mammal is hunted during time of life renewal - black bears should be free to nurture their cubs! NO NO NO TO THIS STUPID PROPOSAL! 3/11/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
We should kill bears because it’s sustainable?! I vote NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
This should be done in public and then you would see how the majority oppose the killing of these beautiful bears and not support these people who get off on doing this… absolutely disgusting…. 3/11/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Ban this hunting! 3/11/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I would, have, and am publicly supporting this hunt. 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
NO NO NO TO THIS STUPID PROPOSAL! 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
I do not support, please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I oppose the amendments 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Wildlife will find balance without humans’ selfish “need” to control it. I’m OPPOSED to a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
Oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
YES YES YES TO THIS REASONABLE PROPOSAL! 3/11/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

This shouldn’t even be a debate anymore… stop supporting the killing of these majestic creatures… society has evolved from this and if this was made public there would be an absolute outcry from this act…No No No 3/11/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey

Please responsibly manage our bears! I support this as a resident 3/11/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
Stop this 3/11/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.   It's disgusting that these spring bear hunts are still happening, I'm strongly against the proposed 2022 spring bear hunt, and there should be a permanent end to these cruel killings. 3/11/2022 9:00 AM Online Survey

We do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 as well as the continuation of our spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey

I absolutely do NOT support this proposal, completely unreasonable from an ecological perspective. 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey



 I oppose this as a resident 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I absolutely support this proposal, completely reasonable from an ecological perspective. 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey

Opposed, ban for good. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
As a landowner & taxpayer (not that this should matter)…….I 100% oppose this barbaric act… 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Mother bears are always killed anyway 'by accident'. 3/11/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support! 3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
 Western Washington opposes the spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
I live here and support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy 
diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

I live here and I oppose! 3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Oppose!!!! No to the killing!!!! 3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Such a proposal and support for it is very disappointing and disheartening - I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Please end the bear season in Washington! 3/11/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. At some point we have to look at the barbaric ways we do things and question it. It is no longer acceptable to be harming everything we touch. 3/11/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and oppose the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be safe from evil hunters! 3/11/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
strongly oppose 3/11/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose, please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting, and bear hunting in the Fall, should be banned.  There is no reason to hunt these animals - the notion that the food derived from bear meat is essential is ludicrous.  Further, the recreational value of hunting predators 
is no longer tenable in a modern society, particularly when these predator animals are losing habitat and the prey they seek.  Ban this hunt forever.

3/11/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a Washington state resident and tax payer. 3/11/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is  not sustainable for our bears and their future here! 3/11/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I oppose 3/11/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear season in Washington! 3/11/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
 live in Washington and I oppose 3/11/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
You truly cannot state you ‘love’ bears and yet support the killing of them… any experienced  wildlife expert would oppose this, which has been proven time & time again… the people stating these science backed claims, should bring it all 
to the table because this would be absolutely disproven… why do you think society is causing outcry’s on the murders of these magnificent creatures… if you allowed this, you would have an outcry of anger in your hands… 

3/11/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I support 3/11/2022 9:07 AM Online Survey
We should kill bears because it’s sustainable?! Don’t think so - NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I care about our beautiful Washington bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel rather than the data provided by our 
WDFW biologists, some of the best in the country

3/11/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I live in Washington and I support these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey

Supported by a resident 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based corruption! 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
100% OPPOSED. 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I oppose 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
101% oppose 3/11/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey
102% support 3/11/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly oppose, please ban. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I disagree 3/11/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:11 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear season 3/11/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
We support. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Hunting might have been necessary for human survival in prehistoric times, but today most hunters stalk and kill animals merely for the thrill of it, not out of necessity.
 

3/11/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

We oppose. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I hope that our commission does not erode the trust of it’s constituents by ruling in the favour of people that have no emotions based by the data from every leading expert in wildlife and world leading biologists… why do you think that 
society comes down so hard now, on any of these hunts… people have more knowledge & awareness now and absolutely oppose these kills. Stop giving these people the right to kill these beautiful animals… shame on you, for not acting in 
the best interest of what the majority of society demand. We are the voices of the voiceless…

3/11/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt,it is no longer necessary! 3/11/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a resident of Washington state and a taxpayer. 3/11/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I live in this state and I oppose 3/11/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, please don't ban spring bear! 3/11/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I do not support this vile act of killing… mother bears and her Cubs when they are vulnerable is cowardice at its best… 3/11/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a resident of Washington state and a taxpayer. 3/11/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, please  ban spring bear! 3/11/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey



ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
STOP SPRING BEAR HUNTING!!!!! Bears play an important part in keeping nature balanced. 3/11/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I hope the bears stay safe as there's a lot of people out there that like to annihilate these necessary and sentient creatures. The ignorance of how essential they are to our ecosystems and how they have a 
cascade effect on the environment.

3/11/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

If hunters want to hunt they should hunt each other . Get these deranged monster off change. 3/11/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, please don't ban spring bear! 3/11/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey

Washington resident oppose 3/11/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
There is no science backed evidence to support these killings. Do your research and get the experts in who would verify this… society has changed and the majority do not support these killings… you only have to look at any outrage that is 
caused for these merciless acts of unnecessary violations

3/11/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey

please  ban spring bear! 3/11/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey
Pay a yearly fee to use your wonderful public parks for healthy recreation. Kayak, hike, rock climb, atv riding, bird watching, snow shoeing… That money can go towards conservation instead of license to hunt money. Please ban. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:18 AM Online Survey

 I oppose continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Biologists have warned that killing mothers so soon after they emerge from their dens when they are thin and hungry is not ethical and puts their young in grave danger.  Thank you. 3/11/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey

O am against the spring bear hunt. Bears are just coming out of hibernation, perhaps with their dependent young cubs, and are hungry and stressed from the winter. It is cruel. 3/11/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
The spring bear season can encourage the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support continuing the spring bear hunt with the proposed 
amendments. 

3/11/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey

Oppose absolutely. 3/11/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as a Washington resident 3/11/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose 100% the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is NOT based on sound science, data quality or wildlife management so  is not essential for maintaining healthy diverse 
wildlife populations. Any expert in this field would absolutely OPPOSE…

3/11/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy 
diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey

WA Resident, completely support these amendments 3/11/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. The idea that some lives matter less is the root of all that is wrong with the world. 3/11/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE the spring bear hunt and so does the majority of society… you only have to look at what any expert says 3/11/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and support the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be managed responsibly with science-backed conservation so that they continue to thrive sustainably. 3/11/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear massacre! 🐻🐻 3/11/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear Hunting (Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102) should NOT be permitted or allowed. 3/11/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey

There is no data or science backed info tgat would support this cruel act. Look at all the experts in wildlife management and you will find your answer. Why do you think there is public outcry’s on these atrocities… it is because society has 
evolved and it’s been proven time & time again that this is just NOT acceptable anymore…

3/11/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. So, this is our legacy, isn’t it. If we can’t control it, kill it, if we don’t understand it, kill it, if it’s no use to us, kill it. How sad for us. 3/11/2022 9:25 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting!! 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
Vote no for spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I live in in this state and I oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE this act…. Should not be happening anymore. Stop giving these hunters the right, to kill these majestic animals… 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I do not support hunting black bear for recreation. WDFW has not demonstrated that a black bear hunt will reduce tree damage or human - bear conflict. Nor do hunters claim to need the meat for survival. So it’s just for the sake of fun? 
How sad is that!

3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey

I oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support this 3/11/2022 9:26 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of bears! 3/11/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I have lived in Washington State for 45 years and as an avid hiker have always opposed bear hunting and oppose WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
I live here and Oppose it !! 3/11/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey
No No No…. Not anymore killings for this outdated regime. You should be protecting these animals… this has been proven by all the experts in wildlife management… this is so outdated and not accepted in society by the majority… 3/11/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey

Leave the poor bears alone!!! 3/11/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting 3/11/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I have voiced my support for the Spring Bear hunt in other forums and other WDFW comment requests, so apologies if this comment is redundant on this forum. But I support the Spring Bear hunt. I am a seventh generation 
Washingtonian and bear hunting has been part of my family's heritage for generations.  As long as there is no threat to the sustainability of our bear population and bear numbers are healthy, I see no reason to remove the Spring Bear 
hunt. Thank you for your time and consideration.

3/11/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. No to all hunting. 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. You know there is something MAJOR wrong with our wildlife conservation projects when they involve guns and killing. 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE this outdated regime and support what the majority want. Which is to protect 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt, thank you! 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
Opposed 100% 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt! I agree with the comment- BAN HUNTING 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey



Supported 101% 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I live here and oppose it!!! 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose! 3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, those calling this wildlife management are the hunters with nothing more on their minds but slaughter. As the superior species we have to use other methods of controlling numbers that is if you 
really believe the distorted data produced that numbers are to high. The data which has been used for this has been discredited by other experts and specialists which must stop the hunt being implemented until these questions have 
been resolved as least. I also believe those that did vote against the hunt how suffered threats and intimidation,  this again throws doubt on the decision to allow the bear hunt. If another year passes whilst this is all being looked into 
surely it is a price worth paying. Once these animals are killed they cannot be resurrected and it would be wrong and extremely flippant to say “never mind we’ll just breed some more”.

3/11/2022 9:29 AM Online Survey

Opposed, thank you 3/11/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
Opposed, vote no. Thank you! 3/11/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Science does NOT back hunting bears! 3/11/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
No No to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I strogly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned as it is cruel and unnecessary. 3/11/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Wildlife is not a resource for the taking. It is an asset that needs protecting. 3/11/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I strogly oppose 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
There is no science backed information that supports this act… listen to the wildlife experts that have been supporting to abolish these acts… 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
We oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban for good 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
The Bears were there before these killers were even born. Let them live their lives in peace. They don’t deserve to be persecuted or slaughtered. 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
There is no science backed information that supports this act… listen to the wildlife experts that have been supporting to abolish these acts… 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt especially as Spring is a vulnerable time for bears as they are coming out of hibernation.  Leave the bears alone! 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I live here and strongly oppose it! 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose this dreadful act 3/11/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  No need to hunt any animals in this day and age. 3/11/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I completely, strongly, and passionately OPPOSE the shedding blood of LIVES and the killing of innocence for the purposes of satisfying the need to feel powerful. Such power is fake, and lame. 3/11/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and strongly oppose the spring bear season because I love bears 3/11/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I live in this state and I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I oppose continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Please ban spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Animals should NOT be hunted at all, especially NOT for pleasure. 3/11/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
This is so outdated and has been proven by wildlife experts that these should be opposed… 3/11/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Please ban spring bear hunting forever! 3/11/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Animals should NOT be hunted at all, especially NOT for pleasure.Stop this hunt! 3/11/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Animals should be left alone!!! 3/11/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Western Washington opposes 3/11/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I support spring black bear hunting. It is important to harvest bears for a quality food source, and to maintain a healthy bear population to ensure continual healthy populations of deer, elk and other species. 3/11/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
As a taxpayer and landowner,  I OPPOSE 100% the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
No to Bear Hunting. 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  In reality hunting disturbs the natural selection in the environment. It disturbs the balance. Hunters just want to kill animals, thinking it saves them, it doesn't. 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer and public land owner, I SUPPORT 100% the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

Please ban these outdated traditions and list to the majority of society that oppose this… 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring black bear hunting. It is important to save not harvest the bears. 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer and public land owner, I SUPPORT 100% the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

No to the Spring bear hunt. Please protect the bears from hunters.  Just because the bear population is ok at the moment doesn't mean that they will continue to thrive.  A disease could break out next year and wipe out the bear 
population.

3/11/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey

As a Washington taxpayer and public land owner, I SUPPORT 100% the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Enough of the killing of our wildlife. 3/11/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
No No No…. So outdated and not what society wants 3/11/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
 Washington taxpayer and public land owner oppose 100% 3/11/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear Hunting 3/11/2022 9:39 AM Online Survey
This is not the right way to do this because people are just sending multiple texts.. the only way, to truly see what the public/society support, is to go publicly with this… you would not see society supporting this… you only have to look at 
all the other outcry’s when these permits are allowed…

3/11/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey

Support Spring Bear Hunting 3/11/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and outdated, there is no need for it in the 21st century. 3/11/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer and public land owner, I SUPPORT 100% the amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Strongly strongly oppose to this 3/11/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
Please No spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt….oppose 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
ban spring bear! 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I vote NO…. 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey



Hunting funds Washington conservation, I support spring bear season! 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
BAN hunting 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, I oppose spring bear season! 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, please BAN & oppose the spring bear hunt. Society does not support this anymore… 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not be bullied by the hunters into allowing such a cruel event to happen.  There is NO science to back hunting as a population control. 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunting it’s sickening! 3/11/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. As a Washington taxpayer I do not support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080. 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel. 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
No to the Spring bear hunt.  Please protect the bears from hunters. 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
Ban this cruel act and leave these vulnerable majestic creatures alone. You only have to see the outcry’s in the media when these acts are shown. It is just not acceptable anymore… 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose this...strongly! 3/11/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
we truly care about our wildlife of course we are against it! 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
Do not allow these hunters to keep killing these bears. I oppose this violent act 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose strongly spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  There is no need for any hunting. 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. 3/11/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
Please don’t allow the hunting to continue 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose Spring bear hunt.  3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
Ban this old fashioned act and support the majority of the public 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey

I oppose this act 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
I stongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  No to any hunting. 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, I support spring bear season! 3/11/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey

I live in WA and oppose the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be separated from hunters .Rights to bears! 3/11/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Fur, paws, gall bladders...let's leave them where they belong - with the animals. 3/11/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. oppose the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Listen to the wildlife experts who categorically are against the hunting and say there is no science backed information as it is so outdated  3/11/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
There is public outcry’s on these kind of permits. This is so old fashioned. Do not allow these hunters these permits 3/11/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Oppose 100% so outdated 3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose Spring bear hunts. They are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the 
efficacy of this approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular 
reasoning at its worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. There is no need for hunting.  3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Society does not support this 3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
Society supports this 3/11/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
I oppose to any killing. 3/11/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, stop ruining our wildlife! 3/11/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer, I support the spring bear season.  3/11/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. It has literally nothing to do with conservation. 3/11/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt this is no longer necessary 3/11/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to hunting. Tourism makes a lot of money, several billion dollars each year! Tourists like seeing bears and wildlife. 3/11/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I love our bears and oppose 100% 3/11/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I love our bears and support 100% 3/11/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey



Eco tourism dollars do not fund conservation, hunters do. Support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Eco tourism dollars do not fund conservation, hunters do. Support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Washington resident want live bears not Trophys! 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
I love our bears and support the amendments 100% 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey
Washington resident want live bears, I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals need our protection not to be hunted. 3/11/2022 9:53 AM Online Survey

I love our bears and SUPPORT 100%
3/11/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

I strongly support the Spring bear season 3/11/2022 9:54 AM Online Survey

 strongly oppose 3/11/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Killing animals for the sake of it is not ethical.  3/11/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
I live here and I vote No No 3/11/2022 9:55 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. Letting animals overpopulate for the sake of feelings is not ethical. 3/11/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting. There are other, kinder ways to get funding such as tourism. 3/11/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and I oppose the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. 3/11/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I Support Spring Bear Season 3/11/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring brat hunt 3/11/2022 9:57 AM Online Survey
I support the spring season continuing with these amendments 3/11/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please protect the bears.  What happens to the funding conservaton when all the animals have been hunted and are extinct? 3/11/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
All the moneyed interests in this meeting are against spring bear, all the regular folks are for it... Seems pretty telling to me. I support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Eco tourism cares about nature,hunters do not.Open your eyes and do not choose the money over lives. 3/11/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Please suppress and eliminate the spring bear hunt. Bears need peace during this time as they emerge from hibernation. We need to stop putting so much pressure on wildlife. Justifying a spring bear hunt with the argument that bears 
damage the trees and put pressure on humans is a wrong-headed argument. Humans completely ruined forests and live in too much bear country! It is time to flip this story to save and preserve wildlife for my children and future 
generations to enjoy. If we need a conservation tax to preserve wildlife (rather than hunting fees), let's take that on. Claiming that we are preserving a way of life is an old, tired argument. Life has changed, and we humans now have to 
adapt to the dire climactic and environmental conditions that we have created. Wild animals have few lawyers to protect their interests.  The WD of F&W needs to protect our wild animals now that F&W has spent the last 100 years 
reigning over the decimation of wildlife in WA State. 

3/11/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey

Oppose spring bear season. 3/11/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
Oppose 3/11/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by Eco tourism. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey

I actually live in WA and support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Only coward *******s kill innocent creatures ! Leave the bears alone ! 3/11/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear 3/11/2022 10:00 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
We strongly oppose 3/11/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Ban for good 3/11/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by Eco tourism. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey

 ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
 live here and i support 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban. Thank you!!! 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose hunting bears! 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed! Please ban, thank you 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I and all my friends oppose 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey
I live here and support the spring bear season, please continue with these amendments. Thank you!!! 3/11/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

Hunting funds Washington conservation, I  oppose spring bear season! 3/11/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I live here and support the spring bear season, please continue with these amendments. Thank you!!! 3/11/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly opposed, thank you!!! 3/11/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape for generations to come. 3/11/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey

We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey

Being responsible is opposing this spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support continuing the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 10:04 AM Online Survey

Does not conserve, opposed! Thank you 3/11/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
Eliminate spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
I cherish our Washington bears so I support sound wildlife management. I support continuing with these amendments 3/11/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey



I strongly oppose Spring bear hunts. They are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the 
efficacy of this approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular 
reasoning at its worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey

Eliminate spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt please and thank you! 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this outdated act 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Stop spring bear hunting. Tax payer and voter. 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey

As a Washington taxpayer I wish to oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. It’s just an excuse for trophy hunters to kill bears. Simple as! Hunting of the bears is appalling and should not happen! 3/11/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, I strongly oppose this outdated spring bear season! 3/11/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
Stop supporting these hunters pleasures!!!! 3/11/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer I choose nature instead of weapons! 3/11/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer I choose nature instead of feelings! I support these amendments 3/11/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey

Stop supporting these hunters pleasures!!!! 3/11/2022 10:07 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunts… so outdated and no science backed evidence to support this… listen to the wildlife experts who ALL oppose this… society strongly rejects these cruel vile acts. This only gives the hunters pleasure 3/11/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey

As a Washington taxpayer I would show the door to the hunters.Ban it! 3/11/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
No to these killings… 3/11/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
I and my family and all our neighbours oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear season 3/11/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
I and my family and all our neighbours support the Spring Bear Season for the betterment of our bears! 3/11/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey

Ban this outdated act and listen to the majority of the public. You must be aware now of how the public feels about these acts 3/11/2022 10:10 AM Online Survey
Continue this hunt and listen to the majority of the public. You must be aware now of how the public feels about these acts 3/11/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

I and my family and all our neighbours support the Spring Bear Season 3/11/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I support the amendments proposed and I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey

No science backs these very old outdated regimes. If there were any science supporting this, it would be publicly known and it is not. ALL the wildlife experts are AGAINST such astrocities 3/11/2022 10:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Eliminate the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly opposed 3/11/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:13 AM Online Survey
As an actual Washington resident and taxpayer, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Proof is in the public demand to STOP these outdated acts… you only have to look at any public known hunting expedition and the outcry's of the disgust & demand for change… this is now well known on how people feel about these 
hunters, so you must know and be well aware…

3/11/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey

Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
Supported, please support spring bear season with these amendments. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey

This is no conservation method. Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly based on science and humanity. I oppose the amendments proposed 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
This is our best conservation method. Supported, please support spring bear. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey

This is an outdated practice. Opposed 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
 please eliminate spring bear season 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Opposed 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I live here. Supported, please support spring bear. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Supported by a WA resident 3/11/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey



This is an outdated practice. Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you! 3/11/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Stop murdering bears and other wildlife 3/11/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Archaic practice. Opposed 3/11/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and oppose the spring bear season .End corruption! 3/11/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I love bears, oppose this spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
Please Oppose and please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
I love bears, I support the spring season with these amendments 3/11/2022 10:19 AM Online Survey
We do not support, please ban for good 3/11/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I urge you to cancel it. 3/11/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Outdated practice, eliminate the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
Support Spring Bear Season 3/11/2022 10:20 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and non-violently. I oppose 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose this. No wildlife expert supports this. It’s well documented on how they feel and the majority of the public back this. 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Vote no thank you 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Keep the spring bear hunt. WDFW’s own biologists have the science to support it and it’s helpful to ungulate calves as well as black bear cubs who fall victim to infanticide by male bears 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban for good 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  As a Washington taxpayer, I do NOT support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 and I do NOT support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Please stop this outdated act, wanted by the minority of hunters 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. It needlessly orphans bear cubs. 3/11/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, I oppose 3/11/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
 Western Washington not agree 3/11/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I fully support spring bear 3/11/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing our wildlife 3/11/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
I fully oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear - signed as a taxpaying WA resident and conservationist 3/11/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
You only have to look at the majority who oppose these outdated acts..  protect our wildlife and listen to the experts 3/11/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Some question the science because they dont like what it shows. I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based 
wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
Some question the science because they dont like what it shows. I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based 
wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a Washington state resident and taxpayer. 3/11/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
Opposed please ban and thank you! 3/11/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
Eliminate spring bear hunting please 3/11/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
not support 3/11/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Not supported 3/11/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Eliminate spring bear hunting for good please 3/11/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Please stop these spring bear hunts and evolve to the 21st century, I oppose these outdated spring bear hunts 3/11/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I oppose continuing the spring bear hunt 
and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 10:26 AM Online Survey

I love our bears, opposed 3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I love our bears, I live here and support 3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

Issue 664 permits to hunt trophy hunters!! 3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  The hunters make such a big deal about how they're putting food on the table but do they show a picture of their freezer full of all the meat that they have now? No, they show a picture of themselves 
holding up a once beautiful and healthy bear that they murdered and took out of the gene pool. 

3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

Washington please listen to the wildlife experts who oppose these unnecessary hunts. So outdated and not supported by the majority of society, which has been proved 3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I love our bears! Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
I love our bears, I live here and oppose 3/11/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
I strongly, very strongly, oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is cruel and completely unnecessary. 3/11/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a Washington resident and I DO NOT support the spring bear hunt and the proposed amendments. Stop the killing of our wildlife. 3/11/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Please stop these hunts. Society wants to stop these trophy hunters once and for all. Protect our bears and wildlife 3/11/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Find other means to fund conservation. Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Fully oppose this hunt. 3/11/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Fully support this season with these amendments as a WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Find other means to support conservation, not by hunting fees. Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Fully opposed 3/11/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
There is no science backed data that or wildlife expert that supports these outdated acts. You only have to go on any public settings and you will see the majority that now oppose these killings…. 3/11/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds Washington conservation, I support spring bear season because I love our bears! 3/11/2022 10:30 AM Online Survey

Please oppose the bear hunts and protect our bears 3/11/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Please support the spring bear season and properly manage our bears 3/11/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt because for our bears and their continued existence. 3/11/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey



Strongly Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments
 - WA Resident

3/11/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey

Do not support 3/11/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
These hunts are not protecting our wildlife responsibly at all. This has been proven time again by all the experts. This is why the majority of public are against these trophy hunters 3/11/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Find other ways, opposed 3/11/2022 10:32 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation in Washington, please allow spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose a spring bear hunt purely for recreational purposes.  This is cruel, especially when the odds are high that a mother bear will be killed, orphaning her young cubs and resulting in their slow death due to starvation.  The 
bears were here first and we should respect their right to live.  Let's all live in peace with wildlife.

3/11/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

Stop the killing of helpless and innocent
Animals!!! So very, very sad, cruel and MEAN!!!

3/11/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

There is no science or wildlife expert that would support these outdated acts. These trophy hunters want these hunts to go ahead because of the thrills it gives them. They are the minority and any public organisation now show the unrest 
& anger from the public for allowing these permits. Oppose!!!!

3/11/2022 10:33 AM Online Survey

Wholeheartedly Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting !!! 3/11/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
Hunting does not support conservation and this has been proven by all the wildlife experts. It only supports the trophy hunters who are the minority 3/11/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and respect. I oppose the amendments proposed and I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
This isn’t conservation, find other means to find conservation 3/11/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and these proposed amendments. Please end spring bear season in Washington! 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Listen to the majority of society where they have been outcry’s and anger that these acts are allowed. No to permits once and for all.. protect out bears… listen to your public 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation in Washington, please allow spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey

v 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Find other means to support funding. Wholeheartedly Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose these outdated ways 3/11/2022 10:36 AM Online Survey
Hunting kills bears in Washington. Please vote NO! 3/11/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Please stop and protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Oppose this outdated practice 3/11/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Vote No - oppose 3/11/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Eliminate spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
There is no evidence anymore to support this.. these last few years wildlife experts in these fields strongly strongly oppose 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
Eliminate 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 
3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey

Ban the Hunt 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt....period.  This is to please all the blood thirsty killers there.  That's it.  Even the folks in charge are hunters just waiting to kill anything they can.  Awful! 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
Rid this spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 10:38 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
The majority of society is against the killing of our wildlife. There is no responsible hunt that is acceptable.. the science is outdated and the wildlife experts oppose these killings… 3/11/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed 3/11/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose to these outdated hunts 3/11/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Do not support and back the majority of society and experts 3/11/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Hunting destroys conservation in Washington, please ban spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Outdated, get with the times. Vote no 3/11/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation in Washington, please continue with these amendments. 3/11/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

Find other means to support conservation. Vote no 3/11/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining healthy diverse wildlife 
populations.

3/11/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey

Hunting does NOT support conservation, this is outdated and not science backed. Listen to the wildlife experts who all OPPOSE these hunts 3/11/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting please 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Bears are highly intelligent, family oriented, sentient creatures who deserve to live on this earth as much as you and I. With habitat destruction and other environmental factors negatively affecting their ability to survive they deserve to 
live in peace without being hunted. I wish the same fate to befall trophy and other hunters ....that they would be hunted so they can feel the same terror and fear that the bears encounter. Stop the madness and end the abuse to all 
animals everywhere.

3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Listen to the experts in wildlife who OPPOSE if these outdated practices… the majority of public is against these hunts… 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation in Washington. Please allow the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

Do not kill our wonderful wildlife treasure them as once they are gone they are gone forever. Save life not destroy it 3/11/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Do not kill our wonderful wildlife treasure them as once they are gone they are gone forever. Save life not destroy it, support our conservation model and support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Please eliminate Spring Bear Hunting 3/11/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
STOP THIS SICKENING TORTURE OF INNOCENT ANIMALS IMMEDIATELY!!!!! 3/11/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey



Hunting does NOT support conservation. Wildlife experts have stated this again and again. It only supports the hunters who want their thrill… the majority of society do NOT support these hunters 3/11/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Please eliminate, thank you 3/11/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Hunting does NOT support conservation. Wildlife experts have stated this again and again. It only supports the hunters who want their thrill… the majority of society do NOT support these hunters 3/11/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation. Wildlife experts have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Please eliminate, thank you 3/11/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose these outdated practices. Please show your wisdom and gain knowledge from wildlife experts who are against these hunts 3/11/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose these outdated practices. Please show your wisdom and gain knowledge from wildlife experts who are against these hunts 3/11/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Strongly support these responsible practices. Please show your wisdom and gain knowledge from wildlife experts who are in support of this spring season. 3/11/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey

Strongly oppose these outdated practices 3/11/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Hunters want their thrills. They don’t care what of how they kill. Society is against these hunts 3/11/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Please please ban this Atrocity 3/11/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Hunters want their thrills. They don’t care what of how they kill. Society is against these hunts 3/11/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt. There is no reason for well-armed individuals to enter animal habitats and murder defenseless animals. These animals are an integral part of nature 3/11/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support this Hunt !! 3/11/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
This should just not happen are you trying to eliminate all the bears and wildlife out there just leave them alone if people would just not interfere with their life they would be fine humans are the cruelest of all creatures 3/11/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey

Please read your facts. Wholeheartedly Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Hunters want to conserve animals. Society must educate themselves on how we can help our wildlife through conservation. I live here and I support 3/11/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

Hunting supports conservation in Washington, please ban spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation in Washington, please support these amendments like I do as a Washington resident 3/11/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey
As a WA resident,  I am fully opposed to a spring bear hunt.   Hunters make up only a small portion of Washington residents.

Surveys have indicated most WA residents oppose unnecessary killing of wildlife. 

3/11/2022 10:48 AM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and support the spring bear season for as long as it is sustainable for their continued existence. We must do the right thing for the bears. 3/11/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey

Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting for good 3/11/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
 please eliminate spring bear hunting. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they oppose these outdated hunts… the hunters will always want to kill because they get their thrills. Look for the advice from the experts and then 
you can make a truly informed division on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO NOT support these acts. This has been proven with any hunts that have been publicised and the anger and outcry that 
follows. Listen and see for yourselves what the public feel & want. 

3/11/2022 10:50 AM Online Survey

In an age where feral lands are shrinking along with populations of our enduringly endeared species, we need to stop hunting and  instead create more habitable spaces for these creatures. The current policies, allowing those already on 
the run to be hunted , is simply barbaric.

3/11/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey

Truly outdated, oppose 3/11/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these outdated hunts… the hunters will always want to conserve because they love the animals. Look for the advice from the experts 
and then you can make a truly informed division on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO  support these seasons. Listen and see for yourselves what the public feel & want.

3/11/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey

we need to stop hunting and instead create more habitable spaces for these creatures. 3/11/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
 oppose 3/11/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt.    Protect the mother bears, doesn't help checking their pelts  when they are already dead. Keep the rule for annual review of the rule, climate changes a  rapid and the evaluation of health and numbers of bears and 
general environment need to be done annually.

3/11/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they oppose these outdated hunts… the hunters will always want to kill because they get their thrills. Look for the advice from the experts and then 
you can make a truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO NOT support these acts. This has been proven with any hunts that have been publicised and the anger and outcry that 
follows. Listen and see for yourselves what the public feel & want.

3/11/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

There are so many other resolutions better than this spring bear hunt. Strongly oppose 3/11/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Ban the primitive practice of hunting for pleasure. 3/11/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey
Please ban for good, thank you 3/11/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
A sanctuary is a place of refuge and safety from danger, then they allow idiots to go in and shoot these incredible animals, these people are delusional absolutely deluded 3/11/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt !! 3/11/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
Please protect our bears and wildlife 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these hunts as conservation tools… the hunters will always want to conserve. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can 
make a truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey

I am totally opposed to this...there is no reason to hunt bears except for trophy hunting. I find that atrocious. 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Against the hunt! Allowing spring hunting of bears is unethical. Bears are in a weakened state and female and their offspring are particularly vulnerable. 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
We do not want our precious wildlife trophy hunted; that is just plain despicable!!! 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
eliminate spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Call the wildlife experts and let them explain why they oppose.. you cannot listen to the hunters, only the experts 3/11/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these hunts as conservation tools… the hunters will always want to conserve. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can 
make a truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey



Call the wildlife experts and let them explain why they support.. you cannot listen to the biased, only the experts -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunting, please ban this outdated practice 3/11/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these hunts as conservation tools… the hunters will always want to conserve. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can 
make a truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey

Wholeheartedly Opposed, please eliminate spring bear hunting. We want to take a step forward not backward. Thank you 3/11/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want. 3/11/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
please stop spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
I am really tired of hearing about wildlife of every kind being killed by hunters. We'd be a whole lot better off without these lower-than-scum subhumans 3/11/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
 I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Ban this outdated practice and let’s come together to help the land and animals we all love 3/11/2022 10:57 AM Online Survey
Support this conservation practice and let’s come together to help the land and animals we all love -WA Resident 3/11/2022 10:58 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and this is the reason to be against it! 3/11/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and this is the reason to be in support of properly managing our beautiful wildlife. 3/11/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:00 AM Online Survey
I agree in calling the wildlife experts and there are none who support this. I have been an animal supporter for 40years and have listened to hundreds of these worldwide experts. These hunters are copying our statements and re-wording 
them to support their hunts. The only way, is to calm the experts who would gladly speak in wildlife conservation… you cannot do a true petition without experts opinions. You only have to go on ANY public platform to see the opposing 
anger towards these hunts. I don’t need to convince you, as I’m sure you are all well aware of how the majority of today’s society feels about these hunts. Time for change, time to support what you already know & see… 

3/11/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation in Washington, please stop spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
Strongly Support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
We need wildlife experts to help with this debate instead of trophy hunters. Opposed 3/11/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Stop the madness and end the abuse to all animals everywhere. 3/11/2022 11:02 AM Online Survey
Ban this outdated practice 3/11/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt for good. Thank you 3/11/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
I would absolutely love to see any wildlife expert support these hunts. 3/11/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Stop Animal Suffering!!!Ban it! 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Oppose of these outdated hunts. 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Ban these dreadful outdated practices 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Oppose 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Ban this now, they are at their weakest and most vulnerable in spring. This is disgusting. 3/11/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not lawyers. Support spring bear 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Ban the hunt! 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunnt. 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by Eco tourism. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a Washington resident and I support spring bear season continuing with 
these amendments.

3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

Listen to biologists, not lawyers. Support spring bear 3/11/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey

I support spring bear hunting and science based wildlife management in general 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Please vote no 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists.Oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Please vote no 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
The spring bear season can encourage the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support continuing the spring bear hunt with the proposed 
amendments. 
The spring bear season can encourage the take of more aggressive male bears that can contribute to the death of young cubs, vulnerable as they emerge from their dens. I support continuing the spring bear hunt with the proposed 
amendments. 

3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Opposed, please ban this outdated practice 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:08 AM Online Survey
Call in the experts and let them inform you. These texts get copied and changed so are useless. Do your own research Washington and calm the experts in for their opinions… it’s the only way plus you know publicly how the majority of 
society feels hence why these petitions are now even happening… strongly oppose

3/11/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

Listen to biologists, not hunters. Oppose spring bear 3/11/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
Let's listen to our WDFW bear biologists and support the spring season 3/11/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey
I live here and I support the spring bear season continuing with these amendments 3/11/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not lawyers. Support spring bear. 3/11/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
I live here and I oppose the spring bear season continuing with these amendments 3/11/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not lawyers. Support spring bear. 3/11/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey



I strongly OPPOSE the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is NOT based on sound science, data or quality science-based wildlife management. It is NOT essential for maintaining 
healthy diverse wildlife populations. Outdated practices 

3/11/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey

I am not a hunter, nor have I ever hunted in my life. I support spring bear as a wildlife conservation tool. 3/11/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Western Washington opposes it 3/11/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Please ban these hunts and protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
Please ban and protect our bears from ruthless killings 3/11/2022 11:12 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/11/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
I am a resident and oppose the rule proposal. 3/11/2022 11:13 AM Online Survey
No to the killings if these majestic creatures. The public do not want to see anymore trophy pictures of hunters laughing at what they have killed. Listen to the majority of society who you well know is AGAINST these acts, otherwise there 
wouldn’t be these petitions

3/11/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey

BAN THE HUNTS!!!!! 3/11/2022 11:15 AM Online Survey
Strongly Support! 3/11/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose!!!! 3/11/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
I’m for spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 11:16 AM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Oppose oppose oppose!!!! 3/11/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
Ban these hunts 3/11/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
No to the hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
DO NOT SUPPORT 3/11/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
The proposed amendments proposed should provide the essential oversight and enforcable responsibilities required to efficiently ensure appropriate adherence to ecologically ethical sustainability. 

That said, the unreported culling of parents and young offspring should be vigilantly watched for- these provisions does not do enough to prevent unharvested kills of mothers and young

3/11/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey

Please do not support these outdated hunts 3/11/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I live here and I support the amendments proposed as well as the spring bear season 3/11/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey

Opposed to the spring bear hunt, please ban it all together 3/11/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Oppose!!! 3/11/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:20 AM Online Survey

No more hunts 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Vote No 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
100% oppose! 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I do not agree with hints 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Please vote no 3/11/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Hunting any innocent animal is prehistoric, ignorant and  backwards thinking/mindset!!!! Grow up and leave the animals alone…..be a kind human being!!!!! 3/11/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Protect our beautiful bears.. mothers get killed regardless and hunters laughing with their pictures 3/11/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
It is an honor to have bears around. Totally oppose the Spring Bear Hunts. 3/11/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
The majority of society are against these hunts No more!!! 3/11/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Protect our bears, ban the spring bear hunt for good. 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Its an honor to have bears around. Totally support these amendments as a resident. 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Leave these majestic animals to be in peace. Listen to the wildlife experts. Please call in their advice 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE!!!! 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Its an honor to have bears around. Totally oppose these amendments as a resident. 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
The majority of society are for these hunts. Support!!! 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey

Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey

Please Ban these hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Hunting bears in the Spring is cruel to the bears. Bears already are extremely under threat from wildfires. For good times, folks need to go into the woods and enjoy the woods and wildlife, not kill the wildlife. Our society needs to pay for 
conservation in other ways than through fees tied to killing wildlife.  

3/11/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey

Do not support, please and thank you! 3/11/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
Vote no please 3/11/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
I actually live in Washington and I support 3/11/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
We all live here, ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
You only have to look at public/media outlets and you must of seen the anger & frustration these hunts cause. Change.org has millions is supporters who are AGAINST these hunts… SEE for yourself with your own eyes. Hunts are a dying 
trade

3/11/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey

Oppose! Please and thank you! 3/11/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Hunting funds conservation in Washington. Eco-tourism does not. Support spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. 3/11/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

End the spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments
 -WA Resident

3/11/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey

You know hunters are a dying trade. The public do not support these hunts… 3/11/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not activists. Support spring bear. 3/11/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey



No to the hunts !!!! 3/11/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Listen to the facts not the trophy hunters and ban this outdated practice 3/11/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
Whatcom does NOT support hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080. 3/11/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
We do not support! 3/11/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Vote no please and thank you 3/11/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE!!!! 3/11/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Society has changed and people are more informed now… No to the hunts and listen to the experts. Look for yourself 3/11/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Strongly vote NO 3/11/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
Against the Hunt 3/11/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Please no more hunts 3/11/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
I am actually from Whatcom county and Whatcom county supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

I do NOT support these amendments… 3/11/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
I vehemently OPPOSE 3/11/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Please ban and listen to the public 3/11/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Disagree completely 3/11/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE the Spring Bear Hunt -- the suffering and cruelty involved is beyond depraved -- the unnecessary killings of Bears MUST be STOPPED 3/11/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Washington’s spring bear hunt represents a cruel, barbaric form of “recreation” practiced by a relative handful of enthusiasts. As previous testimony to the Department of Fish and Wildlife has shown, the spring hunt is supported by 
neither public values nor environmental science.  I urge the Commission to endorse the wishes of the vast majority of Washingtonians and permanently suspend it.

3/11/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey

Facts over gun money, ban this bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Opposed!!!! 3/11/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
We have to evolve as a human race… society is against these hunts 3/11/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Ban the hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Too many people want to end hunting but cannot even end poaching, the actual problem. Hunting is an important conservation tool. If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through 
science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

Be the change and vote no 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Do not support spring bear 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Please eliminate spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
No killing bears! 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Too many people want to end hunting but cannot even end poaching, the actual problem. Hunting is an important conservation tool. If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through 
science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear hunt and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape forever. 3/11/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey

You can’t fool me, ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
The majority of society say “NO MORE”…, 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
All Animals Lives Matter!!!Ban spring season! 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Ban this outdated practice once and for all 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not killers. Ban spring bear. 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I do not support!!! 3/11/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt for good please 3/11/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining 
healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey

Get the experts in and look on media outlets… majority of society DO NOT support trophy hunting anymore… 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I live in WA and oppose the spring bear season because I love bears and I want them to be alive 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Poaching is another debate, we are talking about the spring bear hunt. Vote no! 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Eliminate the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Please stop the bear hunts. If these hunters want a true challenge to test their skills let them go to Ukraine and fight the Russians. 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
Look at all the movements on change.org… millions of supporters against hunting acts!!!! 3/11/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
As a concerned citizen, I beg you to ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
The killing must stop!! There will be no wildlife left if it was up to most hunters 3/11/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
The majority support spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Wildlife experts DO NOT support… majority of the public DO NOT support… change these outdated practices and protect these majestic creatures… mothers get killed, hunters don’t care as long as they get their prize… 3/11/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey

Strongly Support 3/11/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Yes, poaching is a problem but do are these spring bear hunts. Let’s come together and ban this archaic practice! 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
So* 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Ban these outdated practices 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey



Protect Wildlife and save te nature!Say no! 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Vote no please! 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Listen to biologists, not hunters!!! Ban these outdated practices 3/11/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife experts have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I hope the voices against this hunt rise above the useless chatter 3/11/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
RESPECT Animals and Stop Animal Suffering!
Save the Nature and Protect the Wildlife!!!
NOW and Forever!!!

3/11/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

Wildlife experts have well known documented these hunts are not needed. Majority of society do NOT support this. Please protect our wildlife… 3/11/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I live here and I support the amendments proposed as well as the spring bear season. I hope our commission makes their decision for Washington state's 
beloved bears with our ethical conservation model in mind.

3/11/2022 11:41 AM Online Survey

OPPOSE spring bear! 3/11/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Please eliminate the spring bear hunt, thank you! 3/11/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
Please oppose, thank you! 3/11/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
no hunting! 3/11/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
Ban for good please 3/11/2022 11:43 AM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape forever 3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

Stop the spring bear hunt, vote no please and thank you! 3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
We must protect our wildlife responsibly, with science and wildlife experts… I do NOT support the amendments proposed as well as the spring bear season. I hope our commission makes their decision for Washington state's beloved bears 
with our support of the majority of society… please oppose this outdated practice.

3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

Listen to biologists, not activists. Support spring bear. 
3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey

I oppose all bear hunting but especially spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. Stop the spring bear season 3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose!!! 3/11/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
Too many people want to end hunting but cannot even end poaching, the actual problem. Hunting is an important conservation tool. If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through 
science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

We must protect our wildlife responsibly, with science and wildlife experts… I do NOT support the amendments proposed as well as the spring bear season. I hope our commission makes their decision for Washington state's beloved bears 
with our support of the majority of society… please oppose this outdated practice.

3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

I oppose all bear hunting and especially spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
Please stop this outdated practice and listen to the majority of the public 3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
No to hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer for stopping poaching. I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a  resident and I support spring 
bear season continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey

Vote No!!! 3/11/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I oppose 100% 3/11/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Listen to the majority of the public and end these outdated hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
I live in WA State and I support 3/11/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
These beautiful creatures should be protected!!! 3/11/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer for stopping poaching. Hunting is an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how 
we can actually help these animals that we love. I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a  resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey

Please vote NO to the Bear Hunts. Thank you. 3/11/2022 11:47 AM Online Survey
You cannot truly love bears and then happily kill them, mothers with Cubs.. No to hunts!!! 3/11/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose these hunts.. 3/11/2022 11:48 AM Online Survey
No to hunts! 3/11/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
We do not support. Please Stop the spring bear hunt, vote no please and thank you! 3/11/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support 3/11/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I do NOT support these outdated practices… 3/11/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
I Support the spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer for stopping poaching. Hunting is an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how 
we can actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey

Do not end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Please end the hunt 3/11/2022 11:50 AM Online Survey
Listen to the majority of the public, you must of seen the outrage hunting has caused. See for yourself and do your research 3/11/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey



Thank you, commissioners, my name is Brian Lynn, I live in Liberty Lake, Wash., and represent thousands of members of the Sportsmen’s Alliance in Washington and nationwide.
I’d just like to make a quick comment in support of the bear season.
Proper wildlife management, including predator management, plays an important role in maintaining our forests, prey base and reducing human-wildlife conflict. Biologists at the Department of Fish and Wildlife support the hunt and 
have used the best available science and conservative estimates to illustrate sustainable take in just four areas on a limited scale to accomplish the aforementioned goals. 
While robust discussion concerning the science presented by the department is a foundation of our democracy, what is taking place right now in the commission is paralysis by analysis, often hinging on ideological beliefs around 
protectionism. It seems no science presented would be sufficient for some of the commission. But the other side of the coin is that no science exists or has been presented that proves black bears in Washington have been or are under any 
threat of overharvest. In fact, black bears are thriving here and across the nation. While scientists might disagree over interpretations of data, the bottom line is: what is taking place on the landscape, and that is sustain timber damage, 
predation of ungulates and human-wildlife conflict.
We need to step back to the very beginning of this process and remember what these meetings were supposed to be about – and that is the regulations within the hunt. The number of tags available, check-in times and such. It was never 
meant to be about the legitimacy of the spring permit hunt itself.
If we are to talk about the acceptability or need for the hunt itself, that is a different topic altogether. That’s a discussion that should take place separately and with input from all stakeholders, not within a regulatory discussion for a 
limited hunt in only four areas experiencing high levels of agriculture damage, predation and conflicts with humans.
It is for these reasons that the spring permit hunt was established to begin with, and why it should move forward in 2022.  
Thank you for your time. 

3/11/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey

No to hunts, protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 11:51 AM Online Survey
We must be truthful to ourselves, hunting is not the answer to conservation 3/11/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
No to hunts 3/11/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
hunting is not the answer to conservation 3/11/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county does not support spring bear hunts 3/11/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
Bring this out into the public domain instead of texting and you will see what the public fetid about hunting.. No more!!!! 3/11/2022 11:53 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunt. 

 

3/11/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife and ban spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose hunts 3/11/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Please vote no 3/11/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt. 3/11/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
Let’s boot this old way of thinking and protect our wildlife. Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county OPPOSE 3/11/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
No to outdated practice 3/11/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county opposes hunts 3/11/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose to this outdated practice 3/11/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Ban the hunts 3/11/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife and take wildlife conservation seriously not only when it is convenient for us, but also when it is not. I support continuing the season with these proposed amendments because it falls in line under our conservation 
model.

3/11/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

No 3/11/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
We must manage our wildlife responsibly, with science and not with emotion. I live in this state and I support the amendments proposed as well as the spring bear season 3/11/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey

Majority of society oppose hunts 3/11/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Outdated practice No more 3/11/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife, take wildlife management seriously and dictate with science instead of emotion. I live in this state and I support the season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Majority of society do NOT support 3/11/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
Please ban and protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
No No No more hunts 3/11/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Please ban 3/11/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife, take wildlife management seriously and dictate with science instead of emotion. I live in this state and I support the season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey

Society doesn’t want this, only hunters do 3/11/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Please protect our bears and these outdated practices… 3/11/2022 12:01 PM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear hunt.  Most hunters I know are far from environmentalists, like some claim. 3/11/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I actually live in Whatcom County and Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey

Wildlife experts have documented enough evidence on how these outdated practices do not work or needed this day & age. Call them in 3/11/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears.

3/11/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey

Please do not take away the protections for these amazing creatures. They have every right to live just as we do. Say no to the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support these outdated practices 3/11/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Bears have the right to live in peace and not be hunted… please protect them and listen to the majority of the public 3/11/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Ban these outdated practices once and for all 3/11/2022 12:04 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support these outdated practices, only hunters do… 3/11/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Outdated practices that are not validated by science.  Killing mother bears in the spring is devastating to cubs.  3/11/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Majority of the public vote No, only hunters want to kill 3/11/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
I actually live in Whatcom County and Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 12:05 PM Online Survey
Oppose this outdated practice 3/11/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
Please stop this old fashioned way of thinking 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
I disagree with the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Ban 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape forever. Lets do it for the bears! 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey

Ban this outdated practice and protect our bears 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Disagree with the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:07 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county opposes 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Please end these hunts 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Hunters support conservation in WA, support spring bear! 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
We are against the spring bear hunts 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Hunters support conservation in WA, support spring bear! 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey

Please ban the spring bear hunts 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear, listen to the majority of public outcry’s 3/11/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer for stopping poaching. Hunting is an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how 
we can actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments because it is what is best for the 
bears

3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

Vote No to these outdated practice that only hunters want 3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
No to permits!!!! 3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Ban this for good! 3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose and protect these majestic creatures 3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
No no no 3/11/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey

I am absolutely opposed to a spring bear hunt. Hunters surely can find better ways to be outside and socialize. 3/11/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Listen to all the wildlife experts on all media channels who strongly oppose these hunts. It’s on mainstream TV now on the majority of public outcry’s if such destruction on the bears 3/11/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
No to hunting!!!! 3/11/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
WA Resident: I support these amendments because I support conserving our Washington bears. 3/11/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Ban these hunts once and for all 3/11/2022 12:11 PM Online Survey
Please ban spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Protect these beautiful bears and listen to the majority of the public, it’s only hunters who are the minority who want to hunt.  Oppose!!!! 3/11/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county OPPOSE these hunts. It’s a disgrace this day and age 3/11/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Please stop it. 3/11/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Majority of public OPPOSE these hunts. Protect our bears 3/11/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
I actually care and do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
Ban these outdated practices and listen to the majority 3/11/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Ban! Please and thank you 3/11/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
Ban hunts for good 3/11/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey
I listened in on the hearing today (Friday March 11). I was amazed at the amount of people voicing opposition for the SB hunt that didn't come with very convincing factual data. I also heard there was very compelling evidence (that i 
missed) presented earlier by the commission that demonstrated healthy populations. i am not convinced the decision to remove the SB hunt is rooted in since, it comes across as clearly political. I propose a trade: if the commission & non-
hunting public want to remove the SB hunt, fine take it away, but allow hunters to use bait/hounds in the fall. that is a highly effective to confirm targets as it appears the main concern is with target identification. Idaho has a tremendous 
spring bear model and their bears thrive as is Washington's

3/11/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer, I support continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 12:14 PM Online Survey

I completely oppose the Bear Hunts. 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Listen to the majority not the minority… OPPOSE 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Bring back spring bear. Don’t use politics to decide the fate of animals in our state 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Please stop these outdated practices once and for all.. mothers and Cubs get killed 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
I listened in on the hearing today (Friday March 11). I was amazed at the amount of people voicing opposition for the SB hunt that didn't come with very convincing factual data. I also heard there was very compelling evidence (that i 
missed) presented earlier by the commission that demonstrated healthy populations. i am not convinced the decision to remove the SB hunt is rooted in since, it comes across as clearly political. I propose a trade: if the commission & non-
hunting public want to remove the SB hunt, fine take it away, but allow hunters to use bait/hounds in the fall. that is a highly effective to confirm targets as it appears the main concern is with target identification. Idaho has a tremendous 
spring bear model and their bears thrive as is Washington's

3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey

Spring bear is based on science, bring it back 3/11/2022 12:15 PM Online Survey
Hunters don’t care what of how they are killed.. no more hunts… no more trophy picture 3/11/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
While not a bear hunter I want to express my strong belief that there should be a spring hunt. Albeit males only. My argument being that the population is in good shape, taking males is not hard on the population or new cubs and 
outdoors persons need additional opportunities in the spring for hunting besides wild turkeys. Please approve this season and RELY on enforcement with regards that only males are to be taken.

3/11/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey



This old practice is outdated, ban spring bear hunting. Read the facts before you pull the trigger 3/11/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt, vote no please and thank you! 3/11/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Please do not have a spring bear hunt! A bear family lives in my neighborhood. It is rarely seen, doesn't bother anybody. Worst of all, by removing the date in CR-102, the department will no longer need to get the commission's approval 
for the hunt each year. The department will simply be able to schedule it on their own

3/11/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer, I oppose continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Hunting does NOT support conservation, it is so outdated. Get the experts in and listen to the majority of the public, not the minority, which are only the hunters NO MORE 3/11/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support this outdated practice 3/11/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
As a taxpayer and landowner and lover of wildlife I OPPOSE hunts 3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
We should protect all wildlife.  Hunting is not necessary in this day and time.  Animals are not trophies.  Please outlaw this kill because I don’t think that hoping for mass enlightenment among humans is a solution. 3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

As a taxpayer and landowner and lover of wildlife I SUPPORT hunts 3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

People want to end hunting and replace it with Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer for stopping poaching. Hunting is an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how 
we can actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments because it is what is best for our 
beloved bear population.

3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey

Whatcom county votes NO 3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
 I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them to be alive.Stop spring bear 3/11/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them to be alive.Stop spring bear 3/11/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Stop these outdated practices 3/11/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county votes NO 3/11/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Majority of public vote no 3/11/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
Stop these outdated practices 3/11/2022 12:19 PM Online Survey
I am a resident and I oppose spring bear season continuing with these amendments because it is what is best for our beloved bear population. 3/11/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Listen to the wildlife experts on these outdated practices. The majority of the public want no more hunts 3/11/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
The time has come to end it for good. Follow facts over feelings and ban spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Vote No more hunts!!!! 3/11/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
Please protect these majestic creatures 3/11/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Western Washington say NO 3/11/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county wants no more hunts, no kills 3/11/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Vote No more hunts!!!! 3/11/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
My son and I have been putting in for spring bear for 4 years now. We are yet to be drawn for the hunt. Now some anti hunters can control out options. I am a landowner and a tax payer! 3/11/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Please change this ways, enlist the experts and find another way. The public in the majority want no more suffering. Do not give in to the hunters who are the minority.. whatcom county vote No 3/11/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
Protect Wildlife and save the nature!Fully oppose! 3/11/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
We as humans have overpopulated to the point where our wildlife can no longer self-regulate due to encroaching urban sprawl. It is our responsibility to these magnificent animals to manage them not only properly but ethically because 
they deserve that respect from us. As a Washington resident I support science-backed conservation and I support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

3/11/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey

I am a landowner and tax payer and bear liver. These are outdated practices. Listen to the wildlife experts and oppose these hunts once and for all… 3/11/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, so outdated now 3/11/2022 12:23 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I oppose the continuing of the season ! 3/11/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
No more hunts!!! 3/11/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
Please ban these awful traditions and outdated practices 3/11/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
Opposed! By removing the date in CR-102, the department will no longer need to get the commission's approval for the hunt each year, we must not let our voices go unheard. This is not Russia. Stand up and vote no please! Stop the 
spring bear hunt. 

3/11/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey

I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears, not my own personal opinions

3/11/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey

Please eliminate the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Please listen to the majority of the public who are against these hunts 3/11/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose these hunts 3/11/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
Please stop these hunts if these majestic animals… 3/11/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Ban ban ban!!!! 3/11/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Outdated practice!!!! Opposed 3/11/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
No one who cares about wildlife would oppose sound conservation. As a WA resident I support! 3/11/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Please no more !!! 3/11/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/11/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Western Washington calls for an end for this season of hunting! 3/11/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey

I think we underestimate Mother Nature and it’s tenacity to deal with overpopulation of people. Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
Anybody who truly cared about wildlife would not encourage these hunts… please protect them.. whatcom county says No once and for sll 3/11/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
End this outdated practice 3/11/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Support! - West WA resident 3/11/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
No to hunting 3/11/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey



Vote no to these awful hunts of these majestic creatures.., 3/11/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Hunters are the minority 3/11/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
The majority of the public want to ban this outdated practice 3/11/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Those who ban hunts would be happy to leave our bears unmanaged and without a second thought. Hunting supports conservation. Wildlife experts have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey

Whatcom county says no more hunts 3/11/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
Protect these bears 3/11/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! We must do what is right for our bears! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey

Outdated practice, listen to the majority and oppose.. listen to wildlife experts and get advice… no more hunts… it’s only for the trophy hunters. No more kills 3/11/2022 12:31 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county strongly oppose these hunts 3/11/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these hunts as conservation tools… hunters want to conserve. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can make a truly 
informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey

I do not support these hunts 3/11/2022 12:32 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting permanently. Now is the time. 3/11/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they do NOT support these hunts as conservation tools… hunters are the minority. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can make a 
truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want. STOP

3/11/2022 12:34 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife, follow our conservation model and support these amendments like I do! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
Change these outdated practices and listen to the majority of society and experts…NO 3/11/2022 12:35 PM Online Survey
There is no such thing as a black bear "trophy hunter". These animals are hunted for the wild game meat that they provide to hunters. I would also like to point out that with less hunter participation, the increased harvest numbers over 
the last couple of years are an indication of a growing population of black bears. WDFW biologist Dr. Stephanie Simek's presentation clearly and unmistakably provided scientific evidence that WA state has a healthy, stable bear 
population. I support a spring bear season. 

3/11/2022 12:36 PM Online Survey

hunting is conservation, I support spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
Outdated practice… Vote No 3/11/2022 12:37 PM Online Survey
We need a spring bear season to help out the Elk and Deer. I support spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose hunts 3/11/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
The majority of public want no more hunts, only minority of hunters 3/11/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey
RCW 77.04.012 Mandate of department and commission “The commission shall attempt to maximize the public recreational game fishing and hunting opportunities of all citizens, including juvenile, disabled, and senior citizens.”

There is no evidence that the spring bear hunt does not impair the the supply of the resource. Discontinuing the spring bear hunt, without any evidence that it has a substantial impact on the overall bear population, is in direct 
contradiction to the commission’s mandate to maximize public hunting opportunities. There is no scientific basis to end the limited spring bear hunt.

3/11/2022 12:38 PM Online Survey

true conservation requires the use of hunting as an effective tool. I support spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation. Actual wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunting. bear meat is delicious! 3/11/2022 12:40 PM Online Survey
I support Spring Bear hunting. Please follow the data provided by your own biologists, as opposed to activists with no data and an agenda. 3/11/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
I Oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring black bear hunt. In addition to the fact that bears are in relatively poor condition when they emerge from hibernation, there is too great a danger at that time of year that a hunter will accidentally kill a mother 
with cubs. I find the justification offered by Pete Butler, president of the Inland Northwest Wildlife Council, that bears must be killed in the spring so that hunters can “shake that winter dust off” and “stretch [their] legs” to be abhorrent, 
outrageous and indefensible. Let hunters shake off the dust and stretch their legs in a non-lethal way. Please do not authorize a spring hunt.

3/11/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
Facts over feelings - ban the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 12:47 PM Online Survey
I support the biologist, I support spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/11/2022 12:50 PM Online Survey
Oppose. WA State is an outdoors paradise and the animals are part of what making hiking in this state so enjoyable. If the hunting supports the ecosystem meaning there are too many bears or there are too few animals or tree bark 
interior that that the bear hunt then I am in favor of a limited bear hunt. The fall hunt should suffice. Otherwise black bear meat is not tasty like moose or elk so the hunter is likely hunting for the bear skin or trophy head. I think hunting a 
bear which is defenseless is not really a fair fight.  If you don't really "need" to hunt for food then let's keep Washington States wildlife wild and keep the "life" in wildlife

3/11/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  This is a horrible death for bear cubs and their mothers. 3/11/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey
We as humans have overpopulated to the point where our wildlife can no longer self-regulate due to encroaching urban sprawl. It is not only our responsibility but we OWE it to these magnificent animals to manage them not only 
properly but ethically because they deserve that respect from us. As a Washington resident I support science-backed conservation and I support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

3/11/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. After heavy pressure from hunting groups and the resignation of a conservation-minded official, the commission is trying to push the hunt through this March — and every spring afterward. Most 
Washingtonians oppose the hunt, so the commission is also trying to push the public out of the decision-making process.

3/11/2022 12:54 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season because I love our bears and I want them to be around forever. 3/11/2022 12:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. 
But the efficacy of this approach has never even been documented!  So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is 
circular reasoning at its worst.

3/11/2022 12:57 PM Online Survey



I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel from anti-hunters rather than the data provided by our 
WDFW biologists, some of the best in the country

3/11/2022 12:58 PM Online Survey

Please reinstate the spring bear hunt. Stephanie semic gave a great presentation on the science and facts surrounding spring bears. That should be all the information you need to vote in favor of the Washington spring bear season. Trust 
the professionals on this matter not your personal views or feelings.

3/11/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Our native wildlife deserve protection! We deserve an agency that is honest with the public and prioritizes nonlethal methods to protect our wildlife, which includes our bears. 3/11/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey

please do not support the spring bear hunt, vote no! 3/11/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt...!!!!!  How  Professional is it for you to kill Bears...!!?  SIMPLY USELESS AND ,DISGUSTIING MINDS...!!! 3/11/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Please oppose the bear killing and say NO to the Spring Bear Hunts. Thanks. 3/11/2022 1:08 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife, take wildlife management seriously and dictate with science instead of emotion. I actually live in this state and I support the season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services kills approximately 4,000 wild animals per day. This is done at taxpayer expense of about $250,000 per day largely in response to requests from 
hunters, farmers and ranchers. I for one would prefer that my tax dollars be used to help save wildlife.

3/11/2022 1:09 PM Online Survey

Vote NO to killing beautiful bears and their babies 3/11/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt...!!!!!! 3/11/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
I support as a WA resident 3/11/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as a conservation and wildlife management tool. United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services kills approximately 4,000 wild animals per day. This is done at taxpayer expense of about 
$250,000 per day largely in response to requests from the public. Alternatively, hunters contribute to conservation through tags and license fees. I for one would prefer that my tax dollars be used to help save wildlife.

3/11/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. We must not manage our beautiful bears to death. 3/11/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Vote NO to killing bears 3/11/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
Vote YES to supporting our bears through sound conservation practices. I actually live here and support these amendments 3/11/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as a conservation and wildlife management tool. United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services kills approximately 4,000 wild animals per day. This is done at taxpayer expense of about 
$250,000 per day largely in response to requests from the public. Alternatively, hunters not only help manage these populations but also contribute to conservation through tags and license fees. I for one would prefer that my tax dollars 
be used to help save wildlife.

3/11/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
please stop the hunt 3/11/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
It is appalling that some members of the commission does not follow the recommendations of the WDFW staff. Hunters are a minority and the anti-hunters are using their emotions to sway the commission. I strongly encourage the 
commission to follow the recommendations of the WDFW staff and allow the CONTINUATION of an annual spring bear hunt. 

3/11/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

Hunting to me is about community, relationships, supporting local and American businesses, providing for my family, and participating in wildlife conservation.  I am a small business owner in Bellingham WA.  I rely on the community to 
provide me with an income and in turn am very conscious of where I spend my money.  Hunting provides the opportunity to support my local economy.  I spend hundreds of dollars supporting my local sporting goods store, my butcher, 
archery shop (I met my best friend there) and gun range.  Much of my gear I bought from hunting manufacturers is made in the USA.  I purchase a hunting license and tags every year in multiple states, I am a member of the Mule Deer 
Foundation and Western Bear Foundation and am proud to support wildlife conservation through these resources.
After a successful hunting season, I give friends and family steaks, sausage, jerky, and ground meat.  Last year I gave a gentleman who is fighting cancer and can no longer hunt all of the meat from an antelope I killed in Wyoming.  He was 
extremely grateful, and I was happy to be able to help.  Last night I received a text from a guy I used to work with who retired a few years ago, he said, we are having elk tacos for dinner, thank you.  I bring jerky to work for everyone and 
regularly get smoked fish from my appreciative co-workers.  Hunting is a way for me to interact and give back to my community.
Most importantly I can provide high quality meat for my family.  When my wife was pregnant her doctor suggested she not eat any red meat and only eat organic chicken and fish.  When my wife told her that I hunt and asked is game 
meat ok? Her doctor was excited and said oh yes you can eat all of that you want.  That is very healthy.  In my house, about 80% of the meat my wife and son eat is game meat and I am very thankful I can provide it.
Hunting is a part of who I am, how I interact with my community, how I back my local economy and how I provide for my family.  I support The North American Model of Wildlife and Conservation and the science that ensures the healthy 
management of all wildlife and I support the spring bear hunting season.

3/11/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

why is this heinous act even being considered 3/11/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt : ( 3/11/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/11/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
To quote Gandhi "The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated".  Are we a great nation?  We are failing miserably at protecting our wildlife from bloodthirsty barbarians who want to 
suck the life out of these innocent animals.  I oppose the spring bear hunt! 

3/11/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey

I actually live in Washington and I support these amendments because I care about the future of our beloved Washington black bears. 3/11/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
OPPOSE the spring bear hunt, PLEASE. 3/11/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with things like Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer to things like how to stop poaching, or even how to fund conservation sustainably.  Hunting is an important conservation tool 
and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season 
continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey

Starman 3/11/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is especially cruel and unnecessary to hunt bears when they are hibernating or recovering from hibernation. 3/11/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
I support and I live here 3/11/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Spring time is when they are most vulnerable. You are no man when you shoot something weak. Please ban the spring time bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly support, WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
I donate money to animal conservation groups without having to get a hunting tag. Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt. We do not support 3/11/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I donate money to animal conservation groups without having to get a hunting tag. Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
I donate money to animal conservation groups without having to get a hunting tag. Ban the spring bear hunt And protect our wildlife 3/11/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt. Oppose!! 3/11/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey



Save bear`s lives! **** the hunters and their spawn! 3/11/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Please stop the hunt. Regardless of restrictions mother bears are shot and cubs starve to death. Nobody can call this conservation. 3/11/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with things like Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer to things like how to stop poaching, or even how to fund conservation sustainably. They will claim that they financially support 
to conservation groups, but if that money never actually makes it to supporting our wildlife, where is it all going? Hunting is an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can 
actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey

End hunting 3/11/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
Donate money if you care, don’t go out and shoot bears in the spring when they are most vulnerable 3/11/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
please keep this bear hunt banned 3/11/2022 1:32 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as a conservation and wildlife management tool. United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services kills approximately 4,000 wild animals per day. This is done at taxpayer expense of about 
$250,000 per day largely in response to requests from the public. Alternatively, hunters not only help manage these populations but also contribute to conservation through tags and license fees. I for one would prefer that my tax dollars 
be used to help save wildlife.

3/11/2022 1:33 PM Online Survey

Eliminate the spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I support our spring bear season because I love our Washington bears 3/11/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
People want to end hunting and replace it with things like Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer to things like how to stop poaching, or even how to fund conservation sustainably. Hunting is an important conservation tool 
and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can actually help these animals! I live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season 
continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey

Yes to spring bear season and these amendments -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the Spring Bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:35 PM Online Survey
I actually live in Washington state and I support! 3/11/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
Donate money if you care so much, don’t use hunting tag purchases as a fundraiser 3/11/2022 1:36 PM Online Survey
I support this and I live here 3/11/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey
With all our wildlife under threat we need to stop the killing of predators including bears they are essential to a balanced system of wild animals and our interaction with them...I oppose this hunt as short sighted and showing how those 
who think they understand nature haven’t got a clue

3/11/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey

Conservation and wildlife management as an argument for supporting this carnage is invalid. Stop the hunt please. 3/11/2022 1:38 PM Online Survey
Yes, people want to end hunting. Opposed!!! 3/11/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Conservation and wildlife management go hand in hand. Stop the libel please. I live here and I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey

No, like they said… Conservation and wildlife management as an argument for supporting this carnage is invalid. Stop the hunt please. 3/11/2022 1:39 PM Online Survey
Conservation and wildlife management go hand in hand. Stop the libel please. I actually live here and I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 1:40 PM Online Survey

Conservation and wildlife management go hand in hand. People want to end hunting and replace it with things like Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer to things like how to stop poaching, or even how to fund conservation 
sustainably.  Hunting as a conservation tool has been funding conservation for decades now. Stop the libel please. I live here and I support these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey

Strongly support, as a Washington resident. 3/11/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
Conservation and wildlife management go hand in hand. People want to end hunting and replace it with things like Eco tourism but do not even have a single answer to things like how to stop poaching, or even how to fund conservation 
sustainably. Hunting as a conservation tool has been funding conservation for decades now. Stop the libel please. I live here and I support these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey

Donate money if you care so much, don’t buy hunting tags 3/11/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
Disagree! 3/11/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer, I support continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey

Please do not strip the protections away from these amazing creatures. Please vote no on the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 1:43 PM Online Survey
Eliminate the spring bear hunt please! Thank you 3/11/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
I actually live here and I support these amendments because I love our Washington bears. 3/11/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
We as humans have overpopulated to the point where our wildlife can no longer self-regulate due to encroaching urban sprawl. Our current housing crisis makes this fact evident. It is our responsibility to these magnificent animals to 
manage them not only properly but ethically because they deserve that respect from us. As a Washington resident I support science-backed conservation and I support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments 
to WAC 220-415-080.

3/11/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey

Please stop the hunts 3/11/2022 1:44 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt for good, thank you 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
No support 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
NO to spring bear season and these amendments -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Stop this outdated practice 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
No support 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
stop the hunt 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey

Please stop the killing. End the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:45 PM Online Survey
Please no hunts 3/11/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
 BAN the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Please ban these hunts 3/11/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
There is  no reason for this hunt other than to appease those people who love to kill animals.  These are also the people who threaten publi 3/11/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey



Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey

I truly care. Stop the hunt please. 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
There is no reason to hunt these animals ... the "sport" is totally unfair for the bear. 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Protect these majestic bears from the minority who want these outdated hunts 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly disagree, please do not support 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
I support!!!! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
The bears are not overpopulating the area -- people are. 3/11/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
Hunters support conservation in WA, support spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

There are other ways so oppose 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
No kill 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly agree, please do support 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife and the majority do not support hunts 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
Donate your money if you care so much instead of buying licenses to kill 3/11/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey
As a taxpayer I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
This is so outdated and only benefit hunters. Oppose 3/11/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
Hunters fund conservation in WA, support spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
Let the bears come out of hibernation in peace. End the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
Landowner and taxpayer and animal lover… no hunts 3/11/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
No more killings 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Donate your money if you care so much instead of buying licenses to kill. It’s an outdated practice used to save timber companies money (without study) and should be eliminated from modern society 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Landowner and taxpayer and animal lover… support these amendments! 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Hunters fund conservation in WA, support spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey

support 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
The majority in society oppose these killings. Only hunters want them 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by Eco tourism or anti hunters. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a Washington resident and I support spring bear season 
continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey

Vote yes -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
  WA opposes spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, thank you! 3/11/2022 1:50 PM Online Survey
No animal lover would want to kill… oppose strongly 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey

yes! 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Disagree 3/11/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
Eliminate the bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt‘ 3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County opposes spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
The majority ends hunts. This speaks for itself in society… hunters are the minority, they want their thrills. They don’t care about bears of animals. Follow what the majority demand. No more killing 3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
Please eliminate 3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
If only the people who wanted to ban hunting would actually step up to the plate and join the conversation on how to save our beloved wildlife. Hunting continues to be nothing but supportive to our current successful wildlife model.  I 
live in Washington, I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a resident and I support spring bear season continuing with these amendments.

3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey

We need to respect animals.  It's a precursor to respecting people.  We are not more valuable or deserving of living than someone else.  I hate the idea of killing bears period.  We can at least compromise and not kill bears in the spring.    3/11/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey

Resident? There are a lot of comments stating they are from residents, this should not be taken into consideration as it’s virtually impossible for the this to be established. I am working abroad at the moment but OPPOSE the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey

v 3/11/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
I respect our wildlife and want them managed with SCIENCE, not EMOTION. I support these Amendments as a Washington Resident. 3/11/2022 1:53 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife and stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
Support! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
I live in Whatcom county and I support Spring bear 3/11/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
These are so outdated practices… the majority oppose the killings and hunts to satisfy hunters desires 3/11/2022 1:54 PM Online Survey
We do support 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

No hunts 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey



I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears. It is about them not us.

3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

If you want to help wildlife and nature, donate don't kill. Please vote no for the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
Please end hunting the public do not agree to this. Listen to the majority of no kill 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey
"The intelligence of a species can be determined by its ability to live in harmony with the natural world." Paul Watson. Killing everything off is clearly not working. Let's try the intelligent way. Ban the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer, I support continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080! 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer, I support continuing the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080... 3/11/2022 1:55 PM Online Survey

Outdated practice no kill 3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Ban for good! 3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
These poor bears coming out of hibernation… no hunts 3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
If we're willing to kill bears to support wildlife.  Let's kill people where there's overpopulation to support humankind.    3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Noo ok support for killing 3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 1:56 PM Online Survey

We support -WA Resident 3/11/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Why permit this unnecessary killing when there is already so much senseless suffering in this world? The bear population could be managed humanly if there IS a problem. As a supposedly civilised country how can you allow the killing of 
bears and leaving baby bears orphaned or injured, this is truly barbaric!!

3/11/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear season 3/11/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey

If you love these creatures don't hunt them. They have every right to be here as we do. Please eliminate the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 3/11/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county says no to trophy hunting 3/11/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
Ban for good 3/11/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
Allow as long as it is sustainable 3/11/2022 1:58 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
I strongly support these amendments as a resident of Washington state 3/11/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they support these hunts as conservation tools… hunters want to conserve. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can make a truly 
informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season as a conservation and wildlife management tool. United States Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services kills approximately 4,000 wild animals per day. This is done at taxpayer expense of about 
$250,000 per day largely in response to requests from the public. Alternatively, hunters not only help manage these populations but also contribute to conservation through tags and license fees. I for one would prefer that my tax dollars 
be used to help save wildlife.

3/11/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they DO NOT support these hunts as conservation tools… hunters want to their kills. Look for the advice from the experts and then you can make a 
truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State feel & want.

3/11/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey

Ban hunting 3/11/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer, I opposed 3/11/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. 3/11/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
As a taxpayer and landowner I oppose these hunts and ban them for good 3/11/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt, please ban for good 3/11/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters want to ban hunting but never pay to help our beloved wildlife. I support these amendments because I love our beautiful Washington bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation model to 
manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 2:01 PM Online Survey

Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Outdated practice and not supported by the majority of society… a cruel cruel practice… put this out in the media and see the response from the public… sickening 3/11/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
All of Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
100% against 3/11/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
All of Whatcom County supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey

Anti hunters want to ban hunting but never pay to help our beloved wildlife. Hunting is continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually 
help these animals! I support these amendments because I love our beautiful Washington bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation model to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey

we do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 2:03 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It’s a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
Protect these old fashioned values 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
Hunters only support this, not the majority 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt, and all bear hunts during all seasons 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey



Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation.
3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 2:04 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears. 

3/11/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey

i oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Please stop this outdated practice once and for all 3/11/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
Please vote NO!!!! 3/11/2022 2:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting. Leave the poor animals alone. 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I support! I actually live here 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to bear hunts 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Society says no more hunts 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
please allow these animals to keep their protections. They have every right to live in peace as much as we do! 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -Nonhunter WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey

Please vote no for the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! They have every right to remain on this landscape and need our support through sound conservation. -Nonhunter WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

The only way to do this properly, is to welcome the wildlife experts to inform you on why they DO NOT support these hunts as conservation tools… hunters want to kill, not the majority of society. Look for the advice from the experts and 
then you can make a truly informed decision on why we should be protecting our wildlife. The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts. This has been proven. Listen and see for yourselves what the public of Washington State 
feel & want.

3/11/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

I oppose bear hunting 3/11/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey
Vote NO!!!! 3/11/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Vote YES - WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Please don’t allow bear hunting for pleasure. These are sentient creatures that feel and want to live. 3/11/2022 2:08 PM Online Survey
Please stop these hunts 3/11/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I am not a hunter, I have never bought a tag or killed any wild game. I am trying to preserve an effective management tool for conservation so that my friends, family and other fellow Washingtonians will be able to enjoy their hunting 
traditions as well as a thriving population of black bears and ungulates for years to come by donating to conservation groups working to preserve responsible and ethical hunting practices and by voicing my support here for a spring bear 
season in Washington as long as it is sustainable.

3/11/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey

Please don’t allow the killing of the bears 3/11/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
Protect these beautiful creatures coming out of hibernation.. hunting is an outdated practice 3/11/2022 2:09 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunts. They are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the 
efficacy of this approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular 
reasoning at its worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.
We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey

Please keep the bears alive to enjoy our earth as we are allowed to do. 3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
Hunting destroys,saving builds our nature!The majority are convinced that.STOP IT!! 3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey

Don’t destroy these precious bear lives 3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters want to ban hunting but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears. Hunting is continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on 
how we can use it to actually help these animals! I support these amendments because I love our beautiful bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation model to manage them ethically. We owe it to 
them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey

Please no more hunts!!! 3/11/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season with these amendments -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county says no more hunts!!!! 3/11/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
STOP THE HUNT!!! 3/11/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
There is no excuse to kill the bears. The hunters enjoyment of killing living creatures should not supersede the rights of these sentient beings. 3/11/2022 2:11 PM Online Survey
Hunters want to kill these majestic creatures… the majority of society OPPOSE hunts!!! 3/11/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Stop the killing of these feeling sentient beings 3/11/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Stop killing bears. Full stop. 3/11/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt. 3/11/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Stop killing the bears 3/11/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
As a taxpayer & landowner who truly loves animals, I certainly would NOT support these outdated hunts 3/11/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Please NO MORE 3/11/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters feelings should not come before the wellness of our bears! I support using our conservation model as a tool to help support our wonderful bear population and I support these amendments as a Washington resident. We must 
use science and data, not emotion.

3/11/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey



They are feeling beings, why subject them to fear and pain. 3/11/2022 2:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing our wildlife. 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
It is cruel to kill bears for sport. 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters feelings should not come before the wellness of our bears! I support using our conservation model as a tool to help support our wonderful bear population and I support these amendments as a Washington resident. We must 
use science and data, not emotion.

3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey

How arrogant it is to believe that our species, the most overpopulated and violent one on the planet, has the right to obliterate every other species. Stop the hunt. 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop killing our bears! 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunters are a shame of US! 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Please ban and listen to the majority of the public, hunters are the minority and this is well known!!!! 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of nature’s wonders. Bears deserve to live without pain or fear. 3/11/2022 2:14 PM Online Survey
Hunting is outdated and cruel. 3/11/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Please stop this cruel act of these beautiful bears… thus practice is so outdated now 3/11/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
Bears are amazing creatures who love and protect their young. Stop the hunt. 3/11/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT support this, I’m in agreement with the majority of society who oppose hunts full stop!!! 3/11/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Protect these precious creatures 3/11/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Hunting is primitive and barbaric. It causes pain and suffering to another living creature. It’s nothing to be proud of. 3/11/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
No more hunts. It’s cruel and inhumane 3/11/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Please ban this outdated practice once and for all 3/11/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and I support this. I hope more people get educated on how our conservation model works in this country. 3/11/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Stop the killing of bears for sport and fun 3/11/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Majority of public are against these outdated practices… 3/11/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
It’s barbaric and outdated. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Not wanted! 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. The ignorance of how essential they are to our ecosystems and how they have a cascade effect on the environment, we need our bears alive and well. 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Anyone who knows anything about conservation knows how it is funded. And it isn't by groups like HSUS. I love our bears and I want them on our landscape forever. I am a Washington resident and I support spring bear season continuing 
with these amendments.

3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey

 Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
This outdated cruelty must be stopped 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Most people don’t agree with the hunt. 3/11/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
There are other ways to protect these beautiful bears without killing them for money… disgusting practice 3/11/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
It’s cruel and causes pain, fear and suffering to another living being. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Money buys death!!!! Majority of society opposes this outdated practice 3/11/2022 2:19 PM Online Survey
Time for respect for animals and start educating these people about cruelty. 3/11/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
It’s outdated and it’s unfair with the baiting and special weapons. It’s not a sport, it’s a slaughter. 3/11/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop this brutal 3/11/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
We must base our decisions in fact and not emotion. I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears, not just my feelings. 3/11/2022 2:20 PM Online Survey
Hunters want to kill… majority of society want to END these cruel outdated hunts 3/11/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I support -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. The worst euphemism is "harvest", which is used to make killing of wildlife sound more acceptable.   The agricultural lexicon has permeated hunting wildlife, except that we don't "harvest" what we don't 
sow! Wildlife are not crops.

3/11/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey

It’s cruel to kill something that wants to live as much as you do. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
Western Washington is against 3/11/2022 2:21 PM Online Survey
We must base our decisions in fact and not emotion. I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears, not just my feelings. 3/11/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey

It’s not an acceptable practice to most humans that have empathy. It’s cruel. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Society demand change, find other ways. Stop these trophy hunters getting their pleasures by killing these majestic bears. Support the banning of these horrible hunts 3/11/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:22 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife,ban this absurd activity! 3/11/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
Protect these bears and ban these hunts 3/11/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
The excuses for the killing of bears are used to make it seem ok to kill them indiscriminately.
Stop the killing of bears.

3/11/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. I am a Washington state resident, taxpayer and it's best for our bears to stay alive, not shot to death for bragging rights. 3/11/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington and I support spring bear! 3/11/2022 2:23 PM Online Survey
No hunts no more 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
I support! -Actual WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Protect these beautiful bears 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
It’s not a fair fight. The bears are outgunned and baited. It’s disgusting. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Spring bears are weak and starved.Fully against it!! 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
Please ban these outdated practices 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
No more hunts. 3/11/2022 2:24 PM Online Survey
We must base our decisions in fact and not emotion. I actually live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears, not just my feelings. 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey

What a bunch of pathetic losers. Spring bear hunt! Get real jobs! 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
My heart hurts for the living creatures who are killed for sport. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey



No MORE ruthless hunting… majority of society demand change 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We need to have our beloved bears stay alive and not shot to death. 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt!!!! It does not matter whether the bear population is robust and healthy, that does not give the hunters a right to wantonly kill these beautiful animals!! 3/11/2022 2:25 PM Online Survey
Hunters support this because they love to kill 3/11/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
Hunters kill, society protects 3/11/2022 2:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose Trophy Bear Hunts 3/11/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
They do not deserve to be picked out for slaughter. They all want to live as much as all of us.
It’s unfair and not a sport. Especially when they bait a bear and have high powered weapons. Stop this barbaric hunt.

3/11/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is no need for hunting in this day and age, it's not the 1800s anymore. 3/11/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
They kill for pleasure. The bear suffers excruciating pain and fear before death. They want to live like we all do. Stop the bear hunt. Have empathy 3/11/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts. 3/11/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
Please ban this cruel outdated practice and support what the majority of society wants. No more killing 3/11/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
The majority of the public DO NOT support these hunts.Fully banned! 3/11/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
Please ban this cruel outdated  practice 3/11/2022 2:28 PM Online Survey
It’s modern times. Bear hunts are outdated. It’s killing for the joy of killing.
Stop the bear hunt.

3/11/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey

Peace! Oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
Majority should rule. Empathy should rule. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:29 PM Online Survey
It’s outdated. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Only hunters want to kill, society wants to protect these majestic creatures 3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
Please stop killing the bears. 3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
No more!!!! 3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. The overwhelming majority of funding for wildlife and wild lands (in the United States) comes from taxpayers - the vast majority of whom do not hunt.  That's an excise tax on firearms and ammunition - not 
a ‘hunting tax.’ Seventy percent of gun owners in the United States do not hunt and that number is going up every year. State hunting license fees go mostly toward keeping the game species preferred by hunters - deer, bear, elk, turkey, 
grouse, etc. - at an overpopulated level so there are plenty for hunters. 

3/11/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose bear hunts, they are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy 
of this approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular 
reasoning at its worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey

I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears, not just my feelings.

3/11/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey

I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel from anti hunters rather than the data provided by our 
WDFW biologists, some of the best in the country

3/11/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey

No more blood for pleasure and sport. Have some compassion. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt. It’s cruel. 3/11/2022 2:31 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear season where they are killed. 3/11/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
Hunting living, breathing, feeling animals is cruel and outdated. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:32 PM Online Survey
I love bears. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
How is this "sport" disgusting human beings, stop this spring bear hunt now. 3/11/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
I love bears. Lets use science and not data so we can manage them most effectively. I am a resident of this state and I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 2:33 PM Online Survey
The bear hunt is cruel and for sport. It’s an unfair match with high powered weaponry and advantage of man. It’s not sport. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
Stop this cruel, insane act 3/11/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Interesting that there are the comments that we love our bears, but we want to shoot and kill them. 3/11/2022 2:34 PM Online Survey
It’s cowardly to kill a living animal with the advantage of high powered weapons and baiting. You have to be without conscience to not feel for these creatures. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey
I have never hunted a bear. I have never hunted in Washington, nor the entire American continent for that matter. I am trying to preserve an effective management tool for conservation so that my friends, family and other fellow 
Washingtonians will be able to enjoy our thriving population of black bears and ungulates for years to come by donating to conservation groups working to preserve responsible and ethical hunting practices and by voicing my support here 
for these amendments to the spring bear season in Washington. We must do what is right for the bears and manage them on data and science, not emotion.

3/11/2022 2:36 PM Online Survey

I support our conservation model and I support these amendments. -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
It’s not fact that bears have to be slaughtered to help them thrive. It’s an excuse to kill them for sport and fun for those who enjoy killing living things. It’s wrong. The excuses they come up with are wrong. Stop the bear kill. 3/11/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

These 664 bears are worth way more than 10,000 of the bullying scum 3/11/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
It harms living, sentient creatures who want to live. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey



These 664 bears are worth way more than hurting people's feelings. Let's do the right thing and manage them with data not emotion. I support these amendments. -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey

There is no good reason to kill the bears. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:39 PM Online Survey
I and all my friends oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I and all my friends support the Spring Bear Season because we believe in using our current conservation model to care for our wildlife. We owe it to them. 3/11/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

The bears deserve life. Stop the bear hunt. The people who want it enjoy killing that’s all.
Let the bears live.

3/11/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey

These 664 bears are worth way more than 10,000 of the bullying scum that take pleasure in killing them in what they mistakenly call "sport"!! 3/11/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
I and my family and friends strongly oppose the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
These 664 bears are worth way more than people's feelings. We must continue to manage them with data, not emotion. As a resident I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey

Bears deserve to live stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I have never hunted a bear. I have never hunted in Washington, nor the entire continent for that matter. I am trying to preserve an effective management tool for conservation so that my friends, family and other fellow Washingtonians 
will be able to enjoy our thriving population of black bears and ungulates for years to come by donating to conservation groups working to preserve responsible and ethical hunting practices and by voicing my support here for these 
amendments to the spring bear season in Washington. We must do what is right for the bears and manage them on data and science, not emotion.

3/11/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey

The majority oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There are no good reasons to shoot our bears, they're sentient creatures who have a right to live as much as any living creature on this earth. 3/11/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
These people are anti-social blights on society. Foisting your bloodlust on innocent animals. NO BEAR HUNT! 3/11/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I don’t support the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I live in Washington state and I support these amendments 3/11/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments because i want our bears to be managed with science, not emotions. 3/11/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Stop the bloodlust of those who enjoy killing an innocent animal with all their advantages. That’s not sport that’s destruction for pleasure.
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 

3/11/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey

Ban hunting. Stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:44 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support using sound conservation practices for the betterment of our bears. I support these amendments. 3/11/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
Stop the excuses. The bear hunt is cruel and done for man’s enjoyment. I should say the enjoyment of those who can’t feel another beings fear or pain.
Stop the bear hunt.

3/11/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey

No to spring black bear hunt. Thank you. 3/11/2022 2:46 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our current conservation model and data available to us to manage these bears, not emotions. I support these amendments because I believe they 
will benefit the health of our bear population.

3/11/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey

There are many tourists in the world who would pay to see bears in the wild, since many bears in Europe, Asia, etc. are near non-existent. Why destroy these beautiful animals? 3/11/2022 2:47 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt please 3/11/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There's no need to kill our bears to satisfy hunters. 3/11/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Don’t destroy the bears. Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Greetings, I am a young person who cares about protecting animals. I ask you to please ban the bear hunt, these are incredible creatures who deserve protection. Thank you!! 3/11/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
Eco-tourism continues to fail to meet the unmatched support that conservation continues to receive through hunting. Our current conservation model similarly continues to be the most beneficial to our beloved wildlife. That is why, as a 
Washington resident, I support these amendments.

3/11/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey

Hunters shouldn’t rule. They have an unfair advantage when they hunt and destroy living creatures.
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt.

3/11/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey

Please stop the bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 2:50 PM Online Survey
Please continue to manage our bears with sound conservation instead of feelings, thank you -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
 NO BEAR HUNT! 3/11/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
Please protect bears from the unfair advantage of hunters. Stop killing bears. Thank you 3/11/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Enough of the killing of our state's wildlife. 3/11/2022 2:51 PM Online Survey
No more hunting these beautiful creatures. Stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is right for our 
beautiful Washington bears.

3/11/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife, take wildlife management seriously and dictate with science instead of emotion. I live in this state and I support the season continuing with these amendments.
-WA Resident 

3/11/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey

Please protect the bears from slaughter. Stop the bear hunt, thank you. 3/11/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
There is a huge difference between wanting a spring bear hunt and needing one.  No valid evidence supports the NEED for a springtime bear hunt.  Now is the right time to permanently ban it. 3/11/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Please continue to manage our bears with sensible conservation instead of killing, thank you -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear 
season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 2:53 PM Online Survey

There is no need for a Spring Bear Hunt. Please allow these beautiful creatures to enjoy life as we do.
Stop the bear hunt.

3/11/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 2:54 PM Online Survey
Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey



Anti hunters want to ban hunting but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears, or conservation for that matter. Hunting is continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it 
upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals! I support these amendments because I love our beautiful bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation model to 
manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey

It’s a false notion to say the hunt protects the bears. It doesn’t protect the large number that lose their lives in a fearful, painful way. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:55 PM Online Survey
Fish and Wildlife needs to stop coddling hunters, they prove over and over again the bloodlust is more important to them than conservation. 3/11/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
This decision needs to be made based on facts and evidence rather than emotions.  Therefore, springtime bear hunts need to be banned starting this year. No legitimate argument can be made demonstrating the need of a spring bear 
hunt. None.

3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation. It’s for the bloodlust pleasure of those who can’t feel the creatures pain , fear or suffering. Stop the bear hunt 3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose. The evidence does not support the bear hunt as a helpful conservation tool. 3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears or even conservation for that matter. Hunting is continues to be an important conservation tool and I 
hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals! I support these amendments because I love our beautiful bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful 
conservation model to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

We live in the puget sound, we oppose. 3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

If you love bears why do you kill them! No hunting! I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I support. The evidence does support the bear hunt as a helpful conservation tool. -WA Resident 3/11/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey

Stop giving in to hunters. The majority of people don’t want the bear hunt.
Stop the killing.

3/11/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey

I oppose strongly the unfair killing of these beautiful creatures. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 2:58 PM Online Survey
I live here and I oppose the murdering of bears! Stop the spring bear hunt ! 3/11/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
No evidence supports the arbitrary killing of creatures who want to live as much as you or me.
Stop the bear hunt.

3/11/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey

Stop the Spring Bear Hunt, please. 3/11/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey
I support the spring season! 3/11/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears and the continued health of their population.

3/11/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey

I oppose this proposal! No bear hunting! 3/11/2022 3:00 PM Online Survey
Get rid of the bear hunts, they are just for the blood sport pleasure of hunters. It’s barbaric and outdated. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I don’t support the Spring Bear Hunt. It’s cruel. 3/11/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:01 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I support 3/11/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
Washington residents support spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
It’s a cruel way to kill a beautiful creature. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt as it is totally immoral. 3/11/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
I don’t support the spring bear hunt. Please stop it! 3/11/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey
Washington residents support spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:03 PM Online Survey

It’s a cruel practice and geared to allow hunters to kill. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
The majority does not support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:04 PM Online Survey
It’s not ethical to kill animals who want to live . Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
Totally oppose the spring hunt only lowlife cowardly people use weapons on animals. 3/11/2022 3:05 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
All of Whatcom County opposes spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Please don’t allow the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is cruel. Please don’t allow it. 3/11/2022 3:06 PM Online Survey
Washington residents oppose spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Totally immoral, only cowardly, low life people want to murder animals with weapons. 3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
It’s an unfair advantage for hunters and it’s cruel. Please stop the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Totally immoral, only cowardly, low life people want to murder animals with weapons. 3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey

We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about our great conservation model. Hunting is continues to be an important conservation tool and I 
hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals! I support these amendments because I love our beautiful bears and I believe we must continue to use our current successful 
conservation model to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey

Hunters are cruel. Stop the bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Don’t support . Unethical and cruel. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
The majority of Washington residents do not want the hunt - they do not want to be associated with such cruelty. 3/11/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey



I listened to the November WDFW Commission meeting that preceded the rulemaking petition & am discouraged and offended.  I object to bears being referred to as a “resource,” and I ask that Commissioners and staff drop the 
agricultural language of “harvest” and call it what it is: killing.  I oppose removing the year, as this proposed rule should be reviewed and authorized (preferably not authorized) every year.  All but the most naive recognize that many 
young, as well as the mothers, will be slaughtered.  It is absurd to think that a hunter is able to gauge whether a youngster is 50 pounds or a year old.  In addition, most black bear young stay with their mothers for 17 months or more and 
weigh 80 lbs. or more at the one-year mark.  So what is it exactly black bear hunters & their supporters on the Commission & in the department are advocating?  Recreational killing of dependent young?  This sickens me. Furthermore, in 
the November meeting one of the staffers stated there are “fairly minimal” chances that lactating females will be killed.  “Fairly minimal” is not good enough, and even one orphaned cub is unacceptable.  I am appalled that Commissioner 
Thorborn defended this petition by stating that underweight bears and cubs are “harvested” in the fall, too, and cited that as a reason for not restricting the spring hunt.  This is so depraved it makes me feel like weeping.  And finally, after 
listening to the November Commission meeting, I conclude that WDFW doesn’t know how many bears there are to begin with.  And their mortality categories didn’t even mention poaching.  Without question, this petition should be 
denied.  And staffers and Commissioners who support thrill-killing should hang their heads in shame.

3/11/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

Don’t allow the bear hunt please 3/11/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt 3/11/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about our great conservation model and how it benefits wildlife. Hunting continues to be an 
important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears and I believe we must continue to 
use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident

3/11/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

I do not support the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about our great conservation model and how it benefits wildlife. Hunting continues to be an 
important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears and I believe we must continue to 
use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident Nonhunter 

3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

Stop murdering bears and other wildlife, you evil evil *******s! And if you are married to one, you are just as evil. Evil offspring? Of course, what else to expect from that kind of upbringing.
Eventually KARMA will catch up with all of you.

3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

It is in the name - it is a RECREATIONAL bear hunt to address the population. This means that any idiot with a firearm can do this, there is no training required, bears are often wounded, or killed with their cubs. If the population must be 
controlled then have professionals do it humanely.  

3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

I and my family oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
Washington residents support spring bear hunt!
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

Don't buy the lie - these hunts are simply inhumane and not at all needed.  Ban them now. 3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
It’s a cruel practice. Stop the hunters pleasure of killing animals
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 

3/11/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey

WA residents do not support this. 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Such barbarism to kill these beautiful creatures. Seems like we are in the dark ages still. I oppose to any killing. 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
The hunts are inhumane. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
WA residents do not support this. 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
Support!!! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
It’s outdated and cruel. Stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
No bear hunt, move, relocate but do not kill. All living creatures just want to live. 3/11/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments
We should be protecting our wildlife…. support the spring bear season with these amendments

3/11/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey

Majority of residents oppose hunting for pleasure. Stop the bear kill 3/11/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
stop this spring bear hunt now. 3/11/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Washington residents do not support the spring bear hunt, only the hunters who want blood. 3/11/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunts. The hunters just want free reign on the bears. Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunts now, please 3/11/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season in Washington 3/11/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear season in Washington 3/11/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey

Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
Please support this spring bear season and the amendments -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
Washington residents oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
It’s the hunters that support the killing of bears. The people who have empathy don’t .
Stop the bear hunt. Stop the archaic practice of killing living, feeling creatures for pleasure.

3/11/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

Support- I live in Washington state and I care about our bears. I hope our that our commission does not erode the trust of its constituents by making rules based off of emotions and libel from anti hunters rather than the data provided by 
our WDFW biologists, some of the best in the country

3/11/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey

We oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey
I am for the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:15 PM Online Survey



I strongly oppose bear hunts, they are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy 
of this approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular 
reasoning at its worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

We should be protecting our wildlife! Stop killing them! I oppose this amendment! I oppose the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
It’s outdated. Hunters are bloodlust pleasure seekers. Don’t give in to them.
Stop the cruelty, stop the Spring Bear Hunt 

3/11/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey

Stop killing the bears! Stop the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/11/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear season in Washington 3/11/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
I believe that the benefits of hunting is a myth. I also believe that the benefits derived from their funding only benefits those individuals that gain some satisfaction and joy from killing. 3/11/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
Washington 3/11/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer I oppose this amendment! I oppose the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. Let wild animals alone so they can enhance our natural world. 3/11/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey
I support! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt. Let wild animals alone 3/11/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
There no need to kill! Find another way! I oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 3:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments - WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not the guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey

I support spring bear! I am a Washington resident 3/11/2022 3:20 PM Online Survey
Many of us live in this state and we 100% oppose this hunt! 3/11/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey
Many of us live in this state and we 100% support this season 3/11/2022 3:21 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer and public land owner, I support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

Whatcom County oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

Hunting supports conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

As a Washington resident, taxpayer, and hunter, I support the spring bear hunt. I think the amendments provided here on barring the harvest of cubs and sows with cubs provides an adequate middle ground to address the concerns 
expressed by those opposed to this hunting opportunity.

3/11/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey

As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose 3/11/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Whatcom County residents support spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
Interesting, hunters want to get out in the Spring to 'shake off the winter dust and stretch their legs' while killing bears who want exactly the same thing after hibernation. Only, to the bears Spring is time for cre-ation, not killing as a 
''sport."
I would like to have a much more open discussion about the validity and ethics of the bear hunt. I am opposed to the hunt and want to see it banned permanently.

3/11/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

Whatcom County residents support spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey

Whatcom County residents oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring bear hunt and want to see it banned permanently. 3/11/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I believe that the benefits of hunting is a myth. I also believe that the benefits derived from their funding only benefits those individuals that gain some satisfaction and joy from killing. 3/11/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Ban hunting! No bear hunting ! I oppose! 3/11/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
Support! - Hunting and hunters directly fund state conservation efforts 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear because  it is not sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunts. 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Washington resident here, I support these amendments because I believe it is what is right for our bear population's health 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
 WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents support spring bear season 3/11/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey

Support -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey



Their desperation is obvious when they have to try to sell the ruthless massacre of innocent and defenseless animals as "an important conservation tool".  How stupid do you think we are? 3/11/2022 3:28 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our current conservation model and data available to us to manage these bears, and try to educate the uninformed about why we must make 
decisions based in data, not emotions. I support these amendments because I believe they will benefit the health of our bear population.

3/11/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey

I support - WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
 I support these amendments and Im from Washington! 3/11/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
WA resident, SUPPORT! 3/11/2022 3:30 PM Online Survey
 WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey

These amendments align with what would be best for our bears. As a WA Resident I support 3/11/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey
Support - I am not a hunter, I have never bought a tag or killed any wild game. I am trying to preserve an effective management tool for conservation so that my friends, family and other fellow Washingtonians will be able to enjoy their 
hunting traditions as well as a thriving population of black bears and ungulates for years to come by donating to conservation groups working to preserve responsible and ethical hunting practices and by voicing my support here for a 
spring bear season in Washington as long as it is sustainable.

3/11/2022 3:31 PM Online Survey

We must base our decisions in fact and not emotion. I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears -WA Resident non hunter 3/11/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting and say things like "Hunting destroys conservation" (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about how our great conservation model benefits 
wildlife. Hunting continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears 
and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident Nonhunter 

3/11/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey

A big NO to the Bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Support!!! - WA Resident Nonhunter 3/11/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Stop this cruel, insane act of Trophy Hunting these bears that should be protected! 3/11/2022 3:34 PM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
WA nonhunter resident here, I support these amendments because its whats best for the bears 3/11/2022 3:35 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I support!! 3/11/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. BAN the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey
 actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
YES to supporting our bears! I live here and I support 3/11/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Hunting supports conservation. The proof is everywhere. I live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
Western Washington 100% against it 3/11/2022 3:40 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents support a spring bear season 3/11/2022 3:41 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear because  it is not sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey

 I oppose to any killing. 3/11/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
Oppose Spring Bear hunt.
68 year lifetime Wa resident
42 years in Snoqualmie valley

3/11/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey

WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
WA Supports spring bear! 3/11/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and support the spring bear because it is highly sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 3:44 PM Online Survey

We should be protecting our wildlife…. BAN the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and SUPPORT the spring bear with these amendments because it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our current conservation model and data available to us to manage these bears, and try to educate the uninformed about why we must make 
decisions based in data, not emotions. I support these amendments because I believe they will benefit the health of our bear population.

3/11/2022 3:45 PM Online Survey

We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting and say false claims like “Hunting destroys conservation” (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about how our conservation model benefits 
wildlife. Hunting continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears 
and I believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident Nonhunter 

3/11/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey

Support! - Hunting and hunters directly assist and fund state conservation efforts 3/11/2022 3:46 PM Online Survey
Support! - Hunting and hunters directly assist and fund state conservation and data collection efforts. 3/11/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
wa resident here i support 3/11/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey
Support! - Hunting and hunters directly assist and fund state conservation and data collection efforts. 3/11/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey

This so called hunters (killer) would they do this to their families. They are even teaching their kids how to be cruel to animals at age five. The forest is the bears and wolves home like they have their homes. No one hunting the hunters and 
putting their heads in the walls. Leave them alone to live in peace with their cubs. If hunters want to hunt they should hunt each other .

3/11/2022 3:47 PM Online Survey

I love our bears and I oppose the spring bear slaughter 3/11/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
washington resident, i support 3/11/2022 3:48 PM Online Survey
I totally oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
WA resident I support!! 3/11/2022 3:49 PM Online Survey
Support the spring season! 3/11/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
Wa resident here I support!!! 3/11/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey



Absolute NO to the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I support!! 3/11/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I DO NOT support the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080. We do not need to kill our bears. 3/11/2022 3:50 PM Online Survey
I support- WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:51 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents support the amendments 3/11/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation! 3/11/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Seriously, there are comments saying we love our bears and yet they want to shoot and kill them. 3/11/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents support the amendments 3/11/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. We must protect our wildlife, not shoot and kill them. 3/11/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
NO to the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey
Support! - Hunters directly assist and fund state conservation and data collection efforts. 3/11/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 3:53 PM Online Survey

WA Resident i support 3/11/2022 3:54 PM Online Survey
Western Washington 100% against it 3/11/2022 3:55 PM Online Survey

I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey

I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 3:56 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Wildlife management in the United States primarily means management of hunting, and it is focused on the small subset of the human population that hunts, not on the conservation of species and their 
habitats for their own sake. Stop killing our Washington bears.

3/11/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting and say false like “Hunting destroys conservation” (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about how our conservation model benefits wildlife. 
Hunting continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears and I 
believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident Nonhunter 

3/11/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

Stop murdering bears and other wildlife, you evil evil *******s! And if you are married to one, you are just as evil. Evil offspring? Of course, what else to expect from that kind of upbringing. 3/11/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose -WA Resident 3/11/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey

Whatcom county residents oppose the amendments 3/11/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
These people are anti-social blights on society. Foisting your bloodlust on innocent animals. These hunters are emotionally stunted. 3/11/2022 3:58 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
please keep this bear hunt banned, please don’t fall for these trophy hunters and I read they are not supposed to kill mother bears or there babies 3/11/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
wa resident i support 3/11/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents support the amendments 3/11/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

Looks like the answer is in the proposal itself, Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. Be like the data, support spring bear season. 3/11/2022 4:05 PM Online Survey

I oppose -WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
Support! - Hunters directly assist and fund state conservation and data collection efforts. 3/11/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

Whatcom County oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey

As a Washington taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I support the spring bear season. 3/11/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
IAs a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 4:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Unless this hunt is banned, black bears will suffer needless cruelty to satisfy trophy hunters. 3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
The annual review should remain in place. The WDFW already needs to monitor the bear population year to year in order to set permit numbers, which clearly is part of the rulemaking process. Validating female/cub pelts seems like a 
huge waste of taxpayer $, so just keep the Fall hunt. 

3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

I support -WA resident 3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
We must try to inform those who demand to ban hunting and say false like “Hunting destroys conservation” (but do not know the most basic facts about our beloved Washington bears) about how our conservation model benefits wildlife. 
Hunting continues to be an important conservation tool and I hope that more of us take it upon ourselves to self-educate on how we can use it to actually help these animals. I support these amendments because I love our bears and I 
believe we must continue to use our current successful conservation practices to manage them ethically. We owe it to them. -WA Resident Nonhunter 

3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey

support -wa resident 3/11/2022 4:07 PM Online Survey
Support 3/11/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Whatcom county residents DO NOT support the amendments. 3/11/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
i live here and I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:08 PM Online Survey



I oppose spring black bear hunting 3/11/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
'I oppose the spring bear hunt.  carollessinger@gmail.com 3/11/2022 4:11 PM Online Survey
I am absolutely against a spring bear hunt.  It is unnecessary and unfair to the animals. 3/11/2022 4:12 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and the amendments as a Washington resident 3/11/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey
I live in this state and I support the proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080 and the continuing of the spring bear season. It is based on sound science, data and quality, science-based wildlife management is essential for maintaining 
healthy diverse wildlife populations.

3/11/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey

we support this 3/11/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
Western Washington 100% against it 3/11/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 3/11/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

I am from Whatcom county and I have lived here all my life. I support this amendment. 3/11/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey
I support!! - WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:14 PM Online Survey

The annual review must be changed better. The WDFW needs to turn their heads towards  bears and stop their nonseless slaughter!No bear hunt! 
3/11/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and oppose the spring bear because  it is not sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I am a Washington resident. I love our bears and SUPPORT the spring bear with these amendments because it is sustainable for their continued existence. 3/11/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey

We should be protecting our wildlife…. BAN the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 4:15 PM Online Survey
I live in Western Washington. I have never hunted in Washington state once in my life. I support the continuing of the spring bear season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080 because I believe it is what is best for our 
beautiful Washington bears and the continued health of their population.

3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

OMG please keep this bear hunt banned, please don’t fall for these trophy hunters and I read they are not supposed to kill mother bears or there babies , but when they get into there trophy frenzies believe me they don’t care who they 
kill and I even read mother bear have been killed in the past and there only excuses are oh it was a accident, can Washington please be a state that doesn’t join the barbaric states like Montana, Idaho and Wyoming that just want to rid 
there states of wildlife starting with the wolves, your just be starting with your bears, what will these trophy hunters, choose of your wildlife. next, just think about that?

3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

Yes to these amendments, please. 3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Yes to these amendments, please. 3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey

I believe that the benefits of hunting is a myth. I also believe that the benefits derived from their funding only benefits those individuals that gain some satisfaction and joy from killing. 3/11/2022 4:16 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county residents oppose the amendments 3/11/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
Anti hunters direct their anger at hunters by spreading lies and hate, but do not realize we all have the same goals. We all want healthy sustainable wildlife populations. We must be able to communicate and explain why we support using 
our conservation model as a tool to help support our wonderful bear population and I support these amendments as a Washington resident for those reasons. We must use science and data, not emotion. Thank you.

3/11/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. When wild animals have the unfortunate experience of having a close encounter with us humans, guess who usually loses? Wild animals deserve to live wild. We are encroaching on their homelands, hunting 
them, stealing them, hurting them, and for what? Our entertainment. It's all one-sided against them. Go get a dog or a cat, let the wild animals of our state have their wilderness and their lives.

3/11/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey

We as humans have overpopulated to the point where our wildlife can no longer self-regulate due to encroaching urban sprawl. Our current housing crisis makes this fact evident. It is our responsibility to these magnificent animals to 
manage them not only properly but ethically because they deserve that respect from us. As a Washington resident I support science-backed conservation and I support continuing the spring bear season with these proposed amendments 
to WAC 220-415-080.

3/11/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support the amendments. 3/11/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Support - The proposal syas it all: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 3/11/2022 4:18 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the unnecessary and not needed spring bear hunt.  Ban it permanently. 3/11/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
Strongly support the amendments to making our spring bear season more ethican. -WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
Yes to these necessary and welcome amendments, please. 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
Support - The proposal says it all: Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable. 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey
Support the spring bear season with these amendments please and thank you! -Nonhunter WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey

Yes to these necessary and welcome amendments, please. 3/11/2022 4:20 PM Online Survey

Whatcom County oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
I actually live in this state and care about the future of our bears. That is why we must use our brains not guns!Vote NO to spring hunt! 3/11/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county supports and welcomes these amendments. 3/11/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
West WA Resident: I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 4:22 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county supports and welcomes these amendments. 3/11/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey

Ban the Hunt 3/11/2022 4:23 PM Online Survey
West WA resident here, I support these amendments 3/11/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunts. There’s no valid management purpose or scientific support for this cruel hunt, which is opposed by most Washingtonians. It’s time for state wildlife managers to ban the killing spree. 3/11/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey



I am totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I support this as a WA resident because we must do what is beneficial for the health of our bear population. 3/11/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
West WA resident here, I totally oppose! 3/11/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey
I live in West Washington and I support continuing to use this management tool to ethically and responsibly manage our beautiful Washington bears so that they may remain on our landscape forever 3/11/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

West WA resident, Supporting! 3/11/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

 WA  oppose spring bear!
3/11/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

WA resident: SUPPORT 3/11/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. In the spring, when bears come out of hibernation with their cubs, they’re at their most vulnerable. Yet Washington state want to allow hunters to gun them down at this critical time. Bear mothers are 
killed, leaving orphaned cubs to starve to death or succumb to the elements. This is horrible, cruel and disgusting. Do better Washington state.

3/11/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Protect our wildlife, take wildlife management seriously and dictate with science instead of emotion. I live in this state and I support the season continuing with these amendments. 3/11/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

Hunting destroys conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/11/2022 4:27 PM Online Survey
I support a Washington Spring Bear hunting opportunity 3/11/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
We must base our decisions in fact and not emotion. I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears -WA Resident non hunter 3/11/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear 
season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey

I'd really think hard about not buying any kind of license in this state again if our spring bear season is taken away because it hurts people's feelings, I'm in full support of spring season. I would even take it further saying we need to bring 
back baiting and dogs. 

3/11/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey

I oppose a Washington Spring Bear hunting opportunity 3/11/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Follow the science and not the feelings - ban spring bear hunts permanently. 3/11/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
The annual review must be changed better. The WDFW needs to turn their heads towards the bears and stop their nonseless slaughter!No bear hunt! 3/11/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I think it is unethical to leave baby/young bears without parents, and also don't think that humans need to bear hunt. We disrupt nature enough as is and should be protecting our wildlife. Leave them in peace and find something 
productive to do with your time that doesn't involve the killing of unsuspecting animals. I oppose. 

3/11/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I support! -WA 3/11/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season as a Washington taxpayer. 3/11/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I've never understood the old "we have to kill them, cause they might die." routine 3/11/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt. There is no reason for well-armed individuals to enter animal habitats and murder defenseless animals. These animals are an integral part of nature 3/11/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
 WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey
We should be protecting our wildlife…. BAN the spring bear season with these amendments 3/11/2022 4:32 PM Online Survey

I live here and I support!! 3/11/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I have previously hunted spring bears and can say without a doubt they are healthy out of hibernation and not easy to hunt. I have put in for several years for a spring bear hunt and want the wildlife commission to reimburse me and all 
hunters who have put in for years for this hunt if it’s opposed again. As an ethical hunter I deserve the opportunity to hunt animals that I pay for as a sportsman. Anti hunters are only acting on emotion and not science, according to 
biologists. Please quit limiting sportsman’s  opportunities. 

3/11/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. As a Washington state taxpayer and resident, there's no need to kill our state's bears, leave them alone. 3/11/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
 believe that the benefits of hunting is a myth. I also believe that the benefits derived from their funding only benefits those individuals that gain some satisfaction and joy from killing. 3/11/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey

I greatly, wholeheartedly, definitely oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
WA resident supports!! 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
A sanctuary is a place of refuge and safety from danger 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
opposed 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
supported by a resident 3/11/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
we do not support 3/11/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
we support!! 3/11/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
vote no 3/11/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Please ban 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
We oppose 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
definitely oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I support these amendments!! 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We are actively eviscerating the wildlife around us and won’t get it back once it’s gone. 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
We do not agree, please oppose 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Oppose! hunting is not a necessity. Spring time is crucial for these bears, just out of hibernation and some are mothering cubs. We need to protect our wildlife at all costs. - WA Resident & animal advocate. 3/11/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Support!! -WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt !! 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
We do not support the hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey



Oppose 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
Do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:37 PM Online Survey
 vote no 3/11/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
We do not support, please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
 I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears -WA non hunter 3/11/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Don't support 3/11/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
WA resident I support! 3/11/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Donate money but don't buy licenses to kill. We do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Ban for good 3/11/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
Help protect our wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I oppose. Imagine if someone issued permits yearly and was allowed to shoot you whenever you left your home. You wouldn't want to leave behind kids or a family and just because they are bears it shouldn't matter. There are way too 
many humans on earth so we have no room to try and control other populations. If you're extremely upset about not being able to hunt a bear maybe take a moment to ask yourself why you need to kill something defenseless, and if you 
think that's actually "hunting."  

3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Follow science over emotions - ban spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I have nothing but respect for those of differing opinions. That is why we must try and teach people how we can use our current conservation model and data available to us to manage these bears ethically, and try to educate the 
uninformed about why we must make decisions based in data, not emotions. I support these amendments because I believe they will benefit the health of our bear population.

3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey

Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:40 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears -WA non hunter 3/11/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose amendments and welcomes these bullies of WDFW 3/11/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
Please ban for good, thank you 3/11/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I oppose! There is no need to hunt and kill these innocent creatures. Wildlife conservation means preserving life, not ending it. 3/11/2022 4:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support these amendments because I want what is best for our bears and believe we should listen to our WDFW biologists, some of the best in the country -WA non hunter 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt, we all oppose 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Oh yeah I support -WA Resident 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
whatcom opposes 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:42 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support because it is what is best for the health of our bear population 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
As a Washington taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I would ban the spring bear season 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I do not support 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I support!! -WA resident 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/11/2022 4:43 PM Online Survey
As a WA taxpayer and public land stakeholder, I oppose the amendments 3/11/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
I do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 4:44 PM Online Survey
We live here and oppose 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Stop Bear Hunting! Stop the Lie: Hunting is not conservation. We need our bear to provide ecological balance. 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I care, opposed 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county oppose 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/11/2022 4:45 PM Online Survey
Nonhunter resident here, I SUPPORT 3/11/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose, thank you 3/11/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly support as a WA resident!! Thank you 3/11/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed, thank you 3/11/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Since men stepped onto this continent they've done nothing but slaughter wildlife, you name it they kill it. 3/11/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear hunt. Thank you! 3/11/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
WA resident here I support 3/11/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey
 WA  oppose spring bear! 3/11/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Protect our state's wildlife, not killing them. 3/11/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Thank you for considering all of our opinions. We do not support this and would strongly agree to end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
WA resident, I support these amendments because it is an ethical addition to the spring season for the benefit of the overall health of our beloved black bears. 3/11/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
We do not support. Please end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
We love our bears, please help protect them by ending the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
Please vote no 3/11/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
We do not support. Oppose 3/11/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Support 3/11/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
Please vote no, thank you 3/11/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
If we truly care about our wildlife, we must step up to the plate and manage them responsibly through science-backed conservation not only the future of our children, but for the future of theirs. I support continuing the spring bear 
season and the amendments proposed to WAC 220-415-080

3/11/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey



Protect our bears and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
We do not agree, oppose 3/11/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Please help protect our wildlife and oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
No is my vote 3/11/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Ban spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
Support -Actual WA resident 3/11/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
We do not support, thank you 3/11/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments as a resident because I love our bears 3/11/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Our vote is no to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Supported -WA resident 3/11/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I support as a resident 3/11/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
Thank you and please ban the spring bear hunt. Opposed 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
I support! -WA resident 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
We do not support 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Please viteno 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Vote no 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
We do not agree 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Please ban 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Opposed 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly oppose 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
We don’t want the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:56 PM Online Survey
Please ban for good 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
WA resident I support!!! 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Oppose 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
I live here and I support 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Please vote no 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:57 PM Online Survey
Save our wildlife and end the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
We don’t support 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
Vote no please 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
SUpported!! -WA resident 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
I support 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
Support from WA resident 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed 3/11/2022 4:58 PM Online Survey
Ban for good 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
I actually live here and I SUPPORT 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
Protect and stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
My vote is no 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
Yes to the amendments 3/11/2022 4:59 PM Online Survey
SUPPORT - WA nonhunter 3/11/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
Support! 3/11/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
Support!! 3/11/2022 5:00 PM Online Survey
These amendments should be supported! -WA resident 3/11/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
Against 3/11/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
I support! 3/11/2022 5:01 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Behind every bullet is an animal killed or maimed for "sport". 3/11/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
I opposed the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments!! 3/11/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey
I support these amendments 3/11/2022 5:02 PM Online Survey

We do not support the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 5:03 PM Online Survey
We disagree with the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
WA resident: I support these amendments! 3/11/2022 5:04 PM Online Survey
we do not agree 3/11/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
We oppose this bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
Disagree, do not support 3/11/2022 5:05 PM Online Survey
We want the spring bear hunt to end 3/11/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
Vote no please and thank you 3/11/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt please 3/11/2022 5:07 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We have doomed the bear not for what it is, but for what we deliberately and mistakenly perceive it to be--the mythologized epitome of a savage, ruthless killer--which is, in reality, no more than the 
reflected image of ourselves.

3/11/2022 5:08 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:09 PM Online Survey



We do not support. Please ban for good, thank you! 3/11/2022 5:10 PM Online Survey
I have not seen ecological scientific evidence that spring hunting of black bears in WA is beneficial for black bears. Rather the spring hunt is justified in terms of food or forest sciences as evidenced by frequent references to bears as a 
“harvest” species and bear damage to timber. So, given the lack of scientific benefits for bears as opposed to hunting and timber interests, combined with several ethical objections to spring hunting, I oppose spring hunting of black bears 
in WA.

3/11/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear hunt! 3/11/2022 5:11 PM Online Survey
Thank you for taking the time to hear us all. I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:12 PM Online Survey
Looks like all those in favor clocked out from work. Oppose the spring bear hunt please. Thank you! 3/11/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 5:15 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 5:16 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 5:22 PM Online Survey
I am completely against spring bear hunts. Targeting hungry sows who may have cubs (thereby dooming the cubs) is unacceptable. There has not been enough evidence that proves it benefits anyone other than hunters who are killing 
starving animals for sport. I would think winter-thin bears wouldn't be "good eating," which means they just want a trophy. My father was a hunter his entire life and he would never have condoned spring hunting of bears. I am 
vehemently opposed to any spring hunting of bears. 

3/11/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey

I wholeheartedly oppose the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 5:27 PM Online Survey
Hunting and pursuing bears in the Springtime should not be allowed regardless of whether they have cubs or not.  It's an unethical and inhumane practice no longer allowed in most states. 3/11/2022 5:37 PM Online Survey
I am completely opposed to this proposed Spring Black Bear CR-102 petition.  I have lived on acreage in Fall City, Washington for over 18 years and have shared my property with bears with joy, respecting them and giving them their 
space.  They have never had a negative impact on my life, unlike the fact that ongoing urban sprawl designed by humans has completely destroyed their habitat.  Any humane individual knows the incredible care of mother bears for their 
young, and the fact that these creatures could be randomly killed for sport, leaving their cubs to die, is an absolutely absurd and disgusting concept.   "Harvest?"  Harvesting is for wheat and apples, not live creatures who are simply living 
their lives and who have as much right to do so as the dreaded sports hunters whose egos apparently need a boost.  Please.  Be real!  Do not allow this horrifically outrageous petition to become a reality!  Washington State's citizens' 
values are much wiser than this!

3/11/2022 5:39 PM Online Survey

"If you can witness the incredible beauty and remarkable abilities of our fellow inhabitants of the planet, the non-human animals, and all you can see is a target, a resource, or food, your perception has been narrowed and distorted by the 
arrogance of human self-importance. They are so much more than that, and humanity is much less than the petty illusions it fosters in order to prop up its fragile ego. It is ironic that the ones who claim most vociferously that humans are 
'superior' to non-human animals are so mediocre themselves." - Derek Du Toit

“Cruelty to animals is as if man did not love God…there is something so dreadful, so satanic, in tormenting those who have never harmed us, and who cannot defend themselves, who are utterly in our power.”  ~ Cardinal John Henry 
Newman

Those who were put on this planet with us should not require our permission to exist on the planet.  They had permission long before humans ever arrived.  They are here WITH US, NOT FOR US to use, abuse, in any way exploit, torture or 
destroy!  They all have their own lives to live, independent of human interference.  The ruthless, thoughtless slaughter of millions of innocent beings for "sport" or "entertainment" is completely misguided and must be stopped.  Just 
because something has been done for generations does not mean it should be continued.  On the contrary, humans desperately need to learn how to peacefully coexist with the other beings put here to be WITH us on this beautiful planet.

3/11/2022 5:51 PM Online Survey

You don't "harvest" bears, you murder them.  Opposed to a spring bear murder season. 3/11/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
Only sociopaths would support the spring bear rule. What the hell is wrong with people?? I think we need to start harvesting some of these sick murderers. 
#evenxchange cures animal abuse 

3/11/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey

I oppose the whole concept of a “managed” Bear Hunt in the Spring  ; all such events are a thinly-veiled justification for killing-most of which is uncalled-for . 3/11/2022 6:14 PM Online Survey
No Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of bears on this proposed hunt 3/11/2022 6:15 PM Online Survey
No on the Spring Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
No Black Bear killing in a Spring Hunt 3/11/2022 6:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
No killing of black bears in the spring hunt 3/11/2022 6:18 PM Online Survey
No Spring Black Bear Hunt 3/11/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 6:19 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt, please! 3/11/2022 6:27 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation! 3/11/2022 6:29 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 6:37 PM Online Survey
NO bear hunt, thank you. 3/11/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I'm confused by the wording of the proposed amendment.  Are you going to harvest them, or murder them? And if you are going to murder them, why are you so ashamed to admit it? 3/11/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 6:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 6:59 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 7:00 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt. Opposed 3/11/2022 7:03 PM Online Survey
I 100% oppose the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 7:16 PM Online Survey
My wife and I have owned forest property in the Okanogan highlands for 30 years.  We've gotten along with the bears with great mutual respect.  More than once in the spring a mother and cub or two have walked by while we've 
watched from the porch.  Once, on seeing us, we were privileged to see a mother send her four cubs up a tree.  This isn't about protecting people or trees.  If it is, show us convincing evidence of numerous bear attacks on WA residents or 
damage to WA forests.  This is about how to weigh the desire of a minority of WA residents who want to kill bears with a majority of WA residents who appreciate the added beauty and wildness that live bears add to our forests.  

3/11/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey

We do not support the spring bear hunt. Oppose 3/11/2022 7:17 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:18 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt.  3/11/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
I vote No to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
Leave to bears alone 3/11/2022 7:21 PM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone!! 3/11/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey



No to hunting! 3/11/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
Ban bear hunting 3/11/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt.  it is no fair to stalk and kill them when they are so weak 3/11/2022 7:39 PM Online Survey
Oppose! This WA resident votes to permanently end the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/11/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT SUPPORT Spring bear hunt!!!!! 3/11/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
I do not understnad the purpose of Killing LIfe, any kind of life. I have not read any words to the effect of why it is good to kill wildlfie in this proposal, no such reason as to the "Why" black bears need to be killed. Humans outnumber any 
and all wildlife, I see no purpose in killing wildlife. Wildlife help to maintain the natural earth's ecosystem, therefore, no reason to kill them. Please you have not stated no legitimate reason for KIlling, so I am against supporting this rule 
proposal.  

3/11/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey

Please ban the bear hunt permanently! 3/11/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
strongly oppose 3/11/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt. Opposed 3/11/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt, thank you. 3/11/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
100% against the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:09 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly opposed 3/11/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
Please cancel the spring bear hunt, we do not agree 3/11/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
Not in favor of the spring bear hunt, please ban. Thank you 3/11/2022 8:12 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt - we are 100 % against it - absolutely disgusted!!! 3/11/2022 8:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:19 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/11/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please save the bears. 3/11/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
We do not support. Opposed! 3/11/2022 8:20 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
Do not hold a spring hunt 3/11/2022 8:21 PM Online Survey
I opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:26 PM Online Survey
Please vote no and ban for good 3/11/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
Oppose the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 8:27 PM Online Survey
I disagree with the spring bear hunt, please do not allow. 3/11/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose! 3/11/2022 8:32 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 8:33 PM Online Survey
Please don't kill bears in the spring! 3/11/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
100% against the spring bear hunt. Please ban 3/11/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
Opposed to the spring hunt 3/11/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the slaughter of bears 3/11/2022 8:37 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the hunting of bears. 3/11/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 8:39 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt. Opposed! 3/11/2022 8:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban. Thank you 3/11/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
I do not support. Opposed 3/11/2022 8:49 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt, we do not support 3/11/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey
TRUE AMERICANS SUPPORT HUNTING. 3/11/2022 8:50 PM Online Survey
Protect wildlife and ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:51 PM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
Opposed, we do not support the bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:52 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt, please ban for good 3/11/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Opposed! We do not support 3/11/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt, thank you! 3/11/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
We do not support, opposed 3/11/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Please ban the bear hunt, opposed 3/11/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
Please vote no and ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
Opposed, we do not support 3/11/2022 8:54 PM Online Survey
Protect the wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt. I do not support. Opposed! 3/11/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
Against the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:55 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
Please Protect the wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt. I do not support. Opposed! 3/11/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
We do not agree to the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
I do not support 3/11/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey
Opposed! Please vote no 3/11/2022 8:57 PM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 9:04 PM Online Survey
Disagree with the spring bear hunt, please eliminate the hunt. It’s at a time when the bears are most vulnerable. Please vote no 3/11/2022 9:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/11/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:08 PM Online Survey
Please vote to support continuing the spring bear hunt. It provided an excellent opportunity for hunters. It also offers another tool to manage bear populations and reduce destructive bear activities. 3/11/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
We do not support the spring bear hunt, opposed 3/11/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt for good 3/11/2022 9:09 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt, unethical 3/11/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
Opposed, we do not agree with the hunt 3/11/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, thank you 3/11/2022 9:11 PM Online Survey
Please protect the wildlife and ban the spring bear hunt. Please vote no, thank you 3/11/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
Opposed, don’t agree! 3/11/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I do not support the bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
Do not support 3/11/2022 9:13 PM Online Survey
I oppose, thank you 3/11/2022 9:14 PM Online Survey
Wholeheartedly opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
I do not support this proposal - NO to a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:17 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:18 PM Online Survey
I vote a strong no on this proposal - please do NOT allow a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:19 PM Online Survey
I vote no - please do not go ahead with a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose this proposal as I’m against a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:21 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed! Please ban the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:22 PM Online Survey
The state of Washington provides a fall bear hunt.  Spring is the time when bears emerge from hibernation, hungry and weak. Females, with vulnerable cubs, are lactating.  We do not hunt any other mammals in the spring. A hunt should 
not be allowed based solely on recreational sport.  I strongly oppose. DO NOT SUPPORT!  

3/11/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey

I do not support a spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 9:23 PM Online Survey
I strongly support the spring bear hunt as has been allowed in the past.  The idea that bears are weak and lethargic in the spring during this hunt is completely false, as can be attested to by anyone who has actually spent time in the 
woods during the spring.  This is a challenging hunt by all accounts.  Data has shown and proven that the killing of lactating sows during the spring hunt is EXTREMELY rare and is not the desire of any hunter holding this tag.  The hunting of 
bears during the spring coincides with their breeding season, which is when other game animals are hunted.  It also coincides with the time of year that elk, moose, and deer are giving birth and would help in the survival rate for the calves 
and fawns at an incredibly vulnerable time.  In addition, the science provided by the biologists employed by WDFW shows that the population supports a spring hunt.  Ignoring science for personal opinion is a slippery slope and will 
cascade into areas that will eventually negatively impact all people on both sides of this debate.  

I strongly encourage the Commission to follow the mandate set forth in RCW to maximize hunting opportunities where the animal populations support such hunting.  This is the case, as has been shown by the science.

3/11/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

Please keep the spring bear hunt. I took my first hunters ed course so I could try to get a spring bear tag and had already scoped out a few areas to hunt. I’m really disappointed that the data and science supporting a hunt are being ignored 3/11/2022 9:32 PM Online Survey

Strongly opposed, please ban the spring bear hunt permanently! 3/11/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt!
It’s unethical & cruel to kill hungry post hybernating bears - especially mothers & cubs!
Plus I get many trespassing bear hunters on my property baiting bears - boo!

3/11/2022 9:33 PM Online Survey

Such a cruel time to hunt, 100% opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 9:35 PM Online Survey
I wholeheartedly oppose the spring bear hunt, please ban for good. Thank you 3/11/2022 9:37 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR SLAUGHTER! 🐻🐻 3/11/2022 9:38 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt. There are several reasons why spring time is a terrible time to hunt them. Bears are much weaker in the spring. Mama bears stash their cubs while they forage making it very difficult for a hunter to 
distinguish a mama from a male. Those are just a couple of several reasons why a spring hunt is senseless!! Please don NOT allow spring bear hunting!!!! 

3/11/2022 9:48 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/11/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey
As a lifetime Floridian, who has seen the atrocities of black bear hunting, I say NO. I have been a Washington resident for 8 years. The proposed plan serves a select few individuals and offers barely any regulation or protection to these 
bears. We have seen in other states that this type of allowance harms people and animals time and time again. Baby black bears will be orphaned or killed, local wildlife rescues will be overrun, and it will all be for nothing. It’s a superficial 
suggestion that will cost the lives of generations of bears.

3/11/2022 9:50 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear massacre. Leave them in peace. 3/11/2022 10:09 PM Online Survey
As a United States citizen who enjoys nature and our nation's parks, I am opposed to black bear hunting. I think the hunt not only damages ecosystems and biological diversity but it also takes enjoyment from many -- far many -- more 
people than it gives enjoyment to. While you allow 6oo people to hunt these animals, you take the animals away from millions more who appreciate the bears being alive. I am opposed to the black bear hunt. 

3/11/2022 10:14 PM Online Survey

Vote no! Wildlife is a public asset, which the state holds in trust to manage on behalf of all current and future Washingtonians. Spring bear hunting does not reflect the values and ethics of most of the 7.7 million residents of this state, and 
the Department works for all of us, not special interest groups that want open season on bears. Furthermore, removing the year to minimize annual rulemaking is antithetical to the purpose of WDFW in my mind. We need to make sure 
we are being wise when it comes to monitoring bear populations. Increased yearly bag limits and an extending fall season already drastically increased the number of bears killed each year. Without regular and careful consideration, by 
the time we realize the population is declining, it may be too late to avoid substantial harm. 

3/11/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey

Vote no 3/11/2022 10:28 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose these hunts 3/11/2022 10:28 PM Online Survey
No more hunting!!!! Stop giving these trophy hunters permission to kill out beautiful bears… the majority of society are opposed to these killings…. 3/11/2022 10:30 PM Online Survey
Please leave these bears alone…. Expert wildlife leaders have shown to the public how these hunts are not needed, so knowledge is there if you call on them…it is the minority of hunters who are wanting this so that they can carry on their 
thrills of killing… nobody else wants this as the majority of society has shown this, leave these majestic creatures alone…

3/11/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey



Vote no! Wildlife is a public asset, which the state holds in trust to manage on behalf of all current and future Washingtonians. Spring bear hunting does not reflect the values and ethics of most of the 7.7 million residents of this state, and 
the Department works for all of us, not special interest groups that want open season on bears. Furthermore, removing the year to minimize annual rulemaking is antithetical to the purpose of WDFW in my mind. We need to make sure 
we are being wise when it comes to monitoring bear populations. Increased yearly bag limits and an extending fall season already drastically increased the number of bears killed each year. Without regular and careful consideration, by 
the time we realize the population is declining, it may be too late to avoid substantial harm.

3/11/2022 10:34 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose!!!! 3/11/2022 10:35 PM Online Survey
Please listen to what the majority of society wants.. no more hunts and the killings of these beautiful animals… leave them at peace once and for all… 3/11/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
Please No More Hunts 3/11/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
Oppose 100% 3/11/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
No more hunts permanently!!! 3/11/2022 10:37 PM Online Survey
Please leave these beautiful majestic creatures…. No more hunts!!!! 3/11/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
As a landowner, tax payer & animal lover… I strongly oppose…. 3/11/2022 10:38 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county says No More!!!!! It’s the hunters who want this, nobody else…. 3/11/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
Society is sick of these killings…. 3/11/2022 10:39 PM Online Survey
As a county we should now be evolving with the rest of the world… NO MORE animal killings… 3/11/2022 10:40 PM Online Survey
It has been proven time & again that hunts are not acceptable… they don’t help and are NOT accepted by society anymore… stop giving these trophy hunters the thrills they are after by paying MONEY!!!! 3/11/2022 10:41 PM Online Survey
Evolve to a place with no more pointless hunts!!! NO 3/11/2022 10:42 PM Online Survey
I vote no to the spring bear hunt. I am a Washington citizen and I vehemently believe hunting is wrong. As said below it is the minority who wish to hunt and kill the bears. The majority would like them protected. Please protect the bears. 3/11/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey

No more hunts please…. 3/11/2022 10:48 PM Online Survey
Millions of people are fully opposed to these hunts. They are old fashioned and outdated values that support a mere 600 who want to kill… support the masses and protect our wildlife… 3/11/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Hunting is so wrong on every level… NO to hunts 3/11/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
Please do not allow the Spring Bear Hunt to continue. Bears and all wildlife depend on a natural ecosystem to survive long term, and don’t have a real chance against the onslaught of habitat destruction and unnatural slaughter of a 
Trophy hunt. The population of wild bears in Washington State is minimal, compared to historical numbers, and bear hunting for sport (trophy hunting) is not even real competition (just a feeble attempt to be masculine, perhaps prop up 
the ego/boast to friends). A man (or woman) with a gun that participates in canned hunts and doesn’t kill for sustenance, is just a killer, not a skilled or talented individual. The lack of courage is disgraceful, actually. These people might try 
thinking a little deeper, about future generations, whose kids may not actually ever have the privilege of knowing or seeing a wild animal, as large as a bear, in the wilderness. 

3/11/2022 11:03 PM Online Survey

This horrible. Is not global warming enough! Now wreck the ecosystem by killing off “living” creatures that only do as they were created to do. Humans should be purged!  Humans are doing irreversible damage 3/11/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
I support hunting as hunters do more for animal conservation than non hunters.

Hunting license fees are the majority of the budget for WDFW for study and increasing animal population.

People who say hunting for food is bad but going to the grocery store for meat is okay doesn't make sense. Hunting for food is okay as long as the population can sustain itself and WDFW manages over population through hunting.

I am not a bear hunter but I support all hunting for food. I don't support a hunter that takes a trophy and leaves the kill. There are laws against that.

I trust the science from Biologist employed by the state that study the local animals in saying it will not hurt bear growth continuing with bear hunts

3/11/2022 11:27 PM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  This is not conservation.  3/11/2022 11:37 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/11/2022 11:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear 3/11/2022 11:41 PM Online Survey
Please keep this bear hunt banned, please don’t fall for these trophy hunters and I read they are not supposed to kill mother bears or there babies , but when they get into there trophy frenzies believe me they don’t care who they kill and 
I even read mother bear have been killed in the past and there only excuses are oh it was a accident, can Washington please be a state that doesn’t join the barbaric states like Montana, Idaho and Wyoming that just want to rid there 
states of wildlife starting with the wolves, your just be starting with your bears, what will these trophy hunters choose of your wildlife next, just think about that?

3/11/2022 11:43 PM Online Survey

I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their ofspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

3/11/2022 11:45 PM Online Survey

Ban the trophy hunters! 3/11/2022 11:46 PM Online Survey
Commissioners not in compliance with RCW77.04.040 should resign. 3/11/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 12:00 AM Online Survey
I believe that the benefits of hunting is a myth. I also believe that the benefits derived from their funding only benefits those individuals that gain some satisfaction and joy from killing. 3/12/2022 12:20 AM Online Survey

I oppose these hunts 3/12/2022 12:21 AM Online Survey
As a taxpayer, landowner & animal lover… I support the majority of millions who are against such hunts. It’s only a few hundred so the minority who want to hunt for thrills and are paying you money… listen to your people who oppose 
such outdated regimes

3/12/2022 12:23 AM Online Survey

Please protect these majestic animals who are coming out of hibernation peacefully… stop this horrendous old fashioned way and letting these minority of hunters enjoy their kills 3/12/2022 12:24 AM Online Survey



Listen to the wildlife experts who speak in this all over the world who state these hunts are not necessary anymore… listen to the majority of society, we are talking millions of people who DO NOT support these hunts in anyway.. look at 
all the movements that are happening all over to protect our wildlife and evidence that these killings of these beautiful bears DO NOT need to happen…

3/12/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey

A sanctuary is a place of refuge and safety from danger,there are no place for violence. End spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
Please support the majority and end these cruel acts of killing these bears 3/12/2022 12:27 AM Online Survey
DO NOT support these hunters, who pay for their pleasures… these bears deserve their right to live… there are other ways… get the experts in who can guide you in this… 3/12/2022 12:28 AM Online Survey
Do not support these killings please… 3/12/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
 WA  majority oppose spring bear! 3/12/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt !! 3/12/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey

Show that you have evolved by NOT supporting and allowing these hunters to have their way… please listen to your people who do not want this… 3/12/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
Protect our beautiful wildlife… 3/12/2022 12:29 AM Online Survey
Millions are against these killings… hundreds are not…. NO No No 3/12/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
Hunting blasts conservation. Wildlife biologists have stated this again and again. I live here and I oppose these amendments! 3/12/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
I absolutely OPPOSE 3/12/2022 12:30 AM Online Survey
Ban the primitive practice of hunting for pleasure 3/12/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
Please BAN these hunts permanently… 3/12/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE 3/12/2022 12:31 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunters are bullying and threatening the WDFW. They are such sad, inferior individuals.Ban this  hunt! 3/12/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
Wildlife biologist & experts have PROVEN we DO NOT need to kill these bears. Please support millions who oppose of these hunters, allowing them to pay for their kills… ethically, it is just not right and I cannot believe in 2022 this is still 
being allowed debate    

3/12/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey

Ban on all levels 3/12/2022 12:33 AM Online Survey
Protect our beautiful wildlife and oppose these old fashioned ways 3/12/2022 12:34 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county has had enough of these hunts… we OPPOSE 3/12/2022 12:34 AM Online Survey
WA oppose hunts and support the masses who want this ended once and for all 3/12/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
Vote NO!!!! 3/12/2022 12:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose a Washington Spring Bear hunting opportunity 3/12/2022 12:38 AM Online Survey

I am against 3/12/2022 12:39 AM Online Survey
Vote no and oppose hunts. 3/12/2022 12:57 AM Online Survey
Please vote 'no' to the bear hunts. 3/12/2022 1:02 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:05 AM Online Survey
Say no to bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:25 AM Online Survey
Stop the killing. 3/12/2022 1:26 AM Online Survey
A sanctuary is a place of refuge and safety from danger,there are no place for violence End spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 1:28 AM Online Survey

I stongly oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting. 3/12/2022 1:42 AM Online Survey
I strogly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Animals should be protected from hunters NOT hunted when they are at their most vulnerable. 3/12/2022 1:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose to the spring bear hunt!!! 3/12/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  If we don't protect the animals now there will be none for the future. 3/12/2022 1:44 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  All hunting should be banned. 3/12/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt now or at any other time of the year. 3/12/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 1:45 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Stop all hunting for good. 3/12/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
Support the vast majority who want to END these hunts and stop allowing the minority of hundreds who pay to kill these majestic creatures… follow wildlife experts who say these hunts don’t need to happen… millions do not support 
these cullings…

3/12/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Hunting is cruel and unnecessary. 3/12/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
As a landowner who pays taxes and an animal lover, I strongly OPPOSE these hunts once and for all… 3/12/2022 1:46 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county has had enough of these hunts. NO MORE… 3/12/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Animals should be left alone to live in peace and not have to live in fear of being hunted. 3/12/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Please BAN these hunts… 3/12/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Vote No… 3/12/2022 1:47 AM Online Survey
Please support our beautiful wildlife and the majority of society and finish these outdated ways. NO more hunts 3/12/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
LEAVE these majestic bears alone and do not allow anymore killings by the small amount of hunters to pay for their kills 3/12/2022 1:48 AM Online Survey
NO hunts 3/12/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  Bears like all the other animals on earth, deserve to be able to live a peaceful life without any fear of hunters. 3/12/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly OPPOSE 3/12/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  No to ALL hunting! 3/12/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
Follow the wildlife experts and the vast majority of the population who DO NOT support these hunts 3/12/2022 1:49 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt.  An alternative funding source for conservation should be found before all the bears and animals are hunted to extinction. 3/12/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  3/12/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Sping bear hunt.  No to all hunting. 3/12/2022 1:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/12/2022 1:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all hunting. 3/12/2022 1:53 AM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunt.  Please protect the bears. 3/12/2022 1:54 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  We should be protecting the animals NOT killing them unnecessarily. 3/12/2022 1:56 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. No to all hunting. 3/12/2022 1:57 AM Online Survey



No to the Spring bear hunt.  Please leave the bears and other wildlife alone. 3/12/2022 1:57 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. All hunting should be banned world wide. 3/12/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  No to any hunting. 3/12/2022 1:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop the cruelty! 3/12/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt.  ALL animals should be protected not hunted. 3/12/2022 1:59 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  No to all hunting 3/12/2022 2:00 AM Online Survey
Opposition to the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/12/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey
I am vehemently opposed to this proposed barbaric spring bear hunt. Why oh why must innocent animals be hunted and killed? Just leave them alone.  When will humans learn to respect other beings that share this beautiful planet. 
Those that allow the spring hunt will have blood on their hands! "Be the change you want to see in the world". - Gandhi

3/12/2022 2:03 AM Online Survey

we OPPOSE 3/12/2022 2:07 AM Online Survey
WA  majority oppose spring bear! 3/12/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
As a landowner, tax payer I strongly oppose these hunts 3/12/2022 2:08 AM Online Survey
Follow the vast majority who want to END these hunts and stop allowing the minority to pay for their kills 3/12/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county OPPOSE these hunts 3/12/2022 2:09 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Stop the killing. 3/12/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
Protect our beautiful bears and listen to the masses who OPPOSE 3/12/2022 2:10 AM Online Survey
Listen to the wildlife experts from all over the world who has said time and time again that these hunts do NOT need to happen… society has condemned these yet you support the few hundred trophy killers… 3/12/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
Please BAN these hunts and save our bears 3/12/2022 2:11 AM Online Survey
Please STOP these hunts and protect our wildlife 3/12/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
These beautiful bears are vine ranks coming out of hibernation, to then be allow to be killed by the minority of trophy hunters should not be allowed. Please listen to your public 3/12/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunting of bears. 3/12/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Strongly vote NO 3/12/2022 2:12 AM Online Survey
Wildlife biologist & experts have PROVEN we DO NOT need to kill these bears. Please support millions who oppose of these hunters, allowing them to pay for their kills… ethically, it is just not right and I cannot believe in 2022 this is still 
being allowed debate

3/12/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey

WA oppose hunts and support the masses who want this ended once and for all 3/12/2022 2:13 AM Online Survey
Please vote against the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 2:14 AM Online Survey
Do the morally right thing, vote against the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 2:16 AM Online Survey
Please stop the killing of these beautiful animals, oppose bear hunting. 3/12/2022 2:18 AM Online Survey
Millions of people oppose the killing of these beautiful bears. Please stop supporting the hundreds of trophy killers who are the minority 3/12/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county STOP these hunts for good 3/12/2022 2:30 AM Online Survey
We should NOT be killing these bears… listen to the biologists and wildlife experts who have stated that hunts should NOT be happening. Protect our wildlife and listen to the masses 3/12/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
Vote NO hunts 3/12/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
Please protect our bears 3/12/2022 2:31 AM Online Survey
As a taxpayer and landowner I say NO hunts 3/12/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE 3/12/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
Please vote NO more hunts 3/12/2022 2:32 AM Online Survey
We have evolved from this kind of living, protect our wildlife with no hunts 3/12/2022 2:33 AM Online Survey
This is not acceptable anymore. NO to hunting 3/12/2022 2:33 AM Online Survey
STOP these barbaric hunts once and for all. Please please STOP and listen to the majority of the people 3/12/2022 2:34 AM Online Survey
It is very Wrong to let the spring bear hunt go ahead, especially with female bears and their cubs.
Oppose the hunt, please.

3/12/2022 2:35 AM Online Survey

I wish to oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s not acceptable to hunt and kill these vulnerable bears. Please keep them safe and don’t give in to pressure from hunting organisations who do not have anyone best interests at heart except their 
own need to shed blood.

3/12/2022 2:36 AM Online Survey

Vote No to hunts 3/12/2022 2:41 AM Online Survey
Please stop these hunts once and for all. Needless killings to satisfy the hunters desires 3/12/2022 2:42 AM Online Survey
Please listen to the majority of society.. whatcom county do NOT want these hunts anymore. 3/12/2022 2:42 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunts 3/12/2022 2:43 AM Online Survey
No more hunting should be allowed. This only harms our wildlife. Please protect them. Mothers and Cubs do get killed too but NO bear should be hunted 3/12/2022 2:44 AM Online Survey
WA  majority oppose spring bear! 3/12/2022 2:49 AM Online Survey

Strongly vote NO 3/12/2022 2:49 AM Online Survey
WA oppose hunts and support the masses who want this ended once and for all 3/12/2022 2:49 AM Online Survey

How on edge we, as humans, are when there is a shooter / terrorist at large. We put ourselves in total lockdown--in absolute fear for our lives and the safety of our loved ones. Now turn the tables. Where do these innocent creatures have 
to escape to to save THEIR lives from the multitude of hunters that will be let loose. 

Imagine how just ONE mass murderer would undoubtedly wreak havoc on our psychological comfort zone let alone 664! Would we be calling this "recreational hunting" if the guns were turned on us?

3/12/2022 2:53 AM Online Survey

Animals should not require our permission to live on earth. Animals were given the right to be here long before we arrived.
– Anthony Douglas Williams
Respect all life on earth.
Permission for a pre-planned kill of these creatures is abhorrent. 

3/12/2022 3:02 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:05 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 3:13 AM Online Survey



As a veterinary surgeon for the past 35 years, I am continually outraged at the neanderthal mindset still existing in this 21st Century.
These bear families have just as much right to life as any of the soulless wonders whose idea of a thrill is to shoot and kill an animal. 
We must get beyond this murderous, bloodthirsty mindset if we are to ever have a peaceful and compassionate country in which to live. 
Have we learned nothing from the unhinged violence in the United States?! Hunting is violence against the innocent, and needs to finally be banned. 
And the fact that reading these comments against hunting has also incited threats from the hunters, I rest my case. 

3/12/2022 3:23 AM Online Survey

definitely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:20 AM Online Survey
Do NOT kill these innocent bears. 3/12/2022 4:21 AM Online Survey
I am opposed to the black bear hunts, totally. 3/12/2022 4:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 4:41 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:41 AM Online Survey
I completely oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:42 AM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:42 AM Online Survey
Stop hunting bears 3/12/2022 4:43 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:50 AM Online Survey
Don’t allow the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:51 AM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 4:52 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt
3/12/2022 4:55 AM Online Survey

As a veterinary surgeon for the past 35 years, I am continually outraged at the neanderthal mindset still existing in this 21st Century.
These bear families have just as much right to life as any of the soulless wonders whose idea of a thrill is to shoot and kill an animal.
We must get beyond this murderous, bloodthirsty mindset if we are to ever have a peaceful and compassionate country in which to live.
Have we learned nothing from the unhinged violence in the United States?! Hunting is violence against the innocent, and needs to finally be banned.
And the fact that reading these comments against hunting has also incited threats from the hunters, I rest my case

3/12/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey

I greatly, wholeheartedly, definitely oppose 3/12/2022 4:59 AM Online Survey
NO MORE Spring Bear Hunts at all, please. 3/12/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt as it is cruel, and the bears deserve to live in peace.
Thank you.

3/12/2022 5:04 AM Online Survey

Protecting wildlife should be a priority, not killing them. Bears are intelligent creatures who deserve to be protected from harm, fear and death. 3/12/2022 5:06 AM Online Survey
I vehemently Oppose these Spring Bear Hunts. 3/12/2022 5:15 AM Online Survey
I am totally against the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 5:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 5:24 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. 3/12/2022 5:28 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunt is not new, it is our greatest tool for managing mature boars keeping cubs safe, and keeping the population strong. 3/12/2022 5:31 AM Online Survey
Please listen to the majority of society, millions do NOT want the killing of bears whereas hundreds who are hunters do… trophy hunters are NOT supported… leave these majestic animals in peace and protect our wildlife 3/12/2022 5:34 AM Online Survey

Spring bear hunt is such an outdated regime, we have evolved as a human race since it first came about. People do NOT support these hunts 3/12/2022 5:35 AM Online Survey
Please no more spring bear hunts 3/12/2022 5:36 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT support these hunts anymore 3/12/2022 5:36 AM Online Survey
I pay taxes and am a landowner who does not support the killings of these bears to be allowed. NO more hunts 3/12/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose these hunts 3/12/2022 5:37 AM Online Survey
Please follow the guidance on biologists and wildlife experts who have been stating that these hunts are not needed anymore. They are worldwide campaigning for these unnecessary hunts to be abolished as they are outdated laws that 
should  not be happening  in the 21st century 

3/12/2022 5:39 AM Online Survey

Leave these majestic animals who are vulnerable  coming out of hibernation in peace, no more hunting please 3/12/2022 5:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!! 3/12/2022 5:43 AM Online Survey
I oppose this cruel hunt 3/12/2022 5:54 AM Online Survey
I thoroughly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 6:02 AM Online Survey
This hunt is barbaric 3/12/2022 6:04 AM Online Survey
I favor and value Bears live. I advocate for wildlife and its ecological balance. Science, and not emotions, has showed that all animals play pivotal role in an ecosystem; hunting bears, will be in detrimental to this  fragile system . Hunting as 
a" conservation" method, has based under economical interest, instead of wildlife  needs and preservation. The domination orientation that prevails among hunters and wildlife managers leaves little room for a definition of conservation 
that includes consideration of the rights or interests of individual animals. Traditional wildlife management is concerned almost exclusively with the status of animals in the aggregate, i.e. populations and species. Talk of animals having 
rights—for instance, the right to not be subjected to cruel methods of capture such as leghold traps, or to not have their families broken apart as invariably happens when intensely social animals like wolves and coyotes are killed by 
hunters—is dismissed as soft-headedness. Hunters are participants in a system that has its origins in the desire to control and exploit the less powerful, in this case wild animals. STOP HUNTING our beautiful animals. 

3/12/2022 6:10 AM Online Survey

Beautiful animals should not be killed for your amusement.  Trophy hunting should be banned. 3/12/2022 6:11 AM Online Survey
Please end these outdated regimes and allowing hunters to pay for their desires… no more 3/12/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any hunts being allowed 3/12/2022 6:16 AM Online Survey
Whatcom county does NOT want these hunts. It’s old fashioned and gives power to the hunters who are the minority 3/12/2022 6:17 AM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel trophy hunting. 3/12/2022 6:17 AM Online Survey
This hunt is cruel 3/12/2022 6:21 AM Online Survey
Stop this cruel hunt 3/12/2022 6:22 AM Online Survey
Hunting is vile and inhumane 3/12/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt, don’t give in to the bulling minority. 3/12/2022 6:23 AM Online Survey
I pay taxes and landowner and I strongly oppose these hunts 3/12/2022 6:24 AM Online Survey
Support the masses who run into millions against this cruelty and do NOT support the few hundred who want to hunt 3/12/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
Black bear hunting has been a tradition since the early pioneers. Families still support themselves with the lard and meat from harvested bears. Don’t take out a tradition and food source families have been using since the formation of 
this state. 

3/12/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey



Say NO to hunting 3/12/2022 6:25 AM Online Survey
Protect our majestic bears and mothers with her Cubs, protect our wildlife and abolish these outdated regimes once and for all 3/12/2022 6:26 AM Online Survey
These old fashioned traditions have no place anymore. Protect our wildlife and these majestic bears.. support the majority who want an end to this OLD tradition 3/12/2022 6:27 AM Online Survey
No more hunts 3/12/2022 6:28 AM Online Survey
The whole family OPPOSES the WAR ON INNOCENT, SENTIENT BEARS. 3/12/2022 6:33 AM Online Survey
Personally, I am against this amendment and bear hunting.  Conservation would prioritize restoring predators as beard widely as possible across the landscape, but hunting-driven management seeks to do just the opposite. Stop this war 
against our natural carnivores.  The disparity between game management and ecologically-focused conservation is more evident toward our top predators like wolves, bears and mountain lions play a vital role in ecosystems. Most were 
wiped out from large parts of their historic ranges by the mid-20th century. Carnivores have historically been vilified by hunters and wildlife managers as competitors for game animals and threats to livestock, and that attitude is reflected 
in state policies today. The argument is often made by defenders of the status quo that, without hunting, wildlife populations would grow unchecked and run amok, but this is not supported by science. Leaving aside the question of what 
happened in the millions of years before modern humans appeared, there is ample evidence that top carnivores such as wolves, mountain lions, bears and coyotes, regulate their own numbers. They do this by defending territories, 
limiting reproduction to alpha individuals within a group, investing in lengthy parental care, and infanticide. Hunting is not needed to keep populations of top predators in check; and indeed, it has the opposite effect, because it disrupts 
the social interactions through which self-regulation is achieved. No Spring Bear Hunting. 

3/12/2022 6:36 AM Online Survey

Most decent minded people oppose this bear hunt. 
Please leave them alone to live in peace.

3/12/2022 6:49 AM Online Survey

No to bear hunting ever! 3/12/2022 6:50 AM Online Survey
I favor and value Bears live. I advocate for wildlife and its ecological balance. Science, and not emotions, has showed that all animals play pivotal role in an ecosystem; hunting bears, will be in detrimental to this fragile system . Hunting as 
a" conservation" method, has based under economical interest, instead of wildlife needs and preservation. The domination orientation that prevails among hunters and wildlife managers leaves little room for a definition of conservation 
that includes consideration of the rights or interests of individual animals. Traditional wildlife management is concerned almost exclusively with the status of animals in the aggregate, i.e. populations and species. Talk of animals having 
rights—for instance, the right to not be subjected to cruel methods of capture such as leghold traps, or to not have their families broken apart as invariably happens when intensely social animals like wolves and coyotes are killed by 
hunters—is dismissed as soft-headedness. Hunters are participants in a system that has its origins in the desire to control and exploit the less powerful, in this case wild animals. STOP HUNTING our beautiful animals.

3/12/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey

Please follow the science and support spring bear hunt. Bear meat is so tasty 3/12/2022 6:54 AM Online Survey
Protect our wildlife and stop these old fashioned traditions that are so outdated. Follow the wildlife experts and biologists who support the banning of these hunts because they truly are not needed. Support the majority and not the 
minority of hunters

3/12/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey

Please ban these hunts once and for all 3/12/2022 6:57 AM Online Survey
Wildlife Protection over Hunters' wall decoration. Stop the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 7:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunt 3/12/2022 7:07 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 7:11 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 7:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear slaughter 3/12/2022 7:17 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 7:29 AM Online Survey
I am in support of having the spring bear hunt. The science and data (which we’ve all been faces with for 2yrs on other government subjects) also support having it. It’s the duty of the Wildlife Commission to do what is right using this 
evidence based decision making, and not using emotional argument against it.  For decades and centuries man has hunted and utilized wild game in their diets, today is no different.  Having a spring bear hunt is based in human rights. 
Please accept this post in support of continuing the 2022 Spring Bear Hunt.  

3/12/2022 7:30 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 7:36 AM Online Survey
let the bears live in peace...dont take bribes from thrill killer lobby!!!!! have some morals 3/12/2022 7:53 AM Online Survey
We are totally opposed to the bear hunts. 3/12/2022 7:55 AM Online Survey
I support the Spring Bear hunt and the science behind it. Healthy bear population for many generations to come. 3/12/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey
I am in total opposition of this Spring Bear Hunt. How and why a previous ruling could be overturned, it was obviously given much consideration then. These animals need protecting not persecuting, that is the purpose of sanctuary. 3/12/2022 7:57 AM Online Survey

The hunting of bears should be completely outlawed. Despicable, barbaric. 3/12/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I am for the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose all bear hunts! Why is the previous ruling trying to be overturned?!! 3/12/2022 7:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! And the ridiculous, cruel reasons behind it! 3/12/2022 7:59 AM Online Survey
In the name of science, animals are tortured, maimed, starved and killed! I oppose all murder of animals! I oppose the barbaric spring bear hunt! I oppose all hunting! 3/12/2022 8:02 AM Online Survey
I am against the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:03 AM Online Survey
Humans have no right to choose who lives and dies! How arrogant and despicable! I oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:04 AM Online Survey
i'm against the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and this proposal! 3/12/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the Spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:15 AM Online Survey
We vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt ! 3/12/2022 8:20 AM Online Survey
All in on spring bear hunting its fun and the meat is range free and so tasty 3/12/2022 8:21 AM Online Survey
Bring back the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:22 AM Online Survey
No killing Bears! 3/12/2022 8:25 AM Online Survey
The cruelty of the spring bear hunt is abhorrent; please do not allow this to take place.
Thank you.

3/12/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey

ban all the hunters! 3/12/2022 8:27 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:28 AM Online Survey
Please don’t let the springing bear Hunt go ahead 3/12/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I totally oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:29 AM Online Survey
I very much oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
Please end the spring bear Hunt once and for all 3/12/2022 8:30 AM Online Survey
All hunting should be banned. Let the bears live in peace 3/12/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey
Hunting is cruel. Please stop 3/12/2022 8:31 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt forever 3/12/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey



Whoever thinks hunting bears in the spring, or anytime, actually is a good idea, is not considering the impact on the ecology of the area or the individual bear "families".  This is only done for trophy hunting, which should be outlawed 
entirely. It becomes nothing more than a bloodbath and animal massacre. STOP these hunts.

3/12/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do the right thing 3/12/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
Trophy hunting is cruel and selfish. Time to ban this for good 3/12/2022 8:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Let the bears live in peace 3/12/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
The world is watching. Stop this hunt 3/12/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
Stop advocating to the trophy hunters. Stand up and do the right thing. Save the bears 3/12/2022 8:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt... total cruelty 3/12/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Let the bears live in peace 3/12/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Reinstate Spring Black Bear hunt. Population is robust 3/12/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
Do the right thing and stop the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:34 AM Online Survey
No bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Please, allow these bears to live a peaceful life 3/12/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to this hunt. 3/12/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
I also oppose the spring bear hunt forever. It is inhumane! How can anyone who hunts with a high powered rifle  with a scope think it is "trophy hunting"? It's not!   3/12/2022 8:35 AM Online Survey
Do not allow this hunt. 3/12/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
This hunt is unacceptable 3/12/2022 8:36 AM Online Survey
No spring hunt! Do not allow this. 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I am strongly opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt. It is totally unnecessary and inhumane. 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I also am opposed to the spring bear hunt. How can anyone with a high powered rifle and a scope think that it is trophy hunting? It's not! 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Stop the hunting! 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
Killing for Sport? Go after the Trump species they are wicked invasive and need thinning, 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
I’m totally against this meaningless slaughter . 3/12/2022 8:37 AM Online Survey
This hunt is inhumane and cruel! It is for a bunch of cowards!!! 3/12/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
Stop bear hunting 3/12/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
I also oppose the spring bear hunting. How can anyone think it is trophy hunting and uses a high powered rifle with a scope! It is not! 3/12/2022 8:38 AM Online Survey
With wildlife in danger from development as well as climate change how can anyone propose to allow hunting. We need biodiversity. No to hunting bears in spring or any other time. 3/12/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting. There is absolutely no reason for this cruel and barbaric hunt. Please set a precedent of respect and compassion for these beautiful bears. 3/12/2022 8:40 AM Online Survey

**RIGGED** SUPPORTERS OF THE HUNT ARE POSTING CONTINUOUSLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY!!! 3/12/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting - like all trophy hunting - is not sporting. It is wrong and cowardly. Stop it now! 3/12/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Please stop this relentless persecution of native wildlife.  They are an integral part of the eco system and it is humans who are causing the problems.  I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:41 AM Online Survey
Stop the horrible killing of these innocent animals!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/12/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt NOW! What’s to stop the trophy hunting of any other animals if this is allowed? Trophy hunting is barbaric and only feeds the egos of individuals who have something to prove. It’s not for survival, food, self defence, 
nothing. No other reason than bragging rights. Cowards indeed!

3/12/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey

Put a stop to spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 8:42 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
Stop all bear hunting. It is cruel, barbaric, inhumane, and hunters should be prosecuted rather than allowed to kill innocent animals. 3/12/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose bear hunting of all kinds - it is barbaric and extremely cruel and unnecessary! 3/12/2022 8:43 AM Online Survey
It is the 21st century, not the Dark Ages.   Trophy hunting of any animal, including bears is barbaric and brings society back to the Dark Ages.   Stop this stupid hunting ritual permanently! 3/12/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
I very strongly oppose 3/12/2022 8:44 AM Online Survey
Bitte stoppen Sie die Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Die Bärenjagd muss aufhören! Es ist grausam 3/12/2022 8:45 AM Online Survey
Bin total gegen Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
Continue to OPPOSE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/12/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
I have driven through forest of Washington in spring and seen bears recently leaving their winter dens in search of food. They were indifferent to my stopping to observe them and appeared very vulnerable. I strongly oppose trophy 
hunting of any kind. The human ego apparently knows no bounds and causes serious heartache for many species

3/12/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:46 AM Online Survey
There is no good reason for this - stop immediately! I strongly oppose this! 3/12/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose bear hunting! It’s cruel and barbaric! The true reason this is allowed is for all those trophy hunters who need to feed their desire to kill! They are serial killers and should be put in prison! 3/12/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
Ich bin gegen die Bärenjagd! Bären haben es verdient in Frieden zu leben 3/12/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:47 AM Online Survey
Animals have a complex nervous system, they have consciousness, memories and feelings. We must take violence towards animals more seriously, it is a benefit in the fight against violence towards people.  Animal cruelty is not a harmless 
escape valve in a healthy individual, it is an alarm signal (FBI) a symptom of increasing violence in our society where entire generations have lived a reign of impunity and where life has no value .  Remedy to this sociopathy, is to do justice.  
 That the authorities and society make it clear that killing is not allowed.

3/12/2022 8:48 AM Online Survey

Oppose the bear hunt.  Stop this barbaric killing 3/12/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunting! No to all hunting of animals! I oppose all hunting! 3/12/2022 8:50 AM Online Survey
I object to these proposals to allow the killing of bears.  It should be illegal and banned permanently. 3/12/2022 8:51 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Bears are sentient beings and should not be killed in order to satisfy the blood lust of trophy hunters. 3/12/2022 8:52 AM Online Survey
I object to the killing of bears. Humans continually encroach on wildlife and more sustainable solutions must be found. 3/12/2022 8:53 AM Online Survey
I object to the legalization of the murder of bears.  Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  The killing of bears and all wildlife is shameful. 3/12/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Why can’t we learn to exist with animals w/o trying to exterminate every animal that e roaches our “territory” when it was theirs first??) 3/12/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
Stop the beast hunt 3/12/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey
I am wholeheartedly opposed to the spring bear hunt being allowed to continue beyond this point 3/12/2022 8:57 AM Online Survey



I oppose the legal murder of bears! This is murder! I oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
I oppose the hunt 3/12/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey
Spring Bear comment by Toby Cooper
March 11, 2022
Department staff has supported the Spring Bear rule in part with statements that the bear populations are robust and that the proposed recreational hunt is within generally accepted “sustainable yield” parameters, thus framing the hunt 
around language in RCW 77.04.012 which states in part, “The commission, director, and the department shall preserve, protect, perpetuate, and manage the wildlife . . .“ However, the next two sections of the RCW add an additional 
important concept, namely that of “do not impair.”
“The department shall conserve the wildlife and food fish, game fish, and shellfish resources in a manner that does not impair the resource.”

“The commission may authorize the taking of wildlife, food fish, game fish, and shellfish only at times or places, or in manners or quantities, as in the judgment of the commission does not impair the supply of these resources.”

By including the “do not impair” standard twice in the law, the authors of the RCW were making a clear statement that impairment is as important as perpetuation. But “impair” is a qualitative, not a quantitative concept. “Impair” implies 
diminishment of “ability, value, or excellence,” and constitutes a higher managerial goal.

If we assume, as some commissioners have stated, that individual bears carry ecological “value” to the success of the population, and if sow bears carry higher value – and by extension if sow bears with cubs are at their moment of highest 
value – then unless hunter compliance with the planned prohibition of killing sows-with-cubs and/or enforcement of same is virtually 100%, the proposed rule risks violating the mandated standard of “do not impair.”

3/12/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

I oppose and object to annual culling of black bears. Trophy hunting to kill is barbaric and in our day of enlightenment, should not be allowed or encouraged by any, especially the State. Time for the State to step up and do the right thing! 3/12/2022 8:58 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt.  Stop the killer trophy hunters, confiscate their weapons. 3/12/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey
The Spring Bear Hunt, even with the prohibition against killing cubs and/or mother bears, would still risk orphaning cubs, who are completely dependent on their mother for survival during their first year. From a distance it is impossible to 
tell whether an adult bear is a female, and a mother is not always accompanied by her cubs while foraging for food. Even when present with the mother, cubs may not be visible due to their smaller size. It is inevitable that some mother 
bears will be killed in a hunt of this scope, leaving her cubs orphaned and helpless. I therefore oppose the hunt in its entirety.

3/12/2022 8:59 AM Online Survey

They aren’t encroaching in our territory! We’ve encroached upon their land and their homes! Let’s co exist and learn to respect all life! what happened to compassion?  I oppose this hunt! 3/12/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
Oppose the (permanent) spring bear hunt.  WA has an opportunity to be a leader in protecting wildlife and real conservation.  Do not cater to or be bullied by the lowest among us, hunters.  Hunters are those who would kill someone for 
fun and we can no longer allow other lives to be slaughtered because of a few bloodthirsty killers.  Wildlife are lives that are a part of a diverse eco system and their lives belong to themselves.  They are not 'game' and there is no need to 
'manage' other species.  This proposal for a permanent sprint hunt is disgusting.  Most citizens of WA are better than that and want wildlife to be protected and wish to be represented as decent, compassionate, rational citizens.  Vote 
against the permanent spring hunts of bears. 

3/12/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey

Please don’t kill those innocent animals. They deserve to live! Let them be. 3/12/2022 9:01 AM Online Survey
This is barbaric and so unnecessary in this day and age apart from being cruel. Please do the right thing and say not to the killing of these wonderful bears. You will be applauded the world over for doing the right thing! Thank you 🙏🙏 3/12/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt.  "Do not impair" the population of wild bears. 3/12/2022 9:02 AM Online Survey
Permanently ban the spring bear hunt! It’s time to ban all hunting! 3/12/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey
Please ban hunting for "sport" in general and most certainly PLEASE ban WA spring bear hunting.  We humans should be better than this. Stop thinking of animals as a sub class just because they live outside and don't speak English.  So 
sad to think about cubs never seeing their mother again and being left to try and survive on their own. 

3/12/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey

No bear hunt. The population is not stable snd bears have cubs in the spring making overzealous hunting of sows a significant likelihood leaving immature bear cubs collateral damage Not a well thought out scientific hunt being proposed 
here - but one geared to special interest gun and hunting groups. NO BEAR HUNT 

3/12/2022 9:03 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please protect these innocent sentiment beings and their habitat. I say NO to hunting. 3/12/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
Why are these killers so favored by our government! Stop the bear hunt! Make all hunting illegal! 3/12/2022 9:04 AM Online Survey
I urge the Commission to oppose the Spring Bear hunt.  Per WDFW the hunt is purely recreational and the state already has a fall bear hunt.  The lack of science-based bear population data means that we do not know how this hunt may 
impact long-term population trends.  A spring hunt is unethical as it may orphan young cubs and bear just coming out of hibernation.  I urge you to vote against reinstating the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you.

3/12/2022 9:05 AM Online Survey

Ban the spring bear hunt! Permanently! 3/12/2022 9:06 AM Online Survey
Please stop this hunt once and for all, it’s so outdated and has been proven by biologists and wildlife experts that this really should not be happening… millions are against this cruel hunt, so please support the masses and not the minority 
of hundreds of hunters…

3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

Oppose the bear hunt.  Killing is wrong. 3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear 3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this hunt 3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey
Please permanently ban the spring bear hunt.
Hunting bears in the spring is barbaric and ill-advised for many reasons…unethical, causes young defenseless cubs to be orphaned which is a death sentence, bears coming out of hibernation are unfairly vulnerable, etc., just to name a few. 
I hope that you will do the right thing here. 
Furthermore, banning the spring bear hunt is the documented preference of the vast majority of citizens of Washington state.
Thanks…

3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

If we were judged by the way we treat lesser life forms we would be condemned to hell. It’s wrong to say that bears are encroaching on human settlements. It is the other way around. Would it be okay for me to kill anyone visiting my 
neighborhood if I feel they are dangerous? 

Hunting for subsistence is fine. Hunting for trophies or sport is immoral. Taking pleasure out of taking a life is wrong. Serial killers share this trait.

I support the restriction in hunting female bears and their juvenile offspring. To kill a mother with children is a most despicable act. Why does the timber industry need protection? Isn’t it the other way around? I also support any 
reduction in the amount of permits issued. If the year change to the rules is a way to make it easier to issue permits then I am against that proviso. Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

3/12/2022 9:08 AM Online Survey

I support the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:09 AM Online Survey



Evolve to a place of supporting the majority who age AGAINST such hunts. Stop these trophy hunters forever as the vast majority of society do NOT want or agree with spring bear.
Please leave these beautiful majestic creatures and protect our wildlife once and for all 

3/12/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey

Ban spring bear hunting, they don’t deserve to be killed!! 3/12/2022 9:10 AM Online Survey
What did they ever do to you? If you kill an animal, it’s murder no matter what! What if someone killed your family or friend & no one cared? How would you feel? 3/12/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
I am strongly against the WA spring bear hunt. It is inhumane and I could never support the killing of innocent animals. These bears don't deserve to die. 3/12/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
WA please ban these hunts for good. Society has evolved and knowledge is here now and people do NOT support spring bear 3/12/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt.  Those who consider murdering bears "recreation" have a fundamentally flawed psyche.  If they weren't so dangerous I might pity their pathetic souls. 3/12/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey
How does someone know when they shoot a bear or any animal in the Spring or even Summer if it has babies in a den or hidden somewhere or babies that its still taking care of, unless you actually see them with her. I don't think you can 
usually really know. That's why it's probably best not to allow hunting in Spring or even Summer.

3/12/2022 9:12 AM Online Survey

No more spring bear. Enough is enough and the majority of society do NOT support this 3/12/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
My husband is also against the WA spring bear hunt. These animals deserve to live just as you and I. 3/12/2022 9:13 AM Online Survey
No hunting! It needs to be stopped! Strongly against any animal killings it’s barbaric 3/12/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Ban all bear hunts, permanently. Ban the killing of all wildlife, make it illegal and throw the trophy hunters in jail. 3/12/2022 9:14 AM Online Survey
Oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
Please follow expert wildlife biologists who do NOT support these hunts. Respect our bears and stop these hunters paying for these kills… is 600 permits worth millions of society who strongly OPPOSE of such hunts 3/12/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey

Whatcom county do NOT support these hunts 3/12/2022 9:15 AM Online Survey
We own 44 acres of forest on the Olympic Peninsula where there are occasional sightings of black bears, cougars and other wild beings.  We respect their rights to the land.  This land rightfully belong to these other nations of beings who 
have inhabited this lands thousands of years before the human animal encroached and destroyed the habitat.  Why call it harvest when the correct word is murder?  I would like to see my taxes go to protect wildlife and their habitat - not 
to support murder and destruction of other beings. Please oppose this proposal. We need our bears. They serve a purpose in the eco system.

3/12/2022 9:16 AM Online Survey

Why do people need to shoot bears? The meat can't be that tasty...too tough. Besides, bears prey on smaller mammals, and keep the food chain in proper proportion. Give nature a break. Go shoot skeet. 3/12/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
As a taxpayer, landowner and avid animal lover. I detest such hunts of killing of majestic animals. Society just does not agree to this anymore. Times have changed for these outdated traditions 3/12/2022 9:17 AM Online Survey
Protect our beautiful wildlife and stop spring bear. It’s an outdated tradition that has no values in our society anymore. Please respect the majority who are opposed to such hunts 3/12/2022 9:19 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting in 2022 serves no valid " purpose". Cloaked under any specious justifications,it is glorified sadism and provides satisfaction to status- seeking insecure individuals. 3/12/2022 9:20 AM Online Survey
vote  NO 3/12/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
Oppose the Bear hunt. Believe in non-violent solutions. 3/12/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
vote NO 3/12/2022 9:21 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/12/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey
why not permanately ban the spring black bear hunt ? - - so the little ones have a chance to be mama and siblings and grow up - - and then increase the quota for the fall hunt season - - and you can't have hunting seasons with out annual 
or bi- annual adjustments  

3/12/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

The proposal to allow the spring bear hunt is absolutely abhorrent. The beautiful sentient Black Bears do not deserve to be killed by heartless hunters for their perverse sense of fun.  The whole world is watching America over these 
proposals.  Only a handful of people in the world agree with hunting innocent animals for fun.  As a concerned citizen of the world, I ask you to please drop these proposals and leave the Black Bears in peace.  Hasn’t their been enough 
deaths in this world already without adding more.  Thank you in advance.  I put my faith in you to do the right thing.  Thank you 🙏🙏❤️🐻🐻❤️

3/12/2022 9:22 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. Shut it down! 3/12/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because it is simply blood sport and an attack on defenseless wild life. 3/12/2022 9:23 AM Online Survey
This is cruel and unnecessary. I oppose it 100%. Why continue vacationing where my values are not shared. Time to boycott visiting. 3/12/2022 9:24 AM Online Survey
Black Bears need to be protected from hunters kiiling for sport. The bears are a national treasure and as peak predatoprs are vital for a heathy ecosystem and to promote biodiversity. Ban the spring hunt in the name of the American 
people and all lovers of wildlife every where in the world.

3/12/2022 9:27 AM Online Survey

Please do not have the Spring or any bear hunt. Spare them. 3/12/2022 9:28 AM Online Survey
I don't think any human would like to get out of bed any morning and be shot and killed, and then your kids left orphaned or killed right along side you or worse yet before you!!!! 3/12/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt because it is simply blood sport perpetrated by the worst members of society. 3/12/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
Vote NO to spring bear. Please stop these outdated traditions that are just not supported by wildlife experts or society anymore 3/12/2022 9:30 AM Online Survey
By killing one mother bear, you effectively kill all of her cubs. Stop this. Is this worth public disdain and boycotts? 3/12/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
I Support bear hunting. Bring back the spring hunt. 3/12/2022 9:31 AM Online Survey
Please protect our wildlife and these beautiful bears… stop these hunts that the majority of society do not support… minority of hunters who pay cash should NOT be justified in the killing of these animals 3/12/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose spring bear 3/12/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
Please spare these innocent souls so that we can all co-exist as nature planned.  We've evolved as humans to value & respect the lives of animals & not treat them as meaningless objects over which we have power & abuse. 3/12/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey

Whatcom county does NOT support spring g bear 3/12/2022 9:32 AM Online Survey
WA stop spring bear and support the masses who are against these hunts 3/12/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. No creature wants to die or goes to their death without fear. 3/12/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
Definitely NO to bear hunt, you are better than this, please don’t allow this 3/12/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:33 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring bear hunt as do thousands and thousands of people 3/12/2022 9:34 AM Online Survey
Hunting animals for sport is cruel, these bears should be left alone. 3/12/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
No to the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:35 AM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunt. It only facilitates the blood sport of a few hunters. 
The bears are part of the natural heritage of the USA in particular and the world in general. They are vital to the biodiversity of the ecosystem and consequently will also help to combat climate change.

3/12/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey

I vote no - this massacre of defenseless animals for sport 3/12/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
NO TO SPRING BEAR HUNT 3/12/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring recreation bear hunts. This is inhumane and cruel especially for young bears.  Please shut this down. We have better things to do than cause needless death and suffer! 3/12/2022 9:36 AM Online Survey
Wildlife commission should put ban in spring bear hunting in Washington state permanently.  3/12/2022 9:37 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt, how can the murder of a living breathing creature be classed as “sport” 3/12/2022 9:38 AM Online Survey
Do the correct thing BAN the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt and any other hunt of apex predators. We need them to keep the prey animals like deer in line. 3/12/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to the spring bear hunt. Destroying nature should be avoided entirely, particularly when it is to appease individuals needs to kill and destroy. 3/12/2022 9:40 AM Online Survey
Brilliant words
Wildlife biologist & experts have PROVEN we DO NOT need to kill these bears. Please support millions who oppose of these hunters, allowing them to pay for their kills… ethically, it is just not right and I cannot believe in 2022 this is still 
being allowed debate

3/12/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:41 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
Please do not allow the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
ALL animals, great & small, have the same right to life as humans. I strongly, strongly oppose hunting of any kind. 3/12/2022 9:42 AM Online Survey
I vote no - please permanently ban this brutal event. 3/12/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
I vote No, this should not be allowed at all ever! 3/12/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
What will hunters do when they've killed all the animals? There is NO "need" for this hunt. I oppose the spring bear hunt, and all hunting. 3/12/2022 9:43 AM Online Survey
please say no to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
I vote NO to the spring bear hunt, when will we learn to respect all creatures 3/12/2022 9:44 AM Online Survey
It will be OUR fault once a species declines or goes extinct. Will hunters be proud of themselves when that happens? There is NO "need" to bear hunt, or hunt for anything. Stop the hunt. 3/12/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
I vote no to spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:45 AM Online Survey
We really need to protect wildlife and the senselessly killing has to stop! 3/12/2022 9:46 AM Online Survey
Please don’t be responsible for the killing of these bears. I vote no, please don’t let the bears be murdered 3/12/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt, no killing of wildlife 3/12/2022 9:47 AM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey

I oppose spring bear hunting, save the wildlife 3/12/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring black bear hunt. The hunt is unnecessary and unethical, and will just lead to more shooting on our public lands, and mistaken identity kills and maims. Oppose this hunt 3/12/2022 9:48 AM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
No hunting of wildlife; there are only a few species left. Stop killing. 3/12/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey
1.Where is the evidence for a positive long term effect on ungulates through management of the bears?  Ungulates and this keystone species may be able to co exist in better numbers without spring hunting. 
 2.How easily does a hunter recognise a female with cubs if they are not present?  This seems  a way to appease hunters and maybe farmers rather than doing any good for wildlife.  

3/12/2022 9:49 AM Online Survey

I oppose a Spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:50 AM Online Survey
I also oppose hunting bears. 3/12/2022 9:51 AM Online Survey
Wildlife conservation efforts have made the world a better place to live in and must be strengthened for the future. 3/12/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3/12/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  There's no doubt that mother bears would still be killed.  Please do not go ahead with the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:52 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the exploitation of bears' natural hibernation cycles for the purpose of sport. Our environment is disappearing at an alarming rate and disruption of ecosystems in the name of human pleasure is immoral and wrong 3/12/2022 9:56 AM Online Survey

100% again the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:58 AM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is cruel and certainly not sporting. Please do not reinstate it. 3/12/2022 9:59 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 10:01 AM Online Survey
hunting bears 
really.
why?
it is grotesque.
STOP THE MADNESS.

who are these people who want to kill a bear for recreation?
they need psychiatric evaluation.

3/12/2022 10:02 AM Online Survey

Totally Against Bear killing. Please Ban this Cruelty. Thank you. 3/12/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt - it is cruelty beyond description. 3/12/2022 10:03 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt! Thank you 🐻🐻 3/12/2022 10:05 AM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:06 AM Online Survey
OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT 3/12/2022 10:08 AM Online Survey
No to spring bear 3/12/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Oppose hunting 3/12/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Ban for good this outdated practice 3/12/2022 10:09 AM Online Survey
Absolutely NOT a good idea to have a bear hunt in the spring!! Ridiculous time to hunt anything- especially bears- most male bears are weak and coming out of hibernation, most females pregnant or nursing. Presenting a pelt 5 days later, 
as is proposed here, is far too late to discover it had been lactating.  Why on earth would we need to take that chance?? The cubs would starve to death for "recreation". What kind of people do this???? And to have this made permanent 
and not voted on yearly by WDFW is reckless and should be stopped immediately.

3/12/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:12 AM Online Survey
Shooting of bears should be banned except with a camera. More skill is needed to get a good picture than blasting with a gun but I guess it's a bit too skillful for some 3/12/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
 NO bear hunting. Ever. 3/12/2022 10:14 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 10:15 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose to these hunts 3/12/2022 10:16 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is inhumane and unjust. The ecosystem can't survive without bears. 3/12/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey
Ban these outdated traditions. Support the mass and not the minority of hunters 3/12/2022 10:17 AM Online Survey



Disgusting that this is even being debated in 2022… 3/12/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. There is ample opportunity for hunters to kill bears in the fall. Fish and Wildlife also needs to do more research on bear populations to determine what level of hunting is sustainable. 3/12/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

Absolutely NOT a good idea to have a bear hunt in the spring!! Ridiculous time to hunt anything- especially bears- most male bears are weak and coming out of hibernation, most females pregnant or nursing. Presenting a pelt 5 days later, 
as is proposed here, is far too late to discover it had been lactating. Why on earth would we need to take that chance?? The cubs would starve to death for "recreation". What kind of people do this???? And to have this made permanent 
and not voted on yearly by WDFW is reckless and should be stopped immediately.

3/12/2022 10:18 AM Online Survey

Certainly No hunts, disgusting outdated tradition… 3/12/2022 10:21 AM Online Survey
Bad enough that shooting animals takes place in the fall.  This is an obscene proposal that dehumanizes all of us as members of the human race.  Let these blood-lusty people "hunt" each other in a fair fight; not where one side has all the 
advantages.

3/12/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 10:22 AM Online Survey
No to bear hunts, anytime, anywhere 3/12/2022 10:23 AM Online Survey
This is wrong on so many levels. The majority have spoken. No spring bear hunting.!  Make a humane and morally correct decision.  Do the right thing. 3/12/2022 10:24 AM Online Survey
No more killing please 3/12/2022 10:25 AM Online Survey
Please, for the sake and The Love OF God and His Creatures, Bears are needed ForThe Eco-System!! I Oppose This HUNT OF BEARS!!! 3/12/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey
We need to step up to provide all living beings a sense of safety and security, and to allow any animal hunting, especially this spring bear hunt, to occur would make us inhumane. If we stop terrorizing on all levels, we just might be able to 
live freely. 

3/12/2022 10:27 AM Online Survey

Please end the spring bear hunt forever 3/12/2022 10:28 AM Online Survey
Disgusting tradition hunting these beautiful bears coming out of hibernation… the masses have strongly opposed this!!!! 3/12/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Ban this thing permanently, please. So wrong on so many levels! 3/12/2022 10:29 AM Online Survey
Please!  Listen to the citizens of this beautiful state! Spring hunting of bears is just plain wrong! 3/12/2022 10:31 AM Online Survey
Majority vote No… millions of people are against such cruelty and yet you support a tiny minority of hundreds of hunters… disgusting outdated practice 3/12/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears in peace! Stop the cruelty! 3/12/2022 10:34 AM Online Survey
I cannot see the people killing the bears adhering to the proposed revisions for a start, having seen so many terrible things and the way some hunters behave.

I am strongly opposed to the Spring Bear hunt and I don’t believe any of your reasons to be valid reasons for it.
I am outraged that you’ve even considered doing this.

3/12/2022 10:35 AM Online Survey

I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt- please reconsider and do the right thing 3/12/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Disgusting that you are even proposing this foul act. You know trophy hunters gloat in their kills and do NOT respect these bears, regardless of showing pelts 5 days later. Too late for any Cubs then… I am simply outraged by this…. 3/12/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey

Vote yes for the spring black bear hunt. 3/12/2022 10:37 AM Online Survey
Vote no for the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey
Support the masses by voting NO to bear hunts full stop. Even worse spring bear when these majestic creatures are coming out of hibernation. These boards need more people on them who have compassion for wildlife. Despicable 
practice. Shame on you for even bringing this to debate!!!!!

3/12/2022 10:39 AM Online Survey

We live in Bellevue on Cougar Mtn where we see bears.  They don’t harm us, why harm them to satisfy some creep’s desire to kill something!  3/12/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
My family and I are against the Spring Bear hunt. With so many of us with the same opinion why are you even considering this.?
Why do the hunters always get put before anyone else and certainly the animals. So many don’t care which bears they hunt, they simply don’t care about anything except killing. So No No to Spring bear hunt.
Ide rather see a live bear and be able to admire it. I will never forget the time I saw my first bear just wandering near the road. I was a 11 year old child then and loved seeing the bear. I still love seeing the bears as do my children.

3/12/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey

Vote no for the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It's inhumane! 3/12/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Ban spring bear permanently 3/12/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
Against the Spring Bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
No to Spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:41 AM Online Survey
100% oppose in this ludicrous hunt 3/12/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Please ban spring bear and protect these bears 3/12/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
No no no to Spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:42 AM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone 3/12/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Vote no to hunting. Please protect bears. 3/12/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey
Don’t let hunting groups pressure you into making such a terrible decision- spring bear hunting (or any other spring animal hunt for that matter) is NEVER a good idea for animal welfare and does not help any humans either- only the ones 
who think killing a living, breathing being is fun 😡😡
M

3/12/2022 10:43 AM Online Survey

No to spring bear…. Terrible to do this at anytime, especially coming out of hibernation 3/12/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
Please do not approve this inhumane and unnecessary hunt. It’s barbaric and does not belong in a civilized society. Thank you. 3/12/2022 10:44 AM Online Survey
No to this hunting. Do the right thing and do not cater to pressure from hunting groups. 3/12/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
WA do NOT support this and listen to the massess and not the minority 3/12/2022 10:45 AM Online Survey
Oppose this terrible consideration 3/12/2022 10:46 AM Online Survey
Do NOT support this proposal at all, terrible to even consider it 3/12/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. There's no reasonable reason for it. 3/12/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
Such a vulnerable time coming out of hibernation and weak. Do not support this vile act 3/12/2022 10:47 AM Online Survey
No. Hunting an animal coming out of hibernation and/or nursing is beyond cruel. It caters to the worst in us and we as a society ought to do better. 3/12/2022 10:49 AM Online Survey
Bloodsuckers, stop killing Beautyful animals! 3/12/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
Please do not approve this outrageous and inhumane proposal. Absolutely no on hunting hungry, weak bears. Utterly barbaric. 3/12/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It would be irresponsible and cause undue harm to the bear population at such a time. 3/12/2022 10:51 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  This is not sane or ethical hunting.  Hunters who support this practice should be deeply ashamed of themselves. 3/12/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey



Vote yes in support of spring bear hunting. The importance of wildlife management will help the overall animal numbers. I've been hunting Washington state for 20+ years. I have seen over hundreds of bears in my life. Our predator to 
prey ratio is so out of whack that without proper predator management you eventually won't be seeing anything but predators. If you don't hunt then you really don't have a say in how anything is handled. You clearly sit in your fantasy 
thinking these are cute cuddly creatures. In reality they are not. Hunters don't go out targeting sow or cubs. We don't go out in hopes of wiping out a whole species. It's not trophy hunting. You anti's don't have a clue on what it takes to 
hunt these animals. Half of you don't even know your own gender. Most spring bear tags go unfilled. It's not like we just walk out of the car and shoot one. It's called hunting for a reason. WDFW needs to make this hunt happen or say 
goodbye to wildlife in Washington as the wolves and cougars are already destroying it as we speak. Vote yes for spring bear because all these anti's are just pulling **** straight out of their asses. 

Another thing, bear meat is mighty tasty. 

3/12/2022 10:52 AM Online Survey

I am opposed to a springtime bear killing season. 3/12/2022 10:53 AM Online Survey
No bear&cub hunting! NEVER! 3/12/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
Please stop this outrageous spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 10:54 AM Online Survey
This bear hunt needs to be banned 3/12/2022 10:55 AM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!! 3/12/2022 10:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:59 AM Online Survey
The bear have'nt encroached on our neighborhood, we humans have encroached on theirs. Why should they be murdered in cold blood because we humans are overpopulated. 3/12/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
What you believe has nothing to do with data. Vote yes for spring bear. No one cares about your sensitive ass feelings. 3/12/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:01 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt. Only cowards hunt animals with weapons. 3/12/2022 11:03 AM Online Survey
Strong oppose the sprong bear hunt! It is utter barbarity of a much needed animal that has no voice in protecting its survival and right to life. VOTE NO!! 3/12/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
Ban the the Spring Bear hunt. No one wants it. 3/12/2022 11:04 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:05 AM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
I oppose this hunt! 3/12/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunt permanently! 3/12/2022 11:06 AM Online Survey
Bears do not deserve to grow up living in fear and having to worry of surviving on a daily basis. Humans are killed every species and depleting them of their natural habitat only to force them into zoos. Please do not allow these animals to 
be hunted and be stripped of the families or risk being orphaned. Hunting strips humans of any humanity. There is enough killing and destruction going, please have a heart, leave these bears to live in peace. 

3/12/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

Trophy hunters are bullying and threatening the WDFW. They are such sad, inferior individuals.Ban this  hunt! 3/12/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

I oppose this hunt and all future hunts! 3/12/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring Bear hunt in WA!
Enough!

3/12/2022 11:07 AM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt! Ban all hunting’ Trophy hunters are murderers! 3/12/2022 11:09 AM Online Survey

I oppose the bear hunt.

3/12/2022 11:10 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It is exceptionally cruel and unfair for these animals. Spring bear hunting is not supported by public values or science and is unacceptable. 3/12/2022 11:11 AM Online Survey
Please don't kill the bears. 3/12/2022 11:14 AM Online Survey
NO MORE SLAUGHTER of BEARS NOW & FOREVER...Let Mother Earth maintain BALANCE and HARMONY....LEAVE ALL wildlife ALONE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  STOP the EGO CONTROL ISSUES!!!!!!!!!!! 3/12/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
Please save our precious bears! 3/12/2022 11:17 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! In fact I oppose ALL hunt! 3/12/2022 11:18 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunt! We must protect our beautiful bears and stop the evil hunters! 3/12/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:19 AM Online Survey
This is a disgusting idea, preying on bears during their mating season. I strongly oppose this action to allow a spring bear hunt. We need to respect the wild animals around us and not kill them for pleasure. What kind of person enjoys 
watching creatures die? If you are comfortable killing animals, that puts you closer to being comfortable killing people. Many serial killers tortured and killed animals before they moved on to children.  This spring bear hunt should be 
stopped.

3/12/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey

Don't kill our bears FGS! Since when is murder legal in this country? Hunters are murderers of the worst kind!! 3/12/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt and any other hunt as well! 3/12/2022 11:21 AM Online Survey
Show some respect for our precious wildlife and stop this insane killing NOW!! 3/12/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
Ban the bear hunt FOREVER!! 3/12/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:22 AM Online Survey
NO to bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
Hunters are a disgrace to human civilization! Stop these evil people and protect our bears NOW!! 3/12/2022 11:23 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose ALL hunt 3/12/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
NOOOOOO to bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt and any other hunt 3/12/2022 11:24 AM Online Survey



I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
END all hunting ASAP! 3/12/2022 11:25 AM Online Survey
Bears are wonderful animals and they have every right to live in peace! 3/12/2022 11:26 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. It's sad that we're even having to try and stop this. 3/12/2022 11:27 AM Online Survey
Bears are so much more valuable to our planet than the ugly brainless hunters! SO, please save our bears and kill the hunters instead! 3/12/2022 11:28 AM Online Survey
I oppose all hunt 3/12/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the evil spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:29 AM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Black Bear hunt and any other proposed hunt.  Hunting is a perversion and in this day and age there is no excuse for the wanton slaughter of innocent animals.  Please do not indulge these bloodthirsty barbarians in 
their quest to suck the life out of other sentient beings!  

3/12/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey

Please show some respect and compassion for our bears and end the cruel evil hunt! 3/12/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
I support the spring black bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Anti's saying to kill a human over an animal should be checked into a mental institute. VOTE YES FOR SPRING BEAR! 3/12/2022 11:30 AM Online Survey
Don't allow evil people to destroy our precious bear families! It's a real shame for our country! 3/12/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
As a resident of Washington state, I support the prohibition on hunting female bears and their cubs and the enforcement of this prohibition through required inspections and proof. I expect to see a steep fine and/or prison time for those 
who do not provide proof or who murder a mother bear or cub. I prefer to see bear hunting permanently banned, and allow bears to hunt for ungulates and fish. I strongly oppose more than one hunt a year. When the number of permits 
(664) causes the total annual harvest of bears to exceed 145, the number of permits should be reduced. I support the limitation of permits to only those having proved they know the difference between a black and grizzly bear. I oppose 
the hunt and abhor the killing of these creatures in their own habitat. Therefore I support the prohibition of killing mothers and cubs and the removal of 2021 from the rule’s title to allow it to persist in the WAC. 

3/12/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey

Hunting is odious 3/12/2022 11:31 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Vote no 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
I opposed to spring bear hunt, especially the permanent status. We need to protect all living beings in our state of Washington 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! This hunt is barbaric and inhumane and must be forbidden FOREVER! 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Say no 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Vote no to a spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:32 AM Online Survey
Say no to a spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Vote no to spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
No to the hunt. 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
No spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunt! Only sadistic psychopaths support this sickening cruelty! These evil people must be stopped! 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Totally opposed to any hunt 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Oppose! 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Strongly oppose! 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Stop these spring bear hunts 3/12/2022 11:33 AM Online Survey
Stop the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
NO NO NO 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I say no! 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
End the spring bear hunt NOW! 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Washington says no! 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Vote against this cruelty 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
These poor magnificent bears coming out of hibernation and vulnerable. I oppose this hunt completely 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
We don’t want a spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Please stop this cruel hunt ASAP 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose a spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:34 AM Online Survey
Please ban these 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
No to this hunt 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I say no 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We are against this evil cruelty! 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I vote no 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the hunt 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We say no to a spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and any other hunt! 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We oppose 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We vote NO 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
Support the majority of society who oppose these spring bear hunts 3/12/2022 11:35 AM Online Survey
We oppose this sickening cruelty 3/12/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose a spring bear hunt!!!! 3/12/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
No no no!!! 3/12/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
I oppose! We must stop the barbaric hunters and protect our precious bears! 3/12/2022 11:36 AM Online Survey
We vote no! 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose! 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Please do not have a bear hunt in the spring when bears are most vulnerable after hibernating. 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
I oppose this disgusting cruelty 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Unbelievable that this is even being a debate. To hunt in the spring is disgusting. You know hunters do NOT care or have compassion and to show 5 day old pelts???? Too late for the Cubs… say NO 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey



Strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Stop this vile cruelty 3/12/2022 11:37 AM Online Survey
Get rid of the evil hunters! STOP ALL HUNT NOW!! 3/12/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
NO to spring bear hunt! No to all hunt! 3/12/2022 11:38 AM Online Survey
Against killing bears in the springtime when they are most vulnerable. 3/12/2022 11:39 AM Online Survey
The time has come to end spring bear hunts permanently. 3/12/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
There is nothing about this vile act of hunting and killing bears in the spring. They are at their most vulnerable  coming out of hibernation and weak. Mothers who are lactating or pregnant would not know until it’s too late. Disgusting to 
even consider this. The majority of society are sane people who you absolutely know OPPOSE this vile act

3/12/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey

This is just WRONG - immoral and barbaric.  No, never! 3/12/2022 11:40 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 11:42 AM Online Survey
I oppose this spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:44 AM Online Survey
Please end spring bear hunts permanently. Can we please evolve to the more humane path of protecting our wildlife before we kill them all. 3/12/2022 11:45 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt completely. I appeal to the better senses of the government to ban hunting bears for good. 3/12/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Bears are under to much pressure as it is with the destruction of their habitat from wildfires, development and drought. The last threat they need is to be hunted in the numbers you are proposing. 3/12/2022 11:46 AM Online Survey
Bear hunting in the spring is absolutely outrageous. Bear cubs WILL be orphaned if this barbaric hunt is permitted. This entire thing makes no sense at all. Very immoral to say the least. 3/12/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I am completely against the bear hunt! It is barbaric, inhumane and irresponsible. We need to protect as much of nature as is possible, instead of constantly trying to destroy it. 3/12/2022 11:49 AM Online Survey
I support spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:52 AM Online Survey
I am against the Spring Bear Hunt. It os time to end it. Thank you. 3/12/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey

I do not support this proposal 3/12/2022 11:54 AM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear 3/12/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Bears have rights too. The right to life.STOP the needless killings of these bears that were here first. 3/12/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
Against spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Asking hunters to discern if a female is lactating, has cubs nearby, or to note if she has cubs under 50 pounds and/or less than a year old nearby is not a stipulation that will be possible for hunters to follow or 
WDFW officers to effectively enforce. Instead confine bear hunting to the fall when bears are both well fed and without young.  

3/12/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey

For God’s sake! Please call off this barbaric and needless hunt. The rationale put forth for this plan is completely off base and totally invalid. What you are really seeing is simply the wish of gun enthusiasts to kill SOMETHING so that they 
can feel powerful and macho. Really disgusting. A nation is best judged by the way it treats their animals. 

3/12/2022 11:55 AM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:56 AM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
Stop Hunting Animals Please!!! 3/12/2022 11:57 AM Online Survey
i oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
STOP these needles, senseless killings of defenseless bears who were here first. 3/12/2022 11:58 AM Online Survey
No no no, hunting is abhorrent 3/12/2022 11:59 AM Online Survey
Ich bin absolut gegen Bärenjagd, es ist immer grausam die schönen Tiere zu töten...im Frühling Muttertiere, Junge ist unfassbar abscheulich. ....Sie müssen diese Tiere schützen!!! 3/12/2022 12:00 PM Online Survey

Save life not destroy it. There is Too much killing in this world be it people or animals 3/12/2022 12:02 PM Online Survey
Ban the spring bear hunts, please. 3/12/2022 12:03 PM Online Survey
Please ban the spring bear hunts! 3/12/2022 12:06 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Hunting is wrong, stop the hunt 3/12/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
Please ban this hunt! 3/12/2022 12:08 PM Online Survey
As humans on this planet we are charged with the task being stewards of wildlife. This means we are supposed to preserve and protect wildlife on this planet. Often we don't do a very good job of this and every opportunity that we have 
to fulfill this huge responsibility, we should be successful.

3/12/2022 12:09 PM Online Survey

no to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:10 PM Online Survey
I object to the legalization of the murder of bears. Oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 12:12 PM Online Survey
Stop killing bears! Bears are an integral part of the Ecosystem. 3/12/2022 12:13 PM Online Survey
No to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
Absolutely opposed to a spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:16 PM Online Survey
No more Spring Bear Hunt 3/12/2022 12:17 PM Online Survey
I'm opposed to the spring bear hunt. There is too much of a chance that mother bears or cubs could be killed. 3/12/2022 12:18 PM Online Survey
Please do not hunt the bears, as a Lakota, I feel that its wrong for you to allow the death of bears. Stop harming the ecosystem. Please find in your heart to stop the hunts. 3/12/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  The bears deserve to live.  It is the bloodthirsty humans that should be hunted.  Last one standing 'wins' all the human heads for his living room wall. 3/12/2022 12:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 12:21 PM Online Survey
Support the hunt as it is completely sustainable and the bear population is robust.
I hope none of those who speak against hunting eat any meat or wear any leather, etc. Otherwise you are the worst kind of hypocrites imaginable.

3/12/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:22 PM Online Survey
No more bear hunts.  We can’t afford to sacrifice the perilous progress we’ve made in restoring wildlife 3/12/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
STOP the best hunt! They deserve to live more than humans. Time to hunt the hunters. I wouldn’t mind having some slack jawed coward’s head on my wall. Open season on these pieces of ****! 3/12/2022 12:24 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:25 PM Online Survey
This bear hunt should NOT happen 3/12/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
i say no no no to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
Wildlife was restored primarily by hunters who pushed for regulated hunting as opposed to market hunting and wholesale poaching. If you like wildlife, thank a hunter. Support this proposal. 3/12/2022 12:26 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:27 PM Online Survey
after the bears are all killed then what will you go after next.  No to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
No to the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey
There are plenty of bears, in fact too many. Support the hunt. 3/12/2022 12:28 PM Online Survey



Please stop bear hunts! Killing for recreation is cruel and inhumane. 3/12/2022 12:29 PM Online Survey
If it's ok to eat chicken nuggets, or anything else that had a mama, we all need to support this hunt! 3/12/2022 12:30 PM Online Survey
This is horrific . Allow the bears to be left alone. Killing is cruel and inhuman! Let the hunter kill each other then we would have a better wild . If they like to kill then they should go to the Ukraine and kill peace and democracy . 3/12/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey

I am against the Spring Bear hunt! It is an incredibly cruel and horrific act to slaughter these beautiful animals for sport. Also, people come from all over the world to go to the Pacific Northwest because they want to SEE beautiful animals 
like the bears! STOP THE CRUEL SPRING BEAR HUNT! The world is watching!

3/12/2022 12:33 PM Online Survey

This string bear hunt must stop. I oppose this proposal 3/12/2022 12:39 PM Online Survey
Man has inflicted enough mutilation upon animals.  This has to be stopped and bears must be  protected.   3/12/2022 12:42 PM Online Survey
STOP this atrocity now. 3/12/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
Killing is never the best way. Opposed to the Spring Bear Hunts. 3/12/2022 12:43 PM Online Survey
Please no spring hunt 3/12/2022 12:44 PM Online Survey
Stop the Hunt. 3/12/2022 12:45 PM Online Survey
Why not hunt bears? Americans ate over 8 billion chickens last year. Let that sink in. Support this hunt. 3/12/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey
If the commissioners want the public to trust them, maybe the commissioners should trust their biologists who all agree this hunt is sustainable.
Fully support spring bear hunting 

3/12/2022 12:46 PM Online Survey

Every animal deserves to be treated with respect and dignity. It is a sin to kill God's beautiful creatures. Vote against this atrocity immediately! 3/12/2022 12:48 PM Online Survey
Do you eat meat? That hotdog had a mama! I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/12/2022 12:49 PM Online Survey
Despicable  people supporting this hunt or any hunt are highly immoral. The murder of another living being should never be allowed. Hunting should be banned all together. Maybe hunting should be allowed in some human populations 
and rid ourselves of the uncompassionate and idiots that hunt.

3/12/2022 12:51 PM Online Survey

No to the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey
Humans have hunted bears and other animals since at least the Pleistocene. Bears do not go to some Disney-movie retirement home; they die violent deaths. Be a part of nature, as humans have always been and always will be, not apart 
from it. Support this hunt.

3/12/2022 12:52 PM Online Survey

No to the unacceptable spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
No to the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
not necessary and cruel 3/12/2022 12:59 PM Online Survey
Please dont allow the spring bear hunt.  Most tourists go to Washington to view wildlife. I have been to your state and wildlife was the main draw.  Think about the economic impact to you and the mercy to bears. 3/12/2022 1:00 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:02 PM Online Survey
Vote NO on the spring bear "harvest". Leave them alone! 3/12/2022 1:04 PM Online Survey
I really oppose any slaughter of helpless animals!! 3/12/2022 1:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Whatcom county says No!!! 3/12/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
Vote No once and for all 3/12/2022 1:10 PM Online Survey
NO NO to the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:11 PM Online Survey
These majestic bears are coming out of hibernation and vulnerable. Nobody knows if mothers are lactating or pregnant and showing pelts 5 days later is too late for any Cubs. Spring hunts should NOT be happening 3/12/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey

No to the cruel spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
The majority of society oppose these hunts so please do not allow the minority to hunt just because they pay for permits. This is inhumane 3/12/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
no to the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:12 PM Online Survey
No to hunting vulnerable bears 3/12/2022 1:13 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the inhumane, cruel spring bear hunt. These bears are vulnerable out of hibernation. It would be cruel and unjust. 3/12/2022 1:14 PM Online Survey
Bitte keine grausame Bärenjagd mehr 3/12/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
Bin total gegen die schreckliche Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:15 PM Online Survey
I strongly appose to these spring hunts. Enough is enough. As a landowner and tax payer, I absolutely am disgusted that this outdated system is still going on, especially when biologists and experienced wildlife experts around the world 
are stating numerous times these hunts should be abolished. They are old fashioned traditions and there are other ways. Please protect our vulnerable wildlife. This is why I pay taxes

3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey

Stop this hunting this is cruel 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Stop this hunting 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Nein zur Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I suppose this 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the inhumane, cruel spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
Stop this hunt 3/12/2022 1:16 PM Online Survey
save bear lives!!! 3/12/2022 1:17 PM Online Survey
Hört auf mit dieser schrecklichen Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Please listen to the majority of society who want to abolish these old traditions and protect our wildlife. I cannot believe spring bear hunts are even being debated. Absolutely disgusting WA 3/12/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Verbietet die Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
NO murders! 3/12/2022 1:18 PM Online Survey
Bin gegen diese brutale Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
Lasst die Bären am Leben! Keine Bärenjagd mehr 3/12/2022 1:19 PM Online Survey
The amount of responses from society against these hunts has been overwhelming… proof that these hunts are not warranted 3/12/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Kein töten mehr! 3/12/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:20 PM Online Survey
Bin gegen diese schreckliche, grausame Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
no to spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Please BAN these hunts for good 3/12/2022 1:21 PM Online Survey
Bin total gegen die Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO!!!!!! to the cruel spring bear hunt!!!!!!!!
Please don't let thisirresponsible unacceptable cruelty happenever again!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/12/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey



Enough of these vile hunts. Please ban them for good. 3/12/2022 1:22 PM Online Survey
I propose to end spring bear hunts for good 3/12/2022 1:23 PM Online Survey
Verbietet die Bärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Die Bärenjagd muss sofort verboten werden 3/12/2022 1:24 PM Online Survey
Die grausame Bärenjagd muss sofort und für immer verboten werden 3/12/2022 1:25 PM Online Survey
Absolutly NO!!!!! to the cruel spring bear hunt!!!!!
Please don't let this irresponsible unacceptable cruelty happen ever again!!!!!!!

3/12/2022 1:26 PM Online Survey

No bear hunt please! 3/12/2022 1:27 PM Online Survey
Die Bärenjagd soll sofort verboten werden 3/12/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 1:28 PM Online Survey
Bitte verbietet die Frühjahrsbärenjagd!
Bin dagegen!!!!!!

3/12/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey

Cruel and unnecessary act by heartless evil humans. Stop this disgusting act!!!! 3/12/2022 1:29 PM Online Survey
Ich strikt gegen die Frühjahrsbärenjagd 3/12/2022 1:30 PM Online Survey
Bitte verbieten Sie diese grauenvolle Bärenjagd!!!!! 3/12/2022 1:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Horrible, cruel and disgusting war on our wildlife. 3/12/2022 1:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. In the coming months, hunters could kill a mother bear who emerges from hibernation.  But once the mother is killed, the cubs will be left orphaned. Bear cubs rely on their mothers until they are 17 months 
old. They don’t stand a chance of survival as they are left to suffer from starvation, predation, and exposure. This is a horrible death for bear cubs and their mothers.

3/12/2022 1:37 PM Online Survey

Please stop the hunting and killing. Bears are endangered and the hunting is unnecessary. 3/12/2022 1:41 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 1:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:46 PM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:47 PM Online Survey
The majority of society opposes this spring bear hunt. Outdated tradition which is not warranted anymore. Experts in this field of wildlife have stated continuously there is no need for hunts like these anymore. Don’t give in to the minority 
of trophy hunters 

3/12/2022 1:48 PM Online Survey

Whatcom county opposes these hunts 3/12/2022 1:49 PM Online Survey
I also strongly oppose! More conservation less violence across the board 3/12/2022 1:51 PM Online Survey
To be clear I mean to say I oppose the violence and support the conservation! 3/12/2022 1:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/12/2022 1:57 PM Online Survey
We support 3/12/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
I am totally supportive of this bear hunt 3/12/2022 1:59 PM Online Survey
My neighbors totally support this proposal. 3/12/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
People who eat chicken totally support this proposal. 3/12/2022 2:00 PM Online Survey
totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:02 PM Online Survey
Oppose any kinds of Bear Hunts. 3/12/2022 2:06 PM Online Survey
Haven't we assaulted wildlife enough? How does this abhorrent practice respect and honor nature? It does not. Shut it down. Bear hunters can figure out another way to entertain themselves without killing bears. 3/12/2022 2:07 PM Online Survey

Please permanently BAN Spring Bear Hunts. 3/12/2022 2:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/12/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Please permanently end all bear & wolf hunting/killing. 3/12/2022 2:12 PM Online Survey
Oppose any kinds of Bear Hunts. 3/12/2022 2:15 PM Online Survey
I oppose the murder of animals for sport!!! 3/12/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
Please NO bear hunt! 3/12/2022 2:16 PM Online Survey
No spring Bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:17 PM Online Survey
Please! No Bear hunting for sport. 3/12/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
Please do not have a bear hunt. It is cruel. 3/12/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Best hunt. Please stop it. 3/12/2022 2:18 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 2:27 PM Online Survey
 am totally opposed to this bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
No Bear hunt please, it's cruel. I oppose the Spring Bear hunt and any other Bear hunt. 3/12/2022 2:30 PM Online Survey
This is disgusting. Please ban the hunting of animals! 3/12/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey
I am in support of animal conservation and appreciate the hard work that the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to preserve a healthy balance of wildlife. The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation is the world's most 
successful system of policies and laws to restore and safeguard fish and wildlife and their habitats through sound science and active management. I am in support of the spring bear hunt and I support the North American Model of Wildlife 
Conservation.

3/12/2022 2:37 PM Online Survey

Please ban, I oppose the hunt 3/12/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring  bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:38 PM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:40 PM Online Survey
I vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:41 PM Online Survey
Absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt. STOP IT NOW! 3/12/2022 2:42 PM Online Survey
Oppose the murdering of these bears - Oppose the spring bear hunt. NO MORE killing! 3/12/2022 2:43 PM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
A sanctuary is a place of refuge and safety from danger,there are no place for violence End spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 2:48 PM Online Survey
fully support spring bear season need more tasty free range bear meat 3/12/2022 2:49 PM Online Survey
greatly, wholeheartedly, definitely oppose amendments and welcomes these bullies of WDFW 3/12/2022 2:52 PM Online Survey
Quite frankly, the barbaric and needless tradition of bear hunting must be assigned to the history books. I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 2:56 PM Online Survey
vote yes for spring bear 3/12/2022 2:57 PM Online Survey
I support spring bear season 3/12/2022 2:59 PM Online Survey



We have to stop the spring bear hunt.
The world has changed every day there is less animal population and the bear is not an exception. We cannot continues hunting animals in that way.

3/12/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey

vote yes on spring bear. BBQ bear is so tasty 3/12/2022 3:02 PM Online Survey
please vote yes on spring bear hunt its fun for all 3/12/2022 3:07 PM Online Survey
Words can not describe the very cruelty of the spring bear hunt.
Please vote NO to the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 

3/12/2022 3:08 PM Online Survey

No to this bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey
What is right here? That we continue to allow a few people to decimate our wildlife populations or that we stand up for all the life that we share this planet with? Just because you have done something in the past, or like to do it does not 
make it right. Hunting is legalized murder. Government is meant to uphold the wishes of the majority not bow down to a few who threaten retaliation, or worse, when they don't get their way. STOP THE BEAR HUNT! 

3/12/2022 3:09 PM Online Survey

Words can describe how tasty spring bear is vote yes 3/12/2022 3:10 PM Online Survey
I oppose this bear hunt and those who get enjoyment from hunting animals 3/12/2022 3:11 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
In favor of spring bear season 3/12/2022 3:12 PM Online Survey
I would like to register my objection to allowing a Spring bear hunt. As a species, we must try to put our wicked and aggressive impulses behind us and learn to be better people, especially at this time of biodiversity loss and mass global 
habitat destruction. We are facing a mass extinction crisis- we desperately need to change our ways and learn to live in harmony with our fellow creatures. There are proven ways to manage bear/ human conflict that do not involve the 
slaughter of our sentient creatures. Gandhi said that a society is judged on how it treats its animals- he is right, our decency and democracy flow from small kindnesses and a basis of doing the right thing. Killing for fun, and enabling the 
immorality of those who enjoy cruelty, can never be the right thing. Please show that you are better than the hunters by refusing hunting permits. 

3/12/2022 3:13 PM Online Survey

In opposition to the Spring Bear hunts. Please vote No to the bear hunt. 3/12/2022 3:14 PM Online Survey
I vote yes to a spring hunt on the hunters and No to a spring hunt on bears 3/12/2022 3:16 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear season 3/12/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey
spring bear hunting is very hard and fun the meat is so good please vote yes 3/12/2022 3:17 PM Online Survey

Habitat destruction and massive wildlife loss in our times would be a good reason
to ban and vote NO to even more destruction of our wildlife. Ban the bear hunt for good.

3/12/2022 3:18 PM Online Survey

Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 3:22 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 3:23 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Please stop the killing 3/12/2022 3:24 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:25 PM Online Survey
I strongly object to these proposals to kill bears.  It is inhumane. 3/12/2022 3:26 PM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 3:27 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:29 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt.  Please ban this cruel 'recreation' permanently 3/12/2022 3:32 PM Online Survey
Spring bear hunting is unnecessary and inhumane.  It never should have been allowed  in the first place and needs to be permanently banned. 3/12/2022 3:33 PM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:36 PM Online Survey

Oppose the spring bear hunt.  Stop all hunting of wildlife 3/12/2022 3:38 PM Online Survey
NO to the Spring Bear Hunt 3/12/2022 3:39 PM Online Survey
Vote NO for spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 3:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
No spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I am completely against the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 3:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 3:57 PM Online Survey
Please ban all bear hunts permanently. Oppose the proposals 3/12/2022 3:59 PM Online Survey
Please stop the cruel spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:00 PM Online Survey
Killing bears in the spring is ludicrous given that spring is when mothers are taking care of their babies and if a mother bear is killed, the baby or babies will starve 3/12/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
Should have been banned long ago.  Should never have happened in the first place. 3/12/2022 4:01 PM Online Survey
I worry that those participating in the spring bear hunt don't care about mother and baby bears.  If a mother bear is killed, her baby or babies will starve. 3/12/2022 4:02 PM Online Survey
i oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
In the spring there are many baby bears who are totally dependant on their mothers and will starve if their mother is killed. 3/12/2022 4:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the killing of these majestic animals who have no way to depend themselves.  The odds are stacked against them.  The cubs will starve to death if the mother is killed.  Isn’t there enough suffering in the world?  Live and let live. 3/12/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey

Bears can be handled without killing them.  We used to camp in a state park and the they purchased bear proof lockers and garbage cans and there was a bear trap.  Once they moved the bear out of the park, another would eventually 
find their way there.  But if they had removed the bear by killing it, another bear would take its place anyway.  So killing a bear to keep it away from campers, farms, etc. is no better than simply moving the bear out of the area.  Killing a 
small portion of the bear population isn't going to eliminate all the bears that could come and replace a bear that has been killed.

3/12/2022 4:13 PM Online Survey

Please DON NOT let the spring bear hunt go ahead, the science used to substantiate this has been twisted and distorted by the hunting minority to aid them in bringing about this change  and has been discredited by other more  
scrupulous  and honest experts. Do not give in to the threats and menacing behaviour, I urge you to please not let this hunt go ahead.

3/12/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey

This bear hunt must not be allowed to occur.  I absolutely oppose it. 3/12/2022 4:17 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the killing of any bears.  Please leave animals alone, and don't murder them or mess any further with their natural environment.  3/12/2022 4:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!! 3/12/2022 4:24 PM Online Survey
I would request that the Fish and Wildlife Commission abolish the Spring Black Bear entirely in WA State. It is the only hunting period that coincides with a species' delivery and weaning period of their offspring and should not be 
condoned. Only a Fall hunt should be allowed.

3/12/2022 4:25 PM Online Survey

There is no need for this dangerous and cruel recreational hunting of bears just coming of hibernation. It will not address any of the issues the proposal states it may. Human bear conflicts mostly occur over humand being stupid with their 
garbage and putting out other bear attractants. Commercial timber damage due to bears is a made up excuse to kill bears and encroach on their habitat.

3/12/2022 4:26 PM Online Survey

It will be extremely difficult to enforce not killing females and babies if you allow any killing of bears in WA. 3/12/2022 4:28 PM Online Survey



This is unnecessary and cruel. We need to start celebrating wildlife and this is a step backwards when it comes to animal protection. 3/12/2022 4:29 PM Online Survey
Pease open the spring bear hunt or let these folks pay your bills! 3/12/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
Killing bears coming out of hibernation is unfair and cowardly.  The bears are hungry, malnourised, lethargic.  There's no sportsmanship in that.  It's inhumane and digusting. 3/12/2022 4:30 PM Online Survey
We have infringed on the black bear’s habitat to the point that most are regulated to the “high country”.  The WDFW calls the bear population as “robust” but when the early European settlers first arrived, their numbers were much larger 
and were considered as pests. That thought still prevails.  The black bear exists not for humans but as part of a larger fabric of which there is so little left.  It is difficult to determine the sex of a black bear from a distance, how many sows 
will be shot and simply left?  No to spring bear hunting!

3/12/2022 4:31 PM Online Survey

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please do not approve the removal of the year 2021 in the WAC 220-415- to allow hunting on a yearly basis. 3/12/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
Hunting is unnecessary 3/12/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
At least level the playing field. No hunting when the bears are at their most vulnerable during the spring. 3/12/2022 4:33 PM Online Survey
NO spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Vote No 3/12/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Leave the poor bears alone 3/12/2022 4:34 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Vote NO for spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
 NO to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
NO to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose spring bear hunting!!! 3/12/2022 4:35 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose 3/12/2022 4:36 PM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
No to spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:38 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 4:39 PM Online Survey
We need to follow the science and allow spring bear hunting. Or we can let the boars wreak havoc on the bear cubs, elk calves and deer fawns. 3/12/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
i oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. (1) If, as the staff suggests, work is  planned to enable people to better differentiate male and female bears, we should see how successful it is and, if necessary, revisit the question then. (2)  Asst. Atty. 
General Panesko is incorrect in suggesting that "nothing happened" when the Commissioners split 4-4 last November. It is well established in Washington law that on a tie vote, the proposition fails, and the status quo is maintained. See 
Dept. of Ecology v. Kirkland, 84 Wa 2d 25 (1974), 523 P.2d 1181.  (3) There is a good reason that the great majority of states where bears are hunted do not have a spring season, principally that the killing of lactating females is considered 
unacceptably cruel to the cubs. Washington should stay with the majority. (4) I agree with Ann Prezyna's point that the interests of hikers and wildlife watchers, photographers, etc. deserve to be taken into account. 

3/12/2022 4:47 PM Online Survey

stop the hunt 3/12/2022 4:48 PM Online Survey
Support for spring bear season 3/12/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
no to spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
stop the spring hunt 3/12/2022 4:49 PM Online Survey
Yes to spring bear season. Fjb 3/12/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
 the spring huntban 3/12/2022 4:50 PM Online Survey
I support a spring bear hunt and the proposal. 3/12/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring hunt 3/12/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
ban the spring hunt 3/12/2022 4:51 PM Online Survey
ban the hunt 3/12/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
 stop the spring hunt 3/12/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey
Petition Spring Black Bear CR-102
Please permanently BAN the bear hunt!!! It is cruel and unnecessary.

3/12/2022 4:52 PM Online Survey

I am vegan and I support spring bear season 3/12/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
stop spring hunt 3/12/2022 4:53 PM Online Survey
ban the bear hunt 3/12/2022 4:54 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to a spring bear killing season. 3/12/2022 5:06 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. There has been no data presented regarding the need for the hunt related to "management issues." This is purely a recreational hunt and, in many cases, a trophy hunt. There is plenty of bear 
hunting opportunity in the fall. Mother bears should not be at risk for injury, death, and orphaning their cubs because hunters want to "recreate" in the spring. 

3/12/2022 5:13 PM Online Survey

No bear hunting. 3/12/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt and this proposal. 3/12/2022 5:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt and this proposal 3/12/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
Fully support hunting and eating tasty bears in the spring 3/12/2022 5:29 PM Online Survey
Morels fried in bear fat! Love spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
I am fully behind this proposal 3/12/2022 5:30 PM Online Survey
Strongly opposed to a spring bear killing season. 3/12/2022 5:31 PM Online Survey
I am totally opposed to allowing a spring bear hunt.  I think hunting, in general, is totally cruel and senseless.  Why should people be allowed to go out with rifles to snuff out the life of a beautiful animal that is not harming anyone, all in 
the name of recreation?  Please do not allow a spring bear hunt.

3/12/2022 5:35 PM Online Survey

Should never have been one in the first place.  Ban them permanently. 3/12/2022 5:38 PM Online Survey
Opposed. 3/12/2022 5:52 PM Online Survey
I oppose 3/12/2022 5:56 PM Online Survey
I oppose hunting 3/12/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
Hunting innocent animals is wrong! 3/12/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
I oppose the cruel and sadistic spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 5:57 PM Online Survey
Morally, ethically corrupt to hunt bears--nursing bears--in their own homeland!  Do Not Allow!!! 3/12/2022 5:59 PM Online Survey
No to hunting 3/12/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey



Definitely NO to spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 6:00 PM Online Survey
NO to bear hunting!!  Despicable!  They hunt only for their insatiable bloodlust and egos. 3/12/2022 6:01 PM Online Survey
Definitely NO to hunting!!! 3/12/2022 6:03 PM Online Survey
Bears are fiercely intelligent animals with every right to a full life.  They are not a threat to humans or a food source that is essential for anyone. Why a man needs to shoot them to feel good about himself is outrageous and pathetic. No 
hunting them in spring. No permanent authorization to do so. No passing petitions and amendments when the majority of the taxpayers are clearly against it.  just NO.

3/12/2022 6:04 PM Online Survey

Fully support hunting delicious bears in the spring 3/12/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey
Please do not permit the cruel bear hunting. 3/12/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey
I fully support this proposal 3/12/2022 6:10 PM Online Survey
VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE any bear hunting!!!! 3/12/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
You go bear hunting, I go bear hunting, we all go bear hunting!! Let’s all go bear hunting this spring! 3/12/2022 6:11 PM Online Survey
As stated in the proposal it’s a legislative mandate for wdfw to maximize hunting opportunities while sustainable and that the bear population is robust and sustainable with these hunts. Easy decision to support this proposal 3/12/2022 6:12 PM Online Survey

Very strongly oppose the hunt. 3/12/2022 6:31 PM Online Survey
Oppose the hunt 3/12/2022 6:32 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the hunt! 3/12/2022 6:34 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting of Bears, the only purpose it serves is extinction
The top of the food chain should NEVER be hunted, deer and elk are plentiful hunt them instead

3/12/2022 6:35 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 6:38 PM Online Survey
Vote No to hunting 3/12/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting!! 3/12/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
I oppose all hunting 3/12/2022 6:39 PM Online Survey
Leave the animals alone 3/12/2022 6:40 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. I desperately urge you to please help save and protect the lives of these sentient beings. Enough animals have already been slaughtered and are being killed due to human interference in the world. 
Why can’t they just be left alone. They too feel physical and emotional pain like we do yet people are excited about their possible massacre and talk of how their potential future dead bodies need their ‘heads to be intact’. These poor 
bears have families, where is your compassion for these poor animals? They are living in their natural environment and are no harm or bother to anyone. NO TO SPRING BEAR HUNTING! 

3/12/2022 6:41 PM Online Survey

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting! Please leave the animals alone 3/12/2022 6:42 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! Save the bears! 3/12/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose spring bear hunting! Save the bears 3/12/2022 6:43 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 6:45 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose spring bear hunting! Leave the bears alone!!! 3/12/2022 6:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 6:51 PM Online Survey
I do not feel it is ethical to be killing bears in the springtime.  This needs to be banned. 3/12/2022 6:54 PM Online Survey
Please leave the poor bears alone 3/12/2022 6:56 PM Online Survey
please vote no on the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 6:58 PM Online Survey
Please, NO bear hunting! 3/12/2022 7:01 PM Online Survey
No killing please! 3/12/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  These new proposals will not reduce the cruelty.  3/12/2022 7:08 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. Too much of a risk of killing a mother cub which results in the death of her cubs.  3/12/2022 7:19 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. Please put a stop to this killing. 3/12/2022 7:20 PM Online Survey
NO BEAR HUNTING! 3/12/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 7:22 PM Online Survey

Please do not permit bear hunting. 3/12/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey

I am for the spring bear hunt. Conservation should be based on science, not opinions of people who don’t even know where meat comes from. And Farming Inc. on Netflix doesn’t count toward that education. 3/12/2022 7:23 PM Online Survey
Most Americans despise trophy hunting--NO HUNTING OF BEARS! 3/12/2022 7:24 PM Online Survey
Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/12/2022 7:25 PM Online Survey
These bears deserve to live free as any living creature does. If hunters keep killing them they will one day be on Earths extinct list further disrupting the necessary Circle of life. They have every right to live a full healthy life on this planet.  
Stop this evil killing of these bears. What kind of example are we setting for our children if we allow this barbaric torture of these creatures.  There are many MANY forms of recreational activities that do NOT include the slaughter of a 
living animal. 

3/12/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey

Bear hunting is a meat hunt not a trophy hunt. No trophy hunting allowed in Washington state pet the regs 3/12/2022 7:26 PM Online Survey
Can’t wait to take my kids bear hunting this spring. If not we will each take 2 in the fall 3/12/2022 7:27 PM Online Survey
The circle of life as explained by Disney actually includes animals being hunted and killed for their meat. Imagine that. 3/12/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
Washington State black bear population is robust and an annual spring hunt with approximately 664 permits is sustainable 3/12/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
We will all go bear hunting this spring! 3/12/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 7:28 PM Online Survey
Going to take all my neighbors  bear hunting this year. 3/12/2022 7:29 PM Online Survey
If hunters don’t manage the population of animals then you’ll eventually get a tax applied to you that finances the state to hire private contractors or individuals to shoot them anyway. Do some research. It’s happening in California right 
now. 

3/12/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey

Thanks to this proposal I have been able to sign up many more bear hunters for this year! Lots of delicious bear meat about to hit the freezers 3/12/2022 7:30 PM Online Survey
The only thing unethical about all of this is telling other people what they should or should not eat based on your own moral values. Pretty fascist. 3/12/2022 7:31 PM Online Survey
Looking forward to filling my bear freezer this year. Be it spring or fall it will be full with at least 2 bears this year! 3/12/2022 7:32 PM Online Survey



Spring hunt is terrible. Bears coming out of hibernation and weak, pelts 5 days later to be shown never guarantees it wasn’t a mother lactating or pregnant and Cubs alone left to die. these hunters are called ‘trophy hunters’ because they 
still post pictures bragging of their kills yet proclaim its ‘meat’ for their poor family to survive on…. Laughing and showing off… they can kill how they want and hide any distress and suffering they have caused. Wildlife experts worldwide 
has stated time and again, that these hunts are NOT the answer… saying that the bear population is robust does NOT give hunters the right to KILL these majestic creatures. This is an outdated old fashioned system and the vast majority of 
society DOES NOT want these spring bear hunts whatsoever and that is very very clear by the outstanding response on here. 

3/12/2022 7:35 PM Online Survey

please do not stripe the protections for these amazing animals. They have every right to live as we do. Please vote no on the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 7:37 PM Online Survey
Wildlife experts and biologists have stated hunting is not the way to conservation. There are other ways. The masses are against such cruelty and to allow spring bear hunts with bears coming out of hibernation is beyond belief that this is 
even being debated. Only the minority of hunters want this.  664 people… thousands/millions of citizens DO NOT!!!! There is your evidence. Society has evolved from such outdated practices and to hunt such a beautiful creature is 
disgraceful. 

3/12/2022 7:40 PM Online Survey

No spring bear hunt? What a sad way to strip protections for bears. Will just have to fill the freezer with 6 bears in the fall. 3/12/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Vote No to spring bear hunts!!! 3/12/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose to spring bear 3/12/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Pelts have to be shown within 72nd of take. Average last year was 60hrs. Some people have a hard time reading information as it’s plainly printed. 3/12/2022 7:41 PM Online Survey
Majority of society despises spring hunts NO 3/12/2022 7:42 PM Online Survey
I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. PLEASE SHOW SOME COMPASSION AND END THIS NOW!! 3/12/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
664 is only the permits awarded. Over 8k from Washington state alone applied for a permit last year. Each one paid into conservation for a chance at a permit. None of the antis has ever spent a dollar in conservation to fund any 
“alternative” to hunting conservation.

3/12/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey

250million American support huntinhfg 3/12/2022 7:43 PM Online Survey
Eating some bear tonight to get ready for the spring season. Have to make room in the freezer! 3/12/2022 7:44 PM Online Survey
As seen here a majority of Americans support hunting. Fully support this proposal 3/12/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, and find it disgusting. These bears are just coming out of the dens from hibernation & the baby beads need their mothers for survival. Also, this is the most vulnerable time for all the bears & they need to 
have their wildlife refuge intact and why is anyone even debating this issue ?  This area is a designated wildlife protection & refuge for these bears.  This spring bear hunt needs to end forever, before our wild animals are gone from this 
planet we all call home.  

3/12/2022 7:45 PM Online Survey

Everyone I know supports this hunt and actually lives in Washington. Notice that the same 5 people comment against while a vast majority of different people are for it. 3/12/2022 7:46 PM Online Survey
Bears have plenty of refuge in National and state parks. Their population is robust and can support these hunts. Let’s fill some freezers! 3/12/2022 7:47 PM Online Survey
Find it disgusting that a radical group of extremists want to impose their perceived morality into the public and force them to eat what they say is ok. They consume live sentient beings all the time but don’t you dare harvest your own 
food! 

3/12/2022 7:48 PM Online Survey

Over 2/3 of Americans support hunting and providing food for your family from a
Public sustainable resource. Support this proposal

3/12/2022 7:49 PM Online Survey

Hard no. Baby bears come out in the Spring with their moms. We should no be killing bears!! 3/12/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Fully support spring bear hunting. 3/12/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO!!! MOMMA bears and their CUBS!?! NO! 3/12/2022 7:50 PM Online Survey
The season occurs over 2 months after bears come out of their dens and it’s illegal to take moms and or cubs. Fully support this ethical proposal 3/12/2022 7:51 PM Online Survey
Hunters provide millions and millions of dollars to conservation in Washington state alone. More than any other user group. Fully support this proposal 3/12/2022 7:52 PM Online Survey
A freezer full of bear meat and a pantry full of bear oil. Can’t wait! 3/12/2022 7:53 PM Online Survey
Boars kill
More cubs than anything else except for cars in urban areas. Fully support this hunt to save cubs and fawns

3/12/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey

As seen here hunters vastly outweigh those opposed to this proposal. 3/12/2022 7:54 PM Online Survey
Hunting is a great conservation tool and should me maintained. Support this proposal 3/12/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey
I support the rule change. Please reinstate the hunt, there is no reasonable concern for the population, with that being said it is this commissions responsibility to provide recreational opportunities when no threat to the population is 
presented. Please do away with the emotional arguments and follow what is being brought forth by biologists

3/12/2022 7:55 PM Online Survey

Considering each state with a spring hunting season has a thriving and growing black bear population I would say the conservation model
Worka. Fully support this proposal

3/12/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey

Vote No, hunters saying it’s illegal to take mother bears. Too late once they have been killed. Careless killings… spring is their most vulnerable time, spring hunts should NOT be allowed 3/12/2022 7:56 PM Online Survey
please vote no on the bear hunt 3/12/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
There are no careless killings otherwise we would see huge depletions in population levels or find that hunters are a large cause of mortality of sows and cubs. Since the states with these hunts have better populations than those without 
that surely is not the case

3/12/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey

I OPPOSE  the spring bear slaughter 3/12/2022 7:57 PM Online Survey
California banned bear hunting and now pays mercenaries to kill bears and leave them to rot instead. This is what anti hunters want for bears 3/12/2022 7:58 PM Online Survey
250million Americans agree that hunting is great! Fully support this proposal 3/12/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 7:59 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. The Pittman Robertson Act funds conservation. S
Some of the hunter posts are so dumb it is embarrassing. But they used to shoot "Indians" and Blacks, now they shoot bears. Pathetic.

3/12/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey

The bears will continue to be killed whether by hunters or paid mercenaries. The difference is in one case it will be indiscriminate killing with the animal going to waste and the other provides food for families and money for conservation 3/12/2022 8:00 PM Online Survey

Hunting is horrible! Cruel and barbaric! End all hunting! I oppose this hunt! 3/12/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  Paying for a permit does not give one the right to claim status as a “conservationist”.  There are ways to live with wildlife.  3/12/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I fully support this rule proposal 3/12/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey
The Pittman Robinson act only matches dollars the state gets from license sales and comes from the taxes on hunting equipment. Hunters are pro conservation. Antis don’t put their money where their mouth is. They are just dumb fascists 
who behave like priests during the inquisition 

3/12/2022 8:01 PM Online Survey

i strongly oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:02 PM Online Survey
Biologists and wildlife experts have proven that hunting is not needed for conservation. These spring bear hunts should be protected at all costs. I’m glad I have emotions and a heart as the hunters who want their thrills and prize, clearly 
do not. These old fashioned traditions have not evolved with the vast society that is against such killings. Leave these majestic creatures alone. No to spring bear hunts…

3/12/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey

Conservationists also donate money and time to habitat conservation, are active in providing information to biologists and work with the state to manage wildlife. Antis just pay lawyers to do lawsuits about things that hurt their delicate 
sensibilities 

3/12/2022 8:03 PM Online Survey

I agree that these spring bear hunts should be protected at all costs. Let the hunt continue 3/12/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey



Stop the spring bear hunt! I strongly oppose the murder of bears! 3/12/2022 8:04 PM Online Survey
I fully OPPOSE spring bear hunts… 3/12/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey
It’s true you don’t have to have hunters pay to hunt bears and help manage the population. You can also pay for mercenaries to indiscriminately kill bears like in California and Europe. That way the animal can just go to waste as these 
people want them too

3/12/2022 8:05 PM Online Survey

Same three people
Commenting against the hunt and the Europeans comment later. 250million Americans approve of hunting! Approve this hunt

3/12/2022 8:06 PM Online Survey

All wildlife should be protected at all costs! I oppose the bear hunt and the sick mentality of serial killers who enjoy to kill! 3/12/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
i strongly oppose the bear hunt. killing does not equal conservation. 3/12/2022 8:07 PM Online Survey
250 million are against this spring bear hunt. Stop with your nonsense! Ban the spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:08 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/12/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey

I support the spring bear season and this proposal. 3/12/2022 8:10 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose this hunt! Ban all hunting! 3/12/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
I oppose this proposal! 3/12/2022 8:11 PM Online Survey
Same 5 people commenting for the hunt. The vast majority of society are against these kind of hunts. You only have to look at all the successful movements that have created such changes in animals well being & protection. Hunting is not 
the way forward anymore, this has now been proven by more and more experts. Spring hunts are even worse!!! Protect these vulnerable bears at all costs…

3/12/2022 8:13 PM Online Survey

I oppose this hunt and proposal! 3/12/2022 8:15 PM Online Survey
Ban all hunting! I oppose the bear hunt! 3/12/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
Keep spring bear hunts BANNED permanently… there is a reason why such a public outcry… spring is their most vulnerable time, especially mothers and their Cubs… 3/12/2022 8:16 PM Online Survey
Ban this bear hunt permanently!  I Oppose this proposal! 3/12/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
I DO NOT support this proposal… 3/12/2022 8:17 PM Online Survey
We have GOD GIVE. RIGHTS...... NOT GOVERNMENT GIVEN. AND IF YOU FOLLOW STATISTICS ARAES WHERE MOST PEOPLE OPEN CARRY HAVE THE LOWEST CRIME RATES. I WAS CONVINCED OF A FELONY 27 YEARS AGO AND I CARRY A 
GUN TODAY AND HAVE NEVER HAD TO USE IT. ONLY CRIMINALS TRY TO INFRINGE ON OUR RIGHTS AND THOSE ARE THE PEOPLE THE 2 ND AMENDMENT WAS MADE FOR. TYRANNICAL GOVERNMENT. I HAVE THE SAME RIGHT TO PROTECT 
MYSELF AS EVERYONE ELSE. I MADE A MISTAKE ALMOST 30 YEARS AGO. UNCLE SAM CAN **** OFF AND PRY MY GUN FROM MY COLD DEAD HAND🙏🙏 GOD, FAMILY AND A NATION OF ONE. WE ARE ALL GODS CHILDREN WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF SOME DEMONIC ****S IN DC AND OUR COURTHOUSES. IVE SEEN OFFICERS ACT RECKLESS WITH A PISTOL HAVE 4 SHOOTINGS AND ARE UNDER INVESTIGATION AND STILL OUT I. THE BEAT. WAKE UP AMERICANS THEY THINK 
WE ARE THEIR SLAVES AND WANT TO KILL US.........FACTS

3/12/2022 8:18 PM Online Survey

I oppose this proposal! 3/12/2022 8:24 PM Online Survey
I am against killing a sentient individual just for human commodity and vanity.  I don't understand the logic of supporters/hunters:" lest killing the bears because the population is robust" is absurd as saying, "let's kill humans because they 
have overpopulated this planet". On the other hand, it is wrong to say that the bear population is robust when there is no point comparing it before colonialism and now. Second, you can not compare the populations with the enteric 
number when you are not considering the density of this population " Please base this decision on unbiased science, not tantrums from supporters. 

3/12/2022 8:25 PM Online Survey

imagine being a bear, you're hibernating and there are people online fighting for the chance to kill you once you wake up. vote no on the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:28 PM Online Survey
Please don't reinstall Spring Bear Hunting. It is time to evolve in terms of wildlife management and stop the war against big predators, such as bears, coyotes, foxes, wolves... Thank you 3/12/2022 8:31 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt, as there are too few bears still alive 3/12/2022 8:34 PM Online Survey
This is nothing less than murder for sport. Period. Anyone that ENJOYS murdering innocent animals for fun is a MONSTER! 3/12/2022 8:35 PM Online Survey
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 8:43 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:46 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/12/2022 8:53 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is cruel and should not be approved. 3/12/2022 8:56 PM Online Survey
I support the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 8:58 PM Online Survey
i oppose the  spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:02 PM Online Survey
Hunting bears who have just emerged from dens - thin and hungry- and often with young cannot be justified.  I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 3/12/2022 9:03 PM Online Survey
Stop the hunt and save the bears! The spring bear hunt is a tradition of cruelty that must be stopped. 3/12/2022 9:10 PM Online Survey
please oppose the bear hunt 3/12/2022 9:12 PM Online Survey
I oppose the bear hunt. 3/12/2022 9:15 PM Online Survey
STOP KILLING BEARS 3/12/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
STOP MURDERING BEARS 3/12/2022 9:16 PM Online Survey
Bears are magnificent animals and should be allowed to live their lives in the wild without the fear of being gunned down for "sport?". Allowing these bears to be slaughtered is completely ignorant. 3/12/2022 9:25 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. The Pittman Robertson Act funds conservation. 
Some of the hunter posts are so dumb it is embarrassing. But understandable, they used to shoot "Indians" and Blacks, now they shoot bears. Pathetic.

3/12/2022 9:30 PM Online Survey

We should have this hunt every year, further more it should not be a draw, but rather an over the counter tag. We have a robust bear population here in Washington state. The only people opposed to this are the uninformed, or those 
who would oppose any hunt of any sort. The job of the appointed is to maximize hunting and fishing opportunities that are sustainable. 

This is sustainable, science supports this, your job is to approve this hunt until it is not sustainable! 

Approve spring bear hunting!

3/12/2022 9:34 PM Online Survey

Stop HUNTING! Animals deserve respect, love and care. They are intelligent and sensitive too. They have right to live on planet Earth. 3/12/2022 9:43 PM Online Survey
Spring is when these beautiful bears come out of hibernation and are vulnerable… mother bears are lactating or pregnant and once killed it’s too late then to realise she has Cubs. I’ve seen much footage of these hunters bragging about 
their kills, showing no compassion or understanding of what or how they kill. Washington cannot oversee all these kills and to say they do or to judge by a pelt is beyond comprehension. This is why so many in society now are against 
these hunts. These hunters have shown themselves for what they are and actually taught society what was going on. This has made people source more knowledge , awareness & understanding to these so called spring hunts, which in 
turn, sourced wildlife experts & biologists globally, who have strongly defended the end to these hunts and the old traditions. It cannot be hidden anymore because there are far too many experts voicing their concerns & knowledge. 
There are other ways…
Say NO…. Once and for all

3/12/2022 9:49 PM Online Survey

Stop this horror.  It is cruel and barbaric. What gives hunters the right to kill and injure other living beings? Prove yourselves in more constructive ways.... 3/12/2022 9:52 PM Online Survey
Strongly OPPOSE of spring hunts 3/12/2022 9:53 PM Online Survey
WA do NOT be bought by hunters… listen to the majority of society who are against such disgusting hunts…. Protect these bears 3/12/2022 9:54 PM Online Survey
No living creatures should be killed for people’s enjoyment. If people really enjoyed hunting, they can do simulators instead. 3/12/2022 9:58 PM Online Survey



I am strongly opposed to the cruel spring bear hunt! 3/12/2022 10:04 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and proposed amendments.  Cruelty should not be disguised as conservation. 3/12/2022 10:06 PM Online Survey
STOP THE BEAR HUNTS IMMEDIATELY 3/12/2022 10:10 PM Online Survey
I am opposed to hunting bears in the Spring Bear Hunt! I hope people who enjoy killing animals can find another 'cherished recreational opportunity'. Wildlife has a hard enough time as it is without being cruelly shot emerging from 
hibernation, especially ones with cubs. And do hunters Really pause to assess if a bear is male or female before they shoot? Seriously?

3/12/2022 10:13 PM Online Survey

Strongly oppose… cruelty is strongly disguised as conservation…,. Society has had enough of this.,, 3/12/2022 10:16 PM Online Survey
I am disappointed and concerned with the action of the commission.  Your lack of integrity on the no spring bear hunt against the biologists recommendations   damages the integrity of the institution. 3/12/2022 10:17 PM Online Survey

100% against these proposed amendments… stop these spring bear hunts… disgusting !!! 3/12/2022 10:18 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt is archaic and has seen its time. I see no ecological benefit in this practice. It appears that it is allowed due to the pressure of "hunters", a small percentage of the overall population for fun and sport. This day and age, 
it is not necessary to feed one's family by having to hunt. There is plenty of food to be had at our grocery stores or food banks. About the prohibition of killing females with cubs, I have serious doubts that hunter would be able to tell the 
difference. If the bill must go through, the amendment about not killing females with cubs or killing of cubs less than one- year old should carry with it a heavy fine.

3/12/2022 10:19 PM Online Survey

Can you please stop bears from eating fawns and calfs. 3/12/2022 10:21 PM Online Survey
WA… biologists and wildlife experts have made it very CLEAR how they are against these spring hunts, whilst giving their advice & recommendations… your action by even allowing this, is showing all of society that hunters money talks 
more than what society wants.. this is indeed a huge concern that has to be looked into… no integrity or trust can be built on such weak foundations…

3/12/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey

I strongly disapprove of spring bear hunting.  Females with cubs need to put all their attention on raising cubs, and not risk being killed by trophy hunters who often kill adults. This is so contrary to ethical hunting.  Bear hunting just 
reduces their populations, it doesn't prevent bear human conflict. There are plenty of ways to educate the public about bear and human interaction. WDFW has an obligation to put more effort into education of hunters and the general 
public about the place of bears in our environment. Hunting bears is just the easy way out for the department. Policy is NOT at the end of a gun. Policy  is in the realm of science. Bears are crucial to the ecosystem, they are vulnerable with 
habitat loss and climate change. Virtually all hunts are for trophies.  This is not ethical or scientific and it favors hunters over thousands of people who enjoy seeing animals alive and healthy,  in the wild, and not as rugs or wall hangings.

3/12/2022 10:23 PM Online Survey

Vote No…. 3/12/2022 10:25 PM Online Survey
Once and for all…STOP these atrocious spring hunts… this shouldn’t even be a debate anymore… 3/12/2022 10:29 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose any bear hunting. We must protect our natural world and wildlife. Do not give in to pressure from the minority who enjoy hunting bears for pleasure. Trophy hunting is despicable and shouldn’t be allowed to happen in 
America. Please protect these bears.

3/12/2022 10:33 PM Online Survey

Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. The Pittman Robertson Act funds conservation. 3/12/2022 10:36 PM Online Survey
I strongly oppose recreational hunting of bears in the Spring as they emerge from hibernation. It is impossible to assure that females are not mistakenly killed. The risk is simply too great to allow this hunt. The bear hunt was established in 
1973 presumably in response to timber damage. 
Since the WDFW does not have a formal effective monitoring program to assess tree damage or human-bear conflicts this hunt should be stopped unless there are proven compelling reasons to continue it. I would hope that wildlife policy 
would have become more enlightened from the days of the wild west when no thought was given to wildlife ecology or society's enjoyment of wildlife. It's time to stop catering to the wishes of a small minority of the population that 
wants to kill animals solely for recreation.

3/12/2022 10:40 PM Online Survey

STOP these atrocious spring hunts… this shouldn’t even be a debate. 3/12/2022 10:45 PM Online Survey
The bears deserve to be allowed to live without threats to their lives in their own protects areas.   They were not put on this earth for "us, humans"  to hunt down and kill just for out pleasure just because we decide that we feel that need 
or want to go and kill them for our own sick pleasure.  This hunt should was stopped for good reasons and it should be remained stopped and never reinstated.  The people who put a stop to it should not be threatened and ones who 
threaten anyone should have  some punishment put upon them.  Animals should not be killed just because we can  and people who threaten others  should have a punishment.  Trophy hunting is so wrong and needs to be stopped.

3/12/2022 10:47 PM Online Survey

Stop using hunting as an excuse for conservation…. 3/12/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Please cancel the Spring Bear Hunt.  3/12/2022 10:50 PM Online Survey
Vote NO….once and for all…protect our wildlife 3/12/2022 10:51 PM Online Survey
Against a spring bear killing season. 3/12/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey
Commissioners please do your job and read each comment. Summarizing by subordinates is inherently biased. Thank you 3/12/2022 10:53 PM Online Survey
Oppose spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 10:57 PM Online Survey
Please cancel permanently the Spring Bear Hunt.  Cruelty disguised as conservation.  3/12/2022 11:00 PM Online Survey
Strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt!!!!! 3/12/2022 11:02 PM Online Survey
Please ban this spring bear hunt for good… 3/12/2022 11:14 PM Online Survey
I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. I don't have faith in the ability of these proposed "regulations" to deter the selfish interests of the most reckless hunters. 3/12/2022 11:16 PM Online Survey
I truly oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
Leave the bears alone.  Humans have done more than enough by encroaching wild landscapes to fulfil their greedy appetites.  This cruel hunt - who benefits and how?  Certainly not the ecosystem. 3/12/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
Please stop the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:23 PM Online Survey
I definitely oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
The spring bear hunt should never be allowed. Stop the hunt. 3/12/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
I opposed the spring bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:24 PM Online Survey
Why destroy the family of bears? I oppose the bear hunt. 3/12/2022 11:25 PM Online Survey
Killing a family of bears is terrible! I oppose bear hunting. 3/12/2022 11:26 PM Online Survey
Absolutely no to the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 11:38 PM Online Survey
Vote No… 3/12/2022 11:49 PM Online Survey
Please stop using hunts as an excuse for conservation. This has been proven to be false by biologists and wildlife experts 3/12/2022 11:50 PM Online Survey
Absolutely NO bear hunt, thank you. 3/12/2022 11:54 PM Online Survey
Stop the bear hunt. It's a sickening practice, carried out by the worst members of society who are essentially cowards. Nothing to do with conservation. The Pittman Robertson Act funds conservation. These weekend "hunters" are just 
thrill seekers.

3/12/2022 11:55 PM Online Survey

please ban the spring bear hunt 3/13/2022 7:52 AM Online Survey
I oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080
Shooting defenceless bears by people who "enjoy" killing is indefensible.

3/14/2022 1:06 AM Online Survey



Hello Commissioners, I was registered to speak at the meeting but experienced technical difficulties. For some reason, you all couldn't hear me. You tried three times to connect with me, and I want to thank you for trying to let me speak. I 
oppose spring bear hunting. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. They are responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant 
species found in their ecosystems, which in turn affects other species. I find it absurd that there is no abundance estimate and no mandatory reporting. Wildlife is a public trust that must be managed to benefit all the trust's beneficiaries. 
For those of us non-consumptive users, our objection to killing bears is considered emotional and unscientific. Yet your agency will afford hunters the "right to kill" just to offer a hunting opportunity. That's not science. Hunters proclaim 
that it's their heritage or tradition to hunt bears. That's not science. Special interests and hunting opportunities should never take precedence over science and the overwhelming opposition from your stakeholders. We are all a part of the 
public trust, and all of the trust's beneficiaries, including those who choose not to partake in the killing of bears, should be considered. I hope you look at the bigger picture and are guided by your conscience when deciding what the future 
will look like down the road for bears and the health of our ecosystems as a whole. With appreciation, Nicole Cordano

3/11/2022 18:54 Email

Spring Bear Comments External Email Dear Commissioner Baker As a 50-year hunting license holder I am writing today in support of continuing the spring bear season in Washington State. I was trying to put my thoughts into an eloquent 
essay but decided on bullet points instead. Please consider these ideas as you are deciding the fate of the spring bear season: Opportunities to hunt are being lost at what seems a somewhat alarming rate. Do we really want to lose 
another completely? My family friends and I are very concerned that our hunting heritage is being lost. It is a huge part of our lives. The wild meat we harvest is better and more cherished than anything we could ever buy bear included. 
The WDFW biologist support for the continuation of the spring hunt seems strong. I believe trust in Commission decisions would grow as Commissioners show trust in the WDFW experts. While I understand there are questions about bear 
populations and trends I am not aware of any real concerns with bear numbers. Couldn t study go on (as it should anyway) without cutting the whole season? Permit numbers and areas are adjustable. The elk in the Blue Mountain units 
truly need all the help they can get. This dire situation with calf recruitment should be reason enough to maintain the spring season in those areas. If recreational bear harvest has increased the past two years doesn t that coincide with 
major reductions in damage kills as timberland owners can no longer employ hound/bait hunters? This is also an indicator of a robust bear population. I think it is important to note that the spring bear hunt was not voted down at the last 
meeting. It was left undecided because of a tie vote. Why spring? We hunt plenty of other animals in the spring. Raccoon rabbit cougar coyote etc. are hunted through March. Turkeys are hunted in a special spring rut season. We don t 
hunt ungulates in the spring largely because of how we determine take. It would be impossible to harvest a 3pt buck when it doesn t have its antlers yet. We also hunt bears in the spring to increase pressure on them and to increase the 
possibility of take. In areas with struggling elk recruitment (Blue Mountains) spring is a great time for bear season as the spring bear hunts remove large predators at the time elk calves are most vulnerable to bears (late spring and early 
summer). In this sense it is one of the very few management tools the Department has to address conservation of another species. Bears also rut in the spring which makes males more active visible and more likely to be harvested. I also 
believe the reason there has been a spring bear hunt in the past is because the population can sustain the hunt. We likely don t hunt deer and elk in the spring because their population can t sustain that hunt. Seasons for ungulates get 
adjusted shorter and longer permits raised and lowered as the population allows. Since banning baiting and hound hunting in 1996 bear populations have increased allowing more hunting of bears. Two tags are now authorized in this 
state because of the increased number of bears. Taking away the spring bear hunt will just have the population increase again and create more human/bear conflicts and greater impact on our already stressed deer and elk populations. 
Allowing the spring hunt will help manage the number of bears at a sustainable level that provides recreation while keeping a balanced ecosystem. Thanks for considering these ideas as part of the decision-making process. Sincerely Gary 
P. Siegel

3/12/2022 11:57 Email

Subject: Spring Black Bear Hunt - Washington Resident 3/11/2022 17:18 Email

Do not back down to allow the Spring Bear Hunt.  Get the FBI ON THOSE THAT ARE THREATENING the commissioners. 2/9/2022 23:17 Commission Contact Form

No more open bear hunting season to trophy hunters 2/9/2022 23:18 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE STOP TROPHY HUNTERS FROM MURDERING BEARS AND OTHER PRECIOUS WILDLIFE !!!! 2/9/2022 23:21 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!
Willdlife is stressed enough. Please do not back down to this organization that kills for a business!!!
Thank you

2/9/2022 23:22 Commission Contact Form

Bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel.  Hunters can kill mother bears and cubs. Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of 
seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.  Why are hunters allowed to kill these precious animals?
I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/9/2022 23:23 Commission Contact Form

It is right & good to halt the spring bear hunt. Hunters who have a passion to kill are dangerous humans, if the FDFW give them the go ahead they gain power, more power. Trophy hunters, the safari club in my opinion are individuals with 
superior thinking minds, completely ego driven & arrogant. How can anyone have a passion to kill an innocent bear or any animal for entertainment? The WDFW have a responsibility to protect nature & not bow down to ruthless hunters. 
These hunters feel superior to all, they have been carrying guns for so long that they feel absolutely powerful. Do not be intimidated by these individuals, they are a sad excuse of a human being. 

2/9/2022 23:26 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s unethical they don’t deserve to die 2/9/2022 23:26 Commission Contact Form
We commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/9/2022 23:26 Commission Contact Form

Just wanted to applaud your decision to end the spring bear hunt. Please know there are more people across the country who support this decision than the heartless cowardly  trophy hunters who want to wipe out these magnificent 
creatures. 

Thank you for protecting our wildlife.
Stay strong!
v/r
Lalie Burns

2/9/2022 23:29 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt!! 2/9/2022 23:29 Commission Contact Form



Please stop the massacre of the spring bear hunts. Please stop the bear hunts altogether! These aren’t hunts, but cowardly slaughters. 2/9/2022 23:30 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Thank you for cancelling it. 2/9/2022 23:33 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/9/2022 23:33 Commission Contact Form
Please stop these horrible killings of innocent animals for something to hang on these idiots' walls! Our country is so lacking in protection and compassion for its Wildlife! We are below some third world countries when it comes to Animal 
Welfare. All of this needs to end along with  circuses, roadside zoos, private ownership of wild animals. Wake up America! We are a very immoral Nation when it comes to the welfare of its animals!

2/9/2022 23:34 Commission Contact Form

I support a permanent ban on spring bear hunting! 2/9/2022 23:39 Commission Contact Form
I just read that trophy hunters and their hunting organization, Safari Club International, have been pressuring WDFW to reverse the decision to cancel the spring bear hunt. As I understand it that pressure comes not just from words but 
physical threats. That is unacceptable. Is this what this country has to come to? If people with guns don’t get their way they threaten violence? I totally support your decision to cancel the hunt and stand with you. I also just signed a 
petition in support of WDFW. Please stick to your decision. Long live bears.
Thank you.

2/9/2022 23:48 Commission Contact Form

Please keep the ban on the bear hunting. As part White Mtn. Apache we revere these animals and protect them as being their guardians. Don't allow intimidation to change your minds. Our planet and our human race need them. 2/9/2022 23:50 Commission Contact Form

Please ban trophy hunting of polar bears, bears and wolves.  Please, please fully protect them now! Especially, it’s a waste as the meat of these animals is not eaten.  Plus we risk that these animals may become extinct and the polar bears 
are already fighting the climate conditions to survive.  Thank you

2/9/2022 23:53 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

2/9/2022 23:54 Commission Contact Form

I will protest, boycott and go after nasty trophy hunters. No reason whatsoever to kill an animal for trophy reasons. Boils my blood! 2/9/2022 23:55 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban spring bear hunting in Washington State. The springtime is the most vulnerable when bears emerge from hibernation. They play significant and important parts in our ecosystem. When the bear population 
decreases, plant diversity in those areas decreases also. Do not allow the trophy hunters to succeed in destroying nature. 

2/9/2022 23:57 Commission Contact Form

Please please stop the bear hunt supported by trophy hunters 
Thank you!

2/10/2022 0:03 Commission Contact Form

I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt. I believe an overwhelming number of your stakeholders are against spring bear hunting. I commend the four commissioners who chose to 
listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a 
mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural 
food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, 
dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in our state.

2/10/2022 0:04 Commission Contact Form

I am completely opposed to a Spring bear hunt in Washington or anywhere else and support the commission's canceling of this event. To kill a magnificent animal as a trophy kill displays a callous disregard for life. These bears deserve to 
live their lives in peace. 

Please remain strong in your decision to stop these hunts.

2/10/2022 0:09 Commission Contact Form

We cannot let people threaten or intimidate our law makers. Please stand strong against those hunters upset that they dont get to kill any bears. I support protecting precious wildlife not desimating  it just because we can. 2/10/2022 0:13 Commission Contact Form

Do not allow any kind of trophy hunting. 
This the barbaric practices of an entitled group
that adds nothing to our society.

2/10/2022 0:14 Commission Contact Form

Please STOP the bear hunt! 2/10/2022 0:19 Commission Contact Form
Good afternoon,

I wanted to register my deep disappointment that you have allowed the spring bear hunt which so many of us look forward too, to lapse through your inability to act according to your charter as well as upon the abundance of research 
which supports anti-predation hunts as a means of population management.

Furthermore, by acting out of political interest rather than doing your duty to protect the hunting and fishing rights of the members of this great state, you have soiled your reputation and driven a wedge between your office and the 
people you profess to serve. 

You are failures and should be ashamed.

Hoping all is well,
-Karl

2/10/2022 0:20 Commission Contact Form

Please stand strong with the decision to prevent spring bear hunts 2/10/2022 0:22 Commission Contact Form
To kill any animal and consider that a trophy is inhumane. Further, it shows what kind of person your dealing with. Don't cave in to threats about the hunters that want the Bear so Called Trophy Hunt, one would hope that you value all 
life and to teach anyone to go hunt a defenseless animal and hang it's head on the wall is cruel, cowardly and inhumane.

2/10/2022 0:26 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the killing of all animals. If someone wants to shot guns they can go to a shooting range and let this beautiful innocent animals live in peace. Our planet is in serious trouble and we need all these animals every one of them 
serves a purpose so we and our children to survive. Thank you very much Anet 

2/10/2022 0:28 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and hope you will too.  Thank you. 2/10/2022 0:29 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE, don't allow these rich a@#% get their way!  Nice people, huh?  Pleasure in killing innocent animals.  Sickening 2/10/2022 0:29 Commission Contact Form
I would like you to permanently ban the spring bear hunt.  In the spring, the bears are in their den with cubs.  They could die without their mother and there is no reason to kill the cubs.  2/10/2022 0:32 Commission Contact Form
I fully support your brave stand of banning the Spring bear hunt!! Thank you 2/10/2022 0:32 Commission Contact Form
Please do all you can, with  your influence,  to fight the petition of hunters, who want to continue killing bears.  My vote is that this pointless, animal slaughtering must STOP. Thank you, sincerely.  Sheila Coles. 2/10/2022 0:42 Commission Contact Form



Stop the Trophy hunters that kill for sport. Stop the bear hunt. Do not buckle to their threats.  It is time that this barberic practice stop. We must preserve and protect our wildlife and wild lands.thank you. We will only support future 
politicians that will preserve and protect.

2/10/2022 0:55 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Besides being cruel & barbaric, the wildlife of WA is owned by the people and not some small special interest groups.  Don’t cave in to these trophy hunters who just want to slaughter the bears and wildlife 
and leave.  The majority of people in WA do not trophy hunt and are against the trophy hunting of bears. If anyone threatens anybody, they need to go to jail. Nobody is above the law. Nobody!

2/10/2022 0:57 Commission Contact Form

PLEASE STOP TROPHY BEAR HUNTING WHERE A SOW AND CUBS MAY BE KILLED;  NO BEAR HUNTING AT ALL 2/10/2022 0:59 Commission Contact Form
Leave the wildlife alone to live in peace 2/10/2022 0:59 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. I oppose threats to the commissioners for doing their jobs. 2/10/2022 1:03 Commission Contact Form
WDFW has taken flak and threats for making the sensible decision to suspend bear-murdering in the spring. Pardon the pun, but stick to your guns.  Bears are are more vital to a healthy Washington ecosystem than the vermin who would 
slaughter them.  In fact,
BAN hunting and trapping altogether because it is barbaric.  The cretins who revel in the bloodlust ought to hunt one another in a 'king-of-the-mountain' contest until the last disease left standing would have his head mounted at the 
Safari Club.

2/10/2022 1:04 Commission Contact Form

BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. SHAME on those who threaten those who do. 2/10/2022 1:06 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the spring bear hunt 2/10/2022 1:08 Commission Contact Form
please stop trophy bear hunting 😫😫 2/10/2022 1:11 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Please do not reverse your decision to cancel the hunt. 2/10/2022 1:13 Commission Contact Form
Please please permanently stop the vicious vile spring bear hunt. Mother bears and their innocent cubs would all be slaughtered and they are needed for a healthy ecosystem 2/10/2022 1:14 Commission Contact Form
The spring bear hunt should be permanently banned. These bears are emerging from their dens to eat and survive. The very idea that people (who have no problem threatening commissioners) are lying in wait to slaughter these bears and 
their babies is completely disgusting and shameful, let alone WRONG. 

2/10/2022 1:38 Commission Contact Form

Please do not let these “trophy hunters “ win.  We must protect our wildlife.  Do not reverse your stand on no bear hunt.  Instead why not prosecute the hunters that are threatening your people?  That would be the right thing to do.  
Make an example of them.  Stand up for wildlife and make these hunters pay the price!  

2/10/2022 1:46 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners,
please note my opposition to any hunting of bears in the springtime. 

2/10/2022 1:48 Commission Contact Form

STAND YOUR ground in CEASING the BEAR HUNT.....TENS of THOUSANDS of Americans support CEASING FOREVER INSANE CRUEL hunting that SERVES NO purpose other than EGO CRAP!  If the pressure is so strong from 
Safari Club International  then they need to be reported to the authorities and SUED if necessary or arrested if their behavior is endangering those who want the Bears PROTECTED!!! MY prayers for your STRENGTH go forward and 
COMPASSIONATE ACTION NEEDS to RULE NOW & FOREVER..

Thanx,
jersey

2/10/2022 1:51 Commission Contact Form

Thank you for taking a stand for science in reversing the spring bear hunt in Washington.  Don't let crazy trophy hunters change your minds on your correct and humane decision. 2/10/2022 1:53 Commission Contact Form
The vast majority of Americans do not want our wildlife turned into trophies.  This is not subsistence hunting. It’s selfish slaughter. 2/10/2022 1:56 Commission Contact Form
Please, tell the Safari Club International that (instead of hunting or threatening WDFW members) they can hunt me--since my life doesn't matter like the bears'. 2/10/2022 2:09 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/10/2022 2:36 Commission Contact Form

I am so grateful for your decision to cancel this year’s spring bear hun.  I am as well sorry to read about the life threatening pressure, from those whom would prefer the bear hunt.  

You have my full support, and please do not reinstate the bear hunt.  

Sincerely,

Mahria Zook

2/10/2022 2:43 Commission Contact Form

Please continue to protect wildlife from Trophy hunting.  This request includes the Spring Bear Hunt.  Hunting sows  with cubs leaves them defenseless and doomed. 2/10/2022 2:47 Commission Contact Form
Permanently ban the bear hunt. 2/10/2022 2:58 Commission Contact Form
Prevent wild trophy bear hunters from hunting bears. Charge them with felonies, jail time with enormous fines for wildlife preservation. Thank you for listening. 2/10/2022 3:12 Commission Contact Form
TROPHY HUNTING THREATENING ANIMALS & PEOPLE:
Wow, if hunters are threatening the people making laws- it is a tremendous concern for sociopathic behavior in society. Meaning, apparently, more laws need be implemented & maintained for security of precious wildlife & law-makers & 
upholders. Thank-you

2/10/2022 3:22 Commission Contact Form



Our horrendous disregard for the wellbeing of animals presupposes that their lives are somehow less valuable than our own. Considering no other species on earth has done as much damage to this planet and every living creature on it 
than our own, one could argue quite the opposite.  

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above I strongly urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/10/2022 3:38 Commission Contact Form

I urge the WDFW commissioners not to reverse the decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt. There is no justification for trophy hunting. Please give these animals the protection they deserve. 2/10/2022 4:19 Commission Contact Form
Please keep protections for Bears 🐻🐻 🐾🐾🐾🐾
These Beautiful animals have a right to exist and roam in their natural habitat as God intended them to. We love the America that represents respect and love for each other and are precious wildlife and land and its important for future 
generations to be able to se wildlife. It is heart wrenching to think of these amazing unique animals being murdered by blood thirsty violent trophy killers who are cowards with guns and were most likely bullied as children or grew up in 
very dysfunctional upbringingings. Will wish love and light to all and hope the hunters change their ways and take up other activities that do not destroy living creatures. 

Thank You. 😊😊 

2/10/2022 6:41 Commission Contact Form

There should NOT be a spring bear hunt in Washington. The fact that commissioners have been threatened should be an indication of the kind of people who argue for it. The trophy hunters and Sierra club argue that it helps in 
conservation. Human interference in the natural order of the wilderness doesn't work. These hunters are not targeting the weak or infirm individuals, as a conservation effort should do, to promote a healthy population. These hunters 
target the strongest and healthiest, since stuffing a sub-par specimen is hardly a trophy worthy of bragging rights in Vegas. I have not heard that there is such a decimated deer/elk/bison herd that every effort must be made to save them. 
Bear predation isn't going to hurt the survival of those animals; it has worked this way long before we got involved. I'm sure these same concerned hunters have shot more than a few herbivores. Probably in the name of conservation, too! 
And the trees?! We do more damage to the forest's survival than any number of bears could.
It's time to stop catering to a bunch of bullies looking for a way to feel better about themselves.

Thank You

2/10/2022 6:54 Commission Contact Form

Please do not allow the spring bear hunting to happen we must protect these bears and save them from a awful death and leaving cubs to die without there mums or get killed by hunters as well it heartbreaking that they would want to 
kill them why to out on there walls as a country you are very lucky to have these beautiful animals please do the right thing protect them .

2/10/2022 7:04 Commission Contact Form

Please keep the ban on bear hunting this spring. 2/10/2022 7:36 Commission Contact Form
Only kill if threatened and nothing else can be done 2/10/2022 7:40 Commission Contact Form
I implore you to ensure that the Washington  spring bear hunt is cancelled for ever. A civilised country like the USA should never support unnecessary killing such as this. 2/10/2022 8:00 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on the Spring Bear Hunt.

I am thankful for the four commissioners who listened to the majority of their stakeholders and based their previous decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

In 2022, we simply cannot destroy our environment any further. I urge the WDFW to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

2/10/2022 9:13 Commission Contact Form

Dear Team,
I'm opposed to the spring time hunt.
If you allow these individuals to hunt at this time mothers and cubs will be shot as they emerge from their winter hibernation.
If this is allowed bears will be on the endangered list.
Bears should be protected from these sadistic individuals.
We do not have such amazing creatures in the UK as they were hunted to extinction in our country.
You are so lucky to have these bears and should protect them at all costs.
If you are threatened by these individuals they should be arrested and put in prision.
They have no place in our society and are a disgrace to man kind. 

2/10/2022 10:11 Commission Contact Form

Dear commissioners, please protect the precious bears in your region. The right decision about the cancelled bear hunt must not be reversed, please do not give in to the pressure from the hunting lobby. Sincerely, Ulrich Rauschenberger 2/10/2022 10:31 Commission Contact Form

I am writing in support of your decision to cancel the spring bear hunt, please do not reverse this decision. 2/10/2022 10:32 Commission Contact Form
Please keep the bear hunts they are carefully managed and sustainable. The “ baby” bears, cubs as they say are completely on there own by that time a year. 2/10/2022 11:06 Commission Contact Form
I commend you on your decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and urge you to make the halt permanent. 2/10/2022 12:45 Commission Contact Form



Please base your decision on ethics and science, not special interests. Do not allow the spring bear hunts.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

2/10/2022 12:45 Commission Contact Form

Please stop this horrible bear hunt from these merciless hunters! 2/10/2022 13:00 Commission Contact Form
Please stop this bear hunt by these merciless hunters!!! 2/10/2022 13:01 Commission Contact Form
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt, allow science to improve the situation through study and selective culling as opposed to a blanket hunt and killing of these poor Bears. 2/10/2022 13:24 Commission Contact Form
Please, for the love of God, do NOT reverse your decision to ban the Spring hunt of bears.  You've done the right thing!!  Please don't let a few uneducated ruin wildlife populations for the rest of the world to enjoy.
Thank you in advance for your time.

2/10/2022 13:38 Commission Contact Form

Stop the cruel spring bear hunt. Permanently ban the hunting of bears. 2/10/2022 13:43 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the bear hunt. 2/10/2022 13:48 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose to allowing trophy hunting at Spring Bear. Please ban trophy hunting permanently there. No money replaces wildlife once gone. Hunters are the unwanted predators of Spring Bear. Bears are the iconic inhabitants of your 
state. Thank your for helping bears. And US

2/10/2022 14:03 Commission Contact Form

BAN TROPHY HUNTING and protect the Bears and Wildlife Habitat ! Bears are not to be killed for hunters enjoyment and sport. 2/10/2022 14:45 Commission Contact Form
I ask for a complete ban on bear hunting. This is a truly disgraceful act that the majority of people think must stop. Abuse and murder is unacceptable full stop 2/10/2022 15:08 Commission Contact Form
I am just writing to tell you I support your ban on spring bear hunt. Thanks for your courage.
I used to hunt but its people and groups like the Safari Club that made me give it up. The loss of respect for our wildlife and the science that goes into managing these creatures is at an all time low and I just feel I cannot be a part of this. 
Joe

2/10/2022 15:10 Commission Contact Form

Hunting and trapping are murder and should not be supported in any form. As hunters and trappers murder, they must be controlled, culled from the human population because they are violent, useless individuals as seen in their threats 
of violence on WDFW.

Protect wildlife from these reprobates and hold them accountable for their threats.

**** them.

2/10/2022 15:20 Commission Contact Form

Good Day,

I am reaching out today to urge the commission to stand fast behind its decision to cancel the spring bear hunt.  I've heard hunters and Safari Club International have been pressuring WDFW to reverse their decision, i.e. threatening the 
lives of the commissioners who voted to stop it.  This is not only despicable but obviously illegal.  I hope appropriate action is being taken to prosecute those making threats to the fullest extent of the law.

We are behind you in protecting bears and we are watching.

Respectfully,
Jennifer D'Angelo

2/10/2022 16:07 Commission Contact Form

Bear hunting is a cruel "sport" that is beyond humane factors.  I've witnessed it here in Wisconsin.  A bear will climb a tree for assumed safety where it will become a target for hunters to shoot and allow their dogs to tear  it apart.  Don't 
let this happen in Washington!!!   Dave Hochtritt

2/10/2022 16:09 Commission Contact Form

Please stand strong and do NOT allow the Spring Bear Hunt.  Thank you! 2/10/2022 16:38 Commission Contact Form
REGARDING THE W.A. Spring Bear Hunt. I REQUEST THAT YOU DO NOT GO FORWARD WITH THIS HUNT. THANK YOU 2/10/2022 16:39 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the bear hunt 2/10/2022 16:40 Commission Contact Form
STAND YOUR GROUND AGAINST TROPHY HUNTERS! These heartless *******s give zero ****s about animals or the environment.  Involve the media, cover this situation with as much attention as possible. Take it viral. DO NOT BACK 
DOWN.

2/10/2022 16:40 Commission Contact Form

Spring killing of bears or any animal is cruel, is wrong. To kill bears and cubs, how could you agree to this? 2/10/2022 16:44 Commission Contact Form
Stand stronger and say NO to the spring bear hunt! Hunters should not be using threats and intimidation to get there way  to murder bears right after they have given birth. 2/10/2022 16:45 Commission Contact Form
This petition supports the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders 
are against spring bear hunting.

We commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/10/2022 16:46 Commission Contact Form



I am strongly against the spring bear hunt.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/10/2022 16:46 Commission Contact Form

Please continue to ban bear hunts despite the threats and intimidation by a very small percentage of the population who enjoy killing beautiful animals for the sick thrill of it.  The majority of people do not want to see bear hunts 
continue.  Thank you.

2/10/2022 16:46 Commission Contact Form

I stand firmly against the spring bear hunt. Please stop this from happening. It is a horrible idea. Any hunter that would take joy in killing an animal in the den is a bad unethical human. 2/10/2022 16:48 Commission Contact Form
Please vote to permanently ban spring bear hunting In Washington. 2/10/2022 16:50 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the spring bear hunt and support a permanent ban on spring bear hunting. 2/10/2022 16:54 Commission Contact Form
Time for these pathetic creatures to stop 🛑🛑 hunting wildlife. 2/10/2022 16:57 Commission Contact Form
I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against 
spring bear hunting.

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I am pleading with you, and strongly urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

thank you for your humanity and consideration.

Sincerely,

Naomi M. Weisman

2/10/2022 16:58 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt. Trophy hunters should not be allowed to pressure the commission to give in and reverse the ban on spring bear hunting. 2/10/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE DO NOT REINSTATE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!! THESE ANIMALS NEED THE PROTECTION AND THE EXTREMISTS CAN GO FLY A KITE......TO PUT IT BLUNTLY!!!!!! SAVE THE BEARS AND ANIMALS FROM HUNTING!!!!!!! 2/10/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form

Please make sure the decision to STOP the Spring Bear Hunt does not get reversed! If you bow down to these barbaric hunters you will never have any power! This killing is cruel and unnecessary it’s a game to these repulsive hunters! 
Leave the bears to live in peace that’s all they want to do to care for their young. 

2/10/2022 17:05 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the bear hunt!! 2/10/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form
I’m extremely disappointed and sickened to learn that the decision to cancel the spring bear hunt in Washington might be overturned due to intimidation and threats from hunters. This decision should be upheld and those making violent 
threats should be arrested and prosecuted not rewarded by giving in to their intimidation.

2/10/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form

I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state. 2/10/2022 17:10 Commission Contact Form
Hi 

We humans as an intelligent species should have compassion & protect the lives of voiceless innocent animals. Pls end cruelty & hunting of animals

Thx

2/10/2022 17:12 Commission Contact Form

Stop killing innocent bears! 2/10/2022 17:16 Commission Contact Form
Please stand strong and resist the pressure of trophy hunter groups.  Oppose the proposal to reinstate the spring bear hunt. 

There is no scientific basis to support the claim that a trophy hunt will solve the problem human-bear conflict.  Most of this conflict is a result of our insufficient waste management issues.  

In recent years, multiple studies have concluded that hunting does not reduce the occurrence of bear-human conflicts. Neither is there a correlation between hunting to reduce bear population and reduction of subsequent conflicts. 
 
Hunting does not reduce bear-human conflicts. Hunting does not reduce the number of bears that frequent residential areas.  Hunting results in removal of non-problematic bears from the population as it targets large bears deep in the 
woods.

Please oppose the proposal to reinstate the spring bear hunt.

2/10/2022 17:21 Commission Contact Form

Dear Gentlemen: Please stop the spring bear hunt. It's horribly cruel and unnecessary!!! This would not benefit anyone, and these precious animals are sentient beings who deserve to live their lives in peace!! 2/10/2022 17:21 Commission Contact Form
Please do not allow bear hunting in Washington state as killing mother bears would most certainly leave their babies unable to survive without her Protection and care. 2/10/2022 17:23 Commission Contact Form
Please do not reinstate Washington’s Spring bear hunt.  This is a very vulnerable time for bears and should not be a time when people are shooting at them.  These animals do not deserve to be slaughtered in their habitat for no reason.  
Please ensure that these animals will not be hunted in the spring time of any year.  Thank you!

2/10/2022 17:34 Commission Contact Form

Please do not reinstate Washington’s Spring bear hunt.  This is a very vulnerable time for bears and should not be a time when people are shooting at them.  These animals do not deserve to be slaughtered in their habitat for no reason.  
Please ensure that these animals will not be hunted in the spring time of any year.  Thank you!

2/10/2022 17:34 Commission Contact Form

Please do not reinstate Washington’s Spring bear hunt.  This is a very vulnerable time for bears and should not be a time when people are shooting at them.  These animals do not deserve to be slaughtered in their habitat for no reason.  
Please ensure that these animals will not be hunted in the spring time of any year.  Thank you!

2/10/2022 17:35 Commission Contact Form



Bear hunting serves the companionable bloodlust of the hunters; bear hunts do not reduce the numbers of bears which is a result of the balance of nature and the resources available to sustain them.  Bear perform essential functions in 
supporting that balance.  The killing of bear will result in either an increased birth rate or an influx from other regions.  In addition, the methods used and the killing of mothers and cubs is heinous and another indication that the purpose 
of these hunts is bloodlust sport.

2/10/2022 17:49 Commission Contact Form

Stand strong with banning a spring bear hunt. Trophy hunters and sadists want it overturned. They want to kill. The vast majority of people do not want these hunts. Please, do not know overturn the ban. Stay strong for wildlife. 2/10/2022 17:55 Commission Contact Form

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 
Therefore, I would like to ask you to ban bear hunting and stand up for the animals.
Show that there are still people who still care about nature and the animals that live in it and that animals are not just there so that people can and are allowed to kill them for ´´sporting reasons´´.
I remain in the great hope of finding people in you who care about animal life as much as I do
Best regards 
B.Lorenz

2/10/2022 18:03 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunt 2/10/2022 18:06 Commission Contact Form
Please do NOT allow the hunting of bears in Washington State to resume. These beautiful, gentle iconic creatures should be nurtured and protected, not slaughtered for fun by a bunch of twisted sick people  who get their kicks out of 
killing creatures. Bears deserve to share our wild spaces without being persecuted. Please do the right thing!
Kind regards, 
Fiona Perkins,  UK.

2/10/2022 18:08 Commission Contact Form

You cannot continue to allow the unecessary slaughter/hunting of bears. It is barbaric in this day and age. There is clearly something wrong with the mentality of people who get pleasure from killing. 2/10/2022 18:17 Commission Contact Form
stop the hunting.
leave the innocent bears alone!
they deserve to live their lives out naturally and fully without guns taking them down.
it's madness.
enforce the banning hunting laws.

2/10/2022 18:18 Commission Contact Form

Please put an end to bear trapping!
Thank you!!

2/10/2022 18:29 Commission Contact Form

I support the WDFW’s permanent ban on Spring Bear Hunting. 2/10/2022 18:34 Commission Contact Form
No spring bear hunt! 2/10/2022 18:35 Commission Contact Form
Please do not be intimidated and bullied by the Safari Club which is cruel, barbaric, blood-thirsty, and has no respect for life. What is this country coming to?  The bears are innocent and deserve to live. It is the Safari Club who are guilty of 
sadistic, atrocious acts against wildlife. This Club deserves no respect, no collapsing to threats and violence, and no right to kill bears or any trophy animals.  Please keep in effect the ban of bear hunting!   

2/10/2022 19:39 Commission Contact Form

Hello,

For gods sake, do NOT go back on your order to end Spring bear hunting! Frankly there should be NO bear hunting at all. This practice is barbaric, inhumane, and disgusting. We have so few animals left thanks to these MURDERERS & now 
you’re gonna cave to these violent psychopaths?

Find your SPINES! We need Patriots who stand up against threats from these hunting terrorists. They are the same folks who attack Capitals. All they are is HATE & DEATH. Do not stand beside them. Stand up for the defenseless animals 
that have no voice and are just trying to live in peace. Stand up for the MAJORITY who do NOT want our beautiful animal treasures to be blown to bloody bits and their head hung on a wall. We the People are tired of you helping these 
killers. Do the right and good thing. Stop the hunting of America’s wildlife. 

2/10/2022 19:40 Commission Contact Form

The Safari Club is a Club of sadistic, cruel, barbaric, and blood-thirsty so-called human beings.  Please do not be intimidated and bullied by these insane people.  The bears are innocent.  They want to live their lives without being 
senselessly and stupidly killed for "sport."  It is sick, really sick!  Please do not give in to the abhorrent Safari Club.

2/10/2022 19:44 Commission Contact Form

Bullied into reversing the decision… then what is your purpose 2/10/2022 19:48 Commission Contact Form
Please strongly consider keeping the spring bear hunting ban. Allowing killing of mother (especially) as she and cubs emerge from their dens can create a lot of
orphans. Beyond that, it is intentionally cruel and completely unnecessary.

Thank you for helping Washington's natural beauty and resources.

2/10/2022 19:49 Commission Contact Form

please do not allow spring bear hunting 2/10/2022 19:51 Commission Contact Form
Trophy hunting in these times when hundreds of en dangers species are on the brink of extinction is reprehensible at best - please continue the ban on Spring Near Hunting and continue to protect those animals and fish in danger - 
without wildlife humans can not exist on this planet they serve a purpose and trophies do not server any purpose

2/10/2022 19:54 Commission Contact Form

Please put a blanket ban on hunting bears and their cubs. It is cruel barbaric and torturous and should not be allowed to happen. Please put a stop to this before it takes place 2/10/2022 19:56 Commission Contact Form
Protect Washington Bears from hunters and terrorist lobbies. As an agency, the WDFW may be considered useless  by the same actors that decimate bears. They need it to be that way.
 Protect Washington wildlife, please. 
Thank you

2/10/2022 20:34 Commission Contact Form

I thank you for your decision to cancel the bear hunt. The fact that these hunters are threatening you for this decision only shows what kind of sick minds kill innocent animals. Please stay true to the original decision to stop the hunt. 
Thank you.

2/10/2022 20:59 Commission Contact Form

Please do not institute spring bear hunting. It is kind and wonderful that it is halted. Thank you. 2/10/2022 22:01 Commission Contact Form
Just writing to let you know I support the department's decision to cancel the Spring Bear Hunt for 2022. I know the screaming and the wailing and the fist pounding from groups like the Safari Club is loud, even frightening at times. And I 
know we're living through a time where right-wing extremists are feeling more emboldened than ever to not just leave their grievances at words. But caving to what their self-proclaimed entitlements will only do more harm. Dig those 
heels in. Don't give an inch. You got this.

2/10/2022 22:19 Commission Contact Form

please ban the spring bear hunt 2/10/2022 22:31 Commission Contact Form
Please don't reinstate the spring bear hunt. Hunting animals for trophies is cruel and unnecessary, and threats to commissioners shouldn't be rewarded. Thank you! 2/10/2022 22:36 Commission Contact Form



I'm writing to express my opposition to the spring bear hunt. Just because hunters oppose the decision to cancel the hunt is no reason to rescind the decision. The decision was based on science. Why should hunters be allowed to trash 
the environment by overhunting an important species? Many of the bears reside on OUR public lands so the hunters must be required to share, and responsibly use, those lands. 

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother  bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens hibernation. If trophy hunters kill 
a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in 
natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed 
dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

Please don't allow hunters and the businesses that supply to overturn a scientifically sound decision.

2/10/2022 23:09 Commission Contact Form

I support STOPPING the planned spring bear hunt in Washington. No good can come from this! 2/10/2022 23:42 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE STOP THE BEAR HUNT !!!! 2/11/2022 0:04 Commission Contact Form
All bear hunts and any other kind of trophy hunting needs to stop. I 100% support stopping any bear hunt.
Thank you 

2/11/2022 0:06 Commission Contact Form

Support Washington bears: Enact a permanent moratorium of all bear hunting, not just bear hunting in the spring. Please continue supporting the lives of bears. 2/11/2022 0:12 Commission Contact Form
Emergency Call To Action For Washington Bears!!!

Animal and environmental advocates are often called terrorists because they disrupt the norm and seek to end exploitative and cruel industries and traditions of harming and killing animals. Our reverence for animals and the environment 
threaten those who wish to destroy what we love and respect. We challenge the deep-seated conscious that resides in those who profit from and find joy in the pain, suffering, and death of animals. Because of the acts of actual terrorists, 
Washington's Spring Bear Hunt may be reinstated this year after being halted following a 4-4 vote by commissioners back in November.

Trophy hunters and the world's largest trophy hunting organization Safari Club International have been pressuring WDFW to reverse their decision. When we say pressuring, we mean threatening the lives of the commissioners who voted 
to stop the spring bear hunt. The threats were so severe that one commissioner resigned. A petition was created three months ago by a bear hunter that now has over 20,000 signatures. 

Please do what the majority of people want and put a stop to Washington's Spring Bear Hunt!

BEARS ARE NOT MERE RESOURCES FOR HUMAN TROPHIES!!  BEARS ARE SPLENDID BEINGS IN THEIR OWN RIGHT, WHO HAVE EVOLVED ALONGSIDE US AS CO-INHERITORS OF ALL THE ABUNDANCE AND BEAUTY OF LIFE ON THIS PLANET!!  
BEARS SHOULD NOT REQUIRE OUR PERMISSION TO LIVE ON THIS EARTH!!  BEARS EARNED THE RIGHT LONG BEFORE US HUMANS ARRIVED!!!

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.

2/11/2022 0:13 Commission Contact Form

Please, do the right thing and end the bear hunting permanently.  You wouldn't do that to Yogi and Boo-Boo, now would you?  Have a heart! 2/11/2022 1:44 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the Washington Spring Bear Hunt! 2/11/2022 1:45 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt in the State of Washington.   Such a hunt is not only unethical, but is bad for the ecosystem as a whole.   We need healthy predator populations for healthy ecosystems. 2/11/2022 2:21 Commission Contact Form
Please end and put a end to spring bear hunting.  These mother bears and their cubs are at the most vulnerable times of the year as well as the cubs most vunerable time of their life's.
Who in their right mind allows hunters to kill mother and their cubs in their dens or in the spring when they first come out of their dens??  Bears are very important to the ecosystem and instead of killing them they should be protected.  
Please, please, put a end to this inhumane practice.  It's not hunting, it's murder.  I really can't believe that their are individuals out their that call themselves humane hunters and I wish and hope that the Fish and Wildlife Commission puts 
WILDLIFE FIRST! and not special interest groups.
Do the right thing and add bears to the the endangered species list.

2/11/2022 2:54 Commission Contact Form

This is wrong and you know it. Standup! 2/11/2022 6:40 Commission Contact Form
Do not allow bear hunting in the spring when mothers and babies are particularly vulnerable 2/11/2022 7:16 Commission Contact Form
Please Please Permanently Ban Spring Bear Hunting In Washington! Don't let these trophy hunting cowards influence your decision with their threats. Show them you cannot be bullied into submission. Thank you. 2/11/2022 8:04 Commission Contact Form

end the bear hunts save the wildlife form the hunters. 2/11/2022 10:03 Commission Contact Form
The bear hunts trophy hunts must stop. This is the most cruel sport and hurts damages the environment and the bear population and causes immense pain and suffering all the sport and enjoyment..surely after all thats currently going on 
in the world with environmental impact sustainability animal welfare and transparency you should be doing more to stop this slaughter

2/11/2022 10:46 Commission Contact Form

Put a stop to hunting! Senseless act of animal cruelty so someone can put a dead animal on their wall for show, it’s inhumane. 2/11/2022 11:46 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt and ask that it is permanently banned. 2/11/2022 12:45 Commission Contact Form
I really can`t understand, what is in the brain of a trophy hunter? All these hunted creatures are the same like us: they have mothers, fathers, siblings, kids...imagine, this would happen to a human: some creature would come and shoot 
into your home and kill your kids and everyone of your sleeping family and all that for to hang your skull on a wall? All this ****ed and dumb trophy hunting has to be banned! And for all those men who needs ist for to maximize their 
penis - length: there are pills for that!

2/11/2022 12:53 Commission Contact Form

Just a quick note to let you know you have made a serious mistake in caving to extremist pressure to reinstate the spring bear slaughter. Not only is it a bad scientific and ethical decision, but it sets a bad precedent in government decision-
making. 

2/11/2022 14:04 Commission Contact Form

Please stop hunting and trapping against bears and wolf. They are important to the eco systems and are being hunted without concern. Just stop. 2/11/2022 14:11 Commission Contact Form
Please uphold the ban on the spring bear hunt in WA. It would be better to ban bear hunting altogether as all wildlife is in decline. Public opinion is very much in favour of a total ban on hunting of these big beautiful animals.
It’s shocking to hear the trophy hunters are now threatening the lives of the commissioners who have brought in this ban. 
Enough is enough these hunters are not sportsmen their only aim is to kill anything they can.  Protect your wildlife from these unhinged humans.

2/11/2022 15:44 Commission Contact Form

Please let these beautiful creatures be. There is no reason to hunt bears except for the glory of the kill. Unlike deer, I do not know anyone who eats bear meat. I love seeing the bears come out in my area in the spring and summer. 2/11/2022 17:01 Commission Contact Form

I urge you to continue with the ban on the Spring bear hunt. Good for your office ! 2/11/2022 17:08 Commission Contact Form
I want to encourage the Commissioners to listen to the WDFW's own biologist's and their data. This information is truly boots on the ground and is not based on political views or ones personal agenda. These biologists are professionals 
and its their job to gather data so this info should hold more weight than any testimony. Thank you.

2/11/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form



Suspending the spring bear hunts ?????? we all know where THIS is going??? I will put money on the suspension of elk and deer seasons are next after  fall bear seasons are suspended . You guys are SO wrong to listen to ANYONE outside 
the hunting community !!!! You know as well as I do that hunting ANY big game will eventually become  a CRIME at the rate YOU are allowing this to go ...You are CLEARLY not in this for the hunter NOR the hunting traditions of our 
country and of the human right to seek food for a man's family!!!

2/11/2022 17:28 Commission Contact Form

I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state. 2/11/2022 18:56 Commission Contact Form
How about you all get a hobby and leave bears alone? Try doing something productive with your leisure time, like volunteering at an animal shelter or food bank. Bears don't exist for your convenience or pleasure so stop trying to act 
superior and let them be. Thanks.

2/11/2022 20:33 Commission Contact Form

Dear Sir/Madam 

I'm writing to you to ask that you not allow a spring bear hunt to go ahead, this year or ever. Do not be coerced by brutal sadists who are only happy when they're killing or torturing a defenceless animal. Living bears are a wonderful 
blessing to all humanity and a source of income for Washington.
People from countries without bears, such as us in the UK, will pay handsomely to see these majestic creatures.Do the right thing, protect the bears and help yourselves at the same time. NO BEAR HUNTING 

2/11/2022 22:01 Commission Contact Form

Please do not reinstate Washington's Spring Bear Hunt. Your initial decision is the correct one, despite the pressure you are receiving from the hunting groups (terrorists).  Please stand your ground. 2/12/2022 0:21 Commission Contact Form
Dear Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,

Please permanently ban the 2022 spring bear hunt. It is cruel and inhumane and harmful to wildlife. We as the public oppose of bear hunting. I really hope you will all please take these into consideration and to please permanently ban 
bear hunting as this poses a threat to our ecosystem. Please and thank you and have a blessed day. 

Sincerely,
Morgan

2/12/2022 1:32 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/12/2022 2:30 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  2/12/2022 2:53 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently stop the spring bear hunt. 2/12/2022 3:20 Commission Contact Form
Gov Inslee needs to appoint the 3rd Eastern Washington commissioner now! This lack luster spring bear vote was a joke and a cop out by having the season canceled do to a draw. Dont tell me to follow the science of covid if the game 
commission isn't going to follow the science of the biologist. Do whats right and get a full commission board so at least both sides of the state are heard farely. Listen to and follow the science not emotions or political motivations.

2/12/2022 6:18 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the spring bear hunt, ruthlessly killing mothers and babies. 2/12/2022 10:54 Commission Contact Form
I STRONGLY oppose the spring bear hunt.  Not just for countless moral reasons but because we need wildlife, we need bears to exist.  Every time a species dies off in an area, we learn just how much we needed them.  Take bees for 
example.  Do you really want to be blamed for that later?  Y’all shut this down for a reason.  Don’t succumb to the pressure when you know what’s right.

2/12/2022 11:37 Commission Contact Form

Stop the hunting of innocent bears!!!! If hunters want to hunt down something, have them hunt down death row inmates, rapists, murderers, and gang bangers. 2/12/2022 12:09 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting! 2/12/2022 12:11 Commission Contact Form
I  oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/12/2022 16:13 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the spring bear hunting.  The bears are particularly vulnerable when just out of hibernation and when mother bears are killed the cubs rarely survive.  It isn't even fair. when hunters just have to wait by the vegetation the bears 
come out to eat!

2/12/2022 16:15 Commission Contact Form

Please ban the spring bear hunt permanently in Washington state.  It is cruel and inhumane because it targets mother bears with young cubs and/or the cubs themselves. 2/12/2022 16:18 Commission Contact Form
Please ban spring bear hunting in Washington now and forever! 2/12/2022 16:19 Commission Contact Form

Please cancel the spring time bear hunting season. 2/12/2022 16:22 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in your state.

2/12/2022 16:23 Commission Contact Form

Protect bears who are vulnerable after over wintering.  What kind of sporting is shooting a starving animal 2/12/2022 16:25 Commission Contact Form
Please do not allow bear hunting!! This is so sad to hear that some mothers are killed and their cubs are left to die 😢😢 2/12/2022 16:29 Commission Contact Form
Please, defend these animals........................no hunting them for fun (sport).  Thank you, on behalf of the voiceless, innocent bears 2/12/2022 16:30 Commission Contact Form
I support a permanent ban on Spring bear hunting in the state of Washington 2/12/2022 16:40 Commission Contact Form
I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/12/2022 16:46 Commission Contact Form

Please permanently ban bear hunting
 We are their guardians, we should not be killing them. Killing them hurts us and our environment. 

2/12/2022 16:50 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/12/2022 16:51 Commission Contact Form

All hunting should be stopped 2/12/2022 16:52 Commission Contact Form
STOP THIS BEAR SLAUGHTER!!!!!  YOU NEED TO QUIT SIDING WITH THESE ASSHOLE TROPHY HUNTERS WHO WANT NOTHING MORE THAN ANOTHER DEAD HEAD ON THEIR WALLS, AND START  DOING YOUR JOB TO PROTECT THE WILDLIFE 
AND HABITAT!!!!  YOU HAVE SCREWED UP MANY MANY TIMES.  DO NOT ADD THIS TO YOUR LIST OF AIDING IN MAJOR SLAUGHTER/BUTCHERING CAMPAIGNS!!!!!  DO YOUR  JOB!  STOP THE SPRING BEAR 'WITCHHUNT' NOW!!!!!

2/12/2022 16:55 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW BEARS TO BE HUNTED IN THE SPRING WHICH IS THE TIME WHEN THE MOTHERS AND CUBS ARE AT THEIR MOST VULNERABLE.  

2/12/2022 16:56 Commission Contact Form

Good day. I am writing to inform that I support a permanent ban on spring bear hunting. Baby bears will be left to die. Taking advantage of the animal in a vulnerable time is disgusting. 2/12/2022 17:07 Commission Contact Form
Please halt spring bear hunts-as you know they are not necessary as well as inhumane. 2/12/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form
I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/12/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form

May I state, I am totally opposed to the Spring Bear Hunt. Very upset.
Please do not let the Bear Hunt happen. 
Thank you.

2/12/2022 17:21 Commission Contact Form

Please permanently eliminate the spring bear hunt in Washington state.  It is not necessary or humane to kill bears just out of hibernation and cause cubs to be orphaned. 2/12/2022 17:34 Commission Contact Form
Oppose 2/12/2022 17:35 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to encourage you to ban spring bear hunting. There is no place in Washington for hunting vulnerable mother bears and their cubs as they emerge from hibernation. 2/12/2022 17:40 Commission Contact Form
I wish to express my opposition to the spring bear hunt. These animals should not be persecuted in this way. Let them live free and happy as they deserve. 
Thank you. 
Naomi O’Connor 

2/12/2022 17:47 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the spring near hunt! They have the right to live. Have a ❤️ 2/12/2022 18:01 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/12/2022 18:02 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/12/2022 18:05 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It's not even sport hunting... it's a slaughter. 2/12/2022 18:12 Commission Contact Form
I’m firmly and vehemently opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please ensure that this atrocity does not take place. Thank you. 2/12/2022 18:14 Commission Contact Form
As a former resident of your state I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/12/2022 18:15 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Please put an end to killing these beautiful wild creatures 2/12/2022 18:17 Commission Contact Form
I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/12/2022 18:20 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the spring bear cub hunt permanently 2/12/2022 18:28 Commission Contact Form
Please Help Permanently Ban Spring Bear Hunting In Washington! 
As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear 
populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/12/2022 18:31 Commission Contact Form

Please do not ban hunting spring bear there are so many bears in northeast Washington. When deer hunting season n the fall we ran across so many people having issues with black bears they are everywhere. 2/12/2022 19:12 Commission Contact Form
Dear Gentlemen: I oppose the spring bear hunt!! Please, make the compassionate choice and leave these precious animals alone!! Thank you. 2/12/2022 19:22 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, we urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/12/2022 19:44 Commission Contact Form



Dear Commissioners of the Department of Fish and Wildlife:

I am writing to request that you permanently ban spring bear hunting In Washington. I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and want to reassure you that an overwhelming number 
of your stakeholders are against spring bear hunting.

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

Thank you for your humanity and compassion, and know that we are with you in banning the spring bear hunt -- or any animal hunt, for that matter.

Sincerely,

Naomi Weisman

2/12/2022 20:34 Commission Contact Form

Dear Washington Fish and Wildlife Commissioners :

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

Thanks for your consideration.

2/12/2022 20:35 Commission Contact Form

PLEASE BAN SPRING BEAR HUNTING. 2/12/2022 20:49 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to ask that you stand with & support the 4 commissioners and the majority of Washingtonians that supported the Nov 2021 ban Spring hunt of bears, including mothers & cubs. We’re hunting & killing to the point of severe 
decline in numbers and we know what happened with the buffalo in our American history. Also, we no longer need to hunt & kill for food or warmth- and certainly not for thrill, sport or trophies! Washingtonians are proudly super 
environmentally, earth and animal conscientious- so opening hunting up, especially when an opposing commissioner is guiding & entertaining hunters looks super suspicious as well as goes against science & most of your citizens core 
beliefs. 
I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
I know the worlds in a tough place right now Sir- allowing hunting will only add to our environmental problems and the earth and its animals cannot withstand the course we’re on. It’s time to stand and try something different. No 
hunting. No killing. To kill over & over isn’t sustainable as well as humans overreach into their habitats. Imagine being a bear- scary huh? With our loud machines, fire, explosives, garbage and everything that comes with “humans”- it’s got 
to be pretty **** scary for sure. I’m kindly asking you to ban bear hunting for good- spring is an amazingly beautiful time for moms & baby animals- please continue to follow science like you did with covid and do not allow bear hunting.
Thank you Sir for all that you do for WA!

2/12/2022 20:50 Commission Contact Form

Do not allow trophy hunters to intimidate you! If you bend to them, they own you! A majority of Americans do not agree with hunting and trapping at all. These bear hunts are abhorrent and leave cubs to die of starvation or other means 
when orphaned. The cruelty of these hunts are inhumane! Please do not bend to bullying and threats! Have them arrested for behaving in such a way to get what they want! You will forever give these people power over you! Do what is 
right for bears and all wildlife on our public lands! 

2/12/2022 21:31 Commission Contact Form

I support a ban on spring bear hunting. This is incredibly cruel, making bear cubs orphans and starving them to death. Please end this practice. 2/12/2022 22:26 Commission Contact Form
Please stay with your original courageous and compassionate decision and ban the Spring Bear Hunt. We appreciate our wildlife, and understand that God created them to live out their lives within His purpose.  They are not throwaway 
items to be killed at a whim, or for the pleasure of others.   

2/12/2022 22:32 Commission Contact Form

Please ban this needless, cruel, horrific, barbaric killings.  These killers are simply cowards hiding behind a gun or whatever weapon they use.  There are many more people all over the world who detest theses vicious acts of cruelty than 
those who support it.  The lovely bears belong on the land and entitled to live a good life without fear and harm.  Humans are encroaching on their land.
As for these cowards I cannot comprehend what is going on in their mind and to physically harm them beggars belief.  I would not trust them as far as I could throw them with children or vulnerable people to be capable of what they do 
to innocent bears with no defence. 

2/12/2022 22:38 Commission Contact Form

End bear hunting. 2/12/2022 22:57 Commission Contact Form
Stop the near hunting please 2/12/2022 23:14 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE BAN BEAR HUNTING AND ALL HUNTING! IT IS SO CRUEL AND BARBARIC... EXTREMELY INHUMANE AND OUTDATED. IT IS A SELFISH, OUTRAGEOUS CRIME AND THERE IS NO EXCUSE WHATSOEVER FOR THIS TOTALLY UNNECESSARY 
AND VIOLENT TORTURING AND KILLING OF SENTIENT BEINGS! THIS PLANET IS NOT JUST FOR HUMANS. WE MUST RESPECT AND PROTECT ALL LIVING BEINGS!

2/12/2022 23:18 Commission Contact Form



PLEASE PERMANENTLY BAN SPRING BEAR HUNTING IN WASHINGTON.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
THANKING YOU IN ADVANCE,
Sincerely
George Karris

2/12/2022 23:25 Commission Contact Form

Please do the right thing for all the animals 2/12/2022 23:56 Commission Contact Form
I am totally against spring bear hunts.  These animals are just coming out from a long hibernation, the females with their cubs who totally rely  on their mothers for survival.  To kill the mother is also to kill the cubs.  Ban all spring bear 
hunts, they are cruel.  These animals play an important role in our ecosystem and we better wake up and realize how much we depend on nature for our own survival.

2/13/2022 0:20 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/13/2022 0:24 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/13/2022 0:38 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to express my strong support for a ban on spring bear hunting.  (I would prefer a ban on all bear hunting,). Spring is the season when mother bears give brith to their cubs and allowing hunting in the spring sets up the bear 
population or massive deaths because cubs cannot survive without their mothers.  It is also extremely cruel because the cubs will be left to die slowly of starvation.  

2/13/2022 0:56 Commission Contact Form

I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against 
spring bear hunting.

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

Thank you.

2/13/2022 1:55 Commission Contact Form

Do not reverse the decision to stop the spring bear hun 2/13/2022 2:30 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting.  It;s cruel and unnecessary.  We need to put an end to such barbaric sports.

Edna Metcalf

2/13/2022 3:39 Commission Contact Form

In favor of banning spring bear hunts. 2/13/2022 4:28 Commission Contact Form
Please stop bear hunting in the spring. This is brutal and barbaric. 2/13/2022 6:41 Commission Contact Form
Please stop bear hunting! 2/13/2022 6:55 Commission Contact Form
I ask as a taxpayer that we end bear hunting/trapping and restrictions that any animal or wildlife has to face to “activities”. It is sickening that there are still not enough protections in place, and that our own representatives do not want 
to take the steps. Again, I am a taxpayer and I want my money to go towards preservation, wildlife restoration, and to finally end cruel hunting for sport.

2/13/2022 7:07 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the killing of black bears and any other wildlife killings wolves and Bison  the world has gone mad and we are stealing  wild animals from.ourvchuldrens knowledge 2/13/2022 7:09 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

Thank you very much, John Oda

2/13/2022 7:54 Commission Contact Form

Ban Bear hunting year round. When culling is required do it by lottery, specify the start and end dates to the season.  Make it limited to overall number of Bears in a season, limit one per hunter and charge a significant fee for the bear 
permit tag.

2/13/2022 8:40 Commission Contact Form

I urge the fish and wildlife commissiin to permanently ban the springtime hunting of bears. I believe all bear hunting should be banned as they serve an important role in the environment and for balance in Nature. It is unnecessary for 
humans to once again demolish a species which is a cruel act against these animals 

2/13/2022 8:47 Commission Contact Form



I don't understand what the need/ want for a bear head on your wall is. I think we are past the whole macho thing. To kill bears in their dens and leave cubs to die is despicable. Please find something else for people to do. This needs 
permanently banned.

2/13/2022 9:40 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the cruel hunting of bears 
  forever they have no where else to go we have destroyed all their habitat 

2/13/2022 9:41 Commission Contact Form

RESPECT and Protrect Animals!!!
Stop Animal Suffering!
Save the Nature, Save the Wildlife!!!
GoVegan!!!

2/13/2022 10:08 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/13/2022 10:18 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/13/2022 10:22 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the hunting of bears in the spring hunt. 2/13/2022 10:34 Commission Contact Form
Stop barbarzyństwu i niewolnictwu zwierzat, Stop zarabianiu na zwierzętach. One mają takie same uczucia jak człowiek, czują strach, ból. Tak samo są ojcami i matkami. Torturawanie fizyczne i psychiczne słabszych istot jest obrzydliwe 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/13/2022 11:08 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/13/2022 11:25 Commission Contact Form
Do NOT go forward with a spring bear hunt!  This is not hunting, it's slaughter.  It's wrong, very wrong. 2/13/2022 11:30 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to register my opposition to the Washington Spring Bear Hunt which is unnecessary, cruel, indiscriminate and unsupported by a majority of the shareholders. 2/13/2022 11:35 Commission Contact Form
I am writing as I oppose the spring bear hunt and urge you to proceed with a permanent ban on the spring bear hunt in your state. 2/13/2022 11:38 Commission Contact Form
This does nothing and serves no purpose.  These animals are suffering and frightened for no reason. 2/13/2022 11:49 Commission Contact Form
What is the matter with you people? Killing mother bears with their cubs. It is a cruel and barbaric act. The people involved should hang their heads in shame. Bears are an Apex predator. They are an absolute necessity to the ecosystem, 
just like Wolves.
You need to stop this abhorrent action immediately!!!!

2/13/2022 12:06 Commission Contact Form

Stop spring bear hunting 2/13/2022 12:08 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/13/2022 12:08 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunting is wrong because the cubs need nourishment from their mothers while at the same time are subject to being killed themselves. 2/13/2022 12:10 Commission Contact Form
Please, ban the spring bear trophy hunting! The fact that a mama bear and her cubs can be killed when they are the most vulnerable is outrageous and inhumane! Bears are a very important part of our eco system, being responsible for 
death equals to being responsible for the slow death of the human kind. Please, please, please place a permanent ban on this! 

2/13/2022 12:14 Commission Contact Form

no to the spring bear hunt!! 2/13/2022 13:10 Commission Contact Form
Please stop unnecessary spring bear killing 2/13/2022 13:16 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to request a ban on spring bear hunting permanently. I appreciate your understanding and assistance in helping. These helpless animals. Thank you very much!

Sincerely,

Ms. LaVitola

2/13/2022 13:29 Commission Contact Form

Cancel spring bear hunting entirely-logically it would be a time bears would have the least resistance and be entirely vulnerable after being in a stupor for the winter months. 2/13/2022 13:44 Commission Contact Form
I am writing in strong opposition of the controversial spring bear hunt in Washington state.  In Washington, as in Minnesota, the timing of such a hunt would seriously disrupt the natural cycle of rearing offspring, potentially leaving bear 
cubs as orphans and unable to care for themselves.   Hunting bears in the spring should be made illegal no matter what the jurisdiction. 
Thank you for your attention. 

2/13/2022 13:53 Commission Contact Form

I support your banning of the Spring Bear Hunt.  How barbaric that any one would want to kill bears.  Thank you for taking action to stop the senseless killing of mother bears and her cubs. 2/13/2022 13:57 Commission Contact Form
Stop the Spring Bear hunt. It is abuse of animals and needs to stop right now. No need for it. STOP.

Looking forward to hearing from you soon. Thanks.

2/13/2022 14:03 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the hunting of bears in the State of Washington. Bears are very important to the eco system.  We need to coexist with these beautiful creatures and not kill them! 2/13/2022 14:22 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban the spring hunt of bears in your state.  It is barbaric, cruel and unnecessary.  Allow these animals to live their lives peacefully. 2/13/2022 14:34 Commission Contact Form
Please Ban Bear Hunting in the State of Washington. Bear population s are dwindling, and this affects the entire eco system. Thank you for your time and consideration on this issue. 2/13/2022 14:44 Commission Contact Form
Ban the spring hunting of bears. Bears are an essential part of the forest ecosystem and need to be protected. Thank you for taking an interest in preserving our wildlife. It needs all of the help it can get 2/13/2022 14:44 Commission Contact Form
Stop killing bears! 2/13/2022 14:49 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the hunting of black bear, especially in the spring. How would you like to have your Mom killed while you were a little kid? 2/13/2022 14:52 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE PROCEED WITH A PERMANENT BAN ON SPRING BEAR HUNTING. Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are 
most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making 
them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species 
rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/13/2022 14:59 Commission Contact Form

Please halt the spring bear hunt. Thank you. 2/13/2022 15:01 Commission Contact Form
Please ban all bear hunting. 2/13/2022 15:03 Commission Contact Form
Please ban spring bear hunting.  Be kind to animals, especially at their most vulnerable when they need protection so that their young can survive and even thrive. 2/13/2022 15:21 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the bear hunting fiasco in your state. 2/13/2022 15:27 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. This is utterly cruel and people must learn to respect bears. Compassion not cruelty 2/13/2022 15:32 Commission Contact Form
Permanently BAN bear hunting! 2/13/2022 15:33 Commission Contact Form



I am writing to encourage you to pursue a permanent ban on a spring bear hunting season. Hunting bears in the spring is when bears are most vulnerable, as they emerge from hibernation. It can leave orphan cubs which most likely will 
die. Bears play a significant role in the forest ecosystems and many other species rely on their existence. Bears are responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal as well and when bear populations decline, so do the number of plant 
species found in their ecosystems. For these reasons I strongly support a permanent ban on a spring bear hunt.

2/13/2022 16:28 Commission Contact Form

I, 101% support continuing the ban on a Spring, or any other time, Bear Hunt!! 2/13/2022 17:18 Commission Contact Form
Dear sir. I oppose  any killing of bears or wolves  or any snares/traps. These  endangered animals need  protection. Sincerely matt gudelski. 2/13/2022 17:27 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in your state.

Sincerely,

Karin Cohen

2/13/2022 17:42 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/13/2022 18:05 Commission Contact Form

Please continue to ban spring hunting on the bears. It is vital to have the bears around for the ecosystem.  In addition,  the mother bears and thier cubs are vulnerable during this season as they just came out of hibernation.  

Thank you for your consideration.  

2/13/2022 18:19 Commission Contact Form

I fully support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission’s decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and vehemently urge the Commission to NOT reverse this decision. Hunting bears in the spring is incredibly inhumane and cruel as 
mother bears can be killed, orphaning their cubs which are still fully dependent upon their mothers for survival. What kind of monster would destroy a mother bear and proudly call it trophy hunting? Probably the same kind of monster 
who would violently storm the capitol in a blatant attempt to undermine democracy, and call it "political discourse." Please, WFWC, humanity can be measured by the way we treat our most vulnerable. If we value the immense role bears 
play in our ecosystems and honor the vulnerability of mother bears and cubs, we must stand by the ban on spring hunting. 

2/13/2022 18:34 Commission Contact Form

Please permanently ban a Spring Bear Hunt in Washington.  This is a cruel and unnecessary practice that will impact forests and other wildlife.  Orphaning cubs for sports is especially cruel!   2/13/2022 18:43 Commission Contact Form
Please proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in our state! 2/13/2022 19:02 Commission Contact Form
I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against 
spring bear hunting.

2/13/2022 19:05 Commission Contact Form

Stop the spring bear hunts. It is cruel and unnecessary. To make it a trophy hunt for a lossy picture is terrible. These people should be ashamed of them selves. 2/13/2022 19:27 Commission Contact Form
OUR people in this Country are learning DAILY about what goes on behind the scenes in OUR FORESTS that has transpired for YEARS without OUTRAGE from US!  PROTECT ALL OUR WILDLIFE NOW & FOREVER. 
Right NOW BEARS need to be PROTECTED from INSANE HUNTING, TRAPPING, CRUELTY and MALICIOUS actions on the part of EVIL hunter/trappers.......THEIR BABIES and FAMILIES need to THRIVE and DESERVE IT NOW>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
!!!!!!!!!!!!  

2/13/2022 19:28 Commission Contact Form

Please halt the Spring Bear and ban trophy hunting, which is an inhumane practice. 2/13/2022 19:43 Commission Contact Form
Please end bear hunting in Washington for good.
It is medieval, cruel and inhumane, not to mention unwitting for a first world nation to hunt and kill animals for sport or "regulation" .
Please put an end to this outdated practice. 
Thank you very much. 
Susanna Purucker 

2/13/2022 20:04 Commission Contact Form

BAN ONCE AND FOR ALL!!! 2/13/2022 20:20 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt and as such I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.  Thank you. 2/13/2022 20:23 Commission Contact Form
Entirely against the bear hunt. Barbaric and cruel.. 2/13/2022 20:24 Commission Contact Form
Please stop spring bear hunting of mothers and cubs. 2/13/2022 20:25 Commission Contact Form
Please ban spring bear hunt 2/13/2022 20:26 Commission Contact Form
Please as a concerned citizen I would like you to stop the bear hunting because it poses cruelty towards these animals.
It is far from humane and leaves these cubs without their mothers. There is nothing right about this.
Please Please stop
Thank you
Cynthia Plankar

2/13/2022 20:27 Commission Contact Form

Please, I am kindly requesting that you permanently ban the spring hunt for bears. This is exceptionally cruel and barbaric behavior. It is 2022, we are fully educated as humans. We have the fullest obligation to protect our most precious 
wild life species. I implore you to think of future generations. What will this world be without a beautiful and diverse forest for species to thrive and stay healthy. Please, my dear friends. Permanently ban this murderous hunt. 
Sincerely 
Lee Lee Fertig 

2/13/2022 20:28 Commission Contact Form



 I oppose spring bear hunting.
I recommend a PERMANENT ban on spring bear hunting in Washington state.
Preserve the bears and their home/habitat, before they become extinct.

I recommend hunters take up hunting the invasive wild boars instead. There is plenty of them, now becoming a problem in the USA and Canada. No one will object to hunting wild boars.

 Thank you,

 M. Nagode-White

2/13/2022 20:34 Commission Contact Form

To all those concerned.. I and many others are totally opposed to the Spring bear hunt, and believe that the ban must remain in place. Our planet's wildlife already suffers enough. 

Please do not capitulate to the noisy threats of the idiotic and inhuman hunting lobby. It is time that these people and their barbaric practices were consigned to the history books.
Be better than these bloodthirsty 
and poor excuses for human beings, and keep the ban in place. There is no place in modern society that should be supporting the suffering of bears, who have a right to live their lives in peace, rather than being the dead center piece of a 
photo posted online, alongside a gurning cretin holding a high powered rifle. In fact these trophy hunters are actually real cowards. They are hidden away and kill these mother bears, who have cubs to support, from a distance. That isn't 
bravery. It's just sick.

I sincerely hope that you will do the right thing and keep the ban in place. Our wildlife and our planet with all it's natural beauty needs you to do this. The rest of the world is watching and hoping.

Thank you.

Deborah Grey.

2/13/2022 20:39 Commission Contact Form

Please Permanently Ban Spring Bear-Hunting! 2/13/2022 20:40 Commission Contact Form
Please end the inhumane and disgusting killing of bears regardless of whether they are hunted or trapped! 2/13/2022 20:44 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.
Based on the petition:
https://www.change.org/p/president-biden-restore-protections-for-america-s-wolves

2/13/2022 20:54 Commission Contact Form

I STRONGLY oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and as a tax paying citizen and animal lover I am asking you to please stop this senseless murder. 2/13/2022 20:55 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to register my opposition to Bear hunting of any kind. 2/13/2022 20:57 Commission Contact Form
The Spring Bear Hunt needs to be stopped permanently.  It is cruel, unnecessary, and a strike against wildlife biodiversity. 2/13/2022 20:58 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE  BAN BEAR HUNT'ING  ! ! ! ! 2/13/2022 21:19 Commission Contact Form
Please stop killing these bears it's  a disgrace that these monsters think it's  OK to kill mothers and babies perhaps they should look at their own families and have a rethink 2/13/2022 21:22 Commission Contact Form
Please don't hunt the bears. They are  important for our ecosystem. Also if you kill mother bears but spare the cubs the cubs will die anyway because they cannot survive without their mom. 2/13/2022 21:31 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/13/2022 21:41 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the hunting and trapping of wolves in Washington State.  The poor things are tortured. 2/13/2022 21:46 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/13/2022 21:50 Commission Contact Form

Please keep a ban on spring time bear hunting....this is an inhuman 'sport'....the poor bears are just coming out of hibernation...
Cheryl

2/13/2022 22:10 Commission Contact Form

Please put an end to the bear hunt. It’s time to start treating these bears as living things instead of entertainment for hunters. 2/13/2022 22:19 Commission Contact Form
I am against the spring bear hunt in Washington State. The bears are important for the ecosystem of the forest and we need all species as eliminating one will affect another. The hunting is being promoted by trophy hunters and not the 
people of your state and other states that are against this. This hunt is cruel in that it will affect young cubs losing their mothers. There is minimal bear to human contact and these animals also disperse seeds and provide more foliage. 
There was a ruling against this hunt in 2018 to protect timber stands. No evidence was found against the bears and now again  you are favoring hunters instead of looking at the science. In 1996 and 2000 Washington voters approved 
initiatives banned killing black bears. Since 2010 900 bears have been killed. Wolves have also been killed in your state without looking at other options. Killing  is not the answer or you will harm the recovery of  wildlife in your state over 
time. Look at the science and other options Conservation is not killing. There are other options that you need to initiate not listening to people who have no scientific knowledge and are promoting their own needs to kill animals at any 
cost and inhumanely.

2/13/2022 22:21 Commission Contact Form

I am very worried about bears and their ecosystem if spring hunting is allowed again. Bears including cubs and their mothers are especially vulnerable at that time. If they are hunted, it can endanger the species and with it the forests, as 
bears have a huge role in seed dispersal. 

2/13/2022 22:22 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunts are cruel, inhumane, and irresponsible.

Speaking of cruel and inhumane,  they allow for the killing of mother bears and their cubs. Think hunters are being merciful and 'sparing' the cubs by just killing the mother? You'd be wrong, as cubs rely almost entirely on their mothers for 
food and protection, so most die shortly after their mothers (35% from attacks by older males).

Speaking of irresponsible, bears are what the National Park Service calls 'ecosystem engineers'. This means bears are integral to the areas they inhabit, keeping populations of fauna in check through predation, and helping spread flora 
through foraging. TL;DR: more bears, healthier ecosystems.

For these reasons, I call on the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to ban Spring Bear Hunts permanently.

2/13/2022 22:25 Commission Contact Form

I support a permanent ban on spring bear hunting! 

"MAN 👹👹👹 MADE THE EARTH A HELL FOR ANIMALS."
Arthur Schopenhauer 

Animals = 🐻🐻👼👼 Beings Of Light 

Humans = 👹👹👹 ??????? TRASH!!!!!!!

2/13/2022 22:29 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/13/2022 22:48 Commission Contact Form
STOP HUNTING WOLVES & BEARS🤬🤬 2/13/2022 22:56 Commission Contact Form
So unnecessary. What are you going to do with a dead bear? Make a rug? Oooo, you got a trophy! Big deal! Highly unlikely you’re going to eat bear meat. You killed a poor defenseless animal. Boy what great hunters you are! 2/13/2022 22:58 Commission Contact Form

Please stop bear hunting! 2/13/2022 23:27 Commission Contact Form
Ban Spring Beat hunting. Extremely cruel. 2/13/2022 23:38 Commission Contact Form
Please do not let this spring bear hunt move forward. I strongly oppose this hunt and hope we can help protect one of our states greatest treasures. 2/13/2022 23:39 Commission Contact Form
i am writing to ask you to cancel your spring bear hunting season. one could write in detail the necessary reasons which would fill this page. you only have to review the necessary role these animals play in your ecological system to see 
why the hunt should not take place

2/13/2022 23:43 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the spring bear hunt.  These animals deserve to live.  Thank you 2/13/2022 23:49 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts cause the most damage to the bear population as they kill the next generation as well.
Who on Earth needs the head of a dead bear on their wall, reminding them constantly of the disaster of their actions?

2/14/2022 0:01 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/14/2022 0:16 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

2/14/2022 0:30 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunting is cruel 2/14/2022 0:49 Commission Contact Form
You made the correct decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt. I hope you will not reverse that decision. 
Bears emerging from hibernation should not be killed, whether it's because of human/bear conflict a logical result of habitat loss, or any other reason.  
The term "Harvest" is used by many to sanitize what's really happening.  It’s more politically correct and easier for some to stomach perhaps. Based on the objective here a cull would be a more accurate description.    
I no longer see the pleasure in killing wildlife. Black Bears are a keystone species for the important role they play in nature. 
 Killing them to mitigate a situation created by us and appease trophy "hunters" is just plain wrong and immoral.

2/14/2022 0:52 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.
Spring Bear Hunts are exceptionally cruel, since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable, emerging from their dens following hibernation. 
If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. 
During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters, who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. 
Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

Moreover, trophy hunting is unnecessary, primitive, pathetic, and has no place in a modern society. Animals - and Earth - deserve better. 

2/14/2022 1:06 Commission Contact Form

Please Stop killing bears! 2/14/2022 1:16 Commission Contact Form
I vehemently oppose the Spring bear hunt and respectfully ask that you stick to your original decision and not give in to the special interests who are trying to bully you into reversing it. Stay the course. 2/14/2022 2:10 Commission Contact Form
No more psycho murdering of any creatures 2/14/2022 2:37 Commission Contact Form
Permanently ban spring bear hunting in Washington. It is the only right thing to do. 2/14/2022 2:43 Commission Contact Form



Dear Fish and Wild Commission, 

I am appealing to you, to pass a law to make people stop hunting and killing bears and their cubs. I know new laws take a while to go into effect. Pass an emergency law to stop this criminal and terrorist behavior towards these innocent 
animals. This is cruel, immoral, and it should be against the law. The killers of this animals just do it because they are terrorists, they are the dangerous species, not these beautiful critters, whom to no fault of their-own suffer, mothers 
and their cubs. Of course, the killers kill for fun to show their trophies to their friends. How would you feel if your wives are killed after they have your baby (bies)? leaving them orphans? The cubs will not survive without their mother. 
Animals' lives are not less important than those of humans. SO PLEASE, I BEG YOU TO PROTECT THESE BEAUTIFUL ANIMALS.

I am looking forward to your comments and to tell me what you are willing to do to save these beautiful critters? Do you think these animals deserve less than humans do? After all - we stole their habitat. 
Also, no excuses to kill them because overpopulation of the species, they will be extinct if we keep killing them.
The world is twice if not three times overpopulated. We are not going to get rid of people because of that reason, are we? Human lives are precious, so are the animals'

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Respectfully,

G. Young

2/14/2022 3:30 Commission Contact Form

please stop the spring bear hunts that allow hunters to kill cubs or leave them orphaned 2/14/2022 3:59 Commission Contact Form
I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt, and commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

2/14/2022 4:02 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/14/2022 4:02 Commission Contact Form

Commit to courage-don’t succumb to the Dumb! Stop the barbaric & senseless bear hunt this spring, many of these sows soon will be, or will just have given birth to their cubs. Animals are not the species needing culling. 2/14/2022 4:29 Commission Contact Form

I just found out that Washington still had spring hunting for bears. I can't imagine anything more cruel than killing a mother bear and then having to do the same to her cubs when they first immerge from their winter dens.
Please stop this cruel and senseless practice as it benefits no one with a love of nature. 

2/14/2022 4:42 Commission Contact Form

I am ashamed humanity remains the most prolific predator on earth. We are killing Monarch Butterflies, Gray Wolves, Orca whales, salmon, bears....

Please STOP 🛑🛑 the SLAUGHTERS!!!!  

Go Bears 🐻🐻!!!!

2/14/2022 4:57 Commission Contact Form

Please stop cruel and barbaric bear hunting! 2/14/2022 5:08 Commission Contact Form
Please ban Spring black bear hunting 2/14/2022 5:40 Commission Contact Form
Hi WDFW. I am here to voice my opinion on opposing the Spring Bear Hunt being reinstituted. We have to give them a chance to reproduce and sows must absolutely be given a chance to raise their cubs. The spring bear hunt puts them in 
danger and is completely unethical. 

Thank you for listening and considering our opinions
Adrian

2/14/2022 6:06 Commission Contact Form

Please halt the spring bear hunt! 2/14/2022 6:13 Commission Contact Form
Stop bear hunting in the spring It  is disgusting    .Killing mother bears and cubs when they come out of hibernation is wrong. 2/14/2022 8:14 Commission Contact Form
Please don`t follow the wish of those dumb trophy hunters. They are killers for fun, just killing god`s creatures to hang them up in a room and to maximize the length of their penisses. And therefore these beautiful animals should die? 
Follow your heart and not this superfluous hunbting industry.  

2/14/2022 10:44 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commission members, please do not allow spring bear hunting. 2/14/2022 11:10 Commission Contact Form
I ask that you truly evaluate this fact: at the present time, trophy hunters - those who kill for no other reason than the pleasure of killing - can murder mother bears and cubs, STARTING IN A SEASON THAT COINCIDES with mother bears 
and cubs emerging from their dens following hibernation. That is a rule for cowards. What will you do next? Round up mother bears and their cubs and put them in fairground pens so trophy hunters have an even better chance of killing 
for fun? STOP THIS. PLEASE. To allow it is to reinforce that killing for fun, to satisfy bloodlust and ego is totally acceptable. IT IS NOT.

2/14/2022 11:41 Commission Contact Form

I and many colleagues have been appalled at the immoral and cruel bear hunts that take place in the spring.,
This is a very sad reflection on the authorities concerned in the USA and we implore you to ban this annual hunt permanently.  Even in Africa it would be seriously frowned upon for a professional hunter to shoot vulnerable animals and 
youngsters at this stage of their annual cycle.  We beg you to put a stop to this immediately.  Thank you.

2/14/2022 13:11 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/14/2022 13:12 Commission Contact Form

Don't hunt bears please 2/14/2022 14:50 Commission Contact Form
Please consider permanently banning the spring bear hunt.  Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable 
emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy 
targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on 
their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

Thank you,
Daniel Aquino

2/14/2022 14:58 Commission Contact Form

I am concerned that WA state is enabling bear hunting, in particular trophy hunting. It has come to my attention that the bear hunt occurs in the spring when bear cubs are at their most vulnerable. Please consider the value of bears in 
maintaining the ecosystem. Please reconsider potentially outdated hunting practices and laws when bears are already under threat from loss of habitat, climate change stresses and diminished ecosystem health.

2/14/2022 15:01 Commission Contact Form

To the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Commissioners,

My name is Angharad and I am emailing you from the United Kingdom as I feel so strongly about the proposed Spring Bear hunt ban being reversed.

I have signed a petition on Change.org so have been receiving updates from the petition organiser Salty Dog.

I understand that Trophy hunters and the world's largest trophy hunting organization Safari Club International have been pressuring WDFW to reverse their decision regarding the ban on the Spring Bear hunt.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. 
During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears 
play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. 
Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, I am urging the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.
The decision to ban this Spring Bear hunt must be upheld. Don’t give in to these blood hungry people who have no regard for wildlife just their selfish and psychopathic needs to kill a vulnerable bear and their babies.  Its really quite 
shocking and upsetting that certain people feel this way and would purposefully kill a bear that has done nothing to harm them. 
So please do the write thing and protect these lovely bears.

2/14/2022 15:03 Commission Contact Form

Please ban Spring Bear hunting as cubs rely on their mother without whom they will surely perish. It would be truly a sad day when they go extinct. Thank you for your consideration. 2/14/2022 15:04 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/14/2022 15:04 Commission Contact Form

To halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against spring bear hunting. 
 
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/14/2022 15:05 Commission Contact Form

stop the desecration of  your iconic  wildlife. 2/14/2022 15:06 Commission Contact Form
Please stop this travesty now and permanently ban spring bear-hunting in Washington. Thank you 2/14/2022 15:51 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/14/2022 15:52 Commission Contact Form

Hello,

Stop abusing and slaughtering innocnet bears for profit or to entertain people. Hunters kill innocent bears for fun .So please halt the Spring Bear hunt . It`s an absolute disgusting behavior.

Thank you

2/14/2022 15:52 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.
Thank you.

2/14/2022 15:53 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to urge to to ban the Spring bear hunt.  Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable 
emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy 
targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on 
their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/14/2022 15:59 Commission Contact Form

I am against the Spring bear hunt, please stop this cruel action. Thank you. 2/14/2022 16:20 Commission Contact Form
let the bears and cubs live 2/14/2022 16:21 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to oppose a spring bear hunt, and support a ban on spring bear hunting.  I live in Minnesota, where we also have a significant bear population. Hunting bears when they have just emerged from their winter quarters, especially 
new cubs, seems particularly cruel and unsporting. I would like to hear back that Washington has gotten rid of a spring hunt.
Respectfully,
Adrianna

2/14/2022 16:26 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose allowing Spring bear hunts.  It is cruel to hunt the mother bear and her cubs or killing the mother then leaving the cubs to die. 

 Please oppose Spring bear hunts.

Sincerely,
Melissa Luanglue 

2/14/2022 17:13 Commission Contact Form

Please stop this unnecessary hunting! 2/14/2022 17:20 Commission Contact Form
Hunting bears is foolish and wrong.  At that time after a long hibernation over the winter, their fur coats are ragged and their meat is not good to eat.  Note, in my home State of Alaska, Black Bear meat is eaten.   There is NO good reason 
for this hunt.  STOP the hunt NOW!

2/14/2022 17:41 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/14/2022 17:50 Commission Contact Form

Bear hunting is cruel & barbaric. This is just a blood sport for the entertainment of psychopaths. I strongly disagree with this. 2/14/2022 18:34 Commission Contact Form
Please, please, please stop the Spring bear hunt and allow mothers to continue to care for their bear cubs after birth. 2/14/2022 18:38 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/14/2022 18:44 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the Spring Bear Hunt It is cruel, inhuman and how can being the cause of life to end for another creature be seen as sport. In 20 years time your names will be remembered as either visionary or cowardly

yours in hope Gary Upton ( United Kingdom)

2/14/2022 19:12 Commission Contact Form

Please do not let extremist hunters to reverse the decision to reinstate cruel, barbaric hunting practices on wildlife.  You must not bow to their threats.  Please! 2/14/2022 19:24 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the exceptionally cruel murder of animals, in this particular instance, Bears. Killing a living creature for the sake of mounting them in your home, is a nasty, human trait. No other animals kill, just to kill. 2/14/2022 19:42 Commission Contact Form

Permanently Ban Spring Bear-Hunting In Washington! 2/14/2022 23:05 Commission Contact Form
Please get the actual numbers of elk, elk damage complaints, estimated dollars of loss from landowners, and any other information that you need to refute the misinformation put forward to the Skagit County Commissioners in a recent 
WDFW presentation. The Department IS NOT managing elk to prevent damages to farms and farmers. Damages are ongoing and if there is a management program it is NOT WORKING. Read the 2018 aerial and ground survey numbers and 
add three calving cycles to that for the total number of elk on farmland - well above the 2000 head goal set in the management plan. Please do you job and stop harming farmers and our food supply!
Thank you for your public service and continued oversight of WDFW.

2/14/2022 23:14 Commission Contact Form

Hello, I'm just reaching out to say that I oppose the spring bear hunt, and urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting. Thank you kindly for your time, Tim. 2/14/2022 23:41 Commission Contact Form

I recently learned an individual from Pennsylvania harvested a record book Big Horn Ram in 2020 in Washington, as he also did in 2015 and 2016 in Washington State.  This is disrespectful of hunters in this State.  No one should be able to 
harvest an animal of these Special Hunts more than once just because they have a ton of money and can flood the draw with their raffle tickets.  Once in a life time for all please and preference for residents of the State.  Catering to the 
rich and non-residents is not right!

2/15/2022 0:57 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

Please PERMANENTLY BAN THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. It is not sportsman like and inhumane. 

Thank You

2/15/2022 2:00 Commission Contact Form

I recently wrote an email to the commission regarding my concerns for the future of this state in regards to hunters, fisherman and trappers. My main concern is that the majority of the commission are not engaged in these activities, and 
therefore do not have our best interests in mind. I was pleased to receive phone call responses from three of the commissioners, and I believe we had constructive conversations. I also received a short email response from another 
commissioner. I reached out to the remainder and expressed my interest in continuing the conversation with them, but have not received a response. In the short email response that I received from Lorna Smith she included the DFW’s 25 
year plan, and suggested that I read it. I took her advice and thoroughly read and studied that plan. Multiple times throughout that document it is stated that one of the objectives is to help create relationships between outdoorsman and 
private landowners to create more opportunities for access and conservation. It is also stated that it is the goal of the game department to be trusted by both consumptive and non-consumptive users. This got me thinking about a 
personal experience that I’ve had, and I’m writing this email to share that experience with the commission so that they understand why folks like myself have a hard time trusting that the DFW is sincere in their stated goals, and their 
impacts on consumptive users. I grew up very close to the KV Ranch, which some of you might be familiar with as being owned by the now vice chair of the commission, Molly Linville, and her husband. This ranch blocks access to 
thousands upon thousands of acres of state and federal land, every American citizen’s land. I have contacted the KV Ranch multiple times over the course of my life to try to gain access to this public land, and I have never once had the 
opportunity to actually speak with somebody. After my recent conversations with the commissioners, and the recent appointment of Mrs. Linville as the vice chair I decided that I should try again. It was my belief that because the DFW 
states that part of their mission is to facilitate the type of relationships between landowners and hunters described in the 25 year plan that she might now be more open to having a discussion with me, as she is now one of the nine people 
tasked with preserving, promoting and protecting the values of the DFW. I left a voicemail on the phone number that is publicly listed requesting to have a conversation about me simply walking across their property, gun unloaded, to 
gain access to these thousands of acres of America’s public property. I did receive a call back and unfortunately missed that call. Over the course of the next few days I tried respectfully contacting them a few more times. Through 
voicemail messages I explained that I had no interest in hunting their land, but that I simply wanted to get to public property. As a tree service owner I explained that I would be willing to bring a trailer load of firewood, a piece of 
equipment to help do work on their property, or anything else that might be of used to them in exchange for that access. Eventually, after not receiving a call back I requested to at least be told no. I never did get another call back. I have 
known quite a few respectful, dedicated outdoorsman from Central Washington like myself who have also had similar experiences with the KV Ranch. The reason that I have relayed this story is to highlight why outdoorsman like myself 
have lost faith in the DFW. It is why we can read an entire 25 year plan and know that while these things might look good on paper, unless you are actually in the field putting these things to the test you will never know whether or not 
they are sincere. If the commissioners were hunters and fishermen, they would understand that simply including these things in a document does not make them reality. 

2/15/2022 4:14 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt !
The destruction of life and family for the pleasure of killing is totally perverse!

2/15/2022 4:54 Commission Contact Form

Please outlaw cruel Spring trophy bear hunting. 2/15/2022 5:19 Commission Contact Form
Stop the trapping and killing of the wild bears 2/15/2022 7:24 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. Killing mother bears with cubs is unnecessary. 
Thank you. 

2/15/2022 12:28 Commission Contact Form

Please don't allow Bear Hunting its cruel and un nessasary 2/15/2022 12:37 Commission Contact Form
Please continue to have the spring bear hunt. It is important to manage the bear population. Thank you for you time. 2/15/2022 13:30 Commission Contact Form
Please ban spring bear hunting. It is cruel and not healthy for our ecosystem. Killing for a trophy? Makes no sense! Please Ban! 2/15/2022 15:13 Commission Contact Form
Please do not support the cruel bear hunt. 2/15/2022 16:16 Commission Contact Form
I support spring bear hunting. I believe the Washington spring season should be reinstated. There are no biological reasons to eliminate spring bear hunting, Washington has stable, healthy bear populations. 2/15/2022 17:21 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bar hunting!! It’s unethical 2/15/2022 17:27 Commission Contact Form
Please manage the predators in the Blue Mountains. Give the elk calves a chance to survive. I understand that cougars and bears are not the only problem. But without some help on that front elk numbers will not recover anytime soon. 
Please reconsider your decision on spring bear hunts and cougar seasons. 

2/15/2022 19:40 Commission Contact Form

I am an attorney in Spokane and I am a former chairperson of the Washington State Bar Association's Animal Law Section. My comments are my own. I adamantly oppose the spring bear hunt for many reasons. The Fish and Wildlife 
Commission voted to eliminate the spring bear hunt, but now, they are "reconsidering" because of pressure from trophy hunters and others. 
Over the course of many years I have had numerous interactions with Fish and Wildlife employees and it has become very clear to me that the agency views itself as working for hunters, trappers, the gun lobby and the so-called "sporting 
goods" industry. Sadly, the agency makes a great deal of money from the killing of animals and there is very little protection of animals taking place. I urge the commission to uphold its ban on the spring bear hunt. The majority of those of 
us who live in Washington State do not hunt and we want to enjoy seeing wildlife in its natural habitat. If the commission really represented those of us who live and work in Washington, they would carry out the will of the people rather 
than working for special interests. 

2/15/2022 20:24 Commission Contact Form

My family and I are very opposed to this new threat on the bear population.  Hunting in the spring often times leaves newborn cubs vulnerable where they often times starve or are killed by larger prey.  Also, as a wildlife rehabilitator for 
over 15 years, we have often seen animals who have been killed in the spring and their offspring are left to fend for themselves.  this is both an unnecessary tactic to reduce bear populations and there  are more humane ways to manage 
birth controls of wildlife.  We have plans on going to our local papers and Facebook about this unless the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife  handle this bear situation in a more humane manner.

2/15/2022 20:45 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners:

I am writing you to request the Commission to reconsider their decision to suspend spring bear season.
In reading the reasons some commissioners voted against having the spring bear season it seemed "lack of population and population impact data" was a leading cause of the NO vote.
I'd like to recommend the commissioners request such data and information from WDFW, and even request that WDFW send over a representative to explain the data and answer commissioners questions prior to voting on such subjects. 
The Commission should be making informed decisions based on sound science.
I believe the science to demonstrate that hunting and specifically spring bear seasons can happen while maintaining healthy populations of black bears and other wildlife.

Thanks for your time

2/15/2022 21:11 Commission Contact Form

 I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt 2/16/2022 0:00 Commission Contact Form



I oppose a bear hunt. Not only is it very cruel, it upsets the families and territories of the bears. It is not necessary to cull bears because nature culls them and this upsets the balance. Apex predators are needed to control lesser species. 
Bears are see dispersers and by killing them you take away some of them from being able to replant needed plant life for other species as well. It is 2022, this is a new age. It is a time when more and more people care about wildlife and 
wild things.  You are trying to satisfy the minority of stakeholders which are those who hunt. Hunters are becoming less and less and green people are gaining in numbers rapidly. You are operating in antiquated ways that are a shame and 
deeply hated by many. Conservation in the real sense of the word is what people seek. Protect not kill. It’s time you changed to meet the desires of the majority of the stakes who hold equal rights. 

2/16/2022 0:33 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/16/2022 1:00 Commission Contact Form

Please do not lift the ban on a spring bear hunt.  Do not cave to the pressure & threats of trophy hunters.  Whoever it was who made threats to a Wildlife Commissioner making them feel unsafe & therefore resigning needs to be tracked 
down & prosecuted.  This kind of illegal & threatening behavior must not be tolerated.  

The activity of trophy hunting is unconscionable & reprehensible & is not in line with our prevailing values & respect for wildlife here in Washington.  Trophy hunters kill indiscriminately in their quest for "trophies"; they kill  mother bears 
& leave their cubs orphaned & unable to survive on their own & sometimes they kill the cubs too.  Also egregious is the fact these hunters will kill the bears when they are the most vulnerable while foraging for food after their hibernation 
period.  To allow such a sadistic hunt is not what we want in our state.  The spring bear hunt ban needs to be made permanent!

Thank you very much for your time.  Please protect the black bear population in Washington state.    

2/16/2022 1:44 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 2:51 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunting in Washington is not only necessary, but a large part of local economies in small towns in Washington. The fact it was cancelled this year based off opinion is a massive failure on the commission. It is your job to make 
decisions based off of the science paid for by licensed hunters and fisherman, not public opinion of non contributing factors far removed from the effects of these decisions. Black bears account for 40% of deer and elk calf deaths from may 
to July and if left alone that will only grow, especially in areas like the blues, lowering bull tags in those areas is asinine as well. It is your duty to take the time to make smart informed bipartisan decisions based on science, rather than 
public opinion. 

2/16/2022 3:21 Commission Contact Form

Removal of spring bear is a massive failure on behalf of the commission and will not be forgotten, the impacts of this are felt across the state from licensed hunters to local economies in tag areas. Not to mention to deer fawns and elk 
calves that will be mowed down unchecked by a very healthy and productive black bear population. It is your duty as a commission to make decisions based off of science paid for by licensed hunters and fishermen in WASHINGTON not 
out of state anti hunting interest groups. Follow the science. Lorna smith… resign

2/16/2022 3:26 Commission Contact Form

Please prevent the spring hunting of bears. It is cruel and could decimate the species. 2/16/2022 4:09 Commission Contact Form
Hallo, please use your influence to stop the spring bear hunt. Animals are living creatures they feel pain and joy. They are not industrial products and they want to live free. Killing is no protection and bears want to live. Human beings like 
to regulate, but this kind of regulation - killing- goes in the absolute wrong direction. Nature regulates, not human beings!         Thanks - and stop the spring bear hunt

2/16/2022 4:33 Commission Contact Form

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 
For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/16/2022 6:36 Commission Contact Form

Please reconsider allowing people to trophy hunt bears and cubs in early spring when unsuspecting bears are emerging from their dens. It is the epitome of being cruel, inhumane and unfortunately contributing to the fragility of 
biodiversity and our environment. Please look at the bigger picture. There are lots of opportunities for engaging in sports, challenges, entertainment, and games without hurting our fragile wildlife and environment. The permission to 
allow early spring hunting is something to give great thought to. Please reconsider this decision.
Thank you.
Jennifer Rogak 

2/16/2022 10:47 Commission Contact Form

Hello WDFW,

I recently learned of the ban on spring bear hunts and as an avid lover of environmental conservation, I would like to extend my support for the ban. Human impact on wildlife has become a tragedy in my own area of the world for 
different reasons and learning of trophy hunters’ ability to potentially kill vulnerable mother bears would likely lead to a decrease in bear population. I understand that when keystone species numbers start to fall that this can throw off 
entire ecosystems. I am truly proud that your commissioners have decided to enact a ban such as this to ensure the safety of an entire species as well as ecosystems. My only hope is that this message will spread to other parts of the US so 
that we may preserve many other species from endangerment. Thank you for all that you do in your beautiful state and for the country as a whole.

Sincerely,
A Fellow Nature Nerd from the Southeast

2/16/2022 12:10 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is needlessly cruel and barbaric, orohaning young cubs and starving them to death. 2/16/2022 12:35 Commission Contact Form
Stop this barbaric hunt! 2/16/2022 13:00 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban spring bear hunting.  Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging 
from their dens following hibernation. If trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear 
trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. 
Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

2/16/2022 14:35 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/16/2022 15:22 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE SUPPORT THE MOVE TO BAN AND STOP THE SPRING BEAR HUNT IN YOUR STATE!  This is so cruel; it must be stopped ~ when mother bears are hunted and killed, their cubs end up dying a cruel death too. Please stop this hunt and 
if possible, stop it for good - it just doesn't make any sense for this to continue. Thank you for your consideration.

2/16/2022 15:30 Commission Contact Form

I am shocked to read that the cruel hunting of mother bears and their cubs is allowed in your area.  This is obviously for sport - so that these people can get pleasure out of hunting and often maiming defenceless creatures - if the animals 
had a shotgun it would fair but they wouldn’t want a human head on their walls !!!!  Should be stopped immediately.  There are fewer and fewer wild animals left on Earth.  Extinction is Forever.

2/16/2022 15:55 Commission Contact Form



End spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 16:02 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in your state.

2/16/2022 16:41 Commission Contact Form

Please ban the the bear hunting!!🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 2/16/2022 18:01 Commission Contact Form

Commissioner WDFW Commissioners,

I would like to see Spring bear hunts in Washington State ended. Originally the public was led to believe spring bear hunts were needed to address pressing management issues. It has now become clear that these hunts are not necessary 
and they are not an effective way to address the vaguely described and undocumented management issues WDFW uses to justify having these cruel hunts.
Spring bear hunting is not supported by the majority of the public because it violates basic principles of ethical hunting and "fair chase". Spring hunting and killing of females and cubs is also wrong biologically which is why no other 
wildlife species are hunted in the spring except non-native turkeys in WA State. These hunts, like wildlife killing contests, fit into the category of examples of the worst kind of hunting. This is why many hunters and wildlife biologists also 
oppose them.
Spring bear hunting does not reflect the values and ethics of most of the 7.7 million residents of our state. Fewer than 5% of WA residents purchase any kind of hunting license. Spring bear hunts may be popular with the 664 hunters who 
will participate if the hunts are held in 2022. Wildlife in WA State is a public asset and it should be managed for the public, not for the few who choose to hunt bears in the spring.
Some spring bear hunters probably hunting using bait which is illegal in WA State. Some hunts are on commercial timber lands where bears are legally fed, supposedly to limit tree damage. Where, when and how much of this food is put 
out on commercial timber lands is a guarded secret. We do know these feeding programs attract bears, and hunters may intentionally or unintentionally hunt where feeding programs occur, which is illegal.
These hunts are cruel and inhuman, and kill bears and cubs indirectly as well as directly because they occur when bears are starving, must find enough food to survive, and are most vulnerable. Food is often found in openings where bears 
will be seen by hunters if they try to access it. This is why hunter success is highest during the spring. Bears must choose between eating or not being shot. This is especially true for females with new cubs who must focus on protecting 
their cubs as well as eating. Cubs die when females do not provide enough milk. Cub mortality is high under the best circumstances.
The WDFW does not need to provide an opportunity for 664 hunters to kill bears in the spring. The regular bear hunting season was recently lengthened. It now begins on August 1st and runs until November 15th, across the state. 
Recently the limit per hunter was raised from 1 to 2 bears across the state. These changes should be challenged because bear density and mortality rates vary widely in different parts of our state. Bears are hunted every month they are 
not hibernating except July in WA state. Why isn't this enough bear hunting?
Please put an end to Spring bear hunts in Washington!

2/16/2022 18:03 Commission Contact Form

Stop spring bear hunting 2/16/2022 19:13 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.  I consider all wildlife that lives on American soil to
belong to all of the American people regardless of the physical state in which the
wildlife creature resides.

2/16/2022 19:26 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners:

I am writing you to request that the Commission reconsider their decision to suspend the 2022 spring bear season. I would also like to urge you and the Commission to make data driven decisions when setting season opportunities in 
accordance with the WDFW mandate to maximize hunting opportunity.

Thank you for your Consideration.

2/16/2022 19:54 Commission Contact Form

Hello Washington department of Fish and wildlife,
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

2/16/2022 21:25 Commission Contact Form

I urge you to stop the slaughter of the Spring bear hunt. Please consider other options. 2/17/2022 1:14 Commission Contact Form
I am against animal abuse. Hunting the bears is animal abuse. 2/17/2022 3:11 Commission Contact Form
This cruel and thoughtless, self serving act must be stopped on many levels.  Just the fact that this hunt takes place at a time (spring) when the bears and cubs are most vulnerable is cruel.  They are hungry, at their weakest and vulnerable.  
 How does this make any sense?  A sport????? My family are all hunters but we would never support or condone this type of hunting.  Its inhumane.

2/17/2022 4:26 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 2/17/2022 17:58 Commission Contact Form
Please proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in Washington state.  It is needless cruelty and destroys a delicate ecosystem not to mention brings bad publicity to Washington when tourists contemplate a visit to the state 2/17/2022 18:09 Commission Contact Form

I'm against the hunting of bears in spring 2/17/2022 18:11 Commission Contact Form
please stop bearhunting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
and every kind of hunting!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
for the animals,for life and our all future

2/17/2022 22:07 Commission Contact Form

please stop all kinds of hunting, bearhunting too!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/17/2022 22:13 Commission Contact Form
Please proceed with and enforce the permanent ban against bear hunting. Bears are important for the ecosystem, so, they are necessary; and it is very cruel to murder mother bears who have young to care for. This is not what a civilized 
society does.

2/18/2022 4:44 Commission Contact Form

The so-called Skagit Elk Program is not working.  The elk are living permanently on farmlands instead of moving to the "hills.'  This is an ecosystem issue and cannot be addressed with fertilizer, hunting permits or by grass plots in forests 
and blinking warning signs along Hwy 20.  Those efforts have been tried and have FAILED!  Farms are being contaminated by hoof rot, crops are being damaged and organic crops cannot be harvested or sold.  It is time that the elk be 
removed from Skagit farmland.  It is time to listen to the people.

2/18/2022 6:36 Commission Contact Form



I was not able to provide public comment during the February 18th 2022 open public comment period.  I would like to voice my support for accepting the proposed rule changes for the Spring Bear hunting.  I would also like to point out 
the discrepancy in overall support FOR the Spring Bear hunt.  The public comments were 14 in favor of the spring bear hunting with 3 opposed (with 4 comments addressing other topics). I encourage the commissioners to vote in favor of 
the WDFW rule-making proposal.

2/18/2022 17:53 Commission Contact Form

At Friday’s WDFW Commission meeting discussion of agenda item Cowlitz Wildlife Area Program Grazing Permit, the question of whether the Spears Unit is a wetland came up.  I found this statement in the Cowlitz WLA Management 
Plan: “In addition the Spears Unit is managed for emergent wetland, forested wetland, riparian forest and riparian shrub habitats.”  I also checked the National Wetlands Inventory’s Wetland Mapper and the Unit is mostly Freshwater 
Emergent Wetland (PEM1C), Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland habitat (PSSC), and Lake ( L1UBHx).
I think better ways to control or reduce reed canary grass than grazing are available.  Two suggestions are either mowing or covering with weed cloth to solarize the plants and then planting native grasses and sedges.  I think an argument 
can be made that grazing to control or reduce RCG on this unit is not consistent with the WDFW Policy on Grazing.

2/19/2022 4:58 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt 2/19/2022 14:55 Commission Contact Form
I am vehemently against the spring bear hunt! How barbaric! Respect all fellow sentient beings now! 2/19/2022 17:44 Commission Contact Form
Just wanted to send along my appreciation to Commission McIsaac for being so great about asking for presentations and other information to be posted online for the public to see.  Thank you for consistently asking for public disclosure. 2/19/2022 18:28 Commission Contact Form

I am opposed to spring bear hunting.  This is the time when the mothers and baby bears exit the dens and they are at their most vulnerable.  Respectfully submitted, R. Lester 2/19/2022 18:51 Commission Contact Form
I read the article about the spring bear hunt in the Spokesman Review this morning, and I'm writing to voice my concern for the need to have a spring bear hunt at all. How can a hunter determine if a bear, just emerging from winter 
hibernation, is perhaps a female with cubs who are still in her den? Is WA state over-run with bears, or perhaps are the voices we're hearing from local cattle ranchers with free-range cattle? If the bear population is increasing, then 
perhaps issue a certain number of tags for hunters later in the year, when the new cubs are more likely to be able to survive without their mothers. 

2/19/2022 22:31 Commission Contact Form

Your Excellency,

I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

Sincerely,
José Oliveira

2/20/2022 0:38 Commission Contact Form

Please protect  wild animals.   Stop spring bear hunting 2/20/2022 4:16 Commission Contact Form
I no longer live in Washington, but I still strongly oppose the hunting of bears in spring. 
Slaughter of females with young is wrong, and bad wildlife management. 

2/20/2022 6:05 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commission,

I am concerned with the lack of attention to the ecosystem that is the Eastern Cascade slope from Wenatchee north. In this area we, humans, have extirpated Grizzlies and Elk during the last 200 hundred years and failed to bring back 
either. We have done very little to recover the grizzly other than simply say they are protected and cross our fingers. Elk we actively allow wdfw managers to set management objective for populations at Zero, due to "public tolerance" 
claims. I am sure the hay farmers and orchardists in Walla Walla, Yakima, and Ellensburg would appreciate it if we did the same for them. 

As a resident of Washington State I do not wish for a watered down version of the outdoors, I desire authentically wild places and demand the commission to stand for strong ecosystems through way of coexistence and biodiversity above 
all else. I wish for science based management and a focus on biodiversity and sustainable use for all user groups. What this would look like with the examples I gave is allowing for elk to establish in the north cascades eastern slope at a 
scientifically appropriate level and push for active recovery of grizzlies to a scientifically appropriate level. 

So why challenge the ethics of hunting black bears when we have done so for thousands of years, but ignore the travesty of the grizzly? Why bicker over the population objectives in the Blues elk herd, but allow managers to effectively 
keep hundreds of miles of wilderness & forest in the north cascade east slope "elk free"? I understand that 100% science based management is not attainable with so many private interest groups. However, science and a desire for 
biodiversity in all ecosystems should always be your first lens. 

Respectfully,
Paul Oursland: Hunter, Fisher, & Wildlife Advocate

2/20/2022 6:22 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is cruel and bears should not be subject to this. 2/20/2022 6:29 Commission Contact Form
Please oppose the Spring bear hunt. End this hunt now. 2/20/2022 20:29 Commission Contact Form
I was extremely disappointed to see that WA F&W last fall only allowed whitetail buck hunting for late muzzleloader deer hunting in unit 130…no usual antlerless mule deer. I didn’t find this out until seeing the hunting regulation 
pamphlet, AFTER I had bought my license. I have never seen one whitetail buck on or near my property in the 33 years I have lived here (game unit 130) Yes, there have been the occasional does …two or three but they are very rare) I fully 
realize the heat and drought hurt deer last summer but the mule deer here haven’t seemed to suffer. I still see the same general number and they are in good condition…none have shown symptoms of disease or starvation. I would ask 
you to allow antlerless muzzleloader hunts for the 2022 late muzzleloader hunt in unit 130. Thank you.

2/20/2022 23:33 Commission Contact Form

Please, PLEASE do not open up sanctuaries to allow Bear hunting in NC. 
It truly is an insane proposal - heard about climate change/loss of biodiversity ??

2/21/2022 19:45 Commission Contact Form

I ask you to vote yes to restore the spring bear hunt. 
Hunting seasons that target specific species, for specific objectives, are an important tool in the hands of wildlife managers. Given the currently strong populations of black bear in Washington State, and the current need to enhance the 
early summer survival of deer fawns and elk calves in a number of herds (which black bears can negatively impact- see Zager and Beecham 2006, among other references), there is no biological reason to oppose carefully planned spring 
bear hunts. In addition, black bear are a legitimate game animal, given the notable recreational and food value they provide. I urge the Department and the Commission to strongly reconsider their seemingly arbitrary removal of spring 
bear hunts, a hunting opportunity which has been offered for decades in Washington State without any apparent negative effect on black bear populations. 
Thank you.

2/22/2022 4:28 Commission Contact Form

PERMANENTLY END THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!  WHY DO WE HAVE YO FIGHT FOR WHAT SHOULD BE SO OBVIOUS!?  IT'S BARBARIC AND INSANE. 2/22/2022 15:41 Commission Contact Form
Please DO NOT kill the bears!! They are  just coming out of hibernation and young bear need their parents. This is a cruel and inhumane thing to do. Its their home and they have no where else to go. Trophy hunters should be shot 
themselves for the reasons they kill!! Its deranged and disgusting- leave the wild animals alone, le them live their lives without SICK people shooting at them and leaving the babies to fend for themselves!!! SICK. BARBARIC. Those days of 
killing are over, its a time for us to learn to live together and HELP them instead of HURTING them.

2/22/2022 16:35 Commission Contact Form

Please ban the cruel and unsportsmanlike spring bear hunt in Washington. 2/22/2022 16:36 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 16:37 Commission Contact Form
Please stop hunting these poor animals. It is bad enough there habitat is being taken away, but then hunting them down for fun is even worse 2/22/2022 16:38 Commission Contact Form
Bears need our protection. 2/22/2022 16:39 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It is cruel and unnecessary murder of innocent animals. 2/22/2022 16:40 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 16:40 Commission Contact Form



Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears search for early spring vegetation, making them 
easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. Bear trophy hunters in Washington have been threatening the WDFW commissioners to reinstate the 
controversial spring bear hunt following their 4-4 vote to stop the hunt last November. The commissioners who voted to stop the hunt said the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. 
Please, leave the animals alone! Thank you.

2/22/2022 16:43 Commission Contact Form

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT 2/22/2022 16:44 Commission Contact Form
All decent minded people are appalled once protected bears are now a target for hunters as per the recent coverage of this grim news.
Please do not allow this vile suggestion to be given any consideration - the world is watching.
Thank you.
Jean Patmore -  UK resident.   

2/22/2022 16:45 Commission Contact Form

I am very much against the spring bear hunt!
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

2/22/2022 16:50 Commission Contact Form

Stop senseless bear trapping and hunting!!  Time to quit the madness; 2/22/2022 16:55 Commission Contact Form
2/22/2022  As The Fish and Wildlife Commission is well aware the people of America appeal to your organization to protect our fish and wildlife and their habitats yet it appears our politicians and government use you as a buffering zone 
to advance their own interests which in the long run does fair well for our wildlife.  It is both frustrating and a form of manipulation by the government and government representatives to assume that the American people agree with your 
decisions.  The Trump Administration devastated many protections for wildlife, habitats, public land use.  We as a nation can only build into wildlife areas if permits are bought.  Our northern wildlife is escaping into Canada for protection.  
We have National Forests which also protect our wildlife.  Please protect our wild bears and ban hunting in the spring time.  Re think your political agenda and protect our bears.  Thank you.

2/22/2022 16:55 Commission Contact Form

Please stop hunting innocent bears. They are God's creatures. 2/22/2022 16:58 Commission Contact Form
I am writing in support of a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/22/2022 17:00 Commission Contact Form

I’m writing to strongly oppose spring bear hunting. It is cruel and damaging to the ecosystem. It’s time to protect our wildlife and wild lands, not continue to harm them. 2/22/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form
Washington bears are in the crosshairs of trophy hunters following their petition to the WDFW to reinstate a spring bear hunting season and death threats that resulted in the resignation of one of the commissioners who voted against 
the spring bear hunt.
       
Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears search for early spring vegetation, making them 
easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. Bear trophy hunters in Washington have been threatening the WDFW commissioners to reinstate the 
controversial spring bear hunt following their 4-4 vote to stop the hunt last November. The commissioners who voted to stop the hunt said the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan.
This is support for the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and acts as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are 
against spring bear hunting.
We commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.
For all of the reasons listed above, we, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.
https://chng.it/tmzrhFkNBD

2/22/2022 17:07 Commission Contact Form

Stop what you're doing and leave things as they are 2/22/2022 17:07 Commission Contact Form
I am against SPRING bear hunting. It goes against all wildlife research.

I will continue to be active in my voice against spring bear hunting.

Thank you for your consideration.

2/22/2022 17:07 Commission Contact Form

Please eliminate the barbaric spring bear hunt. An environmentally pathetic practice. 2/22/2022 17:10 Commission Contact Form
Washington bears are in the crosshairs of trophy hunters following their petition to the WDFW to reinstate a spring bear hunting season and death threats that resulted in the resignation of one of the commissioners who voted against 
the spring bear hunt. They threats to life which form the common denominator in this story are entirely unacceptable in 21st century society. 
       
I am told that spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears search for early spring 
vegetation. As such they are easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

More recently, bear trophy hunters in Washington have been threatening the WDFW commissioners to reinstate the controversial spring bear hunt following their 4-4 vote to stop the hunt last November. The commissioners who voted to 
stop the hunt said the spring bear hunt contradicts the agency's own science, research, and game management plan. I am in complete agreement with them. I call on the WDFW to follow the best available science and put a stop to what 
promises to be an onslaught. 

2/22/2022 17:17 Commission Contact Form

Stop the spring barbaric bear killings in WA state. It is cruel and totally unnecessary! 2/22/2022 17:17 Commission Contact Form
No to Spring Bear Hunting! Leave the the bears alone. It’s their habitat, protect them and keep hunters away. 2/22/2022 17:20 Commission Contact Form



I’m asking you to please to keep the Spring Bear Hunt ban in place. This event is cruel and undeserving for the bears. The bears are good, calm creatures who just want to be left alone and in turn they will leave us alone 2/22/2022 17:29 Commission Contact Form

Killing bears can only be justified as killing for the sake of killing. Hunting does not mitigate human/bear conflict, it does not protect livestock, and it does not benefit the environment at large. Hunting bears is nothing more than wanton 
cruelty. We are better than this as individuals and as a species. Please deny the proposed hunts.

2/22/2022 17:34 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the cruel bear hunt.  Many people will not spend money In Washington as long as the hunt is allowed to continue. 2/22/2022 17:40 Commission Contact Form
NO Bear hunting PLEASE! 2/22/2022 17:52 Commission Contact Form
Please ban trophy/bear hunting. We need to protect our wildlife and environment. We are the guardians of this world, not it's killers. Anything that affects the animals and the environment affects all of us. We cannot bring back what is 
exterminated. Please think of our descendents.

2/22/2022 18:01 Commission Contact Form

I continue to be quite frustrated with the policies on hunting.  I am ok with hunting for food but the continued killing for trophies is appalling.  We continue to encroach and destroy habitat and in addition are slaughtering wolves which 
have been recently reintroduced and are now being wiped out again, bears, cougars, coyotes and anything else people get in their sights.  Employ herding dogs, donkeys or some other measure to protect livestock and stop the Slaughter.  
We should be doing better after wiping out Buffalo and other species.  Please put an end to this including dynamiting dens.  Habitats thrive when predatory animals are around and it is a huge loss when they can't be appreciated and 
spotted when we are in their environment with respect. 

2/22/2022 18:01 Commission Contact Form

Please stop hunting  and murdering  bears and their cubs. 2/22/2022 18:04 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting as inhumane. 2/22/2022 18:14 Commission Contact Form
I appose the spring bear hunt, or any bear hunt for that matter. I  strongly urge you to not have it take place. Thank you. 2/22/2022 18:24 Commission Contact Form
Please put protection of Washington Bears at the forefront of your activities.  These creatures need and deserve protection for themselves and their habitats. Humans must be prohibited from hunting or otherwise harming these beautiful 
animals.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Anne Carey-Colorado

2/22/2022 18:39 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the spring bear trophy hunting in Washington. While I highly respect whoever made the wise decision to ban the hunting of female and cub bears, this simply is not enough. The inhumane decision to reverse your 
commissions OWN ban on the hunting of bears at their most vulnerable time of the year, has already lost you all so much credibility. Give the people of Washington a WDFW that they can trust, not one who bows down to disrespectful 
and uncivilized hunters.

The threats received by people who oppose this bill are simply unacceptable and going through with their wants is only going to make them think that it is okay to continue saying such derogatory things to your commission and to others 
who have an opposing opinion to them. 

2/22/2022 18:42 Commission Contact Form

I oppose all trophy hunting, including bear trophy hunting for ethical reasons.  I especially oppose spring bear hunting because this is the time that mother bears give birth and this cruel hunt will leave baby bears orphans and left to die 
slow cruel deaths.  

2/22/2022 18:44 Commission Contact Form

I TRULY LOVE BEARS AND I URGE YOU TO PROTECT THESE PRECIOUS ANIMALS!!! PLEASE protect them against the evil hunters!! Hunters are sadistic psychopaths and a total disgrace to human civilization!  2/22/2022 18:49 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts are cruel, inhumane and unnecessary.  Please don't include a spring bear hunt in Washington. 2/22/2022 18:49 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. We must review our role. Biodiversity and nature's balance are like our brains, we really have very little knowledge despite our exposure. 2/22/2022 18:51 Commission Contact Form
Hunting bears is just plain wrong uner any kind of moral code! 2/22/2022 18:53 Commission Contact Form
I seriously oppose Spring Bear hunting 2/22/2022 18:54 Commission Contact Form
No bear hunting/trapping 2/22/2022 19:03 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel because trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If 
trophy hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear 
populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting.

2/22/2022 19:06 Commission Contact Form

I strongly OPPOSE the Spring Bear (Trophy) Hunt. I have family and business interests in Washington State, and I am distressed to see this proposal. It is cruel and barbaric. Please stop this.

Please protect the bears and other wildlife.

Permanently ending this inhumane practice would be a great thing for tourism and business in Washington state.

2/22/2022 19:10 Commission Contact Form

I vehemently oppose Spring bear hunting. Please don’t allow it to happen. 2/22/2022 19:10 Commission Contact Form
Please do not allow the bears to be hunted.  Permanently ban this barbaric killing.  We need all our wildlife protected.  We need our environment saved and bears help balance our ecosystem.  Please permanently ban bear hunting. 2/22/2022 19:26 Commission Contact Form

We implore you, please stop the spring trophy bear hunt. 2/22/2022 19:30 Commission Contact Form
Opposed to spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 19:37 Commission Contact Form
Stop the brutality.....please? 2/22/2022 19:38 Commission Contact Form
I am completely against bear trophy hunting, which also kills the cubs as they die from starvation when the mother is killed, or when the horrible hunters kill the cubs also.
It is time for us to be a civilized society and care about all living creatures.

2/22/2022 19:39 Commission Contact Form

I oppose Spring Bear Hunting !!!!! 2/22/2022 19:41 Commission Contact Form
i oppose spring bear hunting 2/22/2022 20:07 Commission Contact Form
I oppose any spring bear hunt.  Should be banned completely. 2/22/2022 20:16 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting in all states. We should be protecting our wildlife not destroying the eco-system.  2/22/2022 20:22 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE do not reinstate a spring bear hunting season. Is it manly to kill a bear in their most vulnerable states? 2/22/2022 20:28 Commission Contact Form
I'm writing to state that I strongly oppose spring bear hunting. Please don't go forward with it! 2/22/2022 21:12 Commission Contact Form



Regarding trophy hunting of bears.  

A sign of the times.  Take Right Action. Evolving away from. Be the trail blazer. The Post covid culture is waking up and asking for increased protection for all wildlife vulnerable to the sniper technique of killing to mount it to your wall.  

2/22/2022 21:34 Commission Contact Form

Dear People, I oppose greatly the Spring Bear Hunt or any other hunt for that matter. Cruelty being shown toward other animals is an abomination in an age of intolerance. We share the same DNA. I would consider leaving these animals 
alone now and in the future.     

2/22/2022 21:46 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners:

Please make bear hunting ban permanent.

Regards,

2/22/2022 21:54 Commission Contact Form

Please do not allow the spring Bear hunt! This cruelty must end. Thank you. 2/22/2022 22:16 Commission Contact Form
Would like to voice my opposition to bear hunting. Leave these animals alone. 2/22/2022 22:17 Commission Contact Form
We need to start restoration back the environment of all types of wildlife animals species please we are hunting to extinction of the existence on the planet please tell the USA government for immediate response banned
Never been removed it was protecting all the endangered species and all the animals as you have killed thousands and millions of the species they are part of our existed and why did you do this and why are you letting main come in with 
guns as well as women to make pleasure and earn money out of it it's not going to do to help the environment is going in their pocket and the animals help to balance the environment with plants and etc so please item and I should get a 
banned 
 To stop killing the animals as  they are vulnerable as are very important to 
 The environment of balance.
they are scared they are frightened I would you like to be shut down with a gun I would if I was you I would be running for my life.

Without them we will not exist on the planet we need to survive but this bloody throphy hunting is damaging the environment of health.
 without them.

2/22/2022 22:20 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt.  Cubs need their mothers, and bears have a purpose (that is Not for their dead bodies to be nailed to someone's wall).  Their lives and bodies are theirs, not someone that wants to kill them for 'trophy'.  I 
would rather hike on trails and have a chance to see wildlife in their natural habitat from a distance of course, than in a confined enclosure (zoo) or dead on someone's wall.  I also don't care to be shot at while trying to enjoy nature. 

2/22/2022 22:28 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunting.  Washington bears are in the crosshairs of trophy hunters following their petition to reinstate a spring bear hunting season.
Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, hungry bears search for early spring vegetation, making them 
easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. 

2/22/2022 23:02 Commission Contact Form

 "I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/22/2022 23:14 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners:

While it appears four Commissioners considered the science and agreed to BAN the spring bear massacre there are still some that believe the wanton killing should continue in the name of 'special interests.'

I SUPPORT the PERMANENT BAN on Spring bear hunting for the following reasons:

• Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. How barbaric - how can this really be supported or endorsed?

• During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. Like shooting fish in a 
barrel.

• As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence.  

• Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

I am quite confident there are many more facts and studies that will be presented by experts to show just cause in support of permanently banning the spring bear hunt.

To conclude, I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt.  

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Steven Morris

2/22/2022 23:36 Commission Contact Form

I am opposed to the bear hunt. Eventually their will be no wildlife left. It’s even more troubling to hear that people who speak up against hunting are also threatened. What is being done to prosecute and jail people who threaten 
individuals who want to save wildlife. It amazes me the number of people who derive pleasure in killing. Can’t you come up with a different kind of activity for people who enjoy killing wildlife. 

2/22/2022 23:52 Commission Contact Form

"I oppose spring bear hunting." 2/23/2022 0:15 Commission Contact Form



I oppose the Spring Bear Hunt for the following reasons:

1. Bears only exhibit aggression when they believe there is imminent danger to themselves or their cubs. 
2. We cannot simply continue to kill our natural wildlife and destroy the balance of nature because of unfounded claims of aggression, because someone wants a "trophy" or because someone feels that they are simply "in the way". We 
must learn to live with nature as we continue to encroach on our wildlife's natural habitat rather than decimating them.
3. It's bad enough that hunters in many states are allowed to enter bear caves, lure them outside where they can be killed in the open, and use traps that cause excruciating pain until death. Please don't open the state to more demise for 
the bears. It's just wrong.

2/23/2022 1:05 Commission Contact Form

We must stop the senseless murders of trophy hunters in the United States in Washington! These bears will be murdered in spring-these messages need to get out to Trophy Hunters and any hunter  that these bears can and will be 
protected. Create a permanent wildlife preserve for them! Bring people from other states in to enjoy and view the true beauty of nature.

2/23/2022 1:26 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the Spring bear hunt.  Please protect our wildlife.  2/23/2022 1:46 Commission Contact Form
Please - no bear hunt! 2/23/2022 1:49 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 2:03 Commission Contact Form
I OPPOSE the bear hunt. 2/23/2022 2:03 Commission Contact Form
Ban bear hunting.  Selective sterilization works. 2/23/2022 2:38 Commission Contact Form
I am against spring bear hunting. The mother have cubs and than the mothers get shoot and the cubs die. What kind of "Management" is that? We need to come together to save our wild life not to put them on the brink of extinction. 
They were here before us and hopefully will be still here when humans are long forgotten.

2/23/2022 2:38 Commission Contact Form

I am against bear hunting. 2/23/2022 2:50 Commission Contact Form
Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission was most correct in stopping this state’s Spring Bear Hunt. Ending trophy hunters’ thrill-killing of mother bears and cubs hurts no one and saves the lives of native animals and their offspring. 2/23/2022 5:07 Commission Contact Form

I OPPOSE ALL BEAR HUNTING. Uphold your responsibility to steward life, whereas bears are a necessary part of our ecosystems and our own well being as well. Let the animals be at peace and at ease. 2/23/2022 6:47 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunting 2/23/2022 6:53 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose Spring bear hunting!  it is an absolutely appalling, inhumane, and totally unsportsmanlike practice!  Laws must be put in place to avoid such cruel and unjust practices.  This is akin to shooting an unarmed mother and 
child in the back.  Bears are coming out of hibernation in a highly weakened state, often with extremely young fragile cubs!  Absolutely appalling!

2/23/2022 7:18 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

2/23/2022 7:53 Commission Contact Form

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT, STAND STRONG AND DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO GO AHEAD. 2/23/2022 8:48 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 2/23/2022 8:49 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!!!

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by how Its Animals are treated."
Mahatma Gandhi 

"MAN HAS MADE THE EARTH A HELL FOR ANIMALS."
Arthur Schopenhauer 

Animals = 🐻🐻👼👼 Beings Of Light 

Humans = 👹👹👹 ??????? TRASH!!!!!!!

2/23/2022 12:05 Commission Contact Form

Please end the Spring Bear Hunt. 2/23/2022 12:47 Commission Contact Form
Hunting of any animal is murder, it is only a pretext to use fire arms and arrows it perpetrates violence. Our children must learn the importance of protecting and respecting Earth's wildlife time is running out before we lose all our natural 
beauty.

2/23/2022 14:02 Commission Contact Form

Hello, 
i want to say that I am very strongly opposed to the Spring Bera hunt . Beras are amazing iconic creatures that should be protected and preserved, not slaughtered for fun by a few sick minded [and wealthy] people . 
Please make the right decision and do not let this hunt take place....... it should be permanently banned. 
Kind regards, Fiona Perkins. 

2/23/2022 15:15 Commission Contact Form

please stop the cruel hunting of bears. It's time we respected and cared for nature and wildlife. Thank you. 2/23/2022 15:31 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners, Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. Please stop this horror! These precious animals deserve to live their lives in peace. Thank you for your help. 2/23/2022 17:27 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/23/2022 18:25 Commission Contact Form
Where does this lust for blood, which aimss at the spring's population of bears and their cubs, come from?
Why can't these creatures be left alone to live their lives? I am shocked by the venom of those who are
pushing for a hunt. Wildlife is threatened by climate change and declining resources.  We need a rational discussion of this issue.

2/23/2022 21:03 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners,  
Please permanently cancel the spring bear hunting season. Bears deserve better than to be shot with bullets, arrows, or trapped fresh out of hibernation.  If the Elmer Fudds of Washington state need to go after unarmed animals, let them 
draw lots among themselves--half can be armed, the other half unarmed, and they can go at it with each other. 
Regards, David Johns 

2/23/2022 22:33 Commission Contact Form

Please stop maniacs from murdering other mammals i. e. the bears, (they are mammals just the same as us). They aren’t “trophies”, they are another decapitated part of a deceased mammal. Enough is enough. Future generations of your 
ancestors will hold YOU to account for your decision making on this. STOP destroying valuable gene pool from bears and other animal which have been living there for thousands of years, long before their murderers came to the land. 
Thank you

2/23/2022 23:28 Commission Contact Form

I am against Spring bear hunting. Please go ahead with your ban. Thanks. 2/24/2022 0:16 Commission Contact Form



Please oppose bear hunts, especially spring bear hunts!! Spring bear hunting is exceptionally cruel as bears and bear cubs are in their most vulnerable state. They are emerging from their dens following hibernation. During springtime, 
hungry bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations and wait for the hungry bears to arrive.  

This doesn't require any skill.....................it's hunters waiting to kill innocent, defenseless animals needlessly, especially young animals, who don't have guns and are killed without any sense of compassion or regard for their lives! This is 
inhumane, cruel, violent, and needless in this day and age. No animals should have to suffer from this!! Please help protect these beautiful and majestic animals! The world needs more nature, compassion, and regard for our wild 
environment, and less violence, killing, and waste of natural resources. You are charged with helping to protect our environment and natural resources- please help protect these bears from hunting!!!!

Thank you for your time, I look forward to hearing back from you.

2/24/2022 1:45 Commission Contact Form

Hello, I am a member of PETA , but I do support the bear hunt. Unfortunately, my co-members don’t understand the environment has become so kadiwampus  wildlife has to be thinned so they don’t starve. I don’t hunt bears, but I get it. 
I joined because I am against animal abuse and animals used for experimentation. Thank you. Kind regards, Cherie 

2/24/2022 1:48 Commission Contact Form

Please end bear trophy hunting ..this is a cruel practice and stop the trophy hunts for good 2/24/2022 1:56 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently BAN all bear hunts! Let's let them live in peace. Thank you. 2/24/2022 2:49 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting. 2/24/2022 3:23 Commission Contact Form
Please Stop the heinous attack on innocent bears who will be just waking up from months of hibernation hungry and searching for food. STOP THIS NEEDLESS SLAUGHTER THAT HUNTERS PURSUE FOR VANITY TROPHIES. PLEASE STOP IT BY 
PASSING THE NECESSARY LAWS TO PERMANENTLY PROTECT BEARS AND PROSECUTING VIOLATORS TO THE FULL EXTENT OF THE LAW.

2/24/2022 16:12 Commission Contact Form

Why is the Fish and Wildlife Commission reinstating the black bear hunt?
The commission used common sense and empathy suspending the hunt.  What went wrong?
And, WHAT IS WRONG WITH HUMANS THAT MANY ENJOY KILLING INNOCENT ANIMALS?!
I have been a child advocate for many years. This hunt hurts them morally and environmentally.
There is no need to kill black bears.  And, they are an essential part of our ecosystem.
Please make sure the Black bear hunt is suspended again!

2/24/2022 16:32 Commission Contact Form

February 24, 2022

Dear Commissioners:

I just now ran across WDFW’s response to the baiting petition, for tomorrow’s webinar, and have to say that I am appalled they are choosing to refuse taking any immediate action.  I understand the need for public input (human 
dimensions work, as stated in their denial) but what I don’t understand is the comment “roughly two years”.  I can see using that terminology if it was 2015 but we are on the cusp of a statewide problem.  Eliminating baiting is just one of 
many issues that need to be sorted out with regard to CWD.  But it should be the easiest.  We don’t have time to get every single duck in a row before action is taken against CWD.  Sorting out the elk feeding stations may take years to 
resolve.  General wildlife feeding for purposes of recreational viewing is another activity that has far-reaching impacts, and truly does require public awareness and input.  We will never eliminate higher than normal concentrations of deer 
and elk in agricultural fields because we can’t expect all farmers to till under alfalfa fields or stop planting wheat.  It’s an overwhelming issue and there are some things that are literally out of our control.
But baiting, or not baiting in this case, is very straightforward.  There is already a rule in place that can be changed to eliminate it.  It wouldn’t take away the opportunity to hunt, just the manner in which   people hunt.
The WDFW summary refers to “mistrust” that will occur if this change is made without public input.  What about the mistrust that will occur when CWD begins to spread and the public finds out WDFW knew about the issue, had a 
management plan that specifically recommended ending the practice, and did not address it immediately?
What about the mantra, “Follow the science” which has been touted for years?  All the science points to the problems with feeding wildlife.  Ending the practice of baiting during hunting season is just the first and easiest step.  
I urge you all to direct the Department of Fish and Wildlife to take immediate action and not put this off for “roughly two years”.  Given the proliferation of CWD, this certainly falls into the category of emergency action.
Thank you.

2/24/2022 23:11 Commission Contact Form

WE ARE APPALLED AT THE KILLING OR BEARS THAT YOU ALLOW.   REVOLTING.  NO WONDER TOP SCIENTISTS SAY THERE ARE 50 BILLION TO MANY HUMANS ON THE PLANET.  LEAVE THESE INNOCENT ANIMALS ALONE. WHEN WILL 
HUMANS EVER GROW UP.

2/24/2022 23:52 Commission Contact Form

I would like to talk to you about the commission meeting on CWD & baiting for hunting and recreational feeding.Washington Fish And Wildlife Has lost the confidence of the general public about multiple issues. You talk about CWD and 
how fast it’s moving yes it is in the state of Idaho and moving quickly and you’re right the state of Washington has drug their feet many times over .One of the issues  hoof rot here on the Washington coast it has wiped out over 50% of our 
Roosevelt elk herds. And Washington Fish And Wildlife Biologist still haven’t reduced the hunting seasons because of the disease and the amount of decline of our elk herds.And there has been other disease issues that Washington Fish 
And Wildlife Biologist have drug their feet on .And was too slow to react.So I hope the game commission reacts promptly and doesn’t let politics and pressure from the general public  get in the way of taking care of this issue. Something I 
think Washington Department of Fish and wildlife staff has  overlooked was the potential of CWD infecting agricultural animals/livestock the potential for dogs and cats and humans we don’t want this disease in the state of Washington 
and neither did Idaho but it showed up in Idaho and they knew it was coming so I hopeThe commission keeps the fire going underneath Washington Fish And Wildlife Biologist and staff to take care of the issue. Absolutely baiting for 
hunting purposes is A unethical way of hunting and unsportsmanlike.Remember wildlife first and hunters and economy second.

2/25/2022 18:02 Commission Contact Form

This message is to the Washington state fish and game commission this pertains to charter boats and guides for salmon, steelhead, sturgeon in the Columbia river and the Pacific Ocean. There should be a quota separate from the sports 
quota on charter boats and guides in many cases they take way too many fish out of the quota and shut the seasons down on salmon, steelhead, sturgeon. And the little boats have to suffer I mean the little sports boats that are not out 
there fishing every day that are just looking to feed their families and enjoy time with your families fishing. So my recommendation is put a quota on charter boats and guides they are just like a commercial fleet .They sell fish to the 
general public and catch fish for the general public. And another issue is filling our quotas for salmon in the Columbia river And Pacific ocean too soon because of our harvest a way to relieve  this Issue is to make us go to artificial lures in 
the Columbia river salmon fishery if we are getting close to our quota. Absolute no Bait/scent would help slow down the catching of salmon no Bait no scent.It would help us extend our salmon/steelhead seasons. And you have to 
recognize and do something about the predators in the Columbia River and the Washington coast bays, rivers, streams it is destroying our salmon, steelhead, sturgeon  Populations and you and fish and wildlife are taking way too long to 
react and solve the problem.Again Washingtonians have lost faith in Washington Fish And Wildlife Management and The commission. I hope this message gets to the commission and it is not filtered. I have Fished and hunted in the state 
of Washington all my life and I have never seen such distress in the state Washington and its wildlife management and fish management .

2/25/2022 18:26 Commission Contact Form



Wanton blood-lust is coming from. First the wanting to hunt cougar with dogs, now to hunt bears just as they are coming out of hibernation?  Cruel and inhumane.  No Spring bear hunt.   

With the aggressive loss of habitats and the consequential decline in many species (quail, grouse), all hunting should be curtailed.  Don’t wait for it to happen!!!  

All of our wild lands’ policies have to be very flexible and reactive to a quickly changing world where changes happen so fast one doesn’t have time for a year  of debate.  The lead stakeholder should be the fragile ecosystem, not humans.  
We have promulgated the latter forever and that’s not working!  

So no spring bear hunts. Plug the bloodlust. It’s so uncivilized and those of you supporting such should be ashamed to want to kill an animal at its most vulnerable.  At least you’re not proposing a hibernation hunt!  Spring is not much 
different.

Thanks for keeping us informed. 

PS: I have a neighbor who shoots ducks in/on the Skagit river water.  What should I do about that? And the river poses a fire danger in late summer so no one should be shooting on the river. He also hunts at night.  Even Fir Island has 
gotten too populated to allow hunting off one’s back porch, back yard, in the river, etc.  we all have our work cut out for us. 

2/25/2022 19:32 Commission Contact Form

ban hunting/trapping 2/25/2022 20:45 Commission Contact Form
I would like to bring up the issue of baiting and using scent. If the commission wants to make it illegal to bait then the WDFW needs to also stop putting out their feeders as well. The fact that the commission believes that baiting and using 
scents causes CWD is absolutely incorrect. 

2/26/2022 0:32 Commission Contact Form

The spring bear hunt is vile and cruel and I wish to express my opposition to it in the strongest possible terms. No one who truly cares for wildlife would allow this event to take place. 2/26/2022 13:04 Commission Contact Form
WDFW Commission,

So if feeding deer and elk is going to be illegal in this state does that mean the WDFW Winter Feeding programs will be discontinued as well?  It seems very hypocritical that when the WDFW makes it illegal for citizens to feed deer and elk 
but the WDFW continues feeding programs?  I would expect those programs to be shutdown and then deer and elk suffer.  Lawsuits will be filed due to the hypocracy of this ignorant plan.  The feeding programs ran by WDFW draw in 
many more animals to a single location than any private citizen feeder location thus providing a much higher potential for spread of CWD.  Is this FACT conveniently being ignored just to stab hunters in the back again?  I expect a response 
to my questions/comments.

2/26/2022 14:46 Commission Contact Form

Strenge Gesetze und Regelungen unter Beachtung von Tierschutz und Umwelt. 2/26/2022 15:26 Commission Contact Form
Bear hunting must be permanently banned. 2/26/2022 17:48 Commission Contact Form
As a bow hunter that hunts primarily in the thick whitetail country in the northeastern part of the state I am pleading with you not to end the baiting of deer and elk. At least not for bow hunting. I believe there would be a 75% reduction 
in bow hunter success rates and many would quit hunting. If this change happens me and my hunting partner are done hunting in this state.

2/26/2022 19:34 Commission Contact Form

I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt. Please don‘t let this outrageous, harrowing, gruesome cruelty happen!!!!!! 2/27/2022 4:54 Commission Contact Form
Please ban Spring bear hunting in Washington state permanently, until people each die from the pestilence or the wild-beasts or the sword.  It is cruel how the bears are hunted during Spring currently. 2/27/2022 20:30 Commission Contact Form
Concerning  the recreation plan under consideration, off trail access being restricticed is nothing short of stupid. If you expect me to hike or hunt by staying specifically on established designated trails I am totally against this plan. 2/27/2022 22:39 Commission Contact Form

Stop the madness. Stop the letting the gillnets kill the rivers and let sportsman fish. Stop doing stuff you know doesn't work. Run the hatcheries right! Give the sport fisherman back our rights. We pay enough money. 
Thank you.

2/28/2022 18:53 Commission Contact Form

Just a little note that your “department” is the most inept thing I’ve ever seen. You’ve taken our beautiful fishing opportunities and reduced them to a mere fraction of what they should be because you’re too chicken to stand up to these 
wild fish clowns. I hope that reduced license sales result in all of you being replaced. But keep blaming it on ocean conditions please.  

WDFW is a joke

2/28/2022 18:54 Commission Contact Form

I am a life long sport fisherman on the lower Columbia. I want to express my frustration with the most recent decision to expand gillnetting on the lower Columbia. In a River with many ESA listed stocks, expanding gillnetting seems like a 
step back in conservation. In a time when our summer steelhead our returning at record lows, and the governor is proposing potential gillnet license buyback programs to get them out of the river. I am not anti commercial fishing, I 
believe they have a part in the resource and supplying fresh fish to local markets. I am opposed to gillnets that are non-selective, and have devastating impacts on non targeted, wild ESA listed stocks.

2/28/2022 18:55 Commission Contact Form

By all means eliminate for all time a spring bear hunt!  Why would anyone want to do it?  A TROPHY?  That is what they want?  Why?  To show how brave they were?  Save the bears!!! 

This is a finite planet with diminishing finite resources and 7.8 billion people.  This is not sustainable.

Knowledge is the only unlimited and expanding resource.

3/2/2022 15:19 Commission Contact Form

Dear WDFW Commissioners,  

The Spring Bear Hunt is cruel and should not be continued. There is no way to ensure that females with cubs will not be shot and killed, leaving the cubs to starve to death. The Spring Bear Hunt does not comply with the mission 
statement of the WDFW because it is not "sustainable". When balancing hunters interests with those of the rest of the state, this barbaric practice does not fit in and needs to end. 

I hope I can count on your vote against the Spring Bear Hunt. 

3/2/2022 15:20 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to implore you to extend the ban on the spring bear hunt. The ecosystem has many challenges with the current climate crisis, and bears are suffering as a result. There is no justification for future bear hunts 3/4/2022 15:12 Commission Contact Form

Please halt any more thoughts on allowing bear hunting each spring.  That is when they are just coming out of hibernation, and they are very vulnerable.  This planet is their home too, and since we’ve encroached on so much of their lands 
already, killing bears when at their most vulnerable is just cruel and wrong.  There needs to be a balance and compassion between man and wildlife, and not allowing bear hunting in spring each year is a great way to start. 

3/4/2022 15:21 Commission Contact Form

I STRONGLY OPPOSE Spring ( or any season) HUNTING OF BEARS in Washington State!!!!!! Bears are to be protected not killed ! As a former 15 + year resident of Washington State I support protecting the Wildlife and their Habitat. Please 
protect the Bears and do not allow hunting them.

3/4/2022 15:32 Commission Contact Form



Please do not approve a permanent spring bear hunt.  In general, there are too few large mammals remaining, and the bears do not pose any threat to livestock, etc., that might serve as a reason to curb the population.  It is just cruel to 
shoot these creatures or their cubs for sport.  How sporting is it really to shoot an unsuspecting creature from a distance?

3/4/2022 15:44 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to oppose the spring bear hunt and to ask you to please initiate a permanent ban on spring bear hunting. All beings deserve the respect and compassion to live their lives in their natural habitat without being hunted down 
and killed. Please set a precedent of kindness and respect, without it we are nothing.

3/4/2022 15:46 Commission Contact Form

 All decent minded people do not want to see bear hunting brought back as proposed 
This is a vile and cruel idea from sick individuals who play no part in our humane and caring society.
Bear killing has no place any more anywhere - animal welfare organisations all over the world will not forget or forgive.     

3/4/2022 15:46 Commission Contact Form

Please ban spring bear hunting permanently!!!  3/4/2022 15:51 Commission Contact Form
The spring bear hunt is an idea that could seriously hurt not only the black bear population, but the entire ecosystem. Bears are most vulnerable in spring. Bear hunting is killing for fun. I understand that bears can be a liability, but simply 
allowing thousands of people to kill them recklessly will lead to greater consequences. Bears aren't human killers; they're the victims of human killing. They need to repopulate for the sake of the ecosystem and the planet. Bears are living 
creatures that are just trying to survive, and they deserve so much better than reckless hunters killing them for sport. We have taken enough from these incredible creatures; we don't need to condone taking their lives.

3/4/2022 15:58 Commission Contact Form

Please stop all Bear hunting. It is barbaric and cruel!We must protect all Wildlife. 3/4/2022 16:12 Commission Contact Form
Stop bear hunting, stop hunting the wild life animals. Animals are not ours! 3/4/2022 16:42 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the spring bear hunt, and do NOT make it a permanent event.  It is senseless and cruel.  I thought you folks were better than that. 3/4/2022 17:09 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/4/2022 17:34 Commission Contact Form
NO WISE CULTURE WOULD EVER HARM THE ENVIRONMENT OR ANY LIVING CREATURE IT.

STOP THE HUNTING MADNESS.

these are innocent bears trying to live their lives in peace.
leave them alone.

3/4/2022 17:40 Commission Contact Form

Please ban bear hunting. Terrible cruelty to allow people to behave in such a sadistic way. 3/4/2022 17:46 Commission Contact Form
I am very opposed to the spring bear hunt, please end this cruel sport! 3/4/2022 18:19 Commission Contact Form
This is murder it has to stop. Instead of rewording this trigger happy a**holes for killing these beautiful animals they should be charged and jail time. 3/4/2022 18:41 Commission Contact Form
Not only is the spring bear hunt disgusting and wrong, it shames Washington's reputation. This should NEVER happen. 3/4/2022 18:46 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/4/2022 18:57 Commission Contact Form
Please vote against the new rule on February 1, 2022, which would not only institute a 2022 spring bear season but would create a permanent spring bear hunting season that no longer requires annual Commission approval.
Spring bear hunts inevitably orphan bear cubs and leave them to die. The hunts occur when the sows are still nursing cubs. State wildlife officials and other experts agree there is no way to prevent cubs from being orphaned during spring 
bear hunting. Hunters are unable to distinguish between female and male bears, and nursing mothers will often stow their cubs in a safe place out of sight when they forage during the spring. In spring, black bears are at their most 
vulnerable state, weak from hunger and sluggish from hibernation. Food is scarce, requiring bears to forage in clearings with no cover.

WDFW singles bears out for spring hunting. Because of the stress that spring hunting puts on all wildlife populations as they recover from winter and rear their young, Washington does not allow spring hunting of any other species except 
turkey. 

The wildlife Society of America (2019) determined that “Disparities between expected and empirically derived bear density illustrate the need for more rigorous monitoring to understand processes that affect population numbers 
throughout the jurisdiction and suggest that management plans may need to be reevaluated to determine if current harvest strategies are achieving population objectives.” 

3/4/2022 19:07 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose bear hunting!  The stipulation regarding female bears with cubs will not deter hunters.  Mother bears put their cubs up trees, so hunters won't always see the cubs with their mothers.  Please put a stop to this inhumane 
and barbaric practice.  

3/4/2022 20:38 Commission Contact Form

Protect the bears. 3/4/2022 20:46 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the introduction of a spring bear hunt in Washington, whether it is for trophies or any other purpose. I financially support shelters which rescue orphaned bear cubs, feed them over the winter and safely release them in 
the spring. If the proposed hunt takes place, many more bear cubs will be orphaned and left to die. Spring is the worst possible time to hunt bears, but the whole practice should be outlawed for ever.

3/4/2022 21:25 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the spring bear hunting-these trophy hunter and all hunters should be banned in all Park areas. A preserve should be set up for them in all wilderness areas. Your state and all states would make more money just like 
Yellowstone Park area. You should be protecting animals instead of looking for ways to kill them. You should not be interfering with any wildlife by legalizing murder. I think the DNR should be only looking at HOW to save wildlife instead 
of HOW TO MURDER wildlife-and stop justifying it. These politicians are not GOD nor are you. I do not know if you believe in God but when the end of your life comes I hope you think of this email.

3/4/2022 23:12 Commission Contact Form

PLEASE DO NOT ALLOWS THESE BEAR HUNTS TO CONTIMUE !!! 3/4/2022 23:30 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/5/2022 1:54 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the Spring Bear hunt. I support a permanent ban on a Spring (actually all) bear hunting. 3/5/2022 7:20 Commission Contact Form
Hunting animals for pleasure is wrong and the people who enjoy killing for fun are damaged and are potentially a danger to civilised society.  There is plenty of evidence to support the link between animal torture and violent crimes 
against humans.  This is the 21st Century and hunting should now be a thing of the past.  The animals have no defence against guns and this is not a fair fight. 

3/5/2022 8:50 Commission Contact Form

NO spring bear hunt. NO to hunting bears. !!! Leave them alone. 3/5/2022 17:16 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunting by trophy hunters is cruel and should be banned. 3/5/2022 21:23 Commission Contact Form
Do not establish a spring bear hunting season - that's when cubs are born!  NO, NO! 3/5/2022 21:34 Commission Contact Form
Stop the hunting of innocent animals!!!!! 3/6/2022 11:38 Commission Contact Form
I absolutely oppose the spring bear hunt!!!!!!!!
Don’t let this gruesome cruelty happen!!!!!!!!!!

3/6/2022 17:27 Commission Contact Form

Please strongly consider changing the season of grey partridge(Huns) to match that of the chukar.  Shutting huns down when you shut pheasant and quail down, and then leaving chukar open does not make any sense given the similar 
habitats that Huns and chukar share, and the difficulty in identifying in a split second on the wing between a hun and chukar.  Pheasant and quail are very distinct and easy to identify immediately, even in the rare situations they’re found 
when targeting chukar/huns.  Chukar and Huns live in very similar areas, and are awfully hard to distinguish until one has been harvested.  Most other western states have recognized this, and Huns and chukar share season opening and 
closing dates.  

3/6/2022 19:12 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunting 3/7/2022 3:32 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt and would like to see a permanent ban on it. I understand the proposal for a Spring Bear Hunt will be voted on soon. Please vote no. 3/7/2022 3:47 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 3/7/2022 7:58 Commission Contact Form



I absolutely oppose the Spring Bear Hunt, I am a mother myself, to be ripped away from your ‘cubs’ is abhorrent, mum being killed along with her cubs, this has to be STOPPED, now, please sign everyone, we need to be united together, 
we need to care.  

3/7/2022 16:33 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to state my opposition to the rule making for the spring bear hunt. I am opposed for several reasons.

The proposal is to make the hunt permanent so it does not have to be approved each year. This change means virtual abandonment of wildlife management principles. It appears to be setting the number of annual permits at 
approximately 664 permits split across set GMUs no matter what happens to bear populations. It also assumes only 145 bears will be killed. Would 664 killed bears be sustainable? Is anything environmental considered in this fixed 
number, like bears lost to wildfires? Where is the science behind these numbers?
The proposal prohibits killing female bears with cubs. This is a nod to the concern about orphaned cubs, but is completely unenforceable. Also, a female might leave her cubs behind in a safe place while she goes looking for food, or they 
might not be visible in tall grass or shrubs. There is no way to ensure protection of cubs during a spring bear hunt except to have no hunt.
The hunt is unethical. The bears are slow, weak, and hungry as they come out of winter. They may be forced to forage in open areas. There is no element of “fair chase” in this hunt.  Also, private forest managers set up bear feeding 
stations to protect their trees. If hunters are allowed in these areas, this is the equivalent of bear baiting, which is illegal. Both of these situations make this not a hunt, but target shooting.
You do not allow hunting of any other animals (except turkeys for some reason) in spring. This is an acknowledgement that spring puts extra stress on animals as they are raising and protecting their young, and they should be left alone. 
There is no reason bears should be singled out as an acceptable species to kill in the spring.

Finally, the proposal states that a “central part” of the Department’s mandate is to provide recreational hunting opportunities. From the WDFW website, the Department is  “dedicated to preserving, protecting, and perpetuating the 
state’s fish, wildlife, and ecosystems while providing sustainable fish and wildlife recreational and commercial opportunities.” That does not state that hunting is central, far from it. The first part of the mission is primary; if those goals 
aren’t met, you can’t have any hunting. Also, fish and wildlife “opportunities” are not just about hunting. There are many more campers, hikers, and wildlife watchers than there are hunters. I think it is safe to say there would be more 
opposition than support from them.
Please do not approve a spring bear hunt, this year or any year.

3/7/2022 16:53 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners,
I am vehemently opposed to spring bear hunts, in my state of Washington, as well as all others. How obscene, to encourage killing of bears when they are first coming out of and groggy from hibernation. Can we verify we are not killing 
nursing mothers!? Come on!  Add poaching and illegal baiting and it violates all things ethical about hunting and membership in the human race. 
For all we know, bears are being over hunted (managed) in WA. Where’s the valid, scientifically derived data? Please, let’s use ethics and science to drive our decision-making. STOP these spring bear hunts. Advocate for coexistence. Let’s 
do something Washingtonians can be proud of. 
Thank you.

3/7/2022 16:55 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunting brings out the best of the best.  These are not just weekend warriors, while there is nothing wrong with that, these spring bear hunters have multiple years invested in applications, scouting and planning.  They know 
their pursuit inside and out.  A majority have waited 8-9 years or longer for this opportunity to hunt spring bear.  Picking a mature boar is the goal of anyone who draws this tag.  Shooting a sow with cubs is in no way why folks apply for 
this tag.  Harvesting a boar has many benefits from helping recruitment of elk calves and deer fawns, (which the Blues needs all the help it can get)  saving cubs from a gruesome death by being killed by a boar so that the sow goes back 
into heat, to the biggest benefit: time spent outdoors with family and friends.  We are not merely a spectator of nature but an active participant of wildlife management, walking among the bears and wildlife as the woods come back to 
life after a long cold winter.  One of the greatest reasons for this hunt is the amazing table fare, from peperoni and summer sausage to the roasts and my personal favorite canned bear with garlic and jalapeno to make street tacos.  I have 
friends and family who have never tried it before and this is now their number one requested dish at gatherings.  Many of which do not hunt but they too benefit from the experience.  I love to share what the wildlife world has to offer in 
the ways of sustainable table fare and outdoor interaction.  I will not bore you with facts and figures as you already have that info at your disposal.  Instead all I can ask is that you look at the data, along what it truly means to be a hunter 
and patinate wildlife conservationists who love all wildlife and the places they call home.  Please vote yes for spring bear.

Thank you 

3/7/2022 17:01 Commission Contact Form

Please vote no on the proposal. Strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

Thank you,

3/7/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form

Commissioners,

The recent vote to cancel the spring bear hunt in WA state was not a science based decision. The evidence produced by science supports a spring bear hunt in WA state. The bear population studies, historical harvest reports of WA and 
harvest reports of neighboring states supports the need of a spring bear hunt for WA State.

During Governor Jay Inslee’s last campaign he repeatedly referenced WA state as being a Government lead by science. During the campaign Jay Inslee quoted, his decisions and the decisions of those under him will be lead by science 
based evidence. Yet, the recent vote to cancel the WA state spring bear hunt was not backed by science based evidence. Rather it was influenced by special interest groups and those groups ability to emotionalize this decision with the 
commission members.

The Governor is voted in by the people of this state. The Wildlife Commission positions are appointed by the Governor. The Commission needs to support Governor Inslee’s promises of science based decision making by reinstating the 
spring bear hunt in WA State.

Best regards,

3/7/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form

Please keep the biologically justified spring bear hunt. This is an important wildlife management tool and provides quality outdoor recreation and sustainable protein for our residents. Don’t be intimidated by out of state anti hunting 
groups. Thank you.

3/7/2022 17:03 Commission Contact Form



To: Responsible Parties
I am opposed to spring bear hunts in my state of Washington. How sad, to encourage killing of bears when they are first coming out hibernation. That isn't a sport. They don't even have a chance.  Illegal baiting violates all things ethical 
about hunting.
Where’s the valid, scientifically derived data? Please, let’s use ethics and science to drive our decision-making. STOP these spring bear hunts. Advocate for coexistence.

3/7/2022 17:04 Commission Contact Form

We should have a state wide over the counter spring bear season. We are in one of the top spots as far as bear population and need to help out deer and elk populations through preditor management. Just look at Idaho, less bears but 
more hunting opportunities for bear. Hunting with dogs, spring season and baiting. It's another way to bring you guys more money 

3/8/2022 1:36 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners,  Please NO Bear hunt in Spring , this is not an appropriate time to let hounds tree cubs and mother bears. Give the Bears a break , especially after the wildfire seasons and loss of habitats , climate change and growing 
human population encroaching into wildlife.  
NO SPRING BEAR HUNTS . 
Thanks

3/8/2022 15:29 Commission Contact Form

Did you know there is archaeological evidence of bears being honored that dates all the way back to the time of Neanderthals?! Throughout history, bears have been honored and worshipped all over the world, symbolizing strength, 
family, protection, and more. It is amazing to see the influence bears have had on mankind, and that is why we must never give up the fight to protect them 🐻🐻

I urge you to stop the killing. Put an end to this barbaric act. Stop the bear hunts!!!  Have we not evolved at all?

Thank you.
Linda

3/8/2022 16:08 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the Spring Black Bear Hunt, and commend the commissioners for putting it on pause. I urge you all to please stand firm in your decision, and do not allow Spring Bear Hunting In Washington State. Thank you for your time to read 
my opinion on the matter. Best wishes to all

3/8/2022 16:08 Commission Contact Form

Please, please please do NOT introduce the Spring bear hunt. Do NOT allow trophy hunters to eradicate bear populations as they already are with wolves. We need wildlife, not massacres. 3/8/2022 17:04 Commission Contact Form
Spring Bear hunt.
In believe that if we do not take the input provided by the biologists that the department hires to make sound scientific decisions on game species then it would make sense to just let them all go and only make decisions based on public 
input.  

3/8/2022 17:20 Commission Contact Form

Dear Dept. of Fish & Wildlife Commission;          March 7, 2022

Comments on the proposal to legalize the killing of black bears in the Spring:

We live in a democracy where the majority is supposed to rule.  In the State of Washington the vast majority of its citizens do NOT favor the hunting of black bears in the Spring season of the year.  I also join this vast majority in 
condemning the slight-of-hand maneuver within the Commission to possibly sneak in the legalization of Spring black bear hunting.

To join the backward wildlife managed states of Idaho, Utah and Wyoming in allowing Spring black bear hunts would only bring the State of Washington down to their pathetically low level.

There is absolutely no scientific or ethical reason to allow the killing of black bears in the Spring, when mothers are with their cubs and the cubs are often hidden out of sight from the shooter's view.

Please do your civic and moral duty by NOT permitting a Spring black bear hunt to proceed in 2022 and ban all further Spring black bear hunts in the future.

3/8/2022 17:29 Commission Contact Form

I am worried that your site is being overrun with the same people commenting again and again for the spring bear hunt and that these few people will be the only voices heard in relation to this proposed hunt. Please know that many 
more people are against this hunt and only trophy hunters are for it. It is not a valid form of bear (or any type of wildlife) management and is not necessary as a dead bear does no one any good and a bear head on a wall is sick and tacky 
and a waste of our dwindling wild bears.  Don’t cave to the repeaters, please take into consideration all single voices and real conservation measures that don’t require killing anything. 

3/8/2022 17:36 Commission Contact Form

The spring bear hunt is plain wrong and not called for / necessary. There is no need for it and It would just be plain immoral despite the misguided comments by hunters. 3/8/2022 17:43 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners, 
I am respectfully urging you to not implement a spring bear hunt. 
Please ignore the trophy hunters and heed your own research and management plans about Washington black bears. 
Experience has shown that spring bear hunts is cruel, and exploits bears at their weakest time, which inevitably leads to orphaned cubs that will die.
Thank you for your time.

3/8/2022 18:34 Commission Contact Form

Sirs - There has been enough of studying the wolves!!! No more studies!!! In many states the wolves have become an problem and have had to reduce the numbers to protect their deer, elk, and stock populations. Some are using 1000 
dollar bounties. Others are reducing wolf numbers by 90% and some by 80%.
    In Washington state back in the 1990s you decided 10 pairs would be the number of wolves Washington would accept. Since then the numbers have blossomed until there are tagged wolves way higher then the agreed to numbers.  You 
say you have 132 wolves - 24 packs plus Colville count of 48 wolves - 5 packs. Those are the known numbers and there would be some that were not counted.  You can figure you will have 59 more wolves next year.  The wolves numbers 
should be kept in range where the prey and stock numbers arent devistated. Remember there was are also cougar and bear hunting them.
    Another issue that should be addressed is  the ranchers and farmers loss of stock. When the wolves kill a beef,sheep, goat or horse the rancher or farmer should be recompensed not only for that animals loss but also for the progeny of 
that animal - up to what that animal would have produced and what the progeny would have produced. The rancher and farmer lose more then just that animal.If an animal is lost a wolf should be removed!! The city people may not 
understand it but those animals are the country people's income.  Also West side doesn't need an increase where the wolves are wandering through housing developments where it is hard to control them.
   No more range riders just reduce the predators!!!

3/8/2022 18:47 Commission Contact Form



I have spent many summers cruising the saltwater coasts from Olympia to Juneau.  I am very familiar with black bears and I oppose a Spring black bear hunt!  These important animals will already be facing a huge change in environment 
because of human activities.  Climate change and loss of habitat will limit their future.  These animals are shy and intelligent, not the ferocious and scary.  We do not need trophy hunters to further decimate their population.
The money used to organize a Spring hunt would be better spent relocating the bears who stray into people places, lured by access to food.
I have observed black bears eating grass, munching on berries and enriching soils with their left over fish carcasses along streams.  More often I have just seen their spat since they would rather not come close to humans and are aware of 
human presence early enough to disappear.  These are gentle giants who do not deserve to be mounted on trophy hunter’s walls!
Please do not have a Spring Black Bear Kill!
Roxana Caples

   Let the beauty of what you love be what you do.

3/8/2022 18:48 Commission Contact Form

There is a wide resistance and objection to allowing trophy hunting of bears or for any other reasons. I have never even seen a bear in the wild and that experience is being robbed from me and other people who appreciate our  natural 
world and wildlife. Bears need protection from heartless and ignorant hunters. We are not flooding the comment box with multiple pro-killing opinions like they are. Please show respect for the wildlife and bears in particular to preserve 
our nature. Thank you.

3/8/2022 18:48 Commission Contact Form

I am a Washington state resident and proud and ethical hunter. I am in full support of the Washington State Spring bear hunt and urge you to vote yes on its return. I have been waiting years saving up points to be drawn for this hunt and 
this was the first year that I was going to be able to bring my wife and 3 daughters along for the ride with me. We were planning to create new memories whether successful or not of being out in the woods and experiencing nature. I 
want to show my girls the beautiful forests of Washington and the bountiful harvest that it can yield. Allowing a spring bear hunt means a lot to my family and I as we utilize the meat from this animal to put food on our plates year-round. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this as this issue means a great deal to my family and we look forward to our annual spring bear hunt

3/8/2022 18:50 Commission Contact Form

I am a NON-HUNTER, which is very different from an ANTI-HUNTER, altho I am an ANTI-UNETHICAL HUNTER.  The Spring Bear Hunt is unethical in many ways, from the fact it has morphed from being a special hunt for the purpose of 
damage control to potentially being a regular yearly RECREATIONAL HUNT.  The process of moving to possible rule-making by the Commission has been tainted by the flux of Commissioners recently taking place, and votes that have taken 
advantage of a temporary imbalance of membership.  We all know this. 

This hunt is also unethical due to the fact it occurs in the Spring when bears are at a great disadvantage due to just coming out of hibernation, and the fact of new cubs.  This is not remedied by making it illegal to kill sows and cubs.  
Reporting when this occurs is flawed at best for many reasons.  Even yearling cubs are still learning how to survive from their mothers.

Some members of the Commission regularly site the WDFW mandate to provide “maximum hunting opportunities”.  How much hunting opportunity is “enough” when this activity conflicts with other users who find they cannot enjoy 
their wildlife activities at the same time hunting is occurring.  The balance is already overwhelmingly tilted toward hunting most of the year.  If multiple users cannot be accommodated simultaneously, fairness becomes an issue in terms 
of who gets to do what, and when.

All of this is political science and often ignores any biological science that might inform these matters, despite the fact that the term “science” is a constant political claim by all sides on this issue.

You have all heard every talking point on all sides of the Spring Bear Hunt multiple times.  It has become a contentious issue.  The hunt is not supported by the majority of Washingtonians, or by Ethical Hunters.   It is not supported by 
biological science. There are ample opportunities to kill bears without needing this to become a regular, recreational hunt.  It is not needed for damage control or population control.

For the sake of prudence-caution-ethics-fairness, and biological science, the entire concept of a Spring Bear Hunt should be taken off the table for good.

3/8/2022 18:50 Commission Contact Form

I strongly encourage the commission to follow the WDFW professional biologist’s scientifically based recommendations and to implement the 2022 spring bear season.  The original vote by the commission which deadlocked on a decision 
is baffling to those of us that love the time we spend enjoying the outdoors pursuing the hunting opportunities provided in Washington.  I understand the divide that exists between those opposed to bear hunting and those that do.  Many 
issues in our contemporary society are being met with increasing militancy and the divisions between us are becoming starker.  This divide is particularly alarming as hunters have the same basic goals as many opposed to bear hunting in 
terms of population and habitat protection for Washington’s wildlife.  

Hunters in Washington should be viewed as a minority population as hunter numbers make up a small percentage of residents.  Our only protection are legislative mandates to provide sustainable recreational hunting opportunities.  The 
spring bear permit hunts are composed of a limited opportunity for participation that falls within safe population thresholds based on the data provided by WDFW staff.  

Hunters are strong supporters of the North American Model of Wildlife Management.  We appreciate the efforts of WDFW to link available harvest with sound population management.  The spring permits will not have negative 
population consequences for black bears in the GMU’s where proposed.  I trust upon reconsideration of the spring bear regulations, that the commission will make the right decision to implement the hunts as proposed by WDFW.

3/8/2022 22:26 Commission Contact Form



I am against the Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife’s efforts to institute a 2022 Spring Bear Hunt.

First I would like to make it clear that I am not against hunting.  For years I had a residence in Yaak, Montana, and many of my friends and neighbors there relied on wild game for food supply. They respected the animals, and the residents 
there resented the trophy hunters that killed “just for fun”.
I have followed the sad slaughter of wolves and cougars in Washington State, sanctioned through the policies of the WDFW (with a personal incident occurring close to my property).  I had not until recently followed the controversial 
spring bear hunts.  
Reviewing the materials regarding this issue, I discovered that many other states are banning spring bear hunts for good reasons, ethical and scientific. I also discovered that the overwhelming majority of the Washington population 
opposes spring bear hunting, so I am at a loss to understand why WDFW would consider sanctioning this when their primary mission is to protect and preserve wildlife.
 
Bears are being over hunted in Washington.  WDFW representatives have stated that their “jobs are hard and data is difficult to gather”. Yet words like robust and stable are used freely to describe bear populations, even though data is 
hard to gather. 
 
Studies show that bear hunting does not reduce tree damage or conflict.
 
Hunters claim recreational killing of black bears manages problem bears. But the larger issue is how to manage problem people causing the conflicts with their improper food storage, garbage, dogs and lack of precautions. Aside from that, 
most of the hunts and the bears killed are well removed from communities and areas where conflict might occur.   
Of course there is the ethical issue of killing bears in a weakened, vulnerable state emerging from hibernation. An Ontario study made it clear how difficult it is to distinguish which bears are nursing mothers, and most hunters took the 
shot, with the resulting effect of death for the cubs.
 
It is my hope that WDFW, instead of pandering to special interests and a minority of consumers as they have in the past, will respect the values of the majority of the populace and preserve our wildlife by banning spring bear hunts. The 
WDFW nicely calls the hunted animals a “harvest” like the animals are wheat instead of living mammals like ourselves. At least they should call it what it is.  
 
Thank you for reviewing my comments.

3/9/2022 1:15 Commission Contact Form

Hello FWC, 
I appreciate your service. But, you  serve the people, the wildlife, not hunters and are paid by the tax dollars of the tax payers who by a majority oppose the Spring Bear Hunt.

I implore with you to do what you can to stop the Spring Bear Hunt and put an end to them permanently. I am a travel RN of 6 years and though your state has tremendous needs in your hospitals, I and many other RN's I know can not in 
good conscience come to a state that allows such cruel and unnecessary acts as the Spring Bear Hunt. Washington already has a very bad reputation with the decades long killing of wolves. Many of us refuse to go to Montana, Idaho, etc 
bc of their repulsive behavior towards wildlife. Our own human population is so very great compared to these animals who are just trying to live as well as they can in overdeveloped habitat and that which has been ravaged by wildfires. 
Our own human population is the most destructive to be honest. 

There is enough sadness and suffering in the world. As a nurse I see it every time I go to work. Can we please have less of it and show mercy and kindness to these bears?
Thank you, 
Patricia Massari, RN

3/9/2022 3:25 Commission Contact Form

Hello WDFW,

I am writing to advocate for bears. To ask that there not be a spring bear hunt and that instead we promote a peaceful coexistence with these beautiful and inspiring animals.

Humans don't need to hunt them, most of the people that hunt beads do it because they enjoy it.

Please end this cruel practice.

Matt

3/9/2022 6:40 Commission Contact Form

How can you allow  hunt these animals anytime it needs stopping 3/9/2022 8:04 Commission Contact Form
Why do you think this is necessary????????? 3/9/2022 8:46 Commission Contact Form
Please do not have a Spring hunt on the bears.  I once thought that Game and Fish commissions were good because I thought they helped wildlife.   As I have gotten older I realize that's not the case.  It seems Game and Fish Commissions 
are ones who want animals to be hunted and killed and that's what they do an organization that allows our wildlife to be hunted and killed.  We need more protections for our wildlife not less and we all need to realize the need for 
predators in our wildlife as well.  This spring bear hunt is nothing more than to allow people who have a desire to kill hunt and kill our wildlife. Animals that are necessary for our planet and deserve to live freely and not hunted and 
brutally killed just because your organization said they can.  Please protect the beautiful Bears God created and stop this horrid and abusive hunt on our wildlife.   

3/9/2022 13:07 Commission Contact Form

I am against the spring bear hunt . We need to widen our circle of compassion and learn to coexist with our wild neighbors who just want to live and love their families just the same as you and me. " Let us develop respect for all living 
things. Let us replace violence and intolerance with understanding, compassion, and love " : Jane Goodall

3/9/2022 13:14 Commission Contact Form

PLEASE STOP the BEAR HUNTS,  all wildlife deserves the right to live with out fear.  Please vote NO and save these beautiful bears that are losing out... Thank you 3/9/2022 14:04 Commission Contact Form
I support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt and act as a reassurance to the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission that an overwhelming number of their stakeholders are against 
spring bear hunting.

I commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

3/9/2022 15:49 Commission Contact Form

Please keep the ban on spring bear hunt.
Thanks, Tom.

3/9/2022 16:45 Commission Contact Form

Dear Commissioners, Please OPPOSE the Washington spring bear hunt! This is extremely cruel and unnecessary. These animals should be left alone, free to live their lives in peace.
Thank you for your consideration.

3/9/2022 17:01 Commission Contact Form

I OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. DO NOT BOW TO THIS DESPICABLE HUNT. WE ARE BETTER THAN THIS.  Sincerely, Gina Obrien. 3/9/2022 17:03 Commission Contact Form



Please put a stop to hunting and introduce educating of the public to wilderness protection and respect. Bear spring hunting is specially cruel they are most vulnerable when they come out of hibernation, weak and hungry. Specially the 
mothers with their babies why kill them? Bears are so important for nature's balance.They are also  a great tourism resource, people enjoy the wilderness why deprive the people who love and respect nature? It is true that we must be 
careful about them, but what can you expect from a mother defending her cubs? Leave them alone, let them live in peace and let the people have a chance to enjoy Nature instead of making them witness horrible situations. Hunting is 
not an innocent activity it is a permit to commit murder, this must not be. 

3/9/2022 17:07 Commission Contact Form

Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/9/2022 17:08 Commission Contact Form
Please stand strong and say NO to a very small percentage who only want to kill. They want to kill and nothing more. The overwhelming majority of people value wildlife and want them protected. These are trophy hunters and it is time to 
let them know they do not control everything. Protect the bears, please. 

3/9/2022 17:11 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunting! Please give the bears a break!!! 3/9/2022 17:12 Commission Contact Form
I oppose spring bear hunting 3/9/2022 17:15 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to express support of the decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt, and as well, am firmly against spring bear hunting. 3/9/2022 17:17 Commission Contact Form
I am writing to you today in hopes that you will not reinstate the spring bear hunt. These animals need their protections to be kept in tact so that they can thrive. These creatures play a vital role in the ecosystem and hunting them has 
proven that it does not limit bear-to-human interactions. Please do not put these amazing creatures in the crosshairs, shut down the spring bear hunt!

3/9/2022 17:19 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to request that in the interests of natural resources, biodiversity and protecting our ecosystems here in WA, you oppose any effort to create a spring hunt for bears.  A hunt in spring is unsportsmanlike and risks viability of 
future bear populations if cubs are orphaned.  Please make sure this is not part of Washington hunting seasons.  Thank you. 

3/9/2022 17:27 Commission Contact Form

Please protect bears from the spring hunt.  As we enter another great extinction,  this one man-made, we should double our efforts on the behalf of wildlife.  Trophy hunters come and go but animals need a advocates to be their voices. 3/9/2022 18:09 Commission Contact Form

The bear trophy hunters who desperately want Washington's spring bear hunt reinstated have resorted to bullying and death threats to pressure the WDFW Commissioners into reinstating the hunt. 
In an effort to silence those of us in opposition, the bear trophy hunters have been trying to fill up all of the speaking spots at the upcoming meeting, much like they have been doing on the public comment forum. Either your governor is 
an environmentalist or he isn’t. Save these bears lives. They don’t deserve this fate. 

3/9/2022 18:29 Commission Contact Form

It is hard to believe you are about to let the bear hunts proceed. All I ask is this: are you ok with a planet free of wildlife, where the only animals besides humans are cows, pigs, chickens, dogs and cats? 

Because it is actions like this that get us closer and closer to a world where livestock and people are the only animals left. Have some compassion, but more importantly, have some pride in protecting all life on earth. Please end these 
barbaric and cruel bear hunts immediately. There is no excuse that is strong enough to do otherwise. 

3/9/2022 18:29 Commission Contact Form

I want to express my strong opposition to opening up trophy hunting in Washington for a trophy bear hunt in the spring and ask you to take very seriously the public input and public opposition that has been voiced about this and also 
take into account what is apparent – the pressure that pro-hunting interests are putting on this issue – Safari Club International is a strong advocate for trophy hunting and has been part of the unfair and unethical and frightening pressure 
to approve the Spring Bear Hunt in Washington.
I strongly support the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission's decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt.
Please reject this proposed spring bear hunt and take seriously overwhelming public input – input that is not based on coercion but is based on real reasons why a bear hunt in the Spring is unacceptable for advocates and more specifically 
for unsuspecting, innocent bears who are just emerging from the winter – who have new families – the idea of not taking this into account – of literally blowing apart bear families as they emerge – of doing something where it is likely that 
orphan bears will be the consequences – with no mother to guide them and teach them – no matter how much lip service is given to not killing mothers with cubs.  That is something that common sense says will not be part of the 
outcome and for those advocating for a spring hunt of bears – a trophy hunt – the idea of being careful about mothers and families is most definitely not a real priority – even if it is tacitly remembered at times to include in words – words 
are not supporting action or mindset.
Please consider the overwhelming public input from hon-hunters, from those who care about bears - from those imploring you to stand with the four commissioners who rejected this Washington Spring Bear Hunt and who are doing so 
for scientific and ethical reasons – respecting that bears are living individuals who are living their lives.
There is no rational reason for instituting a Spring Bear Hunt except for the purpose of satisfying a special interest – that special interest is the killing of bears for trophies.
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring food, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations where these 
natural food sources are and will wait for the hungry bears to arrive. This is a trophy hunt and very much a canned hunt.  
Thank you in advance for doing the right thing and standing behind the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission’s decision to halt the Spring Bear Hunt.

Sincerely,
Rosa Weisfeld

3/9/2022 18:40 Commission Contact Form

Please do not approve spring hunting on bears. Please protect these beautiful animals and stop senseless killing. 3/9/2022 18:46 Commission Contact Form
THERE IS ENOUGH DESTRUCTION WITHOUT NEEDLESS KILLING DON'T START KILLING THE BEARS 3/9/2022 18:57 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban spring bear hunting in Washington and all of the 50 states 3/9/2022 19:06 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

For all of the reasons listed above, I, the undersigned, urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

Jessica Saucedo

3/9/2022 19:44 Commission Contact Form

Why are trophy hunters trying to take the lead and influence decision making and pressuring opening the spring bear hunt in the state of Washington? I support the decision to stop this hunt. It is also a commendation to the 4 
commissioners who chose to listen to stakeholders and to make their decision on science and ethics and not special interests. Mothers and cubs are in danger of being killed or cubs left orphaned to die. I personally have witnessed bears 
baited and hunted in Canada and it is cruel. Bears are important to the ecosystem. They, like other wildlife, are trying to survive. First it is the wolves and now the bears. All wildlife is under threat due to special interests. Please listen to 
the people who must represent the animals and follow the science and do not permit this hunt. Thank You.

3/9/2022 19:53 Commission Contact Form



Dear,

I ask you to issue a permanent ban against spring bear hunting

thank you

with regard,
Salvatore Greco.

3/9/2022 19:54 Commission Contact Form

Commissioners,
I am writing to express my support for the spring bear hunt you are considering, which qualified WDFW staff have determined is sustainable. This hunt is consistent with your legislative mandate to maximize hunting opportunities when 
compatible with healthy wildlife populations.
As I have read through the comments on WDFW’s Spring Bear webpage, I have been saddened. The opposition comments are hurtful, using terms like murder, cowards, killers. For those of us who have experienced hunting as a platform 
for treasured family moments and for direct participation in our food supply, these comments are difficult to read. I hope that it is clear to the Fish and Wildlife Commission that many of the opposition comments are associated with 
groups of animal rights activists who are hostile to the legislative mandate of the Commission.  It is also clear that this issue has been advertised on animal rights websites, urging their members to oppose no matter where they reside. 
Some of these comments indicate they are writing from other countries.  As you know, wildlife in Washington is held in trust for the benefit of Washingtonians and these comments just don’t seem pertinent to that trust.
Reading through the opposition comments, it is also clear that many of the respondents advocate for the eradication of all hunting in Washington. This seems like a key moment, where you can choose to embolden these groups or let 
them know that you take your mandate to provide sustainable hunting opportunities seriously.  
Thank you.

3/9/2022 20:19 Commission Contact Form

Good Afternoon,
In regards to trophy hunting of bears, I ask you to please stop and think "What is the reason or purpose behind hunting"!  I don't see a benefit to this trophy hunting.  I see only animals suffering in the hands of man.   Animals are much 
smarter than and they deserve better.  Please stop the trophy hunting.
Regards,
Julie 

3/9/2022 20:51 Commission Contact Form

I need you to know that I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt. We are encroaching on their territory and driving them out of their home. These blood thirsty hunters need to hunt each other and leave the bears and all wildlife alone!! 
Please do not allow this disgusting hunt to take place!!

3/9/2022 20:55 Commission Contact Form

Please stop practices like spring bear hunting that should have went out long before now. Change and progress against cruel animal practices. 
Who really needs to kill bears as they emerge from their dens?  A select group of very dubious men? 
Is this what you consider as management?  Please stop this.

3/9/2022 21:13 Commission Contact Form

I oppose spring bear hunts.  Move them.  More exhibits at fairs, summer markets on deterring at home, ie garbage cans, bbq grill cleaning, fencing gardens, not hiking alone, etc.  Take a look at the Grizzly and Wolf Discovery Center 
exhibits in West Yellowstone, MT.  And, talks & film in schools.

3/9/2022 22:04 Commission Contact Form

We oppose bear hunting, killing is never a sport, we need to protect the wildlife, this will be all our grandkids lands. 
Thank You 

3/9/2022 22:18 Commission Contact Form

Do NOT allow bear hunting!!!  Absolutely deplorable trophy hunters who kill for fun and bragging rights!  A despised group of the cruelest, twisted people. 3/9/2022 22:49 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners,

please ban the Spring Bear Hunt. The very thought of people seeing killing as recreation and fun is more than disturbing. Please don't further that mindset.

Respectfully,

Gunter Singer

3/9/2022 22:56 Commission Contact Form

This spring bear hunt is disgusting slaughter. What kind of people shoot, trap, snare, etc. mother bears and their cubs when they emerge from their dens hungry and weak? These so-called hunters have resorted to death threats to get 
their way. This is the type of "people" they are.

3/10/2022 0:37 Commission Contact Form

The bear trophy hunters who desperately want Washington's spring bear hunt reinstated have resorted to bullying and death threats to pressure the WDFW Commissioners into reinstating the hunt. 

In an effort to silence those of us in opposition, the bear trophy hunters have been trying to fill up all of the speaking spots at the upcoming meeting, much like they have been doing on the public comment forum.

Bears are sentient beings. They want to live....just like we do. The time in which we live in affords us exhaustive scientific research about animals and their intelligence. We should strive to live in harmony with nature....not destroy it. 

Please be kind and do NOT reinstate the bear hunt. It is cruel. 

Thanks for reading.

3/10/2022 0:42 Commission Contact Form

I travel every year to WA to photograph and observe black bears. I believe hunting them should be illegal as they're too much like us. People can "shoot" them with a camera instead. 3/10/2022 2:13 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the hunting and trapping of these beautiful bears and God's other unique creatures. Morally, killing for sport is no different than killing elephants for their tusks. Except with elephants, they kill for profit, which is even more 
reprehensible; often leaving baby elephants orphaned and alone.

3/10/2022 2:46 Commission Contact Form

No No Bear Hunting 3/10/2022 3:36 Commission Contact Form
NO Bear Hunting 3/10/2022 3:38 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the spring bear hunt. Leave the wildlife alone! 3/10/2022 4:26 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 4:39 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt.  It is inappropriate and wrong on many levels. 3/10/2022 5:31 Commission Contact Form
I implore you to ban the spring bear hunts. This abhorrent practice, when bears are at their most vulnerable, is NOT an example of gamesmanship nor is it helpful to our environment to leave bear cubs to die. 3/10/2022 5:56 Commission Contact Form
Bear-hunting (slaughtering) MUST BE OUTLAWED. "Hunting" with a high-powered rifle, is not hunting.   It is slaughtering  of these beings that cannot defend themselves; slaughtering  by reprobates. 3/10/2022 12:11 Commission Contact Form



please stop the bear hunt!!!

They are living beings like us and they have the same rights as we do to protection, integrity, warmth, food, security, freedom and individual life as we do!
We do not have the right to intervene in their lives, to kill them and to snatch the mothers from the children and to destroy their family ties.
They suffer and feel like us!
Doesn't that go into your heads?

Please vote against!!! 
For them, for us and for our planet!
It's YOUR living spaces – not ours!

3/10/2022 13:44 Commission Contact Form

Please protect the bears of your state!!  Allowing a spring hunt is so unacceptable and who will take care of all the orphaned cubs!!  Definitely not the hunter who just killed their mom.  This is such a horrible plan.  Please reconsider!! 3/10/2022 14:18 Commission Contact Form

Show compassion for our Bears Please! 3/10/2022 14:49 Commission Contact Form
I ABSOLUTELY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT!!!!!!!!
PLEASE DON’T LET THIS GRUESOME, HARROWING CRUELTY HAPPEN EVER AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!

3/10/2022 15:24 Commission Contact Form

I am very concerned about the spring bear hunt.  Washington is one of only eight states that allow this barbaric hunt. 
The process of allowing this hunt was an abuse of power.  The vote was held only days before Gov. Inslee appointed new commissioners and appears to pander to a select small group of the hunting community.
Spring bear hunts orphan bear cubs.  The sows are just coming out of hibernation with one to four cubs right into the crosshairs of a hunter. With the mother dead, the cubs either starve to death or are killed by other predators.
This is an extremely unpopular event. Only 15% of the people surveyed support this activity.  That obviously leaves 85% who are very opposed to this hunt.
Your opening lines to your agency says to establish policies to preserve, protect, and perpetuate. Please protect these mothers and cubs;  otherwise you appear to be a willing accomplice in this inhumane practice.
Please read this message at your meeting tomorrow, March 11, 2022.

3/10/2022 17:22 Commission Contact Form

Please don't allow the spring bear hunt, it would be cruel and inhumane 3/10/2022 18:29 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. NO to bear hunting !!!!! 3/10/2022 19:56 Commission Contact Form
Please do not allow bears to be hunted. It's is very cruel 3/10/2022 20:29 Commission Contact Form
Please rethink your decision about bear hunting. 3/10/2022 20:29 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban all hunting [slaughter] of beautiful iconic bears by a handful of sick minded [rich] individuals. These bears should be protected, not killed for fun.
Yours, Fiona Perkins.   

3/10/2022 20:30 Commission Contact Form

It isn't the bear that have trespassed into our neighborhoods. It's we humans that trespassed into theirs. Why should they be murdered because of our overpopulation. 3/10/2022 20:33 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE STOP KILLING THE BEARS 3/10/2022 20:42 Commission Contact Form
Please ban the bear hunt. 3/10/2022 20:42 Commission Contact Form
No bear hunting! A minority group of bear hunters will never exceed our majority of anti-cruelty bear lovers. Shame on them and you! 3/10/2022 20:43 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 20:45 Commission Contact Form
My name is Dr. Sima Tarzami and I would like to have my comments to be heard by commissioners regarding to put a permanent ban on bear hunting in the upcoming March 11 Fish and Wildlife Commission special meeting. 

Over the past 11 years, trophy hunters killed nearly half a million black bears in the U.S. In 2020 alone, 50,000 bears were hunted in 32 states. The killing continues, despite the fact that bears are beloved and valued parts of our natural 
world. 

I want to be a voice for bears. Let us remember what Mahatma Gandi said: "The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated."  Let us all try to coexist with wildlife so that we can live side 
by side with these species.

Everyone can have a hand in keeping bears (and people) safe just by taking simple, commonsense precautions. Bears capably self-regulate their own populations and don’t need humans to do it for them. In short, these trophy hunts 
simply cannot be justified and must be stopped. 

3/10/2022 20:47 Commission Contact Form

Dear members of the Fish and Wildlife Commission,

I love bears and oppose any attempt to allow hunting or trapping of these wonderful animals. The petition linked below has more than 34,000 signatures of people who agree with me. Our collective voice outweighs the minor voices of 
trophy hunters. I heard that the Commission was planning to allow spring hunting. Please keep the hunting illegal. Thank you!

https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

3/10/2022 20:47 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 20:47 Commission Contact Form
Stop spring bear hunt!  Unconscionably cruel!!! 3/10/2022 20:48 Commission Contact Form
The minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of their stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting. Stop this cruel legislation from passing immediately!

https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

3/10/2022 20:53 Commission Contact Form



I oppose the spring bear hunt. I demand that we uphold our sacred responsibility to life and LEAVE THE BEARS ALONE. This is their native habitat and they have the right to live in peace, unharmed by those who seek to kill them, not for 
food or survival, but for "fun" and for "sport."

We must uphold the hoop of life, thus our own well being is dependent on the well being of everything else around us, including the bears. Let them alone, leave them be. The majority of people support the bears over a few special 
interests seeking to destroy Life. 

https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-
washington/u/30316323?cs_tk=AlLbD5X64E2mAEKZM2IAAXicyyvNyQEABF8BvCc7R3F3THNwJjCw8tKvUDE%3D&utm_campaign=34b1d1bb7d59420f9cc17e19ce6a46cb&utm_content=initial_v0_5_0&utm_medium=email&utm_source=peti
tion_update&utm_term=cs

Here is a petition of those who support leaving the bears at peace. 

me ke aloha nui
johanna k stone

3/10/2022 20:54 Commission Contact Form

Please do not allow the spring bear hunt. It is cruel and unnecessary. 3/10/2022 20:55 Commission Contact Form
Stop the Spring Bear Hunt 3/10/2022 20:55 Commission Contact Form
Please support the permanent ban on bear hunting - it is cruel, uncivilised and barbaric. 

People all over the world will judge you by your actions and bear hunting reflects badly on the Commission and the State.

3/10/2022 20:57 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose spring bear hunting! 3/10/2022 21:03 Commission Contact Form
To:  WDFW Commissioners
Re:  The Spring Bear Hunt in WA

Let us remember that bears are not mere resources for human trophies or murder or to "eat" (most people in the US are not hunger and do not need to eat a bear to survive starvation!!!!) !   Bears are splendid beings in their own right, 
who have evolved alongside us as co-inheritors of all the abundance and beauty of life on this planet!!  Bears should not require our permission to live on this Earth!! Bears earned the right long before us human arrived!!!!
Do the correct human thing, and STOP the Spring Bear Hunt!!!

Thank you.

3/10/2022 21:06 Commission Contact Form

Please do not approve a spring bear hunt. Most normal people against killing animals for fun or sport. Only a minority of people are wanting to kill bears. Thank you for your time. 3/10/2022 21:07 Commission Contact Form
To Whom it mail concern:

I am writing in adamant opposition of the cruel, irresponsible spring bear hunt.  To have open hunting season when bears and their young are just awakening beleaguered and starving from hibernation is extremely inhumane, 
unsportsmanlike, and unjust!  How would you like to awaken from sleep, confused, hungry, and only to be shot or watched a family member be shot while you are still too diminished to run away or protect yourself.  Humans should be 
above such cruelty!  Spring bear hunting should be permanently abolished!

3/10/2022 21:13 Commission Contact Form

Dear Members, 
 I strongly oppose spring bear hunting.  Trophy hunters killing should never be more important than protecting living wildlife.  It's barbaric, unnecessary and down right cruel. 
The minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of their stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting. 
Thank you for your time.

3/10/2022 21:17 Commission Contact Form

Dear WFWD Commissioner Board, 

My name is Angelica C, and a big fan of black and brown bears. For instance, I am utterly against reinstalling bear hunting season for the following reasons: 
  
I believe the Washington Fish and Wildlife Department should ban bear hunting because of permanent ecosystem damage. Hunting bears causes a negative indirect effect on wildlife balance that has not been contemplated in this 
rulemaking decision, amend WAC 220-415-080. First, hunting male bears can promote infanticide counterstrategies from the surviving male population. (Agrell et al. 1998, Ebensperger 1998, Palombit 2015). Female bears to avoid 
infanticidal males restrict foraging behavior and carry a nutritive cost (Steyaert et al., 2013). The reproductive costs imposed by habitat and diet selection constraints could decrease female reproductive success (Wielgus and Bunnell 1994, 
2000; Wielgus et al. 2001). Also, bear hunting can indirectly contribute to negative population growth through increased juvenile mortality (Swenson et al. 1997, 2001; Swenson 2003; Gosselin et al. 2015, 2017). Cub survival was 
negatively correlated with the removal of males from the population (24% and 42% lower 0.5 and 1.5 yr after harvest, respectively; Swenson et al.1997). Finally, harvest by hunting is usually selective. In North America, hunters may show 
preference toward more giant and older bears, primarily males (McLellan and Shackleton 1988, Kohlmann et al. 1999). The disproportionate removal of older and male bears could disrupt population age and sex structure, but it could also 
artificially select smaller and less reproductively successful phenotypes. As you can see, there are multiple adverse effects on bear behavior and survival when humans selectively induce a bear control population.  

We also need to remember that bears play an essential role in the ecosystem. They help in seed dispersion; black bears eat a lot of fruit and vegetation, so they are amongst the main seed dispersion agents. Also, bears provide indirect 
food to other species, such as bald eagles who land nearby to feed on the salmon leftovers, and by dragging salmon carcasses through the forest, they help enrich the soil. Finally, bears act as a natural growth booster for trees and other 
forest cover vegetation when they deposit scat on the forest floors.   
  
Regarding using sport or game hunting as a conservation model, I encourage exploring other successful alternatives to control wildlife. I come from Colombia, where hunting has been banned since 2019; we don't get into the dilemma of 
harvesting or managing bear or any predator population there because we learn that animals possess more value alive and are crucial to balance the ecosystem. In 1996 Colombia signed the Biological Diversity Agreement and a National 
Biodiversity Policy, a commitment to conserving its species richness. Now Colombia is the second most biodiverse country in the world. Colombia has sustainable economic growth, with excellent ecotourist potential contributing to 
biodiversity conservation. Recently I visited another country, Costa Rica, and I was amazed at how this country manages and protects its Natural Resources. Hunting has been banned there since 2012 and is a role model country in terms 
of eco suitability. The law protects all big mammals and predators. My invitation is to review the model for wildlife conservation implemented by these two countries and contemplate introducing them as a part of your wildlife 
management. 
 
My last word in this discussion is that most of the U.S. population does not participate in-game or sports hunts. Wild watchers are nearly twice as numerous as hunters, according to a 2016 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). Why be no-
hunters relegated to minority status or excluded entirely when deciding how wildlife is managed? It is antithetical and unequal that one group would be granted greater access to wildlife management . Thank you. Angelica 

3/10/2022 21:19 Commission Contact Form



Trophy hunting of innocent bears and depriving the cubs of their mothers is reprehensible 3/10/2022 21:23 Commission Contact Form
I completely & utterly oppose the spring bear hunt. Hunting wild animals is cruel, barbaric & there is no place for it  in our so- called civilised society. 3/10/2022 21:23 Commission Contact Form
Please don’t allow the spring bear hunt! 3/10/2022 21:25 Commission Contact Form
Please END the spring bear massacre and end all trapping. 3/10/2022 21:27 Commission Contact Form
I am very opposed to the spring bear hunt. Please do not approve this  measure 3/10/2022 21:28 Commission Contact Form
Please protect our wildlife from over fishing, poaching and killing. 3/10/2022 21:29 Commission Contact Form
Stop this Bear Spring Hunt!!! It is cruel & totally unnecessary…. No trophy hunting in the USA it’s Animal Abuse‼�️�🤬 3/10/2022 21:30 Commission Contact Form
Please DO NOT ALLOW any bear trapping or hunting at all this spring! 3/10/2022 21:34 Commission Contact Form
I STRONGLY OPPOSE THE SPRING BEAR HUNT. 3/10/2022 21:40 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners, and Anyone Concerned in Decision-Making,

It's a virtual fact that more people would rather see the bears of Washington State live out their lives rather than be hunted and killed. And given that bear meat isn't exactly a desirable dish, these hunts are purely for the satisfaction of 
killing, not for sustenance, safety, or as a necessity. It is, pure and simple, bloodlust, and a potential trophy head or skin for someone's wall or floor.

Please, people: Step into the 21st century! Ban these spring bear hunts now, permanently. 

Thank you for considering my point of view. But be humane: Do the right thing.

3/10/2022 21:47 Commission Contact Form

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital 
amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems. 

I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

3/10/2022 21:53 Commission Contact Form

STOP the spring bear hunt! Bears are highly intelligent, family oriented, sentient creatures who have a right to live on this Earth just as much as you and I. With habitats being destroyed and other environmental factors negatively affecting 
their ability to survive, they deserve to live in peace without being hunted. I wish the same fate to befall all of you.. that trophy hunters would hunt you and deem that your heads would look better on a wall than on your body. Minority 
special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of their stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting.

3/10/2022 21:56 Commission Contact Form

Please, I beg you, do not allow the spring bear hunts. The ecological impacts would be terrible. And come on...mama bears and babies?! This is no good thing. Please do not reinstate the bear
 hunt

3/10/2022 22:00 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to ask that you not give in to special interests like hunters who care nothing about animals. Bears have every right to exist and do not want to be near humans. Nature has a way of balancing things out and these bears will 
reproduce less is you leave them alone. We care about our wildlife and believe in coexistence. Please do not allow a bear hunt to go on. Thank you

3/10/2022 22:08 Commission Contact Form

I am strongly opposed to the spring bear hunt. This hunt should be permanently banned. Please do the right thing and see that this is not how we should. E treating animals in 2022. 3/10/2022 22:08 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt. It’s cruel and heartless because it not only involves the sadistic murder of innocent bears, but also destroys bear populations and devastates entire ecosystems. Anyone who supports such barbarity has 
complete contempt for the environment and us humans.

3/10/2022 22:16 Commission Contact Form

We need to save the bears we have left, they are loosing land they are being hunted, stand up help these bears before it's to late 3/10/2022 22:21 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the hunting of bears, it is cruel and will cause their extinction. Please stop this cruelty.
Hunting bears is not a sport, it is a barbaric inhumane and cowardly act. There is no fairness or sportsmanship involved. It is truly an act of barbaric immaturity.

3/10/2022 22:22 Commission Contact Form

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt, these bears need to be protected not hunted for trophys!! 3/10/2022 22:27 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE!  NO Bear Hunt!  The minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of their stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 22:40 Commission Contact Form
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

Please do NOT reinstate the spring bear hunt! I have signed this petition along with 34,000 other concerned people. We are opposed to the taking of any life for fun. I can't think of anything more despicable than killing mother bears when 
they emerge with their young. What kind of psychotic monster thinks that's ok? Its not 'sport'. It's immoral. Please don't facilitate this cruel activity.

3/10/2022 22:45 Commission Contact Form

Dear WDFW

I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt - please do not allow hunters to threaten or intimidate the WDFW into reinstating this cruel hunt. 

Minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of your stakeholders who vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

3/10/2022 22:53 Commission Contact Form

PLEASE DO NOT MURDER THE BEARS !!!! 3/10/2022 23:09 Commission Contact Form
I OPPOSE THE BEAR HUNT! 3/10/2022 23:15 Commission Contact Form
Ban Spring bear hunting. 3/10/2022 23:18 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the killing of bears...stop killing the bears iwith this trophy killing madness model..Bears are luving feeling creatures..they have a right to their luves..the cubs depend on their mothers...it is very barbaric and inhumane of 
humans to seek to destroy and kill the magnificent creatures...let them live their lives ...as they were intended...BEARS HAVE RIGHTS TOO...PLEASE STOP THE SENSELESS  KILLING OF THESE BEAUTIFUL ANIMALS...

3/10/2022 23:20 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt 3/10/2022 23:50 Commission Contact Form
Dear Fish and Wildlife Commission,
Please put an end to the spring bear hunting. It is cruel and inhumane. Please think about it this way, with many wildlife speicies being almost extinct, kids in the future will not be able to know exactly what a certain wildlife creature looks 
like one day when learning about animals if this continues. The bible states in one of the Ten Commandments "Thou shall not kill". I pray you will take this into consideration and put an end to the spring bear hunting for the state of 
Washington. Please and thank you. Have a blessed day. God bless.

3/10/2022 23:54 Commission Contact Form



I hope you will use tomorrow's meeting to finally decide against spring bear hunting. Most of your constituents are against it, and bear hunting could have serious unwanted consequences for the ecosystem. Apart from short-term 
interests of a handful of hunters, there is no good reason to allow it. 

3/10/2022 23:56 Commission Contact Form

 I strongly oppose WDFW's proposed amendments to WAC 220-415-080.

Spring bear hunts are immoral and anachronistic. They were originally organized at the behest of the timber industry to stop hungry bears from stripping bark from trees to reach the sweet sap underneath. But the efficacy of this 
approach has never even been documented! So the WDFW is now expected to permanently approve a spring bear hunt simply to "preserve a hunting tradition," if we are to believe hunting advocacy groups. This is circular reasoning at its 
worst.

Regulating that mother bears and offspring are not to be "taken," does little to mitigate the cruelty of this hunt. Bears that are starved from hibernation emerge to a world that is just starting to provide the year's food. Hunting bears at 
this time just increases the stress these animals are under and makes it more difficult for mother bears to raise their offspring and for their offspring to thrive.

And mother bears are killed very year 'by accident' regardless!

If you want to make the spring bear hunt permanent, show us how much money we are saving the timber companies. Then we can decide if we want to sell our souls for that amount.

We are better than this, Washington.

Respectfully,

Gunter Singer

3/11/2022 0:03 Commission Contact Form

Ban spring bear hunting now! 3/11/2022 0:39 Commission Contact Form
The bullying, violent, kill-happy minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of your stakeholders (including both residents and visitors like my family) in opposition to spring bear hunting.  People want to 
enjoy seeing these bears safe and ALIVE.  Our petition has more signatures than the hunters, who even had a 3-month lead:
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington

3/11/2022 1:00 Commission Contact Form

Please do not commit the cowardly and barbaric act of the so-called “Spring Hunt” whereas mother bears and their defenseless cubs are killed while possibly still hibernating in their peaceful dens.  How would you like your family 
massacred in their sleep?

3/11/2022 1:10 Commission Contact Form

I am opposed to people killing dumb animals. Stop killing bears. It is sickening how some people enjoy doing it. They must be sick themselves. 3/11/2022 1:25 Commission Contact Form
Put an end to this barbaric ritual.  Enough!!! 3/11/2022 1:36 Commission Contact Form
Don't be intimated by Trophy hunters that want to hunt bear cups in WA! We are all standing behind you to defeat their threats. Do not let them kill mothers and cups at their most vulnerable state.... 3/11/2022 1:38 Commission Contact Form
Stop spring bear hunting 3/11/2022 1:50 Commission Contact Form
I hope you will not allow bear hunting.  Protecting wildlife is far more important than the egos of trophy hunters. 3/11/2022 2:07 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners,

we have also accumulated over 34,000 signatures in favor of banning the Spring Bear Hunt in only one month. I can assure you it will be 100,000 or more in one year.

The fact is that the vast majority of Washington residents are against this hunt. A hunt would also spread the word about Washington regarding tourism among the 34,000+ and their relatives, friends and aquaintances, having possible far 
reaching consequences.

Please consider:
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-help-permanently-ban-spring-bear-hunting-in-washington?fbclid=IwAR2eem3Qhmi9IUcB2rMQc1PICKi5j2IXtIQLl7zmre-4JK-wV7d2eenT6j8

3/11/2022 2:45 Commission Contact Form

Please ban spring bear hunting in WA.  A bear screams like a human when it is shot.  How would you like to be hunted down with a gun just so some psychopath could hang your skin on the wall? When all the wild animals are dead we 
also will die due to a great loneliness of spirit.  We need to make peace with nature and find another and a wiser, more mystical view of animals.  They are suffering from loss of food and habitat due to our burning of the west.  They are 
having a hard enough time without being hunted.  Let them be.  

3/11/2022 3:15 Commission Contact Form

Stop bear hunts 3/11/2022 3:20 Commission Contact Form
Please NO spring bear hunt. 3/11/2022 3:26 Commission Contact Form
Spring bear hunt must be cancelled 3/11/2022 3:53 Commission Contact Form
Hello.
Please vote to reinstate the spring bear hunt. The bear population in this state is growing and can easily support this hunt. The killing of females with cubs is a non issue.
Thank you.

3/11/2022 4:08 Commission Contact Form

Please consider that the minority who hunt do not outweigh the majority of all stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting. Please represent all of Washington residents, not just hunters. 3/11/2022 4:42 Commission Contact Form
No bear trophy hunting,  please. 3/11/2022 5:21 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting. 3/11/2022 5:34 Commission Contact Form
I ask that you stand strong against a bear hunt in your state.  Florida, my primary residence did cave to pressure and held a bear hunt several years ago.  It was to last three weeks or so.  In the first weekend, first two or three days, over 
300 bears were slaughtered.  The bears, unafraid of humans, stood and stared at the hunters while the hunters shot them.  The state Governor stopped the hunt after the total limit was reached, as I said, in about three days.  
  Relocate, limit development, limit human impact, try other ways to keep humans and bears apart.  Hunting them is a disaster.  Thank you.

3/11/2022 7:17 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to ask that you ban the spring black bear hunt in Washington permanently. The majority of people are against the bear hunt and America is a democratic country. 3/11/2022 7:56 Commission Contact Form
Please save the bears from trophy hunters. Please don't let them hunt... 3/11/2022 8:03 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. Any hunt really, unless one needs the kill to survive. 3/11/2022 8:15 Commission Contact Form



Dear Commission, 
I oppose the spring bear hunt. 
Even on the other side of the world your reputation could be tarnished by the  reintroduction such a retrograde and barbaric practice. It is ecologically unsound and a mentally unhealthy activity to teach to your children. Give the bears 
their space literally and figuratively. They are feeling sentient creatures that feel as much as you do, and probably more than those who hunt them. They need your support not antipathy or political expediency.
Please protect the weak
It is only a question of scale between the bullying "I can so I shall "attitude of Putin, and hunting,, but at the receiving end it feels the same
Please stand against the hunters
Yours sincerely 
Bernardine Cox

3/11/2022 9:29 Commission Contact Form

Please end the spring bear hunt. Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 3/11/2022 10:45 Commission Contact Form
PLEASE stop this dreadful hunt of beautiful and innocent animals - tell those that enjoyed it that there is better and KINDER ways of enjoying life ....... 3/11/2022 11:29 Commission Contact Form

Please permanently ban spring trophy bear hunting. As a Christian I believe God created all things animate and inanimate and gave humans dominion over His creation as stewards or overseers to care for the environment and it's 
populations. While killing animals for food or protection may be necessary at times, there simply is no reason for indiscriminate killing to entertain himans' desire to kill. God created balance in nature. There is a reason for these creatures 
to exist and humans should respect that balance. Are they really disrupting the timber industry? Or are we, in our disregard for nature, disregarding their habitat.

3/11/2022 12:53 Commission Contact Form

Please stop the wholesale slaughter of bears. 3/11/2022 13:49 Commission Contact Form
Please permanently ban spring bear hunting. Hasn't the WDFW's own research already determined that it's against the interest of healthy population management? It seems cruel and motivated by ease rather than any necessity. 3/11/2022 15:22 Commission Contact Form

Dear  WDFW Commissioners, the minority special interest hunting groups will NEVER outweigh the majority of their stakeholders in opposition to spring bear hunting.!!! 3/11/2022 15:24 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the Spring Bear Hunt,please vote to Stop it 3/11/2022 16:46 Commission Contact Form
I oppose the spring bear hunt.
We commend the four commissioners who chose to listen to the majority of their stakeholders and based their decision on ethics and science, not special interests.

Spring bear hunts in Washington are exceptionally cruel since trophy hunters can kill mother bears and cubs, and the season starts as mother bears and cubs are most vulnerable emerging from their dens following hibernation. If trophy 
hunters kill a mother bear and spare her cubs, they will likely die without their mother present. During springtime, bears search for early spring vegetation, making them easy targets for bear trophy hunters who scout out locations 
abundant in natural food sources and wait for the hungry bears to arrive. Additionally, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife permits the hunts through the Bear Timber Depredation Management Program to support the timber 
industry, targeting famished bears in spring post-hibernation when some bears peel tree bark back to reach the sweet sap underneath for a quick snack. When foresters find one damaged tree, WDFW grants a permit to kill two bears. 
Reports have found that wildlife officials do not substantiate claims made by foresters that bears are damaging trees on timber farms. They do not have to provide any proof before being allowed to kill bears.

The WDFW has stated that the spring bear hunt mitigates bear timber damage and minimizes human-bear interactions while providing additional recreational opportunities. However, they fail to mention that there is NO scientific 
evidence to support their claims. We know for a fact that hunting does not reduce bear-human conflicts.

As an umbrella species, bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. Many other species rely on their existence. Bears are also responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear 
populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their ecosystems.

For all of the reasons listed above, I urge the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission to proceed with a permanent ban on spring bear hunting in their state.

3/11/2022 19:03 Commission Contact Form

Please oppose the Spring Bear Hunt! 3/11/2022 19:39 Commission Contact Form
I signed up early to testify at the spring bear hearing today.  I listened to multiple lengthy comments in particular from Commissioner McIssac before the meeting was opened to public testimony.  The obviously reduced the time available 
for public testimony.  I'd request that when you are holding a meeting to take public testimony, you put a time limit on your own discussion preliminary to opening to public comment.

3/11/2022 20:05 Commission Contact Form

spring bear. 
I held on hold for entire meeting and didn't get a chance to speak. id like to use this platform and do so now. I hope it reaches all commissioners.

 First and for most, i am for spring bear hunt, and would like to echo, population is high, spring harvest is low, and is a management tool.

 Probably more importantly though is, the lack of respect towards staff, and how little weight there recommendation holds is shocking!!! I felt both offended and sorry for them, and especially Stephanie. I can only imagine how much 
time, and resources, went were put in the last several months trying to put together packets of data, and answers to any, and all questions asked, after several meetings only to be rejected almost immediately, again. First thing that came 
to mind was what a waste of resources, in a department where resources are limited. Makes me personally wonder, why and how, this commission is here in the first place, and if it is able to successfully help manage wildlife in this state. I 
cant imagine I'm the only one feeling this way at the end of this meeting, to be honest, most meetings lately 

I hope this still comes across as respectful, it is not my intention to insult. But express my point of view. 

3/11/2022 21:02 Commission Contact Form



I am commenting in reference to the 3/11 Spring Bear meeting. 

During the meeting I have to admit that I felt that a good portion of the Commissioner's had biased views on the issue. It was very upsetting to see Dr. Stephanie Simek's presentation dismissed by a couple of the Commissioners. What 
qualifies a commissioner to proclaim the science and data presented by a WDFW Staff member with a Doctrine on the species and subject in question, as not being sufficient? I found this to be overwhelmingly arrogant, rude and 
disappointing. That is not your job Commissioner.

 The hope is that you will listen to the experts presented to you, weigh public input and make a decision based on the information and comments given. Not you past experience in an unrelated field. Dr. Stephanie Simek is our State's 
leading expert on the subject. I believe her recommendations need to taken more seriously by the commission. 

Calling for more science is what everyone wants and the dept strives for it. That being said, we have enough information at present to move forward with a Spring hunt in confidence it will not damage the resource.

It feels as if the Commission has been stacked against the WDFW staff and Sportsman alike. I find it very difficult to believe that a few of the commissioners are not pushing their own personal agendas with their vote. 

At one point I heard a commissioner (I cannot recall which) make a remark about "barely being paid". I cannot begin to tell you how infuriating that comment that was. If you are unhappy with the arrangement as a Washington Wildlife 
Commissioner, PLEASE STEP DOWN! 

Hearing Mr. John Lehmkuhl self-proclaim himself a hunter and then ask at the end of the meeting, "why hunt Black Bear in the Spring? We do not hunt other animals in the Spring.", shows how little he truly understands about the 
management and hunting of big game and the reasons surrounding this issue. 

I guess my final thought should be directed at the Governor of our State. I am completely and thoroughly disappointed in the new Governor appointed positions. Additionally, I can think of a few existing commissioners right off hand who 
have repeatedly impeded the process and do not understand policy or procedure of the commission or dept. They appear to be wildly biased and unqualified to serve on the commission. 

Thank you to the few Commissioners that appear to be thoughtful, respectful and unbiased in arriving to their decisions. I wish we had more like you.

3/12/2022 0:58 Commission Contact Form

What is the purpose of this commission, what is the reason for this particular structure? (Big picture) reflection on a diverse public?? Or, protect wild life??

 150+ years ago. public view was kill anything and everything. Did that make it right? No, That failed, the public was wrong, and was catofstrofic for wildlife. Hide hunters, meat hunters, as they moved west ,killed everything. We’ve 
learned from there mistakes, and have implemented new management plans. 

Modern hunters do not support that kind of behavior, or management..

The neglect of respect , from departments in field biologist is terrible. We should be supporting every and any available avenue for collecting data. 

Hunters want to see a robust populations.They want to have opportunity, every year. For all game animals! Black bear is a game animal.

Does, debating morality/ethicasy of individual hunts fall into its mandate/purpose/ reason of the commission?? 

I’m scared that the current commission has affectivly set a new standard! question everything staff provides, have zero trust in them. Turn every discussion into a publicity stunt…

Have we lost sight of big picture of management? 

This is a perspective from  a single 33yr old male, live in Everett. Took 4+ hrs to type it up.  Fished my whole life, fishing opportunity dwindled, got into hunting 5 yrs ago…not offilated with any body..

3/12/2022 2:03 Commission Contact Form

Hello Commissioners,
I was registered to speak at the meeting but experienced technical difficulties. For some reason, you all couldn't hear me. You tried three times to connect with me, and I want to thank you for trying to let me speak.

I oppose spring bear hunting.
Bears play a significant role in our forest ecosystems. They are responsible for a vital amount of seed dispersal, dispersing more seeds than birds. When bear populations decline, so do the number of plant species found in their 
ecosystems, which in turn affects other species. I find it absurd that there is no abundance estimate and no mandatory reporting. 

Wildlife is a public trust that must be managed to benefit all the trust's beneficiaries. For those of us non-consumptive users, our objection to killing bears is considered emotional and unscientific. Yet your agency will afford hunters the 
"right to kill" just to offer a hunting opportunity. That's not science. Hunters proclaim that it's their heritage or tradition to hunt bears. That's not science.

Special interests and hunting opportunities should never take precedence over science and the overwhelming opposition from your stakeholders. We are all a part of the public trust, and all of the trust's beneficiaries, including those who 
choose not to partake in the killing of bears, should be considered.

I hope you look at the bigger picture and are guided by your conscience when deciding what the future will look like down the road for bears and the health of our ecosystems as a whole. 

With appreciation,
Nicole Cordano

3/12/2022 2:59 Commission Contact Form

Please stop killing the Wild Wonderful Bears in Washington state. God Bless the people who protect our precious wildlife. Sincerely, Colleen Harrington 3/12/2022 3:19 Commission Contact Form
Stop spring bear hunting 3/12/2022 16:32 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose bear hunting. There is absolutely no reason for this cruel and barbaric hunt. Please set a precedent of respect and compassion for these beautiful bears. 3/12/2022 16:41 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose any form of bear hunting as it is extremely cruel, barbaric and unnecessary! 3/12/2022 16:45 Commission Contact Form
I strongly oppose the spring bear hunt. The killing of these beautiful, innocent creatures must be stopped. It is inhumane and cowardly. 3/12/2022 16:45 Commission Contact Form



Hi 

Pls stop this senseless & barbaric hunting & killing of voiceless & defenceless animals

Thx

3/12/2022 16:59 Commission Contact Form

Please do not allow a spring bear hunt. Bears do not over reproduce. If there isn't enough food, the fetuses will just get absorbed by the mother bears body while she hibernates. They have built in mechanisms to protect against too many 
of them being born. Any conflicts can be dealt with with education: most times, it's people leaving things out (food, attractants, etc) that cause bears to come into conflict with humans. They are a cornerstone of any ecosystem and do not 
need hunting.
Thank you, 
Jamila Viandier

3/12/2022 17:00 Commission Contact Form

Trophy hunting is a depraved n disgusting sport and we need to start learning how to co-exist with wildlife without trying to exterminate them 3/12/2022 17:02 Commission Contact Form
Please ban hunting for "sport" in general and most certainly PLEASE ban WA spring bear hunting.  We humans should be better than this. Stop thinking of animals as a sub class just because they live outside and don't speak English.  So 
sad to think about cubs never seeing their mother again and being left to try and survive on their own. 

3/12/2022 17:06 Commission Contact Form

I just want to lodge my disquiet st the spring bear hunt that you are thinking of making permanent. I am not in expert in these matters, but it seems particularly brutal to be killing bears when they gave their  young and just want to live 
their lives like you and me. There is enough unkindness in this world. We should be more compassionate and caring to creatures we share this earth with.

3/12/2022 17:14 Commission Contact Form

Please permanently ban the spring bear hunt.
It is a barbaric and unethical practice for many reasons. The majority of the citizens of Washington are against a spring bear hunt.
Do not allow the special interest groups like outfitters and hunting guides to pressure you into making a very bad decision.

3/12/2022 17:18 Commission Contact Form

To me, the daughter and granddaughter of hunting resort owners and guides, hunting for sport and not food is immoral and no longer has a place in our human survival program. This is what my father came to believe and I agree. Thank 
you for reading.

3/12/2022 17:20 Commission Contact Form

Please please please ban spring bear hunting permanently! 3/12/2022 17:24 Commission Contact Form
YOU ALL know perfectly well that you CAN NOT have hunting seasons without annual or bi - annual adjustments to the numbers that can be harvested - - PERIOD ! ! !  - - FOLLOW the science ! ! ! ! 3/12/2022 17:26 Commission Contact Form
The proposal to allow the spring bear hunt is absolutely abhorrent. The beautiful sentient Black Bears do not deserve to be killed by heartless hunters for their perverse sense of fun.  The whole world is watching America over these 
proposals.  Only a handful of people in the world agree with hunting innocent animals for fun.  As a concerned citizen of the world, I ask you to please drop these proposals and leave the Black Bears in peace.  Hasn’t their been enough 
deaths in this world already without adding more?  Thank you in advance.  I put my faith in you to do the right thing.  Many thanks 🙏🙏❤️🐻🐻❤️

3/12/2022 17:30 Commission Contact Form

To whom it may concern : 

Please put ban in spring bear hunting permanently. 

Thanks,

3/12/2022 17:31 Commission Contact Form

Please ban the Spring bear hunt. As apex predators, bears are vital to the ecosystem and biodiversity. A decrease in biodiversity will also impact on climate change so this is another very important reason to protect the bears. They belong 
to everyone, not just to a few hunters.

3/12/2022 17:44 Commission Contact Form

The spring hunt of bears needs to be banned. The bears belong to everyone not just a few hunters.
We need them to promote biodiversity and combat climate change.
Bears will generate money in tourism and will help the economy. Please save them for the American people and for everyone.

3/12/2022 17:52 Commission Contact Form

Let us remember that Bears are not mere resources for "trophies" or "murder for fun"!!  Bears are splendid beings in their own right, who have evolved alongside us as co-inheritors of all the abundance and beauty of life on this planet!!  
Bears should not require our permission to live on this Earth!!  Bears earned the right long before us humans arrived!!!!!

3/12/2022 17:55 Commission Contact Form

I am writing to protest strongly against the Spring bear hunt. People all over the world are watching how you will proceed with this decision. The is unconscionable and results in an ASSAULT on science relative to population numbers 
given we will never know how many cubs are orphaned. Even if you limit the hunt to males, collateral and “accidental” female/mother bears is inevitable. The science does NOT support this, and the minuscule population “wanting” a hunt 
should not drive your decision, and “want” is not science. Please do the right thing - the hunt is cruel and not at all how we should be acting towards the environemnt and the animals that share it with us.

3/12/2022 18:03 Commission Contact Form

stop killing bears, wolves and other wildlife now! 3/12/2022 18:21 Commission Contact Form
Please stop the hunting of bears I  beg you 3/12/2022 18:22 Commission Contact Form
The hunt cruelly targets hungry bears recently out of hibernation and can inadvertently kill mother bears with cubs — a certain death sentence for the nursing young. 3/12/2022 18:31 Commission Contact Form
I am presenting my strenuous opposition to the Spring Bear Petition 102.  Isn't it bad enough that our original American residents are being slaughtered in the fall in a completely one-sided massacre?  Extending the time allowed for this 
practice to continue into the spring, when sows are giving birth or nurturing their young is completely reprehensible.  The disturbance that would ensue is enough to inhibit any meaningful rearing and protection of the young as well as 
giving those people who would violate any stated restrictions an opportunity to do so. 

3/12/2022 18:41 Commission Contact Form

The bear have'nt encroached on our neighborhood, we humans have encroached on theirs. Why should they be murdered in cold blood because we humans are the ones who are overpopulated. 3/12/2022 18:58 Commission Contact Form
Dear Commissioners, Please oppose the spring bear hunting season. Please, never ever allow the animals to be hurt and killed again! Thank you for your consideration. 3/12/2022 18:59 Commission Contact Form
Regarding the proposed spring bear hunt- this may not happen! Bears are intelligent, loving and worthy of protection, killing them brings no good to so called 'conservation' this is purely hunters wanting to destroy wildlife. Haven't 
humans done enough damage damage nature and animals? Must we continue to participate in such barbaric practices purely for sport, tradition and fun? Please protect these much needs animals and say no to this hunt, put simply bears 
(and any animal) have just as much right to exist than humans and why should we be able to decide who is not worthy? Bears don't have a voice on their survival and right to live but you do. Please don't let this slaughter happen. We 
need bears and all nature alike. 

3/12/2022 19:00 Commission Contact Form



Dear Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Commissioners,

It has come to my attention that you are intending to establish a permanent spring bear hunting season.  As it is, ecosystems across the globe are already suffering from the negative impacts of the human-induced climate crisis, and 
establishing a permanent spring bear hunting season will only exacerbate this.  All creatures are essential to the health of their respective ecosystems, and bears are no exception.  

As predators, bears control prey populations to maintain a healthy proportion of species within their habitat.  As scavengers, bears help sustain plant life by dispersing the seeds of berries they consume in their fecal matter, providing the 
perfect growing medium for a new plant, and thus improving the health of local plant life.  Additionally, as scavengers, bears consume the remains of deceased animals, thus contributing to the nutrient cycle.  Because bears play such an 
important role, a permanent spring bear hunting season would place undue stress on the bear population, and thus, on the ecosystem as a whole.  Furthermore, hunting bears is unnecessary for ecosystem maintenance.

While arguments have been made in favor of hunting (such as citing a need to control animal populations for the sake of ecosystem health), hunting is not required.  Ecosystems are designed such that each level acts as a limiting factor for 
all other levels, and removing one of these levels (for example, through over-hunting) could lead to ecosystem collapse.  For example, removing predators will lead to an increase in the number of surviving prey species, which are often 
herbivores.  This increase in the number of herbivores will then lead to overgrazing, further contributing to the imbalance.  If there is no ecosystem level in place to keep the herbivore population in check, the herbivores will deplete their 
food sources faster than they can replenish, creating a positive feedback loop that could ultimately result in ecosystem failure.

Ecosystems are meant to be self-regulating, so rather than establishing a permanent spring bear hunting season, it would be in your best interest, as custodians of this ecosystem, to allow nature to self-regulate.  It is my hope that you will 
seriously consider the words of myself and those who stand with me in our fight to protect the land and creatures that we care deeply about.  Thank you for your consideration, and have a lovely day.

With gratitude,
Sophia Hsieh

3/12/2022 19:06 Commission Contact Form

NO MORE SLAUGHTER of BEARS NOW & FOREVER...Let Mother Earth maintain BALANCE and HARMONY....LEAVE ALL wildlife ALONE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! STOP the EGO CONTROL ISSUES!!!!!!!!!!! 3/12/2022 19:19 Commission Contact Form
Please do not allow bear hunting in the spring when cubs are so dependent on their mothers.  We do not need to add to the devastation of wild life that we are experiencing.   We do not hunt other mammals in the spring.
There is no ethical consideration being discussed, only "hunter" rights.  

3/12/2022 19:25 Commission Contact Form

I am opposed to the spring bear hunt. It is unnecessary and irresponsible to hold a bear hunt of any kind. Please  get rid of this inhumane idea. 3/12/2022 19:51 Commission Contact Form
please don't make spring bear hunting permanent.   It needs to be decided every year or two, after research on the current bear population, how much to reduce the local bear number. 3/12/2022 20:03 Commission Contact Form
As humans on this planet we are charged with the task being stewards of wildlife. This means we are supposed to preserve and protect wildlife on this planet. Often we don't do a very good job of this and every opportunity that we have 
to fulfill this huge responsibility, we should be successful.

3/12/2022 20:12 Commission Contact Form

Stop the spring bear hunt 3/12/2022 20:17 Commission Contact Form
Save the bears from extinction, save them from hunts, Stop the Spring Hunt now, save the poor innocent animals from death, and save the ecosystem, for shame on you if you do hunt them.
SHAME IF YOU HUNT THE BEARS.
AS A LAKOTA I DEMAND YOU SAVE THE LAND AND ITS LIFE.

3/12/2022 20:22 Commission Contact Form

Ban the spring bear hunt! Let the bears live in peace. 3/12/2022 20:22 Commission Contact Form
Why would there ever be a need to hunt bears.  Feeding weak minded male egos is never a legitimate answer. 3/12/2022 20:46 Commission Contact Form
Im writing to let you know that vehemently oppose the spring bear hunt. Please permanently abolish these cruel and immoral practice immediately. Any living being should not be hunted down and murdered to "control populations". I 
wonder how many ties to any hunting groups these "experts" have that state hunting is justifiable. Please have compassion and empathy for other life on this earth.

3/12/2022 20:57 Commission Contact Form

Spring Bear Hunting, is a license to murder. 3/12/2022 21:16 Commission Contact Form
Stop this bear hunt I am against this 3/12/2022 21:18 Commission Contact Form
Absolutly NO!!!!! to the cruel spring bear hunt!!!!!
Please don't let this irresponsible unacceptable cruelty happen ever again!!!!!!!

3/12/2022 21:32 Commission Contact Form

Please end the vicious killing of wolves and bears. Both species are important to manage and balance 
the wilderness ecosystem.

3/12/2022 21:39 Commission Contact Form

Please do not have a Spring Bear hunt. It is cruel and not necessary. It is not a sport. Thank you. 3/12/2022 22:21 Commission Contact Form
Stop killing wildlife. Humans have taken over their habitat, where are they suppose to go ?  We need to coexist. Stop the hunts, stop the building into habitats. Find the ways to let bears and other wildlife live as they are meant to live or 
give them sanctuary. STOP KILLING, NOT ACCEPTABLE.

3/12/2022 22:41 Commission Contact Form

We have to stop the spring bear hunt.
The world has changed every day there is less animal populations and the bear is not an exception. We cannot continues hunting animals in that way. Hunting is not needed to feed humans anymore. This is the time to protect the nature 
thta is in danger due to human activities. Thank you.

3/12/2022 23:07 Commission Contact Form

Dear Sir or Madam,

I strongly oppose the hunting of mother bears and their cubs during the spring, when they are at their most vulnerable.  Please vote no to a spring bear hunt.  

Thank you for your compassion and sound judgment,

Laura Long

3/12/2022 23:11 Commission Contact Form

I oppose the spring bear hunt, it needs to be banned. 3/12/2022 23:34 Commission Contact Form
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